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INTRODUCTION TO PROCLUS ON THE TIMAEUS OF PLATO

Thomas Taylor

Of that golden chain of philosophers, who, having themselves happily penetrated, luminously unfolded to others the profundities of the philosophy of Plato, Proclus is indisputably the largest and most refulgent link. Born with a genius transcendently great, and accompanied through life with a fortune singularly good, he exhibited in his own person a union of the rarest kind, in which power concurred with will, the benefit resulting from genuine philosophy with the ability of imparting it, and in which Wisdom was inseparable from Prosperity. The eulogium therefore of Ammonius Hermias, "that Proclus possessed the power of unfolding the opinions of the ancients, and a scientific judgement of the nature of things, in the highest perfection possible to humanity,"* will be immediately assented to by every one, who is an adept in the writings of this incomparable man.

I rejoice therefore, in the opportunity which is now afforded me of presenting to the English reader a translation of one of the greatest productions of this Coryphean philosopher; though unfortunately like most of his other works, it has been transmitted to us in a mutilated state. For these Commentaries scarcely explain a third part of the Timaeus; and from a passage in Olympiodorus On the Meteors of Aristotle,* there is every reason to believe that Proclus left no part of the Timaeus without his masterly elucidations. This is likewise more than probable, from what Marinus says in his life of him, "that he was a man laborious to a miracle;"

* Footnotes

1. "that Proclus possessed the power of unfolding the opinions of the ancients, and a scientific judgement of the nature of things, in the highest perfection possible to humanity,"* will be immediately assented to by every one, who is an adept in the writings of this incomparable man.

2. From a passage in Olympiodorus On the Meteors of Aristotle,* there is every reason to believe that Proclus left no part of the Timaeus without his masterly elucidations. This is likewise more than probable, from what Marinus says in his life of him, "that he was a man laborious to a miracle;"
for it cannot be supposed that such a man would leave the greater part of one of the most important dialogues of Plato unelucidated, and particularly as these Commentaries were written by him (as the same Marinus informs us) in the flower of his age, and that he preferred them beyond all his other

For important particulars respecting this extraordinary man, see my translation of the Life of Proclus by Marinus. He was born about the year 412 of Christ.


When I speak however, of the perspicuity with which these particulars are developed, I do not mean that they are delivered in such a way, as to be obvious to every one, or that they may be apprehended as soon as read; for
this pertains only to the fungous and frivolous productions of the present day; but my meaning is, that they are written with all the clearness, which they are naturally capable of admitting, or which a genuine student of the

f The late Dr. Charles Burney, on being asked by me, whether he had ever read these Commentaries, candidly replied, "that they were too much for him;" at the same time exclaiming, "What a giant was Proclus compared to Longinus!" This confession, as the Doctor had never studied the philosophy of Plato, displayed a degree of good sense, which is seldom to be met with in a grammarian and philologist, on such an occasion; and his candour is still more remarkable, when it is considered that he had been a Reviewer.

§ See p. 830, in which it is said, "that in each of the planetary spheres, a number analogous to the choir of the fixed stars, subsists with appropriate circulations." See also p. 841 and 842, in which this is more fully asserted.

§ See p. 861.

philosophy* of Plato can desire. And this leads me to make some remarks on the iniquitous opinion which, since the revival of letters, has been generally entertained of the writings of Proclus and other philosophers, who are distinguished by the appellation of the latter Platonists, and to show the cause from which it originated.

The opinion to which I allude is this, that Plotinus and his followers, or in other words, all the Platonists that existed from his time to the fall of the Roman empire, and the destruction of the schools of the philosophers by Justinian, corrupted the philosophy of Plato, by filling it with jargon and revery, and by ascribing dogmas to him, which are not to be found in his writings, and which are perfectly absurd. It might naturally be supposed that the authors of this calumny were men deeply skilled in the philosophy, the corruptors of which they profess to have detected; and that they had studied the writings of the men whom they so grossly defame. This however is very far from being the case. For since the philosophy of Plato, as I have elsewhere shown, is the offspring of the most consummate science, all the dogmas of it being deduced by a series of geometrical reasoning, some of them ranking as prior, and others as posterior, and the latter depending on the former, like the propositions in Euclid, certain preparatory disciplines are requisite to the perfect comprehension of these doctrines. Hence a legitimate student of this philosophy must be skilled in mathematics, have been exercised in all the logical methods, and not be unacquainted with physics. He must also be an adept in the writings of Aristotle, as preparatory to the more sublime speculations of Plato. And in addition to all this, he must possess those qualifications enumerated by Plato in the Republic [VII, 535a]; viz. he must have naturally a good memory, learn with facility, be magnificent and orderly, and the friend and ally of justice, truth, fortitude, and temperance. Since the revival of letters however, this philosophy has not been studied by men, who have had the
smallest conception that these requisites were indispensably necessary, or who have attempted the acquisition of it, in this regular and scientific method. Hence, they have presumed to decide on the excellence of works, with the true merits of which, as they were thus unqualified, they were wholly unacquainted, and to calumniate what they could not understand. They appear likewise to have been ignorant, that Plato, conformably to all the other great philosophers of antiquity, wrote in such a way as to conceal the sublimest of his doctrines from the vulgar, as well knowing, that they

It is well said by Petwin, alluding to this philosophy, "that there are certain truths acquired by a long exercise of reason, both in particular, and likewise in those subjects that are most general, as much, perhaps, out of the reach of the greatest mathematician, as the speculations of Newton are above the capacity of some that are now called mathematicians."

would only be profaned by them without being understood; the eye of the multitude, as he says, not being sufficiently strong to bear the light of truth. Hence, as Proclus well observes, "it is needless to mention, that it is unbecoming to speak of the most divine of dogmas before the multitude, Plato himself asserting that all these are ridiculous to the many, but in an admirable manner are esteemed by the wise. Thus also, the Pythagoreans said, that of discourses, some are mystical, but others adapted to be delivered openly. With the Peripatetics likewise, some are esoteric, and others exoteric; and Parmenides himself, wrote some things conformable to truth, but others to opinion; and Zeno calls some assertions true, but others adapted to the necessary purposes of life." The men therefore, who have defamed the latter Platonists, being thus unqualified, and thus ignorant of the mode of writing adopted by the great ancients, finding from a superficial perusal of the most genuine disciples of Plato many dogmas which were not immediately obvious in his writings, and which were to them incomprehensible, confidently asserted that these dogmas were spurious, that the authors of them were delirious, and that they had completely corrupted and polluted the philosophy of their master. It may also be added, as Olympiodorus justly observes, that the writings of Plato like those of Homer, are to be considered physically, ethically, theologically, and in short, multifariously; and that he who does not consider them, will in vain attempt to unfold the latent meaning they contain. By the latter Platonists however, they have been explored in this way, and he who is capable of availing himself of the elucidations of these most benevolent and most sagacious men, will find the arduous sublimities of Plato accessible, his mystic narrations conformable to scientific deductions, and his apparent obscurity, the veil of conceptions, truly luminous and divine. And thus much as to the cause of the prevailing iniquitous opinion, respecting the writings of the latter Platonists; for the authors of it, I have not been able to discover. But of this I am certain, and posterity will confirm the decision, that whoever they were, they were no less ignorant than arrogant
no less contemptible than obscure.

With respect to the following translation, I have only to observe, that I have endeavoured to the utmost of my ability to unite in it faithfulness with perspicuity; and to preserve the manner as well as the matter of the original

Independent of the difficulties inseparable from such an undertaking, and which arise from the abstruseness of the subjects that are discussed in this work, the original abounds with errors, not of a trifling, but of the most important nature; errors, which so materially affect the sense, that no one can read these Commentaries, unless he corrects them, and yet no one can correct the greater part of them, unless he is well acquainted with the philosophy of Plato. Of this the reader may be convinced by perusing the notes which accompany this translation, in which he will find upwards of eleven hundred necessary emendations. I call them necessary because they are not the offspring of conjecture, but such as the sense indubitably demands. Of translations too, of this work, I could not avail myself; for of the whole of it there are none; and a Latin translation of a part of the 3d book, by Nicholaeus Leonicus Thomaeus,* is the only aid that has been afforded me in this arduous undertaking. From this translation I have been able, as the learned reader will perceive, to give many important emendations of the printed original, and not unfrequently to add to it, not only particular words, but entire sentences that were wanting.

And now I shall conclude with observing, that though like most others who have laboured greatly for the good, not merely of their country, but of all mankind, I have only met with ingratitude from the public for those labours; and that though on this account I am not much indebted,* yet I sincerely wish well to my native land, and to every individual in it. That I have neither been influenced by the expectation of sordid emolument, nor of the honours of the multitude, in the prosecution of these labours, must be evident from the nature of them, to the most careless observer. The most perfect conviction indeed, that a greater good than the philosophy of Plato and Aristotle was never imparted to divinity to man, and the consequent persuasion, that I could not confer a more real benefit on the present age and posterity than by a dissemination of it in my native tongue,
as they induced me to engage in such a difficult undertaking, have also bee a
attended with the purest delight, from a conviction that I was acting rightly,
and therefore in a way pleasing to divinity. Hence in accomplishing this
Herculean task, I have been satisfied with exploring myself, and imparting
to others, the treasures of ancient wisdom; and with endeavouring to
deserve the favourable regard of that ineffable principle, whose approbation
is not only the highest honour that either mortals or immortals can obtain,
but the most durable and substantial gain.

This translation forms the last part of the Opuscula of Thomaeus, printed at
Venice in the year 1525; which work is so scarce, that Fabricius in his account of the
Life and Writings of Proclus, (Biblioth. Graec. Tom. 8.) says, he never saw it.

$ According to Plato in the 7th Book of his Republic [520b], "that which springs up
spontaneously, should not be forward to pay any one for its nurture."

---

NAMES OF THE PHILOSOPHERS QUOTED BY PROCLUS
IN THESE COMMENTARIES.

ADRASTUS APHRODISIENSIS, one of the genuine Peripatetics, according
to Simplicius On the categories of Aristotle.
AGLAOPHEMUS, one who initiated Pythagoras in the mysteries of
Orpheus.
ALBINUS, a Platonic philosopher, who flourished about the time of
Galen.
ALEXANDER APHRODISIENSIS, a Peripatetic philosopher, who flourished under the Emperor Severus.
AMELIUS, a Platonic philosopher, and a disciple of Plotinus.
AMMONIUS SACCAS, the preceptor of Plotinus.
ANAXAGORAS, the Clazomenian, flourished about the 70th Olympiad.
ANTONINUS, a disciple of Ammonius Saccas.
ARISTOTLE, the disciple of Plato, was born in the first year of the 99th
Olympiad.
ARISTOTLE, the Rhodian.
ATTICUS, a Platonic philosopher, who flourished under Marcus
Antoninus.
CHRYSSIPUS, a celebrated Stoic philosopher, died in the 143rd Olympiad.
GRANTOR SOLENSIS, the first interpreter of Plato, also a fellow disciple
with Xenocrates of Plato, and an auditor of Polemo.
DEMOCRITUS, the celebrated philosopher of Abdera, flourished about
the 80th Olympiad.
EMPEDOCLES, the celebrated Pythagorean philosopher, was an auditor
when a young man of Pythagoras.
EPICURUS, was born in the 109th Olympiad.
EUDEMUS, the Rhodian, a disciple of Aristotle, and to whom Aristotle inscribed his Eudemian Ethics.

EURYMACHUS, the Epicurean.

GALEN, the physician, who was also a Platonist. He wrote 200 Volumes, most of which were burnt in the temple of Peace, and flourished under the Emperor Adrian.

HARPOCRATIAN, the Platonist, an Argive, and the familiar of Augustus Caesar.

HERACLIDES PONTICUS, a disciple of Plato and Speusippus.

HERACLITUS EPHESIUS, surnamed the obscure, flourished about the 70th Olympiad.

HERMES TRISMEGISTUS.

JULIAN, the Theurgist, who flourished under Marcus Antoninus.

IAMBLICHUS, a Platonic philosopher, surnamed the divine, flourished under the Emperor Constantine.

NICOMACHUS, the Pythagorean, was, according to Fabricius, somewhat posterior to the age of Antoninus Pius.

NUMENIUS, a Pythagoric and Platonic philosopher, flourished prior to Plotinus.

OCELLUS LUCANUS, an auditor of Pythagoras, and one of his mod eminent disciples.

ORIGEN, (not a father of the Church,) a disciple of Plotinus.

PARMENIDES, the Elean, a Pythagoric philosopher, flourished about the 70th Olympiad.

PHERECYDES, the Syrian, the preceptor of Pythagoras.

PHILOLAUS, of Tarentum, an eminent Pythagorean philosopher, and an auditor of Pythagoras.

PLATO, was born in the 4th year of the 88th Olympiad, and died in the 108th Olympiad.

PLOTINUS, one of the most eminent of the Platonic philosophers, flourished under the Emperors Gordian and Galienus.

PLUTARCH, of Chaeronea, in Boeotia, the preceptor of Trajan, and the celebrated biographer.

PORPHYRY, a disciple of Plotinus, and distinguished by the appellation of the philosopher.

POSITONIUS, a Stoic philosopher, flourished under the reign of Julius Caesar.

PRAXIPHANES, a disciple of Theophrastus.

PROCLUS MALLOTES, is mentioned by our Proclus as one of the ancient philosophers.

PYTHAGORAS, the father of philosophy, flourished about the 60th Olympiad.

SEVERUS, a Platonist, but the time in which he flourished is not known.

SOCRATES, the celebrated preceptor of Plato, was born in the 4th year of the 77th Olympiad.

SOCRATES, the Platonist, was posterior in time to Amelius.
SOLON, the Legislator, flourished about the 46th Olympiad.
STRATO LAMPSACENUS, an auditor and successor of Theophrastus.
SYRIANUS, the preceptor of Proclus. See the notes to this work.
THALES, was born in the first year of the 35th Olympiad, and died in
the 58th Olympiad.
THEODORUS, ASINAEUS, a disciple of Plotinus, and surnamed the great.
THEOPHRASTUS, the celebrated disciple and successor of Aristotle.
XENARCHUS, a Peripatetic philosopher, and the friend of Augustus
Caesar.
XENO CRATES, a disciple, and successor of Plato.
XENOPHANES, the Colophonian, author of the Eleatic method of
masonry, flourished in the 60th Olympiad. For an account of this
method, see the additional notes on this work.
ZENO ELEATES was an auditor of Parmenides, and flourished about the
30th Olympiad.

N.B. The Olympic games were restored by Iphicus, 442 years after their
first institution, and about 777 years before Christ. From this last
institution the Greeks began to reckon by Olympiads, each of which
contained the space of 4 years. And this continued even to the reign of
Constantine.

AN EXPLANATION OF CERTAIN TERMS USED BY
PROCLUS IN THIS WORK.

THE ANAGOGIC. That which elevates the soul from
sensibles to intelligibles.
ALLIATION. Change in quality.
APOCATASTASIS. Restitution to a pristine form, or
condition of being.
THE GENESIURGIC. That which is effective of
generation.
THE DEMONIACAL ARISTOTLE. This
philosopher was thus denominated by the ancients, from his
transcendent physiological knowledge; nature being proximately
governed by daemons, or those powers that subsist between Gods and
men.
GENERATION. A flowing condition of being, or a subsistence
in becoming to be. Hence, to gignesthai signifies an extension in
subsistence, or a tendency to being.
THE DEMIURGUS OF WHOLES. The maker of the
universe is thus denominated, because he produces the universe, so far
as it is a whole, and likewise all the wholes it contains, by His own immediate energy, other subordinate powers co-operating with him in the production of parts. Hence he produces the universe totally and at once.

DIANOIA. The discursive energy of reason; or it is that power which reasons scientifically, deriving the principles of its reasoning from intellect.

OPINION. (doxa) Is the last of the gnostic powers of the rational soul; and knows that a thing is, but is ignorant of the cause of it, or why it is. For the knowledge of the dioti, or why a thing is, belongs to dianoia.

THE EPITHYMETIC PART OF THE SOUL, or that part of the soul which is the principle of all-various desires. But desire is well defined, by the Pythagoreans, to be a certain tendency, impulse, and appetite of the soul, in order to be filled with something, or to enjoy something present, or to be disposed according to some sensitive energy.

They add, that there is also a desire of the contraries to these, and this is a desire of the evacuation and absence, and of having no sensible perception of certain things.

ICONICALLY. A thing is said to subsist iconically, when it subsists after the manner of an image.

IDOLICALLY. Adumbratively.

ENTHEASTICALLY. In a divinely-inspired manner.

UNICALLY. In a way conformable to the nature of The One.

THE ALTER-MOTIVE. That which is moved by another thing, and not by itself.

ANGER. (thymos) An appetite of the soul directed to the avengement of incidental molestations.

REASONS. (logoi) Productive principles or powers; and they also signify forms.

MORPHE. Pertains to the colour, figure, and magnitude of superficies.

MULTIPO TENT. Possessing much power.

INTELLECTUAL PROJECTION. The immediate energy of intellect is thus denominated, because it is an intuitive perception, or an immediate darting forth, as it were, to its proper object, the intelligible.

INTELLECT. (nous) In the human soul is the summit of dianoia, and is that power by the light proceeding from which, we perceive the truth of axioms. But in divine natures it is a self-subsistent, impartible, eternal essence, perceiving all things at once.

WHOLENESS. A whole which has a perpetual subsistence, and which comprehends in itself all the multitude of which it is the cause.

PLENITUDE (pleroma), OR COMPLETENESS. Is a whole which gives completion to the universe.

THE INTELLIGIBLE, OR INTELLECTUAL, OR PSYCHICAL BREADTH; i.e. the extent of the progression of the intelligible, of intellect and of soul, and of each of
these according to its own order, and not according to a progression into
an inferior order.

THE COMPOSITE. (syntheton) I have used the word composite instead
of compounded, because the latter rather denotes the mingling, than the
contiguous union of one thing with another, which the former through
its derivation from the Latin word compositus, solely denotes.

THE TELESTIC ART. IS the art pertaining to mystic
operations.

PHILOPOLEMIC. An epithet of Minerva, signifying that
she is a lover of war; just as she is also called philosophic, as being a lover
of wisdom.

HYPARXIS. The first principle, or foundation, as it were, of
the essence of a thing. Hence also, it is the summit of essence.

---

PROCLUS
on
THE TIMAEUS OF PLATO

BOOK I

1,1 That the design of the Platonic Timaeus embraces the whole of
1A physiology, and that it pertains to the theory of the universe, discussing
this from the beginning to the end, appears to me to be clearly evident
to those who are not entirely illiterate. For this very treatise of the
Pythagoric Timasus Concerning Nature, is written after the Pythagoric
manner; and Plato being thence impelled, applied himself to write the
Timaeus, according to Sillographus.* On this account we have prefixed
the treatise of Timaeus to these Commentaries,* in order that we may
know what the Timaeus of Plato says that is the same with what is
asserted in the treatise of Timaeus [the Locrian], what it adds, and in
B what it dissents. And that we may investigate not in a careless manner
the cause of this disagreement. All this dialogue, likewise, through the
whole of itself, has physiology for its scope, surveying the same things
in images and in paradigms, in wholes and in parts. For it is filled with
all the most beautiful boundaries5 of physiology, assuming things simple
for the sake of such as are composite, parts for the sake of wholes, and
images for the sake of paradigms, leaving none of the principal causes of
nature uninvestigated.

But that the dialogue deservedly embraces a design of this kind, and
that Plato alone preserving the Pythagoric mode in the theory
concerning nature, has prosecuted with great subtily the proposed
1,2 doctrine, - ought to be considered by those who are more sagacious and

† Viz. Timon, who was so called from writing scurrilous comic poems [fr. 54, 3
Diehls].

X This treatise of Timaeus, which has been transmitted to us through Proclus, is not however prefixed to the printed edition of these Commentaries. But the reader may find it in Gales' Opuscula Mythologica.

§ i.e. Final intentions.

acute. For since, in short, physiology receives a threefold division, and one part of it is conversant with matter and material causes, but another part also adds the investigation of form, and evinces that this is the more C principal cause; and again, since a third part demonstrates that these have not the relation of causes, but of concauses, and admits that there are other causes, which are properly so called, of things generated by nature, viz. the effective, paradigmatic and final cause; - this being the case, among the multitude of physiologists prior to Plato, that directed their attention to matter, there was a diversity of opinion respecting the subject of things. For Anaxagoras, who appears to have seen, while the nest were asleep, that intellect is the first cause of generated natures,* made no use of intellect in his explanation of things, but rather employed certain airs and aethers as the causes of things that are generated, as Socrates says in the Phaedo.} But of those posterior to Plato, who were the patrons of a sect, not all, but such of them as were more accurate than the rest,5 thought fit to survey physical form in conjunction with matter, referring the principles of bodies to matter and form. For if they any where mention the producing cause, as when they say that nature is a principle of motion,0 they rather take away its efficacious and properly effective power [than allow the existence of it] by not granting that it contains the reasons [or productive principles] of D the things effected by it, but admitting that many things are generated casually. To which we may add, that they do not acknowledge that there is a pre-existing producing cause of, in short, all physical things, but of those only that are borne along in generation. For of eternal natures they clearly say, that there is no effective cause;0 in asserting which they are ignorant that they must either give subsistence to the whole of heaven from chance, or evince that what is causal is itself productive of itself.

1,3 Plato however alone, following the Pythagoreans, delivers indeed, as the concauses of natural things, a universal recipient, and material form,** which are subservient to causes properly so called, in the

† Rep. III, 390b 12.

X Phaedo 98c.

§ Viz. Aristotle, and his followers.

• e.g. Aristotle, Phys. II, 192b13 ff.

o Epicureans,
generation of things.* But prior to these, he investigates principal causes, *viz.* the producing cause, the paradigm, and the final cause. Hence also, he places a demiurgic intellect over the universe, and an intelligible cause in which the universe primarily subsists, and *The Good,* which is established prior to the producing cause, in the order of the desirable. For since that which is moved by another thing, is suspended from the power of that which moves, as it is evidently not adapted either to produce, or perfect, or save itself, in all these it is in want of a producing cause, and is conducted by it. It is fit, therefore, that the concauses of natural things, should be suspended from true causes, from which they are produced, with a view to which they are fabricated by the father of all things, and for the sake of which they were generated. Justly, therefore, are all these delivered, and investigated with accuracy by Plato; and the remaining two, form and the subject-matter, suspended from these. For this world is not the same with the intelligible or intellectual worlds, which, according to some, subsist in pure forms; but one thing in it has the relation of reason and form, and another, of a subject. But that Plato very properly delivers all these causes of the fabrication of the world, *viz.* *The Good,* the intelligible paradigm, the maker, form, and the subject nature, is evident from the following considerations. For if he had spoken concerning the intelligible Gods, he would have evinced that *The Good* alone is the cause of these; for the intelligible number is from this cause. But if concerning the intellectual Gods, he would have shown that *The Good* and the intelligible are the causes* of these. For the intellectual multitude proceeds from the intelligible unities, and the one fountain of beings. And if he had spoken concerning the supermundane Gods, he would have produced them from the intellectual and total fabrication, from the intelligible Gods, and from the cause of all things. For this cause gives subsistence to all things of which secondary natures are generative, but in a primary, ineffable, and inconceivable manner. But since he discusses mundane affairs and the whole world, he gives to it matter and form, descending into it from the supermundane Gods, suspends it from the total fabrication, assimilates it to intelligible animal, and demonstrates it to be a God by the participation of *The Good,* and thus he renders the whole world an intellectual, animated God.* This, therefore, and such as this, is, as we have said, the scope of the *Timaeus.*

This however being the case, the order of the universe is appropriately
indicated in the beginning of the dialogue, through images; but in the middle of it, the whole fabrication of the world is delivered; and in the end, partial natures, and the extremities of fabrication, are woven together with wholes. For the resumption of the discourse about a B polity, and the narration respecting the Atlantic island, unfold through images the theory of the world. For if we direct our attention to the union and multitude of mundane natures, we must say that the polity which Socrates summarily discusses, is an image of their union, establishing as its end the communion which pervades through all things; but that the war of the Atlantics with the Athenians, which Critias narrates, is an image of the division of mundane natures, and especially of the opposition* according to the two co-ordinations of things.5 But if we divide the universe into the celestial and sublunary regions, we must say that the [Socratic] polity, is assimilated to the celestial order; for Socrates says, that the paradigm of it is established in the heavens; but the war of the Atlantics, to generation, which subsists through contrariety and mutation. These things therefore, for the reasons we have mentioned, precede the whole of physiology.

But after this, the demiurgic, paradigmatic and final causes of the universe are unfolded, in consequence of the pre-existence of which, the universe is fabricated both according to the whole and the parts of it. C For the corporeal nature of it is fashioned with forms, and divided by divine numbers; soul also is produced from the Demiurgus, and is filled with harmonic reasons, and divine and demiurgic symbols; and the 1,5 whole animal is woven together conformably to the united comprehension of it in the intelligible world. The parts likewise of it, are arranged in a becoming manner in the whole, both such as are corporeal and such as are vital. For partial souls being introduced into

\[\text{t Tim. 30b & 34b.}\]

% For avTiBeoac, here, it is obviously requisite to read avTiBeoewc.

§ These two co-ordinations are the following: bound, the infinite; the odd, the even; the one, multitude; the right hand, the left hand; the masculine, the feminine; the quiescent, that which is in motion; the straight, the curved; light, darkness; good, evil; the square, the oblong.

• Rep. IX, 592b.


the world, are arranged about their leading Gods, and through their vehicles become mundane,* imitating their presiding deities. Mortal animals likewise, are fabricated and vivified by the celestial Gods; where also man is surveyed, and the mode of his subsistence, and through what causes he was constituted. Man indeed is considered prior to other things, either because the theory respecting him pertains to us who make him the subject of discussion, and are ourselves men; or because man is
a microcosm,* and all such things subsist in him partially, as the world contains divinely and totally. For there is an intellect in us which is in energy, and a rational soul proceeding from the same father, and the same vivific Goddess, as the soul of the universe;0 also an ethereal vehicle analogous to the heavens, and a terrestrial body derived from the four elements,0 and with which likewise it is co-ordinate. If therefore, it is necessary that the universe should be surveyed multifariously, in the intelligible, and in the sensible world, paradigmatically, iconically, totally and partially, it will be well, if the nature of man is perfectly discussed in the theory of the universe.

You may also say that conformably to the Pythagoric custom, it is necessary to connect the discussion of that which surveys with that which is surveyed. For since we are informed what the world is, it is requisite I think to add also, what that is which considers these things, and makes them the subject of rational animadversion. But that Plato directs his attention likewise to this, is evident from what he says near the end of the dialogue,** that it is necessary that the intellect of him who intends to obtain a happy life, should be assimilated to the object of his intellection. For the universe is always happy; and our soul will likewise be happy, when it is assimilated to the universe; for thus it will be led back to its cause. For as the sensible man is to the universe, so is the intelligible man to animal itself. But there secondary natures always adhere to such as are first, and parts subsist in unproceeding union with their wholes, and are established in them. Hence, when the sensible man is assimilated to the universe, he also imitates his paradigm

---

*t Chald. Orac. fr 40, 201.
* Phil. 29a.
§ For avrfq irarpoc here, it is necessary to read ctvrov irarpoc.
 Chald. Oracl. fr. 96.
 Tim. 73e.
 Tim. 90d.

after an appropriate manner, becoming a world through similitude to the world, and happy through resemblance to that blessed god [the universe.] The ends also of fabrication are subtilely elaborated by Plato, according to genus and species, and also what pertains to meteors, together with productions in the earth, and in animals, such things as are preternatural, and such as are according to nature; in which part of the Timaeus, likewise, the principles of medicine are unfolded. For the physiologist ends at these; since he is a surveyor of nature. For a subsistence according to nature, exists together with nature; but the preternatural is a departure from nature. It is the business, therefore, of the physiologist to understand in how many modes this aberration
subsists, and how it becomes terminated in moderation and a natural condition. But it is the province of the medical art to unfold such particulars as are consequent to these. And in these things especially, Plato has something in common with other physiologists. For they were conversant with the most material, and the ultimate works of nature, neglecting the whole heaven, and the orders of the mundane Gods, in consequence of directing their attention to matter; but they bade farewell to forms and primary causes.

It also appears to me that the daemoniacal Aristotle, emulating as much as possible the doctrine of Plato, thus arranges the whole of his discussion concerning nature, perceiving that the things which are common to every thing that has a natural subsistence are, form and a subject, that from whence the principle of motion is derived, motion, lime, and place; all which are delivered by Plato in this dialogue, viz. interval, and time which is the image of eternity, and is consubstantial with the universe; the various species of motion; and the concauses of things which have a natural subsistence. But with respect to the things peculiar to substances according to an essential division, of these Aristotle discusses in the first place such as pertain to the heavens, in a way conformably to Plato;* so far as he calls the heaven unbegotten, and a fifth essence. For what difference is there between calling it a fifth element, or a fifth world, and a fifth figure, as Plato denominates it?* But in the second place, he discusses such things as are common to every thing that has a generated subsistence. And with respect to things of this kind, Plato deserves to be admired, for having surveyed with much accuracy the essence and powers of them, and for having rightly preserved their harmony and contrarieties. And of these, such indeed as pertain to meteors, Plato has delivered the principles, but Aristotle has extended the doctrine respecting them beyond what is fit. But such as pertain to the theory of animals, are distinguished by Plato according to all final causes and concauses, but by Aristotle are scarcely, and but in few instances, surveyed according to form. For his discussion for the most part stops at matter; and making his exposition of things that have a natural subsistence from this, he shows to us that he deserts the doctrine of his preceptor. And thus much concerning these particulars. In the next place it is requisite to speak of the form and character of the dialogue, and to show what they are. It is universally acknowledged, then, that Plato receiving the treatise of the Pythagoric Timaeus, which was composed by him after the Pythagoric manner, began to write his Timaeus. Again, it is also acknowledged by those who are in the smallest
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degree conversant with the writings of Plato, that his manner is Socratic, philanthropic, and demonstrative. If, therefore, he has any where mingled the Pythagoric and Socratic peculiarity, he appears to have done this in the present dialogue. For there are in it from the Pythagoric custom, elevation of conception, the intellectual, the divinely inspired, the suspending every thing from intelligibles, the bounding wholes it numbers, the indicating things mystically and symbolically, the anagogic, the transcending partial conceptions, and the enunciative or unfolding into light. But from the Socratic philanthropy, the sociable, the mild, the demonstrative, the contemplating beings through images, the ethical, and every thing of this kind. Hence it is a venerable dialogue; forms its conceptions supernally from the first principles; and mingles the demonstrative with the enunciative. It also prepares us to understand physics, not only physically, but likewise theologically. For Nature herself who is the leader of the universe, being suspended from, and inspired by the Gods, governs the corporeal-formed essence. And she neither ranks as a Goddess, nor is without a divine peculiarity, but is illuminated by the truly-existing Gods.

If, likewise, it be requisite that discourses should be assimilated to the things of which they are the interpreters, as Timaeus himself says,* it will be fit that this dialogue also should have the physical, and should also have the theological; imitating nature, which is the object of its contemplation. Farther still, according to the Pythagoric doctrine, things receive a threefold division into intelligibles, things physical, and such as are the media between these, and which are usually called mathematical. But all things may be appropriately surveyed in all. For such things as are media, and such as are last, presubsist in intelligibles after a primordial manner, and both these subsist in the mathematical genera; first natures indeed iconically, but such as rank as the third, paradigmatically. In physical entities, also, there are images of the essences prior to them. This, therefore, being the case, Timaeus, when he constitutes the soul, very properly indicates its powers, its productive principles, and its elements through mathematical names. But Plato defines its peculiarities by geometrical figures, and leaves the causes of all these primordially pre-existing in the intelligible and demiurgic intellect. And thus much concerning these things; since when we descend to particulars, we shall be able to know more perfectly the manner of the dialogue. But the hypothesis of it is as follows:

E Socrates having come to the Piraeus for the sake of the Bendidian festival* and solemn procession, discoursed there concerning a polity with Polemarchus, the son of Cephalus, Glauco and Adimantus, and
likewise Thrasymachus the sophist. But on the day after this, he narrates the conference in the Piraeus, as it is laid down in the *Republic*, in the city, to Timaeus, Hermocrates and Criteas, and to another fourth anonymous person. Having, however, made this narration, he calls upon the other associates, to feast him in return on the day after this, with the banquet of discourse. The auditors therefore and speakers assembled together on this day, which was the third from the conference in the Piraeus. For in the *Republic* it is said,* "I went down yesterday to the Piraeus;" but in this dialogue,5 "Of those who were received by me yesterday at a banquet of discourse, but who ought now in their turn to repay me with a similar repast." Not all of them however, were present at this audition, but the fourth was wanting through indisposition. What, therefore, you will say, are these three auditors of a discussion about the whole world? I reply, that it is fit the father of the discussion should be considered as analogous to [the Demiurgus, or] the father of works.0 For the fabrication of the world in words, is the image of the fabrication of it according to intellect. But the triad of those that receive the discussion of Timaeus, is analogous to the demiurgic triad which receives the one and total motion of the father;
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of which triad Socrates is the summit, through an alliance of life immediately conjoining himself to Timaeus, just as the first of the paradigmatic triad is united to the father, who is prior to the triad. These things, however, if the Gods please, we shall render more manifest through what follows. As we have therefore spoken concerning the scope and management of the dialogue, have shown how admirable the character of it is, and what is the whole of the hypothesis, and have indicated the adaptation of the persons to the present discussion, it will be proper that, betaking ourselves to the words of Timaeus, we should investigate every particular to the utmost of our power. Since, however, the word *nature*, being differently understood by different persons, disturbs those who love to contemplate the conceptions of Plato, let us in the first place show what it appeared to him to be, and what his opinion was of its essence. For the knowledge of what nature is, whence it proceeds, and how far it extends to productions, will be adapted to the dialogue, which has for its object the physical theory. For of the ancients, some indeed, as Antipho, called matter nature; but others form, as Aristotle, in many places.* Others again called the whole of things nature, as some prior to Plato, of whom he speaks in the *Laws.* Others5 denominated nature things which
subsist by nature. But others gave the appellation of nature to physical powers, such as gravity and levity, rarity and density, as some of the Peripatetics, and still more ancient physiologists. Others called things which have a natural subsistence the art of God; others soul; and others something else of this kind. Plato, however, does not think fit to give the appellation of nature primarily, either to matter, or material form, or body, or physical powers, but is averse to call it immediately soul. Placing, however, the essence of it in the middle of both, I mean, between soul and corporeal powers, the latter being inferior to it, in consequence of being divided about bodies, and incapable of being converted to themselves, but nature surpassing things posterior to h, through containing the reasons or productive principles of all of them, and generating and vivifying all things, he has delivered to us the most accurate theory concerning it. For, according to common conceptions, nature is one thing, and that which subsists according to, and by nature, another. For that which is artificial, is something different from art, and
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the intellectual soul is one thing, and nature another. For nature, indeed, verges to bodies, and is inseparable from them. But the intellectual soul is separate from bodies, is established in herself, and at one and the same time belongs to herself and to another. She belongs to another, indeed, in consequence of being participated, but to herself, through not verging to the participant; just as the father of soul is of himself being imparticipable, and, if you are willing, prior to him the 1,11 Intelligible paradigm itself of the whole world. For these follow each other, viz. itself; of itself; of itself and of another; of another; another. And with respect to the last of these, it is evident that it is every thing sensible, in which there is interval and all-various division. But of the next to this, [viz. that which is of another.] it is nature which is inseparable from bodies. That which immediately precedes this [viz. that which is both of itself and of another] is soul which subsists in herself, and imparts by illumination a secondary life to another thing. The next to this [or that which is of itself.] is the demiurgic intellect who abides [as Plato says]* in himself in his own accustomed manner. And the next to this "[or itself.] is the intelligible cause of all things, which is the paradigm of the productions of the Demiurgus, and which Plato on this account thinks fit to call animal itself."

Nature, therefore, is the last of the causes which fabricate this corporeal-formed and sensible essence. She is also the boundary of the extent of incorporeal essences, and is full of reasons and powers through
which she directs and governs mundane beings. And she is a Goddess indeed, in consequence of being deified, but she has not immediately the subsistence of a deity. For we call divine bodies Gods, as being statues of Gods. But she governs the whole world by her powers, containing the heavens indeed in the summit of herself, but ruling over generation through the heavens; and every where weaving together partial natures with wholes. Being however such, she proceeds from the vivific Goddess [Rhea.] [For according to the Chaldaean oracle] "Immense Nature is suspended from the back of the Goddess;"5 from whom all life is derived, both that which is intellectual, and that which is inseparable from the subjects of its government. Hence, being suspended from thence, she pervades without impediment through, and inspires all things; so that through her, the most inanimate beings participate of a
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certain soul, and such things as are corruptible, remain perpetually in the world, being held together by the causes of forms which she contains. For again the Oracle says, "Unwearied Nature rules over the worlds and works, and draws downward, that Heaven may run an eternal course," etc.t So that if some one of those who assert that there are three demiurgi, is willing to refer them to these principles, viz. to the demiurgic intellect, to soul, and to total nature [or to nature considered as a whole,] he will speak rightly, through the causes which have been already enumerated.* But he will speak erroneously, if he supposes that there are three other demiurgi of the universe, beyond soul. For the Demiurgus of wholes is one, but more partial powers, distribute his whole fabrication into parts. We must not therefore admit such an assertion, whether it be Amelius or Theodorus [Asinaeus]5 who wishes to make this arrangement; but we must be careful to remain in Platonic and Orphic hypotheses.

Moreover, those who call nature demiurgic art, if indeed they mean the nature which abides in the Demiurgus, they do not speak rightly; but their assertion is right, if they mean the nature which proceeds from him. For we must conceive that art is triple, one kind subsisting in the artist, in unproceeding union; another, proceeding indeed, but being converted to him; and a third being that which has now proceeded from the artist, and subsists in another thing. The art therefore, which is in the Demiurgus, abides in him, and is himself, according to which the sensible world0 is denominated the work of the artificer, and the work of the artificer of the fiery world.0 But the intellectual soul is art indeed, yet art which at the same time both abides and proceeds. And
nature is art which proceeds alone; on which account also it is said to be
the organ of the Gods, not destitute of life, nor alone alter-motive, but
having in a certain respect the self-motive, through the ability of
energizing from itself. For the organs of the Gods are essentialized in
F efficacious reasons, are vital, and concur with the energies of the Gods.
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As we have therefore shown what nature is according to Plato, that it
is an incorporeal essence, inseparable from bodies, containing the reasons
or productive principles of them, and incapable of perceiving itself, and
as it is evident from these things that the dialogue is physical, which
reaches us concerning the whole mundane fabrication, - it remains that
1,13 we should connect what is consequent with what has been said. For
since the whole of philosophy is divided into the theory concerning
intelligible* and mundane natures, and this very properly, because there
is also a twofold world, the intelligible and the sensible, as Plato himself
5A says in the course of the dialogue,* - this being the case, the Parmenides
comprehends the discussion of intelligibles, but the Timaeus that of
mundane natures. For the former delivers to us all the divine orders,
but the latter all the progressions of mundane essences. But neither does
the former entirely omit the theory of the natures contained in the
universe, nor the latter the theory of intelligibles; because sensibles are
in intelligibles paradigmatically, and intelligibles in sensibles iconically.
But the one is exuberant about that which is physical, and the other
about that which is theological, in a manner appropriate to the men
from whom the dialogues are denominated: to Timaeus, for he wrote a
treatise of this kind about the universe; and to Parmenides, for he wrote
about truly-existing beings. The divine Iamblichus, therefore, says
rightly, that the whole theory of Plato is comprehended in these two
dialogues, the Timaeus and Parmenides. For every thing pertaining to
mundane and supermundane natures, obtains its most excellent end in
these, and no order of beings is left uninvestigated. To those also who
do not carelessly inspect these dialogues, the similitude of discussion in
the Timaeus to that in the Parmenides, will be apparent. For as Timaeus
refers the cause of every thing in the world to the first Demiurgus, so
Parmenides suspends the progression of all beings from The One. And
this is effected by the former, so far as all things participate of the
demiurgic providence; but by the latter, so far as beings participate of a
uniform hyparxis, [or of an hyparxis which has the form of The One.]
Farther still, as Timaeus, prior to physiology, extends through images the theory of mundane natures, so Parmenides excites the investigation of immaterial forms, prior to theology. For it is requisite after having been exercised in discussions about the best polity, to be led to the knowledge of the universe; and after having contended with strenuous doubts about
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1,14 forms, to be sent to the mystic theory of the unities [of beings.] Having however, said thus much, it is now time to consider the words of Plato, and investigate their meaning to the utmost of our ability.

17a "[I see] One, two, three, but where, friend Timaeus,* is the fourth person of those who having been received by me yesterday at a banquet of discussion, ought now to repay me a similar repast?"

Plato here, together with the grace and beauty of the words, raises and exalts the whole period. Praxiphanes however, the disciple of Theophrastus, blames Plato, first because he makes an enumeration of one, two, three, in a thing which is manifest to sense and known to Socrates. For what occasion had Socrates to numerate, in order that he might know the multitude of those that assembled to this conference? In the second place he blames him, because he makes a change in using the word \textit{fourth}, and in so doing, does not accord with what had been said before. For the word \textit{four}, is consequent to one, two, three; but to the \textit{fourth}, the first, second, and third are consequent. These, therefore, are the objections of Praxiphanes. The philosopher Porphyry however directly replies to him, and in answer to his second objection observes, 1,15 that this is the Grecian custom, for the purpose of producing beauty in the diction. Homer* therefore has said many things of this kind:

\begin{quote}
Full on the brass descending from above,
Through \textit{six} bull hides the furious weapon drove,
Till in the \textit{seventh} it fix'd.
\end{quote}

D And in a similar manner in many other places. Here also the mutation has a cause. For to numerate the persons that were present, was to point them out. For to say one, two, three, is indicative; but he signifies the person that was absent (since it was impossible to point him out) through \textit{the fourth}. For we use the term \textit{the fourth}, of one that is absent. But to the former objection Porphyry replies, that if as many had been present as was requisite, it would have been superfluous to numeral e them, but one of them being absent, of whose name we are ignorant, the enumeration of those that are present contains a representation of the
one that is wanting, as desiring that which remains, and as being in want of a part of the whole number. Plato therefore indicating this, represents Socrates enumerating the persons that were present, and
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requiring him who was wanting. For if he had known him, and had been able to manifest him by name, he would perhaps have said, I see Critias, and Timaeus, and Hermocrates, but that man I do not see. Since however, he who was absent was a stranger, and unknown to him, he only knew through number that he was wanting, and manifests to us that so many were present. All these observations, therefore, are elegant, and such others of the like kind as may be devised by some in E subserviency to the theory of the words before us. But it is necessary to remember that the dialogue is Pythagorean, and that it is requisite interpretations should be made in a way adapted to the philosophers of that sect.

Such ethical Pythagoric dogmas therefore, as the following,* may be derived from the present text: Those men established friendship and a concordant life, as the scope of all their philosophy. Hence Socrates prior to every thing else adduces this, by giving Timaeus the appellation of friend. In the second place, they thought that the compacts which they made with each other, should be stably preserved by them;* and for the fulfillment of these, Socrates desires the presence of the fourth person. In the third place, they embraced communion in the invention of dogmas, and the writings of one, were common to all of them. This also Socrates establishes, calling on them to become both guests and hosts, those that fill, and those that are filled, those that teach, and those that learn. Others, therefore, have written arts concerning disciplines through which they think they shall improve the manners of those that are instructed by them; but Plato delineates the forms of appropriate manners, through the imitation of the most excellent men, which have much greater efficacy than those which are deposited in mere rules F alone. For imitation disposes the lives of the auditors, conformably to its own peculiarity. Hence, through these things it is evident what that is about which the philosopher is especially abundant, that it is about the hearing of discussions, and what he conceived to be a true feast; that it is not such as the multitude fancy it to be; for this is of an animal and brutal nature; but that which banquets in us the [true] man.5 Hence 6A too, there is much in Plato about the feast of discourse. These therefore, and such particulars as these, are ethical.
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But the physical Pythagoric dogmas are as follow: they said that every physical production was held together by numbers, and that all the fabrications of nature subsisted conformably to numbers. These numbers however are participate, just as all mundane forms are participate. Very properly, therefore, does the dialogue at its commencement proceed through numbers, and use numbers as things numbered, and not those very things themselves of which they participate. For the monad, duad, and triad are one thing, and one, two, three, another. For the former are simple, and each of these subsists itself’ by itself; but the latter participate of the former. Aristotle therefore, is not right in asserting,* that these men considered numbers as subsisting in sensibles. For how could this be admitted by those who celebrate number as the father of Gods and men, and the tetractys,* as the fountain of ever-flowing nature? But since the dialogue is physical, it makes its commencement from participated numbers, such as are all numbers that are physical. Farther still, these men venerated physical communion, both that which is in generation, according to which all things are rendered effable and commensurate with each other, and that which is in celestial natures. For these impart to each other their proper powers. Rightly therefore, and in a way adapted to the thing proposed, does Socrates think fit, that the same persons should become both hosts and guests.

From these things also, you may survey such theological conceptions as the following: These men generated all things through the first numbers, and which also rank as rulers and leaders; and from three Gods, gave subsistence to all mundane natures. Of these three, the monad, duad and triad, are indicative; so that it is requisite to begin from these, and that he who surveys nature inwardly should look to these. Farther still, the concauses of natural things were also contemplated by other philosophers, as by Anaxagoras and Zeno; but the final, the paradigmatic, and the producing0 cause, were peculiarly investigated by Plato. These cause therefore are manifested through the
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above numbers. The final, indeed, through the monad; for it presides
over numbers in the order of *The Good*. But the paradigmatic through
the duad; for the difference of beings separates the primary causes of
wholes. And besides this, the duad is the principle of the tetractys of
intelligible paradigms. But the producing cause is signified through the
triad. For intellect is adapted to the triad, since it is the third from
being through life as the medium, or from the father through power,*
or from the intelligible through intelligence. For as the monad is to the
duad, so is being to life,* father to power, and the intelligible to
intelligence. But as the duad is to the triad, so is life, and also power
and intelligence, to intellect. Again, all divine natures are in all, and are
1,18 united to each other, so that all of them are in one, and each is in all,
and they are connected together through divine friendship. The sphere
also which is there,5 comprehends the one union of Gods. Hence
D Socrates who looks to divinity, very properly begins from communion
and concord, and likewise calls the other persons of the dialogue to this.
Moreover, the words *feasting* and *banquet*, are words adapted to the
Gods, and especially to the mundane Gods. For they proceed together
with the liberated Gods to the banquet and delicate food, as Socrates
says in the *Phaedrus:* and the feasting on the nativity of Venus, was in
conjunction with the great Jupiter.0 These things therefore, Socrates
thinks should subsist analogously with them, in their mutual
participations of divine conceptions. And it is not at all wonderful that
Timaeus should feast others, and be feasted by them. Farther still,
communications and participations of powers are celebrated by
theologists, divine natures filling and being filled by each other. For
thus we hear from poets inspired by Phoebus, that the Gods
communicate with each other in intellectual or providential energies in
the works which they effect in the universe.
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In golden cups the Gods each other pledge,
And while they drink their eyes are fix'd on Troy.*

They also know and intellectually perceive each other.

For Gods are to each other not unknown.*

But the intelligible according to the Chaldaean oracle is nutriment to that
which is intellelctive. From all which it is evident, that a reciprocation of banqueting, subsists primarily in the Gods. And of men, those that are more wise, imitating in this respect the Gods, impart to each other in unenvying abundance, their own proper intellectual conceptions.

17a "Tím. A certain infirmity has befallen him, Socrates: for he would not willingly be absent from such an association as the present."

1,19 The philosopher Porphyry says, that what is delineated in these words: that this is the one cause with wise men of relinquishing such like associations, viz. infirmity of body; and that it is requisite to think that every thing of this kind depends on circumstances and is involuntary. Another thing also is delineated, that friends should make fit apologies for friends, when they appear to have done any thing rightly, which is contrary to common opinion. The present words therefore, comprehend both these, indicating the manners of Timaeus, and the necessity of one being absent; exhibiting the former as mild and friendly to truth, but the latter, as an impediment to the life of a lover of learning. But the divine Iamblichus speaking loftily on these words, says that those who are exercised in the survey of intelligibles, are unadapted to the discussion of sensibles; as also Socrates himself says in the Republic, "that those who are nurtured in pure splendour, have their eyes darkened when they descend into the cavern, through the obscurity which is there; just as it likewise happens to those who ascend from the cavern, through their inability to look directly to the light." Through this cause therefore, the fourth person is wanting, as being adapted to another contemplation, that of intelligibles. It is also necessary that this his infirmity, should be a transcendency of power, according to which
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he surpasses the present theory. For as the power of the wicked, is rather impotency than power, thus also imbecility with respect to things of a secondary nature, is transcendency of power. According to Iamblichus therefore, the person who is wanting, is absent in consequence of being incommensurate to physical discussions; but he would have been willingly present, if intelligibles were to have been considered. And nearly with respect to every thing [in this dialogue] prior to physiology, one of these, i.e. Porphyry, interprets every thing in a more political manner, referring what is said to virtues, but the other, Iamblichus, in a more physical way. For it is necessary, that
everything should accord with the proposed scope: but the dialogue is
physical, and not ethical. Such therefore, are the conclusions of the
philosophers about these particulars. For I omit to mention those who
labour to evince, that this fourth person was Theaetetus, because he was
known to those who came out of the Eleatic* school, and because we are
informed [elsewhere] that he was ill. Hence he is said to have been now
absent on account of illness. For thus Aristocles infers, that the absent
person was Theaetetus, who a little before the death of Socrates, became
known to Socrates,* and to the Elean stranger.5 But admitting that he
had been long before known to the latter, what is there in common
between Timaeus and him? The Platonic Ptolomy however, thinks that
the absent person was Clitophon: for in the dialogue which bears his
name, he is not thought deserving of an answer by Socrates. But
Dercyllides is of opinion that it was Plato: for he was absent through
illness, when Socrates died.0 These, therefore, as I have said, I omit;
since it is well observed by those prior to us, that these men neither
investigate what is worthy of investigation, nor assert anything that can
be depended on. All of them, likewise, attempt a thing which is of a
slippery nature, and which is nothing to the purpose, even if we should
discover that which is the object of their search. For to say that it was
either Theaetetus or Plato, on account of illness, does not accord with
the times. For of these, the former is said to have been ill when Socrates
was judged, but the latter when Socrates was dead. But to say it was
Clitophon is perfectly absurd. For he was not present on the preceding
day, when Socrates narrates what Clitophon said the day before, during
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C the conference in the Piraeus;* except that thus much is rightly signified
by Atticus, that the absent person appears to have been one of those
strangers ['or guests] that were with Timaeus. Hence Socrates asks
Timaeus where that fourth person was; and Timaeus apologizes for him,
as a friend, and shows that his absence was necessary, and contrary to
his will. And thus much for what is aid by the ancient interpreters.
What, however, our preceptor [Syrianus*] has decided on this subject,
must be narrated by us, since it is remarkably conformable to the mind
1,21 of Plato. He says, therefore, that in proportion as the auditions are
about things of a more venerable and elevated nature, in such proportion
the multitude of hearers is diminished. But the discussion in the \(Timaeus\)
becomes, as it proceeds, more mystic and arcane. Hence in the former
discussion of a polity during the conference in the Piraeus, the hearers
were many, and those who had names were six. But in the second
conference, which is narrated by Socrates, those who receive the narration are four in number. And in the present conference, the fourth person is wanting; but the auditors are three. And by how much the discussion is more pure, and more intellectual, by so much the more is the number of auditors contracted. For everywhere that which is discussed is a monad. - But at one time, it is accompanied with contention; on which account also, the auditors have the indefinite, and the definite is extended into multitude, in which the odd is complicated with the even. At another to me, however, the discussion is narrative, yet is not liberated from opposition, and dialectic contests. Hence also, the auditors are four in number; the tetrad through its tetragonic nature, and alliance to the monad, possessing similitude and sameness; but through the nature of the even, possessing difference and multitude. And at another time the discussion is exempt from all agonistic doctrines, the theory being unfolded enunciatively, and narratively. Hence, the triad is adapted to the recipients of it, since this number is in every respect connascent with the monad, is the first odd number.


X This very extraordinary man was the first that thoroughly penetrated into, and developed the latent doctrines of philosophers and theologists of the highest antiquity. He did not write much himself, but committed the promulgation of his dogmas to Proclus.


d It is necessary to supply in this place, the words oirov 8e.

and is perfect. For as of the virtues, some of them subsist in souls the parts of which are in a state of hostility to each other, and measure the hostility of these parts; but others separate indeed from this hostility, yet are not perfectly liberated from it; and other are entirely separated from it; - thus also of discussions, some indeed are agonistic, others are enunciative, and others are in a certain respect media between both. Some, indeed, being adapted to intellectual tranquillity, and to the intellectual energy of the soul; but others to doxastic energies; and others to the lives that subsist between these. Moreover, of auditors likewise, some are commensurate to more elevated auditions, but others to such as are of a more grovelling nature. And the auditors indeed of grander subjects, are also capable of attending to such as are subordinate; but those who are naturally adapted to subjects of less importance, are unable to understand such as are more venerable. Thus also with respect to the virtues, he who has the greater possesses likewise the less; but he who is adorned with the inferior, is not entirely a partaker also of the more perfect virtues.

Why, therefore, is it any longer wonderful, if an auditor of discussions
about a polity, should not be admitted to hear the discussion about the universe? Or rather, is it not necessary that in more profound disquisitions, the auditors should be fewer in number? Is it not likewise Pythagoric, to define different measures of auditions? For of those who came to the homacoion [or common auditory of the Pythagoreans] some were partakers of more profound, but others of more superficial dogmas. Does not this also accord with Plato, who assigns infirmity as the cause of the absence of this fourth person? For the imbecility of the soul with respect to more divine conceptions, separates us from more elevated conferences, in which case the involuntary also takes place. For every thing which benefits us in a less degree, is not conformable to our will. But the falling off from more perfect good is involuntary; or rather it is itself not voluntary. But the falling off which not only separates us from greater goods, but leads us to the infinity of vice, is involuntary. Hence also Timaeus says, that this fourth person was absent not willingly from this conference. For he was not absent in such a way as to be

perfectly abhorrent from the theory, but as unable to be initiated in greater speculations. It is possible, therefore, for an auditor of disquisitions about the fabrication of the world, to be also an auditor of discussions about a polity. But it is among the number of things impossible, that one who is adapted to receive political discourses, should

t cf. Iambl. Life of Pythagoras, 30; TTS vol. XVII.

through transcendency of power, omit to be present at auditions about the universe. This fourth person, therefore, was absent through indigence, and not as some say, through transcendency of power. And it must be said, that the imbecility was not the incommensuration of the others to him, but the inferiority of him to the others. For let there be an imbecility both of those that descend from the intelligible, and of those that ascend from the speculation of sensibles, such as Socrates relates in the Republic; yet he who becomes an auditor of political discussions,

cannot through a transcendency unknown to those that are present, be absent from the theory of physics. It likewise appears to me, that the words "has befallen him," sufficiently represent to us the difference between him and those that were present, with respect to discussions, and not with respect to transcendency. His being anonymous also, seems to signify, not his being exempt from and circumscribed by those that were present, but the indefiniteness and inferiority of his habit. Plato, therefore, is accustomed to do this in many places. Thus in the Phaedo, he does not think him deserving of a name, who in that dialogue answered badly. He also mentions indefinitely, the father of Critobulus, who was absent from the discussion of the subjects that were then considered; and likewise very many others. An auditor therefore of this kind would in vain* have been present at these discussions; since of those that were present, Critias
indeed himself says something; but Hermocrates is silently present, differing only from him who is absent in a greater aptitude to hear, but being inferior to all the rest, through his inability to speak.

17a "SOC. It is your business, therefore, O Timaeus, and that of the company present, to fill up the part of this absent person."

This also accords with what we have said. For in natures which are more causal and divine, quantity is always contracted, and multitude diminished, but power transcends. And this also is a dogma of the Pythagoreans, with whom the triad is more venerable than the tetrad, the tetrad than the decad, and all the numbers within, than those posterior to the decad. And in short, that which is nearer to the

§ For apiorwq here, it is necessary to read ctoptaruq. [cf. Phcedrus 59b].

• Instead of o 6rj TOIOVTOQ mpoar-qt; ov pctTijv av irapeyevero roiq X0701C. 1 appears to me to be necessary to read 0 8r) Towvroq aKpoarrtg ovv, paTHfV K.X.

C principle, has a more primordial nature. But that which is more primordial is more powerful; since all power is antecedently comprehended in the principle, and from the principle is imparted to other things. If, therefore, the principle of things was multitude, it would be requisite that what is more multitudinous, should be more primordial and powerful than what is less so. Since, however, the principle is a monad, that which is more monadic, is more excellent and more powerful than things which are more separated from their cause. Hence Socrates very properly makes a diminution of number to be a symbol of superior perfection, which antecedently comprehends according to power all secondary natures, and fills up their deficiency.

1,24 But since, as we have observed, Socrates is the summit of this triad of auditors, and he conjoins himself to the monad that disposes the conference, conformably to the image of demiuric Gods, it is worth while to observe, how he exempts Timaeus from the rest, and how he is extended to him, as to the dispensator of the whole discussion. He conjoins, however, the other auditors to himself, as being inferior to him in desert. For these things may be referred to divine causes, in which the first of the [demiuric] triad is united to the primary monad, and D extends the other parts of the triad to it. It also calls forth, indeed, the productive energy of the monad, but excites the energies of the rest to fabrication. These things, therefore, are conformable to what has been before said. But according to Porphyry, the ethical doctrine contained in these words is this, that friends ought to endure all things for each
other, both in words and deeds, and to supply their wants, and cause them to be unindigent, by filling up their deficiency.* For these are the peculiarities of pure and genuine friendship. Lamblichus, however, having supposed that the anonymous person was superior to those that were present, and was a lover of the contemplation of intelligibles, says, that Socrates indicates by these words, that though generated fall short of the nature of truly-existing beings, yet a certain similitude is divulged from these beings. And conformably to this, the theory which is conversant with nature, participates in a certain respect of the science of intelligibles, and this the filling up the part of the absent person manifests.

17b "TI. Entirely so, Socrates. And we shall endeavour to the utmost of our ability, to leave nothing belonging to such an employment unaccomplished. For it would not be just, that we, who were yesterday entertained by you, in such a manner as guests ought to be received, should not return the hospitality with readiness and delight."

E The manners of Timaeus are indicated by these words; for they ate shown to be superb and modest, elevated and elegant, friendly and philanthropic. For the words "Entirely so," indicate his promptitude respecting the absent person, and the perfection of the science according to which he is readily disposed to fill up what is wanting in others; and they also indicate his genuine sincerity. But the words, "We shall endeavour to the utmost of our ability, to leave nothing belonging to such an employment unaccomplished," sufficiently present to our view, his firmness in the fulfilment of his promises, and his modesty in speaking of himself. Such, therefore, are the ethical indications that may be surveyed in these words. But the physical indications are these, that the remuneration of discussion, conveys an image of the communion and compensation of powers, through which all things are co-ordinated, and contribute to the one harmony of the universe. Likewise, that the energies of nature are changed according to time, different energies operating at different times on different subjects. For to these indications the words, "return the hospitality to you, by whom we were yesterday entertained in such a manner as guests ought to be received," are similar. That which is theologically indicated is this, that the demiurgic cause proceeds through, and fills all things, and cuts off every deficiency through his own power, and his prolific abundance, according to which he leaves nothing destitute of himself. For he is characterised by the super-plenary, the sufficient, and the all-perfect. Moreover, the expression, return the hospitality, is derived from the banqueting in divine fables, according to which the Gods pledge each other:

In golden goblets they each other pledge.

Iliad iv, 2.
being filled with nectar from the mighty Jupiter. Nor is it simply said, to feast, but to return the hospitality (or to feast in return). For a reciprocation of feasting,* comprehends the entire, and completely perfect plenitude of banqueting. But this also is seen in wholes. For the visible orders of things call forth invisible powers, through their own consummate aptitude; and the latter through transcendency of goodness perfect the former. All these likewise, are conjoined with each other, and the communication of perfection, becomes the retribution of calling forth. Farther still, to do all these things, accompanied with justice, conveys an image of Justice which arranges all things in conjunction with Jupiter. But the becoming [or in such a manner as guests ought to be received] is an image of the cause which illuminates wholes with demiurgic beauty. And the t e rm guests, is an image of the variety which is defined according to divine peculiarities. For each of the divine natures possesses appropriate powers and energies. As therefore Socrates feasted Timaeus with the discourses of his own philosophy, thus also each of the Gods, energizing conformably to his proper powers, contributes to the one and transcendent providential attention of the Demiurgus to the whole of things. And these particulars are exhibited as an exercise to the theory of things, which presents itself to the view after the manner of an image, in the introduction to the dialogue.

B From these things likewise, the times of the dialogues, the Republic, and the Timaeus, are manifest; since the one is supposed to have taken place during the Bendidian festival in the Piraeus, but the other on the allowing day of the festival. For that the Bendidian festival was celebrated in the Piraeus on the 19th of April,* is acknowledged by those who have written concerning festivals, so that the Timaeus must be supposed to have taken place on the 20th of the same month. But if, as will be observed in what follows, this dialogue is supposed to have taken place during the Panathenaean festival, it is evident that this was the less Panathenaea. For the greater were celebrated on the 28th of June, according to the narration of those whom we have just mentioned.

17b "SOC. Do you remember, therefore, the magnitude and quality of the things which I proposed to you to explain?"

In the first place, it is requisite to attend to the order of the heads of what is said, of which, that concerning the multitude of those that form the conference, is the leader. The next to this pertains to the filling up the part of him who is absent. And the third is that which is now
added, and respects the explication of the things proposed to be discussed. But these are in continuity with each other. And with reference to the order, it is requisite to understand the accuracy of the words. For the words "Do you remember," exhibit distributed knowledge in the participations of discourse. For in the Demiurgus the

For eiHpuivoneva in this place, I read en<jxxLV0ix€V7><.


recollection of all things, is a separate, exempt, and uniform knowledge, according to the Mnemosyne which he contains,* and which is the firm establishment of divine intelligence. And this in the secondary Gods, is a subordinate intellecction; of both which the present persons are images. Through this memory likewise, which pre-exists in the universe, whole souls are established in intelligibles, and the demiurgic reasons, [or productive principles] possess an immutable and an immoveable nature; so that such* beings as are deprived of it, as is the case with partial souls, and the natures of things that are generated, fall off from their proper causes. But the terms "such things," and "about which," are indicative of the quantity and quality of the productive principles, which proceed indeed from the total fabrication, and also proceed from more partial Gods. And with respect to the words "which I proposed to you to explain," if they were addressed to Critias and Hermocrates, it is evident how they are to be referred to things, and to the principles of the fabrication of the world; but if also to Timaeus, they are not a symbol of transcendency [in Socrates], but of an evocation of the intellectual conceptions of Timaeus. Besides these things, however, let us survey the answer of Timaeus.

17b "TIM. Some things indeed, I recollect; but such as I have forgotten, do you recall into my memory."

That which is ethical in these words, you will find to be this, as Porphyry says, that they are a medium between irony and arrogance. For Timaeus does not say that he recollects every thing, nor that he recollects nothing; but that he recollects some things, and not others. That which is logical in them is, that they afford a pretext for the summary repetition of the problems: for to do this is the province of dialectic. The physical indication of the words is this, that physical productive principles always remain, and are always reflexive, just as the present remembrance [of Timaeus] is partly preserved, and partly lost. For what is said by the man must be transferred to the whole of nature. And the theological indication is, that the one fabrication [which is that of the Demiurgus] possesses indeed from itself, the immutable and
undefiled in its generations; but through secondary and third powers, is sustained as it proceeds, and is in itself separate; these powers attending has guards, and running as it were before it repress the tumult of

1 Orphic Hymn 76, 1; 77, 1 [see TTS vol V.]
For offTjc here, it is necessary to read oot.

generated natures. Or rather, that this fabrication is such, through placing secondary powers over the subjects of its government. Farther still, the recalling into the memory, brings with it an image of the E renovation of the productive principles in the universe. For that which is effluxive in them, is circularly recalled to the same, and the similar. And the order of generation remains never-failing, through the circular motion of the heavens. But this motion subsists always after the same manner through intellect which connectedly contains and adorns all its circulation, by intellectual powers. It is very properly, therefore, Socrates that recalls into the memory the discussions, who is the narrator of the polity, of which the celestial is the paradigm.*

17b "Or rather, if it be not too much trouble, run over the whole in a cursory manner from the beginning, that it may be more firmly established in our memory."

The polity [of Socrates] being triple, the first description of it was truly difficult on account of sophistical contests; the second was easier than that which preceded it; but the third was [perfectly] easy: containing in its contraction every species of a polity. The recapitulation however of it pertains to physical things, through the regeneration which is in them, and the circular return to the same form; from which also, forms F permanently remain in the world, revolution recalling their efflux and their destruction. Through this cause likewise, the heavens are perpetually moved, and evolving many periods, return to the same life. What, however, is the reason that in the [first] narration of a polity, Socrates neither makes mention of the persons, nor the promises, but here adds both these? It is because in wholes, paradigms indeed 1,29 comprehend all the productive principles of images, but the things which proceed from them, have not strength sufficient to comprehend all the power of their causes. As, therefore, in the second description of a 10A polity, mention is made of the persons that were in the first conference in the Piraeus, thus also in the third, he commemorates those that were passed over in silence in the first. For effects may be surveyed more perfectly in their more superior causes. You may also say theologically, that Timaeus, as being established analogous to the total fabrication, comprehends all the persons, the promises, and the discussions themselves. But Socrates in the Republic, being arranged analogous to
the summit* of the triple fabrication, fashions only the form of a polity, this form being celestial. Here, therefore, as in one all-perfect animal, all things are comprehended, viz. things first, middle, and last, and all the evolution of wholes. But how, and through what cause is a polity narrated the third time? Is it because the life also* of the soul is triple? The first indeed, being that which represses and adorns the irrational** part by justice, and governs it in a becoming manner. But the second being that which is converted to itself, and desires to perceive itself intellectually, in consequence of subsisting according to its own

B justice. And the third ascending to its causes, and establishing in them its proper energies. To which may be added, that "to speak "in a cursory manner," brings with it an image of a life conspiring to one intellect, which comprehends all things through an intelligible essence. The words also "run over the whole" afford an admirable indication of an elevation to the highest end, of perfection, and if you are willing so to speak, of a more eternal intelligence. For this signifies to be more established, and to possess that which is more firm and more eternal about the same things.

17b-c "SOC. Let it be so. And to begin: the sum of what was said by me yesterday is this, What kind of polity appeared to me to be the best, and of what sort of men such a polity ought to consist."

Some, considering the resumption of a polity in a more ethical point

1,30 of view, say that it indicates to us, that those who apply themselves to the theory of wholes, ought to be adorned in their manners. But others think that it is placed before us as an image of the orderly distribution of the universe. And others, as an indication0 of the whole of theology. For it was usual with the Pythagoreans, prior to scientific doctrine, to render manifest the proposed objects of enquiry, through C similitudes and images; and after this, to introduce through symbols tie arcane indication respecting them.0 For thus, after the excitation of the

† For airXorrjTi, it is necessary to read OLKpOTqn.
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O In the original oi 8e aEiovoiv o>c einova ttjc TOV tckctoc diotKoopticrewc, TpoK\ia6m TVi ovpiraoijq deoXoywto,. But this, in the latter part, is evidently defective. After TtpoKtiodai therefore, it appears to me to be necessary to add the words, oi 5e uc ev5ei!-i', agreeably to the above translation.
O cf. Iambi. Life of Pythagoras, 66; TTS vol. XVII.
intellection of the soul, and the purification of its eye, it is requisite to introduce the whole science of the things which are the subjects of discussion. Here, therefore, the concise narration of a polity, prior to physiology, iconically places us in the fabrication of the universe; but the history of the Atlantics accomplishes this symbolically. For it is usual with fables to indicate many things through symbols. So that the physiologic character pervades through the whole of the dialogue; but differently in different places, according to the different modes of the doctrine which is delivered. And thus much concerning the scope of the proposed words.

That in the present discussion, however, the summary repetition of a polity very properly takes place, may be multifariously inferred. For the political science subsists primarily in the Demiurgus of the universe, as we may learn in the Protagoras.) And true virtue shines forth in this sensible world. Hence also Timaeus says, that the world is known and is friendly to itself through virtue. Farther still, the polity of Socrates being triple, and the first being referred to the total fabrication, as we have elsewhere shown, the form of this is very properly delivered here contractedly, where it is proposed to survey the whole Demiurgus, generating and adorning the universe. These things, therefore, are capable of being still farther discussed. Let us however return to the text, and the words of Socrates. But in these, there is much contention among the interpreters, who oppose each other about a certain punctuation, and with reference to this differently explain the scope of the discussion. For some, making a stop at the word polity, define the scope of it to be conformable to the inscription, and adduce Plato as a witness that it is concerning a polity. Others again, making a stop at the words what was said, evince that the scope of it is about justice; and that Socrates has given a certain summary of what was said about justice, which is concerning a polity. If, however, it is requisite not to trifle in asserting and contradicting, it must be said that both concur with each other. For the discourse concerning justice, is a disquisition of the justice which subsists in multitude. Both, therefore, pertain to the same thing. And the same thing is indeed justice in the soul, a polity in a city, and gracefulness in the world. Nor is it fit
to separate from each other, things which are conjoined by nature. And thus much for this particular.

Longinus however and Origen contend with each other from another principle, about what kind of polity Socrates speaks, in these words; whether about the first, or the middle polity. For in the latter, the polity is seen living physically, politically and intellectually. Longinus therefore thinks, that what is here said pertains to the middle polity, because Socrates calls the assistants guardians, and says that the guardians are warriors. But Origen is of opinion that what is said respects the first polity. For in this Socrates delivers disciplines to the guardians. We however say in answer to such-like assertions, that it is not proper to divulge the one polity; nor to separate the continuity of life from itself. For the polity is one, perfecting itself, and co-augmenting itself by more perfect additions. But the whole polity possesses the physical in the mercenaries, the warlike in the auxiliaries, and the intellectual in the guardians. So that the discussion is about the whole polity. And it is not proper to contend about these things, but rather to consider this, how the polity may very properly be said to be both subordinate to, and superior to physiology.* For so far as it has for its matter human concerns, and is desirous of adorning these, it has an order secondary to, and more partial than physiology. But so far as it subsists in universal reasonings, and is arranged incorporeally, and immaterially, it is superior to, and more total than physiology. The world also is a certain polity, and a partial polity [with reference to the intelligible world], because every body is partial. In short, the polity pre-exists indeed in the intelligible, but exists in the heavens, and subsists in the last place in human lives. So that if it is superior to physical fabrication, it was very properly discussed prior to the Timaeus; but if it is inferior to it, because it is an ethical world, but the other is mundane and all-perfect, we are very properly required to recur from things subordinate to such as are of a more venerable nature. And both are true, through the above-mentioned causes. Since, however, as we have said, the form of the polity is universal, and is impressed in a partial matter, hence also Socrates employs the words what kind for the sake of the form, but the words of what sort of men on account of the matter.

† Here also the original has erroneously eeoXoyiac. instead of <pvaio\oyuxc..

17c "TI M. And what was said, Socrates, was in the opinion of all of us very conformable to intellect."

A narration conformable to intellect, but neither conformable to pleasure, nor the decision of the vulgar, indicates the admirable perfection and intellectual nature of the discussion [contained in it]. And prior to this, it obscurely signifies the concordant congress of all
secondary causes about one intellect, and one united fabrication. The word *very* too, which is added, unfolds the transcendent union, through which all demiurgic causes converge as to one centre, and one paternal cause of all things.

17c "SOC. Did we not then,* in the first place, separate husbandmen and 1,33 other artificers from the belligerent genus?"

The discourse about a polity, and the conglomerated and concise repetition, in a summary way, of the genera contained in it, contributes to the whole narration of the mundane fabrication. For it is possible from these as images to recur to wholes. This very thing also was in a remarkable degree adopted by the Pythagoreans, who investigated the similitudes of beings from analogies, and betook themselves from images to paradigms; which likewise is now in a prefatory manner effected by C Plato, who points out to us, and gives us to survey in human lives those things which take place in the universe. For the polities of worthy men are assimilated to the celestial order. It is necessary, therefore, that we also should refer the images which are now mentioned [to their paradigms], and in the first place, what is said about the division of the genera. For this section of genera, imitates the demiurgic division in the world, according to which incorporeal natures are not able to pass into the nature of bodies, nor mortal bodies to leave their own essence and migrate into an incorporeal hypostasis. According to which, also, mortal natures remain mortal; immortal natures eternally continue to be never-failing; and the different orders of them have paradigmatic causes presubsisting in wholes. For if you are willing to arrange the whole city analogous to the whole world; since it must not be said that man is a microcosm, and a city not; and to divide it into two parts, the upper city and the lower, and to assimilate the former to the heavens, and the latter to generation, you will find that the analogy is perfectly appropriate. Likewise, according to a division of it into three parts, you D may assume in the city, the mercenary, the military, and the guardian:


but in the soul, the epithymetic part, which procures the necessities of 1,34 the body; the irascible part, whose office is to expel whatever is injurious to the animal, and is also ministrant to our ruling power; and the rational part, which is essentially philosophic and has a regal authority over the whole of our life. In every multitude of souls, however, there are that which performs the part of a mercenary about generation, that which is ministrant to the mundane providence of the Gods, and that which is elevated to the intelligible. But in all mundane natures, there are, in short, the tribe of mortals, the tribe of daemons,* and the order
of the celestial Gods; for they are truly the guardians and saviours of the whole of things. And again, daemons precede as in a solemn procession the fabrication of the celestial Gods, and suppress all the confusion and disorder in the world. There is likewise a certain physical providence of mortal natures, which generates and comprehends them conformably to a divine intellect.

Farther still according to another division, the agricultural tribe of the city is analogous to the Moon, which comprehends the sacred laws of nature, the cause of generation. But the inspective guardian of the common marriages, is analogous to Venus, who is the cause of all harmony, and of the union of the male with the female, and of form with matter. That which providentially attends to elegant allotments, is analogous to Hermes, on account of the lots of which the God is the guardian, and also on account of the fraud which they contain. But that which is disciplinative and judicial in the city, is analogous to the Sun, with whom, according to theologists, the mundane Dice, *the elevator and the sevenfold* reside. And that which is belligerent, is analogous to the order proceeding from Mars, which governs all the contrarieties of the world, and the diversity of the universe. That which is royal, is analogous to Jupiter, who is the supplier of ruling prudence, and of the practical and adorning intellect. But that which is philosophic, is analogous to Saturn, so far as he is an intellectual God, and ascends as far as to the first cause. These things, therefore, may thus be assumed through analogies. Plato, however, appears to have divided the city into two parts, and to have established as one genus, that which is

---

† For *TO bcapov <pv\ov in this place, it is necessary to read TO Bmpovuv <pv\ov.*
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agricultural and that which pertains to the arts, which is called demiurgic; but that which is belligerent, as another; not that he now 1.35 recapitulates the military polity, as Longinus says, but because through the word *belligerent*, he comprehends the auxiliaries and the guardians. For of these, the former war with their hands, but the latter by their counsels. Just as also among the Greeks, Ajax indeed fights,* as being the barrier of the Greeks, and Nestor likewise fights, who is the guardian of the Greeks; the latter as a defender, repelling the enemy by his counsels; but the former, by employing his hands. Unless it should be said, that Plato now peculiarly makes mention of the military tribe, because he wishes to narrate the warlike actions of a polity of this kind.
"SOC. And when we had assigned to every one that which is accommodated to his nature, and had prescribed one employment only to each of the arts,* we likewise assigned to the military tribe one province only."5

In the first place, there is a twofold reading of these words. For it either is "And when we had prescribed one employment conformable to nature to each of the citizens, in order that each might perform his proper work," or, "When we had prescribed to each to pursue an employment conformable to nature, which is adapted to each according to the present aptitude of his nature." In the next place, it must be enquired through what cause Socrates makes such a division, or on what account he says, "that each employment is rightly pursued by him who is naturally adapted to it, and who in a becoming manner engages in it." For neither is diligent attention, when deprived of aptitude, able to accomplish with rectitude any thing perfect, nor can dexterity without diligent attention proceed into energy. The end, therefore, is from both. If, however, this be the case, it is not possible for him who engages in many works, to be similarly adapted to all of them, or to pay attention similarly to all; in consequence of his ardor being divided about a multitude of things. Hence in this case, the pursuits of the citizens must necessarily appear to be of a viler nature. But if this is not right, one employment should be assigned to each of the citizens, to which he to whom it is distributed is adapted, and he should be ordered to extend all his care and attention to one thing. For he who is properly adapted to

*Iliad II. 229, XIII, 814, etc.
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this particular life, and pursues it in a becoming manner conformably to nature, will, it is likely, perform in the best way his proper work. In human polities, therefore, it is easy to survey a division of this kind; for our nature is partible. But how is this true with respect to the Gods? For a divine nature is all-powerful and all-perfect. Or may we not say that with the Gods all things are in all of them, but that each is all things according to the peculiarity of himself, and possesses the cause of all things, one after a Solar, but another after a Mercurial manner? For peculiarity originating from the divine unities, proceeds through intellectual essences, through divine souls, and through the bodies of these souls. Hence of these, some participate of demiurgic, others of prolific, others of connective, and others of a dividing power. And after this manner they energize about generation. In divine natures themselves therefore peculiarity pre-exists, defining the unities according C to the infinity which is there, and the divine duad. But in intellects,
difference is pre-existent, which separates wholes and parts, and
distributes intellectual powers, imparting a different peculiar order to a
different intellect, through which the purity of intellects is not
confounded. In souls progression and division pre-subsist, according to
a different life in different souls, some of them being allotted a divine,
others an angelic, others a daemonic, and others a different hyparxis.
But in bodies, interval pre-exists, producing different powers in different
bodies. For in these, there are ultimate representations of intelligibles,
according to which this particular body is effective of this thing, but
another of that. And this body has a sympathy with this thing, but
another sympathizes with something else. As, therefore, in this universe,
each thing acts according to nature upon that which it was arranged by
the fabrication of things to act upon; thus also in the city, the
employsments of the citizens are divided, and each is arranged to perform
that for which he is naturally adapted. What, therefore, the works are
1,37 of the military tribe, Timaeus clearly shows in what follows:

17d- "I mean that they ought to be only guardians of the city, so as to
18a protect it from the hostile incursions both of external and internal
enemies; but yet in such a manner as to administer justice mildly to the
D subjects of their government, as being naturally friends, and to behave
with warlike fierceness towards their enemies in battle."*

In these words Plato is willing that the guardians and auxiliaries should
be judges of those that act ill within the city, but contenders against
t cf. also Rep. II, 375b - c; and III, 415d ff.

those that are out of it; in one way the auxiliaries, and in another the
guardians, as we have before observed. To be only guardians, however,
is not a diminution of power. For when we assert of the first cause that
he is one alone, we do not by this diminish him, and entirely enclose
him within narrow bounds; since neither is that which is only the most
excellent, diminished by being so. But on the contrary, every addition
to a thing of this kind is a diminution; so that by asserting not only of
a thing which was such from the beginning, you diminish its excellence.
And thus much for such-like particulars.

Again, however, it is requisite to consider how we may survey what
is now said in wholes. For what is that which is external in the
universe? And how can it be said that the universe does not
comprehend all things? May we not reply, that evil has a twofold
subsistence in the world, viz. in souls and in bodies? And it is necessary
that those who exterminate confusion and disorder from the universe,
should extend justice and measure to souls, but should be antagonists to
The unstable nature of matter. For some souls, indeed, are naturally adapted to the intelligible, on which account, also, they may be said to be internal, and to belong to the extent of the intelligible universe; but others, being material and remote from the Gods, are in a certain respect aliens, strangers, and external. Hence, those who are the accomplishers of justice, use the former mildly, as being naturally friends; but are severe to those that are borne along in bodies in a confused and disorderly manner, as being incommensurate towards them, and as entirely abolishing their privation of order, and amputating the inexhaustible avidity of matter. For some things, indeed, cannot sustain ornament of this kind, but immediately vanish into non-entity. But others which are moved confusedly and disorderly, are repressed by the justice which prevails in the universe, and by the invincible* strength of the order of guardian powers. Hence he now says, that they are severe to those who are hostile to the city. For they are such as cannot endure to behold them. In short, there are elevating and cathartic powers about souls, and also inspective guardians of judgement and justice. And it is evident, that some of these are analogous to guardians, but others to auxiliaries. About bodies, too, some are connective, but others dissolving powers: and it is manifest that some of these are analogous to guardians, but others to those that are belligerent. For these powers expand into the universe, things which are no longer able to remain in their proper series, in order that all things may have an arrangement, and that nothing may be indefinite or confused. If, likewise, you direct your attention to the Demiurgus himself of wholes, and to the immutable and invariable nature of the intellects, which divine poetry calls the guards of Jupiter,* you will also have in the father [of the 13A universe] the pre-existent cause of these twofold genera. For through the demiurgic being which he contains, he adorns all things; but through the immutable guard which is established in himself, every eternal order remains, all disorder being entirely abolished. You may also see there Justice governing all things in conjunction with Jupiter.* For Justice follows him, being the avenger of the divine law. At the same time too, you may perceive the armed order with which he arranges the universe, as those assert who have written the wars of the Titans and Giants. These things, however, we shall hereafter discuss.

1,39 The words, however, external and internal, may be understood as follows: The confused and disordered flux of bodies, at one time arises from the impotence of the reasons, [or productive principles participated by bodies,] and at another, from the inexhaustible avidity of matter.
Reasons, however, are familiar and allied to producing causes; but matter, through the indefiniteness of itself, and the remoteness of its diminution, is a stranger to its adorning causes. Hence, the invincible strength of the Gods, and the immutable guard of fabrication, all-variously subverting its confusion, renovates the reasons of matter, and remedies their imbecility; but vanquishes the avarice of matter. Not that matter resists the Gods who produced it, but that because on account of its indefiniteness it flies from ornament, it is vanquished by forms through the demiurgic guard, against which nothing is able to prevail. But it is necessary that all things in the world should be obedient to it, in order that they may perpetually remain, and that the Demiurgus may be the father of eternal natures.

18a "SOC. For we asserted, I think, that the souls of the guardians should be of such a nature, as at the same time to be both irascible and philosophic in a remarkable degree; so that they might be mild to their friends, and severe to their enemies."5

* t Chald. Oracl. fr. 36.

The philosophic and the irascible comprehend both the genera, viz. the auxiliary, and that which is peculiarly called the guardian genus, just as the epithymetic accords with the third genus, which is called the mercenary.* For because Socrates distinguishes the upper from the lower city, he manifests by these twofold names the differences of the orders contained in the city; just as if some one having divided the world into heaven and generation, should say that in the former there are daemoniical and divine orders, and should call both of them the guardians of generation and the universe. For the universe is guarded by the Gods, and it is also guarded by daemons. By the former indeed totally, unically, and exemptly; but by the latter partially, multitudinously, and in a manner more proximate to the natures that are guarded by them. For about every God a multitude of daemons is arranged, which divides his one and total providence. The term philosophic, therefore, pertains to the Gods, so far as they are united to the intelligible, and so far as they are filled with being. But the irascible pertains to daemons, so far as they exterminate all confusion from the universe, and so far as they are the savioirs of the divine laws,* and of the sacred institutions of Adrastia. Through these causes, however, they are mild to their familiars, aptly applying a remedy to their imbecility, as being allied to them by nature, but severe to those that are external [i.e. to those that are strangers to them] as abolishing the indefiniteness of their nature, in an exempt manner, and according to supreme
transcendency.

18a "SOC. But what did we assert concerning their education? Was it not
D that they should be instructed in gymnastic exercises, in music, and all
other becoming disciplines?"*

The assertions that have been already made, are certain common types,
extending to all things, according to the demiurgic allotment, and divine
difference, defining employments adapted to every one, and distributing
powers appropriately to the recipients. But in the present words, the life
of the citizens is unfolded, through education, employments,
communion, and the procreation of children, proceeding in a becoming
manner from the beginning to the end. What then is education, and
how is it assimilated to the universe? For in the [Socratic] city, it is the
X cf. Phaedrus 248c.

discipline of the soul, rightly adorning the irrational part through music
and gymnastic, the former giving remission to the strength of anger, but
the latter exciting desire, and rendering it as it were elegant and
commensurate with anger, in consequence of its being vehemently
1,41 remiss, and through its descent to a material nature, filled from thence
with a privation of life. But this discipline adorns reason through the
mathematical sciences/ which have something of an attractive nature,
are capable of exciting in us the recollection of true being, and elevate
E our intellectual part to that which is itself the most splendid of being.
All which is evident to those who are not entirely forgetful of the
arrangements in the Socratic republic.

It is now, however, our business to investigate, what education,
gymnastic and music are in the universe, and what the disciplines are of
the guardians of the universe. Perhaps, therefore, we shall speak rightly
if we say, that education is the perfection which fills each thing with the
good pertaining to it, and causes it to be sufficient to itself, according to
intellectual perceptions and providential energies. But with respect to
music and gymnastic, that the former causes the lives in the universe to
be harmonious, and the latter renders divine motion rhythmical and
elegant, so as always to preserve the same form, and the same immutable
habit of the divine vehicles. For through these things Plato elsewhere*
calls divine souls Sirens,1 and shows that the celestial motion is
harmoniously elegant; for gymnastic is indeed in them. But medicine is
in things sublunary is consequence of their receiving that which is
preternatural. If, therefore, we assert these things, we shall, as I have
before observed, perhaps speak rightly. For powers proceed supernally from intelligibles to all heaven, and impart to the celestial lives by illumination the most excellent harmony, and to their vehicles F undecaying strength. But the disciplines which are in the universe, are the intellectual perceptions of souls, and of celestial natures, according to which they run back to the intelligible, following the mighty Jupiter, and surveying number characterized by unity, the truly-existing heaven, and intellectual figure. Hence you may say, that the


most true arithmetic, astronomy and geometry are in them. For they behold swiftness itself, and slowness itself, which are the paradigms of 1,42 the celestial periods. And, in short, they survey the primordial and intellectual circulation, divine number, and intellectual figures. You may likewise say, that prior to these, they contain dialectic, according to which they intellectually perceive the whole of an intelligible essence,* and are united to the one cause of all the unities. And if it is necessary to speak by making a division, we may say, that through such like disciplines they energize about first natures; but through gymnastic, preside over things secondary with undefiled purity; and through music, harmonically contain the colligation* of wholes.

\[\text{§ Rep. VII, 521d, ff.}\]

Those things which are to be ordained in a city governed by the most equitable laws, have an evident cause, and were mentioned by Socrates in the Republic.0 But how can we transfer them to the heavens? Must it not be by surveying through what cause men pursue the acquisition of gold and silver, and from what conceptions they are induced to cherish this infinite love? It is evident that it is because they wish to supply their wants, and desire to procure such things as may administer to their pleasures. For on this account, they are stupidly astonished about much-beloved wealth. They say, therefore, conformably to Cephalus, that the rich have many consolations. If, however, these things thus subsist, the perfection of the celestial Gods, since it is sufficient to itself, and is converted to the beautiful and the good, is not at all in want of this adventitious and apparent self-sufficiency, nor does it look to convenience, or regard as its scope vulgar utility; but being established
remote from all indigence and material necessity, and replete with good, it has a leading and ruling order in the universe. Moreover, it does not admit partible and divided good. But it pursues that which is common and impartible, and extends to wholes, and is especially characterized

t Rep. VII, 534e.
% i.e. unitedly hold together. PT.
§ Tim. 23c.

according to this. Hence it harmonizes with what is now said, "that those who are so educated should neither consider gold, nor silver, nor any other possessions of a similar kind, as their own private property."

1,43 If you are willing also, it may be said, that gold and silver, and each of the metals, as likewise other things, grow in the earth, from the celestial Gods, and from an effluxion thence derived. It is said therefore that gold pertains to the Sun, silver to the Moon, lead to Saturn and iron to Mars. C Hence these are generated from thence. But they subsist in the earth, and not in the celestial Gods who emit the effluxions. For they do not receive any thing from material natures. And all things there, are indeed from all, but at the same time a different peculiarity has dominion in a different divinity, - here, in a Saturnian, but there, in a solar manner; to which those who love to contemplate these things directing their attention, refer one material substance to this, but another to a different power. These things, therefore, are not the private, but the common property of the Gods; for they are the progeny of all of them. Nor do they subsist in them. For as they produced them, they are not in want of them; but the metals which are here, derive their concretion from the effluxions of the celestial Gods. Why, therefore, are these things earnestly pursued by men in a partible manner? It is because they have a material life, and are extended to a partial nature, apostatizing from the whole. For on this account there is much among them of mine and not mine. But they abandon the union and communion of life.

18b "But that rather, after the manner of auxiliaries, they should receive the wages of guardianship from those w h om they defend and preserve; and that their recompense should be as much as is sufficient for temperate men. That besides this, they should spend their stipend in common, and live cohabiting with each other, and neglecting other pursuits should pay attention to virtue alone."*

It is not at all wonderful that in human lives there should be donation and retribution, and a reward of beneficence. For it is well said by
Socrates in the *Republic,* **that the mark at which he aims is to render the whole city happy, but not one particular genus of it, such as the guardian. If, however, this be right, it will be requisite that some persons in the city should be the saviours of it by their providential care

* Rep. IV, 420b.

and prudence,* but that others by ministrant aid and servitude, should supply the saviours of the polity with the necessaries of life; just as the nature which is in us, by fashioning and preserving the organ, prepares milk for the energies adapted to it. But in the world, what retribution can there be, or what recompense can be made by mortals to the celestial Gods? For may we not say that these are the peculiarities of human imbecility, in consequence of not possessing self-sufficiency, but that every God is sufficient to himself, and in conjunction with the self-sufficient is superfull?* Hence through the union of superplentitude with self-sufficiency, he fills all secondary natures with good, but receives nothing from them. Or it may be said, that though divinity receives nothing, as being sufficient and unindigent, yet at the same time he requires certain remunerations from us, retributions of beneficence, the acknowledgement of thanks, and equity, through which we are E converted to him, and are filled with greater good. For being good,5 he is desirous that all things should look to him, and should remember that all things are from him and on account of him. For the preservation of the natures posterior to him, is for each of them to be suspended from a divine cause. If, however, we interpret these things after this manner, referring remunerations to conversions, and the acknowledgement of thanks, how can it still further be inferred, that the Gods cohabit with us in common, and spend a remuneration of this kind? It is better, therefore, to understand remuneration in a more physical way. For since effluxions proceed from the heavens to the mortal place, but exhalations ascend thither, and through these the fabrication of the-Gods about mortal natures receives its completion, hence Socrates calls suchlike mutations and transitions of terrestrial natures, remunerations or wages from sublunary matter,0 which are perfected by the heavens, in order that generation may never fail. But it must be said, that the 1,45 cohabiting in common, is the one conspiration of divine fabrication, and the concordant providence of the celestial Gods, through which every thing that undergoes a mutation from the earth is consumed, and generation is variously changed through the harmonious dance of the

† Phaedo 84a.
X It is necessary after m avTupm here to supply the word virepwXnipec.
§ For ayccBuv yap ov, it is obviously requisite to read ayaBov, K.X.
F celestial divinities;* to which also Timasus looking says, "that the whole world is friendly and known to itself through virtue, and that its corruption is the source of its nutriment, in consequence of effecting all things in, and suffering all things from itself"

What then is the end of this one and common life of the citizens. Socrates says virtue, viz. divine virtue. For virtue subsists first with the Gods; afterwards from them, in the genera superior to man; and a certain portion of it descends also to us. The guardians of the world, therefore, living conformably to this, are also unoccupied by other pursuits. For they do not look to convenience, nor to externals; for all things are 'within themselves. They likewise are the saviours of all things, and fill them with what is beautiful and good, being ministrant to, and co-operating with the one father and Demiurgus of wholes. Since, however, they give measure to the mutations of the earth, not in so doing departing from, but being converted to themselves, and subsisting in themselves, on this account Socrates says, "a recompense such as is sufficient for temperate men." For being temperate and prudent in what relates to themselves, they measure secondary natures, comprehending their all-various mutations in the simplicity of their own life. Thus therefore what is said may be explained in this way. But in another way we may say, that piety and a conversion to the Gods, especially contain a measure, and are occupied by The Good. This measure, however, is defined by the Gods themselves according to divine prudence, since the Gods are able both to save themselves and others.

18c "SOC. Of women too we asserted, that they should be educated in such a manner that their natures might be aptly conformed so as to be similar to those of men; with whom they should perform in common both the duties of war, and whatever else belongs to the business of life."*

1,46 Plato very properly thought that the virtues of men and women are common, since he evinces that both have one human form, but not the male one, and the female another. For things which have a different perfection according to form, are also different in species. But things which are the same in species, have likewise one and the same perfection. This, however, is denied by others, who assert that there is
a difference according to form between men and women, though Plato
has shown that it is both possible and advantageous for women to have
the same virtues as men. It is possible, indeed, because this, history confirms.
For there have been found well-educated women, who have
been superior to men. But it is advantageous, because it is better to have
double than half the number of those who exhibit virtue in their works.
As therefore we form the male guardians from such a particular
education, and from such particular disciplines, thus also we form the
female guardians from the same: and in a similar manner, the female
warriors from the same institutes as the male.

In order, however, that we may admire in a greater degree the
conceptions of Plato, we must betake ourselves to wholes, and to the
order of the universe, where we may survey a wonderful conspiration
of the male and female nature. For in the Gods, indeed, these are so
connascent with each other, that the same divinity is called both male
and female, as is the case with the Sun and Mercury, and certain other
Gods. Where also they are distinguished from each other, the works of
the male and female that are of the same order, are common, so as that
they primarily proceed from the male, but in an inferior degree from the
female. Hence, likewise, in mortals, nature evinces that the female is
more imbecile in all things than the male. Whatever, therefore, proceeds
from the male, this the female also can produce in a diminished degree.
Hence Juno proceeds together with Jupiter, generating all things in
conscious of the father. Hence, too, she is said to be equal in rank
with Jupiter, as is likewise Rhea with Saturn. For this Goddess is the
bosom of all the Saturnian power. Earth also is equal in dignity with
Heaven. For Earth is the mother of all things, of which Heaven is the
father. And prior to these elements, if we direct our attention to bound
and infinity, which rank in the order of principles, we shall find that all
things whatever, which proceed into existence, are generated from both
these. You have therefore, in the intelligible, in the intellectual, and in
the supermundane Gods, the harmonious conjunction of the male with
the female. You may also see the same in the heavens. For the whole
generation is governed by the Sun and Moon; in a greater and
paternal degree by the former; but secondarily, by the latter. Hence
also, the Moon is denominated by some, a lesser Sun.

male divinities in the Sun, there are likewise lunar Gods, and analogous
orders. But if you direct your attention to daemons, you will every where see the providence of these twofold genera conjoined. For divine female daemons, unitedly effect all things in a secondary degree, which are accomplished by divine male daemons primarily. Female psychical likewise, and female corporeal daemons, have to the males the relation of mothers to fathers, and of duads to monads. For they generate all things with diminution, which the males produce paternally and unitedly. If therefore we before rightly assimilated the guardians to the celestial Gods, but the auxiliaries to daemons their attendants, and who are ministrant to their providential energies, Plato very properly embraces in these genera, a similar conjunction of the male with the female, and imparts to both common virtue, and common employments; just as Nature binds these genera to, and causes them to procreate the same things in conjunction with each other. But she does not divide the one from the other, since whatever is generated from both is unprolific, when either of them is separated; though there is a greater difference in the physical organs than in the lives of these; yet at the same time in these also, Nature makes the work of them to be common. Much more, therefore, does the communion of them in their employments, and the whole of their life, deserve to be honoured.

I8c-d "SOC. But what did we establish concerning the procreation of children? Though perhaps you easily remember this on account of its novelty.* For we ordered that the marriages and children should be common; as we were particularly careful that none might be able to distinguish their own children, but that all might consider all as their kindred. That hence those of an equal age might regard themselves as brothers and sisters; but that the younger might reverence the elder as their parents and grandfathers, and the elder might esteem the younger as their children and grandsons.

"TLM. These things indeed, as you say, are easily remembered."*

If some one should inquire why that which is unusual is easily remembered, it is not difficult to reply, that it excites our phantasy in a greater degree as being unexpected; and inserts in us a clearer impression of itself. Moreover, it is easy conformably to Plato, to show how what is here said of marriages and children being common, applies to women. For he wished, according to the intention of the rulers, that their connexion with men should take place in definite times, accompanied with sacrifices and prayers;* and that the woman that had connexion with a man, should not be the property of any one man, but
should be separated after connexion, and dwell apart, and again at other times should be copulated with that man whom the guardians might approve. But these things are thus indicated in what is said in the Republic.

Referring, however, the theory of these particulars to nature, let us show how they pertain to the order of the universe. For these things by a much greater priority exist in the Gods, on account of the union of the divinities. For all things* are the progeny of all the Gods, though different things are characterized by a different peculiarity. All the Gods likewise are in all, and all are united to all, in conjunction with an unmingled purity adapted to all, to which Socrates directing his attention, embraces this communion, and this distribution of employments, assigning one to each of the arts, conformably to nature. For not to know their own progeny as peculiarly their own, takes place with the Gods. On which account, indeed, their intellectual perceptions, and also their productions are common. Each of them, however, benefits and preserves that which is generated, as being the common offspring of all of them. Moreover, to consider all those as brothers and sisters that are of an equal age, those that are elder as fathers and grandfathers, and the younger as children and grandsons, originates from the Gods, and is transferred from thence to this polity. For similitude of essence, derived from the same cause, is that which is fraternal in them. But prolific cause, is in them that which is analogous to father and grandfather. And an efflux of essence proceeding into a second and third series, exhibits the form of offspring. For that the same Goddess is conjoined with different Gods, or the same God with many Goddesses, may be assumed from mystical treatises, and from what are called Sacred Marriages in the mysteries, which Plato as much as possible imitating in what he ordains about politics and marriages, calls the

§ For TOLVra here, it is necessary to read wavTa.

In physical productive powers also, we may see that there is one and the same recipient of different powers; and one productive power presenting itself to the view in a multitude of recipients, and pervading through many receptacles. But forms are analogous to males, and receptacles to females. Why therefore is this very thing beheld in the universe, but is paradoxical in human lives? I say it is because these lives are cut off from wholes, and every human soul is partible. Hence the dogmas which embrace this communion marriages sacred.1
appear to it most difficult to be admitted. If, therefore, some one should take away the condition of his present subsistence, and elevate himself to the whole of things, he would immediately admit this communion, and despise the sympathy which is divided by the multitude. So far, however, as each of us is extended, and minutely distributed about a C part, and thus relinquishes the whole and one, so far also he leaps to a life of this kind, which is an unrestrained habitude, a disorderly arrangement, and an invisible division.

18d-e "SOC. But that they might from their birth acquire a natural disposition as far as possible the best, we decreed that the rulers whom we placed over the marriage rites should, through the means of certain lots, take care that in the nuptial league, the worthy were mingled with the worthy; that no discord may arise in this connexion, when it does not prove prosperous in the end, but that all the blame may be referred to fortune, and not to the guardians of such a conjunction."*

Plato particularly assumes in his Republic similitude, sameness, and geometrical, in conjunction with arithmetical equality,5 in order that the similitude of it to the heavens, as in sensibles, or to the intelligible, as in supercelestial lives, may be perfectly preserved. For through this cause, in marriages also, he preserves the union of the best woman with the best man, and of the less excellent woman with the less excellent man. For in the Gods likewise, primary natures are more connascent with those of the first rank, and secondary with those of the second rank; and together with union there is unmingled purity. Hence in the second genera after the Gods, a distribution of this kind conformably to the intention of the Gods, is effected according to desert. On this account, divine female daemons are co-arranged with divine male daemons,


\[\text{t cf. Rep. V 459d - 460a.}\]

\[\text{§ Rep. VII 524d ff.}\]

psychical female with psychical male, and material female with D material male daemons. And everywhere, the analogous in order proceeds as far as to the last of things. To which we may add that the rulers contriving that this connexion may take place latently, sufficiently adumbrates to us that the cause of such a conjunction of genera subsists unapparently with the Gods; being thence primarily derived, but secondarily from daemons,* and from the order of each, which the lot indicates; possessing the power of colligation from similitude of life, according to which each is co-arranged with the similar, the divine with the divine, the material with the material, and that which has a middle subsistence, with the middle. On this account, likewise, all sedition and
dissension is removed from divine natures, each loving that which is allied to itself, according to its own order, perceiving that this order is spontaneous, and not adventitious and devised; of all which, the citizens being conjoined in marriage by lot, and not looking to elegance and ornament in the connexion, is an image. For in natural things, also, receptacles are distributed to forms appropriately,* and each form may ascribe the cause of its own co-ordination to material variety. At the same time, likewise, this is effected according to causes5 which preside over the whole fabrication of things, and which are analogous to guardians. And thus much, therefore, has been said, for the sake of the theory of wholes.

Longinus, however, doubts here, whether Plato was of opinion, that souls are emitted together with the seed:* for in order that they may become most excellent, he conjoins similars with similars. And Porphyry replies indeed to the doubt, but not satisfactorily. Our preceptor, however, thinks that in the first place it should be observed, that Plato himself adds, "In order that they might acquire a natural disposition as far as possible the best." For children receive a physical similitude from their parents, and participate of a certain dignity and excellence from their begetters, according to the physical virtues.3 In the next place, it must be observed, that though it is not true that souls are emitted together with the seed, yet there is a distribution of the organs according to desert. For all souls are not introduced into casual organs, but each into that organ which is adapted to it.

1 It is necessary here to insert the words, onto TUV bcupouvuv.
§ For rot aITiaTOT here, it is requisite to read rot amcx.
• cf. Aristotle De Animal Creat. II 1, 773b33 - 735b5.

esthla men esthlos edune, cheironi dosken,1

says Homer. Farther still, as an initiator into the mysteries,* by placing certain symbols about statues, renders them more adapted to the participation of superior powers; thus also total nature fashioning bodies, by physical productive powers, the statues of souls, disseminates a different aptitude in different bodies for the reception of different souls, the better and the worse; which the politician likewise rightly understanding, pays attention to the emission of seed in the city, and to all physical aptitude, in order that the most excellent souls may be generated for him in the most excellent natures. And thus much in answer to the doubt of Longinus. But why does Plato conceive it is better to think that Fortune is the cause of this distribution to the citizens? Shall we say it
is because it is advantageous to us to know the cause of things which we think to be good, but better to conceive the presence of such as we apprehend to be evil, to be causeless, than to accuse the cause which distributes these [seeming evils] for a good purpose? For this excites to a contempt, or rather to a hatred of the giver; because every one avoids that which becomes to him productive of evil.

19a "SOC. Moreover, we ordered that the children of the good should be educated, but that those of the bad should be secretly sent to some other city."

These things also are established in the Republic, but by a much greater priority take place in the universe. With respect, therefore, to the productions of Gods and Daemons, some genera abide in them, pure and remote from generation, which on this account are called undefiled; but others descend into generation, not being able to remain in the heavens without a downward inclination. And some of these are the offspring of good, but others of less excellent powers. For the term bad is indicative of less excellent. The horses, therefore, and charioteers of the Gods, are all of them good; but those of partial souls are of a mixed nature. Hence in these, there is preponderation, a verging downward,

Iliad, xiv, 382. *He gave the good [i.e. the brave] man, good things, but the less excellent character, things of a less excellent nature. In the text of Proclus it is erroneously εοβξηα πευ εοβκα εδνυε, K.X.

t cf. 64F infra, p. 197.
§ Phaedrus 246a.
• This is asserted in the Phaedrus [247b - 248c]. See this explained, in the notes at the end of this Translation.

and a defluxion of wings, which the celestial Gods send into generation, and daemons who preside over the descent of souls. The celestial and undefiled genera of souls, therefore, are nourished following the Gods to the banquet and delicious food, as it is said in the Phaedrus.) And those that are subservient to generation, communicate with it, being latently sent into it from the heavens, as Socrates says, indicating by the word latent the invisible and occult cause in the Gods of the psychical descents, and that souls which thence descend, become subject [latently] to another providential inspection, and to other guardians who preside over generation.

19a "Yet so that such of the adult among these as should be found to be of a good disposition, should be recalled from exile; while, on the contrary, those who were retained from the first in the city as good, but proved
afterwards bad, should be similarly banished."

In the *Republic,* Socrates makes a transition not only from those that were distributed from the upper into the lower city, but also from those of the golden race that were born there. Here, however, the reference is made to those who are recalled from exile. Do these things, therefore, accord with each other? Perhaps, indeed, it is possible to reconcile what is here said, with what is there determined, if we understand the word *adult,* as not only pertaining to those sent from the upper city, but likewise to all those that are educated in the lower city. For, in short, the natural disposition is to be considered of those adults who were born in the lower city, or of those who were sent from the upper into the lower city, and thus those that are worthy are to be recalled from exile. But if some one is willing to understand the words according to our first explanation of them, it must be said, that what Socrates now delivers is conformable to the things proposed to be considered. For descending [rational] souls again ascend, but not such souls as had their hypostasis from the beginning in generation, and about matter, such as are the multitude of irrational souls. And thus much for the words themselves. See, however, how the same things take place in wholes, as those which Socrates ordains in his polity. For some things always have the same order in the heavens, remaining divine and immutable; but others are always conversant with generation; and others are in a certain respect the media between both; at one time, indeed, being suspended from divine natures themselves, but at another being mingled with those that embrace generation. It is not, therefore, the daemoniacal genus which ascends or descends, nor is this to be asserted of multiform lives, nor are daemons subject to death, but partial souls, which are at one time conversant with generation, and at another are transferred into a divine daemoniacal allotment; which things being known by Socrates in the *Republic,* he legislatively ordains that which is analogous to them. For the celestial Jupiter presides over the Gods in the heavens, over daemons that elevate partial souls [to their paternal port], and also over others that lead souls into generation, in order that the ascents and descents of souls may be never failing in the universe. "For though you should see this particular soul restores to its pristine perfection, yet the father send; another to be annumerated," according to the divinely-inspired indication about these things.

* cf. *Phaedrus* 247b - 248e.
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the media between both; at one time, indeed, being suspended from divine natures themselves, but at another being mingled with those that embrace generation. It is not, therefore, the daemoniacal genus which ascends or descends, nor is this to be asserted of multiform lives, nor are daemons subject to death, but partial souls, which are at one time conversant with generation, and at another are transferred into a divine daemoniacal allotment; which things being known by Socrates in the *Republic,* he legislatively ordains that which is analogous to them. For the celestial Jupiter presides over the Gods in the heavens, over daemons that elevate partial souls [to their paternal port], and also over others that lead souls into generation, in order that the ascents and descents of souls may be never failing in the universe. "For though you should see this particular soul restores to its pristine perfection, yet the father send; another to be annumerated," according to the divinely-inspired indication about these things.

19a "SOC. Have we, therefore, again sufficiently resumed the epitome of
the discussion of yesterday, or do we require any thing further, friend Timaeus, which has been omitted?"

The resumption of the polity teaches us, through images, how the universe is filled with the most excellent productive powers. For generated natures in it are separated from each other, and each communicating with other things, energizes according to its own peculiarity. And primary, indeed, are exempt from secondary natures, yet employ their energies, as necessary to the completion of the universe. But secondary are adorned by primary natures. The most excellent, however, of mundane beings, are connascently conjoined with the most excellent, middle with middle, and last with such as are last. But the same productive powers pervade through many subjects, and the same recipients participate of many productive powers. Lives, also, at different times have different allotments, according to their desert. All these particulars, therefore, sufficiently place before our view the order of the universe. For in definite heads, Socrates has, in a becoming manner, epitomized every form of the polity, recurring to intellectual impartibility, in order that he might imitate the God who adorns the celestial polity intelligibly and paternally. But since every where measures and perfection are definitely imparted to secondary natures from [primary] causes, on this account also Socrates requests Timaeus to inform him, whether he has comprehended [in his epitome] every form

**t i.e. According to the Chaldean Oracles [see TTS vol. VII, p. 46; also Iliad XI, 65].**

F of the polity. For every intellect being firmly fixed in the deity prior to itself, defines itself by looking to it. To which we may add, that to speak summarily is a symbol of the first parts, and the head of the universe being adorned by the fabricator of the heavens; which the Demiurgus of the universe adorns in a more perfect manner, looking to the whole, and the one life of the world. And thus much respecting the analogy of partial natures to wholes.

The investigation, however, is not attended with any difficulty, whether the words mean, "Have we now epitomized the polity which we discussed yesterday?" or "Have we again epitomized to-day, the polity which we epitomized yesterday?" For whether yesterday Socrates spoke more diffusely, but now summarily, or he spoke summarily in both, the divine Iamblichus approves of either of the readings, and we do not at all differ from him. Perhaps, however, the latter construction is more consonant. For again to discuss the polity summarily, manifests that it was summarily discussed yesterday. And it is not at all wonderful, that the summary discussion which took place in the Republic, should not be brought to light. For many other things which are asserted here, as being said on the former day, are not to be found in that dialogue.
Unless it should be said that the word *again*, does not refer to the *epitomizing*, but to *resuming* the *discussion*. For he *resumes*, who narrates at great length what had been before said; but he *again resumes*, who summariest contracts the narration. But whichever of the constructions is adopted, neither of them is attended with any difficulty.

19b "SOC. Hear now, then, how I am affected towards this polity which we have discussed."

1,56 What Socrates says in the words that follow, comprehends, that I may B speak summarily, these five particulars. First, what that is which in what has been said, he desires should take place, after the narration of the polity. Secondly, that he is not sufficient to effect this himself. Thirdly, that neither is any one of the poets sufficient. Fourthly, that it is not proper to commit a work of this kind to the sophists. Fifthly, that the auditors alone can accomplish that which is earnestly desired by Socrates, in a becoming manner. What, therefore, is this? For it is necessary, in the first place, to speak concerning that which Socrates desires to see after this polity, *viz.* to see, as he says, a city of this kind in motion,* engaging in contests and labours, and warlike actions, in order that after the peaceful life which he had delivered, he might have
t cf. Tim. 19b - c.

...to narrate the energies of the city arising from circumstances of times and places. This, therefore, is what he wishes to see accomplished.

Some one, however, may doubt to what the desire of Socrates is directed, and on what account he wishes this to be accomplished. Porphyry therefore dissolves the doubt by saying, that energies perfect habits, not only those energies that are prior to habits, but also those that proceed from them. For the perfection in habit, is in conjunction with energy, since otherwise habit will be in a certain respect in C capacity, and at rest through remission of energy. Socrates therefore, in order that he may survey the polity truly perfect, requires that in words it may be beheld in motion, engaged in warlike actions, and contending with others. And it appears, says he, from hence, to be manifest that Plato does not admit that the habit of virtue by itself, but when energizing, is sufficient to felicity. It may, however, be said, in answer to Porphyry, that if the end was military, it would be requisite to assert that war gives perfection to the polity. But if the end of it is peace, what occasion is there to solve Platonic doubts by introducing Peripatetic explanations? Or though the end is not military, yet war exhibits the magnitude of virtue in a greater degree than peace, just as mighty waves and a tempest, show in a stronger light the skill of the pilot's art. And in short, this is effected by circumstances, as the Stoics
1,57 also are accustomed to say, "Give circumstances, and take the man." For that which is not subdued by things which enslave others, manifests a life in every respect worthy. Perhaps, however, it is absurd to refer the cause to these things alone, though they have a political reason, and not to look to the whole scope of Plato, according to which the God D who adorns the polity in the heavens, is willing also that generation should be governed by the celestial Gods, and that the war of forms in matter should always subsist; in order that the circle of generation may adumbrate the celestial circulation. And this it is to see the city excited to war, to see generation co-arranged with the celestial regions, and the whole of it governed from thence. It appears likewise, that this is analogous to what is shortly after said* by the Demiurgus of the universe, "That when the generating father understood that this generated resemblance [the world] of the eternal Gods moved and lived, he was delighted with his work." In a similar manner, therefore, Socrates wished to see his city moving and energizing; just as the God who comprehends the celestial polity wished to behold the natures which it contains t at 37c.

energizing, and adorning the contrariety produced by generation. Such an analogy, therefore, as this, takes place in the present instance.

If, however, we arranged before, the lower city as analogous to generation, but now as analogous to war, you must not wonder. For the same things may be safely arranged among different things according to different analogies. For generation also, according to the lives in it which are inseparable from matter, resembles the lower city; but according to its contrarieties and material tumult, it is similar to war, and warlike dissensions. That we may, however, co-adapt every thing to the theory of mundane wholes, prior to the consideration of every particular, let us direct our attention to the second thing said by Socrates, and see how it accords with this theory. For since Socrates is analogous to the first of the three fathers who adorn the first of things, he says he is not sufficient to fashion what follows. For the divinity who gives subsistence to all things, is different from him who constitutes things of a middle nature; and this God again is different from him who is the cause of things that rank as the third. But the third particular is, that neither are the poets sufficient for this purpose. Nor, in the fourth place, the sophists. The former, indeed, because they imitate the things in which they have been nourished; but the latter, because they are wanderers, and not at one and the same time, philosophers and politicians.

Again, therefore, let us see how these things are conformable to what has been before said. For it is necessary that the powers that are to
preside over generation should not be separable* from material natures, but conversant with them. For these powers are analogous to poets who invent fables, and to imitators. For these are employed about images, alone praise material and partible natures which they only know, and are unable to ascend from matter. Nor is it fit that these powers should be inseparable,* and very mutable, at different times ascending or descending to different orders, such as are partial souls, who are assimilated to sophists; because they also possess all-beautiful productive powers, but at different times wander to different parts of the world. Hence it is necessary that the powers that connectedly contain generation, which is governed by the heavens, should at one and the same time be philosophical and political; in order that through the

---

*t For axupiawvc; here, it is necessary to read xwptorouc, and to supply aXka, so as instead of ovre axpiarovq avruv avm 8ei, Km ev avrmc, arpt^opevac., to read ovre xuptarovq avruv avm 8a, aWa Km K.X.

$ Hence for xwp'orac in this place, it is necessary to read axoipiarag.

---

philosophic characteristic, they may be separate from the subjects of their government, but may energize providentially through the political peculiarity, performing the duties pertaining to their allotments 19A according to intellect. For that which is physical, being productive, is inseparable from matter; but the form of partial souls being sophistical, is abundantly wandering. It is necessary, however, prior to things which are moved, that there should be the invariable and perpetually-permanent providence of the Gods, and immutable prior to mutable allotments. In the fifth place, therefore, Socrates delivers to us who these are, that are able to effect this. For these things are to be transferred from words to deeds; because the Demiurgus of the universe, and the rest of the fathers, fabricate totally and exemptly; the second of 1,59 which fathers gives subsistence to middle, but the third to last natures. And to these Timaeus, Critias, and Hermocrates, are analogous. But of these, the first is praised in an admirable manner, Socrates also adding,¹ "in my opinion;" but the second, in a middle way, conformably to his order; and the third, in the last degree, i.e. according to the testimony of others.

19b "For I will illustrate the affair by a similitude. Suppose then that some one, on beholding beautiful animals, whether represented in a picture or really alive, but in a state of rest, should desire to behold them in motion, and engaging in some one of those contests which pertain to bodies."*

B Longinus says, that Plato here decorates and beautifies his diction, through similitudes and the gracefulness of the words. But Longinus
says this in answer to certain Platonists, who contend, that this mode of expression is spontaneous, and not the result of art. For Plato, he observes, pays attention to the selection of words, and does not employ them casually. It may, however, be said, that Plato made choice of this form of words from a mode of diction which was at that time common and usual, and that he was very attentive to what was customary. For the atoms of Epicurus would more rapidly by their concurrence produce the world, than nouns and verbs would form a correct sentence.

† Tim. 20a.
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by a casual composition. But some blame Plato for employing metaphors in the use of words; though with respect to composition, all admire him. At the same time, however, it may be inferred, not from this circumstance alone, but from such care and industry as are exhibited in the present words, that he paid great attention to diction. For Socrates does not simply say, that he desires to see this accomplished by those that were with Timaeus; but he speaks like one decorating his words and alluring the hearer, when he says: "For I will illustrate the affair by a similitude. Suppose that some one on beholding beautiful animals, whether represented in a picture, or really alive, "&c. And thus much for Longinus.

1,60 Origen, however, grants indeed, that Plato is attentive to the grace of diction, not as regarding that which is pleasing, as the end of it, but that he employs this image for the sake of exhibiting the manner in which he was himself affected. And we say, that this similitude was written for the sake of the imitation of divine natures; that the grace of the words present to us an image of the grace imparted by the Demiurgus to celestial natures; and that the artifice of the diction, which is mingled with the spontaneous, adumbrates divine production, which has indeed a boundary from itself, and also a progression from being and essence. If, likewise, you direct your attention to the image itself, beautiful animals manifest those natures that are resplendent with [divine] beauty; but those represented in a picture, or really alive, indicate corporal images, and true lives prior to these imitations. For the figures of the Gods are resemblances of the animals that are in them. But those that are in a state of rest exhibit to us the natures that are full of intellectual arrangement, and of an equable and continued life; those that are in motion such as proceed into another order, and a second fabrication; and those which engage in some one of the contests pertaining to bodies, are
images of those that impart to more imperfect natures their own proper effluxions and powers, and operate by their own powers on other things. And thus much respecting the image. But the words _whether represented in a picture or really alive_, are rightly asserted in both respects of divine bodies. For they are depicted by the dodecahedron,1 and they thus possess efficacious and demiurgic lives. If, however, you consider the words separately, they will signify that the before-mentioned polity is indeed fashioned in words, and is assimilated to the heavens, but _exists, if not in human, yet in true or daemoniacal lives_. Farther still, _to desire to_

t Tim. 55c.

_see the city in motion_, is analogous to the words [in another part* of the dialogue] "as soon as the father saw the universe moving, he was delighted, and wished to assimilate it in a still greater degree to its paradigm." For thus also the adorer of the heavens wished to see them in motion, and through motion governing the war of generation. But the words "engaging in some one of the contests pertaining to bodies," are employed, because of contests some belong to souls, but others to bodies; and the latter are such as running, wrestling, and gymnastic.

19c "In such a manner am I also affected towards the city which we have discussed. For I should gladly hear any one relating the contests of our city with other cities, when it engages in a becoming manner in war, and acts during such an engagement in a way worthy of its education and discipline, both with respect to practical achievements, and verbal negotiations."

We have before shown through what cause, and with reference to what paradigm, Socrates wished to see his republic contending in war. Because cities, however, employ against their enemies both works and words; words indeed in embassies, in compacts, in exhortations to battle, and in every thing of this kind; but works in the pitching of camps, in spears, and the hurling of missive weapons; on this account Socrates wishes that a city of this kind should be celebrated according to both these. In words indeed, as prudent, cautious, magnanimous, and strenuous; but in deeds, as brave, vehement, and well exercised. For thus, according to both, it will imitate its paradigm, who, shining with physical and intellectual productions, adorns all the war of generation

19c-d "For, indeed, O Critias and Hermocrates, I am conscious of my own inability to praise such men and such a city according to their desert."

20A This is the second of the proposed heads, of which we have before
assigned the cause, and shall now again explore it according to another method. For now some of the more ancient [interpreters] have said, that the encomiastic form of writing is robust, superb, and magnificent; but the Socratic character of diction is slender, accurate, and dialectic. The latter, therefore, is contrary to the former. Hence [say they] Socrates avoids panegyric, as knowing the power he possessed, and the subjects to which it was naturally adapted. Those, however, who assert this, in

$t$ Tim. 37c.

addition to their being directly refuted by the Menexenus, I appear to me not to have perceived the magnificence of the diction of Socrates in the Phaedrus. There are also those who say it is fit that the artificer of suchlike encomiums, should be skilled in warlike affairs. Hence many historians err in their disposition of armies, through ignorance of tactics. But Socrates having fought at Delos and Potidaea, was not unskilled in all such-like particulars. Others again assert, that Socrates speaks ironically, just as he said with respect to other things, that he was ignorant of them, so here he says, that he did not know how to praise this city according to its desert. The irony, however, of Socrates was employed against sophists and young men, and not against wise and scientific men. It is better, therefore, instead of these things to say, that he guards against becoming the third from the truth.* For the works of a rightly instituted city, are the third from the paradigm of truth [i.e. of the true or intelligible polity]. Hence, wishing to remain in the second from the truth, he says, he is not able to bear the descent to the third species of life. And an impotency of this kind is an abundance of power. For to be able to abide in paradigms, is effected through power which is transcendent. You may likewise see how this accords with what has been before said by us respecting the analogy of these things to wholes. For the second fabrication is assimilated to the first, and on this account is proximate to it. For the whole demiurgic series is one, possessing union together with separation. Very properly, therefore, is Socrates precedenceously extended to Critias and Hermocrates, and he rightly thinks it fit that they should weave together the particulars that are next in order. For Timaeus is about to deliver these things in a more universal and elevated manner, and not through images, in consequence of directly preserving his analogy to the Demiurgus of wholes, who paints the heavens with the dodecahedron, but generation with appropriate figures.

19d-e "Indeed, that I should be incapable of such an undertaking is not wonderful, since the same imbecility seems to have attended poets, both of the past and present age. Not that I despise the poetic genus; but it is perfectly evident, that the imitative tribe easily and in the best manner imitate things in which they have been educated. But that which is
foreign to the education of any one, it is difficult to imitate well in deeds, and still more difficult in words."

t cf. Menexenus 236d ff.
| Rep. X 599d.

This is the third of the before-mentioned heads of discussion, in which Socrates shows that none of the poets have been adequate to the praise of men and cities of this kind, which have casually been engaged in warlike actions. Longinus, however, and Origen, doubt, whether Plato comprehends Homer among the poets, when he says, that he has not only the same opinion of the poets then existing (for this is nothing novel), but likewise of those of former times, so that Porphyry informs us that Origen passed three whole days exclaiming, blushing and toiling, asserting that the hypothesis and the doubt were great, and being ambitious to show that the imitation in the poetry of Homer is sufficient for virtuous actions. For who speaks more magnificently than Homer, who, representing the Gods as contending and fighting with each other, does not err in his imitation, but speaks loftily conformably to the nature of things? Porphyry, however, in reply, says, that Homer is indeed sufficient to give magnitude and elevation to the passions, and to excite actions to an imaginative bulk, but that he is not capable of delivering an impassivity which is intellectual, and which energizes according to a philosophic life. But I should wonder if Homer is not sufficient for these things, but Critias is, or Hermocrates, and should be thought fit to speak about them. It appears, therefore, to me, that Plato divides poetry into the divinely-inspired, and the artificial. And having made this division, he refers the magnificent diction and sublimity derived from inspiration, to the Gods. For oracles in a remarkable degree possess grandeur, vehemence, and magnificence of language. But he evinces that the poetry proceeding from human art, is not adequate to the praise of the fortitude of this city, and of the great deeds of the men that are educated in it. For if there is any artificial sublimity in some one of the poets, it has much of contrivance in it, and grandeur of diction, and makes great use of metaphors, as is the case with Antimachus. But Socrates requires a panegyrist, who exhibits in his praise a spontaneous sublimity, and a magnificence of language, which is free from compulsion and pure; just as actions [in his Republic] have magnificence, not casually, but adapted to the education and discipline of the men. That Socrates, however, does not reject the divinely-inspired poet, nor the whole of poetry, but that only which is artificial, he manifests, I think, when he says, "that he does not despise the poetic genus." The poetic genus, therefore, is divine, as he elsewhere says.*
But he despises the imitative species of poetry; nor yet this simply; but that which is nourished in depraved manners and laws. For this, in consequence of verging to things of a less excellent nature, is not naturally adapted to be imitative of more exalted manners. And thus much in answer to the doubt.

The last part, however of the words of Socrates, being in a certain respect difficult, may be rendered perspicuous as follows: But the words are, "that which is foreign to the education of any one, it is difficult to imitate well in deeds, and still more difficult in words." For it seems to be easy to imitate words or deeds. Not a few, therefore, act sophistically, by exhibiting virtue as far as words, but in deeds being entirely alienated from it. Will it not, therefore, be better to interpret these words thus, viz.: To suppose the most excellent education is implied in the words, that which is foreign to the education of any one; but to assume, in deeds and in words, as equivalent to, conformably to deeds, and conformably to words; and to imitate well, as having the same meaning with to be well imitated? And thus we may collect from all these, that for that which is most excellent to be well imitated, it is difficult indeed according to deeds, but it is still more difficult for it to be well imitated according to words in a written work. For this is the thing proposed to be effected in poetry. And you may see how this accords with things themselves. For he who in a written work narrates the deeds of the most excellent men, composes a history. But he who narrates the speeches of these men, if he intends to preserve the manners of the speaker, assumes a disposition similar to the speaker.* For words are seen to differ according to the inward dispositions. For thus we deride most of those, except Plato, who have written the Apology of Socrates, as not preserving the Socratic manner in their composition. Though the narration of this very thing, that Socrates was accused, made an apology, and was sentenced to die, would not be thought worthy of laughter, but the dissimilitude of imitation in the composition, renders the imitators ridiculous. Since, also, to say of Achilles, that he came forth armed after such a manner, and that he performed such deeds, is not difficult; but to narrate copiously what he said, when detained in the river,* is not easy. But this is the province of one who is able to assume the manners of the hero, and to write conformably to what he would have said. This also is evident from Socrates in the Republic,} very much blaming Homer respecting the imitation of words. But as to the Gods, it is said to be


\[\% Iliad XXI.\]
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easy by language to imitate the words or the deeds of the Gods. For who can delineate their works according to their desert? Or it may be said that it is the same thing with respect to the Gods, to imitate their words or deeds. For since their words are intellections, and their intellections are productions, the imitator of their words is also the imitator of their productions. So that by how much he fails in the one, C by so much also is he deficient in the imitation of the other. Longinus, however, has the following doubts with respect to the proposed words. For if poets are not worthy imitators of the works pertaining to such a city as this, because they are not educated in the manners of the city, neither will Critias and his associates be able to effect this. For neither did they live performing the office of magistrates in it. But if it is because they have not science, but are imitators alone, why by receiving types from us, may they not be able to imitate, since they possess an imitative power? In answer to these doubts, it may be said, that the imitation of such a polity proceeds through a life concordant with its paradigms. For he who does not live according to virtue, is incapable of adducing words adapted to worthy men. It is not, therefore, sufficient merely to hear what form of life the polity possesses, in order to imitate it, as the doubt of Longinus says it is. But Porphyry adds, that as all things, such for instance as the diurnal light, are not imitated by painters, so neither is the life of the most excellent polity imitated by poets, in consequence of transcending their power.

19e "But with respect to the tribe of sophists, though I consider them as skilled both in the art of speaking, and in many other beautiful arts, yet as they have no settled abode, but wander daily through a multitude of cities, I am afraid, lest with respect to the institutions of philosophers and politicians, they should not be able to conjecture the quality and magnitude of those concerns, which wise and politic men are engaged in with individuals in warlike undertakings, both in deeds and words."

With respect to the sophists, some of them frequently pretended to be skilled in astronomy, others in geometry, others in politics, and others in the art of dividing. Hence they are now said to be skilled in many beautiful arts. Since, however, they did not possess a scientific: knowledge of these, it is added, that they are skilled in them. For skill manifests an irrational occupations in mere words, unaccompanied with the knowledge of the why. * Because, however, they not only lived at different times in different cities, but were full of deception, of false

t cf. Gorgias 501a; also Apuleius Plat. Phil. II, 8, TTS vol XIV, p. 276.
opinion, and unscientific wandering, they are justly called wanderers.) But as they led a disorderly and inerudite life, energizing according to passion, they are very properly said not to have a settled abode; since it is requisite that every one should arrange himself prior to other things. For all such particulars, as are in a family and a city, are likewise in manners, and these prior to externals ought to be fitly governed. Who then are the proper imitators of the deeds and words of the best polity, if neither the poets nor the sophists are? They are such as are both politicians and philosophers. For the union of both these is necessary, in order that through the political character they may be able to perceive the works of the citizens; but through the philosophic, their words, in consequence of inwardly pre-assuming their life. And through the latter, indeed, they comprehend their practical wisdom, but through the intellectual energy of the rulers. But from these images we should make a transition to demiurgic causes. For it is necessary that these also should be total and intellectual, in order that the universe may be consummately perfect, and that generation may possess iconically 1,68 such things as the heavens primarily contain.

19e- "The genus, therefore, of your habit remains, which at one and the 20a same time participates of both these, by nature and by education."

Longinus, not disdaining to survey these words, and those that precede them, says, that in that part of them beginning with, "But with respect to the tribe of sophists, I am afraid, as they are wanderers," &c. there is a difference of expression through the desire of dignity and gravity in the diction. That in the words that follow, "Lest with respect to the institutions of philosophers and politicians, they should not be able to conjecture the quality and magnitude of those concerns," &c. there is a F distortion of phrase from what is natural. And that the third part, "The genus therefore of your habit remains," &c. is perfectly unusual. For it is not at all dissimilar to the strength of Hercules, to ιερη ις Τελεμαχοιο, the sacred strength of Telemachus,* and other such like expressions. But Origen admits, that the form of expression in the proposed words, is conformable to the manner of historians. For such like periphrases are adapted to a narration of this kind, as well as to poetry. We, however, say, that Plato everywhere changes his mode of diction, so as to be adapted to his subjects; and in unusual things, studies mutations of

t cf. Lachesis 196b.
$ Odyssey II, 409 [and Iliad II, 658.]

22A expression. But we do not admit that the proposed words are a periphrasis. For they do not manifest the same thing as the expression you, like the strength of Hercules; from which there would only be an
ability of giving that which is adapted to the imitation of the best polity. For those who are both philosophers and politicians, by energizing according to the habit which they possess, and which differs from the poetical and sophistical habit, will be able to effect that which Socrates desires. And thus much for the words themselves.

Looking, however, to the conceptions which they contain, we must say, that Socrates excites Critias and Hermocrates to what remains to be accomplished in the polity. But likewise calls on Timaeus to assist the undertaking. And this is the fifth head of the things proposed for elucidation. You may also see how magnificently Socrates celebrates the men from the very beginning, calling [the wisdom which they possess] a habit, in order that he may exempt them from sophistical wandering. 1,69 But he says that they are partakers of the political science, both by nature and education, in order that you may contradistinguish it from B poetical imitation, which is nourished by less excellent laws. And he designates the perfect from nature and education; lest depriving nature of education, you should cause it to be lame,* or you should think that education ought to be thrown into an unapt and incongruous recipient. And thus much has been said in common respecting the men. But if you wish to speak, proceeding to paradigms, the demiurgic genus, which is total and intellectual, remains to be arranged according to a providential attention to wholes. Let us, however, survey separately every particular.

20a "For Timaeus here of Locris, an Italian city, governed by the best of laws, exclusive of his not being inferior to any of his fellow-citizens in wealth and nobility, has obtained in his own city the greatest honours, and the highest posts of government; and, in my opinion, has arrived at the summit of all philosophy."

What testimony, therefore, can be more admirable than this, or what praise can be greater? Does it not, in the first place, evince that Timaeus was a political character; in the second place, that he possessed intellectual knowledge [in a most eminent degree], by saying, that he had arrived at the summit of all philosophy; and adding, in my opinion, which places a colophon on all the panegyrics? What other image also than this among men, is more capable of being assimilated to the one

† For XOXJJP here, it is necessary to read xwXljc.

C Demiurgus? For, in the first place, by the political and the philosophic, the image is Jovian. In the next place, by asserting that Timaeus belonged to a city governed by the best of laws, it imitates the god who was nurtured in the intelligible by Adrastia.* And by Timaeus excelling
in nobility of birth, it adumbrates the total, intellectual, and unical
total, intellectual, and unical
nature of the god. For all these the Demiurgus possesses, by
participating of the fathers prior to himself. By asserting also that
Timaeus had obtained the highest posts of government, it represents to
us the royal power of the Demiurgus, and which has dominion over
wholes; his sceptre, according to theologians,* consisting of four and
twenty measures.5 But to add likewise that he had enjoyed the greatest
honours, presents us with an image of that transcendence which is
exempt from wholes, both in dignity and power. It is the Demiurgus,
therefore, who also distributes honours to others.0 And it may be
said, that the assertion that Timaeus had arrived at the summit of
philosophy, assimilates him to the god, who at once perfectly contains
all knowledge in himself. So that, from all that has been said, you may
apprehend, as from images, who the Demiurgus of the universe is; that
he is an intellect comprehensive of many intellects,0 and arranged
among the intellectual Gods; that he is full of the first intelligibles; and
that he has a royal establishment, as surpassing in dignity the other
demiurgic gods. If, however, Plato calls the city of Timaeus Locris, it
not being usual with the Greeks thus to denominate it, but to call it
Locri only, in order to distinguish it from the Locris opposite to
Euboea, we must not wonder. For Plato changes many things for the
purpose of signifying in a clearer manner the thing proposed. But that
the Locrians were governed by the best laws is evident; for their
legislator was Zaleucus.tt

i  cf. Lobeck Aglaophemos, 514.
§ The sceptre of Jupiter, as we are informed by Proclus on the Cratylus, was,
according to Orpheus, twenty-four measures in length; by which says he, the theologian
signifies, the establishment if those two divine orders by Jupiter, the celestial, and
supercelestial, and his reigning over two series of Gods, each of which is characterized
by the number twelve.
• Rep. VI, 509b.

20a "Besides, we all know that Critias is not ignorant of any of the
particulars of which we are now speaking."

Critias, indeed, was of a generous and grand nature. He likewise
engaged in philosophic conferences, and was called, as history informs
us, an idiot among philosophers, but a philosopher among idiots. He
tyrannized also, being one of the thirty. It is not, however, just to
accuse Socrates on this account, because he now thinks him deserving of
a certain praise. For, in the first place, we should attend to the manner
in which he praises him. For he says, that "he is not ignorant of any of the particulars of which we are now speaking," both on account of his natural disposition, and his association with philosophers. In the next place, we should observe, that the tyrannical character is an argument of an excellent nature, as we learn from the fable in the Republic, which particularly leads souls descending from the heavens to a tyrannical life. For being accustomed there to revolve with the Gods, and to govern the universe in conjunction with them, in these terrestrial regions also, they pursue apparent power; just as those who possess the remembrance of intelligible beauty, embrace visible beauty.* That Critias, however, pertains, according to analogy, to the middle fabrication of things, may be learnt, in the first place, from his succeeding to the discourse of Socrates; in the next place, from his narrating the Atlantic history, the Atlantics being the progeny of Neptune; and, in the third place, from his own proper life. For the ruling peculiarity, and that which extends to many things, are the characteristics of this life. Power, likewise pertains to media, and therefore he possesses the middle place in the encomiums. For to assert of him, that he was not one of the vulgar, but a partaker of the prerogatives of Timaeus, shows his inferiority to the first person of the dialogue. But that he was not entirely removed from him, indicates his alliance to him.

20a-b "Nor is this to be doubted of Hermocrates, since a multitude of circumstances evince that he is, both by nature and education, adapted to all such concerns."

Hermocrates was a Syracusan general, desirous of living conformably to law. Hence also he participates, in a certain respect, of the political

Re. X, 619b - c.
$Chald. Oracl. fr. 118.$

science and philosophy. He must be referred, therefore, according to analogy, to the third fabrication of things. For the command of an army is a power allied to the god, who arranges the last and most disorderly parts of mundane fabrication; and to be testified by a multitude of circumstances, indicates an analogy to the power that produces fabrication into all multitude, and an ultimate division. We therefore make this arrangement, in order that the men may have an analogy to the things. But others arrange Critias as inferior to Hermocrates; though the absent person was neither adapted to speak nor to hear, and of those that are present [at a conference], he who is an auditor, indeed, but is silent, is secondary to him who is both an auditor and a speaker, and in this respect imitates those that are about Socrates and Timaeus.
In the next place, this also must be considered, that Socrates gives the preference to Critias, in what he says, praising him immediately after Timaeus. There are likewise those who attribute such an order as the following to these persons, viz. they arrange Timaeus according to the paradigmatic cause, Socrates according to the efficient, and Critias according to the formal cause; for he leads into energy those that have been rightly educated; but Hermocrates according to the material cause. Hence also he is adapted indeed to hear, but not to speak. For matter receives productive powers externally, but is not naturally adapted to generate. And this arrangement indeed will be found to be very reasonable, if we abandon the former conceptions [relative to the analogy of the men].

20b-c "Hence when you yesterday requested me to discuss what pertains to a polity, I readily complied with your request; being persuaded that the remainder of the discourse could not be more conveniently explained by any one than by you, if you were but willing to engage in its discussion. For when you have properly adapted the city for warlike purposes, there is no one in the present age but you from whom it can acquire every thing fit for it to receive. As I have, therefore, hitherto complied with your request, I shall now require you to comply with mine in the above-mentioned particulars. Nor have you, indeed, refused this employment; but have, with common consent, determined to repay my hospitality with the banquet of discourse. I now, therefore, stand prepared, in a decorous manner, to receive the promised feast."

The summary repetition of the polity appears, indeed, as Socrates now says, to have been made for the sake of the discussion of the contests in war of a rightly constituted city. Both the concise comprehension, however, of the polity, and the Atlantic war, refer us to the one fabrication of the world. For, as we have before observed, it is better, prior to the whole fabrication, and all the form of the production of the world, to make a survey from parts and images. Socrates, therefore, resuming the polity in certain forms, and, first, through this imitating

---

* Instead of 5io Km iroXinKric rue nereixe, Km cpikooofJHac eveKtv ovv K.X., it is necessary to read 5to Km 7TOXITITKT)? true fieraxt am tpikooocpiuc. tveyuv ovv K.X.  
% Timaeus is analogous to Jupiter, the Demiurgus of the universe; but Socrates, Critias, and Hermocrates, are analogous to the three ruling fathers, or demiurgi, Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto, who form the summit of the supermundane order of Gods. For, according to the arcana of the Grecian theology, there is a twofold Jupiter; one being the Demiurgus, and existing at the extremity of the intellectual order; but the other being the first of the supermundane demiurgic triad. See the 6th Book of my translation of Proclus on the Theology of Plato [TTS vol. VIII.}
the universe, very properly establishes himself, as it were, in essence; but 1,73 excites others to the discussion, who celebrate the power of such a city, and imitate those who arrange the universe according to the middle demiurgic form, and uniformly comprehend the contrarieties and multiform motions which it contains. As, therefore, Jupiter, in Homer, being seated in his citadel on the summit of Olympus, and abiding in his accustomed unity, sends the Gods who preside over the C mundane contrariety to the Grecian war; 6 thus also Socrates, being purely established in the intelligible form of a polity, prepares those after him that are able, to celebrate the motion and power of this polity, calling forth, indeed, the science of Timaeus, to the survey of wholes totally, but preparing the others to the total and concise comprehension of partial natures. For as he had discussed the polity totally, after this manner also, he wishes that the power of it should be celebrated by the rest. Since, however, all these discourses bring with them an image of demiurgic works, and the whole conference adumbrates the fabrication of the world, Socrates very properly says, "that he stands prepared, in a decorous manner, to receive the promised feast," his words being invested with modesty, as a form adapted to virtue.

20c "HERM. But we, O Socrates, as Timaeus just now signified, shall cheerfully engage in the execution of your desire; for we cannot offer any excuse sufficient to justify neglect in this affair. For yesterday, t 10B supra, p. 37. X Tim. 42e. § Iliad III, 22.

when we departed from hence, and went to the lodging of Critias, where we are accustomed to reside, both in his apartment and in the way thither, we discoursed on this very particular."

It was requisite that Hermocrates should say something, and not be D silently present, like the unemployed persons in a comedy. Hence also he is represented speaking to Socrates. And this indeed is logographic [or pertaining to the art of writing]; but it is likewise adapted to what has been before said. For it represents to us, as in an image, that the last parts, of the fabrication of things, follow the one father of wholes, and, 1,74 through similitude to him, converge to the one providence of the world. For Hermocrates, following Socrates, says, that nothing shall be wanting, either of alacrity or power, to the accomplishment of the narrations investigated by Socrates. For these two things become especially impediments to us in our mutual energies, viz. our indolence, and any external impediment. Removing, therefore, both these, he says, that there cannot be any excuse sufficient to justify their neglect, or prevent
them from accomplishing the mandate of Socrates. Very properly, therefore, does he call upon Critias for the narration respecting the city of the ancient Athenians, in which the mandate of Socrates terminates; just as Socrates calls on Timaeus, and makes himself a partaker of his discourse. For on the preceding day, Hermocrates says, they discoursed on this very particular* together with Critias, just as the third Demiurgus in the universe communicates with the production of the second. For the whole of generation is entirely in want of returns from the subterranean world. If, however, these things subsist after this manner, the Atlantic history will appear to have had the third narration. But those numbers, the duad and the triad, are said to be adapted to the middle fabrication, the former through power, and the latter through its demiurgic providence, and which is also perfective of mundane natures. So that whether you assign to this history a double or a triple narration you will, from either of the numbers, be able to recur to the conception of the intervening medium.

20d "He therefore narrated to us the following particulars from ancient rumour, which I wish, O Critias, you would now repeat to Socrates, that he may judge whether it any way conduces to the fulfilment of his request.

"CRI. It is requisite to comply, if agreeable to Timaeus, the third associate of our undertaking.

t Theol. Plat. X, xxi, p. 348, TTS vol. VIII.

"TLM. I assent to your compliance."

You will find in these words an admirable indication, as in images, of divine natures. For, as in them, such as are secondary call forth the prolific powers of such as are primary, and produce them to the providential inspection of the subjects of their government; thus also here Hermocrates calls on Critias to speak, and gives completion to what was promised to Socrates. And as, among divine natures, effects convert themselves to the reception of their causes, thus also here, Hermocrates is extended to Critias, but Critias looks to the mandate of Socrates. As likewise all demiurgic causes are suspended from the one father of the universe, and govern all things conformably to his will; after the same manner here also all the persons fly to Timaeus, and to his nod, or consent, or will, in order that, being impelled from that as from a root, they may dispose their narration agreeably to his desire. For thus what is going to be said will contribute to the discourse about the whole fabrication of the world. Moreover, the words "from ancient rumour," if the narration is historical, signify ancient according to time. But if
they are an indication of what takes place in the universe, they will obscurely signify the reasons or productive powers which are from eternity inherent in souls. And if, likewise, they bring with them an image of divine causes, they show that these demiurgic causes, being supernally filled from more ancient Gods, impart also to secondary natures their own providential energies.

20d "CRI. Hear, then, O Socrates, a narration surprising indeed in the extreme, yet in every respect true, which was once delivered by Solon, the wisest of the seven wise men."

With respect to the whole of this narration about the Atlantics, some 1,76 say, that it is a mere history, which was the opinion of Crantor, the first interpreter of Plato, who says, that Plato was derided by those of his time, as not being the inventor of the Republic, but transcribing what the Egyptians had written on this subject; and that he so far regards B what is said by these deriders as to refer to the Egyptians this history about the Athenians and Atlantics, and to believe that the Athenians once lived conformably to this polity. Crantor adds, that this is testified by the prophets of the Egyptians, who assert that these particulars [which are narrated by Plato] are written on pillars which are still preserved. Others again, say, that this narration is a fable, and a fictitious account of things, which by no means had an existence, but which bring with them an indication of natures which are perpetual, or are generated in the world; not attending to Plato, who exclaims, "that the narration is surprising in the extreme, yet is in every respect true." For that which is in every respect true, is not partly true, and partly not true, nor is it false according to the apparent, but true according to the inward meaning; since a thing of this kind would not be perfectly true. Others do not deny that these transactions took place after this manner, but think that they are now assumed as images of the contrarieties that pre-exist in the universe. For war, say they, is the father of all things, as Heraclitus also asserted.1 And of these, some refer the analysis to the C fixed stars and planets: so that they assume the Athenians as analogous to the fixed stars, but the Atlantics to the planets. They likewise say, that these stars fight on account of the opposition in their circulation, but that the fixed stars vanquish the planets on account of the one convolution of the world. Of this opinion, therefore, is the illustrious Amelius, who vehemently contends that this must be the case, because it is clearly said in the Critias, that the Atlantic island was divided into seven circles.* But I do not know of any other who is of the same opinion. Others, again, as Origen, refer the analysis to the opposition of certain daemons, some of them being more, but others less, excellent. 1,77 And some of them being superior in multitude, but others in power: some of them vanquishing, but others being vanquished. But others refer it to the discord of souls, the more excellent being the pupils of
Minerva,5 but the inferior kind being subservient to generation; who also pertain to the God that presides over generation [i.e. to Neptune]. And this is the interpretation of Numenius. Others, mingling, as they fancy, the opinions of Origen and Numenius together, say, that the narration refers to the opposition of souls to daemons, the latter drawing D down, but the former being drawn down. And with these men, daemon has a triple subsistence. For they say, that one kind is that of divine daemons; another, of daemons according to habitude, to which partial souls give completion, when they obtain a daemoniacal allotment; and another is that of depraved daemons, who are also noxious to souls. D Daemons, therefore, of this last kind, wage this war against souls, in their descent into generation. And that, say they, which ancient

\[ Fr. 53d. \]
\[ X \textit{Critias} 113e. \]
\[ \S \textit{Critias} \, 109c - d. \]

theologians* refer to Osiris and Typhon, or to Bacchus and the Titans, this, Plato, from motives of piety, refers to the Athenians and Atlantics. Before, however, souls descend into solid bodies, those theologians and Plato, deliver the war of them with material daemons who are adapted to the west; since the west, as the Egyptians say, is the place of the noxious daemons.* Of this opinion is the philosopher Porphyry, respecting whom, it would be wonderful, if he asserted any thing different from the doctrine of Numenius. These [philosophers] however, are in my opinion, very excellently corrected by the most divine Iamblichus. According to him, therefore, and also to our preceptor Syrianus, this contrariety and opposition are not introduced for the purpose of rejecting the narration, since on the contrary, this is to be admitted as E an account of transactions that actually happened; but, as we are accustomed to do, we must refer that which precedes the subject of the 1,78 dialogue, to the scope itself of the dialogue. Hence, they are of opinion, that this contrariety which is derived from human affairs, should, according to a similar form, be extended through the whole world, and especially through the realms of generation. That in consequence of this, we should survey everywhere how things participate of contrariety, according to the variety of powers. For since all things an; from The One, and from the duad after The One, are in a certain respect united to each other, and have an opposite nature; as in the genera of being, there is a certain opposition of sameness to difference, and of motion to permanency, but all things participate of these genera; - this being the case, we must survey after what manner mundane natures possess the contrariety which pervades through all things.
Moreover, if we consider the polity of Plato as analogous in every respect to the world, it is necessary that we should survey this war as existing in every nature. For the polity is analogous to existence and essences, but war, to the powers of these essences, and as Plato says, to their motions. We must, likewise, refer the polity, by making it common to all things, to the whole union of things; but it must be said, that war is to be assimilated to the mundane division, and* to the

t cf. Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 713f.
§ For £iri Km TJ 5volc, here it is necessary to read «ira Km r\dvaic, and for KdKUTIKOV, KCiKUTIKUV.
§ Instead of Ko/i7j5ei in this place, it is requisite to read kohlBTJ.
* Km is omitted in the original, and the omission of it, renders the latter part of the sentence very ambiguous.

empire of victory. Whether, therefore, you give a twofold division to the universe, by separating it into the incorporeal and the corporeal; and again divide the incorporeal into the more intellectual and the more material natures, and the corporeal into heaven and generation; and heaven, into contrary periods, but generation into opposite powers; or in whatever way you assume this opposite life, whether in the mundane Gods, or in daemons, in souls, or in bodies, - you may every where transfer the analogies from men to things. For of the Gods themselves, the divine Homer makes oppositions;* representing Apollo as hostilely opposed to Neptune, Mars to Minerva, the river Xanthus to Vulcan, 1,79 Hermes to Latona, and Juno to Diana. For it is requisite to survey generation in incorporeal natures, in bodies, and in both. It is likewise necessary to consider Neptune and Apollo as the fabricators of the whole of generation, the one totally, but the other partially. But Juno and Diana, as the suppliers of vivification, the former rationally, but the latter physically. Minerva and Mars, as the causes of the contrariety which pervades through both existence and life; the former, of that which is defined according to intellect; but the latter, of that which is more material and passive. Hermes and Latona, as presiding over the twofold perfection of souls; the former indeed, over the perfection which is obtained through the gnostic powers, * and the evolution into light of productive principles; but the latter, over the smooth, spontaneous, and voluntary elevation which is acquired through the vital powers. Vulcan and Xanthus, as the primary leaders of the whole of a corporeal constitution, and of the powers which it contains; the former, of those that are more efficacious; but the latter of those that are more passive, and as it were more material. But he leaves Venus by herself, in order that she may illuminate all things with union and harmony, and represents her as fighting on the worse side, because THE ONE in those that belong to this side, is less excellent than multitude. For all contrariety is surveyed in a becoming manner in conjunction with a unity, which is either prior to
it, or connascent with, or is in a certain respect and adjunct posterior to it. And Plato, as well as theologists, rightly perceiving that this is the case, have delivered a multitudinous contrariety prior to the one fabrication of the world, and parts prior to wholes. Finding, likewise, these things in images prior to paradigms, he surveys this contrariety in men, which also has an analogous subsistence in wholes, neither being in want of Titannic or Gigantic wars. For how could he narrate such


*For dvotfieuc; here, it is requisite to read dvotfieuv.*

wars to Socrates, who on the preceding day had blamed the poets for devising things of this kind?* Receiving, therefore, transactions from history, in order that he might not assert of the Gods that they fight with each other, he ascribes these battles to men, but through a cautious and pious analogy, transfers them also to the Gods. For such like wars are delivered by divinely-inspired poets, prior to the one order of things. Their mode, however, of narrating them, is adapted to them, but the present mode to Plato; the latter, in conjunction with the political science, being more moderate, but the former, in conjunction with the telestic art, being more replete with divine inspiration. And thus much concerning the whole of the text.

In what is said by Critias, however, the word "hear" is proverbial, and is employed in those things to which we wish to call the attention of the hearer.* The word hear, therefore, is equivalent to receive what is worthy of attention. But the word "surprising" (atopon) manifests that which happens contrary to expectation, as in the Gorgias, "It is surprising, O Socrates," (atopa ge o Socrates); or that which is paradoxical, as in the Crito, "What a surprising dream, Socrates;" or the wonderful, as in the Theaetetus, "And it is not at all surprising, but it would be much more wonderful, if it were not a thing of this kind." But here it is assumed as that which deserves admiration. This, however, is evident from what follows,** in which it is said, "that the deeds of this city were great and admirable." Moreover, the word "narration" (logos), manifests the truth of what is going to be related. For thus it is said in the Gorgias, that a fable differs from logos; [because the latter is true, but the former is not.] It is also very properly said, that "Solon was the wisest of the seven wise men," as being asserted of one who was related to Plato; as being; said to another Athenian, and in the Panathenaiae; and as indicating that

**Rep. II 378c.**

§ cf. Aristotle, Rhetorics III, 14, 1415a36.

§ Gorgias 473a.
the ensuing narration extends to all wisdom. Nor is it requisite to wonder how Solon is said to be the wisest of all the seven wise men, nor to be anxious to know, how he can be said to be the wisest of other men, but one of the wise men, when all of them were most wise. For what absurdity is there, in calling a man the wisest of those that are of the same order with himself? But his legislation, his pretended insanity at Salamis, his armed attack of Pisistratus the tyrant, who said he was more prudent than those that were absent, and more brave than those that were present, his conference also with Croesus, and his answer to one who said, that he had established most beautiful laws; for he replied, that he had not established the most beautiful, but powerful laws, and that he knew laws that were more excellent than these; all these particulars bear testimony to his wisdom. There is, likewise, a story told of a tripod that was dragged up in a net by certain young men, though it is not related by all historians, and that the oracle [of Apollo] being consulted on the occasion, the God answered, that it should be given to the wisest man. That in consequence of this, it was offered to Thales, but he sent it to another of the seven wise men, this again to another, and so on, till at last it came to Solon, all of them yielding it to him. Solon, however, sent it to the God, saying, that he was the wisest of beings.* Solon, also, is said to have found, that the lunar month does not consist of thirty days, and on this account he was the first that called it \( \varepsilon \nu \nu \nu \varepsilon \nu \varepsilon \alpha \nu \varepsilon \nu \varepsilon \) *a new one*, and \( \nu \varepsilon \varepsilon \alpha \zeta \) new. And, in short, the discovery, that the numbers of the days revert from the twentieth day, is ascribed to him. Some, also, assert, that prior to Anaxagoras, Solon showed that intellect presided over the whole of things. From all which it is evident, that he was a participant of a certain wisdom.

20e "Solon, then, was the familiar and intimate friend of our great-grandfather Dropides, as he himself frequently relates in his poems. But he once declared to our grandfather Critias (as the old man himself informed us) that great and admirable actions had once been achieved by this city, which nevertheless were buried in oblivion through length of time, and the destruction of mankind."

t cf. Plutarch Life of Solon.

X The same story is also told of Solon, by Diogenes Laertius, in his life of Thales.

§ In the original \( tvvv \), which I conceive to be erroneously transcribed for \( ev veav \).

• \( iroXkaxov \) is omitted in the text of Proclus.
The history of the race of Solon, and of the alliance of Plato to him, is as follows: The children of Execestides were, Solon and Dropides, and of Dropides Critias was the son, who is mentioned by Solon in his poems, where he sings,

\[
\text{Bid Critias with the yellow locks,}
\text{Attention to his father pay,}
\text{For by revering what he says,}
\text{No faulty leader he'll obey.}
\]

But Callaescrus and Glauco were the sons of Critias: and again the Critias of the present dialogue was the son of Callaescrus. This, however, is evident from Critias in the *Charmides*, calling the father of Charmides, his uncle.* But Charmides and Perictione were the offspring of Glauco: and Perictione was the mother of Plato. So that Glauco was the uncle of Critias, but the father of Charmides. And Charmides was the uncle of Plato, but Solon was the brother of the great-grandfather of Critias. Such, therefore, is the truth [respecting the race of Solon.]

The divine Iamblichus, however, gives a different account of the succession of his race. For he immediately makes Glauco to be the son of Dropides. But others, as the Platonic Theon, assert, that Critias and Glauco were the sons of Callaescrus; though in the *Charmides*, Critias says, that "Charmides is the son of Glauco our uncle, but is my cousin." Hence Glauco is not the son of Dropides, nor the brother of the younger Critias. To a man, however, who pays attention to things, it is of no consequence in whatever manner these particulars may subsist. Passing on, therefore, to things, you may assume from these particulars as images, that all the discord of the world, and the twofold coordinations that are in it, are suspended from proximate demiurgic causes, and are referred to other more intellectual and ancient causes; that the causes of this motion are continuous and united, and suspended from one cause; that the superior causes are more ancient in intellection; and that secondary receive the production of primary natures, differ from and yet have a connascent communion with them. In addition to these things also, you may assume, that a twofold oblivion is produced in souls of the theory of great and admirable wholes, arising either from having abandoned for a long time a life of that kind, or through having fallen immoderately into generation. For this is for the real man to be truly corrupted. But souls that have been recently perfected, and retain the memory of things in the intelligible world, in consequence of not falling into matter, easily acquire a reminiscence of the truth. And thus much
for these particulars. We must not, however, wonder, if Critias calls Solon a *familiar*. For we not only call those with whom we associate, but also our kindred, *familiaris*. But by likewise adding, *"and an intimate friend,"* he indicates, that there was not merely a communion of race, but a sameness and similitude of life, in the ancestors of Plato. The prior Critias, also, is called an *old man*, which signifies his possession of C prudence and intellect, and his being adapted to many disciplines.

20e- "In particular, he informed me of one undertaking surpassing in magnitude all the rest, which I now think proper to relate to you, both that I may repay my obligations, and that by such a relation I may offer my tribute of praise to the Goddess in the present solemnity, by celebrating her divinity, as it were, with hymns, justly, and in a manner agreeable to truth."

Longinus doubts what was the intention of Plato in the insertion of this narration. For he does not introduce it either for the purpose of giving respite to the auditors, or as being in want of it. And he dissolves the doubt, as he thinks, by saying, that it is assumed by Plato prior to physiology, in order to allure the reader, and soften the severity of that kind of writing. But Origen says, that the narration is indeed a fiction, and so far he agrees with Numenius and his followers, but he does not admit with Longinus, that it was devised for the sake of pleasure. He does not, however, add the cause of the fiction. We, therefore, have frequently said, that it contributes to the whole theory of nature; and we likewise say, that in these words, Plato calls the one and common productive principle of the twofold co­ordinations in the world, and the one contrariety which pervades through wholes, the greatest and most admirable of works, as containing the other fabrication of things in infrangible bonds, this fabrication consisting of participations of the contraries, bound and infinity, as Philolaus says,* and as Plato also asserts in the *Philebus.*} For he there says, *"that there is much bound and much infinity in the world, which are things most contrary to each other, and give completion to this universe."* Since, however, all things that

\[ \text{t \ Phaedrus 248c - 250e.} \]
\[ \% \text{Fr. 1b.} \]
\[ \text{§ Philebus 30c.} \]

contribute to the production of the world, are said to recompense the benefits bestowed by total causes, Critias says very properly, that it becomes him to repay his obligations to Socrates, who excited both the second and third powers. These things, therefore, may be immediately assumed [from the words before us.]
But will you not say, that the Minerval solemnity has an indication of
demiurgic works? For the Goddess herself indeed, connectedly contains
all the mundane fabrication, and possesses intellectual lives in herself,
according to which she weaves together the universe, and unifying
powers, according to which she governs all the mundane oppositions.
The Minerval solemnity, however, indicates the gift of the Goddess
which pervades through all things, and fills all things herself, and
likewise the union which extends through all variety. For in
solemities, we especially embrace a common and concordant life. If,
however, we have asserted these things rightly, we may from these
transfer ourselves to the various and one life of the world, and survey
the difference between the Parmenides and this dialogue. For both have
their hypothesis in the Panathenaea; but the former in the greater, and
the latter in the lesser of these solemnities.* For they were celebrated
about the same time with the Bendidian festival; and this very properly.
For since the productions of Minerva are twofold, total and partial,
supermundane and mundane, intelligible and sensible; the former of
these solemnities, indeed, pertains to the exempt productions of the
Goddess, unfolding into light the intelligible series of the Gods, but the
latter to her subordinate productions, interpreting the powers of the
Gods about the world. And the Bendidian festival, indeed, appears to
manifest the suppression of the contrariety externally acceding to the
universe from a Barbaric tempest, by the Gods who are the inspective
guardians of the festival. Hence it is said to have been celebrated in the
Piraeus, as being adapted to the extremities, and material parts of the
universe. But the Panathenaean festival, exhibits the established order
which proceeds into the world from intellect, and the unconfused
separation of mundane contrarieties. For this Goddess is at one and the
same time, a lover of wisdom, and a lover of war.* Another veil,
therefore, was referred to the Goddess [in the Bendidian festival.]
representing the war in which the pupils of Minerva were victorious;
just as the veil in the Panathenaean solemnity, represented the Giants
vanquished by the Olympian Gods. The Goddess, however, is
celebrated with hymns, justly and with truth; justly, indeed, because it
is necessary that every thing which has proceeded, should be converted
to its proper principle; but with truth, because the hymn is assumed
through things and through beings. And because of hymns, some
celebrate the essence, but others the providence of the Gods, and others
praise the works that proceed from them,* and a hymn of this kind is
the last form of celebration; (for the praise of the divine essence precedes
all other panegyrics, as Socrates asserts in the *Banquet*)* - this being the case, the words "celebrating as it were," are very properly added. For he wishes to celebrate the Goddess from the deeds performed by the Athenians. But that the Panathenaean followed the Bendidian festivals, is asserted both by the commentators, and by Aristotle the Rhodian. For they say, that the Bendidia were celebrated in the Piraeus on the twentieth day of April; but that the festival sacred to Minerva followed these.

21a "SOC. You speak well. But what is this ancient achievement, which Critias once heard from Solon, and which is not narrated in history, but was once actually accomplished by this city."

Socrates exciting Critias to narration, requests that he would relate the mighty undertaking which the ancient Critias said he had heard from Solon, and which though not much celebrated, yet was really performed. In which, this in the first place deserves to be considered, that many things happen in the universe of which the multitude are ignorant. And in this, worthy men differ from others, that they see things of this kind, and understand the events that take place. But it is worth while secondly to observe, that the more perfect causes, rejoice in simplicity, and proceed from things of a composite nature, to such as are first. But subordinate beings on the contrary, descend from things simple to things composite. For thus also here Socrates recurs from that which is downward as far as to Solon, in an ascending progression; but Critias on the contrary, descends from Solon to the mention of himself.

t For *avrov* here, it is necessary to read *air avruv.*

Symposium 198d ff.


2la "CRI. I will acquaint you with that ancient history, which I did not indeed receive from a youth, but from a man very much advanced in years."

Longinus here again observes, that Plato pays attention to elegance of diction, by narrating the same things differently. For he calls the undertaking *αρχαιον,* but the narration *παλαιος,* and the man, *not a youth;* though as he signifies the same thing through all these, he might have denominated all of them after the same manner. Longinus, therefore, as Plotinus said of him, was a philologist, but not a philosopher. Origen, however, does not admit that Plato is studious of artificial delight and certain ornaments of diction, but that he pays attention to spontaneous and unadorned credibility, and accuracy in imitations. This mode also of expression has spontaneity, as being
adapted to erudition. For it was rightly said by Aristoxenus, the lyric poet, that the dispositions of philosophers extend as far as to sounds, and exhibit in all things the arrangement which they possess; just I think, as this mighty heaven, exhibits in its transfigurations clear images of the splendour of intellectual perceptions; being moved in conjunction with the unapparent periods of intellectual natures.) The great Iamblichus, however, thinks that we should rather refer the variety of the words to things, and see how in nature contraries are vanquished by the one; how the one is varied, and how great a mutation the same productive principles exhibit; subsisting in one way in the intellect of the universe, in another, in soul, in another, in nature, and in the last place, subsisting in matter. And again, unfolding about matter a most abundant difference in conjunction with similitude. For these observations are worthy the conceptions of Plato, and not a solicitous attention to diction.

"For at that time Critias, as he himself declared, was almost ninety years old, and I was about ten."

These three persons are assumed, as having preserved this history, or mythology. Solon, the ancient Critias, and this junior Critias; because perfect causes precede the fabrication of the world, and perfective causes are antecedent to the subjects of their government. The elder Critias, however, heard this narration from Solon, one from one; from the elder Critias, it was heard by the junior Critias and Amynander; and from the junior Critias three persons received it. For the monad proceeds through the duad to the perfective providence of wholes. The numbers also of the ages, have much alliance to the things themselves. For the decad manifests the conversion of all mundane natures to the one; and ninety the restitution again to the monad, in conjunction with progression. But both numbers are symbolical of the world. You may say, therefore, that Solon is analogous to the cause of permanency; but the former Critias, to the cause which supplies progression; and the present Critias to the cause which converts and conjoins things which have proceeded, to their causes. And the first of these, indeed, preserves the relation of a ruling and leading cause; the second, of the cause which comes into contact with mundane fabrication in a liberated manner; and the third, of that which now pays attention to the universe, and governs the mundane war.
"When, therefore, that solemnity was celebrated among us, which is known by the name of *Cureotis Apaturiorum*, nothing was omitted which boys during that festivity are accustomed to perform. For when our parents had set before us the rewards proposed for the contest of singing verses, both a multitude of verses of many poets were recited, and many of us especially sung the poems of Solon, because they were at that time entirely new."

The Apaturia was a festival sacred to Bacchus, on account of the duel between Melanthus and Xanthus the Boeotian, and the victory of Melanthus through deception; the Boeotians and Athenians waging war with each other for OEnoe. But this festival was celebrated for three days; of which the first day was called *αναρρυσις*, because many sacrifices were performed in it; and the victims were called *αναρρυματα*, because they were drawn upward, and sacrificed. The second day was called *δορπια*; for on this day there were splendid banquets and much feasting. But the third day was called *κουρεωτις*; for on this day boys, three or four years old, were enroled in their tribes. On this day also, such boys as were more sagacious than the rest, sung certain poems, and those were victorious who retained the greater number of them in their memory. They sang, however, the poems of the ancients. But with respect to the F tribes, it must be observed, that after Ion there were four families, but from Clisthenes ten, and that after these, each twelve of the families was divided into three: the tribes were arranged into the same family and company, as being allied to each other: the enrolment of the boys was into these tribes; and this day, as we have before observed, was called Cureotis, from the boys that were enroled. And such is the information derived from history.

Again, however, let us direct our attention to things, and behold these: in the particulars that have been narrated, as in images. The festival, therefore, of the Apaturia, which had for its pretext the victory of the Athenians, pertains to the hypothesis according to which the Athenians conquered [the Atlantics], and all intellectual subdue material natures. *Deception*, likewise, is adapted to mundane forms, which separate themselves from impartible and immaterial principles, and become: apparent, instead of truly-existing beings. But the enrolment of the boys, imitates the arrangements of *partial souls* into their proper allotments, and their descents into different generations. *The festival* is an imitation of the eternal hilarity in the world: for if it is filled with Gods, it celebrates a perpetual festival. But *the contests of rhapsody*, are analogous to the contests which souls sustain, weaving their own life together with the universe. And *the rhapsody itself*, resembles the above-mentioned
woven life of the universe. For this has an imitation of intellectual forms, in the same manner as the contests of rhapsody have of heroic actions and manners, possessing together with an harmonious conjunction, a connected series. The many poems of many poets, B adumbrate the many natures, and many circum-mundane productive powers,* and, in short, the division of physical imitations. But the new poems, are images of forms which are perpetually flourishing, always perfect and prolific, and able to operate efficaciously on other things. And thus much concerning these particulars.

Mention, however, is made of the poems of Solon, not as of a poet in 1,90 the popular sense of the word, but as of one who mingled philosophy with poetry. For of mundane works likewise, and whole productions, a royal intellect is the leader. And the praise is related as being mentioned to another person, i.e. to Amyndae, because, as we learn in the Phaedrus,* that which judges differs from that which makes and generates. Referring, however, all that has been said, to the universe, we may infer as from images, that partial souls, partial natures, and partible forms, and of these, those especially that are always new and efficacious, cf. Aristotle Athenian Constitution XXI, 41, 2.

§ The word Xoyovis, is, Iconceive, omitted in the original in this place. § Phaedrus 274e.

Contribute to the mundane war. But all these are connected together by the Gods, who are the inspective guardians of fabrication, and are co-arranged with one world, one harmony, and one kindred life.

21b-d "But then one of our tribe, whether he was willing to gratify Critias, or whether it was his real opinion, affirmed that Solon appeared to him to be most wise in other concerns, and in things respecting poetry, the most ingenuous and free of all poets. Upon hearing this, the old man (for I very well remember) was vehemently delighted; and said, laughing - If Solon, O Amyndae, had not engaged in poetry as a casual affair, but had made it as others do a serious employment; and if through seditions and other fluctuations of the state in which he found his country involved, he had not been compelled to neglect the completion of the history which he brought from Egypt, I do not think that either Hesiod or Homer, or any other poet, would have acquired greater glory and renown."

C Here again, the lovers of diction may indicate to their admirers, that Plato cautiously praises the poetry of Solon, since he represents the praise as bestowed by a private individual, and for the sake of others, and not as given by one who spoke conformably to intellect and reason.
For Plato, if any one, was a most excellent judge of poets, as Longinus also admits. Heraclides Ponticus therefore says, that Choerilus and Antimachus being at that time most renowned, Plato preferred the poems of the latter to those of the former, and that he persuaded Heraclides at Colophon, to collect the poems of Antimachus. In vain, therefore, is it futilely observed by Callimachus and Duris, that Plato was not a sufficient judge of poets.* Hence, what is here said manifests the judgement of the philosopher, and it may be considered in a more historical point of view. The investigator, however, of things, will think it requisite to show how all the causes of the orderly distribution of the universe, and also the causes that are connective of contrariety, are extended to one principle, and how the last adhere through media to the first of things. For thus those who receive the narration of the ancient D Critias, are extended to him, but he looks to Solon. And he, indeed, admires the poetic power of Solon; but they, through Critias as a medium, are referred to the poetry of Solon. For gratifying the former [i.e. Critias], they praise the poetry of the latter. But what is it that Critias says respecting Solon? That he was subordinate to divinely-inspired poets, from these two causes; because he engaged in poetry as a casual affair; and because when he came from Egypt, he found the city of the Athenians in a state of sedition, and that he was not able, his country being involved in difficulties, to complete the history, which he brought from thence hither. What the history therefore was, he informs us as he proceeds.

From these things, however, as images, Plato manifests, that what is primarily demiurgic, and every thing effective, have other primary energies; but that their secondary energy is the production of secondary things. Likewise, that the confused, disorderly, and unstable nature of matter, frequently does not receive ornament from more divine causes, but subsists without symmetry* to the gift which proceeds from them. Hence, second and third powers are unfolded into light, which proximately adorn its formless nature. Solon, therefore, being most ingenuous, and imitating exempt causes, did not deliver through poetry E the Atlantic war. But Critias, and those posterior to him, transmit the account of this war to others, imitating second and third causes, who produce the variety of effective principles, and the orderly distribution of things, which is harmonized from contraries into a visible subsistence. Moreover, the assertion that Solon was the wisest of the seven wise men, exhibits his analogy to the first principles. And his being most free, adumbrates the power which is exempt, and established in itself, and which fills all things in a liberated manner. A thing of this kind

likewise concurs with the wise man, as being immaterial, without a master,* and of itself. The ancient Critias, also, being said to be old, indicates a cause which is intellectual, and remote from generation. For "wisdom," says Plato, "and true opinions are most desirable things to him who has arrived at old age." Again, the assertion of Critias, that he very well remembers, exhibits to our view the salvation of eternal productive: powers, and the stable energy of secondary causes, about such as an: first. But Solon engaging in poetry as a casual affair, represents to us that productions into secondary natures, have only a secondary rank among first, causes. For their first energies are intellectual, according to which they are united to the beings prior to themselves.

If, however, some one omitting the survey of things, should consider through what cause Plato introduced5 these particulars, according to their apparent meaning, he will very properly find that they contributed to the thing proposed. For the design of Plato was to narrate the Atlantic war. But it was requisite that the messenger of this history should neither deceive nor be deceived. Hence also, Solon is said to have been most wise, and intimately acquainted with those about Critias. For as a wise man, he was not deceived, and as being an intimate acquaintance, he would not deceive. It was likewise requisite, that the receiver of this history should neither have been aged, in order that the narration may appear to be ancient, nor yet so young, as to be forgetful. Hence, Critias is supposed to have been a youth, but sufficiently able to remember, and in consequence of this, to have contended with others in rhapsody, in which much memory is necessary.

Farther still, it was requisite, that the ancient Critias should not commit such-like narrations to very young men, lest they should appear to them to be contemptible. Hence, it is very properly said, that some one of the tribes, by enquiry of Solon, heard the history. But it was requisite that he also should, in a certain respect, have been familiar with Solon, in order that the old man might opportunely relate all the history to him. Hence, likewise, the praises of the poetry of Solon precede the history; the praise being given by Amynander in order to gratify Critias. And thus much concerning the disposition of what is said in the text.

That Solon, however, went to Egypt, not only for the purpose of obtaining the Atlantic history, but likewise that the Athenians, during
his absence, obeyed his laws, which he had bound them by an oath not to violate, is evident. For during this time, also, he associated with B Croesus, and sailed to Egypt; but on his return, he became master of the city, which was in a tumultuous condition through the Pisistratidae. And thus much we have derived from history. Origen, however, doubts how Plato calls Solon most free: for this is not an encomium adapted to a poet. And he dissolves the doubt by saying, that he is so called, either because he spent his money liberally, or because he used the greatest freedom of speech; and that on this account he was free, without any timidity in his poetical compositions. Or he was so denominated, as being in his poetry remiss and uncompelled. But Iamblichus says, that no one of these solutions is true, but that through this appellation, the liberated condition of the intellect of Solon, the unservile nature of his virtue,* and that which was venerable in his character, and which transcended all other things, are signified. The same interpreter also says, that the laughter of Critias manifests a generative progression from

\textit{t Rep. X, 617e.}

ciauses, perfect, and rejoicing in its progeny. But the remembering well, indicates the salvation of effective principles in the world. Why, therefore, was Solon anxious to deliver the Atlantic war in verse? C Because, says he, all natural works and the mundane contrariety subsist through imitation. For this is analogous to its effective and primary causes; just as Critias is analogous to proximate and secondary causes. But why was he prevented by sedition? Because material motions and material tumult become an impediment, as we have before observed, to the productive powers of mundane causes.

21d "In consequence of this, Amynander enquired of Critias what that history was. To which he answered, that it was concerning an affair, which ought most justly to be the greatest and most renowned which this city ever accomplished; though through length of time, and the destruction of those by whom it was undertaken, the fame of its execution has not reached the present age."

Longinus says, that something is wanting here to render the sense complete. For the word considered is wanting to the words most justly to be, because these are required in what follows, but not the wonl oυσης, being. Porphyry, however, says, that Longinus did not perceive, that, in consequence of the undertaking being the greatest, but not yet celebrated, Plato adds, "ought most justly to be most renowned." But we, directing our attention to things, say, that Plato calls it the greatest undertaking, as bringing with it an image of all contrariety, extending itself every where. And that he denominates it most renowned, as
contributing to the visible fabrication of things. For thus, also, the
works of nature are called by Orpheus renowned.

D Boundless eternity, and nature's works
Renown'd, remain.*

2ld "Relate this affair, O Critias, says Amynander, from the beginning, and
I - inform us what that transaction was, how it was accomplished, and from
whom Solon having heard it, narrated it as a fact."

I.e. Relate what this admirable deed was, how, or after what manner
it was performed, how it became known to, and by whom being
preserved, it reached the hearing of Solon. Plato appears, through this,
to investigate the whole form of contrariety, how it was effected, or may
be known, and from what causes, to us invisible, it is suspended. Before,

t Fr. 83 cf. Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 500.

therefore, he recurred through relatives to the narration of Solon; but
now he investigates the superior histories of it, or, that I may speak
clearer, the principles of the fabrication of this contrariety. And by
directing your attention to this narration, you may survey, as in images,
through certain symbols, all the principles of this fabrication, as far as
to the first causes of it.

2le "There is, then, says he, a certain region of Egypt, called Delta, about
1,95 the summit of which the streams of the Nile are divided, and in which
there is a province called Saitical."

In the first place, it is worth while to observe how the narration
always delivers things comprehended, proceeding from such as are more
comprehensive; from Egypt, indeed, the river, from this Delta, from this
E the Saitic province, and from this Saïs, sacred to Minerva. In the next
place, having observed this, it will be proper to ascend through the
analogy of these things, to the first and most comprehensive causes of
fabrication. For you may perceive this supernally comprehended by
more total causes, and proceeding as far as to the last of things;
comprehending causes every where preceding such as are comprehended,
the more total, such as are more partial; and the impartible fabrication,
that which is partible, and is denominated recent; to which also the
present words refer the father of the narration. And this fabrication,
indeed, is filled from these causes, and particularly participates of the
undefiled power of Minerva. For, in short, since we refer this war, for
the sake of which the whole narration is excited, to the mundane
contrariety,* it will be well, proceeding in the same way, to assimilate
all the knowledge of the Egyptian priests to the former [or impartible] fabrication, which stably comprehends the productive powers contained in the universe; but the history of Solon, which is always recent, and placed in mutations, to the more novel fabrication, and which

administers the all-various circulations of mundane natures. We shall also be benefited by perceiving how, in images, the difference between human and divine fabrications becomes apparent; and how, in these, Solon, indeed, calls on the priest to the development of ancient transactions, but the priest knows both such events as are reckoned ancient by the Greeks, and prior to these, such as are truly ancient. For thus also, in divine fabrications, that which is recent or junior, is converted to that which is more ancient, and is perfected by it; but the latter antecedently comprehends the causes of the former, and is

established above it, by still greater and more perfect intellectual perceptions and powers. And thus much concerning the whole of the text.

It is necessary, however, to discuss every particular. With respect to Egypt, therefore, some call it an image of matter; others of the whole earth, as being divided analogously to it; and others of the intelligible, and the intelligible essence. But we say, that in what is here asserted, it is assimilated to the whole invisible order, which is the principle of visible natures. With respect to Delta also, it is produced from the Nile, being divided about the Saitic province, so as to make its egress from one right line to the right and left, and to the sea, the sea forming the hypotenuse of the triangle, which Plato calls the Sai’tic province; indicating, in what he here says, that it is that about which the stream of the Nile is divided. It is, however, analogous to the one vivific fountain of all divine life, and, in visible natures, to the celestial triangle which is connective of all generation, being proximate to the ram, which the Egyptians particularly honour, on account of Ammon having the face of a ram, and also because the ram is the principle of generation, and is moved with the greatest celerity, as being among the constellations established about the equinoctial. The mention, therefore, of Delta is here very appropriate; since the triangle, as we shall learn in what follows, is the principle of the hypostasis of the mundane elements. But the Nile is to be arranged analogous to the zodiac, as being situated under it, having an inclination similar to it, and imitating, through its divisions, the obliquity of it, and its division about the equinoctial points. The Nile also is a symbol of the life which is poured on the whole world. Moreover, the two sides of the Nile, which run into the sea from the summit [of Delta], may be, in a certain respect, assimilated to the
two co-ordinations, which proceed from one root as far as to generation, and of which generation is the recipient. So that a triangle is produced from them and their common receptacle, into which they conjointly flow. But the Saitic province, which forms a great part of Delta, participates also of a great portion of the celestial regions. Sais, therefore, must be sacerdotally referred to the constellation called the Bear, not because it is situated under it, nor on account of its coldness, but as participating of a certain peculiar efflux of the God [who preside, over that constellation]. Hence likewise Sais is not shaken by

† Tim. 53c - d.

earthquakes, in consequence of receiving a firm establishment on account of the place about the pole.

21e "Of this province, the greatest city is Sais, from which also king C Amasis derived his origin. The city has a presiding divinity, whose name is, in the Egyptian tongue, Neith, but in the Greek Athena, or Minerva. The inhabitants of this city were very friendly to the Athenians, to whom also they said they were after a certain manner allied."

The word νομος, or province, derived its appellation from the distribution of land. For thus the Egyptians called divisions of the great parts of Egypt. But from the city the whole province was denominated Saitic, just as Sebennytic is denominated from Sebennetus, and Canobic from Canobus. Amasis, however, is now assumed analogous to Solon. For he paid attention to wisdom and justice beyond all the [other Egyptian] kings. He is therefore conjoined with Solon, and has the same relation to him, which the city has to Athens; in order that we may survey the cities and the men adorned by the Goddess [Minerva] as from one monad, and secondary natures always perfected from such as are more perfect. Callisthenes, however, and Phanodemos relate, that the Athenians were the fathers of Saïtae. But Theopompus, on the contrary, 1,98 says, that they were a colony of them. The Platonic Atticus says, that Theopompus altered the history through envy. For, according to him, some of the inhabitants of Sais came to renew their alliance with the Athenians. But Plato only says thus much concerning them, "that the Saïtae were very friendly to the Athenians, and after a certain manner allied to them." It is possible, however, that he might say this on account of the tutelar Goddess of the city being the same with the Minerva of the Athenians.

With respect, however, to this Goddess the guardian of the two cities, it is requisite to know, that proceeding from intelligible and intellectual
causes through the supercelestial orders, to certain parts of the celestial regions and terrene distributions, she is allotted places adapted to herself; not imparting an adventitious government of herself, but antecedently comprehending the essence and form of it, and thus possessing this allotment in a manner adapted to herself. That the government, however, of this Goddess extends supernally as far as to the last of things, the Greeks manifest by asserting that she was generated from the head of Jupiter. But the Egyptians relate, that in the adytum of the Goddess there was this inscription, *I am the things that are, that will be, and that have been. No one has ever laid open the garment by which I am concealed. The fruit which I brought forth was the sun.* The Goddess, therefore, being demiurgic, and at the same time apparent and unapparent, has an allotment in the heavens, and illuminates generation with forms. *For of the signs of the zodiac, the ram is ascribed to the Goddess, and the equinoctial circle itself, where especially a power motive of the universe is established.* She is very properly, therefore, called by Plato a lover of wisdom, and a lover of war, and he now denominates her the leader of these allotments in the earth. In the first place, likewise, he honours the Goddess in the language of his country. For the Athenians denominate the tutelar Goddess of the city Archegetes, or the leader, celebrating her surname, and her presiding power. In the next place, he indicates the uniform pre-established comprehension in herself, of the allotments which are governed by her. And besides this he clearly represents to us, that it is possible for the same things to be signified through many words, since words are images of the things signified by them. For many statues may be formed of one thing from different materials; so that the Egyptians preserve the analogous, because they call the Goddess by a name which has the same signification with that of the Greeks. Nor is it at all wonderful that both should denominate her rightly, in consequence of establishing the name according to one science. If, therefore, there is one tutelar Goddess of the two cities Saïs and Athens, the inhabitants of Saïs are very properly said to be lovers of the Athenians, as being in a certain respect allied to them: for the affinity is not wholly perfect. For some may participate more and others less of the same providence. And some may participate of one, but others of another power contained in the Goddess. For again, it is likewise necessary to know this, that a variation is produced in different nations from the places which they severally inhabit, from the temperature of the air, from habitude to the heavens, and still more partially from spermatic productive powers. But you may say, that they especially differ according to the gregal government of the Gods, and the

The former part of this inscription is to be found in Plutarch's treatise on Isis and Osiris [in his *Moralia* V, 354d, Loeb]; but the latter part of it, viz. the fruit which I brought forth was the sun, is only to be found in these Commentaries of Proclus. The
original of this part is, αὐτὸν τὸν ἀρχιμαρτύρον ἔργον ἱερίων ἔγραψεν.

X cf. 43D infra, p. 134.

§ Tim. 24d.

D For βυίαοφοιν αἰτίδοξον in this place, I read οὐφοινο~ιν ἀβακοῦν.

ο ἰ-ε. That which pertains to the flock, or the multitude. PT.

diversities of the tutelar powers,* from which you" will find a difference in colour, figure, voice, and motion, in different places. So that those who migrate into other countries frequently change, by dwelling in those countries, their colour and voice; just as plants are changed together with the quality of the region, when they are transplanted in a foreign land.

21e- "In this country Solon, on his arrival thither, was, as he himself relates, very honourably received. And on his inquiring about ancient affairs of those priests who possessed a knowledge of such particulars superior to others, he perceived that neither himself, nor any one of the Greeks (as he himself declared), had any knowledge of things of this kind."

Solon, on account of his political wisdom, and on account of the dignity and worth of his city, justly appeared to be deserving of honour to the priests of Saïs. But he found, with respect to memory and history, among the Greeks, that neither himself, nor any other Grecian, had any knowledge of very ancient transactions. The remembrance, however, of such transactions, contributes indeed to political virtue, and also contributes to the theory of the mundane periods, which Solon being desirous to know, and interrogating for this purpose the priests, found that he was perfectly deficient in knowledge of this kind. These things, likewise, are symbols of divine concerns. For a certain fabrication or workmanship, is called by theologists recent. But this is particularly honoured [as being suspended]* from the father of wholes, and from the intelligible Gods, with whom there are intellectual perceptions exempt from other things, and which have more eternal natures for their objects. But those intellectual perceptions are more partial and less excellent, which are in secondary natures. And farther still, there is such a difference in demiurgic principles, that some of them are comprehensive of more total, but others of more partial forms. And some of them precede in dignity and power, but others are recent as with reference to them, and possess a subordinate power.

22a-b "Hence, when he once desired to excite them to the relation of pristine transactions, he for this purpose began to discourse about those most ancient events which formerly happened among us. I mean the traditions concerning the first Phoroneus and Niobe; and after the
The words uc eriprinevri appear to me to be wanting in this place in the original.

deluge, of Deucalion and Pyrrha (as described by the mythologists), together with their posterity; at the same time paying a proper attention to the different ages in which these events are said to have taken place."

Of such a nature as this are all divine causes: for they call forth more divine powers, and through this evocation, are filled from them with more divine and total intellections; such as is now effected by Solon. For extending to the Egyptian priests the most ancient transactions of the Greeks, he in a certain respect leads them to the narration of their antiquities; of which the Egyptians participate in a remarkable degree, as they survey without impediment the celestial bodies, through the purity of the air, and preserve ancient memorials, in consequence of not being destroyed either by water or fire. But the Assyrians, says Iamblichus, have not only preserved the memorials of seven and twenty myriads of years, as Hipparchus says they have, but likewise of the apocatastases and periods of the seven rulers of the world.* So that this being admitted, there is still less reason to compare with these memorials the much-celebrated archaeology of the Greeks: from which likewise it is evident, that the present narration doej not look to that which is small, but to the whole and the universe. Farther still, the archaeology of the Greeks is different with different [Grecian cities]. For with the Athenians it proceeds as far as to Erichthonius, who was a native of Athens: but with the Argives, as far as to Phoroneus and Niobe. For these two are with the Greeks the most ancient. For Argos descended from Niobe; but from him Iasos and Pelasgos, from whom Argos was denominated Pelasgic. The particulars, however, respecting Deucalion and Pyrrha, that a deluge taking place, they were preserved in Parnassus, and how migrating from thence, they restored the human race, are manifest, and also that antiquity with the Thessalians is as far as to these. But according to some, the Argolic race begins from Inachus, but that of the Athenians from Cecrops, each of whom was prior to Deucalion. Solon, therefore, relating these and suchlike particulars, causes the Egyptian priests to narrate their antiquities. We shall however see, what one of the ancient priests said respecting the narration of Solon. And these things, indeed, will be evident through what follows. Solon, however, met at Saïs with a priest called Pateneit; but at Heliopolis, with a priest called Ochlapi; and at Sebennytus, with one whose name was Ethimon, as we learn from the histories of the Egyptians. And perhaps it was the priest of Saïs, who says as follows to Solon:

t cf. 270C infra, p. 806.
"But upon this, one of those more ancient priests exclaimed, O Solon, Solon, you Greeks are always children, nor is there an aged Greek among you."

The Egyptian priest is ancient, in order that while he reproves he may not be intolerable, and may have a probable reason for teaching about archaeology. But he employs a repetition of the name Solon, not only as striving beyond measure in what he is about to say, but also for the purpose of indicating the circulation of things from the same to the same, which the more total causes of things generated in the universe, comprehend stably and intellectually, through indelible knowledge; to which causes the priest is analogous. He accuses, however, the Greeks as being always children, because they have not acquired the all-various wisdom of the Egyptians, but bear servile hairs in their soul. *Juvenility*, therefore, indicates their want of wisdom. Or this privation of wisdom arises from the frequent destructions of them, so that before they become truly ancient, they become again juvenile through destruction. Or it is because ancient deeds are not preserved by them; but their knowledge is always confined to present events, and such as sense apprehends. But with the Egyptians, past transactions are always present through memory, as if they were recent. And the remembrance is through history. But the history is from pillars, in which things paradoxical and worthy of admiration, whether in actions or inventions, are inscribed. Why, however, it may be said, does this priest accuse the Greeks with such severity? For what is there admirable in his narration, since, as the noble Heraclitus says,* a very learned knowledge of past transactions does not produce intellect? But if that which Eudoxus says is true, that the Egyptians call a month a year, the enumerations of many of these years, will not be attended with any thing wonderful. It was idle, therefore, in the Egyptian priest to think highly of himself for the knowledge of transactions in these. Or, though, as Aristotle says, it is impossible that memory and sense should be effective of science, yet at the same time it must be admitted, that they contribute to the reminiscence of

t cf. 'The badge of slavery', Alcibiades I, 120b TTS vol. IX, and the accompanying notes to that passage.
$Fr. 40d.$

wholes.* For by relating in many things many similar circumstances, we produce one form of them, and finding frequently from history concordant apocatastases of many things, we recur to the one cause of them. For thus the observations of the affections of the air were framed by Calippus,* and the knowledge from astrology of the celestial motions. And thus much in answer to the doubt.
Again, however, let us recur to the theory of wholes, and there survey the junior fabrication, held together by Minerva, and filled from more ancient and primogenial causes. For from thence this fabrication possessing stability proceeds,\(^5\) on account of an exempt cause, and contributes to the mundane contrariety. For every thing in the demiurgic progression which is distributed into parts and multiplied, proceeds on account of that principle. As, therefore, there are causes in the world, some of which are effective of the regeneration of things, but others are guardians of the coherence of productive powers, the priest, indeed, must be assumed as analogous to these latter causes, but Solon \(^B\) to the former. Hence, the one exhibits a transcendent remembrance of antiquity, but the other is said to have related various mutations, generations, and corruptions. It likewise appears to me, that the arrangement of the elder prior to the younger person, is assumed in a way adapted to the orderly distribution of the universe. For in the fabrication of Jupiter, they have this order with reference to each other; just as the Elean guest [in Plato]\(^0\) says, that those who live in the Saturnian period, proceed from being older to being younger; but those that live in the period of Jupiter, proceed in a contrary direction. And in this dialogue, Timaeus says,\(^9\) respecting the soul, that the Demiurgus produced it more ancient than the body, and on this account constituted it of a more principal nature. Now, therefore, the priest, who is the guardian of divine institutions, excels through antiquity, though that which is junior proceeds from a higher order; just as Solon comes from a city, which pertains in a greater degree to Minerva. In mundane works, however, that which is more ancient possesses a great dignity.

\(^t\) Aristotle \textit{On Memory} I, 449b ff; also Metaph. I, 1.
\(^t\) The Greek text has \(4>Ł\text{WKOV}\) (Phillip) in this place. PT.
\(^§\) Instead of \(\text{icpoc. TO τ\%}))\text{πνιευων here, I read, Km τρπαατ 5ia TO επ\text{πνιευων etinor.}\)
\(^•\) \textit{Politicus} 270d - e.
\(^°\) Tim. 34b - c.

\(^{22b}\) “To whom the priest:- Because all your souls are juvenile; neither 1,104 containing any ancient opinion derived from remote tradition, nor any discipline hoary from its existence in former periods of time.”

\(^C\) \textit{Juvenility of soul,} in what is here said, is analogous to renovation of life, and to more partial causes; but \textit{remote tradition,} to stable intelligence, and to more ancient principles. And \textit{hoary discipline} is analogous to the comprehension, which is united and always the same, of the nature and composition of all that the world contains; through which, indeed, the first and most divine of mundane natures comprehend totally and exemptly the causes of all generated beings, and
eternally and antecedently contain in themselves temporal natures; but comprehend things more proximate to the universe partially and subordinately, as falling short of the unical intelligence of wholes. Hence to some of the Gods hoariness is adapted, but to others juvenility. For hoariness is a symbol of intelligence and an undefiled life, and which is remote from generation; but juvenility of more partial knowledge, and which now comes into contact with generated natures.

22c "But the reason of this is the multitude and variety of destructions of the human race, which formerly have been, and again will be: the greatest of these, indeed, arising from fire and water; but the lesser from ten thousand other contingencies."

In what is here said, an inquiry is made, why the Greeks are always children, but there is no discipline with them hoary from its existence D in former periods of time? Or, if you wish to survey the paradigms of these things, the enquiry is, through what cause the junior fabrication presides over variety, generated natures always rising into existence, and such as are ancient becoming renovated? Before, however, he discovers the cause of such-like doubts, he first discusses the periods in the universe, and points out the variety of them; of which the first principles of the Gods, indeed, have an antecedent knowledge, stably and unitedly; but the second principles partially, and in such a way as to come into contact with the nature of the things which they govern; for this it is always to know what is present. But to retain in the memory things that are absent, is analogous to the perception of wholes separately and stably. There are, therefore, certain various periods of things in the world; but it must be admitted, that there is always generation and always corruption in the universe.* For that which is sensible is rising into existence, and tending to corruption, but never truly is. This generation, however, and destruction, must be surveyed in one way in the heavens, and in another in material natures. For, in the former, a mutation of figures, and the motion of perpetually generated bodies, pre-exist. But generation, being governed through the mutations of these bodies, evolves its own circle. In this circle, however, different elements have dominion at different times. And wholes, indeed, always preserve the same and a similar order according to nature; but the different parts of these wholes subsist at different times, either conformably to nature, or preternaturally, in a becoming manner. For* either the wholes and the parts always subsist according to nature; or both, on a certain time, have a preternatural subsistence; or the one has a preternatural, but the other a natural subsistence, and this in a twofold...
respect. If, therefore, all things [perpetually] existed according to nature, the variety of generation would be dissipated, perpetual natures would be the extremities of beings, and the first essences would be the last of all things. But if all things were disposed preternaturally, there would be nothing stable; from which an invariable sameness of subsistence might be present with mutable natures; nor would the circle of generation be preserved. And it is impossible that wholes should have a preternatural, but parts a natural, subsistence; for parts follow wholes, and wholes are comprehensive of parts. Hence it is impossible that the former should, at a certain time, exist preternaturally, but the latter remain in a condition conformable to nature. For neither is it possible, F when the whole of our animal nature is moved, and its order destroyed, that any one of its parts should still exist according to nature. It remains, therefore, that wholes being established in a natural subsistence, the parts at one time following the wholes, are disposed conformably to nature, but at another time have a preternatural tendency. But as of partial animals, each is indeed always generated and corrupted, on 1,106 account of the efflux of them in the universe; but one is more generated, and another is more corrupted than another, and one is more adapted to existence, but another to corruption; thus also the several parts of the 33A earth, receiving both a natural and preternatural subsistence, some of the parts are more able to subsist conformably to nature, but others are more adapted to sustain deviations into a preternatural condition of being; this, indeed, on account of a different temperament, but afterwards on account of the position being different of different parts, and in the next place, on account of habitude to the heavens. For

t Tap is omitted here in the original.

different parts of the earth are adapted to different parts of the heavens, though they are preserved by other figures [or configurations]. And in addition to all that has been said, on account of the power of the inspective Gods, and of the divinities who preside over climates, and who are allotted different peculiarities; some rejoicing more in motion, but others in permanency, some in sameness, but other in difference; abundant corruptions likewise of partial natures being produced in different places; the forms or species of the universe have a never-failing subsistence. For man is always, the earth is always, and each of the elements always is. For since corruption and generation proceed from the celestial figures; but these are imitations of divine intellections, and the intellections are suspended from intellectual forms, but from these stability is derived; - this being the case, continuity is produced in mundane forms, and the visible figures are preservative of species, but B corruptive of parts, so as to cause things which are generated in time, to be also dissolved in time, according to a circular progression. For the
universe does not envy salvation to such things as are able to exist in conjunction with it; but that which is incapable of being administered together with the universe, is not able to abide in it. The law of Jupiter, however, expels* from essence every thing of this kind as disgraceful. For it is perfectly impossible that what is disgraceful should remain in the universe. But that which is deprived of order in the universe is disgraceful. We have shown therefore why* abundant and partial corruptions are produced in different places of the earth.

In the next place it must be shown why the greatest of destroyions are through the predominance of fire and water, and not through that of the other elements. Fire, therefore, has an efficacious and productive order in the elements, is sufficiently able to proceed through all other things, and is naturally adapted to divide them. But water, is indeed moved with greater facility than earth, yet is more difficultly passive than air. And by its facility of motion, indeed, it is able to operate; but through being passive with difficulty, it is not affected by violence, nor becomes imbecile when dissipated, like air; so that it reasonably follows, that violent, and the greatest destroyions are effected by deluges and conflagrations. You may also say, that the remaining two elements are more adapted to us. For we are pedestrious, and allied to earth; and as we are on all sides comprehended by air, in which we live, and which we respire, it is evident that our bodies are of a kindred nature with it. Hence these elements, as being more allied to, are less destructive of us; but the others, which are contrary to these, bring with them more violent destroyions. Farther still, according to another mode of survey also, these elements earth and air, together with suffering themselves, and suffering prior to us, appear to operate on us. For air when it becomes putrid, produces pestilence; and earth when divulsed, abundant absorptions. But pestilence is a passion of air, and chasms and earthquakes are passions of earth. Fire, however, and water are able to operate on us, without being previously affected themselves; the former by permeating, but the latter by external impulsion. Hence they are capable of producing more extended destroyions, as being more vigorous and powerful than the other elements, in consequence of not corrupting through being themselves distempered. Deluges, therefore, and conflagrations are the greatest destroyions. But famine and pestilence, earthquakes and wars, and other such-like partial calamities, may be produced from other causes. And of all these, the effective cause indeed is the order of the universe, and prior to this, the junior fabrication, which always makes new effects, and at different times produces the

* For ep.0a
ei here, it is necessary to read e/c/taXXa.
X For Sion in this place, read 5ia n.
generation of different things. *For this is asserted by the fables of the Greeks, and is indicated by the tradition of the Egyptians, which mystically says of the sun, that he assumes different forms in the signs of the zodiac.* It is not, therefore, at all wonderful, if though there are many destructions, and in many places, yet man and every form always exist, through the immutable progression of divine forms. For through these, the productive principles in the universe possess an invariable sameness of subsistence, because every thing which is generated from an immovable cause, is always suspended from its cause.

22c "For the relation subsisting among you, that Phaeton the offspring of the Sun,7 on a certain time attempting to drive the chariot of his father, and not being able to keep the track observed by his parent, burnt up the natures belonging to the earth, and perished himself blasted by thunder, is indeed said to have the form of a fable."

That the first principles of beings comprehend* indeed things which are moved, stably, things multiplied, unitedly, partial natures, totally, and such as are divided according to time, eternally, is evident. And it

See this explained further on, in additional note 2 of the second volume, p. 1047; see also Iamblichus *de Myst.* VII, 3.

It is likewise well known, that theologians refer the causes of periods, and of the psychical ascents and descents, and of all multiplied and divided life, to the principles that are proximately established above the world. Hence it appears to me, that what is now said, refers the mythology about Phaeton to the Greeks, and the knowledge of Solon. For all suchlike corruptions and generations derive their completion from the junior fabrication, [or the fabrication of the junior, or mundane Gods,] from which also the circulation of forms, and the variety of corporeal and psychical periods, is perfected. As, however, in divine natures, things secondary remaining, perfection is imparted to them from such as are first; thus also, the Egyptian preserving what is related by the Greeks, teaches Solon from this concerning things of which he had a knowledge prior to Solon. What therefore does this narration obscurely signify? That psychical lives, and the nature of bodies, have still multiform mutations. And over these, indeed, the supermundane powers preside; but they are connectedly comprehended by the intelligible orders of the Gods. And of the former, indeed, the apparent meaning of the narration being historically delivered by the Greeks, is a symbol; but of the latter, the priest investigating the real meaning of the history, and unfolding it into light, to Solon. And thus much has been said by us for the sake of the whole theory, and in order to show that the narration is not
discordant with the things proposed to be discussed.

The fable respecting Phaeton, however, requires a manifold discussion. For in the first place, it is necessary to consider it historically; in the second place, physically; and in the third place, philosophically. History therefore says, that Phaeton was the offspring of the Sun, and of Clymene the daughter of Ocean, and that driving the chariot of his father, he deviated from the proper track. That Jupiter also fearing for the safety of the universe, destroyed him by thunder; but he being blasted by thunder, fell about Eridanus. The fire likewise proceeding from him burnt every thing that was nourished by the earth: and his sisters, the Heliades, lamented his fall. And such is the historical account of the fable. It is, however, necessary to admit that a conflagration took place; for the whole narration is introduced for the sake of this; and, also, that the cause of it is neither an impossibility, nor a certain thing which may easily happen. But it will be impossible if some one fancies that the Sun at one time drives his own chariot, and at another time being changed ceases to drive it, and commits his proper employment to another. And it will be among the number of things which may be easily accomplished, if it is supposed that this Phaeton was a comet, which being dissolved produced an intolerable dryness from vehement heat. For this supposition is generally adopted. Porphyry therefore says, that certain signs may be assumed from the motion of comets. For when this motion is towards the southern parts, it is indicative of tempests, towards the north, of dryness from excessive heat, towards the east, of pestilence, and towards the west, of fertility. The disappearance likewise of the comet, is said to be the destruction by thunder.

If, however, it be requisite to dissolve the fable in a more physical way, it is better to adopt the explanation of our associate Domninus, that sometimes so great a quantity of dry exhalation is collected together, as to be easily enkindled by the solar heat. But this being enkindled, it is not at all wonderful, that it should burn all that part of the earth which is situated under it, and produce such a conflagration as that of which the fable speaks. In consequence, therefore, of the inflammation being produced by the Sun, the authors of fables wen; induced to call Phaeton the offspring of the Sun; denominating this offspring a male, on account of the efficacy of the power of fire, and because likewise it is usual to call fire a male, in the same manner as earth a female; and to denominate the one matter, but the other form. But because this exhalation did not proceed in a path parallel to that of the Sun, Mythologists assert, that Phaeton did not drive the chariot conformably to the track of his father. The dissolution of the cloud about the earth, was called by them, the fall of Phaeton; and the extinction of this cloud, the thundering of Jupiter. But the abundance
of rain after the extinction of the cloud, (for this takes place after great conflagrations) is the lamentation of the sisters, or the wet exhalations, in as much as those that weep, pour forth moisture. And the exhalations, both the dry and the wet, have one cause, the Sun. But to the latter the female pertains, and to the former the male. These explanations, therefore, are more physical.

It is however possible, that the fable may indicate something more sublime; that partial souls proceed indeed from the father of wholes, but are disseminated about the mundane Gods, in order that they may not only be intellectual, come into contact with intelligibles, and recede from bodies, but also that they may have a mundane hypostasis. As, therefore, divine and daemoniachal souls are arranged under secondary leaders; some indeed under the divinity of the Earth, others under the Moon, and others under the Sun; some, under the government of Jupiter, but others under that of Mars; that which is disseminated being D of divine origin, every where receives something from the nature of that 1,111 in which it is sown:* just as things sown in the earth, receive something from the earth; but those sown in an animal, receive something from the nature of the animal: so that of offspring, some express the peculiarity of places, but others the similitude of the mother. Hence also, souls that are disseminated about their kindred stars, receive a certain peculiarity of life, from their leaders;* so that each is not only soul, but a soul of a certain kind, such for instance as Martial, or Jovian, or Lunar. For whether the God is of an immutable characteristic, or is demiurgic, or vivific, a certain representation of the peculiarity of the allotted deity accedes to the souls that are arranged under it. And why is this wonderful, since the peculiarity of presiding Gods extends as far as to herbs and stones? And there is a stone, and also a herb suspended from the solar power, whether you are willing to call them heliotropes, or by any other name.D A similar reasoning likewise must be extended to the other Gods.

Of these souls therefore, those indeed that are undefiled, remain always suspended from the Gods to whom they are allied, and govern the universe in conjunction with them. But others descend, yet are not E filled with genesiurgic vice [or the depravity which is offspring of the realms of generation]. And others receive a certain defilement from the subjects of their government. For this is the last form of life. The first of these souls, therefore, are truly sons of the Gods, as not proceeding out of their fathers, being, as it were, fashioned by and remaining within them, running before the Gods, and having the order of guards or attendants. The souls that have the middle rank, are indeed called sons of the Gods, but receive also a secondary life, and become the sons of Gods and men. And souls of the third rank, are also sons of the Gods, but are not called genuine sons, as not preserving the form of their
proper God, but verge to matter, and become oblivious of their genuine fathers. Whether, therefore, the authors of fables call Tityus the son of Earth, or Phaeton the offspring of the Sun, or Musaeus the son of the Moon, they thus denominate them after this manner, and others.

$ cf. Tim. 42b, and also 328b infra, p. 986.
§ For \textit{viro raq vnoTeTaynevac. OVTQ ipvxuc.}, \textit{it is requisite to read en raq virorepaynevaq}, K.
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\textbullet cf. Procl. De Sacrific. in Ind. Gryph. 1901, 6, 21 ff; also notes to Alcibiades I, TTS vol. IX, p. 206 - 9; and lamblichus \textit{de Myst. I, 10 & IV, 13.}

differently conformably to the before-mentioned causes. With respect to other sons of the Gods, however, we shall elsewhere speak.

But again, Phaeton is indeed the offspring of the Sun, as being of the solar series. Hence also he has a solar name. Since however, abiding on high, he revolved and governed the universe in conjunction with his father, he is said to have driven the chariot of his father. For the vehicle of Phaeton belongs to the solar chariots; since that also is entirely solar form. But when he fell into generation, for he did not rank among the first of souls, he is said to have been destroyed by the thunder of Jupiter. For thunder [\textit{i.e.} lightning] is a symbol of fabrication, proceeding through all things without contact,* and vivifying all things;* but is not the cause of the dissolution of the spirit in which the soul is carried. But there are many transpositions of souls into different polities, and from one element into another; some being transferred from earth to the sphere of fire; but others from the sphere of fire to earth; and some in order; but others heaped together, and accompanied with much tumult and disorderly motion, such as Phaeton is said to have suffered. For being borne along on high collectively, and attracting empyrean vestments, he was moved through these in a disorderly manner, when he proceeded to earth, and produced in certain parts of it a conflagration. For souls in descending become invested with many garments aerial or aquatic; and some have empyrean vestments. Of these also, some have the vigorous,5 but others the vehement and the percussive, from fire. And some indeed, when they become situated in air, lay aside these garments,0 and assume others that are more gross, but others preserve them even as far as to the earth.0 I know, therefore, that the Chaeronean Plutarch relates,** that in one of the islands of Britain, which appears to be sacred, and on this account is considered by the rulers of it as an asylum, the inhabitants frequently assert, when prodigious rains or thunder and lightning take place, that some one of the more excellent natures fails, they being accustomed to passions of this kind. But they denominate souls that are transferred.
into bodies, and that relinquish a certain generation, more excellent natures.* It must not, however, be denied that such-like circumstances befall souls descending into bodies, and especially those that are magnificent, and are allotted a more daemoniacal essence, such as the fable obscurely signifies the soul of Phaeton to have been. But it is not at all wonderful, that descending souls should be in a greater degree co-passive with those elements which are analogous to their presiding Gods, and should attract and become invested with a greater number of suchlike elementary garments; so that Saturnian souls should in a greater degree rejoice in humid and aqueous vestments, and solar souls in such as are empyrean, each being desirous of obtaining a material and ponderous body, instead of immaterial garments; the Gods also employing these as organs, in the same manner as they use material daemons, in their productions about the earth. Through these souls likewise the Gods produce conflagrations, or pestilence, or inflict certain other calamities on those who deserve to suffer them, and employing souls that are allied to them as ministrant to the causes of the effects that take place in the heavens, they accomplish that which they effect. For it is nothing wonderful, that there should be many causes of the same things, some producing in one, and others in another way. Phaeton therefore, being borne along about the earth, and after a certain daemoniacal manner, burning those places to which he approached, through the stream of fire (for partial souls effect many things out of the body, being then the instruments of avenging or purifying daemons); he was lamented by the Heliades, who were certain solar souls, whence also they were said to be the sisters of Phaeton. But they lamented him, not as alone commiserating him on account of his descent into generation, but providentially inspecting him, in order that they might in an undefiled manner pay attention to things which are generated and corrupted. For the river Eridanus,* and the falling into it, indicate the lapse of the soul into the river of generation; in which being situated, she requires the providential care of the genera allied to herself, and the aid of souls that are in a permanent condition. Theologists also signify the extension of the solar providence to mortal natures through tears.

The much-enduring race of men thy tears
Excite.
Orphic fr. 236.

Plutarch relates this, in his treatise *On the Failure of the Oracles* [Moralia V, 419, 18, Loeb.]

1 cf. 53F infra

So that the fable very properly manifests through tears, in a symbolical manner, the providential attention to Phaeton of souls that are of the solar order. Again, therefore, this corollary may be assumed from the fable, that the descents of souls are effected through impotency. And that not only souls, but likewise their vehicles participate of the peculiarity of their leading Gods; so that from these divinities, some of them are denominated Solar, others Martial, and others receive an appellation from some other God. It may also be inferred that destructions are effected by the providence of the Gods.* For Jupiter was the cause of the conflagration, by hurling the thunder at Phaeton And likewise, that the descents of souls are suspended from the one fabrication of things. Hence Timaeus teaches us not only about the essence, but also about the ascents and descents, the lives and all-various elections of souls.

22c-d "But the truth is, that it indicates the mutation of the bodies revolving in the heavens about the earth; and signifies that through long periods of time, a destruction of terrestrial natures ensues from the devastations of fire."

E The Egyptian priest only unfolds thus much of the fable that contributes to the proposed discussion, that abundant destructions of terrestrial natures are produced through fire, in consequence of the mutation of the bodies that revolve in the heavens about the earth. But through mutation he signifies either the incommensuration of things in the earth to celestial natures: for all things while they subsist commensurately to the celestial effluxions, are able to remain, but when they are incommensurate to them, are corrupted. For things which are able to sustain the dividing power of Mars, are preserved; but such as are too imbecile to endure his effective energy, are easily dissolved; just as if your eye not being able to endure the solar light, should be blinded by its effulgence, though some other eye may be capable of looking directly to it without pain. And a similar reasoning must be adopted with respect to the other Gods and their configurations. For the universe is one animal, and its parts sympathizing with each other, it preserves different things by different parts; nor is any thing which is generated in it preternatural to the whole. For the natures which are generated in it, are generated through it; and it is the world itself which operates, and operates on itself. Or it may be said that this mutation is
F just as if a good father, who is always benevolently disposed towards his son, should on a time chastise him for the sake of his good; for in so doing he will appear to have changed his accustomed mode of treatment. Or this mutation may be the various configuration of the celestial bodies. For these are the bodies that revolve in the heavens about the earth, and at different times exhibit different figures, through the various intellectual perceptions of their informing souls. For the configurations are the letters of these souls, and certain efficacious impressions produced through them. Again, however, both these are true. For the mutation of these bodies, and the incommensuration of earthly natures, are the leading causes of such-like destructions. But if it is necessary to call the fall of Phaeton from the heavens to the earth, a certain mutation of some one of the bodies that revolve in the heavens, it is not at all wonderful. For the mutation of the celestial Gods is one thing, since this is an impassive transfiguration; but another, that of the souls that revolve together with them, this being a habit to terrestrial natures, from a life without habit: and that of places about the earth, is different from either of the former, since it is a certain corruptive mutation; according to which neither souls are changed, nor much less the Gods, the leaders of souls. Such-like corruptions, therefore, of terrestrial natures are effected through partial souls; but are also effected through daemons alone. And as through these, destructions adapted to their series are produced, the like also takes place through souls. For the souls that when on high are delighted to illuminate immaterially, betake themselves to sublunary conflagrations.

Why, however, do copious destructions of the human race happen through long periods of time; is it because a concurrence of many things is necessary in order that such a destruction may take place? For it is requisite that there should be both the peculiar and common habit of the things that suffer, and a conspiration of the agents. For what if that which is corruptive of one thing, should be preservative of another? It is also necessary that there should be an aptitude of matter, and a preparation of instruments and times. For these also take place in partial destructions, but more rarely in such as are common; and this reasonably. For it is necessary that the progression from an incorruptible nature to one that is easily corruptible, should be through things which are corrupted with difficulty. If, therefore, wholes are always incorruptible, but more partial natures are easily corrupted, the media between these may be very properly arranged among things which are corrupted with difficulty, and which become destroyed in long periods of time. For wholes which remain during the mundane period,
are incorruptible and indestructible. For no configuration of the stars is destructive of them, since all things are evolved in the whole period of the universe. But partial natures and individuals receive an easy dissolution. Copious destructions, however, of partial natures are effected through long periods of time; but such natures are nevertheless dissolved. For there is a life of a certain genus, as there is of one man, and of a city, and a nation. And as Aristotle says,* there are periods of these, of some, more, but of others, less extended.

22d "Hence those who either dwell on mountains, or in lofty and dry places, perish more abundantly than those who dwell near rivers or the sea.

This is likely to happen in the visible destructions through fire: for those who dwell near water, are defended from the devastation of fire. The philosopher Porphyry, however, transfers what is here said, from the phaenomena to souls; and says, that in these the irascible part is at one time effervescent, and this inflammation is the destruction of the man within us. Thus Homer represents* the eyes of Agamemnon when he was enraged with Achilles, as "shining like fire." But at another time, the epithymetic part, being deluged by genesiurgic moisture, is enervated, and merged in the streams of matter.5 For, as Heraclitus says,0 "another death of intellectual souls is occasioned by moisture." But if these things are rightly asserted, those will be inexperienced in the perturbations arising from anger, who have the irascible part in a relaxed condition, and commensurate to a proper attention to secondary concerns. For this is signified by hollow places, and such as are near to water. But those are inexperienced in the perturbations of desire, who have the epithymetic part in a more strenuous condition, and excited from the somnolency of matter. For this is indicated by lofty places. For in a certain respect, the irascible part is adapted to be easily moved and to be efficacious; but desire is languid and imbecile. A musician, therefore, will be requisite, in order to relax the strenuous nature of anger, and give intention to the inertness of desire. The philosopher

\*Aristotle On Length and Shortness of Life I, 464b ff.; and also Rep. VIII, 546a ff, and additional notes to this passage in TTS vol. IX.

\%Iliad I, 410.
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Iamblichus, however, thinks fit to survey these things physically, and not ethically. He says, therefore, that when a conflagration takes place, those perish more abundantly that dwell on lofty mountains, as being more remote from the exhalations arising from water; for these
exhalations are not much elevated on account of the weight of the moist
substance. Hence the air that surrounds them is not wet but dry, and
becomes fuel to fire, which naturally tends upward. But the contrary
takes place in deluges. For those that dwell in hollow situations, are
more abundantly destroyed, since all heavy substances naturally tend
downward.

22d "To us, indeed, the Nile is a saviour in other respects, and also because
it liberates us from this destruction."

1,118 According to the apparent signification of what is here said, the Nile
is the cause to the Egyptians of many and all-various goods, viz. of
E geometry, of the generation of fruits, and likewise of avoiding
conflagrations. Its water also preserves their bodies, and the divinity
that connectedly contains this body, elevates their souls. But from these
things you may assume, that first causes, being full of life and prolific
power, connect themselves, and remain eternally, and also think fit to
impart connexion from themselves to other things, which are in a
flowing and dissipated condition; so that the name of saviour,
adumbrates divine and exempt providence; from which also the light
that is in the intelligible* Gods, illuminates all the intellectual and
demiurgic causes.

22d-e "But when the Gods, purifying the earth by water, deluge its surface,
then the herdsmen and shepherds inhabiting the mountains are
preserved, while those that dwell in your cities are hurried away to the
sea, by the impetuous inundation of the rivers."

In what is here said, the efficient cause is clearly ascribed to the Gods.
And this also may be asserted of conflagrations. For purification is at
one time effected through water, and at another through fire. But every
where purification to secondary is from primary natures. Hence
likewise in Orpheus,* Jupiter is exhorted to bring purifications from
F Crete. For it is usual with theologists to arrange Crete for the intelligible.
But the material cause of purification is here ascribed to the incursion of

\textbf{t The words} vot)TOiq (puc, \textbf{are wanting in the original.}

\% Fr. 183 Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 383.

water. For each of these \textit{i.e. fire and water} produces without
deliberation and involuntarily, being borne along according to its own
natural tendency. It is necessary, therefore, that there should be a pre-existent
cause which employs them to beneficial purposes, and operates
for the sake of good; which cause is beautifully ascribed to the Gods.
But if there are certain purifications in wholes,* there are also powers
that preside over these purifications, operating as purifiers on wholes prior to partial natures. There are likewise divine mysteries, some powers initiating, and others being initiated; nor will these ever desert the universe. The Egyptian priest likewise knowing this to be the case, calls the destructions through water and fire by a sacerdotal name, purifications, but not corruptions, as he would have done if he alone physiologized.

"On the contrary, in our region, neither then, nor at any other time, did the water descending from on high pour with desolation on the plains; but, the whole of it is capable of returning from the bosom of the earth. And hence, and through these causes, the traditions which are preserved here, are said to be most ancient."

Though rain may sometimes happen in Egypt, yet it does not happen in the whole of it, but usually takes place about the lower parts. This, however, says Aristotle, is evidently the work of the river.* But the upper parts do not receive an afflux of this kind. Whence, therefore, does the Nile return? Porphyry indeed says, it was an ancient opinion of the Egyptians, that the water issued upward from beneath, by the ascent of the Nile; on which account also they called the Nile, the waterer of the earth; and that it returned from beneath; manifesting by this, that what is dissolved in Egypt preserves the Nile. Not that the snow being dissolved produces the quantity of its water; but that it is loosened from its own fountains, and proceeds so as to become visible, being prior to this impeded and detained. We however understand the term dissolved, with reference to doubt: for speaking Attically, the Nile is dissolved, because it liberates us from doubt. For it is not true that from snow being dissolved the Nile is increased. For where in southern places, such as those through which the Nile flows, is there a collection of snow? Nor does this river emerge from rarefied earth. For the rarity of the earth, does not give to the water a motion upward. But it is

* cf. Phaedrus 244d - e; and Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 639.

entirely necessary that there should be something else, which impels it from cavities to lofty places. And thus much with respect to the Egyptian opinion.

Others, however, say, that the Nile is increased from certain rains that are poured into it, as is clearly asserted by Eratosthenes. Hence to return does not now signify to spring from beneath, but for the water, being elsewhere increased, to proceed above the earth; streams of water poured into the Nile from other places. But Iamblichus says, it is not
requisite to investigate a thing of this kind, but to understand in a more
c simple way the return of the water from beneath, as equivalent to what
is usually called the ascent of water; and he assigns a twofold cause,
through which the Egyptians avoid dryness, from excessive heat, and
deluges. And this is manifest from what he says when examining the
increase from rains. For he says, that the first cause of the salvation of
the Egyptians, is the will of their presiding Gods, and the boundary
from the first of fabrication. But the second cause is the temperature of
the air. For the seasons there are contrary to those in the antarctic*
regions, from which the Nile flows to these places; and in them the
generation of dryness from violent heat, and of great rains, reciprocates.

If, however, some one should blame this explanation, because the rains
being increased the increase is not regular, it must be said, that rain
frequently happens when there is no descent [or disappearance] of the
Nile. At the same time, the uninterrupted succession of rain, and the
magnitude of the mountains in which the fountains of the Nile are
contained, are the causes of the unceasing increase of the water. For
these mountains, receiving in all their sides the rain impelled against
them from the annual clouds, pour it incessantly into the fountains of
the Nile. But these fountains becoming exuberant increase the river.

For this, says Theophrastus, is one cause of rain, viz. the pressure of
1,121 clouds against a mountain. Moreover, it is not at all wonderful, if clouds
are not seen about the cataracts. For the stream of the Nile is not first
poured from these, but from the Lunar mountains, which are thus
denominated from their altitude. And the clouds when present being
collected about the mountains, impede the cataracts by their superior
magnitude. And thus much against the Egyptian oration of Aristides.

Eratosthenes, however, says, it is no longer requisite to investigate the
cause of the increase of the Nile, when we direct our attention to certain
waters and rains that run into it, so as to corroborate what is said by
Aristotle. These things, therefore, we have concisely indicated on this

For avriKoit; here, it is necessary to read avrapKUKOig.

subject. But from these particulars the Egyptians infer, that their land
will never experience either a deluge or a conflagration. That it should
however fail from other causes, is not at all wonderful; since, as
Aristotle rightly observes,* every part of the earth becomes sea in the
infinity of time, and the same place is at one time continent, and at
another, sea. And looking to the infinity of time, it must not be denied
that the water of the Nile may fail. For what if the annual winds,
blowing less vehemently, should not impel the clouds against the
mountains? What also, if the mountains should fall, in which there is
a collection of clouds; the wind from subterranean places bursting them,
through which, likewise, the oracles say,* that succeeding cities shall be
destroyed? And the clouds not being collected, the stream always becoming less and less, will be absorbed by the earth which is dry.

22e "But the truth is, that in all places, where neither intense cold nor immoderate heat prevails, the race of men is always preserved, though it is sometimes more, and at other times less numerous."

1,122 The priest has spoken concerning the mundane periods, and the different mutations [in them], and has observed that the safety of the Egyptians is derived from the position of the region, and the providence of the Nile. Now, therefore, he infers in common respecting places of the earth, that every place which is free from deluges and conflagrations, has always the race of men remaining, more or less numerous. For the greatest destructions are through fire and water, as was before asserted.5 Some one, however, may say, that the race of men fail in a different way. For at present there are none who inhabit these very places of the Attic land [which were formerly so populous], though neither a deluge nor a conflagration has happened, but a certain dire impiety, which has entirely obliterated the race of men.0 Or it may be said that Plato now calls climates, places. He says, therefore, that every climate has men, though there should not have been a deluge or a conflagration, at one time more, and at another less numerous. Some however will also be saved in a deluge, as Deucalion, who was preserved, when the climate of

† Aristotle De Mundo VI, 400a25 - 27.
† Chald. Orac. fr. 170.
§ cf. 24c supra.
• In my copy of the original of these Commentaries, a certain annotator observes in the margin, that "Proclus alludes, in what he here says, to the Christian religion."

Greece was deluged. After this manner, therefore, some unfold the meaning of the passage.

But according to our associate [Domninus], Plato means, that every place has always a greater or less number of men, which is not excessively cold, or immoderately dry through heat. For mathematicians say, that there are certain places which are uninhabitable through excess of heat or cold. Every place, therefore, which is adapted to the habitation of men, and every climate, has a greater or less number of men. And this interpretation is reasonable, and conformable to the words of the text. For the words, "whether neither intense cold, nor immoderate heat prevails," appear to signify, where neither of the contraries being excessive, impedes habitation. And, in short, since Plato had before observed, that the transactions of the Egyptians were said to be most ancient, he very properly adds, that in reality, every climate
which is commensurate to the habitation of men, has always men more or less numerous. For not only mathematicians assert that not every climate of the earth has men, but Orpheus also, who says:

The Demiurgus for th'abode of men,  
A seat apart from the immortals gave,  
Where turns the Sun's mid axis stretching wide;  
Between excessive cold and heat a mean.

Fr. 77

B And this likewise Plato now asserts, when he says, "where neither intense cold, nor immoderate heat prevails, the race of men is always preserved, though it is sometimes more, and at other times less numerous." With other nations, however, there is an oblivion of ancient transactions, not through the failure of men, but in consequence of frequent destructions taking place, certain illiterate and rustic persons alone remain. But with us [says the priest] many most ancient transactions are said to be preserved, in consequence of every thing being committed to writing in our temples.

23a "But whatever has been transacted either by us, or by you, or in any other place, beautiful or great, or containing any thing uncommon, of which we have heard the report, - every thing of this kind is to be found described in our temples, and preserved to the present day."

As the situation of the country and its guardian Goddess impart safety to the Egyptians, thus also the preservation of past transactions is effected by their own care and attention, through which they apply a remedy to the oblivion produced by time. But they are assisted in this by their temples, in which all great and wonderful actions are recorded, both of their own people and of others, and also paradoxical events of things. For this is the meaning of the words, "or containing any thing uncommon." The history, however, of these things contributes to their knowledge of similar events; from which the reminiscence of wholes is produced, and also to the knowledge of futurity. For through observations of this kind, they discover the effective powers of the celestial configurations. For assuming that certain things happen from certain things existing, they are able syllogistically to collect, from the same signs, the causes of future events. It appears also to me, that the doctrine of the Pythagoreans which prepares souls to remember their former lives,* imitates such a history as this of the Egyptians. For as it is fit to assume different lives of one man, or rather of one soul, thus also different periods must be assumed of one nation. Hence, as in the one, the recollections of the transactions of a former life are per ective of souls, so in the other, the histories of former periods afford the
greatest assistance to the acquisition of wisdom. Farther still, such observations are assimilated to the orderly distribution of the universe. 

For they imitate the stable productive powers of nature, through which remaining immoveable, order is ingenerated in things that are mutable.

If, therefore, the world is a most sacred temple, in which the productive powers that connect the universe eternally remain, the recording of ancient deeds in temples will be an image of the subsistence of these powers. And what is asserted by the Egyptians may signify, that whatever in sensibles is stable, of a firm consistence, and always subsisting after the same manner, proceeds from the intelligible Gods; but that whatever is moved, and at different times is generated and corrupted in a different manner, is derived from the junior fabrication.

For the sacerdotal genus by which mention is made of ancient transactions, conveys an image of the divine order, which is connective of wholes and of stability, and which guards all things by divine memory, and from which the junior fabrication being filled, imparts by illumination to things of a very mutable nature, sameness, connexion, and permanency.

23a "While on the contrary, you and other nations, commit only recent transactions to writing, and to other contrivances which cities have employed for transmitting information to posterity."

Iamblichus Life of Pythagoras 63, 7 ff.

Contrivance is a symbol of the cause which always fabricates new things, produces things which are not yet in existence, and co-adapts all things to the one perfection of the world. For in our domestic concerns, we call the preparation of every thing necessary, contrivance. And such also in cities, are literature and arts, forums and baths, and the like. But in the universe, contrivances are such things as receive a temporal and partial composition. As, therefore, temples signify the receptacles of perpetual productive powers, and also of such as are of a connective and guardian nature; thus likewise cities manifest hypostases consisting of many, dissimilar, and mortal powers. But recent transactions only being committed to writing, evinces that the existence of such writings and arts, is of a more recent nature.

23a "And so again in accustomed years, a celestial effluxion rushes on them like a disease."

This also is evident in men. For deluges destroy their race, being excited indeed from the celestial periods, but having water for their matter. Hence the whole of this is called a celestial effluxion, and, as it were, a disease, because it is corruptive of other things. That, however,
which is corruptive, is indeed to a partial nature evil, but to the whole of things good. But Plato says, "in accustomed years," because such like destructions are accomplished conformably to certain circulations, which also have themselves a certain consecutive order with reference to the whole period of a divinely generated [or perpetually circulating] nature. This also seems to be manifested through these particulars, that such things as are alone generated from wholes are necessarily consummated according to mundane periods,* which are defined by the same number; but that such things as happen from certain partial causes, will not entirely happen to be the same, though the configurations of the period are the same. In the universe, however, you may survey the same thing, by understanding that all generated natures are corrupted, and yield to the mundane periods, and to the circulations of the whole life [of the world]; and that the periods are conjoined to each other, and accomplish one continued life.

23a-b "Hence those among you who survive, are illiterate and unacquainted with the Muses. And thus it happens that you become juvenile again,


and ignorant of the transactions of ancient times, as well of those among us, as of those in the regions which you inhabit."*

For from a deluge, Plato says, that herdsman and shepherds are left, but that the inhabitants of cities are destroyed. Hence those that remain are illiterate and without the Muses. And on account of the former, indeed, they are unable through writing to transmit memorials of the pre-existent period; but on account of the latter, they are not sufficiently capable of preserving in verse or melody the events that happened prior to the deluge. Hence they become oblivious of all things. But through oblivion they return to the life of children. For an ignorant old man, says Aristotle, does not at all differ from a child in understanding.* A thing of this kind, however, happens to souls that have recently descended into generation.5 For having exchanged for the former period, which was intellectual, a certain, secondary and genesiurgic condition of being, they become oblivious of intelligibles, through the deluge arising from matter. Such representations also of intelligibles, through the deluge arising from matter. Such representations also of intelligibles, as they once had from the vision of them they lose in the progressions of time. Thus, therefore, every thing in the world returns to juvenility from juvenility through regeneration being borne along differently at different times, in consequence of the form of it naturally subsisting in motion. Moreover, the assertion that mutations taking place, those that remain, are illiterate and unacquainted with the Muses,
indicates to those who consider it physically, that the analysis of bodies takes place as far as to that which is formless and without morphe; and also that in this mutation, the destruction of the elements happens, which is manifested through the word *illiterate*, and the dissolution of harmony, which again the Gods who are the inspective guardians of renovation, easily remedy, and restore to a condition according to 1.127 nature.

23b "The transactions therefore, O Solon, which you relate from your antiquities, differ very little from puerile fables."

t cf. *Critias* 109d.

X Aristotle *Nicomachean Ethics* I, 1, 1095a6.
§ cf. *Phaedrus* 248c ff; *Rep.* X, 621a; and Chald. Oracl. fr. 114, 162.
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The Egyptian priest compares the venerable and very ancient narrations of Solon to the fables of children. For the fables of the wise are about things of an eternal nature; but those of children about temporal things and which are of small consequence. And the former, indeed, contain intellectual concealed truth; but the latter, truth of a grovelling nature, and which indicates nothing elevated. To the latter fables therefore, the histories of Solon are analogous; but to the former, the histories of the Egyptians. For the one look to that which is small, but the other have a most extended survey. And the one are only histories, but the other contribute to science. From these things, therefore, the paradigms also of them are to be surveyed. The effects, indeed, of the junior fabrication, are called the sports of the Gods, and resemble fables. For they are the images of beings, and participate of forms in an ultimate degree. But the things which primarily derive their subsistence from intelligibles, are intellectual, eternal, and stable, and have the essence of themselves concealed.

23b "For, in the first place, you only mention one deluge of the earth, though in former times there have been many."

For the deluge of Deucalion is much celebrated by the Greeks, though as the Egyptian says, there were many others prior to it. Thus also in wholes, the junior fabrication gives completion to wholes partially, and multitudinously, and renders that which is present in a good condition through regeneration. But in intelligibles, the causes of the first subsistence and of the circulation of forms, are antecedently comprehended unically [or according to the nature of *The One*].

23b-c "And, in the next place, you are ignorant of a most beautiful and
excellent race of men, who once inhabited your country; from whence you and the whole of your city descended, though a small seed only of this admirable people once remained. But your ignorance in this affair is owing to the posterity of this people, who for many ages were destitute of literature, and became as it were dumb."

The Egyptian wishes to conjoin the second to the former period, and to show that there is one connexion and life of the first Athenians, and of those that now exist, through a small seed, as he says, remaining. For thus also in the world the seeds of a former period conjoin that which succeeds it to its principles, through the essence of causes, the unceasing motion of the universe, and as some one says, its immutable mutation.*


We must not, however, wonder if the priest now indeed says, that Solon is the offspring of those excellent men. For we must again direct our attention to the cause of all mundane contrariety. For Solon, so far as he is an animal, possesses from them the genus; but so far as he is a partial intellect, receiving the narration of a war, he is analogous to the divinity, who transports the productive principle of mundane contrariety, supernally from intelligibles to the sensible region. Nor is it proper to be disturbed by such like objections, but to know the nature of analogies; and that the same things through analogy, become first, middle, and last.

23c "For prior to that greatest destruction by water, there was a most excellent city of Athenians, which surpassed all others in war, and was in every respect governed by the most equitable laws, and whose deeds and polities are said to have been the most beautiful of all that we have received the knowledge of by the hearing, under the heavens."

Plato does not perhaps mean by the greatest destruction, the deluge of Deucalion, but some one of the deluges prior to it. But he calls the city of the Athenians most warlike, and governed by the most equitable laws, as being an imitation of its guardian Goddess, whom he afterwards says, is both philosophic and philopolemic* For the Athenians partake of the warlike from the philopolemic, and of equitable legislation from the philosophic. By the most beautiful deeds he means the victory over the Atlantics. But by the most beautiful polities he does not intend to signify that they changed many of them, but he thus speaks, because one polity may be called the number of many polities; just as one world is connective of many worlds. For if the life of each individual is a certain polity, but the common life is the communion of many partial lives, the one polity will consist of many polities, the beauty of it depending on
its union. He also adds, *the most beautiful of all that we know under the heavens*, because it is the first imitation of the polity of the world; so that you may say, it is the best of those under the heavens; for the paradigm of it is in the heavens.* And thus much for particulars.

Again, however, we should remind ourselves respecting the whole deed of the Athenians, that it is neither called a fable, nor a mere history; some indeed receiving what is narrated as a history, but others, as a fable. And some asserting, that, in the first place, the development of these, and such like narrations, appeared to Plato himself to be the province of a certain laborious and not very fortunate man;* and in the second place, that what is delivered by Plato is not a thing of such an enigmatical nature, as the doctrine of Pherecydes,* but that he teaches with perspicuity concerning most of his dogmas. Neither, therefore, say they, should we force him to analyse, since the man proposes to instruct us without ambiguity. They also add, in the third place, that neither is a development in the present instance necessary. For the cause of the insertion of this narration is known to be the delight and allurement of the reader. And in the fourth place, that if we analyse all things, we shall suffer the same as those who in a slippery manner are conversant with Homer. Others again think that the development of this history should be referred to physical harmony, from what Plato says of the narration about Phaeton,5 that it has indeed the form of a fable, but that it manifests a certain natural event; *since the Egyptians also, who, as Plato says, were the fathers of this relation, obscurely signified the arcana of nature through fable.* So that the development of this narration will be adapted to him, who speaks in the person of the Egyptians. For as Timaeus himself, conformably to the philosophy of the Pythagoreans,0 makes his discussion from numbers and figures, as interpreting nature through images; thus, also, the Egyptian priest will teach the truth of things through symbols adapted to himself. To which may be added, that Plato himself elsewhere accuses those who speak every thing from what is at hand, in order, says he, that they may render their wisdom manifest, even to shoemakers.0 So that he who delivers true assertions through enigmas, is not foreign from the mind of Plato. And such are the arguments of each.

We however, say, that all these particulars are a history, and also an indication of the mundane contrariety, and the whole order of things; the history, indeed, narrating the past transactions of men, but symbolically comprehending in itself those things which are
comprehended in the universe, and the mundane contrariety. For the

Plato says this in the *Phaedrus* [229d] of the man who does not adapt the explications of fables to divine concerns, but interprets them physically.
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progression according to opposition, commencing from the first intelligibles, divides the world by powers that are oppositely arranged. And if you are willing, we will divide the universe according to the divine orders, which are in uninterrupted succession, and survey, conformably to the Pythagoreans,* the co-ordinations that it contains.

From the two principles, therefore, it is divided into bound and infinity, or rather into things allied to bound and the infinite. For of things that are mixed, some pertain to the former,* but others to the latter principle. But from that which is unfolded into light as the third after these principles, the universe is divided into the united and the multiplied.5 For there multitude first subsists unitedly. From the triad that is next to this, it is divided into things perpetual, and things corruptible.0 For the measure of existence to all things is derived from thence. From the third triad it is divided into the male and female:0

D for in this each of these primarily subsists. But from the first triad of the next order, it is divided according to the even and the odd; for number characterized by unity there.** From the second triad, it is divided into the partial and the total.** And from the third,55 into the straight and the circular. Again, of the intellectual triads, it is divided, according to the first, into things that are in themselves, and things that 1,131 are in others. According to the second, into things animated and things inanimate, into things stable and things which are moved. But according to the third, into things that are the same and things that are different.00 And from the order of Rulers,00 indeed, it is divided


§ This third thing, after the two principles bound and infinity, is *being itself*;

• This triad constitutes *intelligible life*, or *eternity itself*.

° This triad forms *intelligible intellect*, or /[autozoon]/ animal itself.

tt This triad is the summit of the order which is called intelligible, and at the same time intellectual.

tt The second triad of the above order is denominated *Heaven*, by Plato in the *Phaedrus* [247a, ff].

§§ And the third triad of this order, is called by Plato in the *Phaedrus, the subcelestial*
The intellectual triad consists of Saturn, Rhea, and Jupiter.

The order of Rulers, is the supermundane order of Gods.

into things which rejoice in similitude, and things allied to dissimilitude. But from the liberated* order, it receives a division into the separate and the inseparable.* These things, therefore, which have an arrangement elsewhere, have now also been as it were explored by us. For according to each division, the goodness of better natures, desiring to fill things subordinate, and to take away depravity, produces war. But the desire of less excellent natures, to divulge a certain portion of beings, of a more excellent condition, excites the apparent opposition of things; since in war, also, those that contend against each other, wish to reduce into their own power the property of their opponents, and entirely destroy them. These things, therefore, are evident.

We may, however, understand the opposition of powers in the universe, by making a division after the following manner, into the adorning and adorned. And, in the first place, indeed, into things super-essential and essences. For the genus of the Gods is super-essential. In the next place, by dividing essences into eternal lives, and those which energize according to time. Likewise, those which energize according to time, into souls and bodies. And bodies, into such as are celestial, and such as subsist in generation. These, likewise, we must divide into wholes and parts. For the division extends as far as to these extremes. And, again, we must divide super-essential natures into the divine peculiarities, such as the male and the female, the odd and the even, that which unites, and that which separates, the stable and the motive. But eternal natures must be divided into total and partial essences. And such as are total, into the divine and angelic. Souls are to be divided into the divine, and the attendants on the divine. And divine souls, into the celestial, and those that pay a providential attention to generation.

Souls, likewise, that follow the Gods, must be divided into those that follow them perpetually, and those that are frequently separated from them. And the division of those that are separated from them, is into those that preside over generation with undefiled purity, and those that become defiled with vice. For the descent is as far as to these. Moreover, the celestial bodies must be divided into the inerratic and erratic. And these, into such as are moved with a simple, and such as are moved with a various motion. The latter, also, must be divided into the peculiarities of powers. And universally the division in all the above

---

*t The liberated which immediately follows the supermundane order, is itself immediately followed by the mundane order of Gods. See my translation of Proclus on the *Theology of Plato* [TTS vol. VIII].
mentioned orders, is into that which adorns, and that which is adorned, that which fills, and that which is filled.

If however, it be requisite, not to look to a part, but to adhere to the intellectual conception of wholes, it must be admitted that this opposition subsists everywhere. For it is in Gods, and in intellects, in souls, and in bodies. For in the first of these, there is bound and 41A infinity; in intellects, sameness and difference; in souls, the circle of the same, and the circle of the different; and in bodies, heaven and generation. But secondary natures are always arranged with reference to* such as are excellent. Hence, also, we say that this narration is useful to the whole theory of nature, as indicating to us the mundane contrariety from energies and motions. For all the teachers of physiology begin from contraries, and make these to be principles; which Plato also knowing, delivers to us, through symbols and enigmas, what the contrariety is of the genera in the universe, and how less are subjugated to more excellent natures, through the intellectual energy of Minerva. Farther still, Plato very properly calls the polity the work of the Athenians, because it is requisite that such an analogy as this which the junior fabrication connects, should proceed through all things; but that total powers should by a much greater priority effect this, from which also the junior fabrication being filled, gives subsistence to mundane intellects, to souls and bodies, conformably to the peculiarity of itself.

23d "Solon, therefore, on hearing this, said that he was astonished, and B burning with the most ardent desire, entreated the priests to narrate 1,133 every thing pertaining to his ancient fellow citizens."

This, likewise, is the peculiarity of divine natures, viz. for such as are secondary, genuinely to adhere to such as are first, and to be established in their undefiled intellectual perceptions; but for such as are first, to impart by illumination their own plenitude to such as are secondary, through* unenvying exuberant power and goodness. Wonder, therefore, precedes, because in us, also, this is the beginning of the knowledge of wholes. But in divine natures, it conjoins that which wonders with the object of wonder. Hence, likewise, those who are wise in divine

For itpo TUV ap.eivovuv, it is necessary to read Trpoc TUV ctfieivovuv.

Instead of Ta 5e ipura, bwaptuv a<6ouveu, nai ayadoriin, rote bevtpou;
«iriXai7rxi' rAV cuv' eavruv irXripuOLV in this place, it is necessary to read TO; 5e irpuTCi Sea Svvanevv ouvOovuv, KM ayaBoTfjTOC; K. \.

concerns celebrate Thaumas, + [whose name is derived from thauma,
wonder,] as one of the greatest of the Gods, who through wonder inclines secondary to primary natures. But *ardent request* follows, rendering that which ought to partake of more perfect goods, adapted to the participation of them.

23d "That afterwards, one of the priests said: - Nothing of envy, O Solon, prevents us from complying with your request. But for your sake and that of your city, I will relate the whole; and especially on account of the Goddess."

C Solon being an Athenian, has a resemblance to the Tutelar Goddess Minerva,* so far as he adheres to more perfect intellectual perceptions. And the priest resembles one speaking, as it were, from a certain adytum. For he teaches what was committed to writing in the temples; and presents to us an imitation of the middle orders of the junior fabrication, and of the whole paternal cause; which orders transmitting the gifts of a more elevated to a subordinate cause, fill from that as from a certain fountain the divine order. All things, likewise, are elegantly effected by the speaker. For Solon is perfected, the city is praised, and the Goddess is celebrated.5 The ascent also is from Solon to the Goddess through the city as a medium; imitating the convertive power of the Goddess. And this, likewise, is indeed beneficent; *viz.* to energize for the sake of the perfection of secondary natures: for it imitates providence, and the super-plenary power of divine beings. But it is in a still greater degree beneficent, to energize for the sake of the city: for the energy is more ample, and embraces a greater power. Besides this, it is still more divine to extend all the narration to the Goddess, and to terminate the whole energy in her; all which, the unenvying communication of the priest genuinely represents to us, not only in-

D dictating the privation of envy, but the divine and prompt generation of good.

Again, however, we must not be ignorantly disturbed, if now indeed the priest as being the dispensator of the narration, is said to adumbrate a greater and more divine cause; but at another time, the Athenians being the ancestors of Solon, are more ancient than the inhabitants of

* cf. 56E, 296B and 297A, infra.
% cf. *Theaetetus* 162a.
§ cf. 52E infra, p. 161.
• For •Kotiirai here, it is necessary to read *fiilikiervcu.*

Sais; the Athenians being arranged according to the mundane causes of the whole contrariety of things. For so far as pertains to the narration,
they have this order; but so far as pertains to physical progression, they
bring with them an image of certain more elevated and divine orders.
And if you are willing so to speak, since all fabrication, and the
mundane contrariety, are antecedently comprehended in the father of
wholes, together with adorning causes, and things which are adorned,
you may there also assume according to analogy, the paradigmatic cause
of the Athenians in intellectual lives. For again, the veil [of Minerva] is
the last image of the whole contrariety of things. But in the universe,
the true works of the Gods have a precendency, and likewise in the
productive and primary causes of them; where also it is said, Minerva
became apparent, invested with armour.* Or rather, the veil is the last
work of the weaving art, containing in itself an image of the mundane
war, and of the demiurgic order proceeding from the Goddess into the
universe; which veil she wove in conjunction with her father. A better
image however of this, is that which in the narration of Plato, and in
enigmas, represents to us the whole contrariety of things, and of the
works of Minerva; which narration contributes to the whole [descriptive]
fabrication of the world, in the same manner as the veil to the splendid
procession of the Goddess, and the whole of the solemnity. For the
Panathenaea is an image of the Minerval fabrication in the universe. The
veil, however, is superior to both these, which is woven in the universe,
in the intellectual light of Minerva. For contrariety is spread under the
one life of the world, and the war is a part of the fabrication of things,
which the ruling art of Minerva arranges in a becoming manner. And
prior to all these, is the veil, which is pre-established in paradigmatic
causes and the intelligible, and is comprehended in the one intellectual
perception of Minerva. For,

In weaving, all th' immortals she excels,*

says Orpheus. Hence, the weaving art is there primarily, and the veil of
the essence of this Goddess, which essence is all things intellectually, that
the universe is according to a mundane characteristic. For in ruling over
the war of the universe, she does not look any where else than into
herself.

t cf. 51D infra, p. 158.

F That we may however recur to the thing proposed to be considered,
the Egyptian priest directly imitates the unenvying providence of the
Demiurgus, about which Plato a little farther on says,* "He was good,
but envy never subsists in him who is good, about any thing." For the
orders which exist proximately with him, have from him, and on
account of him, an unenvying participation of good. And through this
privation of envy, the priest fills indeed the mind of Solon, but praises
the city, and celebrates the tutelar Goddess; conjoining partial and total* natures, uniting things contained to the things that contain them, and suspending all things from the Goddess, according to one bond and one series.

23d "Who is allotted the guardianship both of your city and ours, and by whom they have been nourished and educated."

The Egyptian, after a certain admirable manner, converts all things to the Goddess, and produces them from, and again converts them to her. For recurring from a citizen through the city to the power who presides over it, he makes this conversion. But again proceeding from the Goddess to the natures that primarily, and also to those that secondarily participate of her, he imitates the progression of things from her divinity. Again also asserting that the participants are nourished and disciplined by the Goddess, he likewise converts these to her. How is it possible, therefore, that these particulars should not in an admirable manner imitate demiurgic powers, which are established in natures prior to themselves, and generate those posterior to, and convert them to the causes of themselves? And thus much concerning these particulars.

What, however, is the meaning of this allotment? And how are the Gods said to be distributed into the universe? Of allotments therefore, some are those of partial souls, and others, of the undefiled genera. Some are daemoniacal, others angelic, and others, of the Gods themselves. For if the father of the universe was one alone, and there was only one providence and one law, there would be no need of allotments, nor of divine distribution. Since, however, after the one father there is a triad, after the uniform a multiform providence, and after one law a multitude of fatal laws, it is also necessary that there should be a division of the subjects of government, and another providence and order about other things. Through this cause therefore the

t Tim. 29e.

% For vKiKCt here, it is necessary to read oXoca.

universe is divided by demiurgic numbers, viz. by the duad, triad, tetrad, pentad, hebdomad, and dodecad. For after the one fabrication, the section of the universe into two, heaven and generation, constitutes twofold allotments, the celestial and genesiurgic. After this, the triad divides the universe, about which Neptune in Homer* says,

To me by lot belongs the hoary deep,
The spacious heaven to Jove, to Pluto, Hades dark.
The tetradic distribution follows the triple order; giving a fourfold arrangement to the elements in the universe, as the Pythagoreans say, C1,137 celestially and ethereally, above the earth, and under the earth. Next to this is the fivefold division. For the world is one, consists of five parts, and is appropriately divided by celestial, empyreal, aerial, aquatic, and terrestrial figures, and presiding Gods. After this allotment, the division into seven parts follows. For the heptad beginning supernally from the inerratic sphere, proceeds through all the elements. And after all these, is the allotment of the universe defined in the dodecad. From the divine allotments, however, the allotments of angels and daemons are suspended and have more various distributions. For one divine allotment is comprehensive of many angelical, and of a still greater number of daemoniacal allotments. For every angel rules over a multitude of daemons, and every angelical allotment has about itself many daemoniacal allotments. For what a monad is in the Gods, that a tribe is to each allotment in daemons. Instead of a triad, therefore, we must assume three companies, and instead of the tetrad or dodecad, four numbers and twelve choirs, following their respective leaders.* And thus we shall always preserve the higher allotments. For as in essences, as in powers, as in energies, progressions generate multitude, thus also in allotments, those that rank as the first, have a precendency in power, but are diminished in quantity; as being more proximate to the one father, and to the total and one providence. But those that are the second in rank, are allotted a diminished power, and an increased multitude. These things therefore are to be considered in common about allotments.

Since, however, we have divided allotments according to a section into two, into the celestial and sublunary, concerning the former indeed there can be no doubt respecting the nature of them, and whether they always remain invariably the same. But the sublunary allotments are deservedly subjects of admiration, whether they are said to be perpetual, or not.

1,138 For if they are perpetual, how is this possible? For how, since every thing in generation is mutable and flowing, can the energies of the powers that providentially inspect it, be perpetual? For the things that are in generation, are not perpetual. And if these energies are not perpetual, how is it that divine inspection subsists differently at different times? For an allotment is neither a certain separate energy of Gods, in order that things in generation being changed into another condition, E this energy may remain exempt and immutable; nor is it alone that which is governed, in order that no absurdity may follow from the allotment flowing, and sustaining all-various mutations; but it is an
assigned state, providence, and unrestrained government of divinity, about these sublunary concerns. And on account indeed of the subject of government, the definition of perpetuity cannot be applied to it; but on account of its being [always] present, it is destitute of corruption, in order that we may not ascribe to the Gods the passion of partial souls, by assigning them different allotments at different times. Hence it remains for us to show, how allotment is to be explained, so as to preserve the immutable in the Gods, and mutability to things in generation.

Perhaps therefore the discussion of this affair will be easy, by having recourse to that theory, which we have frequently elsewhere employed, viz. that every thing in generation, and generation itself, must not be considered as alone consisting of mutable and flowing things, but there is also in these something immutable, and naturally adapted to remain always the same. For the interval, which receives all the parts of the world, comprehends them in itself, and is extended through all bodies, \textbf{F} is immovable, lest, if it belonged to things which are moved, it should also itself require another receptacle, and this should be the case \textit{ad infinitum}. The ethereal vehicles likewise of divine souls, with which these souls are circularly invested,\textsuperscript{*} and which imitate the lives in the heavens, have a perpetual essence, and are eternally suspended from divine souls, being full of prolific power, and performing a circular motion,\textsuperscript{*} according to a certain secondary circle of the celestial orbs. And in the third place, the wholeness of the elements remains always the same, though the parts sustain an all Various corruption. For it is necessary that each form of the universe should be never-failing, in order that the universe may be perfect, and that being generated from an immovable cause it may be immovable according to essence. \textit{But every wholeness is a form, or rather it is that which it is said to be, through the participation of one entire form.}

And here” you may see, how the nature of bodies proceeds in [a becoming] order. For one thing \textit{i.e.} the interval of the universe\textsuperscript{*} is immovable according to every motion; but another thing, \textit{i.e.} the vehicle of divine souls receives motion only according to place. For this is most remote from essential mutation. And another thing, \textit{i.e.} the wholeness of the elements\textsuperscript{*} admits of other mutations in its parts, but the whole remains entirely immutable. And the celestial allotments indeed, proximately dividing the interval, divide also together with it the


\textit{X} Instead of \textit{ovra x}i)pri, Km yovip.ov dvvotneuc. KIVT)OLV eynviikiov iroioviieva, it is necessary to read \textit{ovra w}Xrjpri yovip.ov 6vvaq.eu<;, Km Kivrjoiv, K . \".

that the universe may be perfect, and that being generated from an immovable cause it may be immovable according to essence. \textit{But every wholeness is a form, or rather it is that which it is said to be, through the participation of one entire form.}
heavens. But with respect to the sublunary allotments, in the first place
indeed they are allotted portions in the interval of the universe. In the
next place, they make distribution according to the definite vehicles of
souls. And in the third* place, they remain always invariably the same,
according to the whole parts of generation. The allotments of the Gods
therefore do not change, nor subsist differently at different times. For
they have not proximately their hypostasis in that which is changed.
How, therefore, do the illuminations of the Gods take place in these?
How are the dissolutions of sacred rites effected? And how is the same
place, at different times occupied by different spirits? May we not say,
that the Gods possessing perpetual allotments, and dividing the earth
according to divine numbers, similarly to the sections of the heavens,
these divisions of the earth also are illuminated, so far as they possess
aptitude? But the circulation of the celestial orbs produces indeed this
aptitude, through certain configurations; divine illumination,* at the
same time, imparting a power more excellent than the existing nature.
Total nature likewise [or nature considered as a whole] produces this
aptitude, inserting divine impressions in each of the things illuminated,
through which these spontaneously participate of the Gods. For she
inserts different images of the divinities in different illuminated parts, in
consequence of these parts being suspended from the Gods. Times also
effect something, according to which the conditions of other things are
governed. The good temperament of the air too co-operates. And, in
1,140 short, every thing about us contributes to the increase and diminution
of this aptitude. When, therefore, according to a concurrence of these
C many causes, aptitude to the participation of the Gods is ingenerated in

For KpeïTWV. read rpnov.
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some one of the things naturally disposed to be changed, then divinity
is unfolded into light, even in these mutable natures, he being before
concealed through the inaptitude of the recipients; possessing indeed
eternally his proper allotment, and always extending the participation of
himself, but not being always received by these terrestrial places, on
account of their inaptitude. But in the same manner as of partial souls,
which choose different lives at different times, some choose such as are
adapted to their proper Gods, but others such as are foreign, through an
oblivion of the divinities to whom they are allied; thus, also, of sacred
places, some are adapted to the power that has there his allotment, but
others are suspended from another order. And on this account, says the
Athenian guest,* some are accustomed to be more prosperous, but
others more unfortunate. Whether, therefore, the telestic or legislative
art dedicates this particular city to the divinity who, according to an
eternal allotment from the beginning, received this portion [of the earth],
the life [of the inhabitants] is through this in a greater degree assimilated
to the tutelar deity, and the works of him [who looks to this divinity in effecting them] are rendered more correctly great and admirable than those of the man who is not impelled to action from a principle of this kind.* And he who chooses a life conformable to that of the allotted deity, acts with greater rectitude than he does who transfers himself to another order.

Conformably to this mode therefore, the Egyptian says, that Minerva is allotted the city which is named after her, and also his own city Sais; inferring this perhaps from the great similitude of the life of the citizens to the Goddess; and perhaps also perceiving that there was an allotment of this kind, from the telestic art, and sacerdotal works. For as of the other Gods, so likewise of Minerva, there is an allotment proceeding supernally from intellectual causes to the place of the earth. Her allotment therefore is first in her father; but in the ruling Gods according to a second order. In the twelve liberated Gods, it makes a third progression; but after this, it unfolds itself into light in the heavens, with unrestrained authority. In one way indeed, in the inerratic sphere. For there a certain allotment of this Goddess is expanded, whether it be the place about the Ram, or that about the Virgin, or whether it be some one of the northern stars, as some say it is the Electra, which is there. But in another way, it is unfolded into light in the Sun. For there, according to theologists, an admirable

$t$ Laws VI, 771b.
$^t$ cf. 50E, infra.

$^E$ power, and a Minerval order, govern wholes in conjunction with the Sun. And again, in another way in the Moon: for Minerva is the monad of the triad which is there. But in another way in the earth, according to the similitude of the allotments of the earth to the celestial distributions. And lastly, about the earth differently in different places, according to the peculiarities of providence. It is not therefore at all wonderful, if one divinity should be said to be allotted both Athens and Sais. For the same thing must not be supposed to take place about the Gods, as about partial souls, which are not adapted to dwell in two bodies at the same time, because they exert a providential energy in conjunction with habitude; but there is indeed a participation of the same power in different places; and in the one power there is also multitude. This power likewise is differently participated by different places. And in some, sameness is more abundantly participated; but in others, difference.

These things therefore are truly asserted, and the allotments of the Gods are perpetually established in the universe. These likewise existing, there are different temporal evolutions of them into light, according to
different places. Ancient theology also manifests the perpetual essence of the allotments; as when it is said in Homer,

To me in ocean's hoary deeps to dwell,  
Always, by lot belongs.*

F For the word *always* is significant of perpetuity. And in short, since it is necessary that prior to things which *sometimes*, there should be natures which *always*, participate of the Gods, it is likewise necessary that 1,142 perpetual allotments should exist prior to such as are temporal. For as daemons prior to partial souls follow the Gods, thus also there are perpetual allotments suspended from the Gods, prior to partial illuminations. And the mundane Gods comprehend these allotments; the terrestrial Gods, such as are terrestrial; the aquatic, such as are aquatic; and the aerial, such as pertain to the air. These Gods likewise, prior to visible bodies, ride in ethereal vehicles, conformably to the 44A Gods in the heavens. But whether it must be admitted, that there are other sublunary allotments, proceeding from on high in conjunction with divine light, must be elsewhere considered:5 for what has been said, is sufficient for the present.

23d-e "Yours indeed, by a priority to ours of a thousand years, receiving the seed of your race from Vulcan and the Earth."

With respect to the fabrication of Vulcan, how may some one decide, so as not perfectly to fail in his conceptions of the power of the God? For the assertions of the multitude concerning him, belong to things which must be entirely rejected. But that which is said by those whose notions are more intellectual* is indeed true, but requires no small degree of confirmation. We shall therefore introduce to our discussion from theologists, credibility concerning this divinity. That Vulcan then is of the demiurgic, but not of the vivific, or connective, or any other series, is manifested by theologists,* when they represent him as fashioning things from brass, employing the bellows, and, in short, B when they call him the artificer. But that he is the fabricator of sensible, and not of psychical, or intellectual works, is also manifested by them. For the formation of a mirror, the exercise of the brazier's art, lameness, and every thing of this kind, are symbols of his productive energy about a sensible nature. Moreover, that he is the maker of all sensibles, is evident from the same theologists, who say that he was hurled from Olympus as far as to the earth, and who make all the receptacles of the

\[ t \] This triad consists of Minerva, Proserpine, and Diana.  
\[ t \textit{Iliad} \textit{xx, 190}. \]  
mundane Gods, to have been elaborated by Vulcan. If, therefore, we admit that these things are true, this God will be the fabricator totally of every corporeal-formed substance; preparing for the Gods their visible seats, rendering all things subservient to the one harmony of the world; filling all fabrications with corporeal life; and adorning and connecting with forms the resisting and gross nature of matter. On this account also he is said by theologists to fashion things from brass, as being the artificer of resisting solids. And because the heavens are [said to be] brazen, as being an imitation of the intelligible, the maker of the heavens is likewise [fabled C to be] a brazier. But he is lame in both his feet, as being the fabricator of things that are last in the progressions of being; for such are bodies; and also as being no longer able to proceed into another order.

Likewise, because he is the maker of the universe, which, as Timaeus says, is without legs.* And he was hurled from on high to earth, as extending his fabrication through the whole of the sensible essence.* Whether, therefore, there are said to be certain physical productive principles in the universe, or whether there are spermatic principles, the cause of all these must be referred to this God. For that which nature effects by verging to bodies, this God fashions divinely and exemptly, exciting nature, and using her as an instrument to her own fabrication. For innate heat is Vulcanian, being generated by Vulcan as subservient to corporeal production. The productive cause therefore of generated natures is referred, in what Plato says, to this God.

Since however matter is necessary to things that are generated; for the Gods in the heavens borrow parts from the universe, as things which will be again returned, for the generation of mortal animals; this also Plato delivers to us, in a very admirable manner, through earth. For in seed itself, there are productive powers, and a subject. And the former are derived from the art of Vulcan; but the latter from earth. For by earth, we must now understand every material cause; not that the Athenians sprung from the earth; but because it is usual to call all generation earth, and every thing material, earthly. Fire, therefore, is a Vulcanian instrument; but earth is matter, which is excited and vivified through fire, since it is of itself lifeless. Hence also, in consequence of

---

1,143 Instead of 01 vtunpov in this place, it appears to me to be necessary to read ot voepurepov.
§ It must be carefully observed, that defects when ascribed to divine natures adumbrate transcendencies: just as those whose eyes are filled with the solar light, are said to be incapable of perceiving mundane objects; for this incapacity is nothing more than transcendency of vision. In like manner, the lameness of Vulcan, symbolically indicates his exemption from any defective progression.

---

1,144 A
this being filled, the material order is now assumed in conjunction with Vulcan. And on this account it is said that the seed of Vulcan, together with earth, gave subsistence to the generation of the Athenians. For according to the fable also, Vulcan being in love with Minerva, emitted his seed on the earth, and from thence the race of the Athenians blossomed forth. In short, therefore, Vulcan is always in love with Minerva, imitating her intellectual nature, in the fabrication of sensibles. But Minerval souls, according to this energy of Vulcan, especially receive vehicles from him, and are introduced into bodies from the productive powers of Vulcan, and the hypostasis of earth; the productive powers receiving Minerval impressions. For this God,

\[\text{t Tim. 34a.}\]
§ Tim. 42e.
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O For \(\text{TTjc 7Tjc VTOaraov TUV ovyyv, aBrjvoiiKOi OVV8T\IXXTOI afiovTUV, it seems necessary to read TT/C 777c VTt0oTaaewQ, TUV ovyyv cdhfK&KO, K. \}.

E prior to nature, is the perfecter of bodies, inserting in different bodies, different symbols of the divinities.

What however are the thousand years, according to which the Athenians are prior to the inhabitants of Sais? This, therefore, may be said historically. But it seems also to signify the temporal priority of the life of the Athenians, and in short, that it is necessary their life should be more elevated than that of the Saïtans. For as in the invisible orders of things, many genera are suspended from the same leader, some indeed more proximately, but others more subordinately; after the same manner also, of Minerval souls descending into generation, some are assimilated to Minerva, according to the highest degree of excellence; but others subsist proximately after these. A thousand years, therefore, signify this excellence. For they are the measure of a perfect genesiurgic period, on account of a thousand being a cubic number. Hence this number is very properly adapted to a life superior according to generation, and which is in a greater degree assimilated to the tutelar Goddess. If also you wish to transfer these things to the universe, you may there behold all the visible fabrication which is Vulcanian, and adorning causes and adorned effects; some of which are more total, but others more partial. And some being analogous to the Athenians, but others to the Saïtans. For nothing hinders, but that the same things may be surveyed analogously, in demiurgic causes, in the universe, and in an historical narration.
The divine Iamblichus however doubts, how the gods are said to be allotted certain places, according to definite times; as for instance, Minerva was first allotted Athens, and afterwards Saïs. For if, their allotment commences from a certain time, it will also at a certain time cease. For whatever is measured by time, is a thing of this kind.

Farther still, with respect to the place which they are allotted at a certain time, was it without a ruler, when it fell to their lot, or was it under the dominion of other Gods? For if, indeed, it was without a ruler, how is it possible that any thing belonging to the universe can be perfectly destitute of divinity? How, in short, can any place remain without the guardian protection of more excellent natures? Or how, if it is sufficient to the preservation of itself, can it afterwards become the allotment of some one of the Gods? But if it is under the dominion of another leader, it will also fall to the allotment of another God, and thus an absurdity will ensue. For the second God does not divulse the prefecture and allotment of the former divinity. Nor do the Gods alternately receive the places of each other; nor do daemons change their allotments. Iamblichus having thus doubted, dissolves the doubts by saying, that the allotments of the Gods are perpetually established, but that the participants of them, at one time derive advantage from the guardianship of the rulers, and at another reap no benefit from it. He adds, that these are the participations which are measured by time, and which sacred institutions frequently call the birthdays of the Gods. It has however been observed by us, that this resembles that which happens about souls. For every soul has entirely a tutelar God.* And certain souls choose lives adapted to other Gods. Thus, therefore, every place is the allotment of a certain God, and there is a time when it becomes the allotment of some other divinity, who renders it adapted through a certain period, or through certain mystic rites established by men. For allotment is twofold, the one being essential, but the other subsisting according to habitude. But let us direct our attention to what follows.

23e "But an account of the transactions of this our city, during the space of eight thousand years, is preserved in our sacred writings."

The priest assigns to the Athenians the number nine thousand, receiving this also from history; but to the Saïtans the number eight thousand; measuring the lives of the citizens by the chiliad, conformably to the writings in the temples. For by this number, as the philosopher Porphyry says, daemons also measure time. Farther still, the priest makes this narration from the sacred writings; which manifests, as Iamblichus would say, the stable guard of the mundane divine guardians. These numbers, however, happen to lives according to a probable reason. For eight thousand is a cube on a cube;* but nine thousand is a tetragonic superficies on a cube.5 Hence the one gives depth to a superficies, and this through the indefinite duad;5 but the other preserves the
superficies itself in itself, in similitude and perfection from the triad.

But it is the symbol of a better life, to remain in itself, and to adorn secondary natures. And it is an indication of a more imperfect life, to

t cf. Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 435.

X For 1000 is a cube, and so likewise is 8.

§ For 9 is a square, and 1000 is a cube.

• 8000 gives depth to the superficies 20. For 20x20x20=8000 and this is through the duad, because 20=2x10.


tt The original Taylor printing of this note read 'For 9000 is the cube of 30.' - but this is clearly an error: following the previous footnote, we can say that 9000 represents the square (of 3) on a cube (of 10).

descend to secondary natures, to be assimilated to them, and to be filled with a certain indefiniteness. Since however even a secondary nature is not entirely deprived of similitude to divinity, the descent is through a cube, in which there is a tetradic similitude.* But it is better to imitate more excellent nature through a more simple life, than through a life which is more compounded. And a square is more simple than a cube.

If however you should say, that the number nine thousand is adapted to those that have their hypostasis from Earth and Vulcan; for a thousand is terrestrial, as being a cube, but nine pertains to Vulcan,

With them I many artificial forms
For nine years fashion'd -

says Vulcan [in Homer,*] - in thus speaking, you will not wander from the truth. But, in short, a cube is adapted to the terrestrial allotments of Minerva; since the decad is attributed to the heavens, and the last progression of the decad gives subsistence to the solid number one thousand. For the Gods make their progression from the celestial allotments to the terrestrial, as the last. This therefore must be said by us.

D The philosopher Porphyry however, in interpreting these things, supposes Vulcan to be the intellect that presides over art, but earth to be the lunar sphere.5 For this is called by the Egyptians ethereal earth. He says therefore that souls which derive their subsistence from divinity, but participate of the artificial [or Vulcanic] intellect, are disseminated in the body of the moon; souls that give themselves to the arts, dwelling there; and that they have bodies which are effluxions of the ethereal bodies. That nine thousand years, also, are adapted to these souls, after the following manner. A myriad of years is, says he, the period of the soul which ascends and descends through the five stars, in order that
each may have two chiliads, yet not successive. Time indeed is successive according to conception; for it is not without continuity. Hence all the stars have nine lives; which is obscurely signified through nine thousand years. Ninths also are performed to the dead. And in a similar manner, some give names to those that are born, in the ninth year; employing as symbols the periods of generation and production. 

\textit{i.e.} The descent is through 9000, in which there is a tetradic similitude, because as Proclus had before observed, it is a square superficies on a cube. 

\textit{X Iliad 18, 400.}  

\$\text{cf. Macrobius' Dream of Scipio I, xi, 7, Stahl.}\$

The priest, however, does not now assume a myriad of years, but the number of nine thousand, in order that those of whom he is speaking may still be terrene, but approximating to the period of a myriad of \textit{E} years. All this interpretation, however, the divine Iamblichus rejects, and says that the discussion here is not about lives, but about the different measures of Minerval participation. It is absurd, therefore, to make mention of the periods spoken of in the \textit{Phaedrus.} But if it be requisite to narrate what follows from the conception of Porphyry, it must be said, that the soul lives indeed intellectually and Saturnally on high, but descends first to the conception of a political life, which is Jovian. Afterwards, she excites anger, and lives ambitiously. But anger is Martial. In the next place, she proceeds in her descent to desire, and venereal lives; and at last, exerts physical reasons [or productive powers]. But all reasons are Hermaïc.* And Hermes is the inspective guardian of physical reasons. Through these, however, she is bound to body. And again, receiving a body, she first lives physically, being the supplier of nutriment and increase to the body. Afterwards, she lives epithymetically, exciting genesiurgic powers. In the next place, she lives under the influence of anger, rising against her former habits, but entering into an ambitious life. Afterwards, she lives politically, moderating the passions. And in the last place, she lives intellectually. 

\textit{F} If therefore she is restored to her pristine state, her life is intellectual,* and the myriad is terminated. But in generation, though she is conversant with it, in the best manner, she lives according to a deficiency by the chiliad. And of this the number nine thousand is a symbol, being adapted to the best polity of the Athenians.

\textit{24a} "I will therefore briefly unfold to you the laws, and the most beautiful of the deeds of those citizens that existed nine thousand years ago. For when we are more at leisure, we shall accurately discuss every particular, receiving for this purpose the sacred writings themselves."

\textit{46A} If you wish to refer what is here said to the whole order of things, the
number nine thousand will manifest the total progression as far as to a
cube, and terrestrial works, and likewise the life which pervades through
all things. But through the word briefly, the union of many productive
powers, and the comprehension of them according to intellect, are

* Phaedrus 248d.

indicated. For the synoptical is an image of intellectual impartibility;
but that which departs into multitude, of prolific power; multiplying,
producing, and dividing forms into minute parts, through diversity. The
laws are images of the divided fabrication, which is united according to
intellect. But the most beautiful work is an adumbration of the orderly
distribution of things which is extended to one beautiful end. For
beauty subsisting according to the united, proceeds from intelligibles to
the visible fabrication. And the resumption of the sacred writings,
indicates the recurrence to the paradigms of them, from which also the
priest being filled, delivers these things to Solon. The narration,
therefore, will be concerning the divided and multiplied fabrication,
which is connected by intellect, and extends as far as to terrestrial
B works, as may be inferred from all that has been said.

24a "In the first place then, consider the laws of these people, and compare
them with ours. For you will now find here many paradigms of things
which then subsisted in your city."

As Socrates summarily discussed his own polity, thus also the priest
briefly discusses the laws of the ancient Athenians, in order that the
latter may have diminution with reference* to the former, and also a
similitude to it. And this very properly. For the one is more universal,
but the other more partial. And the one is the work of dianoia, but the
other of the phantasy. This diminution indeed may be surveyed, so far
as Socrates has described a polity; but the priest laws. A polity, however,
is the union and common bond of the life of citizens; but legislation is order
proceeding into multitude and division. And the former is more
analogous to the providential cause, but the latter to fate.* But there is
a similitude between Socrates and the priest, so far as both assert that
they deliver the multitude of their words contractedly.

Again, therefore, these things embrace wholes and divine causes. For
the middle is suspended from the first fabrication, and is assimilated to
it. And each indeed pertains to the universe; but the latter according to
union, and one sameness; and the former according to progression and
the difference of the things fabricated. Just as the third5 fabrication
Instead of *vfemp exv ravra Kat weiva, it seems necessary to read vtpemp e\V ravra Km icpoc. tKtiva.
% cf. Laws X, 904c.
§ For *irpurt/ here, it is necessary to read Tpirq.

subsists according to conversion.* And the first fabrication connects the war in generation celestially; but the second subordinately and according to diminution; just as the third* connects the extremities of the universe. Very properly therefore does Socrates5 summarily deliver the laws, and the whole life of the Athenians, in the same manner as the priest. And 1,150 these things may be assumed from what the priest now says. But he calls images paradigms, because the Saïtans participate secondarily of those things, of which the Athenians participate primarily. For though archetypes rank among the first of beings, yet images have the first order with reference to our knowledge. As therefore things secondary by nature are said to be first, thus also they are said to be paradigms to the things that are elevated from them, and which know through them the natures prior to them. Here also, what pertains to the Athenians, indicates a more total, but what pertains to the Saïtans, a more partial order. These things likewise are analogous, both in partial natures and in wholes. So that the polity which is about to be delivered, pertains to D the city of the Athenians, or rather to the whole orderly distribution of things; and the laws extend to the whole world from Minerva. For every law is said to be the distribution of intellect, and is rightly said to be so. But the laws of the Athenians, being established conformably to the tutelar Goddess,0 exhibit the distribution of the Minerval intellect. But of this kind are the laws in the universe which are defined conformably to one demiurgic intellect, and the one providence of Minerva.

24a "For the race of the priests was separated from the rest of the inhabitants."

That in a certain respect all this order of the polity of the priest is more partial and more divided than that of Socrates, imitating the middle fabrication, may be learnt from the multitude and quality of the genera in the city. For in the polity of Socrates, there were three genera, the guardian, the auxiliary, and the mercenary. For the triad is allied to the demiurgic monad. But here there are the double of these, the sacerdotal, and the military; the demiurgic, [or pertaining to 1.151 artificers] and the pastoral; the venatic and the agricultural. For the

The nature of these three fabrication is unfolded farther on.
§ Here also for *irpunt/ it is necessary to read rpiTT/.
E middle fabrication has at one and the same time the duadic, and the triadic; and both these numbers are adapted to Minerva. But one of these indeed, *viz.* the triad, is immediately adapted to the Goddess; but the other according to generation. For the hexad is a triangle from the triad.* By the trigonic therefore, and by the hexad from the triad, the diminution and at the same time alliance to the Goddess are manifested. For though every fabrication participates of Minerva, yet the first and supreme parts of the universe, and the first fabrication, and the first father, are filled from her in a more abundant degree. Thus therefore, if you alone select these genera, you will find the number adapted to the Goddess. But if you add, the presiding over wisdom, you will entirely find the heptad, which is of a Minerval characteristic.* And this is one of the things that are of great notoriety. The feminine nature likewise of the heptad is celebrated, and that it is produced from the monad alone.5 The monad also, the triad, and the heptad, are said to be especially images of Minerva; the first, indeed, as being intellectual; the second, as converting the monad to itself; and the third, as proceeding from the father alone. After this manner, therefore, you may infer from numbers.

It is necessary however, from the quality of the genera, to survey the diminution and transcendency of these. For the sacerdotal is subordinate to the guardian genus, which ascends as far as to the first cause.0 For Plato himself in the *Politicus* arranges the priests under the politician, and does not impart to them political power.0 The military also is subordinate to the auxiliary genus. For the latter arranges in a becoming manner, and sufficiently disciplines the inhabitants of the city. But the former pursues war alone, and things pertaining to it, and participates of this study alone. And the mercenary tribe is divided into the remaining genera. The polity of Socrates therefore surpasses that of the priest, as being more comprehensive, and after a manner co-adapted to the genera prior to it. So that both from number and quality, it 47A becomes evident to us that the polity [which is now delivered, is

f For 6 is a triangular number, and is the double of 3. 

§ cf. Theol Plat. 250, 40ff; and Damascus II, 131, 16. 
• Plato asserts this of the guardians, in his *Republic* [III, 414b, & IV, 428d]. 

We establish, however, the analogies of the polity of Socrates to the
universe, to be as follows. The genus of guardians we arrange as analogous to the celestial Gods. The auxiliary genus to those more excellent natures, the attendants on the celestial Gods, and the defenders of the universe. And the mercenary genus, to those powers that connect a material nature with partial souls. The first of these also, is analogous to the fixed stars, the second to the planets, and the third to material natures. We may likewise assume in the celestial Gods themselves, all these according to analogy.

Here, however, it is worth while to survey how, and after what manner, these genera [enumerated by the priest] are to be assumed in the universe. For the philosopher Porphyry arranges them as follows: That the priests are analogous to the archangels in the heavens, who are converted to the Gods, of whom they are the messengers. But the B soldiers are analogous to souls descending into bodies. Again, the shepherds are analogous to the powers that are arranged over the herds of animals; which in arcane narrations are said to be souls that are frustrated of the human intellect, but have a propensity towards animals. For there is also a certain curator of the herd of men. And there are likewise certain partial curators; some being the inspectors of nations; other of cities; and others of individuals. But the hunters are analogous to those powers that hunt after souls, and inclose them in bodies. There are likewise powers who delight in the hunting of animals, such as Diana is said to be, and another multitude together with her of venatic daemons. And the husbandmen are analogous to those powers that preside over fruits. All this administration therefore of sublunary daemons is said by Plato to receive many demiurgic distributions, in consequence of looking to the effect which now is, or is becoming to be. The divine Iamblichus, however, reprehends these assertions, as neither Platonic nor true. For archangels are not any where mentioned by Plato, nor does the military genus pertain to souls verging to bodies. For it is not proper to oppose these to gods or daemons. For we should act absurdly, C in arranging these in the middle genus, but Gods and daemons among the last artificers. Nor must it be admitted, that those are shepherds, who are frustrated of human intellect, but have a certain sympathy to...
body. Nor is this mode of theory philosophic, but full of Barbaric arrogance.) Nor are husbandmen to be referred to Ceres: for the Gods are exempt from the proximate causes of nature. Reprehending, therefore, these assertions, he considers the priests as analogous through similitude to all such secondary essences and powers, as honour and worship the causes prior to themselves. But the shepherds, as analogous to all those mundane powers, that are allotted the government of the life which verges to body, and of the most irrational powers, and who distribute these in an orderly manner. The hunters he places as analogous to those universal powers who adorn secondary natures through the investigation of [real] being. But the husbandmen, as corresponding to the powers that give efficacy to the seeds that descend from the heavens to the earth. And the soldiers, to the powers that subvert every thing atheistical, and corroborate that which is divine. After this manner, therefore, the divine Iamblichus [interprets what is said by the priest.] But it is common to both these philosophers, that they divide the fabricative genus into the pastoral, the venatic, and the agricultural; but they do not produce the four genera from one. For no one, who rightly considers the affair, can place either the pastoral or the venatic under the fabricative genus.

Will it not therefore be better to interpret the passage conformably to our preceptor, by admitting that the sacerdotal and military tribes form one duad, but the fabricative and agricultural another, and the pastoral and venatic a third duad; and assuming an order of this kind, to investigate the paradigms of them. For the sacerdotal genus subsists in the anagogic Gods, the military in the guardian, and the fabricative in the Gods who separate all the forms, and the productive principles of mundane natures. But the agricultural genus subsists in those Gods that supernally excite nature, and disseminate souls about generation. For Plato, likewise, denominates the lapse of the soul into generation, a dissemination. But to sow is most adapted to husbandmen, as is, also, to collect productions of nature. The pastoral genus subsists in the Gods that govern distinctly all the forms of life that revolve in generation. For Plato, in the Politicus, delivers to us certain divine shepherds. And the venatic subsists in the divinities that give in orderly distribution to all material spirits. For it is usual with theologists to call these Gods hunters.

See previous footnote for the words which were originally printed in this place.

It is somewhat singular, that Porphyry, who called the Christian religion a barbarously bold wickedness, should have adopted this theory.

cf. Tim. 41e, 42d.
convertive genus, the guardian, that which administers the psychical allotments, that which governs the genesiurgic forms of life, every thing which fabricates and gives form to material natures, and that which arranges the last order of spirits. That, however, which pays attention to wisdom, and that which is contemplative, must be considered as different from all these genera, and which the Egyptian also celebrates above the all the rest, making mention in the first place, as being a priest, of the sacerdotal genus. All the genera, therefore, are seven, and the monad is exempt from the hexad. And the monad, indeed, is analogous to the one intellect which connects all the fabrication of generated natures; but the hexad is analogous to the more partial orders under this intellect, viz. to the anagogic, guardian, formalizing, and vivifying orders, and also to those that are the leaders of the herds of a tame life, and to those that rule over the brutal nature, which orders in the universe likewise are separated from the fixed stars. Moreover, he says, that these orders may be seen among men, in the first place, among the Athenians, but in the second place, among the Saïtans, according to the division of genera, each accomplishing its proper work in a definite manner. For he manifests this by saying, separate from others, in order that we may understand the unminglep purity of the genera, proceeding supernally through diminution, as far as to the last of things.

24a "The artificers, also, exercised their arts in such a manner, that each was engaged in his own employment without mingling with that of other artists. The same method was likewise adopted by shepherds, hunters, and husbandmen."

The whole of this tetractys has, indeed, the third order, according to a section of the genera into three, but is now enumerated by Plato as the second; in order that through this, what is said may imitate the universe, in which the last is the middle, comprehended on all sides by more 

 Politicus 271d.

divine natures. For that which is most material and gross, is enclosed by fabrication in the middle. For thus alone* can it be preserved, being adorned and guarded according to the whole of itself by all the comprehending natures [in the universe]. But again, it is here added, that the fabricative art was not mingled with the other arts, nor in a similar manner any one of the others with the rest, but that each remained by itself, and in its own purity. For this not only produces accuracy and rectitude in appropriate works, but likewise effects the B sympathy of the citizens. For all will thus be in want of all, in
consequence of each not exercising many arts. For the builder will be in want of the husbandman, the husbandman of the shepherd, the shepherd of the hunter, and the hunter of the builder; and thus each being in want of the rest, will not be unmingled with them; hence, there is sameness in conjunction with difference, and separation accompanied with union.

24b "The warlike genus too, you will find was separated from all the other genera, and was ordered by law to engage in nothing but what pertained to war."

Every where indeed, but especially in the warlike genus, the unmingled and the separate are appropriate. For they have an alliance to the highest order,* which cuts off every thing material, and obliterates that which is disorderly and confused. Very properly therefore does this genus pay attention to the concerns of war. For on account of this, the city remains free from external and injurious incursions;5 and this invests it with a guard from itself, imitating the guardian order. For as a guardian deity is present with the first, so likewise with the middle of the demiurgi. This, therefore, may be assumed from theology. But by law in the universe, we must understand the divine institutions proceeding from the one demiurgic intelllection. For prior to mundane natures is the demiurgic law, which is seated by Jupiter, and distributes together with him in an orderly manner all the providential inspection which exists in the universe.

$t$ For $jUO}X$ here, it is necessary to read $fiO}vug$.


$§$ cf. Tim. 17d.

24b "A similar armour too, such as that of shields and darts was employed by each. These we first used in Asia; the Goddess in those places, as likewise happened to you, first pointing them out to our use."

The narration extends the energy of Minerva supernally from paradigms, as far as to the last genera. For there are things connascent with this energy, participating of undefiled powers, more total and more partial, and which arrange the mundane genera from the middle fabrication. Analogously also to this, they comprehend and are comprehended, are vanquished by the Minerval energies, and remain perpetually undefiled with invariable sameness through it, in the universe. It is requisite, therefore, to know these things in common about all these particulars. We must however show what the armour, the shields, and the spears, are, and how these are antecedently comprehended in the Goddess. Porphyry, indeed, calling the body the
shield, assumes anger for the spear. But these pertain to souls falling into generation and to material things, and are not the instruments of immutable safety, but of a genesiurgic life, corrupting the purity of intellect, and destroying the life which subsists according to reason. The divine Iamblichus, however, explains these in a divinely inspired manner. For since it is requisite that every thing divine should operate and.net 1,157 suffer, in order that by operating it may not have the inefficacious, which is assimilated to matter, and that by not suffering it may not have an efficacious power resembling that of material natures, which act in conjunction with passion; - in order that both these may be accomplished, he says, that shields are powers through which a divine nature remains impassive and undefiled, surrounding itself with an infrangible guard.* But spears are the powers according to which it proceeds through all things without contact, and operates on all things, cutting off that which is material, and giving aid to every genesiurgic form. These powers, however, are first seen about Minerva. Hence in the statues of her she is represented with a spear and shield. For she vanquishes all things, and according to theologians, remains without declination, and with undefiled purity, in her father. But these have a E secondary subsistence, in both the total and partial Minerval powers. For as the Jovian and demiurgic multitude, imitates its monad, and as

§ cf. 155D - E infra.
§ For ava<lx>)<; here, it is necessary to read (xva4>Àq.

the prophetic and Apolloniacal multitude participates of the Apolloniacal peculiarity; thus, also, the Minerval number, adumbrates the undefiled and unmixed nature of Minerva. This, also, takes place in an ultimate degree in Minerval souls,* For in these, likewise, the shield is the untamed and uninclining power of reason; but the spear is that power which amputates matter and liberates the soul from daemoniacal or fatal passions; of which powers the Athenians participate in a purer manner, but the Saôîtans in a secondary degree, receiving these through the measure of alliance to the Goddess.

24b-c "You may perceive, too, what great attention was paid immediately from the beginning by the laws to prudence and modesty, and besides these, to divination and medicine, as subservient to the preservation of health. And from these, which are divine goods, the laws, proceeding to the invention of such as are merely human, procured all such other disciplines as follow from those we have just enumeratcd."

A little farther on,* he calls the Goddess both a lover of wisdom and a lover of war, in order that the arrangement of the polity of the
Athenians and Saitans might be produced conformably to her as a paradigm. And what indeed pertains to the exercise of war, is sufficiently indicated from what has been said; but that which pertains to wisdom, he exhibits to us in the present words; in order that by the one, the philopolemic, and by the other, the philosophic nature of Minerva might be adumbrated. What then is this prudence? The theory of wholes and of supermundane natures, from which, after the first of goods which are perfective of souls, a certain facility is obtained in the concerns of human life, proceeding in conjunction with divination and medicine. And in one way, indeed, this prudence is the source of disciplines in invisible causes, in another way, about the world, and in the last place, about human affairs. For since the Goddess herself is immaterial and separate wisdom, on this account, to the natures that are allied to her, she unfolds into light all the parts of divine and human prudence. For with respect to divination, also, one kind must be admitted to exist in the intellectual, and another in the mundane Gods. And of the latter, one kind proceeds from the Gods, another from daemons, and another from the discursive energy of the human soul, existing rather as something artificial and conjectural. In a similar manner also with respect to medicine, one kind indeed exists in the Gods themselves, and this is of a Paeonian nature;* but another kind, in daemons, being ministrant and subservient to the Gods, from whom likewise matter and instruments are procured for the advents of the Gods. For as there are many daemons about Love, thus also about Esculapius, some are allotted the order of attendants, but others that of forerunners of the God. And another kind exists in human lives, being that which is imparted from theorems and experience, according to which some are adapted in a greater, and others in a less degree to divine medicine. But there is also a mixture of these two kinds of prudence, B viz. the prophetic and the medicinal, with the Egyptians; because the causes of these are antecedently comprehended in one divinity, and from one fountain many streams are distributed about the world. And thus much has been said in common about the prudence which is now mentioned.

In order, however, to unfold each particular more fully, we must say, that law, indeed, is the order proceeding from the one intellect of Minerva; but attention, the providence pervading from wholes as far as to material natures; and immediately from the beginning, the natural aptitude of Minerval souls to prudence. For that which is neither adventitious nor foreign, appears to be signified by these words. But if...
some one should refer what is said to the mundane order, because the
distribution of things does not proceed from the imperfect to the perfect,
but is always arranged and accompanied in its progression with that
which is excellent, it appears to me that this is manifested by the words
immediately from the beginning. The words, however, must be referred
to the order of the whole world, because there are invisible causes of the
natures that are arranged in the world, which perfect prudence [i.e.
wisdom] primarily contemplates. For the form of prudence is not, as
Porphyry says it is, artificial, or adapted to the arts. For this, as
Iamblichus observes, is the gift of Vulcan, but not of Minerva. But
attention was also paid to divination and medicine, because it is fit, in the
first place, to contemplate the other powers of the mundane Gods, and
thus afterwards, their prophetic and sanative* production; since we are
allotted the government of a generated body, and to us who are enclosed
in body, futurity is immanifest. For a material life exhibits much of the
contingent, and of an hyparxis differently moved at different times. But

by such other disciplines as follow from these, he doubtless means
gometry, astronomy, logistic, arithmetic, and the sciences allied to
these; all which the law having established, led the Athenians and
Saïtans to the possession of an admirable prudence. And thus much
concerning these particulars.

Porphyry, however, says, that medicine very properly proceeds from
Minerva, because Escluspius is the lunar intellect, in the same manner as
Apollo is the solar intellect. But the divine Iamblichus blames this
assertion, as confounding the essences of the Gods, and as not always
rightly distributing according to present circumstances the intellects and
souls of the mundane Gods. For it must be admitted that Escluspius
exists in the sun, and that he proceeds from that luminary about the
generated place; in order that as the heavens, so likewise generation may
be connected by this divinity, according to a second participation, and
may be filled from it with symmetry, and good temperament.

24c "According to all this orderly distribution therefore, and co-arrangement,
the Goddess first established and adorned your city."

The word all manifests the united comprehension in the Goddess of all
the natures that are adorned by her, and that neither is any thing
pretermitted by her, nor the multitude in her suffered to exist in a
divided state. But the word diakosmēsis, indicates the orderly
distribution of the Minerval providence. And the word co-arrangement
[\textit{syntaxin}] signifies the union of these, and their alliance to one world. Farther still, the word diakosmēsis signifies the progression of wholes from the Goddess; but \textit{co-arrangement[syntaxis]}, the conversion of them to herself. Since, however, of the natures in the universe, some are total, but others are partial, and some are analogous to monads, but others to numbers, and both participate of the Minerval providence, but primarily such as are total and monadic, - on this account what is at present said, attributes the more ancient and leading order to the Athenians, but that which is secondary and diminished to the Saïtans.

24c-d "Choosing for this purpose the place in which you were born; as she foresaw, that from the excellent temperature of the seasons it would produce the most sagacious men."


Prior to this, the Goddess was said to have been \textit{allotted} the Attic region,* but it is now said that she \textit{chose} it. Both, however, concur, and neither is the being allotted contrary to her will, nor is her choice disorderly, as is the case with a partial soul. For divine necessity \textit{1,161} concurs with divine will, choice with allotment, and \textit{to choose} with \textit{to be allotted}. What this place, however, is, has been before shown by us, \textit{viz.} that it is interval, and that which is truly place.* For the divisions of divine allotments, are divisions of these, in order that they may be established with invariable sameness prior to things which subsist according to time. But it must now be added, that the soul of the universe possessing the productive principles of all divine [mundane] natures, and being suspended from the essences prior to herself, inserts in different parts of the interval an alliance to different powers, and certain symbols of the divine orders in the Gods. For this interval is proximately suspended from her, and is an instrument connascent with her. As she is, therefore, a rational and psychical world, she also renders \textit{F} this [sensible] world endued with interval, and vital through divine impressions. Hence the interval itself, though it is said to be continued and immoveable, yet is not entirely without difference with reference to itself; since neither is the soul of the universe perfectly without difference in itself towards itself, but one part [as it were] of it, is the circle of \textit{the same}, and another, the circle of \textit{the different}. And why do I assert this of the soul? for neither is much celebrated intellect without difference in itself, though all things in it are, as it were, of the same \textit{50A} colour. For all things do not possess an equal power in intellect, but some are more total, and others more partial. Nor is this wonderful. For the Demiurgus himself contains in himself, first, middle, and last orders. Whence, also, I think Orpheus,5 indicating the order of his
powers, says, "that his head is the refulgent heaven, but his eyes are the sun, and the opposing moon." Though, therefore, this interval should have one essence, unattended with difference, yet the power of soul, and the allotted orders of daemons, and prior to these, the Gods, dividing it, according to the demiurgic order, and the allotments of justice, demonstrate that there is much difference in the parts of it. Hence it must be admitted, that the choice becomes internal, and from the essence of the Gods, and that it is not such as we see in partial souls. For the former is essential; but the latter is alone defined according to the present life. And the former is eternal, but the latter temporal.

By place, therefore, we must not understand the earth or this air, but prior to these, the immoveable interval, which is always illuminated after the same manner by the Gods, and divided by the allotments of justice. For these material natures are at one time adapted, and at another unadapted, to the participation of the Gods. And it is necessary that prior to things which sometimes participate, there should be those which are always suspended after the same manner from the Gods. And thus much may suffice respecting these particulars.

With respect, however, to the excellent temperature of the seasons, which is productive of sagacious men, Panaetius, and certain other Platonists, understand the words according to their apparent meaning, viz. that the Attic region, on account of the excellent temperature of the seasons of the year, is adapted to the production of sagacious men. But Longinus doubts the truth of their assertion. For the contrary is seen to be the case, since about this place, there is a great want of symmetry in dryness from excessive heat, and cold tempestuous weather. Nor if the place was of this kind, would they yet be able to preserve the immortality of souls, if sagacity was implanted in them through the excellent temperature of the seasons. But he says, that this excellent temperature is not to be referred to the condition of the air, but that it is a certain nameless peculiarity of the region contributing to sagacity. For as certain waters are prophetic, and certain places are productive of disease, and are pestilential, thus, also, it is not at all wonderful that a certain peculiarity of country should contribute to prudence and sagacity. Origen, however, refers this excellent temperature to the circulation of the heavens; for from thence the fertility and sterility of souls are derived, as Socrates says, in the Republic. He, however,
apprehends the truth in a more partial manner.* But Longinus is ignorant that he makes the peculiarity to be corporeal, and that he is entangled in the doubts which Porphyry proposes to him. For how can one peculiarity of air render men adapted to different pursuits? And in the next place, a similar peculiarity still remaining, how comes it to pass that there is now no longer the same natural excellence in the genius of the inhabitants? But if the peculiarity is corruptible, it must be shown

\texttt{t Rep. VIII, 546a.}
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what it is that is corruptive of it. It is however better to say, that the Gods having divided the whole of space conformably to the demiurgic order, each portion of place receives souls adapted to it; that portion indeed which is Martial, receiving souls of a more animated and irascible nature; that which is Apolloniacal, prophetic souls; that which is D Esculapian, medical; and that which is Minerval, prudent and sagacious souls. But this is effected through a certain quality, or rather each portion of place possesses a power of this kind from its allotted divinity; and Plato calls this adaptation, excellence of temperature; since there are many physical, psychical, daemoniacal, and angelic powers in each portion of place, but each unity of the allotted divinity unites and mingles all these in an unmingled manner. Since however the Seasons are allotted from the Father, the guardianship of these portions of place and allotments, to whose care, as Homer* says, "the mighty Heaven and Olympus are committed," and according to which, the co-adaptations of souls similar to places is effected; hence Plato suspends this excellent temperature from the Seasons, the whole of it deriving from thence its subsistence.

The Goddess therefore perceiving that the [Attic] portion of interval which is always guarded by the Seasons, is adapted to the reception of sagacious souls, selected it for this purpose; not that this place was once deprived of Minerva, but at another time was under her allotted guardianship; for the text demonstrates the contrary; but because there are also in the interval itself, different aptitudes to the reception of E divine illuminations, according to different parts; which aptitudes were inserted by the whole Demiurgus, who uniformly comprehends the powers of all the Gods posterior to himself. These powers, however, are corroborated and perfected by, or rather proceed from, the presiding Gods. As, therefore, with respect to the elections of lives, the soul that 1,164 chooses its proper life, acts with rectitude; after the same manner, also, the soul which is arranged in a place conformable to the choice of its life, energizes in a greater degree than the soul which is disseminated in a foreign place. But to this arrangement, the one circulation of the
heavens contributes, which introduces a fertility and sterility of souls. In fertile periods, therefore, there is a greater, but in barren periods, a less number of sagacious men. Hence, as when a husbandman chooses good land for the efficacious growth of the seeds knowing that when the season is fertile, he shall reap greater benefit, but when it is barren less, on account of the power of the earth; thus also the text says, that the

\[\textit{Iliad} \textit{v}, 750\]

Goddess chose this place, as productive of sagacious men, in order that when the period is fertile it may have more; and when the period is barren, may have less\(^*\) of prudent and sagacious men, in consequence of falling off from a life adapted to the place. We must not however wonder, if Plato praises the excellent temperature of the visible Seasons. For there is one excellent temperature with reference to the health of bodies, and another contributing to the reception of sagacious souls, such as is that of the Attic region. For though there is not always the same sagacity in those that inhabit the region, yet there is always a certain greater abundance of it through the peculiarity of the place, and the aptitude of the Seasons. Such, therefore, is our opinion respecting these particulars.

\textbf{51A} The divine Iamblichus, however, does not understand by place, one corporeal-formed condition, but an incorporeal cause pervading through the earth, sustaining bodies by life, and comprehending all interval. For in a place of this kind, he says the Goddess fashions truly good men, and causes them to inhabit. But whether he accords with the words of Plato, may be surveyed from what has been said. If, however, it be requisite, desisting from these things, to contemplate wholes according to the analogous, it must be said that this Goddess fabricating and weaving the universe in conjunction with her father, every where distributes to wholes, and to things of the better co-ordination, a more perfect allotment. But these are more replete with wisdom than their opposites, and are more adapted to the Goddess.* We shall show, therefore, from the following words of Plato, how that which excels in prudence is of a more Minerval characteristic.

\textbf{24d} "The Goddess, therefore, being a lover both of war and wisdom, first selected this place for the habitation of men most similar to herself."

\textbf{B} In what is here said, Plato delivers to us the most accurate conception respecting this greatest divinity, unfolding to those who are sufficiently able to perceive his meaning, the indications of theologists. Different interpreters however betake themselves to different arrangements of the Goddess; some indeed narrating their opinion more enigmatically, but
others more clearly, yet not confirming what they assert. For Porphyry, placing Minerva in the Moon, says that souls descend from thence,

Instead of Kai cw^opiae TrX£oc, eXurrov otirotirTeiv rrjc Kara TOP TOJOV iTrTlJjSeiac fwiC, in this place, it is necessary to read, Km u<j>opuxc, TNTOV, TQ airoMTTeiv.K\.

cf. Syrianus On Metaphysics, 179, 30 f. (Kroll).

which possess at one and the same time irascibility and mildness; and that on this account, the mystagogues in Eleusis are lovers of wisdom and lovers of war; since it is said that the race of those who are leaders of the mysteries in Eleusis, is derived from Musaeus, the offspring of the Moon; and also that the Hermes there subsists about the Moon, from which also the race of Cryers is derived. The divine Iamblichus, however, blames these assertions, as not well preserving the analogy. For he interprets war as that which entirely subverts the whole of a disorderly, confused, and material nature; but wisdom as immaterial and separate intelligence. He also says, that this Goddess is the cause of both these; which likewise the Athenians imitate through a prudent and warlike life. He adds, that the Athenian region is well adapted to the reception of such-like souls.

If, however, it be requisite that the conceptions of these men should become manifest, and prior to these, that what is delivered by Plato should be shown to accord in the highest degree with theologians, we must assert as follows; deriving what we say from a supernal origin. In the Demiurgus and father of the whole world, many orders of Gods that have the form of The One, present themselves to the view. And these are of a guardian,* or demiurgic, or elevating, or connective, or perfective characteristic. But the undefiled and untamed deity Minerva, is one of the first intellectual unities subsisting in the Demiurgus, according to which he himself remains firm and immutable, and all things proceeding from him participate of inflexible power; and through which, he intellectually perceives every thing, and is separate in an exempt manner from all beings. All theologian, therefore, call this divinity Minerva, as being brought forth indeed from the summit of her father, and abiding in him; being a demiurgic, separate, and immaterial intelligence.

Hence Socrates, in the Cratylus,0 celebrates her as theonoe or D deific intellection. But theologians, also, consider her as in conjunction with other divinities sustaining all things in the one Demiurgus, and arranging wholes together with her father. Hence through the first of these, they denominate her philosophic, but through the second philopolemic. For she, who according to the form of the one, connectedly contains all the paternal wisdom, is a philosopher. And she,
Instead of TUV deuv here, it is necessary to read Ti)V Btov.
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who invariably rules over all contrariety, may be properly called a lover of war. Hence Orpheus speaking of her birth says, that Jupiter generated her from his head,

With armour shining like a brazen flower.

Fr. 132.†

Since, however, it was necessary that she should proceed into second and third orders, she appears in the order to which Proserpine belongs, according to the undefiled heptad; but she generates every virtue from herself, and elevating powers; and illuminates secondary natures with intellect, and an undefiled life. Hence she is called Core Tritogenes. She likewise appears among the liberated Gods, uniting the lunar order with intellectual and demiurgic light,* causing the productions of those divinities to be undefiled, and demonstrating the one unity of them to be unmingled with their depending powers. She also appears in the heavens and the sublunary region; and according to the united gift of herself, imparts the cause both of the philosophic and the philopolemic power. For her inflexibility is intellectual, and her separate wisdom is pure and unmingled with secondary natures; and the one characteristic peculiarity of Minerval providence, extends as far as to the last orders. For since wherever there are partial souls that resemble her divinity, they exert an admirable prudence,' and exhibit an unconquerable strength, what ought we to say of her attendant choirs0 of daemons, or divine, mundane, liberated, and ruling orders? For all these receive as from a fountain the twofold peculiarity of this Goddess. Hence also, the divine poet [Homer] indicating both these powers of Minerva, in conjunction with fabulous devices says,

The radiant veil her sacred fingers wove
Floats in rich waves, and spreads the court of Jove.

F Her father's warlike robe her limbs invest.

Iliad VIII, 385

In which verses by the veil which she wove, and to which she gave subsistence by her intellections, her intellectual wisdom is signified. But by the warlike robe of Jupiter, we must understand her demiurgic

t cf. also Orphic Hymn 32.
providence, which immutably takes care of mundane natures, and
prepares more divine beings always to have dominion in the world.
Hence, also, I think Homer represents her as an associate in battle with
the Greeks against the Barbarians; just as Plato here relates that she was
an associate with the Greeks against the inhabitants of the Atlantic
island; in order that every where more intellectual and divine natures
52A may rule over such as are more irrational and vile. For Mars, also, is a
friend to war and contrarieties, but with a separation and division more
1,168 adapted to the things themselves. Minerva, however, connects
contrariety, and illuminates the subjects of her government with union.
Hence, likewise, she is said to be philopolemic. For,

Strife, fighting, war, she always loves.

Iliad V, 891

And she is a friend to war, indeed, because she is allotted the summit
of separation; but she is a lover of contrarieties, because these are in a
certain respect congregated through this goddess, in consequence of
better natures having dominion. On this account, likewise, the ancients
co-arranged Victory with Minerva.

If, therefore, these things are rightly asserted, she is philosophic indeed,
as being demiurgic intelligence, and as separate and immaterial wisdom.
Hence, also, she is called Metis by the Gods. But she is philopolemic, as
connecting the contrarieties in wholes, and as an untamed and inflexible
deity. On this account, likewise, she preserves Bacchus undefiled, but
B vanquishes the giants in conjunction with her father. She too alone
shakes the aegis, without waiting for the mandate of Jupiter. She also
hurls the javelin; -

Shook by her arm, the massy javelin bends;
Huge, ponderous, strong! that when her fury burns,
Whole ranks of heroes tames and overturns.*

Again, she is Phosphoros, as every way extending intellectual light;* the
Saviour, as establishing every partial intellect in the total intellecions of
1,169 her father; Ergane, or the artificer, as presiding over demiurgic works.
Hence the theologist Orpheus says, that the father produced her,

That she the queen might be of mighty works.
But she is Calliergos, or the beautiful fabricator, as connecting by beauty all the works of the father; a Virgin [parthenos], as exerting an undefiled C and unmingled purity; and Aigiochos, or aegis-bearing, as moving the whole of fate, and being the leader of its productions. We should, also, discuss the remaining appellations of the Goddess, if, what we have already said might not appear to be prolix through my sympathy with the discussion. Again, therefore, recurring to the thing proposed we must say, that Plato calls both these divinities, Love and Minerva philosophers, not for the same reason; but he thus denominates the former, as being the middle of wholes, and as leading to intelligible wisdom; and the latter as the summit of wholes, and as the union of demiurgic wisdom. For the Demiurgus is "Metis the first generator and much-pleasing Love."1 And as Metis, indeed, he brings forth Minerva; but as Love, he generates the amatory series.

24d "The ancient Athenians, therefore, using these laws, and being formed by good institutions in a still greater degree than I have mentioned, inhabited this region; surpassing all men in every virtue, as it becomes those to do, who are the progeny and pupils of the Gods."

We learn from history that the affairs of the Athenians are more ancient than those of the Saïtans; that the establishment of their city is D prior; and that their laws are more proximate to Minerva. But in the mundane paradigms, also, wholes are prior to parts; and there is an order in them which is more divine, a power which is greater, and a form of virtue which is truly Minerval. For the genus of virtue is adapted to this greatest divinity, as being virtue herself. For abiding in the Demiurgus, she is wisdom and immutable intelligence, and in the ruling [or supermundane] Gods, she unfolds the power of virtue.

By virtue's worthy name she's called,

Fr. 136

says Orpheus. It is evident, however, that things which are more divine in the universe, may be called the progeny and pupils of the Gods. For they derive their subsistence and are perfected, or rather they are always perfect, through the fabrication of the Gods, and the undefiled production of Minerva. Every thing, therefore, which is suspended and originates from the Gods, and is converted to them, exhibits transcendent virtue. But this, also, is in wholes; since it must be
admitted that there is divine virtue in the universe. And it is likewise

Orphic fr. 71.

E in human lives, according to a similitude to wholes. Hence what is now said is applied to the Athenians. But making the life of the Athenians to be one and continued, it conjoins Solon to the ancient inhabitants of Athens. For it says, they "inhabited this region." For the paradigm of them is one, "and in continuity with itself; since the whole of the Minerval series being one, extends as far as to the last of things, and originates supernally from the supermundane orders.

24d "Many and mighty deeds, therefore, of your city are recorded in our temples, and are the subject of admiration; yet there is one which surpasses all of them in magnitude and virtue."

The priest having promised summarily to relate the laws and deeds of the Athenians, he delivered, indeed, their laws according to a division of genera; and it, therefore, remained for him to celebrate their deeds, through which an encomium is passed on the city, and the tutelar 1,171 Goddess is praised. Since, however, of deeds there is a number, and there is also one unity comprehensive of them, according to which the whole form of the polity is exhibited, he announces that he shall narrate the greatest deed, and which surpasses all the rest in virtue; this deed not being one of the many, but one prior to the many. For such a method F of narration subsists appropriately with reference to the universe, in which wholes accomplish, and connectedly contain one life, and collect many contrarieties into one union with the Goddess. Hence, as there were many and great deeds of the city, the priest very properly relates one deed which was recorded in the temples. For there is, also, an intellectual paradigm of it, so far as it is surveyed in the world, and which transcends in magnitude and virtue; transcendency according to magnitude presenting to our view that which is total, but according to virtue that which is intellectual. For wholes and the more divine of 53A mundane natures have many energies of the greatest magnitude,* and accomplish one life and polity, conformably to which fighting under Minerva, they vanquish all subordinate beings. After this manner, therefore, we must explain what is said. Porphyry, however, by great and admirable deeds, understands such as are accomplished by souls against matter, and material modes. But he calls daemons material modes. For, according to him, there are two species of daemons, of which the one consists of souls, but the other of modes: and these are material

f For ntpimc, here, it is necessary to read \( \text{jt}^{\text{iffrac}} \).
powers, which are noxious to the soul. For these dogmas, however, he is corrected by the interpreter that came after him.*

24e "For these writings relate, what a mighty power your city once tamed, which rushing from the Atlantic sea, spread itself with hostile fury over all Europe and Asia."

Plato in what is here said, neither omits any thing of encomiastic augment, if the war of the Athenians against the Atlantics is considered as a mere history; nor falls in theological accuracy in conjunction with caution, if any one is willing to pass from partial natures to wholes, and to proceed from images to paradigms. As it is usual, therefore, in Panathenaic orations to celebrate most amply the Persian expedition, and the victories of the Athenians both by land and sea, with which more recent orators fill their orations; Plato in praising the Athenians, neither delivers the Persian invasion nor any other similar deed, but introducing the Atlantic war against the parts inhabited by us, and which rushed from the external sea with a force capable of entirely destroying these parts, he informs us that the Athenians were victorious, and that they subdued this mighty power. Since, however, the Persian expedition came from the east against the Greeks, and particularly against the Athenians, Plato introduces the Atlantic war from the west, in order that you may survey the city of the Athenians as from a centre, castigating a Barbaric multitude pouring against it on each side in a disorderly manner. To which may be added, that in the institutes delivered by the ancestors of the Athenians, and also in the mysteries, the Gigantic war is celebrated,* and the victory of Minerva over the Giants, because in conjunction with her father she vanquished these and the Titans.5 Plato, however, does not think it safe immediately to introduce war against the Gods;D for this is the very thing which he blames in the ancient poets; and it would be absurd that Critias or Timaeus, who were auditors of what Socrates said against the poets on the preceding day, should again ascribe wars and seditions to the Gods. But through the analogy of human to divine concerns, he delivers this Atlantic war prior to the fabrication of the world, assuming the Athenians instead of Minerva and the Olympian Gods, and the Atlantics
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instead of the Titans and Giants. For it is possible to survey the same things in images as in wholes. And that I may remind you of the analogy, through the name of the Athenians, he refers his readers to the
Olympian co-ordination which fought under the command of Minerva;
1,173 but through that of the Atlantics, to the Titanic Gods. For the mighty
Atlas was one of the Titans. Theologists* also after the laceration of
D Bacchus* which manifests the divisible progression into the universe under
Jupiter from the impartible fabrication, say that the other Titans had
different allotments, but that Atlas was established in the western parts,
sustaining the heavens.

By strong necessity the wide-spread heav'n
In earth's extremes, by Atlas was sustain'd.

Hesiod, *Theogony* 517 f.

Farther still, the victories of Minerva are celebrated by the Athenians,
and there is a festival sacred to the Goddess, in consequence of her
having vanquished Neptune, and from the genesiurgic being subdued by
the intellectual order, and those that inhabit this region betaking
themselves to a life according to intellect, after the procurement cf
necessaries. *For Neptune presides over generation; but Minerva is the*
*inspective guardian of an intellectual life.* The things proposed therefore
will contribute in the greatest degree to these analogies. For the
Athenians bearing the name of the Goddess, are analogous to her; and
the Atlantics through inhabiting an island, and through being called the
progeny of Neptune, preserve an analogy to this God; so that it is
E evident from these things that *the Atlantic war indicates the middle*
*fabrication,* according to which the second father [Neptune] being filled
by Minerva, and the other invisible causes, governs diviner natures in a
more powerful manner, and subjects all such things as have a multiplied,
divisible, and more material hypostasis, to intellectual natures. For the
Gods themselves, indeed, are eternally united; but the beings which are
governed by them, are filled with this kind of division. After this
manner, therefore, these things must be separately understood.
In order however that we may pre-assume certain definite forms5 of
the proposed analysis, it must be admitted, that the habitations0 within

1,174 the pillars of Hercules, are analogous to the whole of the more excellent,
but those external to them, to the whole of the inferior co-ordination,
and that of this, there is one continued, and variously proceeding life.
Whether, therefore, beginning from the Gods, you speak of the
Olympian and Titanic divinities; or beginning from intellect, of
permanency and motion, or sameness and difference; or from souls, you
speak of the rational and irrational; or from bodies, of heaven and
generation; or in whatever other way you may divide essences, according
F to all divisions, all the genus of those within the pillars of Hercules will
be analogous to the better, but of those without to the less excellent coordination
of things. For the true sea of dissimilitude, and the whole of
a material life which proceeds into interval and multitude from *The One,*
are there. Hence, whether you are willing Orphically* to arrange the
Olympian and Titanic genera in opposition to each other, and to
celebrate the former as subduing the latter; or Pythagorically, to perceive
the two co-ordinations proceeding from on high, as far as to the last of
things, and the better adorning the subordinate rank; or Platonically, to
survey much of infinity and much of bound in the universe, as we learn
in the *Philebus*§, and the whole of infinity in conjunction with the
*54A* measures of bound, producing generation, which extends through all
mundane natures, - from all these, you may assume one thing that the
whole composition of the world is co-harmonized from this contrariety.
And if the illustrious Heraclitus looking to this said, *that war is the father
of all things,* he did not speak absurdly.

Porphyry, therefore, here refers the theory to daemons and souls, and
makes mention of the fabulous Titanic war, adducting some things to
what is proposed to be considered, with probability, but others, without
it. The divine Iamblichus however, against those who adopt a more
partial assignation of the cause of the analysis, is of opinion after a
certain wonderful manner, that what is said is only to be understood
according to the apparent meaning, though in the preface he himself
*1,175* delivers to us auxiliaries for the solution of such-like narrations. May
that divine man however, who has instructed us in many other
particulars, and also in these, be propitious to us. Betaking ourselves,
B therefore, to the interpretation of the words of Plato, we think it fit to
remind ourselves, of the before-mentioned forms of analysis; and that we
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must arrange the Atlantics according to all the total natures of the
inferior co-ordination. For in these, also, some things are wholes, but
others parts. But we must arrange their *insolent injustice,* according to
progression, a division through diminution, and a proximity to matter
For matter is truly-infinity and baseness. Hence through nearness to.
and being in a certain respect in it, they are said to have acted
injuriously from insolence. For the paradigm of them is manifested by
the theologist, through these names, when he says of them, "that their
mind is replete with evil counsels, and their heart is insolent."* And we
must arrange the rushing from external parts according to a defection and separation remote from the Gods, and things of a diviner nature in the universe. For the external does not indicate comprehension of powers, but an hypostasis departing from every thing stable, immaterial, pure, and united. But the Atlantic sea must be arranged according to matter itself, whether you call it the abyss, or the sea of dissimilitude, or in whatever other way you may be willing to denominate it. For matter receives the appellations of the inferior co-ordination, being called infinity and darkness, irrationality and immoderation, the principle of diversity and the duad; just as from the Atlantic sea, the Atlantic island is denominated. For thus receiving the analogies in order, we shall understand that the whole of the inferior co-ordination, and the more total and partial genera in it, are characterised by progression and division, and a conversion to matter, and that thus it proceeds through all things, presenting itself to the view appropriately in each, and appearing analogously in each nature, viz. the divine and intellectual, the psychical and corporeal. Being however such, it is adorned and arranged by the better order, which you may properly say is Minerval, as being undeiled, and subduing through its power things of a subordinate; nature. But the inferior co-ordination becoming adorned, ceases from its abundant division and infinity; the genus of the Titans being connected by the Olympian Gods; but difference being united by sameness, motion by permanency, irrational by rational souls, generation by the heavens, and in a similar manner in all things. It must not however be supposed from this, that twofold divided principles of things are to be admitted. For we say that these two co-ordinations are of a kindred nature. But The One precedes all contrariety, as the Pythagoreans also say. Since, however, after the one cause of all, a duad of principles is unfolded into light, and in these the monad is more excellent than the duad, or, if you wish to speak Orphically,* aether than chaos, the divisions are accomplished after this manner in the Gods prior to the world, and also in the mundane Gods, as far as to the extremity of things. For among the supermundane Gods the demiurgic and connective orders are under the monad, but the vivific and the generative orders are under the duad. But among the mundane Gods the Olympian genus is under the monad, but the Titanic under the duad. And sameness, permanency, reason and form, are under the more ancient, but difference, motion, irrationality, and matter, are under the other of these principles. For as far as to these the diminution of the two principles proceeds. Since however The One is beyond the first duad, things which appear to be contraries are collected together, and are co-arranged with a view to one orderly distribution of things. For in the universe there are these twofold genera of Gods, the oppositely
divided genera of being, the various genera of souls, and the contrary genera of bodies. But the subordinate are vanquished by the more divine, and the world is rendered one, being harmonised from contraries, since it subsists according to Philolaus* from things that bound, and from things that are infinite. And according to the infinite, indeed, which it contains, it derives its subsistence from the indefinite duad, or the nature of the infinite; but according to the things that bound, from the intelligible monad, or the nature of bound. And according to a subsistence from all these, it becomes one whole and all-perfect form from The One. For it is God, as Socrates says in the Philebus, who gives subsistence to that which is mixed.

24e- "For at that time the Atlantic sea was navigable, and had an island before that mouth which is called by you the Pillars of Hercules. But this island was greater than both Libya and Asia together, and afforded an easy passage to other neighbouring islands; as it was likewise easy to pass from those islands to all the opposite continent which surrounded that true sea."

F That such and so great an island once existed, is evident from what is said by certain historians respecting what pertains to the external sea. For according to them, there were seven islands in that sea, in their times, sacred to Proserpine, and also three others of an immense extent, one of which was sacred to Pluto, another to Ammon, and the middle [or second] of these to Neptune, the magnitude of which was a thousand stadia. They also add, that the inhabitants of it preserved the remembrance from their ancestors, of the Atlantic island which existed there, and was truly prodigiously great; which for many periods had dominion over all the islands in the Atlantic sea, and was itself likewise sacred to Neptune. These things, therefore, Marcellus writes in his Ethiopic History. If however this be the case, and such an island once existed, it is possible to receive what is said about it as a history, and also as an image of a certain nature among wholes. Unfolding likewise the similitude of this, we may gradually accustom those who survey things of this kind, to the whole theory of mundane natures. For it is possible to behold the same analogies in a more partial, and in a more comprehensive way. But it is necessary that doctrine proceeding from universals to the subtle elaboration of particulars, should thus give respite to theory. You must not therefore wonder, if before we assumed this analogy more generally, but now after another manner, and that we
explore the same thing with an accuracy adapted to the things
themselves. For since, as we have said, there is a twofold co-ordination
in the universe, which originates from the Gods, and is terminated in
matter and material form; and since each possesses things more total, and
things more partial, [for this we have before said]; but other things are
the middles of both these co-ordinations; for the divine genera are
comprehensive of all things, and the last elements are the vilest of all
things; and the intellectual and psychical genera subsist between these;
this being the case, we think fit in the first place to divide in a threefold
manner the inferior co-ordination, and to assume in it some things as
most total genera, others as middle, and others as last genera. And to
some things, we shall arrange the Atlantics as analogous, to others the
other islands, and to others all the opposite continent. But we shall
consider the deep, and the Atlantic sea, as analogous to matter. For all
the inferior co-ordination is material, and proceeds into multitude and
division. But it also has, with respect to itself, transcendency and
deficiency. Hence Plato says that the Atlantics spread themselves
externally, as being more remote from *The One* and nearer to matter; but
that they inhabited an island larger than both Libya and Asia, as
proceeding into bulk and interval. For all things that are remote from
*The One* are diminished according to power, but transcend according to
quantity; just as such as are nearer to *The One*, are contracted* in
quantity, but possess an admirable power. Here, therefore, magnitude
is significant of diminution, and of progression and extension to every
thing. But the sea was then navigable, since more total natures proceed
as far as to the last of things, and adorn matter, but having arrived at the
end of the order, they stop, and that which remains beyond it is infinite.
For that which in no respect has a subsistence is successive to the
1,179 boundaries of being. But the addition of *those*, has an indication that
total causes proceed without impediment through matter, and adorn it,
but that we do not always subdue it, but are merged in an infinite and
indefinite nature.* Since however the progression of things is
continued, and no vacuum* any where intervenes, but a well-ordered
diminution is surveyed from more total to middle natures, which
comprehend and are comprehended; and from middles to the last and
vilest natures, - on this account he says, there was a passage from the
Atlantic island to the other islands, and from these to the opposite
continent. And that the Atlantic was one, but the other islands many,
and the continent was the greatest. For the monad is adapted to the first
genus in every thing; but number and multitude to the second. For
multitude subsists together with the duad. And magnitude is adapted to
the third genus, on account of the progression of magnitude to the triad.
Since, however, the extremities of the worse co-ordination are most
material, he manifests through the term *opposite*, that they are at the greatest possible distance from more excellent natures. And he does not alone use the term *external*, as he does of the Atlantics, and which evinces that they belong to the other part, but he also adds the word *opposite*, that he may indicate the most extreme diminution. But he signifies by the words *about that true sea*, the hypostasis of them about matter,\(^5\) and the last of mundane natures. For the true sea is analogous to that which is truly false, and truly matter, which in the *Politicus* he calls the sea of dissimilitude.\(^0\) Moreover, because it is necessary that these twofold co-ordinations should be separated from each other without confusion, and guarded by demiurgic boundaries, on this account he says, that the Pillars of Hercules separated the internal from the external habitable part. *For he denominates flourishing demiurgic production, and the divine separation of genera in the universe, the latter of which always remains stably and strenuously the same, the Pillars of Hercules*. This Hercules therefore is Jovian; but the one prior to this, \(1,180\) and who is divine, is allotted the guardian order of the generative series. Hence from both, the demiurgic division, which guards these two separate parts of the universe, must be assumed.

25a "For the waters which are beheld within the mouth we have just now mentioned, have the form of a port with a narrow entrance; but the mouth itself is a true sea. And the land which surrounds it may be in every respect truly denominated the continent."

The water within the mouth indicate the genera of the better co-ordination, as being converted to themselves, and rejoicing in a stable and uniting power. For the *mouth* symbolically manifests the cause which defines and separates the two portions of mundane natures. But the port with a narrow entrance, signifies the convolved, self-converging, arranged, and immaterial hyparxis of these mundane portions. For through the *narrow entrance* it is signified that interval and extension proceed from the worse co-ordination. But through the *port* an hyparxis is indicated, exempt from the confused and disorderly motion of material natures. For such are ports affording a protection from the tumults in the sea. If, however, some one should say, that an elevation to the more *intellectual and divine natures in the universe becomes a port to souls, he will not be far from the truth.
"In this Atlantic island there was a combination of kings, who with great and admirable power subdued the whole island, together with many other islands and parts of the continent; and besides this subjected to their dominion all Libya as far as to Egypt, and Europe as far as to the Tyrrhene sea."

In what is here said it is requisite to recollect the Platonic hypotheses about the earth,* that Plato does not measure the magnitude of it conformably to mathematicians; but apprehends the interval of it to be greater than they admit it to be, as Socrates says in the Phaedo;* and that he supposes there are many habitable parts similar to the part which we inhabit. Hence he relates that there is an island and a continent of so great a magnitude in the external sea. For in short, if the earth is naturally spherical, it is necessary that it should be so according to the

---

25a-b See more on this interesting subject in the notes to my translation of the Phaedo and Gorgias of Plato.

Phaedo 109a.

greater part of it. That portion of it, however, which is inhabited by us, exhibits great inequality by its cavities and prominences. Hence there is elsewhere an expanded plane of the earth, and an interval extended on high. For, according to Heraclitus, he who passes through a region very difficult of access, will arrive at the Atlantic mountain, the magnitude of which is said to be so great by the Ethiopic historians, that it reaches to the sether, and sends forth a shadow as far as to five thousand stadia. For the sun is concealed by it from the ninth hour of the day till it entirely sets. Nor is this at all wonderful. For Athos, a Macedonian mountain, emits a shadow as far as to Lemnos, which is distant from it seven hundred stadia. And Marcellus, who wrote the Ethiopic history, not only relates that the Atlantic mountain was of such a great height, but Ptolemy also says that the Lunar mountains are immensely high, and Aristotle informs us* that Caucasus is illuminated by the solar rays during the third part of the night after the setting, and also for the third part before the rising, of the sun. And he who looks to the whole magnitude of the earth, bounded by its elevated parts, will infer that it is truly immense, according to the assertion of Plato. So that we are not now in want of certain mathematical methods to the development of what is said about the earth, nor do we attempt to recur to them. For these methods measure the earth according to the surface which is inhabited by us; but Plato says that we dwell in a cavity, * and that the whole earth is elevated, which also the sacred rumour of the Egyptians asserts. And thus much concerning what is related of the magnitude of the Atlantic island,
in order to show that it is not proper to disbelieve what is said by Plato, though it should be received as a mere history. But with respect to the power of this island, that there were ten kings in it who begat five male twins, and that it ruled over the other islands, certain parts of the continent, and some parts within the Pillars of Hercules, - all these particulars are clearly related in the *Critias.*

Now however, for it is proposed to make an analysis of the particulars, the power is said to be great and admirable, according to a reference to the universe, because it proceeds to every thing, and comprehends totally the whole of the second co-ordination. For it is held together by ten kings, because the decad comprehends the rulers of the two co-

*Aristotle, Meteorics I, 13, 350a31 ff.*
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*§ Critias 113b - 114b.*

ordinations; since the Pythagoreans also say, that all opposites are comprehended in the decad. But they were twins, so that there are five duads,* twins being five times begotten from Neptune and Clites; because according to the measures of justice, there is likewise an orderly D distribution of this co-ordination, of which the pentad is an image. The progression of it however is through the duad, just as that of the better co-ordination is through the monad. Moreover, all of them are the descendants of Neptune, because all the connexion of contraries, and the mundane war, belong to the middle fabrication. For as this God presides over the contrariety which every where exists, he likewise rules over generation and corruption, and all-various motion. But these kings subdued the Atlantic island as comprehending all the first and most total genera of the worse co-ordination. And they subdued the other islands, as likewise comprehending middles through the wholeness of them. But they also vanquished parts of the continent, as adorning as much as possible the last of things. And they had dominion over certain parts of the internal habitable region, *because the last parts of the better are subservient to the first parts of the worse co-ordination. Nor is this at all wonderful; since certain daemons are in subjection to certain heroes, and 1,183 partial souls which belong to the intelligible portion of things are frequently slaves to fate.* Such also is the Titanic order with the Gods to which E Atlas belongs. And the first of these ten kings was called Atlas, and as it is said in the *Atlanticus* gave the name to the island.0 The summits, therefore, of the second co-ordination, are adorned indeed by the Olympian Gods, of whom Minerva is the leader; but they subdue the whole of the essence which is subordinate to the Gods, but terminates in the worse co-ordination; such as the essence of irrational souls, of material masses, and of matter itself. Plato also appears to have called
the power of the Atlantics great and admirable, because Thaumas and Bias are said by ancient theologists to have belonged to this order. Perhaps too, he so denominated it, because the whole of the second coordination is the progeny of infinity, which we say is the first

• Critias 114a.
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[power],* just as the better co­ordinations the offspring of bound. On this account he celebrates the power of the Atlantics, just as he does the virtue of the Athenians, which belongs to* bound: for it is the measure of those that possess it. After this manner therefore, I think we may be able to make the analysis according to the Pythagorean principles.

F The words of Plato likewise, have a great augment, in order to exhibit the work of the victors in a greater and more splendid point of view. For he says dynamin ti, through the union of the particle te augmenting dynamin power. And he also adds, great, and admirable. But each of these is different from the other. For power may be great though it is nothing else, but it is said to be admirable from other things. And by how much the more admirable that is which is vanquished, by so much greater is the victor demonstrated to be. Besides this also, indicating through divisions the multitude subdued by this power, he evinces that it is multitudinous and transcendent.

25b "But then all this power being collected into one, endeavoured to enslave our region and yours, and likewise every place situated within the mouth of the Atlantic sea."

57A Plato does not say that there was once sedition among divine natures, or that subordinate subdued more excellent beings. But let these things indeed be true in human affairs: the present narration however, indicates, that the most total of the genera in the second co­ordination of things in the universe proceed through all things. For there are both in the heavens and every where, a separating and uniting power, and nothing is destitute of these. In more excellent natures however, these powers do not subsist with division, nor multitudinously, but collected into one, and with one impulse; but this is, unitedly, and according to one and a continued life. For as in the worse co­ordination the one is multiplied, thus also in the better, multitude is united. Hence multitude is every where, and is vanquished through union. Of these things the Atlantics wishing to subdue every place within the mouth of the Atlantic sea, all
their powers being collected into one, but at the same time being vanquished by the Athenians, are an image. For multitude and separation, though they may be surveyed in the better co-ordination, yet

f Avvaiuv is omitted in the original.
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§ For TO TOVTU here, read Toaovrq.

they will be seen to subsist there unitedly; multitude not being there victorious, but sameness, and in short, the better genera.

25b "Then it was, O Solon, that the power of your city was conspicuous to all men for its virtue and strength."

Plato opposes to the power of the Atlantics, the power of the Athenians; preferring this appellation, as being adapted to the middle fabrication. And he celebrates the more excellent power for its virtue and strength; in order that through virtue, he may indicate its alliance to the philosophic nature of Minerva; (for another theology,* and not the Orphic only, calls her virtue,) but through strength its alliance to her philopolemic nature. But he calls the power conspicuous, because it is mundane, and contributes to the fabrication of sensibles: and to the Atlantics indeed, he alone attributes power, and this continually, because they are arranged under infinity. But he says that the Athenians vanquished this power, through virtue. For as they belong to the co-ordination of bound; they are characterized by virtue, which measure:: the passions, and uses powers in a becoming manner.

25b-c "For as its armies surpassed all others, both in magnanimity and military arts, so with respect to its contests, whether it was assisted by the rest of the Greeks, over whom it sometimes presided in warlike affairs, or whether it was deserted by them through the incursions of the: enemies, and thus was in extreme danger, yet still it remained triumphant. In the mean time, those who were not yet enslaved, it liberated from danger; and procured to most ample liberty for all those: of us who dwell within the Pillars of Hercules."

As we have triply divided the inferior co-ordination, into first, middle, and last boundaries, thus also we must divide the superior, into the most total, and the most partial genera, and those that subsist between these. And having made this division, we shall arrange the Athenians as analogous to the first genera; but the other Greeks who were not enslaved, to the middle; and those who were now slaves, to the last genera. For according to this arrangement, those that belong to the Minerval series, vanquish those that belong to the series of Neptune,
those that rank as first, subduing those that rank as second,* the
monadic, the dyadic, and in short, the better vanquishing the worse.

t i.e. The Chaldean theology [cf. TTS vol. VII].
† For wpuruv here, it seems necessary to read bevrepuv.

But the middle genera eternally preserve their own order, and are not
vanquished by the worse co-ordination, on account of the union of
themselves, and the stable genus of power. They likewise liberate from
slavery those that are enslaved, recalling them to union and permanency.
For some things indeed, are always in matter, others are always separated
from it, and others, sometimes become situated under the material
genera, and sometimes have an arrangement in a separate life. Just as in
the drama pertaining to us; at one time we are arranged under the
1,186 Titanic, and at another, under the Olympian order; and at one time our
course terminates in generation, but at another, in the heavens. This
however happens to partial souls, through the invariably permanent
providence of the Gods, which leads back souls to their pristine felicity.
For as in consequence of there being genesiurgic Gods, souls descend, in
subserviency to their will, thus also, through the prior subsistence of
anagogic causes, the ascent of our souls from the realms of generation is
effectected. And thus much concerning the whole meaning of the words
before us. Let us however, concisely discuss each particular.

The words therefore, surpassed all others, manifest the total
comprehension of the first genera of the more divine part. But the
words in magnanimity, and military arts, have the same meaning as
Minervally. For through magnanimity, they imitate the philosophic
characteristic of the Goddess, but through warlike arts, her philopolemic
characteristic. And the words, whether it was assisted by the rest of the
Greeks, over whom it sometimes presided in warlike affairs, or whether it
was deserted by them through the incursions of the enemies, signify that
E first and total causes, produce some things in conjunction with second
and middle causes, but others by themselves, beyond the production of
these, and being alone in their energy. For the genus of the Gods, and
that which is posterior to the Gods, do not produce equally, but the
effective power of the Gods proceeds to a greater extent; since every
where more divine causes energize prior to, together with, and posterior
to their effects. Credibility therefore of this may be multifariously
produced. But the extreme danger manifests the last production of the
first genera. And the trophies signify that the second co-ordination is
perfected under the first, being adorned by it; that it is in a certain
respect converted by the power of it; and that there are in the last of
things invariably permanent indications of the conversion of less
excellent natures, proceeding from the first of things. For whatever is
arranged in the worse co-ordination, and invested with form, material
causes receding, affords a sufficient indication of the inspective care* of the better order, which is especially the peculiarity of trophies. But the most ample liberty, is an indication of the divine and liberated order, proceeding from on high to all things; which liberty the Athenians F imparted to the Greeks, by vanquishing the Atlantics; or rather the Olympic, by subduing the Titanic genera. For thus the demiurgic will is accomplished, and the worse is vanquished by the better co-ordination; in partial natures indeed the Atlantics by the Athenians, but in wholes, the Titan by the Olympic Gods. "Though they are robust, and oppose the better order, through pernicious pride, and insolent improbity," says the theologist,* whom Plato emulating, asserts that the Atlantics insolently proceeded against the Athenians.5

25c-d "But in succeeding times prodigious earthquakes and deluges taking 58A place, and bringing with them desolation, in the space of one dreadful day and night, all that warlike race of Athenians was at once merged under the earth; and the Atlantic island itself, being absorbed in the sea, entirely disappeared. And hence that sea is at present innavigable, from the impeding mud which the subsiding island produced."°

That what is here said has a physical deduction, is evident to those who are not entirely ignorant of the physical theory. For it is not wonderful that there should have been an earthquake so great, as to have destroyed such a large island; since an earthquake that happened a little before our time, shook both Egypt and Bithynia, and it is not at all paradoxical, that a deluge should follow an earthquake. For this usually happens in great earthquakes, as Aristotle relates, who at the same time 1,188 adds the cause.0 For where a deluge takes place together with earthquakes, the waves are the cause of this passion. For when the spirit B which produces the earthquake, does not yet flow towards the earth, and is not able to drive backward the sea which is impelled by a certain contrary spirit, urging it in a contrary direction, through the wind which propels it, but nevertheless stops the sea by hindering its
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progression, it is the cause of much sea which is impelled by the spirit contrary to this, becoming collected together. Then however, the sea thus collected flowing most abundantly, the spirit impelling it in a
contrary direction, enters under the earth and produces an earthquake. But the sea deluges the place. For after this manner also about Achaia, there was an earthquake accompanied with an ingress of the waves of the sea, which deluged the maritime cities, Bouras and Helice; so that neither will any physiologist reject this narration, who considers the affair rightly. Moreover, that the same place may become pervious and impervious, continent and sea, is among the things admitted by physiologists, according to Aristotle, and which history demonstrates. Aristotle also relates, [in his Meteors,*] that there was mud in the external sea, after the mouth of it, and that the place there was marshy; so that if to pelou kata bracheos signifies marshy, it is not wonderful. For even now rocks concealed under the sea, and having water on their surface, are called breakers. Why therefore should any one contending for the truth of these things be disturbed?

That these particulars however, have reference to the admirable and orderly distribution of the universe, we shall be convinced by recollecting what is said by Orpheus* about the hurling into Tartarus, 1,189 near the end of the fabrication of things. For he delivering the demiurgic opposition between the Olympian and Titanic Gods,5 terminates the whole orderly distribution in the extremities of the universe, and imparts to these also the undefiled providence of the Gods. Plato, therefore, knowing this, and delivering to us wholes in images, extends and leads into the invisible, these twofold genera, and through this disappearing, imitates the Orphic precipitation into Tartarus. For in order that the last of things may be adorned, and participate of divine providence, it is requisite that both the superior and inferior coordination, should extend their production from on high as far as to the mundane extremity. Each however, effects this in a manner adapted to D itself; the one being shaken, and entering under the earth, which is the same as proceeding stably and solidly; but the other disappearing, which is the same as becoming material, disorderly, and formless; under the earth, being a symbol of the firm and the stable; but in the sea, of that
causes, but day the visible, and the dreadfulness, signifying opposing power, the inflexible, and that which proceeds through all things. But because all these are accomplished according to demiurgic powers, earthquakes and deluges took place, which are adapted to the middle fabrication. For if he wished to signify Jovian powers or energies, he would have said, thunders and lightnings happened. But since he delivers Neptunian demiurgic energies, he assimilates them to earthquakes or deluges. For it is usual to call this God earth-shaker, and the source of marine water (kyanachiten). And because time signifies a progression in order, and a well-arranged diminution, he says that all these events took place in succeeding time. It is not therefore proper to say, that he who destroys an argument, takes away also the subjects, as Homer says of the Phaeaceans,* and of the wall which the Greeks raised; since the things which are now asserted are not fictitious, but true. For many parts of the earth are deluged by the sea; and what he says happened is not at all impossible. Nor again, does he relate it as a mere history; but he introduces it for the purpose of indicating the providence which proceeds through all things, and extends even to the last of things.

In short, it is necessary to assert, since the whole orderly distribution of things receives its completion from the visible and invisible fabrication, that for the purpose of giving perfection to the demiurgic productions of the second father, the gifts both of the better and the worse co-ordination, proceed as far as to the last of beings; the former vanquishing the subjects [of its power] through the warlike genus, and F illuminating a stable* power, through entering under the earth, [i.e. through proceeding firmly and solidly;] but the latter producing ultimate division, and connecting the most material and indefinite motion of Tartarus. But these things being adorned, it reasonably follows that what remains is an impervious5 and uninvestigable place of the sea. For there is no other passage and progression of the adorning genera of the universe, but this is that which is truly mud; and which is mentioned by Socrates in the Phaedo,* when he is teaching us concerning the subterranean places. For the place under the earth obscurely retains the forms of corporeity, which it possesses through the inferior coordination subsiding, and proceeding to the end of the orderly distribution of things. For the Titanic order being driven by Jupiter as far as to Tartarus, fills what is there contained with deiform guards.

25d-e "And this, O Socrates, is the sum of what the elder Critias repeated
from the narration of Solon. But when yesterday you were speaking about a polity and its citizens, I was surprised on recollecting the present history. For I perceived how divinely from a certain fortune, and not wandering from the mark, you collected many things agreeing with the narration of Solon."

That the war of the Atlantics and Athenians contributes to [the theory of] the whole fabrication of the world, and that the mundane contrariety is connected by the middle fabrication proceeding from on high, from the first to the last of things, the Minerval series adorning all things stably, and in a ruling and victorious manner, expanding indeed the natures which are adorning all things stably, and in a ruling and victorious manner, expanding indeed the natures which are detained in matter, but preserving those undefiled that are separated* from matter; and also, that the other fabrication imparts appropriately,5 motion, division, and difference, to the things fabricated, and proceeds supernally B to the end; all this has been sufficiently shown and recalled to the memory by us, in what we have before said. Since however, he by whom this narration is made, is analogous to the God who connects this contrariety, he, in a certain respect imitates him. And through a recurrence to the fathers of the narration, through what was heard by Critias and Solon, he ascends to the Egyptians; conformably to what preexists in the paradigm, which is filled from first causes, and fills things posterior to itself, with demiurgic power. Farther still, since he brings with him an image of the second, which proceeds from another fabrication, hence he says, that he recollected the history through the discourse of Socrates. For the recollection itself, is not a transition from images to paradigms, but from universal conceptions to more partial
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actions. Hence, also it is adapted to the progression of the whole fabrication of things. For since all things are in intelligibles, every demiurgic cause distributes total productions according to its proper order.

Again, if you consider what is said after another manner, you will find that the Athenians are praised in an admirable manner, and that the C polity of Socrates is fitly celebrated. \textit{For that it is possible for this polity to exist, is demonstrated through the life of the [ancient] Athenians, and also that it is productive of the greatest good to those who belong to it;} which also Socrates thinks fit to demonstrate in his \textit{Republic}.* But he is likewise of opinion that those who live according to the best form of ft
1,192 polity, should be shown to deserve the greatest admiration. For those who are fashioned according to the first paradigm are truly admirable; since of mundane natures also, the more divine which transcendently receive the whole form of their paradigms, are said to be, and are monadic; but material natures which have the same form in many subjects, possess the last order. This therefore, which in the fabrication of things, belongs to the Gods, viz. to partake transcendently of their proper paradigm, the city of the Athenians also exhibits, by applying itself in the most excellent manner to the best measure of life. Moreover, the circle of benefits, imitates the mundane circle. For the Egyptians are benefited by the Athenians, through warlike works; and the Athenians are benefited by the Egyptians through sacerdotal narrations. For the communication of an unwritten action, was a return of favour. But in addition to this, the doctrinal narration of the deeds of their ancestors, exhibits a multiplied retribution. The mention also of fortune and divinity, and the excitation of our reasoning powers, are worthy of the theory of Plato. For fortune and her gifts are not without a scope, or indefinite; but she is a power collective of many dispersed causes, adorning things that are without arrangement, and giving completion to what is allotted to each individual from the universe. Why then did Socrates collect many things which agree with the narration of Solon? I answer, on account of the cause which collects many dispersed causes, and on account of the one divinity who connects the common intellect of Socrates and Solon. For, being of a Minerval characteristic, they are excited as it were from one fountain, their tutelar Goddess, to similar conceptions.

25e- "Yet I was unwilling to disclose these particulars immediately, as, from the great interval of time since I first received them, my remembrance of them was not sufficiently accurate for the purpose of repetition. I consider it therefore necessary, that I should first diligently revolve the whole in my mind."

These things may also be surveyed in the universe; viz. that the demiurgic cause of beings which are generated according to time, gives subsistence to his own progeny prior to that of partial natures. And that the hypostatic cause of things generated, first intellectually perceiving himself, and seeing in himself the causes of his productions, thus gives also to other things a progression from himself; in order that he, being sufficient and perfect, may impart his own power to secondary
natures. Conception therefore and resumption, and every thing of this kind, manifest the comprehension of demiurgic productive principles in one.

26a-b "And on this account, I yesterday immediately complied with your demands; for I perceived that we should not want the ability of presenting a discourse accommodated to your wishes, which in things of this kind is of principal importance. In consequence of this, as Hermocrates has informed you, as soon as we departed from hence, by communicating these particulars with my friends here present, for the purpose of refreshing my memory, and afterwards revolving them in my mind by night, I nearly acquired a complete recollection of the affair."

Why did Critias nearly remember? For he promised to accomplish what was enjoined him. Because he did not accurately remember. But he first revolved the affair in his mind, conceiving that in mandates of this kind, such as that in which Socrates wished to see his polity in motion, the greatest undertaking is to find an hypothesis from which it is possible to give what is adapted to the mandates.5 And this Critias

t The erroneousness of the punctuation here, perverts the meaning of Proclus. For the original is, TOIVTU KmA ev TW iravn Beareov, irpo TUV pepiKuw. TO btmiouvpiKov mmov TUV yiyoiyevu Kara xprov v<piOT7)oi ra eavrov yevvrotTct. But the punctuation ought to be as follows: TavTCt KmA ev TU iravn deareov. wpo TUV p.epuciov, TO dtrmiouvpiKov mmov k.X. % Instead of irpo TWV in this place, it is necessary to read npuTOV. § cf. Tim. 19b; & Rep. VIII, 545d.

accomplishes, by receiving from history the war of the Atlantics and Athenians, as a thing capable of exhibiting a life productive of the best polity. He also revolved this narration by night, in order that he might impart it to his associates without error.

F Again therefore, from these things, let us betake ourselves to wholes. For there the demiurgic cause being filled from an invisible cause (sine: all intellectual causes are there primarily, to which he is united* according to the highest transcendency), produces the power of himself into the visible world, conformably to their will and judgement. Farther still, not to give the narration immediately, but afterwards, is a symbol of the preparatory apparatus of nature, from which perfection is produced in physical effects. You may also consider the caution of 60A Critias ethically. For it is not proper to attempt things of such a magnitude rashly, without first revolving the whole undertaking by ourselves, in order that we may bring them forth as from a treasury through speech, which is truly the messenger of internal reasons.
Moreover, the repeating the narration to himself, imitates the conversion of demiurgic reasons to themselves, according to which [the soul] surveys in herself [by participation] the productive principles of beings. And to present a discourse accommodated to the wishes of those who enjoined it, indicates in the fabrication of things the suspension of visible effects from their causes.

26b-c "And, indeed, according to the proverb, what we learn in childhood, abides in the memory with a wonderful stability. For with respect to myself, for instance, I am not certain that I could recollect the whole of yesterday's discourse; yet I should be very much astonished if any thing should escape my remembrance, which I had heard in some past time very distant from the present. Thus, as to the history which I have just now related, I received it from the old man with great pleasure and delight; who on his part very readily complied with my request, and frequently gratified me with a repetition of it. And hence, as the marks of letters deeply burnt in, remain indelible, so all these particulars became firmly established in my memory."

That children remember better than men is seen in works, and has many probable causes. One indeed, as Porphyry says, because the souls of children have not an experience of human evils. Hence, as they are neither distracted nor disturbed by externals, their imagination is void of impressions; but their reasoning power is more sluggish. For experience renders this power more acute. But another cause is this, that the rational life in children is in a greater degree mingled with the phantasy. As therefore, in consequence of the soul being co-passive, and co-mingled with the body, the body becomes stronger and more vital; after the same manner also, the phantasy is strengthened through the habitude of reason. And being strengthened, it has more stable impressions, from receiving through its own power reason in a greater degree; just as the body is more powerful, in consequence of being more vital, through a more abundant communion with the soul. A third cause in addition to these is, that the same things appear to be greater to the imaginations of children. Hence they are in a greater degree admired by them, so that they are more co-passive with them, and on this account especially remember them. For we deposit in the memory things which vehemently pain, or vehemently delight us. They therefore operate on us in a greater degree. Hence as that which suffers in a greater degree from fire, preserves for a longer time the heat imparted to it; after the same manner, that which suffers more from the external object of the phantasy, retains the impression in a greater degree. Moreover the imagination of children suffers more, on account
of the same things appearing to us to be greater during our childhood. Hence children in a greater degree retain the impression, as suffering in a greater degree from the same things. And it appears to me that Critias indicates this when he says, that he heard this history from the old man with great delight, and that on this account it became firmly established in his memory, like the marks of letters deeply burnt in. But as Socrates in the recapitulation of his polity asserts,* that the cause of memory to us is the unusualness* of the things which we hear, thus Critias, in what is here said, ascribes this cause to the age of children. For every thing that occurs to children at first, appears to be unusual. And perhaps this brings with it an indication, that the prolific fabrication of Gods of the second rank is suspended from the stable sameness of those of the first order; just as the memory of a boy is the cause of memory to the associates of Critias.5 If some one however, in addition to these D solutions, should adhere to the whole theory of things, let him hear Iamblichus asserting, that the memory of children indicates the ever new, flourishing, and stable production of reasons; the indelibility of the
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letters, the perpetually-flowing and never-failing fabrication; and the alacrity of the teacher, the unenvying and abundant supply afforded by more ancient causes to secondary natures. For these things also have a place in conjunction with the before-mentioned solutions.

26c-e "In consequence of this, as soon as it was day, I repeated the narration to my friends, that together with myself they might be better prepared for the purposes of the present association. But now with respect to that, for which this narration was undertaken, I am prepared, O Socrates, to speak not only summarily, but so as to descend to the particulars of every thing which I heard. We shall transfer, however, to reality the citizens and city which you fashioned yesterday as in a fable; considering that city which you established as no other than this Athenian city, and the citizens which you conceived, as no other than those ancestors of ours described by the Egyptian priest. And indeed the affair will harmonize in every respect; nor will it be foreign from the purpose to assert, that your citizens are those very people who existed at that time. Hence, distributing the affair in common among us, we will endeavour, to the utmost of our ability, to accomplish in a becoming manner the employment which you have assigned us. It is requisite therefore to consider, O Socrates, whether this discourse is reasonable, or whether we should lay it aside, and seek after another."
Before, Critias made his associates partakers of his narration; but now, he calls on them to accomplish in conjunction with him, the employment assigned them. Because in the paradigms all things indeed are united on high, and fill each other with intellectual powers; but in the demiurgic world [or in the world in the intellect of the Demiurgus.] they subsist with each other, according to a certain divine and total conspiration; conformably to which, and through which, all things are every where appropriately in each. Hence in the heavens the paradigms of generated natures pre-exist, and in generation there are images of celestial natures. Since, however, wholeness every where precedes parts, this also may be seen in the second fabrication. On this account Critias first summarily discusses the war; but afterwards he endeavours to explain more copiously every particular, narrating all the polity of the Atlantics, and the principle of their generation; how they turned to injustice, how the Athenians proceeded to war; from what apparatus, from what legations, through what ways, with whom they were co-arranged, and such things as are consequent to these. The genuine polity, therefore, [of Socrates] is an imitation of the first fabrication Hence indicating the mystic nature of it, and its pre-existence in pure reason, he says, that it was fashioned as it were in a fable. But the hypothesis of the Athenians has an indication, as in images,* of the second fabrication; in which that which is more partial presents itself to the view; and what remains consists of contrariety and motion, and that which is circumscribed in place. Since, however, the second is suspended from the first fabrication, and is in continuity with it, hence he says, "that the affair will harmonize in every respect, and that it will not be foreign to the purpose to assert, that the citizens in the Republic of Socrates are the very people who existed at that time."

26e "SOC. But what other, O Critias, should we receive in preference to this? For your discourse, through a certain affinity, is particularly adapted to the present sacrifice to the Goddess. And besides this, we should consider, as a thing of the greatest moment, that your relation is not a mere fable, but a true history of transcendent magnitude. It is impossible, therefore, to say how and from whence, neglecting your narration, we should find another more convenient."

Socrates approves the narration of Critias, in the first place as adapted to the festival of the Athenians; for the [Atlantic] war is an image of mundane wars; and as a hymn accommodated to the sacrifice to Minerva. For if speech is of any advantage to men, it should be employed in hymns. And besides this, since the Goddess is the cause of both theory and action; through sacrifice, indeed, we imitate her practical energy, but through the hymn her theoretic energy. But, in the second place, Socrates approves the narration as bearing witness to the possibility of his polity. For this, in his discourse about it, he thought
worthy of demonstration.* For it was sufficient for him that this scheme of a polity existed in the heavens, and in one man; since all things that have an external, have an internal subsistence, and that which is truly law, begins from the internal life itself. If also he shows, that this polity once prevailed among the Athenians, he certainly demonstrates the possibility of it. This, therefore, has such-like causes as these. Again however it may be assumed from these things, that the narration about the Atlantics is not a fiction, as some have supposed it to be; but a history indeed, yet having an affinity to the whole fabrication of the world. So that such things as Plato discusses about the magnitude of the Atlantic island, must not be rejected as fabulous and fictitious on account of those who enclose the earth in a very narrow space.

26e- "Hence it is requisite that you should speak with good Fortune, but 27a that I on account of my discourse yesterday, should now rest from speaking, and be attentive to what you have to say."

B Plato does not, like the Stoics, assert, that the worthy man has no need of Fortune; but he is of opinion that our dianoetic energies, since they are complicated with corporeal energies, according to external progression, should be inspired by good Fortune, in order that they may proceed fortunately, and that their effect upon others may be friendly to divinity* And as Nemesis is the inspector of light words, thus also good Fortune directs the words both of those that receive and of him that utters them, to a good purpose, in order that the former may receive benevolently and sympathetically, but the latter may impart in a divinely inspired manner, that which is adapted to every one. Thus, therefore, in partial natures. But in wholes, good Fortune signifies a divine allotment, according to which each thing is allotted an order adapted to it, from the one father, and the whole fabrication. Moreover, for Socrates to rest from speaking, and to be attentive to what may be said, has indeed an appropriate retribution. For the other persons of the dialogue did this, when he narrated his polity. But this shows from analogy, how all demiurgic causes being united to each other, have at the same time separate productions. For to hear is indicative of receiving through each other. And for the others to rest, when one speaks, signifies the unmingled purity according to which each demiurgic cause produces and generates secondary natures from its own peculiarity.

27a-c "CRIT. But now consider, Socrates, the manner of our disposing the
mutual banquet of discussion. For it seems proper to us that Timaeus, who is the most astronomical of us all, and is eminently knowing in the nature of the universe, should speak the first; commencing his discourse from the generation of the world, and ending in the nature of men. But that I after him, receiving the men which he has mentally produced, but which have been excellently educated by you, and introducing them to you according to the narration and law of Solon, as to proper judges, should render them members of this city; as being in reality no other than those Athenians which were described as unknown to us, in the

report of the sacred writings. And that in future we shall discourse concerning them, as about citizens and Athenians."

The intention of this arrangement is to make Timaeus a summit, and at the same time a middle. For he speaks after Socrates and Critias, and prior to Critias and Hermocrates. And thus, indeed, he is a middle; but in another respect, he is a summit, according to science, and because he generates the men, whom Socrates indeed educates, but Critias arms. This, however, is also a manifest symbol of total fabrication, which is at one and the same time a summit and a middle. For it is exempt from all mundane natures, and is equally present to all. The summits likewise, and the middle of the universe, belong to the Demiurgus, according to the doctrine of the Pythagoreans. For the tower of Jupiter is, as they say, situated there.* But Critias, who spoke as the middle after Socrates, now again summarily speaks prior to Hermocrates. For the duadic pertains to the middle fabrication, and also the whole in conjunction with parts; just as the whole [prior to parts] belongs to the first, but parts to the last fabrication. Hence Socrates summarily delivered his polity, and Hermocrates contributed to the parts of the history which was about to be narrated by Critias. And thus much concerning the whole arrangement.

Someone, however, may doubt, what will be left for Hermocrates to accomplish after Timaeus has delivered the generation of the men, Socrates their education, and Critias their actions. For to these things there is nothing successive. May it not be said that Hermocrates is the adjutor of Critias in his narration; for the relation of the history was a mixture of deeds and words. And Critias himself promised to make a discussion of the actions, but calls on Hermocrates to assist him in the words. For the imitation of these is difficult, as was before observed.* Hence in the Atlanticus,} Critias having assembled the Gods, as E consulting about the punishment of the Atlantics, he says "Jupiter thus addressed them" And he thus terminates the dialogue, as delivering to Hermocrates the imitation of the words. But there is no absurdity in his
not discussing [in the Atlanticus] the remainder of the deeds. For, in short, having assembled the Gods, for the purpose of chastising the insolence of the Atlantics, he has every thing consequent to this
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comprehended in the Gods being thus collected, viz. the preparation of the Athenians, their egress, and their victory. Timaeus, therefore, generates the men, Socrates educates them, Critias leads them forth to actions, and Hermocrates to words; the first of these, imitating the paternal cause; the second, the supplier of stable intelligence; the third, the supplier of motion and progression to secondary natures; and the fourth, imitating the cause which converts the last of things to their principles through the imitation of reasons [i.e. of productive powers]. Thus, therefore, these particulars may be symbolically understood, and, perhaps, in no very superfluous manner.

Some one, also, may doubt why the Timaeus had not an arrangement prior to the Republic, since in the former dialogue the generation of the world, and also of the human race, is delivered. For it is necessary, as Timaeus says, that men should be generated; and also, that they should be educated, which Socrates effects in the Republic; and that they should energize in a manner worthy of their education, which in a certain respect the Atlanticus exhibits. And if, indeed, Plato beginning from the end proceeded to the Timaeus, which is first by nature, it will be asserting, what is usual to say, that for the sake of doctrine, things that are first to us, though posterior by nature, are first delivered; but that now he appears to have arranged the middle as the first, and the first as the middle. And if, indeed, this arrangement had been adopted by those who are studious of ornament, it would have been less wonderful; but now Plato himself appears to have acted in this manner. Here, therefore, there is a recapitulation of the polity, as having been already summarily narrated in the shortest manner. In answer to this doubt it must be said, that if all hypotheses were assumed from the nature of things now in existence, or which were formerly, it would be necessary that the doubt should be valid, and that the Timaeus is not rightly ranked in the second place. If also, all the narrations were devised from hypothesis, it thus would be requisite that such things as are first according to nature, should be first assumed. But since the hypothesis of Socrates subsists in words alone, and surveying the universal, applies itself to the nurture and education of men, but the hypothesis consequent to this discusses beings and things in generation, these are very properly conjoined to each other; while the hypothesis of Socrates,
as only subsisting in words, and being on this account accurate, has an arrangement prior to the rest. Perhaps, likewise, Plato wished to indicate this to us, that such things as divine [human] souls, and which are ascending to the intelligible, produce, these are some time or other effected on the earth, according to certain prosperous vicissitudes of circulations. As Critias therefore asserts this, bearing testimony to Socrates, we must say that those true ancestors of ours of which the priest spoke, perfectly accord with those citizens which Socrates mentally conceived, and our opinion is not to be rejected that they were those who existed at that time. If however the Republic is inferior to the Timaeus, because it is conversant with that which is partial, and to discuss mortal affairs is to dwell on an image, yet the universal prevails in it. For the same form of life exhibits indeed in the soul justice, but in a city a polity, and in the world, fabrication.

Farther still, the deliberate choice of virtue is free, but the energy which is directed to externals, requires the mundane order, and hence the Atlanticus is posterior to the Timaeus. But the habit of the citizens shows that virtue is without a master.* Plato also manifests through these things, that the soul when she is of herself [and does not depend on another] is superior to every physical hypostasis, and runs above Fate; but when she verges to actions, is vanquished by physical laws, and is in subjection to Fate. In addition also to what has been said, it is requisite to know this, that from the order of human life delivered in the Republic, the connexion of these dialogues, may be obtained. For in that dialogue the men are first educated and instructed through disciplines. Afterwards, they ascend to the contemplation of [true] beings; and in the third place, descend from thence to a providential attention to the city. Conformably to this congruity, the Republic has an arrangement prior to the Timaeus; and the Timaeus to the Atlanticus. For the men being instructed by the Republic, and elevated according to theory by the Timaeus, will, living happily, wisely* perform such actions, as the Atlanticus narrates. After this manner therefore, we dissolve the doubt.

The philosopher Porphyry however, not directly for the sake of this doubt, but discussing something else, affords us the following aid in its solution; that those who wish to apprehend the whole theory genuinely, ought first to be instructed in the form of it, in order that being similar to the object of intellection, they may be in a becoming manner co-adapted to the knowledge of the truth. This therefore, the order itself of the dialogues demonstrates. For the auditors of the Timaeus ought first to have been benefited by the Republic, and having been adorned through it, to attend afterwards to the dogmas concerning
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the world, evincing themselves to be most similar through erudition to the excellent order of the universe. And thus much in answer to this doubt.

Each particular however of the text must be considered. Timaeus therefore, is now said to be most astronomical, not as directing his attention to the rapidity of the celestial motions, nor as collecting the measures of the courses of the sun,* nor as being conversant with the works of Fate, but as astronomizing above the heavens, conformably to the coryphaeus in the *Thecetetus* and contemplating the invisible causes which are properly stars. Hence Socrates does not exhibit the visible man, but the man that is purely essentialized in reason; and he does this as imitating the whole demiurgus, in whom the heavens and all the stars subsist, as the theologist says, intellectually. Timaeus begins however, from the generation of the world, and ends in man; because man is a microcosm, possessing all things partially, which the universe does totally, as Socrates demonstrates in the *Philebus.* But there are certain persons educated by Socrates in the most excellent manner, who also educates the whole city, and these are the guardians and auxiliaries. For in the universe, that which transcendently participates of intellect is heaven, which also imitates intellect through its motion. The men however, are introduced by Critias, conformably to the law and conceptions of Solon, because Solon narrates, that the Athenians were once thus governed, and established laws how children ought to be introduced into the polity, and into the tribes, and how they ought to be registered; and likewise, by what kind of judges, they should be tried, in one place from the tribes, but in another, from other appropriate persons. As Critias therefore admits that the men educated by Socrates were Athenians, he follows the conceptions and the law of Solon, conformably to which certain persons are introduced into the polity.

27b Soc. "I seem to behold a perfect and splendid banquet of discussion set before me. It belongs therefore, now to you, O Timaeus, to begin the

$t$ Proclus here alludes to the following Chaldean oracle: "Direct not your attention to the immense measures of the earth; for the plant of truth is not in the earth. Nor measure the dimensions of the sun by means of collected rules; for it revolves by the eternal will of the father, and not for your sake. Dismiss the sounding course of the moon; for it perpetually runs through the exertions of necessity. The advancing procession of the [fixed] stars, was not generated for your sake," &c. See my collection of these Oracles [TTS vol. VII, p. 7 - 8; fr. 107].
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discourse; having first of all, as is fit, invoked the Gods according to law."

The perfection and the splendour of the narration indicate the supernatural production of things on account of their paradigms, and which takes place universally. And to these the words of Socrates refer. F The banquet of discussion indicates the perfect plenitude of demiurgic forms; but the calling on Timaeus, the conversion of partial causes to the whole, and an evocation of the goods thence derived; and the invocation of the Gods, the fabrication supernally suspended from intelligibles. For the expression according to law, is not such as many of the Italic or Attic interpreters suppose it to be, but it has the same meaning as the words usually employed by the Pythagoreans,* "Honour in the first place, the immortal Gods, as they are disposed by law." For law manifests the divine order, according to which secondary are always suspended from prior causes, and are filled from them. But law thus beginning from intelligibles, extends to the demiurgic cause, and from this proceeds, and is divided about the universe. At the same time, however, Socrates indicates through these things, that the Pythagoric doctrine requires that physiology should commence from a divine cause, and that it should not be such as that which he reprobates in the Phaedo,* which blinds the eye of the soul, by assigning airs and aethers as causes, conformably to Anaxagoras.5 For it is necessary that true physiology should be suspended from theology, in the same manner as nature is suspended from the Gods, and is divided according to the total orders of them; so that words may be imitators of the things of which they are significant.0 For mythologists also narrate that Vulcan who presides over nature was in love with Minerva, who weaves the order of intellectual forms, and is the supplier of intelligence to all mundane essences. As far as to this therefore, the preface of the Timaeus receives its completion; of which Severus, indeed, did not think fit to give any interpretation; but Longinus does not say that the whole is superfluous, but only such particulars as are introduced about the Atlantics, and the narration of the Egyptian; so that he is accustomed to conjoin with the


request of Socrates, the promise of Critias. I mean, he connects with the words, * "I now therefore stand prepared to receive the promised feast, the words,* "But now consider, Socrates, the manner of our disposing the
mutual banquet of discussion." But Porphyry and Iamblichus show that this preface accords with the whole design of the dialogue, and one indeed more partially, but the other with more profound intuition; so that we also shall here finish the book in conformity to Plato, having adopted their order.
The preface of the *Timaeus* consists of two heads; a recapitulation of 63C the polity of Socrates, and a concise narration of the war of the Athenians against the Atlantics, and the victory which they obtained over them. Each of these, however, contributes in the greatest degree to the consummation of the whole theory of the world. For the form of the [Socratic] polity, considered by itself, is primarily adapted to the orderly distribution of the heavens. But the narration of the war and the victory, becomes a symbol to us of the mundane contrariety. And the former describes in images the first fabrication, but the latter the second. Or, if you are willing, the former describes the formal, but the latter the material cause. For all physiologists make principles to be contraries, and constitute the world from the harmonious conjunction of contraries. And harmony indeed, and order are derived from form, which in the recapitulation is shown to proceed from the polity in common, and to extend in an orderly progression to every multitude. For it is one thing to deliver the polity which is in the soul, another, that which is in men, and another, that which is mundane. But the 1,206 recapitulation of Socrates, describing the form itself of every polity D separately, exhibits to us primarily the polity in the universe, to which also it entirely hastens to refer [the polities that rank as] parts.

Farther still, if also you are willing to consider the affair after another manner, the polity may be arranged as analogous to the heavens, but the war to generation. For the polity extends as far as to the last of things; since all things are arranged conformably to the series which proceed; from the demiurgus as far as to mundane natures. Contrariety also preexists after a manner in the heavens; either according to the twofold circulations of the celestial bodies, *viz.* to the right hand, and to the left; or according to the twofold circles of souls,* the circle of sameness, and the circle of difference; or according to the genera of being, permanency,* and motion; or according to the divine peculiarities, the male and the female; or according to any other such-like division. The polity therefore, is more allied to the heavens, but the war to generation. Hence the former is Jovian, but the latter pertains to the allotment of Neptune. After however the theory of parts, it is necessary through
images to be extended to the knowledge of the whole. And after the
survey of images themselves, it is requisite to adhere to their paradigms,
e from small being initiated in greater [objects of contemplation]. For the
former have the relation of things preparatory to initiation, and of small
mysteries, exciting the eye of the soul to the comprehension of the
whole and the universe, and to the contemplation of the one cause, and
the one progression of all mundane natures. For every thing is from The
One, and the universe with having in different parts of it, more partial
presiding powers, proceeds vice versa to the one cause of its subsistence.
Timaeus however, prior to entering on the whole discussion, converts
himself to the invocations of, and prayers to the Gods, imitating in this
the maker of the universe, who prior to the whole fabrication of things,
is said to have approached to the oracle of night, to have been there
filled with divine intellectual conceptions, to have received the principles
of fabrication, and there to dissolve, if it be lawful so to speak, all his
1,207 doubts. To night also, who calls on the father, [Jupiter] to engage in the
fabrication of the universe, Jupiter is represented by the theologian as
saying,*

Maia, supreme of all the powers divine,
Immortal Night! how with unconquer'd mind
Must I the source of the immortals fix?
Fr. 117

And receives this answer from her,

All things receive inclos'd on ev'ry side,
In aether's wide ineffable embrace;
Then in the midst of aether place the heav'n.*
Fr. 118

F And he is instructed by her in all the consequent fabrication of the
world. But again to Saturn, after the bonds, Jupiter all but praying says,

Daemon, most fam'd, our progeny direct.

64A And in all that follows, he calls forth the benevolence of his father. For
how could he otherwise fill all things with Gods and assimilate the
sensible world to animal itself, [or the intelligible paradigm] than by
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extending himself to the invisible causes of wholes, from which being
himself filled,

He from his [sacred] heart may godlike works
Again produce.

It is necessary therefore, prior to all other things, that we should know something manifest concerning prayer,* what its essence is, and what its perfection, and whence it is imparted to souls. For the philosopher Porphyry indeed, describing those among the ancients that admitted prayer, and those that did not, leads us from one opinion to another, and says in short, that neither those who are diseased according to the first kind of impiety, derive any benefit from prayer, since they do not admit that there are Gods, nor those who labour under the second kind, and entirely subvert providence, granting indeed that there are Gods, but 1,208 denying their providential energies. Nor are they benefited by it, who admit indeed the providence of the Gods, but assert that all things are produced by them from necessity. For there is no longer any advantage to be derived from prayer, if things of a contingent nature have not* any existence. But such as assert that the Gods providentially attend to all things, and that many things that are generated are contingent and may subsist otherwise, these very properly admit the necessity of prayers, and acknowledge that they correct our life. Porphyry also adds, that prayer especially pertains to worthy men, because it is a contact with divinity. But the similar loves to be conjoined to the similar: and the worthy man is most similar to the Gods.5 Because likewise those who embrace virtue are in custody, and are inclosed in the body as in a prison, they ought to request the Gods that they may migrate from hence.D Besides, since we are as children torn from our parents, it is fit we should pray that we may return to our true parents the Gods. Those also resemble such as are deprived of their fathers and mothers, who do not think it requisite to pray and be converted to the Gods. All nations likewise, that have excelled in wisdom, have diligently applied

t See an additional treasury of divinely luminous conceptions on this subject, from Iamblichus, Hierocles and Simplicius, in the notes to my translation of the Second Alcibiades of Plato; which, if the reader has not my Plato in his possession, he may als :> find in the Additional Notes to my translation of Maximus Tyrius [TTS vol. VI.]
% For aXXuc OVTUV here, it is necessary to read, aXXcoc viveadai /ITJ OVTWV.
§ Phxdo 62b.
• Rep. Vn (Macrobus I, 11,3).

themselves to prayer; among the Indians the Brachmans, among the C Persians the Magi, and of the Greeks the most theological, who instituted initiatory rites and mysteries. But the Chaldeans venerate every other divinity, and likewise the virtue itself of the Gods, which they denominate a Goddess;* so far are they from despising sacred
worship, on account of the possession of virtue. And in addition to all this, as we are parts of the universe it is fit that we should be in want of the universe. For a conversion to the whole imparts salvation to every thing. If therefore you possess virtue, you should invoke that which Antecedently comprehends all virtue. For that which is all-good, will also be the cause to you of appropriate good. Or if you explore a certain corporeal good, there is a power in the world which comprehends all body. It is necessary therefore that perfection should from thence be derived to the parts. And this is the sum of what is said by Porphyry on this subject.

1,209 The divine Iamblichus however, does not think that a history of this kind pertains to what is here proposed to be considered. For Plato is not now speaking about atheistical men, but about such as are wise, and able to converse with the Gods. Nor does he speak of such as are dubious about the works of piety; but to such as wish to be saved by those who are the saviours of wholes, he delivers the power of prayer, and its admirable and supernatural perfection which transcends all expectation. It is fit however, that transferring what he says to what is more usual and more known to the reader, we should render his meaning clear, and assign arguments concerning prayer which accord with the doctrine of Plato. From hence therefore we must begin: All beings are the progeny of the Gods, by whom they are produced without a medium, and in whom they are firmly established. For the progression of things which perpetually subsist, and cohere from permanent causes, is not alone perfected by a certain continuation, but immediately subsists from the Gods, from whence all things are generated, however distant they may be from the divinities. And this is no less true, even though asserted of matter itself. For a divine nature is not absent from any thing, but is equally present to all things. Hence though you should assume the last of beings, in these also you will find divinity. For The One is everywhere; and in consequence of its absolute dominion, every thing receives its nature and coherence from the Gods. As all things however proceed, so likewise, they are not separated from the Gods, but radically abide in them, as the causes and sustainers of their existence. For where can they recede, since the Gods primarily comprehend all things in their embrace? For whatever is placed as separate from the Gods has not any kind of subsistence. But all beings are contained by the Gods and reside in their natures, after the manner of a circular comprehension. Hence, by a wonderful mode of subsistence, all things proceed, and yet are not, nor indeed can be separated from the Gods; because all offspring when torn from their parents, immediately recur to the immense vastness of nonentity. But in a certain respect they are established in them; and in
short, proceed in themselves, but abide in the Gods. Since however, having proceeded, it is requisite that they should be converted and return, imitating the evolution into light, and conversion of the Gods to their cause, in order that these being arranged conformably to the perfective triad, may again be contained by the Gods and the first unities, - hence they receive from them a certain secondary perfection, by which they may be able to convert themselves to the goodness of the divinities, in order that being at first rooted in, they may again through conversion be established in them, forming a certain circle, which originates from and terminates in the Gods.

F All things therefore, both abide in, and convert themselves to the Gods, receiving this power from the divinities, together with twofold impressions according to essence; the one, that they may abide there, but the other that, having proceeded, they may convert themselves [to their causes]. And these things we may* survey not only in souls, but also in inanimate natures. For what else ingenerates in these a sympathy with other powers, but the symbols which they are allotted by nature, 65A some of which are allied to this, but others to that series of Gods? For nature being supernally suspended from the Gods, and distributed from their orders, inserts also in bodies impressions of their alliance to the divinities. In some indeed, inserting solar, but in others lunar impressions, and in others again, the symbol of some other God. And these indeed, convert themselves to the Gods; some, as to the Gods simply, but others as to particular Gods; nature thus perfecting her progeny according to different peculiarities of the divinities. The Demiurgus of the universe therefore, by a much greater priority, impressed these symbols in souls, by which they might be able to abide in themselves, and again convert themselves to the sources of their being. And through the symbol of unity indeed he conferred on them stability; but through intellect, he imparted to them the power of conversion.

F All things therefore, both abide in, and convert themselves to the Gods, receiving this power from the divinities, together with twofold impressions according to essence; the one, that they may abide there, but the other that, having proceeded, they may convert themselves [to their causes]. And these things we may* survey not only in souls, but also in inanimate natures. For what else ingenerates in these a sympathy with other powers, but the symbols which they are allotted by nature, 65A some of which are allied to this, but others to that series of Gods? For nature being supernally suspended from the Gods, and distributed from their orders, inserts also in bodies impressions of their alliance to the divinities. In some indeed, inserting solar, but in others lunar impressions, and in others again, the symbol of some other God. And these indeed, convert themselves to the Gods; some, as to the Gods simply, but others as to particular Gods; nature thus perfecting her progeny according to different peculiarities of the divinities. The Demiurgus of the universe therefore, by a much greater priority, impressed these symbols in souls, by which they might be able to abide in themselves, and again convert themselves to the sources of their being. And through the symbol of unity indeed he conferred on them stability; but through intellect, he imparted to them the power of conversion.

t For irap' eon here, read Trapean.

But to this conversion prayer is of the greatest utility. For it attracts 1.211 to itself the beneficence of the Gods, through those ineffable symbols which the father of souls has disseminated in them.* It likewise unites B those who pray with those to whom prayer is addressed; conjoins the intellect of the Gods with the words of those who pray; excites the will of those who perfectly comprehend good to the abundant communication of it; is the fabricator of divine persuasion; and establishes in the Gods all that we possess.

To a perfect and true prayer however, there is required in the first place, a knowledge of all the divine orders to which he who prays approaches. For no one will accede to the Gods in a proper manner,
unless he has a knowledge of their peculiarities. Hence also the oracle admonishes, *that a fire-heated conception has the first order in sacred worship.* But in the second place, there is required a conformation of our life with that which is divine; and this accompanied with all purity, chastity, discipline, and order, through which our concerns being introduced to the Gods, we shall attract their beneficence, and our souls will become subject to them. In the third place, contact is necessary, according to which we touch the divine essence with the summit of our soul, and verge to a union with it. But there is yet farther required, an approximating adhesion: for thus the oracle calls it, when he says, *the mortal approximating to fire will possess a light from the Gods.* For this C imparts to us a greater communion with, and a more manifest participation of the light of the Gods. In the last place, union succeeds establishing the one of the soul in The One of the Gods, and causing our energy to become one with divine energy; according to which we are no longer ourselves, but are absorbed as it were in the Gods, abiding in divine light, and circularly comprehended by it. And this is the best end of true prayer, in order that the conversion of the soul may be conjoined with its permanency, and that every thing which proceeds from The One of the Gods, may again be established in The One, and the light which 1.212 is in us may be comprehended in the light of the Gods.

Prayer therefore, is no small part of the whole ascent of souls. Nor is he who possesses virtue superior to the want of the good which proceeds from prayer; but on the contrary the ascent of the soul is effected through it, and together with this, piety to the Gods, which is the: summit of virtue. *Nor in short, ought any other to pray than he who is transcendently good, as the Athenian guest [in Plato] says. For to such a one, converse with the Gods becomes most efficacious to the attainment of a happy life. But the contrary is naturally adapted to befal the vicious. D For it is not lawful for the pure to be touched by the impure.* Hence, it is necessary that he who generously enters on the exercise of prayer, should render the Gods propitious to him, and should excite in himself conceptions full of intellectual light. For the favor and benignity of more exalted beings, is the most effectual incentive to their communication with our natures. And it is requisite to continue without intermission in the worship of divinity. For [according to the oracle] the rapid Gods perfect the mortal constantly employed in prayer. D It is also necessary to observe a stable order in the performance of divine works; to exert those virtues which purify and
elevate the soul from generation, together with faith, truth, and love; c

to preserve this triad and hope of good, this immutable reception of
divine light, and segregation from every other pursuit, that thus
becoming alone, we may associate with solitary deity, and not+
endeavour to conjoin ourselves with multitude to The One. For he who
attempts this, effects the very contrary, and separates himself from the
Gods. For as it is not lawful in conjunction with non-entity to associate
with being; so neither is it possible with multitude to be conjoined with
E The One. Such therefore are the particulars which ought first to be
known concerning prayer; viz. that the essence of it congregates and
1,213 binds souls to the Gods, or rather, that it unites all secondary to primary
natures. For as the great Theodorus says, all things pray except the first.

The perfection however of prayer, beginning from more common**
goods, ends in divine union, and gradually accustoms the soul to divine
light. But its efficacious energy both replenishes us with good, and
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causes our concerns to be common with those of the Gods. With
respect to the causes of prayer too, we may infer, that so far as they are
effective, they are the efficacious powers of the Gods, converting and
calling upwards the soul to the Gods themselves. But that so far as they
are final or perfective, they are the immaculate goods of the soul, which
they derive as the fruits of being established in the Gods. That so far
also as they are paradigmatical, they are the primordial causes of beings,
which proceed from The Good, and are united to it, according to one
ineffable union. But that so far as they are formal, they assimilate souls
to the Gods, and give perfection to the whole of their life. And that so
far as they are material, they are the impressions or symbols inserted by
the Demiurgus in the essences of souls, in order that they may be
F excited to a reminiscence of the Gods who produced them, and whatever
else exists.

Moreover, we may likewise define the modes of prayer which are
various, according to the genera and species of the Gods. For prayer is
either demiurgic, or cathartic, or vivific. And the demiurgic is such as
that which is offered for the sake of showers and winds. For the
demiurgi are the causes of the generation of these. And the prayers of
the Athenians for winds procuring serenity of weather are addressed to these Gods. But the *cathartic* prayer is that which is offered for the purpose of averting diseases originating from pestilence, and other contagious distempers; such as we have written in our temples. And the *vivific* prayer is that with which we worship the Gods, who are the causes of vivification, on account of the origin and maturity of fruits. Hence prayers are of a perfective nature, because they elevate us to these orders of the Gods. And he who considers such prayers in a different manner, fails in properly apprehending the nature and efficacy of prayer. But again, with reference to the things for which we pray; those prayers, which regard the salvation of the soul; obtain the first place; those which pertain to the good temperament of the body, the -second; and those rank in the third place, which are offered for the sake of external concerns. And lastly, with respect to the division of the times in which we offer up prayers, it is either according to the seasons of the year, or the centers of the solar revolution; or we establish multiform prayers according to other such-like conceptions.

27c TLM. "But, O Socrates, all such as participate but in the least degree of temperance, [i.e. wisdom] in the impulse to every undertaking, whether small or great, always invoke divinity."

Do you see what kind of an hypothesis Plato refers to the *Timæum*; B what kind of an auditor of it he introduces, *viz.* Socrates; and what a beginning of the discussion he has described? For the hypothesis indeed, refers to the whole fabrication of things; but the auditor is prepared to be led to it conformably to the one intellect and one theory of wholes. Hence also he excites Timæus to prayer. But the beginning of the discussion, being impelled from the invocation of the Gods, thus imitates the progression of beings, which first abiding in the Gods, are thus allotted a generation from them. Since however, it is said, that "*all who in the least degree participate of temperance always invoke divinity in the impulse to every undertaking, whether it be small or great,*" let us see from what kind of conception they make this invocation of the Gods in every 1,215 thing in which they engage. For it is not probable that those who are temperate will not make real being the scope to which they tend. And those who establish a pure intellect as the leader of their theory; who deposit the beautiful and the good in the prerogatives of the soul, and not in human affairs, nor in external fortunes; and who perceive* the C power of providence extending through all beings, and harmonizing all things to the universe, so that both the whole and the parts may subsist most beautifully, and that nothing may be destitute of the providence which proceeds from deity to all things; these will genuinely apprehend the science concerning the Gods. But again, perceiving this to be the case, they will very properly in each action, and according to each energy, call on divinity as the co-adjutor of their impulse, introducing
their productions to the universe in conjunction with wholes, and establishing themselves in the goodness of the Gods. For things which, appear to be small, enjoy the providence of the Gods, and are great so far as they are suspended from them; just again, as things which are great in their own nature, when they separate themselves from divinity, are seen to be perfectly small, and of no worth.

These things therefore, temperance imparts to souls, not being a certain human habit, nor approaching to what is called continence, but a divinely inspired energy of the soul, converting herself to herself and to divinity, perceiving the causes of all things in the Gods, and from thence surveying both other things, and such as proceed [into a visible subsistence], through which as auxiliaries,* we also may be able to recur to the Gods, by means of the gifts which they insert in us. The soul
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D also, when thus converted to herself, finds symbols of the Gods in each even of the smallest things, and through these renders every thing familiar and allied to the Gods. Since however, the Gods produced the 1,216 whole of our essence and gave us a self-motive nature in order to the choice of good, their producing power is particularly manifested in our external energies; though when we consult, we require their providential mention; (which the Athenians manifest by honoring Jupiter the Counsellor) and when we choose, we are in want of their assistance; in order that by consulting, we may discover what is advantageous; and that in choosing, we may not through passion verge to that which is worse; but rather, that both when acting, and when impelled, we may perceive that the self-motive nature possesses the smallest power, and that the whole of it is suspended from the providence of the Gods. Hence Timaeus also says, that those who are temperate always invoke the Gods, in the \textit{impulse} to every undertaking. For in our elections indeed, we are more able to separate providence from that which is in our power; but we are incapable of doing this in our impulses* because in these we have less of the self-motive energy. For that which is in our power is not so extended as the providence of the Gods; but as we have E frequently said, superior energize prior to secondary natures, and together with and posterior to them, and on all sides comprehend the energies of subordinate beings. But, says the Epicurean Eurimachus, how can we avoid proceeding to infinity,* if in the impulse to every small thing, we require prayer: for though we should pray, we shall be in want of another prayer, and we shall no where stop? And Porphyry dissolves the doubt as follows: that it is not said it is necessary to pray on account of every thing, but in the impulse to everything. We are impelled therefore to things, but we are not impelled to impulses, so that
there is not a progression to infinity. Or does not the doubt still remain? For we are impelled to prayer, so that in this we shall again require prayer, and an impulse to this again to infinity. Hence it is better to say, that he who prays respecting any thing, prior to this, acknowledges to the Gods, that he is allotted a power from them of conversion to them, and that to other things indeed good is imparted through prayer, but to prayer through itself. It does not therefore

Instead of ἔνδοξον τε ἐν αὐτόιοι, ΤΤν ἱπατοίοι αρο ΤΟΥ τ<η> ἵναι ἢνζ, ᾠρντοιοι χρυσίδα in this place, it is necessary to read, ὑμωκρὼν τε τε ἐν αὐτόιοι, ΤΤν ἱπατοίοι αρο ΤΟΥ ἐ<ή> ἤνει π.ἀν ν. ἔσσωτα, τε ἐν αὐτόιοι, ἁββαννυντιον.
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F require another prayer, since it comprehends good in itself, and procures communion with a divine nature.

27c "It is necessary therefore, that we should do this, who are about to speak in a certain respect concerning the universe, whether it was generated, or is without generation, unless we are perfectly unwise."

Timaeus evinces how very admirable the hypothesis is, but elegantly preserves himself in the order of a prudent man, pursuing the medium between irony and arrogance. For having before said, that those who in the smallest degree participate of temperance, invoke divinity in the impulse to every great or small undertaking, very much exalts his proposed subject of discussion by opposing a discourse about the universe to a small thing. But he cautiously says, not that he himself arrived at the summit of temperance [i.e. of wisdom]; for this is the contrary, to the participation of temperance in the smallest degree; but that he is not perfectly unwise. And this he says from the hypothesis, in order that he may have to show, that the power and science which he possesses, are from the work itself, but not from his own discussions. His theory therefore, will be concerning the universe, so far as it is produced by the Gods. For the world may be multifariously surveyed; either according to its corporeal-formed nature, or so far as it is full of partial and total souls;* or so far as it participates of intellect. Timaeus however, considers the nature of the universe, not according to these modes only, but particularly according to its progression from the Demiurgus; where also physiology appears to be a certain theology; because things which have a natural subsistence, have in a certain respect a divine hyparxis, so far as they are generated from the Gods. And thus B this must be determined.

1,218 It is usual however to doubt, why Plato here adds in a certain respect: for he says, "Those who are about to speak in a certain respect concerning
the universe." And the more superficial indeed of the interpreters say, that the universe is in a certain respect unbegotten, and in a certain respect generated. Hence the discussion of it is very properly in a certain respect, as of that which is unbegotten, and in a certain respect as of that which is generated. Though Plato does not co-arrange* TO pe in a certain respect, with the words unbegotten and generated, but with the
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words about to speak. But the divine Iamblichus says that the discussion is in a certain respect about the universe, and in a certain respect not; for matter, as being indefinite in the world, may be variously considered. To this interpretation however, it may be said, that πε is co-arranged with something else, and not with the universe. Will it not therefore, be better to say with our preceptor, that words are multifariously enunciated. For the demiurgic words proceeding from intellect are of one kind, such as the Demiurgus utters to the junior Gods: for Plato says,* "that the soul speaks, being moved to itself." Those words which are surveyed in science, are of another kind. And those are of another kind which are allotted the third hypostasis from intellect, and which proceed externally for the sake of discipline and communication with C others. Hence Timaeus knowing that those are demiurgic words which the Demiurgus employs, but that those are scientific which he is now about to generate, but which he pre-assumes in himself, and that he makes use of external words for the sake of Socrates alone, on this account he says that he shall employ words in a certain respect about the universe. For it is one thing to use them intellectually, another scientifically, and another, for the sake of discipline; and irr; indicates these differences of words.

Again therefore, with respect to the words, "whether it was generated, or is without generation," those interpreters read the former with an aspirate, but the latter with a soft breathing, who say that Plato speaks about the universe, so far as it was generated from a cause, or is 1,219 unbegotten, in order that surveying it as generated, we may perceive the nature which it contains. And the Platonic Albinus thinks,* that according to Plato the world being perpetual,5 has a beginning of generation, by which also it is more redundant than being; since this indeed always is, but the world in addition to existing always, has a beginning of generation, in order that it may exist always, and be generated. Not that it is generated after such a manner as to be so according to time; for in this case it would not always exist; but in D short, it has the relation of generation, on account of its composition
from things many and dissimilar. And it is necessary to refer its hypostasis to another cause more ancient than itself, through which always existing primarily, the world is in a certain respect, and always is,
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and is not only generated, but is also unbegotten. [This therefore is asserted by Albinus], though Plato no where in what follows says, that the universe is in a certain respect generated, and in a certain respect unbegotten. Others again, read both the parts with an aspirate, in order that Timaeus may say, \textit{he is about to speak concerning the universe so far as it is generated, and so far as it is unbegotten}; erring in the same way as those prior to them; unless indeed they assert that the universe was generated according to form, but unbegotten according to its nurse [matter]. For thus also Timaeus says, that its nurse is unbegotten, but that the world was generated, as receiving form from divinity.* But Porphyry and Iamblichus read both the parts with a soft breathing, in order that what is said may be \textit{whether the universe was generated or is unbegotten}. For this is to be considered, prior to all other things; since: it contributes in the highest degree to the consummation of the whole; of physiology, rightly to admit that the world was generated or is unbegotten. For from this hypothesis we shall be able to see what the E nature is of its essence and powers, as will be manifest to us shortly after. The discussion therefore, concerning the universe, will be for the sake of discipline, and will proceed from this principle, whether the: world was generated, or is without generation; and from this, other things must be woven together in a consequent order.

27c "It is necessary, therefore, that invoking all the Gods and Goddesses, we should pray that what we assert may especially be agreeable to their divinities, and that in the ensuing discourse we may be consistent with ourselves."

The division of male and female comprehends in itself all the plentitudes of the divine orders. For the cause of stable power and sameness, the supplier of being, and that which is the first principle of conversion to all things, are comprehended in the male. But that which emits from itself all-various progressions and separations, measures of life and prolific powers, is contained in the female. Hence, Timaeus, elevating himself to all the Gods, very properly comprehends the whole orders of them, in a division into these genera. Such a division, likewise, is most adapted to the proposed theory. For this universe is full of these F twofold divine genera. For heaven has to earth (that we may assume the extremes) the order of the male to the female; because the motion of
heaven imparts productive principles and powers to every thing [sublunary]; and earth receiving the effluxions thence proceeding, is parturient with and generates all-various animals and plants. Of the Gods also in the heavens, some are distinguished according to the male, but others according to the female. And of those powers that govern generation in an unbegotten manner, some are of the former, but others of the latter co-ordination. In short, the demiurgic choir is abundant in the universe, and there are many rivers of life, some of which exhibit 68A the form of the male, but others of the female characteristic.1 And what occasion is there to say much on this subject? For from the liberated unities,* both masculine and feminine, various orders proceed into the universe. Hence, he who is entering on the discussion of the universe, very properly invokes the Gods and Goddesses, from both which the universe receives its completion, and beseeches them that 1,221 what he asserts may be consistent, and particularly that it may be agreeable to their divinities. For this is the sublimest end of theory, to run upward to a divine intellect; and as all things are uniformly comprehended in it, to arrange the discussion of things agreeably to this causal comprehension. But that which is the second end, and is consequent to this is, for the whole theory to receive its completion conformably to human intellect and the light of science. For the whole, the perfect, and the uniform, pre-exist in a divine intellect; but that which is partial and falls short of divine simplicity, subsists about a mortal intellect.

Why however, does Timaeus say, that it is necessary to pray, and B magnificently proclaim that the Gods and Goddesses should be invoked, yet does not pray, though an opportunity for so doing presents itself, but immediately converts himself to the proposed discussion? We reply, it is because some things have their end comprehended in the very will itself; but others, distribute another energy after the will, and through action accomplish that which was the object of the will. And a life indeed, conformable to philosophy, depends on our will, and a deficiency in it, is contrary to the will. [But the consequences resulting from a life conversant with external actions, are not dependent on our will:] for the end of them is not placed in us. We may justly, therefore, rank prayer among the number of things which have all their perfection in the will. For the wish to pray, is a desire of conversion to the Gods. And this desire itself conducts the desiring soul, and conjoins it to
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divinity, which is the first work of prayer.* Hence it is not proper first to wish, and afterwards to pray, but he that wishes to pray, will at the same time have prayer as the measure of his wish, one person indeed in a greater, but another in a less degree. Farther still, this also is the work of a true prayer, for those things for which we pray to be common to the Gods, both according to powers and energies, and for us to effect C them in conjunction with the Gods. - Thus if some one should pray to the powers that amputate matter, and obliterate the stains arising from 1,222 generation, but should himself particularly endeavour to effect this, through the cathartic virtues; such a one in conjunction with the Gods, would entirely accomplish a dissolution of his material bonds. This therefore Timaeus here effects. For those things which he prays to the Gods to accomplish, he himself completes, disposing the whole discourse according to human intellect, but so as to be in conformity to the intellect of the Gods.

27d "And such is my prayer to the Gods with reference to myself; but as to what respects you, it is requisite to pray that you may easily learn, and that I may be able to exhibit what I scientifically conceive, in the clearest manner about the proposed subjects of discussion. [According to my opinion therefore, the following division must first be made.]"

The exhortation of the auditors, is a thing consequent to the prayers5 [of Timaeus]. For it is necessary that the replenishing source being suspended from its proper causes, should previously excite its recipients, and convert them to itself, priorD to the plenitude which it confers; in order that becoming more adapted, they may happily receive the intellectual conceptions which it imparts. For thus the participation will become more perfect to them,0 and the gift will be rendered more easy to the giver. Moreover, this very circumstance of facility, is adapted to D those that imitate the whole fabrication; from which abiding and rejoicing in itself, all things proceed to the effects which it excites. Farther still, to produce one series, through the contact of secondary
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\[\text{For } \gamma\nu\alpha \text{, read } \gamma\nu\alpha \text{ avToig.}\]

with prior natures, adumbrates the demiurgic series, which proceeds as far as to the last of things. For if the auditors receive what is said conformably to the intellect of the Gods, it will happen that the whole
conference will in reality be referred to one intellect, and one intellectual conception. Besides this also, the self-motive nature of souls is sufficiently indicated, that being moved by the Gods, they also move 1,223 themselves, and produce from themselves sciences. For the words, "what I scientifically conceive," exhibit the energy which is impelled from a life whose power is free.

According to my opinion therefore, these things are first to be considered; that Timaeus being a Pythagorean, and preserving the form of Pythagoric discussions, is immediately exhibited to us as such, from the very beginning. For Socrates does not enunciatively declare his opinions to others, but having dialectically purified their conceptions, E unfolds truth into light; who also said to them, that he knew nothing except to make an assertion* [or give a reason] and receive one. But Timaeus, as also addressing his discourse to men, says that he shall enunciate his own dogmas, not at all busying himself with foreign opinions, but pursuing one path of science. Moreover, the word edoksa,* i.e. I am of opinion, is assumed here very aptly, and appropriately to what has been before said. For of the whole rational soul, one part is intellect, another is dianoia, and a third is opinion. And the first of these indeed, is conjoined to the Gods, the second produces the sciences, and the third imparts them to others. This man therefore, knowing these things, through prayer adapts his own intellect to the intellect of the Gods. For this is manifested by the words, "that what we assert may especially be agreeable to their divinities, and that in the ensuing discourse we may be consistent with ourselves." But through exhortations, he excites the dianoetic part of the souls of his auditors. For the words, what I scientifically conceive, have an indication of this kind. The doxastic part therefore remains, which receiving a scientific division from dianoia, F delivers the streams of it to others. This however is not ambiguous, nor divided about sensibles, nor does the formal distinction of it consist in hypolepsis5 alone; but it is filled from intellect and dianoia, surveys the demiurgic reason, and distinguishes the nature of things. These

For example at Protagoras 336c, and Theaetetus 150c ff.

X This word is not to be found in any edition of the Timaeus of Plato; but from this comment of Proclus, it appears that it originally belonged to it.

§ viz. In the apprehension of each of the terms of which a syllogism consists.

particulars also, are sufficiently assimilated to the paradigm* of the 1,224 speaker. For there, a royal intellect precedes,* according to which the paradigm is united to intelligibles; a dianoia, containing in itself the plenitudes of forms; and the first and uniform cause of opinion. Hence, the paradigm contains intelligibles in intellect, but introduces sense to the 69 A worlds, as the Oracle says;) or as Plato, "such ideas therefore, as intellect perceived to be inherent in animal itself, so many he dianoetically saw this
universe ought to possess."

Moreover, the distinction between beings and things generated, is consentaneous to what has been before said. For after the Gods and Goddesses, and the ineffable peculiarity which is in them, the separation of these two genera, i.e. of being and generation, takes place. For being is allied to the more excellent order of divine natures, which is always established in invariable sameness, and is intelligible. But generation is allied to the inferior order, from which, infinite progression, and all-various mutation, derive their subsistence. What then is this division, and after what manner was it produced? Was it made as if it were the section of a certain whole into parts, or as genus is divided into species, or as the division of one word into many significations, or as that cf essence into accidents, or vice versa, that of accident into essences; for these are the species of division which some persons are accustomed to applaud. It is ridiculous therefore, to divide being and generation, either B as accident into essences, or as essence into accidents. For accident by no means pertains to perpetual being. Nor again must they be divided as a word into its significations. For what word is there which Plato assuming as common, divides into perpetual being, and that which is generated; unless some one should say that TI, i.e. a certain thing, is thus divided by him? This division however, is not Platonic, but is derived from the Stoic custom. Is the division therefore, as that of a whole into parts? But what is that whole which consists of perpetual being, and that which is generated? Or how can paradigm and image give completion to one composition? How likewise can perpetual being be a part of a certain thing, since it is impartible, united, and simple? For the impartible is not a part of any thing which does not consist of all

t i.e. To Jupiter the Demiurgus of the world.
t cf. Philebus 30d.
§ Chald. Oracl. fr. 8.
• cf. Plotinus Ennead VI, 1.

impartibles. But that which is generated is not impartible. Hence there is not a common genus of perpetual being, and that which is generated. For perpetual being precedes according to cause that which is generated; and the former is when the latter is not. But perpetual being not existing, which it is not lawful to suppose, generation also would vanish. How likewise, is there one genus of the first, and the last of things? For the division of genera into species, takes place in the middle psychical C reasons [i.e. productive powers]. But things prior to soul, subsist in more excellent genera; and things posterior to soul, have their essence in co-ordinate natures. How therefore, can being itself and that which is generated, be arranged under one genus? What also will this genus be? For it is not being, lest that which is generated, and which never [truly]
is, should be arranged in being. Nor will being itself be *The One.*
Because every genus is divided by its proper differences, and antecedently
assumes the differences, either in capacity, or in energy. But it is not
lawful that *The One* should have differences either in capacity, lest it
should be more imperfect than secondary natures; or in energy, lest it
should have multitude. But as it is in short demonstrated to be superior
both to power and energy, it cannot in any way whatever have
differences; so that neither will there in short, be a division of *The One.*
What then shall we say? Must it not be this, that Plato does not now
make any division whatever, but that he proposes to define separately
what each of these two, perpetual being, and that which is generated, is?
For it appears to me that the word *SLmpereov* has the same signification
with *6iaKpivi\T\iov*. For since he discourses about the world, the
D Demiurgus, and the paradigm of the world, he wishes separately to
define perpetual being, and separately that which is generated, in order
that through the given definitions we may know where the world,
1,226 where the Demiurgus, and where the paradigm are to be arranged; and
that we may not confound the orders of things, but may separate them
from each other, so far as they are severally adapted to be separated. He
likewise does the very same thing in the *Philebus.* For inquiring
concerning intellect, pleasure and the mixed life, which is the best of
these, he assumes the genera of them, *viz.* bound, infinity, and that
which is mingled from bound and the infinite. For thus the order of
each will become apparent, and he will manifest the peculiarity of them
from their genera. There however, bound and infinity beginning from
the Gods, proceed through all beings of whatever kind they may be.

*t Philebus 23c.*

For these also were in intelligibles according to the stable and generative
cause of intelligibles. They were likewise in the intellectual order
according to the paternal and material principle of the intellectual Gods.
And they were in the supermundane order, according to the demiurgic
monad and vivific duad, and in the last place, according to effective and
prolific powers. Here however, being and that which is generated, do
E not begin from the Gods; for the unities of the Gods are superior to
being, and prior to these *The One Itself* is exempt from all beings,
because the first God is *one,* but the other Gods are *unities.* Nor are
being and that which is generated things which are participated by the
Gods, in the same manner as the unities which are posterior to the
Gods, are said to be and are participated by being. Nor do they extend
as far as to the last of things. For neither is it possible to say that
matter is perpetual being, since we are accustomed to call it non-being;
nor that which is generated, which is not able to suffer being, lest
perishing by so doing, it should entirely vanish. This therefore, will
again be asserted by us. It is however, [evident]* that the division is no
of one certain thing, and that the proposed theory has necessarily, prior to other things, the definition of these twofold genera, in order that the discussion proceeding as if from geometrical hypotheses to the investigation of things consequent, may discover the nature of the universe, and the paternal and paradigmatic cause of it. For if the universe was generated, it was generated by a cause. There is therefore a demiurgic cause of the universe. If there is a Demiurgus, there is also a paradigm of the world, with reference to which he who constituted the universe fabricated. And thus in a consequent order the discussion about these things is introduced, and the physical theory beautifully terminates for us in theology.

27d "What that is which is always being, but is without generation, and what that is which is generated indeed, [or consists in becoming to be] but is never [real] being."

According to some, all beings whatever, whether they subsist paradigmatically or iconically, are comprehended in this distinction; but not all beings according to others. And the interpreters contradict each other respecting this, not a little. We however, cannot know which of these assertions it is fit to adopt, unless we examine each of them by t For ov here, it is obviously necessary to read ev.

For τ (jxxvepov is omitted in the original.

70A itself. Let us then consider from the beginning, what power each of the words [of Plato] possesses in itself.

In the first place, therefore, το τι, or the what is definitive. For we are accustomed to give τι an antecedent arrangement in definitions. But it is not a genus, as the Platonic Severus thought it was, who says that το τι is the genus of being and that which is generated; and that the all is signified by it. For thus that which is generated, and likewise perpetual being, will be all. It was also doubted by some that preceded us, why Plato did not demonstrate that there is such a thing as perpetual being, prior to the enquiry what it is. For whence is the subsistence of perpetual being evident? And it is the law in demonstrative discussions, to consider if a thing is previous to the investigation, what it is. In answer to this doubt it may be said, that perhaps Timaeus did not think this was requisite to his purpose; as the day before, it was shown by Socrates in what he said about the soul, that the soul is unbegotten and incorruptible, and that it philosophises through its alliance to real beings, with which it comes into contact.1

1,228 And likewise, as it was shown by him, that what is perfectly being, and truly the object of science, is one thing; that what is partly being, B and partly non-being, is another, and on this account is of a doxastic
nature; and that what in no respect is being, and is entirely unknown, is another. This was also granted to Timaeus by Socrates, when he divides a line into four parts, the intelligible, the dianoetic, the sensible, and the conjectural; where likewise speaking about The Good he says, that it reigns in the intelligible place, in the same manner as the sun in the visible region.* And farther still, the introduction of prayer previous to the discussion, is a demonstration of the existence of being which always is. For if there are Gods, it is necessary that there should be truly existing being; for this is united to the Gods; but not that which is generated and which perishes, but is never truly being. Or rather prior to these things it may be said, that the existence of something which always is, is deposited in our common conceptions. For whence was that which is generated produced except from perpetual being? For if this also was generated, it must have been generated from some other being. And this must either be perpetual being, or must likewise have been itself generated. So that we must either proceed to infinity, or generation is in a circle, or perpetual being has a subsistence.

$t$ Rep. X, 611d - e.

$S$ See the Republic VI [509d - e], where all this is asserted.

But it is not lawful to proceed to infinity. For from one principle which is The One, all things originate. Nor is generation in a circle, lest the same things be both better and worse, causes and effects. Hence it remains that [true] being always is. Why then, it may be said, is not generation from The One? Because, we reply, it is absurd that multitude should be entirely produced without being. It is necessary therefore, that there should be truly existing being, which primarily proceeds from The One, in order that the first principle may not be alone the cause of the last of things, but prior to these may be the cause of being, from which generation proceeds. After all that has been said, however, the most true solution of the doubt is, what Plato now assuming as an hypothesis that there is perpetual being, defines it. But after the discussion about the fabrication of the world, resuming this very thing, he demonstrates that perpetual being has a subsistence. Preserving however, what pertains to physiology, he proceeds from this hypothesis, and demonstrates such things as are consequent to it. For science itself also is from hypothesis, and requires that hypotheses should be assumed prior to its demonstrations. In what he says therefore about matter, be demonstrates not only that matter is, but also that being is. But a little after, from one of the hypotheses, $i.e.$ from the third, demonstrating that there is a Demiurgus of the world, he obtains also from this that perpetual being subsists prior to that which is generated. And again from the fourth hypothesis he evinces, that the Demiurgus fabricated the universe, looking to an eternal paradigm. But in the place we have mentioned, he demonstrates that perpetual being is itself by itself prior
to generated natures. And thus much for this particular.

With respect however, to perpetual being itself, whether does it signify the whole intelligible world, or the Demiurgus, or the paradigm of the universe? for it is differently assumed by different interpreters. And if indeed, it is the whole intelligible world, whence does the intelligible breadth begin, and where does it proceed? But if it is the paradigm, how comes it to pass that the Demiurgus is not perpetual being, if the paradigm is one thing, and the Demiurgus another? And if it is the Demiurgus, whence is it that the paradigm is not a thing of this kind? That the paradigmatic cause, therefore, is to be arranged in perpetual being, is clearly evident from Plato when he says,* "According to which of the paradigms did the artificer fabricate the world? Was it according to that which subsists with invariable sameness, or according to that which was generated?" And he immediately decides by saying, "If the world indeed

t 28c, 29a.

is beautiful, and the Demiurgus is good, it is evident that he looked to an eternal paradigm. But if the world is not beautiful, and the Demiurgus is not good, which it is not lawful to assert, then he looked to a generated paradigm." If therefore it is not lawful to assert this, the paradigm of the universe is perpetual being. But that this is also true of the Demiurgus, E is evident from this; that Plato calls the soul, which the Demiurgus constitutes, the first of generated natures, and delivers the generation of 1,230 it.* The Demiurgus, however, is prior to soul, so that he belongs to eternal beings. Hence also Plato says concerning him, "After this manner therefore was there truly an eternal reasoning of the God." And how is it possible that being a divine intellect he should not rank among eternal beings? Is therefore every intelligible world perpetual being? The divine Iamblichus, however, strenuously contends on this subject, evincing that eternal being is superior both to the genera and the species of being; and establishes it at the summit of the intelligible essence, as that which primarily participates of The One. But what is written in the Parmenides concerning the one being [or being characterized by The One], and also in the Sophista,* bears testimony to these things. For there Plato arranges the one being prior to whole, and prior to the intelligible all; though the whole and the all are intelligible. Here, however, Plato clearly calls the paradigm perpetual being, and a whole, and all-perfect. F For he denominates it all-perfect animal; and a whole, when he says,5 "of which other animals are parts according to one, and according to genera." So that if the paradigm is a whole and all-perfect, but that which is primarily being is above whole and all, the paradigm and that being will not be the same.

Will it not, therefore, be better to say, that there is indeed such an
order of being, as that divine man [Iamblichus] has delivered, and such as Plato elsewhere surveys; but that now Plato thus denominates every eternal world? Nor is this at all wonderful. For, at one time, the intelligible is asserted of every perpetual and invisible nature, as when it is said that the soul also is intelligible, as by Socrates in the Phaedo. But at another time it is asserted of the natures that are more excellent than

1,231 breadth, and the monad of all beings. For every where, that which is primarily being in its own series, has the highest order; since if it ranked as the second, it would not have the same form; for it would no longer be primarily that which it is. As therefore, virtue itself possesses the highest place in the series of the virtues, as the equal itself in equals, and animal itself in animals, thus also being itself which is primarily being, is the summit of all beings, and from it all beings proceed.5 But every intelligible and intellectual being, and whatever appears to exist, has the appellation of being, yet being and perpetual being are not the same. B For the one being is beyond eternity. For eternity participates of being. Hence all such things as participate of eternity, have also a certain portion of being, but not all such things as participate of being, participate likewise of eternity. The natures therefore that exist in time, participate also of being, so that what is primarily being is beyond the order of eternity. But perpetual being is eternal. Hence the reasoning demonstrates the very contrary, that every thing is rather to be assumed from perpetual being, than the one being. For this latter is better than the ever, as subsisting between The One and eternity, and prior to eternity being denominated one being.

If, therefore, it be requisite that I should say what appears to me to be the truth, Plato now precedaneously assumes every thing which is eternally being; beginning, indeed, from the nature of animal itself. For this is primarily eternal; but ending in partial intellects. But the one being, he perhaps omits, in consequence of its existing as the monad of these, and as being ineffable, and conjoined to The One. Hence Plato will now speak in reality of every intelligible, if that intelligible is not assumed
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which is occult, is the highest, and does not depart from The One. He says, therefore, shortly after this,* that animal itself is the most beautiful of intelligibles, in consequence of the natures prior to this, being through excess of union, superior to a subsistence as objects of intellect.
C Unless he says that animal itself is the most beautiful of all the objects 1,232 of intellect, both animal itself and the one being existing as objects of intellect also, the latter as being causally ever, eternity as being so according to hyparxis, and animal itself or the eternal, as existing always, according to participation. Hence, if these things are admitted, in that which always exists, eternity, animal itself, and the Demiurgus will be comprehended, and likewise the one being itself, which possesses the occult cause of eternity. So that it is evident from this, that perpetual being comprehends every nature prior to souls, whether it be intelligible, or intellectual; beginning indeed from being itself, but ending in a partial intellect, and that it does not alone comprehend, as Iamblichus says it does, the summit of all beings, such as the being is which is characterized by The One, or the one being, through which all beings are said to be beings, and to which The One Itself alone, and the principle of being [bound and infinity] are superior. The One, therefore, is better than that which is self-subsistent. For it is necessary that it should be exempt from all multitude. Perpetual being, however, is self-subsistent indeed, but possesses the power of being so through The One. But that which is posterior to it, such as is our nature, is self-subsistent, and at the same time derives its subsistence from another producing cause. And the last of things proceed* indeed into existence from a more excellent cause, D but are not self-subsistent. It is not however yet time for these observations.

But with respect to perpetual being, it must not be supposed, that it is partly being, and partly non-being; for if it were, it would be a composite, and consisting of things of this kind, it would be dissimilarly a composite. Nor is it at one time being, and at another non-being; for it is said to be always being. But it is simply and eternally being, and is unmingled with every thing whatever it may be, that is of a contrary nature. For it appears to me that the addition of the words, "but not having generation," indicates the unmingled and undefiled purity of perpetual being, according to which it is exempt from every hypostasis
which is borne along in the images of being, and is changed by time.

t 30d.
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Not as some assert, that perpetual being is said, for the sake of
perspicuity, to be without generation; nor according to others, that Plato
was willing to speak of it both affirmatively and negatively; but that it
is necessary perpetual being should be intellectually perceived subsisting
by itself, remote from all temporal mutation. For soul participates of
time, and the heavens are allotted a life which is evolved according to
1,233 time; but the intelligible nature alone is, according to the whole of itself,
eternal. Hence, some of the ancients call the intelligible breadth truly
existing being; the psychical truly existing and at the same time not truly
existing being; the sensible not truly existing being; and matter, truly non-being.

After what manner, however, they made this arrangement, we
shall elsewhere investigate. But that the addition of "not having
generation," is for the sake of indicating the separate essence of perpetual
being, is I think evident from what has been said.

In the next place, with respect to that which is generated, whether does
it signify the whole world, or a material and perfectly mutable
composition? For some of the ancients explain this in one way, and
others in another. But we understand by it every corporeal formed
nature, and not the soul of the universe; so far as this nature is of itself
indeed unadorned, but is always or at a certain time, arranged by
another. For the soul of the universe is, in a certain respect, perpetual
being. Much less is intellect that which is generated: for this is
immediately perpetual being. But body alone is that which is generated,
and is truly never real being. For body is always in want of the world-producing
cause, and is always deriving from it the representation of
existence. Why then it may be said, did not Plato add, always, and that
which is generated, in the same manner as being, or at a certain time, in
order that he might have what is generated entirely opposed to perpetual
being? May we not say that Plato devised this mode of expression,
looking to the various nature of that which is generated, and taking
away from eternal being the existence at a certain time, and the

F perpetuity of a generated nature? For the wholes of such a nature are
generated always, but the parts at a certain time. And after another
manner [of considering the affair] with respect to forms, some are
inseparable from matter, and are always generated from that which is
truly always; but others are in time, and depart from matter. For
corporeity, indeed, is always generated and is always about matter; but the
form of fire, or of air, enters into and departs from matter, becoming
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separated from it and perishing, through the domination of a contrary nature. But if the perpetuity which detains matter is always generated, 1,234 it never therefore is; and if the existence at a certain time is generated, it 72A is never being. Every thing however, which is generated, is either always generated, or at a certain time. Hence, every thing which is generated, is never [real] being.

These things, therefore, having been said, let us, recurring to the discussion from the beginning, show whether perpetual being in this place is asserted of all beings, or not of all. For if, indeed, we admit that perpetual being indicates an eternal nature alone, having the eternal according to the whole of itself, it is not asserted of all beings. For neither the being prior to eternity, nor the order of eternity, nor again, such things as have indeed an eternal essence, but produce energies according to time, can be arranged under this being. But if we assume every thing whatever that is eternal, and which always is, either according to the whole of itself, or partially, then soul also ranks among eternal natures, and also that which contains in itself the causes of all things, unically, as it is said, and universally. For the case is as follows: one thing [i.e. being itself] is super-eternal; [another thing is eternity,*] another is simply eternal, and another is in a certain respect eternal. With respect, however, to each of these perpetual beings, the first is as the power and fountain of the ever; the second, as that which is primarily always being, and the ever itself, and not according to B participation; but the third is always, as participating of the ever, and as primarily wholly eternal; and the fourth, is as that which is a certain respect participates of a peculiarity of this kind. For each thing subsists triply, either according to cause, or according to hyparxis, or according to participation. And the one being, indeed, is being alone according to hyparxis, but is perpetual being according to cause. Eternity is perpetual being according to hyparxis, but being according to participation. And the eternal is perpetual being according to participation, but according to hyparxis is a certain other intelligible, or intelligible and intellectual, or intellectual [only]. And if the last of these, it is either total or partial; and if this, it is either supermundane or mundane; and if this, it is either divine, or is posterior to the Gods, and is each of these either according 1,235 to existence alone, or according to power and energy, and as far as to the perpetual being of things which are in a certain respect eternal.

t The words TO Se cuuv, are wanting in the original, but must necessarily be supplied.

Again therefore, with respect to that which is generated, if we assume the universal, we must assume generation all-variously changed; but if
every thing generated, in whatever way it may be, we shall find that the heavens also are generated, so far as they partake of motion and mutation, and that soul is the first of generated natures, so far as it lives in time, and time is connascent with its energies. And thus ascending from beneath, we shall end in soul as the first of things that are generated; and descending from above, we shall again terminate our C progression in soul, as the last of eternal natures. For though a certain person* rightly says that the heavens always exist, yet their being is always generated by something else; but soul possesses its own essence from itself. Hence also, Socrates in the Phaedrus says,* that it is unbegotten, and at the same time self-moving, as being indeed the principle of all generation, but generating and vivifying itself. ]f therefore we say, that it is both unbegotten and generated, eternal and not eternal, we shall speak rightly. Hence too the Athenian guest5 thinks fit to call the soul indestructible, but not eternal, because it is in a certain respect only eternal, and not according to the whole of itself, in the same manner as truly existing being. For it is one thing to be always, and another to be generated always. And the heavens, indeed, are generated always; for they do not possess being from themselves. But soul is always; for it possesses being from itself. And every thing prior to soul is not generated from a cause, but is from a cause. For generation is alone in things which derive their subsistence from others. Through these things therefore it will be manifest after what manner there is a comprehension of all beings in the before-mentioned portions of division, and after what manner all beings are not comprehended in D them. There is not a comprehension of all beings, because that which is eternal only, and that which is generated only, are assumed; one of which is prior to, but the other is posterior to soul. And there is a comprehension of all beings, because the extremes being assumed, it is possible from these to find the middle, which is at one and the same time both being and that which is generated. That these distinctions, however, of that which always is, and of that 1,236 which is generated, are necessarily made prior to all other axioms, it is easy to learn; by observing that this is the first of the problems which
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it is requisite to consider about the universe in the beginning, i.e. whether it always was, having no beginning of generation, or whether it was generated. For if this is the first of the things to be investigated, then what that is which is generated, and what that is which is eternal, have very properly the first order in the axioms. For the other axioms follow these, just as the remaining problems follow the problem respecting the generation of the world. And if it be requisite that resuming the
discussion about the hypotheses, I should more fully explain what appears to me on the subject, Plato in the same manner as geometricians, employs definitions and hypotheses prior to demonstrations, through which he frames demonstrations, and antecedently assumes the principles of the whole of physiology. For as the principles of music are different from the principles of medicine, and in a similar manner there are different principles of arithmetic and mechanics; thus also there are certain principles of the whole of physiology, which Plato now delivers to us;+ [and these are as follow:] *Truly existing being is that which may be comprehended by intelligence in conjunction with reason. That which is generated is to be apprehended by opinion in conjunction with irrational sense. Every thing generated, is generated by a cause. That which does not derive its subsistence from a cause, is not generated. That of which the paradigm is eternal being, is necessarily beautiful. That, of which the paradigm is generated, is not beautiful. Let the universe be called heaven or the world. For from these principles he produces all that follows.

And it appears to me, that on this account he shows what perpetual being is, and also what that is which is generated, but does not show us that each of them is. For the geometrician informs us what a point is, and what a line is, prior to his demonstrations, but he by no means teaches us that each of these is. For how can he be a geometrician, if he 1,237 discusses his own principles? After the same manner also, the physiologist says what perpetual being is, for the sake of the demonstrations he is about to make, but he by no means shows that it is; for in so doing, he would go beyond physiology. But since, as we have before observed, Timaeus does not resemble other physiologists, being a Pythagorean physiologist, and Plato exhibits in this dialogue the highest science, hence he afterwards very divinely proves that truly existing being is. For his present purpose, however, it is sufficient for him to admit that it is, preserving the boundaries of physiology. He appears also to investigate the definition of perpetual being and of that which is generated, in order that he may discover the causes which give
t 28a-b.

73A completion to the universe, *viz.* form and matter; for that which is generated is in want of these. He assumes, however, the third hypothesis, in order that he may discover the producing cause; but the fourth, that he may be able to infer that the universe was generated according to a paradigmatic* cause; and the fifth, which is concerning the name of the universe, in order that he may investigate the participation of *The Good* and the ineffable by the world, as will be shown in what follows.

It appears also to me, that Aristotle in his *Physics,* imitating Plato, assumes one hypothesis, when he says, *it is supposed by us with respect to*
things which have a natural subsistence, that either all or some of them are moved. For it is entirely necessary that there should be motion, if the discussion of the physical theory is to proceed with success; since nature is a principle of motion. But in his treatise On the Heavens, prior to every thing else, he assumes those hypotheses concerning which Plotinus says, B that Aristotle will find no difficulty in his discussion if his hypotheses about the fifth body are admitted, 0 meaning these five; that the motion is simple of a simple body; that a simple body has a certain simple motion according to nature; that there are two simple motions; that one motion is contrary to one; and that the thing which has not a contrary has not that which can corrupt it. From which hypotheses, he frames his 1,238 demonstrations concerning the fifth body. Aristotle, however, shows that the universe is unbegotten, from the hypotheses; but Plato that it is generated. Whether therefore, they are discordant or not, will shortly after be manifest to us. And this, indeed, will again be considered.

Why, however, does Plato, who is accustomed to employ, when speaking of intelligibles, the term avv itself, and oirep that which, now assume neither of these, but rather prefers the term aei always, as connascent with being. For this also is attended with a doubt, through what cause he employs the third of these terms, i.e. always, as better adapted to signify the nature of truly existing being. In answer to this it may be said, that the term itself manifests the simplicity of intelligibles, a subsistence according to hyparxis, and an existence which is primary, which
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is asserted conformably to the peculiarity, according to which intelligibles are primarily that which they are, and fill secondary natures with the participation of themselves. But the term that which is, indicates purity, the unmingled, and the not being filled with a contrary nature. And the ever manifests the eternal, the immutable, and the invariable, according to hypostasis. Thus for instance, when we say the beautiful itself, and the just itself, we survey beauty which is not so by the participation of the beautiful, and justice which is not so by the participation of the just; but that which is primarily beautiful, and that which is primarily just. But when we say that which is beautiful we mean that which is not mingled with deformity, nor contaminated by its contrary, such as is material beauty, which is situated in deformity, and is itself replete with its subject nature. And when we use the term ever or always we indicate beauty which is not at one time beautiful, and at another not, but which is eternally beautiful. So that the first of these terms manifests the
simplicity of intelligibles, and the supplying all other things from themselves. For such is the beautiful *itself*, by which all beautiful things are beautiful, and the equal *itself*, by which all equal things are equal, and in a similar manner in other things of this kind. But the second of these terms, indicates onliness and purity, the unmingled and the undefiled. For the *that which is* this, i.e. it is something which is not various, and 1,239 which does not attract to itself any thing of a foreign nature. And the *ever* manifests immutability, for the *ever* is this. Yet it does not simply indicate immutability, but a permanency in eternity. For a *temporal ever* is one thing, and an *eternal ever*, another; the latter being every thing D collectively and at once; but the former being co-extended with the whole continuity of time, and being infinite. And the latter subsisting in the *now*, but the former, in interval, the interval being unleasing, and always in generation, or becoming to be. The term therefore *itself*, is derived to beings from the paradigm. For that is the cause of simplicity to beings, and of imparting to other things that which it primarily possesses. But the term *that which is*, is derived from the one being. For that is primarily exempt from non-being, and privation; because it is primarily being, and all things subsist in it occultly and indivisibly. And the term *ever*, is derived from eternity. For as the one being is the supplier of existence,1 so eternity imparts perpetuity to intelligibles. Hence, if Plato had been speaking about participants and things participated, and for this purpose had required being, he would have inquired what being *itself* is. And if he had been discussing things.
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unmingled, and things that are mingled, he would have used the term *that which is*. But since he discourses about generation and tfaeJ unbegotten, and for this purpose requires these definitions, he very properly inquires what *that is which is always being*. For this distinguishes the eternal from that which is temporal, in the same manner as the unbegotten distinguishes eternity. Hence also the E nature of animal itself, which is comprehensive of all intelligible animals, is eternal;* but time was generated together with heaven, as Plato says in the course of the dialogue.*

Moreover, though perpetual being is said to proceed from a cause, yet it must not be asserted that it is generated according to all causes, but that it is according to them. For it is δι ο, *that on account of which*, and προς ο, *that with relation to which*, and υφ’ ου, *that by which*. For perpetual being is self-substantive, and is not generated by *itself*, lest not existing at a certain time, it should be generated. For that which is generated, when it is *becoming to be is not*. Nor is it generated with *relation to itself*, lest it should be a composite. Nor on *account of itself*, lest it should be imperfect. But that which is generated is suspended
from another thing, and has its progression from other causes; and such
1,240 is every corporeal-formed nature. After what manner however, is that
which is generated never being, concerning which Plato speaks clearly
in the *Sophista*? Not that it is non-being, but that it is never truly
being. Now, however, it is said to be never at any time being, because
being has a prior arrangement in an eternal nature; but that which is
*generated*, is never that which always is. If, therefore, existence, so far as
it is being, is unreceptive of non-existence, it is evident that what is
generated, since it has the being which is in it, of whatever kind it may
be, mingled with non-being, is never at any time being, so as to be
genuinely being; and being which subsists by itself, since this pertains to
real existence alone, which has not in a certain respect non-existence in
conjunction with existence, at one and the same time being and not
being.

t 37d.
* 38b.
§ *Sophista* 28a.
28a "The former of these, indeed, is comprehended by intelligence in
conjunction with reason, since it always subsists with invariable
sameness. But the latter is perceived by opinion, in conjunction with
irrational sense, since it is generated and corrupted, and never truly is."

****t To these it happens, that they err in many other respects, and
that they comprehend in the definitions the things defined. For what
perpetual being is, which the first definition assumes is explained, and is
said to be that which always subsists with invariable sameness; and this
the second definition assumes, saying it is that which is generated and
corrupted, but never truly is. This, however, is to accuse both
74A themselves and Plato of unskillfulness in dialectic. But others dividing
the sentence, show that in each of the colons there are definition, and
the thing defined. For in the former colon, the words, "that which is
comprehended by intelligence in conjunction with reason," are a definition;
but the words, "since it always subsists with invariable sameness," are the
1,241 thing defined. And in the second colon, the words, "is perceived by
opinion in conjunction with irrational sense," are given as a definition; but
the remaining part of the sentence, is the thing defined. To these men
it will be found our preceptor has well replied. For by a little
transposition of the words, the whole will be immediately apparent as
follows: *That which always subsists with invariable sameness, is
comprehended by intelligence in conjunction with reason: but that which is
generated and corrupted, and never truly is, is perceived by opinion, in
conjunction with irrational sense.* For these things are consequent to
what was before said, "*what is that which is always being but is without*
"generation;" and "what is that which is generated, but is never [real] being;"
that which always subsists with invariable sameness, signifying the same thing as,
that which is without generation; and that which is generated, but is never [real] being,
having the same signification as, that which never truly is, though they are more obscurely announced. And through the
addition of truly Plato indicates that so far indeed as it is generated, it is not; but that so far as it brings with it an image of being, so far it is not generated. For in the definitions, he renders the things defined more clear through the additions. Thus, one of the definitions says, "which is always being," in order that by the term always we may not understand temporal perpetuity, but the eternal. For this is all at once, and subsists with invariable sameness. But temporal perpetuity, is co-extended with

the infinity of time. Thus, too, the other definition has, "that which is generated," and together with it also says, "and is corrupted," in order that we may not understand by generations simply progressions, which an; also ascribed to the Gods who are beyond being', but progressions which are co-ordinate with destruction. The assigned definitions, therefore, an; such as follow: Perpetual being, is that which is comprehended by intelligence in conjunction with reason. That which is generated is perceive I by opinion in conjunction with irrational sense.

For these definitions, however, it is usual to accuse Plato, in the first place, indeed, that he does not assume genus, as the rules of definitions 1,242 require. In the next place, that he does not manifest what the nature is C of the things defined, but distinguishes them by our knowledge. It is necessary, however, prior to this habitude, to consider things themselves by themselves. But [in defence of Plato] we shall demonstrate the very contrary, viz. that those who are accustomed thus to doubt perfectly err. For what kind of genus has a place in being, which comprehends every intelligible essence? For if essence has no genus prior to itself, nor definition, since it is most generic, what can you say respecting being which is comprehensive of every essence, and of all powers and energies? Neither, therefore, is being the genus of eternal being: for if it was, it would not be simply being, but a certain being. Nor is non-being the genus of eternal being lest we should ignorantly make eternal non-being. For every where genera are predicated of species. Hence, there is not a genus of being. Besides, is not a definition derived from knowledge; adapted to theory, and to the proposed definitions?* For if, as we said before,* Plato wished to use these axioms and hypotheses in the demonstrations which he intended to make, it was necessary that they D should be known and manifest to us. If, indeed, he had exhorted us to investigate the nature of things, itself in itself, he would have ignorantly
filled the whole of his doctrine definitions with obscurity. But as he wished to make known through definitions being and that which is generated, he produced the demonstrations through things that are known, and clearly represents to us the peculiarity of them, in order that being excited and perfected, we may more manifestly survey what each of them is. For since every thing gnostic, is either the thing known itself, or perceives, or possesses the thing known; for intellect, indeed, is the intelligible, but sense perceives what is sensible, and dianoia possesses in itself


1,243 Also, explains the words, "but which is never being," through the assumption of, "never truly is." For since being is characterized by existence alone, but that which is generated by non-existence, he assumes the one, alone defining it, and says, subsisting invariably the same; but he assumes the other together with negation, yet not with negation alone, because definitions respect affirmations, and signify that which in each thing is inherent. It is not, however, wonderful, if he not only says "which is generated," but also, "and corrupted." For as he adds to being, the words "subsisting with invariable sameness," and not only says, it is always; so likewise to that which is generated he adds, "and corrupted." For this so far as it is generated, is different from perpetual being; but so far as it is corrupted, it differs from that which is invariably the same. For that which is generated, so far as it is generated and corrupted, is incapable of connecting itself; since if it were, it would also be able to produce itself. Assuming therefore each by itself, i.e. being and that which is generated, he assumes the former as that which is above generation, but the latter, as that which is not indestructible. So that when the representation of being accedes to that which is generated, it is able after a certain manner to abide in a condition of always becoming to be.

Let us however, consider each of the words by itself, through which he composes the propositions; and in the first place, let us see in how many ways intelligence subsists, and collect by a reasoning process the
other progressions of it. The first intelligence therefore, is the intelligible, which passes into the same with the intelligible, and is not any thing different from it. This also is essential intelligence, and essence itself, because every thing in the intelligible subsists after this manner, \textit{viz.} essentially and intelligibly. The second intelligence is that which conjoins intellect with the intelligible, possessing a peculiarity which is connective and collective of the extremes, and existing as life and power, filling indeed intellect from the intelligible, but establishing it in the intelligible. The third is the conjoined intelligence in a divine intellect itself, being the energy of intellect, through which it comprehends the intelligible it contains, and according to which it intellectually perceives, and is what it is. For this intelligence is energy, and intelligence itself, but is not intelligible intelligence. Nor does it exist as power, but (as we have said,) as energy, and intellectual intelligence. The intelligence of partial intellects has the fourth order. For each of these possesses this* and entirely contains in itself a certain conjoined intelligible and intelligence. Or rather each has all these partially, \textit{viz.} intellect, intelligence, and the intelligible, through which also it is conjoined to total intellects, intellectually perceives each of these, and likewise the whole intelligible world. The fifth intelligence is that of the rational soul. For as the rational soul is called intellect, \textit{thus also the knowledge of it is intelligence, and transitive intelligence, and has time connascent with itself.} But the sixth intelligence, if you are willing also to connumerate this, is phantastic knowledge, or the knowledge of the imagination, which by some is denominated intelligence; and the phantasy is called by them passive intellect, because it knows such things as it does know, inwardly, and accompanied with resemblances and figures. \textit{For it is common to all intelligence to have the objects of its knowledge inward.} For in this also intelligence differs from sense. In one order however, intelligence is the thing known itself. In another it ranks as the second, but sees that which is first totally. In another it is partially the thing known, but sees wholes also through that which is partial. In another it sees indeed wholes, but at the same time partially and not at once. And in another, the vision is accompanied with passion. So many therefore, are the differences of intelligence.

Now, however, phantastic intelligence must not be assumed; since this is not naturally adapted to know truly existing being. For it is indefinite, because it knows the object of its perception accompanied with figure and morphe. But perpetual being is unfigured. And in short, no irrational knowledge is able to survey being itself, since neither is adapted to perceive that which is universal. Nor must the intelligence in the rational soul be assumed. For it does not possess the at-once-collected, C and that which is co-ordinate with eternal natures; but it proceeds according to time. No must we assume total intellections; for
these are exempt from our knowledge. But Timaeus co-arranges intelligence with reason. The intelligence, therefore, of a partial intellect, must now be assumed. For it is in conjunction with this, that we some time or other perceive real being. For a sense is in the second duad below the rational soul, so intelligence is in the duad above it. For a partial intellect is proximately established above our essence, elevating and perfecting it, to which we are converted when purified through philosophy, and when we conjoin our own intellectual power with the intelligence of this intellect. But what this partial intellect is, and that it is not as one to one rational soul, but is participated through souls which always energize according to it, through which also partial souls sometimes participate of intellectual light, we have elsewhere distinctly and copiously discussed. Now, however, thus much must be assumed, that it is participated indeed by all other proximate demoniacal souls, but illuminates ours, when we convert ourselves to it, and render the reason which is in us intellectual. D And as in the Phaedrus Plato calls this the governor of the soul, and says that it alone intellectually perceives real being, but that the soul perceives it together with this intellect, when she is nourished by intellect and science; thus also it must be said that this intelligence is prior to soul, and is truly intelligence [mentioned by Plato] but that it is participated by soul when reason energizes intellectually. Hence Plato says in the following part 1,246 of this dialogue, that intellect is indeed in the Gods, but that a certain small genus [of men] participates of it.) And it seems that in what he says unfolding the knowledge of perpetual being, he first calls it intelligence; but that we may not apprehend it to be that alone, he adds to intelligence reason, distinguishing by a transitive energy the latter from the former. So that when reason intellectually perceives perpetual being, as reason indeed, it energizes transitively, but as perceiving intellectually, with simplicity; understanding each thing as simple at once, yet not all things at once, but passing from some to others. It transitively however perceives intellectually every thing which it perceives as one thing, and as simple. After the definition of intelligence however, let us see what reason is, and how it is connascent with intelligence. In the Theaetetus therefore, logos, reason, is said to have a threefold subsistence;0 for it is either enunciative, or a discursive procession through the elements [of speech];
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or that which exhibits the differences of each thing with respect to others. All these significations however, are conversant with compositions and divisions, and are unadapted to the comprehension of eternal being. For the similar is naturally adapted to be apprehended by the similar.* But eternal being is simple and indivisible, and is exempt from every thing which is contrary to these. Again, after another manner, one kind of reason is said to be doxastic, another scientific, and another intellectual. For since there are in us opinion, dianoia, and intellect; but I call intellect here, the summit of dianoia; and since the whole of our essence is reason, in each of these reason must be differently surveyed. Opinion however, is not naturally adapted to be united to the intelligence of intellect in energy; for on the contrary it is conjoined to irrational knowledge. Nor is dianoia, so far as it proceed into multitude and division, able to recur to intellect; but on the contrary through the variety of its discursive energies, it is separated from intellectual impartibility. It remains, therefore, that the summit of the soul, and that in it which has most the form of The One, is established in the intelligence of a partial intellect, being through alliance united to it. Hence this is the reason which intellectually perceives the 1,247 intelligibles co-ordinate to our nature, and the energy of which* Socrates F in the Republic says is intelligence;5 just as dianoia is the knowledge of things which subsist between intelligibles and the objects of opinion. If, however, intelligence is the energy of this reason, it will be a certain intellect. Plato in the following part of this dialogue says, that this reason in the same manner as science, is ingenerated in the soul, when it is moved about the intelligible.0 But that science has a more various energy, apprehending some things through others, and intellect a more simple energy, intuitively surveying beings themselves. This highest therefore, and most impartible portion of our nature, Plato now denominates reason, as unfolding to us intellect, and an intelligible nature. 76A For when the soul abandons phantasy and opinion, and various and indefinite knowledge, but recurs to its own impartibility, according to which it is rooted in a partial intellect, and having run back to this, conjoins the energy of itself with the intelligence of that intellect, then
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it intellectually perceives eternal being together with it, its energy being both one, and twofold, and both sameness and separation being inherent in its intelllections. For then the intelligence of the soul becomes more collected, and nearer to eternal things, in order that it may apprehend the intelligible together with intellect, and that the reason which is in us
may like a less light, energize in conjunction with one that is greater.
For our reason in conjunction with intelligence, sees the intelligible; but
the intelligence of intellect always sees it, and always is; and conjoins
reason to it, when reason acquires the form of intellect.

After what manner however, is truly existing being comprehended by
a partial intellect, or by reason? For this is still more admirable. May
we not say, that though the intelligible itself cannot be comprehended
by intellect and reason, because it is superior to all comprehension, and
B comprehends all things exemptly, yet intellect possessing its own
intelligible, is also on this account said to comprehend the whole [of an
intelligible nature]. But reason through the intellect which is co-ordinate
to itself, receiving the conceptions of real beings, is thus through these
1,248 said to comprehend being. Perhaps also it signifies, that reason running
round the intelligible, and energizing and being moved as about a centre,
thus surveys it; intelligence indeed knowing it intransitively and
impartibly, but reason dancing as it were round the essence of it in a
circle, and evolving the united hypostasis in it of all things.

In the next place, let us direct our attention to opinion, and consider
what it is. That it is therefore the boundary of the whole rational life,
and that it is conjoined to the summit of the irrational life, is frequently
acknowledged. But we shall now unfold such things as are the
peculiarities of the Platonic doctrine; and which are as follow: That the
doxastic part comprehends the reasons* [or productive principles] of
sensibles; that it is this also which knows the essences of them; and that
it knows the on, or that a thing is, but is ignorant of the cause of it. For
since dianoia knows at one and the same time both the essences and the
causes of sensibles, but sense knows neither of these; for it is clearly
shown in the Theaetetus that sense does not know the essence of a
C thing,* and that it is perfectly ignorant of the cause of the objects of its
knowledge; it is necessary that opinion being arranged between sense and
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gnostically only.
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dianoia, should know the essences of sensibles, through the reasons
which it contains, but should be ignorant of the causes of them. For
thus right opinion will differ from science in this, that it alone knows
that a thing is, science being able to survey likewise the cause of it. But
sense adheres to opinion, being also itself a medium between the
instrument of sense and opinion. For the instrument of sense
apprehends sensibles accompanied with passion. Hence also it is
corrupted through the excess of sensibles. But opinion possesses knowledge undefiled with passion. Sense however participates in a certain respect of passion, but has also something gnostic, so far as it is established in the doxastic part, is illuminated by it, and partakes of the form of reason, since it is in itself irrational. In this, therefore, the series of gnostic powers is terminated, of which indeed intelligence is the 1,249 leader, which is above reason, and is without transition. But reason has the second order which is the intelligence of our soul, transitively coming into contact with real beings. Opinion has the third order, being a knowledge of sensibles conformable to reason. And sense has the fourth order, being an irrational knowledge of sensibles. For D dianoia, being a medium between intelligence and opinion, is gnostic of middle forms, which require a more obscure apprehension than that of intelligence, but a clearer perception than that of opinion; as Socrates said on the preceding day, * when he defined the different kinds of knowledge by the objects of knowledge.

It must be said, therefore, that opinion is according to reason, because it possesses gnostic reasons of the essences of things, but that it is otherwise irrational, as being ignorant of causes. For Socrates in the \textit{Banquet}, * speaking of it says, \textit{“since it is an irrational thing, how can it be science?”} But it must be admitted that sense is entirely irrational. For in short, since each of the senses knows the passion produced about the animal by the object of sense, hence intelligence is an intransitive, but dianoia and reason a transitive knowledge; opinion a knowledge in conjunction with reason but without the assignation of cause; sense an irrational knowledge of passions; and the instrument of sense passion only. Thus, for instance, when an apple is presented to us, the sight indeed knows that it is red from the passion about the eye, the smell that it is fragrant from the passion about the nostrils, the taste that it is sweet, and the touch that it is smooth. What then is it which says that
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the thing presented to us is an apple? For it is not any one of the E partial senses; since each of these knows one certain thing only about the apple, and not the whole of it; nor does even the common sense know this. For this alone distinguishes the differences of the passions; but it does not know that the thing which possesses an essence of such a kind is the whole thing. Hence, it is evident that there is a certain power superior to the senses, which knowing the whole prior to the things which are as it were parts, and surveying the form of it, is impartibly connective of these many powers. This power, therefore, Plato calls opinion, and on this account, he denominates that which is sensible doxastic.
Farther still, since the senses frequently announce various passions, and not such as things of this kind are in themselves, what is it in us which judges and says, that the sight is deceived when it asserts that the sun is but a foot in diameter, and that the taste which pronounces honey to be 1,250 bitter, is the taste of those that are diseased? For it is entirely evident that in these, and all such-like particulars, the senses announce indeed their own passions, and are not perfectly deceived. For they say what the passion is about the instruments of sense, and it is a thing of such a kind as they assert it to be; but that which says what the cause is of the passion, and forms a judgement of it, is something different from sense. Hence, there is a certain power of the soul superior to sense, which no longer knows sensibles through an instrument but through itself, and corrects the grossness of sensible information. And this power indeed which is reason as with reference to sense, is irrational as with reference to the knowledge of truly existing beings. But sense is simply irrational. On this account, Plato in the Republic calling this power opinion,* shows that it is a medium between knowledge and ignorance: for it is indeed a rational knowledge, but it is mingled with irrationality, knowing sensibles in conjunction with sense. But sense is alone irrational, as Timaeus also denominates it; in the first place, because it is 77 A also inherent in irrational animals, and is characteristic of every irrational life; for by these things, what is said in the Theaetetus* distinguishes it from science. In the second place, because in contradistinction to all the parts of the irrational soul, it is disobedient to reason. For the irascible and epithymetic parts, are obedient to reason and its mandates, and receive from it erudition. But sense though it should hear reason ten thousand times asserting that the sun is greater than the earth, yet would still see it to be a foot in diameter, and would not otherwise announce it to us. In the third place, because neither does it [accurately] know that which it knows. For it is not naturally adapted to see the essence of it. For it does not know what a white thing is, but it knows through passion that it is white. It likewise is not separated from the instrument of sense,* and is therefore on this account irrational. For thus in the Gorgias,* irrational knowledge is defined to 1,251 be not scientific, but conjectural. In the fourth place, sense is alone irrational, because it is the boundary of the whole series of knowledge, possesses an essence most remote from reason and intellect, pertains to externals, and effects its apprehension of things through body. For all these particulars demonstrate its irrationality.

Every thing generated therefore is apprehended by opinion in
conjunction with sense; the latter announcing passions, but the former producing from itself the reasons of them, and knowing the essences of sensibles. And as reason when in contact with intelligence sees the intelligible, thus also opinion co-arranged with sense, knows that which is generated. For since the soul is of a middle essence it gives completion to a subsistence between intellect and irrationality. For by its summit it is present with intellect, but by its ultimate part it verges to sense. Hence also Timaeus in the former conjunction, arranges intelligence prior to reason, as being more excellent; but in the second he places opinion before sense. For there indeed, reason is posterior to intelligence, as being a less intellect; but here opinion is prior to sense, as being rational sense. Opinion however, and reason circumscribe the whole breadth of the rational essence. But intellect is our king, and sense our messenger, says the great Plotinus.5 Reason indeed, together with intellect, sees the intelligible; but by itself it surveys reasons or forms that have a middle subsistence. And opinion in conjunction with sense, sees that which is generated; but by itself it contemplates all the C forms it contains, concerning which we have elsewhere spoken, have shown how these forms subsist, how the place of them is the doxastic part of the soul, and that the intelligible is apprehended by reason, but by opinion, the intelligible is seen as a doxastic object. For the object
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of its knowledge is external to, and not within it, as the intelligible is within reason. Hence the object is not comprehended by it, but is called opinable and not sensible; because opinion knows indeed the essences of things, but sense does not. Hence too, it receives the appellation of a clearer knowledge, which knows what a thing is, but not alone that it is, which latter we say is the employment of sense; and in consequence of this Timaeus very properly calls that which is generated the object of opinion. For this is Pythagoric; since Parmenides also considered the discussion of sensibles,* as a discussion according to opinion; sensibles being in their own nature perceptible by this power of the soul. Hence it is not proper to call that which is generated sensible alone, because sense is not gnostic of any essence, nor the object of opinion, without the addition of sense.

Here however, Aristotle* particularly blames the second assertion of Timaeus. For where is it [universally] true that what is perceived by D opinion in conjunction with sense is generated and corrupted? For heaven is unbegotten and indestructible, though it is perceived by opinion in conjunction with sense. And Timaeus, in the course of this
dialogue, inquires whether the whole heaven was generated. At present, therefore, it must be said by us, that generation and corruption subsist according to analogy in the heavens, not only according to the motions and mutations of figures, but also because a celestial body is not produced by itself, but alone subsists from another cause. Hence it is generated as having the cause of its subsistence suspended from another thing different from itself. Since, however, it not only subsists from, but is connected by another, not being able to connect itself, and is corrupted according to its own proper reason, on this account it assumes generation co-ordinately with corruption. For truly existing and eternal beings generate themselves, and are connected by themselves, whence also they are said to be in their own nature unbegotten and indestructible. If, however, truly existing being is unbegotten, and 1.253 therefore subsists from itself, that which does not subsist from itself will not be truly unbegotten. And if that which is truly indestructible is naturally adapted to connect itself, that which is not naturally adapted to connect itself will not be truly indestructible. Heaven, however, but I mean by heaven the corporeal-formed nature of it alone, is neither adapted to produce nor to connect itself. For every thing of this kind

\[\text{ewet KM o tv UapntvS}t\text{, r}wv \text{ irepi mv CLIO}~0\text{TTUV Tpaynareitov}\] in this place, it is necessary to read \[\text{ewei KM O Uap\text{\textasciitilde}e}t\text{Siit};\text{, r}wv \text{ vepi TWV aiordjTuv Ttpayptartvaw.}\]


which produces and connects itself, is impartible. Hence it is neither truly unbegotten* nor truly indestructible, but so far as pertains to its corporeal nature, it is generated and made. Farther still, as Aristotle himself says, and clearly and generously demonstrates, no finite body possesses an infinite power.* But the celestial body is finite, and therefore does not possess an infinite power. The indestructible, however, so far as indestructible, possesses an infinite power. Hence body, so far as body, is not indestructible. So that from the reasoning of Aristotle it is demonstrated to be a thing of this kind. But after what manner the heaven is unbegotten and perpetual, will be manifest to us shortly after.5 Now, however, this alone is evident from what has been said, that every thing corporeal, is of itself, or in its own nature generated and corrupted, but never truly is, as Plato also says in the *Politicus.*P For he there observes "that to subsist always invariably the same, alone pertains to the most divine of all things. But the nature of body is not of this order. That, however, which we denominate heaven or the world, possesses indeed many blessed prerogatives from its generator; but, as F it partakes of body, it is impossible that it should be entirely free from mutation." We have shown, therefore, how the heaven falls under the above-mentioned distinctions.

If however, the daemoniacal Aristotle,0 should again doubt respecting
what it said of eternal being, not enduring to say that every thing which always is, is comprehended by intelligence in conjunction with reason; since the most divine of visible objects always exist; we think it fit, 1,254 that he should not confound the eternal, and that which subsists through 78a the whole of time. For he also distinguishes eternity from time; and attributes the former indeed to intellect, but the latter to heaven, and the motion of heaven.** That always-existing being, therefore, the eternal, is a thing of such a kind as Timaeus defines it to be. The most divine, however, of visible objects, are after another manner perpetual, and not
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according to an eternal permanency. But they are produced in the whole of time from their causes, and the whole of their existence is in becoming to be. This also is said by Aristotle, that eternity is connascent with intelligibles, possessing and comprehending in itself infinite time; and therefore the eternal is truly intelligible.* If, however, that which always is, signifies the eternal, why is it necessary to refer the nature of heaven to this perpetual being, and why should we not say that it is always generated, or becoming to be, as being co-extended with the perpetuity of time? So that we shall thus dissolve the objections from his arguments, which he urges against these definitions. Since, however, we have replied to this inquiry, we shall dismiss it; for it will be spoken of hereafter.

But, in short, the opinion of Plato concerning criteria, may from these things be assumed. For different persons admitting a different criterion, B some asserting that it is sense, as the Protagoreans, others opinion, as he who said,

Opinion is in all things fram'd;

Xenophon fr. 34, 4d.

others that it is reason, and others that it is intellect; Plato divides the essence of the criteria conformably to things themselves, attributing intellect to intelligibles, dianoia to dianoetic objects, opinion to doxastic objects, and sense to sensibles. You must not however fancy that the criteria are on this account divulsed according to him from each other. For the soul is both one and a multitude. If, therefore, the soul which 1,255 judges is both one* and a multitude, the judicial power will also be both
uniform and multiform. Some one therefore may say, what is this one power? We reply, reason. For this, when it proceeds to the survey of intelligibles, uses both itself and intelligence; not that intelligence indeed is the instrument, and reason that which uses it, as the Platonic Severus thought, considering intelligence as inferior to reason, but that intelligence is the light of reason, perfecting and elevating it, and illuminating its gnostic power.

But when it forms a judgement of middle reasons, it alone uses dianoia C and itself, and through this is converted to itself. When also it decides on objects of opinion, it moves opinion; but in judging of objects of

t Instead of TO aiuviov VOH)TOV ovroq eonv in this place, it appears to me that we should read Kai TO ouwvtov apa voyrov OVTUQ eonv. cf. Aristotle De Coelo I, 9, 279a23 ff.
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imagination, it excites the phantasy, and in judging of sensibles, sense. For when it considers the sensible essence of forms, such as is every sensible object, it uses opinion as the co-adjutor of its speculation. For in this the reasons of sensibles subsist. But when it directs its attention to the position or figure of a certain thing, as for instance, to the manner in which the earth is posited, which has in its summit a habitude to the heavens, it then excites the phantasy, in order that it may survey the object of its inquiry accompanied with interval and morphe, as it is. And when it considers an eclipse, it employs sense as an adjutor in its observations. At one time also, it admits the judgements of the second powers; but at another, it blames the errors which they frequently happen to commit on account of the instruments. Concerning the criteria therefore, thus much may suffice for the present; for we have discussed these things more copiously in our Commentaries on the Theatetus. From what has been said, however, the great accuracy of the before-mentioned definitions is evident.

But if you are willing, we will also survey the same thing according to another method. I say, therefore, that the nature which is primarily D perpetual being, is that which is eternal according to all things, viz. 1,256 according to essence, power, and energy. And that the nature which is simply generated, is that which receives all* its essence, power and energy in time. For it is necessary that the former should be wholly eternal, but the latter wholly temporal. And that the former should be at once every thing in a self-subsistent manner, but that the latter should have its hypostasis suspended elsewhere than from itself, and consisting in an extension* of existence. Since these, however, are the extremes, the media are, things which in a certain respect participate of a portion of being, and in a certain respect communicate with generation. But
again, there are two natures which participate of neither of these, one in consequence of being superior, but the other through being inferior to them. For matter is neither being, nor that which is generated. For it is neither comprehended by intelligence, nor is sensible. And this also is true of The One, as Parmenides demonstrates of both these, of the latter in the first, and of the former in the fifth hypothesis. Perpetual being, therefore, is the whole of the intelligible, and the whole of the

intellectual genus, every supermundane intellect, every intellect participated by divine souls, and every intellect which is called partial, and is participated by angels, and daemons; and by partial souls, through angels and daemons as media. And as far as to this, perpetual being extends. For every intellect energizes eternally, and is measured in the whole of itself by eternity. But that which is generated, is every thing which is moved in a confused and disorderly manner, and which in conception is surveyed prior to the production of the world; likewise every thing which is properly generated and corrupted, heaven, and all these sensible and visible natures. Timaeus also defines that which is simply generated, and that which is simply perpetual being, to be these. But the intermediate natures are those which communicate with both these; and on each side of them are the natures which participate of neither of these. Hence Timaeus proposes both of them affirmatively and negatively, as for instance, perpetual being, and without generation, and again, that which is generated, and is never real being, in order that through the affirmations he may separate them from things which are the recipients of neither, but that through the negations they may be distinguished from things which in a certain respect participate of both. As these, therefore, are the extremes, viz. every intelligible and intellectual essence, and every sensible essence, let us direct our attention to the intermediate nature. For Timaeus calls both time and the soul generated. And it is evident that these, as not being sensible, are in a certain respect beings, and in a certain respect generated, but perfectly neither of these. Porphyry, therefore, rightly observes, that Plato now defines the extremes, viz. that which is primarily being, and that which is alone generated, and that he omits the media; such for instance as, that which is at one and the same time being and a generated nature, or that which is both generated and being; of which being and generated are adapted to the nature of souls, but vice versa that which is generated and being, are allied to the summit of generated natures. Such as this, however, is the nature of the universe which vivifies the universe. For this nature so far as it is divisible about bodies, is generated, but so far 79A as it is entirely incorporeal, is unbegotten. But it is absurd to say that
matter is both generated and being. For thus it would be superior to generated sensible natures, since these are generated alone, but matter would also participate of being. And if you are willing separately to assume that which is alone perpetual being, and that which is alone generated, by taking away from one of the definitions intellect, and from
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the other sense; you will produce the definition of the medium. For this is known by reason and opinion. For reason knows both itself and opinion, and opinion knows itself and reason; the former indeed both in conjunction with cause; but the latter both, without cause. For in this reason and opinion differ from each other. Opinion also is known by reason, and reason by opinion. And the whole [rational] soul subsists through both these which are media. Thus too, by assuming the worse of the two upward terms, viz. reason, and making it to be spurious reason, and of the two downward terms sense, and making it to be insensible sense, you will then have the manner in which Plato B thought matter may be known, viz. by spurious reason, and insensible sense. Assuming likewise analogously in each, that which is the better of the two, and making it to be spurious according to that which is more excellent, you will have the manner in which The One is known, viz. by a spurious intellect, and spurious opinion. Hence it is not properly simple, and is not known from cause. It is known therefore 1.258 by a spurious knowledge, because it is known in a superior manner according to each. For opinion does not know from cause, and The One is not known from cause, but from not having a cause. And intellect knows that which is simple; but a spurious intellect knows The One, because it is superior to intellectual perception. The superior therefore, here, is spurious as with reference to intellect, as The One* also is more excellent than that which is simple, such as that is which is intelligible to truly existing intellect, and to which intellect is allied and is not spurious. It perceives therefore, The One, by that in itself which is not intellect. But this is The One in it, according to which also it is a God.

28a "Every thing however, which is generated, is from necessity generated by a certain cause. For it is perfectly impossible that it should have generation without a cause."

Timaeus, in a manner truly conformable to the geometric method, after the definitions assumes these axioms. For having said what being and what that which is generated are, he adds these other common conceptions; that the thing which is generated, is entirely generated by a cause; but that the thing which is not generated by a cause, cannot have generation. From these axioms also it is evident that diaireton, does not signify the dividing method, but that the hypotheses are to be
defined. For the assertion that every thing which is generated, is

necessarily generated by a certain cause, and that it is impossible for it
to have generation without a cause, and also the following axiom, that
what is generated according to an eternal paradigm is rendered beautiful,
all these being axioms, are to be considered as belonging to the term
dioristeon, and not to be parts of division. Since however one of the
present axioms is more clear, but the other is less known and clear,
hence Timaeus places the one as the middle term, but the other as the
conclusion. For the axiom, every thing which is generated, is necessarily
generated by a certain cause, is the conclusion. But the axiom, it is
entirely impossible that it should have generation without a cause, is the
middle, in order that the syllogism may be categoric, and may be in the
first figure, as follows: It is impossible for that which is generated to be
generated without a cause. But this is necessarily generated by a certain
cause. Every thing therefore which is generated, is from necessity
generated by a certain cause. For it is better to collect what is said after
this manner, as the divine Iamblichus also thinks we ought, than to
make, as some other persons do, the syllogism to be hypothetical. But
how is the middle more known than the conclusion? For it is evident
that a thing must necessarily be, which it is impossible should not be,
and that it is impossible a thing should not be, which necessarily is.*
Or in a certain respect each of these is the same. But frequently it is not
known that a thing necessarily is, but that it is impossible for it not to
be, is known. Thus for instance, the physician says [to his patient] it is
necessary you should be nourished, and he will in a less degree persuade
the sick man. But if he says, it is impossible to live without being
nourished, this will now compel the patient [to take nutriment]. And
again, death is necessary through a certain cause: for it is impossible not
to die [i.e. to avoid death]. And, it is necessary to give money that is
owing to a tyrant: for it is impossible not to give it. And in a great
variety of other instances, you may in a similar manner see, that one of
these is more obscure, but the other more known, though both may
appear to signify the same thing.

How, therefore, in the words before us, is the one clearer than the
other? For what if in some things this should be true, but in others not?
May we not say, that here also it is easy to learn how that which is
generated, when it is separated from its cause, is powerless and imbecile?
For not being able to preserve itself, neither is it connected by itself.
But as it derives from its cause alone its preservation and connexion, if
it is separated from its cause, it is evident that it becomes of itself

t cf. Aristotle De Interpretation XIII, 22al4 ff.
powerless, and being dissipated, departs into non-entity, which also demonstrates that what is generated, cannot be generated without a cause. For if it is generated, it is generated by a certain maker. Hence it is rightly said in the *Philebus,* that what is generated is made, but that which makes is the cause to that which is made* [of its being made]. If, however, this be the case, it is either generated by itself, or by another. But if by itself, it passes into the same with perpetual being; and thus that which is generated, and that which always is, will be the same, and 1.260 a generated nature will rank among things that have an eternal subsistence. But if it is not generated by itself, it is entirely generated by another. For it is necessary that what is generated, should be generated by something, if it is that which is generated, and not [real] being. For not connecting itself, nor making itself in energy, it will suffer this from something else. And being itself by itself imbecile, it will derive power from another. Farther still, though the same thing should both act and suffer, so far indeed as it is that which suffers, it suffers from another, F and so far as it is generated suffers. But if it suffers, it suffers from something else: for it is not naturally adapted to generate itself. For it would be before it is generated, and would be in energy prior to subsisting in capacity. For it is necessary that what operates should operate in energy on that which is in capacity. Plato, therefore, conjoining that which is generated to cause, which he does in the conclusion, very properly uses the term *from necessity.* For firmness and stability accompanied by persuasion accede to that which is generated, from its cause; just as he says in the *Politicus,* that a renovated 80A immorality is imparted to the world from its father. But separating that which is generated from its cause, which he does in the middle, he uses the term *impossible.* For that which is generated, surveyed by itself, is inefficacious and imperfect.

Moreover, in employing the word cause, he indicates the uniform power of the demiurgic principle; calling the demiurgic cause, not simply that which gives subsistence to another thing; for Socrates says that *The Good* is the cause of intelligibles, but it is not the demiurgic cause cf them. For the demiurgic is attributed to generation as Plato says in
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the *Philebus,* "that the demiurgic refers to that which is generated."

Hence, prior to the world, there are different causes of different things, but there are not demiurgic causes of generated natures. If, therefore, there are many demiurgic causes, there is also one such cause [prior to
the many]. For in short, if that which is generated is one, union must accede to it from its cause, and therefore it is much more necessary that its cause should be uniform and connective of multitude, in order that what is generated may become one conformably to the union preexisting in its cause. And thus much concerning these particulars.

1,261 It is here, however, usual to enumerate all the causes, and the differences of causes according to Aristotle,* nor is this done immethodically. For it is requisite to say that every cause is either essential or accidental, [and this proximately or remotely,] and that these subsist in a twofold respect, either simple or complex. All these, likewise, have a twofold subsistence; as they are either in capacity, or in energy. For thus the multitude of them may be surveyed. For on account of the essential and accidental, there are two modes of the explication of causes. But on account of these being attributed in a twofold respect, either proximately or remotely, there are four modes. And again, on account of all these subsisting in a twofold respect, either as simple or complicated with each other, there are eight modes. Through these also being twofold, either in energy, or in capacity, there are sixteen modes. But on account of causes being predicated in a fourfold respect according to Aristotle, but according to Plato, causes subsisting in a threefold,5 and con-causes also, though in a different way, in a threefold respect, - hence according to the former, there will be sixty-four modes of causes; [ but according to the latter there will be forty-eight modes of causes,] and the same number of con-causes. For thus the assumption will become perfectly methodical; though that of Plato is usually omitted by the interpreters, who have enumerated causes according to Aristotle, enquire how it is said that every thing which is generated, is generated by a certain cause. We, however, omitting all this superfluous discussion, say that Timaeus is here speaking about the effective cause. Hence he uses the words, by a certain cause. For the term by which, is adapted to that which is effective. But he adds a
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certain cause. For the intellect of the universe, soul and nature, are said to be producing causes, and prior to these, other causes have this dignity, yet as many things are generated, and there are many causes, though not of each particular, the word certain is very properly added. For each 1,262 particular is generated by a certain cause, and not by all causes. These things therefore are manifest.

This axiom, however, is entirely derided by the Epicureans,* who make the whole world, and the most divine of visible natures to be the
work of chance. But by the Aristotelians, for the name alone it is
thought worthy of reverence.* For they say indeed, that what is
generated, is entirely generated by a certain cause, but they undesignedly
make the cause to be causeless, when they enumerate chance with causes.
D For chance is this very thing, the causeless. But Plato alone, following
the Pythagoreans, rightly says that every thing which is generated, is
generated by a cause, and places over generated natures, Fate and God5
For though generated natures are many, and separated from each other,
and which also on this account are generated from many causes,
producing in a different manner, yet there is one cause collective and
connective of the makers, in order that there may be nothing in vain,
and adventitious in the universe. For it is not proper that beings should
be governed badly.D Let there, however, be one ruler, one cause of all
things, one providence, and one chain of beings; let there be also
together with the monad an appropriate multitude, many kings, various
causes, a multiform providence, and a different order; yet every where
multitude has a co-arrangement about the monad, things various about
that which is simple, things multiform about that which is uniform, and
things different about that which is common, in order that a truly
golden chain may have dominion over all things, and that all things map
be constituted in a becoming manner. For if, as Aristotle says, all things
E are co-arranged with a view to form, it is necessary that there should be
a cause of the co-ordination, and that nothing which is in vain should
have a place in the universe, but that what appears to be in vain to a
part, should be advantageous to the whole. These observations,
however, have been made elsewhere.
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But what is said in the \textit{Philebus}† appears to be more universal than this
1.263 axiom, \textit{viz.} that every thing which is mixed, subsists from a certain cause
of the mixture. For if things which are mingled, are not to be mingled
casually, it is necessary there should be one cause collective of the
separated natures, and imparting union to the mingled form. This cause,
however, is in one mixture God, in another intellect, in another soul, in
another nature, and in another a certain art, imitating nature. Indeed,
every thing which is generated, is mingled, but not every thing which
is mingled is generated. For the first of beings, bound and infinity,
subsist mingled with each other. From these, therefore, Plato says other
things, and also bodies derive their subsistence.* All that is said here
therefore, is analogous to all that is said in the \textit{Philebus}, \textit{viz.} the
Demiurgus to \textit{The One}, form to bound, matter to the infinite, and that
which is generated to that which is mixed. But the latter are more
universal than the former; because the latter [viz. The One, bound, the infinite, and that which is mixed,] are beheld in all things, but the former [viz. the Demiurgus, form, matter, and that which is generated] are seen in mundane natures only. For intellect is mixed, as being knowledge, and as possessing infinite power, and also soul, as being at one and the same time impartible and partible. Hence, a certain cause, is the cause of that which is generated, just as that which is generated is a certain mixture, and not every mixture; by which also it is evident that the Demiurgus is subordinate to The One, since he produces indeed a mixture, but a mixture which is generated. For since the causes of the world are these, the final, the paradigmatic, the effective, the organic, the formal, and the material, Timaeus indeed points out to us afterwards, from reason and demonstration, the final cause, but delivers the organic, formal, and material cause, from the before-mentioned axioms. For if the universe is not [real] being, but that which is generated, it is a form participated by matter, and by the organic, formal, and material causes is proximately moved. But Timaeus unfolds to us the effective cause from what is now said. For if the universe is generated, there is an effective cause of it. And he unfolds the paradigmatic cause in what will be said afterwards. For if the world is beautiful it was generated according to an eternal paradigm. So that through these axioms
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investigating for us the causes of the universe, he delivers all things in order. And the hypotheses afford him this utility.

28a-b "When therefore, an artificer looking to that which possesses an invariable sameness of subsistence, and always employing* a certain paradigm* of this kind, expresses in his work the idea and power of it, then it is necessary that the whole should be a beautiful effect; but when he looks to that which is generated, employing a generated paradigm, then his work will not be beautiful."

This also is in continuity with what has been said. For the paradigmatic is investigated after the effective cause; except that the \text{B before-mentioned axioms contribute to our discovering that there is a demiurgic cause of the universe, but the present axioms do not contribute to the discovery that there is a paradigmatic cause of the world, but to the knowledge of what kind of a paradigm it is, whether eternal or generated. For from there being an effective cause, it follows that there is also a paradigm, either pre-existing in the maker himself, or external to him, and either superior, or inferior to, or of the same rank with him. For universally, that which makes, being extended to a
certain form, makes that which is wishes to insert in the thing made. This therefore follows. It is necessary however to find that which is next in order, viz. whether the mundane paradigm is eternal, or generated. But to this the proposed axioms contribute: and the whole of what is said, will be truly consentaneous to itself. If the universe is generated, there is a Demiurgus of it; if there is a Demiurgus of the universe, there is also a paradigm. And if indeed that which is generated is beautiful, it was generated on account of an eternal paradigm. But if it was not, that which is generated is not beautiful. So that a continued 1.265 syllogism such as the following is produced. The world was generated. C Every thing generated, has a demiurgic cause. Every thing having a demiurgic, has also a paradigmatic cause. The world, therefore, has both a demiurgic and paradigmatic cause. And as in the first axioms there were two hypotheses, what perpetual being is, and what that is which is generated, and two other in the second axioms, viz. every thing which is generated has a cause, that which has not a cause, is not generated; thus also in these, there are two common conceptions, that which is generated on account of an intelligible paradigm is beautiful, that which is generated on account of a generated paradigm is not beautiful.

Each also of these is perfectly true. For he who makes on account of the intelligible, either similarly, or dissimilarly, imitates it. And if indeed similarly, he makes the imitation beautiful: for there, that which is primarily beautiful, subsists. But if dissimilarly, he does not make on account of the intelligible: for on the contrary, he falls off from similitude. And he who makes any thing on account of that which is generated, if he truly directs his attention to it, evidently does not make that which is beautiful. For this very thing is full of dissimilitude, and is not that which is primarily beautiful; whence that which is generated on account of it, is much more separated from beauty. Hence Phidias also, who made the [celebrated] statue of Jupiter,* would not have D arrived at the conception of the Jupiter in Homer, if he had looked at a generated resemblance of the God. And if he had been able to extend himself to the intellectual Jupiter, it is evident that he would have rendered his work still more beautiful. For from the paradigm indeed, beauty or the want of beauty accedes to the image; but from the maker, similitude or dissimilitude to the archetype is derived. With reference to both however, the image is said to be the image of the paradigm, but the work an effect of the maker. On this account also Timaeus, when he speaks of the paradigm, conjoins with it its image: for he says,* "Thus therefore we must speak concerning the paradigm and its image." But when he speaks of the Demiurgus, he conjoins with him his work: for he then

---

5 says, "Of whom I am the Demiurgus and father of works."

Since however paradigms are triple; for there is either an eternal paradigm of an eternal thing, or an eternal paradigm of a generated thing, or a generated paradigm of a generated thing; - hence when there is an eternal paradigm of an eternal thing, that which is entirely eternal is the paradigm of that which is so in a certain respect, as intellect of soul. But when there is an eternal paradigm of a generated nature, this paradigm also is in a certain respect eternal, *i.e.* according to infinite time. And when there is an entirely generated paradigm of a generated nature, this falls off from eternity. For it is not possible that what is essentially generated, should be productive of eternal natures. The former, therefore, participate from their paradigms of beauty and order,
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as being imitations of a stable nature; but the latter, as deriving their subsistence from things mutable and in motion, are not beautiful, and yet are not entirely deformed, but are alone manifested through the negation of beauty. Such things, therefore, as are the beautiful progeny of art, are not beautiful when compared with the beauty which accedes from an eternal paradigm to sensible paradigms.* And perhaps on this account also, Timaeus does not say that what derives its subsistence according to a generated paradigm, is entirely deformed, but only that it is not beautiful. For that which is constituted according to artificial reason, does not subsist conformably to an eternal form, since there are not in intellect paradigms of things artificial. Hence, they are not simply beautiful, nor yet are they deformed, because in short, they derive their subsistence according to reason, [or that productive principle which is in the mind, of the artist.] That these axioms therefore are true, we may through these observations be reminded.

Some however doubt, how Plato assumes as a thing acknowledged, that F there is a Demiurgus of the universe who looks to a paradigm: for there is not a Demiurgus of it say they who directs his attention to that which is invariably the same. And many of the ancients indeed are the patrons of this assertion; among whom are the Epicureans,* who entirely deny the existence of that which is perfectly eternal. The Stoics admit that there is a Demiurgus,5 but assert that he is inseparable from matter. And the Peripatetics grant indeed, that there is something which is separate from matter, yet do not allow that it is a producing, but that it is a final cause.0 Hence they also take away paradigms, and place over the whole of things an intellect void of multitude. Plato however and the Pythagoreans celebrate a separate and exempt Demiurgus of the 82A universe, a producing cause of all things, and a providence that is
attentive to the welfare of wholes; and this with the greatest propriety; for if the world, as Aristotle says, aspires after intellect, and is moved towards it, whence does it derive this desire? For since the world is not the first of things, it is necessary that it should possess this tendency, from a cause which excites it to desire. For he also says that
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the appetible is motive of that which is appetitive.* But if this is true, and the world by its very being and according to nature is appetitive of intellect, it is evident that the whole of its existence is from thence, whence also its being appetitive is derived. Whence likewise is the world, since it is finite, moved *ad infinitum?* For every body possesses, as he says, a finite power. Whence therefore does the universe derive this infinite power, since it is not from chance, as Epicurus* says it is? In short, if intellect is the cause of a motion which is infinite, uninterrupted, and one, there is something which is productive of the eternal. But if this be the case, what should hinder the world from being perpetual, and deriving its subsistence from a paternal cause; for B as it receives an infinite power of being moved, from the appetible, through which it is moved *ad infinitum,* thus also it will entirely receive from thence an infinitive power of existing, through the proposition which says, that in a finite body there is not at any time an infinite power. Either therefore, it has not a power through which it is connected, and how is this possible? For every thing partible, has something impartible which connects it, as Aristotle himself somewhere says, and the universe also is an animal.* He therefore says that God is an eternal animal, but every animal is connected by the life which is in it. Or the universe has, indeed, a power which connects it, but this 1,268 power is finite. This, however, is impossible: for if it is finite, it will fail. Or it possesses an infinite power. And again, it will not have this from itself. Something else, therefore, imparts to it the power of existing, and imparts not the whole at once. For it is not receptive of the whole at one time. Hence it imparts this power by influx, and the influx is perpetual, and always as much as the world is able to receive. So that the world is always *becoming to be,* and never *is.*

But if intellect is the Demiurgus of the world, whether does it make that which it makes, by a reasoning process, or by its very being? If indeed by consulting, an absurdity follows. For there will be a mutation C about it, and the passions of a partial soul. It will not therefore consult. And if it should consult, it must entirely antecedently assume in itself the work about which it consults; just as every one does who consults
before he energizes. But if it makes by its very being, it makes that

t cf. Aristotle *De Mote Anim.* VI, 701al.
\% Fr. 257, vs.
\§ Aristotle *De Atom.* 968al ff.

which is similar to itself. And if it does this, it will contain the paradigms of the things that are generated. And again, we must investigate, whether these paradigms subsist primarily in it, or not, and whence it derives this paradigmatic cause of wholes. Farther still, after what manner do we see artificers that are here produce?* Is it not by possessing the reasons or productive principles of their effects? This, therefore, the daemoniacal Aristotle will also grant.* But if art imitates nature, it is necessary that nature, much prior to art, should contain the reasons of the things which she generates. And if nature this, we must enquire whence she is moved, and whence she is perfected? For she is irrational; and thus ascending, we must say that the causes of all things are in intellect. In opposition to Aristotle, indeed, much has been said by many; but our business, at present, is to explore what Plato says.

In the first place, therefore, let us investigate from what cause he introduces to generated natures the beautiful and the not beautiful, from the paradigm, and not from the producing cause. It might then have been said, that there are twofold demiurgic causes, *viz.* the generated and the intelligible, the latter being effective of beautiful things, but the former of things that are not beautiful. But Plato does not speak after this manner, but says that intelligible paradigms are the paradigms of beautiful effects, but generated paradigms, of such as are not beautiful. It may however be said, that what is here asserted contributes to erudition, exhorting us not to reject beautiful actions. For if he had said that what is generated, is not effective of beauty, perhaps he might have rendered us more sluggish with respect to beautiful actions. But it will be better and more physical, if we say that it is possible for the same effective cause to look to twofold paradigms, and to make a certain thing beautiful, and a certain thing not beautiful. For soul looking to intellect, generates truth and science, but looking to generation, she procreates imaginations, and passive appetites. But it is impossible for the same paradigm to be the cause of beautiful and not beautiful effects. Very properly therefore it is asserted, that from this cause beauty and deformity accede to generated natures. As the paradigm however of this universe is beautiful, it is evident that it is intelligible, and always subsists invariably the same; to which also the Demiurgus looking, adorns the universe. If, therefore, it is the supplier of beauty, it has the highest order among eternal beings, and belongs to the first intelligibles.
Hence the cause effective of beauty is there, through which all things are beautiful, intellect, soul, and the nature of body. Again, therefore, the Demiurgus, indeed, is the cause of form, but the paradigm of beauty, and *The Good* of union. And the last of these, supplies all things at once, but the paradigm is the supplier of beauty and form, and the demiurgic cause, so far as it is intellectual, of form and essence.

Moreover, the demiurgic cause looking to the intelligible is multiform. For the *whole* Demiurgus fabricates in one way looking to it. He, therefore, is united to it according to supreme transcendency. But the demiurgic triad fabricates in another way. And of this triad indeed, the first [*i.e.* Jupiter] fabricates uniformly; the second [*i.e.* Neptune] generatively, and the last [*i.e.* Pluto] convertively. And in one way in the ruling, in another in the liberated and in another, in the mundane order. But after this triad, we must survey fabrication proceeding after F a different manner to the many demiurgic Gods, who from these receive 1,270 and are allotted paternal powers. After these, also, it proceeds in one way to demiurgic angels, but in another to demiurgic daemons, the attendants of this order. Farther still, we must likewise survey the undefiled forms of life, which contribute to the demiurgic series, and the genera of partial souls, which follow the demiurgic choir. For the peculiarity and the mode of production, and of looking to the intelligible, extend differently to different natures, as far as to these. It is also necessary to admire this in Plato, that he does not say that what 83A is generated on account of an eternal paradigm is beautiful, but that what is generated by the Demiurgus who looks to it, is most beautiful; since that which is confused and disordered is generated, for it is visible and sensible. But every thing of this kind is and was generated, as he says further on,} receiving from the intelligible certain vestiges of forms prior to fabrication, and is not most beautiful, though it is in a certain respect beautiful, as with reference to the formless nature of matter. Hence that which is generated on account of an eternal paradigm, such for instance as that disorderly and confused nature, is not simply beautiful, but that which was generated by the Demiurgus looking to it. For from that confused nature the Demiurgus was absent; but the intelligible prior to the Demiurgus, illumined that disorderly essence. So far, however, as it was generated by the Demiurgus, it was also

f For aXXa here, it is necessary to read o/XXwc.
X For *irpoauovLov* in this place, we must read irpoc *muviov.*
§ 28b; 31b.

generated by the eternal paradigm, energizing on it through the
Demiurgus as a medium. And so far indeed as it was generated by the paradigm, it was invested with form, but so far as by the Demiurgus, it was arranged. For the Demiurgus is the cause of order; but the paradigm is simply the cause of form to its participants.

B Further still, from the paradigm itself the difference of demiurgic powers may be assumed. For some of these powers, indeed, looking to the whole of intelligibles, produce according to the whole of them; but others produce partially. And some, indeed, survey the whole of intelligibles through union; but others through intelligence. Some, again, do not produce according to the whole of the intelligible; but some are divided according to the four primary causes; others proceed into a greater number; and others make the last forms the paradigms of their productions. Hence through these, there is one shepherd of men, but another of horses, as Plato says in the *Politicus,* and in a similar manner in other forms. As the demiurgic series therefore is various, and there are different paradigms of different things, some of which are more total, but others more partial, Timaeus very properly does not say, that he who uses this intelligible paradigm, makes that which is generated to be beautiful, but he who uses a paradigm of this kind. In the intelligible paradigms therefore, the part is in a certain respect the whole, on account of the union of intelligibles; and the multitude is most similar to the monad, through the domination of sameness. Since also the whole Demiurgus looks indeed to the intelligible and all-perfect animal, but employs the paradigm which is in himself, possessing intellectually the intelligible; which paradigm also is such as the intelligible through similitude to it, but is of a more partial nature; hence Timaeus adds the words a certain to a thing of this kind. For these intelligibles participate of the eternal paradigm, and are more partial than all-perfect animal. Hence, too, he calls idea, n, a certain thing, assimilating that which is generated to the paradigm. But fabrication imparts essences and powers to the things that are generated. Why, however, of eternal being does he say "employing a paradigm of this kind," but of that which is generated, he no longer adds the expression "of this kind," but instead of this, adduces the term generated? Is it not because the intelligible has something similar to itself, as having the highest rank, but that which is generated being the last of things, has nothing else similar to itself? For that which is produced on account of it, is generated, and to this the dissimilar is appropriate; but to the intelligible, the similar, the same, and every thing of this kind, is allied. And thus much concerning these particulars. But the term always must be conjoined to a subsistence according to sameness, in order that there may be that which looks to a nature always possessing a sameness of subsistence. For thus the

t *Politicus* 267d.
philosopher Porphyry properly decides. For Timaeus does not say that
the Demiurgus in fabricating all things, always beholds, as Atticus
D thought, but that the intelligible always subsists after the same manner.
1,272 Unless it should be said, that on this account he assumes the beholding
always, lest by seeing at one time, but at another not, he should latently
introduce into his production, that which is not beautiful. The
Demiurgus, therefore, looks to that which is eternal, in order that he
may produce that which is similar to it, and beautiful.

28b "Let therefore this universe be denominated by us, all heaven, or the
world, or whatever other appellation it may be especially adapted to
receive."

This is the last of the axioms, giving a name to the subject [of
discussion] conformably to geometricians, when they speak about the
gnomon in parallelograms. For they say any one thing consisting of two
complements is to be called a gnomon.* For since* Plato intends to call
the same thing both heaven and the world, in order that you may not
think he disturbs the doctrine, by employing at different times different
names, he previously determines something about the names. For it
must be observed that these names had great ambiguity with the
ancients; some of them calling the sublunary region alone the world, but
E the region above it, heaven; but others denominating heaven a part of
the world. And some defined it to extend as far as to the moon; but
others called the summits of generation heaven:

The wide­spread heav'n in aether and the clouds
Fell to the lot of Jove.

Iliad xv, 192.

Hence Plato very properly determines concerning these names, prior to
the whole theory, calling the universe heaven and the world, and saying
1,273 all heaven, that you may not fancy he says, a divine body alone is
denominated by us the world, or by whatever other name it may rejoice to
be called. And it seems, indeed, that he calls the universe heaven,
f Euclid Elements of Geometry, element 2, def. 2.
% For £7Ti yap here, read eiret yap.

conformably to the opinion of all men, but the world, according to his
own opinion. For he says, let it be called by us heaven and the world.
For the name of world is adapted to it as a certain fabrication;* though
it is also possible to call it both heaven and the world: heaven, indeed,
as beholding the things above, as surveying the intelligible, and as
participating of an intellectual essence; but the world, as being filled and
adorned by truly existing beings. It may also be called heaven, as being
converted [to its principle], but the world as proceeding from it. For it is generated by, and is converted to real being. But as of statues established by the telestic art, some things pertaining to them are manifest,* but others are inwardly concealed, being symbolical of the presence of the Gods, and which are only known to the mystic artists themselves;0 after the same manner, the world being a statue of the intelligible,0 and perfected by the father, has indeed some things which are visible indications of its divinity; but others, which are the invisible impressions of the participation of being** received by it from the father who gave it perfection, in order that** through these it may be eternally rooted in real being. Heaven, indeed, and the world, are names significant of the powers in the universe; the latter so far as it proceeds 84A from the intelligible, but the former so far as it is converted to it. It is however necessary to know that the divine name of its abiding power, and which is a symbol of the impression of the Demiurgus, according to which it does not proceed out of being, is ineffable and arcane, and known only to the Gods themselves. For there are names adapted to every order of things; those indeed that are adapted to divine natures being divine, to the objects of dianoia, being dianoetic, and to

the objects of opinion, doxastic. This also Plato says in the Cratylus, where he embraces what is asserted by Homer on this subject, who admits that names of the same things with the Gods, are different from those that subsist in the opinions of men,

1,274 Xanthus by Gods, by men Scamander call'd. 

Iliad xx, 74.

And, 

Which the Gods Chalcis, men Cymindis call.* 

Iliad xiv, 291.

And in a similar manner in many other names. For as the knowledge of the Gods is different from that of partial souls, thus also the names of the one are different from those of the other; since divine names
unfold the whole essence of the things named, but those of men only partially come into contact with them. Plato therefore knowing that this pre-exists in the world, omits the divine and ineffable name itself, which is different from the apparent name, and with the greatest caution introduces it as a symbol of the divine impression which the world contains. For the words, "or whatever other appellation," and "it may receive," are a latent hymn of the mundane name, as ineffable, and allotted a divine essence; in order that it may be co-ordinate to what is signified by it. Hence, also, divine mundane names are delivered by Theurgists; some of which are called by them ineffable, but others effable; and some being significant of the invisible powers in the world, but others of the visible elements from which it derives its completion. Through these things, therefore, as hypotheses, the mundane form, the demiurgic cause and paradigm, and the apparent and unapparent name of the world, are delivered. And the former name indeed is duadic, but the latter monadic. For the words "whatever other" are significant of oneness. You may also consider the ineffable name of the universe, [as significant] of its abiding in the father; but the name world, as indicative of its progression; and heaven, of its conversion. But through the three, you have the final cause, on account of which it is full of C good; abiding ineffably, proceeding perfectly, and converting itself to The Good as the antecedent object of desire. It is fit, however, to engage in

t Craiylus 391d - 392a.
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the discussion of the rest of the theory, terminating what follows by the principles.

28b "In the first place, therefore, that as an hypothesis, must be considered 1,275 respecting it, which ought in the beginning to be surveyed about every thing."

After the prayer, the exhortation to the auditors, and the delivery of the hypotheses, nothing else remains than to dispose the whole discussion conformably to the hypotheses themselves. Of this, however, that head is the leader, whether the world was generated, or is unbegotten, having no beginning of generation. For in what was asserted prior to the hypotheses, Timaeus said,* "It is necessary that we who are about to speak concerning the universe, whether it was generated or is unbegotten, should invoke the Gods and Goddesses," as from hence commencing the theory. And in the hypotheses,* "What that is which is always being, but is without generation, and what that is which is generated, but is never [real] being," were the things which were first assumed. This therefore must first be considered, as it was the first thing
supposed in the principles. It is necessary, however, as Socrates
D says in the Phaedrus,) respecting every thing, to consider in the first
place what it is. But this is the form of the object of investigation. And
the generated and the unbegotten give distinction to the mundane form.
So that this is very properly thought to be the first thing that deserves
an appropriate consideration, to which also Timaeus immediately after
this directs his attention. But since most of the Platonists understand by
the words peri pantos, that Plato means about every thing, conformably
to what is said in the Phaedrus, but Porphyry understands the words as
signifying about the universe, it being fit to speak first concerning the
universe, and to show whether it is naturally unbegotten or generated, -
it is requisite to know that the former interpretation has in a greater
degree the spontaneous. For to assume to pantos for to peri tou pantos,
is a forced assumption.

That, however, these things are simply to be investigated concerning
ey every thing, we may previously assume from common conceptions, and
1.276 the first hypotheses. The addition also of "whether the universe always
was, having no beginning of generation, or whether it was generated"
t27c.
* 27d.
§ Phaedrus 237b - c.

shows that what is said is asserted more generally of the universe. For
with reference to the world, it is demonstrated that it has a beginning
of generation, and that it is visible and tangible, but not with reference
to the universe. This, therefore, is manifest. But since it is also
E necessary to discover in the first place the mundane form, whether it is
to be arranged among eternal, or among generated natures, let us see
what arguments the philosopher employs, and follow him in his
demonstrations "whether it always was, having no beginning of
generation, or was generated from a certain principle;"* for we shall find
that he uses all the dialectic* methods in the hypotheses. Thus he
divides being from that which is generated, and definitively and also
analytically assigns what each of them is. For he recurs from generated
natures to the demiurgic and paradigmatic causes of them. Moreover,
having indicated to us the truth concerning ineffable and effable names,
in perfect conformity to the doctrine of Pythagoras, who said that
number was the wisest of things, but that he was the next in wisdom
who gave names to things, - he afterwards converts himself to the
demonstrations of the problems concerning the world. And in the first
place, he endeavours to find the form of it, and whether it must be
admitted to be a portion of perpetual being, or of a generated nature.
And on this account he inquires whether it has a certain principle of
generation, or has none, not asking whether it belongs to eternal beings,
or to generated natures; for he might have said that it was a medium F between both these, in the same manner as soul. But he asks whether it always was, having no principle whatever of generation, or whether it was in some way or other generated, in order that he might apprehend the medium between both these to be that which a certain principle of generation, and yet always is. Afterwards having shown that the world is alone generated according to its body, he grants it according to a certain other thing to be unbegotten, according to which also it is a God, as will be evident as we proceed.

Such therefore being the inquiry, Plutarch, Atticus, and many other of 1,277 the Platonists, conceiving the generation here mentioned to be temporal, 85A say that the inquiry is, whether the world is unbegotten or generated

f 28b. We have added the quotation marks in conformity to the original text. - PT. X As the dialectic of Plato is perfectly scientific, as we have shown in the notes on the Parmenides, and employs the dividing, defining, analysing, and demonstrative methods, it is evident that instead of duskoypucmc; ixeBodoiq in this place, we should read litaXfKrocaic neBoSoig. This is also evident from what follows.
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according to time. For they assert that prior to the fabrication of the world, there was a disorderly motion. But time entirely subsists together with motion; so that there was time prior to the universe. Time, however,* was also generated together with the universe, being the number of the motion of the universe; so that the former time was prior to the fabrication of the world, being the number of a disorderly motion. But the interpreters of Plato that follow Crantor, say that the world is said to be generated, as being produced by another cause, and not being self-begotten, nor self-subsistent. And Plotinus,* and the philosophers after Plotinus, viz. Porphyry and Iamblichus, say that the composite nature is here called that which is generated, and that with this,5 generation from another cause is co-subsistent.

We however say, that all these assertions are most true; and that the world is generated, both as a composite, and as being indigent of other causes to its existence. For every thing which has interval is a thing of this kind, and that which is sensible, is allotted such a nature as this. We think it fit however, that these philosophers should look to other generated natures, I mean time and soul, survey what is common in them, and extend it to these significations, and say, that [real] being indeed is that, which eternally possesses a stable essence, power and energy. But that which is simply, or absolutely generated, is that which receives all these according to time. And that which is in a certain respect generated, possesses its energy in motion and extension. For it has been before observed by us, D that Plato defined the extremes to be,
that which is simply perpetual being, and that which is simply generated. But in what is here said, he comprehends the media. Hence, that which does not possess at once, the whole of its essence, or energy established in unity, is denominated generated. A thing of this kind also, entirely subsists through generation, and its existence is generated, or becoming to be, but is not [real] being. This sensible world likewise, time among things that are moved, and the transitive intelligence of souls, are things of this kind. But it is manifest that all motion subsists according to a part, and that the whole of it is not at once.

1,278 If, however, the essence of the world has generation, and the perpetuity of it subsists according to temporal infinity, some one by

* Plotinus Ennead V, 9, 3.
§ For TOVTO here, it is necessary to read TOVTU.
D 72D supra, p. 219.

C considering this may syllogize as follows: First, that it is necessary between things that are eternally perpetual, and things which are generated in a part of time, the medium should be an hypostasis which is generated infinitely. And that this should be twofold, either having the whole perpetual, through the whole of time, but the parts in the parts of time, as is the case with these elements, or having both the whole and the parts co-extended with the perpetuity of the whole of time, as is the case with the celestial bodies. For there is not the same perpetuity according to eternity and the whole of time; since neither is there the same infinity of time and eternity, because eternity and time are not the same. In the second place, that what is measured by eternity, and exists in eternity, is necessarily impartible. For how can that which is partible be fixed, and have its essence established in the impartible? In the third place, that soul energizes according to time, and that body subsists entirely in time. For the energy of soul is nearer to eternal natures, than the essence of body. What is it then, by which we may infer that the essence of the celestial bodies is thus perpetual according to time? It is this, that it cannot be separated from the cause that adorns it.1 For this makes it evident that it is allotted a renovated D perpetuity, and is always generated from a source external to itself. For if it received the whole of its proper essence from itself, it would be sufficient to itself, separate from that which makes it, and imparts to it essence. The intention indeed of Plato is to show, that the world is simply generated, as having its essence, power, and energy, and also its perpetuity co-extended with the whole of time. But he inquires from the first, whether it is eternal being, or belongs to things which are perfected by time. For the expression always was, signifies with Plato the intelligible, as we have before observed. If, however, he says further 1,279 on,* that the term was is not adapted to eternal natures, but the term is,
we must not be disturbed. For prior to a distinct evolution, he follows
the accustomed mode of speaking. Hence also, when celebrating the
Demiurgus he says,5 "he was good," though the Demiurgus ranks among
eternal natures. And speaking of the paradigm, he collects both these
together at once: for he says,0 "The nature of animal itself therefore was
being eternal;" together with aionios ousa being eternal, assuming to
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etunchane was. And in addition to all that has been said, because the
E power of every finite body is not infinite, as Aristotle has demonstrated,
but eternity is an infinite power, hence every finite body is incapable of
receiving eternity. It is necessary therefore that it should not always be,
but should always be generated, or becoming to be, receiving as much as
possible a flowing existence.

Being therefore, as I have said, and perpetual being manifest the
eternal. But "that which was generated," signifies the being allotted an
hypostasis, measured by time, such as is a sensible nature, which also is
apprehended by opinion in conjunction with sense. It has however been
already said by us, that the intelligible is self-subsistent and eternal; but
that the sensible nature is produced by something different from itself,
and is co-subsistent with time. For the eternal in number is one thing,
and the temporal another. And the former is in number, but the latter
is generated in number. For to the former eternity is conjoined, but to
the latter time. That which is generated likewise, though it is said to be
perpetual, has an hypostasis co-extended with all time, and which is
always generated, and always adorned by its producing cause. If
therefore, perpetual being manifests the eternal, but that which has a
principle of generation signifies that which is produced by another cause;
for such is that which is always generated; but Plato always inquires,
F whether the world always was, or has the principle of a certain
generation; - this being the case, an inquiry of this kind will be the same
as an investigation, whether the world belongs to eternal natures, or to
things which are generated according to the whole of time; and whether
it belongs to self-subsistent natures, or to things which are adorned by
another cause.

Farther still, that which is generated belongs to things which are
multifariously predicated. For this very thing which has a temporal
1,280 beginning, and is so much spoken of, is called generated, whether it
arrives at being through generation, or without generation, as Aristotle
says.* Every thing likewise which proceeds from a cause, is called
86A generated, that also which is essentially a composite, and that which has
a generable nature [or which is naturally capable of being generated] though it should not have been generated; such as is that which has a visible nature, though it should not be seen. That which is generated therefore, being predicated multifariously, and which is generated

t We have changed the original printing here, substituting the word 'and' for the word 'that'. PT.

grounded to time, has all the generations. For it proceeds from a cause, is a composite, and has a generable nature. It does not, however, entirely follow that what is generated after another manner, has all the generations. [If therefore Plato had inquired whether the universe has all the generations,] or not all,† we should say that he investigated whether it is generated according to time, or has not a temporal principle of generation. Since, however, this is not the case, but he asks whether it has no principle whatever of generation, or has a certain principle of it, he renders it manifest to those who have the smallest degree of intelligence, that he does not doubt about its temporal beginning, but whether the universe, since there are many generations, has a certain principle of generation. For if it has no principle whatever of generation, it belongs to eternal and self-subsistent natures, in which there is not generation, because neither is there time. For though we sometimes speak of generations of the Gods,* yet we say this indicating their ineffable progression, and the difference of secondary natures with reference to the causes of them. Theologists, however, previously subverting all such doubts, in order that the generations of the Gods may be rationally devised by them, call the first principle of things Time,5 because it is fit that where there is generation, time should precede, according to which and on account of which generation subsists. With these, therefore, cause and time are the same; since also with them progression is the same as generation. That however which is truly generated, is that which does not generate itself, but is generated 1,281 by another, becomes the image of another thing, is composed of many dissimilar things, and always receives a renovated hypostasis; with which also time is conjoined. It likewise has a never-failing generation, coextending with the infinity of time, and is always becoming to be one and the same in number, but is not one according to an eternal subsistence. But that which is thus generated you may say proceeds from non-being. For that which is self-subsistent, being generated by itself, does not proceed from non-being. For though you may divide it C by conception into cause and effect, yet it proceeds from being. For the maker and that which is made are one, so that it proceeds from the being of itself. Hence also it is eternal, never at any time deserting itself.

† It seems that the following words are wanting in this place in the original: ei
But that which is alone from another thing, subsists from non-being, because it no longer is when separated from its cause; and the cause is different from the effect.

Thus, therefore, the physical axiom* may be adapted according to analogy to this generated nature: and that which is always generated and illuminated by being, to that which is always in time. But this is evident; for if you take away the maker, the universe is immediately imperfect; which is likewise the case with every thing that is still generated. At one and the same time, however, the universe is generated and perfect, and is always generated. Hence also its perpetuity and its perfection, are according to the whole of time. For time was generated together with the heaven [or the universe],* not a part of time, but all time: so that the heaven is generated in an infinite time, and is never-failing both with respect to beginning and end, in the same manner as time. Thus, therefore, it is also said to have a principle of generation, and to originate from a certain other principle. And in the first place, indeed, it originates as he says from the most proper principle, the final.

For from this, the generating cause commences the generation of the world. In the next place, the generation of the world subsists with reference to the final principle, and as the world is always becoming to be, it is beginning to be generated, and possesses the end of it, through generation in the whole of time. For with respect to the world, *it was generated, is not one thing, and *it is generated another; as neither is the beginning of it one thing, and the end another. That, therefore, which is generated in a part of time, begins at one time, and is perfected at another; *but that which is generated in the whole of time is always beginning, and is always perfect. And is has indeed, a certain principle of generation, which is perfected by something different from itself, but it has not a certain principle, as not having the beginning of a certain partial time. For since generation is multifarious, the principle also of it is multifarious. So that the generation which subsists through the whole of timeD is a certain generation, and this principle is the principle of a certain, and not of all generation. What therefore is this kind of generation? That which has both the beginning* and the end contracted
together [so as to be simultaneous]. Because therefore the world is a body, it is generated, and has a principle or beginning of generation. Through both, however, it is rising into existence, and is perfect according to generation, was generated, is always becoming to be, and is generated. For these do not* subsist at one and the same time, in things which are generated in a part of time. Thus for instance the motion of the heavens, not being generated in a part of time, is always, as Aristotle says,5 in the end; but this is not the case with motions on the earth.

28b-c "It was generated. For it is visible and tangible, and has a body. But all such things are sensible. And sensibles are apprehended by opinion in conjunction with sense, and appear to be things which are becoming to be, and are generated."

As the Demiurgus of wholes looking to himself, and always abiding in his own accustomed manner, produces the whole world, totally and at once collectively, and with eternally invariable sameness; for he does not make at one time, and at another not, lest he should depart from 1,283 eternity; after the same manner also Timaeus, being converted to himself, delivers the whole theory, recurring to intellect from dianoia, and proceeding into a reasoning process from intellect; doubting, therefore, and interrogating himself, he energizes according to the self-motive nature of soul; but in answering he imitates the projecting energy of intellect. For he first comprehends the dogma in one word gegone, it was generated, and proclaims the conclusion prior to the demonstration, directly after the manner of those who energize enthusiastically. For these see the whole collectively, and contract in intellect the end prior to the egress, perceiving all things at once. But syllogizing, he descends from intellect to logical progressions, and the investigation through demonstration of the nature of the world. Hence, in a manner perfectly divine, he shows from the hypotheses the whole form of the universe. For if the world is visible and tangible, and has a body, but that which is visible and tangible, and has a body, is sensible, and that which is sensible is apprehended by opinion in conjunction with sense, and is generated, the world therefore is generated. Hence he shows this
demonstratively from the definition, according to a conversion* of the 87A definition; since geometricians also use demonstrations of this kind* And thus much concerning the form of the words.

Since, however, as we have said, he asks whether the universe is
eternal, or has a certain principle of generation, he answers, \textit{it was generated.} From this, therefore, it is evident that he gives a \textit{certain} generation to the world: for this was the other part of the before-mentioned opposition. If, however, this be the case, he establishes the universe remote from temporal generation; for if the world has a \textit{certain}, and not \textit{every} principle of generation, but that which is generated in time has the principle of every generation, the world was not generated in time. Farther still, let us also consider the wonderful hypotheses of Atticus, who says that what was moved in a confused and disorderly manner is unbegotten, but that the world was generated in time, and let us speak concerning this assertion, "\textit{it was generated.}" Since, therefore, 1,284 Atticus admits that there is a cause of generation, let us see what the nature of this cause is according to him; for the world is visible and tangible. Whether, therefore, was every thing sensible generated in time, B or not every thing? If indeed every thing, then that which was moved in a confused and disorderly manner will be generated in time: for he says that this also was visible. But if not every thing, then the reasoning of Atticus is unsyllogistic and conclusive of nothing. Unless he should say, indeed, that the world is visible and tangible, but that what was moved in a confused and disorderly manner, is not now visible, but was so prior to the fabrication of the world; since Plato also speaks in this manner when he says, D \textit{every such thing as was visible, and was moved in a confused and disorderly manner.} But in the words before us he says, \textit{for it is visible and tangible, and has a body.} He shows therefore that every thing which \textit{is} visible and tangible, was generated, but not that which \textit{was} visible and tangible.0 Though, therefore, these things should be asserted by Atticus; for the man is skilful in defending what he advances; it must be said in answer to him, that there is nothing of this kind in the definition of that which is generated, but it is simply

\[\text{\textit{enrpwriv}}\] here, it is necessary to read \textit{ano~Tp<\textit{xjyriv}.} \\$ See this explained farther on. \\$ \textit{Feyove} is omitted here in the original. \\* \textit{Tim. 30a.} \\*0 cf. \textit{Rep. I, 336b.}

said, that every thing generated is the object of opinion in conjunction with irrational sense. So that if there is any thing which is entirely sensible, such thing will be generated. But every thing visible is sensible; and therefore that which is moved in a confused and disorderly manner, is generated. In addition to which we may also say* that Plato calls this very disorderly thing itself generated. For he says that prior to the C generation of the world, there were three things, being, place and generation,* subsisting in the vestiges of forms. Hence that disorderly nature was generated, as well as that which is visible. It is not proper therefore to say that it was unbegotten according to time, and that the
universe was generated; but either both were generated according to Plato, or both were unbegotten. For both are similarly said by him to be visible and generated. If however both were generated, the world prior to being generated such as it now is was changed into the confused: for to a contrary, the generation is entirely from a contrary.5

And if he who made the world is good, how is it possible he should not adapt it in a beautiful manner, or that having beautifully adapted it, he should corrupt it? But if he is not good, how not being good, did he make it to be arranged and adorned? For it is the province of a good being to adorn and arrange other things. If, however, being visible and generated, it is not generated according to time, it is not necessary immediately to make the universe to be generated in time, because it is visible and generated. And thus much against Atticus.

But let us recur to our principles, and discuss the affair as follows: Whether is the world perpetual being, in the same manner as the eternal, D or is it not eternal, but consubsistent with time? And whether is it self-subsistent, or produced0 by another? Such then is the inquiry. But the answer is, that it is produced by another, and is consubsistent with time. A thing of this kind however, is generated. For if it has a composite form, it has a generation according to the composition. And if it alone subsists from another cause, it is generated, as not being itself productive of itself. If likewise it is not

° eternal, it has the whole of its hypostasis according to time. For it is fabricated on account of another, and is generated as a flowing image of being. Hence, as that which is composite is to that which is simple, and as time is to eternity, so is generation to essence. If, therefore, a simple and uniform essence is eternal, the essence which is composite, multiform, and conjoined with time, is generation. For it is divinely said by Plato, that the world originated from a certain principle. For that which is generated in a portion of time began from a temporal, from a producing, from a final, from a material, and from a formal cause. For since principle is multifariously predicated that which was once generated has a beginning of generation according to all these causes. The world however originated from a certain, and not from every principle. What therefore E is this principle? You must not say it is a temporal principle. For that which originates from this is also allotted the principle of generation from all the rest. But it originated from that principle, in which he afterwards instructs us,* I mean the most proper, or the final principle.

---
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For it was generated on account of \textit{The Good}; and this is the principle from which its generation originated. He says therefore that this is the most proper principle, so that this may be called the principle of the generation of the world. Hence in the first place he shows that the world is generated from its composition; for it is visible and tangible. These, therefore, are the extremes of the universe. For heaven is visible, but earth is tangible. And visibility is in earth so far as it participates of light; and tangibility in heaven, so far as a terrestrial nature is antecedently comprehended in it according to cause. But the world is simply [visible and tangible],* and has a body in order that you may also assume the middle plentitudes which it contains. And this again is asserted by Plato conformably to the oracle, which says: \textit{It is an imitation of intellect, but that which is fabricated has something of body.} Thus far, therefore, as the universe has something corporeal, it is generated; for according to this it is visible and tangible. But every thing visible and tangible, is sensible; \textit{for sense is touching and seeing.} That however which is sensible is the object of opinion, as being mingled from sensibles, and not able to preserve the purity of intelligible forms. But every thing of this kind is generated, as having a composite essence.

Plato, therefore, does not subvert the perpetuity of the universe, as some who follow the Aristotelian hypotheses fancy he does.* And that this is true we may easily learn from hence. He says that time was generated together with the heaven or universe.* If therefore time is perpetual, the universe also is perpetual. But if the universe had a temporal beginning, then time also had a temporal beginning, which is of all things the most impossible. They say, however, that time is twofold, the one disorderly, but the other proceeding according to number. For motion is twofold, the one kind disorderly and confused, but the other orderly and elegant. But there is a time co-ordinate to each of these motions. That a body, however, may be moved equably or anomalously is possible; but it is impossible to conceive an equable and anomalous time. For thus the essence of time will be a composite. And why do I say this? For when the motion is anomalous, time is equable. There are now, therefore, many motions; and some are swifter, but others slower, and one is more equable than another; but there is one continued time of all these, and which proceeds according to number. Hence it is not right, thus to make a twofold time. If, however, time is one and continued; if indeed it is unbegotten, the universe also is unbegotten, which is consubsistent with time. But if it was generated, an absurdity will follow; since time, in order that it may
be generated, will be in want of time, and this, though it does not yet exist. For when time was generated, time was not yet.

Farther still, Plato conjoins the soul of the universe immediately on its being generated, with body, and does not give to it life prior to the corporeal-formed nature, but as soon as it is constituted incloses it in body. Moreover, he says that soul ranks among beings that always exist. If, therefore, he makes body and soul to be consubstant, but soul always exists, according to him body also is perpetual. For that which is at once consubstant with the perpetual, is unbegotten. Again, Timaeus here says, that the soul was generated; but Socrates in the Phaedrus says, it is unbegotten. Hence, he after another manner calls
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that generated, which is clearly unbegotten according to time. Farther still, he says that the world is incorruptible, which is also granted by those who oppose him. But in the Republic he clearly asserts,* or rather the Muses, that every thing generated is necessarily corrupted, assuming in this place generation according to time. From these things, therefore, you may understand what I say: for the world is thus demonstrated to be unbegotten. For if the world is incorruptible, but nothing which is 1,288 generated according to time is incorruptible, the world is not generated according to time. What occasion is there, however, for these syllogisms? For Plato in the Laws clearly says,* that time is infinite C according to the past, and that in this infinity there have been myriads on myriads of barren and fertile periods of men. For investigating the beginning of a polity, from which cities change into virtue and vice, he adds: "But you will say, from whence? I indeed think from the length and infinity of time, and the mutations which take place in a thing of this kind." Or rather we may argue from what is in our hands, a little prior to this, we may hear him saying,5 that "where there is neither extreme heat or cold, there the race of men always exists more or less numerous." But if the race of men always exists, the universe also is necessarily perpetual.

Again, therefore, if the Demiurgus ranks among eternal beings, he does not at one time fabricate, and at another not. For if he did, he would not have an invariable sameness of subsistence, and immutability. But
if he always fabricates, that which is fabricated by him always exists.
For why, being willingly at rest for an infinite time, did he at length
convert himself to fabrication? Was it because he apprehended it to be
better? But was he, prior to this, ignorant that it was better or not?
For it is absurd, being intellect, that he should be ignorant; since there
will be about him both ignorance and knowledge. But if he knew this,
why did he not before begin to generate and produce the world? And
if it was better, why did he not persevere in this energy, if it be lawful
so to speak? For it is not holy to conceive that, being intellect and a
God, he would pursue that which is less instead of that which is more
beautiful. It is necessary, however, to admit these things, if the world
is generated according to time, and is not consubsistent with the infinity

of time.* Those also appear to me to sin against the Demiurgus of the
world, in another way, who say that the world once was not. For if it
once was not, there was a time in which the Demiurgus did not make
it. For that which is made, and that which makes, subsist together. But
if there was a time in which he did not make, he was then a maker in
capacity. And if he was in capacity, he was imperfect, and afterwards
1,289 perfect when he made. If, however, there is prior and posterior about
him, it is evident that he does not belong to natures which energize
eternally; but that he passes from not making according to time, to
making. Moreover, he produces time. How therefore having an energy
which is in want of time, does he produce it through this energy? For
he once produced time, of which he is indigent, in order that by his
effective energy he may produce time. This, therefore, cannot be
otherwise.

After this opinion, however, let us direct our attention to Severus, who
says that the world simply considered is indeed perpetual, but that this
E which now exists, and is thus moved, was generated. For there are
twofold circulations, as the Elean guest has shown;* one of which is that
which the universe now circumvolves, but the other the contrary to it.
The world therefore is generated, and originated from a certain principle,
which is the cause of this circulation. But simply considered it is not
generated. This interpretation, however, we shall oppose, by observing,
that it is not proper to transfer fabulous enigmas to physiology. For
how is it possible that the soul which moves the universe, should be
weary, and change the ancient circulation? How also is the universe
perfect, and sufficient to itself, if it desires mutation? How can there be
an alternate change of circulations, when both that which is moved, and
that which moves, preserve their proper habit? And how does Timaeus
say, 5 that the circulation of the nature which is characterized by sameness, is moved to the right hand, according to the demiurgic will, but that which is characterized by difference, to the left hand? For if it is necessary that the works of the Demiurgus should remain invariably the same, and be perpetual, it is likewise necessary that the circulations should be always the same; and that the period characterized by sameness should be moved to the right hand, but that which is characterized by difference, to the left.* For they proceeded at one and the same time from the Demiurgus, and were allotted this circulation.

F Farther still, is it not necessary, that inequability must thus be introduced to the motion of the universe? For every thing which is about to cease from its former motion, and to pass on to another, hastens to the contrary, i.e. to rest, and causes the preceding motion to waste away. For if it continued fixed in the same energy, what is the cause of the second circulation?* By no means, therefore, are these interpretations which are not physical to be admitted. Nor again, must such explanations be adopted, though they are more rational, as those which ascribe generation to the world, in conception only. For thus we may also infer according to conception, and not according to truth, that there is a Demiurgus of the universe. For from admitting that the world was generated, it is demonstrated that there is a producing and demiurgic cause of it. Or it may be said, that the universe is admitted to be generated for the sake of perspicuity, and the doctrinal method, in order that we may learn what the numerous goods are, of which it participates, from the demiurgic providence. For this is indeed in a certain respect true, yet is not sufficient to the theory of Plato. For the perspicuous, says Iamblichus, is venerable, when it is adapted to science. For admitting also that the universe is perpetual, it is possible to point out the goods imparted to it by the Gods. And thus much in opposition to these interpretations.

Again, however, let us show from the beginning, after what manner the universe is said to be generated. For it is neither so according to time, through the before mentioned arguments, nor simply because it proceeds from a cause; since it is not sufficient to say this. For intellect also is from the first cause, and all things after The One are from a cause, B yet all things are not generated. For where does the eternal subsist, if all things are generated? For The One is prior to eternity. After what manner therefore, it may be said, is the universe generated? As that which now is always becoming to be, and at the same time always was
becoming to be, or rising into existence. For it is not that which is
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partial. Body therefore, \textit{[i.e. partial body]} is not only generated, but
there is also a time when it was generated. But the whole world alone
subsists in \textit{becoming to be}, and is not at the same time that which \textit{was}
generated. It is also according to Aristotle* always in the end, \textit{the always}
being temporal, according to temporal infinity. For as the solar-form
light proceeds from its proper fountain, thus also the world is always
generated, and always produced, and is always becoming to be, and at
1,291 the same time always was so. As a composite likewise it is generated.
For all composition is generation. But if it always composed, it was
always becoming to be, with which to be generated concurs. And it
appears to me that Plato knowing this, says \textit{it was generated} instead of
it is generated, just as of \textit{[real] being}, he says it was, instead of it is: for
his words are "\textit{whether it always was.}"* For as in the intelligible, the
was and is are the same; for all things are there according to sameness,
since all things are in \textit{the now}, which is more impartible than the now
C which is according to time; thus also \textit{it is generated} and \textit{it was generated}
proceed to the same thing in every sensible nature. For it was generated,
as that which always was becoming to be, and as generated, it is. But
that a thing generated, when it is assumed according to a certain time,
does not indicate that which is simply a composite, is evident from its
opposite. For to this Plato opposes perpetual being. If, therefore,
perpetual being manifests that which is simple, we must say that what
is alone a composite is generated. But if eternal being signified that
which is always according to time, that which is originating from a
certain thing, would be said to be becoming to be. For that which is
generated is not opposed to the eternal, so far as it is generated, but so
far as it participates of time; on which account also it is generated. That
perpetual being, however, \textit{[or that which always is,]} manifests the
eternal, is evident; since the Demiurgus also who produces time, is called
perpetual being, and the paradigm likewise is thus denominated. Hence,
it signifies an eternal hypostasis, and not that which participates of
temporal perpetuity.

Some one, however, who acknowledges this may nevertheless doubt,
why we have before said that the world is generated, from having a
body? For as there are in it a body, which is alone generated, a divine
soul, which always is, and a divine intellect prior to this, why do we say
that it is generated on account of its body, and not denominate it


% Tim. 28b.

1,292 unbegotten, on account of its soul, or its intellect? It is said, therefore, D that the whole world is every where characterized from form, and not from the subject nature. For do we not call Socrates mortal, though he has an immortal soul, because the animal which is in him is mortal? If, however, you say that we now consider the corporeal-formed nature of the universe, not yet co-arranged with soul, you will speak rightly. But when you see it animated and endued with intellect, you may call it a God. For thus Plato in the *Republic* calls it a *divine generated thing.* But in this dialogue, he thinks fit to denominate the world, a blessed God.* In the very words also before us, he in a greater degree celebrates the universe. For as he is about to call that which is unbegotten [viz. soul] generated, though he attributes an unbegotten subsistence to eternal natures, thus also he calls the world generated. For it is not when denominated generated, diminished by a juxtaposition with the eternal. He likewise conjoins the *becoming to be of it,* with it was generated; in order that as all or the universe, he may evince that it is perfect and being, but as having its essence in time, that it is generation. And E according to its corporeal-formed nature, he calls it, generation.5 omitting the divine powers in it, through which it is happy, and is called a God.

Moreover, the demonstration is worthy of admiration, viz. how scientifically it proceeds from the definition. Hence also, he inverts the order. For in the hypotheses indeed, he defined that which is generated to be the object of opinion; but to the demonstration of that which is generated, he assumes the converse, in order that he may make the definition to be the middle term, as in demonstrations is perfectly requisite. For this will cause what is said to be truly a demonstration. For opinion through0 possessing the reasons of generated natures, introduces the order of causes with reference to them. Hence it appears to me that Plato is not satisfied with the term sensible in order to 1.293 demonstrate that the world is generated, but adds also that what is sensible is the object of opinion; since sense indeed knows the energy of sensibles, in consequence of suffering by them, but opinion knows also their essences. For it antecedently comprehends the reasons of them.
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In order, therefore, that he might evince the essence of sensibles to be generated, he forms his demonstration from that which is the object of opinion. Farther still, his not adding *that which is destructible to that which is generated*, shows his reverential conceptions of the world; though it is in a certain respect true that the world is destructible, as we have before said. At the same time, this exhibits to us the caution and reverence of Plato: for having that which is consequent [to the being generated], yet he does not add it; which he ought to admire who thinks that the world was generated according to Plato in time. For this generated nature which he calls the object of opinion, is at the same time destructible; but the world is not destructible at the same time that it is generated. Hence the world is both destructible and incorruptible, yet the philosopher does not call it both these according to the same; for this would be ridiculous; but he calls it incorruptible, in the same 90A manner as unbegotten, according to time. For if that which is generated according to time, is corruptible, as it is said to be in the *Republic*, that which is incorruptible is unbegotten. But the world is destructible, as not being able to connect itself. For as that which is corporeal so far as pertains to itself is alter-motive, or moved by another, thus also so far as pertains to itself it is destructible, in consequence of being connected by something else. For no body is either generative or connective of itself; since every thing which generates, makes; but every thing which makes is incorporeal. For though *it should be a body*, yet it makes by incorporeal powers. Every thing, therefore, which generates is incorporeal; and every thing which connects, is effective of a certain thing, viz. it is effective of union, and the undissipated. But every thing which is effective is impartible. Every thing therefore connective is impartible. Hence it is impossible for that which connects itself to be a body. For it is not the province of body to connect; since so far as it is body, it is partible, as it is said in the *Sophista* against those who assert that all things are bodies. But that which connects is impartible. B If, however, that which is connected is body, but that which connects is incorporeal, body is not itself connective of itself. Hence that which is connected by itself is necessarily impartible. As therefore body has in its own nature a finite power, so likewise it is in its own nature destructible, not as being adapted to corruption, but as not naturally capable of preserving itself, nor as corruptible in capacity, that you may also investigate the corruptible in energy, but as incapable of imparting incorruptibility to itself.
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Whence, therefore, has it the perpetual, and whence does it receive infinite power? We reply, from its producing cause. For as it is moved from thence, so likewise it is generated from thence, and is always generated. For every thing which is generated from an immovable cause, is allotted a never-failing nature, as also the daemoniacal Aristotle says; so that according to this reasoning likewise, the world will have the perpetual proceeding from the immovable [i.e. from the intellectual] fabrication. Since, however, according to its own proper nature it is generated, it is always generated from the father. But since the world being all and a whole, is not imperfect, in addition to being generated, or becoming to be, it always was generated, since, likewise, the motion of it is always in the end, as Aristotle says. Much more, therefore, is the essential generation of it always in the end, imitating the perfection of its maker. So that it is always generated, and always was generated; not receiving* at once the whole infinity of the generative power of its Maker, but always according to the now possessing the ability of existing from this power, and receiving something from it, according to the instantaneous participation of infinity. And it receives the same infinity, indeed, on account of that which is imparted, but on its own account is not able to receive the same at once. After this manner, therefore, the perpetuity of the world remains, and the generation of it takes place; and in this respect the before mentioned men [i.e. Plato and Aristotle] are not at variance. And at the same time, however, they differ, because Plato says, 5 that the essence of the universe is co-extended with all time, but Aristotle supposes0 that it simply always exists, infers this to be necessary through many arguments, and ascribes to it temporal infinity, asserting at the same time that eternity is stable infinite power. He likewise demonstrates that no infinite power whatever can be present with a finite body. Hence it follows, that the world being corporeal always receives infinite power, but never has the whole of it, because it is finite. It is therefore alone true to say, that from infinite power it is generated, but is not, infinitely. But if it is generated, it receives infinity on account of infinite time. For to be infinite pertains alone to that which is eternal; but a generated infinite belongs to that which is temporal; for generation is conjoined, with time. Hence Aristotle himself is compelled to acknowledge that the world is in a certain respect generated.*

Both likewise assert that it is the same in number, but Plato conformably to principles, says that it is generated. For he established

---
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prior to the universe a producing cause, from which he gives subsistence
to the universe. But Aristotle does not admit that any eternal nature is
an effective cause.* And the former, indeed, generates time together
with the essence of the universe, but the latter together with motion; for
time according to him is that which is numbered. Aristotle, however,
is accustomed to do this in his other Treatises. For such things as
Plato asserts of The One, Aristotle ascribes to intellect, viz. the non-possession
of multitude, the desirable, the having no intellectual
perception of secondary natures. But such things as Plato attributes to
the demiurgic intellect, Aristotle ascribes to the heavens, and the celestial
Gods: for according to him, fabrication and providence are from
these. Such things also as Plato ascribes to the essence of the heavens,
E Aristotle attributes to their circular motion; departing indeed from
theological principles, but dwelling more than is fit on physical
productive powers. Since, however, the daemoniacal Aristotle is very
1,296 copious in discussing the reciprocations of the generated with reference
to the corruptible, and of the unbegotten with reference to the
incorruptible, he must be reminded, that Plato much prior to him
assents to these axioms; in the Republic indeed asserting that
t Aristotle De Coelo I, 10, 280a21.
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ft This is because he discussed metaphysics physically, just as Plato discussed
physics metaphysically.
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corruption follows every thing which is generated; but in the Phaedrus,
that the unbegotten is also incorruptible. How is it possible, therefore,
since Plato gives generation to the universe, that he should not also
introduce corruption to it; or that corrupting that which is moved in a
confused and disorderly manner, he should not give generation to it
prior to corruption? The generation of the universe, therefore, was
devised by him after a manner different [from its apparent meaning].

28c "But we say that whatever is generated, is necessarily generated by a
certain cause."

The discussion accords with the hypotheses, or rather with the order
of the things from which the hypotheses are assumed. For as every
where form is suspended from the effective cause, so likewise, the first
hypotheses are in continuity with the second, and afford a principle to
the demonstrations which are consequent to them. For since it was
demonstrated according to the first hypothesis, that the world was
generated, through the object of opinion as a medium, afterwards that
which is consequent to this is demonstrated according to the second
hypothesis, viz. that it was generated by a cause. For if the world is a
thing generated, or becoming to be, but every thing generated is
generated by a certain cause, hence the world was necessarily generated
by a certain cause. What therefore is the producing cause of the
universe? That from which the being generated is present to the world.
For it is necessary to investigate this immediately after the present
demonstration. And we shall see as we proceed, what kind of arguments
Plato uses on this subject.

Now, however, let us briefly recall to our memory, [the reasoning by
1.297 which it is shown] that every thing which is generated, is necessarily
generated by a certain cause. Every thing generated, therefore, is in its
own nature imperfect. But being imperfect, it is not naturally adapted
to perfect itself; since neither is any other imperfect thing. For every
thing which is perfected, is perfected from that which is in energy. But
that which is in energy is perfect; so that every thing which perfects
another is always when it perfects in energy* according to that form to
which it gives perfection. That however, which is generated, so far as
it is generated, is imperfect. Hence that which is generated, so far as it
is generated is not naturally adapted to perfect another thing. But if it
cannot perfect another thing, much more is it incapable of perfecting
itself. The latter, therefore, is a greater undertaking than the former.
For that which perfects itself, is also perfective of another thing.* But
if it is not perfected by itself, it is evident that it is perfected by another.
For how will it be generated, unless it is perfected?

Again, therefore, it must be said, the world is generated. But every
thing which is generated being imperfect, is either perfected by another
thing, or by itself. Hence every thing which is generated, is either
perfected by another, or by itself. But it is not perfected by itself. It is
therefore perfected by another, so that it is generated by a certain cause.
Farther still, the world is a composite, and has its hypostasis from
dissimilars. But if it is a composite, it is either composed by itself, or by
another. For it is necessary that composition should be from a cause,
unless we intend to make it an accidental thing, and from chance. If
therefore it is composed by itself, again it will perfect itself, and give
subsistence to itself, and we shall ignorantly transfer it to an incorporeal
essence. For how will it compose itself? Will it be from the parts
arranging themselves? But thus we shall make bodies to be self-motive. Or will it be from impelling each other? And what in this case is that which primarily moves them. And how is it holy to commit the whole world to such like impulsions and contrivances? How likewise will there be order from things deprived of order, and ornament from things unadorned? For every where that which makes is better than its effect, and that which generated, than the thing generated. And if indeed the parts are the material causes of the composition of the world, what is it which made them? For this is what we investigate. But if they are the efficient causes, how is it possible that things unadorned can be effective of things that are adorned, and disorderly natures, of such as have order C and arrangement? If however the world is not composed by itself, it is evident that it has this composition from another. Hence if the world is a composite,* but that which is a composite is composed by a certain cause, the world therefore has its generation from a cause. Hence too, from these things it is manifest, that what is generated, is generated by a certain cause.

It is not however wonderful, if Plato calls the cause of every thing generated, a certain cause. For the cause of all things, is simply cause, and not a certain cause; concerning which he also says,* that it is the cause of all beautiful things. For it is simply God. But every divinity posterior to it is a certain God, as for instance, demiurgic or vivific. The cause therefore of generated natures is a certain cause, as differing from the cause of all. Hence, he says, that what is generated, is generated by a certain cause. It is also well that Plato says one cause precedes the whole of generation. For multitude is co-arranged about one principle, and the many unities about The One. But with respect to other physiologists, some rank cause with con-causes; others recur to physical powers; others to dispersed infinite principles; others to* nature; and D others to soul. Plato, however, dismisses indeed these causes, but supposes that there is one cause which is the first of all causes. For with this cause, the psychical order indeed co-operates, but nature is ministrant to it, and all con-causes are subservient to it, and are moved conformably to its will. Because, therefore, the demiurgic monad precedes multitude, he denominates this monad a cause: for this is significant of unity. Because, however, it has not the first order among causes, nor is imparticipable,5 he adds the word certain. So that the 1,299 words "by a certain cause," have the same signification as, by one cause indeed, yet not the first cause. Hence, neither is it reasonable immediately to produce that which is generated, but that which is eternal, from The
One: in order that from The One, which is prior to eternity, every eternal nature may proceed; but from an eternal nature, that which is generated and temporal. And that self-subsistent natures likewise may proceed from that which is superior to beings that produce themselves; but from these, those that are generated by others. For the series and order of things which proceed from The One, is continued; and things nearer to the principle, give subsistence to such as are more remote from it.

28c "It is difficult, therefore, to discover the maker and father of this universe, and when found, it is impossible to speak of him to all men."

It has been rightly observed by some prior to us, that Plato having shown that the world was generated by a cause, immediately after t Tim. 29e.

% For we here, it is requisite to read eie.

The demiurgic monad, (ie. Jupiter or the Demiurgus,) is not imparticipable because it immediately illuminates, or is con-subsistent with, intellectual intellect. See the 6th Book [ch. 6 & 7] of my Translation of Proclus' Theology of Plato [TTS vol. VIII].

ascends to the God who is the Demiurgus of it, in a manner worthy of his intellectual conceptions. For it seems that the artificial nature of the progeny, introduces a rational and divine cause, and not accident or chance, which are neither causes, nor have an hypostatic power, nor in short, sustain the well-ordered progression of beings. It is requisite, however, that we should first examine the words themselves, and afterwards thus recur to the whole theory.

Father and maker therefore, differ from each other, so far as the former is the cause of matter,* but the latter of the world and order, and in short, of the formal cause; and so far indeed as the former is the supplier of being and union, but the latter of powers and a multiform essence; and so far as the one stably contains all things in himself, but the other is the cause of progression and generation; and so far as the former signifies ineffable and divine providence, but the latter an abundant communication of productive principles. Porphyry however says, that father is he who generates the universe from himself, but maker he who receives the matter of it from another. Hence Aristo indeed, is said to be the father of Plato, but the builder of a house is the maker or fabricator of it, as not himself generating the matter of which it consists. If however, this is true, there was no occasion to call the Demiurgus father, because, according to Timaeus,* he does not give subsistence to matter. Is not the demiurgus therefore, rather the maker as producing form? For we call all those makers who produce any thing
from a non-existent state into existence. But so far as the Demiurgus produces that which he produces, in conjunction with life, he is father. For fathers are the causes of animals, and of certain living beings, and impart seed together with life. And thus much concerning this particular.

But "this universe" signifies indeed, the corporeal masses, and the whole spheres [of which it consists] and the plenitudes of each. It also signifies the vital and intellectual powers, which ride as it were in the corporeal masses. It also comprehends all the mundane causes and the whole divinity of the world, about which the number of the mundane Gods proceeds; likewise, the one divinity, the divine soul, and the whole bulk of the world, together with the divine, intellectual, psychical, and

t For oXrjc here, it is necessary to read uXijc, because matter according to Plato proceeds from the father Phanes, or animal itself, and not from the Demiurgus. § Tim. 30a.

§ For OIVTOVQ, it is necessary to read cxiTUxg.

corporeal-formed number that is conjoined with the world. For every monad has a multitude co-ordinate to itself. All these therefore must be assumed for the universe; since it signifies all these. Perhaps likewise the addition of the pronoun this, is significant of the universe being in a certain respect sensible and partial. For the intelligible universe is not B this, because it is comprehensive of all intellectual forms. But the term this is adapted to the visible universe which is allotted a sensible and material nature. It is difficult therefore, as Plato says, to discover the Demiurgus of this universe. For since with respect to discovery one kind proceeds scientifically from such things as are first,* but another journeys on from things of a secondary nature, according to 1,301 reminiscence; the discovery from such things as are first may be said to be difficult, because the invention of the intermediate powers, pertains to the highest theory. But the discovery from such things as are secondary, is nearly more difficult than the former. For if we intend from these to survey the essence of the Demiurgus, and his other powers, it is necessary that we should have beheld all the nature of the things generated by him, all the visible parts of the world, and the unapparent natural powers which it contains, according to which the sympathy and antipathy of the parts in the world subsist. Prior to these also, we must have surveyed the stable physical reasons, and natures themselves, both the more total and the more partial,* and again, the immaterial and material, the divine and daemoniacal, and the natures of C mortal animals. And farther still, the genera which are under life, the perpetual and the mortal, the undefiled and the material, such as are wholes, and such as are parts, the rational and the irrational, and the prerogatives which are superior to ours, through which every thing
between the Gods and the mortal nature are bound together. We must likewise have beheld the all-various souls, the different numbers of Gods according to the different parts of the universe, and the ineffable and effable impressions of the world through which it is conjoined with the father. For he who without having seen these is impelled to the survey of the Demiurgus, is more imperfect than is requisite to the intellectual perception of the father. But it is not lawful for any thing imperfect to be conjoined with that which is all-perfect.

t *viz.* From axioms and definitions.

t *MtpiKLdTC-potc,* is omitted in the original.

Moreover, it is necessary,* that the soul becoming an intellectual world, and being assimilated as much as possible to the whole intelligible world, should introduce herself to the maker of the universe;* and from this introduction, should in a certain respect become familiar with him through a continued intellectual energy. For uninterrupted energy about any thing, calls forth and resuscitates our [dormant] ideas.5 But through 1,302 this familiarity, becoming stationed at the door of the father, it is necessary that we should be united to him. For discovery is this, to D meet with him, to be united to him, to associate alone with the alone, and to see him himself, the soul hastily withdrawing herself from every energy to him. For being present with her father, she then considers scientific discussions to be but words,0 banquets together with him on the truth of real being, and in pure splendor is purely initiated in entire and stable visions.0 Such therefore is the discovery of the father, not that which is doxastic; for this is dubious, and not very remote from the irrational life. Neither is it scientific; for this is syllogistic and composite, and does not come into contact with the intellectual essence of the intellectual Demiurgus.** But it is that which subsists according to intellectual vision itself, a contact with the intelligible, and a union with the demiurgic intellect. For this may properly be denominated difficult, either as hard to obtain, presenting itself to souls after every evolution of life; or as the true labour of souls. For after wandering about generation,** after purification, and the light if science, intellectual energy and the intellect which is in us shine forth, placing E the soul in the father as in a port, purely establishing her in demiurgic intellecions, and conjoining light with light, not such as that of science, but more beautiful, more intellectual, and partaking more of the nature of *The One* than this. For this is the paternal port,8 and the discovery of the father, *viz.* an undefiled union with him.

*t For ST; here, it is requisite to read *bei.*


§ *Philebus* 64c.

• This is the consequence of a union with the Demiurgus being so much superior
But to say "that when found it is impossible to speak of him to all men," * perhaps indicates the custom of the Pythagoreans, who had arcane assertions about divine natures, and did not divulge them to all men. For 1.303 as the Elean guest says,* the eyes of the multitude are not strong enough to look to truth. Perhaps also this may be said which is much more venerable, that it is impossible for him who has discovered the maker and father of the universe to speak of him to certain persons such as he has seen him. For the discovery was not made by the soul speaking, but closing her eyes, and being converted,5 to the divine light. Nor was it made by her being moved with her own proper motion, but through being silent with a silence which leads the way [to union]. For since the essence of other things is not naturally adapted to be spoken of, either through a name, or through definition, or through science, but is seen through intellection alone, as Plato says in his Epistles,0 in what other way can it be possible to discover the essence of the Demiurgus, than by intellectual energy? And how when having thus found it, is it possible to tell what is seen, and explain it to others, through nouns and verbs? For the evolution which is conversant with composition, cannot exhibit a uniform and simple nature. What then, some one may say, do we not assert many things about the Demiurgus, and about the other Gods, and even of The One Itself? To this we reply, we speak indeed about them, 93A but we do not speak of each of them itself. And we are able indeed to speak scientifically of them, but not intellectually. For this, as we have before observed, is to discover them. But if the discovery is a silence of the soul, how can speech flowing through the mouth, be sufficient to lead that which is discovered into light.

After these things, therefore, let us, following the light of science, survey who the Demiurgus is, and to what order of beings he belongs. For different philosophers among the ancients were led to different opinions on this subject. For Numenius,0 indeed, celebrating three Gods, calls the first father, but the second maker, and the third that which is made. For the world according to him is the third God. So

---

t For /iijSe evpovra dyvva Svvawv eivcu Xeyeiv it is necessary to read, jtr/Se evpovrc airflowTaq byvvarov, K.\  
t Sophista 254a - b.  
§ For aiteoTpaimenviq, it is requisite to read emoTpanxevtiq.  
• Epistle VII, 342 ff.  
0 Fr.36.
that with him the Demiurgus is twofold, *viz.* the first and the second God, and that which is fabricated is the third God. For it is better to say this, than* to say as he does speaking tragically, grandfather, offspring, nephew. He however, who asserts these things, in the first place does not rightly co-numerate *The Good* with these other causes. For it is not naturally adapted to be conjoined with certain things, nor B has it an order secondary to another. But *father* with Plato [in the text] is arranged as the second to *maker*. Farther still, Numenius co-arranges that which is exempt,* from all habitude, with the natures that are under and posterior to it. It is necessary, however, to refer these indeed to the first, but to take away from it all habitude. Neither therefore, is the paternal nature of the maker5 adapted to the first. For these things0 are apparent in the orders of Gods posterior to it. In the third place; it is not right to divide father and maker, since Plato celebrates one and the same God by both these names. For one divine fabrication, and one maker and father, are every where delivered by Plato. And by following names, to divulge the one cause [of the world.] is just as if some one, because Plato calls the universe both heaven and the world, should say there are two fabrications, the one heaven, and the other the world; just as here, Numenius says there is a twofold demiurgic God, the one father, but the other maker.

With respect to Harpocration, it would be wonderful, if he were consistent with himself, in determining things of this kind about the C Demiurgus. For this man is inconsistent in what he says according to the doctrine of three Gods and so far as he makes the Demiurgus to be twofold. For he calls the first God, Heaven and Saturn, the second, Dia and Zena, and the third, Heaven and the World. But again changing the order he calls the first God Dia, and the king of the intelligible; but he 1,305 denominates the second God, the ruler, and the same divinity, is with him Jupiter, Saturn, and Heaven. The first God therefore, is all these; from whom Parmenides0 takes away all things, every name, all language, and all habitude. And we, indeed, cannot endure to call the

---

* It is necessary here to supply *if.*
X For *ei-ripTrjuevov* in this place, it is requisite to read *e^prnxevov.*
§ Instead of *iravTOC* here, the sense evidently requires that we should read *TTOITJTOU.*
• Father and maker are first apparent in the intelligible and intellectual, and afterwards in the other orders of Gods.

first God even father; but he denominates him father, and offspring, and the offspring of an offspring.

But Atticus, the preceptor of Harpocration, immediately makes the Demiurgus to be the same with *The Good,* though the Demiurgus is called *good* by Plato, but not *The Good.* He is also denominated by him
intellect, but he says that The Good is the cause of all essence, and is beyond being, as we may learn in the Republic.* What then will Atticus say concerning the paradigm? For it is either prior to the Demiurgus, and in this case, there will be something more ancient and honorable D than The Good; or it is in the Demiurgus, and the first God will be many things; or it is posterior to the Demiurgus, and thus The Good, which is not lawful to assert, will be converted to things posterior to itself, and will intellectually perceive them.

After these men, Plotinus the philosopher,* asserts that there is a twofold Demiurgus, one in the intelligible world, but the other the leader and ruler of the universe. And he says rightly. For the mundane intellect is in a certain respect the Demiurgus of the universe. And Aristotle shows5 that this is the first God, denominates it Fate, and calls it by the name of Jupiter. But again, there is an exempt father and maker, which Plotinus places in the intelligible,0 calling every thing between The One and the world, the intelligible. For there, according to him, the true heaven, the king of Saturn, and the Jovian intellect subsist. Just as if some one should say, that the spheres of Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, are in the heavens. For the whole intelligible is one many, and is one intellect comprehensive of many intelligibles. Plotinus therefore philosophizing asserts these things.

1,306 Amelius, however, makes a threefold Demiurgus, three intellects, and three kings, one being him that exists, another him that possesses, and E the third him that sees. But these disagree, because the first intellect, indeed, is truly that which it is. The second, is the intelligible which is in it, but has the intelligible prior to itself, participates entirely of it, and on this account is the second intellect. But the third, is also the intelligible which it contains; for every intellect is the same with its conjoined intelligible; but it possesses the intelligible which is in the

t Rep. VI, 509b.
t Plotinus Ennead III, 9, 1.
§ Aristotle DeMundo VII, 401a - b.
0 Ennead V, 5, 8.

second, and sees the first intellect. For by how much greater the interval is, by so much the more obscure is that which is possessed. He supposes, therefore, that there are these three intellects and Demiurgi, and says that with Plato1 there are three kings, and with Orpheus* also three, Phanes, Heaven, and Saturn. And he who, according to him, is especially the Demiurgus, is Phanes. It is worth while, therefore, to observe to him, that every where Plato is accustomed to recur from multitude to the unities, from which the order in the many proceeds. Or rather, prior to Plato, unity always precedes multitude according to
the arrangement itself of things. And every divine order originates from a monad. For it is necessary, indeed, that divine number should proceed from the triad; but the monad is prior to the triad. Where, therefore, is the demiurgic monad, in order that the triad may proceed from it?

F How likewise is the world one, unless it was fabricated by one cause? For it is by a much greater priority necessary that the cause itself should be united, and be monadic, in order that the world may become only begotten. Let there then be three Demiurgi; but who is the one Demiurgus prior to the three? For no one of the divine orders originates from multitude. Farther still, if the paradigm is one, and the world is one, how is it possible that there should not also be one Demiurgus prior to the many, who looks indeed to the paradigm, but makes the world to be only begotten? Hence, it is not proper that the demiurgic number should originate from a triad, but from a monad.

94A After Amelius, Porphyry thinking to accord with Plotinus, calls the supermundane soul the Demiurgus, but the intellect of it to which it is converted, animal itself, so as to be according to him the paradigm of the Demiurgus; whom it is worth while to ask, in which of his writings Plotinus makes soul to be the Demiurgus. How, likewise, is this conformable to Plato, who continually denominates the Demiurgus a God and intellect, but never calls him soul? How also does he call the world a God? How does the Demiurgus proceed through all mundane natures? For all things do not participate of soul, but all things partake of the demiurgic providence. And divine production, indeed, is able to generate intellect and Gods, but soul is not naturally adapted to produce any thing above the psychical order. I omit to say that this very thing itself requires much confirmation, whether Plato knew that there is a certain imparticpable* soul.

In the next place, therefore, the divine Iamblichus has written much against the opinion of Porphyry, and has subverted it as being Plotinian; but delivering his own theology, he calls the whole intelligible world the Demiurgus; so that from what has been said, it is evident that he asserts the same thing as Plotinus. He says, therefore, in his Commentaries *

"Thus we call that which is truly cause, and the principle of generated natures, and the intelligible paradigms of the world, the intelligible world. Such causes, likewise, as we admit to have an existence prior to all things in nature, these, the demiurgic God, whom we now investigate, comprehending in one, possesses in himself."

If, therefore, in what is here said, he intends to signify that in the Demiurgus
all things subsist demiurgically, and being itself, and the intelligible world, 
he speaks conformably both to himself, and to Orpheus who says:

For in Jove's ample dwelling all things lie,
1,308 And in Jove's belly they together flow. 
Fr. 123, 121.

And all such like assertions. Nor is it at all wonderful, that each of the 
Gods should be the universe, but after a different manner, one 
demiurgically, another connectively, another immutably, another 
convertively, and another in some other way according to a divine 
peculiarity. But if he says that the whole extent between the world and 
C The One, is the Demiurgus, this deserves to become the subject of doubt; 
and we may urge against this assertion the arguments which we derive 
from him. For where are the kings that are prior to Jupiter, and are the 
fathers of Jupiter? Where are the kings, according to Plato, whom he 
thinks fit to arrange above the world next to The One? How likewise 
can we say that perpetual being itself is the first being, if we also say 
that the Demiurgus is the whole intelligible order, who is himself 
perpetual being, as is likewise animal itself? For shall we not thus be 
compelled to say, that the Demiurgus is not an eternal being? Unless 
the Demiurgus likewise is comprehended together with other eternal 
beings. That Iamblichus himself, however, though he here celebrates the 
demiurgic order in a more confused manner, yet speaks of it more

\(t \text{i-e. A soul which is not consubsistent with body.}\)

§ Instead of TCOV 8e rpeitaQ, it is necessary to read TOV 5e enoTpeirnKUX;.

accurately elsewhere, may be from thence assumed. For writing 
concerning the fabrication of Jupiter in the Timaeus, after the intelligible 
triads, and the three triads of the intelligible and at the same time 
intellectual* Gods, he attributes the third order in the intellectual 
hebdomad to the Demiurgus. For he says that these three Gods are 
celebrated by the Pythagoreans, who assert that the first of them is an 
D intellect comprehending in itself whole monads, the simple, the 
divisible, the boniform, that which abides and is united in itself, and 
who deliver such like indications of its transcendency. But they say that 
'die second is collective of the perfection of things of this kind, and that 
the most beautiful indications of it are divine fecundity, that which is 
collective of the three Gods, that which gives completion to energy, that 
1,309 which is generative of divine life, that which proceeds every where, and 
that which is beneficent. And they teach us that of the third who 
fabricates wholes, the most beautiful signatures are, prolific progressions, 
the productions and connections of total causes, together with total
causes defined by forms, all proceeding fabrications, and other things
similar to these. It is worth while, therefore, to form a judgement of the
Iamblichean theology from these things, and to determine what the
nature of it is respecting the Demiurgus of wholes. For how can the
Demiurgus be the whole* of perpetual being, if indeed perpetual being
has been already defined by Plato; but he now says that it is difficult to
find the Demiurgus, and when found, impossible to speak of him to all
men? And how can these things be verified of that which is definitively
delivered, and unfolded into light to all those that were present?

After Iamblichus, therefore, Theodoras, following Amelius, says that
there are three Demiurgi. He arranges them, however, not immediately
after The One, but at the extremity5 of the intelligible and at the same
time intellectual Gods. He also calls the first an essential intellect, the
second, an intellectual essence, and the third, the fountain of souls. He
likewise says, that the first is indivisible, but the second, divided into
wholes, and the third receives a division into particulars. Again,
therefore, the same things must be said to him as were said to the
illustrious Amelius; viz. that we indeed acknowledge that there are three

f It is here necessary to supply Kai voepuv. For the three triads of the intelligible
and at the same time intellectual Gods, immediately follow the intelligible triads, and the
intellectual hebdomad follows as the third in order.
% For όuv here, it is necessary to read όνυ.
§ Instead of exi TO; be TUV vorfrav Τ£ KM voepuv Beuv, I read eir' eaxaroy TUV
V0ΤΝΤΛ4V. K.X.

Gods, or Gods analogous to these, yet we do not admit that there are
three Demiurgi, but that the first is the intelligible of the Demiurgus, the
second, his generative power, and that the third is truly the demiurgic
intellect. It is likewise requisite to consider whether the fountain of
souls is to be arranged as the third: for power pertains to the middle, as
he somewhere says; and thus it must be denominated partially, and net
called the universal fountain of life. For the fountain of souls, is one of
the fountains contained in this middle [or generative power of the
Demiurgus.] For life is not in souls only, nor in animated natures alone,
but there is also a divine, and an intellectual, prior to the psychical life,
which is said to proceed diversely from thence, from divided rivers.*

And such, in short, are the dogmas* of the ancient interpreters
concerning the Demiurgus.

Let us, however, concisely relate the opinion of our preceptor
[Syrianus] on this subject, as we think that it especially accords with the
conceptions of Plato. The one Demiurgus, therefore, according to him,5
subsists at the extremity of the intellectual divine monads, and the
95A fountains of life. But he emits from himself the total fabrication, and
presides over the more partial father of wholes. Being, however, himself
immoveable, he is eternally established on the summit of Olympus,3
and rules over the twofold worlds, the supercelestial and the celestial,
comprehending also the beginning, middles and ends of wholes. For of
the whole demiurgic order, one part is a distribution of wholes
totally, another of wholes partially, another of parts totally,** and
another of parts partially. Fabrication, therefore, being fourfold, the
demiurgic monad binds to itself the total providence of wholes; but a
demiurgic triad, is suspended from it, which rules over parts totally, and
over the divided power of the monad.** Just again, as in the other, or
the partial fabrication, a monad is the leader of a triad, which orderly
distributes wholes partially, and parts partially. But all the multitude of

• t For doyparuv here, it is necessary to read Soy/iara.
§ For avTijv in this place, it is obviously requisite to read avrov.
C i.e. He dwells eternally in the highest intellectual splendor.
0 Instead of iruc yap 8r)iuovpyiKric, K.X. , here, it is requisite to read TTJC yap K.X.
tt After TO 8e TUV OUV iiepiKua, it is necessary to supply the words, TO de TUV
V-tpuv oXucuc., in order to render the division complete.
tt For rpioiSoc; here, we must read ovadoq.
the triad dances [as it were] round the monad, and being divided about
it, distributes its productions, and is filled from it. Of the many
Demiurgi, therefore, there is one Demiurgus [who is the monad of the
B rest], in order that all things may be consequent to each other, viz. The
One, the paradigm in intelligibles, the one intelligible Demiurgus, the
1,311 one only-begotten world.* If, however, these things are rightly asserted,
the Demiurgus of wholes is the boundary of intellectuals, established
indeed in the intelligible, but being full of power, according to which he
produces wholes, and converting all things to himself. On this account
also Timaeus calls him intellect, and the best of causes,* and says that he
looks to the intelligible paradigm; in order that by this he may separate
him from the first intelligible Gods. But by calling him intellect, he
distinguishes him from the intelligible and at the same time intellectual
Gods. And by denominating him the best of causes, he establishes him
above all the other supermundane Demiurgi. For he denominates the
causes demiurgic, as also he had before said,5 "Every thing generated is
generated by a cause," and adds, "When therefore an artificer, &c." Hence
the Demiurgus is an intellectual God, exempt from all the Demiurgi. If,
however, he was the first among the intellectual Gods, he would alone
abide in his own accustomed manner: for this is the illustrious property
of the first. If he was the second, he would be particularly the cause of
life. But now, when he generates soul,D he energizes with the Crater
C [i.e. with Juno], but when he generates intellect, he energizes by himself.
Hence he is no other than the third of the intellectual fathers. For his
illustrious and principal work is to produce intellect, and not to fabricate body. For he produces body not alone, but together with necessity; but he produces intellect through himself. Nor does his principal work consist in producing soul: for he generates soul together with the Crater. But he alone by himself gives subsistence to intellect, and causes it to preside over the universe.

Existing, therefore, as the producer of intellect, he very properly has an intellectual order. Hence also he is said by Plato to be both maker and father,* and neither father alone, nor maker alone, nor again father and maker. For the extremes indeed, are father and maker; the former possessing the summit of intelligibles, and being prior to the royal series [i.e. to Phanes, Night, Heaven, Saturn, Jupiter, and Bacchus]; but the latter possessing the end of the [intellectual] order. And the former 1,312 being the monad of paternal deity; but the latter being allotted a producing power in the universe. Between both these, however, are father and at the same time maker, and maker and at the same time father. For each of these is not the same; but in one order the paternal, and in another the effective has dominion. The paternal, however, is D more excellent than the effective. Hence in the media, though both are in each, yet the former* is more father than maker. For it is the boundary of the paternal depth, and the fountain of intellectuals.1 But the second is more maker than father. For it is the monad, of total fabrication. Hence I think the former is called Metis, but the latter Metiotes. And the former indeed is seen, but the latter sees. The former also is absorbed, but the latter is replete with the power of the former. And what the former is in intelligibles, that the latter is ii intellectuals. For the former is the boundary of the intelligible, but the latter of the intellectual Gods. Concerning the former likewise, Orpheus says,

In a dark cavern these the father made. Fr. 84

But concerning the latter Plato says,** “Of whom I am the Demiurgus and father of works.” In the Politicus likewise,** he makes mention of the doctrine of the Demiurgus and father; because with the former [i.e. with Phanes] the paternal is more predominant, but with the latter [i.e. with Jupiter] the demiurgic. Each of the Gods however is denominated
from his peculiarity, though each is comprehensive of all things. And

$\text{Chald. Oracl. fr. 68.}$

$\text{\$ Viz. father and at the same time maker. This God also is Phanes or animal itself, and subsists at the extremity of the intelligible order.}$

$\text{\$ For } QO\'CTOV \text{ in this place, we must read } (JvBov.}$

$\text{• cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 61 and Homer, Iliad I, 175.}$

$\text{0 Orph.fr. 61.}$

$\text{tt Tim. 41a.}$

$\text{# Politicus 273b.}$

he indeed who is alone maker,* is the cause of mundane natures. He
who is maker and father, is the cause of supermundane and mundane
natures. He who is father and maker, is the cause of intellectual, super-
E mundane, and mundane natures. But he who is alone father, is the cause
of intelligibles, of intellectuals, of supermundane and mundane natures.
Plato, therefore, admitting a Demiurgus of this kind, suffers him to be
ineffable and without a name, as having an arrangement prior to wholes
1,313 in the portion of The Good.) For in every order of the Gods, there is
that which is analogous to The One. Such therefore is the monad in
each world. But Orpheus5 gives a name to the Demiurgus, in
consequence of being moved [i.e. inspired] from thence; whom Plato
himself likewise elsewhere follows. For the Jupiter with him, who is
prior to the three sons of Saturn, is the Demiurgus of wholes. After the
absorption therefore of Phanes, the ideas of all things shone forth in
him, as the theologian says:

Hence with the universe great Jove contains,
Extended asther, heav'n's exalted plains;
The barren restless deep, and earth renown'd,
Ocean immense, and Tartarus profound;
Fountains and rivers, and the boundless main,
With all that nature's ample realms contain;
And Gods and Goddesses of each degree;
All that is past, and all that e'er shall be,
Occultly, and in fair connection lies,
In Jove's wide belly,D ruler of the skies.0

F Jupiter however, being full of ideas, through these comprehends in
himself wholes: which the theologian also indicating adds:

$\text{t i-e. Vulcan.}$

$\text{\$ viz. The Demiurgus has an arrangement analogous to The Good. For as The Good}$

$\text{is the exempt monad of the intelligible order, so the Demiurgus is the exempt monad}$

$\text{of the supermundane order, [cf. Philebus 54c]}$

$\text{\$ Orph. fr. 121, 122.}$
• Celestial and sublunary causes and effects, are very properly said by Orpheus to subsist in the belly of Jupiter, because these have a middle subsistence between supermundane and Tartarean natures, just as the belly is in the middle of the body.

o These verses are very defective in the original; but the learned reader will find them in a correct state in the Orpheus of Herman.

Jove is the first, and last, high-thundering king,*
Middle and head, from Jove all beings spring.
Jove the foundation of the earth contains,
And the deep splendor of the starry plains.
Jove is a king by no restraint confin'd,
And all things flow from Jove's prolific mind.
One mighty principle which never fails,
One power, one daemon, over all prevails.
For in Jove's royal body all things lie,
Fire, night and day, earth, water, and the sky.

Orph. fr. 123

96A Jupiter therefore, comprehending in himself wholes, produces in conjunction with Night all things monadically and intellectually, according to her oracles, and likewise all mundane natures, Gods,* and the parts of the universe. Night therefore says to him asking, how all things will be a certain one, and yet each be separate and apart from the rest:

All things receive inclosed on ev'ry side,
In aether's wide ineffable embrace:
Then in the midst of aether place the heav'n;
In which let earth of infinite extent,
The sea, and stars, the crown of heav'n, be fixt.

But after she has laid down rules respecting all other productions, she adds:

And when your power around the whole has spread
A strong coercive bond, a golden chain
Suspend from aether.

This bond which is derived from nature, soul and intellect, being perfectly strong and indissoluble. For Plato also says,5 that animals were generated, bound with animated bonds. Orpheus, likewise, HomericallyD calls the divine orders which are above the world,0 a

\( t \) cf. Aristotle *De Mundo* VII, 401a - b.

\( t \) For *Btuv* here, it is necessary to read *8eovc*.
golden chain; which Plato emulating says,* "That the Demiurgus placing intellect in soul, but soul in body, fabricated the universe;" and that he B gave subsistence to the junior Gods, through whom also he adorns the parts of the universe. If therefore, it is Jupiter who possesses the one power, who absorbs Phanes, in whom the intelligible causes of wholes first subsist, who produces all things, according to the counsels of Night, and who gives authority both to the other Gods, and to the three sons of Saturn, - he is the one and whole Demiurgus of all the world, and has the fifth order among the kings, [i.e. among the Gods of the royal 1,315 series,] as it is divinely demonstrated by our preceptor in his Orphic Conferences. Jupiter likewise, is co-ordinate with Heaven and Phanes, and on this account he is both maker and father, and each of these totally.

That Plato, however, had these conceptions respecting the mighty Jupiter, is manifested by him in the Cratylus* from names: for he there shows that he is the cause and supplier of life to all things. For he says, "That we denominate him Dia and Zena, through whom life is present to all things." But in the Gorgias* he co-arranges, and at the same time exempts him from the sons of Saturn, in order that he may be prior to the three, and participated by them. He also makes Law to be his assessor, in the same manner as Orpheus.0 For with him also Law is placed by the side of Jupiter, according to the counsels of Night. Farther still, Plato in the Laws represents total Justice to be the attendant of Jupiter, in the same manner as the theologian.0 But in the Philebus he shows, that a royal soul and a royal intellect pre-exist in Jupiter according to the reason of cause. And conformably to this he now represents him as giving subsistence to intellect and soul,** unfolding the laws of Fate, and producing all the orders of the mundane Gods, and constituting all animals as far as to the last things; some things being generated by him alone, but others through the celestial

§ Tim. 38e.
• cf. Iliad IV, 19.
0 Instead of TUV Βεβυυ υπάντων αριστερὰ τοῦ Τοῦν εὐκοίμισιν in this place, it is necessary to 1 τον Σειρά τοῦ Τοῦν εὐκοίμισιν TUV εὐκοίμισιν.

That Plato, however, had these conceptions respecting the mighty Jupiter, is manifested by him in the Cratylus* from names: for he there shows that he is the cause and supplier of life to all things. For he says, "That we denominate him Dia and Zena, through whom life is present to all things." But in the Gorgias* he co-arranges, and at the same time exempts him from the sons of Saturn, in order that he may be prior to the three, and participated by them. He also makes Law to be his assessor, in the same manner as Orpheus.0 For with him also Law is placed by the side of Jupiter, according to the counsels of Night. Farther still, Plato in the Laws represents total Justice to be the attendant of Jupiter, in the same manner as the theologian.0 But in the Philebus he shows, that a royal soul and a royal intellect pre-exist in Jupiter according to the reason of cause. And conformably to this he now represents him as giving subsistence to intellect and soul,** unfolding the laws of Fate, and producing all the orders of the mundane Gods, and constituting all animals as far as to the last things; some things being generated by him alone, but others through the celestial

t Tim. 30b & 42d.
§ Cratylus 396b.
§ Gorgias 523.
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o Laws IV, 716a. The following reference to the Philebus is 30d.
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Gods as media. To which we may also add, that in the Politicus* he calls Jupiter the Demiurgus and father of the universe, just as in the
present dialogue he says concerning him, "Of whom I am the Demiurgus, and father of works." He likewise* says in the Politicus, that the present order of the world is Jovian, and that the world is moved according to D Fate. The world therefore living a Jovian life, has Jupiter for the Demiurgus and father of its life. If, likewise, he represents the Demiurgus delivering a speech,5 this too is in reality Jovian. D For in 1,316 the *Meno*, he on this account calls him a sophist, as filling the Gods posterior to him with all-various reasons. This also the divine port [Homer] manifests, who represents him thus speaking0 from the summit of Olympus.

Hear, all ye Gods and Goddesses, my words.  

*Iliad* V, 3

And converting the twofold co-ordinations to himself. Through the whole of his poetry, likewise, he praises him as the supreme of rulers, and the father of men and Gods, and celebrates him with all demiurgic conceptions. As, therefore, we have shown that all the Grecian theology attributes the total fabrication of things to Jupiter, what ought we to conceive of these words of Plato? Is it not, that the same God king Jupiter, is with him maker and father, and is neither father alone, nor father and maker. For father is the monad, as the Pythagoreans say, but the decad is the demiurgic** order of divine natures, "to which divine number arrives from the secret recesses of the monad, which decad is the venerable universal recipient, surrounding all things with bound, is E immutable and unwearied, and is called the sacred decad."** Hence, after the paternal monad, and the paternal and at the same time effective tetrad, the demiurgic decad proceeds. And it is indeed immutable, because an immutable deity subsists together with it. But it surrounds t Politicus 273b.  

$ The *Timaeus* reference here is 41a; the *Politicus* is 272b - 273b.  
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Iamblichus *Life of Pythagoras*, Nuack, p. 228.

all things with bound, as supplying with order things that are disorderly, 1,317 and with ornament things that are unadorned. It likewise illuminates souls with intellect, as being intellect totally, and body with soul, as possessing and comprehending the cause of soul, and generates things which are truly generated, both such as are middles, and such as are last, in consequence of comprehending in itself demiurgic being. From what is written also in the *Protagoras,* we may collect what the demiurgic order is. For Jupiter there becomes the cause of the whole political
science, and of the reasons essentially disseminated in souls. This, however, is to bind the whole fabrication of things, and to connect all things by his own immutable powers. For as the theologian establishes about him the Curetic order, thus also Plato says, that he is surrounded with terrible guards. And as the former establishes him on the summit of Olympus, so the latter assigns to him a tower, in which being eternally seated, he adorns all things through the middle orders. Who the Demiurgus therefore is, and that he is a divine intellect, the cause of total fabrication, is evident from what has been said; and likewise that Jupiter himself is celebrated as the Demiurgus both by Orpheus and Plato.

Whether, however, we must say that he is a fontal or a ruling God, or belongs to some other order of the demiurgic series, deserves not to be passed over in silence. It appears, therefore, that such things as the theurgist [Julian] ascribes to the third divinity of the rulers, these Plato assigns to the Demiurgus; such as to fabricate the heavens, inclosing them in a convex figure; to establish the numerous multitude of inerratic stars; to give subsistence to the heptad of planetary animals; and to place earth in the middle, but water in the bosoms of the earth, and air above these. If, however, we accurately consider the affair, we shall find that the third of the mundane rulers divides the universe into parts; that the second divides it into wholes, and is celebrated as the demiurgic cause of motion; and that the first by his will alone disposes all things, and constitutes the whole world according to union. But the God who is said by Timaeus to be the Demiurgus, produces all things by his will, imparts to the universe a division into wholes, and also into parts, which give completion to all the wholenesses [tas holotetas pasas]. For he

---

Protagoras 321d.
Orph. fr. 112.
§ cf. Tim. 40a -c and Chald. Oracl. fr. 37, 73.
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not only makes the universe to be a whole of wholes, but he also produces the multitude of each wholeness. On all these accounts therefore, we think it proper to assert that the Demiurgus is beyond the triad of ruling fathers; that he is one fontal cause, and that the Oracles represent him eradicating the multitude of ideas in the fontal soul, and constituting the world from intellect, soul and body, and producing our souls, and sending them into generation. The Oracles likewise assert the same things of him as Timaeus. For they say,* "The father of Gods and men placed our intellect in soul, but soul in sluggish body."* But this is the admirable thing celebrated by the Greeks, concerning him who is according to them5 the Demiurgus. If however these things are asserted conformably0 both to Timaeus and the Oracles, those who are incited
by the divinely delivered theology [of the Chaldeans] will say that this
Demiurgus is fontal; that he fabricates the whole world conformably to
ideas, considered as one, and as many, and as divided both into wholes
and parts, and that he is celebrated as the maker and father of the
universe, and as the father of Gods and men by Plato, Orpheus, and the
Oracles; generating indeed, the multitude of Gods, but sending souls to
C the generations of men, as Timaeus himself also says. For if he is the
1,319 best of causes, as he says, by what contrivance can he be arranged in
the second orders of Demiurgi? For the most excellent among the
Demiurgi is significant of the highest transcendency in the demiurgic
series. But the highest summit of every series is fontal, so that this
Demiurgus is necessarily fountal, and not ruling; the rulers being every
place secondary to their proper fountain.** Hence also he renders the
mundane Gods Demiurgi, or fabricators, as being a certain demiurgic
fountain. Since, however, there are many fountal Demiurgi, in what
place this Demiurgus is to be arranged, requires greater consideration.

But from what has been said, it is evident in what order of Gods it is
necessary to investigate him; from which likewise, it is manifest after
what manner it is difficult to find him, and when found to speak of him
to all men. It is also evident how he is father and maker, and what his
effective power is; and that he is not as some say, the maker of inanimate
natures, but the father of such as are animated. For he is both the
maker* and father of all things. For he is called the father of works, as
D lie himself says in his speech [to the junior Gods].* But he is maker and
father, as the cause of union, essence, and hypostasis, and the supplier of
providential inspection in all things.

28c- "Again, however, this must be considered respecting him, víz.
29a according to which of the paradigms the artificer fabricated the world,
whether according to that which subsists with invariable sameness, or
that which was generated."

Timaeus having shown what the form is of the mundane system, that
it is generated, and the manner in which it is generated, víz. as sensible;
for he makes no mention whatever of time, because he has not yet constituted time; and having also shown what the demiurgic cause is, \textit{viz.} that it is effective and at the same time paternal, but this is intellectual, 1,320 imparticipable and total: he now passes to the third object of inquiry, what the nature is of the paradigm of the universe, whether generated, or eternal? For he perceived that every artificer either assumes the paradigm of the things which he fabricates, externally, or himself produces them from the paradigm in himself. Just as of human artificers, some are able to imitate other things accurately; but others possess themselves a power capable of fashioning admirable and useful works. Thus he who first made a ship formed in his imagination the paradigm of it. Farther still, this also must be observed, that every thing which makes in an orderly manner, has the scope and measure of that which is made. For if it has not, it will err in making, and will not know whether it has arrived at the end when it has. For whence will it know that this is the end, since something may be deficient or redundant, and it may be necessary to take something away, or to add something? For on this account bodies make irrationally and stupidly, because they have no measure, nor cause of the thing that is made. For it is necessary that the medicine should be heated to a certain degree; but

\footnote{IlourTjc is omitted here in the original.}

\footnote{Tim. 41a.}

if art and the medical intellect are not present, defining the measure of energy to the fire, it will operate too abundantly and destroy the whole, though it was intended to contribute to the production of the remedy. For it has not the form of the thing produced. Every thing, therefore, which makes ought to have the reason of the thing that is made, if it intends to make in an orderly manner. Hence Plato perceiving this, at the same time that he admits the effective cause, introduces the paradigm of the universe; just as Aristotle also by subverting the paradigm, co-subverts F likewise the maker. Plato therefore, taking it for granted that there is a paradigm, investigates through these things what the nature of it is, and employing the before-mentioned definitions, discovers the object of his inquiry, through the three former hypotheses. But in what manner he makes the discovery, and through what kind of demonstration, we shall shortly after survey.*

1,321 In the first place, however, this very thing must be shown by us, that the world was generated according to a certain paradigm. And in the next place, we must investigate what this paradigm is, and in what order of beings it subsists. If indeed the fabrication of wholes is indefinite and without design, there is not a paradigmatic cause of the universe; but if 98A it is not lawful to conceive this to be the case, and the Demiurgus knows what he produces, and knowing thus produces the fabrication of the
world, the causes of the things generated are contained in him, and it is necessary either that he should primarily possess these causes, or that they should be imparted to him by more ancient principles. But whichever of these we admit, there is a paradigmatic cause prior to the world. Farther still, since the Demiurgus is intellect, if he produces by his very being, he produces that which is most similar to himself. But this is to produce an image of himself. If, however, he produces from deliberation, this is entirely and in every respect unworthy of the demiurgic cause. And if some one should admit this to be the case, yet it will follow that the form of the demiurgic work pre-exists in him. For every one who deliberates and consults, antecedently assumes in himself the paradigm of that about which he deliberates. This therefore, may be demonstrated through many other arguments, that it is necessary the paradigm of the world should have an existence prior to the world, and especially when the demiurgic cause is pre-supposed. For it is necessary that the Demiurgus being intellectual, should either be ignorant of the order of what is fabricated, or that he should know it. But if he is ignorant of this, how can he providentially attend to it?

And how can he give arrangement to the universe? If, therefore, he knows it, how is it possible he should not comprehend that which is generated by the intellection of it, according to one cause?

In the next place, it must be considered what this paradigm is, and in what order of beings it ranks. For there is a difference of opinion respecting this among the more ancient interpreters. Thus according to the divine Iamblichus, that which is being itself, and which is comprehended by intelligence in conjunction with reason, is the paradigm of the universe. For he admits that The One is beyond the paradigm, but shows that what is being itself concurs with it, and 1,322 denominates each that which is comprehended by intelligence. But the philosopher Porphyry supposes, as we have before observed,* that imparticipable soul is the Demiurgus, but that intellect is the paradigm, thus beholding in subordinate, natures which exist in more ancient and venerable orders. For Plato having said that the Demiurgus is intellect, denominates the paradigm intelligible. But this interpreter assuming soul for the Demiurgus, calls the paradigm intellect. In the third place, the admirable Theodoras dividing the demiurgic triad, and perceiving that in each monad of it there is a first, middle and last, calls the last* in each animal itself, and thus says that intellect looks to animal itself; for according to him, intellect is proximately suspended from essential animal. Hence, either the essential Demiurgus does not fabricate looking to animal itself, or the paradigmatic causes are not many, or not every Demiurgus effects his proper production according to a certain paradigm,
test the maker should make looking to things posterior to himself, and thus should ignorantly sustain the passion of a partial soul.

Our preceptor, however, according to his divine intellectual conceptions, has thought fit to give this subject an appropriate examination. For of the ancients, some have made the Demiurgus himself to possess the paradigms of wholes, as Plotinus;5 others not the Demiurgus, but have asserted that the paradigm is prior to him, as Porphyry; and others, as Longinus, that it is posterior to him, whom our preceptor asks, whether the Demiurgus is immediately posterior to The One, or there are also other intelligible orders, between the D Demiurgus and The One. For if the Demiurgus subsists immediately after The One, it is absurd that all the multitude of intelligibles should

t cf. 94A supra, p. 284. 
§ For tKLXOTOV here, it is necessary to read eaxawv. 
§ Ennead III, 9, 1.

be immediately posterior to that which is without multitude. For through numbers proximate to The One, the progression is to the whole of number, and the whole of multitude. But if there are other orders 1,323 between The One and the Demiurgus, it must be investigated whether the paradigm of the universe is in the Demiurgus primarily, or posterior to or prior to him. For if it is primarily in him, we must admit that he contains every intelligible multitude. For the paradigm is the most beautiful of intelligibles, so that again he will be intelligible, and not what we a little before demonstrated him to be,* intellectual, though the paradigm has four ideas alone, but the Demiurgus has those which are more partial than these, viz. the ideas of the sun and moon, and each of the natures that have a perpetual subsistence. But if the paradigm is posterior to him, he will be converted to that which is less excellent, and less honorable, which it is not lawful to admit of any divine nature. So that the paradigm is prior to the Demiurgus. If, however, it is prior to the Demiurgus, whether is it seen by him, or not seen by him? To say, therefore, that it is not seen by him, does not accord with Plato and the nature of things. For it is absurd that our soul should see it, and E speak about it, but that it should not be seen by intellect, and by a total intellect. But if the Demiurgus sees the intelligible, whether being converted to himself does he see it, or does he alone perceive it external to himself? If, however, he alone sees it external to himself, he sees the image of being, and possesses sense instead of intelligence. But if converted to himself, the object of his intellectual perception will be in himself. So that the paradigm is prior to, and in the Demiurgus; intelligibly indeed prior to him, but intellectually in him.

The words of Plato also appear at one time to make the paradigm
different from, and at another the same with the Demiurgus. For when he says,* "Such and so many ideas therefore, as intellect saw in that which is animal itself; so many he conceived by a dianoetic energy this universe should possess, "he asserts that the Demiurgus, as being different from the paradigm, is extended to animal itself. And again, when he says,5 "Let us consider after the similitude of what animal the composing artificer constituted the world. Indeed, we must by no means think that he fashioned it similar to such animals as subsist in the form of a part; but we must admit that it is the most similar of all things to that animal, of which other

t cf. 94F ff. supra, p. 287.
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animals, both considered individually, and according to genera, are nothing more than parts;" - in these words also he separates him who constituted F the universe from the paradigm. But when again he clearly says,* "He was good; but in that which is good, envy can never be inherent about any thing whatever: being therefore void of this, he was willing that all things should be as much as possible similar to himself;" here, the sameness of the Demiurgus with the paradigm, appears to be manifest. So that in some places Plato says that the Demiurgus is the same, and in others, that he is different from the paradigm, and very properly makes each of these assertions. For the ideas, or four monads of ideas, prior to the fabrication of things subsist intelligibly; but the order of forms proceeds into the Demiurgus; and the whole number of ideas is one of the monads 99A which he contains. Orpheus also indicating these things says,* that the intelligible God [Phanes] was absorbed by the Demiurgus of wholes. And Plato asserts that the Demiurgus looks to the paradigm, indicating through sight intellectual perception. According to the theologian, however, the Demiurgus leaps as it were to the intelligible God, and as the fable says, absorbs him. For if it be requisite clearly to unfold the doctrine of our preceptor, the God who is called Protagon by Orpheus, and who is established at the end of intelligibles, is animal itself,5 with Plato. Hence it is eternal, and the most beautiful of intelligibles,0 and is in intelligibles that which Jupiter is in intellectuals. Each however is the boundary of these orders.0 And the former indeed, is the first of paradigmatic causes; but the latter is the most monadic of demiurgic causes. Hence Jupiter is united to the paradigm through Night as the medium, and being filled from thence, becomes an intelligible world, as in intellectuals.

* Fr. 120.
§ For T(>) ocvTOfau here, read TO avwfaov.
• Tim. 30d.
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ie. Protagonus is the boundary of the intelligible, and Jupiter of the intellectual order.

B Then of Protagonus the mighty strength 1,325 Was seen; for in his belly he contain'd The whole* of things, and mingled where 'twas fit, The force and powerful vigour of the God. Hence, with the universe great Jove contains, &c.

Very properly, therefore, does Plato now say that the Demiurgus looked to the paradigm, in order that becoming all things through the intellectual perception of it, he may give subsistence to the sensible world. For the paradigm was the universe intelligibly, but the Demiurgus intellectually, and the world sensibly. Hence also the theologist says:

For in his sacred heart he these conceal'd, 
And into joyful light again reveal'd.

That the world therefore, was generated according to a paradigm, what this paradigm is, after what manner it is above, and how it is in, the demiurgic intellect, is manifest through what has been said.

Some however doubt why Plato inquires whether the world was fabricated according to that which is generated, or according to that which is intelligible; for there is not any generated nature in order that the universe might be fabricated with relation to it. If therefore the inquiry had been concerning Socrates, or any other partial nature, the question, say they, would have been reasonable. But as the inquiry is concerning the universe, is it not impossible it should have been constituted with relation to that which is generated? For what other generated nature is there besides the universe? We may dissolve this doubt however, by recollecting what has been frequently said, that Plato calls soul generated, so far as it participates of time. But the inquiry here is, what is the paradigm of the universe, whether it is soul, or intellect, or the intelligible? For these are the only things that are eternal. And on this account he asks, whether the world was generated with relation to a generated or to an eternal nature. After this manner, as it has appeared to some, the doubt may be solved. May it not, however be possible to solve it, by another more perfect method, through which it will also be evident that the confused and disorderly nature prior to the

In the original TUV TUVTUV be Se^ae, the word benote, or body obviously signifying whole. In this sense also, the word ouiicx, which is likewise body, is used by Aristotle in bj 2 ' a p ' 2 ' o* M e t e o r s 1 3 5 4^1 f]- For he there says, that the sea is the principle and
This principle too, q™erwards calls rjdpoinevoc, oyKoq, a collected bulk or mass. So that 56/tac with. •"pneeus, and ounge with Aristotle, have in these places the same meaning as OXOTJJC or wholeness with the Platonists.

1.326 world, must not be said, as Atticus and Plutarch thought it must, to be unbegotten? For if nothing was generated prior to the universe, it was ridiculous to inquire whether the world was generated with relation to perpetual being, or to that which is generated. This however, is now investigated. Prior to the world therefore, there was a certain generated nature. And since it was neither perpetual being, nor place; for three things [as Plato says] were prior to the generation of the universe, viz. being, place, and generation; it is evident that the so-much celebrated confused and disorderly nature was a thing of this kind. Hence not the universe only, but that which was moved in a confused and disorderly manner, was generated, as we have said,* and had a prior subsistence. The world therefore, possessing this confused nature as matter, but the intelligible pre-existing as more excellent, whether was the universe assimilated to the material nature which it contains, or to that which is essentially more divine? For being a medium between the two, it is necessarily assimilated to one of the extremes. For it is supposed that the Demiurgus assumed that disorderly nature, and perceives animal itself; so that Plato very properly inquires to which of these the Demiurgus assimilates the universe, whether to that which he assumes, or to that which he sees. To these things therefore, that which follows is conformable; viz. that the world being beautiful, it was assimilated to the intelligible, and not to that which was moved in a confused and disorderly manner. For that which is assimilated to this is deformed. Some of the interpreters however say, that Plato does not inquire concerning the Demiurgus, according to which of the paradigms he made the world, but that he asks as with reference to us who know that there are twofold paradigms, with relation to which if these the universe was generated. And this assertion is after a certain manner reasonable. For we are those who look to both these paradigms, and not the Demiurgus. E For it is not lawful for him to look to that which is less excellent; but we perceiving the natures which are prior, and also those which are posterior to him, interrogate ourselves, in which of them it is fit to place the paradigm. But others say that Plato adduces that which is generated, for the sake of a perfect division, in order that he may not appear to prevent the object of investigation, whether the mundane paradigm is eternal. For supposing the paradigm to be generated, he shows that a certain absurdity will follow. Others again say, that since of sensibles, some are preternatural, but others according to nature; and of these, some have the images of certain generated natures, but others are the
t cf. 87C supra, p. 264.
similitudes of them; - hence Plato wishing to demonstrate that the world was generated with relation to an eternal paradigm, makes a subversion of the others, on account of the universe being most beautiful. For that which is most beautiful, is neither preternatural, nor is derived from a generated paradigmatic essence; since that which is derived from this is not most beautiful. But because, in short, the universe is beautiful, it is not preternatural. Such therefore, is the solution of the doubt.

It is worth while however concisely to survey the accuracy of the words. For the words "again," and "must be considered," indicate the order of the problem; viz. that it is in continuity with the things which precede it, and that this immediately follows those speculations. But the words, "respecting him," collect all the investigations, and refer them to the one theory about the world. For what is said about the Demiurgus and the paradigm, is assumed for the sake of the theory of the universe. The words, "according to which of the paradigms," separate as extremes, and as different from each other, the intelligible, and that which is generated; the former existing among the first, but the latter among the last of beings. But the word artificer exhibits the production of form by its cause, and demiurgic art proceeding into the world. For as the theologist says,* the first manual artificers gave to Jupiter the demiurgic powers of all the mundane production. And,

Who thunder, and the lightning formed for Jove.  
Vulcan and Pallas the first artists, taught  
Jove all the daedal arts, the world contains.

Plato therefore following what the theologist here asserts, continually uses the words tekteinamenos; and etekteinato,* which signify fabricative energy, when speaking of the demiurgic production. But the words, "according to that which subsists with invariable sameness," indicate the eternal paradigm of the universe, which is the first of eternal natures, and is established at the end of the first intelligibles. And again, "that which was generated" signifies, that which was moved in a confused and disorderly manner. For this is a composite, is much mingled, and alternate, or moved by another; all which are the elements of a generated nature. He does not therefore say that this disorderly nature is unbegotten and incorruptible, and that the world is generated and corruptible; but that the former of these was generated, as being alter-

Fr. 92.  
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motive and co-mingled. For Plato clearly says,* that prior to the generation of the universe there were these three things, place,
generation, and being. And it is evident that by generation he means the confused and disorderly nature. Generation therefore is this; and the world is unbegotten according to temporal generation. Hence these things are more concordant with Plato, and with our unperverted opinions about the universe.

29a "Indeed, if this world is beautiful, and the Demiurgus of it is good, it is evident that he looked to an eternal paradigm; but if he is not good, which it is not lawful for any one to assert, he looked to that which was generated."

In the first place, it is requisite that we should understand the logical method of Plato, in order that we may see how demonstratively it proceeds. For from the hypotheses he had these twofold axioms, that what is generated according to an eternal paradigm is beautiful; but that what is generated according to a generated paradigm is not beautiful. The converse however to these are, that what is beautiful was generated according to an eternal paradigm, but what is not beautiful was not generated according to an eternal paradigm. For if to the opposite of that which precedes, the opposite of that which is consequent follows, then these reciprocate with each other, and that which was proposed from the beginning is demonstrated, through a deduction to an impossibility. For if that which is beautiful was generated according to a generated paradigm, but that which is so generated is not beautiful, through one of the axioms, then it will follow that what is not beautiful is beautiful. Why therefore, did not Plato immediately in the hypotheses assume these axioms, viz. that what is beautiful was generated according to an eternal paradigm, what is not beautiful was not so generated; but those to which these are the converse, though he intended to use the former, and not the latter in his demonstration? In answer to this, it must be said, that the latter which commences from causes, are more adapted to hypotheses, but the former which are derived from things caused, are more allied to things posterior to hypotheses. For when he says, "That which was generated according to an eternal paradigm is beautiful," he begins from causes, but ends in that which is caused. But when vice versa, he says, "That is beautiful which was generated according to an eternal paradigm," he makes the beautiful to be precedaneous, but the cause consequent. He employs therefore, the former of these, in order that he may assume things adapted to principles and causes in the hypotheses, but he employs the latter, which is the converse of the former, in the demonstrations, selecting that which is appropriate to the things demonstrated. Hence laying down these four D axioms, he very properly enquires concerning the universe, whether it..."
is beautiful, or is not beautiful. But if indeed the world is beautiful, it was generated according to an eternal paradigm; but if it is not beautiful, according to a generated paradigm. That the world however is beautiful, is evident from sense. It was therefore generated according to an eternal paradigm.

Since however beauty is imparted to the world from the paradigm, through the demiurgic cause as a medium, in the proposition which precedes, for the purpose of showing that the world is beautiful, he assumes that the Demiurgus is good. For every artificer, who is a good artist, has dominion over his proper matter, and superinduces the form which he wishes, on the subjects of his art. And this is accomplished in a much greater degree by the whole Demiurgus, who also gives subsistence to nature, the [universal] subject of things, as other assertions evince; and who produced it, that it might co-operate* with him, in receiving the world and fabrication from him. Since however, he had added this in the second proposition, he passes over the opposite in silence. For the defamation of the world is atrocious, since it is most beautiful, and a blessed God, but the defamation of the Demiurgus is still more so. Hence Plato employs Themis* as a guard to what he says, E who collects the Gods themselves to the Demiurgus, and does not suffer 1,330 them to be divulged from the goodness of the father. And he does this, in order that through Themis, he may not ascribe any thing disorderly or defamatory to the Demiurgus. The propositions therefore, being such, and receiving their beginning from the dividing art, let us see what Plato afterwards adds.

29a "It is however, manifest to every one, that he looked to an eternal paradigm; for the world indeed is the most beautiful of generated natures, and the Demiurgus is the best of causes. But being thus generated, it is fabricated according to that which may be apprehended by reason and intelligence, and which subsists invariably the same."

t Instead of upeyoc; here, it is requisite to read ovvepyoq.
X For Plato uses the word 0e/uο, or lawful, in this place.

Through what is here said, in the first place, he antecedently assumes the conclusion, as he is accustomed to do, deriving the principles of his demonstrations from intellect. In the next place, he introduces the recollection of the assumption, and afterwards adds the rest.* For the words, "It is however manifest to every one, that he looked to an eternal paradigm," are the conclusion. But the words, "For the world indeed is the most beautiful of generated natures, and the Demiurgus is the best of causes," are a narration of the assumption, as the causal conjunction μέν indeed manifests. And the rest is the conclusion of all that is said. Such F therefore is the logical arrangement of the words. But again, betaking
ourselves to the theory of the things, let us in the first place see through what cause he transfers the word *beautiful* to the word *most beautiful*, and *good to the best*. In the next place, let us survey how these things are true, and what kind of order they have with reference to each other. That a beautiful fabrication therefore, was fabricated according to an eternal paradigm is evident, and was before asserted. For whence could it obtain the beautiful, except from the imitation of this paradigm? If however, this is most beautiful, the fabrication was not simply made according to an eternal paradigm, but if it be requisite to say so, it was assimilated to the most eternal of eternal natures. For every image which more clearly participates of form, is the image of a purer paradigm. And *as of the statues produced by the telestic art, some partaking of the presence of a divine nature more obscurely, enjoy the second and third powers of the divinity, but others participating of it more clearly, partake also of the first and highest powers of the God:* - after the same manner likewise, the God who gives perfection to the world, has rendered it most beautiful, as an image of the first of eternal natures. For that which is most beautiful is derived to the world from thence, and is extended to a similitude towards it, through its own beauty. Again therefore, if the demiurgic cause is good, he looked to that which is eternal, and not to that which is generated; lest by looking to what is less excellent, which it is not lawful to assert, he should fall off from goodness. If, however, this be the case, not only a good cause, but the best among causes, looked to the most eternal of paradigms. For by how much the perceiver is more divine, by so much the more elevated is the object of perception. For the same thing will not be surveyed by the better and the less excellent nature. Plato therefore, indicating these things, and through these latently assisting the position that the paradigm of the universe does not rank among the multitude of eternal natures, but is the most eternal of all of them, and primarily eternal, calls the world indeed most beautiful, but the Demiurgus most excellent. For that which is most beautiful was generated according to the most divine paradigm, and that which is most excellent necessarily looks to that which is supreme. For if that which is most beautiful was not derived from the first paradigm, this first paradigm will either be the paradigm of nothing, or of something less excellent. But it is not lawful for superior natures to make that which is less excellent in secondary natures. And unless that which is best looked to that which is first [either it will not make that which is most beautiful*] or not looking to that which is first it will make it. How likewise, will that which is the first paradigm, rank as a paradigm, unless* that which is best intellectually perceives it? And how can that which is intelligibles to a less excellent nature, be incomprehensible through transcendency by that
C which is more excellent? Hence it is necessary that what is most beautiful should have been generated according to that which is most 1,332 divine, and that what is most excellent should look to that which is most eternal. Farther still, it is necessary that what is most beautiful should be fabricated by that which is best. For of what is that which is best the cause, unless of that which is the most beautiful of generated natures? For if it is not the cause of the most beautiful effect, it is the cause of something less excellent. If, therefore, that which is best is the cause of that which is less excellent, that which is not best will be entirely the cause of that which is most beautiful, and thus the order of things will be radically subverted. It must be admitted therefore, that these three things are, as it is said, demonstrated by geometrical necessities; and through these we are reminded after what manner names are assumed by Plato. Porphyry however adds, that if the Demiurgus is most excellent, it follows that he looks to an eternal nature, or that he will not fabricate what is beautiful. And in the next place,0 it is necessary that he who fabricates what is [truly]
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beautiful, should look to that which is eternal, or* he will not make what is beautiful as the best of fabricators, but he will make it casually. Hence also, Plato asserts that the fabricators of mortal natures are daemons. And if indeed, they are simply most excellent, nothing will prevent the artificers and framers of mortal natures from being likewise most excellent, and on this account the fabricators of beautiful images. Such therefore are the observations of Porphyry.
D We may easily however learn, that it is rightly said the world is most beautiful, and the Demiurgus the best of causes. In the first place, indeed, the beauty of the heavens, the order of the periods, the measures of the seasons, the harmony of the elements, and the analogy which pervades through all things, demonstrate to those who are not entirely blind, that the universe is most beautiful. In the next place, does not the order of the invisible powers it contains, according to which the parts of the world are connected, and the gift of the intellectual essence, evince that it is the most beautiful of generated natures? For there are in it the harmonious choir of souls, the participation of intellect, the supply of a divine life, the progression* of ineffable deity, and the number of henads or unities, from which the whole becomes full of beauty. Since also, the [partial] soul which is assimilated to the universe, becoming elegantly adorned, exhibits in herself an admirable beauty,
1,333 how is it possible that the universe should not possess beauty in a still greater degree? hence theologians conjoining Venus with Vulcan, say that he thus fabricated the universe. And again, from Vulcan and Aglaia, they generate Eucleia and Eusthenia, Eupheme and Philophrosune, who render the corporeal-formed nature decorated with beauty. Neither therefore, do those who revile the Demiurgus, dare to say that the world is not most beautiful, but on the contrary they say that through the beauty of it souls are allured and ensnared.

But how are we to admit that the Demiurgus is the best of eternal natures? For some think that we must understand by this word best, the best causes of generated natures, in order that he may not be absolutely the best of the causes. For this would be false, but that he may be the best of causes of things that are generated; since the natures that are above him are not the causes of these. I however, should be ashamed of myself, if I were in want of such an artifice as this, forgetting what was

1 The same emendation is also requisite here as above.
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a little before said,* in which the Demiurgus now delivered to us by Plato, was shown to be the fountain and monad of every demiurgic order. On account of this therefore, he is the best of causes, because he is allotted the first order among the demiurgi of the universe; Plato here, directly emulating Homer,* who calls the Demiurgus the father of wholes, and the supreme of rulers; and he thus denominates him though he mentions the Gods prior to him, as far as to the Goddess Night. Because therefore Jupiter is the most ancient and venerable of demiurgi, he is celebrated by Homer as the supreme of rulers, but by Plato as the best5 of causes. Others however by no means dare to accuse the Demiurgus, but blame this universe, and pervert the assertions of the ancients, who call it a cavern and a den. And others, as Heraclitus,0 say, that the Demiurgus sported in fabricating the world.

To these objections however it is easy to reply. For though the world 102A is, as Plato says, most beautiful, and a blessed God,° yet when compared with the intelligible, and the place which is there, it is deservedly called a cavern and a den. And it is especially so to partial souls who verge to bodies and matter. But with respect to the Demiurgus, though he is the best of causes, yet the whole of his providential energies about the recent fabrications, may be called sport, when compared with the energies which are exempt from sensibles. For these reasons therefore, the Demiurgus is thus celebrated in the present words by Plato. It is requisite also to understand how the co-ordination of the most beautiful with the most excellent, is suspended from the first principles. For as in them beauty is suspended from The Good, and the
beautifying cause, from the fountain of all good, thus also here, the world is said to be most beautiful, but the Demiurgus most excellent, and the most beautiful is suspended from that which is best. In the next place it is requisite to understand how what is said about the fabrication itself [of things] imitates this fabrication. For as the world itself was led from confusion to order, and a similitude to the intelligible, by fabrication, thus also the discussion of it first employed abhorrent appellations, calling it generated and destructible, but now the most
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venerable names, denominating it the best of generated natures, the offspring of the most excellent father, and the image of the most divine paradigm. And shortly after,* he reminds us of it by the most sacred of names.

29b "But again, these things [thus] subsisting, there is every necessity that the world should be the image of a certain thing."

To those who are more simple, what is here said may appear to be the same with what was before asserted. For some one who does not survey things accurately may ask what difference there is between saying, that the world was fabricated according to a paradigm, and that it is the image of a certain thing. In reality however, each of these is separated from the other. For since it is possible for an artificer to make conformably to a paradigm, but the thing fabricated may not become the image of the paradigm in consequence of not being vanquished by the fabricating cause; in order that you may not fancy that this is also the case with the world, Plato has shown that the Demiurgus indeed looked to a paradigm, and that being most excellent he looked to the most divine paradigm, from what he said respecting the universe being fabricated conformably to the intelligible. But that the universe also is vanquished by form, and truly* imitates its paradigm, he manifests from what is now said. For if the world is an image, the universe is assimilated to the intelligible. For that which is not dissimilar but similar and consentaneous, is an image. You have therefore, the sensible universe, the most beautiful of images, the intellectual universe, the best of causes, and the intelligible universe, the most divine of paradigms. Each of these also is every where. For the sensible universe participates of intellect and being; the intellectual universe possesses sensibles uniformly, but intelligibles5 secondarily; and the intelligible universe antecedently comprehends, primordially and unitedly, intellectuals and
sensibles. The universe however, subsists appropriately in each order. And the sensible universe indeed, is placed before us as a fabrication; but the eternal is twofold, the one being as demiurgic, but the other as paradigmatic; though the paradigmatic is also in the demiurgic. For the Demiurgus makes looking to himself; since every intellect sees itself,
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and is the same with the intelligible it contains. And again the demiurgic is in the paradigmatic; since it makes that which is generated. For it is not a paradigm like a form impressed in wax,* nor as the image of Socrates is the image of another image; but the paradigmatic cause by its very being makes secondary natures similar to itself. At the same time however, to fabricate paradigmatically, and to be a paradigm demiurgically \[i.e.\text{ fabricatively}\] differ. For the former is to energize essentially; but the latter is to impart essence energetically. And the former is to perceive intellectually, intelligibly; but the latter is to be intelligible intellectually. For the peculiarity of the paradigm is to make by its very being; but of the Demiurgus, to make by energizing. For it is not the same thing to make by existing, and to know and energize through knowledge; since soul also produces life by existing, but makes artificially through knowledge. And it possesses indeed, the former essentially, but the latter according to energy. And why is it requisite to lengthen these observations philosophically? For the theolog* long before, celebrates the demiurgic cause in Phanes. For there, as he says, the great Bromius, or all-seeing Jupiter, was, and antecedently existed; in order that he might have as it were the fountains of the twofold fabrication of things. He also celebrates the paradigmatic cause in Jupiter. For again, he likewise is, as he says, Metis the first generator, and much-pleasing Love. He is also continually denominated by him, Dionysius, and Phanes, and Ericapaeus. All the causes therefore participate of each other, and are in each other; so that he who says as the divine Iamblichus, that the Demiurgus comprehends in himself the paradigm, and he who evinces, as the illustrious Amelius, that the paradigm is the Demiurgus, in a certain respect speak rightly. For the latter saw the demiurgic peculiarity pre-existing in the paradigm; for there the first Jupiter exists, and on this account he makes Phanes to be the Demiurgus; but the former saw the paradigm in the Demiurgus. For Metis also was in the Demiurgus, being absorbed by him. And on this account he considered the paradigmatic to be the same with the demiurgic cause. And thus much concerning these particulars.

We ought not however, to wonder if Plato calls the world an image. For though it is most beautiful, yet it is the image of intelligible beauty.
Through this similitude also, it exhibits such things as adorn5 and
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1,337 beautify generation, and receives as a whole the form of the paradigm. Thus the philosopher calls the world the image of the intelligible, as being assimilated to its paradigm. The addition likewise of *necessity*, shows that the similitude of the former to the latter is admirable and ineffable. Afterwards also, he testifies this by a demonstration indubitable and firm. For it proceeds from the hypotheses themselves.

29b "But in every thing, to begin from a principle according to nature, is the greatest of undertakings."

103A Some read what is here said by stopping at the word *pantos, every thing*, according to whom the words indicate, that it is the greatest of all things, to make that beginning of the discussion which is according to nature. But others, stopping at the word *megiston, greatest*, conjoin the word *pantos* with what follows; so that with them the colon signifies that it is the greatest undertaking, to begin the discussion of the universe, from a principle which is according to nature. Others again say that these words are introduced for the sake of the things previously assumed, these being rightly concluded through the hypotheses which were necessary. But according to others, they are introduced for the sake of what is directly after asserted, it being requisite, if we intend to make a proper beginning, to define previously what kind of discourses ought to be adopted concerning sensibles. And others say, they are introduced for the sake of what will afterwards be delivered concerning the final cause. For this is the greatest principle, and according to nature, which it is requisite especially to survey, and from which commencing it is fit to discuss what follows. But that previous to the disquisition of this, he informs us what the mode will be of physical discussions.

To me however, this axiom appears to be rightly asserted of all things. B For it is universal, and is adapted to what has been before said, to what immediately follows, and to what will be again said. Or rather, it is not adapted to these alone, but to all fabrication. For beginning from a principle according to nature as from a root, Plato delivers afterwards explanations of cause homologous to this principle. And science itself, 1,338 from proper hypotheses, collects appropriate conclusions. Science therefore follows the order of things; but doctrinal disquisition follows science. And this is the greatest undertaking. In the first place, because it imitates wholes, and the progression of beings. In the next place,
because if the smallest particular is overlooked in the principle, it becomes multiplied as we proceed. And in the third place, the principle or beginning, is said to be the half of the whole. If however, this be the case, it possesses the greatest power. If, too, as some say, the principle is something more than the whole, it is in an admirable manner said to be the greatest thing. The truth of this is also testified by poets who say, "that every thing which receives a good beginning usually ends well." And moreover, on this account the Athenian guest\* calls the principle a God, if it obtains that which is fit. For he says, "Principle being established in men as a God, produces all things rightly if it obtains a congruous portion [or the part which is adapted to it]."

But what is the meaning of the words "according to nature'? Is it the receiving every thing which ought to be received, or is it that which first proceeds from things which subsist essentially? For that which is last is a principle as with reference to us, but not with reference to nature. The principle therefore, according to nature, of the universe indeed, is the final cause, but of demonstrations the hypotheses, and of discussions the definition respecting the form of the doctrine, whether it is to be 1,339 received as firm, immutable and accurate, or as that which is merely probable, and is not indeed truth, but credible, and assimilated to truth.

29b "After this manner therefore, we must decide about the image, and the paradigm of it."

These three particulars are connascently consequent to each other, the things, the conceptions, and the words. According to the things and the conceptions therefore, Plato assumes the first hypothesis; but according to the words he makes this definition. For when he separates that which is generated from being, he adheres to the theory of the things. But when he defines our knowledge according to the objects of it, he adheres to the theory of the conceptions.\* And now distributing the words according to the diversity in the knowledge of them, he demonstrates to us their definite nature. Hence, these are consentaneous to each other; viz. twofold things, being and that which is generated; twofold knowledges, intelligence and opinion; and twofold words, the stable and the probable. For whence are knowledges derived, except from the objects of knowledge? And whence is the difference of words derived, except from knowledges? Some therefore say, that it is the logographic art to define previously what the mode is of the diction, and
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what kind of person the auditor of it ought to be; and that Aristotle emulated this,* and also many others more recent.

I however should say that the discussion imitates the fabrication itself of things. For as that unfolds into light the invisible lives of the world, but gives subsistence to that which is apparent, and imparts a boundary to it prior to the whole world, thus also Timaeus adheres indeed to the theory of the things; but also makes the form of the words to be E adapted to the things; and antecedently assumes, and previously defines the mode of the whole theory of the discussion, in order that he may dispose the whole of the doctrine conformably to this definition. Why therefore does he do this now and not before? Because, after the demonstration, that it is requisite the world should be generated, he necessarily defines what the nature of the discussion about sensible things ought to be, but not prior to this, the nature of the universe 1,340 being unknown. But when he calls the world an image, an image of such a kind is not* to be assumed, as we conceive that of inanimate5 natures to be, as neither is the paradigm unprolific and inefficacious, but an assimilation must be given to this world to the intelligible. In the first place indeed, according to the prolific power of the paradigm; for by its very being it produces the image from itself. In the second place, according to the demiurgic cause, which renders the universe most similar to the intelligible, by the energies extended to it. And in the third place, according to the conversion of the world itself to the forming power and participation of intelligibles. For "it assimilates F itself, as the Oracle says,D hastening to be invested with the impression of the images which the intelligible Gods extend to it."

29b "As words therefore are allied to the things themselves of which they are the interpreters."

As the progression of beings is from The One which is prior0 to the many, and mundane natures proceed from a monad to their proper number, thus also the discourse of Timaeus, being assimilated, as he says, to beings, commences from one axiom, and the universal, and thus
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afterwards introduces division to his words. What therefore is the one 104A common axiom, in the words before us? That it is necessary language
should be allied to the things, of which it is the interpreter. And it
seems that the Platonists Albinus and Gaius, and their followers, took
occasion from hence to define in how many ways Plato dogmatizes; and
that he does this in a twofold respect, either scientifically, or from
probability, and not according to one mode, nor as if all discussions had
one accuracy, whether they are concerning beings, or things which
subsist through generation; but such as is the nature of things, such also
is that of the words which are divided in conjunction with things.
1,341 Hence they subsist in such a way with respect to accuracy and clearness
about the things which are their subjects, that some words assert the
accuracy of the dogmas, but others their probability. For it is necessary
that language should be similar to things; since it could not otherwise
interpret their nature, than by being allied to them. For it is requisite
that what the thing is contractedly, that language should be evolvably;
in order that it may unfold the thing into light, and may be subordinate
B to the nature of it. Hence, the divine causes of language unfold after
this manner the essences of the natures prior to them, and are
connascent with them. In the Gods therefore, the angel or messenger of
Jupiter [i.e. Hermes], who has the relation of logos to the intellect of his
father, announces the will of Jupiter to secondary natures. But in essences,
soul which is the logos of intelligibles, unfolds the united cause of wholes
which is in them, she receiving from them her hypostasis.* And in the
genera superior to us, the angelic order has the relation of logos to the Gods.
Very properly therefore, is it here said, that language is allied to the
things of which it is the interpreter. This therefore, must be said to be
the one* common axiom, prior to the divided particulars. And Timaeus
in what follows, distributes different modes of words in conjunction
with the quality of the things.

29b "Hence, respecting that which is permanent and stable, and
1,342 intellectually apparent, it is requisite that the words should be as much
as possible permanent, without lapse, irreprehensible and immutable.
But in this [stability] the paradigm is in no respect deficient."

Prior to this, Timaeus called the paradigm perpetual being, subsisting
invariably the same, and apprehended by intelligence; but now he calls

\(^t\) For $\text{T} $\text{v} \text{i} \text{t} \text{o} \text{d} \text{e} \text{o} \text{i} \text{v}$ here, it is necessary to read $\text{r} $\text{i} \text{w} \text{V} $\text{K} $\text{O} $\text{O} $\text{T} $\text{O} $\text{L} $\text{O} $\text{I} \text{v}$.
\(X\ EJ>\) is omitted in the original, but evidently ought to be inserted.

it permanent and stable; the former indeed, instead of perpetual being,
and which is apparent in conjunction with intellect, but the latter,
C instead of that which is apprehended by intelligence. He also
denominates the words respecting it permanent, indeed, in order that
through the sameness of the name, he may indicate the similitude of
them to things; but without lapse, in order that they might adumbrate
the firmness of the thing. And *irreprehensible*, in order that they may
imitate that which is comprehended by intelligence, and may
scientifically accede. For it is necessary that words, in order that they
may be adapted to intelligibles, should have accuracy and firmness, as
being employed about things of this kind. For as the knowledge of
eternal natures is without lapse, so likewise is the discourse about them.
For it is an evolved knowledge. Since, however, it proceeds into
multitude, and is allotted a composite nature, and on this account falls
short of the union and impartibility of the thing, he denominates the
thing itself in the singular number permanent and stable, and
intellectually apparent; but the discourse about it in the plural number,
calling it *stable words, which are without a lapse, and are irreprehensible*.
And since in language there is a certain similitude to the paradigm, but
there is also a certain dissimilitude, and this abundant, he assumes one
D word in common the *permanent*, but the others different. Since also a
scientific discourse is irreprehensible, as with reference to our
knowledge; for there is not any thing in us better than science; but is
1,343 confuted by the thing itself, as not being able to comprehend the nature
of it, such as it really is, and as falling off1 from its impartibility, - on
this account he adds, *"as much as possible."* For science itself, as
subsisting in souls, is indeed irreprehensible, but is reprehended by
intellect, for evolving that which is impartible, and apprehending that
which is simple in a composite manner. For the phantasy also
reprehends sense, because its knowledge is in conjunction with passion,
according to a commixture, from which the phantasy is purified. But
opinion reprehends the phantasy because its knowledge is attended with
type and morphe, from which opinion is free. Science reprehends
opinion, because its knowledge is without the explanation of cause, by
which science is especially bound. And intellect as we have said,
reprehends science, because it transitively divides the object of
knowledge, but intellect knows at once the whole in conjunction with
essence. Hence intellect is alone unconquerable, but science, and

scientific discourse, are vanquished by intellect, according to the
knowledge of being.

29c "It is necessary however, that words respecting that which is assimilated
to the permanent and stable, but which is the image of being should
possess probability [alone]."

E That the discussion of generated1 natures, is a discussion about an
image, and that on this account it is to be called *probable*, is evident.
Perhaps however, some one may inquire what words remain to be
assigned to things which are not assimilated to the intelligible, but yet
at the same time exist in the universe, such as we assert conjectural and artificial things to be. May we not say, that words of a conjectural nature are adapted to these, which words are different from those that are assimilative? For to conjecture is one thing; since this is more obscure than sense; and to assimilate another. For assimilation pertains to the interpreters of the images of being. Artificial, therefore, and conjectural things, are unfolded through conjectural words. Unless other such like words are adapted to things which are truly conjectural; but with respect to artificial things, assimilative or probable words, are adapted to those that are the first from forms, but to those which have a secondary hypostasis, and are the third from truth, such words are adapted as pertain to things conjectural by nature. For conjectural things are the images of sensibles, in the same manner as sensibles are the images of intelligibles. Thus the painted bed is the image of that which is made by the carpenter.

Farther still, this also must be considered, that Plato is now speaking about physical images, and that on this account he gives a twofold division to words. For things which are assimilated to the intelligible, subsist by nature or naturally; but this is not the case with things artificial. For the artist does not make that which he makes, according to certain ideas, though Socrates appears to say this in the *Republic.* There, however, what is said, is asserted for the sake of the paradigm, and is not concerning ideas themselves. For he says that God is the maker and Demiurgus of things artificial, but he is not the Demiurgus of ideas. But in the *Protagoras,* it is clearly shown by Plato that we do not contain the reasons or productive principles of the arts, and much less of things artificial, and that neither are the paradigms of them established in the Gods. These therefore were not generated according to the intelligible. Plato, however, now divides words into those which pertain to the discussion of the intelligible, and those which are concerning the image of the intelligible. Hence indicating this he says, *that words respecting that which is assimilated to the permanent and stable, but which is the image of being, should possess probability [alone].* But the works of nature are assimilated to the intelligible, and not the works of art; so that neither have particulars this assimilation definitely, but the universals which are in them. We have, however, spoken concerning these things elsewhere.

---

29c "The latter words having the same relation to the former [as that of an
image to its paradigm]. For what essence is to generation, that truth is to faith."

Prior to this, Timaeus made two things antecedent, the intelligible and the generated, or the paradigm and the image, and assumed two things 1,345 as analogous to these, science and probability, or truth and faith: so that as truth is to the intelligible paradigm, so is faith to the generated image. But now alternately he says, as truth is to faith, so is the intelligible to B that which is generated. And this perfectly well. For he makes the intelligible and truth to be antecedent, but at the same time begins from that which is generated and faith, that he may mingle that which has a reference to us with the order which is according to nature, and that he may preserve the proper worth of the things, and may argue from what is known to us. Plato, therefore, clearly divides language and knowledge conformably to the objects of knowledge; and Parmenides though obscure on account of his writings being poetical, yet at the same time indicating these things, he says,* "that truth is full of splendor and immutable, but that the opinions of mortals have no real credibility." And again, "that there are two paths, one of which has a real existence, so that it is not possible for it not to exist. But this is the path of Persuasion, and is attended by Truth. The other, necessarily has no true existence. The former of these paths, however, though replete with the most perfect persuasion, is unpleasant." And again, "Neither can you have any knowledge of non-being; for it is not attainable; nor can you

t i.e. The soul does not essentially contain the reasons of those arts which are solely ministrant to the purposes of the moral life.  
% cf. Parmenides, fr. 1, 29, K, R & S.

make it the subject of discourse."* The philosopher therefore says, that 1,346 there are twofold knowledges, of twofold things; truth which he calls full of splendor, as shining with intellectual light; and faith, from which C he takes away stable knowledge. The faith, however, which Plato now mentions appears to be different from that spoken of him in the Republic, in the section of a line. For there the faith is an irrational knowledge; whence also it is divided from conjecture, but is arranged according to sense. The faith however of which he now speaks is rational, but is mingled with irrational knowledge, as it employs sense and conjecture. Hence it is filled with much of the unstable. For receiving from sense or conjecture the on, or that a thing is, it thus explains causes. But these kinds of knowledge, have much of the confused and unstable. Hence Socrates in the Phaedo* reprehends sense in many respects, because we neither hear nor see anything accurately. How, therefore, can the knowledge which originates from sense possess the accurate and the irreprehensible? For the powers which use science alone, comprehend the whole of the thing known with accuracy; but
those that energize with sense, are deceived, and deviate from accuracy, 
D on account of sense, and because the object of knowledge is unstable. 
For with respect to that which is material, what can any one say of it, 
since it is always changing and flowing, and is not naturally adapted to 
abide for a moment. But that which is celestial, in consequence of being 
remote from us, is not easily known, nor to be apprehended by science, 
but we must be satisfied in the theory of it, with an approximation to 
the truth, and with probability [instead of certainty]. For every thing 
which is in place, requires the being situated there, in order to a perfect 
knowledge of its nature. The intelligible, however, is not a thing of this 
kind; since it is not apprehended by us in place. For wherever any one 
establishes his dianoetic energy, there, truth being every where present, 
he comes into contact with it. But if it is possible to assert any thing 
firm and stable about that which is celestial, this also is possible so far 
as it participates of being, and so far as it can be apprehended by 
intelligence. For if any thing necessary can be collected concerning it, 
1,347 it is alone through geometrical demonstrations which are universal. But 

Owing to the obscurity of the original, I have only given the substance of the 
verses of Parmenides. 
t Rep. VI, 51le. 
S cf. Phaedo 83a..

so far as it is sensible, it is difficult to be apprehended, and difficult to 
be surveyed. And thus much concerning these particulars.

Someone, however, may doubt, how it can be any longer said to be 
difficult to discover the Demiurgus, and impossible when found to speak 
of him to all men/ since we are able to employ stable, immutable, and 
irreprehensible language about the paradigm? Or is not that which is 
said about the Demiurugus, in a much greater degree adapted to the 
paradigm itself? For it is much more difficult to discover the latter than 
E the former, and when found to speak of it to all men. Neither 
however, does Plato deny that scientific language may be employed 
about the Demiurgus, nor about any other of the natures that subsist 
always invariably the same. For in what does Plato differ from other 
physiologists, except in exhibiting the science pertaining to divine 
natures? But if he particularly reminds us of this in the Demiurgic 
cause, that it is difficult to find it, we ought not to wonder. For he 
knew, as it appears to me, that other physiologists transfer the effective 
cause to physical powers. Hence that we may not be affected in the 
same way as they were, he shows that the Demiurgic principle is 
difficult to be found, and difficult to be known. And this much in 
answer to the doubt.

Plato however in many places admits the truth of beings, conformably
to theologists. For uniform truth [or truth characterized by unity] is of one kind, and is the light proceeding from *The Good*, which, as he says in the *Philebus*, imparts purity, and as he says in the *Republic*, union to F intelligibles. The truth proceeding from intelligibles, is of another kind, and illuminates the intellectual orders, which the essence that is without figure,10 without colour, and without contact primarily receives, where, also, as it is written in the *Phaedrus,* the plain of truth is situated. Another kind of truth is that which is connascent with souls, which comes into contact with being through intelligence, and is conjoined 1,348 through science with the objects of science. For the psychical light, may be said to be as in the extension of breadth the third from the intelligible; the intellectual breadth being filled from the intelligible, but the psychical from the intellectual. This truth, therefore, which is in souls, is that, which must now be assumed, since we likewise assume this 106A faith, and not that which is irrational, and separated from all rational

t Tim. 28c.
§ *Phaedrus* 247c - 248b.

animadversion. The one also must be conjoined to intelligibles, but the other to sensibles.

29c "You must not wonder, therefore, O Socrates, if asserting many things about many concerning the Gods, and the generation of the universe, I should not be able to employ language in every respect accurate and consistent with itself."

Timaeus first exhibits the hypotheses of the whole of physiology, and collects the lemmas pertaining to the theory of it; the latter being three, but the former five. In the second place, he defines the mode of the discussion. And in the third place, he prepares the auditor to receive in a proper manner the discourse which he is about to make. For it is necessary that he should not expect to hear perfectly accurate arguments in physical discussions, nor such as are truly scientific, but such as are assimilated to them. It is besides this requisite he should know, that as the world is mingled from physical powers and an intellectual and divine essence; for "physical works, as the Oracle says,f co-subsist with the B intellectual light of the father;" thus also the discussion of it, makes a commixture of faith and truth. For things which are assumed from sense participate largely of conjectural discussion; but things which commence from intelligibles possess that which is irreprehensible, and 1,349 cannot be confuted. For when we say of the Demiurgus himself, that he consults, that he energizes dianoetically, and that he makes the?e things prior to those, we relinquish the truth of things. So that if when speaking of eternal beings, and showing how they provide for the
universe, we are compelled to divide that which is impartible, and to
make that which is eternal temporal, much more will the assertions
respecting sensibles themselves be deficient in accuracy [and truth].

What then, some one may say, do we not speak accurately concerning
the heavens when we say, that the circles in them bisect each other? But
do we not fall off from accuracy, when we are satisfied, not with the
accurate, but with an approximation to it, in consequence of our
imbecility, and not on account of the nature of the thing? Or, also,
when we receive indeed, principles from sense, yet is it not from
universal reasons? The assertions therefore, respecting the heavens, is
C in intelligibles, exhibit the irreprehensible; but as in objects of belief,
they also are reprehended through immaterial forms. Consider then this
eye thing which is now asserted, that the greatest circles in the heavens
bisect each other. Is it not necessary that the section should be

t Chald. Oracl. fr. 210c, & Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 220.

according to points? But a point is impartible. What, therefore, is there
of this kind in a partible nature? What is there without interval in a
nature distended with interval? For every thing which subsists in a
physical body, is co-divided with its subject. What, then, is there not
likewise a physical point? This however relinquishes that which is truly
impartible, and is a point indeed, in physical substances, but is not
simply a point. So that what is said of a point, is not accurately adapted
to a thing of this kind. In short, as the assertions concerning
intelligibles, are not adapted to dianoetic objects, so neither is what is
said of scientific objects adapted to sensibles. For intelligibles are the
paradigms of dianoetic natures, and dianoetic natures of sensibles. For
it is soul which adorns the mighty heaven, and adorns it in conjunction
with the father. So that when we speak of circles in the heavens, of
contacts, bisections, and equalities, we speak accurately, as not speaking
1,350 about sensibles. Since therefore things of this kind may be asserted of
all material natures, the objection is trifling.

D If, however, some one should ask us, is not that which is truly equal
impartible, and that which is truly a circle, without interval? For each
is a universal; but universal is an impartible reason and form. But the
natures in the heavens are partible, and not indivisible, and are in a
subject. Here again, we do not say that either circles, or equalities, or
anything else of this kind are in sensibles; and thus we are consistent
with ourselves. We summarily, say, therefore, that Plato at one time
defines science, by an explanation of causes alone; at another time, by the
subjects of it, possessing an essence perfectly stable, together with an
explanation of cause; and at another, by the principles not being hypotheses.
And according to this last form, indeed, he asserts that there is one
science [i.e. dialectic] which ascends as far as to the principle of being.
For this science pre-establishes the principle which is truly principle, to
be unhypothetical. It also has for its subject truly existing being, and produces its reasonings from cause. But according to the second form, he also calls dianoetic knowledge science. And according to the first alone, he allows the appellation of science to be given to physiology.

E Now therefore looking to the first* form he thinks fit to call it conjectural knowledge. And thus much in answer to the doubt, the whole of what is here said being attended with difficulty on account of the construction of the words, which may thus be corrected with a small addition. "If, O Socrates, asserting many things about many," afterwards

f It is evidently necessary instead of Sevrepoc; eiSoc in this place, to read vpuTOV c16oc. For dianoetic knowledge is by no means conjectural.

showing what these many things are, he adds, "concerning the Gods, and the generation of the universe." And these are the many he alludes to. "If therefore, he says, many things being asserted about many, concerning the generation of the universe, and the Gods it contains, each of these being 1,351 many, we should not be able to employ accurate language, you must not wonder." He says this, however, because it is not wonderful, to be occupied in things of a necessary nature. But it is necessary that a discussion should not be accurate in a twofold respect, viz. on account of the thing known, not being stable and clear, and on account of our nature being human. So great therefore is the caution which Plato employs in what he says. This however is not the case with others. But Heraclitus,* by asserting of himself that he knew all things, makes all other men to be destitute of science. And Empedocles announces that he imparts truth herself, and that, in what he writes.

To Wisdom's summit rapidly he leaps.

Fr. 4, 8d

F For these assertions are not conformable to philosophic caution. But the Stoics say that there is the same virtue of Gods and men,* being very far from emulating the piety of Plato, and the modesty of Socrates.

29c-d "If therefore we shall afford arguments no less probable than others, it is proper to be satisfied, calling to mind that I who speak, and that you who are my judges, have the human nature [in common]. So that if you receive a probable narration concerning these things, it is fit to seek for nothing farther than this."

107A Timaeus reminds us in a twofold respect of the privation of stability and accuracy in physical discussions; first, from the essence of the things. For from immaterial natures becoming material, from impartible partible, from separate natures, such as are situated in a foreign seat, and from universal, becoming individual and partial natures, they do not
receive the definition of things scientific and irreprehensible, which is adapted to immaterial and impartible forms. But in the second respect, from the imbecility of that by which physical objects are surveyed. For if it be requisite to know any thing concerning them, it is also requisite to embrace a knowledge co-ordinate to them. But this is sense. And if indeed we were in the heavens, we should perhaps be less deceived; but

\[^{t}\text{Fr. 1d.}\]
\[^{t}\text{cf. Stoic Ethics in The Hellenistic Philosophers, Long & Sedley vol. 1, Cambridge}\]

1.352 here dwelling in the last part of the universe, and being most remote from them, we employ sense in a gross and erroneous manner. For we are allotted the human nature. But the human nature brings with it a life which is material and darkened by the body, and which is partible, and in want of irrational knowledge. The Gods, however, know* that which is generated, in a way perfectly remote from generation, that B which is temporal, eternally, and that which is contingent, necessarily. For by intellectually perceiving they generate all things, so that they intellectually perceive them after the above-mentioned manner. For we must not fancy that knowledge is characterized by the natures of the things known, or that what is not stable is also not stable with the Gods, as the philosopher Porphyry says; for this is asserted by him which it would have been better not to have said; but we must admit that the mode of knowledge varies with the diversities of gnostic natures. For the same thing is known by divinity indeed unitedly, by intellect totally, by reason universally, by the phantasy morphotically,* and by sense passively. Nor does it follow, that because the thing known is one, the knowledge also is one. Farther still, if knowledges are essential in the Gods, and their intelligence is not adventitious, such as they are, such also is their knowledge. But they are immaterial, eternal, united, and undefiled; and, therefore, they know immaterially, eternally, unitedly, and with uncontaminated purity. Hence they antecedently comprehend that which is material, immaterially; dispersed multitude, uniformly; that which is changed according to time, stably and eternally; and every thing preternatural, dark and impure, in a manner C [transcendently luminous and] pure. Would it not therefore be superfluous to add any further confirmation of this truth?

Again however this5 may be assumed from what has been said, that the want of accuracy in the theory of the images of being, arises from our imbecility. For to the knowledge of them we require phantasy, sense, and many other organs. But the Gods contractedly comprehend 1.353 these in their unity, and divine intellection. For in sublunary natures, we are satisfied in apprehending that which for the most part takes place, on account of the instability of their subject matter. But again, in
The word *yiyvumovaiv* is wanting in the original.

The word *morphe*, as we have elsewhere observed, pertains to the colour, figure, and magnitude of supericies. Hence, the phantasy perceives *morphotically*, because its sight is a *figured* perception.

§ For rpcic here, it seems necessary to read *TOVTO*.

celestial natures, we are filled with much of the conjectural, through employing sense, and material instruments. On this account, we must be satisfied with proximity in the apprehension of them, since we dwell remotely, at the bottom, as it is said, of the universe. This also is evident from those that are conversant with them, who collect the same things respecting them from different hypotheses; some things, indeed, through eccentrics, others through epicycles, and others through evolvents, [in all these] preserving the phenomena. What then, some one may say, are we to be satisfied with Plato in physiologizing, and in D affording us arguments no less probable than others? May we not reply, that it especially becomes prudent men thus to speak about things of this kind, and to pursue the medium between dissimulation and arrogance; for the latter is to say more, but the former less, than all others, and the medium is to say what is in no respect less. In the next place, the words *no less*, may not only be said of men in former times, and speculators of nature, but also of the conjectural things themselves. As if he had said, "*If therefore, we shall afford arguments no less probable than the things themselves, and shall not desert the nature of the objects of knowledge, we must be satisfied.*" The Gods indeed know these things in a more excellent manner, but we must be satisfied with an approximating knowledge of them. For we are men, are placed in body, and exert a partial form of life, and are filled with much1 of a conjectural nature. Hence, our discourses may be very properly said to resemble fables. For our language, which the word *mythos a fable* [used here by Plato] indicates, is replete with crassitude and irrationality, and it is necessary 1,354 to pardon human nature.

29d "You speak most excellently, O Timaeus, and we shall receive what you say, in every respect as you advise. Your preface indeed we E wonderfully approve. Proceed therefore, and bring to a conclusion the subsequent melody."*

In the *Republic*, where Socrates disposes the discourse, Timaeus was silently present, not exhibiting his own judgement about what was said. But here Socrates, after a certain admirable manner, receives what Timaeus says. For in the things also, of which the persons are images, while secondary natures energize, those that are first are established in themselves, and do not depart from themselves, nor verge to inferior

t For *irr)ov* here, it is necessary to read *iroXu*. 
natures. But when more divine beings energize, then more subordinate natures are elevated to the participation of them, through the love of all-various wonder. Hence Socrates, in what is here said, very properly surrounds Timaeus with all possible praise. For through wonder itself he is in a greater degree united to him. Moreover, the word "most excellent" indicates indeed, the perfect, intellectual, and scientific nature of the doctrine of Timaeus. And it also indicates his analogy to the F Demiurgus. For as he is the best of causes in works, thus also Timaeus is the best in discourses. The words likewise, "we shall receive what you say in every respect as you advise," indicate what kind of person he ought to be, who rightly receives discussions concerning divine natures. That he ought assiduously to adhere to the teacher; to perform with all his might that which is ordered by him; and to persuade himself, that it is right to be persuaded by what the teacher says.

Farther still the word "preface" indicates the comprehension of total 1,355 conceptions in the hypotheses. All things therefore, are in the preface 108A itself.* For in this preface, it is shown what the form* is of the object of inquiry, on what hypotheses,5 and things previously demonstrated from them it depends, and also what the nature is of the discussion, and what are the requisite qualifications of the auditor. But the word nomos melody, is assumed from modulations adapted to the harp. These therefore, are certain melodies, some of which are Minerval, but others Martial. And some indeed, are entheastic, but others are defamatory of manners. Prior, however, to these melodies, it is usual to arrange the preludes, which also on this account are precontactations. From thence therefore, they are assumed. But the word melody contributes to the thing proposed to be considered, because all the visible partible order of things, being harmonious, eternally remains, on account of the goodness of its producing causes. And because likewise, it proceeds from, and subsists according to intellect, and possesses total powers separated from each other, and arranged in a manner adapted to each. For melodies are called nomous laws, because they remain immutable, and because such things as are fit are distributed from each.

For /cara n re here, it seems requisite to read Kara TOVTO.
§ Instead of n TOV eiSoc; in this place, it is necessary to read n TO eiSoc.
§ For Kai iroiui' virodeoeuv read Kai ex rouuv virodeoeuv.
• The word /i£/lOTi) is omitted in the original.

29d "Let us narrate then on account of what certain cause, the composing B artificer constituted generation, and this universe."

All that has been before said delivers to us preparatives for the whole
of physiology. And of these, some through images and symbols, exhibit the theory of the world. A preface also of the whole discussion is prefixed, and of the demonstration through images or symbols; one part of which unfolds the union, but another the separation of mundane natures. Of the prefatory parts also, some are hypotheses, but others are as it were lemmas demonstrated through the hypotheses. For the particulars respecting the mode of discussion, may be placed among the things demonstrated. For to the demonstration that the world is generated, the assertion that the discussion of it is eikotology [or speaking from probability], is consequent. But again, these things having received an appropriate end. Timaeus commencing the fabrication of the 1,356 universe, begins from The Good, conceiving that the discovery of the final cause will be to him the most beautiful incitation. For as The Good is the cause of all beings, so likewise it is fit that the generation of the world should proceed from this as the first principle. For all things are from The Good. And of such things indeed, as the demiurgic intellect is not* the cause, as for instance of matter, of these The Good is the cause.

And of such things as the paradigm is not hypostatic, these also derive their subsistence from The Good. For all things are for the sake of it, and it is the cause of all beautiful things, as it is said in the Epistles.*

Hence Timaeus refers the other causes to this one cause. For having found the form of the world through the hypotheses, and also the paradigmatic, and effective cause, he now wishes to assign the most principal, most venerable, and most ancient of causes, the final, which he particularly desires in the fabrication of things. For since the man who lives according to intellect performs every thing for the sake of the good, will not intellect itself, and a divine intellect, in a much greater degree fabricate all things for the sake of the final cause? For though the worthy man frequently appears to perform something for the sake of the body, yet this is not the end to him of the thing, nor does he principally regard the good of the subordinate nature; but he does this also for the sake of a similitude to divinity, and makes that to be his most intentional end. How much more therefore, must the Demiurgus of the universe fabricate for the sake of the good, and the final cause? For he

For oouv /xev eonv atrioc here, it is necessary to read oouv nV aonv atrioc.

$ Epistle II, 312e.

does not energize without design, nor indefinitely. Hence also, as it appears to me, Plato does not investigate in the beginning, if there is a final cause of the composition of the world, but as if this was acknowledged by all men, he inquires what the final cause is. For the Demiurgus is supposed to be intellect and a God, and not chance, as some say. But if intellect is the maker, there is certainly that for the sake of which in the fabrication of things. For as the soul when it is in an 1,357 upright condition, performs all things according to intellect, so intellect
in fabricating, gives subsistence to all things conformably to divinity. But this is the same as conformably to *The Good.*

Whether therefore, it be requisite to follow the Aristotelian problems, after *what* the universe is, and *what kind of a thing* it is, it is necessary to investigate *on what account* it is. For it has been said that it is generated indeed, but is the image of being. And it is also requisite besides this to consider, for the sake of what it was generated. Or if it be necessary to adopt the Platonic causes, it is fit after the demiurgic cause and the paradigm, to discover the final cause of the fabrication of E the world. For again, all other causes are suspended from this, and likewise the divinity of the paradigm, the goodness of the maker, and the perfection of that which is generated. And as far as to this is the ascent to those who love to contemplate truth. It is usual however, to call the final cause *dio,* on account of which; the paradigmatic cause *pros’o,* with relation to which, the demiurgic cause *uph’ou,* by which; the instrumental cause *di’ou,* through which; form *kath’o,* according to which; and matter *ex ou,* or *en oi,* from which, or in which. These causes also received the same appellations from Plato himself. For now investigating the final cause he says, *on account of what cause.* Inquiring concerning the paradigmatic cause, he says, *with relation to which* of the paradigms.* But concerning the demiurgic cause, he says, that which is generated, is from necessity generated *by* a certain cause.* And as we proceed, we shall point out the rest from the words themselves of Plato; except that at present also it must be said, that these appellations are adapted to the discriminating science of the philosopher.

What however is generation, and what is the universe? Some indeed by generation understanding the sublunary place, call the universe the whole world. But these entirely wander from the meaning of Plato. For the Demiurgus is not represented as separately fashioning material

f Tim. 28c.
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F natures, and separately the whole world. And in the next place, generation itself is a part of the universe. If however, it should be said that Plato calls the heaven the universe, because it is the greatest part of 1,358 the world, for the rest is small; or because it is the most divine and principal part, and as it were the summit of the universe; for the head also is called the whole, as,

Teucer, dear head;
_Iliad,_ viii 281

and Plato also says,* that the world was surrounded with the remaining
bulk of body for the sake of this; - yet at the same time, the philosopher is accustomed to call this likewise generation. Others again call matter generation, but that which is adorned from matter [as the subject], they denominate the universe, by whom many things written by Plato, must 109A necessarily be rejected. For he says, that every thing generated, and all generation, is sensible, or tangible, and visible. Farther still, he gives a division to generation opposite to that of matter, as when he says,* there were these things subsisting separately, being, place, and generation, from which the universe was constituted.5

Our preceptor however says, that the fabrication of the world is to be understood in a twofold respect. For one part of it consists in the formation of bodies, but the other, in adapting bodies to the completion of one world. For it is one thing to fashion bodies themselves, through figures, but another to harmonize them when fashioned, to the universe. *Generation therefore, must be said to be the formation of bodies, being a motion for tendency] to the wholeness and perfection of the universe. For that which is composed from parts has a pre-conceived production of the parts. Hence the formation,0 which takes place between matter, the whole orderly distribution of things, and the one completion of the universe, must be called generation, in order that it may be a path to the whole in which the parts are comprehended. For this is the universe, being constituted B perfect from perfect paths, according to the one harmony of wholes. Since however, this whole is sensible, and not the intelligible all, or universe; for this was the paradigm; nor the intellectual all; for this was demiurgic; on this account Plato adds the particle this, manifesting by it
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that which is sensible and partial. For every thing corporeal, though it should be a whole, is partial. For every thing corporeal, though it should be a whole, is partial. But the most principal whole is that which is immaterial and without interval, and that is truly all whether it be intellectual or intelligible. And thus much concerning this particular.

But what shall we say is meant by composition? Perhaps it indicates that the world is composed from many things, and that the generation of it is from dissimilars. Perhaps also, it signifies that union and stability accede to it from the total fabrication. For the collocation of syn, with, [ in the word synistas] is significant of union, and the conspiration of all things to one. But stasis, permanency, manifests the firmness and stability of the fabrication of the world. Farther still, with respect to
the words *synistas* and *synestesato* [i.e. *he who composed and he constituted*] employed here by Plato, the former copulates the present and past times, and the latter indicates the perfection and the perpetuity of the fabrication. For the former of these words manifests continual production, and which is always consummately effected with invariable sameness; but the latter a wholeness which is allotted an existence in fullness. The signifying likewise, both the past and the present time through the same names, indicates that the divine fabrication proceeds through sameness and similitude. For such as is nature of that which is effective, such also is the energy which it possesses. And as it is, so it fabricates; because it produces by its very being, and from* its own proper essence.

29e "He was good, but in him who is good, no envy is ever ingenerated about any thing."

Those who call the Demiurgus *The Good*, are entirely ridiculous. For *The Good* and one who is good are not the same.* For the former is imparticipable itself by itself, and is exempt from all things; but the latter is good through participation of the former. And the one rules over all intelligibles; but the other, if indeed it is the same with the paradigm, is intelligibles themselves, but is not the sovereign ruler of intelligibles; and if it is subordinate to the paradigm is in a much greater 1,360 degree inferior to the king of all intelligibles. And in short, every certain God is a certain good, one being a demiurgic, another a vivific, another a perfective good. But *The Good* is not a certain good, but is simply good. And if you say that it is demiurgic, you diminish its subsistence as simply good.

These distinctions therefore being made, let us next consider the beginning of what is here said. In the first place, therefore, as Plato when investigating the mundane form, and inquiring whether the world was generated, or is unbegotten, adds prior to the whole demonstration,* "it was generated;" and as when exploring the paradigmatic cause, he previously adds,* "it is manifest to every one, that it was generated with relation to an eternal paradigm," adducing the conclusion prior to the whole of the reasoning; - thus also proposing to discover the final cause after all the others, he adds, "he was good," imitating intellect through this enunciation, and the at once collected comprehension of the assertion. For in this colon, the whole of what is investigated is comprehended, because goodness is the final cause, whether it is simply so and one, or whether5 it is the demiurgic
goodness. For as the paradigm is twofold, the one being intelligible, but the other intellectual; and as the one is prior to the Demiurgus, being E primarily eternal and united, and comprehensive of all intelligible animals, but the other which is in the Demiurgus of wholes, unically comprehends the demiurgic number of forms; - thus also with respect to goodness, one kind is simply so, but another is in the demiurgic intellect. And the former indeed, is the fountain of all intelligible, intellectual, and supermundane good; but the latter being a certain goodness, is the cause and fountain of some things, but is allotted an order subordinate to others. For if we wish to explore what it is which makes a God, whether he be intelligible or intellectual, supermundane or mundane, we shall find that it is nothing else than goodness. For what is it that makes each of the bodies that are animated to be so, except the resemblance of soul? What is it which makes intellectual 1,361 souls to be such, except the intellect that is in them, and which is an illumination of total intellect? What therefore can deify intellect, and an intelligible essence, except the participation of the first God, and the forerunning illumination that proceeds from him? What therefore is the first? If indeed, he were intelligible1 beauty we should say that
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intellect was a God through beauty. But since the first God is The Good, intellect also through participating of goodness is a God. Hence this is the hyparxis of the Gods; and the very essence of the Gods, if it be lawful so to speak, is goodness. According to this likewise, every God exists as a God. And on account of this he has a providential, or a demiurgic, or a vivific, or a connective characteristic. For intellect indeed, so far as intellect, is naturally adapted to have an intellectual perception and knowledge of beings; but to energize providentially is divine. So that the demiurgic intellect likewise, possesses its subsistence as demiurgic, on account of the goodness which it contains. For on account of this, the intellect which is in the Demiurgus, is the maker, and is not only gnostic of being. The being also which is in him, is an efficacious paradigm, and produces by its very existence, and is not alone perfective of intellect. And intellect indeed in making is corroborated 110A by both these; by the paradigm, because it produces with relation to it; and by goodness, because it produces on account of it. But the paradigm is corroborated by unity.

You have therefore, these successive, viz. goodness, the paradigm, intellect. And these subsist in one way indeed, in the Demiurgus, and in another prior to the Demiurgus. And if you are willing so to speak,
the first goodness is *The One*, which is beyond even intelligibles themselves: for it is imparticipable* goodness. But the paradigm is that intelligible which unitedly comprehends all the number of forms. And the maker is the intellectual intellect which gives subsistence to wholes. So that if Amelius said that there are three demiurghi after this manner, perceiving this triad in the one Demiurgus, he said rightly. For one of them, says he, makes *as it were* by contrection,* another by mandate, and another by his will alone. And the first indeed, is arranged analogously to the manual artificer; the second pre-exists 1,362 conformably to the architect; but the third is established prior to both, B analogously to a king. *So far therefore, as the Demiurgus is intellect, he produces all things by the intellectual perceptions of himself; but so far as he is intelligible, he makes by his very being; and so far as he is a God, by his will alone.* If however Amelius divulses the three Demiurghi from the one Demiurgus, we must not admit it, while we follow Plato. For the same Demiurgus is good, so far as he is a God, and on account of
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goodness he produces all things by his will, and is intelligible* intellectually; for such is the demiurgic being. He is also intellect, the artificer of the world. The words therefore, "he was good," have an explanation of this kind; *in the term WAS, the super-plenary, the consummately perfect, and the super-eternal nature of his divine hyparxis, being indicated. For the term IS, is significant of eternal things; the term WAS, of the super-eternal unities; and the term WILL BE, of things which subsist in time. For if the term IS pertains to eternal natures, the term WAS will be adapted to the natures prior to these, and the term WILL BE, to the natures posterior to these. But such are the beings which are indigent of time.*

*Since however the Demiurgus is good, envy is never ingenerated in him about any thing. But some one may say, what is there [remarkable] in intellect not being envious? For this* does not happen even to men that are moderately good. The term therefore *never,* is significant of C eternal perfection; since souls are at one time passively effected, but at another, recur to impassivity. But the term *about any thing,* is significant of self-sufficiency; since we indeed, for the sake of other things, are frequently purified from envy, but in those things in which we have less than we think we ought to have in these we are filled with envy. What however, is the meaning of the term *oudeis, none?* *Is it because there are many kinds of envy that he adds none? Or is it said through transcendency, in consequence of making a perfect negation of envy? But what kind of transcendency is it possible to find in assertions concerning the Gods? For all the appellations and words which are*
employed about them, are beneath their dignity. Is not envy therefore, a pain arising from the goods belonging to others, this passion in us, being mingled from pleasure and pain, as Socrates has shown in the
\textit{Philebus} 10. Envy likewise, is for a man to be able to benefit, and yet not benefiting, but keeping the good confined to himself. And 	extit{envy is also the want itself of good;} which the philosopher appears to me especially to assume at present, exterminating it from a divine essence. For it is naturally adapted to be perfectly exempt from this alone, since it is essentialized in goodness itself. \textit{For to be pained from the goods pertaining to others, is inherent in all good which subsists according to}
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- \textit{Philebus} 48b.

\textit{participation, and which is not primarily good. For adventitious good is one thing, good according to habit another, and primary good another. For the first is mingled with its contrary, and in the same manner as adventitious beauty is mingled with deformity. But the second is wholly boniform, yet is such by participation. And the third, which is primarily good, is good itself. For as intellect itself is the first intellect, and as the beautiful itself is primarily beautiful, so good itself is primarily good. What therefore is this? It is the deity of each thing, according to which every truly-existing being is a God. For it differs in no respect from goodness. But if any one of the secondary natures should be said to be a God, or good, it is among the number of things deified, and rendered good, and is a God through participation, and not on account of its own proper essence, nor from itself.}

This participation therefore, Plato is accustomed to call \textit{indigence;} just as in the \textit{Banquet} he calls Love the \textit{want} of things beautiful and good. Hence, a divine nature, so far as it is divine, is primarily good, and not according to participation; so that neither is it indigent of good. Hence too, it is superior to all envy. For as to the sun, which is generative of light, it is impossible for darkness to approach, but it is excluded from it at a great distance, about the cavities of the earth; after the same manner, it is impossible for envy to approach to a divine nature. For what kind of indigence can there be in such transcendent abundance? What imbecility is there in almighty deity? What participation in the fountain of good? The Demiurgus therefore, being good by his very being, transcends all indigence, and all participation which accedes from another thing. For he is united to \textit{The One Itself}, and does not proceed out of it. For intellectual union is of one kind, but the union prior to intellect of another, according to which the generative deity of the Demiurgus, and the goodness which connects all things, are united to
The One Itself. For this goodness is not a certain power, as some say, but the measure of all power. Nor is it will, but will proceeds from it. Nor is it a habit; for habit pertains to another thing different from habit; but goodness is itself of itself [i.e. pertains to itself alone]. Nor, in short, is it an essential hypostasis; but it is that which unites essence, and is ineffable, connects powers, and is prolific of demiurgic energies.
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As therefore, every intellect is essentialized in existing as intellect, but that which is above intellect is participated by it; and as every soul is essentialized in existing as soul, but intellect is participated by it; thus also every God is essentialized in being a God, or rather is superessentialized, but there is not any thing which is participated by him;* because the Gods are the most ancient and venerable of all things. The demiurgic intellect therefore, so far as it is a God, in existing as a God is primarily so, and not according to participation. This however is the same with good. As therefore, if some one should say that envy 111A is the want of intellect, and a partial intellect is superior to envy, but soul is not superior to it, for it is indigent of intellect, because it is adapted to become intellectual by the participation of intellect; - thus also in goodness, envy* is the indigence of good; but every thing indigent is not primarily good. Soul indeed and intellect are indigent of good, because they are not primarily good. But a God, so far as a God, 1,365 being good, is exempt from all envy, and transcends all indigence of whatever kind it may be, whether it subsists according to diminution, or according to deviation. For indigence is twofold, one kind as we have said being evil, but the other not.

29e "Being therefore entirely void of this, he was willing that all things should become as much as possible similar to himself."

This is consequent to the before-mentioned axioms. For the first colon [or part of the sentence] manifested the order, and the hyparxis of the Demiurgus, that he is a God. And since with respect to deity, one God is imparticipable, but another participable,\(^5\) he manifests that the Demiurgus is participable. For he does not say that he was goodness, but that he was good. But he who is good participates of goodness. B And goodness itself indeed, is primarily good. But intellect and being are good by participation. Again, the second colon shows that the Demiurgus does not rank among deified natures. For one thing is entirely imparticipable, such, for instance, as The Good; but another is
Every God, so far as he is a God, is a participant of nothing superior to himself. For the procession of the Gods from the principle of all things, is not a participation, but an appiireoc, ev^acotc;, an ineffable unfolding into light.
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good by* the participation of some other nature, as every thing which is deified.* But that which is primarily good, is good itself. And that which is participated, and is the medium of both the before-mentioned natures is of such a kind as all the intelligible and intellectual orders of the Gods are said to be. But this third colon comprehends the demiurgic peculiarity. For not only to be good, but on account of the super-plenary, and the extended, to proceed to all things, is indicative of the demiurgic and effective cause, desiring to fill all things with itself, and to benefit all things; in order that all things may become as much as possible similar to itself, by participating of a certain divine nature, and of arcane and ineffable impressions, which accede to them from the whole fabrication of things. If therefore, the maker of the universe is superior to all indigence, he is exempt from all imbecility, and this eternally. For being signifies the eternal; and because he especially 1,366 benefits all things, he imparts to all things by illumination, the measure C of good, a greater thing than which each of the participants is by no means adapted to receive. And this indicates the extension of providence. If likewise, he wished to supply all things with the participation of good, there is nothing in the universe solely evil, so that neither is there any thing disorderly, nor without the inspection of providence, nor indefinite; but all things participate of beauty and order, so far as they are naturally adapted to receive them. Hence he made all things similar to himself, so far as he is a God, benefiting generated natures; but he caused them to become other things besides this, according to other paradigmatic reasons. For as Atticus says, as the carpenter makes all that he makes to be artificial, but different things according to a different reason [or productive principle], causing one thing to be a ladder, but another a bed; thus also the Demiurgus, so far as he is good, assimilates all things to himself, rendering them good; but according to forms which distribute their essences, he makes them with relation to paradigmatic causes. Porphyry however, admitting these things, thinks fit to ask what it is by the reception of which genera are good. And he says it is by the reception of harmony, symmetry, and order. For these are beautiful. But every thing [truly] beautiful is good.
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Thus soul is deified by the participation of intellect as a medium; because deity accedes to soul through the intervention of intellect; and body is deified by the participation of soul as a medium.
Plato therefore manifests that good is in these, when he says,* "That God led that which was disorderly into order, through his wish to communicate good."

From all that has been said, therefore, it is easy to infer, that the Demiurgus produces eternally; that the world is perpetual, according to a perpetuity which is extended through the whole of time; that it is always generated with arrangement; and that it is not always incorruptible, but is always generated or becoming to be so, in consequence of always receiving good. But it is not immediately good like its generating father. For in him all things are contained unitedly, [but in the world distributedly],* and not with perfect reality, as in eternal natures. For if the universe was generated in time, was it from the Demiurgus that it did not exist before, or from its subject nature being without order? For if from the Demiurgus, was it because he also did not subsist eternally? Or is it not unlawful to assert this, and in other respects in vain? For concerning him, there is the same mode of 1,367 interrogation, and whether shall we make all things generated, or will there be something primarily unbegotten, and the Demiurgus still more so? Let it therefore be admitted, that it was in consequence of the Demiurgus not energizing. Whether then, did he not fabricate, because he was not willing, or because he was not able? If indeed we say it was because he was not willing, we forget that we thus deprive him of goodness. But if he was not able, it is absurd that he should at one time have power, and at another imbecility. For we shall take away the eternal. But if it was from its subject nature that the universe did not exist before, whether was it from this nature being unadapted or adapted? If therefore it was adapted, it was not this nature which prevented the universe existing. But if it was unadapted, how being unadapted for an infinite time, came it to be now changed [into an adapted condition]? Whether did it move itself? But it is not self-motive. Was it therefore moved by the Demiurgus? And why was it not moved by him before, if he also was then good, and was willing that all things should become similar to himself? The extension therefore of providence is suspended from the goodness of the father; but from this the eternal production of the Demiurgus; and from this, the perpetuity of the universe, which subsists for an infinite time in becoming to be, and is not a stable perpetuity. And the same assertion subverts the perpetual of the world, and the goodness of him who made it. For if the Demiurgus was good, he always wished to impart good to all things. For as the sun, as long as it exists, illuminates* all things, and fire heats as long as it is fire; for the one is essentially illuminative, but the other
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calefactive; thus likewise, that which is always good, always wishes to impart good, lest being willing indeed, but unable, it should sustain the passion of the vilest natures. For neither does the worthy many wish to effect other things than such as he is able to effect. But if the Demiurgus was always able to impart good, he always imparts it in energy, lest he should have an imperfect power. If however, he always imparts good in energy, he always makes that which is good. But if he always makes it, the world is always generated. Hence the world is perpetual; for the Demiurgus is always good. The world therefore is perpetual, not being but becoming to be perpetually. Hence, as we have said, the perpetuity of the universe is suspended from the goodness of its maker. For the orderly distribution of the universe sufficiently manifests the demiurgic power. For matter, on account of its privation of form and morphe, has appeared to some to be without God,* and the confused and disorderly nature, to be remote from divine providence. Since the universe however, is well-ordered and decorated with beauty, it clearly demonstrates divine production. The visible order of things therefore, being the progeny of the demiurgic cause, is consubsistent with the goodness of the father.

29e- "He therefore, who especially receives this most principal or proper and powerful principle from prudent men, will receive it with the greatest rectitude."

Timaeus assigns the final cause which extends itself to the goodness of the Demiurgus, according to which uniting himself to the first, and imitating him, he generates all things. For the first principle is that which primarily produces all things, and this Timaeus denominates the most proper and powerful principle, because it is motive of causes themselves. For the demiurgic principle moves indeed that which is generated, but is moved from thence [i.e. from the first principle]. And the paradigmatic principle moves the total fabrication, but is moved by goodness; because The Good indeed, is prior to intelligibles, but the paradigm is intelligible, and the Demiurgus intellectual. About The Good...
For as The Good is the leader of all things, so the goodness which is in each thing has the first dignity in each. On these accounts therefore, he calls the final cause the most principal, or the most proper and powerful principle. For the name of principle comprehends also concourses. But C by the addition of most principal, he indicates that which is truly cause. For the most principal principles are the causes of generated natures; but concourses are subservient to other things, and are in the effects themselves. It must be said however, that generation and the world, as we have before observed, are the path between matter and the whole arrangement of things, and the perfection itself of the universe. Since also in dogmas concerning the highest causes it is necessary that the speaker should have the intellectual habit, and the auditor a prudent judgement, this is especially requisite in discussions concerning The Good. For intellect subsists on account of The Good, and the intellect which is in us, on account of the good which is in us. Hence Plato thinks it is necessary, that those who assert something concerning the most proper and powerful principle, should be prudent men, and that their auditors should receive what they say with the greatest rectitude. What then, may not any casual person say something concerning God and the final cause? And do we not every day hear the multitude asserting that God is good? But God spoken of without true virtue is but a name, as Plotinus says; and he is spoken of by the multitude, not according to wisdom, but according to chance. Do not daemons also know the goodness of the father, who dance [as it were] round him; and demiurgic angels, who precede as in a solemn procession the paternal production of things; and Gods who receive demiurgic powers from the one fabricative cause?
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Gods however, possess this knowledge uniformly, angels intellectually, daemons with undefiled purity, eternally, and in a way allied to the natures prior to them, but we must be satisfied with having this knowledge prudently and wisely, since we are in a certain respect media 1,370 between more divine natures and the multitude, between intellectual beings, and those that are deprived of intellect. For such is human prudence, proceeding indeed from intellect and intelligence, but ruling over a life destitute of intellect. Hence, when we speak concerning the most proper principle, what we assert must be received as uttered by prudent men. For prudence is a medium between intellect and opinion; so that a right judgement will be concordant with it. Hence too, Plato adds, "he who especially." For the assertion concerning this principle must be especially received from prudent men. But from the natures
above man, something better than this assertion must be sought; and from the multitude, a casual assertion.

30a "For the divinity was willing that all things should be good, and that as much as possible nothing should be evil."

E The divine fabrication, and intellectual production proceeds from impartibles to partibles, from things united to such as are multiplied, and from things without interval, to every way extended masses. This also the discourse concerning it adumbrating, in the first place, celebrates the final cause apophthegmatically; in the next place, discursively; and in the third place, it delivers in an evolved manner, the whole orderly distribution and progression from it. For the assertion, "he was good," uniformly comprehends every final and the most divine of causes. But the words, "In him who is good, no envy is ever ingenerating about any thing; and being entirely void of this, he was willing that all things should become as much as possible similar to himself," comprehend this cause discursively; t because, after the one will of intellect, he adds the divided theory of it. And what he now says represents to us intelligence proceeding into all multitude, and interval, and evolving all the demiurgic providence, and all the parts of fabrication. The third assertion, likewise, is in continuity with the second, and the second with the first. For since the first division was, "he was good," on this account F the second begins from good, but proceeds as far as to the will of the father. And the third beginning from his will, delivers the whole of his providential energy For if he was good, he wished to make all things good. But if he wished, he made them to be so, and the universe t The word 8ie£o6ucwe is omitted in the original.

obtained an elegant arrangement. For providence indeed, is suspended from will, but will from goodness. And thus much concerning the order and connexion of the assertions.

Let us however survey what will is, in order that we may understand how it is conjoined with goodness. The super-essential union itself, therefore, which is of itself exempt from beings, is one, ineffable, and uncircumscribed, from The One Itself possessing its undefined and incomprehensible nature. Hence, if it be requisite to survey in this, from what has been said, the triad which is characterized by unity, or which has the form of The One, - goodness indeed precedes, but the second is will, and the third is providence; goodness producing the perfect, the sufficient, and the desirable; but will exhibiting the super-plenary, the extended, and the generative; and providence imparting the efficacious, the perfective of works, and the undefiled. According however, to this ineffable and united hyparxis of the triad, the intelligible also is triply
divided, into essence, power, and energy; essence indeed, being firmly
established in this triad, and existing self-perfect; but power possessing
a never-failing and infinite progression; and energy being allotted
perfection and essential production. And again, intellect analogously
B receives a triple division, into being, life, and the intellectual. For the
first of these is the supplier of existence, the second of vitality, and the
third of knowledge. After these, soul likewise is divided into the object
of science, into science, and the scientific. For the first of these indeed,
is that which is known, the second is knowledge, and the third is that
which receives its completion from both. These triads therefore, being
1,372 four in number, as goodness is to will, so is essence to power, being to
life, and the object of science to science. And as will is to providence,
so is power to energy, life to intellect, and science to that which is
scientific. For essence, being, and the object of science, have an order
analogous to goodness. For the connective, the stable, the uniform, and
the perfective, pertain to goodness. But power, life, and science, are
analogous to will. For the self-begotten, and that which comprehends
and measures all things, belong to will. And energy, intellect, and that
which is scientific, pertain to providence. For the efficacious, and that
which proceeds through and antecedently comprehends all things, are
the resemblances of divine providence. Since therefore, the Demiurgus
C also is a God, and an imp participable intellect, so far as he is a God
indeed, he possesses goodness, will, and providence; but as intelligible,
he has essence, power, and energy; and as intellect, he is, and has life,
and a knowledge of wholes. The monad also which he possesses is
suspended from unity. And thus much concerning will.

Consequent to this, it remains to inquire how the Demiurgus wished
all things to be good, and if this is possible, and in what manner. For
it may be said, if he was willing that this should be the case, it would be
requisite that the progression of things should stop at the Gods and
undefiled essences. If, however, he not only fabricated these, but also
brutes, and reptiles, and men, and every thing material, he was not
willing that all things should be good. For he was not willing that
better natures should alone exist, but also fabricated such as are worse.
If he had been willing, therefore, that all things should be good, he
would have stopped his fabrication at the Gods. We reply, however,
that if the progression of things was only as far as to the Gods, all things
would not be good. For first natures being allotted the last order, the
good would be destroyed; since being able and willing to generate
through their goodness, yet in consequence of an arrangement as the last
of things, they would become unprolific and not good. Our opponents
therefore say, if all things are good, the progression is as far as to the
D Gods. But we say, if the progression of things extends only as far as to
1,373 the Gods, all things are not good. For if a divine nature is unprolific
how is it good? But it will be unprolific, if it is the last of things. For
every thing which generates is better than that which is generated. But
the less excellent nature not existing, that which is more excellent will
have no subsistence. Let there be the Gods, therefore, and let them have
the first order. But after the Gods, let there be a progression* as far as
to matter itself; and let us give a transition to all beings, from the first
to the last of things. And neither let there be any wanting even of the
last of beings, nor any vacuum. For what vacuum can there be when
things characterized by itself* have the first subsistence; those that rank
as the second proceed from these; those of the third order proceed from
these and others; those in the fourth rank are generated from things
characterized by the term another; and those in the fifth rank being
others only; and on each side of these those natures subsisting which are
dissimilarly similar? Such, therefore, being the continuity in things,
what can be deficient? Immoveable natures being first established, self-motive
natures having the second, and alter-motive natures the third

* Upoodov is omitted in the original.

X viz. Self-subsistent super-essential natures; for to these the auto, or itself, primarily
belongs. The next to these are intellects. Those in the third rank, are souls. Those in
the fourth, the natures that are divided about bodies. And those in the fifth and last
rank are bodies.

§ viz. The One, and matter.

E rank, all of which are the last of things. For all beings derive their
completion from the above-mentioned orders. In short, the production
of things may be shown to be continued in many ways; and if you are
willing so to speak, analogy subsisting from on high as far as to the last
of things, according to the well-ordered progression of all beings from
The One.

Let, therefore, all these things be acknowledged, and let the generation
of beings be extended as far as to nothing; but whether is there nothing
evil in these, or shall we admit that there is in a certain respect, and that
there is what is called depravity in bodies, and in souls? For some have
been led by this doubt to take away evil entirely; but others have bee a
induced to deny a providence, in consequence of believing, that if
providence has a subsistence, all things are good. For if, indeed, divinity
was willing there should be evil, how can he be good? For it is the
province of that which is essentially good to benefit every thing, just as
it is of that which is essentially hot, to give heat. But it is not lawful for
1,374 The Good to effect any thing else than what is good. And if divinity was
not* willing there should be evil, how can it have a subsistence? For
something will exist contrary to the will of the father of all things. Such
therefore is the doubt.

We must say, however, conformably to the doctrine of Plato,
F according to our preceptor, that the habit of divinity with respect to things subsists in a different manner from that of ours. And again that the habit of things with reference to deity is different from their habit with reference to us. For wholes have a relation to parts different from that of parts to each other. To divinity therefore nothing is evil, not even of the things which are called evil. For he uses these also to a good purpose. But again, to partial natures there is a certain evil, these being naturally adapted to suffer by it. And the same thing is to a part indeed evil, but to the universe and to wholes is not evil but good. For so far as it is a being, and so far as it participates of a certain 114A order, it is good. For this thing which is said to be evil, if you apprehend it to be destitute of all good, you will make it to be beyond even that which in no respect whatever is. For as The Good Itself is prior to being, so evil itself is posterior to the nothingness of non-entity. For that which is most distant from the good is evil, and not that which has no kind of subsistence.* If, therefore, that which in no respect whatever is, has more of subsistence than evil itself, but this is impossible, it is much more impossible that there should be such a thing as evil itself.

If, however, that which is entirely evil has no subsistence, but evil is complicated with good, you give it a place among beings, and you make it good to other things. And, indeed, how is it possible it should not, if it ranks among beings? For that which participates of being, participates also of unity, and that which participates of unity, participates likewise of good. Hence evil, if it is, participates of good; because evil has not an unmingled subsistence, and is not entirely deprived of order, and indefinite. Who therefore made it to be such? Who imparted to it measure, and order, and bound? It is evident that it is the Demiurgus who rendered all things similar to himself. For he filled both wholes and parts with good. But if he benefits all things, and colours evil itself with good, there is nothing evil according to the 1,375 power of divinity and of recipients. For power is twofold, one being that of divinity which benefits the depravity that is so abundantly seen;* but the other being that of recipients, which participate of the goodness of the Demiurgus according to the measure of their order [in the scale of beings]. In consequence therefore of the Demiurgus being willing that there should be nothing evil, nothing is evil. But if certain persons accuse him as the cause of evil, because he gave subsistence to partial natures, they take away the fabrication of the world, subvert the prolific power of wholes, and confound the nature of things first and last. That we assert these things, however, conformably to the opinion of Plato, may be easily seen from his writings. For in the *Politicus* he...
clearly says, "that the world obtained from its maker all beautiful things, but from its former habit, all such injustice, and evil, as are produced within the heavens." For because there is generation, and also corruption, that which is preternatural has a subsistence. And because the deformity of matter fills partial souls with inelegance, through an 

the Good Itself is prior to being. Nothing or non-being is not that which is most distant from The Good; for it is that in which the procession of being ends, but that which is most distant from The Good is evil itself. Hence evil itself is posterior to nonentity.
% For TioXvapTov, it is necessary to read itoXvopaTov.
§ Politicus 273b - c.
• For itepi here, it is requisite to read Ttctpa.

association with it, on this account that which is not conformable to reason is allotted a certain resemblance of subsistence. At the same time however, all these particulars become beautiful through the goodness of the maker of the universe. But in the Republic, * Plato assigns no other cause of good than God, and says that certain other causes of evils are to be investigated; through which he manifests that evils do not derive their subsistence from divinity. For it is not, says he, the province of fire to refrigerate, nor of snow to heat, nor of that which is all-good to produce evil.* And he asserts that certain partial causes of these are to be admitted, and such as are indefinite. For it is not in evils as in things that are good, viz. that The One and what is primarily good, precede multitude; and this on account of the indefinite diffusion of evil. The words others, therefore, and certain, evince that the causes of evil are 1,376 partial and indefinite. But in the Theaetetus he says,5 "that it is neither possible for evils to be abolished, nor for them to be in the Gods, but that they revolve from necessity about the mortal nature, and this place of our abode." If, therefore, evil revolves necessarily in the mortal place, it will not be according to Plato, that which in no respect whatever has a subsistence, and which is exempt from all beings. So that according to him evil exists, is from partial causes, and is benefited through the boniform providence of the Demiurgus, because there is nothing which is entirely evil, but every thing is in a certain respect accomplished conformably to justice and divinity.

For we may make the following division: Of all that the world contains, some things are wholes, but others parts. And of parts, some eternally preserve their own good, such as a partial intellect, and partial daemons, but others are not always able to preserve their proper good. And of these, some are alter-motive, but others self-motive. And of self-motive natures, some have evil established in their choice; but in others, it terminates in actions. With respect to wholes, therefore, they are perfectly good, supplying not only themselves, but also parts with good.
Such things, however, as are parts, and yet preserve their own good, E possess good secondarily and partially. But such as are parts, and alter-motive, deriving their subsistence from other things, are suspended from the providence of them, and are transmuted in a becoming manner, as is the case with such bodies as are generated and corrupted. For if it is

necessary that there should be generation, it is also necessary that there should be corruption. For generation subsists according to mutation, and is a certain mutation. But if there is corruption, it is necessary that the preternatural should be secretly introduced. As, therefore, that 1,377 which is corrupted, is indeed corrupted with reference to itself, but is not destroyed with reference to the universe; for it is either air or water, or something else into which it is changed; thus also that which is preternatural, is indeed with respect to itself disordered, but with respect to the universe has an orderly arrangement. For if though it should be destroyed and entirely deprived of order, it would not dissolve the order of the universe, how is it possible that when having a preternatural subsistence which is of itself nothing when deprived of all order, it can destroy the whole arrangement of things? But again, partial natures which are self-motive indeed, and whose energy is directed to externals, cause that which is effected by their energy to be evil to themselves, yet in a certain respect this also is good, and conformable to divinity. For since impulses and actions are from choice, actions follow elections, F according to justice, when he who chooses not only deserves the retribution consequent to his choice, but that also which follows from his conduct. And simply, indeed, the action is not good, but to him who chooses a certain thing, and is impelled in a certain way, it is introduced according to justice; and is good to this individual and this particular life. For of goods, some are good to all things, others to such ts differ according to species, and others to individuals, so far as they are individuals. For hellebore is not good to all men, nor to all bodies, nor yet to all diseased bodies, but it is good to one who is diseased in a 115A particular manner, and is salutary from a certain principle. Whether, therefore, the action is intemperate or unjust, to those who perform it indeed it is good, so far as it is conformable to justice, but simply it is not good, nor to those by w h om it is done, but is to them the greatest evil. And so far as it proceeds from them and is directed to them, it is evil; but so far as it proceeds from the universe to them, it is not evil. And so far as their energy is directed to themselves, they destroy their life, becoming actually depraved; but so far as they suffer from the universe, they undergo the punishment of their choice (just as it is said, that those who deliberate about betraying a suppliant, subvert divinity);
or they suffer the punishment of their wills.

1,378 Let us, however, direct our attention to what remains, viz. to such partial natures as energize self-motively, and who stop their depravity as far as to their choice. For they suffer the punishment of their cogitation alone. For, as it is said, there is a certain punishment of mere imagination, impulse and will; since the Gods govern us inwardly, and as they reward beneficent choice, so likewise they punish the contrary. B But it may be said, how can choice itself have that which is conformable to justice and divinity? May we not reply, because it is necessary there should be an essence of this kind and a power of an ambiguous nature, and which verges to different lives? If therefore that which has dominion over choice is from divinity, choice also is from divinity, and if this be the case, it is good. For the electing soul alone is transferred to another and another order. For all choice either elevates the soul, or draws it downward [to an inferior condition of being]. And if indeed the choice is from a depraved* soul, it is evil; but if it transfers that which it chooses to its proper order, it is in accordance to justice and good. For the choice itself introduces punishment to the electing soul. Or rather, the choice becomes punishment in him who chooses, causing the soul to apostatize from good. For as a beneficent choice becomes truly the reward of itself, so a depraved choice becomes its own punishment. For this is the peculiarity of self-motive powers. Hence there is no evil, which is not also in a certain respect good; but all things participate of providence.

If, however, certain persons should ask on what account an evil-producing cause had at first a subsistence, though it should not rank among wholes, but is of a partial nature, to these it must be said, that C the progression of beings is continued, and that no vacuum is left among them. Whether, therefore, is it necessary that there should not be every self-motive life? But we shall thus take away many natures that are divine. Or shall we say it is necessary there should be wholes that are self-motive, but there is no necessity there should be self-motive parts? But how is it possible they should be wholes, if deprived of their proper parts?* And how will the continuity of beings be preserved, if wholes and self-motive natures have a prior existence, and also partial and alter-motive natures, but we entirely destroy the intermediate natures, viz. such as are self-motive indeed, but at the same time partial? And which through the partial form become connected with habitue, but through the self-motive power, are at a certain time liberated from habitue. It is necessary therefore, that there should be this life also, which is a medium in beings, and the bond of things which have as it were an
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X For the proper parts of a self-motive whole, are also self-motive.
arrangement contrary* to each other. Evil, however, is not on this account natural to the soul; since she is essentially the mistress of her choice. For the animated body has an essential tendency to disease; for it is essentially corruptible; and yet disease is not according to nature. Hence, disease is indeed evil to the partial nature which is allotted to connect this particular body, but is good to the wholeness of bodies. For it is necessary that what is generated from other things, should be changed into another thing. As, therefore, to the nature which is in us, it is good for the nutriment to be changed, in order to the preservation of the animal; thus also to every nature it is good for a part to be corrupted, in order that the wholes may be preserved, which are always prior to parts. For if parts were generated from wholes, and the things generated should remain, all things would be rapidly consumed, in consequence of wholes becoming partial natures. For a continued ablation taking place from things of a finite nature, the whole must necessarily fail. But wholes not existing, either generation will be stopped, or mutation to partial natures will be derived from other things. Hence that which is evil to a partial nature is good to the whole life of the world.

Farther still, therefore, resuming the inquiry after another manner from the beginning, if we are asked whether divinity was willing there should be evil, or was not willing, we reply that he was both. For he was willing, indeed, considered as imparting being to all things. For every thing in the universe which has any kind of being proceeds from the demiurgic cause. But he was not willing, considered as producing all things good. For he concealed evil in the use of good. And if you are willing to argue physically, evil is produced essentially indeed from a partial soul, but accidentally from divinity, so far as it is evil, if it is admitted that divinity gave subsistence to the soul. Evil also, so far as it is essentially good, originates from a divine cause, but accidentally from the soul. For so far as it subsists according to justice, it possesses good. Again, Plato in the Laws* defines what punishment is, viz. that it appears to consume him who suffers it, and resembles the opening of ulcers. And he who is incapable5 of being healed without a certain action, is incited to the performance of it, in order that the soul being liberated from her pa/turiency and stupid astonishment about that which is base, and repenting of her own evils, may begin to be purified. For
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base and unjust actions, when they are the objects of hope, are lovely to those that vehemently admire them, but when accomplished, fill those that perform them with repentance. And when, indeed, they are the subjects of meditation, they cause the soul to be latently diseased; but when they have proceeded into energy, they demonstrate their own F imbecility, but liberate the soul from the most disgraceful parturition. And some, indeed, exhibit this punishment according to the whole of their life; but others according to partial energies. For he who does any thing irrational, does it from choice, is impelled to that which is the object of his choice, and leads into energy that which pre-existed in his imagination.

In short, evil is neither in intellectual natures; for the whole intellectual genus is free from all evil; nor in whole souls, or whole bodies; for all 116A wholes are exempt from evil, as being perpetual, and always subsisting according to nature. It remains, therefore, that it must be in partial souls, or in partial bodies. But neither is it in the essences of these; for all their essences are derived from divinity; nor in their powers; for these subsist according to nature. Hence it remains, that it must be in their 1,381 energies. But with respect to souls, it is neither in such as are rational; for all these aspire after good; nor in such as are irrational; for these energize according to nature. But it subsists in the privation of symmetry of these with reference to each other. And in bodies, it is neither in form; for it wishes to rule over matter; nor in matter, for it aspires after the supervening ornaments of form. But it consists in the privation of symmetry between form and matter. From which also it is evident, that every thing evil exists according to a parypostasis, or resemblance of subsistence, and that at the same time it is coloured by good; so that all things are good through the will of divinity, and as much as possible nothing is destitute of good. For it was not possible, that generation existing, evil also should not have a shadowy subsistence, B since it is necessary to the perfection of the whole of things. And from what has been said, it is evident, that the will of divinity is not vain. For all things are good with reference to him, and there is not any being which is not vanquished by a portion of good. Nor are the words, "as much as possible," written superfluously. For they do not signify an imperfect power, but that power which rules over all things, and benefits all things through an abundance of good.

\textit{t For ovunerpuji here, it is necessary to read, etovnnerpiQi.}

30a "Thus receiving every thing that was visible, and which was not in a state of rest, but moved in a confused and disorderly manner, he led it from disorder into order, conceiving that the latter was in every respect better than the former."
Plutarch of Cherona and his followers, and also Atticus, understand what is here said literally, as testifying for them the generation of the 1,382 world from a certain time. They also say that unadorned matter existed C prior to the generation of the universe, and likewise a malevolent soul, which moved this matter. For, [they add,] whence was the motion except from soul; and if the motion was disorderly it was from a disorderly soul? It is said therefore, in the Laws, that a beneficent soul instructs in an upright and prudent manner, but that a malevolent soul is moved disorderly, and that what is governed by it is conducted confusedly and inelegantly. They farther add, that when the fabrication of the world by the Demiurgus commenced, matter was brought into a state adapted to the composition of the world, and that the malevolent soul participating of intellect, was rendered prudent, and produced an orderly motion. For the participation of form, and the presence of intellect, brought it into order. Porphyry however, and Iamblichus, and their followers, reprobate this opinion, as admitting in wholes, that which is without, prior to that which has arrangement, the imperfect prior to the perfect, and that which is without intelligence, prior to that which is intellectual. And [they add], that Plutarch and Atticus are not only guilty of impiety towards the Demiurgus, but likewise, either entirely subvert his beneficent will, or his prolific power. For both these concurring, it is also necessary that the world should be perpetually fabricated by him. They likewise say, that Plato wishing to D indicate the providence proceeding from the Demiurgus into the universe, and also the supply of intellect, and the presence of soul, and the numerous and mighty goods of which they are the causes to the world, previously surveys how the whole corporeal-formed composition is when considered itself by itself, disorderly and confused. And that he does this, in order that by perceiving by itself the arrangement derived from soul, and the demiurgus orderly distribution of things, we may be able to determine what the nature is of the corporeal-formed essence by itself, and what order it is allotted from fabrication; the world indeed, always existing, but language dividing that which is generated from its t cf. Laws X, 897b.

maker, and producing according to time things which are con-subsistent at once, because every thing which is generated is a composite.

1,383 We may also observe, in addition to what is here rightly asserted, that since the demiurgic production is twofold, the one being corporeal,* but the other decorative, Plato beginning from the latter, supposes with the greatest propriety, that every thing corporeal is moved in a way E perfectly confused and disorderly. For its motion is such, so far as pertains to itself, when it is surveyed as not yet participating of intellect, and animated by an intellectual soul. For when the universe becomes
a thing of this kind, then it participates of supernatural powers. But if it is moved, as he says, neither by intellect, nor by a prudent soul, from which order is derived, its motion will be disorderly. A little after this however, Plato delivers to us the demiurgic providence about the fabrication of bodies. For then the Demiurgus is represented fashioning the whole of a corporeal nature, which Plato now says be assumed; the Demiurgus being the maker, the adorner, the artist, and the manual artificer. If therefore, he produces the first bodies, it is evident that the generation of body is a part of his fabrication, the visible nature receiving certain vestiges of forms, which are the forerunners of their distinct subsistence; each thing when this distinction takes place, being perfectly adorned, and obtaining an appropriate position and order in the universe. And there is no occasion indeed, to say much about that which is moved in a confused and disorderly manner. For Plato clearly says, that the Demiurgus fashioned the whole of the corporeal nature within soul. With respect to soul however, it is evident that one thing pertaining to it was not a subject [unproduced by the Demiurgus], and that he alone produced its disorderly distribution. For he first constitutes its essence, and the same and the different; of which as elements it consists. Hence, if he produced the elements of soul, and the mixture of these, he produced the whole of it. So that he did not assume one part of it as already existing, and add another. And of soul 1,384 indeed, which is incorporeal, this is true. But with respect to body, we have shown how divinity is the cause of the first forms.

Concerning matter itself, however, some one may enquire whether it is unbegotten, not being generated by a cause, as Plutarch and Atticus 117A say, or whether it was generated, and if so from what cause. For

Concerning matter itself, however, some one may enquire whether it is unbegotten, not being generated by a cause, as Plutarch and Atticus 117A say, or whether it was generated, and if so from what cause. For

Aristotle indeed,* in another way demonstrates that it is unbegotten, as not being a composite, nor consisting of another matter, nor again, being analyzed into another. The present discussion however, says that it is perpetual, but investigates whether it is unbegotten and not generated by a cause, and whether according to Plato, two principles of wholes are to be admitted, matter and God, neither God producing matter, nor matter God; in order that the one may be entirely perpetual, and without God, but the other entirely immaterial and simple. This thing therefore, is among the number of those which are very much investigated, and has been considered by us elsewhere. Now, however, it is requisite to exhibit to these men, what the conception of Plato is on this subject. For that the Demiurgus is not the first who gave subsistence to matter, is evident from what Plato says further on,* viz. that these three things preceded the generation of the world, being, place, and generation; and

* For EwKpanKT|C here, it is necessary to read ffujicmiCTjc.

† Tim. 36d.
that generation is an offspring, but place a mother. He appears therefore through these things to divide matter oppositely as it were to the B Demiurgus, according to the maternal and paternal peculiarity, but to produce generation from the Demiurgus and matter. Does he not therefore give subsistence to matter from another order, which has an arrangement prior to the Demiurgus? In the Philebus1 therefore, he clearly writes, "We say that God0 exhibited the bound, and also the infinity of beings, from which bodies and all beings derive their composition." Hence, if bodies are from bound and infinity, what is the bound in them, and what the infinity? It is evident indeed, that we say matter is infinity, but form bound. If therefore, as we have said,0 God 1,385 gives subsistence to all infinity, he likewise gives subsistence to matter, which is the last infinity. And this indeed, is the first and ineffable cause of matter. But since every where sensibles are analogous to intelligible causes, and Plato constitutes the former from the latter; as for instance, the equal which is here, from the equal itself, the similar, from similitude itself, and after the same manner all sublunary animals and plants, - it is evident, that he likewise produces the infinity which is C here, from the first infinity, just as he produces the bound which is here from the bound which is there. It has however, been demonstrated by us elsewhere, that he establishes the first infinity which is prior to things that are mingled in the summit of intelligibles, and from thence extends its illumination as far as to the last of things; so that according to him, matter proceeds from The One and being, or if you are willing, from the one being also, [or being characterized by The One] so far as it is being in power. Hence likewise, it is in a certain respect good and infinite, and the most obscure and formless being. On this account also these are prior to forms, and the evolution of them into light.

Orpheus likewise delivers the very same things.* For as Plato produces twofold causes from The One, viz. bound and infinity, thus too the theologian gives subsistence to ether and chaos from time; ether being the cause of bound every where, but chaos of infinity. And from these two principles he generates both the divine and the visible orders of things; from the more excellent principle indeed, producing every thing stable, effective of sameness, and the source of measure and connexion; but from the less excellent, every thing motive, effective of difference, D never failing progression, the nature which is defined, and connected by
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from the bound which is there. It has however, been demonstrated by us elsewhere, that he establishes the first infinity which is prior to things that are mingled in the summit of intelligibles, and from thence extends its illumination as far as to the last of things; so that according to him, matter proceeds from The One and being, or if you are willing, from the one being also, [or being characterized by The One] so far as it is being in power. Hence likewise, it is in a certain respect good and infinite, and the most obscure and formless being. On this account also these are prior to forms, and the evolution of them into light.

Orpheus likewise delivers the very same things.* For as Plato produces twofold causes from The One, viz. bound and infinity, thus too the theologian gives subsistence to ether and chaos from time; ether being the cause of bound every where, but chaos of infinity. And from these two principles he generates both the divine and the visible orders of things; from the more excellent principle indeed, producing every thing stable, effective of sameness, and the source of measure and connexion; but from the less excellent, every thing motive, effective of difference, D never failing progression, the nature which is defined, and connected by
other things, and the last infinity by which matter also is comprehended. Hence also matter is dissimilarly assimilated to the first infinity. * And it is indeed a separation (chorisma), as being the receptacle (chora) and place 1,386 of forms; * but there is neither bound, nor a bottom, nor a seat about it, as being infinite, unstable, an indefinite. But again, the last infinity may be denominated a perpetual darkness, as being allotted a formless nature. Hence conformably to this assertion, Orpheus produces matter from the first hypostasis of intelligibles. For there perpetual darkness0 and the
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• The first hypostasis of intelligibles is being itself, which is mingled from bound and infinity. Perpetual darkness therefore, may be said to reside here, because this hypostasis through proximity to the ineffable cause of all becomes darkened. "For being very near, as Damascius admirably observes, to the immense principle, if it be lawful so to speak, it dwells as it were in the adytum of that truly mystic silence." This darkness, however, is not any deficiency, but a transcendency of all that is luminous. For as there is one kind of ignorance which is below knowledge as being the defect of it, and another which is above knowledge, being that in which our ascent to the ineffable terminates; thus also, there are two kinds of darkness, the one being below, and the other above light.

Infinite subsist. And these indeed, subsist there is a way more excellent than the successive orders of being. In matter however, the unilluminated, and the infinite are inherent, through indigence, and not according to a transcendency, but a deficiency of power. Moreover, the tradition of the Egyptians asserts the same things concerning it. For the divine Iamblichus relates that according to Hermes materiality (hyloteta) is produced from essentiality* (ek tes ousiotetos). It is probable therefore, that Plato derived from Hermes an opinion of this kind concerning matter. And matter indeed primarily subsists from these principles [bound and infinity]. But Plato also produces it according to E second and third principles, viz. intelligible and intellectual, super-celestial and mundane causes. And why do I say this of the Gods themselves? For the nature of the universe likewise, produces matter so far as she is [a Goddess]* and according to the hyparxis of herself. For according to this she participates of the first cause. The Demiurgus therefore, according to the unity which he contains, according to which likewise he is a God, is5 also the cause of the last matter; but according to his demiurgic being, he is not the cause of matter, but of bodies so far as they are bodies, and of corporeal qualities. Hence generation is the offspring of being. According to the life which he contains, he is the cause of the animation which pervades through all things; but according
to his intellect, he is the cause of the intellectual supply imparted to the
universe. And all such things indeed, as he produces according to his
secondary powers, he produces in conjunction with those that are
primary. For every thing which participates of intellect, participates also
of life, of being, and of union. That also which lives is, and is one; and
being is connected through its own proper unity. The converse,
1,387 however, is not true. For such things as he produces according to The
One, 0 so many he does not produce according to being. Nor does he
F give subsistence to as many things according to the fountain of life, as
he does according to being. 0 Nor as many things according to a royal
intellect, as he does according to life; but he gives the greatest extent to
his providence from his more elevated powers. These things, however,
we have elsewhere more fully discussed.*

Let us therefore return to the words of Plato, and survey the meaning
of each. The word thus then, suspends the whole orderly distribution
of things from the goodness of the Demiurgus, viz. from his divinity.
But the words, "every thing that was visible," in the first place, leave*
nothing solitary; and in the next place, they show that this visible nature
is corporeal. For it would not be visible if it was incorporeal and
118A without quality. So that they neither signify matter, nor the second
subject [i.e. body void of quality]. But the visible nature is that which
now participates of forms, and possesses certain vestiges, and
representations, being moved in a confused and disorderly manner. For
the idolic and indistinct presence of forms produces different motions in
it, as Timaeus says farther on. 5 These, however, all the orders of the
Gods prior to the Demiurgus illuminate; but the paradigm
ttranscendently illuminates them by his very being, and prior lo
fabrication. For superior energize prior to secondary causes, and the
Demiurgus makes in conjunction with the paradigm, but the paradigm,
 prior to the Demiurgus, and permeates to those things to which the
energy of demiurgic providence does not extend. If therefore, you wish
to disjoin primordial causes, and the things which proceed from them,*
you will find that The Good which is the cause of all things, is also the
cause of matter. On this account it is likewise the cause of its being
invested with forms; for every form is a measure; and of its
B participation of order. For order is the reason of things that are
arranged. The paradigm, however, is not the cause of matter, but of the production of form, and of the order in the forms. But the Demiurgus is the cause of order. Hence also Plato says, that the Demiurgus received matter now advancing to the participation of forms. Since all causes therefore, subsist always and at once, but of their effects, some proceeding as far as to things that are last \[i.e.\] to bodies, but others as far as to things which are beyond both, through the extension of superior causes; - this being the case, the paradigm indeed, receives matter from The Good, and invests it with form; for forms, so far as they are forms, are the progeny of the paradigm; but the Demiurgus receiving

\[t\] For \(T\)OTCiTCti here, it is necessary to read intraoral.
\% Instead of atpiorrioiv in this place, it is requisite to read utpui0iv.
§ Tim. 40b: 43b.
• For TCX air' avrov here, read ra air' avruv.

forms from the paradigm adorns them with numbers, and inserts in them order. After this manner therefore, you must conceive, if you disjoin causes. If also you say, that the Demiurgus is the one cause of all things, he produces indeed in one way according to his goodness [or The Good which he derives from the ineffable], but in another way according to his own paradigmatic, and as we may say, artificial peculiarity. As he produces likewise collectively, at once, and eternally, different things proceed from a different peculiarity contained in him.

C For according to The Good, he produces matter, form and order; but according to the paradigm in him, form; and according to his artificial peculiarity, order. Hence this thing which is invested with form prior to order, has these representations of forms from the paradigm which is in its own nature intelligible. From this order likewise, the Oracles produce abundantly-various matter. For they say,* "From thence entirely leaps forth the generation of abundantly-various matter." For the first matter does not possess a great variety; nor is there a generation of this, but of that matter which has vestiges the forerunners of forms; from which it is evident that the paradigm and the Demiurgus differ from each other, since matter indeed participates of the former prior to the fabrication of the world, when according to the hypothesis, the Demiurgus was absent; but it especially receives something from the latter when it is arranged and adorned, and then the Demiurgus is present with it. The word therefore receiving, may be said to indicate the paradigmatic cause which is exempt from the demiurgic providence, from which the Demiurgus receives the subject of things, now variegated with certain vestiges of forms. It may also be said, that a different work partakes of a different power, though we may survey all powers in the Demiurgus. For he will be the same divinity who receives and who delivers, essentializing, or adorning things by different powers.
But the words, "which was not in a state of rest but moved," show that the hypothesis alone imparts to the subject a nature from which motion is derived. For the nature of it being irrational and not governed by divinity, what kind of order can it be able to preserve? This however is evident, from the Politicus,* where, separating the Demiurgus from the world, Plato says, that it was moved by a certain fate, and an essentially connascent desire. Hence supposing here in conjunction with fabrication, what he there supposed after it, he introduces the privation of order to the motion of the visible nature, this motion being produced without intellect. And thus much for this particular. Again, the word, "he led it from disorder into order," signify the participation of intellect, and an intellectual life. But the word conceiving indicates the demiurgic intelligence, which is analogous to his will and power. Previously assuming therefore, will in the expression "being willing," and power in the expression "as much as possible," in the third place, he adds intellectual knowledge in the term, "conceiving." For in the Laws, he characterizes divine providence by these three dyings, viz. by goodness, power, and knowledge.* And goodness indeed is paternal, and pertains to the first natures; but power is maternal, and ranks in the second place; and intellect, which is gnostic, is the third. Goodness therefore is the first, but power is with him,* viz. with the first of the triad, and intellect, which is from him, is the third. Again, the words, "that was in every respect better than this," signify that order is better than disorder. For it was thus said, viz. "that he led* it from disorder into order." The word this also has an indication of the disorder then present which the Demiurgus received; but the word that represents to us the order pre-existent in the Demiurgus, according to which also he is about to arrange disorderly natures. Aristotle therefore,0 did not know the order which is in the Demiurgus, but that which is in effects. He places however, the excellent in both; in order that according to him, intellect may abide in itself, but may in no respect be effective of secondary natures. But Plato following Orpheus, says, that order is first in the Demiurgus, and the whole prior to parts. For the Demiurgus being all things intellectually, made all things to exist sensibly. For if he produces by his very being or existence; and it is necessary that he should, in order that we may not ascribe to him deliberate choice, which is an ambiguous tendency; he either produces by a separation of parts from himself, and by a diminution of his own powers, in the same manner as fire, or abiding such as he is [without any alteration], he produces successive natures by his very being. It is however, absurd to say, that he produces by a separation of parts from himself: for neither is nature diminished in producing the hair or teeth, or any other of the parts of
the body. Much more therefore, is it fit to preserve an exempt essence,

t cf. Laws X, 900d - e, ff.
§ Chald. Oracl. fr. 4.
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• cf. Aristotle Metaphysics XII, 10, 1075all ff.

and which gives subsistence to itself, undiminished. But if remaining
that which he is, he produces by his very being, through this indeed, he
produces that which is similar to himself; but through a separation of
parts, he does not make that which he produces wholly similar to
himself. For that which is diminished, does not make according to the
whole of itself. All things therefore, subsist in him primarily. But
external natures are the images of his allness, (pantotetos) and order
exists in one way in effects, and in another in paradigms. For the
former is complicated with disorderly natures, but the latter is order
itself, subsisting in, and being of itself; that it may be able to arrange
things disorderly, and may be exempt from them, and preserve its own
essence in undefiled purity. And thus much concerning the meaning of
the words.

It deserves however not to be omitted, that Plato here imitates the
theologists, in supposing the existence of a confused and disorderly
nature prior to the fabrication of the world. For as they introduce the
wars and seditions of the Titans against the Olympian Gods, so likewise
B Plato presupposes these two things, the unadorned and that which is
1,391 effective of ornament, that the former of these may be adorned, and
participate of order. They however speak theologically. For they arrange
in opposition to the Olympian Gods, the patrons of bodies. But Plato
philosophically transfers order from the Gods to the subjects of their
government.

In the next place, therefore, let us concisely narrate the sacred
conceptions which the philosopher Porphyry here delivers. In the first
place, then, he opposes Atticus and his followers, who admit that there
are many principles, conjoining to each other the Demiurgus and ideas.
These also say, that matter is moved by an unbegotten, but irrational
and malevolent soul, and is borne along in a confused and disorderly
manner. That according to time likewise, matter exists prior to that
which is sensible, irrationality to reason, and disorder to order. Let
there however be, as they say, matter and God, both being without
generation from a cause. Hence, the unbegotten is common to them.
At the same time, they differ from each other. They differ therefore, by
something else, and not by the unbegotten. Hence, that by which they
differ from each other, will not be unbegotten. It will therefore be
generated. It is impossible, however, that things without generation,
C should differ by the generated. In the next place, what is the cause to
ten of their difference, and which makes the one to be preservative,

but the other corruptive? For it is absurd to say, that it is the
unbegotten; (for either every thing unbegotten is preservative, or every
thing unbegotten is corruptive;) if the unbegotten nature of God makes
God to be preservative, or the unbegotten nature of matter makes matter
to be corruptive. But if something else is the cause of their difference,
whether is that something else unbegotten or generated? For if it is
generated, it is absurd that it should be the cause of things unbegotten;
or if unbegotten,* that it should be the cause of unbegotten natures. So
that again, we must investigate something else prior to these, as the cause
of their difference, and the ascent will be ad infinitum. For if there will
be no cause of difference to things that differ, so as to render the one
preservative, but the other corruptive, the casual will have dominion
1,392 over the principles; for cause being subverted, the concurrence of suchlike
principles will be irrational, and without cause.

Farther still, it is absurd to make evil eternal, in the same manner as
The Good. For that which is without God, is not similarly honourable
with that which is divine; nor is it equally unbegotten, nor, in short, is
it to be contrarily divided. For why is the one more sufficient to itself,
or more immutable, or indestructible, than the other, if each of them is
D from eternity, and neither is in want of the other? Again, if one of
them is adapted to be adorned, but the other to adorn, whence is their
aptitude derived? For it is necessary there should be something which
connects both, and makes them commensurate to each other. For these
principles being divulsed from, and subsisting contrary to each other,
cannot render themselves adapted to coalition. Unless they say, that this
also arises from chance. Nor in thus speaking do they attend to the
Athenian guest,* who says, that this is the fountain of stupid opinion,
to assert that the irrational is prior to reason, and that chance has
dominion prior to intellectual art. Nor to Socrates in the Republic,} who says, that it is not proper to remain in multitude, but to recur from
the many to their common monads. Farther still, it is necessary to
characterize the highest principle not by this alone, that it has not
another principle; for this does not yet demonstrate its dignity0 [but
that it is the principle of all principles]. But if this be the case, there

* It is necessary here to supply ayevr]TOV TUV; and therefore instead of reading, as
m the original, eire aycvqaruv OVTUV, we must read, are cqevidTOV TUV cqevidTv
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will not be more [independent] principles than one. For if there were, God will not be the cause of all things, but only of certain things. But if he also rules over matter, there is one principle, and not many principles. Farther still, if the existence of principle consists in this, that it is the principle of certain things, and that it adorns that which is disorderly, it will be simultaneous with the things that proceed from it, and the principle will be no less subverted from things posterior to it not existing, than things posterior to it when the principle is subverted.* But this will be the case, since they frequently say, that the principle has its existence in fabricating. If however this be true, it is not possible for 1,393 the principle to exist, the world not existing. But again, asserting differently from what they did before, they say, that God exists without fabricating. They assert this however, not knowing that true powers energize by their very being, and that the augmentative and nutritive powers, by their very being, increase and nourish the body. Thus also the soul by its very existence animates, vivifies, and moves its instrument [the body]. For the body does not perceive or palpitate in consequence of our pre-deliberation; but the presence of soul alone accomplishes these energies. Again, every thing which is always naturally adapted to a certain thing, essentially possesses the power effecting it; but that which is changed differently at different times, is adscititious. If therefore God always fabricates, he will have a connascent demiurgic power; but if he does not, his power will be adscititious. How therefore, from being imperfect, does he become perfect, and from not being artificial, an artificer?

F The second head therefore after this, is that which shows that Plato refers all things to one principle. And this is evident from the Republic,* where he asserts that the sun is the cause of visible, but the good of intelligible natures. Again also, he calls the sun the offspring of the good. This is likewise evident from his Epistles,0 in which he says that all things are about the king of all, and that all things are for his sake. For if all things are converted to him, and subsist about him, he is the principle of all, and not only of certain things; since whatever you

f Instead of Km ovdev pjqxWov avripnxevr] ttjc apxVQ, « ToSuv TOL per' avryv, etc rovrav hji OPTUV, avatpeirai ri apνri, I read, Km ovdev fiaWov avriptmevqc. njc apxvc., OK iroSuv TCX p.e' OVTVV ῶ en TOVTUV, K.\n
t Oi>x is omitted here in the original.
§ Rep. VI, 508b - c.
• Epistle II, 312e.

may assume will be derived from thence. This too is manifest from the
120A *Philebus,* in which dialogue he clearly says, that all things are from bound and infinity, but that of these principles themselves there is one pre-existent cause, which is God. Hence, there is one principle and many principles; but these are perfected by the one principle. From what is said also in the *Philebus* this is evident, in which dialogue he confutes those who assert that beings are [alone] many, and likewise those who admit the principle to be being itself. For he demonstrates, that it is neither proper to begin from the multitude of beings, nor from the one being, but from the one itself.

1,394 In the third place, therefore, neither do the principles which they assume pertain any thing to Plato. For ideas are not separated from intellect, subsisting by themselves apart from it; but intellect being converted to itself, sees all forms. Hence the Athenian guest assimilates the energy of intellect to the circulation of an accurately-fashioned sphere. But they introduce ideas as things inefficacious, resembling in themselves forms impressed in wax, and situated external to intellect. Nor is the Demiurgus the first God. For the first God is superior to every intellectual essence. Nor does a certain irrational soul move that which is borne along in a confused and disorderly manner. For every soul is the offspring of the Gods. Nor, in short, did the universe, from being without order, become arranged. For if God was willing to bring all things into order, how was he willing? Was he always willing, or at a certain time? For if he was willing at a certain time, this was either from himself, or from matter. But if from himself, an absurdity follows. For he is always good. Every thing good, however, which always exists, is always effective. And if this arose from the resistance of matter, how came it to be now adorned? Because, say they, it became adapted to receive the demiurgic productive power. For God observed this, viz. the aptitude of it. It is necessary therefore, that it should have been brought into order, not being itself disorderly. For if it had been disorderly, it would not have been adapted; since the disorderly motion of it is inaptitude. Hence matter is not the cause of the privation of order and ornament. Moreover, neither is the will of God the cause of this. For he is always good, and therefore the world is always adorned; and the Demiurgus always arranges the confused and disorderly nature. On what account, therefore, did Plato hypothetically introduce this privation of order? It was that we might survey how the generation of...
C bodies is one thing, and the order of them when generated, another; bodies indeed existing, but being moved in a disorderly manner. For they are incapable of arranging themselves. *Hence Plato, wishing to indicate the order which accedes to bodies from something different from themselves, shows that disorder is consubstantial with their motions, without a divine cause.* Aristotle,* however, blames him who asserts that 1,395 disorder is assumed prior to order, merely according to hypothesis, and says that those things will not follow for which the hypotheses are assumed, as is the case in geometry. For the hypotheses of geometry are of themselves able to effect geometrical conclusions. To this we reply, that it is not said after this manner according to hypothesis, that the unadorned ought to be admitted prior to the adorned, but that Plato saw that which is formless prior to forms, though it is never separate from them. Thus too, that which is invested with form, though yet without distinction, is assumed prior to order, though it never was prior to it, but is consubstantial with order.

The fourth head, in addition to those that have been already considered, is that in which Plato demonstrates the mode of fabrication; a divine intellect effecting this by its very being, which he infers through many arguments. For artists are in want of instruments to their energy, because they have not dominion over every kind of matter. But this is evident from the instruments which they use, in order to render matter pliant, boring, or polishing, or elaborating it with a wheel; all which operations do not insert form, but take away the inaptitude of the recipient of form. *The reason itself however, or form, becomes present with the subject from art instantaneously, all the impediments being removed.* Hence if there was no impediment, form would immediately accede to matter, and would not in short be in want of any instruments. Moreover, the phantasy produces many passions about the body by its very energy alone. For a man blushes through the imagination of what is base, and becomes red; and through the conception of something dreadful is terrified, and his body is rendered pale. And these, indeed, are the passions about the body. But the cause of these is a phantasm, t cf. Aristotle *De Mundo* VI, 399a14.

which does not employ impulsion and mechanical contrivances, but energizes by being present alone. Farther still, theologians assert that there are certain powers superior to us, who employ efficacious imaginations, and which by their very existence are effective of what 1,396 they wish to accomplish, and who are also able to produce illuminations, and to exhibit certain divine forms by their motions, to such as are able to behold the visions which they externally present to the view. If therefore human arts, the imaginations of partial souls, and the energies of daemons, effect things of this kind, why is it wonderful
that the Demiurgus, by the intellectual intuition of the universe, should give subsistence to the sensible nature; generating, indeed, that which is material immaterially, that which is tangible, without contact; and extending impartibly that which possesses interval? And, indeed, it ought not to be considered as an admirable circumstance, if something which is incorporeal, and without interval, is the fabricator of this universe. For human seed produces man, who is so much larger than the seed, and in each part of it contains all the differences of the solids; as for instance of the bones, those that are compact, and those that are hollow; of the soft parts, such as the lungs and the liver; of the dry parts, such as the nails and the hair; of the moist parts, such as the blood and the phlegm; of the adipous parts, as the marrow and fat; of the bitter parts, as the bile; of the parts without quality, as the saliva; of the thick-set parts, as the nerves; and of the expanded parts, as the F membranes. For all these, the substances of similar parts, and those that in a certain respect are composed of them, derive their subsistence from a small bulk; or rather from that which is without bulk. For reasons [or productive powers] generate these, and they are every where void of bulk. For whatever part you may take of the seed, you will find in it all things. Much more, therefore, is the demiurgic reason able to produce all things, being not at all in want of matter to their existence. But the fabricator of all things is eternally established in himself, and abiding in himself produces the universe.

30a "But it neither was, nor is lawful, for that which is best, to effect any thing else than that which is most beautiful."

121A Themis* is very properly assumed in the beginning of the fabrication of the universe. For she is the cause of the demiurgic sacred laws, and from her the order of the universe is indissolubly connected. Hence also

she remains a virgin, prior to the progression of the Demiurgus, according to the Oracles of Night. But she produces, in conjunction with Jupiter, the triad of the Seasons, to whom

Olympus and great Heav'n are giv'n in charge,
And a dense cloud to open, or to close.

Iliad V, 751

She is therefore the monad of all the mundane order; on which account also Socrates in the Republic* calls her Necessity, as is demonstrated in that dialogue. He likewise convolvs the world on her knees, she preserving the order of it perpetually immutable and unshaken. Conformably therefore to this divine cause of order, the Demiurgus also,
leading that which is disordered into order, imparts beauty to all things, and renders the world similar to, and connect it with himself. For being B himself most excellent, he very properly causes the world to be most beautiful; because the first and intelligible beauty itself is suspended from, and is in goodness. Hence the world likewise, being most beautiful, is suspended from the Demiurgus, who is the best [of fabricative causes]. And because The Good is the cause of beauty, on this account also the best of fathers gives subsistence to the most beautiful offspring. Farther still, as Themis is the guardian of the divine laws, but they make the generations of secondary from first natures to proceed in an orderly series, and preserve the connexion of divine beings, and the similitudes of things second to such as are first; - on this account also, the Demiurgus, energizing with Themis, renders the universe most beautiful, being himself most excellent. For if Socrates, being a man, says that it is not lawful for him to concede any thing that is false, or 1,398 to obliterate truth,* how is it possible we should say that the demiurgic intellect effects any thing else than what is beautiful, and that he does not exterminate deformity, being united to Themis, who is likewise always present with him? And thus much concerning this particular.

But the words "it neither was nor is," are very appropriately assumed C with that which is best: for before this, he had called the Demiurgus good, and then also the term was, was added. For Timaeus says; he was good. For the simplicity which is above intellect, and the peculiarity itself of deity, are more adapted to the term was, as being super- eternal, and better than all intellectual perception. Now* however he calls him the most excellent, as being a deified intellect. For that which participates [of deity] is most excellent. The terms also was and is, are adapted to the Demiurgus; as to a God indeed, the term was; but as to an intellect, the term is, in order that at one and the same time his divine union and eternal hypostasis may be rendered manifest.

30a-b "By a reasoning process, therefore, he found that among the things which are naturally visible, no whole work destitute of intellect would ever be more beautiful than a whole work which possesses intellect."

Amelius in a wonderful manner endeavours to prove that Plato knew the different demiurgic causes, and continually passes in a silent way from one of these causes to another; exhibiting, on account of their connexion, no one of the divine causes themselves, but discoursing about them as if they were one and the same, through the union of the demiurgi with each other. For all of them are one, and one is all. Since
now also he who wills is one Demiurgus, he who reasons is another, and D he who assumes or receives is another. And the first, indeed, makes by his will alone, the second by intelligence and intellectual perception, but the third by [as it were] manual operation. For they placed intellect in soul, but soul in body, and thus together fabricated* the universe. The divine lamblichus however reprobates all such interpretations, as very superfluously devised. But he defines logismos, or a reasoning process, to be that which causally precedes beings, which is fabricative of essence itself, and which is according to energy invariably the same; from which all reasonings are connected, and have their existence.

1,399 We indeed have already observed, that Timaeus discourses about one and the same Demiurgus, and shall now remind the reader that this must be admitted. For if there is a multitude in the demiurgi, [i.e. if there are many demiurgi,] it is necessary to arrange a monad prior to the multitude. Moreover, we think it fit that the divine lamblichus should consider, whether the one and whole Demiurgus, being an intellectual world, is not multipotent, and does not by different powers fabricate different things, in addition to his being the father of all things? For let the same Demiurgus, so far as he is good, and so far as he is a God, be the producing cause of all things; yet since he comprehends in himself E the cause of all fabrications, and produces in one way the whole, but in another the parts; the former indeed collectively and totally, but the latter in a distributed manner, giving subsistence to each thing, according to its proper cause; hence by one intellectual perception, he adorns the whole, and generates it, collectively; according to which also, the world is one animal. But by a reasoning process, he produces the parts in the world, and these as wholes; because he is the Demiurgus of total natures, fabricating total intellect, and total soul, and all the bulk of body. Hence, as composing parts, he is said to make them by a reasoning process. For logismos, is a distributed or divided evolution of parts, and a distinctive cause of things. For it does not pertain to one who doubts; since neither does art, nor science doubt; but artists and scientific men then doubt when they are indigent of the habits by which the former become artists, and the latter men of science. If however these do not doubt, no reason can be assigned why intellect should doubt. Hence this is not through the want of that which is fit taking place. But the Demiurgus produces the whole world by intelligence. For intelligence is collective of multitude into one; just as logismos is distributive of the one into multitude. Such therefore is the meaning of "by a reasoning process."
With respect however to the things which are naturally visible, to say F that they are sensibles is perfectly absurd. For these are not yet arranged in the discourse of Timaeus, and it is among the number of things impossible, that the Demiurgus should be converted to them. For how 1,400 can he verge to that which is less excellent, or what kind of representation can he receive of material things, to which it is not fortunate even for a partial soul to incline? It is better therefore, as the divine Iamblichus interprets the words, to think that things of this kind are intelligibles. For that these are visible is evident from the things which Timaeus shortly after says the Demiurgus perceives. For his words are,* "As many therefore, and such ideas, as intellect perceived to be inherent in that which is animal, &c." That they are also naturally 122A visible, will be evident if we consider, that some things are visible with relation to us, but others according to nature. And the things indeed which are visible with relation to us, are in their own nature dark and immanifest; but those which are naturally visible are truly known, and are resplendent with divine light. But intelligibles are things of this kind. Perhaps too, as he had called that which is moved in a confused and disorderly manner visible, and which subsists preternaturally as with reference to fabrication, he now calls the intelligible paradigms of the

t Tim. 39e.

Demiurgus, naturally visible. Hence, in the introduction he inquires, whether an eternal or a generated paradigm of the universe must be admitted; these two things existing prior to the generation of the universe, being and generation.* And where else can the Demiurgus find the causes of generated natures, than in intelligibles? For invention with him is not a fortuitous thing, nor a syllogistic process; since this pertains to partial souls; but a union with the intelligible causes of the parts of the universe, and a survey and plenitude from thence derived. B For all things exist paradigmatically in the natures prior to him, both such as are the objects of intellection, and such as are deprived of intelligence;* since truly existing being comprehends uniformly the cause of intellectual natures, and of those that do not participate of intellect. And the intellectual beings which are there, are of a superior but the rest, of an inferior order. For though all things there are objects of intellectual perception, and intellects, yet in some of them, the cause possesses the intellectual nature of the things caused, but in others, the privation of intellect and the irrational; the causes themselves being intellectual, but the things which proceed from them, deprived of intellect. Hence the Demiurgus looking thither, very properly admits that what possesses intellect is more venerable than that which is without it, the genus of the one, than the genus of the other, and the individuals of the one, than the individuals of the other. For man is 1,401 better than horse, and a certain man than all horses, according to the
possession itself of intellect. If however, you assume a certain part of man and a certain part of horse, it does not entirely follow that the one is better than the other. Nor if you assume man fashioned by nature, and the man made by the art of the statuary, is the former in every respect more venerable according to figure than the latter. For art is in many respects more accurate [in this instance than nature]. One whole therefore, is everywhere better than another, when the one possesses C intellect, but the other is deprived of it. For through what other thing can body be able to participate of intelligible beauty [than intellect]? Let no one therefore fancy that Plato makes the division of forms to be into those that possess and those that are deprived of intellect. For all things there [i.e. in the intelligible world] are, as we have said,* intellects,

\[\text{t Tim. 52d.}\]
\[\%\text{ For VOTJTUV here, it is necessary to read otvorfTUV.}\]
\[\#\text{ For vireprepov read viartprepuv.}\]
\[\bullet\text{ 122B immediately above.}\]

where also Plato calls all things in every respect Gods. But extending himself to the natures which are there, he likewise perceived the separation which is here between the beings which possess, and those that are deprived of intellect. Hence he thus says, that nothing destitute of intellect, will be better than that which possesses it, the difference of these existing as in works, but there pre-existing according to cause.

Again however, let us survey how Plato says, that secondary energize on account of more principal causes, the latter being more perfect than the former, but the former being suspended from the latter. Because indeed, the Demiurgus is good, on this account, he made the world to be most beautiful. For goodness is the cause of beauty. But because he made the universe to be most beautiful, he rendered it endued with intellect. And beauty fills the first intellect with its own power. Because also he made the universe to be endued with intellect, he imparted to it soul. For soul proceeds from intellect. Because likewise D he rendered the world animated, he inserted life in that which was before moved in a confused and disorderly manner. For this being well arranged, is able to participate of soul, soul of intellect, and intellect of beauty. The whole world however, becomes most beautiful from The Good, and after this manner may be said to be a blessed God. The 1,402 Demiurgus likewise, seems, in what is here said, to behold all the paradigms, which Plato calls naturally visible, not those only which are in animal itself, but also such as are more partial than the four ideas which are there. Or how does he see some things which are the paradigms of intellectual, but others which are the paradigms of unintellectual natures, which are not separated in animal itself? But he mentions the forms of this animal itself, when he causes the universe to
be an animal. For so far as it is an animal, it is the image of animal itself, and so far also as it consists of four parts [i.e. of the four elements]. So far however, as it is now divided into intellectual, and non-intellectual beings, so far it entirely derives its subsistence from other paradigms more partial than those which exist according to the four ideas in animal itself. So that animal itself indeed, is a paradigm, but every* paradigm is not* animal itself. Having discussed these particulars however, let us proceed to what follows.

30b "It is impossible however, for intellect to accede without soul."

t Instead of TO 8t vapaSeiypa in this place, it seems necessary to read irav 8e Totpadeiynct.

$ For ov TO avrofaov here, it is necessary to read ov TO avTofuov.

E The intellectual essence indeed, is impartible, uniform and eternal, but the essence of bodies is partible and multiplied, and is consubsistent with temporal representation. These therefore, exist contrarily with reference to each other, and are in want of a medium which may be able to collect them together; a medium, which is at one and the same time partible and impartible, composite and simple, eternal and generated. But according to Plato, the psychical order is a thing of this kind, intelligible, and at the same time the first of generated natures, eternal and temporal, impartible and partible. If therefore, it is necessary that the universe should be endued with intellect, it is also necessary that it should have a soul. For soul is the receptacle of intellect, and through it intellect exhibits itself to the masses of the universe. Not that intellect is in want of soul: for thus it would be less honourable* than soul; but that bodies require soul, in order to their participation of intellect. For the last, and not the first of things, are in want of secondary* natures. For the first of things are every where present without a medium.5

Hence it is necessary to understand, that the soul which connects 1,403 intellect with a sensible nature, ought to be intellectual, and not deprived F of intellect. For how can that which is destitute of intellect be suspended from intellect? But to these another medium will be requisite. The medium however, being a thing of this kind, will wisely and orderly govern every corporeal-formed nature. But it will imitate intellect, dancing as it were round it.* If therefore, wholes are better than parts, things eternal, than such as subsist in time, and efficiencies than effects, it is necessary that the whole universe should be more divine than all the parts it contains. If therefore, certain animals in the world, which are partial, material and mortal, are naturally adapted to 123A participate of intellect, what ought we to say of the whole world? Is it not, that the whole of it exhibits through the whole, the presence of intellect? For its figure, its order, and the measure of its powers, may be said to afford clear indications of intellectual inspection. If however,
intellect presides over wholes, and governs the universe, it is necessary that there should be an intellectual soul in the middle of it, adorning and

t For evnuTe[Q here, it is necessary to read annurepoq.
§ Instead of oup.aTUV in this place, it is requisite to read devrepuv.
§ viz. They are not in want of a medium in order to be present everywhere: but the last of things require secondary natures as media, by which alone they can receive the illuminations of the first of things.
• Tim. 37c.

ruling over bodies, and at the same time separate from the subjects of its government, and filling all things with life, in order that the world may through it, be firmly established in intellect, and that intellect may illuminate the world.

If you are willing, we will also recall to your recollection* what is written in the Philebus* where Socrates shows that the world possesses intellect and is animated, because that which is terrestrial in us is from the universe, and the fire which is in us is from the mundane fire, and in a similar manner the air and the water which we contain; and that it would be absurd that things less excellent in us should pre-exist in the whole, but that things more divine should not analogously pre-subsist in it, and that total intellect and total soul should not be contained in the universe. For either it must be said that no animal possesses intellect, or if there is a certain animal of this kind, it is absurd that it should B participate of intellect prior to the universe.5 For the universe is always arranged, and through the sameness of its subsistence, is nearer to an intellectual essence. But much of the disorderly and confused is inherent in partial animals. Much more therefore, must it be said, that soul is in the universe.0 Hence Plato very divinely admits that there is a twofold 1,404 intellect, the one being imparticipable and demiurgic, but the other participable, and inseparable0 [from its subject]. For from things which are in themselves, those which are in others, and are co-arranged with inferior natures, are derived. He also gives to the universe a twofold life, the one connascent, but the other separate; in order that the world may be an animal through the life which is in it, animated through an intellectual soul, and endued with intellect through much-honoured intellect itself. But Aristotle only admits the half [of this doctrine of Plato], since he takes away** imparticipable intellect from

f For avaniadunev here, it is necessary to read avaxvrioBunep.
§ cf. Philebus 29a.
§ In the original 7/ a ton ri fuoe TOIOVTOV, CXTOTTOV. aW on Tpo wu ttuvTOC, vov Utrtxeiv. But it is necessary to expunge a\X’, and by altering the punctuation, to read as follows: i} ti tan n fuov TOOVTOV, (XTOITOV on itpo rov -KCIVTOQ, K\.
• The words fn TU vavn uvca, are omitted in the original.
his philosophy.* For the first intellect with him, is the intellect of the
inerratic sphere; but he cuts off the intellectual soul, which is the
medium between intellect and the animated body of the universe; and
immediately conjoins intellect with the living body. In addition to these
things also he appears to me to err in another particular. For having
placed intellect over the spheres, he does not establish the whole world
C in any intellect; but this is the most absurd of all things; for how is the
world one, unless one intellect has dominion in it? What co-arrangement
likewise is there of intellectual multitude, unless it is
suspended from a proper monad? And how are all things co-ordinated
to an excellent condition of being, unless there is a certain common
intellect of all mundane natures? For the intellect of the inerratic sphere
is the intellect of that sphere [alone]; and this is also the case with the
intellect of the solar, and of the lunar sphere, and in a similar manner of
the other spheres. Against Aristotle however, we have written a peculiar
treatise about these particulars.*

With respect to Plato however, is not his method admirable? For
receiving the world, dividing it into parts, and surveying by itself that
which is moved in a confused and disorderly manner, he stops it in his
discussion. Just as in the Laws, 1 wishing to show that the self-motive
nature is the cause of all motion, he stops the whole heaven, and having
stopped it, introduces soul into the universe, in order that by pouring
forth an abundance of life, she may animate the world. He likewise
introduces intellect to soul, which governs the world, being converted
to itself; through which the universe is moved in a circle, the whole is
arranged, and the whole world is immovable. Since however, all these
D particulars give completion to one animal, and one nature, it is requisite
1,405 that a collective and uniting cause of them should have a prior existence,
and that this should be intellectual. For to comprehend wholes
collectively and at once, and to bring them together, to the completion
of one thing, is the work of an intellectual cause. Hence, Plato
establishing imparticipable prior to participable intellect, and placing the
causes of all things in it, he produces from thence, intellects, souls, and
bodies, from which he gives completion to the sensible world. That it

* For an explanation of the intellect to which Aristotle ascended, also why he says
nothing about that which is beyond intellect, and why he appears to dissent in many
things from Plato, but does not in reality, see my Dissertation On the Philosophy of
Aristotle - TTS vol. XXVIII. [Also Metaphysics XII, 8, 1073b17 ff.]
† cf. 226D infra, p. 689.
§ cf. Laws X, 895a.
is necessary therefore, that the universe should participate of an intellectual soul, if it participates of intellect, is evident from what has been said. For this soul is the bond of the extremes which are contrary to each other.

But it must also be demonstrated that the converse is true; *viz.* that an intellectual soul existing in the universe, it is necessary that there should be an intellect of the universe. For since it is said that this soul is intellectual, it is likewise necessary that it should participate of intellect. Whether therefore, does it alone participate of the whole of intellect, or does it participate of it through a certain thing in itself derived from it? But if indeed, that which is corporeal immediately participates of the fountain of souls, and not through that which is in itself, it will be also requisite to admit, that the same thing takes place in the whole soul [of the universe]. If however, there is in the Demiurgus the fountain of E souls, and there is also the fountain of the soul of the universe, and the universe participates through the latter of the former, it is likewise necessary that the soul itself of the universe, should be entirely suspended from imparticipable intellect through participable intellects. For as the body of the universe is to its soul, so is the soul of it to intellect. And if indeed, so far as it is soul it becomes intellectual,* it would be necessary that every soul should be the same [*i.e. should be intellectual*. But if it becomes intellectual through the participation of intellect, it is necessary that it should participate of an intellect commensurate to it. A thing of this kind however, is not intellect itself, but that which is a medium between intellect itself and soul, which has intellectual perception adscititious.* This intellect also is a certain intellect, and is *essentially* intellect, and not *becoming to be so*, like soul; for it is better than soul. But by being a certain intellect, it is coordinate with soul. For intellect itself is intellect by *existing*, and not by *becoming to be*, and intellect which is simply so by its very being, is superior to a co-ordination with soul. If also you consider, that every monad constitutes a multitude similar to itself, a divine monad, a divine 1,406 multitude, a psychical monad, a psychical multitude, just as an intellectual monad produces an intellectual multitude, and that secondary orders always participate of the natures prior to themselves, it is

* t Instead of Kai a iiev KOfda voepa, tyvxn yiverm, in this place, it is necessary to i-ead, Km ei iiev mBcx fixy, voepa yiverai.
% *i.e. an assumed additional assumption. - PT.
§ For TO 8e TIC, eivai, read TU 8e TIC; eivai.

necessary these things being admitted, that there should be a certain intellect of the whole world. For it is necessary that an intellectual soul should participate of intellect. But if some one should say, it participates
of the intellect which ranks as a whole, it is absurd. For this intellect will not be the Demiurgus of all things.* And if it participates of a certain other intellect, this is the intellect of the universe, and that which is properly participated, as giving completion to the universe in conjunction with soul. But the intellect which ranks as a whole, is so participated by, as illuminating the soul of the universe. If therefore intellect presides over wholes, the universe is animated; but if the universe is animated, it is also endued with intellect.

30b "Through this reasoning process therefore, placing intellect in soul, but soul in body, he fabricated the universe."

124A In the first place, it is requisite to see what this intellect is, and whether it is essential, established above soul, or a certain intellectual habit of soul. From analogy however, it may be inferred that it is essential. For as intellect is to soul, so is soul to body. But soul does not so subsist with reference to body, as to be a habit of it; and therefore neither is intellect a habit of soul. This likewise, may be inferred from the final cause. For Plato says that soul was constituted on account of intellect.* But the converse is not true. If however, soul is for the sake of intellect, but intellect is that for the sake of which soul subsists, intellect is not a habit; for nowhere does essence subsist on account of habit. And in the third place, the Demiurgus constitutes this intellect; but the soul as Plato says, gives subsistence to the intellect which is according to habit, through the motion of the circle of sameness about the intelligible. For [as he adds]D through this motion, intellect and science are necessarily produced. How therefore does the Demiurgus constitute prior to soul, that to which soul herself gives subsistence? To which we may add, that it is right to assume, that in the Demiurgus there is a royal soul, and a royal intellect, as Socrates says

viz. The intellect participated by soul, will not be the Demiurgus of all things. For the demiurgic is an imparticipable intellect, or in other words, is not consubsistent with soul.

§ For 5tO! vov here, it is necessary to read Sic* vov.

§ After ovbaiiov in this place, it is requisite to supply yap.

• Tim. 37c.

in the Philebus* subsisting according to the reason of cause [or causally]; B and that according to these fountains of these twofold genera, the Demiurgus now places intellect in soul, and soul in body, not because 1,407 better are in less excellent natures, nor that intellect is in want of a certain seat, or that the soul of the universe is in a certain thing. For these things are unworthy of wholes and divine essences; through which the world is called by Plato, a blessed God. Because however we conceive of the nature of things in a twofold respect, either according to
their progression, or according to their conversion; hence, when we survey their progression, we begin from first natures, and say that causes are in their effects. But we assert the converse of this, when we survey their conversion. For then we say that the things caused* exist in their causes. This second mode therefore, Plato delivers to us shortly after, when he places body in soul, and analogously soul in body. Now, however, treating of the mode of progression, he places intellect in soul, because the whole of it has the form of intellect, and nothing pertaining to it can be assumed, which is not under the dominion of an intellectual nature. But soul in body, because this according to the whole of itself participates of soul, and no part of it can be assumed which is inanimate; but even that which is deprived of its proper life, so far as it is a part of the universe, is animated. For as we say that providence proceeds everywhere, and is everywhere because it is present with all things, and leaves nothing destitute of itself; after the same manner likewise, we say that intellect is in soul, as circularly illuminating the whole of it, and soul in body, because it is present with the whole of it.

Nor does Plato speak after this manner, and Orpheus after another; but if it be requisite to give my opinion, the conceptions of the theologist become manifest through what is here said. For Ippa who is the soul of the universe, and is thus called by the theologian, perhaps because her intellectual conceptions are essentialized in the most vigorous motions, or perhaps on account of the most rapid lation of the universe, of which she is the cause, - placing a testaceous vessel on her head, and encircling the fig leaves that bind her temples, with a dragon,

f Philebus 30d.
X For ra CUTUX here, it is necessary to read ra airiara.
§ Tim. 36d.
o For Xuctov in this place, I read ∩ΚΧΟV.

1,408 receives Dionysius [or Bacchus]. For with the most divine part of herself, she becomes the receptacle of an intellectual essence, and receives D the mundane intellect, which proceeds into her from the thigh of Jupiter. For there it was united with Jupiter, but proceeding from thence and becoming participable by her, it elevates her to the intelligible, and to the fountain of her nature. For she hastens to the mother of the Gods, and to mount Ida,* from which all the series of souls is derived. Hence also, Ippa is said to have received Dionysius when he was brought forth from Jupiter. For as Plato before observed,* it is impossible for intellect to accede to any thing without soul. But this is similar to what is asserted by Orpheus; by whom also Dionysius is called "the sweet offspring of Jupiter." This however, is the mundane intellect, which proceeds into light conformably to the intellect that
abides in Jupiter. Thus too, the divinely-delivered theology [of the Chaldeans] says, that the world derives its completion from these three things [viz. from intellect, soul and body]. Soul therefore says [in the Chaldean Oracles,*] concerning Jupiter fabricating the universe: "I soul reside after the paternal conceptions, hot, and animating all things.+ For the father of Gods and men placed our intellect in soul, but soul he deposited in sluggish body." Plato likewise, bears testimony to the Oracles, when he calls the Demiurgus father, and represents him E generating souls, and sending them into the generation of men according to the first life.0 And thus much concerning these particulars. Since however, as we have said, both soul and intellect give completion to one animal, Plato appears to me to use very appropriately the words to 1,409 constitute and co-fabricate, through the common preposition syn in both, exhibiting the union of the universe. For by always making diviner to be more comprehensive than less excellent natures, he causes the world to become one; but through the forms in each he manifests in the one composition, but in the other demiurgic art.

30b "In order that it might become most beautiful according to nature, and the most excellent work."

I-t. To the region of ideas, and an intelligible nature.
X Tim. 30b.
• For 6ep\(\nu\)i)ovaa here, read deppy ^vxovoa.
O Tim. 41a.

In what is here said, Timaeus recurs to the principle from which all the before-mentioned particulars were deduced. For the world has arrangement on account of soul, soul subsists on account of intellect, but intellect proceeds into the universe on account of intelligible beauty, and the world participates of this in order that it may also participate of The One; and this is the end to it of its composition, that it may be rendered most beautiful and the best. But it becomes most beautiful indeed, on account of the beautifying cause which subsists in the intelligible, but F the best, or most excellent, on account of the fountain of good. For The Good is the most excellent of all things. And through all these, the world becomes most similar to the Demiurgus. For he was called by Timaeus most excellent. He however, is the best of demiurgic causes, just as The Good is simply most excellent, existing beyond all the divine causes. But the world is the most excellent work; for it is a fabrication. For here also the world participates of deity; since the goodness which is above intellect is deity; and on this account the world is denominated most excellent. In an admirable manner Plato likewise, does not speak 125A of the deity of the world in the same way as concerning intellect and soul, viz. as acceding after intellect. For the union of intellect with its
proper deity is ineffable, and intellect itself being divine proceeds from the father, which also is the peculiarity of total production. For as intellect indeed, it derives its subsistence from the total fabrication, but is a divine intellect, from deity. Plato therefore, does not make a division into deity and intellect, in consequence if constituting the intellect of the world from the father. What however, is the meaning here of according to nature? Perhaps this is significant of order, according to which the universe is likewise enabled to participate of 1,410 divine beauty; and therefore will be the same with according to order. Perhaps also it manifests to us, that the Demiurgus makes his very being, and produces both intellect and soul from his essence. And it is not improbable that it is used, because this fabrication, the universe, is complicated with nature, and the most beautiful here is not of such a kind as that which is better than nature; but that which is above nature, is as it were mingled with nature, and intellectual with physical entities.

30b-c "Thus therefore, it is necessary to say, according to assimilative reasoning, that this world was generated an animal, possessing in truth [or reality] soul and intellect through the providence of God."

As the world itself is mingled, being composed of images and divine essences, of physical and supernatural things, thus also Plato calls the discussion of it assimilative, and again truth. For according to that which is moved in a confused and disorderly manner, it requires assimilative reasoning, but according to the intellectual essence which is in it, it requires truth, and also according to the divine cause from which it proceeds. Hence Plato, when about to speak concerning the world adds the word assimilative, or probable, but the word truth, when about to speak concerning the providence of divinity. Farther still, you may perceive both assimilation and truth in the speaker himself;* not only dividing these conformably to the nature of things. For he frequently apprehends the fabrication of things in a partible manner, assuming reasonings, divisions and compositions, though all things subsist at once in divine production. And frequently, he recurs to the whole intelligence of the father, as in axioms,* "he was good," and "it neither was nor will be lawful for that which is most excellent to effect any thing else than that which is most beautiful." For in the former of these his apprehension is assimilative [but in the latter, comes into contact with 1,411 truth]. For from the multiform knowledges that are in us, he indicates what pertains to divine and demiurgic intelligence. But how, say they, does he define the universe to be an animal animated, or possessing soul, and endued with intellect; for it seems indeed, that animal is a certain part, but animated a genus? In answer to this, it is necessary to recall to our memory those Platonists who say,5 that animal extends as far as to
plants themselves, and to see how, according to this doctrine, every thing animated is an animal, but not every animal is animated. For every intelligible animal is beyond the causes of soul. For as Plato calls the rational soul an animal but also arranges life after the rational soul, he very properly denominates every thing animated an animal, but not vice versa. If however, this be the case, having said that the world is an animal, since there is an intelligible animal, and also a sensible animal participating of a rational soul, he properly adds, that it is animated. And since of souls, one kind is endued with intellect, but another is deprived of it, in addition to the universe being animated, he likewise asserts that it possesses intellect. For it seems, that animal

\[ \text{t Tim. 29b-c.} \]
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indeed, accedes from the first intelligible,* and thus also from the intelligible father,* who is prior to the intellectual Gods. But the animated accedes from the middle cause, both the triadic and the hebdomadic.* And the possession of intellect accedes from the intellectual father [Jupiter]. For if you survey these as with reference to the Demiurgus alone, according to the paradigm which is in him, the universe is rendered an animal; but according to his royal soul, animated,* and according to his royal intellect, endued with intellect. All these however, Plato comprehends unitedly in the words, "through the providence of God." For from thence the universe is rendered an animal, and a blessed God,° becoming perfect through the providence 1,412 of divinity. You may also see how the discourse proceeds from goodness through will, and ends in providence. For will indeed, is suspended from goodness, and providence from will. And the universe is generated, on account of the providence, the will, and the goodness of the father; the last of these being essence prior to essence \[i.e.\] being superessential essence], the second, being as it were power prior to E powers, and the first, energy prior to energies. \[For these pertain to the Gods so far as they are Gods. For goodness indeed is unific of essence, and is the flower of it; but will is the measure of power; and providence is an energy prior to intellect.\] For this I think, the very name itself manifests,** We therefore thus distinguish animal and animated.

Iamblichus however, arranges animal, with every thing that has life, but animated, with the peculiar participation of souls. And perhaps he also, through the possession of life indeed, comprehends intelligible animals, but through the animated sensible animals alone. But it may be inferred, that the world is an animal from its sympathy; that it is animated, from its perpetual motion; and that it is endued with intellect,
t Le. From *To ev ov*, or from being characterized by *The One*, and which is the
summit of the intelligible order.

X i.e. From animal itself or Phanes, the extremity of the intelligible order.

§ i.e. *The animated* accedes from the life, which is in the order called intelligible, and
at the same time intellectual, and also from the life which is in the intellectual order,
which life is the middle cause in both these orders.

• cf. *Philebus* 30d.

o For *Km datiuv* in this place, read *evSmnuv*. cf. also Tim. 34b.

It is necessary here, to supply *ra OvrjTCT*.

from its excellent order. For if according to this, mortal* are co-passive
with celestial natures, and the latter impart an effluxion to the former,
the universe is one animal connected and contained by one life. For if
this life were not common there would not be a sympathy of the parts
in it. *For sympathy is effected through a participation of the same nature.*
And if the world is perpetually moved, it is governed by soul. For
every body which is itself moved inwardly by itself, is animated;* but
the body which is moved externally, is inanimate. If therefore, the
universe is always moved, what is it which moves it? For this is either
F immoveable, or self-motive. But it is not lawful for the immoveable
cause of motion to approach without a medium to things which are
moved by something different from themselves. Hence, it remains, that
the self-motive nature is that which always moves the world. But this
is soul. The world therefore is animated.

1,413 Moreover, in the third place, if* the universe is always arranged, and
if all things are co-ordinated to well-being, and there is nothing
adventitious in the polity of the world, intellect governs the world. For
the connexion, the order, and the sacred laws of the natures contained
in it, bring with them manifest symbols of intellectual government;.

126A Aristotle also, in another way shows this,D when he says that of
animated natures, animals have the left hand and the right, but plants
have the upwards and downwards, and also the right hand and the left,
so that the world is animated and an animal. But it is likewise endued
with intellect. For that which moves it is intellect. According to both
philosophers therefore, the world is an animal animated and endued with
intellect; except indeed, that according to Aristotle,0 it is animated, as
having an inseparable life; for he does not admit that it has an
intellectual soul, but that it has an intellect above soul, and which is
essentially suspended from another intelligible animal. For what Plato
calls animal itself, he calls eternal animal, as in his Metaphysics, when he
says, "*We say that God is an eternal animal.*" And in short, since there
are in the world things that are moved, and things that are immoveable,
things which are always one or the other of these, and things which are
sometimes in motion, and sometimes are immovable, it is necessary that the causes of both these should preside over the world. Soul therefore is the cause of motion; on which account also Plato in the *Laws* admitting [for the sake of argument] the universe to be immovable, gives motion to it by the introduction of soul. And in the *Phaedrus* B taking away soul, he makes all things to stand still. But it is evident that intellect belongs to immovable natures. And beings that are always moved, are moved about those that are immovable, and on account of the permanency of the latter, the former are perpetually moved. Hence it entirely follows, that there is a mundane intellect above soul. By no means therefore, must that which Chrysippus devised, be ascribed to the world. For he confounded imparticipable with participable causes, by supposing them to be the same with each other, and also the divine, and the intellectual, the immaterial and the material. For the same God, and who according to him is the first God, pervades through the world, and through matter, and is both soul and nature inseparable from the subjects of his government. Plato however, establishing prior to the whole world three causes, goodness, intelligible animal, and the demiurgic intellect, imparts from these to the world in the first place, a perfect intellect always fixed in energy, exempt from matter, and full of undefiled intellections. In the second place, a divine intellectual soul, evolving the essence of this one intellect, dancing round it, and convolving the universe. In the third place, a union of the total essences in the world, and one deity and goodness, connecting all the mundane multitude, and causing it to be one. And in the fourth place, a providence extending to all things its inspective care, subsisting likewise from itself, and causing itself to be exempt from all the subjects of its government.

Since however, as we have before observed, it is necessary to survey the progressions and the conversions of wholes, both these are accomplished by Plato. For he delivers the progressions of them when he says that the Demiurgus placed intellect in soul, and soul in body; but
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their conversions, when beginning from the world, he calls it an animal animated, and endued with intellect, and connects it through soul with intellect, which is the peculiar work of conversion. And in the last place, he refers the composition of the world to the demiurgic providence, through which conversion is imparted to all things. For goodness indeed, unites the Demiurgus to The One. But will supplies wholes with good. And providence converts all things to The Good.  
1,415 For as we have said,* goodness is analogous to essence, will to power, and providence to energy; because the first indeed, establishes all things; the second moves them to progression; and the third recalls them according to the retrogression of all things to that which is prior to D intellect. If however, the Demiurgus adorns the universe on account of goodness, but through adorning it causes it to possess intellect, and to be animated, and doing these things, effects them on account of providence, (for these were generated through the providence of God) - if this be the case, it is necessary that it should be the same thing to produce on account of goodness as on account of providence. And this very properly, because providence is the energy of goodness. So that according to Plato, providence is nothing else than an energy conformable to good. For in our concerns also, we say that to provide for some one, is to be the cause of good to the object of our providential care. Not only, therefore, must providence be defined to be that which converts all things to the first, but also to be that the energy of which extends to all things, and which adorns all things according to one union. And this is in reality providence, the communication of good to all things, the conversion of all things to and the participation of the giver [of every good], who imparts to every thing that which it is able to receive. It is requisite likewise to remember what the Cheronean E [Plutarch] says about the name of providence, as that which Plato exhorts us to conceive of as something divine. If also the Demiurgus is intellect, and providence so far as he has something which is better than intellect, he has deservedly this name, on account of an energy which is above intellect. For all things aspire after good, but all things do not aspire after intellect. For such things as are perfectly destitute of intellect do not desire it, lest their desire should be in vain, or they should be deprived of the end [which is their proper good]. And because he is providence indeed, he is suspended from The Good itself; but because he is intellect he is suspended from the first intellect. For the first intellect [i.e. Saturn] is not that which intellectually sees and fabricates, but that which alone intellectually perceives; and on this account, it is pure intellect, as we learn from the Cratylus.* Hence also, according to Plato, the latter may be said to be once,* as having one
energy directed to himself; but the former *twice*, together with this energy receiving also a power fabricative of the universe, and not only legislatively regulating things posterior to himself, but also abiding in his own accustomed manner, as Plato says shortly after.5

30c "This being determined, let us consider what is consequent to these things; *viz.* according to the similitude of what animal, the constituting artificer constituted the world."

Plato clearly exhibits to us through what is here said the connexion of the problems, and the suspension of secondary from primary natures. For the words, "*this being determined,*" and "*let us consider what is consequent to these things, *" indicate the connexion of what has been with what will be said; and that through the truth of the former, the latter receive the principle of investigation. For since it has been shown that the universe was rendered an animal conformably to the providence of God, it is necessary that it should be assimilated to intelligible animal.127A For where did the Demiurgus look when he made the world to be an animal, except to the intelligible? For it was one of the things pre-demonstrated, that the world being most beautiful, was generated according to an eternal paradigm. If therefore, the Demiurgus making it to be an image of the intelligible, constituted it an animal, the paradigm itself will be an intelligible animal. For if that was not an animal, how could that which was generated an image of it* be rendered an animal? For so far as it is similar to that, it was generated an animal. For it is sensible indeed, not as similar and separate [but as visible and tangible]*. These however, [*i.e. visibility, and tangibility,*] it obtains through a corporeal nature. But it is an animal, as being similar to intelligible animal. And if it is similar, it is from thence

t cf. *Cratylus* 396c.  
§ Proclus says this, alluding to the Chaldean oracles, in which Saturn is called *once beyond,* and Jupiter *twice beyond.*  
§ Tim. 42d - e.  
• Instead of TOC TOV TO eKeivo ytyovoq CIKUV in this place, it is necessary to read Twc TO eKeivov yeyovoq eixwv.  
o The words aXX­ wc opanv nai aitrov are omitted in the original, but, as it appears to me, ought to be inserted.

allotted the *morphē* of animal. For images also, have not only their forms, but their appellations, so far as they are formalized, from their paradigms. So that if life is imparted to the world through the paradigm, it is also similarly called an animal and animated from it, because the cause of its whole animation pre-exists in intelligibles. For 1,417 the same reason likewise, it is endued with intellect. It may however,
in a greater degree be called an animal,* on account of the most principal
B cause, because the paradigm is the cause of animation, of the supply of
intellect, and as I may say, of all life. For every thing endued with
intellect, is also animated, and every thing animated is also an animal; but
the converse is not true. For every animal is not animated. For that which
participates of a rational soul is animated. Nor is every thing which is
animated endued with intellect. For the genus of men that participate of
intellect,* is small; so that animal is more comprehensive than all the rest.
And with those things indeed, with which the rest are present, animal
also is present; but it is not necessary that the rest should be inherent in
those things with which this is present. That however, which is more
comprehensive, is nearer to the first principle. But that which is nearer5
to it, is of a more causal nature, since the first principle is the cause of
all beings. That Plato also not only knew intelligible animal, but also
the intelligible animated, is manifest from what he says in the
Sophista.* For placing life and soul in being, and wishing likewise to
give to it motion, he adds, "But that which has intellect and soul, if it is
not animated, must remain entirely immoveable." Hence there are,
intelligible life, and intelligible animal; the cause of soul, and the
animated; the cause of intellect, and that which is endued with intellect.
C And animal itself is beyond all the intelligible paradigms. Hence, Plato
says, that the discussion of the similitude of the world to intelligible
animal, is consequent to the problem concerning the composition of it.
For because the universe being assimilated according to the form itself
of similitude, was rendered an animal by the Demiurgus, that may more
properly be called an animal, with reference to which the universe was
generated an animal. For it exists as an animal on account of the

1,418 It remains therefore, to survey in the next place after this problem, to
what animal the universe is assimilated. For that it is assimilated, is
evident from what has been already said, but to what it is assimilated,
next be considered. For there is a multitude of intelligible animals,
which Plato also indicating, inquires to what animal the Demiurgus constituted the world similar. For beginning supernally from intelligibles, animal proceeds through all the middle orders; in one of these orders, subsisting intelligibly alone; in another intelligibly indeed, but as in intelligibles and intellectuals; and in another intellectually alone. And in one of these orders indeed, animal subsists intelligibly alone, but as in intellectuals; but in another vitally. And thus in each of the intellects there is intelligible animal, subsisting appropriately in each. For every intellect has a conjoined intelligible. Very properly therefore, does Plato investigate what kind of animal is the paradigm of the universe, whether it is super-mundane, or intellectual only, or intelligible, and at the same time intellectual, or intelligible only. For the nature of animal proceeds according to all the orders of intellect. But Plato admits that the differences always subsist in the first animal itself according to union, and gives a progression to them according to appropriate numbers. For as the first animal is tetradic, thus a different animal is defined according to a different number. And in those things in which there is the same number, in these there is a variety of subsistence according to the peculiarities of animals. For it is necessary that in animal also, there should be the monadic prior to the multiplied; because this is more allied to The One. And universally, every divine multitude begins from a monad. As therefore, the Demiurgus is the monad of all effective causes, though the effective peculiarity is in many Gods, thus also animal itself is the monad of all animals; in which likewise the most total paradigms of mundane natures, and the one cause of the whole world pre-exist.

Why, however, some one may say, does Plato call the intelligible paradigm animal? Because it is the supplier of life, as I have before observed; and because it generates the causes of the whole vivific series, and the fountains themselves of life. Because likewise, it is replete with the first and intelligible life. For the one being, or being characterized by The One, is beyond life. But the middle order of intelligibles is the first life, and is one and infinite. Animal itself, however, being full of intelligible life, is very properly called animal. For as it is eternal, on account of being filled from eternity, thus also it is an animal, on account of its reception of life. For it is intelligible, as being arranged [immediately] after intelligible life. It is therefore called an animal, not as sensitive, nor as having impulse, but as being vital. For every thing which lives, is according to Plato, an animal. "For because it has life, says Timaeus, it may be justly called an animal." Hence also, Plato calls

For TJ TOV vov (pvoiq here, it is necessary to read rj TOV faov cbvoiq. % Tetradic in this text (MP), but monadic in the others. - PT. § For TOVTU here, read TOVTO.
plants and seeds animals, characterizing the animal by vitality. If therefore, the intelligible paradigm lives, as being eternal; for eternity, as Plotinus says, is the life of all things, so that the eternal lives; and if every thing that lives is an animal, hence the intelligible paradigm is an animal. And you may from hence assume that this paradigm is in the third triad of intelligibles. For it is not in the first triad; for this is prior to life. Nor is it in the second; for this is life. Hence it is in the third.

For it does not exist out of intelligibles; since Plato on this account alone calls the paradigm intelligible, though he knew the super-mundane demiurgic intellect. But neither does he call the latter intelligible, nor the former intellectual. Before therefore, he assumed every thing which perpetually exists as the paradigm of all generation; among which eternally existing beings, animal itself and the Demiurgus are included; for each of these always is. Eternity likewise, which is the first thing that always is, and the one being itself, which is eternal being according to cause, are in the number of eternally existing beings. Now, however, he calls animal itself the paradigm of the world considered as living. For perpetual being was the paradigm of disorderly generation; since from thence, forms without distinction, were present with the disorderly nature, prior to the generation of the universe. But though we should assume animal itself, which has the forms of the elements, this also is the paradigm of

the vestiges of the elements. So far, however, as it is animal, it is the paradigm of this universe now possessing life. So that simply considered, animal itself, and the intelligible paradigm are not the same. For eternity likewise, which always exists, is the paradigm of time, but is not an intelligible animal; since not every paradigm is an animal belonging to the intelligible order. But if animal itself is eternal, eternity is prior to it, which is not an animal. For prior to animal itself, there is no other animal; since neither prior to any other of these things to which we apply the term itself, is there a certain form prior to it. As therefore, eternity is prior to animal itself, not being yet an animal, so likewise, being itself is prior to eternity. Hence also eternity is that which is being, and is a certain being. Animal itself therefore, is the third intelligible triad, concerning which the [Chaldean] Oracles say,* "It is the operator, and the giver of life-bearing fire. It fills the vivific bosom of Hecate, and pours on the Synoehes the fertile strength of a fire endued with mighty power." For all these assertions in no respect differ from saying that all-perfect intelligible animal is the fountain of all intellectual life, and the cause of every paradigmatic hyparxis. And thus
much concerning this particular.

With respect to the words of the text, "to constitute in the similitude," manifests that the universe is in the highest degree assimilated to its paradigm. For not every image is constituted in similitude, but that alone which is perfectly similar; since this is not the case, where dissimilitude predominates. For then similitude is not the end. But the words, "the constituting artificer constituted," clearly demonstrate to us, C that the Demiurgus of the universe makes by his very being, and possesses energy essentially. For Plato does not call him in one way, and the effective energy proceeding from him in another, but he calls both by one name. Farther still, the words likewise appear to signify, that the Demiurgus always produces, and that he always produces perfectly. For the word constituting, manifests an ever-present making; but the word constituted, an all-perfect making, and which is suspended from its cause. But by the conjunction of both these expressions, it is very manifest that the maker of the universe generates eternally all things, his productive energy neither commencing, nor ending at a certain time.

t Tim. 53b.
% Chald. Oracl. fr. 32.
§ For CKaorijc here, read Ekojtjc.

30c "We must not therefore assert, that he thought it would be adequate to its dignity, to assimilate it to any one of the animals which naturally exist in the form of a part. For that which is similar to an imperfect thing, can never at any time become beautiful."

As there are many intelligible animals, some of which are more total, but others more partial, some of which are united, but others divided, and some are defined according to bound, but others according to infinity; Plato inquiring what the all-perfect paradigm of the universe is, and from what intelligible animal the world is suspended, thinks that no partial animal ought to be placed in this order. For each of these is imperfect as with reference to the whole. For it is possible for the imperfect to be so called in a twofold respect, either with reference to its own nature, or with reference to that which is better and more causal. And the former indeed, it is not even lawful to conceive of divine natures. For each has the measure of itself eternally, and its own proper good always exerted. For, as Socrates says in the Republic, each of them is most excellent in its own order. But the latter ranks, as it is said, among the things that are usual. For as in the Banquet, Plato calls that which is not primarily beautiful, but participates of beauty, indigent of beauty, thus also he calls that an imperfect animal which is not the first animal, nor animal itself, but is such by participation, and subsists
according to a progression from that which is first. If therefore, every partial animal is imperfect, but the paradigm of the world is all-perfect, the paradigm of the world will not be a partial animal. For whether does the Demiurgus intellectually perceive this all-perfect and first animal, or not? It is impossible indeed, that he should not intellectually perceive those things which we perceive when our soul energizes 1,422 intellectually. But if he thus sees it, and all intellectual perception of the Demiurgus is production or making, it is necessary that he should make by intellectual perception itself. What therefore can he make more divine than the universe? For he will not make any thing of a less excellent nature, when looking to that which is more excellent. Very E properly therefore, does Plato when investigating the paradigmatic principle of the world, recur to all-perfect animal.

It is obviously necessary in this place, to supply the words, tcov 6c-ιξpiKUTipuv.

* Rep. II, 381c.

§ Symposium 201b.

What then, some one may say, are not the sun and moon and each of the stars beautiful? But how is this possible? For each of these is assimilated to a partial animal. To this we reply, that each of these is beautiful, when surveyed in conjunction with the whole, and co-arranged with the whole; just as the eye and the chin are beautiful, in conjunction with the whole face, and while in the whole; but surveyed by themselves apart from the face, do not exhibit the beauty which is adapted to them. For in subsisting as a part and not as a whole, each when essentially divulged from the whole, suffers a diminution of its own proper beauty. The perfect therefore, and the beautiful are present with these which are parts, on account of the whole. The cause, however, of this, says Porphyry is, that in intelligible forms the part is a whole.* For all such things are in each partially, as are in the whole all-perfectly, on account of the union of intelligible forms. And the assertion is indeed true, that each of the parts in them is in a certain respect a whole, each receiving the form of whole, and becoming essentially united on account of its communicating with all, and being all things according to participation. F Nevertheless the wholeness of it subsists partially, and not like that wholeness which is simply a whole. For it is one thing to be after a solar manner a whole, or to be so after a lunar manner, in consequence of each intellect possessing all things in a way adapted to itself, one form having dominion, which makes the intellect to be such an intellect, and a certain intellect; and another thing to be all things, without a partial peculiarity, being all things so far as intellect, and not so far as a particular kind of intellect. What then, are not these also generated according to intelligible paradigms, viz. the sun and moon and each of the stars? How therefore, are these beautiful? To this we reply, that these are beautiful, but not most beautiful. But the world is that which
is truly most beautiful. As therefore each of these is perfect, but not all-perfect, so likewise each is beautiful, but not like the universe most beautiful. For that each of these is perfect, Plato manifests farther on, when he says,* "that the world was generated perfect from things perfect, and a whole from wholes." Hence the perfection of the whole is one thing, and of the part another. And the wholeness of the all-perfect is different from the wholeness of that which is only perfect. The beauty likewise which is in the most beautiful is one thing, but that which

receives a more partial participation of beauty, is another. And thus much in answer to this doubt.

The words however, "in the form of a part," may be easily understood, if they are considered as signifying the same as, in the order of a part. And this is the same with, becoming a part. But the divine Iamblichus thinks fit to add the conjunction as to the words in the form, and to understand the whole as implying that every partial animal in intelligibles, naturally exists as in the form of a part. For since part in them is not such as it is in sensibles, since each is there according to its own order all such things as the whole is; on this account the philosopher adds, as in the form, in order that surveying the appellation of part in a manner adapted to forms, we may not understand it as a thing attended with interval, and susceptible of division, and thus relinquish the union of united and impartible essences. For these according to the philosopher himself are impartible and united. But with respect to the word "naturally," we must not now understand by it according to nature, but the being essentialized. For all essences are frequently called natures, as by Socrates in the Philebus,* when he says, "hence, in the nature of Jupiter you may say, that there is a royal soul, and a royal intellect, according to the reason of cause." But the words, "he thought it would be adequate to its dignity," are said as if spoken in conjunction with the Demiurgus, and as truly apprehending the dignity of a divine cause. For he who mystically narrates the exempt and all-perfect intellectual conceptions of a divine nature, has an arrangement in conjunction with him. And the words, "for that which is similar to an imperfect thing can never be beautiful," is indeed true, but is attended with a doubt. For if in that which is a whole one thing is more, but another less excellent, must not the whole become inferior to its more excellent part, by the addition of that which is less excellent? But the doubt may be solved by observing, that the co-arrangement of the less with the more excellent makes the whole to be one and perfect; but when they are not conglomerated with each other, then the mixture of the less diminishes the power of the more excellent nature. If however, some
one should make a syllogism from opposites, through what is here, and what has been before said, so as to infer that every thing which is generated according to an eternal, is not generated according to an eternal paradigm, we may solve the objection by observing that what is employed by the objector as the middle term, is not so. For in one place, the words "in order that it might be beautiful," manifest that which is beautiful, whether in a certain respect, or simply; but in another place, they manifest that which is most beautiful. For a part has indeed the beauty of a part, but simply considered, is not beautiful. But that alone is absolutely beautiful which is a whole, to which also the beauty of the parts contributes; this beauty pertaining to certain things, and being itself a certain [and not a universal] thing. For every part is for the sake of another thing, i.e. the whole, and the beauty which it possesses has the order of matter with reference to the beauty of the whole. Hence it is not so beautiful as to be most beautiful.

From what has been said, those assertions likewise may be confuted, which make The Good to be a certain intelligible form and not prior to all intelligibles. For if it is a certain form, it is also a part of the whole intelligible profundity in which it subsists. But every part, as it is here D said, is imperfect; so that The Good likewise is imperfect. How therefore being imperfect is it the most happy of all things? In reality also that which is similar to it is not beautiful. Nor are all beings similarly with reference to it, either more good, or more beautiful. If therefore The Good being a part, will suffer things of this kind, it will not be a part of 1,425 the intelligible. Moreover, neither is it the whole of the intelligible. For being the whole of the intelligible, over what will it still reign? Since neither is the sun which has an arrangement analogous to The Good* the whole of that which is visible. It is necessary therefore, that The Good should be beyond the intelligible, and be neither a part nor the whole of it. Neither therefore, will either animal itself, or the Demiurgus be the same with The Good; since each of these is a certain whole comprehensive of all forms.

30c "But we should admit it to be the most similar of all things to that animal of which other animals, both according to one, and according to genera, are parts."

Some, as Atticus, assert that this "according to one, and according to genera," gives a division to individual opposite to that of more common forms. But they call individual forms those that are proximate, and the causes of individuals; such for instance as man itself, horse itself, and each of such-like forms. And they denominate genera the more total
and comprehensive paradigms of these. Others again, as Amelius, say that Plato by these words, distinguishes that which is particular from things that are more common. For some things are paradigms of parts, but others of forms. Theodorus also, following Amelius, says there are

t For T' ayadov here, read r' ocyudu.

twofold intellects, one of these being divided into wholes, but the other into parts. And that these are the same with, "according to genera, and according to one." But others, as Xenarchus, assert, that according to genera manifests the pre-existing intelligible causes of animals; such for instance as the celestial, serial, aquatic and terrestrial, which are shortly after mentioned by Timaeus.* And that by "according to one," the formalizing principles in each of these many are indicated. For in 1,426 celestial natures, the paradigm of the sun is different from the paradigm of the moon. In terrestrial natures, the paradigm of men is different from that of lions. And in a similar manner in the natures which have an intermediate subsistence. The divine Iamblichus however, turns into a path of interpretation contrary to all these. For they indeed make the "according to one," subordinate to, and more partial than, "according to genera;" but he, on the contrary, makes it to be more venerable, as it is F fit that in intelligibles unity should precede multitude. He says therefore, that all other animals are the parts of animal itself, both according to one, and according to genera. For they are comprehended and perfected by animal itself, both according to the multitudes they contain, and according to their unities. Nor is there any one of them which does not proceed from the intelligible. For intelligible animal is comprehensive of all the things posterior to it, not as deriving its completion from them. For it is a whole prior to, * and does not derive its subsistence from parts. Nor is it a whole, as being predicated of parts; for it is the cause of many. But it is a whole, as a primordial principle, and as filling 130A all things posterior to itself with itself. Hence it comprehends what are called parts impartedly, many species uniformly, and exists in an all-perfect manner prior to secondary paradigms. For this principle indeed, is the universe intelligibly; but of the natures posterior to it, one is all things celestially, another after a solar, another after a terrestrial manner, and another in some other way, according to the different causes of mundane natures. So that this principle comprehends all things all-perfectly, but all things are comprehended by each of the natures posterior to it partially, as with reference to the intelligible allness. The world therefore, is also similar to these partial animals; since it is likewise similar to the Demiurgus; but it is most similar to animal itself, so far as it is an animal. For animal itself was primarily intelligible animal. Hence, that which is most similar is so in a twofold respect;

t Tim. 39e - 40a.
Intelligible animal, or animal itself, is a whole prior to parts, because it comprehends parts in itself causally.

1,427 either because it is similar to other things, or because other things are similar to it. But this is especially the case with the universe, and it is especially similar to animal itself.

30c-d "For this indeed, has all intelligible animals comprehended in itself, just as this world contains us, and such other animals as are the objects of sight."

B Plotinus supposes animal itself to exist in a twofold respect. For at one time he considers it to be more excellent than intellect, as in his treatise intitled Different Considerations, but at another, as inferior to it, as in his treatise Concerning Numbers,* when he says that being is first, afterwards intellect, and afterwards animal itself. But Theodorus, who says, that each of the demiurges has a triple* hyparxis, thinks fit to call the third in each, animal itself. From both, however, the truth may be assumed. From the admirable Theodorus indeed, that it has the third order in intelligibles; but from the most divine Plotinus, that it is inferior to one intellect, but beyond another. And it must be said, that unfolding itself into light at the end of intelligibles, it generates from intelligible life all the number of intellectual, supermundane, and mundane animals, supernally as far as to the last of things. It is likewise comprehensive of all things, being exempt from, and uniformly and antecedently containing in itself the causes of them. For Orpheus5 also indicates things of this kind about it, when theologizing concerning Phanes. The first God therefore, with him, has the heads of many animals, viz. of a ram, a bull, a serpent, and a fierce lion.D He also proceeds from the C primogenial egg, in which the animal exists spermatically; and Plato 1,428 knowing this calls this mighty God animal itself. For what difference is there between calling an occult cause an egg, or that which is unfolded into light from it, an animal? For what can be generated from the egg of all things, but an animal? This egg however, was the offpring of ether and chaos, the former of which is established conformably to the
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bound, but the latter to the infinity of intelligibles. For the former is
the root of all things, but the latter has not any boundary. If therefore
that which first consists of bound and infinity is that which is primarily
being, the being of Plato will be the same with the Orphic egg. And if
Phanes is from this, who is arranged according to animal itself, it is
necessary to investigate it as situated next to eternity according to
Orpheus, which is a medium between animal itself, and that which is
primarily being.* And thus it will be more clearly evident, that animal
itself is no other than the Phanes of the theologian. For if Phanes first
proceeds from the egg, which is manifestly with Orpheus the first
intelligible intellect, but that which first and alone proceeds from an egg,
is necessarily nothing else than an animal, it is evident that the most
D mighty Phanes is nothing else than the first animal; and, as Plato would
say, animal itself. This therefore is demonstrated.

Let us however, in the next place, survey what is consequent to this.
Phanes, therefore, thus unfolding himself into light from the occult
Gods, antecedently comprehends in himself the causes of the secondary
orders, viz. of the effective, connective, perfective, and immutable orders;
and also contains in himself according to one cause, all intelligible
animals. For he excites himself to the most total ideas of all things.
Hence also, he is said [by Orpheus] to be the first of the Gods, and to
have a form. But he produces all things, and unfolds the intelligible and
1,429 united* causes of things, to the intellectual Gods. Hence too, the
Demiurgus being filled from these causes, gives subsistence to this visible
world, and causes it to contain all sensible animals, both such as are
more divine, and such as are mortal, which are properly θρημματα *
thremmata, or things which are nourished, as entirely participating of the
nutritive soul. All bodies likewise, may properly be called thremmata, as
being the progeny of nature, and as always living from, and being
connected by it, even though they should be perpetual bodies; but not
as requiring externally adventitious nutriment. Unless indeed, it be
requisite to call all things in the world thremmata, as being nourished by
the king of visible natures through the communication of light. For

* It is here necessary to supply the words TOV rpuruQ OVTOQ.

Socrates in the Republic says,* that the sun is the cause of nutriment and
generation to all such things as he illuminates. For every visible thing
is nourished being perfected by light. For as we learn in the Politicus*,
it is possible to be nourished externally, and not only internally. The
Demiurgus therefore, comprehends all that the world contains, in order
that this sensible world may be all and perfect from the parts that are in
it, conformably to a similitude to him. Hence, the world is a various
animal, according to a different part of itself emitting a different voice, and from all its parts one voice. For it is alone one, [as well as many]. By a much greater priority however, the intelligible world is one animal and a multitude [of animals], contracting multitude in the one, just as this visible world also, exhibits the one in multitude. And the latter indeed, is a whole from parts; but the former is a whole prior to parts, exemptly, uniformly, and according to cause, comprehending intelligible animals. For from it the fountains of divine natures, and all the most total genera proceed. Hence also, the theologist represents it as a most total animal; surrounds it with the heads of a ram, a bull, a lion, and a dragon; and ascribes to it primarily the female and the male, as to the first animal.

F Female and father, strong and mighty God, Ericapaeus,*
1,430 says the theologyst. He is likewise the first God that is represented with wings. And what occasion is there to be prolix? For if he has his progression from the primogenial egg, this fable manifests that he is the first animal, if it is fit to preserve the analogy. For as the egg° antecedently comprehends the spermatic cause of the animal, thus also the occult order,** uniformly comprehends the whole of the intelligible.** And as the animal now possesses in a distributed manner, such things as were in the egg spermatically, thus likewise this God t Rep. VI, 509b.
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§ In the original erroneously ypvice wpoq.
• Fr. 62; Orph. Hymn 6.2; Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 491.
O For TO ev ov here, it is necessary to read TO UOV.
†† i.e. The first triad of the intelligible order, which is called by Plato in the Parmenides TO ev ov, the one being, or being characterized by, and absorbed as it were in The One.
XX Chald. Oracl. fr. 198 & 27.

131A produces into a visible subsistence that which is ineffable and incomprehensible in first causes. Concerning these things however, what has now been said may suffice for the present. If however, as this world comprehends in itself all visible natures, so its paradigm comprehends all intelligibles, and the mode of comprehension, as we have said, is different in each, yet at the same time the visible in the former is analogous to that of the latter. For Phanes supernally illuminating intelligibles with intelligible light, causes all of them to be visible,* and exhibits all things [in the intelligible] generated from invisible causes; and the world imparts visibility to bodies through the light of the stars. Farther still, this also may be considered as
admirable in the doctrine of Plato, that at the same time that he preserves the union of intelligibles unshaken, he imparts to them an unmingled purity. For if all of them were so united to each other as to be confused, and so as not to permit the peculiarity of each to remain undefiled, there would have been no occasion to enquire, according to what kind of paradigm the universe was generated. For in things confused there is no distinction of quality. And if these were so divided from each other as to be without any communion, some intelligibles would not comprehend, but others be comprehended. For to comprehend and be comprehended pertain to order and communion of powers, and to the rapid conspiration of all secondary natures to become one. Moreover, for the union of them to subsist from essence, but their separation to be rendered apparent from externally proceeding energies, will be the peculiarity of incorporeal and immaterial effects. For if they are surveyed, themselves by themselves, all will be found to be in each other, on account of their being, as it were, of the same colour, and especially if the unities of them are seen with the eye of intellect. But from secondary natures, and from their participants, we collect their unconfused union. For whence is the separation of these derived, except from the unmingled purity of their efficient causes? For things which are confused with each other, give subsistence to other such-like natures, [i.e. to natures which are similarly confused.]

30d- "For the divinity wishing to assimilate this universe, in the most exquisite degree, to that which is the most beautiful, and in every respect perfect of intelligible animals, he constituted it one visible animal, containing all such things within itself, as are allied to its nature."

t cf. Aristotle *De Anima* II, 7, 419a8, f.; III, 5, 430al6.

C Atticus, in what is here said, doubts whether the Demiurgus is comprehended by intelligible animal. For it would seem, if he were comprehended, that he is not perfect. For partial animals, he says, are imperfect, and on this account things which resemble them are not beautiful. But if he is not comprehended, animal itself will not be more comprehensive than all intelligibles. And having doubted, he easily solves the doubt, by supposing that the Demiurgus is above animal itself. On the contrary, Porphyry gives an order to the Demiurgus inferior to the intelligible. For establishing a supercelestial soul to be the maker of the world, he places in intellect the paradigm of generated natures. The divine Iamblichus, as a medium between both these, connects and unites the paradigm to the Demiurgus, through the union of intellect with the intelligible. But Amelius makes the intelligible, which is defined according to being, to be the same with the Demiurgus.* We however say, that animal itself is prior to, subsists in, and is posterior to the
For it proceeds to every intellectual order both total and partial. The Demiurgus himself likewise, sees himself, and the natures prior to himself; for it is not lawful for him to look to natures posterior to himself. Beholding therefore, these superior natures, he produces all things, and makes the universe, so far as it is the universe, or the all, to be the image of the whole intelligible world. The Demiurgus however, is comprehended by the intelligible, according to the cause of the intellectual Gods which there subsist; not as being a part, or one species of it; but as a second order in the order which is prior to it. For a divine intellect is in one way said to be comprehensive of forms, and in another way to comprehend partial intellects. For each of the latter indeed, is all things in a self-perfect manner; but each of the former is united to other forms,* but is not all things. For each is itself preserving its own peculiarity, unmingled and unconfused. According to the same reasoning also, the intelligibles which are in intelligible intellect, are comprehended by it in one way, but in another way the intellectual orders which proceed from it. For you may say, that each of these being self-perfect, is comprehended in all-perfect animal. All such things therefore, as are in the paradigm, are likewise in the Demiurgus; and in making the world with reference to the paradigm, he also makes it with reference to himself. With respect to allness (pantotes) however, one is intelligible, but another intellectual. For

* For r(j> nev TOV driniovpyov in this place, it is necessary to read rep pevroi HiHiiovpyq.
* For TWV ctWuv eibeoiv here, read TOIC aXXoic eiSer/iv.

For the tetrad and the decad contain all things in themselves; but the former unitedly, and the latter distributedly. The decad likewise, though it contains all such things as the tetrad contains, yet because it contains them in a more divided manner, it is more imperfect than the tetrad. For the tetrad being nearer to the monad is more perfect; and in proportion as quantity is diminished, the magnitude of power is increased. So that the Demiurgus possessing all such things as intelligible animal possesses, yet at the same time, he has an allness inferior to that which is intelligible. In short, as comprehension is twofold, the one being such as that of parts in their wholeness, but the other, as that of effects in their causes, Plato now assumes the former of these, and says, that the genera and species of animals, are comprehended as parts in their whole, 1,433 i.e. in animal itself; all which likewise, he denominates imperfect, as with reference to the whole. But the Demiurgus indeed, proceeds from thence as from a cause, yet he likewise possesses all things intellectually. The Demiurgus therefore, is comprehended by intelligible animal according to the reason of cause, and is not so comprehended as a pan:, so as to be also imperfect. Hence likewise, Timaeus in a certain respect thus speaks.* For the Demiurgus has all intelligible animals
F comprehended in himself. For in reality, these are contained in him as parts, which remain in unproceeding union with their proper wholeness, and give completion to it, as a whole which is not prior to parts, but is from parts. And thus much in answer to the doubt.

In the next place, this also deserves to be surveyed, viz. in what an admirable manner Plato, at one time in a way known to us, passes from images to paradigms, and at another time, from paradigms to images; at one and the same time indicating the connexion of things, and their progressions and conversions. For when he says, *that as this world comprehends us, thus also animal itself comprehends intelligible animals*, he recurs from sensible animals to the causes of them. But when he says, *that divinity wishing to assimilate the world to the most beautiful of intelligibles, rendered it comprehensive of all things*, he is willing to pass from causes to their effects, imitating the progression of secondary natures. He is led however, to such a transition as this, through analogy. For as effects are to each other, so are the paradigms of them. And the more total and the more partial, subsist in both according to the same ratio. Why however, does he call animal itself the most beautiful of intelligibles, though it is the end of intelligibles? May we not say, that though there are intelligible orders prior to it, yet the most beautiful is inferior to them? For they do not participate of beauty; but the producing cause of beauty, and the first beauty and elegance subsist in them. Hence also animal itself is according to Orpheus,* 1,434 intellectually unfolded into light in this order. And as beauty had a B prior existence in the first intelligibles, unitedly and without intermission, hence Phanes is called by Orpheus, "the very beautiful son of ether," and "delicate Love." Because therefore, this God is the first that is filled with occult and ineffable beauty, hence also he is denominated most beautiful, being the first of participants, though all intelligibles are united to each other. For it is not proper to divide them from each other, after the same manner as the intellectual orders, but survey one and an indivisible union of them. These things therefore, are beautifully asserted [by Orpheus and Plato].

That however, which is most synoptical* in the words of Plato, is this, that he says animal itself is the most beautiful, not of all intelligibles simply, but of intelligible animals. For comparing all-perfect animal with more partial animals, he says, it is the most beautiful of all intelligible animals; so that if there is something more excellent than the nature of animal, it has nothing to do with the present assertion. It is necessary however, that there should be a thing of this kind, because being itself, and beauty itself are more simple than the nature of animal,
on which account also they are participated by things which are not animals. Moreover, the interpreters say, that the word assimilation is appropriately assumed by Plato. For he is frequently dubious concerning the mode of participation, whether it is from forms themselves being present with sensibles, or from their communicating with them in some other way: but he is not dubious whether or not it is similitude which makes the sensible world to be the image of the intelligible. Dividing however, they say, that of physical forms indeed, the sensible world participates as of impressions in wax, but that it receives the representations of psychical, and the similitudes of intelligible forms. So that since Plato is speaking concerning intelligible paradigms, he very properly, as they say, assumes similitude. Farther still, the world is an animal, as the image of this intelligible animal, and 1,435 of intelligible allness. But it is visible as being assimilated to the

$t$ Fr. 58.

$§$ For ovvtKtKUTUTOV here, I read OVVOVTUCUTUTOV.

$§$ Concerning the mode in which forms themselves are participated by sensibles, see the Notes to my translation of the Parmenides of Plato [TTS vol. XI.]

splendour of its paradigm. For what colour is there, that the visible is here.

The Gods admir'd, in ether when they saw
A light unlook'd for, bursting on the view,
From the immortal Phanes' glittering skin:*

Orph. fr. 58

[says Orpheus]. And the world comprehends all kindred natures, because it is comprehensive of all sensibles. But Plato adds, "as are allied to its nature," because intelligibles are paradigms to the world of things which are according to nature, and not as some Platonists are accustomed to say, of things preternatural. For in short, mundane things being divided into such as are according to nature, and such as are preternatural, into universals and particulars, and into essences and accidents, we always admit that there are formal causes of the more, but by no means of the less excellent. For that which is produced from ideas, proceeds through nature. But if this is the case with that which is according to nature, but not with that which is preternatural, that which is generated from ideas is a certain whole, and is perpetual. For if this is not admitted, one of two things must take place, either that things contingent will have no existence, or that of forms some will necessarily produce, but it will happen that others may either produce or not produce. And in the third place, every thing which proceeds from ideas is essence. For since they produce by their very being, each
is productive of essences. For it would be ridiculous to say that a partial nature is effective of essence, but that intelligible form gives subsistence to accident.* These things however, we shall elsewhere more copiously discuss. But whatever the world contains is allied to it, because all things in it subsist according to intelligible causes. Plato likewise appears in this place to gave given a definition of the world, \textit{viz.} "one visible animal, comprehending in itself all animals." For intelligible animal also is one, but is not visible. And the sun, and each of the monadic natures, 1,436 [or those natures of which there is only one,] is one visible animal, but does not comprehend all others. So that it is evident that the above is the definition of the universe. Let is however proceed to the words of Plato.

$t$ For \textit{TO ov aireon}ōe in this place, it is necessary to read \textit{pev oticeon}XPe. or \textit{vΛφi}ji/coToc; evot; \textit{WKOQTOLTIKOV}, read ov/iijQc/\frjKOToe; \textit{aval VTTOOTOLTUCOV}.

31a "Whether therefore, shall we assert that there is one world, or is it more right to say that there are many and infinite worlds?"

This problem follows indeed logographically what has just now* been said. For because he had defined the world to be one visible animal, comprehending within itself all such animals as are naturally allied to it, it is necessary that he should think this to be worthy his attention and discussion, whether the world is one certain thing, or not. For of physiologists, some make the world to be one; but others assert that there are many worlds; and others contend that there are not only many, but also infinite worlds. The consideration of this likewise, has a connection with what has been before said, derived from the things themselves. For since it has been shown that the world is the image of animal itself, and is an animated animal, endued with intellect, it was requisite to add a summit to the discussion of it, by showing that it is also one. For thus he will demonstrate that it is a God, in consequence of participating a unity which is above intellect. For it was not only possible for him to say that it is an image because other things also are images, some being fashioned by nature, but others by art. Nor an animal alone, because there is a multitude of partial animals. Nor alone animated; for man likewise is an image, and an animated animal. Nor alone endued with intellect; for both a daemon and an angel are animated animals possessing intellect. But this which is especially and primarily pertains to divine natures, he before suffered to be ineffable, through the cause which we have already assigned. Now, however, he adds \textit{The One}, and \textit{the alone}. For every thing which is monadic in the world is divine, as being an image, if it be lawful so to speak of \textit{The One}. But I denominate divine, that which is such as the angelic, as the daemonical,
and as that which is in partial souls. For each of these is divine, so far as it is suspended from its proper deity, and each of these is monadic. Such monadic natures however, as have generation and corruption, and are expelled into the mortal abode, are opposed to every thing divine. Hence this problem is suspended from what has been before said. For since the paradigm of the universe is indeed a God, and is intelligible, is the supplier of life, and is also intellect; according to that which is divine in him, he makes the world to be one; according to The One and the intelligible, he causes it to be sensible; but according to The One, the intelligible, and life, he makes it to be animated and an animal; and according to all these and intellect, he causes it to be endued with intellect. For union accedes prior to other things, and posterior to other things. Animal energizes prior to, and in conjunction with other things. And the gift of life generates and proceeds together with, and prior to intellect.

From what however is now shown, and from what has been before demonstrated, you may assume, that at the same time, the paradigm of the universe is unical, and the whole multitude of intelligibles. And neither is the simplicity of it without multitude, nor the multitude of it divided; but it has the all-various at once consubsistent with The One., B the monadic with the all-perfect, and the uniform with the multiform. For because it proceeds indeed from The Good it is united. But because it pre-establishes in itself the order of intelligible ideas, it is all-perfect. And as infinite, it unfolds the multitude of intelligibles; but as contained by bound, it is only begotten. As proceeding likewise from being characterized by unity, it has the relation of a monad; but as being the third from it, it produces in itself all the intelligible Gods, and on this account is demonstrated to be all-perfect. These things, however, we shall more fully unfold as we proceed.

But there is a controversy with the interpreters about the text. For to some of them it appears that two things are now distinguished by Plato, The One, and all multitude. And the word whether being applied by the ancients to two things, seems to testify in favour of their opinion. But to others, it appears that there is a division into three things, The One, finite multitude, and the infinite. And the patrons of this interpretation are Porphyry and Iamblichus, who speak conformably both to the 1,438 things themselves, and to the doctrine of Plato. For shortly after he C takes away two things, but assumes one thing from division. But from three things, an ablation of two and the position of one is effected, and not from two things alone. Nevertheless the word whether* seems to contradict what they assert. It may be remedied however by saying that...
either whether signifies the same as shall we therefore; (TQ ap' ovy 70 TOTGPOV ormmeiv TOCVTOV) for it is frequently thus assumed by the ancients; or that the words, or not (η ου) are wanting to the sentence; and that it will be perfect by reading, whether do we rightly assert that there is one world, or not? And if not, whether there are many, or infinite worlds. Plato omitting to say this through conciseness. Perhaps too, you may say, it is not without design that he omitted the words much finite. For to say how many, or so many, is to speak in a way that gives completion to what is said. And as if the paradigm is not monadic,

\ For Ttportpov here, read Tiorepov.

so as to be the cause of one thing, the things generated are infinite; after this manner it is probable that there are infinite worlds, if there is not only one. For the vacuum being infinite, will be the recipient of infinite worlds.

31a "One [i.e. there will be but one world,] if it be admitted that it is fabricated according to the paradigm."

Again Plato in concord with himself, announces the whole of the conclusion prior to the demonstrations, previously to belief, dissolving the doubt. For the word one is uttered analogously to, it was generated, and to he was good,* and the demonstration on account of it, is conformable to the proper method. For it is himself who doubts, himself who dissolves the doubts, and himself who demonstrates. Through the doubt, indeed, converting himself to intellect; but through the concise solution of the doubt, energizing according to intellect. For to comprehend the whole of a sentence in one word, is an image of intellectual projection. And through the demonstration descending from intellect to dianoia. For every one who demonstrates, receives the principles of his demonstration from intellect. But it is intellect, says Aristotle,* by which we know terms; for through this we apprehend 1,439 [true] beings by simple projections. Such therefore throughout is the form of the words.

Let us, however, if you think fit, in the first place, syllogistically survey the truth of the words themselves. The whole sentence, therefore, is of the following kind. If the world was generated according to a paradigm, and the paradigm is one, then the world is one.5 But the antecedent is true, and therefore the consequent also is true. That the world, however, was generated according to a paradigm, was asserted before, and was mentioned both by Plato and us. But that the paradigm E is one and monadic, Plato asserts as he proceeds. The assumption therefore being true, it remains to see how that which follows from it is true. He says then that if the world imitates especially and accurately
the paradigm, it ought to imitate it in all things, and ought to resemble the essence of it. For if it imitates the paradigm in some things, and not in others, it will not be the image of a certain whole. For the paradigm

f Instead of TO tryafloc r)ν in this place, it is requisite to read Ττj) ocyadoq Άνv.
t Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics VI, 8, 1142a25 f.
§ The -words o KOODOO; otpa ev eany, are omitted in the original, but evidently ought to be inserted.

making by its very being, it makes a certain image of the whole of itself, But this being the case that which is generated with reference or according to the whole paradigm itself, is monadic, is perpetual, and is an animal. For as he who imitates the whole of Socrates expresses the whole of his life, after the same manner, the world being fashioned in the resemblance of animal itself, imitates all things in it, so far as it is naturally adapted to such an imitation; possessing all things sensibly which animal itself possesses intelligibly.

Some however oppose what is here said, by adducing the multitude of men and horses. For man itself is the cause of many men, horse itself of many horses, and this is the case with every other form or idea of the like kind. But if some one should say, that these because they are parts of other things, are on this account monadic, the objector will not cease F adducing to us the sun and the moon, and all the part of the world which are monadic. Hence more profound solutions of the objection are requisite. The philosopher Porphyry therefore striving to solve the difficulty, says, that forms as they proceed, always descend into multitude and division, and pass into bulk, and an all-various 1,440 distribution into parts. Hence an intelligible essence, proceeding into the world, terminates in a divided, gross, and material multitude, though on high it is united, impartible, and monadic. To every thing, therefore, which is intelligible, nothing else imparts the whole, for the intelligible itself gives subsistence to it. Hence it constitutes it as great as it is able 134A to become. But this universe supplies man itself with matter. And on this account the matter of one form receives many impressions of that form. The world, therefore, is one from one [paradigm], and a whole from a whole. But man is numerous from one form, the world supplying the matter of it. Why, therefore, says he, are there not many suns and moons? For the matter of these is from the universe. To this he replies, that to incorruptible natures in the world, though they may be parts, the monadic is appropriate; but to corruptible natures, multitude. For if there were not many participants of the same reason [or form] but only one corruptible participant, the form would perish, this being corrupted. It is necessary, however, that all [material] forms perishing, the full perfection of the world should still remain. Such therefore is the solution of Porphyry.
The divine Iamblichus however reprobates this solution, as dissolving no one of the doubts. For let, says he, the whole sensible world possess impartible natures partibly, indivisibles divisibly, and monadic natures multitudinously, yet why do some things in it remain monadic, but others not? For this is what was dubious from the beginning. He therefore adduces a certain solution of the doubt, which is indeed admirable yet is in want of assistance. For he says that of forms some rejoice in sameness and permanency, but others in motion and difference. And that some, indeed, are the causes of monadic and perpetual natures, but others of such as are mutable and multitudinous. And this indeed is very admirably asserted, but requires a certain admonition, which it is necessary to make, by considering that after The One two principles proceed, bound and infinity, as Socrates asserts in the Philebus.} And as of numbers, some are more monadic but others are dyadic, though all numbers derive their subsistence from the monad and 1,441 at the same time from the duad, thus likewise, though all forms subsist according to these two principles, yet at the same time some are the progeny of bound, but others of infinity.* And what occasion is there to speak of forms; since of the Gods themselves, some belong to the coordination of bound, but others to that of infinity, both according to their whole orders and according to parts? According to total orders indeed, because every paternal, connective, and demiurgic series is defined according to bound; but every vivific and effective series, according to infinity. But according to parts, because of the paternal and of the vivific series, some belong to the order of bound, but others to that of infinity. If, therefore, this is the case with the Gods, why is it wonderful that of forms some are more than others allied to bound, but others to infinity? And according to this analogy some forms give subsistence to monadic things, but others to those that proceed into multitude. After this manner, therefore, it is requisite to assist this solution.

Our preceptor, however, dissolves this doubt after another manner, multifariously. He says, therefore, that every intelligible nature is uniform and eternal, but that of mundane things, some are able to be more, and others less assimilated to the essences of intelligibles. For such things as are more immaterial and pure, are capable of being assimilated in a greater, but such things as are more material and gross, in a less degree. As all paradigms therefore subsist in monadic and eternal essences, the more excellent natures in the universe especially imitating the causes of themselves, are generated in all things most D similar to their paradigms, viz. according to the monadic, the essential, and the perpetual; but the less excellent, being allotted a secondary form

*t Philebus 23c - d.
of similitude, are in a certain respect assimilated to their causes, and in
certain respect not. Hence, as there are these three things in
intelligible forms, viz. the monadic, the essential, and the eternal,
whether do mundane natures imitate the monadic and perpetual
peculiarity of intelligibles, but not the essential? By no means.1 For it
has been demonstrated that it is requisite the things which proceed from
them should be essences, since they produce by their very being. Will
mundane natures therefore be imitations of them according to the
monadic and the essential, but not according to the eternal? This
however is impossible. For each of them will perish; being monadic
indeed, but not perpetual. For because not perpetual, it will vanish into
non-entity; but in consequence of being monadic, there will not be that
from which it may be generated. Besides, every thing which subsists
from immoveable causes, is immutable in essence. But forms are
immoveable, for they are intelligible. Either therefore it is possible for
all things to imitate them in all things, or in certain things. But it is
impossible for all things to imitate them in all things. For the natures
which are more remote from their principles are in a less degree
assimilated to them. Just as with respect to Pythagoras, who possesses
all sciences, he who is nearer to him, receives all his knowledge
E secondarily, but he who is more remote from him, learns some of his
sciences, but is unadapted to the reception of others. If it is impossible
therefore, for all things to imitate them in every respect, it remains that
this must be effected by them in certain things. And if in certain things
as there are three peculiarities which are characteristic of intelligible
forms,* either imitating the extremes, they become destitute of the
middle, or receiving the two first, they will appear to have relinquished
the third, or not partaking of the first, they will participate of the two
which are posterior to it. It has however been shown, that neither the
first nor second is true. Hence it is necessary that they should not express
the monadic peculiarity of forms, but only the essential and the eternal. On
this account all mundane forms indeed are essences, and are always
invariably the same, but all of them are not monadic. For all mundane
forms do not subsist commensurately to all the powers of their
paradigms. But that every intelligible form, and whole paradigmatic
cause having a primary subsistence, is monadic, eternal, and essential, is
evident. For whatever is not essence, will be an accident. Every

10 \( \phi \alpha \alpha \iota \alpha \iota \alpha \iota \delta \epsilon \); in this place, it is necessary to read
TO \( \omega \iota \omega \uomicron \uomicron \epsilon \varsigma \); OVdanUQ;
\( \tau \) Viz. the monadic, the essential, and the eternal.

accident, however, subsists about matter, and is conversant with things
which are in matter, but not with those which are in separate causes,
If likewise an intelligible form is not eternal, neither will the image of it be perpetual. It is necessary however that it should, if the world always consists of all forms. But the principle perishing, that which is derived from it can by no possible contrivance be preserved. And if an intelligible form is not monadic, it will be no longer primarily a paradigm. For it is impossible for any thing to be two things primarily, as Socrates says in the *Republic.* For whence is allness derived to these mundane forms, except from one certain common form? These three things therefore are present with all first paradigms. And it seems that the monadic is present with them from bound, the perpetual from infinity, and the essential from the first essence.

135A Farther still, it is possible for us after another manner to solve the doubt. For of the things contained in the world, some indeed subsist from the first fabrication [*i.e. the fabrication of the Demiurgus]* alone; but others from the first and also from the second [or the fabrication of the junior Gods]. Those, therefore, that subsist from the first fabrication, are invariably the same, and are monadic, imitating the onyness of their producing* cause. For the supermundane fabrication is immovable, one, and eternal. But things which proceed from the second fabrication are mutable, are borne alone in multitude, and subsist differently at different times. For the second fabrication is multiform, makes that which it makes with motion, and has time but not eternity connascent with itself. Hence the things which proceed from it are very mutable, and multiplied, and entirely moved. For things which proceed from causes that are moved, are naturally of this kind. Whence also I think the Demiurgus, having constituted all the monadic and perpetual natures in the world, excites the junior Gods to the fabrication of mortal natures; in order that these, so far as they have something perpetual, may derive their subsistence from him, but so far as they are mortal, B from the junior Gods. And that so far as one thing participates of one form they might be constituted by him, but so far as this one is multiplied, they might derive their subsistence from them. For the mutation and multiplication of mortal natures are from many causes, and such as are moved.


$ For irpory/tCKTOC here, it is necessary to read •ΚCtpocyovToq.

Again, therefore, this also may be said, that the only-begotten is threefold. For it either signifies the monad of its proper series; according to which signification, the form of man is monadic, and the form of horse, and every form of things of this kind. Or it signifies one thing participated by one thing, according to which signification man and horse are not monadic, but the form of the sun and the form of the moon. Or it signifies that which has no other thing co-ordinate with
itself according to which meaning the above-mentioned natures are no longer only-begotten, since they are co-ordinate with each other but whole animal [or animal itself] is only-begotten, in consequence of not being co-ordinate with any other animal. As the only-begotten, therefore, has a threefold subsistence, if you assume that which is truly only-begotten, it is the third, as the cause of all animals, having the relation of a monad to all of them, being participated by one thing, and not being co-ordinate with any animal, but being truly monadic. This, however, being assumed, that which is conjoined with it now necessarily follows. For if the paradigm is only-begotten, that also which is generated according to it is only-begotten, imitating the only-begotten nature of the paradigm, and nothing else besides the world is a thing of this kind. For no other thing besides animal itself, is according to this signification, only-begotten.

Farther still, it is requisite to solve the doubt after another manner, considering as follows: Every form is generative of one thing, and of a multitude. Of one thing indeed, because it constitutes a monad similar to itself, prior to the multitude which it produces. But it produces a multitude, because every monad has a number co-ordinate with itself. Animal itself, therefore, as a monad, constitutes the whole world. But according to each order, it generates a number* analogous to the whole, and which is able to preserve the similitude to the universe conformably to that series. Hence the solar paradigm, generates indeed the visible sun itself, but it likewise generates a number of solar animals possessing the same form, according to a similitude to their proper form. And of animals of this kind, some are celestial, but others sublunary, so that such a number as this extends as far as to the earth. Man itself, therefore, does not immediately produce this infinite multitude of men; for progression is no 1,445 where without a medium; but through numbers proximate to the monad D and appropriate. Hence, since an intelligible form is one, it is necessary that it should not immediately produce the infinite, but in the first place a monad, afterwards an appropriate number, and so on in succession.

*ApiBôv is omitted in the original.

For between the intelligible form which is one, and the sensible which is multiplied, the medium is the form which is sensible indeed, but monadic; through proceeding becoming sensible; but through preserving the similitude of its paradigm, having a monadic subsistence. For it may be said to be truly absurd, that divine, intelligible, and immovable causes, should not be primarily the causes of things essentially immutable, but of things material and mutable.* For how is it possible that things which are in the profundity of the universe, can be conjoined with those supermundane natures; things deprived of intelligence, with Intellectuals; perfectly mutable, with eternal natures; very composite things, with such
as are simple; and things which in their own nature are dissipated, with united essences? It is necessary, therefore, that man itself, and each of such-like forms, should generate stable monads prior to a dispersed multitude; from which the progression of each to its appropriate number is derived. It is likewise necessary that these monads should exist in the second fabrication. Hence they remain invariably the same, as being alone produced by an immoveable cause. You must not wonder, therefore, if some one should call man immortal, a brute rational, and a plant intellectual. For each of these is primarily a thing of this kind. But progression producing a diminution of the all-various imitation of the paradigm, exhibits some things sensible, others irrational, and others intellectual in capacity. For as the water, which primarily proceeds from its fountain, is most similar to the fontal water, and preserves its proper purity undefiled: thus also the natures which are first unfolded into light from intelligible forms, genuinely preserve the similitudes of their paradigms; but as they proceed, dissolve the perfect similitude, and are filled from their subjects with composition and inelegance.

1,446 In another way, likewise, the solution of the things investigated may be attempted. For of fabrication the first is total, one, and impartible; the second is partial and multiplied, and proceeds according to a distribution into parts; and the third is not only partible like that which precedes it, but comes into contact with generated natures, and with the forms they contain. You have also these three fabrications in Plato, viz. the Jovian, the Dionysiacal, and the Adonaical [or pertaining to Adonis], conformably to which he divides his three polities, as we have elsewhere shown. The third fabrication, therefore, is the cause of wholes* and parts, and of things which are not monadic. The second is the cause of things which are monadic indeed, but are not wholes. And the first is the cause of the whole and the monadic. For such is the universe, which is not a part of any thing, as the sun and moon are, and each of the peculiar parts of the world. If therefore Plato had now spoken concerning every fabrication, it would have been requisite to annex the extensions of forms into multitude, and their divisions. But since the present discourse is alone concerning the whole fabrication, or the fabrication which has a total subsistence, what occasion is there to disturb ourselves, in consequence of not remaining in the first fabrications, which are effected by an immoveable and total cause? For the whole Demiurgus is a fabricator totally and monadically; since also producing many Gods, he produces them monadically. For each of the Gods belonging to the inerratic sphere, is constituted according to one form; since the form of

\[ t \] In the original \textit{8ux nov evvXuv}, \textit{Km pATaPkgTUV}; but \textit{dux} ought evidently to be expunged.

\[ t \] cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 51 & 52.
earth is different from that of water, and the form of water from that of fire; the parts of which have a temporal generation and corruption. Much more, therefore, do such perpetual natures as the stars, and also partial souls, differ in form from each other. For every individual and at the same time partial nature, is material. If also partial souls produce different peculiar lives, from exerting the reasons they contain, it is evident that they possess the reasons of all things universally, and subsisting in forms alone, so that the progressions of each of them are according to different forms. This number too of forms must be placed 1,447 in the fountain* of souls uniquely [or having a subsistence characterized by unity], but distributedly in the principle* of souls. For how is it possible it should not be necessary, souls being finite, that the number of them should pre-exist in the causes from whence they are derived? Since even nature comprehends the numbers of things which she produces according to numbers. If, however, the Gods are monadic, and souls, the genera between these, are likewise monadic; so that each thing which the Demiurgus constitutes, is entirely monadic. This likewise appears to be the cause of the perpetuity of the things which he

produces, that each receives the whole form of the paradigmatic cause. Hence every thing which proceeds from the whole Demiurgus has a nature of this kind.

If, therefore, he gives subsistence to the world, the world is one; both on account of the demiurgic monad, and the onyness of the paradigm; which Plato, as it appears to me, knowing, says, "if it be admitted that it is fabricated according to the paradigm." For by not saying if it was generated, but if it was fabricated, according to the paradigm, he indicates the onyness both of the paradigmatic and the demiurgic cause. For the Demiurgus is a monad, and the paradigm also is a monad; and therefore this universe being generated by a monad, with reference to a monad, C is monadic. Why, therefore, you may say, is he satisfied in what follows, with the demonstration from the paradigm? We reply, because the paradigm is more united than the Demiurgus. For the Demiurgus himself is a monad, through his similitude and analogy to the paradigm. This however is evident. For among the kings, he is analogous to it; and both the Demiurgus and the paradigm are analogous to the

---

*t For eiSiov here, it is necessary to read ONUP.

* i.e. In Rhea, or the vivific Goddess, considered according to her first subsistence in the intellectual order of Gods.

* i.e. In Proserpine, who subsists in the vivific triad of the super-mundane order of Gods, which order consists of the Gods who are called archai or Principles. See the 5th and 6th Books of my Translation of Proclus on the Theology of Plato, for an account of the deities called fountains and principles.
intelligible monad. Hence, since the monadic nature is from thence derived to the Demiurgus himself, what ought we to think concerning the universe? Is it not, that it primarily possesses its onyness from the paradigm? The paradigm, therefore, is a more principal thing, for the purpose of demonstrating the onyness of the world. And again, you may see, that there are three monads, viz. animal itself, the demiurgic cause, and the universe. But the first, is an intelligible monad, the second, an intellectual monad, and the third, a sensible monad.

31a "For that which comprehends all such animals as are intelligible, can 1,448 never be the second, [or co-arranged] with* any other thing."

The necessity of these demonstrations is admirable, showing that all-perfect animal is one and monadic, similar to those methods through which in the Sophista, he demonstrates that the multitude of beings is to be referred to one truly existing being. For if there are two principles D of beings, either each of them is primarily being, or only one of them. But if only one of them, the other will proceed from this. And if in each, it is necessary there should be another being, from which both of these are beings. For each of these is a certain being, and not simply

f i.e. To the summit of the intelligible order, or being itself.
	t In the text of Proclus /xeB' erepov erroneously instead of iieB' erepov.
% In the original ev ov /cat iievov. But for pevov I read povabiKOV.

being. After the same manner likewise, he now shows, that all-perfect animal is one. So that according to all the orders of things, that which is said to exist primarily, will be only-begotten. For being itself is primarily being, just as animal itself is here demonstrated to be primarily animal, or only-begotten. For how is it possible this should not be only-begotten? For if there is another animal co-arranged with it, either each has all things, or one of them has all things, but the other not, or neither of them has all things. For besides these, there are no other consequences. If, therefore, it should be said that neither of them is all things, each of them is imperfect. We however are speaking of that which is all-perfect, and we investigate whence it possesses all things. For it must not be said, that the sensible universe has indeed all things according to its own order, and that the soul possesses all reasons, as is evident from the things to which it applies itself, and from assigning to every thing its appropriate reason; but that there is not a certain intelligible, which is truly comprehensive of all intelligibles, just as soul E contains all things dianoetically, and the universe sensibly. For whence is allness derived to these, except from intelligibles? If, therefore, the intelligible is all-perfect, that will be the paradigm of the universe which is primarily all. But if one of them is all things, and the other not, these will neither be co-arranged with each other, nor con-numerated; but that
which has not all things will be inferior to the other, and that which is 
all-perfect will have a more comprehensive power. Hence the one will 
be a part, but the other a whole; and both will not be all-perfect 
1,449 animals, but one of them will be more perfect than the other. For that 
which has a diminished perfection is not all-perfect. But if each of them 
is all things, whence did they obtain all things? For it is necessary that 
they should receive this allness from something. For as participating of 
one form, they subsist from one cause. And thus the natures which 
similarly participate of all things, possess this allness from one cause. 
There will therefore be a cause prior to them; since it is necessary that 
where there are two things there should be an antecedent cause, which 
conducts them together. This cause, therefore, which is prior to them, 
is either all things indivisibly, or divisibly. But if indivisibly, another 
cause will be requisite as a medium. *For the medium between that which 
is perfectly indivisible, and the duad which possesses all things divisibly, is 
F the monad which has all things indivisibly;* this indeed being itself united 

\[ \text{by an indivisible cause, but uniting the allness which is in the duad. Hence} \]
\[ \text{that which primarily comprehends all things is the monad which is prior to} \]
\[ \text{the duad. But in that which subsists indivisibly, the seed and cause are} \]
\[ \text{contained of an allness which is characterized by unity. Deservedly,} \]
\[ \text{therefore, is all-perfect animal said to be monadic, and incapable of being} \]
\[ \text{the second with another thing, not only as the words appear to say,} \]
\[ \text{because it is not conjoined with another, but because if it were arranged} \]
\[ \text{with another, it would be secondarily, and no longer primarily all} \]
\[ \text{137A things. For after all-perfect animal, there are causes which are co-arranged} \]
\[ \text{with other kindred natures, but which have not primarily all} \]
\[ \text{things. That, however, which primarily possesses all things is monadic. But} \]
\[ \text{if it is comprehensive of all things, there will not be an intelligible} \]
\[ \text{animal besides it. For if there were, this would no longer be all-perfect,} \]
\[ \text{but a part. And that will be the whole of which this will be alone a} \]
\[ \text{part. For it is necessary that multitude should stop at the monad.} \]

Why, however, does Plato say, *the second with another thing?* For it 
would have been sufficient to have said, *with another by itself, or the second,* by itself. But he conjoins both, for the purpose of indicating that 
the nature which is co-arranged with another, and is not monadic, 
1,450 cannot as we have before observed,* be the first. Perhaps likewise, it 
signifies the contrary, and that what is said pertains to things and not to
words. For the form which is in incorruptible natures entirely subsists with another. For the human form is in this individual, and in that, the participants being many, and on this account each is with another. That form, however, which is perpetual, yet not a whole, though it may be monadic, and on this account not with another, yet it is more imperfect than a certain whole. But that which is neither in many things, nor a part with another thing, is not secondary, as being one and a whole, and not a part. Very properly, therefore, does the theologian produce Phanes, the only divinity bearing the seed of the illustrious Gods, from the God who is occultly all things; and from Phanes gives subsistence to all the second orders of the Gods. For Heaven indeed proceeds together with Earth. But she,

Again th'extended heav'n and earth* brought forth.

t 127D supra, p. 384.
\ Orph. fr. 61, 89, 94 and 130.
§ For Beov K\VTOV here, it is necessary to read Beov KXVTUV. [Orph. fr. 61.]
• i.e. The intellectual Earth brought forth the sensible Heaven and Earth.

And Saturn proceeds together with Rhea. For according to a third progeny, Earth produced [as the theologian says.] "seven pure beautiful virgins with rolling eyes, and seven sons that were kings, with fine long hair." But the Demiurgus, who is the great Jupiter, is conjoined with Juno. Hence also, she is said to be of equal rank with him, and proceeds from the same fathers. Phanes, however, proceeds by himself alone, and is celebrated as female and father. He also produces the [three] Nights, and is present with the middle Night. For he

Pluck'd the shorn flower of Night.*

C According to this theologian therefore, all-perfect animal is not the second with another, but fills the orders of Night, and also fills the 1,451 celestial orders with the allness of himself; in imitation of whom, Jupiter likewise, produces twofold orders, the super-celestial and the mundane. Phanes, however, gives subsistence to twofold triads, but Jupiter to twofold duodecads. For on this account his sceptre is said to consist of four-and-twenty measures. Hence, the demiurgic is always assimilated to the paradigmatic cause, but proceeds into multitude from intelligible union. These things, however, are also elsewhere discussed.

But that animal itself rejoices in onlyness, is also manifested through the Orphic theologies. For as Phanes is the offspring of an egg, it is evident that he is an animal. At the same time also, he is called by Orpheus the happy and venerable Metis, bearing the seed of the illustrious Gods; to whom Jupiter being analogous, is likewise
denominated by Orpheus Metis and a daemon.

One power, one daemon, the great lord of all.

Orph. fr. 123

Thus too, the Oracles call this mighty God [i.e. animal itself] the fountain of fountains, and say that he alone generated all things. "For trom thence the generation of abundantly-various matter entirely* leaps forth Thence a fiery whirlwind sweeping along, obscures the flower of fire, leaping at the same time into the cavities of the worlds. For all things thence begin to extend their admirable rays downwards."5

31a "For again, another animal would be required about these two, of D which they would be parts; and it might be more rightly said, that the 1,452 universe is assimilated to this comprehending third, rather than to the other two."

This which is now asserted by Plato, may be easily demonstrated from the demiurpic goodness. For if the Demiurgus is good, he fabricated the universe with reference to all-perfect animal. But he is good and the best of causes, and therefore he assimilated the world to all-perfect animal. For it is necessary that the first Demiurgus should be intellective of the first paradigm; and that being intellective of it, he should be the maker of that which is in every respect most similar to it. For if there is nothing which is intellective of it, it will no longer have the order of a paradigm, with respect to that which is fabricated by the first Demiurgus. If, however, you should say, that it is necessary there should be other secondary causes, which produce with reference to more partial paradigms, you say well indeed, but at the same time you should preserve the universe one. For the fabrications of these partial paradigms are parts of the universe, in the same manner as the paradigms, and vice versa. As therefore paradigms are parts of E paradigms, demiurgic* are parts of demiurgic causes, and fabrications of fabrications, it is necessary that the wholeness of the universe should be the image of all-perfect animal; and that all-perfect animal should be the paradigm of the universe. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that animal itself is one, and alone, as being monadic. The world therefore is one and monadic, in order that it may perfectly imitate its paradigm. For as it primarily receives a similar idea of it, how is it possible it should not adumbrate all the nature of it, in consequence of having been

Kwfoct 0 ir i g f a l a v T 0 < ; yat> (K z a t 5 o c «0«Xf7-o Kovpipav avBoq. But for «/c * appears from Eschenbach to be necessary to read rr/c NUKTOC.

§ Fo 0 €v 0 t v aSlI nere, read evdev upbi»v. And for anvdpioio, apvSpoi.

§ Chald. Oracl. fr. 34; Orph. fr. 291.
generated intellectual, perpetual, and monadic?

31a-b "In order, therefore, that the world from its onliness or being alone, 1,453 might be similar to all-perfect animal, on this account the artificer neither made infinite, nor two worlds."

Again, Plato reminds us of the Demiurgic cause, in order that we may understand also from this, that every thing which is generated by the whole fabrication, is monadic, perpetual, and intellectual; and that the Demiurgus is the cause of all things, in consequence of producing the monads of them; but that he delivered the multitudinous and partial fabrication

Instead of 8ijfioup7T}/iaTCK here, it is necessary to read bi)iu<ovpiim.

t to the junior Gods.* Farther still, he also latently teaches us who this all-perfect intellect is, the name of which is so celebrated by the more F modern philosophers; viz. that it is intelligible intellect, in which the universe primarily subsists. Before, therefore, he called it distributedly "according to all things perfect," because he then celebrated its allness; but now speaking of it collectively, he calls it "all-perfect," since his discourse is about the only-begotten.

The infinite, however, in a certain respect is, and in a certain respect is not. But a thing is said to be in a threefold manner; either according to power, or according to multitude, or according to magnitude. The infinite therefore according to power is in divine natures, and in the world. The never-failing, and the perpetual, are the peculiarities of the infinite according to power. But the infinite according to multitude partly is, and partly is not. For it has not an at-once collected subsistence, but exists according to a part. And the infinite according to magnitude, neither exists according to a part, nor has any existence whatever. Hence the infinite according to multitude, if it exists in the worlds, in the first place, will be without arrangement with reference to itself. For what order can there be in the infinite of things first and second, where there is no first? In the next place, it will not have one producing cause. For if it had, that cause would produce the one prior to multitude, and the whole prior to parts. For being itself one it would first assimilate to itself the things posterior to itself. For every cause which is effective of things according to nature, products things similar to itself. But there is no first in those worlds, since they are infinite. And if they suppose other worlds consisting of others, 1,454 either the causes of them will be unco-ordinate or co-ordinate. And if co-ordinate, it is necessary that the worlds should have one co-arrangement. But in the infinite there is no order. To which we may add, that the intervention of a vacuum in the middle, will separate the worlds. But if the causes are unco-ordinate, we must admit that there is a divided and unsympathetic multitude in the principles. This,
however, will entirely abolish both all the causes themselves, and the B things posterior to them. For the causes will be corruptive of each other, not being able to subsist in conjunction with, in consequence of being perfectly foreign from each other.5 But the things which proceed
t Tim. 42d.
oupU w. o r d s> o v 6 i K aTM M«POC are omitted in the original; but, as it appears to me, eat to be inserted.
S cf. Phaedrus 245d - e.

from them, collapsing, will stop, and will not have any thing from whence again they can be generated, the principles being destroyed.*

Perhaps, however, some one may say that there is neither one world, nor infinite worlds, but many and finite. For we have heard of a certain Barbaric opinion, which the Cheronean Plutarch relates,* placing in one equilateral triangle the intelligible world according to the middle of it, in each of the sides sixty worlds, about the intelligible, and in each angle one world; all of them (except the intelligible) being such worlds as that in which we are comprehended.

So that there are three leaders, and thrice sixty others, under them.5 For the angular are of a more ruling nature than the lateral worlds. This opinion, therefore, introduces a multitude of finite worlds, and makes the intelligible to be one of them. Unless, indeed, you arrange the intelligible world in the middle, as the root of all things, but the three angular worlds as connective of all things, and causing all things to be one, according to one mundane intellect, one soul, and one nature. Or C according to the empyrean, ethereal, and material world. For an angle is connective of the sides. But the thrice sixty worlds may be said to be the multitude according to each sphere of these. For the spheres are twelve in number; and the multitude in each is spherical, of which the pentad is a symbol, being the first spherical number.* Hence there are thrice sixty worlds, because there is an intellectual, a psychical, and a 1,455 physical series, according to each sphere of which the pentad is a symbol; or because there is an empyrean, ethereal, and material multitude of Gods. If, however, some one should not admit that these things are obscurely signified [in this narration of Plutarch], but should assert that the worlds are truly divided according to number, we ask him, whether it is better to make one world comprehensive of all things, or many worlds separated from each other? For the former makes multitude to be connectedly contained by the monad, and parts by the whole; but the latter dissipates production into an unco-ordinate multitude; though nature, and every cause of this kind, makes a monad prior to multitude, and a whole connective of parts. If likewise the worlds being spherical,
These arguments, which possess an invincible strength, fully show the futility of that very popular theory of the moderns, that there are infinite worlds. For like most other modern dogmas, it is unscientific and rambling. See Plutarch's Treatise on the Silence of the Oracles [Loeb vol. 306]. § cf. Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 134b. • cf. Nicomachus of Gerasa, EicroryaryTj, II, 17, 7.

D touch each other, they will touch according to a point, but in the whole they will be separated from each other, and will be more unsympathetic than sympathetic. It is necessary however that things which proceed from one cause, should be co-passive with each other, and give completion to one life. But if they do not at all touch each other, they will be [entirely] separated. How also, Aristotle would say, will things which are upward be downward, and things which are downward be upward, interval being external to the worlds? And how will this thing pertaining to the worlds be arranged here, but another there? For that which is upward to us, will be to others downward. Will not the earth therefore of the other worlds, and every thing there which is heavy, be impelled to this world, if the motion of that which is heavy tends downward? But at one and the same time, a body which in one of those worlds tends upward, will, as proceeding to this world, tend downward. And there will not be an order of motions, or powers, or of things which are co-ordinate in the universe. Unless some one should say in answer to this, that there is a different middle in each of the worlds: for the middle is not the middle of a vacuum, but of a world. Each part therefore of a world tends either to the middle, or to the circumference of that world, but not to that which is foreign to it. All things, however, that are in other worlds, are foreign to each other. If therefore, some one should think that these assertions are worthy of belief, let them remain as such.

Plato however, has chosen the most principal and proper cause of there being but one world, viz. that which is derived from the paradigm of the universe; but has omitted as concauses the above, and such-like causes. A demonstration also of this kind is definite. For it does not separately confute those who say there is a multitude of worlds, and separately those who introduce an infinite number, dispersed in different places, and intercepted by a vacuum, but at one and the same time he shows that the assertions both of the former and the latter are false, directly proving that the world is one from the onlyness of the paradigm. And farther still, he avoids the modes of argument which are derived from matter. For he neither demonstrates, as Aristotle does,* from matter being one, nor from places being definite according to nature, nor from essence, i.e. matter which is a body, being united, according to the doctrine of the Stoics.* For Plato alone or especially employed, says
t cf. Aristotle *De Coelo* I, 6, 273al2 ff.

* Fr. 533 v. Arn.

_Theophrastus, the cause which is derived from providential inspection;_ beautifully testifying this of Plato. As we have said therefore, he F ascribes the onyness of the world to the paradigm. For if the paradigm is one, and the Demiurgus is one, it is necessary that the world should be one. Or rather, if the paradigm is one, and the world adumbrates the onyness of the paradigm, the world is one. But the antecedent is true, and therefore the consequent. For the paradigm is one, as he before demonstrated, and constituted the world conformably to the onyness of itself. For as the intelligible paradigm was generated one from _The One_ which is _The Good_, so likewise with reference to itself being one, it constituted the world only-begotten. Hence the world is one. And neither are there many worlds; for there are not many first paradigms; 139A nor infinite worlds; for the infinite according to multitude, does not even exist in mortal natures, so far is it from having a subsistence in perpetual beings.

1,457 But it is possible, says Porphyry, to use the demonstration of Plato in all other principles. For through this, not only intelligible animal is demonstrated to be one, but also the first Demiurgus. And in short, it may be demonstrated, that there are not many principles of intelligibles, but one principle. For again another principle of there being many would be requisite, through which the principles themselves are unbegotten. _For every thing which is naturally inherent in many things, is necessarily derived from one cause_. He therefore who says, that God and matter are principles, must be compelled to admit that there is a certain other cause prior to them. For neither is matter sufficient to itself, nor will God be comprehensive of all things [if there is another principle independent of him]. It is necessary therefore, that there should be a cause prior to these which comprehends all things, and which is truly sufficient to itself, and is not in want of any other thing.

31b "But this heaven [or universe] was generated, is, and will be one and only-begotten."

The only-begotten indeed, adumbrates the monadic cause, and indicates an essence which is comprehensive of all secondary natures, and has B dominion over wholes.* _For the theologian is accustomed to call Proserpine only-begotten; as presiding in a leading and ruling manner over all mundane natures, and as the cause of only-begotten animals. For the Goddess who is posterior to her gives subsistence to the animals which are not only-begotten, as being irrational_. The theologian therefore, on this

*t Orph. fr. 185.
account calls Proserpine only-begotten,* though he produces another
divinity from the same causes as he produced Proserpine. Unity
however, is imparted to the universe from the one unity of unities. For
as the being which is every where, is derived from being itself, so the
one* which is in all things is from *The One Itself. But the words "was
generated, is, and will be," manifest the temporal perpetuity of the
universe, which is extended with the infinity of time. For the term was,
is indicative of the past, the term is, of the present, and the term will be,
of the future time. Again therefore you have the term one conformably
1,458 to the image of the one being [the summit of intelligibles]; but the terms,
was, is, and will be, conformably to the image of eternity. For the
infinity of time imitates the eternal infinity. But all these are according
to the image of animal itself. For this was primarily monadic, and truly
an eternal one. But the world is monadic and perpetual through the
C imitation of it. Farther still, the term "was generated," is significant of
perfection; the term "is," of the participation of being; and the term "will be," of perpetual generation, through which the world has a never-failing
subsistence. So that of these, the first is from *The One; for from thence
perfection is imparted to all things. But the second is from the one being.
And the third is from eternity; for from thence the never-failing is
inherent in wholes.

t Orph. fr. 186; 187.
* For TO ev iraoiv ov here, it is obviously necessary to read TO ev -KOLOIV ev.
2,1 The present treatise in one way surveys the world according to the wholeness which it contains, conformably to which also it is similar to all-perfect animal, and was generated an only-begotten animal,* animated and endued with intellect; but in another way, according to the division which is in it; as when it divides the soul from body, and likewise things which have a more formal order. But how does the psychical breadth proceed from fabrication, and according to what kind of reasons? For since the world is an animated animal and endued with intellect, three things are exhibited in it, viz. a certain body, soul, and intellect. Intellect however, is entirely unbegotten; for it is allotted an eternal essence and energy. But body is entirely generated: for it consists according to the whole of itself, in the whole of time. And soul is of a middle essence. As therefore, it is arranged in the middle of impartible and partible natures, after the same manner also, it is the boundary** of unbegotten and generated essences. Hence it is generated indeed, as with reference to intellect, but is unbegotten, when considered with relation to a corporeal-formed nature. It exists also as the end of eternal beings, but ranks as first among things that are generated. On this account therefore, Plato delivers to us an all-various generation of body, producing it wholly from causes different from itself; but he produces soul both from itself, and from the total fabrication and vivification. He does not however, in words devise any generation of intellect. For neither is intellect produced according to idea, nor does it admit of any name of generation, being entirely unbegotten, and eternal. It is however unfolded into light from wholes, but abiding in them inherently, it proceeds unitedly, together with its more total causes. Hence it abides impartible and undivided, being preserved by undefiled and inflexible powers, while another life is distributed and divided about the parts of the universe. Plato therefore, delivers the first hypostasis of the universe from fabrication, viz. an hypostasis according to wholeness; according to which it becomes animated, divine, and endued with
intellect, conformably to a similitude to all-perfect animal. But he adds a second hypostasis, which divides the world according to wholes, and the production of total parts; soul and the corporeal-formed nature

* Tim. 30b-31b.

**

existing according to this hypostasis. For intellect is entirely unbegotten, as we have said, because it is without generation and indivisible; except that it proceeds in an unbegotten manner, from the providence of the Demiurgus. But he calls the nature which receives intellect, the evolution* itself into light of soul. For the Demiurgus himself places the circles of soul in intellect, unfolding it without division, as being impartible, and without figure, as being perfectly unfigured. And he delivers after this, the third hypostasis of the universe, dividing it according to parts, and giving perfection to each of the parts. For he delivers to us, how fire and air, water and earth are generated.*** But in the last place, he surveys the energy of fabricaction which is effective of body; and neither in this does he descend to particulars,+ but abides in 2,3 the whole elements. For the total fabrication is the fabrication of wholes, and of total parts. But he delivers the formation of individuals, and of things which are truly partial, to the junior Gods; in order that imitating the providence of their father about wholes, they also may receive a similar fabrication about particulars, and may have that analogy to him which he has to the intelligible paradigm. For being intellectual as with reference to this paradigm, and having the order of intellect, as with relation to intelligible intellect, he becomes himself intelligible to the mundane Gods.

As we have said therefore, fabrication being triple, the first, according to wholeness, the second, according to a division into wholes, and the third, according to a division into parts, + Plato now intends to deliver to us the middle or second fabrication; having indeed a transition of this kind consentaneous from things themselves; and having also an opportune progression to this from what had been before said. For since he had defined the world to be one visible animal, comprehending within it all such things as are naturally allied to it; that the world indeed is one, he demonstrated from the onlyness of the paradigm;0 but that it is visible, and that it is comprehensive of all kindred natures, is rendered manifest to us by the division of the universe into wholes.

t For eKexov here, read €Kexxvoiv.

i' Tim. 31b; 32b.
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• In other words fabrication is either Jovian, or Dionysiacal, or Adonaical, as was before observed by Proclus.
For if we can discover from what cause the world is visible, and how all
the elements are co-arranged in it, and through what analogies, we shall
easily perceive that it comprehends all kindred natures, and that there is
nothing sensible which is not contained in the one ambit of he world,
perceiving this however, we shall sufficiently obtain the object of
investigation. For this was, how the world is visible, and how it is
comprehensive of all things which are naturally allied to it. For from
what has been before said, we assume that the world is alone; but from
these things, that it is all-perfect.

31b "Since, however, it is necessary that what is generated of a corporeal
nature should be visible and tangible; but without fire nothing can
become visible, neither can any thing be tangible without a certain solid,
nor solid without earth; - hence divinity beginning to fabricate,
constituted the body of the universe from fire and earth."
Plato having a little before given the definition of that which is
generated,* calling it that which is becoming to be, and which is
perishable, he defined it to be that which is the object of opinion in
conjunction with sense. But demonstrating that the world is generated,
he converts the definition. For he says that sensibles are seen to be
things which are becoming to be, and are generated.* But now
transferring that which is itself generated, to the order of a subject, he
predicates of it the visible and tangible. For these are the extremes of
sensibles, just as the sight and the touch are the extremes of the senses.
Hence there, as I have observed in what he says respecting the world
being generated, he converts the definition. But here he gives it
according to nature. For that which is becoming to be was in the order
of the indefinite. But as he said in the hypotheses, that which is the
object of opinion in conjunction with sense, is to be assumed in the
definition. He says therefore, it is necessary that what is generated
should be sensible, not indeed every generated nature, but that which we
before called generated, \textit{viz.} the composite nature, and which is always
becoming to be through the whole of time. For soul also is generated,
but the discourse is not about this. If however, some one should say
that according to Plato material forms and qualities themselves are
apprehended by sense, and yet are incorporeal, and at the same time
have generation, let him know, says the divine Iamblichus, that these

$t$ Tim. 28a.
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likewise contribute to the hypostasis of bodies, and are surveyed in
D conjunction with them. Since therefore the world has a certain
corporeal and likewise an incorporeal portion in it, and this latter is
twofold, one being inseparable, but the other separate from body; since
\textbf{2.5} also the portion of the incorporeal, which is separate from body is
twofold, \textit{viz.} psychical and intellectual; and further still, since the world
also has the unbegotten and the generated, but the whole of every thing
which consists of the unbegotten and the generated, is generated, Plato
very properly calls the whole world something generated and corporeal-formed.
For if a whole consists of the mortal and the immortal, the
whole is mortal; if from the unbegotten and the generated, the whole is
generated; and if from the incorporeal and the corporeal, the whole has
the form of a corporeal nature. For if indeed, the incorporeal itself is
co-passive with body, it becomes itself corporeal-formed, and not the
whole only. If, however, that which is principally and properly
incorporeal, is itself exempt and impassive, being raised above body, this
more excellent nature is not indeed body, since it remains in its own
purity, but the whole may more justly be denominated corporeal-formed.
\textbf{E} Hence, since the world participates of many and blessed
prerogatives from its generator, but partakes also of body,* it is
deservedly called corporeal-formed, visible and tangible, according to the
whole of itself. For it is generated. But that which is generated is
visible and tangible and has a body, as was rightly asserted before.*
Plato beginning therefore from body, in the first place+ gives it to be
sensible according to the extreme senses. In the next place, he imparts
to it that which is more perfect than this, \textit{viz.} the bond through
analogy, which is connective of the bodies it contains. In the third
place, he makes it to be a whole consisting of the wholes of the
elements. Afterwards, in the fourth place, he gives it a spherical figure,
in order that it may be most similar to itself according to form. In the
fifth place, he shows that the world suffers all things in itself. In the
sixth place, he distributes to it an appropriate motion. Afterwards, in
the seventh place, he animates it through a divine soul. In the eighth
place, he imparts to it a temporal period. Afterwards, in the ninth place,
tcf. \textit{Politikus} 269d.
\% Tim. 28b.
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he establishes the series* of Gods in it, who conjointly produce the
perfect year. And in the tenth place, he makes it to be perfect from all
animals which are assimilated to the four ideas \textbf{[in animal itself]. And}
thus through the decad he gives completion to the whole fabrication of
\textbf{F} things. These particulars however will be unfolded as we proceed.
\textbf{2.6} Now therefore, we shall observe, that since the world possesses
interval, and is apprehended by sense, it is known through the sight and touch; being visible indeed, in consequence of being wholly filled through the whole of itself with light; but existing tangible in consequence of being a solid. For it is sufficient for it to receive through these senses, all sensible natures. The visible also, and the tangible conceived as always existing in the world in the four elements, are contraries. For these as being most distant from each other and under the same genus, are contraries. For both are sensibles, and this is their common genus, and they are most distant from each other, since the one is immediately sensible, but the other is not sensible without a medium. If however, we investigated the contraries in the elements so far as they are mutable, we should not say that they are fire and earth, but fire and water. For water especially extinguishes fire. Each also of the assertions is true. For it is common to both to have their contrariety consist in being extremes. And in this the assertions accord, as in sensibles indeed, earth being contrary to fire, but as in things of a mutable nature, water to fire. Hence also Plato opposes the visible to the tangible. Or, [it may be said] that he assumes the sensible elements, as not yet considering the mutation of them, according to which water is more contrary to fire than earth. What Plato therefore here says, is not as Theophrastus thought, imperfect: for he doubts as follows: Why does Plato say that the peculiarity of fire is visibility, and of earth tangibility, but does not at all mention the peculiarities of the other elements? We reply, it is because we see the world, and also touch it, but we do not taste, or hear, or smell it. The world itself also is visible and tangible to itself. And as being luciform indeed, it is visible, perceiving itself through divine light, which is extended through all heaven, and is similar, as Socrates says in the Republic, to the rainbow. For this divine light is that which is primarily visible, and pervades through the whole world. For as the sphere of the sun is the sight of the soul which is in it, thus also the sight of the sphere is that divine light, which pervades through all visive natures, and operates on, and imparts life to things that are visible. You may likewise say, that this is the first and most principal sight, but not that which subsists in conjunction with passion, and which is separated from visible natures. But again, the world as being solid and full of life, has what is called a co-sensation of itself. For we also have a co-sensation of the motions or passions which inwardly subsist in us. And through this consciousness, the world becomes tangible to itself. The most proper solution however of the
doubt, is that which says, that Plato assumes the extreme elements prior to the others, because the latter subsist for the sake of the former. And he intends to show that the rest are constituted as the bond of the extremes. Or it may be said, that through the extremes he also comprehends the media. For as the universe is defined through fire and earth, and the media which are comprehended in these, thus also through the visible and the tangible he comprehends all the variety of sensible natures.

This however, he employs as an axiom. For it is usual with him prior to each of the subjects of discussion, to assume an axiom from which he demonstrates the thing investigated. Thus for instance he assumes axiomatically the sentence,5 "In him who is good envy is never ingenerated about any thing," in order that he may demonstrate that the Demiurgus imparts good to all things. And again, in this way he assumes the words,0 "It neither was, nor will be lawful for the most excellent nature to effect any thing else than that which is most beautiful;" in order to show that the universe is an animal endued with intellect and animated. This too, is the case with the words,0 “That which is assimilated to an imperfect thing can never become beautiful;” in order that lie may survey what the nature of the paradigm is, according to which the Demiurgus constituted the world. After the same manner therefore here, previously assuming as an axiom, that which is generated is visible and tangible, he demonstrates from this, how the elements contribute to

D the composition of the world, and how they are arranged in the universe. For if it is necessary that the world should be visible and tangible, fire and earth are necessary to it:* for that which is primarily visible is fire. In the first place, indeed, because visible natures themselves are luminous substances: for all colours are the progeny of light. In the next place, because the sight itself is light proceeding from an ethereal-formed essence. And in the third place, because sight, and that which is visible, require the congregating power of light, in order to their existence in energy. For what else is it than light that collects both these together?* So that the world will be in want of fire, in order to be visible. To which also may be added, that Pythagoras in what he says to Abaris, demonstrates that the eye is analogous to fire.† For it is the most elevated of the instruments of sense, just as fire is of the elements, and employs as well as fire acute energies. The conical emission also of its rays , ‡ has no small similitude to the pyramidal form of fire. Plato
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however, does not say that fire alone is visible: for this is false in a
twofold respect. For fire itself by itself, unmingled with the other
elements, is by no means [externally] visible, but is only visible in
mental conception. And farther still, none of the other elements will be
visible if fire alone is visible. It is one thing therefore, to be visible
through fire, and together with fire, and another for fire itself to be the
only thing visible. Hence, he does not assert the latter, which may be
confuted in a twofold respect, but the former, because nothing is visible
separated from fire; from which also you may assume, that all bodies
participate of fire. But in different bodies there is a different fire. *For
light, flame, and a burning coal, are not the same thing.* But from on
high there is a diminution as far as to the earth of fire which proceeds from
a more immaterial, pure and incorporeal nature as far as to the most
material and gross bodies. For there are streams of fire under the earth,
as Empedocles somewhere says;

Beneath the earth burn num'rous fiery streams.

Fr. 52d
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2.9 Nor ought we to wonder how fire, though in water, is not
extinguished.* For all things proceed through each other, and that
which predominates is different in different things. Light also is fire
pervading through all things. Numenius therefore,* being of opinion
that all things are mingled, thought that nothing is simple. But Plato
knew the mixture of things, and separately delivered the nature of each,
fashioning the elements from figures.

Perhaps however, the wonderful Aristotle will object to what is said,5
* not admitting that every thing visible is such through the participation
of fire; because the choir of the stars, and the great sun itself, though
they do not consist of fire, yet at the same time are visible. But if some
one should say to him, that with respect to fire, one kind is material,
but another immaterial, as with reference to sublunary fire which is
material; that one kind is corruptible, but another incorruptible; that
one is mingled with air, but another is pure; and in short, that there are
many species of fire, perhaps he will assent to the assertion, and also to
*the theologists*+ who call the sun a fire which is the channel of fire, and the
dispensator of fire, and all such-like appellations. For to what else can he
aspire visibility, than to that which is generative of light? But what except fire is a thing of this kind? For earth is effective of that which is entirely contrary to light: for it is the cause of darkness. And that which is more terrestrial participates in a less degree of light; but air and water are diaphanous, and are not of themselves visible. Hence each of these is a medium between that which is primarily visible, and that which obumbrates visible natures; each being the cause of visibility to other things, but not to itself, so far as each of these is diaphanous, but other things are transparent through these. It remains therefore, that fire alone illuminates the things with which it is present, and makes them to be visible.

If however, some one should say, that the celestial element which is visible and illuminative, is not fire, we ask him, whence does the fire which is here, become such as it is? For if each of these is generative of sensible light, why may not each of them be fire, though the one is immaterial, but the other material? When, however, I say that the one is immaterial, I mean as was before observed, that it is so when compared with the grossest matter, which is not able to sustain forms, so as to prevent them from gliding away, and which is distinguished from the matter that invariably remains in its own proper form. For we learn that matter pervades through the whole world, as the Gods also say. Hence Plato, as he proceeds, calls matter the receptacle of the universe. Such therefore, as are the kinds of light, such also are the kinds of fire; and analogy shows that the light which is from the celestial element is from fire. Hence, it must be said, that Plato does not characterize fire by heat, nor by being, moved upward; for these things are the peculiarities of the fire which is here, and which is not in its proper place; but that he characterizes it by visibility. For through this he comprehends all fire, the divine, the mortal, the caustic, and the vehement.

Farther still, the same things must likewise be said concerning earth, that earth is that which is primarily solid. For it must not be said that earth derives its solidity from some other place; but in sensibles, that which is especially solid, has this peculiarity, prior to such things as are less solid; since also that which is especially hot, is hot prior to things which have less heat, and from this things which have less heat,
participate of this quality. If therefore, earth is more solid than the other elements, but that which is most solid is the cause of things which are less solid being solid, and things which are less such are not the causes of solidity to those which especially and particularly have this power; - if this be the case, it is necessary that earth should be the cause of solidity to the other elements, having itself a subsistence contrary to fire. And if indeed, we assume things which are apparent to our senses, viz. heaven as fiery, and the earth on which we walk, as especially earth, the contrariety of these will be manifest, the former being always in motion, but the latter being immovable; the former being
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transcendently visible, but the latter tangible; and the one being most attenuated through light, but the other most gross through darkness. But if we wish to survey the first elements of these, viz. fire itself so far as fire, and earth itself, so far as earth, we shall shortly after unfold all the oppositions to these, when we discuss the analogy of the four elements.* That visibility therefore, is the peculiarity of fire, and tangibility of earth, we may from these things assume to be most true. Hence Porphyry says, that of daemons some, being visible, have in their composition more of a fiery, in consequence of not having any thing of a resisting nature. But others, participating also of earth, are capable of being touched. He adds, that such as these appearing near Italy about the Tuscans, not only emit seed from which worms are generated, but also strike against other things, and leave behind them ashes; from which likewise he shows that all things participate of earth. There is not, however, the same nature of earth every where, and in all parts of the world, but in some places it is more pure and immaterial, and without gravity. For not gravity, but tangibility, is the peculiarity of earth. But in other places, it is more material, and heavy, and is moved with difficulty. In some places likewise, it exhibits solidity alone; but in others, it receives other genesiurgic and material powers, after the same manner as fire.

If however, these things being asserted by us, Aristotle should doubt,* how if fire is in the heavens it is moved circularly, and not in a right line, we must adduce in answer to him, what Plotinus says, that every simple body, when in its proper place, either remains immovable, or is moved in a circle, in order that it may by no means relinquish its proper place. For if it is moved in a different manner, it will either no longer be
in its own place, or will not yet be in it. A celestial body therefore, being fiery, is necessarily moved in a circle. For earth also, if it were moved without leaving the place about the middle, would be moved in a circle. For when fire is moved to the upper region it is so moved in consequence of being in a foreign place. For the same reason likewise, a clod of earth is moved downward; and in short, the local motions of the elements in a right line, are occasioned by their being preternaturally disposed; so that it is false to say that fire is naturally moved in a right line. For it then especially subsists according to nature when it possesses its proper place. But when it tends to its proper place, it is not yet in a condition conformable to nature. This however being demonstrated, it is evident that the celestial fire when it is moved, is moved in a circle; and nothing that has been said disturbs the Platonic assertion. For if fire is moved in a right line,* it is not yet in its natural place. But if it is in its natural place, it will either be immovable, or moved in a circle. It is impossible however, that it should be immovable: for all fire is naturally moveable. In its natural place therefore, it is alone moved in a circle. But let us return to the thing proposed to be discussed. If therefore the universe is generated, it is necessary that it should be sensible. But if sensible, it is visible and tangible. And if so, it consists of fire and earth. But if this be admitted, it also consists of the middle elements. For fire and earth are as much disjoined from each other as the sight and the touch, and require the other elements as connecting media. If however, the world is visible, it is necessary there should be fire; and if tangible, it is necessary there should be earth. For that which is solid is tangible, and is also able to resist the touch; since that which is friable, and cannot sustain the touch, is by no means tangible.* Hence Pythagoras calls the earth the sustainer, as being solid, and resisting the touch, and as moved with difficulty, and participating of stable power. If therefore, as we have said, fire is requisite in order that the world may be visible, but earth, that it may be tangible, divinity beginning from fire and earth, made the universe. Not that he first made these; for we have already rejected the generation which is according to time; but since every physiology commences from contraries, on this account Plato says that the composition of the universe originated from fire and earth, in order that it might become visible through fire, and tangible through the solidity of earth, which with great accuracy he calls a certain solid. For a physical solid is one
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thing, but a mathematical solid another. And the latter is intangible, but the other, which the discussion now requires, is tangible. For that solid is tangible, which is physical. Hence those are absurd who doubt why earth alone is solid: for, say they, water and air are also solids. For it may be said, in answer to them, that resistance especially pertains to earth; since it is the support and foundation of the other elements. For
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earth supports water, and both earth and water support air. Earth therefore, is the first tangible, and the first resisting substance, and on this account is the first solid. We shall omit however to notice those who say that Plato here calls the three elements after fire, earth. For if this were admitted, it would not be possible to assign what is the medium of earth and fire.

31b-c "It is impossible however, for two things alone to cohere in a beautiful manner, without the intervention of a certain third; for a certain collective bond is necessary in the middle of the two. But that is the most beautiful of bonds, which causes itself and the natures which are bound, to be one."

In what is here said, a bond is assumed as affording an image of divine union, and the communion of powers, according to which the intellectual causes of wholes effect their generations. But beauty appears to be assumed, as having an uniting and binding essence and power. For the words, "to cohere in a beautiful manner, and the most beautiful of bonds," appear to me to be significant of this. Beginning therefore from the duad, as allied to generation, progression and difference, Plato 2,14 introduces union to the participants of it, and an harmonious communion through a bond, imparting to the world this as the second gift from the Demiurgus. We shall however here avoid the introduction of such doubts as are adduced by those who do not rightly understand what is said by Plato. For neither do those who say that semicircles require no bond in order to the generation of a circle, speak rightly; for a circle does not consist of semicircles, but on the contrary, the circle now existing, and not subsisting from these, the diameter being drawn makes the semicircles. And this is evident from the name affording a generation to these from the circle, but not vice versa. Nor do those speak rightly who assume the monad and the duad, which in a certain respect are opposites, and have no medium. For Plato does not absolutely say, that there is something between all things, in whatever manner they may exist, which gives perfection to the hypostasis of one
composite. For he says, that two things alone cannot beautifully cohere without a third. But the monad and the duad are not contraries, since the duad consists of monads. Nor again, is there any rectitude in the assertions of those who introduce things that are corrupted together, as for instance, wine mingled with honey. For these no longer exist when the mixture takes place. We however, do not investigate how things are corrupted; for this is not wonderful; but how remaining what they are, they are co-harmonized with each other. For this bond* is the cause of safety to the things that are bound, but not of their common corruption and abolition. Nor do those speak rightly who adduce as a witness the communion of man and woman, which requires no third thing to its subsistence. For through ignorance they do not perceive the greatest bond, that of love, which excites to communion, in one way indeed, to a communion of the psychical life, and in another to that of the physical life. For the bond through animation is the medium in these.* Nor are they right who adduce things which are melted together, as gold and silver.† For of these there is the same essence; since both are water. All these therefore, wander from the conception of Plato.

2,15 We however, again say, conformably to what has been before observed, that it is necessary these two things should be assumed, in the first place, in order to the composition of one thing, and in the next place, in order that their coalition may not be corrupted. For they would no longer be bound, but would cease to exist. In the third place, also, it is necessary that they should truly be the elements of that which consists of them. For having these conditions, they will entirely be in want of a certain third thing in their colligation. For what, since they are separate, divided, and most distant from each other, will collect them into one?

E For if nothing accedes to them, they will remain divided, and will subsist after the same manner as before. But if something accedes to them besides what they already are, this thing which accedes will become their bond. For it was this which collected them into the composition of one thing. A bond, however, is said to be so in a threefold respect. For one bond is that which pre-exists in the cause of the things that coalesce. But another is that which is inherent in the things themselves that are bound, and which is co-ordinate to, and connascent with them. And a third is that which exists in the middle of these, proceeding indeed from the cause, but presenting itself to the view + in the things that are mutually bound. If you are willing also, one bond of an animal, and of the parts in it, is the one reason which is pre-established in the cause itself of the animal. But the nerves and the fibres are another bond, connecting the parts of the animal. And another bond is the physical reason or productive and forming power,
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which proceeds from the cause of the animal, and employs the nerves, and all the material organic bonds for the colligation of the animal. For this bond is neither exempt from the things that are bound, nor yet lancing among things which are without effective power, is it destitute of the true cause. You must not therefore, understand the bond which is now mentioned by Plato, according to the first mode; for this is not attended with cause; but cause is entirely exempt from the things which proceed from it, so far as it is cause. But Plato says, that the bond is in the middle of the things that are bound. That, however, which is in the middle of certain things, is not separated from them. Nor does this bond subsist according to the organic and last kind of bond. For the bond which is conformable to this, is not the lord of itself nor of its own proper union. Plato however adds, that the bond of which he is speaking, makes both itself and the things which are bound to be one. For it is possible for this to be arranged in the middle. But it possesses such a power as this through analogy, which is the most beautiful bond, and which imparts to it a power that causes all things to have sameness and union. This bond therefore, is inseparable from the things that are bound, and is analogy, which is different from all the natures that are bound, but has a subsistence in them. The demiurgic will likewise, is a bond, but is exempt from the things that it binds; "My will, says the Demiurgus, being a greater and more principal bond than those with which you were bound at the commencement of your generation."* It remains therefore, that we must understand the bond here mentioned, according to the middle mode, and as having a middle form, so as to be neither effective nor organic.

Whence then is the conception of such a bond derived, and of what is it the symbol? It proceeds indeed from the one cause of wholes. For the power of imparting union is present to all things, from that fountain of all union, through which also intellect is conjoined to the intelligible, and which produces the light of truth, or the first of bonds, through which all things are connected with each other, and become perfectly one thing through similitude. It is through this likewise, that things which have proceeded from their proper principles are converted to them. But this bond also proceeds from the one being, which is the first of beings, and which unity comprehends the causes of all things, according to the bond and divine union contained in it. It likewise proceeds from all-perfect animal. For every intelligible animal is by a


much greater priority united to itself, than a sensible animal; and the
causes of wholes which it contains, pervade through each other prior* to analogy; which analogy imitating, makes all things to be in all, and imparts the same powers to different things. It also proceeds from the connectedly-containing cause.5 For analogy inserts connexion, causing the natures which are bound by it, as Plato says, to be indissoluble by every thing except by him who binds them.+ Hence this bond proceeding from these causes, is connective, is the cause of the communion, and one union of separated natures, and is the supplier of harmony, and of the conspiration hastening to unity of different things; in order that it may be similar to the causes from which is was derived. C These things, however, being thus divided and defined, let us return to the thing proposed to be considered. For since it is necessary that the world being generated should be visible and tangible, it will be in want of fire and earth. Of fire, indeed, because it is visible. For vision 0 is of an etherial nature, on which account also it emits rays; and that which collects both sight, and that which is visible, is light. But all light is from fire; for it is not from earth, which produces darkness.** As we have before observed,** however, there are many kinds of fire. Because likewise, the world is tangible, it is in want of earth. For earth is that which is especially solid: for it is more stable, and more of a resisting nature than the other elements. But that which is especially solid is especially tangible. For it in a greater degree sustains resistance, than that which is not solid. Hence earth is especially tangible. Let it therefore be admitted, that there are primarily these two elements in the universe, and that they are contrary to each other; fire indeed, being analogous to form, to the masculine nature, and to things of this kind; but earth, being co-ordinate to the female nature, and to matter. Hence, of these, which are this oppositely divided, in their essences, powers, and energies, in the senses by which they are perceived, and in the places of
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ft cf. Parmenides fr. 8, K, R & S.
f4 141E supra, p. 427.

their abode, there will not be one order, nor one world, unless a bond accedes to them, and communion with each other. For it is impossible for two things to cohere in a beautiful manner without the intervention D of a certain third. And Plato indeed adduces an universal assertion by saying, "a certain or some third thing." But if you add the words, "which are entirely contrary," [immediately after the words, "for two things alone "]
you will render what is said incontrovertible, and more acknowledged. For it is impossible for two things which are most contrary to concur into one composition with each other, without the intervention of a third. For either they collect themselves, or they are congregated by another 2.18 thing. Being, however, contrary, and most distant from each other, and secretly flying from each other, through the fear of losing their own essence, they cannot bring themselves together. Hence they are congregated by something else. But this is a bond; so that they are in want of a certain third thing. The universe, therefore, proceeds from the duad to the triad. For it began indeed from the duad, because all generation subsists in a way adapted to this principle. For difference, the infinite, and the Empedoclean strife [as being allied to the duad] are adapted to generated things. But the universe proceeds as far as to the triad, through the bond which is now mentioned. Again, therefore, a certain medium must be assumed between earth and fire, which is collective of both. And let this for the sake of an example be moisture, which is common to air and water. For this* is connective indeed of earth, E conglutinates it, and holds it together, so that it may not be dispersed;+ but being as a subject to fire, it imparts to it nourishment and permanency.0 From this triad, however, the tetrad will shortly after be unfolded, because the natures which are bound together are solids. Hence it is rightly said, that a bond imparts beauty, and an harmonious communion and union. But what this bond is, and how it is inherent in the things that are bound, Plato shows through the following words.

31c "This, however, analogy is naturally adapted to effect in the most beautiful manner."

t cf. Empedocles fr. 17, 19d, K, R & S.
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It must be said, therefore, that this analogy is the bond which is now investigated; but that the middle or media, are after a certain manner bonds. For analogy is in those things which have the same ratio, and is naturally adapted to bind itself in the conjunction with them; them indeed, through ratios; but itself, through preserving the same form in things numerically different, and continuing to be one in multitude. For it has this from itself, and according to its own reason, and this consentaneously. For analogy proceeds from equality. But equality is 2,19 of the co-ordination of unity.* For as the monad is the fountain and F root of quantity considered by itself;* so is equality of all relative quantity, having the order of a monad, to all habitudes. For that we
may omit other middles or media, which more recent philosophers have added, I mean Nicomachus,5 Moderatus, &c. &c., + we shall confine ourselves to the three media from which Plato constitutes the soul, arithmetically, geometrically, and harmonically.

It may be seen, however, how all these middles are generated from equality, by the following method. The arithmetic middle, indeed, after 145A this manner: Make the first number equal to the first; the second to the first and the second; and the third to the first, second, and third. Three monads therefore being proposed, there will be produced according to this method three terms, viz. 1. 2. 3. preserving an arithmetic middle. For this middle consists in equally surpassing according to number, and being equally surpassed.0 But the geometrical middle is produced as follows: Make the first equal to the first; the second, to the first and second; and the third to the first, to twice the second and the third. For again, there being three monads, there will thus be generated the three terms 1. 2. 4. forming the geometric middle. For the peculiarity of analogy consists in preserving the same ratio in greater and lesser terms.** And the harmonic middle, which has the third order, is generated in the following manner: Three monads being proposed make
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the first equal to the first, and to twice the second; the second to twice the first, and twice the second; and the third to the first, to twice the B second, and thrice the third. For by this method the three terms 3. 4. and 6. will be produced, forming the harmonic middle. For the harmonic middle, according to the Platonic definition itself,* consists in surpassing and being surpassed by the same part of the extremes.* All 2.20 the middles therefore, have their generation from equality. But if this be the case, they have the uniform, and a power which collects things, and causes them to be one. For equality is analogous to sameness, to the monad, to bound and to similitude, through which communion is produced in beings. Hence Plato appropriately adds the words, "naturally adapted," because the analogies and all the middles have the spontaneous. For they neither introduce an artificial, nor an adscititious bond, but present themselves to the view in the essences and powers themselves of things.
"For when either in three numbers, or masses, or powers, as is the middle to the first so is the last to the middle; and again, as is the last to the middle, so is the middle to the first; then the middle becoming both first and last, and the last and the first becoming both of them middles, it will thus happen that all of them will necessarily be the same. But becoming the same with each other, they will be one."

In the first place, it is requisite to explain what is here said mathematically; and in the next place, physically, as being that which is especially proposed to be effected. For it is not proper to separate the discussion from its appropriate theory. There are therefore some who think that Plato in these words defines the geometric middle, and among other things which they assert, they say that the geometric middle is properly exclusive of all the others analogy; but that the others may be justly called middles. Nicomachus also is of this opinion, and he speaks rightly. For geometric proportion is properly analogy; but it is requisite to call the others middle, as Plato also says* further on in the generation of the soul. But the others are improperly 0 called analogies. To others, however, these appear not to have apprehended the meaning of Plato
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2.21 properly. For they say that it is not definitely asserted in these words, that there ought to be the same ratio; but thus much only is said, that it is necessary there should be such a habitude of the last to the middle as there is of the middle to the first. But this is common to all the D before-mentioned middles. For as the monad is to the duad, according to the arithmetical middle, and the equal in quantity, so is the duad to the triad. For by as much as the duad is surpassed by the triad, by so much is the triad less than the tetrad. And as the monad is to the duad, according to the geometric middle, so is the duad to the tetrad. For the ratio is the same. And as the triad is to the tetrad, according to the harmonic middle, and the part of the triad by which the tetrad surpasses it, so is the tetrad to the hexad. For by that part of the triad by which the triad is exceeded by the tetrad, by the same part of the hexad is the tetrad surpassed by the hexad. Such, therefore, is their opinion, though Plato clearly assumes the geometric middle. For it is the peculiarity of this proportion, that the first has the same ratio to the middle that the middle has to the third term. As, however, there are three middles, the arithmetic, the geometric, and the harmonic, and these being such as we
have shown them to be, Plato very properly assumes these three
E subjects, numbers, masses, and powers. For the arithmetical middle is in
numbers; the geometrical is in a greater degree conversant with
continued [than with discrete] quantity; and the harmonical middle is in
powers. For it is conversant with sharp and flat sounds. And after this
manner you may speak, distinguishing the middles according to their
predominance.

All of them, however, may be assumed in numbers, in masses, and in
powers. And how, indeed, they may be assumed in numbers is evident;
for it has been shown by us. But they may also be assumed in masses.
For three equal magnitudes being proposed, you may be able, by using
the before-mentioned three methods, to devise other magnitudes, at one
time producing an arithmetic, at another a geometric, and at another an
harmonic middle. In powers likewise after the same manner. For let
there be three equal powers, as for instance, three highest hypatæ
2.22 (virccT0i) sounds, all of them homotonous, or of the same tone. You
will produce therefore from these, the arithmetical middle, if you place
the first sound, that is hypate, equal to the first; but the second, to the
first and second, as for instance, another sound emitting a sound the
double of the first. And let it be nete or the last sound, which has a
double ratio to hypate. But the third sound must be placed equal to the
first, second, and third. For it will be a sound which will have a triple
ratio to hypate, surpassing nete by as much as nete surpasses hypate. And

F these three sounds, hypate, nete, trite-hyperboleon, will arithmetically
differ from each other. But you will make the geometrical middle, if the
hypate being posited, you make the first equal to the first, but the second
equal to the first and second hypate. And let this sound be mese: for this
is capable of emitting a sound the double of hypate. But if you make
the third sound equal to the first hypate, and to twice the second, and the
third, you will have a certain chord which will sound nete-hyperholson.
For this will be capable of producing a sound the double of mese, and
the triple of hypate. These three sounds likewise will form the geometric
146A middle. All the middles, therefore, are seen to exist in numbers, in
masses, and in powers. Number, however, is more adapted to the
arithmetical, bulk to the geometrical, and power to the harmonic
middle. And hence Plato uses these three, viz. numbers, masses, and
powers.

It is well, likewise, that assigning certain common ratios, he
commences from the middle. For it is this through which all analogy
consists, collecting the extremes according to ratio, from one power to
the other. For analogy is that which is principally and properly a bond.
But it is a bond as that through which, and the middle. For through the
middle analogy binds the extremes. From this, therefore, he commences
as most allied to the nature of analogy, and because habitude receives its
completion through it. Hence, also, they are called middles, and because
2,23 sameness is the end of all this analogy. For since they proceed from
B equality, but equality is sameness, it converts all things to sameness.
Sameness, however, may be properly and principally asserted of the
geometric middle, for there is the same ratio; but equality of the
arithmetic; and similitude of the harmonic middle. And in the third
place, the ascent is through sameness to union. For analogy indeed is
suspended from equality,* being a habitude ingenerated in the
boundaries of equality. But equality is suspended from sameness, and
sameness from union.

It is necessary, however, after the mathematical resumption of these
words, to direct our attention to the physical theory. For it is not fit
that those who apply themselves to this discussion, should dwell on
mathematical speculations; for the dialogue is physical; nor that they
should neglect such speculations, investigating only what relates to sense;
but it is requisite to conjoin both, and always connect physics with
mathematics; just as the things themselves are connected, are

f Instead of efrjpTijrat yap i) p.ev e/c TJJC. avaXoytaq, it is requisite to read in this
place, ei-r\pr<Tai yap 77 fiev avaXoyia en TIJC ioori)Tog.

homogeneous, and of a kindred nature, according to the progression
from intellect. For, in short, if the Pythagoreans* arranged the
mathematical essence as a medium between intelligibles and sensibles, as
being more evolved than intelligibles, but more universal than
C sensibles,* why is it requisite, omitting mathematics, to pay attention to
physiology alone? For how is the sensible nature adorned, according to
what reasons is it arranged, or from what reasons does it proceed, except
from those that are mathematical? These reasons therefore [or
productive powers], are primarily in souls, descending into them from
intellect; and afterwards they are in bodies, proceeding into them from
souls. Hence it is necessary not to remain in mathematical speculations
as some do; for this produces false opinions in the auditors, and induces
them to think that physical figures and numbers are mathematical. It is
also in another respect absurd. For the reasons of nature do not receive
the accuracy and firmness of the mathematical reasons. To which may
be added, that in so doing we shall not follow the demonstrative canons,
in which it is said that things pertaining to one genus must not be
transferred to another. Neither therefore is it possible to survey physical
objects arithmetically.

2,24 Let us, therefore, if you thing fit, discuss the theory of the proposed
words physically. The first analogy then, according to which nature
inserts harmony in her works, and according to which the Demiurgus
adorns and arranges the universe, is one certain life, and one reason,
D proceeding through all things; which first, indeed, connects itself, but
afterwards the natures in which it exists; and according to which
sympathy is ingenerated in all mundane essences, as existing in one animal, and governed by one nature. This life, therefore, which is the bond of wholes, total nature [or nature which ranks as a whole] and the one soul of the world constitute. The one intellect likewise generates it; and always more excellent beings, insert in mundane natures, a greater and more perfect union. Let it be said, therefore, that the habit which predominates in material subjects, that material form, and the powers of the middle elements, are bonds. All these however, have the relation of things without which the primary bond is not participated, and are analogous to the middle in mathematical entities, through which habitude subsists in the extremes. But the life of which we are speaking, which collects and unites all things, and is suspended indeed from its proper causes, but binds the things in which it is inherent, is truly analogy, and preserves both its own union and the union of its participants. Again, therefore, a bond is threefold. For the common powers of the elements are one bond; the one cause of bodies is another; and a third is that which is the middle of both the others, which proceeds indeed from the cause of bodies, but employs the powers that are divided about body. And this is the strong bond, as the theologian says, which is extended through all things, and is connected by the golden chain. For Jupiter after this, constitutes the golden chain,* according to the admonitions of Night.

But when your pow'r around the whole has spread
A strong coercive bond, a golden chain
Suspend from aether.

Orph. fr. 121; Chald. Oracl. fr. 203

Physical analogy then being a thing of this kind, let us survey in what things, and through what, it is naturally adapted to be established. As Plato therefore says, it subsists in numbers, masses, and powers. Physical numbers, however, are material forms divided about the subject [i.e. about body]. But masses are the extensions of these forms, and the separations or intervals of them about matter. And powers are the things which connect, and give form [or specific distinction] to bodies. For form is one thing, and the power proceeding from it is another. For form indeed is impartible and essential, but becoming extended, and dilated into bulk, it emits, as if it were a blast from itself, material powers, which are certain qualities. Thus, for instance, in fire, the form and essence of it is impartible,* and is truly the image of the cause of fire. For in partible natures there is that which is impartible.+ But from the form in fire which is impartible, a separation and extension of

t cf. Iamblichus Life of Pythagoras 15 -16 (64 - 70).
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it take place about matter, from which the powers of fire are exerted, such as heat, or refrigeration, or moisture, or something else of the like kind. And these qualities are indeed essential, but are by no means the essence of fire. For essences are not from qualities, nor are essence and

This golden chain may be said to be the series of unities proceeding from The One, or the ineffable principle of things, and extending as far as to matter itself. And of this chain, the light immediately proceeding from the sun is an image.
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power the same; but every where the essential precedes power; and from 147A that being one, a multitude of powers proceeds, and that which is divided, from that which is indivisible; just as from one power many energies proceed. For by how much more each thing proceeds, by so much more is it multiplied and divided, conformably to [the characteristic of] its principle and cause, which is impartible and indivisible. As in every body, therefore, there is this triad,* I mean number, bulk, and power, analogy and the physical bond, occupy from on high the numbers, masses, and powers of bodies, and likewise congregate their partible* essences, and unite them for the purpose of producing the one completion of the world. They also insert communion in forms, symmetry in masses, and harmony in power. And thus all things are rendered effable and consentaneous to each other.5 But this analogy proceeds from the middle to the first, and 2,26 from the third to the middle; from the first also to the middle, and from this to the last; and again, from the last to the middle, and from this to the first. Because, likewise, a bond of this kind imparts progression and conversion to bodies, it begins indeed from the middle, in consequence B of being connective, and the cause of union, and is defined according to this peculiarity. But it proceeds from the first through the middle, to the last, as extending and unfolding itself, as far as to the last of things. And it recurs from the last to the first, as converting all things through harmony to the intelligible cause, from which the division of nature, and the separation and interval of bodies were produced. For by converting them to this cause, according to one circle, one order, and one series, secondary being suspended from primary natures, it causes the world to be one , + and most similar to the intelligible [paradigm]. For as there all things are truly united to each other, so here all things are adapted to each other. And as intelligibles proceeding from The Good, are again converted to it, through the goodness which is in them , 0 and through the intelligible monads; thus also sensibles proceeding from the Demiurgus, are again converted to him, through this bond, which is
distributed and pervades through all of them, and binds all things
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together. For in this respect it imitates the intelligible. But it subsists intellectually in intellect, totally in wholes, and partially in partial natures.
C After the same manner, therefore, as the intelligible, the sensible world has all things, according to all its parts. For fire, so far as it is tangible, participates of earth, and earth, so far as it is visible, participates of fire, and each participates of moisture. For earth indeed is conglutinated and connected through moisture, and its dissipated nature is united through 2.27 it; but fire is nourished and increased by it. So that the extremes are the middle, in order that what is said may become physically manifest in things that are known by us. The extremes, therefore, are in a certain respect the middle, as preserving through it their proper idea, and remaining such as they are. And moisture itself, so far as it is coloured, participates of fire, and so far as it is re-invigorated through heat. But again, so far as it is tangible, it participates of earth. So that each of the extremes gives perfection to moisture. These things, however, will shortly after become more known to us.*

But through this harmony and analogy, in the first place, sameness presents itself to the view, and in the next place union. For bodies themselves according to their own nature are partible, and are subdued by difference and strife. These, however, at the same time through harmony, are leagued in friendship with sameness, and through sameness D with union. For through analogy the universe is completely rendered one, this having the power of making things that are divided to be one, of congregating things that are multiplied, and connecting things that are dissipated. Hence, theologists surveying the causes of these things in the Gods, enclose Venus with Mars, and surround them with Vulcanian bonds; the difference which is in the world being connected through harmony and friendship. All this complication and connexion likewise has Vulcan for its cause, who through demiurgic bonds connects sameness with difference, harmony with discord, and communion with contrariety. And this being effected, Apollo, Hermes, and each of the Gods laugh. But their laughter gives subsistence to mundane natures, and inserts efficacious power in the bonds. Let these things, however, as it is said, be preserved in sacred silence. * But now, from what has been discussed, let thus much be manifest to us, that the physical bond being Vulcanian and demiurgic, (for the one and all-perfect Demiurgus
2.28 comprehends also the production which is through necessity, as being E Vulcanian and Dionysiacal, and causing each of the parts of the universe to be a whole,) is collective of contraries, and connective of material things; uniting their essences, measuring their masses, and harmonizing their powers. It likewise makes all things to be in all, and exhibits the same things in each other, according to all possible modes, empyreally, aerially, aquatically, and terrestrially.

32a-b "If then it were necessary that the body of the universe should have been generated a superficies, and not have depth, one medium might have been sufficient for the purpose of binding both the natures that subsist with it, and itself. But now it is requisite that it should be a solid, and solids are never adapted to each other by one, but always by two media."

The scope proposed to us [in the Timaeus], is, as we have before observed,* to learn how the universe is constituted, and of what it consists. But this being the design, we may see in what a well-ordered manner the discourse devises the composition of the four elements. For it is impossible that there should be one simple element alone; since there would not be generation. For all generation is a certain mutation. But all mutation is naturally adapted to be effected in two things. All F generation likewise is from contraries. But a simple element itself, is by no means contrary to itself: for it would be itself corruptive of itself. If, therefore, it is necessary there should be generation, it is necessary there should not be one element only. For as Hippocrates says,* if there was one element only, it would be impossible for things to be changed. For mutation and motion are not to the similar, but to the contrary. Hence 2,29 there is not one simple element only. If, however, there is not one, but two at least, it is necessary that these should be contraries: for generation is from contraries. It is necessary, therefore, that there should be two 148A elements having in a becoming manner a nature contrary to each other. Hence, if they are contraries, they will be in want of a certain bond and medium. For it is impossible that two contraries can in a becoming manner coalesce, without a third thing; since it is necessary that a bond should intervene, which is collective of both. For being themselves contraries, they will avoid communion with each other. Hence it is necessary, there should be another third thing which conjoins them and
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The scope proposed to us [in the Timaeus], is, as we have before observed,* to learn how the universe is constituted, and of what it consists. But this being the design, we may see in what a well-ordered manner the discourse devises the composition of the four elements. For it is impossible that there should be one simple element alone; since there would not be generation. For all generation is a certain mutation. But all mutation is naturally adapted to be effected in two things. All F generation likewise is from contraries. But a simple element itself, is by no means contrary to itself: for it would be itself corruptive of itself. If, therefore, it is necessary there should be generation, it is necessary there should not be one element only. For as Hippocrates says,* if there was one element only, it would be impossible for things to be changed. For mutation and motion are not to the similar, but to the contrary. Hence 2,29 there is not one simple element only. If, however, there is not one, but two at least, it is necessary that these should be contraries: for generation is from contraries. It is necessary, therefore, that there should be two 148A elements having in a becoming manner a nature contrary to each other. Hence, if they are contraries, they will be in want of a certain bond and medium. For it is impossible that two contraries can in a becoming manner coalesce, without a third thing; since it is necessary that a bond should intervene, which is collective of both. For being themselves contraries, they will avoid communion with each other. Hence it is necessary, there should be another third thing which conjoins them and
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The scope proposed to us [in the Timaeus], is, as we have before observed,* to learn how the universe is constituted, and of what it consists. But this being the design, we may see in what a well-ordered manner the discourse devises the composition of the four elements. For it is impossible that there should be one simple element alone; since there would not be generation. For all generation is a certain mutation. But all mutation is naturally adapted to be effected in two things. All F generation likewise is from contraries. But a simple element itself, is by no means contrary to itself: for it would be itself corruptive of itself. If, therefore, it is necessary there should be generation, it is necessary there should not be one element only. For as Hippocrates says,* if there was one element only, it would be impossible for things to be changed. For mutation and motion are not to the similar, but to the contrary. Hence 2,29 there is not one simple element only. If, however, there is not one, but two at least, it is necessary that these should be contraries: for generation is from contraries. It is necessary, therefore, that there should be two 148A elements having in a becoming manner a nature contrary to each other. Hence, if they are contraries, they will be in want of a certain bond and medium. For it is impossible that two contraries can in a becoming manner coalesce, without a third thing; since it is necessary that a bond should intervene, which is collective of both. For being themselves contraries, they will avoid communion with each other. Hence it is necessary, there should be another third thing which conjoins them and
leads them to the completion of one thing. But it is likewise necessary that this medium should be of a biformed* nature. For if the elements which were to be bound were superficies, one medium would be sufficient. But since they are solids, they are connected through two media. For the duad being the primary leader of solids, is also allotted the primordial cause of the bonds that are in them. Hence, likewise, Timaeus calls a binding of this kind harmony,* an inserting in the extremes a symmetry of communion with each other. The analogy also which is in solids is introduced through two media. For two media analogously come between two similar solids. If, therefore, these things are rightly asserted, all the elements are four; and there is neither one alone, lest we should destroy mutation; nor two contraries without a third thing, lest there should not be a bond of things which are hostile to each other. For there will not be order and ornament from two things most foreign to each other. But if you conceive a certain thing of this kind, the solution of the doubt will be easy. Moreover, neither will there be alone two things which are not+ contraries. For they will not be able to operate on each other. For whiteness suffers nothing from a line, but from blackness. Nor does heat suffer any thing from whiteness, but from cold.

Again, therefore, it must be said more universally, reasoning from things known, that either there is one element alone, or not one. If, however, there is only one element of the world, the variety of the phenomena, the opposition of the circulations, and the war of generation, will be subverted, and either all things will be perpetual, or all things will be corruptible. But if there is not one element only, there 2,30 will either be two elements, or more than two. And if two, they will either be contraries, or not contraries. If, however, they are not contraries, there will be neither action, nor passion, nor opposition in bodies, nor will there be generation in things which have generation. But if they are contraries, these will require a medium. And if this be the case, there will either be one medium, or two media. It is impossible, however, that there should be only one medium: for the elements are not superficies. Hence there are two media. But if there are two media of two things, all are four. That so many elements

\[ \text{t For deadeq here, read Bvoei&ec.} \]
\[ X \text{ cf. Timaeus of Locri, 95b - c.} \]
\[ \text{§ OUK is omitted in this place in the original.} \]
\[ \text{• Ovx is also here omitted in the original.} \]

therefore in number are sufficient to the world, is through these things manifest.

Let us, however, if you please, concisely survey the mathematical
meaning of the words before us, and afterwards adduce the physical theory pertaining to them. For how of two similar supericies or planes there is one medium, and of two similar solids two media, we will survey in number by themselves. For the primordial and spontaneous nature of numbers, is to be embraced prior to geometrical necessity. In the first place, therefore, let there be two square numbers 9 and 16, the less of which has for its side 3, and the greater 4. By multiplying these and making 12, we shall have an analogy in the three terms 9, 12, and 16.* Let two numbers likewise be assumed, which are not squares indeed, but at the same time are similar planes, and let them be 18 and 32,* the former being generated from the triad and hexad, but the latter D from the tetrad and ogdoad. If therefore, we multiply either the triad by the ogdoad, or the hexad by the tetrad, we shall have for the product 24, binding in analogy 18 to 32, according to a sesquitertian ratio. This, however, is caused by their sides having the same ratio. If, therefore, the sides of the assumed numbers are found to receive no analogous mean 2,31 or medium, all the planes generated from them will have but one medium, according to the before-mentioned mode.5 But if the sides themselves should be found to receive a certain analogous mean, the planes also produced from them, will necessarily receive more than one mean. For let there be two squares 16 and 81, and let the side of the former be 4, but of the latter 9. Since, therefore, the analogous medium between 4 and 9 is 6, according to a sesquialter ratio, it is necessary that more than one mean should fall between them. For the tetrad multiplied by the hexad will produce 24; but the hexad multiplied by E itself will produce the square of itself 36; and multiplied by 9, will produce 54. And there will be a continued analogy, in the terms 16, 24, 36, 54, 81.* Hence, when the sides have an analogous mean, the planes produced from them, will have more than one mean. Hence, too, Plato appears to me to say very cautiously, not that there is entirely one medium in similar planes, but that it is possible for one to be sufficient.
For more than one plane being produced, one medium would be sufficient to conjoin them, viz. 36 alone, according to the duple sesquiquartan ratio.* And thus much concerning similar planes.

Let us, however, now pass on to similar solids, and survey the media in these. In the first place, therefore, let there be two cubes 8 and 27, the former having for its side 2, and the latter 3. Of these cubes, there will be two media, the one being produced from twice two multiplied by three, i.e. 12, and which on this account is (So/uc;) a beam, + but the other from thrice three multiplied by two, i.e. 18, and which is therefore (irXivdoq +) a tile. These will make a continued analogy with the F before-mentioned cubes, according to a sesquialter ratio.0 And here you may see how each of the media has two sides from the cube placed 2,32 next to it, but the remaining side from the other cube.** This however will be useful to us for the purposes of physiology. Again, if the numbers were not cubes, but similar solids, they will likewise have two analogous middles or means. For let there be two similar solids 24 and 192, the sides of the former being 2, 3, 4, but of the latter 4, 6, 8. And from the duad, the triad, and the ogdoad, 48 will be produced, but from 149A the tetrad, the hexad, and again the tetrad, the product will be 96. Here too, each of the media will have two sides from that similar solid of the extremes which is next to it, but one side from the other cube, in the same manner as in the media of the before-mentioned cubes. Hence between similar solids, two media are sufficient; just as Plato says, that

\[\text{For as 16 is to 24, so is 24 to 36, so is 36 to 54, so is 54 to 81, the ratio being .sesquialter.}\]

\[\text{X For 36 is a geometrical mean between 16 and 81, according to a duple yesquiquartan ratio. For 36 contains 16 twice, and a fourth part of it, i.e. 4 also; and 81 contains 36 twice, or 72, and 9 besides, which is a fourth part of 36.}\]

§ cf. Nicom. Arith. II, 17; XXIX, 2; and Iamblichus in Nicom. 93 ff.
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\[\text{o For 12 contains 8 once, and the half of 8. And in a similar manner 12 =- VA and1 6 .- 1*4.}\]

\[\text{tt For 12=2x2x3, 2 being the cube root of 8, and 3 being the cube root of 27; and 18-3x3x2.}\]

two media adapt solids to each other, but never one medium. What then, some one may say, is there not one medium alone of the two solid numbers 64 and 729, which medium is 216? For 64 is a cube produced from 4, but 729 from 9. And 729 is the triple and superparticular ogdoan part of 216; and after the same manner 216 of 64. For each contains the other thrice, and three eighths of it besides.* And this will not only be the case in these, but also in other numbers: for these are B the smallest numbers which admit of this. In answer to this however it
must be said, that the above-mentioned numbers are cubes and at the same time squares; the one, \(64\), being the square of \(8\), but the other, \(729\) \(i.e.\) 27, being the square of 27. Hence they have one mean, not so far as they are cubes, but so far as they have the tetragonic peculiarity. For the tetragonic side of 64, \(i.e.\) 8, being multiplied by 27, which is the tetragonic side of 729, produces the analogous mean 216, according to the method delivered \[by mathematicians\] of finding the mean between two squares. He who makes the objection, therefore, using solids not as solids, binds them together by one medium. But if he had surveyed them so far as they are solid numbers and cubes, he would have found that there are also two media between these, the one being 144, from four times 4 multiplied by 9, but the other 324, from nine times 9 multiplied by 4.

But Democritus* doubts, how it is said that one analogous medium \(C\) falls between two planes. For by assuming four lines in continued proportion, it may be shown that the squares from them are analogous; so that two analogous media will fall between two extreme planes. He adds, that different persons have been involved in different difficulties through this doubt, and have been led by it to the duplication of the cube, and such-like investigations. Plato, however, does not say that one medium only falls between any casual planes, nor again two media between casual solids, but between those that are similar, and in a a effable ratio, and which have their sides arranged according to numbers.

\[t\] Thus 729 contains three times 216, \(i.e.\) 648, and three eighths of it besides. For the eighth part of 216 is 27, and thrice 27 is 81, the difference between 729 and 648. And thus also 216 contains 64 thrice, \(i.e.\) 192, and 24 besides, which is three eighths of 64.

\[\$\] This is most probably the junior Democritus mentioned by Porphyry in his life of Plotinus.

\[\$\] For let the lines be as the numbers 2. 4. 8. 16, which are in continued proportion; then the squares of them 4. 16. 64. 256 will also be analogous. For as 4 is to 16, so is 16 to 64, and so is 64 to 256.

For the things generated by the demiurgic God, are effable with reference to each other, and are variegated by demiurgic numbers, as Plato says in another part of this dialogue.* And it is requisite to assume similar planes, and solid numbers, and to survey in these the truth of the Platonic assertion. We shall show therefore at the end of these Commentaries, how it is possible, two right lines being given, to find two analogous media, selecting for this purpose the demonstration \(2,34\) of Archytas,* rather than that of Menaechmus, because he uses conical \(D\) lines, and in like manner rather than that of Eratosthenes, because he employs the apposition of a rule.5

With respect however to the things investigated, it must now be said
ihat Plato appears to have perfect confidence in arithmetical demonstrations, since it is also possible to find in geometrical figures of two solids an analogous medium. For if there are three analogous right lines, $a, b, y$, in a duple ratio, the squares from them will be in a quadruple ratio, as £5, IOT, and $8$. But the solids from them will be in an octuple ratio, as $0ij3$, £5, and $\Lambda$. Hence there will be three cubes, the extremes of which will have one analogous mean. And it is manifest that all cubes are similar to each other. For the angles are the same in each cube and are equal; and they are also comprehended by similar planes; and the multitude of them is equal. Moreover, we may thus demonstrate in the same manner as Democritus, that two analogous media fall between two similar solids. For that all squares are similar to each other is evident; since the angles are the same in each, and are equal, and the sides are analogous. Hence it seems that Plato employing numbers, shows that solids are never co-adapted by one mean, but always by two media. For in these, as you can see, the extremes are cubes, and at the same time similar planes. For $<\!/i/3$, is from LOT, and $\Lambda$. But the other of the extremes $rj$, is from $B$, and $5$, and there is the same ratio of the sides. There is therefore one medium of these, so far as they are similar planes, but not so far as they are solids. So that you will have the solution of what is said, by assuming numbers. For it is possible to find the same numbers which are at the same time similar solids and planes; but it is impossible to assume geometrical figures

*Tim. 39c - d.*

% cf. Archytas fr. A14, 264d; and also Proclus in Euclid.

§ From the most unfortunate loss of the latter part of these commentaries of Proclus, this method likewise of his finding two analogous media between two given lines, is lost.

which are at one and the same time similar planes and solids; since this also may be said, that all of them being cubes, the form of them is one. But Plato assuming that the means are similar to the extremes, is thus confident in the theorem. For how would the extremes be in want of other bonds, if they had entirely the same form? And how would the media communicate with the extremes, and differ from them according to the sides, if they were all of them cubes? Hence it is evident that he assumes the media, as being truly media, and thus says, that solids are never conjoined by one, but always by two media; every medium containing the communion and difference of the things of which it is the medium. For to say universally, that all solids are connected through two media, makes the media to be infinite. It is manifest, therefore, that he assumes things which are most distant, and in every respect contrary to each other, and which have all the sides opposite to all; these in natural bodies being corporeal powers. But he does this, in order that
of the media, one of them may have a greater communion with one of
150A the extremes, but a less with the other; and that this may be vice versa
with the other medium. Unless that also is true which is asserted by our
preceptor. For he says that it is necessary to assume the same ratio in
the media or means, as there is in the sides of the extremes. Thus, for
instance, if one of the cubes is 8, but the other 27, we shall find the
media of them, if we take their sides 2 and 3, and multiply the square of
2, i.e. 4 by 3, and the square of 3, i.e. 9 by 2. For then the media will
be 12, and 18, which will conjoin the extremes through the sesquialter
ratio, which is the ratio of the sides of the cubes. Hence, as there is the
same ratio in the sides of the cubes, and in the media, Plato says that
there are necessarily two media, and this in a manner more consonant
to the proposed physiology. For in the powers of the elements, and in
simple forms, the Demiurgus inserted communion prior to things of a
composite nature. We however conjoin the extremes through the
octuple ratio, the sides of them not having an octuple ratio. Thus, for
instance, in the three proposed terms, if we assume a fourth analogous
2, 3, 6 term, we shall find that as the side 2 is octuple of the side 16, so the first
cube is conjoined to the fourth through the octuple ratio. For if you
add 16, as a fourth term to 2. 4. 8, the cube from 16, is conjoined to 8,
through the octuple ratio which 64 has to 8, and 512 to 64, and 4096
which is the cube of 16, to 512.* So that the sides of the media

If each of the terms 2. 4. 8. 16, is cubed, the four terms 8. 64. 512. 4096, will be
produced, and 64 is octuple of 8, 512 of 64, and 4096 of 512; and the first cube 8 is
conjoined to the fourth 4096, through the octuple ratio.

receiving an octuple ratio, two media will fall between the extremes.
But if a fifth analogous term is added, the sides will no longer be
conjoined in an octuple ratio but in the ratio of 16 to 1; and on this
account there will be three analogous media between the two cubes.
What Plato says, therefore, is true according to the before-mentioned
method. Are not the sides also adapted to his purpose? And it is
requisite to say, that there may be one medium between two cubes, yet
not according to harmonic ratios. Hence, when there is truly a
colligation of the extremes through these ratios, then it is perfectly
requisite that there should be two media. Through these things,
therefore, it is manifest mathematically, that similar planes require one
medium, and similar solids two media, and that they can never be bound
by one medium alone.

Being impelled, however, by these observations, let us see how physical
conceptions accord with them, and let us adapt probable to scientific
assertions. And in the first place, let us survey what a physical plane is,
and how in planes of this kind, there is one medium, but two in
physical solids. The divine Iamblichus indeed (for this man in a
remarkable degree comprehended a theory of this kind, others being as it were asleep, and conversant only with the mathematical meaning of the words)* appears to me to distinguish things simple from such as are composite, parts from wholes, and in short, material powers, and material forms, from the essences to which they give completion. And some of these, he calls superificies, but others solids. For as a superificies

2,37 is the ultimate boundary of a mathematical body, so likewise material form, and material power, are the *morphe* and boundary of their subjects. These things, therefore, being thus divided, in things of a simple nature, D one medium is sufficient, because there is [one] difference of the reasons and forms, and according to the common bonds of the reasons and the life. For in these there is one medium. Hence quality is uniformly connected with quality, and power with power, according to the difference and sameness of forms. But in things of a composite nature, there are very properly two media. For the duad is the supplier of all composition and separation. Every composite nature however consists of many essences and powers. Hence, there are many media. And these at least are twofold. For there is one medium according to form, and another according to subject.

We however, conformably to physical principles, speak as follows, receiving auxiliaries from what Plato says as he proceeds. Or rather, let

t cf. Rep. m, 390b.

us speak from the beginning. There are some physiologists then, who ascribe one power to each of the elements; to fire indeed heat, to air frigidity, to water moisture, and to earth dryness; in so doing entirely wandering from the truth. In the first place, because they subvert the world and order. For it is impossible for things to be co-adapted to each other, when they possess the most contrary powers, unless they have something in common. In the next place, they make the most contrary natures allied to each other, *viz.* the hot to the cold, and the moist to the dry.* It is necessary however, to make things which are hostile more remote than things which are less foreign. For such is the nature of contraries. In the third place, therefore, the first two powers will have no sympathy whatever with the rest; but will be divulsed* from each other. For it is impossible to say what is common to humidity and frigidity. And in addition to all these things, as the elements are solids,

2,38 But some others, as Ocellus,5 who was the precursor of Timaeus, attribute two powers to each of the elements, to fire indeed heat and dryness, to air, heat and moisture, to water, moisture and coldness, and
to earth, coldness and dryness. And these things are written by this man in his treatise On Nature. In what, therefore, do these err who thus speak? In the first place, indeed, wishing to discover the common powers in the elements, in order that they may preserve the coarrangement of them with each other, they no more assign communion than separation to them, but equally honour their hostility and their harmony. What kind of world therefore, will subsist from these, what order will there be of things which are without arrangement and most foreign, and of things which are most allied and co-arranged? For things which in an equal degree are hostile and peaceful, will in an equal mode dissolve and constitute communion. But this communion being similarly dissolved, and similarly implanted, the universe will no more exist than not exist. In the second place, they do not assign the greatest

contrariety to the extremes, but to things most remote from the extremes; though we every where see, that of homogeneous natures those which are most distant have the nature of contraries, and not those which are less distant. How likewise did nature arrange them, since they are most remote in their situation from each other? Was it not by perceiving their contrariety, and that the third was more allied than the last to the first? How also did she arrange the motions of them, since fire is most light and tends upward, but earth is most heavy and tends downward? But whence were the motions of them which are most contrary derived, if not from nature? If therefore, nature distributed to them most contrary motions, it is evident that they are themselves most contrary. For as the motions of simple beings are simple, and those things are simple of which the motions are simple, thus also those things are most contrary of which the motions are most contrary. And this may occasion some one to wonder at Aristotle,* who in what he says about motion, places earth as most contrary to fire; but in what he says about powers, he makes the most remote of similar natures to be more friendly than those that are proximate, when they are moved with most contrary motions. For as the elements have contrary places in their positions, as they have contrary motions in lations, as they have contrary powers, gravity and levity, through which motions subsist in their forms, thus also they have contrary passive qualities. Aristotle himself likewise manifests that earth is contrary to fire. For wishing to show that it is necessary there should be more bodies than one, he says: "Moreover, if earth exists, it is also necessary that fire should exist. For in things, one of the contraries of which naturally is, the other likewise

For TO evavnu T Ctra, and for r<jj 8epp,ov TCJ tvxpu, ro 8ep(iov, K . \. 
X For oncTipTrinevot in this place, I read 5irjp-qij.evot.
§ Ocellus Lucanus On the Nature of the Universe, ITS vol. IV.
has a natural subsistence." So that neither was he able after any other manner to show that there are more elements than one, than by asserting that fire is contrary to earth.

Farther still, as the elements are solids, how can they be bound together through one medium? For this is impossible in solids, as we have before observed.* Hence those who assert these things, neither speak mathematically nor physically, but unavoidably err in both these respects. For physical are derived from mathematical entities.5 Timaeus therefore alone, or any other who rightly follows him, neither attributes one nor two powers alone, to the elements, but triple powers; to fire indeed,

t cf. Aristotle De Coelo I, 2, 268b - 269a.
% 149D - E ff supra, p. 450.
§ cf. Tim. 55d ff;& Tim. Locr. 98c ff.

... tenuity of parts, acuteness and facility of motion; to air, tenuity of parts, obtuseness, and facility of motion; to water, grossness of parts, obtuseness, and facility of motion; and to earth, grossness of parts, obtuseness, and difficulty of motion.* But this is in order that each of the elements may have two powers, each* of which is common to the element placed next to it, and one power which is different, in the same manner as it was demonstrated in mathematical numbers and figures.5 this different power being assumed from one of the extremes; and also in order that earth according to all the powers, may subsist oppositely to fire; and that the extremes may have two media, and the continued quantities two; the 2,40 latter having solids for the media, but the former, common powers. For let fire indeed be attenuated in its parts, acute, and easily moved. For it has an attenuated essence, and is acute, as having a figure of this kind [i.e. a pyramidal figure], and on this account is incisive and fugitive,+ and permeates through all the other elements.0 It is also moved with facility,** as being most near to the celestial bodies, and existing in them. D For the celestial fire itself is moved with celerity, as is likewise sublunary fire, which is perpetually moved in conjunction with it, and according to one circle, and one impulse. Since therefore, earth is contrary to fire, it has contrary powers, viz. grossness, obtuseness, and difficulty of motion, all of which we see are present with it. But these being thus hostile, and being solids, are also similar solids. For their sides and their powers are analogous. For as the gross is to the attenuated, so is the obtuse to the acute, and that which is moved with difficulty, to that which is moved with facility. But those are similar solids of which the sides that constitute the bodies are analogous. For the sides are the powers of which bodies consist. Hence, as fire and earth are similar bodies, and similar solids, two analogous media fall between them; and each of the media will have two sides of the extreme situated next to it, and the remaining side from the other extreme. Hence, since fire has for its three physical sides the triple powers, tenuity, acuteness, and facility of
motion, by taking away the middle power, acuteness, and introducing
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E instead of it obtuseness, we shall produce air, which has two sides of fire,
but one of earth, or two powers of fire, but one of earth; as it is fit that
what is near should rather communicate with it, than what is separated
in the third rank from it.

Again, since earth has three physical powers, contrary to the powers
of fire, viz. grossness of parts, obtuseness, and difficulty of motion; by
taking away difficulty of motion, and introducing facility of motion, we
2.41 shall produce water, which consists of gross parts, is obtuse, and is easily
moved; and which has indeed, two sides or powers common with earth,
but receives one from fire. And thus these media will be spontaneously
conjoined with each other; communicating indeed in twofold powers,
but differing in similitude by one power; and the extremes will be bound
together by two media. Each element also will thus be in a greater
degree conjoined to, than separated from the element which is near to
it; and one world will be perfectly effected through all of them, and one
harmonious order, through the predominance of analogy. Thus also, of
the two cubes 8 and 27, the medium 12 being placed next to 8, will have
two sides of this, but one of 27. For 12 is produced by 2x2x3. But it
F is vice versa with 18. For this is produced by 3x3x2. And the side of
27 is 3, in the same manner as 2 is the side of 8. The physical dogmas
therefore of Plato about the elements of the universe, accord with
mathematical speculations.

Hence these things being thus determined, let us physically adapt them
to the words of Plato. We call a [physical] plane or superficies therefore,
that which has two powers only, but a [physical] solid that which has
three powers. And we say, that if we fashion bodies from two powers,
one medium would conjoin the elements to each other. But since, as we
152A assert, bodies possess triple powers, they are bound together by two
media. For there are two common powers of the adjacent media, and
one power which is different. And the extremes themselves, if they
consisted of two powers, would be conjoined through one medium. For
let fire, if you will, be alone attenuated and easily moved; but earth on
the contrary, have alone grossness of parts and immobility. One
medium therefore, will be sufficient for these. For grossness of parts
and facility of motion, and tenuity of parts, and difficulty of motion, are all
that is requisite to the colligation of both. Since however, each of the
elements is triple, the extremes require two media, and the things
themselves that are adjacent, are bound together through two powers.

2.42 For solids, and these are things that have triple contrary powers, are
never co-adapted by one medium.

32b "Thus therefore, the divinity placing water and air in the middle of fire
and earth, and rendering them as much as possible analogous to each
other, so that what fire is to air, that air might be to water, and what air
is to water, that water might be to earth, he bound together and
B constituted the heaven, visible and tangible."

Some of the Platonists, being impelled by the assertions of Aristotle,
extend through the whole world one passive matter, not at all different
from that of the heavens, and in consequence of embracing certain
barbaric opinions, give to that world a fifth body, and refer the doctrine
concerning it to Plato. For Aristotle, following these opinions,
introduced a fifth element.* And this in a certain respect he obscurely
signifies, adducting the observations of the Barbarians as a testimony of
the perpetuity and sameness of the motion of aether. But others assert,
that the heavens are of a different essence, as having a different form of
life, a more simple motion, and a more perpetual nature; but that Plato
is now speaking about the sublunary elements, and adorns these by
analogies. These men indeed, speak rightly, both with respect to things,
and the opinion of Plato, in asserting that the nature of the heavens is
different from mutable, and in short, material things;* but at the same
C time5 they neglect the Platonic words, in which the philosopher says,
that "the Demiurgic bound together and constituted the heaven [or the
universe] through the analogy of the four elements;" and again, in another
place , 0 "that he elaborated the idea of the stars, for the most part from
fire."

2.43 Let us therefore, if you are willing, preserving the opinions of both
these men, perspicuously show, that the whole world consists of the four
elements, and that the heavens are of a different essence [from the
sublunary region]. And in the first place let us discuss the latter. For
it is necessary, either that the heavens, should be entirely different from
the four elements, being, as some say, a fifth element; or that the
heavens should consist of the four elements; or from some one of the
four; or from more than one. And if° the heavens consist of the four,
they either consist of the elements specifically the same with the

§ For rmup in this place, it is necessary to read O/XGJC.
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sublunary, or of others. If however, that element is different from the four, how does Plato say that the whole world consists of the four elements? But if it is constituted from one of the four, how does he say shortly after, that the stars consist for the most part of fire? And if the world is constituted from more elements than one, [but not from all the four] how will it happen that a divine body will not be imperfect, and how will it possess all things, though the earth, and in short the sublunary region, have all things? But, if the world consists of all the elements, how does it happen, that in the heavens the composition of them is indissoluble, but in these [sublunary] realms is dissoluble?* For they will not be indissoluble on account of equal dominion. For whence, if there is equal dominion, is the variety in the heavens produced? And how does Plato say that fire for the most part predominates there, if there is an equal domination? But if the heavens consist of four elements specifically different from the four sublunary elements, how, since they are composites, are the heavens moved with a simple motion? Where also are the wholenesses of the things which are there mingled?

Such therefore being the doubts, it is better to say that all heaven consists of fire, which there predominates; but that it also comprehends according to cause, the powers of the other elements, such as the solidity and stability of earth, the conglutinating and uniting power of water, and the tenuity and transparency of air. For as earth comprehends all things terrestrially, so the heavens comprehend all things according to a fiery characteristic. So that one thing [i.e. fire] has dominion, and the other elements are comprehended in it causally. It is necessary however to think, that the fire which is there, is not the same with sublunary fire, but that it is divine fire, consubsistent with life, and an imitation of intellectual fire. And that the fire which is here is wholly material, generated, and corruptible.* Genuine fire therefore, is in the heavens, and total fire [or the wholeness of fire] is there. But earth is there according to cause, being another species of earth, and as it is fit it should, connascent with divine fire, possessing solidity alone, in the same manner as fire possesses an illuminative power. And as this celestial fire is not caustic, neither is the earth which is there gross, but the summit of each is there. And as genuine and truly existing fire are in the heavens, so real earth is here, and the wholeness of earth; but fire is here according to participation, and materially, in the same manner as earth is primarily. For that which remains is in each appropriately; there the

\[t\text{ Tim. 32c.}\]
\[\%\text{ cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 5.}\]
\[\$\text{ cf. Tim. 45b.}\]
summit of earth [or earth according to cause:] but here the dregs of fire. But this is evident from the moon which possesses something solid and dark, and obstructing the light. For to obstruct is alone the province of earth. The stars also obstruct the sight, as producing a shadow above themselves. And it is evident this being the case, that since fire is in the heavens, and also earth, the diaphanous media between these, are likewise necessarily there primarily; air indeed, such as the most pure and agile air which is here; but water, such as the most exhalable with us, and even still purer than these; in order that all things may be in all, but appropriately in each. For on this account we characterize fire by visibility, which is deservedly the peculiarity of all fire. For as earth is

F primarily tangible, so fire is primarily visible; because it is not in want of any one of the other elements, in order that it may be visible, as the others are in want of the illuminative power of fire to their visibility. But fire becomes itself visible through itself. And this is common to all fire. The question therefore is solved.

That all progression of the elements however, may become manifest to us, and the gradations of them, it is requisite that we should begin the theory of them from on high. These four elements therefore,* fire and air, water and earth, subsist primarily, and uniformly according to cause, 2.45 in the Demiurgus of wholes. For all causes are antecedently contained 153A in him, according to one comprehension. Hence he comprehends the intellectual, divine, undefiled, and vigorous power of fire; the connective and vivific cause of air; the prolific and regerminating hyparxis of water; and the firm,* stable, immutable, and unvacillating idea of earth. The theologian therefore, knowing these things, says of the Demiurgus,

His body's boundless, firm, and fiery-bright;

And,

The wide-extended all-pervading air,
Forms his broad shoulders, back, and bosom fair,
His middle zone's the spreading sea profound,
His feet, the roots deep-fix'd within the solid ground.

Orph. fr. 123, 24; 26; 30 ff

$ For yovtuog in this place, it is necessary to read /iow^oc/.

But from these demiurgic causes, a progression takes place of these four elements into the universe, though not immediately into the sublunary world. For how can the most immaterial natures give subsistence without a medium, to the most material; and immoveable natures, to those that are in every respect moved? For the progression of things is
nowhere without a medium, but exists according to a well-ordered
B gradation. The generations also into these material, dissipated, and dark
realms, are effected through things of a proximate nature. For these are
capable of being fashioned by the junior Gods, and especially so far as
they have a tangible composition. But the Demiurgus is the father of
greater and more beautiful effects.

Since therefore, the elements in the Demiurgus himself are intellects,
and imparticipable intellectual powers, what will be the first progression
of them? Is it not evident, that they will still continue to be intellectual
powers, but participated by mundane natures? For the progression from
2.46 imparticipable intellect is proximately to that intellect which is
participated. And in short, the progression from imparticipable causes,
is to those that are participated, and from supermundane to mundane
forms. These powers however, still remaining intellectual, but
participable, what kind of diminution will they have? Is it not this, that
they will no longer be intellectual? But I call intellectual powers, the
forms of intellect, and of an essence truly intellectual. Being however,
participable, but no longer intellectual, it is evident that they will not be
immoveable. And not being immoveable, they will be self-motive. For
these are proximately suspended from immoveable natures; and the
progression is from things essentially intellectual, to those that are so by
participation, and from immoveable beings, to those that move
C themselves. These elements therefore, will subsist in life, and will be
intellectual according to participation, and self-motive. But it is evident
what that is which will proceed from this. For the descent from life is
to animal; for this is proximate to life. And from that which is self-motive
according to essence, to that which is self-motive according to
the participation of life. And so far indeed, as the elements proceed
from life to animal, they are changed; but so far as they proceed from
that which is immaterial to immaterial natures (I mean immaterial as
with reference to mutable matter,) and from a divine life, to a divine
essence, they are assimilated to truly immaterial essences. Here
therefore, taking away the immaterial, and the immutable, you will
make the material and the mutable. And through this they will be
inferior to the natures prior to them: but through the order and
symmetry of their motions, and the immutability in things mutable,
they will be assimilated to them. If therefore, you also take away this
order, and survey the great confusion and instability of the elements,
you will have the last of all things, and those which are allotted an
ultimate separation, being the dregs of all the elements prior to these.
Hence of the elements, some are immoveable,* intellectual, demiurgic;
D others are intellectual indeed essentially, and immoveable, but are
participated by mundane natures; others are self-motive, and have their
existence in lives; others are self-motive, but live [i.e. are animals], and
2,47 are not lives only; others are alter-motive, but are moved in an orderly
manner; and others, are disorderly, tumultuous and confused.
The difference of the elements therefore, being so great, what occasion is there to disturb what is here said by Plato, as if the elements existed only in one way? For it is necessary to survey the elements in as many ways as there are media between the Demiurgus and sublunary natures; because their progression is through media. The elements therefore, are in the heavens, but not* after the same manner as in genesiurgic bodies; for neither do they subsist in the heavens, after the same manner as in the Demiurgus. But prior to the sublunary elements, there are, the celestial fire (and this light manifests which is a species of fire) and celestial earth. Or why does the moon being illuminated produce a shadow, and why does not the solar light pervade through the whole of it? It is also necessary that the middle elements should be in the heavenly bodies, but that different elements should abound in different parts of the celestial regions. And in some places indeed, it is necessary that the fiery nature should widely scatter its splendour, on account of E solidity, as in the starry bodies; but in others, that it should be concealed from us, as in the spheres that carry the stars. Hence, the peculiarity of all fire is visibility, but neither heat, nor floating. And solidity and tangibility, are the characteristics of all earth, but not gravity, sinking, and a downward tendency. If therefore, we assume these peculiarities, we shall find that fire and earth subsist also analogously in the heavens; fire indeed, defining the essence of them, but each of the other elements being consubsistent with it.

For again, this also may be said, that causes and the efficients of certain things, everywhere antecedently comprehend the powers of the natures which are adorned and produced by them; and especially when they produce according to nature. For thus nature possesses the form of the

1 The text includes impartible here. - PT.

X Ov is omitted here in the original.
natures, unless they also subsisted in them after another manner? Thus also in the arts, we may see that the physician does not preside over the carpenter; for the physician does not antecedently comprehend in himself the works of the carpenter. Nor does the mechanic preside over the cook; for the former does not antecedently comprehend things pertaining to banquets. But it is the province of that which antecedently comprehends the whole power of a thing, to govern it. Hence it is evident that the mechanist entirely presides over the carpenter, and the physician over the cook. If therefore, the heavens govern all generation, the elements will be contained in them primarily.

The Pythagoreans however say, that the elements may be surveyed in the heavens in a twofold respect, in one way indeed prior to the sun, and in another after if. for the moon is ethereal earth. This therefore, the theologist clearly asserts. For he says:

Another boundless earth besides he made,  
Which Gods selene, mortals mene call,  
With num'rous houses, cities, mounts adorn'd.  
Orph. fr. 81

But they say that the planet Mercury is ethereal water, Venus air, and the sun fire. And again, that Mars is celestial fire, Jupiter celestial air, Saturn celestial water, and the inerratic sphere celestial earth. And thus speaking in a divided manner they make the extremes to be every where fire and earth, but conjoin the ethereal natures through media, viz. through Venus and Mercury: for both these have a collective and unifying power. But they conjoin the celestial natures, through Saturn and Jupiter: for through these that which is connective of wholes, and the commensurate, accede to all things. What we now say, however, is conformable to the history delivered by many [of the Pythagoric doctrines]. For that this mode of distribution is not Platonic, we may learn from this that Plato arranges the sun immediately above the moon, afterwards Venus, and then Mercury.*

It is necessary therefore to understand, that all the elements are in each of the celestial spheres, since in the sublunary elements also, each participates of the rest. For fire participates of earth; since being moved with facility, it would most rapidly perish, if it was entirely without stability. And earth participates of fire; for being moved with difficulty, it requires heat to resuscitate and restore it. As this therefore is the case in these sublunary elements, much more must all the elements be in each of the celestial spheres, though some of the heavenly bodies participate more* of fire, others of air, others of water, and others of earth.

Again therefore, from the beginning we must say, that the elements being conceived in one way as unmingled, but in another as mingled, the first mixture of them produces the heavens, which contain all things according to a fiery characteristic. [But the second mixture of them
produces the sublunary region], 5 in which all things subsist according to a middle characteristic. And the last mixture of them produces the subterranean realms, in which the dregs of all things are contained, Pyrphilegethon, + as they say, and Acheron, Ocean and Cocytus. Hence it may be said, that the four unmingled elements are everywhere, and that there are five, all heaven being assumed as one element; but that the last elements are comprehended in the earth. The five elements however, are said to be the elements of the \textit{world}; and on this account the world derives its completion from them. But it must be said that the four elements are the elements both of the \textit{heavens} and of \textit{generation}. Hence the heavens are of a fifth essence, besides the four elements; but are mingled from the simple elements. For these sublunary four are not in the heavens, but the summits of them are there, and all the four elements unmingled, and separated from each other by their proper forms. And these assertions are most concordant with Plato, who at one time says that the heavens consist of the four elements, bound

\textit{cf. Tim. 38d.}

\textit{X MotWov} is omitted in this place in the original.

\textbf{§} \textit{It appears that the words} 777c \textit{b–e Sevrepaq TOV vtoot\'vq\ 'roitov, are wanting in this place, in the original.}

\textit{• cf. Phcedo 112e ff.}

\textbf{D} together by analogy, and that the whole world is constituted from these; but shortly after fashions the five figures, and calls them five worlds.

\textbf{2,50} For these things give a fifth essence to the heavens, introduce a tetractys of the elements, and accord with truth. For all things are in the heavens according to a fiery mode; and on this account it is a simple body, different from that which is sublunary, and truly comprehends all things pertaining to these material masses. We must not therefore admit that all earth is heavy, nor that all fire is light; but sublunary earth and fire are perhaps things of this kind, while those in the heavens subsist after inother manner. For the solidity and stability which are there are derived from earth. And hence each of the spheres is not moved according to the whole of itself [but revolves round an immovable centre]. But the celestial light, and facility of motion, are derived from fire. The connective and transparent nature of the heavens are from air; and their equability and smoothness, from water.

That Plato however, affords us these auxiliaries, he clearly shows shortly after, when he says,* “that he who constituted the world composed it from all fire, water, air and earth, leaving no part nor power of any one of them externally.” For he does not say from fire or water simply, but \textbf{E} from \textit{all} fire and \textit{all} water, through which he indicates that there is much fire in the universe, and of a different nature, and also much water, and which is essentially different. Moreover, \textit{the theology of the}
Assyrians which was unfolded into light from divinity, delivers the same things. For in that theology, the Demiurgus is said to have made the whole world from fire, water, earth, and all-nourishing ether or air; and the artificer is said to have fashioned the world as it were with his own hands. For it says, "there was a certain other mass of fire." But he fashioned, as it were manually, all things, in order that he might conglomerate the mundane body, "that the world might become manifest, and might not appear membraneous;"* which is the same thing as to say, that it might not alone bear the obscure and imbecile vestiges of forms. For the word membraneous signifies the indistinct subsistence of reasons [or forms]. As we have said therefore, the Oracles also bear witness to what is asserted by Plato, since they too generate the world from four elements. And thus much concerning the concord of

\[\text{t Tim. 32c - d.}\]

\[X\text{ cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 68.}\]

2.51 philosophers about this particular: for we shall see in what follows, if there is any difference respecting it in the doctrine of Plato.

F It is manifest however, that the elements are every where bound to each other by analogy.* For analogy, as we have said, imitates divine union, and is a demiurgic bond. And the analogy indeed in mathematics, possesses the accurate and the scientific: for the ratios there are immaterial. But in physics this is no longer similarly the case. For the analogy which is in the heavenly bodies participates of a certain accuracy; but in sublunary natures the analogy is less accurate, because it is conversant with matter. Again therefore, the order of the elements becomes apparent, and we see that Plato very properly procures from

155A the mathematics belief in physical reasons. For they are causes, and the demiurgic progression is effected through soul. The generation also of physical essences appropriately proceeds through media; and celestial natures are in a certain respect more allied to accurate reasons, but sublunary natures have an obscure truth. Plato therefore knowing these things, adds, "as much as possible," in order that you may not entirely require in physical reasons a mathematical accuracy. For if you are willing to examine each of the elements, you will perceive an abundant mixture in it. Thus, for instance, air is not simply a thing of attenuated parts. For it has also something gross, nebulous, and aqueous. Nor is wattr simply easily moved. And the part offire itself which is mingled with air, resembles the obtuseness of air; and this necessarily For it is requisite to conjoin the summits of secondary with the dregs of primary natures. Farther still, we ought also to understand the manner in which Plato

B constitutes the analogy. For he begins from the media, and preserves the order of the terms, just as the Demiurgus made all things to be in each other,* together with preserving the distinction of them; and he
denominates all this contexture a bond and composition. For it is a *bond* indeed, as imparting union and analogy from the demiurgic cause; but it is a *composition*, as being thence produced according to essence itself. For some one may bind things which he did not compose. This however, is not the case with the Demiurgus, but he is the father, he is the unifying cause, and he is the guardian of all his own works. In addition to these things also, it must be observed that Plato assumes here, as we have said, the geometric mean, and indicates that this is analogy. For it is the peculiarity of this middle to have the same ratio.

Instead of *on be avakoyia bebeucrcu* in this place, it is necessary to read, *on <>e avallo7ic* *bebriaerai.*

For *ev aXXoic* here, it is necessary to read *ev aXXrjXoic.*

Hence some persons properly call it analogy. The other media therefore, appear to be the suppliers of more partial goods to the world, and not to be the sources of the order which proceeds through all things, and of uninterrupted connexion. For in the generation of the soul the other* media are assumed for the sake of binding together the geometric ratios, and are comprehended in the whole geometric middle,

C as in that which is alone analogy.

"Hence from these and things of this kind, which are four in number, the body of the world was generated, being concordant through analogy, and possessing friendship through these, so as to conspire into union with itself, and to be indissoluble by any other nature than by him through whom it was bound."

That the tetrad itself of the elements, primarily proceeded from all-perfect animal, (for it was the intelligible tetrad) and that on this account all things exist tetradically, becomes I think evident through the words before us; and also that generation proceeds to the tetrad from the monad through the duad. For the world is only-begotten and one.* Afterwards we find it is necessary that there should be the visible and tangible in it; in the next place, we find that these being much separated from each other, are in want of a certain third thing; and in the third place, that the medium is biformed, and thus we arrive at the tetrad. This therefore, is what the Pythagoric hymn says about number: *That it proceeds from the secret recesses of the monad, until it arrives at the divine tetrad. And this generates the decad, which is the mother of all things.* Thus also the father of the Golden Verses, celebrates the tetractys itself, D as the fountain of perennial nature. For the world being adorned by the tetrad, which proceeds from the monad and triad, is terminated by the decad, as being comprehensive of all things. That the world likewise is one through analogy, subsisting from these elements, and from such like
things according to powers, and from so many according to quantity, Plato clearly manifests by saying, that not the sublunary region, but the body of the universe, was generated from the four elements. But the friendship of the world is the end of the analogy, through which also the world is saved by itself. For every thing which is friendly, wishes to be preservative of that to which it is friendly: but every thing foreign turns from, and does not even wish that to exist to which it is

*t There is an omission in this place of ai aXXou.*

* cf. Tim. 31b.

abhorrent; so that the nature which is friendly to, is preservative of itself. The world however, is friendly to itself through analogy and sympathy, and therefore it preserves itself. But it is also preserved by the fabrication of things, receiving from it an ineffable guard. Hence also, the theologian denominates the bond derived from the Demiurgus strong, as Night is represented saying to the Demiurgus,

E But when you power around the whole has spread
   A strong coercive bond.

Analogy however, imparts this friendship to the world, by connecting and comprehending the powers of the elements that are in it. Total nature likewise imparts it, producing the sympathy and harmony of contraries. But prior to nature, soul imparts it, weaving the one life of the world, and co-adapting all the parts of it to the whole. And still much prior to these, it is imparted by intellect, which produces in all things, order, perfection, and one connexion. And even prior to an intellectual essence, the one divinity of the universe, and all the Gods that are allotted the world, are the primordial causes of the union that is in it. But much prior to this, the one Demiurgus imparts friendship to the world. This greatest however, and most perfect of bonds, which the father on all sides throws round the world, as being effective of the friendship and harmonious communion in it, is denominated by the [Chaldean] Oracles, *the bond of love heavily-laden with fire.* For they say,* "The paternal self-begotten intellect understanding his works, disseminated in all things, the bond of love heavy with fire." And they add the cause why he did this, "That all things might remain* loving for an infinite time, woven together intellectually in all the light of the father." For on account of this love, all things are adapted to each other, "That the elements of the world might remain running in love." Hence, the mundane elements are bound together, possess friendship, and this indissoluble for an infinite time, through the will of the father. If also together with these,5 you are willing to survey the supermundane cause of friendship, you will find this likewise celebrated by theologian. For the Demiurgus produced Venus, in order that she might beautifully
§ In the original ἐπὶ ΤΟΥΤΛΩ, but as Venus is posterior to the Demiurgus, who has previously been said to be the cause of friendship to the world, it appears to me that we should read ἐπὶ ΤΟΥΤῼ, or rather ἐπὶ ῥοὐροῖς, as ἐπὶ seldom signifies with, when it governs the genitive.

156A illuminate all mundane natures, with order, harmony, and communion. And he also produced Love as her attendant, who is the unifying cause of wholes. The Demiurgus however, likewise possesses in himself the cause of Love. For he is "Metis the first generator, and much-pleasing Love."* Hence he is very properly the cause of friendship and concord to his fabrications. And perhaps looking to this Pherecydes said* that Jupiter when he was about to fabricate, was changed into Love. Because however, he constituted the world from contraries, he led it to concord ;ind friendship, and disseminated in all things sameness and union which pervade through wholes.

Through these things therefore, the world is indissoluble, and it is likewise so from its maker. For how can that which generates all things by its very existence, be the cause of corruption to all things? Besides, every thing which is corrupted is corrupted either from matter, or from form, or from its maker; and from each of these in a twofold respect. For it is corrupted from the maker, either being imbecile, as a partial B nature; or changing its intention, as a partial soul. It is also corrupted from form, either not being well constituted at first, or being dissolved in the course of time. And it is corrupted from matter, either being inwardly deprived of symmetry, or sustaining violence externally. As corruption therefore, is produced in a sixfold manner, Plato subverts all the modes of it. For the world is not in either way corrupted from its maker. Not from his want of power, because the Demiurgus is the best of causes, and imbecility has no place with him, since he governs the universe by inflexible powers. Nor from his will, because he does not at different times will different things; and because, to be willing to dissolve that which is beautifully harmonized, and well constituted, is the province of an evil nature. But he is good, and the universe is beautifully harmonized. It is a similar thing therefore, for the Demiurgus to be willing that the universe should not exist, and for him not to be good. Nor is the world corrupted from form; for it is harmonized according to analogy, and is perfect and one. And through harmony indeed, form vanquishes; but through wholeness and onyness, the world will never be deprived of congruity. Nor is it corrupted from matter. For its inherent analogy subverts the privation of symmetry. But its onyness removes it from the reach of external violence. By no C means therefore, is it possible for the universe to be corrupted. Why
then does Plato add, that it cannot be corrupted, except by him by whom it was bound? It is evident indeed, that it every where belongs to him who binds, to dissolve. And you may assume from this, that the world is generated in such a way,* as alone subsisting from another cause. For as it is not dissoluble by any thing else than its generator; so it is not generated by any other than by him who bound it, which is, as we have said, through his possessing the cause of the dissolution of that which is bound. What is here said also has another indication. For the universe is indissoluble by every thing, except by him who bound it. For it is not indissoluble by him; since this is a small thing to assert. But on the contrary, it is eternally bound by him. As if therefore it should be said, that he who possesses scientific knowledge, is incapable of being deceived by all things except by intellect; for he is not incapable of being deceived by intellect; since it is not sufficient to intellect that the soul is not deceived, but that it possesses wisdom; thus also the world is not indissoluble by him who bound it, but is rather bound by him. For by other things it is indissoluble; but to him it rather belongs to bind, and not to dissolve. Just as it belongs to the sun to illuminate, and not to darken. For this is the province of certain other things.

32c "But the composition of the world received one whole of each of the four elements. For it was constituted by him who composed it, from all fire, water, air and earth; and he did not leave externally any part or power of any one of the elements."

Plato knew, as we have before observed,* that there are many differences of fire, of water, and of each of the other elements; from all which, he says, the world derives its completion; and he confers this as the third demiurgic gift on the world. So that we must not wonder if he leaves the summits of the four elements in the heavens, but the middle progressions of them in the sublunary regions, and the last dregs of them in the subterranean realms, distributing the elements analogous to the three demiurgi Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto. For each whole of them is assumed, and the universe consists of all of each; whether you speak of that which is primarily fire, and is celestial, or of that which has a middle rank, or of that which is the last, which is disorderly and confused, and is coloured over with certain fiery qualities. For such as we suppose the confused and inordinate to be, such especially appears to

*Instead of OUTOC here, it is requisite to read OUTOC.
X 154E - F supra, p. 464.
E be each of the subterranean elements; because fabrication in proceeding, ends gradually in that which is unadorned, and which participates in the smallest degree of order. These things, therefore, are manifest.

We say, however, that part and power differ; so far as a part of each of the elements, is of a similar essence with the whole of which it is a part, but power gives completion to each of the elements. For a part of fire is fire; but power is one of the many peculiarities in fire, such as motion, acuteness, and tenuity. It is evident, therefore, that all fire, and all the powers of fire, and of the other elements, are comprehended in the world. What then, some one may say who is impelled by the divine wisdom which is beyond the confines of common philosophy:* who divides all things, into the empyrean, the ethereal, and the material;* and who calls the visible alone the material world, what shall we assert of the firmaments that are above the world, whether it be requisite to call them Olympus, or empyrean, or ethers? May we not say, that though those firmaments should not consist of the four elements, again it is true, that we were the empyrean, is externally. For the term externally, is more emphatical,

because it manifests, that the violence which these elements bring with them, is not within the universe, but externally invades it. For those firmaments are fiery, and are comprehended in the whole world. And again it is true, that there is no fire out of the universe, but the universe comprehends the whole of it, such as the universe is, and such as is the amplitude of its bulk. So that the assertion of Timaeus is perfectly true. But why then, some one may say, does he give subsistence to the universe, beginning from the inerratic sphere? Is it not because it belongs to a natural philosopher to discourse about visible, and in short, sensible natures? Perhaps, too, he very properly alone makes mention of these, as pertaining to the fabrication of Jupiter. For of those [i.e. the 157A empyrean, ethereal and material worlds] the ethereal is most vivific, but 2,58 the empyrean is paternal, and the material is demiurgic. For the fire which is the first beyond, did not enclose its* power in works, but in intellect: for the artificer of the fiery [i.e. the empyrean] world is an

F Proclus means by this, the wisdom of the Chaldeans, as delivered in their Oracles [Fr. 61 & 184].

According to the Chaldeans there are seven corporeal worlds, one empyrean and the first; after this, three ethereal; and then three material worlds, which consist of the inerratic sphere, the seven planetary spheres, and the sublunary region.

§ For IK dvap.iv here, read a\v bvap.iv.

intelllect* of intellect, says the Oracle.* Unless it be requisite to say this, that Plato produces soul analogous to the ethereal worlds, but intellect, to the empyrean world. Hence also he says, that soul was mingled from three parts, but that intellect is impartible.5 For the ethereal is triple,
and the *Psychocrator*, or mingler of soul, who ascends into the ethereal worlds, is a Teletarch.† We learn, also, that the empyrean world is one, and is essentially intellectual. These things therefore must hereafter be considered: for it is very dubious how they accord with the dogmas of Plato. Now, however, let us pass on to the words that follow.

32d- "For by a dianoetic or reasoning process he concluded, that it would thus be a whole animal in the highest degree perfect from perfect parts. And besides this, that it would be one, as nothing would be left from which any other such nature might be produced. And further still, that it would neither be obnoxious to old age, nor disease. For he intellectually perceived, that the heat and cold which meet in body, and all such things as have strong and vigorous powers, when they surround bodies externally, and fall on them unseasonably, dissolve their union, and introducing diseases and old age, cause them to perish through decay."

Plato assigns three causes, that I may speak summarily, through which no element is left externally to the universe, *viz.* perfection, unity, and perpetuity. But all these reciprocate in the subject of them. For if the universe is perfect, there is nothing external to it. For another world might be generated from that which is external; since why should one thing be generated from these elements [which are within the world], but nothing from those [which are external to it]? And if there is nothing external to the world, the world is one. Again, if the world is perpetual, there is no body external to the universe, homogeneous to the elements which are in it. For if any thing should invade it, it would injure, and dissolve the universe. For being external, it would be foreign to the world, and being foreign it would molest the universe. And if nothing is external to the world, the world is perpetual. For it will not

† Instead of *vov yap o>c*, it is necessary to read *vov yap VOVQ*.
§ cf. Tim. 35a; 37a.

*The Teletarchs subsist at the extremity of that order of Gods which is called intelligible and at the same time intellectual. See the 4th Book of my translation of Proclus on the Theology of Plato [TTS vol. VIII; see also Chald. Oracl. fr. 85].

have that which is corruptive of it. If also the admonition respecting the onlyness, perpetuity, and perfection of the universe, is true, it was before Assumed from the paradigm. For that was all-perfect, uniform [or having the form of one], and eternal; the second of these, on account of the one being, from which the only-begotten is derived; but the third, through eternity, from which perpetuity is derived; and the first, through comprehending all the forms of intelligible animals. For this is the
peculiarity of all-perfect animal. But the all-perfect, indeed, is the cause of perfect natures; the uniform, of monadic; and the eternal, of perpetual natures; since every producing cause, produces that which is second similar to itself, and especially when it produces according to essence, and has an essence in energy. At the same time, also, each of these is demonstrated from these as material causes. For if there is nothing external to the universe, and if it comprehends all appropriate parts, it is one, perfect, and perpetual. Some one however may doubt, how Plato arguing from perpetuity, says that nothing is left external to the universe. For there are other perpetual natures, such as the celestial bodies, and yet something is external to them. But may you not say of these, that other things are external to them; and yet not external? For as naturally separated from other things, there is something external to them; but as being co-passive with them, and comprehended together with them as most principal parts of the universe by one nature, there is not anything external to them. But if any thing was external to the universe, it would be external alone, having no sympathy with the world. It would also be a thing of a foreign nature, would be destitute of the life which is in the world, and would be cut off from it, by the intervening vacuum.

If, likewise, some one should doubt concerning the psychical vehicles, how they are not passively affected by these elements, since they do not vanquish them in the same manner as divine bodies, it must be said that they would suffer from them, if they consisted of things similar to the elements. But now being composed of other things, they remain according to hypostasis indissoluble. At the same time, however, they are not entirely impassive; but material bodies being agglutinated to them, they are hindered from their natural motion, and are moved in an inordinate manner; neither being able to be moved circularly, on account of the connexion with them of the material bodies, nor to proceed in a right line, on account of their own nature. Hence also Plato calls the periods of our souls, disorderly and confused; not only on account of the psychical motions, but likewise on account of the motions of our vehicles, in consequence of such a conglutination taking place from these sublunary bodies. If therefore the universe is perpetual, and always subsists according to nature, it will be requisite that there should be nothing external to it. For this being perfectly foreign from it, and falling on it externally, would become the cause of its corruption. You may also say conversely, that the words, "in order that the universe may be perpetual," are the conclusion; but that the middle term and the cause of the conclusion is this, that there is nothing external to the

See Chald. Oracl. fr. 94.
$ For vitoBeaiv here, it seems necessary to read VKOOTCIOIV.
universe. For because there is nothing external to the universe, nothing can introduce corruption to it, as something foreign; so that it is perpetual. To the universe therefore this is the cause of perpetuity; but to the parts in it, not this, but other things are the cause of incorruptibility; such for instance as, the being constituted by the one Demiurgus. For he is simply the cause of immortality to all things; so that the universe is in a greater degree incorruptible. For it is incorruptible on account of the Demiurgus, and because there is nothing external to it. Thus, likewise, it is possible to convert the other parts of the text, as, that because there is nothing external to the universe, the universe is only-begotten; that the only-begotten may be threefold, viz. on account of the paradigm, on account of all matter being comprehended in it, and on account of the Demiurgus being one. And, also, that the universe is all-perfect, because it is comprehensive of all things. Each of these assertions therefore is evident. But with respect to the things which are the converse of these, such as that, if the universe is only-begotten it has nothing external to it, this is immediately true of the F universe alone; and the demonstrations will be as follow: The universe is only-begotten; but if it is only-begotten, it will have nothing external to itself, from which another thing of the like kind may be generated. The universe is indissoluble; but if indissoluble nothing foreign to the natures of which it consists, will be external to it. The universe* is allperfect. For the all-perfect is that which is not defective in any thing. Hence Aristotle also says,5 that the universe alone is perfect; but all

158A If, however, you are willing, we will recur to the words themselves. Through the words therefore, "by a dianoetic or reasoning process," he evolves the intellectual perception in the Demiurgus, calling it dianoia; since he apprehends it dianoetically and not through simple projection. For a various evolution of cause, is the work of dianoia; but a uniform apprehension, and the comprehension of all things in one intellectual perception, are the employment of intellect. Plato therefore, making himself the promulgator of the causes antecedently comprehended in the Demiurgus, refers his own discursive energy to the uniform intellectual perception of the fabricator of the world. Thus also the oracles call the partible intellection of the Demiurgus, dianoia. For they say,* "I soul being hot and animating all things dwell after the paternal dianoias."
But the words, "a whole animal in the highest degree perfect from perfect parts," assimilate the world to the intellectual wholeness, and the intelligible allness. For parts subsist with a reference to whole, and are not perfect from themselves; but they have indeed the perfection of parts, yet are simply destitute of perfection. The universe, however, is properly a whole. For a whole totally is one thing; a part totally is another; a whole partially is another; and a part partially ranks in the third place. And the universe, indeed, is a whole totally, as being a whole of wholes. But each of the spheres is a part totally, according to the second form of wholeness. And partial animals, are wholes partially. For the third wholeness is in these, but with a partial peculiarity. And the parts of these are parts partially: for they are parts alone.

Moreover the words "as nothing would be left from which any other such nature might be produced," is an explanation of the cause through which the world is one; but it is an explanation of the material cause. For if there was any thing of this kind external to the world, another world greater or less might be generated from it. For the Demiurgus would not leave it unadorned; because he wishes all things to be good, and nothing to be bad.* But if the world is one, nothing of such a nature as the things from which it is generated, is left external to it. Perhaps, too, Plato adds this, on account of the celestial bodies, and in short, on account of monadic natures. For the celestial bodies are monadic, no other

% cf. Tim. 30a.

things being left external to them from which such like bodies could be generated. For each of them consists of those things, which in magnitude, power, and multitude, are constitutive of them alone, but of no other thing.* Hence also they are called monadic, because they alone consist of these things alone. Nor is any one of the simple bodies [i.e. of the four elements], such in all respects as the element* of each of these [celestial bodies]. From the elevated conceptions therefore of Plato, it follows, that then alone a thing is corrupted by the natures that surround it, when it consists of the same things as those by which it is surrounded; so that there are as many differences of fire, and of each of the elements, as there are monadic natures from which the universe consists; and the Demiuragus constituted as many ideas of simple bodies, as of the composite natures, which he intended to produce. Hence, all of them give completion to one certain thing, and nothing else is generated from them.

But the words, neither obnoxious to old age, nor disease, have a manifest 2.63 cause. For disease arises from the want of symmetry in the things that enter into the body,* some of the parts in us being augmented by others, and dissolving the analogy with the remaining parts of which we consist, through which a superabundance and deficiency of the humours are secretly
introduced, and old age accedes, nature becoming imbecile, as Plato says further on, through contending against many things that externally attack it, and enduring a numerous succession of labours. For the concoction and management of the food, purgation, and all such things as are the works of nature, are not without labour. And from this you may assume, that the Demiurgus who renders the world free from old age and disease, possesses the fountain of the Paeonian series. For it is necessary that the truly existing cause, and which is alone the cause of health, should subsist prior to the generated cause, or the cause of health which the world contains. For, in short, if the cause of symmetry is the health of the elements, it is necessary that this should exist in the most beautiful manner in the universe, in which there is in the most eminent
degree a symmetry of all the elements; so that the fountain of this is primarily with the Demiurgus. And it seems that there is one concurrence with each constitution of composite natures, and which is a certain demiurgic health; but another which renovates the existing state of being, or the state of being, which is still preserved, or is in a perishing condition; which is preserved, indeed, in the natures that are connected by indissoluble bonds, but is in a perishing condition in those whose connecting bonds are dissoluble. For indissoluble natures, as being finite, and having a finite power, are in want of renovating causes: for they are renovated from things which possess infinite power. And here indeed [i.e. in what Plato now says] the providence of divinity about the universe, in order that it may be free from disease, concurs with the composition of the universe. But the providence mentioned in the Politicus,* according to which divinity coming into contact with the helm of the universe, corrects what was vitiated in a former period, is the paradigm of the second kind of health, which is of a renovating nature. Hence also theologists refer one kind of health to Esculapius, this being all the medicine of things preternatural, whether it perpetually or sometimes only represses a preternatural subsistence. But they generate another prior to Esculapius, which is consubsistent with the fabrication of things, and which they produce from Persuasion and Love. Hence, as Plato 2,64 says,* the universe is from intellect and necessity, intellect persuading necessity; but necessity being converted to intellect, in order that it may lead all things to that which is best. For it is evident from these things,
that the universe subsists according to nature, from its first composition, through the persuasion proceeding from intellect, and the conversion of necessity to intellect. Hence, it is manifest that the Demiurgus comprehends the fountain of health, both that which is Esculapian, and that which is Demiurgic. And thus much for this particular.

But the constituted body, is a composite, and alter-motive. That which is self-motive therefore, is preservative of itself; but that which is alter-motive, in a particular manner requires not to be disturbed by other things. The universe, however, so far as it is a body is alter-motive. But Plato assumes heat and cold as things of an efficacious nature, and as possessing strong and vigorous powers; the former producing corruption through section, but the latter through violent congelation. But the
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159A word unseasonably manifests the privation of symmetry, and the inaptitude arising from the want of symmetry, and besides these, the incursions from chance. For it appeared to those who leave something external to the universe, that it was proper to commit the accidents of bodies to fortune and chance. Plato, however, in saying that heat and cold by surrounding and falling on the world, would introduce disease and corruption, may seem to grant that the world is in short both hot and cold. For if it did not suffer something of this kind, though the natures which surround it should be hot and cold, it would suffer nothing from them. For he says that the world would suffer by the things which would surround it. And if indeed it consisted of things some of which are hot and others cold, it would suffer by these; but if of others, which have strong and vigorous powers, it would suffer from them. For whether these surrounding natures should happen to be contrary to the things of which the world consists, because contrary, they would cause the composite on which they fall, to decay; or whether they were similar, they would dissolve the proportion according to which the world was constituted, through being mingled with the

2,65 similar natures that are in it. As he speaks, therefore, of every composite, he very properly makes mention of heat and cold, as of things universally known. For there is a certain composite, and it consists of these, and is known to all. Hence, because it is known, he mentions these. Since, however, every composite does not consist of these, he adds, in what he afterwards says, universally, "and all such things as have strong and vigorous powers," though they should not be heats and colds. For it is necessary that every physical body should have a physical power, through which it may be able to act according to nature. If, therefore, any body should surround the world, whether
similar or dissimilar to certain things contained in it; if dissimilar, indeed, it would disturb the world; but it is necessary that what is impassive should not be disturbed by that which is foreign, and by something which is situated in a certain place; and if similar, in consequence of being mingled with what is similar to it, it would dissolve the ratio of the elements in the world, from which it is constituted according to the most beautiful bond. Such therefore is the explanation of the particulars of the text.

Let us, however, survey itself by itself, how there is nothing external to the universe. For why did not the Demiurgus who constituted matter, fabricate many kinds of matter, and many worlds? May we not say, that he constituted matter, and always constitutes it, according to the unity which he contains, so that on this account, he very properly produces but one matter; and that the multitude of sensible forms possess differences, which distinguish them from each other, but that matter is without difference and without quality? For though we should grant that there are many kinds of matter in this universe, yet we must say that there is one matter which proceeds from on high through diminution, as far as to the last dregs of things, which last sediment also is truly formless, the summit of matter having an alliance to forms. For all things according to their summit are most allied to the natures prior to them. So that there is one, and yet not one matter, which proceeds through all things, itself subsiding into itself. On account of this matter, therefore, the Demiurgus produced one world having itself a diminution with reference to itself.* Every thing likewise which makes by its very existence, being one in itself, makes one image of itself, and one whole 2,66 form; and especially when it remains immoveable. For being moved, it is possible for it to make other and other images of itself. Farther still it may be said, that to divide production into multitude, is no longer the effect of power, but of imbecility. But to comprehend multitude in unity, and to connect the whole number of things through the monad, is the province of admirable abundance. If, therefore, total power is in the Demiurgus, if he is an immoveable cause, if he fabricates by his very being, and if he generates that which is similar to himself, he generates the world, one, whole, and perfect. What then, it may be said, is not the Demiurgus able to govern many and infinite worlds? We reply, that multitude and the infinite [in quantity] are not the prerogatives of power, but that it pertains to power to congregate things that are divided, and to give bound to infinites. For this assimilates things to the good, to which also the Demiurgus extends all his productions. This, therefore, is demonstrated through many other arguments.

That Plato however, in an admirable manner informs us, that nothing is left external to the universe, from which any thing else of the like kind could be generated, and that each of the things that are monadic alone consists of the simple natures of which it is composed, and there are not other* things external to it of a similar kind, from which any
other such nature could be produced, we may learn by observing that he says, an all-various inequality exists in the seeds of bodies. And also, that on account of this inequality, the differences of fire, and of each of
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the elements, are incomprehensible. Hence, all fire is not* similar to all fire, though visibility is common to all. On this account likewise, there is a certain fire which burns, and this is all-various from the smallness and magnitude of the elements of which it consists. And the same thing is true of all the elements. Each of the monadic natures therefore, consists of all such things, as are contained in it alone, but in no other thing whatever. Hence it is not externally mingled with them nor is connascent with them. But you may also assume this from these sublunary bodies. For not every one is nourished by every one, but different bodies by different things, because all of them are not similar to the elements of which they consist. But each body becomes greater through those things by which it is able to be nourished, the things that enter into it receiving the places of those that depart from it. On this account, therefore, corruptible natures perish, because there are external to them things of a kind similar to those of which they consist, and which are contraries some to one thing, and others to another. Each of these also, being added to their appropriate natures, introduce corruption to composites, by dissolving the symmetry which is in them. In things that are corruptible therefore, the reason or productive principle, especially effects a difference, since it is very different from that of simple natures. But in things that are indissoluble, the difference, and the reasons of the composition of them, pertain to the same things. Hence, they are indissoluble, and in short monadic, alone existing from elements alone, according to one reason, and one symmetry. These things, therefore, should be examined more fully. For we shall find that they subsist in a beautiful manner,* if we look to things, and do not rest in words alone, as is the case with many who meddle with the theory of these particulars. Let us, however, proceed to what is next said by Plato.

33a "Through this cause, therefore, and this reasoning, he fabricated the world one whole, perfect from containing in itself all wholes, and free from old age and disease."

*Cause* indeed, uniformly comprehends every thing which proceeds from it, but *reasoning* comprehends its productions in a divided manner,
as we have before observed.* So that the universe as one whole is
comprehended by its cause, and is generated according to cause; but as
consisting of all wholes, it is generated by a reasoning process.* And it
is generated one indeed, by the demiurgic deity, and according to divine
union; but a whole according to the wholeness which is connective of
intellectuals.5 For this producing totally renders the universe a whole.
And it is a whole containing in itself all wholes, according to the divided
causes of forms. For the monad possesses with itself the whole number
[of which it is the cause.] The universe also is perfect, as being always
converted to its principles, and imitating the demiurgic conversion. But
it is free from old age and disease, as having a flourishing, vigorous, and
ever vigilant life, and as participating of admirable powers. For from the

3.68 causes which renovate the world a pure and unwearied flame is imparted
to it, and from the inflexible0 Gods, undefiled power. And through
the former indeed the world is free from old age, always becoming new;
but through the latter, it is free from disease, being purified from every
thing preternatural. The Demiurgus, however, comprehends the cause
of both these.

33b "But he gave to it a figure adapted and allied to its nature. For to the
animal which was to comprehend all animals in itself, that figure will be
adapted, which contains within its ambit all figures of every kind.
Hence he fashioned it as with a wheel of a spheriform shape , 0 every
where [or from all the parts] equally distant from the middle to the
ounding extremities; this being the most perfect of all figures, and the
most similar to itself. For he conceived that the similar is infinitely
more beautiful than the dissimilar."

After the total causes of the world, the whole composition of it, and
its essence consisting of total plenitudes, Timseus speaks concerning the
figure of the universe; the most similar of all figures, being essentially
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imparted to it by the Demiurgus. And this is the fourth demiurgic gift conferred on the universe. There are therefore, other demonstrations both physical and mathematical, that the world is spherical, which we shall afterwards discuss. Now, however, let us first direct our attention to the Platonic demonstration, which is truly a demonstration, and together with that it is, showing why it is. The demonstration therefore, is triple, the first being derived from The One, the second from intelligible beauty, and the third from intellectual production. Or rather C each of these is manifold, and at least triple. We may say then, immediately with respect to the demonstration from The One, that the Demiurgus is one, and you may also say that the paradigm is one, and 2,69 that The Good is one. From these things likewise, you may assume, that in figures which is especially one is more divine and more perfect than that which is not one. For that which The One is in the Gods, that which the one intelligible animal itself is in intelligible animals, and that which the one maker and father is among the Demiurgi, that the sphere is among solid figures. For The One is comprehensive of many unities, animal itself, of intelligible animals, the one Demiurgus, of many causes, and the one spherical figure, of all figures. The second demonstration therefore, is from the beautiful and the becoming. For the spherical figure* is becoming to the receiver, to the giver, and to the paradigm. To the receiver indeed, because he being perfect, is friendly to the most perfect of figures, and he who is comprehensive of all things, is friendly to that which comprehends all things in itself. But it is becoming to the giver, because he being intellect, and converted to himself, generated a becoming figure, and most similar to himself. For as Plato says in the Laws* intellect possesses intelligence similar to the motion of a sphere fashioned by a wheel; being extended according to the same things, after the same manner, in the same, and about the same. And it is becoming to the paradigm, because the intelligible universe is a thing of this kind, converging on all sides to itself,

On all sides like a sphere's revolving bulk,
Well from the middle pois'd with equal force,
And round its stable centre glad to run:

Fr. 8, 43d
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says Parmenides. The same things also are asserted by Empedocles.+
For he makes a twofold sphere, the one being sensible, in which strife predominates, but the other intelligible, which is connected by Venus. He likewise calls the one the image of the other; but it is evident which of the two he denominates the image.
The third demonstration therefore, is from the allied. For a spherical figure is allied to the universe; since it is allied to The One, to the Demiurgus, and to all-perfect animal. To The One indeed, because of the oneness of a spherical figure. For as the world is one, so likewise the figure of it is uniform. But a spherical figure is allied to the Demiurgus, because he contains all things intellectually in himself. And it is allied to the paradigm, because it first proceeds from it. Hence this figure, is primogenial to the world. It also presents itself to the view, in the occult order itself.* For [what is said in the Orphic verse]

Unwearied in a boundless orb it moves,

Orph. fr. 54, 55

E is asserted of that order. But it is more clearly seen in all-perfect animal. For it is said of this divinity by the theologian, *that he is excited in an ineffable circle. And it is still more clearly visible in the [intelligible and at the same time] intellectual Gods. For there, intellectual figure, the rectilinear, and the circular subsist, as it is asserted in the Parmenides. Farther still, after these Gods, this figure is seen in the Demiurgus. For as he is intellectual intellect, the universe subsists appropriately in him, and he receives demiurgic powers from the Gods that are prior to him. Hence also he is the Demiurgus of all mundane figures. But what shall we say after the Demiurgus of much-honoured Vulcan? Does he not fashion all mundane natures, elaborating all heaven and generation, and making

Bracelets and chains, and necklaces and rings. 0

For how is it possible, since he produces the essence of the mundane body, that he should not impart a figure adapted to each of the bodies contained in the world? He however gives figure to the universe as it were with his own hands; but the Demiurgus by his will alone.* For manual operation with him is will, and production is intellection. And thus much we have inferred from these particulars.

\[ t\] Empedocles fr. 17, 19d ff; and fr. 27, 4d.
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were with his own hands; but the Demiurgus by his will alone.* For manual operation with him is will, and production is intellection. And thus much we have inferred from these particulars. 2,71 Because, however, the spherical figure is allied and adapted to the universe, it is necessary that the universe should have a figure of this kind. Perhaps, indeed, because* a sphere, as those who are skilled in mathematics say, is the most capacious of all solids that have equal
perimeters, and as we shall shortly after show by collecting what they have asserted. Perhaps also because every polygonous figure of equal sides may be inscribed in a sphere; but it is not possible to inscribe every polygonous figure of equal sides in another figure. Hence a sphere is most adapted to that which is to contain all things in itself: for the five regular figures may be inscribed in it. If therefore, you look to corporeal masses, all masses of equal perimeters will be comprehended in the sphere. Not that they will be so contained in as to have their surfaces equal to the spherical superficies: for they will be less than it. But if all figures may be inscribed in the spherical superficies, which is not true in other figures, this also is more appropriate to the things proposed. For Plato likewise says that this figure is adapted to that which is to comprehend in itself all figures. For intending to fabricate the body of the universe, through the five regular figures, he very properly looks to all the figures which are about to be comprehended by the universe. So that he evidently directs his attention, not to corporeal masses, but to the inscription of figures.

Farther still, you may also say in a more perfect manner, that the nature which is to comprehend all things in itself, ought to have dominion over all that it contains: for it will not otherwise be comprehensive of them. But that which has dominion over all things, assimilates all things to itself. For nothing has dominion over things foreign and dissimilar. That, however, which assimilates all things to itself, will be by a much greater prior it y most similar to itself; in order that it may impart similitude to other things. But that which being a body is most similar to itself, is spherical. Hence the body which comprehends all things in itself, is spherical. This figure, therefore, is adapted to the world: for it is most perfect, and most similar. It is most perfect, indeed, as being comprehensive of all things, and as having an unceasing motion. For a right line is imperfect, as always capable of being extended; but a circle and a sphere are most perfect, as not receiving increase, and as making the end of their motion the beginning. Such therefore is the meaning of what is here said by Plato.

Let us, however, consider the dogma by itself, conformably to the intellectual conceptions of Iamblichus. Since, therefore, it is necessary that the world should be assimilated to the whole soul which rides as it were in it, it is also necessary that it should become similar to the vivific body of that soul. Hence, as the Demiurgus constituted the mundane...
soul, according to two circles,* thus also he fashioned the universe of a spherical figure, assimilating it to the self-motion of soul. *Hence too, our vehicle is rendered spherical, and is moved circularly, when the soul is in a remarkable degree assimilated to intellect. For the intellection of soul, and C the circulation of bodies, imitate intellectual energy, just as rectilinear motion imitates the ascent and descent of souls. For these motions pertain to bodies, which are not in their proper places. Farther still, the unceasing motion of the universe, is similar to infinite power; its uniform circulation, to simplicity of essence; and the circulation of wholes, after the same manner, and about the same centre, to eternal permanency. Again, as the one motion of the world comprehends all motions, one wholeness, all wholes, and corporeal parts; and as one nature, comprehends all second and third natures, thus also it is necessary that the one mundane figure, should be comprehensive of all figures. This figure, however, is spherical, at the same time being one, and capable of containing multitude; which is a circumstance truly divine, to have dominion over every thing multitudinous without departing from unity.

In addition also to these things, as intelligible animal itself comprehends all intelligible animals, according to one union, thus also 2.73 the world being assimilated to its paradigm, comprehends all mundane D figures, according to the spherical figure. For a sphere alone is able to comprehend all the elements. As therefore the world by its onliness adumbrates the intelligible universe, thus also by its spherical figure, it imitates the comprehension of wholes in that universe. Farther still, the world through this figure is assimilated to intelligible beauty. For how is it possible that a thing which is perfectly equable, commensurate, and similar, should not be in a remarkable degree beautiful? If, therefore, it

* cf. Tim. 36c - d.

is necessary that the world should be the most beautiful of sensibles, it is requisite that it should have a figure of this kind, on all sides equal, definite, and accurate. Again, the spherical figure is most adapted to bound itself. For other figures through the multitude of superficies, and their angles, or fractures, are elongated from bound, and the end. But a sphere being monadic, and simple, and on all sides the same, pertains to the cause of bound. Farther still, that which is collective of many things into one, and likewise the generative, and the spermatic, rejoice in a figure of this kind. But this is manifest in seeds, and in the more principal parts of animals: for nature renders these as much as possible, E spherical. Again, the immutable, the unbroken, and the perpetual, are most adapted* and allied to a spherical figure; since in consequence of every where verging to itself, it is most powerful. For the centre is unific and connective of the whole sphere. Very properly, therefore, did the Demiurgus constitute the universe, which is connective of itself, of
a spherical figure. These things, therefore, may be philosophically said concerning this particular.

After another manner, however, the same thing may be syllogistically inferred, physically in the way in which Aristotle endeavoured to prove it.* For since the universe is moved in a circle, and it has been demonstrated by him that there is nothing external to the extreme circumference of the world, neither vacuum, nor place, it is necessary that the figure of the universe should be spherical, and not rectilinear. For if it was rectilinear, there would be a vacuum. For as the universe revolves in a circle, it would never have the same place through the alternate mutation of the angles and superficies. For since of every other figure besides a sphere, the lines from the middle are unequal, there will be a vacuum according to the less interval, where the bulk of the body is not. Whether therefore it be according to length, or according to breadth, there will be, during the revolution, a less interval. For a vacuum is perfectly equidistant; but where there is no body nor figure, there will be a deficiency, in consequence of the magnitude being less than the vacuum.5 Farther still, from secondary natures also, you may assume physically, that the universe is spherical. For the earth is spherical, as is evident from all things every way tending to the middle of it. But water is diffused around the earth, and it is spherical. For there is a conflux of it into the concavity, till it comes into contact with the central part of the earth. The air also surrounds the water and the earth, and the fire surrounds the air. If, however, this be the case, the heavens likewise will be spherical.* For there will be a vacuum with in them, unless they also spherically comprehend fire.

162A Again, nature distributes to the first of bodies, the first of figures, and a simple figure, to a simple body.* For in each genus of things, the one is prior to the many, and the simple, to the composite. As, therefore, we distribute motions in a way adapted to their works, to simple works indeed, simple motions, but to composite works, composite motions; thus also there is an allotment of appropriate figures, one kind to simple, but another to composite bodies. Figure, however, is, as it were, the visible resemblance of form, the morphe of morphe, and as it were an afflation of the peculiar hyparxis of each particular thing. Hence, that which is essentially simple, proceeds into a simple figure, but that which is variously mingled, has also a co-mingled idea of figure. Farther still, the celestal motion is the measure of motions;5 but the measure in each
thing is that which is least. The least motion, however, is the swiftest. But circulation is the swiftest of motions. If, however, this be the case, the heavens are spherical. For the spherical is the swiftest of motions, in consequence, as the Elean guest says, of proceeding on the smallest foot. Again, of bodies, some consist of similar, but others of dissimilar parts. To bodies, therefore, of dissimilar parts, dissimilar figures are necessarily distributed by nature. For polygonous and, in short, angular figures, are of this kind, and also those that consist of many superificies. But to bodies of similar parts, similar figures are adapted conformably to their excellence. For the sphere alone among solids is a similar figure; since all the rest have dissimilar figures. For some have two superificies, as the cone, others three, as the cylinder, others four, others five, and others more than five, as pyramids on polygonous bases arranged in succession. If, therefore, ether consists of similar parts, but

the figure of that which consists of similar parts is similar, and the similar is spherical, ether is spherical. After this manner, therefore, we may physically prove that the world is spherical. If, however, it be requisite to elucidate what is said, by mathematical demonstrations, let us summarily relate what appears to be the truth to those who are skilled in these particulars. In the first place, therefore, they endeavour to prove [that the universe is spherical] from the stars being moved in parallel circles, both the fixed stars, and the planets, the sections always becoming unequal, as we approach to the north; so that some of the circles touch the horizon; but others which are less than these, do not touch it. And, at last, there is a certain immoveable point, about which all the circulation is moved. In the next place, they infer this from the nights and days becoming unequal, conformably to the solar motions to the north or south. In the third place, from shadows. For whence is it that the sun when he begins to rise,* and also when he sets, is more northern to us, and appears to pass beyond the crab, but when he is in the meridian, he sends the shadow to the north; unless from the universe being moved in a circle, which inclines to our motion? Farther still, they prove that the universe is spherical, from the stars which are not moved according to depth, always appearing to have an equal magnitude. For if the heavens were not spherical but cylindrical, or some other such like figure, it would be requisite that the sun, when he becomes more southern to us, should appear to be less, on account of the inequality of the interval.* Nothing of this kind,
however, is seen to take place. From these things, therefore, astronomers, in short, endeavour to prove that the universe is spherical. But that a sphere is the most capacious of all bodies that have equal perimeters, is also demonstrated by them. Likewise that all bodies of equal sides may be inscribed in a sphere, but not all of them in any one of the polyedra. Nor is there any occasion that we should transcribe what is demonstrated by them. For we write to him who has been sufficiently instructed in these particulars. At the same time, however, thus much must be related, that they demonstrate the superficies of the sphere to be more capacious than that of all other solid bodies of equal ambiits, and they particularly demonstrate that it is more capacious than the bodies which are called by Plato, equilateral and equiangular.

For *evixtiv* here, it is necessary to read *unoxeiv.*

For *vvoaraaeLoq in this place, it is necessary to read *airooraoeuc;.*

polyedra,* partly employing the propositions of Euclid,* and partly those of Archimedes.5 As I have said, therefore, the demonstrations of this his may be obtained from their writings. It is our intention, also, after we have commented on the whole of the *Timeeus,* to discuss more fully in a collection of the Mathematical Theorems in the *Timaeus,* such mathematical particulars as are disseminated in the Commentaries; in order that the lovers of truth, by having a collection of these things, may be assisted in the all- various comprehension of the mathematical parts of the dialogue. But enough of mathematics. Let us therefore return to the words of Plato, and survey after what manner each of them is delivered. That in intellectuals* then, figure is after whole, and that Plato having demonstrated the universe to be a whole, very properly in what follows teaches us concerning the figure of it, we have before observed.0 Since, however, this proceeds into the universe from the demiurgic cause, on this account he says that figure was given to it from thence. But the giver evidently possesses by a much greater priority that which he gives. The spherical figure, therefore, is in the Demiurgus, but intellectually; so that it is in all-perfect animal intelligibly, and in that which is still prior to the latter of these,** occultly. For if it be requisite to speak what appears to me to be the truth, where intellect is, there also the spherical peculiarity exists. For intellectual energy has an essence of such a kind as that to which the Athenian stranger or guest assimilates it.** But in one place, this peculiarity subsists unitedly and intelligibly, as those say who are divinely wise. In another place, it subsists intelligibly, indeed, but with a more abundant intelligible division. In another intellectually, but accompanied with an all-various diversity. And in another sensibly, accompanied with separation and interval. And this last, indeed, is not simply called by Plato *spherical* (*o4xxipiK0v)*, but *spheriform* (*aBaipoeibeq).*
t Tim. 53c.
% cf. Euclid _Elements of Geometry_, elem. IV.
§ cf. Archimedes _De Sphaera_ I, 28h.

- *ue.* In first intellectuals, or in other words, in that divine order which is
denominated intelligible and at the same time intellectual.
0 160B supra, p. 480.

ft *i-e.* In _being itself_, or the summit of the intelligible triad.

XX In the 10th book of the _Laws_ [898a - b], he assimilates it to the revolution of a
sphere fashioned by a wheel.

as being an imitation of the intellectual or intelligible sphere. For the
universe also is moved in a circle, because it imitates intellect. _But either
the intellectual or the intelligible universe, will be most principally spherical;
and that which is truly astronomy, will be conversant with these. For this
is to astronomize above the heavens.* Moreover, to be from all the parts
equally distant from the middle to the bounding extremities, pertains
indeed, to the sensible sphere, because all the lines from the centre of the
163A earth to the extremities of the sphere are equal. For _from all the parts_
is significant of distance according to the three intervals [of length,
breadth, and depth]. It also pertains to the mathematical sphere. For
there is a middle, and the intervals are from all the parts equal.
After another manner likewise it pertains to intellect. _For to converge to
itself, and to be as it were of the same colour according to every part of
itself, and to have all the powers in it conjoined to the one of itself, is the
spherical peculiarity in intellect._ Proceeding also still higher, it will no
longer be possible to separate the centre from the sphere, on account of
the ineffable and united nature of the intelligible* peculiarity. He says,
therefore, that it is the property of the sphere to have all the right lines
2,78 every way equal from the middle, in order to distinguish it from the
circle. For the term every way, or from all parts, does not pertain to
this, since it has only two intervals.

Plato likewise uses the expression _to fashion as with a wheel_, because
bodies with us are rendered more accurately round through a wheel
B which cuts off the inequalities of the bodies. And that the _similar_ and
the _perfect_ especially pertain to the spherical peculiarity, is evident. The
similar, therefore, is analogous to _The One_, but the perfect to _The Good_,
so that through both he refers the spherical peculiarity to the first
principle of things, by saying that it is most similar to itself, and most
perfect; equalizing that which is most unical and most boniform. For
neither the mixed perfect or similar, nor the right line, which always
receives an addition and may become angular; but the spherical
peculiarity alone, is most similar and most perfect. After this, he adds,
which is evident, "_that the similar is better than the dissimilar._" For
similitude is of an uniting, but dissimilitude of a dividing nature. And
the former belongs to the co-ordination of sameness, but the latter to that of difference. And the former is the cause of simplicity, but the

Which the Coryphean philosopher mentioned by Plato in the *Thecetus* [173e], is said to do.

Instead of *rijc voepac; L8IOTT)TOC; in this place, it is necessary to read TJJC COTJTJTC iSioTTjroe.*

latter of variety to things. As the artificer therefore of the universe found, that among things naturally visible, the intellectual is more beautiful than that which is destitute of intellect, thus also he thought that the similar is better than the dissimilar. For in intelligibles, similitude is better than dissimilitude, in powers, in intellectual perceptions, and in productions. Whence also some one may wonder at those Platonists, who admit that difference is better than sameness, though Plato says that the similar is infinitely more beautiful than the dissimilar. At the same time, also, dissimilitude is in a certain respect secretly introduced into beings from matter, but similitude accedes from forms alone, and intelligible causes. Similitude, therefore, is infinitely better than dissimilitude; so that sameness is also more excellent than difference. This is the judgement of Jupiter.* Through this, also, in the universe the similar is better than the dissimilar, in essences, in motions, in figures, and in all other things. For the progression of things is very properly effected through the similitude of productions to the cause of the production; and again, conversion is the primary leader of another similitude. Very properly therefore is the world, on account of these things, under the dominion of *similitude,* being a God according to *form itself.* Hence Plato also endeavours to show what the figure of the world is, from similitude, and the Pythagoric Timaeus himself, assigns this as the first cause of its figure, in conjunction with making a physical mention of it. "For a sphere alone, says he,* both when it is quiescent, and when it is moved, is capable of being co-adapted in the same place; so as never to fail nor receive another place." Aristotle likewise after him, well knew, that with whatever other figure you may surround the universe, you will make a vacuum, through the alternate mutation of the angles, and the unequal distance of the extremes from the middle.

*He also accurately elaborated the external circumference of the universe, and rendered it smooth, for the sake of many things.*

Some one may think that the same thing which was before asserted, is again here repeated. For in what does this smoothness differ from rotundity, or what mutation is there of similitude? In a certain respect, therefore, this universe comprehends what has been said about similitude; but at the same time, there is a difference between surveying
what the nature is of the whole figure which pervades as far as to the
t cf. Laws VI, 757b.
$ Tim. 95d.$

centre of the earth, and alone considering itself by itself, the most
external superficialities of the universe. And what is here said about
smoothness, contends as it appears to one thing, viz. to show that the
universe is neither in want of gnostic, nor of partible motive organs, for
E the purpose of acting upon, or suffering from other things;* introducing
this as the fifth demiurgic gift to the world. What is said, therefore,
about the smoothness, is a medium between what is asserted respecting
2,80 the bulk, and the soul of the universe. For the proximate boundary of
the body is smoothness; but the exempt boundary is soul, and prior to
soul, intellect. For this is the boundary of soul itself. And prior to
intellect, the one deity which connects the whole mundane multitude,
is the boundary of the body of the world. You may therefore speak
after this manner.

But you may also say, according to a more perfect mode, that the
universe being a luminous whole, it is most luminous according to its
external superficialities, and is full of divine splendour. For on this account
also poets place Olympus on the summit of the world, being wholly
luminous, and light itself.

Nor clouds, nor rain, nor winter there are found,*
But dazzling splendour spreads its radiance round.

Of this luminous subsistence, smoothness is a symbol. Why therefore
are the summits of the universe smooth? Plato says, for the sake of
many things. For they are so, in order that it may be spontaneously
conjoined with soul and intellect, and may be adapted to supermundane
F lights, through a similitude to them. Smoothness, therefore, is significant*
of the highest aptitude, through which the universe is able to receive the
illuminations from intellect and soul; in the same manner as mirrors
receive the representations of things by their smoothness. Formerly also
by theologists, a mirror was assumed as a symbol of aptitude, to the
intellectual completion of the universe. Hence they say, Vulcan made
a mirror for Dionysius, or Bacchus, into which the God looking, and
beholding the image of himself, proceeded into the whole partible
fabrication of things. You may say therefore, that Plato reminds us of
164A this catoptric apparatus, in what he now says of the smoothness of the
external superficialies of the world. Hence the corporeal universe is a

f Tim. 33c.
% Odyssey vi, 45. But in Proclus for aXXa paXkov oABy, read aXXa pa\' aiflp.j.
thing of this kind, externally smooth, according to which also, it is
connascent with its own intellect, and with the Demiurgus. Hence too,
poets establish the Demiurgus on the highest summit of the world; it
being allotted so great an aptitude from him, to the participation of
intelligible causes.

If you are willing, also, according to another mode, smoothness itself
is a symbol of the divine and simple life in the world. We, therefore,
2,81 since we have a partible life, have also the parts of the body multiform,
;ind variously mixed, because different things are prepared by nature for
a different life. But the universe has one and a simple life. For it is
purified from those things of which terrestrial animals are in want,
through a material and partible life. Hence it is the recipient of one life,
but is exempt from a various life. It is also prepared for one, but is
anreceptive of a divided life. On this account, it is said to be accurately
B elaborated externally, and rendered smooth, because it is fitly adapted by
the demiurgic cause, to the reception of one life, being constructed as the
organ of such a life. What follows, however, is significant of this.

33c "Nor was the addition of eyes requisite to the universe: for nothing
visible was left external to it. Nor was hearing necessary: for there was
nothing externally audible. Nor was it invested with surrounding air,
that it might be in want of respiration."

Through these things, Plato appears to do nothing else, than to take
away a partible life from the universe, and the partible organs, which are
suspended from us, when we descend into generation. For while we
abide on high, we are not at all in want of multiform lives, and partible
organs. But the luciform vehicle is sufficient,* which possesses all the
senses unitedly. If, therefore, we are purified from every life of this
kind, when we are liberated from generation, what ought we to think
respecting the universe? Is it not, that it has one simple life, that it is
wholly vigilantly excited to it, and is equally in every part prepared for
the completion of one life? Or must we not in a much greater degree
C admit these things of the universe? For wholes are more divine than
parts, and comprehending than comprehended natures. And thus much
as to the common conception of the things proposed.

Since, however, in what is now said, and in what follows, Plato takes
away all sense from the world, viz. seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, and
2,82 touching, let us in the first place consider this, whether the universe is
sensitive or not. For of the ancients, some were led to one, and others

t cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 120 & 115.
to another opinion on this subject. We indeed hear theologists speaking of the fountain of sense, and asserting of the father \[i.e. of the Demiurgus\] that he possesses intelligibles through intellect, but introduces sense to the worlds.* And again, we hear from the Greeks,

Sun who see'est all things, and dost all things hear.*

Seeing and hearing not existing in him partibly, as in us, but according to one life, and one subject. Since in us also, Aristotle proclaims,\textsuperscript{5} that there is principally one sense, and one principal sensorium. Nor were the wise men among the Greeks ignorant that there are divine senses, nor did they refuse to assert of the Demiurgus himself,

The undecaying royal ether forms
His intellect from falsehood free; by which
D He all things indicates and knows; nor voice , +
Nor sound, nor rumor can Jove's ears elude.

And why do I speak of theologists, when Plato himself says\textsuperscript{o} that the universe is an animal, and that animal is characterized by sense? So that asserting likewise that a plant is an animal, he immediately imparts to it a certain other sense. On hearing therefore, as I have said, these things, we are unwilling to admit that the universe is without sensation. For in the \textit{Theaetetus}\textsuperscript{**} sense is said to be the first frustration of truth ; and it is universally agreed that its knowledge is passive, and conversant with the images of things. Hence, it is better, in order that we may be in the middle of both these, to take away from the universe every sense of this kind, and to give to it another more excellent than this, and mote adapted to the Gods.

What, therefore, is this sense, and after what manner may it be assumed? That the universe, indeed, is sensitive, we may render manifest from its being an animal, and from the soul of it being dianoetic and doxastic, and imparting to the mundane body a participation of both

\textbf{f This is asserted in the Chaldean Oracles [fr. 8].}
\textit{X Odyssey xi}, 108 [\& \textit{Iliad} HI, 277].
\textbf{§ cf. Aristotle Concerning Sleep II, 455a20 ff.}
\textbf{• For \textit{cw8a} here, read \textit{avSil}; and for \textit{rfh/dei} in the following line, \textit{\& \textbackslash \textbackslash 0ti}. These verses are Orphic.}
\textbf{o Tim. 30b & 77a f.}
\textbf{ff Thextetus 186c.}

these, which participation is an image of dianoia and opinion; and this E we say is the mundane phantasy itself, adumbrating intelligence, and possessing invisible sensations* of the sensibles which exist in every
period. It is possible, therefore, from these and many other arguments, to be persuaded that the universe possesses sensation. But it requires an appropriate inspection, to know what sense it possesses. I say then, that of sense, the first and most principal kind, is that which imitates intellect. For everywhere things that rank as first, have an imitation of the natures prior to them. Hence, this sense is conjoined to things that are first, comprehending in itself the sensible object of its perception, and neither passing from some things to others; for this is the province of sense distributed into various parts; nor proceeding outwardly; for this is imperfect; but it possesses the whole of what is sensible in itself, and is, as it were, rather consciousness than sense. The second kind of sense after this, is that which proceeds indeed outwardly, but according to a perfect energy, which every where always apprehends the whole object of its knowledge with invariable sameness, and is purified from all passion, and from all the imbecility which is adapted to partible and material organs. But the third kind of sense is that, which suffers from externals, and is mingled from passion and knowledge; beginning indeed from passion, but ending in knowledge. And the last kind of sense is that with which the most obscure knowledge is present, which is full of knowledge of the forms of sensibles. Thus, for instance, it does not know that the thing which acts on it is hot or cold, but alone perceives that what falls on it is pleasant or painful. For Timaeus farther on informs us that the sense of plants is a thing of this kind, being an apprehension alone of the pleasing and the painful from sensible objects. 

Sense, therefore, thus proceeding supernally, the world, indeed, is sensitive according to the first kind of sense. For according to the whole of itself it is the thing seen, and the eye [by which it is seen]; since we also say that the sun, and each of the stars, is an eye. The whole world therefore is sight and that which is visible, and is truly comprehensible by sense and opinion. Hence the knowledge in it is all-perfect, its sense is indivisible, and it is itself all things, viz. that which is sensible, the sensorium, and sense; just as the Demiurgus of it, is intellect, intelligence, and the intelligible. As, likewise, it comprehends in its

\[ \text{taia6r} \text{aeiq is omitted in the original.} \]

\$ \text{Tim. 77b.} \]

\text{whole body partial bodies, so in its total sense it contains many senses. And it does not know the colours and the sounds of sensibles, but the essence of all of them, so far as it is material and undivided. Hence also it has a sensible essence, and essentially, but not according to accident, sensible. For as that which is always intelligible, is not in a certain respect intelligible, and in a certain respect not, but is wholly intelligible, though not to those beings whose intellectual perception is partible, but to a divine intellect; after the same manner the generated sensible nature,}
is not in a certain respect sensible, and in a certain respect deprived of sense, but is wholly sensible, not to us whose sensible perception is partible, but to total animal, in which also there is a total sense. For as the intellectual perception of the Gods is of one kind, but that of men of another, thus also the sense of Gods is different from that of partible animals; the former having a knowledge of partial essences, but the latter of things alone pertaining to essences. The world therefore, has the first sense, which is immutable, united to the object of knowledge, and all-perfect according to energy. But total animals, which are purified from generation, are allotted the second form of sense. For because indeed, they are parts of the universe, the sense of them proceeds to the whole; for there is also something of them which is external. But because they are exempt from generation, they comprehend that which is sensible impassively and energetically. And such partial animals as have communication with generation, and employ as organs, luciform vehicles, possess sense mingled from passion and knowledge. But there are also certain last animals, such as plants, which participate of a vestige only of life and sense; one kind of sense being total, another partible, another knowing the essences, and another the images of sensibles.

It is not proper, therefore, to be disturbed, because Plato takes away from the world, all partible organs. For hearing is not divided in it from sight; since neither, as we say, is the one divided from the other, in our spirit, but there are in it, as Aristotle says,* one sense which is truly so called, and one principal sensorium. Hence the world is neither in want of eyes extended to things out of itself, nor of ears,* to receive information externally, but it is itself both eye, and that which is visible, ear, and that which is audible; and the one sense in it knows all sensible natures. For whence also is the one sense in us which is prior to the

f cf. Aristotle Sense and Senibilia 449a f; De Anima 10, 1, 425a f.
X Instead of ovruv here, it is obviously necessary to read oircov.

many senses derived except from the universe? The world therefore, knows all the beauty that is in itself, through sight; and through the hearing all the harmony which pervades through wholes. Hence it neither requires eyes in order to see, nor ears in order to hear. It possesses also this eyeless peculiarity according to the image of the intelligible God,* to which it is assimilated. For Orpheus says that this God has eyeless Love,

In his breast feeding eyeless, rapid Love.
Orph. fr. 68

Thus therefore, the universe is conjoined through love to the natures prior to itself, and beholds the beauty which is in them through that
which is in itself; and this not by perceiving with partible senses.

"Nor was it invested with surrounding air, that it might be in want of respiration. Nor again, was it in want of any organ, through which it might receive nutriment into itself, and discharge it when concocted. For there was no possibility that any thing could either accede to, or depart from its nature, since there was nothing through which such changes could be produced. For indeed, the universe affords nutriment to itself through its own consumption; and being artificially fabricated, suffers and acts all things in itself, and from its own peculiar operations. For its composing artificer thought that it would be much more excellent, if sufficient to itself, than if in want of other things."

Through what is here said, Plato takes away two other senses from the universe, the smell and the taste. The former indeed because it is without respiration. For not every thing which respires is in want of smell, though every thing which has smell respires.* But that which respires is more perfect. This therefore, he takes away from the universe. He also takes away the taste, because the universe is not nourished. For the animal which is nourished, is in want of the taste. Again therefore, how shall we say? Must it not be thus, that these partible senses are not in the universe, but that it contains one simple sense in itself, which has a knowledge of all colours, sounds, juices, spirits, and qualities, the sensible essences themselves existing in the universe as in a subject. For if the one [common] sense which is in us,

 Dropbox text?

 f i.e. Phanes, or animal itself, the exemplar of the universe.
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uses all the partible senses, and knows all things according to the same, how much more must the world know at once all the variety of sensibles, according to one reason, and one sense? As therefore, it is one in essence, and as it is allotted a uniform figure, thus also it has one sense, comprehending in itself all sensibles. For it likewise contains one nature, which connects and vivifies all bodies. And these are the dogmas respecting the universe.

Let us however, discuss the particulars of what is here said by Plato. In the first place therefore, he admirably refers the use of the smell to respiration, but not to the discrimination of fragrances; giving us the more comprehensive cause, as existing in respiring natures. For when we have a sensible perception of fragrant or fetid substances, we respire; but when we respire, we have not entirely a sensation of them. For respiration is more natural, and more comprehensive than the proper subjects of the smell; since such animals as have the sense of smelling,
but do not respire, in consequence of not having lungs, are more
imperfect than those that do respire. Very properly therefore, does he
frame his argument from more perfect animals, that if the universe had
the sense of smelling, it would be requisite that it should have it
accompanied with respiration, in the same manner as the more perfect
of smelling animals. But in the second place, he refers the use of the
taste, to nutriment. For nature formed this as a criterion of juices,
through which nutriment and increase subsist. For that which is
without moisture has the power of manifesting this. The world
166A however, is not in want of nutriment externally, but imparts it to itself,
increases itself, and is the cause of its own consumption. And in the
first place, if you are willing, it effects this, according to a division into
two; the heavens augmenting and changing all things, but the sublunary
regions being increased and consumed. For the generation of one thing
is the corruption of another. But of each of these,* the motion of the
heavens is the cause. In the second place, the world effects this from the
heavenly bodies themselves, receiving by their motions an analogous
increase and consumption, according to their risings and settings, their
visibilities and occultations, their elevations and depressions, their
illuminations, and mutations of light; through which the celestial bodies
receive and lose a certain thing, in the same manner as sublunary
natures. For from these, generation also is changed.

For eKarepag here, it is requisite to read eKarepug.

And again you see that the natures which are above the moon, have
increase and consumption according to analogy only; but that sublunary
natures are essentially the recipients of both these. But the moon is between
these, and is truly an isthmus, exhibiting in herself the beginning of
2.88 mutation according to an increase and diminution of light. For in the
bodies prior to it the same form perfectly remains, in their increase and
consumption; and in the bodies posterior to it, their very existence is
naturally adapted to reciprocate. But in the moon the essence remains, but
the light is changed externally according to diminution and increase, which
is not the case with the luminaries that are above it. Hence it is not
proper to say, that the heavenly bodies are nourished from exhalations,
as some fancy they are. For things which are in want of an influx
externally, and receive addition and ablation, have not indissoluble
bonds. Hence the celestial bodies remain immutable; as of the ancients
Proclus, Malotes, and Philonides assert, and of those that are more
modern, all the Platonists from Plotinus. For as Plato has not yet
delivered to us the generation of the heavens and stars, how could he
speak about the nutriment of them? And it seems, that now generating
the elements alone, and perceiving that these proceed through each
C other, and that all are in all, he calls this mutual transition, the nutriment
of the universe, of itself by itself; since it both acts upon and suffers in itself,
by imparting to all things, all the things of which it consists. Hence when he likewise constitutes the other natures (i.e. the celestial), then he introduces their illuminations, and the communion of all of them with each other, through these. Alone therefore, directing his attention to the composition of the four elements of the universe, and perceiving that in these, there are certain communications with each other, he says, that the consumption of some, is the nutriment of other parts of the universe. But it is not yet manifest what each of these may be. Now however, thus much is evident, that all the parts confer something on each other, in order that the universe may become one, and are in each other, so as to nourish each other, and this without any diminution of themselves. For all things of which the universe consists, are in the earth, and all of them are likewise in the middle elements; and thus the whole world is nourished by itself, from its own parts, having all things in all.

2.89 Farther still, this also may be said, that if nothing proceeds to the universe, there is no body external to it, and that if nothing departs from it, there is no vacuum out of the world. For it would be in vain not being the recipient of any thing as that is which receives the world;

D which things were particularly embraced by Aristotle,* who subverts the existence of a vacuum in energy, and preserves the world only-begotten. But that nothing departs from, or accedes to the universe, Plato infers, the latter indeed, because there is nothing external to it, and the former, from the universe making the consumption of itself, its proper nutriment. As therefore, not having the organs of nutriment in itself, it has nutriment, and is that which itself nourishes itself, and is at the same time nourished; thus also, not having senses extended outwardly, it possesses sense in itself, and is itself sensible to itself. And that Plato intended the latter should be inferred as well as the former, I think he clearly manifests by saying, that "the universe suffers and acts all things in itself, and from its own peculiar operations." But if all that is generated, is the consequence of the universe acting on and suffering from itself, it must not be said, that either consumptions or corruptions are simply evils. For neither does a worthy man, and much less the universe, do any evil to himself. And this indeed, is a divine corollary, which is to be assumed from what Plato says.*

Again however, he recurs to the true cause of all mundane effects, viz. the demiurgic art, and the principle which is perfective of wholes. For E from thence art also proceeds into the demiurgic order. Hence the Oracles call the Demiurgus of the universe one who produces works by art; which expression Plato divides, at one time calling the things contained in the world, the works of the Demiurgus, [as when he represents the maker of the world saying] "of whom I am the Demiurgus and father of works;"* just as the Oracles also when they say; for understanding the works of the paternal self begotten intellect; but at
another denoting the energy of the Demiurgus art, which in the end becomes the cause of the sufficiency of the universe to itself. For 2,90 the Demiurgus being good, made all things similar to himself; i.e. he made all things perfect and self-sufficient. For self-sufficiency is an element of the good. By no means however is the world, as possessing the power of being sufficient to itself, divulsed through this self-sufficiency from its maker, but is in a greater degree united to him. For by how much the more self-sufficient it is, by so much the more is it constituted in a similitude to him. And by how much the more it is assimilated, by so much the more

f cf. Aristotle Concerning the Generation of Animals II, 8, 748all; & Physics IV, <>, 213a22 ff.
§ cf. e.g. Chald. Oracl. fr. 115.

perfectly is it united, to the demiurgic goodness. The universe therefore is self-sufficient, as being the object of sense to itself, and as not being in want of other sensibles. For to these the appellation of indigence belongs. But it is in want of the Gods, as being always filled by them. F Or rather neither is it in want of these, for divinity is everywhere present, and the universe is always prepared for the reception of divine goods. And as the similar is better than the dissimilar according to the judgement of Jupiter; so likewise, the self-sufficient is more divine than that which is indigent. For the self-sufficient has dominion in the Gods, and similitude in beings. And this is another dogma of the mighty Jupiter.

33d- "But he neither thought that hands were necessary to the world, as 34a there was nothing for it either to receive or resist; nor yet feet, nor any other members which are subservient to progression and rest."

167A The touch is the last of the senses, and of this an animal especially participates according to the whole body, but particularly according to the hands. For these have the greatest power of touching, as may be seen in the operations of them. Since however, the hands afford us a twofold use; for through them we receive things that delight us, and repel such as pain us; but the universe cannot receive anything, for it has every thing which it wishes; nor repel any thing, because there is nothing foreign to it; - this being the case, it is not at all in want of hands. For as Aristotle says, neither nature, nor God, does any thing in vain. So that the Demiurgus did not make hands to adhere to the 2,91 world, because they would have been added in vain. Since however, that which is motive is suspended from that which is sensitive, but I mean that which is naturally motive, the discussion of Timaeus, appropriately and at the same time reasonably proceeds, from the
sensitive to the progressive organs. For the feet were formed as instruments for rectilinear motion, as likewise were the other parts subservient to progression, such as the leg, the knee, the thigh, and any other such-like part. It is impossible however, for the universe to be moved in a right line: for, as we have before shown, there is no vacuum external to the universe. Through these things therefore, he takes away

*eavriφl is omitted in the original,
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• cf. Aristotle *De Ccelo I, 4, 271a33 f.

the progressive and sensitive parts. And here again it may be said, that in taking away the motive organs, he alone takes away feet, but not wings; because feet are sufficient to more perfect animals for the purposes of motion; doing the same thing here as he did respecting smelling and respiration.

Again however, it must be said, that these organs are by no means in the universe, but that sense and motion after another manner are. For since every thing sensible of whatever kind it may be is comprehended in it, and it is itself the first sensible, it has also one sense conjoined to a sensible of this kind, just as the intelligence of the Demiurgus is conjoined to the whole of the intelligible, and is said to absorb the universe in itself. After the same manner therefore, the universe absorbs itself by the sense of itself, and comprehends the object of knowledge, by a connascent knowledge. Besides, it has indeed powers which apprehend and are the guardians of all things, and these are its hands.

It possesses likewise perfective orders, and these are analogous to nutritive parts. And it exhibits vivific causes, which correspond to the parts of respiration. Besides these also, it has other powers, some of which fill it with invisible causes, and others conjoin it to intelligible light; of which the latter are analogous to seeing, but the former to hearing. By those also who survey it physically and theologically, it will be found, that it has a sense of itself with itself, so likewise it has a motion in itself, and circulating about itself, and both these, according to the similitude of its paradigm. For in this there was intelligence converging to itself, life converted to itself, and knowledge not subsisting according to transition, nor according to a distribution into parts, but self-perfect, and united to intelligibles themselves. *For such is the intellect which is there, energizing prior to energy, because [according to the Oracle*] it has not proceeded, but abides in the paternal profundity, and in the adytum according to the God-nourished silence.

34a "For from among the seven species of local motion, he distributed to
it that which especially subsists about intellect and wisdom, and which is adapted and allied to its body.”

Of the ancients, some converting the world to intellect, and imparting to it motion through love about the first appetible, say that nothing proceeds into it from intellect, thus depriving intellect of fecundity,* and giving it an arrangement equivalent to that of lovely sensible objects, which have nothing generative in their own nature. Others on the contrary, acknowledge that intellect, or soul, or whatever that may be which is above the world, operates on it, yet they do not give to the world a spontaneous and proper motion, but only say that it is externally convolved in a circle. These however, Aristotle blames, as subverting the perpetuity of the universe. For that which is violent is not perpetual.* But Plato guarding against the oversights of both these, assigns to the world a proper and spontaneous motion, and shows that the Demiurgus is the cause of this motion. And this is the sixth demiurgic gift imparted to the world; as imitating the motion of intellect, which the world possesses both from itself, and from the father. For the expression *he distributed, refers us to the paternal cause. For from that from which essence, from that also motion according to nature, is imparted to the universe. But the words, "adapted and allied to its body," refer us to the peculiar nature of the world, through which it is excited by itself to a motion of this kind. For it possesses something adapted and allied to the motion in a circle, both according to the self-motive nature, and to its figure, which is spherical. Perhaps also, if he had asserted one of these things only, the other might have been inferred. For if he had said, that the motion of the universe was adapted and allied to it, whence did it possess this except from the father, from whom also its essence is derived? But if this motion was imparted by the Demiurgus, he entirely gave to the recipient an appropriate motion, he being intellect, and assigning to all things that which is according to desert. The Philosopher however, combines both these in order that you may see the similitude of the world to the Demiurgus. For as he himself intellectually perceives himself, is converted to himself, and surveys intelligibles through energizing about them, which become the centres of the demiurgic intelligence; thus also the world is moved about itself, verges to itself, and harmoniously revolves about the middle, which becomes the centre of the mundane

---
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X If the principal parts of the universe therefore are perpetual, and that they are so is most fully demonstrated in these commentaries, it necessarily follows that the modern
system of astronomy, which fills the heavens with violent motions, is false.
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motion. And as the Demiurgus is said to absorb the intelligible, by* proceeding to it, thus also the world is said to comprehend in itself, the centre of itself. For the absorptions which are celebrated by theologists, are certain comprehensions. But the absorptions by grandfathers comprehend intellectuals intelligibly, and those by sons, intelligibles intellectually.* For these proceeding, the generators of them again convert them to themselves, and contain them in their own allness. The universe therefore imitates both these; so far indeed, as it revolves about the centre, and comprehends the centre in itself, imitating the progonic5 absorption; but so far as it comprehends its own progeny in itself, affording nutriment to itself by its own consumption, and again receiving in itself the natures distributed from itself, - so far it imitates the comprehension of children in their fathers. And the s e 0 things indeed, are asserted for the sake of the analogy of the universe to the two fathers.

Again, however, you may see, how the Aristotelic axiom0 is here pre-assumed, that the motion is simple of a simple body. In the first place, therefore, the body in the world which is more simple than other bodies, is moved with a circular motion, as being adapted to it; and in the next place, the whole universe is thus moved. For the body which is posterior to it, is as much as possible convolved in a circle. For what else is the meaning of the word adapted, than that the motion in a circle is natural to the essence of the universe? For as it was allotted a spherical figure, so likewise a circular motion according to nature. And farther still [another Aristotelian axiom** is also here pre-assumed] that a circular motion has nothing contrary to it. For as there are seven local motions, that which is in a circle, the upward, the downward, that which is to the right hand, and that which is to the left, that which is anterior, and that which is to the posterior parts, you will find that six of these have a contrary. For the motions are contrary, which are from contrary to contrary places. But the motion in a circle is exempt from all contrariety. For since the motions in a right line are generated and
contained by the motion in a circle, as Mechanics demonstrate, how can it be said that any one of these is contrary to it? For the contrary is corruptive and not generative of the contrary. Nor does Plato stop here, but having mentioned the peculiarity of the circular motion, he shows its admirable transcendency above the other motions. For he denominates it to be that which subsists about intellect and wisdom, and this not simply, but he also adds especially. For of these seven motions, the circular imitates intellect, and the intellectual life, being established in the same, and about the same, according to one reason and one order, and possessing a motion which is vanquished by permanency. But all the remaining* motion pertains to soul. For in this, from whence, and C whither, and transition first subsist. In her also the intelligible is the upward, but the sensible the downward. And the circle of sameness, indeed, is the right hand, but the circle of difference, the left. Intellect likewise is before her, but nature behind. For thus she was constituted at first.* And circulation, indeed, is adapted to intellect, according to both numbers, whether you wish to adduce the monad itself, or the 2.95 heptad, enumerating it the first or the seventh motion. For the monad and the heptad, are certain intellectual numbers; the monad indeed being directly intellect, but the heptad, the light according to intellect. And on this account also the mundane intellect is, as Orpheus says, + both monadic, and hebdomadic. Farther still, the monad is Apolloniacal, but the heptad Minerval. Again therefore it is intellect and wisdom. So that circulation through the alliance of numbers, shows that it is suspended from intellect and wisdom. But rectilinear motion, demonstrates through the hexad its alliance to the psychical peculiarity. For the number six is allied to the soul, and this will be manifest as we proceed. Let us however pass on to what is next said by Plato.

34a "Hence by a circumduction according to sameness, in the same, and in D itself, he caused it to be moved convolving in a circle. But he separated from it all the six motions, and framed it void of their wandering progressions. And as feet were not requisite to this periodical motion, he generated the universe without legs and feet."

† For 7/6 Xoiirri, itaaav rōv ἐν ἔννυ, I read, JJ de Xoiiri; itaaav, ῥτ/υ τνςυνυ. † cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 53.
§ Fr. 148.

We have before observed that intellect and wisdom are the paradigms of circulation.* But what this is, and how it is assimilated to intellect, is delivered in the words before us. For circulation is a motion which is led round according to sameness, and in the same, and in itself, as Timseus here says, and the Athenian guest in the Laws* Of which definition indeed, the words "according to sameness," signify according to
one reason, and one order. For what if the universe should be moved
circularly indeed, but should be differently changed at different times, by
rising and setting, as the fable says in the Politicus?* That we may net
therefore apprehend this to be the case, the words "according to
sameness" are placed respecting it, before the rest. The Platonic Severus
therefore, (for we shall here speak freely against him,) is not right in
admitting fabulous circulations, and thus making the world to be both
generated and unbegotten. The universe indeed, Plato says, is moved
according to sameness, and after a similar manner; and according to one
reason and one order. But such a circulation as Severus speaks of,
subverts the one order of motion. The mode, however, in which such
a motion is fabulously introduced, is shown by our preceptor in his
Commentaries on that dialogue,0 conformably to the meaning of Plato.
But the words "in the same," manifest the immutable in transition, and
that the motion is vanquished by permanency. For because there is not
a vacuum external to the universe, but it is necessary that the universe
should be moved, being a physical body; for nature is a principle of
motion; it is moved convolved about itself, and in the same place. For
the bulk of the universe occupies the whole of place, and possesses by
its parts the parts of interval; and as a whole being immutable, it is
locally moved in its parts. But the words "in itself," manifest that it is
moved on account of this very transition of its parts. For it does not
require the transition of another thing, in order to the motion of itself,
but itself yields to itself, and itself is transferred into the place of itself;
so that it is moved in itself, the parts of it being transferred by their
motions into the places of each other. Hence, through the words
"according to sameness," you have the perpetual; but through the words

168B immediately above.
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"in the same," the immutable; and through the words "in itself," the form
of transition. And from all these you have, that circulation is a motion
unceasing, remaining in one place, and effected by the transition of the
parts into the places of each other. But being such it is evident, that it
is most similar to intellect. For intellect eternally energizes
intellectually, is established in the same order, and all things in it are
intellectual, most energetic, and possess an ever-vigilant life. And this
indeed is evident.
169A It is however worthy of admiration in Plato, that when discoursing
about the essence of the universe, he assimilates it to intelligible animal;
but that now teaching us concerning the motion of it, he refers the similitude of it to intellect; delivering to us from these things, the analogy which is in them, \textit{viz.} that the intelligible has the relation of essence, but intellect of energy. When, likewise, he says that the universe is spherical, he at the same times gives it to be moved in a circle, and to be convolved. For it appears to be moved in a circle according to the greatest circle which is in it. Because however a cylinder is moved in a circle when it is rolled along, he adds, for the sake of accuracy, the word *convolving.* It is also admirable in him, that he takes away the six motions from the universe. For this is most peculiar to the world, there being in the stars an advancing motion. The world, therefore, is truly inerratic, not only because the summit of it is a thing of this kind, but because it is moved with one and the same simple motion.

It is necessary however to observe, how the form of motion which exists in the most principal part of the universe, is said to have been given, as appropriate to the whole world, by the father. For all the other parts, participate of the circulation of the world; and the inerratic is present with some of them more manifestly, but with others more obscurely. For the streams under the earth being moved in a disorderly manner, and differently at different times, are especially said to wander. But the sublunary elements being naturally moved from one place to another, participate of less wandering than the subterranean effluxions. For those things wander which are transferred from one place to another. And the divine bodies in the heavens, wander still less than these. For so far as they are moved according to length, and also according to breadth they are wanderers; but so far as they are moved according to the equable and orderly, and according to one reason of motion, they are inerratic. But the world itself may most properly and

\textbf{For} \textit{rpetpepov} here, it is obviously necessary to read \textit{orpetpepov}.

principally be called inerratic, as not receiving the representation of any other motion.

If also you are willing to make a division in incorporeal natures, the irrational life wanders in a remarkable degree, not having the measure of its energies from itself. The soul that opines rightly wanders, but less than the irrational life. For this soul also participates in a certain respect of wandering, through being ignorant of cause. But the soul that possesses scientific knowledge, wanders still less than this. For in such a soul, the transitive form of life alone produces the wandering; because it is not arranged to one intelligible, but becomes a different intelligible in different forms. And intellect alone is inerratic among beings, always intellectually perceiving the same thing, and energizing towards and about the same thing. The world, therefore, which imitates intellect in
its motion, is deservedly truly inerratic, always making the same uniform period after the same manner. That however which is thus moved, has no need whatever of the addition of feet, or in short, of progressive organs. And hence the universe was generated without feet and legs. *Theologists also wishing in a certain respect to indicate this to us, are accustomed to call the God who is the Demiurgus of the corporeal nature, lame in both feet,* as constituting the universe without legs and feet. They say too that the Gods laugh at him with inextinguishable laughter, and by their laughing incessantly attend with providential care to mundane natures.

34a-b "All this reasoning, therefore, being employed by the externally existing God, about the God that would at a certain time or once exist; in consequence of this reasoning, he made his body smooth and even, every where from the middle equal and whole, and perfect from perfect bodies."

D What is here said, imitating the one intellect, and the united intellection of wholes, collects all things into the same, and refers them to one summit, the fabrication of the corporeal system. It is necessary, therefore, that we should recollect what has been before said. It was said then,* that the elements rendered all things in the world concordant through analogy; that the universe was generated a whole consisting of wholes; and that it is spherical and smooth, and has a knowledge of itself, and a motion in itself. But this being the case, it is evident that

% Tim. 32c.

the whole world itself, is assimilated to all-perfect animal. The orderly distribution of it, however, according to wholes, proceeds analogous to second and third causes. And the number of the elements, indeed, and the unifying bond of them through analogy,* proceeds conformably to the essence which is uncoloured, unfigured, and without contact,* for there number subsists. But the first wholeness which adorns all things, and which consists of the whole elements, is assimilated to the intellectual wholeness.5 The sphericity of the universe is analogous to the intellectual figure.0 Its self-sufficiency, intellectual motion, and convolution in sameness, are assimilated to the God who absorbs in himself all his progeny [*i.e.* to Saturn]. Its possession of soul, is analogous to the vivific cause [*i.e.* to Rhea]. And its participation of intellect, is analogous to the Demiurgic intellect; though all these proceed from this, and from the natures prior to it, to which these are respectively analogous. And the more excellent natures, indeed, are the causes of all the things of which secondary natures are the causes; but
the latter are the causes of fewer effects than the former. For the
Demiurgus himself, so far, indeed, as he is intellectual, makes all things
to be intellectual; but so far as he is being, he is the father of all bodies,
and incorporeal natures; and so far as he is a God, he constitutes matter
itself. In what is here said, therefore, Plato makes a summary repetition
of all such particulars as the universe derives from the intellectual Gods.
And thus much concerning the whole theory.

It is requisite, however, that we should understand the truth pertaining
to each of the words. Directly, therefore, the words "all this," imply
that you should survey in one the whole cause of the corporeal-formed
nature, and know the division of forms. For wholeness is assimilated to
one thing, figure to another, and motion to another. And the word this
indeed indicates union; but the word all the number of causes.
Moreover, the words "reasoning employed by the eternally existing God,"
make the essence, and at the same time the intelligence of the Demiurgus
to be eternal, through which the world is perpetual. It is necessary
t cf. Phdrus 247c.
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likewise to observe, that Plato by arranging the Demiurgus among
eternal beings, gives to him an eternal order, so that he will not
[according to Plato] be soul. For in the Laws* he says, that soul is
immortal, indeed, and indestructible, but is not eternal. Hence every
one who fancies that soul is the Demiurgus, seems to be ignorant of the
difference between the eternal and the indestructible. But the word
2,100 "reasoning" is significant of a distributed fabrication. And the words
170A "that would at a certain time exist" are not significant of a beginning
according to time, as Atticus fancied they were, but that the world has
an essence conjoined with time. For time was generated together with
heaven [or the universe,] and the world is temporal, and time is
mundane. For they were co-produced with each other, and are
consubsistent from one fabrication. The words therefore at a certain
time or once do not signify a part of time, but reason is time as
compared with eternal being. For that is truly always being; but the
temporal always is once as with reference to the eternal, just as that
which is being, after a generated manner, is non-being with reference to
that which is intelligibly being. Hence though the world exists through
the whole of time, yet the existence of it consists in becoming to be, and
is in a part of time. This however is once, and is not simultaneously in
all time, but is always once. For the eternal is always in the whole of
eternity; but the temporal, in a certain time, is always at a different time in another time. As with reference therefore, to the eternally existing God, the world is very properly called, "the God that would once exist."

For as with reference to that God who is intellectual, this is sensible. Hence, the sensible world is indeed generated, or becoming to be, always, but is once. For it has its existence partibly, always advancing to being from eternal being. For since, as we have before observed,* it has an eternal power of existing derived from a cause different from itself, and the power which it possesses it possesses terminated, but by always receiving, it always is, having the power in that which is terminated numbered to infinity; - this being the case, it is evident that it is once, from the once, always acquiring existence, and always becoming to be, in consequence of that which gives it to exist, never ceasing.5 According to its own nature, however, it is once, and has a renovated immortality,

t cf. Laws X, 904a.
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as Plato says in the Politicus, * possessing its being in advancing into existence, and on this account participating not at once wholly of the whole [of time] but once; and this again and again, existing in generation, and not being without an extension [of existence]. Unless, therefore, the word once signifies with Plato the whole of time. For the transitive subsistence of time, as compared with eternal energy, is once, and the whole of time has the same ratio to eternity, as the part of time the once to the whole of time.

2,101 If you are willing also to consider what is said after another manner, since Plato has hitherto fashioned a corporeal nature, but has not in words constituted soul and intellect, he denominates the God that would exist, and who subsists in discourse according to a part, once. For divinity indeed constitutes collectively parts and the whole, but language divides things which are consubsistent, generates things which are unbegotten, and distributes according to time, eternal natures. The God therefore, that would once exist, is the God that would exist in the discourse, in which there is a distribution into parts, and composition. For the Pythagoric Timaeus likewise, indicating this in his treatise to those who are able to understand him, says* "that before heaven [or the universe] was generated in words, there were idea and matter, and God the Demiurgus." For that he fashions the generation of the universe in words, he clearly manifest in what he says. Moreover, with respect to the smooth and the even, they manifest, as we have before observed, the one comprehension in the world, and the greatest aptitude to the participation of a divine soul. But the words, "every where from the
middle equal," define the peculiarity of the spherical figure. For this is every where equidistant, according to all intervals. And the words "whole, and perfect from perfect bodies," establish the world in the highest degree of similitude to all-perfect animal; for that was in all respects perfect; and, likewise, to the Demiurgus himself. For as he is the father D of fathers, and the supreme of rulers,5 thus also the world is the most perfect of perfect natures, and the most total of wholes. You may likewise say that the world is smooth, as not being in want of any motive, or nutritive, or sensitive organs. For this was proximately demonstrated. But "it is every where equal from the middle," as having a spherical figure, and "a whole and perfect," as being all-perfect, and

* cf. Politicus 270a.
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t leaving nothing external to itself: for this is properly a whole and perfect. And it consists of perfect bodies, as being composed from the four elements. It is also said to be in the singular number a body, as being only-begotten. And thus Plato beginning from the only-begotten, 2,102 and proceeding as far as to perfection, he again converts it through the above-mentioned particulars to the same thing [i.e. to the only-begotten]; imitating the progression of the world from its paradigm, and its perfect conversion to it.

34b "Placing also the soul in the middle, he extended it through the whole 2.102 of the world, and besides this, he externally circumvested the body of the universe with soul."

Divinity produces all things at once, and eternally. For by his very being, and according to an eternal intelligence of wholes, he generates all things from himself, supermundane, and all mundane beings, intellects, 170E souls, natures, bodies, and matter itself. And indeed, the at-once-collected subsists in a greater degree in the demiurgic production of things, than in the solar illumination;* though in this the whole light proceeds at one and the same time from the sun. But the sun who imitates his father through the visible fabrication, evidently yields to an eternal and invisible production. As we have said therefore, all things being produced at once and eternally from the fabrication [of the Demiurgus], the order of the effects is at the same time preserved. For in the producing cause there was an eternal intelligence and order prior to the things that are arranged. Whence though all things are at once from one cause, yet some have the first, but others a subordinate dignity. For some things proceed in a greater, but others in a less degree. And some indeed, are co-arranged with the Demiurgus according to union, others according to contact, and others according to participation. For
intellect is able to be connascent with intellect through union. But soul is naturally adapted to be conjoined with intellect. And bodies are formed to participate of it alone, just as things in the profundity of the earth, participate of the solar splendour. Since therefore all these exist in the world, viz. intellect, soul and body, and all are produced at once, and since at the same time, there is in these an order proceeding from the Demiurgus, the discourse about them, at one time beginning from on high according to progression, ends in the boundaries of fabrication, but at another time being impelled* from the last of things, recurs to the summits of the universe, conformably to things themselves. For all things proceed from, and are converted to the principle and cause from which they proceeded, thus exhibiting a certain demiurgic circle.

For i>XiorK77C here, it is obviously necessary to read TjXiaKTjc. Instead of oppupevoc, in this place, it is requisite to read oppupevog.

In what has been before said, therefore, Plato delivered to us the order of the plenitudes of the world according to progression, when he represented the Demiurgus placing intellect in soul, but soul in body, and thus fabricating* the universe. But in what is now said, he gives completion to the world according to conversion. And first indeed, assuming the contraries that are in the universe, he adds two media to these, and unites them through analogy. In the next place, perfecting it a whole of wholes, he surrounds it with an intellectual figure, renders it capable of participating of a divine life, and imparts to it a motion which imitates intellect. Always likewise, causing it to become more perfect by the additions, after all these, he introduces soul into the universe, and fills all things with life, though different natures with a different life. He also places intellect in soul, and through this conjoins soul to its fountain. For the soul of the universe, through participating of intellect, becomes conjoined with intelligibles themselves. And thus he ends at the principle from which the mundane intellect, soul, and the

B bulk of body proceed. For dividing the universe triply, into intellect, soul, and body, he first discusses the more subordinate of these: for such is the mode according to conversion. And the discussion indeed of the fabrication of body is terminated, having delivered the essence, figure and motion of it.

The theory of soul however, is conjoined to this, just as body itself is suspended from a divine soul, and the animation which the discourse now adds, is the seventh demiurgic gift imparted to the world. But the discussion of the soul is I think twofold; the one indeed delivering the essence of it, but the other its communion with body. Plato however selects the latter of these, and thinks fit to mention it before the former. Perhaps indeed, because it is a medium between the reasoning about body, and the speculations about the essence of soul. For the habitude
of soul to body, is in a certain respect a medium between body, and soul itself. And it is necessary that the leading to principles should be through media. Perhaps too, he selected the latter, because he was not willing to connect the soul with body, according to time; nor again, when separate, and existing by itself to conjoin it to the world. But to deliver the communion of soul with body prior to generation of soul, contributes to this. For the generation of the soul is sufficient to evince, that the corporeal bulk also of the world is unbegotten [according to

\textit{t Tim. 30b}

\$ For ovve\textit{Krei}varo here, it is necessary to read ovver\textit{K}Taivero.\$

time]. For if he ascribes generation to unbegotten natures, yet in these there will be another mode of generation. But if prior* to the apparent generation, he brings into the same condition both body and soul, such a generation will be unbegotten, and the animation will be perpetual; neither soul being generated in time, nor body differing in time from soul. And thus much concerning the principal parts of the order in what is said.

With respect however, to the middle position of soul, different interpreters explain it differently. For some say that the middle is the centre of the earth; others, that the moon is the middle, as the isthmus of generated and divine natures; others, that it is the sun, as being established in the place of a heart; others, that it is the inerratic sphere; others, that it is the equinoctial, as bounding the breadth of the world; and others, that it is the zodiack. And some indeed, place in the centre the ruling power of the universe; others, in the moon; others, in the sun; others, in the equinoctial; and others, in the zodiack. But to the first of these, the power of the centre bears witness, this being connective of every circulation; to the second, the motion of the moon, which in a various manner changes generation; to the third, the vivific heat of the sun; to the fourth, the facility of the motion of the equinoctial circle; and to the fifth, the circulation of the stars about the zodiack. Against all these however, Porphyry and Iamblichus write, blaming them for understanding the middle locally, and with interval, 2,105 and inclosing in a certain part the soul of the whole world, which is every where present similarly, and which rules over, and leads all things by its motions. Of these divine men likewise, Porphyry indeed, assuming this to be the soul of the universe, interprets the middle according to the psychical essence: for this is the middle of intelligibles and sensibles. In thus speaking however, he will not appear to say any thing, as pertaining to the words of Plato. But if we should assume that the universe derives its completion from intellect, soul and body, and is an animal possessing soul and intellect, in this system we shall find that soul is the middle. Plato therefore, having before said this, will appear
to say nothing else now, than that the soul of the world is arranged so as to extend its energies through the universe, being allotted the middle order in it. For again secondary natures participate of those prior\(^*\) to them; just as body which is the last of things, participates of soul which

\[ \text{For } \text{irpog ryq <paiwaveyjke; yevoeug here, read TOO Trig, K. \ldots} \]

\[ X \text{ Instead of } /*\text{erex} \text{yap avrov ra Sevrepv rcov itpog avruv in this place, it is necessary to read perexei yap av ra devrepv ruv irpo avruv.} \]

ranks in the middle, and soul participates of intellect, which is prior to it. But the philosopher Iamblichus thinks that by soul, we should understand that soul which is exempt, supermundane, and liberated, and which has dominion over all things. For according to him, Plato does not speak of the mundane soul, but of that which is imparticiable, and is arranged as a monad above all mundane souls. For this is the first soul, and the middle is in this, as being similarly present to all things, in consequence of not belonging to any body, nor subsisting in any way in habitude, but similarly animating, and being equally separated from all mundane natures. For it is not less separated from some and more from others; since it is without habitutde; but is similarly separated from all; though all things are not separated from it after the same manner. For in the participants of it, there are the more and the less.

\[ \text{F Our preceptor however, interprets the middle in a way more accommodated to the words of Plato. For since the soul of the universe has indeed that which is supermundane, and exempt from the universe, according to which it is conjoined to intellect, which Plato in the 2,106 Phaedrus* and Orpheus in what he says about Hippa, denominate the head of the soul; and since it has also another multitude of powers, proceeding from this monad, divided about the world, and appropriately present to all the parts of the universe, in one way indeed about the 172A middle, in another about the earth, in another about the sun, and in another about each of the spheres; this being the case, he says that the present words indicate all these, so that soul animates the middle in one way, but the whole bulk in another, and leaves something else prior to these powers, exempt from the universe. In order however, that we may not negligently attend to what is said by Plato, but may exhibit the variety of the psychical powers, thus much must be said, that soul much prior to body, is a vital world, and is both one and number. And through the one indeed, it is superior to every habitude of form; but through multitude, it governs the different parts of the universe. For by its guardian powers, it contains the centre; since the whole sphere is governed from thence, and converges to it. Besides, every thing turbulent in the world, is collected about the middle, and requires a divine guard, capable of arranging, and detaining it in its proper boundaries. Hence also, theologists terminate the progressions of the highest Gods, in that place; and the} \]
Pythagoreans call the middle the tower of Jupiter* and the guard-house of

Phaedrus 248a.

$ cf. 61C f, p. 186.

Jupiter. But by its stable, and at the same time vivifying powers, it contains
the sphere of the earth. By its perfective, and generative powers, the sphere
of water. By its connective, and motive powers, the air. By its undefined
powers, fire. And by its intellectual powers, all heaven. Of these also, it
contains in one way the lunar sphere, in another, the solar sphere, and
in another, the sphere of the fixed stars. For the souls of each of these
govern in conjunction with the whole soul of the universe, their
appropriate portions of the world.

Such therefore, being the mode of animation, Plato, as he is
accustomed to do, beginning from the last of things according to
conversion, first animates the middle, afterwards the universe, and in the
third place, leaves something of soul external to the universe. For as he
constituted body prior to soul, and parts prior to wholes, so likewise he
delivers the animation of the world, beginning from the last of things.
For according to a progression from on high he said,* that the
Demiurgus placed intellect in soul, and soul in body; but teaching us in
what is now said, animation according to conversion, he first animates
the middle, and afterwards the universe. For the river of vivification
proceeds as far as to the centre; as the Oracles also say,* when speaking
of the middle of the five centres, which extends from on high entirely
to the opposite part. "And another fifth middle fiery centre, where a
life-bearing fire descends as far as to the material rivers." Plato therefore,
beginning from those things in which animation ends, recurs to the
whole production of life, and prior to this surveys the exempt power of
the soul. Hence we must not place the ruling part of the soul in the
centre; for this part is exempt from the universe; but a certain power of
it, which is the guardian of the whole [mundane] order. For nothing
else in the universe, is so capable of entirely subverting wholes as the
centre, and the power of the centre, about which there is a harmonic
dance of the universe [if they are in a defective condition]. Hence too
Plato, divinely as it appears to me, does not place the soul in the middle
of the universe, but soul. For these differ from each other, because the
former establishes the whole of soul in the centre, but the latter places
a power of it in the middle, and a different power in different parts of
the world. Plato therefore says, "placing soul in the middle;" which is the
same thing as giving the participation of soul to the middle, and
extending its total powers to the universe; the Demiurgus left external

Tim. 30b.

% Chald. Orac. fr 65.
to the universe, a power of the soul more divine than all the others, established in itself, and exemptly containing and connecting the whole world. And what occasion is there to be prolix in investigating the meaning of Plato, since the philosopher himself shortly after, when discussing the animation itself of the world, f says, 

"but soul unfolding herself to the extremity of the universe, from the middle, circularly covered it as with a veil, herself being convolved in herself" 

This however does 2,108 not at all differ from the words before us. For to extend every way from the middle, is the same thing as to be unfolded from the middle to the extremity of the universe. But there soul herself from herself, illuminates the centre of the universe, and the whole sphere of it, by her powers; and here the Demiurgus is the cause of animation, and introduces the soul into the universe. For the same thing is effected by both, demiurgically indeed, and intellectually, by the cause, but self-motively, by soul. Now however, the philosopher delivers the bond derived from fabrication alone. For we particularly refer wholes, and such things as E are good, to a divine cause, but partial natures, and things which are not good, we think unworthy of divine production, and suspend them from other more proximate causes; though these also, as has been frequently observed, subsist through divinity.

As there is therefore a communion of a divine, and likewise of a partial soul with bodies, that communion which subsists according to a beneficent will, and does not depart from intelligible progressions, is divine; but that which subsists according to a defluxion of the wings of the soul, or audacity, or flight, is without God, though in this also, there is a complication with self-motive energy, and the will of providence.* Nevertheless, the communion with body which is according to divinity, is manifest through the presence of divinity; but that which is from soul, is apparent through the representation of aberration which it exhibits. Hence, since the animation of the world is twofold, proceeding from the Demiurgus, and from self-motion, Plato here very properly gives the preference to that cause which subsists according to divinity, as being wholly most adapted to wholes.5 For the words "placing, he extended, and he covered as with a veil," are the names of demiurgic works. For the first of these signifies the termination of the soul, the second, the psychical middle which proceeds through all things, and the third,

f Tim. 36e.

t cf. 17B, p. 57.

§ For TOLQ aXXoie here, it is necessary to read roic, oXoiC-

F exempt transcendency. For to cover as with a veil, indicates that the soul comprehends the world every way, unites it through herself, leads it to one life, and does not leave any thing external to its appropriate
providence, nor destitute of its nature.

34b "And causing circle to revolve in a circle, he established heaven [or the
2,109 universe] one, single, solitary nature."

The philosopher Porphyry well interprets the meaning of circle revolving in a circle. For it is possible, he says, for that which is not a circle to be moved in a circle, as a stone when whirled round; and also for a circle not to be moved in a circle, as a wheel when rolled along. But it is the peculiarity of the world, that being circular it is moved in 173A a circle, through harmoniously revolving about the centre. In a still greater degree however, the divine Iamblichus, appropriately interprets the meaning of these words. For he says that the circle is twofold, the one being psychical, but the other corporeal, and that the latter is moved in the former. For this is conformable to what has been before said, and accords with what is afterwards asserted. For Plato himself shortly after* moves the corporeal nature according to the psychical circle, and renders the twofold circulations analogous to the periods in the soul. And such is the interpretation according to both these philosophers. Moreover, to comprehend the whole blessedness of the world in three appellations,* is most appropriate to that which subsists according to a triple cause, viz. the final, the paradigmatic, and the demiurgic. For of the appellations themselves, the first of them, viz. one, is assumed from the final cause; for The One is the same with The Good. But the second, viz. single or only, is assumed from the paradigmatic cause. For the B only-begotten and onlyness (XOVCGOIC,) were, prior to the universe, in all-perfect animal. And the third, viz. the solitary, is assumed from the demiurgic cause. For the ability of using itself, and through itself governing the world, proceeds from the demiurgic goodness. The world therefore, is one, so far as it is united, and is converted to The One. But it is single, so far as it participates of the intelligible, and comprehends all things in itself. And it is solitary, so far as it is similar to its father, and is able to save itself. From the three however, it appears that it is a God. For The One, the perfect, and the self-sufficient, are the elements of deity. Hence, the world receiving these, is also itself a God; being one

t Tim. 36d, ff.
$ Tim. 34b.

indeed, according to hyparxis; but single or only according to a 2.110 perfection which derives its completion from all sensible natures; and solitary, through being sufficient to itself.* For those that lead a solitary life, being converted to themselves, have the hopes of salvation in themselves. And that this is the meaning of the term solitary, will be evident from the following words of Plato:
"Able through virtue to converse with itself, indigent of nothing external, and sufficiently known and friendly to itself."

C For in these words, he clearly manifests what the solitariness is which he ascribes to the world, and that he denominates that being solitary, who looks to himself, to that with which he is furnished, and to his own proper measure. For those that live in solitary places are the saviours of themselves, so far as respects human causes. The universe therefore is likewise after this manner solitary, as being sufficient to itself, and preserving itself, not through a diminution, but from an exuberance of power; for self-sufficiency is here indicated; and as he says, through virtue. For he alone among partial animals [such as we are] who possesses virtue, is able to associate with, and love himself with a parental affection. But the vicious man looking to his inward baseness, is indignant with himself and with his own essence, is astonished with externals, and pursues an association with others, in consequence of his inability to behold himself. On the contrary, the worthy man perceiving himself beautiful rejoices and is delighted, and producing in himself beautiful conceptions, gladly embraces an association with himself. For we are naturally domesticated to the beautiful, but hastily withdraw ourselves from deformity. Hence, if the world possesses

D virtue adapted to itself, in its intellectual and psychical essence, and in the perfection of its animal nature, looking to itself, it loves itself, and is present with, and sufficient to itself.*

It is proper therefore, to assert these things to those who place intelligibles external to intellect. For how can that which tends to other things, and as being deficient is indigent of externals, be blessed? Hence, 2.111 if the world is through virtue converted to itself, must not intellect do this in a much greater degree? Intellect therefore intellectually perceives itself. And this is among the number of things immediately known.

t The world is single, or alone, because there is not another world equal to it; but it is solitary, because it is sufficient to itself. So that the alone, and the solitary, have not here the same meaning.

t Plot. Enn. I, 6, 5; and Ht, 8, 8.

This also deserves to be remarked, that Plato when he gives animation to the world, directly imparts virtue to it. For the participation of soul is immediately accompanied with the fulness of virtue, in the being which subsists according to nature; since the one cause of the virtues,* is also co-arranged with the fountain of souls,* and the progression of this fountain is conjoined with the progression of soul. For with respect to virtue, one indeed is unical, primary and all-perfect; but another subsists in the ruling supermundane Gods; another in the liberated Gods;
and another is mundane, through which the whole world possesses undefiled intelligence, an undeviating life, an energy converted to itself, an undefiled intellect, an undeviating life, an energy converted to itself, and a purity unmingled with the animals which it contains. From this virtue therefore, the world becomes known and friendly to itself. For knowledge precedes familiarity.

Since the universe also is intellectual, an animal, and a God, so far indeed, as it is intellectual, it becomes known to itself; but so far as it is a God, it is friendly to itself. For union is more perfect than knowledge. If therefore, the universe is known to itself, it is intellectual; for that which is primarily known to itself is intellect. And if it is friendly to itself it is united. But that which is united is deified; for The One which is in intellect is a God. Again therefore, you have virtue, a knowledge of, and a friendship with itself, in the world; the first of these proceeding into it from soul; the second from intellect; and the third from deity. Hence Plato very properly adds, that on account of these things, the world was generated by the Demiurgus a blessed God; for the presence of soul, the participation of intellect, and the reception of union, render the universe a God. And the blessed God which he now mentions is the God "who at a certain time would exist," animated, endued with intellect, and united. Union however, is present with it according to the bond of analogy; but much more from the one soul and the one intellect which it participates. For through these, greater bonds, and a more excellent union proceeded into the universe. And still beyond these unions, divine friendship, and the supply of good, contain and connect the whole world. For the bond which proceeds from intellect and soul is strong, as Orpheus also says; but the union of the golden chain

\[ \text{tuue. Vesta.} \]
\[ % \text{ue. Juno.} \]
\[ \S \text{cf. Chald. Ore. fr. 46, 47, 52 & 196; and 82E, page 250.} \]

\[ \text{[i.e. of the deific series] is still greater* and is the cause of greater good to all things.} \]

Moreover, felicity must likewise be assumed in a way adapted to the universe. For since it is suspended from the paternal intellect, and the whole fabrication of things, and since it lives conformably to those causes, it is consequently happy \((\text{evdaipLUv})^*\) from them. For the Demiurgus also is denominated a daemon by Plato in the \textit{Politicus}\(^*\) and a great daemon by Orpheus, when he says,

\[ \text{One the great daemon and the lord of all.} + \]

He therefore who lives according to the will of the father, and preserves the intellectual nature which was imparted to him from thence immutable is happy and blessed. The first and the all-perfect form of
Felicity likewise, is that of the world. The second is that of the mundane Gods, who in Plato in the *Phaedrus* calls happy Gods following the mighty Jupiter. The third is that of the genera superior to us [viz. the felicity of angels, daemons and heroes].** For there is one virtue of angels, another of daemons, and another of the heroic genera: and the form of felicity is triple, being different according to genus. The fourth form of felicity is that which subsists in the undefiled souls, who make blameless descents [into the realms of generation,] and exert an inflexible B and untamed life. The fifth is that of partial souls [such as ours]; and this is multiform. For the soul which is an attendant on the moon, is not similarly happy with the soul that is suspended from the solar order; but as the form of life is different, so likewise perfection is defined by different measures. And the last form of felicity is that which is seen in irrational animals. For every thing which obtains a perfection adapted to it according to nature is happy. For through its proper perfection, it is conjoined to its proper daemon, and partakes of his providential care. 2,113 The forms of felicity therefore, being so many, the first and highest must be placed in the world, and which also is now mentioned by Plato. We
t cf. 96A - B, p. 291.
t ue. Having a good dasmon.
§ cf. *Politicus* 272e.
• Orph. fr. 123. Instead of «Saipuv eyvero peyac; apxoc, otto iravruv, it is requisite to read etc; Saipuv yevtro payag apxog ontuvruv.
o Phcedrus 247a, 250b.
ft Chald. Orac. fr. 122, 123.

must not, however, wonder that he immediately calls the world a God, from its participation of soul. For every thing is deified through that which is proximately prior to it; the corporeal world indeed through soul; but soul through intellect, as the Athenian guest also says;* (for he asserts that by receiving intellect soul becomes a God,) and intellect through The One. Hence, intellect is divine, but not a God.* The One however is no longer a God through any thing else, but is primarily a God; just as intellect is primarily gnostic, as soul is primarily self-motive, and as body is primarily in place. But these things being C perfectly true, and peculiar to Plato, it is necessary to survey in what follows, where he establishes intellect in soul, as here he places soul in body. 34ce "But, indeed, divinity did not thus afterwards artificially produce the soul, as we just now endeavoured to say, junior to the body. For he who conjoined these, would never permit that the more ancient nature should be governed by the younger."

Plato knew that the mode according to conversion, entirely delivers as
first, things which are second in order. For things which are proximately participated, are secondary to those that are exempt; and such as are more known to the hearers, are inferior to invisible things. The cause however of this is, that when we now survey beings we are in a fallen condition. For when we are on high, and behold the things that are here from a certain shadow, we are able to perceive their diminutive nature, in consequence of associating with intelligibles, and having them before our eyes. But falling into generation, and surveying things as it were in a supine condition, we first perceive symbols, and things proximate to our senses, as being placed nearer to us. And beginning from these, we recur through reminiscence to beings themselves and truly existing essence. The survey therefore from on high, will be that of souls abiding there; but the survey from beneath, will be that of souls who have separated themselves [from the

\[\text{ Laws X, 897b.} \]

\[X \text{ i-e. Intellect, is in its own nature divine, and not a God; but when a super-essential unity becomes consubstantial with it, it is then a God.} \]

\[\text{§ Rep. IV, 445c.} \]

\[\text{• cf. Phædrus 248c; and 35c, supra p. 110.} \]

\[\text{o Tim. 43e; Phaedrus 264a.} \]

intelligible world]. And the judgement indeed, which originates from things essentially more ancient, is that of souls living according to intellect; but the judgement which proceeds from secondary to first natures, is the judgement of fallen souls. For truly existing being is near to souls that abide in the intelligible; but non-being to those that are in a fallen condition. For that which abides, abides in being, and that which falls [from the intelligible], is situated in non-being. But to each of these, that in which it dwells is more proximate. Plato therefore, knowing these things, and that we recur from subordinate to more excellent natures according to a well-arranged progression, thinks fit to make mention of the nature of things, conformably to which the elder is more excellent than the younger, and through this common conception, to arrange the soul prior to the body. For he reminds us that the former is older, but the latter younger, through an hypothetical guidance. For if the soul rules over the body, it is more ancient than the body. But it does rule over the body: for it leads every thing in the universe by its motions.* And body, indeed, is alter-motive: but soul is naturally adapted to move both itself, and other things. It is therefore more ancient than the body. If this however be the case, it is necessary to conceive of it by itself, not as being generated posterior to the body, as we imagine it to be, but giving it a supernal origin, we should survey the corporeal bulk of the universe, unfolded as it were into light from it. For the universe derived its subsistence
through soul, imitating the progression of it through its bulk, but the conversion of it through its figure. These things, however, we shall again discuss.

But, if you are willing, let us now survey each of the words of the text of Plato. In the first place therefore, with respect to the soul, he manifests that he speaks of every soul by adding the article the. For he does not say as he did before,* "placing soul in the middle," but the soul. For there, there was a power of the whole soul about the middle; but here, every soul is said to be more ancient than body. In the next place, the older and the younger, are not to be assumed according to time, as Atticus apprehended they were: for the father at once constituted the soul, and surrounded the body of the universe with it, as with a veil. But they must be assumed in the order of essence. For the essence which is more proximate to the Demiurgus [is older]. If you wish also to understand the older and the younger according to time; the time which is in the soul, is older and more divine, but the time which pertains to body is younger. And soul, so far as soul, is not corporeal time; but the time belonging to body is subordinate to that of soul. For as there is a different form of motion in both, so likewise the time in each is different. In the third place, he uses the expression "artificially produce," in the most proper sense, in speaking of the soul; clearly indicating that it is a self-motive thing, that it is full of reasons,* and is inventive* of all-various contrivances.

Farther still, the power of more ancient ruling over junior natures, proceeds into the universe from intelligibles themselves. For there Protagonus, [or animal itself,] who is so denominated by all [the Gods], is the king of all the intellectual natures. And in the intellectual order, the eldest of the sons of Saturn, is said to be the father of all things.

But Jove was born the first, and more he knows. *Iliad* xiii, 355

For every where that which is older, is the symbol of a more intellectual, total and monadic life; but that which is younger, of a life which is partible, proceeds to secondary natures, and is multiplied. Hence of the vivific Goddesses, they call one older, but the other younger.** And of the demiurgic Gods, they denominate one prior, but the other junior, whom likewise they call recent.** In the next place, the word conjoined, clearly makes the soul which is the subject of

\[t \text{ Laws X, 896e.} \]
\[t \text{ Tim. 34b & 172C, supra, p. 535.} \]
\[\text{§ Tim. 34b.} \]
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• Orph. fr. 58, 59.
0 Instead of veurepctc, in this place, it is requisite to read votpurepag. ^
ft ue. Rhea is the older, but Juno the younger vivific Goddess [cf. Theol. Plat. 370f].
% % The prior Demiurgus, is Jupiter, but the junior Bacchus [Tim. 42d.].

the present discussion mundane, and not liberated,* nor the one soul which exists prior to the many. For the latter is exempt from all souls, B and other souls proceed about it as a centre; but the former receives a conjunction with body, effected according to the will of the father.

34c "We however, participating in a certain respect much of that which is casual and without design assert things of this kind."

What is the reason that we are unwilling to transfer our intellect from things that are of a junior nature, to those that are essentially more ancient?* It is because our intellect resembles one asleep, and because we are full of an irrational and disorderly nature. For the words casual, and rashly, are significant of these things. For since we possess sense, and sensibles are placed before our view, together with which we are nourished, we first apprehend things of a junior nature, as being more familiar to us. And through sense indeed, we are borne along rashly and without design; but through sensibles which are placed before us, we live in a casual manner. For those that remain on high, as sense is with them at rest, and there is no sensation of the sensibles with which we are now conversant, have nothing occurring to them of a casual nature. But we, since we have sense, and sensibles are before our eyes, live casually and without design. And as it is said, we form a judgment of things with the C head downward;5 which is also conformable to what Empedocles lamenting our fate says:

Many dire words and cares obtund the mind . D

For many things invading us who are truly slaves, as having become exiles from deity, blunt and clog our speculation of real beings. Since however, as this philosopher also says, the casual, and that which is without design, accede to us externally, on this account, Plato say, that we participate of them, and not that these are excited from our essence:

tie. Not belonging to the order of Gods denominated liberated, and who are also
called super-celestial, as being immediately above the mundane Gods. % In the original, btxx irouv curuxv, onto ruv veurepucoc itpeosivrepv, eiti ra KOLT' ovoiav irpeosivrepap &a0ifia'eLV r'puv QovkopeBa rov vow; but it appears to me that the words wc Tipeosivrepv ought to be expunged, unless we read instead of them wc ouceiorepuv, (as more FAMILIAR to us), and that for 0ov\ope0a, we should read ov 8ov\opt0a.
§ For Kaporioiovpeda here, it appears to be requisite to read Kaptj voiovpedct.
* Fr. n, 2d. In the original, 7roXXa 5e dtpiv' eirea, ra re ctpfiXwovoi pepipvap. But for ra re it is obviously necessary to read rag rt.

for we are essentially intellectual. But since there is likewise a participation from more divine natures, Plato adds the word much, in order that he may indicate the indefiniteness and confusion of a 2,117 participation of this kind. For the participation of diviner natures, introduces to the participants, union, bound and order.

34c "But the artificer of the world constituted soul both in generation and virtue prior to and more anciant than body, as the despot [or lord] and ruler of its servile nature; and that from certain things in the following manner."

Porphyry subdividing, conceives the words to signify, that soul is more anciant than body in generation, but prior to it in virtue. Both however, or either, may be signified, and prior to and more anciant than, may be conjoined to the words in generation; and again, either may be D conjoined to the words in virtue. But generation when ascribed to the soul, is not that which is according to time; for Plato in the Phaedrus* demonstrates that the soul is unbegotten and indestructible; but is an essential progression from intelligible causes. For of beings, some are intelligible and unbegotten, but others are sensible and generated. And the media between these, are intelligible and generated. For some things are entirely incomposite and impartible, and on this account are unbegotten; but others which subsist between these, are intelligible and generated, being naturally impartible and partible, and after another manner simple and composite. Generation therefore, in the soul is one thing but that in the body another. And the one, indeed, is prior and more anciant; for it is more proximate to the Demiurgus of all things; but the other is secondary and more recent; for it is more remote from the one [fabricative] cause of all. Farther still, virtue is present with the soul, and it is also present with the body, and the whole animal; but the virtue of the soul is more divine, and that of the body, abject. And the former is of a more ruling nature, and is nearer to the unical causes of intelligible virtue; but the latter is of an attendant nature, and is more E remote from intelligibles. Generation, however, manifests progression, but virtue, perfection and conversion; of which, the former is from the
fountain of the soul,* but the latter is inherent in souls from fontal
2.118 virtue, [i.e. from Vesta]. The prior itself also, and the more ancient,
have a certain difference with respect to each other. For prior indeed, is

Pbxdrus 246a; also Tim. 52a.

% It is necessary here to supply **rrγ^νυφQ** - The fountain of the soul is Juno.

significant of order alone; but the more ancient, of the transcendency of
cause with reference to the thing caused. Not every thing therefore which
is prior, can also be called more ancient, but that which is the leader of
essence to secondary natures. Both however are true of the soul. For
she is allotted a prior order, being the sister of body, according to the
progression of both from one fabrication; and she generates and adorns
body in conjunction with the father. For the first progeny of causes,
produce as they proceed the second progeny, in conjunction with the
causes of themselves.

What, however, shall we say of the words, the lord and ruler?* Do not
both indicate, that the soul supplies all things with good, that it provides
in every respect for the body, and that it preserves its own proper good
in a flourishing condition.* And how is it possible, that Plato should
not manifest these things through these words? For a despot or lord,
always refers the good5 of those that he governs, to his own good. But
F a ruler looks to the good of those who are obedient to him, and coarranges
all things with reference to it. The despotic peculiarity,
however, is present with the soul, in consequence of her performing all
things for the sake of herself; but the ruling peculiarity, through filling
all things with good. For her providential energy is not diminished,
through referring all things to her own proper good. And her good
remains unchanged, while she gives completion to her providential
energies. In another way also she is a ruler and a despot: for she proceeds
both from the ruling, and the fontal soul. D Because likewise, the
176A universe is her dwelling, she is called a despot. And because she leads all
tings to the intelligible, she rules over the universe. If however, she
was thus constituted at first, as a despot and a ruler, these things are
essential to her, I mean the despotic and the ruling peculiarity. But if
they are essential, they are always present with her. And if indeed they
were present with her in capacity alone, she would be imperfect, which
is not lawful to assert; but if in energy, that which is governed by her
2,119 always was, and was adorned by her. The universe itself therefore, if it
was so generated, as to be governed by soul, is consubsistent with soul.
For that which is governed is simultaneously conjoined with that which

f Com. Cm. 57, 32; and Com. Parm. 913, 6.
X For anpepcaov in this place, read aK pcaov. [Cf. Rep. HI, 409a].
§ Instead of rot ruv d njKO Pveuv ayaBuv avcKpepi’mthis place, it is requisite to read
governs. Hence through both, we may discover the perpetuity of the universe, and that to govern is not accidental to soul, nor to be governed, to body, but that the soul is, by its very essence, the despot of the body, and body the vassal of the soul. On this account also, they are spontaneously conjoined to each other; and the body is excited to the participation of the soul, and the soul to the care of the body.

Farther still, the intention of the words "from certain things after the following manner," is to lead into light the genera and the things which constitute the soul, and also the mode of the mixture of them, and the reasons according to which the mixture is divided. For the corporeal nature was made by divinity to consist of certain elements, and after a certain manner, and he artificially devised a certain analogy of them and physical bond. But if divinity artificially produced the soul from certain things, and after a certain manner, he constituted both the subject of her as it were, and the form. It is ridiculous therefore to say, that the essence of her is unbegotten, if she consists of certain elements, but that the form of her is generated. For Plato says,* that divinity produced, both the matter as it were of the soul, and the reason according to which she is diversified with such forms as she possesses; being bound by certain media. If however, divinity generates the elements as it were of her, *viz. essence, same, and different, and from these the whole, every thing that is essential in the soul is generated.

35a "From an essence always impartible, and subsisting with invariable sameness, and again from an essence which is partible about bodies, he mingled from both a middle form of essence."

In the first place, it is requisite to show through what cause Plato delivers the generation of the soul, since it is according to him unbegotten;* in the next place, to divide appropriately the whole psychical generation; in the third place, to demonstrate the middle nature of the soul; in the fourth place, to speak concerning the genera of those things, from which Plato constitutes all other beings and the soul; in the fifth place, to show how the mixture of these genera is to be assumed in the soul; in the sixth place to demonstrate what the impartible and the partible natures are; and in the seventh place, to unfold the meaning of the words of Plato, and to evince that they accord with all that has been before said. For if we are able to discuss

f Tim. 69a.
t Phxdrus 245c.
all these particulars, we shall obtain in an appropriate manner the end
of this investigation. Let us begin therefore from the first, because some
of the ancients have blamed Plato, asserting that he does not rightly
investigate the principle of a principle, and the generation of an
unbegotten thing. For if we investigate the causes of first natures, and
D conceive generations of things self-subsistent, we shall ignorantly proceed
to infinity, and have no end of the theory. For as he who thinks that
all things are demonstrative, especially subverts demonstration itself,
after the same manner also, he who investigates the causes of all things,
entirely subverts all beings, and the order of them proceeding from a
certain definite principle. Things of this kind indeed, are objected by
Theophrastus to Plato, concerning the generation of the soul, who
likewise says, that we ought not to investigate the why in all physical
inquiries. For, he adds, it would be ridiculous to doubt why fire burns,
on what account fire exists, and why snow refrigerates. But those who
have written against him in defense of Plato say, that alone to know the
oti or that of natural things,+ is irrational knowledge, and is a doxastic,
or sensitive apprehension of them; but that to add likewise the why,* and
to investigate the causes of them, is truly the employment of dianoia,
and a scientific intellect. For in this right opinion differs from scientific
reason.

We however, attending to what both of them say, think that the latter
2,121 speak well, but in the first place, we would ask Theophrastus himself,
E whether the cause of no one thing is to be assigned, or of a certain
thing? For if of no one thing, besides subverting science which
especially knows causes, he will also accuse himself, by enquiring whence
thunder is produced, whence winds arise, and what are the causes of
lightning, corruscations, fiery whirlwinds, rain, snow and hail; all which
in his Meteors,5 he very properly thinks deserving of an appropriate
conjectural discussion. But if the cause of a certain thing is to be
assigned, why are some things pertaining to physics to be surveyed
according to causes, but others are to be delivered irrationally without
cause? For it does not follow that in things in which that they exist is
manifest, in these it is likewise known why they exist. But after
Theophrastus, we shall ask the lovers of Plato, whether we are entirely
to investigate the causes of all things, or not of all things? For if of all

viz. Merely to know that they exist, without knowing the sum, or why they exist.
§ Le. the Sum.
§ In Suis Meteoris, 8.

things, we must therefore investigate the cause of The One, which we say
is more excellent than cause. For that The One is, we may learn from
principles. For if not The One, but multitude [is the principle of things,]
what is it that unites; since that which is united is from The One, just as
that which is essentialized is from essence, and that which is animated
is from soul? But why The One is one cannot be unfolded, for it is more
ancient than every cause. And if we are not to investigate the causes of
F all things, why should we investigate the cause of soul, and the
generation of it from a cause, but should by no means do this in other
things?

Since however, we have separately interrogated each of them, we shall
doubt with ourselves for both of them, through what cause Plato indeed
devises the generation of the soul, and the progression of it from a cause,
but Theophrastus condemns all doctrine of this kind. And having
doubted we say, that to Theophrastus, and all of the Peripatetic sect, the
ascent of their speculation, is [only] as far as to the motive forms of the
177A universe; whether it be proper to call these souls, or intellects.* But by
Plato, these as falling short of the first dignity among beings, in
2,122 consequence of being participable, are considered as having an order very
remote from principles. For prior to these, are the intelligible and
intellectual orders of beings, from which these derive their progression.
And prior to these orders, is the number of the Gods, causing beings to
to change one, and connected, and illuminating them with divine light.
And again, prior to this number, is the imperticipable one, from which
this number unfolds itself into light through the natures by which it is
received. For it is necessary that imperticipable forms should subsist
prior to those that are participated, and prior to imperticipables, the
unities of them. For the united is one thing, and unite another, and
prior to the multitude of unities, the one fountain of them exists.
Such therefore being the opinions of both these philosophers,
Theophrastus indeed, since he asserts that the soul is the principle of
motion, and does not admit that there is any thing else prior to this
principle, very properly thinks that principle ought not to be
B investigated. For he grants that the universe is animated, and on this
account divine. For if it is divine, says he, and has the most excellent life,
it is animated; since nothing is honourable without soul, as he writes in his
treatise On the Heaven. But Plato admits that there are mundane
intellects, prior to the celestial souls, and prior to these, intellects
without habitude [to souls], and prior to these, the divine order. Hence,

**t i. e.** The souls of the celestial and sublunar spheres.

he very properly delivers the soul produced and generated from another
principle; though he also knew that generation of another kind has not
only a place in bodies, but also in souls, so far as they, participate of
time. For in divine souls likewise there is time, since, as Plato says in
the Phaedrus, + they survey through time real being itself. For all
transitive motion has time conjoined with it. And thus much for the
first of the before-mentioned problems. For at the same time, it is
sufficiently demonstrated, that Plato rightly delivers the generation of
the soul, though it is essentially unbegotten, and that the argument C which is urged against it, is partly right and partly not. For to him who admits that the soul is the first thing, it is consequent to subvert the 2,123 generation of it. For from what is the generation of it, when there is nothing prior to it? This very thing however, is not true, that soul is the first of all things. For that which Aristotle says concerning body,* that being finite, it always receives the power of being always moved, but does not receive the infinite at once, - the same thing also must necessarily be said concerning the soul, that it does not at once energize according to all things, so that it does not at once possess all the infinite power, from which it always energizes, nor does it energize at once according to every power, so as always to possess one energy. For of all power, there is one energy of one power. Hence it always receives the power of energizing always, and on this account does not always energize with invariable sameness, but differently at different times. So that in short it is true, that every thing which energizes according to time, always receives the power of energizing, yet does not at once receive the whole power, and on this account is generated.

That the soul however, is not the first of beings5 is evident. For that which is first is present with all things, and it is necessary that all things should participate of the principle of all, or not participating of it should entirely perish. For essence and hyparxis are imparted to all things from D the first principle. But soul is not present with all things, nor is it necessary that all things should participate of soul. But of bodies, some are inanimate, and others are animated. It is likewise necessary that the first of all things should be one. For if it were multitude, it would have that which causes things to be one, prior to itself. For there will not be

\textit{t Phxdrus 247d.}

§ cf. Aristotle \textit{Physics} \textit{VEt, 10, 266a-b25.}

§ Instead of on 8e ov vpo rovruv r\(\nabla\)vxy, STJXOP, in this place, it is necessary to read on 5e ov wpurov ruv ovruv r\(\nabla\)vxy, 8i)ov.

a dispersed multitude. But soul is a multitude. The first of things also is beyond all essence; since every essence has multitude in conjunction with itself; for there are in it* difference and sameness, life, and eternal energy. But soul is an essence. Every where too, the first genus is free from evil; but the genus of [partial] souls is at a certain time naturally adapted to become evil.* And this in short may be demonstrated through many arguments. The design however of Plato is, through the above-mentioned cause, to unfold to us the psychical essence, to show how it subsists, and to teach us from what elements it is composed, and according to what reasons. For as with respect to our body it is easy to know, that it contains the face and the hands, the thighs and the feet, 2.124 and all such other parts as are obvious to every one; but to know how
it is composed from the inward parts, from what particulars, and according to what ratio, requires medical and anatomical information; - after the same manner with respect to the soul, it is not difficult to show what it is according to its total powers, but to unfold the very essence of it, as far as to the elements of which it consists, and to survey the all-various reasons in it, will be the work of the most accurate theory concerning it. And this indeed, Plato endeavours to do, anatomizing as it were the psychical essence, and denudating the whole of it to those who are able to follow him. As we have said therefore, we may thus reply to the first of the inquiries. For that Plato very properly says, that the essence of the soul is generated, we may learn, by considering that he called the corporeal-formed nature generated, because it is always becoming to be, and receives an infinite power of existing. For the soul also is a thing of this kind, and is not able to receive at once the whole infinity of being. This is evident from its living in a discursive manner, and producing different reasons at different times, not having the whole of an infinite life at once present. By always therefore evolving its own life, it is evident that it has an essence always generated, or becoming to be, and always advancing to the infinite, but not being infinite. Hence it always receives a life which is essential, and entirely natural to it. For that which is perfective of a thing is to that thing entirely according to nature. Moreover, if it is self-motive, [as Timaeus asserts, then he must admit, that it imparts to itself at once, the whole of the essential life which it possesses in itself, and thus it will be unbegotten and at the

\[ i-e. \text{ In the first essence.} \]

\[ \text{i} \text{ Tim. 42b, ff.} \]

\[ \text{§ Tim. 37a.} \]

same time]+ generated; being indeed, through the essence and life which it always possesses, ever-living, and ever-existent, but in consequence of always receiving these, always becoming to be essence and life. For it exists in a twofold respect, from itself, and from the natures prior to itself. 

\[ 2,125 \text{ And through itself indeed, always existing; but through the natures prior to itself, always becoming to be. Or rather through the latter having both, viz. to be that which it is, and to be generated, but through itself to be that which it is only. For it alone possesses from the natures prior to itself the perpetual reception of something; Aristotle also rightly asserting that nothing is the cause of itself, the well-being of which is according to time, and has not an eternal subsistence,* lest the cause which ought to be prior to the thing caused, should be consubstantial with that which is generated. Hence time and eternity subsist about the soul; eternity indeed, so far as the soul is unbegotten; but time so far as it is generated. On this account the soul is in a certain respect eternal, as indestructible, but is no simply eternal, as Plato also says in the Laws. * But the second}
thing proposed to be done, was to divide the whole generation of the soul in an appropriate manner. This however, we shall afterwards accomplish, again assuming the principle from the things themselves. In every nature therefore, there are essence, power [and energy. And essence indeed,] 0 is that according to which an existence as fire, or to be fire, is present with fire. But power is one thing, and energy another. For one thing dries, but another heats, and other things produce a change in a different way. It is necessary therefore, that in the soul also one thing should be essence, another power, and another energy. And it is requisite that he who wishes to apprehend and survey the whole of the soul, should speak about all these. Of the generation of the soul therefore, there will in the first place be three heads; the first,

† From the version of Leonicus Thomaeus, it appears that the words within the brackets are wanting in the printed original, and I have accordingly inserted them from his version.

§ In the original, ὅπου ὁ ἀπότομος ἡμών εἶναι ὑπολειμμάτων, ὡς ἔξω ὁ ἄργος αἰώνιος, ὁ ἐκ τῶν ὁμαδόκτων ἐξελθεῖν, οἷς ὁ ΟΧΥΡΥ ἀναφέρεται, ὁτι λέγει, ἄσυνεκτόνημα, ἄσυντοςρήματος, ὁτι δὲ ἄσυλως ἄσυλως καὶ ἄσυντοςρήματος. For an eternal nature is self-subsistent.

§ Laws X, 904a.

• The words within the brackets are wanting in the original, but both the sense and the version of Thomaeus require they should be inserted. Hence after TO de dvocfiii; it is necessary to add, TO Se evepyeux (cat r\ pev ovoux.

concerning its essence; the second concerning its power; and the third concerning its energy. For this will be a perfect disquisition of the things proposed for consideration. We may perceive however, that the psychical essence is a certain threefold nature. For the hyparxis of it is one thing, and the harmony in it another, according to which its essential multitude is connected; since it is not one essence* like intellect, nor divisible to infinity, like body which is posterior to it; but it is divisible into more essential parts than one, of which it consists, yet they are finite in number, there not being more parts of the soul than 2,126 these, since these parts of it cannot be divided into others, as will be evident as we proceed. And the form which is effected from these is another thing; so that the essence of the soul is one and threefold. For the monad and the triad are adapted to it, since we divide the whole soul into three parts. Hence its essence is one and triple: for hyparxis is one thing, harmony another, and form another. And the first of these indeed, alone defines existence, the second harmonizes the essential C multitude, but the third contains the peculiarity of the whole system. All these likewise, are in each other. For hyparxis has with itself an harmonized multitude; since it is not without multitude; nor is it
multitude alone unharmonized. And harmony is itself essential, and is 
connective of essence, to which also it gives form. Hence likewise it is 
shown in what respect the soul is harmony, and in what respect it is 
not, and that Plato accords with himself in asserting here that the soul 
is harmony, but in the Phædo confuting those who maintain that it is.*
For it is one thing to be the harmony of itself, and of others things, and a 
different thing to be the harmony of another thing alone. For the latter 
produces harmony in a subject, and a harmony inseparable from the 
things harmonized, and established in a foreign seat. But the former 
produces a separate harmony, subsisting from itself, and converted to 

 itself. Form likewise, is comprehensive of harmonic reasons, contains the 
hyparxis of the soul, and is the one reason according to which the soul is that 
which it is. All these therefore are in each other, viz. hyparxis, harmony, 
and form, and the essence of the soul is one and triple; since it also 
D consists of three genera, essence, same and different. And again, 
hyparxis indeed, is rather defined according to essence, but harmony 
according to sameness, and form according to difference, through which 
it is separated from all things.

Instead of ovre puxq ainac in this place, it is necessary to read ovre piat; ovoiac;.

X Phædo 88d, ff.

Since therefore, we find that the soul is triple from the beginning, 
possessing essence, power and energy, and again, having essence itself 
triple, according to hyparxis, according to harmony, and according to 
2.127 form, from these we shall make a pentad; arranging hyparxis as the first, 
harmony as the second, idea or form, as the third, power as the fourth, 
and energy as the fifth. For the pentad is adapted to the soul as to a 
medium, containing the bond of the monad and the ennead, just as the 
soul is the bond of the intelligible and sensible essence. Adopting 
likewise this arrangement, we shall divide the whole theory concerning 
the soul into five heads; in the first place, speaking concerning the 
hyparxis of the soul; in the second place, concerning the reasons and 
harmony in it; in the third place, discussing the idea of it; in the fourth 
place, the many powers it contains; and in the fifth, directing our 
attention to its energies.1 For Plato also when he speaks about the 
E mundane body, surveying the corporeal-formed nature of the world 
itself, by itself, delivers in the first place the nature which is the subject 
of body, and produces the elements of which the world consists. In the 
next place, he delivers the harmony of the elements; for analogy, and the 

bond subsisting through analogy, are an image of the psychical harmony. 
In the third place, he delivers the idea of the world exhibiting it to us 
as a spherical whole of wholes. In the fourth place, he unfolds to us the 
powers of the world, giving to the spheres indeed, partible powers, and 
such as are effected through partial organs, but to the animal of the 
universe, whole and perfect powers. And in the fifth place, he delivers
to us the energies of the world, surrounding the body of it with a wise and intellectual motion. After the same manner likewise, he divides in these five heads the theory of the soul. That the generation of the soul therefore, is very properly surveyed by Plato, and in how many, and what heads it is divided, may through these things be manifest.

After this however, we must discuss that which we proposed, as the third subject of enquiry, viz. how, and on what account we say that the soul is of a middle nature. For it is necessary that this should be known prior to the reasoning concerning it. Since then there are many things which proceed from The One, as far as to formless and the last matter, let us see what are the peculiarities of the first beings, what of the last, and what are allotted a middle order, and how they are adapted to the essence of the soul. The following therefore, are the peculiarities of 2.128 intelligibles, truly-existing being, the eternal, the impartible, the immoveable, the entire, the perfect, a superplenitude of existence, an

unwearied and unrestrained life, that which is motive of all things, similitude, the being present with all things, and the being exempt from 179A all things. For all these properties are unfolded into light in intelligibles, according to the progressions of being. But again, there are certain other peculiarities of sensibles, such as the following, that which is not truly-existing being, that which is temporal according to essence, the partible, that which is moved, the partial, that which is in want of another, that which is always filling with existence, that which lives according to participation, that which is alter-motive, dissimilitude, and that which occupies place by its parts. Between these, which are opposed to each other as things first to things last, there are certain media, through which it is entirely requisite that the progression from first to last natures, should be effected. For things similar to their producing causes proceed prior to such as are dissimilar; because similitude is allied to The One, and all things aspire after The One. The media therefore, between these extremes are, that which is not truly-existing being, yet is more excellent than non-being, but is inferior to real being, that which according to essence is in a certain respect eternal being, but exerts its energies in time, that which is impartible, according to its most divine part, but is distributed into parts, according to the all-various progression B of reasons, that which itself moves itself, that which rules over altermotive natures, but is inferior to immoveable beings, that which presents itself to the view partially in conjunction with its wholeness, that which is in a certain respect a whole, according to the possession of all reasons, but which appears to be partial, according to the possession of all reasons, but which appears to be partial, according to diminution, and transition of energy. It is also that which perfects itself, and is perfected by natures prior to itself, and is more perfect than things which are
adapted to be alone perfected by another. It likewise fills itself with
power, and is filled by other things, lives from itself, and receives life
from others, being more divine than the natures which live only by
participation, but inferior to those that primarily possess life. It is
moreover, motive of other things, but is moved by first natures, is
similar and at the same time dissimilar, and is exempt from the last of
things, and is co-ordinated with them.

Such therefore being the peculiarities in essences, let us consider where
the soul is to be arranged, whether in the first, or in the last of things.
If however, in the first of things, it will be truly-existing being, will be
entirely eternal and immoveable, and every thing else consequent to real
beings, and we shall neither preserve the partible nature of the psychical
reasons, nor psychical time, nor self-motion, nor a transitive energy, nor
any other thing of the like kind; though we clearly perceive these things
in all our souls. But now we investigate such things as are common to
all souls, and which are essentially inherent in them, such as are the
above-mentioned peculiarities. So that if they are inherent in all souls,
being common, souls will not belong to the first of things, and to eternal
beings so far as they are souls. But neither do they rank among the last
of things. For if they did, we shall make the soul alter-motive, partible
and composite, and alone perfected by other things, every thing contrary
to which we see even in our souls. For they move and perfect
themselves, and conduct themselves as they please. Much more
therefore, will divine souls possess the cause of the ir proper perfection,
will lead all things by their own motions, will be converted to, and
know themselves, which it is impossible for alter-motive natures to
accomplish. If however, it is not possible for the soul to be placed either
in the first, or in the last of things, we must give to it a certain
middle situation; and this very properly, in order that it may imitate the
first causes of itself. For the Goddess who is the cause of the soul, has
a middle rank among the Gods, as she also appeared to have to
theologists, she being collective of the two fathers,* and from her own
bowels emitting the life of the soul. As in the fontal therefore, so
likewise in the ruling Gods, we may see the psychical principle shining
forth to the view;* so that the soul very properly proceeds as a medium
between intelligibles simply and sensibles, between beings that are alone
eternal, and those that are simply generated.

You must not however, apprehend its middle nature to be a thing of
such a kind, as to be collective of the extremes, but exempt from the
things collected. For it is not better than intelligibles, but the end of
them. Nor again, is it a thing of such a kind, as to be inferior to both:
for it transcends sensibles which are moved by it. But since it is a
boundary or end, it is the boundary of intelligibles, but the principle of
sensibles. By no means, however, must it be said, that it is such a
boundary and such a principle, as a point is in a line. For it is not in
the things that are bounded as a point is in both the sections of a line.
But it is in one way the boundary of intelligibles, as presenting itself to 

E the view after the intelligible hypostasis, and in another way the

\textit{t} The cause of the soul is Rhea, who is collective of the two fathers, Saturn and Jupiter; Juno also is the cause of the soul, but she is a subordinate cause, being contained in the vital fountain of Rhea, [cf Chald. Orac. fr. 51]

\textit{X} Chald. Orac. fr. 74.

principle of sensibles as being exempt from, and motive of them. For 

thus it will afford us a certain analogy, and it will be as alter-motive are 
to self-motive natures, so are self-motive to immoveable natures. It will 
also possess the bond of beings through its proper middle condition, 
evolving indeed united causes, but collecting the dispersed powers of 
sensibles. And it will be comprehended indeed, by the essence which is 
immoveable, and always possesses an invariable sameness of subsistence, 
but will comprehend alter-motive, and all-variously mutable generation. 

\textit{I t} is likewise intelligible, as with reference to generated natures, but 
generated as with reference to intelligibles; and thus exhibits the extremes in 

the middle; imitating in this respect the Goddess who is the cause of it.* For 
she is on every side luminous, and has a face on every side.* She likewise 
possesses the rudders of the universe, receiving in her bosoms the progressions 
of intelligibles into her; being filled from the intelligible* life, but emitting 
the rivers of the intellectual0 life; and containing in herself the centre of 
the progression of all beings. Very properly therefore, is the soul both 

\textit{F} unbegotten and generated. And this indeed was before demonstrated 

from the twofold life which is in her, \textit{viz.} the essential and the 

transitive;0 but it may now be shown from her wholeness and her parts. 

2,131 For how is \textit{real} being unbegotten, except by having the infinite power 
of existing, at once \textit{wholly} present? And how is body generated, except 
by having infinite power always flowing into it, in consequence of not 
being able to receive the whole of it at once?

The soul therefore, as being incorporeal indeed, has through itself an 

\textit{180A} infinite power of existing, not being generated according to the whole 
of itself, but immortal; but according to its parts, it is always generated 
to infinity. For if it had the same total infinity always present, there 
would be the same infinity of the whole and the part, of the perfect and 
the imperfect, of that which contains and of that which is contained. 
But this is impossible. Moreover, neither can the whole of it always be

\textit{t i-e.} Rhea.

\textit{i Chald. Orac. fr. 189.}

§ For \textit{voepaq} here, it is necessary to read \textit{POJTITJC}.

• And instead of \textit{voyryq} here, we must read \textit{votpao}.

° It was before demonstrated that the soul, in consequence of being self-motive, 
produces itself, and is without generation; but in consequence of always receiving
essence and life from the natures superior to itself, it is always becoming to be essence and life, and is always generated. [177E ff supra p. 551]

in generation, or becoming to be, but a part of it be eternal being, lest the parts should be better than the whole. *Hence vice versa, the whole is infinite being, but the part becoming to be.* So that the hypostasis of it possesses infinite power, and is generated to infinity; and thus at one and the same time, it participates of being, and is the first of generated natures, body* both in the whole and in the parts of it being in generation. It is not therefore sufficient to say that it is generated, in consequence of energizing partibly, but it is requisite to see how this is pre-existent in the very being of the soul. For every energy which is according to nature, has an essence which antecedently assumes the cause B of the energy; so that the soul likewise pre-assumes the seed of a life which is according to time, and which is common to every soul. For it is necessary that this also should be generated, and not alone be. *If however this be the case, since the soul possesses being according to the whole, it has to be generated in its parts.* And how this is true we have shown. And thus much may suffice concerning the middle of the soul.

Let also the intelligible breadth, the psychical multitude, and the sensible nature, be separate from each other; and let the last of things be suspended from those that rank as media, and the media from those that are the first. Let the soul likewise, be the one bond of beings, subsisting in them. For *The One* also binds all things, but in an exempt manner. For all things are united to each other as homogenous, and as being derived from one cause, and extended to one object of desire. But the 2,132 soul likewise binds beings, as existing in them. And as in analogy, the middle pertains to the things that are bound, thus too, the soul must be admitted to be the middle of beings, binding and at the same time being bound, as being of a self-motive nature.

These things being discussed, it is necessary in the next place to show, how, and from what genera this soul, which contains the bond of C beings, subsists. But it is more necessary to speak first about the genera themselves, what they are, whence they proceed, and how. For it is requisite to know wholes prior to parts. This therefore, is the fourth of the things proposed, and we shall discuss it to the utmost of our ability. That the intelligible world therefore, comprehends the causes of secondary natures, and that all forms are there, intelligibly or intellectually, or in whatever way you may be willing to call them, for they subsist in both ways, has been demonstrated in many treatises, and

* For *ov ounarog* here, read *rov ow/iotroe.*

will be demonstrated by Plato in what follows.* Of forms themselves
however, some are more total, and extend to every thing. Others are most partial, and are as it were atomic forms. And others subsist between these, extending to many, but not to all things; as the Elean guest or stranger likewise shows in the *Sophista.*+ For man is from man itself, and horse is from horse itself.5 But the similar which is in men and horses, and in many other things, is from similitude itself; and in like manner the dissimilar. Difference, and sameness however, which are in all beings, are from the sameness and difference which are there. Hence some things are from atomic forms, others from middle, and others from the most total forms; *since also of the sciences which are in us, some look to one scientific object, as medicine to health, but others extend to many, as arithmetic to philosophy, to politics, to the tectonic science, and to many others*0. And this is not only the case with arithmetic, but also with the measuring science, and with statics. For Plato says, that either all or some of the fabricative arts, require the assistance of these, and without these have no accuracy. But others look to all the arts, and not to those that are fabricative alone, but to such also as contribute to the contemplative sciences, as is the case with the dividing art, as Socrates says in the *Philebus.*9 As therefore in the sciences there are some that are most total, so in *2,133* intelligible causes, some are most partial, so far as the partial is in them, and are the leaders of appropriate numbers of similar forms; but others are widely extended, such as the equal, the similar, and the whole: for whole so far as whole is not common to all things; since a part, so far as it is a part, is not a whole. Others however, extend to all things, of which all beings participate, so far as they are beings, and not so far as they are living, or animated, or possess some other peculiarity, but according to the appellation of being. For since being is the first [of intelligibles] the causes also of existence will have the most total order in the genera of being. But these genera are five in number, *viz. essence, sameness, difference, motion, and permanency.*11 For every being is essentialized, is united to itself, and separated from itself and from other

1 Tim. 48e, ff.

§ cf. *Sophista* 253c - d.


• cf. *Philebus* 55d - e.


ft Plot. *Enn.* V, 1,4 and Aristotle *Categories.*

things, proceeds from itself and its proper principle, and participates of a certain quiet and permanency, so far as it preserves its own proper form. Whether therefore, there is an intelligible, or sensible, or middle genus of things, it consists of these; since all things are from these. For all things do not live, nor are all things wholes, or parts, or animated; but of these genera all things participate. And with whatever thing
essence is not present, neither will the other genera be present: for they subsist about essence. Sameness also not existing, the whole will be dissipated. And the difference of one thing from another being abolished, there will only be one thing, and that void of multitude. Motion likewise not existing, things would be unenergetic and dead. And without* permanency they would be unstable, and immediately hurried away to non-entity. Hence, it is necessary that in all things there should be each of these, and that essence should subsist as the first F of them, this being as it were the Vesta and monad of the genera, and having an arrangement analogous to The One. But after this it is necessary that sameness and difference should subsist, the former being analogous to bound, but the latter to infinity. And in a similar manner it is requisite that there should be permanency and motion, the former being especially seen about the powers of beings, but the latter about 2,134 their energies. For every* being, so far as being participates after a manner of a certain essence, as it is written in the Sophista,* and in the Parmenides.+ But every essential power is either under sameness, or under difference, or under both; heat indeed, and every separative 181A power, being under difference, but cold and every collective power, under sameness. And whatever power is a medium between these, being under both. For every energy [is either motion or permanency, or is in a certain respect both these. For the energy of intellect,]0 and every energy which preserves in the same condition that which energizes, or is that about which it energizes, is rather permanency than motion. But the energy of bodies on each other, is a motion which does not suffer them to remain in the same condition, but removes them from the state

\textit{t avev} is omitted in the original.

\textit{X} Instead of \textit{vavra yap TO OV} in this place, it is obviously necessary to read \textit{irav yap TO OV}.

§ cf. Sophista 219b.

• cf. Parmenides 162a.

O Both the sense and the version of Leonicus Thomaeus require the insertion in this place of \textit{r}\textit{KivrfoiQ eon, t\_ oraou; r\_ apupu xuc. evepyeia yap TOV VOV}.

in which they are. And the energy which changes the subject of its energy in the same and about the same, is a stable motion. Every being therefore, participates by its very existence of this triad, \textit{viz.} of essence, power, and energy, on account of these five genera, and also is, possesses capability and energizes. In short, since every thing which in any way whatever has existence, consists of bound and infinity, it is essentialized indeed and subsists according to a participation of both these. But it possesses sameness with itself through the communion of these two; and difference, through the division of them. Since also it is not the first, it proceeds from the principle of things, and abides in it, so that it is both
moved and is permanent. These five genera therefore, are in every being, so far as it is being, though they subsist differently in different beings. For intelligibles have all these essentially; intelligible and at the same time intellectual natures, possess them according to sameness;* intellectuals according to difference; psychical natures according to permanency; and corporeal natures according to motion. But vice versa, if life is motion, and sluggishness permanency: for souls indeed, are essential lives, but bodies are alter-motive. If however, motion and permanency are prior to sameness and difference, as we may demonstrate from other reasonings, calling the progression of each thing from its cause,* a motion prior to energy, and its abiding in its cause, a permanency prior to the unenergetic condition which is opposed to energy; - if this be the case, after intelligibles, the intelligible and at the same time intellectual natures, will subsist according permanency, but intellectuals according to motion. Souls also will thus subsist according to sameness, but bodies according to difference. But if we should say that life is motion, and immutable intelligence permanency, again intelligibles will be characterized according to the essential; but intelligible and at the same time intellectual natures, being lives, according to motion; and intellectual natures, being essentialized in intellect, according to permanency; for mundane natures derive their permanency from intellect. Psychical natures also will thus subsist according to sameness, because they contain the bond5 of impartibles and partibles; but corporeal natures will subsist according to difference;

Instead of ra be voepa voyra, /cat Kara TO OVTO here, it is necessary to read ra be voepa (cat vo-rjTa, Kara TO OVTO.

This progression is elsewhere elegantly called by Proclus, an ineffable unfolding into light.

§ For a bond is union, and sameness is union of essence.

C for in these, as they are partible, strife has dominion. These five natures however, are successive to each other, viz. being, life, intellect, soul, and body; because the total genera which are prior to forms, are likewise five. And thus much may be said concerning the five genera universally; only observing in addition, that the same things are called both genera and elements. And the first of second natures indeed are called genera; but these remaining undiminished and exempt from partial natures, are the causes of their existence. But each of the several things of which the whole consists, are called elements. For the genera in the Demiurgus give completion to the demiurgic being, and are the elements of it; but they are the genera of all the forms contained in the intellects that proceed from him, and also of all those that are in souls and bodies.*

Let us, however, if you are willing, proceed to the fifth head, and consider how these genera subsist in souls, and why Plato assumes them.
Since, therefore, it has been shown that the soul is the medium between beings and non-beings, and that it knows all beings, both intelligibles and sensibles, whether according to the same or according to different reasons, as some say, it is necessary that the essence of it should proceed from the genera of being. For if it did not proceed from these, but from D certain others, it would not be able to know all things, nor to apply itself to all things. Hence as it knows man according to the reason [or form] which it contains of man, and daemon according to the form which is in it of daemon, thus also it knows being itself, according to the participation in it of being, and difference according to its participation of difference. So that it will contain all the genera, but in a way adapted to itself. For it appears to me, that on this account Plato constitutes the soul from the first genera, and from numbers and harmonic ratios; and likewise, that he places in it the principles of figures and divine motions, in order that by antecedently [or causally] comprehending the reasons of all disciplines and of dialectic, it might thus know all things, viz. the essences, the numbers, the harmonies, the figures, and the motions of which wholes consist. It seems likewise, that he constitutes the soul, as being allied to intelligibles, from the genera of being, which primarily subsist in them; but that he gives figure to the soul, as being allied to sensibles. For things which are truly figured are sensibles. And that as being a medium between intelligibles and sensibles, he binds it with harmonic ratios; though in intelligible forms also, there are the form of

f For ruv ev aupctoi yeuv here, it is requisite to read ruv ev aupctoi etduv.

E harmony, and the form of figure. But harmony itself,* is not harmonized, nor is figure itself figured. For things which have a primary subsistence do not exist according to participation. In sensibles also, harmony and the genera of being subsist but partibly; but in souls they subsist incorporeally and at the same time compositely,* and participation manifests their composite nature.5 For participation pertains to composites, but incorporeality is the peculiarity of simple natures. It is necessary however for that which primarily participates of them to be a thing of this kind. Plato, therefore, from these genera constitutes the psychical essence, producing in the first place the subject of this essence from the middle genera. For as we have said of the elements, that all of them are in the heavens, in the sublunary region, and under the earth, and that all things consist indeed of these genera; but intelligibles of such of them as are first, impartible, immoveable and entire; self-motive natures, of such as are both impartible and partible; and corporeal-formed natures, of such as are partible. For such as are
the genera, such also are the essences. Impartible natures, however, precede those that are impartible, and at the same time partible; and the latter precede partible natures. For the impartible is nearer to The One; since it is impartible on account of union. Since therefore the psychical essence has been shown to be the medium of beings, it very properly consists of the middle genera of being, *viz.* essence, same, and different [of a middle characteristic]. For Plato in the *Phaedrus*+ complicating the powers derived from these, denominates them a charioteer and horses; because the existence of the soul is defined by these. But we may survey permanency and motion in the energies of the soul. For permanency and motion are in the essence of it. For it

Instead of *tj ctppovia* in this place, it is necessary to read *avrt* *tj ctppovia*.

§ For *otovvBeruq* here, it is necessary to read *ovvBerug*.

§ Instead of *to ovvBeruv avruv StjXoj* in this place, it is requisite to read *TO ovvBerov avruv* *7) ne8e%ie SijXoi*.

• For *wepKeipevov* here, read *VTOKeipevov*.

° For *ra Se ovvTOKivriTa, avruv apeiouruv Kai pepioruv* here, it is necessary to read *TO 5e avvTOKivriTOi eK ruv apeiouruv Km pepioruv*.

*tt Phaedrus* 246a.

*182A* constitutes itself, abides and proceeds, and is eternal; motion and permanency being superior to sameness and difference. For it abides in eternal natures according to permanency, and proceeds, being moved. But through progression it is separated into united multitude. The genera of being however, are more clearly seen in the energies of the soul.

You may also say that Timaeus in constituting the essence of the soul, after another manner assumes motion and permanency prior to sameness and difference. For the soul is not only the medium between the impartible and the partible essence, but also between the essence which always subsists with invariable sameness, and that which is in generation, or becoming to be. Hence, through subsisting with invariable sameness, it participates of permanency according to its essentiality, but through being generated, of motion. Unless it should be said, that because same and different appropriately belong to the Demiurgus, Timseus delivers a precedaneous generation of these. What then is the characteristic of each of the middle genera? May we not say, that since essence consists of bound and infinity, when the former vanquishes the latter, it

 produces the impartible essence; but that when infinity vanquishes bound, it produces the partible essence; and that when the power of these two is equal, they produce the middle essence? And again, when sameness vanquishes difference, it makes an impartible; but when difference vanquishes sameness, a partible sameness and difference: and when the power of each is equal, they produce a sameness and difference.
of a middle nature. When likewise permanency vanquishes motion, an
impartible, but when motion subdues permanency, a partible; and when
the power of each is equal, a middle motion and permanency is

2,138 produced. Since however, sameness and difference consist of both these
[i.e. of bound and infinity] it is necessary that in these also, either bound
should have a dominion or infinity, or that the power of each should be
equal; and thus that either an impartible, or a partible, or a middle
sameness and difference should be effected. And the like must also
necessarily take place in motion and permanency. For every hyparxis,
power, and energy, are from both these; and are either characterized by
bound, or by infinity, or not by one of these more than the other.
Hence the whole of the intelligible and intellectual breadth,* is said to

Leonicus Thorruaeus appears from his version to have read in his manuscript vor/TOV
TCtv in this place, instead of voe/ov irav; but it appears to me that we should read
vot/rov KM voe/ov irav -TrXaroc. For what Proclus here says, applies to every
intelligible and intellectual essence, but in a transcendent degree to the former.

be bound, and to be in such a manner the same, as to render it necessary
to inquire whether there is difference in it; and also to be in such a way
permanent, as to render it dubious whether it has any intellectual
motion. But every corporeal-formed nature is allied to infinity, to
difference, and to motion. And souls exhibit at one and the same time,
C multitude and union, that which is stable, and that which is moved. For
there [i.e. in intelligible and intellectual natures] the essence is one in
each intellect; but in soul, there is one and not one essence in each. For
there are many essences in every soul, and as many as the parts into which
each may be divided. And as body being partible may be divided into
infinites, souls [on the contrary] are divisible into finites, in the same
manner as number is divisible into monads. Hence also, some have thought
proper to call the soul number,1 as divisible indeed, but into impartibles,
and not into things which may always be divided. Hence too, the
impartible of the soul is twofold, viz. according to that which is as it
were a whole, and according to the last of the parts. For every number
likewise, according to its proper form, is one and impartible, but
according to that which is as it were the matter of it, it is partible;* yet
not the whole of this, but in this also the last in which the division
terminates, is impartible.

If you are willing likewise, this may be surveyed after another manner.
Since these middle genera are three, when essence vanquishes same and
different, then according to the mixture of the media, a divine soul is
generated, and the more and the less in the domination, produce the

2,139 extent according to breadth of divine souls. But when sameness and at
the same time essence, vanquish difference, then an angelic soul is

D generated. When sameness alone predominates, a daemoniacal soul is
produced; but when sameness together with difference, have dominion
over essence, then an heroic soul is generated; and when difference alone prevails, a human soul is produced. For it is impossible that the extremes should vanquish the medium, because they cannot without it be conjoined with each other. But according to each of the mixtures, the more and the less of the predominating natures produce the breadth of souls. These things, however, will be more fully discussed elsewhere.

\textit{t cf. Aristotle} \textit{Topics VI, 3, 140b2 f.}

\$\text{Thus for instance, seven monads or units, are as it were the matter of the number seven, but the heptadic form proceeding from the heptad itself which supervenes and invests these monads, is one and impartible.}\$

\textit{§ cf. Tim. 31b.}

It remains therefore, in the next place, to consider what the impartible, and also what the partible form of essence is. For among the more ancient interpreters, there was a difference of opinion on this subject. Hence concerning these things, let us first speak more generally, but afterwards, in a manner more proximate to the proposed subjects of inquiry. For it is possible to speak in both these ways. We say, therefore, that every intelligible and intellectual essence, both total and partial, and which is immaterial and separate and prior to the eternal, or which is eternal, is impartible; but that all essences which proceed about bodies whether they are mundane lives, or natures which verge to corporeal masses, or physical reasons which are divided about the body \textit{E} that is void of quality, are partible. For all these are divisible about bodies. And some of them indeed subsist in these visible bodies and are in them as in a subject. But others have an essential subsistence, and are the forms of life, but are inseparable from bodies, as nature. And others are distributed into parts indeed, but collect themselves into the impartible, as sense. And if you are willing, you may say that the impartible essence is triple, subsisting according to being, according to life, and according to intellection. And the essence which subsists according to sensible perception, is instead of intellection; that which subsists according to nature, is instead of life; and that which subsists according to the forms that are divided about the bulks of bodies, is instead of being. For the three latter being images of the three former have a subsistence contrary to them with respect to their order to each other. But the media between these are the being, life, and intellection in souls, which preserve the order of the natures prior to them, through \textit{2,140} a similitude to them, but have a distribution into parts equal* to the natures that are posterior to them. We must therefore give a triple division to all things, and thus dividing, we must arrange the psychical essence between the impartible and the partible nature, as being the image of the former, but the paradigm of the latter; and as abiding and at the same time proceeding; as simple and composite; and as exempt
F from, and co-arranged with the corporeal essence. For the appropriate middle nature of it, presents itself to the view according to all these. And thus in a general way we may admit every essence between The One and the soul to be impartible, and every essence between the soul and bodies to be partible.

f From the version of Leonicus Thomaeus, instead of rov de pepiopov exovra yevрj, rou; perа ravra in this place, it appears we should read (the sense also requiring this emendation) rov he pepiopov exovra toov roig pera ravra.

If, however, it be requisite to define the partible and the impartible in a more proximate manner, we must speak as follows: The Demiurgus constituted the universe an animal, animated and endued with intellect,* conceiving that the animated is better than the inanimate, and the 183A intellectual than that which is deprived of intellect. Hence there is in it a corporeal-formed life, according to which it is an animal: for being bound with animated bonds,* it became an animal. The soul itself however, is not mingled with body. For the opinion that it is, Socrates also reprobates in the Phaedrus.† But the soul is divine, according to which the universe is animated, having indeed a connascent life, and having likewise a separate life. There is also in it, an immaterial 0 and divine intellect. For it is necessary to call this an essential intellect, but not 0 an intellect which subsists as a habit of the soul. For the Demiurgus did not constitute the latter, but the soul, according to the motion of itself about the intelligible, as Timaeus afterwards says.** So that the universe has a triple life, viz. corporeal-formed, psychical, and intellectual. And the intellectual life of it, indeed, is impartible, as being eternal, as at once comprehending every intelligible, as immoveable, and as united, according to a supreme transcendency of secondary natures. But the corporeal-formed life is partible, as proceeding about corporeal masses, being mingled with body, and verging to subjects. And the psychical life is the middle between both, transcending the latter through a separate subsistence; through circularly covering externally as with a veil the bulk of the universe, as has been said,** and will be again 2,141 asserted in what follows;55 through being extended to intellect, and yet again being inferior to it; through perceiving intellectually in time; through evolving the impartibility of the intellectual life; and through in a certain respect coming into contact with body. Plato, however, by constituting the mundane soul from these media, manifests that it is a

t cf. Tim. 30b.
$ cf. Tim. 38e.
§ cf. Phaedrus 245c - 246a.
d For avrot; here, it is necessary to read avXog.
° For aXXa pyv here, it is necessary to read aXX' ov.
medium between the natures that are situated on each side of it, but that it is not the medium between every intellectual and corporeal essence. For it is not the medium of partial intellects, and the forms which are distributed in the parts of the universe. It is likewise the peculiarity of the soul of the universe, neither to consist of numbers, nor of these or those reasons, nor of so many circles. For all these and other things, are common to every divine, daemoniacal, and human soul. *But the peculiarity of it is, for the essence of it, to be the medium between the following extremes, viz. the one mundane intellect, and the whole of the partible essence which is distributed about bodies. And it is the medium of these, not so far as intellect is gnostic, or vital, nor so far as nature is the life of bodies; for the discourse is not about knowledge, nor about C lives; but so far as these are certain essences, the former being an impartible essence, but the latter an essence divisible about bodies. For on this account we also endeavour to assume both being and generation, the impartible and the partible, according to the hyparxis of the soul, dismissing mutations and energies, not seeking to perceive the energies of the soul, but the essence of it, which is unbegotten and at the same time generated.*

It is likewise evident, that the essential bound of it, is more unical than all the bounds that are in all other souls, and that the infinite of it is more comprehensive than all the infinites in other souls. For neither is every bound equal to every bound; some bounds being more total, but others more partial; nor is every infinity equal to every power. So that neither is every essence equal to every essence, but one is total, and another partial. The essential therefore, of the soul of the universe, is

2,142 more total than every psychical essence, the bound in it is the most total of all psychical bounds, and its infinity is the most total of all the infinites in souls. For the extremes of these are, the simply impartible essence, and the simply partible about bodies, not about some, but about D all bodies. For the soul of the sun, is the medium between a certain impartible essence, (and not of the impartible indefinitely,) and a certain partible essence, and not every essence which is divisible about bodies. Plato, likewise, assuming this in the first place, as the peculiarity of the mundane soul, connects the remaining particulars, as belonging to the discussion of a soul of this kind, viz. number, harmony, and form. Hence the impartible must not now be said to be every intellectual essence, but only the essence of the mundane intellect. And in the soul
of the sun, it must be said to be the essence of the solar intellect, and in a similar manner in the soul of the moon, and in all other souls. For every medium has peculiar proximate extremes, and will be the medium of these, and not of all extremes every where. Thus too, daemons who are more exalted than partial souls, subsist as media between their proper intellects, and the bodies that are connascent with them. So that Plato, if he had discussed some one of other souls, would not have said that the essence of it is a medium between the impartible essence, and the essence which is divisible about bodies, but between this or that impartible and partible essence belonging to partial natures. For articles manifest the transcendent and the total, as Plato elsewhere determines,1 asserting that when we say the beautiful, we manifest one thing, but another when we E say beautiful. And the former manifests the exempt, but the latter, some one of the things co-ordinate with others. And if you are willing to adopt here what is said by the illustrious Theodorus, intellect is without habitude, the life about body subsists in habitude, but the soul is the medium between the two, being a certain half-habitude. And according to the great Iamblichus, intellect indeed is exempt; the life about body, is co-arranged with corporeal masses; and the soul is exempt from, and at the same time co-arranged with the corporeal life. Every intellect, therefore, is impartible, as having one essence, one sameness, and one difference, of which it wholly consists. But every soul is partible, because each mixture of the elements in it of which it consists, is divided 2,143 into many parts, each of which is compounded of all the generas; so that there are many essences in each mixture, many samenesses, and many difference, which are co-divided together with the parts that are in it. What the parts are however, and how many, he demonstrates to us, by using media, and sections through sesquioctaves, and leimmas, as will be manifest as we proceed.

Moreover, this is evident, that we say that intellect so far as it is intellect, is impartible, conceiving that the multitude of forms though they are in it, are different from it; and that the soul, so far as it is soul, is partible, not surveying at the same time the forms that are in it, but solely looking to the psychical essence, and also to the intellectual essence, and to each separate from the other. Hence the intellect which is participated by the soul, is called by Plato an impartible essence; but the corporeal-formed life which proceeds from the soul, and has the relation of splendour to it, is said by him to be divisible about bodies.* For intellect, indeed, is analogous to the sun, soul to the light proceeding from the sun, and the partible life to the splendour from the light. Very properly, therefore, do we conceive these assertions to be more accurate than the former; because it is necessary that the Demiurgus should be the lord of

\[ \text{cf. Hippias Major 287d.} \]
every impartible, and of every partible essence,* in order that the recipient may have a place, that the nature which consists of both may be mingled, and all such other particulars may be effected, as Plato adduces in what follows.5 Iamblichus, therefore, and together with him Theodorus, refer what is here said to the supermundane soul; but we are of opinion, that Timaeus generates through these things the soul of the universe, as the words also manifest.

We think it requisite however, that the lovers of contemplation, should investigate what the partible and the impartible areD in the supermundane soul. For a supermundane intellect is seated above every soul. But what is the partible in the supermundane soul? For certain sensible bodies are not suspended from such souls. For as they are supermundane, the reverse of what takes place in human souls is true of them; since bodies are suspended from each of the latter, through which also they are mundane. But a peculiar intellect is not established above them, on which account they do not always perceive intellectually. Bodies, however, are suspended from all the souls that are between human and supermundane souls. Hence also they are mundane, being more redundant than supermundane souls by the connexion of body. And there is a peculiar intellect from which they are suspended, on B which account likewise they are not always in the intelligible. For the immovable is effective of eternal energy. Hence since the extremes, víz. supermundane and mundane souls, have a contrary mode of subsistence, and as it would seem, the latter being deficient according to the partible, but the former exceeding according to the impartible; - this being the case, we say that the partible of supermundane souls, is not that which is divided about bodies, but about the mundane souls0 themselves. For they proximately transcend these, just as mundane souls transcend the
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partible essence which subsists about bodies. Hence the supermundane souls are media between intellects and mundane souls; intellects having a subsistence unmingled with body, but mundane souls, transition in intellections. But the impartible of human souls, so far as there is a thing of this kind in them, is in the souls that are above them, which are always intellective, from which human souls are suspended, and of which they at a certain time participate, as far as they are able. For through these, as media, they are likewise conjoined with the intellects that are above souls, and become intellectual.

These, however, as we have said, being the extremes, all the
intermediate souls have a peculiar impartibility and partibility, whether they have a divine or daemoniacal allotment; rational daemons, and prior to these the soul of the universe, being media between the whole mundane intellect which has an impartible essence, and the partible essence which subsists about bodies. And we assert these things looking to all that has been before said, through which we have manifested the truth of them, from the words themselves of Plato and not from our own conceptions. For by those who reason from the [Chaldean] Oracles, it must be said that supermundane souls ride in certain supermundane ethereal and empyrean bodies.* Or how could those bodies be moved unless souls moved them in a manner more divine than that of mundane souls? But if this be granted, it may also be admitted that partial souls have an impartible intellectual essence above them, and one certain power of intellect, which illuminates similar souls; and that on this account they are partial, and intellective at a certain time, the souls which are suspended from each total intellect being alone always intellective.

Farther still, in order that these things may accord with the Orphic doctrines, we must say, that Orpheus does not predicate the impartible of every intelligible, or intellectual order, but that according to him there is something superior to this appellation, just as other natures are more excellent than other names. For he does not adapt the appellations* of king and father to all the [divine] orders. Where then shall we first see the impartible according to him, in order that we may apprehend the divinely inspired conception of Plato? Orpheus, therefore, establishing a Demiurgus of all-divided fabrication, analogous to the one father who unfolds into light the total fabrication, produces from him the whole mundane intellectual multitude, the number of souls, and corporeal natures; this Demiurgus generating all these unitedly, but the Gods that surround him, dividing and separating his fabrications. He says, however, that all the other fabrications of the God, were distributed into parts by the deities who are of a dividing characteristic; but that the heart alone was undivided through the providence of Minerva. For since he constituted intellects, souls, and bodies, but souls and bodies receive much division and separation into parts in themselves, and intellect remains united and indivisible, being all things in one, and comprehending intelligible wholes in one intellectulation; - hence he says, that the intellectual essence alone, and the intellectual number, were left preserved by Minerva. For he says,
The intellectual heart alone remain'd.

Clearly calling it intellectual. If therefore the undivided heart is intellectual, it will evidently be intellect and an intellectual number, yet not every intellect, but that which is mundane. For this is the undivided heart; since of this also the divided God was the Demiurgus. Orpheus, therefore, calls the intellect of Bacchus, the impartible essence of the God. But he denominates his genitals, the life which is divisible about body; this being physical and productive of seeds. This also he says Diana, who presides over all the generation in nature,* and obstetricates physical reasons, extends as far as to the subterranean realms, distributing the prolific power of Bacchus. But all the remaining body of the God, forms the psychical composition, this likewise being divided into seven parts.

All the seven parts they scatter'd of the boy;5

says the theologian concerning the Titans; just as Timaeus also divides the soul into seven parts. Perhaps too he reminds us of the Orphic + Titanic distribution into parts, when he says that the soul is extended0
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through the whole world; through which the soul not only circularly covers the universe as with a veil, but likewise is extended through the whole of it. Hence, Plato very properly calls the essence which is proximately above soul, impartible. And, in short, he thus denominates the intellect which is participated by the soul, following the Orphic fables, and wishing to be as it were, the interpreter of arcane and mystical assertions. Returning, therefore, to the words of Plato, it is necessary to show that what has been before said accords with his conceptions.

These things, however, being discussed by us, it is wonderful, since intellect is an impartible essence, how Parmenides in the second* hypothesis, distributes being into infinite parts, and together with being, The One;* as it is acknowledged by nearly all the interpreters that the subject of that hypothesis, is the nature that is beyond souls. Or it may not be said, that the distribution into parts which is there spoken of, signifies the progression of the many unities5 from the one being [or being characterized by The One], these unities proceeding in a well-ordered
manner from their proper principles, into an appropriate multitude? Plato, however, does not intend to signify that the one being derives its completion from these many unities, in the same manner as he says,° that the soul being one, has a multitude which terminates in it. But his meaning is that the one being precedes the many unities and at the same time beings, and that the multitude of these is subordinate to it; and also that both unical and all essential number, are causally comprehended in it; just as in this dialogue he calls animal itself one whole, 0 but the four ideas the parts of it; animal itself not deriving its completion from them, but they being comprehended in it, as distributing by the multitude of themselves the monad of that one being, each of them having the power of a part of it, but all of them not being equivalent to the whole monad of it. For thus also both numbers, the unical and the essential, are parts of that one being [discussed in the Parmenides] not being completive of it, so as that it consists of each of
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these. And thus much in answer to this doubt; but let us proceed to the words before us.f

35a "From an essence always impartible and subsisting with invariable sameness, and again, from an essence which is becoming to be partible about bodies, he mingled from both a middle form of essence."

That by the one impartible essence, Plato means the intellectual essence, which in the whole of itself participates of eternity, and by the essence which is partible about bodies, that which is inseparable from corporeal masses, and is allotted its hyparxis in the whole of time, he manifests by saying that the former of these "subsists with invariable sameness," and by denominating the latter "that which is becoming to be;" in order that he may not only call the soul impartible and at the same time partible, but also intelligible, and the first of generated natures. For an eternal perpetuity is one thing; but that which subsists according to temporal infinity is another, having its hypostasis in extension; and C that is another which is mixed from both, such as the perpetuity of the soul. For the soul is immovable indeed according to essence, but is 2,148 moved according to intellections, and is eternal according to the former, but temporal according to the latter. It is likewise evident, that the soul
necessarily has something of this kind according to hyparxis, or she
would not exhibit in her natural energies, the peculiarity of generation,
and temporal extension. And it appears to me that Plato in an
admirable manner perceiving this says, that the Demiurgus not only
made the soul a medium between the impartible essence, and the essence
which is partible about bodies, but also that he made it a medium
between the essence which subsists with invariable sameness, and that
which is generated, or becoming to be. For how could he appropriately
write the Psychogony,* if there was neither generation, nor composition
in the soul? How also would it be possible to take away parts from that
which is essentially impartible? For of simple natures there is not any
generation whatever. And even such forms as are material, are without
generation and corruption, as Aristotle says.5 For through their
simplicity, they preserve in the last things, the peculiarity of the first

f Leonicus Thomaeus has omitted to translate the whole of what is here said about
the supermundane soul, beginning from the words, "We think it requisite," and ending
with the above paragraph.
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forms. It is possible, however, to deliver in words the generation of
D things which receive any kind of composition. In order therefore, that
he might demonstrate these things which are very properly circulated
about the soul, he calls it the medium between the eternal and the
generated hypostasis.

Prior to this, however, we should rather make the following division;
that it is necessary with respect to the impartible and partible, either that
both should be prior to the soul, or both in the soul; or that the one
should be prior, but the other posterior to the soul. Both, therefore,
will not be prior to the soul since the soul is better than the partible
life+ which is rising into existence: [for she has a nature separate from
bodies, but the partible life is merged in bodies. Nor is it fit to say that
both are posterior to the soul:]* for the impartible essence is eternal, and
subsists with invariable sameness. But the soul is not entirely eternal,
since, as he says in the Laws,+ she participates of generation. Nor are
both in the soul; because it is impossible for all these which differ from
each other, to give completion to one thing; viz. for the inseparable and
2,149 the separate from bodies, the unbegotten and the generated. Hence it
remains, that the one which is more excellent should be prior, but that
the other which is less excellent should be posterior to it. Since,
however, these subsist about it, it is necessary as it does not consist of
these, that it should consist of things analogous to them, which either
have a subsistence separate from each other or mingled together. But it
is impossible that it should consist of them separate from each other: for
Plato clearly says, that these are mingled together. Hence it is necessary that the essential part of the soul should consist from the mixture of these. And since in the soul one thing is better, but another worse, that which is impartible in it [is less excellent than the impartible prior to it, and that which is partible in it ]D is better than the partible nature which is posterior to it. For being a medium, it has that which is more excellent, in an inferior manner, but that which is less excellent, in a
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superior manner. And this indeed is evident since it does not consist of these very things themselves, but* of others that are analogous to them. But that the essence of the soul does not consist of these, as giving completion to it, is evident. For again let us make this very thing the subject of consideration. In the first place, therefore, how is it possible for the impartible to be mingled with the partible, and the eternal with the generated; for these are in a certain respect contrary to, and most remote from each other, so that as we have before said,* they can by no means be conjoined with each other. In the second place, shall we not make the soul posterior and secondary to the things that are in it, and the essence inseparable from body more ancient than that which is separate, if it consists of an essence which is divided about bodies? Farther still, how can the soul be justly said to be a third thing; for that which is a third thing is evidently so in conjunction with the other two, which are preserved and not corrupted. But things that are mingled together, are no longer themselves, but a certain other thing, and not a third thing is produced from them. For they themselves have no existence, but are corrupted through the mixture. Again, if the Demiurgus taking a portion of the impartible constituted the soul, that which is said to be an impartible essence will no longer be so. For how can any one take away a part of it, if it is impartible? 0 But if he consumed the whole of the impartible in the essence of the soul, he will no longer be beneficent, in consequence of consuming more divine natures, which are nearer to himself and are more causal, into the hypostasis of less excellent natures. In addition to these things also, if the soul derives its completion from a generated partible nature, that partible nature will not only be divisible about bodies, but likewise about the soul. Hence the impartible itself, and the partible itself do
not, as some fancy, give completion to the soul; but that which is asserted by Plato is true, that the Demiurgus from the impartible essence, and from that which is partible about bodies, mingled a middle form of essence. So that the same thing is partible indeed, as with reference to that which is impartible, but impartible with reference to that which is partible, and truly affords us the middle nature of the soul.

\* AX is wanting here in the original,
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Moreover, this third thing in itself, exhibits to us the nature of analogy inexistent in the soul. For if the same thing is both the middle and the third, but this is as the first, and is also as the last, the soul is at one and the same time, the first and the last;* which analogy is naturally adapted to effect in the most beautiful manner. And if this third thing is also the middle, it will evidently, since it is one thing, be the middle of two certain extremes, and not a middle together with another thing. For it \( B \) would be the fourth, four things being analogous. But if three things are analogous of which the soul is the middle, it is not simply the middle of essence and generation, but of an essence which is entirely unbegotten, and of an essence becoming to be partible about bodies, being itself an essence which is both impartible, and becoming to be partible, yet not about bodies, but becoming to be partible by itself, and being not at all in want of bodies, in order to be that which it is. To consist also of both these is adapted to the soul, not only, as some say, because it subsists as a medium between both, but because it is both, being impartibles iconically, but partibles paradigmatically. For it possesses the reasons of both. All things, therefore, subsist in it co-ordinately. Since, however, intellect is all things, and the sensible nature is all things, Plato adds, "in the middle," showing by this how all things are to be assumed in the soul, \( \text{viz.} \) in a middle way, and neither primarily, nor according to the last mode of subsistence.

Again, after another manner also, the essence of the soul consists of both, as being produced by the whole demiurgic intellect, in which impartibles and partibles subsist paradigmatically and according to cause. Since, however, [the mundane] intellect also proceeds according to the whole of this intellect, the words "in the middle" manifest the peculiarity \( C \) of the psychical hypostasis. And how is it possible that the words "he mingled," should not be adapted to the essence of the soul, not only because the impartible and partible of it subsist according to union, similar to the mode in which the things that are mingled proceed through each other, but also because the peculiarity of life accords with the soul, and the Demiurgus\* constitutes the soul in conjunction with
the vivific Goddess, and mingles the genera of it in the Crater. Farther still, the word *middle* shows 0 that the soul constitutes itself, and does
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not alone sustain from the demiurgic energy, the mixture of the genera in each other, as if it were a certain passion.* The words likewise *"a form of essence,"* sufficiently indicate to us the comprehension of effects in their causes. For if essence in the Demiurgus is a genus, but in the soul a form or species, the former is comprehensive of the latter. But it may be called a genus as being exempt from the form of the soul, and generating it. And by being exempt, indeed, it differs from the coordinated genera that are in species; but by generating this form, it transcends things that are heterogeneous. For these are unprolific of genera. After another manner, therefore, these genera and species must D be assumed. For they are prolific, full of power, comprehensive of individual forms, and have an exempt nature. Genus, therefore, is the essence in the Demiurgus; but the form or species of this, is the impartible essence. The essence likewise, which is the medium between the impartible essence, and that which is divisible about bodies, is the second form. But the third is that which is partible about body. And the last is the corporeal-formed nature. For in these forms there are the prior and the posterior; because the genera produce and give subsistence to the first, middle and last forms. And the whole intellectual essence 2,152 indeed is impartible as one; that which is partible about bodies, is multiplied on account of its distribution about them; and the medium between these is one and not one. For intellect has one essence, one sameness and one difference, so far as it is intellect. But the parts of the whole soul from which it is composed are many, and adapted to each other. In each of these parts, also, there are essence, same, and different; and there are as many essences, samenesses, and differences as there are parts. These parts, likewise, are indeed numbered, yet are at the same time many, and each of them is one and not* one, but intellect is one E essence, one sameness, and one difference. And the nature which is partible about bodies, has one of these in this place, but another in that, being co-divided with its subjects, just as body itself is not merely divisible into many, but into infinite parts. But the soul being divided, into the essence of many things, possesses also union, having an hypostasis separate from bodies. So that again, there are here two media, between truly existing essence, and that which is truly generation, and between the impartibility of the former, and the infinite divisibility of the latter, *viz.* the soul, and the essence which is partible about bodies,
Leonicus Thomaeus has omitted to translate the whole of this sentence. % Ov is omitted in the original.

and which is not the same with this generation truly so called. And soul indeed, is in a greater degree impartible, in consequence of verging to itself; but the essence which is divisible about bodies, is, in a greater degree, partible, because it belongs to another thing, and does not subsist from itself. Plato therefore says, that the soul consists of this, and the impartible essence, because it is a medium between things which are entirely exempt from bodies, and those which are merged in bodies, and between things which subsist from themselves, and those which belong to others, so that it both subsists from itself and pertains to others.

By no means, therefore, must we say that it is a medium in such a way as to have something incorporeal, and something corporeal, as Eratosthenes apprehended, or ascribe with Severus geometrical interval to the essence of it. For a mixture can never be effected of that which is without, and that which possesses interval, and of the impartible and body: for neither can there be a mixture of a point and a line. But if there can be no mixture of the impartible and a line, much less can there be a mixture of it with a certain other dimension [viz. the dimension of depth]. For that which is triply partible, is more distant from the impartible, than that which is partible in one way only. We say, however, that the intellectual essence always remains one, that the 2,153 partible consists of many essences, and that the psychical is one, and not one, so as to preserve the one in being multiplied, and multitude in being united. For the Demiurgus did not so divide it, as to consume the 187A whole in the division, but preserved the one of it in the multiplication, and the whole in the division of it. Nor is this wonderful, since in bodies, likewise, all which are partible, there is, as the Elean guest or stranger says,* a certain one which is connective of the parts. And Aristotle also asserts* that in partible natures there is something impartible; so that the soul will much more remain a whole and one, when multiplied and divided. Hence, likewise, it is impartible, as Timaeus says. But if the one of it was not preserved, it would be alone partible: just, for instance, as if you should say that the dianoetic and doxastic powers of the soul, are two essences, and yet at the same time the whole soul is one thing which energizes dianoetically and doxastically, in consequence of converging to itself. We therefore being
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impelled from what Plato himself says, thus interpret the impartible and
the partible essence.

Of those, however, prior to us, and who make the essence of the soul to be mathematical, as being a medium between natural and supernatural things, some asserting that it is number make it to consist of the monad as impartible, and the indefinite duad as partible. But others, considering it as a geometrical hypostasis, assert that it consists of a point and B interval, the former being impartible, but the latter partible. Aristander, Numenius,* and their followers, and many other of the interpreters, are of the former opinion, but Severus is of the second. Others, again, as Plutarch* and Atticus, surveying the physical essence, say, that the irrational part which precedes [in the order of physical theory] the rational part, is the partible essence; but the divine part of the soul, the impartible. And they make the rational essence to consist of the two, of the latter, as that which adorns, and of the former as a subject. They likewise say, that the soul is unbegotten according to its essence, but generated according to its form. Others, however, as Plotinus,5 who consider the words of Plato in a more philosophic manner, say, that the soul is a medium between intellect and sense, the former being impartible, but the latter divisible about bodies. But others proceeding higher, and placing two intellects prior to the soul, one possessing the ideas of wholes, but the other of partial natures, say that the soul is the medium between these as deriving its subsistence from both. For thus Theodorus, the Asinaean, says, who found this opinion in Porphyry as derived from the Persians. These things therefore, Antoninus relates who was the disciple of Ammonius. To the first of these, however, it must be said, that since Plato does not make the soul to be number, 0 it is absurd to investigate the principles of number of which the soul C consists. But to the second, that Plato says the soul is incorporeal when compared with every body, and that it has a self-motive essence; but that nothing which possesses interval is a thing of this kind. To the third it must be said, that Plato is not of opinion that the irrational is more ancient than the rational part. For divinity, as he says, did not think fit
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that the more ancient should be governed by the junior nature.* To the fourth, that the discussion is not concerning the psychical knowledge, but the psychical essence. And hence it is not proper to say, that the soul is a medium between the two gnostic powers, the intellectual and the sensitive. And to the fifth, that every intellect is unbegotten, and separate from bodies. But Plato calls the soul a partible and generated essence, giving it a division opposite to the essence which subsists with
invariable sameness, and to that which is partible about bodies, and
separating it from the essence which is external to bodies, and always is.
As these particulars, however, have been sufficiently discussed, let us
consider what follows.

35a "And again after the same manner, with respect to the nature of same
and the nature of different, he constituted the soul in the middle of the
impartiality of these, and of the nature which is divisible about bodies."

Essence, as we have said, has the first order in the genera, because it is
as it were, the Vesta of being.* Sameness, therefore, has the second; and
difference, the third order. For some consider difference as having a
dignity superior to sameness. But Plato, in what he before said, has
clearly evinced that the similar is better than the dissimilar; and now
assuming sameness after essence, directly gives it the preference to
difference. And as we have said that the middle essence is inferior to the
intellectual essence, but transcends that which is divisible about body,
thus also we say that the sameness of the soul is inferior to the
impartible, but is more united than the partible sameness, and in a
similar manner with respect to difference. Hence in the essence of
intellect, the sameness, being one, collects itself, and also the essential
difference, to the essence which is there, and is one; just as the difference
being one, separates itself, and the essence and sameness from each other.
But in the soul sameness collects into one the differences which are
many in the many parts, and difference separates the samenesses. I
know, therefore, that some Platonists, arrange sameness in impartible,
but difference in partible natures, and thus make the soul to consist of
both, as a medium between sameness and difference. These, however,
not ° attend to what Plato here says, that the soul is a medium
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difference, neither will they be able to give to them sameness. For *The One* differs from *the same*. And if theysay that partible natures are separate from sameness, they subvert the essence of them.

Following therefore things themselves, we must admit that the genus of sameness subsists with a demiurgic peculiarity, but that the species of it, is the impartible and the partible, and the medium between both. And again that the genus of difference is demiurgic, but the species of it, the impartible and the partible, and that which is intermediate.

Admitting this likewise, we must assign media to the soul, and complicate them with the middle form of essence, in order that we may constitute the existence of the soul. For thus I think we shall be able to adapt the words of Plato to things. For he says, that as in essence, so likewise in the nature of same and the nature of different, the Demiurgus mingled a third thing from both, and after the same manner. And as there, that which was mingled from both was a species or form of essence, so here, the medium between same and different, is a species or form. For it is possible to be a medium not as form, but as a whole composed of the extremes, as an animal which consists of soul and body.

In order, therefore, that you may not ignorantly conceive this to be the case, he adds, "and after the same manner;" that here also, that which consists of both may be a form and not a whole.

35a "And taking them as three beings, he mingled all of them into one idea."

That the three demiurgic genera, are the causes of hypostasis to second and third forms, Plato I think sufficiently manifests in saying, "and taking them as three things." For where do they subsist? Evidently in the Demiurgus. For he contains that which he takes. But he receives them from superior causes. For since sameness having in a greater degree the form of bound, consists of bound and infinity, and also difference which has more the form of infinity consists of these just as essence similarly proceeds according to both, it is evident, that we must rather place in bound [than in infinity] the sameness and difference of the impartible, but those of the media similarly in both, and those of partible natures rather in the infinite than in bound; just as the first difference has the infinite, in a small degree only declining from bound, and the first sameness has bound in a small degree declining from the infinite.1 Hence Plato says that the Demiurgus received them as three, being separated from each other. And since the forms that are in him,*
hasten to the generation of other things, on this account also, he
constitutes other things from these. If therefore we understand by beings
things prior to the generation of the media, we must say that these
subsist in him according to cause. For these were in him prior to the
things generated by him. But if by beings we understand the media, we
must understand them as things constituted. For they are now beings,
because they were produced by him prior to the mixture, each apart
from the other; and essence, sameness, and difference were now
generated each by itself. May not however the words be interpreted
more simply, *viz.* the Demiurgus "taking them being three;" for so many
things he effected from the three, the extremes being now constituted by
him, according to the preexistent causes which he contains? And these
genera indeed he produced according to demiurgic being; but he added
idea to all the three according to the union in himself, and the deity in
him, which is the cause of the union of multitude. And you see, that
each of the three was a form, and that which was produced from the
mixture of the three, was one idea. Hence it is necessary to say, that the
soul is a form of forms; and, in short, to conceive nothing in it as a
composite and corporeal.

The triad, therefore, is adapted to the essence itself of the soul; since
it was before shown that the soul is triadic.5 For we divided the whole
of it into essence, power and energy; essence, into hyparxis, harmony,
and form; and hyparxis, into what is properly called essence, same, and
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be essence. For the one genus of being is called essence, and that also
which is generated, as it were, from all the elements of being, is
denominated essence. If, however, we should again inquire, what it is
that makes this one idea not to be any casual soul, but the mundane
soul, but elsewhere a different soul; we reply, that it is the total
nature of the genera that are assumed. *For the mundane soul is a medium, not
of casual extremes, but of a total intellect, and total corporeal nature,*
according to which the world is an animal; just as it is endued with
intellect according to its impartible nature, and animated according to its
middle nature.* The predominance likewise of essence, causes it to be

3 the mundane soul; for this makes it to be divine; just as the prevalence
of sameness alone, produces a daemoniacal soul, and of difference alone,
a partial soul. A different habitude therefore to the extremes, produces
a difference in the media. And the mixture of the media, defined
according to the prevalence of one thing, evidently changes the whole.
"Co-adapting by force the nature of different which it was difficult to mingle, to the nature of same."

How is the nature of different difficult to be mingled? because it has a separating and dividing power, and is the cause of progressions and multiplications. But every divine being begins his energy from himself. Hence also the nature of different separates itself from other things and from itself. For it generates multitude in itself. On this account, it is said in the *Sophista,* that it makes both other things and itself to be non-beings, separating them from other beings. Hence it is difficult to be mingled, possessing this difficulty, not from accident or any deviation, but having an essence which is the cause of *otherness,* of the unconfused hypostasis of forms, and of unmingled simplicity. Possessing likewise such a power as this, it is a certain contrary both to sameness and to essence. And it is contrary indeed to sameness, because same-ness is the cause of union, communion and connexion; but difference, of separation, of an inability to be mingled, and of otherness. But it is a certain contrary to essence because essence is being, but difference is non-being, as is demonstrated in the *Sophista.* For the nature of different being divided into minute parts, becomes the principal of non-

t Tim. 30b.
§ cf. *Sophista* 259a - b.
§ For *irpoc TΙJT airiav* here, it is necessary to read *xpop ri)v ovoiav.*
• cf. *Sophista* 258d.

being. That we may not, therefore, be involved in ambiguity by perceiving an at-once-collected mixture of the genera, he in the first place mingles same with different* and says that divinity co-adapted the nature of difference to that of sameness, as harmonically conjoining it with middle sameness. Afterwards, he mingled both these with essence. For Plato having said, that divinity co-adapted the nature of difference to that of sameness adds, "that he mingled them with essence, and made one thing from the three." For because essence is connective of the two genera *same and different,* but these are co-ordinate to each other, it is necessary that these should in the first place be mingled with each other, and in the second place, that both should be mingled with essence. And thus much concerning the order of the mixture. The *force,* however, employed in the mixture, is not adventitious, nor such as the force which is preternatural, *but indicates a transcendency and abundance of power;* for such is demiurgic power. So that it is able to unite difference, to divide sameness, and to produce one harmony from both.

"But having mingled these two with the essence, and made one thing from the three, he again divided this whole, into appropriate parts."
As the equal and the unequal are conjoined with quantity;* and as all quantity is either equal or unequal, or rather is equal and at the same time unequal,5 for every quantity at once participates of both; and as the similar and the dissimilar are conjoined with quality, and every quality is both similar and dissimilar; thus, also, same and different are coexistent with essence;0 and all essence participates of sameness and difference. For these are essentially, or according to existence itself, inherent in things, and not according to quantity or quality. Hence they are essential, being the media between the divine genera, and those things which are inherent in quantities and qualities. For sameness, indeed, is suspended from bound, but difference from infinity; just as similitude and equality, are suspended from sameness, but dissimilitude and inequality from difference. Hence, also, Plato in the Philebus,0 produces bound and infinity from [the highest] God: for they are divine genera. But in the Sophista,* he denominates same and different the genera* of being. And the former subsist about The One, but the latter about essence. Again, also, you see how much more venerable Plato is than all other physiologists, and even than Aristotle himself. For they making their principles to be contraries, introduce organic, material, and partible contrarieties. And even the most venerable of them, refer contraries to excess and defect; badly assuming the privation of measure in the principles of things. For measure is more divine than the privation of measure. But Plato refers contraries to sameness and difference, through which he comprehends all the contrarieties in soul, in nature, and in body; and he places these in the Demiurgus, in order that he may give to them generative, cosmurgic,5 immaterial, and exempt powers. Having likewise placed them there, he constitutes the soul from them, producing from these, that which is as it were the subject of it, and the being of it, so far as being, and not so far as it is a being with a certain quality, in order that it may imitate primary being. For he afterwards assigns to the soul harmony, form, powers, and energies, thus rendering the discussion of it perfect. For we shall be able to survey its dignity, and its order in the world, which is of a ruling nature, if we perceive how by all the genera that are in it, it contains mundane essences; how by its harmony, it co-harmonizes the whole world; how by its own figure, it comprehends all mundane forms and

\[189A\]
figures; after what manner, by the powers that are in it, it is able to
perfect all physical, and all rational, or artificial powers; and how by its
own proper energies, it excites mundane productions.

Why, therefore, did not Plato say, that the soul is a medium between
intellect and sense? Because he says, that intellect and sense, are certain
gnostic powers. But his intention was to deliver the middle nature of it
in essences, and not in powers. Why, however, did he not say, that the
soul is a medium between idea and things which are invested with form?
Because it was not now proposed by him to teach us what the quality
is of its form, but what its essence is. But it is not the same thing to
speak of the essence, as it is to speak of the form of a certain thing. For
form exhibits an essence of a certain quality. Why then, did he not
place the soul as a medium between intelligible and sensible numbers?

f cf. Sophista 254a f.
% For yevei TOV OVTOQ here, read yevr) TOV ovrog.
§ i.e. Powers effective of the world.

Because in the following part of the discussion, he assigns to it an
harmony, according to which it ranks as a medium between separate
numbers, and separate harmony, and sensible numbers, and the harmony
which is inseparable from subjects. For according to the conception of
Plato, the soul is neither harmony itself, nor the harmony which is in
things harmonized. Harmony itself, indeed, is uniform and separate, and
is exempt from all harmonized natures, of whatever kind they may be;
being that alone which is called harmony itself. But the harmony which
is in things harmonized, pertains to other things, and is naturally
adapted to be moved by others. And the middle of both, is the
harmony of the soul. For this is that which is first harmonized. Hence
also it imparts harmony to other things. For that which is able to
impart something to another thing, is either the form itself [which is
participated], or primarily participates of it. This harmony therefore of
the soul, is inferior to intelligible harmony, and to intelligible numbers,
but transcending sensible harmony, it likewise transcends sensible
numbers. And if it be requisite to speak concisely about each of these,
each of them is fourfold. For with respect to number, the first is divine,
the second essential, the third psychical, and the last physical. And the
first, indeed, has the form of unity, the second is immoveable, the third
is self-motive, and the fourth is alter-motive. With respect to harmony,
also, the first is in the Gods, the second is in truly-existing beings, the
third is in souls, and the last is in the natures which are harmonized by
other things. If, therefore, it had been now proposed by Plato to speak
concerning the psychical harmony, he would have said that it is a
medium between impartible and partible harmony. But since the present
discussion is concerning the essence of the soul, he says that it is a
medium between same and different.

E Here, likewise, it is necessary to observe, that Plato in what is now said, makes as it were a conversion of the progressions of the psychical essence to their principles. For since the form of the mixtures is twofold, the one subsisting according to the mixture of the extremes, which we have in the mixture of essence, sameness, and difference; but the other, according to again collecting the media into one whole; - this being the case, in the former mixture he began from essence, and ended in the latter; but vice versa in the latter. For he first co-harmonized the latter with sameness, and thus afterwards both with essence, and ended in essence, from which according to progression he began. Every where, however, that which is a whole* is subordinate to the two principles. For when he produces the soul from impartibles and partibles, he places the impartible analogous to bound, but the partible to infinity. For the infinite is the cause of multitude, but bound of union. And when he co-harmonizes difference with sameness, he assumes difference as in the genera of being, belonging to the co-ordination of the infinite; but sameness, as belonging to the co-ordination of bound. When likewise he mingles the two with essence, he assumes essence as having the form of unity; but sameness and difference as dyadic, and opposed to each other. And he does not cease collecting the multitude together, till he evinces the whole to be one. For The One is more excellent than essence itself, and the biformed principles [bound and infinity]. The mixture, however, being as we have said, twofold, the one constituting the elements themselves, the other being that which consists of the elements, Porphyry rightly inquires whether the Demiurgus made both these in the Crater [i.e. Juno], or one of them out of, but the other in it; and he decides, that in mingling the elements, the Demiurgus energizes without the Crater, since the generation of the media was not effected according to a congress of the extremes, nor in short, was it possible for the 2,163 extremes to coalesce with each other. But when producing a mixture 190A from all the middle elements, he employs the Crater, casting the elements into it, and mingling them, in order that the soul may become one all from all things, may be concordant with itself, and of similar parts, all the genera proceeding through all things, and also in order that the soul may assume form, and that which it is from the Crater. For the form of each thing is according to the whole. Hence the Crater being the maker of the soul, very properly produces in itself the wholeness of soul. Hence too, the second mixture is in the Crater only.

Our preceptor also approves of this distinction, since Plato likewise, when he speaks about partial souls, indicates this. For he there says:* And again, the Demiurgus poured mingling, into the former Crater in which he had mingled the soul of the universe, the relics of the former mixture. If then Plato says that the soul of the universe was mingled there, and not the elements of it, and in the formation of our souls, the relics of the former mixture were mingled in the Crater, and these relics
Instead of *navraxov de av, exerai ruv dvo TO ev apxuv* in this place, it is requisite from the version of Leonicus Thomaeus to read *Tavraxov de av VKexerai ruv dvo TO OV apxuv*.
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If, however, these things are true, it is evident that as many in number as are the parts which are assumed collected into the same, so many also will the monads be, yet not mathematical monads. For monads of this kind are unessential, but the soul is an essence, being itself by itself incorporeal, and consisting of the middle genera. Nor is it simply one, but participates of a certain one. Farther still, it cannot be divided into similar parts, and in this respect differs from the one in bodies, which is divisible into similars, ad infinitum. If, however, each monad is a thing of this kind, the whole number of the soul also, will consist of such like essential monads, each of which is indivisible into other monads. Through these likewise, it is indeed multitude, but through the wholeness of itself is one, comprehending the multitude of these uniformly. The soul, therefore, will be one. For, in short, if there is in it, not only the partible nature, but at the same time the impartible, it is necessary that it should be in a certain respect both; the latter, indeed, according to the form of The One which it contains; but the former, according to its multitudinous nature. It is also necessary, that neither division should obliterate The One, nor union, its distribution into parts. And this as it seems that, which Xenocrates having heard from his preceptor, obscurely signified, when he said, that the soul is an essence according to number, and is one essence consisting of many essences. For it is evident that it is essentially number, remaining wholly through the whole of itself one, and at the same time divided into a multitude of essential parts. Since, however, with respect to the division of souls, one is essential, but the other vital; far our souls also, are said at a certain time to live Titanically, dividing themselves about bodies: this being the case, in order that we may not conceive any thing of this kind about the whole soul of the universe, since it is not lawful to refer the deteriorations* of partial souls to such as are divine, Plato adds, that divinity divided the soul into appropriate parts. For here that which divides, divides according to an intellectual cause, and that which is divided, is divided essentially. This mode of division, therefore, is adapted both to the divider, and the thing divided; since it is beneficent, and perfective of the essence of the soul, introducing it to intellectual variety,* and making it all-perfect, by inserting in it all the reasons of beings.

If then we assert these things rightly, it is not proper to separate the soul from union in the division of it, nor to consume the wholeness of it, into the generation of the parts, as the words of Timaeus seem to indicate when he says, that the thing mingled was consumed into these

---
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parts.* Nor must we fancy that this was as it were the division of a certain rule. For all these modes are corporeal, and by no means adapted to immaterial essences. For every thing which is generated by the Demiurgus, must necessarily remain the same, since he always produces after the same manner, being immoveable and eternal in his energies. It is necessary, therefore, that the whole should always remain a whole; that the generation of the parts should be effected, the whole remaining; and that this should not be consumed in the division of the parts. Hence, we must conceive, that the essence of the soul is one, and at the same time many, the whole remaining and being distributed into parts, and possessing continuity, and being, at the same time, divided. Nor must we imagine that the continuity of it is accompanied with interval; for it is continued and without magnitude, like the continuity of time; nor that the division of it is according to monadic numbers. For a thing of this kind is quantity which does not accord with continuity.* But we must collect these into one, as it is fit with incorporeal natures, and must survey in the soul, the whole in conjunction with the parts. Plato also manifests, that it is not proper to depart from union in the division, through the following words:

35b "At the same time mingling each part from same, different, and essence. But he began to divide as follows."

If the genera which constitute the soul, are in all the parts of it, and the whole consists of parts similar to itself, it will in no respect be separated from continuity and union. For if in bodies similars cohere with each other without a medium, how much more in an incorporeal nature must all the things that are as it were parts, be united, and the whole be vanquished by unity, neither the parts being confused, through the position of the whole, nor the wholeness taken away through the separation of the parts? You may also assume from these things, that the soul according to all the parts of it, is both impartible and partible. For if every part of it participates of all the middle genera, nothing in it can be assumed which does not consist of these. The ancients also, looking to these things, concluded every where concerning it, that all of it is being, life, and intellect, and that whichever you may assume of the three, you may infer that it contains the remaining two; since all things in it proceed through all, the whole is one, the one of it is all-perfect, and a part in it corresponds to the whole. But if each of the parts of it being many, is a certain essence, as numerous as are the

't Tim. 36b.
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parts, so multitudinous also is the essence. In a similar manner also with respect to sameness and difference, each of these in intellect indeed is one, and on this account it is impartible. For in intellect one thing is not a part different from another. But in the soul both these are divided according to essential number, and the parts of it are adapted to each other, causing it to be one thing from many, and a whole from parts. Moreover, this also deserves to be considered, that according to the generation of the elements, he began as we have said, from essence; but according to the composition of the whole, from difference; co-adapting the nature of different, which is difficult to be mingled with same, and mingling both with essence. But according to the division of the whole into harmonic ratios, he began from sameness. For he says* that he divided each part mingled from same, different, and essence. For a commencement from essence is entirely* adapted to the generation of simple natures; since essence is more simple than other things. To the composition, however, of the whole, a commencement from difference is adapted. For the generation of the whole from parts begins from things subordinate to the whole. And a commencement from sameness is adapted to the hypostasis of harmony. For the Demiurgus was willing that this should terminate in the sameness and communion of the things that were divided. And, in short, he was willing that harmony should be effective of the sameness of the things harmonized.

These particulars, however, having been discussed by us as far as we are able, it is necessary in the next place to premise those things which ought to be readily known by us concerning numbers, and the harmonic ratios of the soul, in order that we may not attempt in vain the interpretation of what follows. It is necessary therefore to premise such things as are usually mentioned in harmonic discussions, viz. what sound, interval, and system are, and that the Pythagoreans did not assume the symphonies in harmony from any thing else than numbers,* but from multiples and super-particulars. For they said that the diatessaron is in a sesquioctertian ratio; but the diapente in a sesquialter; and the diapason in a duple ratio. And again they said, that the diapason and at the same time diapente is in a triple, but the disdiapason in a quadruple ratio. For the diapason and at the same time diatessaron, did not appear to them to be symphonious, because it consists in a multiple super-partient ratio, viz. in the ratio of 8 to 3. For 6 is a medium between the two, producing with the less number a duple, but with the greater, a subsesquialterian ratio. These things therefore, must be premised, and also that the sesquioctave is in the ratio of a tone; that the sesquioctertian ratio consists of two tones and a leimma; and the

\* For (pvaei here it is obviously necessary to read <f>i)oi.
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sesquialter of three tones and a leimma. But we shall afterwards learn what the ratio of the leimma is. Moreover, the Pythagoreans said, that there are three genera of harmonies, the diatonic, the enharmonic, and the chromatic. Likewise, that the diatonic consists of a semitone (but this which I now call a semitone is not properly so, but a leimma), and E of a tone, and another tone. But the enharmonic consists of a diesis another diesis, and a ditone. And the chromatic of a semitone, another semitone, and a trisemitone. But diesis is as it were the fourth part of a tone, not being in reality a fourth, as neither is a leimma accurately a semitone. These things, however, we shall demonstrate in what follows.

But as there are three genera, each of which is a certain division of the tetrachord, Plato appears to have used the diatonic genus alone. For he thinks fit to divide the sesquitertian ratios, into sesquioctaves and leimmas, but not into enharmonic dieses; since some of the ancients called a semitone diesis. D Plato, likewise, seems to have assumed this genus, I mean the diatonic, as more grand, simple, and generous, than the other genera; though the enharmonic appears to be more adapted to

---


---

erudition. And if it be requisite to declare my own prediction on this subject, the enharmonic genus, presides over all the life which is divisible about bodies,* just as the diatonic presides over the rational life. Hence the enharmonic genus, is adapted to instruct and discipline the divisible life. But the chromatic genus presides over the corporeal idea itself. Hence it is effeminate and ignoble. The enharmonic genus therefore is deservedly disciplinative. Hence, Socrates in the Republic thinks fit to mention it particularly, in what he says about harmony.* And Timaeus knowing this, and having heard Socrates asserting these things on the preceding day, at the same time constitutes the essence of the soul through the diatonic, and not through the enharmonic genus; the latter, as we have said, being adapted to erudition. For on this account, the ancients called the leaders [or preceptors] of these disciplines Harmonici [or skilled in music]. Aristoxenus therefore, in the first book of his Harmonic Elements, says, it happened that those were truly called Harmonici, who formerly employed themselves in what pertains to
music. For being solely engaged in harmony they neglected every other pursuit. In which Aristoxenus also asserts what is wonderful, viz. that the ancients had no knowledge of the diatonic diagram. For he thus writes: "As an indication of the truth of this, their diagram alone exhibits enharmonic systems, but no one ever saw a diatonic or chromatic diagram delineated by them." It is worthy of admiration, however, that he should assert these things, since Plato exhibits a diagram according to the diatonic genus, and also Timaeus himself. Perhaps therefore what Adrastus says is true, who derides Aristoxenus as a man of not very elegant manners, but studious of appearing to say something new.

192B Plato, therefore, in the diatonic genus, makes a division of tetrachords, and proceeds not only as far as to the diapason, but also as far as to a quadruple diapason and diapente, adding likewise a tone. Or according to Severus, Plato did not produce the tetrachords without a tone, but ended in a leimma, and not in a tone. If, however, some one should doubt, how Plato produced the diagram to such an extent, let him attend to the words of Adrastus. For he says that Aristoxenus, extended the magnitude of his multiform diagram, as far as to the diapason and
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diatessaron, and the symphony of these, in consequence of preferring the information of the ears to the decision of intellect. But the more modern musicians* extended the diagram as far as to the fifteenth mode, viz. to the thrice diapason and tone, in so doing looking solely to our utility, and thinking that those who contend in singing could not exceed this, no their auditors judge clearly beyond it. Plato, however, looking to nature, constitutes the soul from all these, in order that it might proceed as far as to solid numbers, as it ought to preside over bodies. Hence some, as Adrastus, are accustomed to make three triangles, and in one of them, which is the least, to describe the seven parts, making the summit of the triangle to be one of the parts, and distributing the other six about this. In one of the sides also, they describe the whole duple order, but in the other, the whole triple order.
Moreover, in the other triangle which is greater, and contains the former, they increased the numbers, and again in a similar manner inserted two media, arranging the duple separate from the triple numbers; and placing one of the parts at the summit. But in the third triangle, which comprehends both the others, they described after the same manner the whole diagram. Others again, adopting a description in the form of the letter $+$, arrange the numbers successively, as in the section of a rule, according to three centres, assuming the first, second, and third numbers, as we also shall do. This method likewise is adopted by Porphyry and Severus. And such are the particulars which ought to be premised, and also that Plato divides this head into three parts, in the first of the three, discussing the seven parts, in which there are three duple, and three triple intervals, according to the geometrical middle, i.e. according to the same ratios. But in the second part, he discusses the insertion of the other two media, viz. the harmonic and arithmetic, into each interval of the duple and triple numbers. And in the third part, he considers the division of the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios, into


It is necessary however to be well acquainted with such things as are said about the three media, and to know the differences, and what the methods are through which they are discovered. The arithmetical medium, therefore, is that in which the middle term exceeds and is exceeded by an equal quantity, as may be seen in all the numbers that are in a consequent order, conformably to the definition of Timaeus himself.* But the harmonic medium is that in which the middle term is exceeded by the greater, by the same part of the greater, by which it exceeds the less term, as in the numbers 6, 4 and 3. For here 4 is exceeded by 6 by 2, which is the third part of 6, and it exceeds 3 the less term by 1, which is the third part of 3.+ And the geometrical medium is that, in which there is the same ratio of the greater to the middle term, as there is of the middle to the less term.

The methods however of discovering these, must in the next place be unfolded by us. Let two terms, therefore, be given, between which it is proposed to find an harmonic, and also an arithmetic medium; and let the terms have a duple ratio, as for instance 12 and 6. I take, therefore, the excess of the greater number above the less, which is evidently 6, and dividing it into two equal parts, I add the half to the less number, and make this the middle term. Hence 9 is the arithmetical medium between 12 and 6. For the excess is three, both of the greater above the middle, and of the middle above the least term. Again, taking the difference of the extremes, which is 6, I multiply this by the less term,
and the product is 36, and dividing this by the sum of the extremes, \textit{i.e.} by 18, the quotient 2 is produced, which is the breadth of the comparison. To this also, I add 6, and I have the harmonic middle 8. For by that part of the greater term 12 by which 8 is exceeded by it, by this part of the less term 6, 8 exceeds the less. For it is exceeded by

\textit{t low is omitted in the original.}
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the third part of 12, and by a third part of 6 it exceeds 6. Again, let there be a triple interval, as for instance 18 and 6,* adding these together I make 24, of which taking the half, I have the arithmetical middle 12.

193A Again, taking the excess of 18 above 6, \textit{i.e.} 12, I multiply it by the less term 6, and the product is 72. This I divide by 24 the sum of the extremes, and 3 the breadth of the comparison is produced. Afterwards, I add this to 6, and I have 9 for the harmonic medium, which exceeds and is exceeded by the same part of the extremes. Thus also, if 1 and 2 were the extremes, by adding them together, and taking the half of both, I shall have 1 and the half of 1, for the middle term of the arithmetical middle. But taking the excess of the greater term above unity, and multiplying it by the less term, \textit{viz.} unity by unity, I have 1 from both.

2.173 Afterwards dividing* this by 3, the sum of the extremes, I shall have the breadth of the third part of 1; in order that 3 being compared to one may make the third part of 1. Adding therefore, this 1/3 to 1, I shall have 4/3, which is the harmonic medium between 1 and 1/3, in the same manner as before.5 Hence, by employing these methods, we shall in a becoming manner fill all the double and triple intervals, with arithmetical and harmoniacal middles; which Timaeus has comprehended in the geometric middle, and which he increases by the insertion of the other middles. In short, since Plato makes mention of the three middles, which are comprehended in the geometric middle, let the following theorem be added [as a corollary] to what has been said. If the analogy consists in four terms, and one of the intermediate numbers produces an arithmetical middle, the other will produce an harmonic middle, and vice versa. For let there be four terms, \(a, b, c, d\), so that the first \(a, +\) is to \(b\), as \(c\) is to \(d\), and let \(b\), be an arithmetical middle, \(\text{[so that} a, b, d, \text{are in arithmetical proportion.]}\) I say that \(c\) is an harmonic middle. For because the product of \(a\) by \(d\) is equal to the product of \(b\) by \(c\), but \(b\) is an arithmetic middle and the product of \(c\) by \(a\) added to the product of \(c\) by \(d\) is the double of the product of \(b\) by \(c\), as in the arithmetic
middle; this being the case, it follows that the product of \( c \) by \( a \) added
t or is omitted in the original.
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to the product of \( c \) by \( d \), is the double of the product of \( a \) by \( d \).+ But this was the property of the harmonic middle, \textit{viz.} that the product of the middle by the extremes, is the double of the product of the extremes. Again, let \( c \) be an harmonic middle, I say that \( b \) is an arithmetic middle. For since the product of \( c \) by \( a \) added to the product of \( c \) by \( d \), is the double of the product of \( b \) by \( c \), the sum of \( a \) added to \( d \) is the double \( C \) of \( b \).% But this is an arithmetical middle, when the sum of the extremes \( 2,174 \) is the double of the middle term. Again of these four terms, let \( b \) be an arithmetic, but \( c \) an harmonic mean, I say that as \( a \) is to \( b \), so is \( c \) to \( d \). For because the product of \( c \) by \( a \), added to the product of \( c \) by \( d \), is the double of the product of \( a \) by \( d \), on account of the harmonic middle, but the sum of \( a \) added to \( d \), is the double of \( b \) on account of the arithmetic middle, hence the product of \( a \) by \( d \) will be equal to the product of \( b \) by \( c \). As \( a \) therefore is to \( b \), so is \( c \) to \( d \).% But this was the peculiarity of the geometric middle. Hence those two middles are contained in the geometric middle, 0 and reciprocate with each other. Since however we have premised thus much, let us proceed to the text of Plato.

35b "In the first place, he took one part from the whole. After this, he separated a second part double of the first: and again, a third part, sesquialter of the second, but triple of the first."

The mathematical theory is neither to be entirely despised [in the present discussion] nor to be alone embraced itself by itself. For the latter will not exhibit to us the things which Plato intended to represent to us in images,0 and the former will cause the whole exposition to be \( D \) unproductive of advantage. For it is necessary to consider the essence of the things which are the subject of discussion, as on a secure

\( t \) As \( a \) is to \( b::c:d \) by hypothesis, and therefore \( ad=bc \). But \( ca+cd=2bc \); and because \( bc=ad \), therefore \( 2bc=2ad \).

\( X \) Since \( ca+cd<2bc \), it follows since \( c \) multiplies all the three terms \( ca, cd, 2bc \), that \( a+d=2b \).

\( § \) \( a+dxc-2ad \). But \( 2bxc=2ad \), and therefore \( bxc=axd \). Hence \( a:b::c:d \). The truth of this may be seen in numbers, by putting 6. 12. 9. 18. for \( a. b. c. d. \)

• After the word i5toc in the original, it is necessary to supply from the version of Leonicus Thomaeus the words, \textit{irepîtxov TŒ» iœpa} at \textit{Svo neaoTifTq ev T-Q yeu^rpiK-Q fieaorqŒn}.
As we observed therefore before, we shall proceed in a middle way, first mathematically, in a manner adapted to the subjects, and after this we shall unfold the division presented to our view in the text. The Pythagoreans then conceive magnificently, respecting the division or section of the rule in this place, viz. that Plato unfolds in it the essential causes, and the reasons which are generative of mathematical theorems. Let us, therefore, as I have said, first mathematically exercise the reasoning power of the reader, by contractedly explaining what is asserted by many, at the same time abstaining from controversy, and investigating the truth by itself. Our discourse, however, will be in short, concerning these five particulars; viz. concerning multiple ratios; the media that subsist between these; the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios, which present themselves in the middles; the sesquioctaves which fill these intervals; and the leimma. For it is necessary that the diagram should be comprehensive of all these, and be condensed with all these ratios.

That we may proceed therefore in order, we shall assume the ratios which are first mentioned by Plato, in the numbers from unity. Let unity the \( n \) be posited, and the double of this \( 2 \); afterwards \( 3 \), which is sesquialter indeed of \( 2 \), but triple of \( 1 \); then \( 4 \) which is the double* of \( 2 \); afterwards \( 9 \), the triple of \( 3 \); afterwards \( 8 \), the octuple of \( 1 \); and after all, the seventh term, which is twenty-seven times \( 1 \). Some, therefore, as we have said, arrange these numbers in the form of the letter \( X \), making the monad the summit, and arranging the double numbers here, but the triple there. But others more conformably to Plato, arrange them in one order only. For he does not say, that the triple were apart from the duple numbers, but he alternately mixes them, as proceeding in a right line. If, however, Plato had stopped here, there would have been nothing further for us to discuss. But since he himself exhorts us to bind the double and triple intervals with harmonic and arithmetic middles, and it is not possible to discover these middles between \( 1 \) and \( 2 \), some first number must be assumed, which being the least, may have a half and a third part. For every number may have a double, and this must therefore be investigated. Let then \( 6 \) be assumed, and the double of it \( 12 \), the former having the same ratio to the latter as \( 1 \) to \( 2 \). Between these therefore, viz. \( 1 \) and \( 2 \) multiplied by \( 6 \), placing as media \( 8 \) and \( 9 \), we shall have the above-mentioned middles. For \( 8 \) exceeds and

\[ \text{t cf. Laws X, 893b.} \]

\% For \text{TpiirXaata} here, it is obviously necessary to read \text{SnirXaiaia}.

\[ \text{194A is exceeded by the same part of the extremes; but } 9 \text{ exceeds and is } \]

\[ \text{2.176 exceeded according to an equal number. Hence by multiplying } 1 \text{ and } 2 \]
six times, we shall find numbers receiving the before-mentioned middles. In a similar manner by multiplying by 6 the remaining double and triple numbers in the before-mentioned order, we shall find the terms which we may be able to condense with arithmetic and harmonic middles. For sextuple numbers will be produced from all the before-mentioned orders, by arranging other numbers, only observing that 48 ought to be placed before 54; in this respect departing from the arrangement of Plato, who places 9 before 8, in order that he might alternately change the duple and triple ratios. We, however, make this alteration, as consentaneous to the multitude of the monads, and the nature of the increasing number. Hence 8 and 9 come between 6 and 12; but between 12 and the double of it 24, the harmonic mean is 16, and the arithmetic 18. And between the third double* 24 and 48, the harmonic mean is 32, but the arithmetic 36. But in triple numbers, between 6 and 18 which are the first triple, the harmonic middle is 9, but the arithmetic 12. Between the second triple 18, and 54, the harmonic middle is 27, but the arithmetic 36. And between the third triple 54 and 162, the harmonic middle is 81, but the arithmetic 108. The double and triple intervals therefore, are divided by these two middles. So that these terms will be successive to each other, viz. 6. 8. 9. 12. 16. 18. 24. 27. 32. 36. 48. 54. 81. 108. 162.

If, however, it was possible in the terms described by us, to divide the sesquitertian ratios, into sesquioctaves and leimmas, we should have no occasion to proceed any further. But now, as this is not possible, we are in want of another method. Since, therefore, it was proposed at first, 2.177 to condense the duple ratio, with the before-mentioned middles, and with sesquioctaves, it is necessary that the subduple term, should have the sesquitertian together with the two sesquioctaves. Let there be taken then in the first place, the third number from unity, according to an octuple ratio, viz. 64. From this it is possible to form two sesquioctaves. C For every multiple number is the leader of as many multiple ratios denominated from itself, as it is itself distant from unity. But it has not a sesquitertian.* By tripling therefore 64, we shall have 192, the sesquitertian of which is 256, but the sesquioctave 216, and of this the sesquioctave is 243.+ But the ratio of the lemma is that which remains after the ablation of the two sesquioctaves 243 and 216. For from every sesquitertian two sesquioctaves being taken, the ratio of the lemma is left. But of 256 the sesquioctave is 288, which preserves an arithmetical mean between 192 and 384, which has a duple ratio to 192, and a sesquitertian to 288. If, therefore, it were possible to form two

\[ t \text{ For } \text{Tp}vK\alpha\alpha\nuv \text{ here, it is obviously necessary to read } dnrX\alpha\alphai\nu. \]

\[ \$ \text{ The number } 64 \text{ has not a sesquitertian in whole numbers. For as } 3 \text{ is to } 4 \text{ so is } 64 \text{ to } 85\nu. \]
sesquinovices from 288, we might also condense this sesquitertian with sesquioctaves and a leimma. Now, however, this is not possible. For the sesquioctave of it, 324, has not an eighth part. Hence if we wish to preserve unity always undivided it is impossible there should be a sesquioctave ratio to it. For the eighth part of it is 40 and 1/2. By doubling this, therefore, in order that we may make the half a whole, we shall be able to assume the eighth part of it. On this account, however, we shall be compelled to double all the numbers prior to it, and also those posterior to it. Hence instead of 192, we shall have 384; instead of 216, 432; instead of 243, 486; instead of 256, 512; and instead of 288, 576. And of this the sesquioctave, is 648, and of this 729.* Afterwards 768, which is the double of 384, has the ratio of a leimma to 729. After this manner, therefore, the double interval is filled with sesquialter, 2,178 sesquitertian, and sesquioctave ratios, in the numbers, 384. 432. 486. 512. 576. 648. 729. 768. Hence if we wish to fill the whole diagram, and to describe all the numbers in a consequent order, instead of the first part we must assume 384; instead of the double of the first, 768; instead of the triple of the first, but the sesquialter of the second, 1152; instead of the quadruple of the first, 1536; instead of the fifth part which is triple of the third, 3456; instead of the sixth part which is octuple of the first, E 3072; and instead of the seventh part, which is the twenty-seventh part of the first, 10368.

If, therefore, we also wish to condense these terms with harmonic and arithmetic middles, which being inserted, make sesquialter and sesquitertian intervals, the intermediate numbers will be 384, and 768, the double of 384; 512, which produces an harmonic, and 576, which makes an arithmetic middle. But if we wish to assume the abovementioned middles of the triple interval, viz. of 384 and 1152, then 576 will preserve the harmonic middle, which filled for us the arithmetic D middle in the double interval; and 768 will be the arithmetic middle, which was the greater extreme of the double interval. Again, if we wish to assume the same middles of the duple and quadruple, i.e. of the middles between the terms 768 and 1536, the former of which is the double of 384, and the latter the quadruple, the harmonic middle will be F 1024, and 1152 the arithmetic middle. If also we wish to condense the second triple, the terms of which are 1152, and 3456 [the former being the double of 576, and the latter the triple of 1152] then 1728 will give us the harmonic, and 2304 the arithmetic middle. And if we wish to condense the third double, which consists in the terms 1536 and 3072,
then 2048 will be the harmonic, and 2304 the arithmetic middle. But if we wish to condense the third triple, with similar middles, but I mean the fifth and seventh part, the extremes will be for us 3456, and 10368; but the harmonic middle will be 5184, and the arithmetic 6912. If again, we should condense each of the sesquitertians which present themselves from these middles, and sesquialters, with sesquioctaves and a leimma, this will manifest to us after the whole exposition, when we exhibit the whole diagram with all the terms in a consequent order, which has indeed 24 sesquioctaves but 9 leimmas.

These things therefore, having been elucidated by us, we shall observe thus much concerning the leimma, that as it is not possible to divide any superparticular into equal ratios, a semitone cannot be assumed in numbers; but taking the seventeenth and the sixteenth part, and demonstrating that the seventeenth part is greater than that which is called the leimma, and which is less than an accurate semitone, it is inferred that the leimma and also the seventeenth part are less than a semitone. But that it is less than a semitone, is demonstrated as follows: Let there be given the term 16 and the sesquioctave of it 18. Between these placing 17 it will divide the sesquioctave into unequal ratios, which will be near the semitonic interval, since 17 differs from the extremes by unity alone. And it is evident that it will make a greater ratio with the less term; because in all arithmetical proportion, the ratio is greater which is in the less terms; so that the seventeenth part is less than a semitone. Moreover, the leimma is less than the seventeenth part, as is evident from the terms exhibited by Plato. For since 256 has to 243 the ratio of the leimma, as we shall demonstrate in what follows, where we shall show that the radical ratio of the leimma is in these numbers; and since 256 exceeds 243 by less than the seventeenth part of it; for it exceeds it by 13 unities, but the seventeenth part of 243 is more than 13; this being the case, much more is the ratio of the leimma less than the semitonic interval. Hence the ratio which remains to the completion of a tone, and which is called the ratio of an apotome, is necessarily greater than a semitone.

Farther still, this may also be demonstrated after another manner, as follows: Let the numbers 256 and 243 be given, and let there be assumed three numbers in a consequent order, in a ratio of this kind; from 256 indeed, 65536, but from 243 59049, and from both 62208. These three numbers, therefore, are analogous in the ratio of the leimma, which, if it is a semitone, will be the tonic ratio of the extremes. But if it is greater than a semitone, that also will be greater than a tone; but if less, that also will be less. The sesquioctave however of 5909, is 6643401/8. But this is greater than the greater term.
After another and a third way the same thing may also be demonstrated, viz. that a tone cannot be divided into two equal parts, having the same ratio as that of 256 to 243. For if we take the eighth part of 243, which is 30 3/8, and add this part to it, we shall make 75 3/8, which has a sesquioctave ratio to 243. You see therefore that 256 has to 243 a less ratio than 273 3/8 to 256. For 256 has to 243 a superpartient ratio, exceeding it by 13/243; but 273 3/8 exceeds 256, by 139/2048 = (17 3/8)/256. But the ratio is greater which exceeds by seventeen and more, than that which alone exceeds by thirteen, according to the ratio of excess. A tone, therefore, cannot be divided into equal parts, but this is the leimma, as Plato calls it, and that which has the greater ratio is apotome, as 2.181 musicians are accustomed to denominate it. For let 273 3/8 have to 243 a sesquioctave ratio, but 256, to the same 243, the ratio of the leimma, which has a less ratio than that of the seventeenth part, it is evident that 273 3/8, which has the ratio of a tone to 243, will have to 256 the ratio of the apotome, which is the remainder of the leimma, being greater than the seventeenth part, which we have demonstrated to be less than the ratio of the leimma. If therefore we multiply these eight times, we shall find the first numbers which in perfect unities have the ratio of the apotome. For the octuple of 243 is 1944, of 256 is 2048, of 273 3/8, 2187. Hence the ratio of the apotome in radical numbers (ev irv8ffj.emv*) is that E of 2187 to 2048. And we shall be in want of these three terms which are in consequent order, in the diagram. Let then these terms be, 243, 256, 273 3/8. But on account of the fraction 3/8, let the octuple of these be the numbers 1944, 2048, 2187, in order that the terms may be in

t Tlvdni)ν is a primary ratio, being as it were a bottom or root, from which other ratios arise.

perfect unities, and not in the parts of unity. Because however, it is necessary that the ratio of the leimma should be that of 256 to 243, we may demonstrate it to be so as follows: If from the sesquitertian interval, two sesquioctaves are taken away, the terms which comprehend the remaining interval, will have to each other the ratio of 256 to 243. For let ab be sesquitertian of e, and let c be taken away, which is subsesquioctave of the sesquioctave ab. And in a similar manner let d be taken from c. I say that d will have to e the proposed ratio. For from ab let c be taken which is equal to zb, and d which is equal to eb. Since therefore, as ab is to c, so is c to d, they are sesquioctaves; it will also be as az is to bz, so is bz to be. Hence the remainder az will be to the remainder ze, as whole to whole, i.e. as ab to bz. But ab is sesquioctave of bz. Hence bz is sesquioctave of ez. Let zb be placed equal to ze. Hence zh is octuple of ha. But ze is equal to zb. Hence eh is eighteen times ha. Again, since zb is sesquioctave of be, for e is sesquioctave of d, hence be is octuple of ez. Of such numbers therefore as ze is 8, of
such \( eb \) is 64, and \( zb \) is 72. For 72 is sesquioctave of 64. But the whole \( ab \) is 81; for this is the sesquioctave of 72. The numbers, therefore, are quadruple. Hence of such numbers as \( ab \) is 324, of such \( eb \), i.e. \( d \), is 256. 196A For 324 is quadruple of 81, and 256 of 64. But numbers which are equally multiplied, have the same ratio as their parts. Since therefore \( ab \) is sesquitertian of \( e \), of such numbers as \( ab \) is 324, of such \( e \) will be 243. For 324 contains 243, and a third part of it, viz. 81. But it has appeared, that of such numbers as \( ab \) is 324, of such \( d \) is 256. Hence of such numbers as \( d \) is 256, of such \( e \) is 243.

It is manifest, however, that this ratio of the leimma is in the least terms. For they are first terms with relation to each other. And this is evident from subtraction. For they end in unity, the less being always taken from the greater. But if they are first terms, it is evident they are the least of those that have the same ratio with them. If, therefore, two sesquioctaves are taken from the sesquitertian interval, the remaining terms will have the ratio of 256 to 243.

This therefore being demonstrated, let there be taken in a consequent order \( ab \) for the tonic ratio, \( be \) for the ratio of the leimma, \( ad \) for the ratio of that which is called a semitone, and \( d \) to \( c \) for the ratio of the \( B \) comma. For the ratio of the excess of the apotome, above that which is truly a semitone, and which cannot be obtained in numbers, is thus called. This then is demonstrated. To what has been said however, it must be added, that we have called the ratio of \( db \) a semitone, not that a sesquioctave is divided into two equal ratios; for no superparticular ratio is capable of being so divided; but because the followers of Aristoxenus assume a semitone after two sesquioctaves, the ratio of a semitone is assumed, as we have said, according to their position, in order to discover what the ratio is of the comma and apotome to the ratio of the leimma. This therefore is asserted through the cause which has been mentioned by us. For that every superparticular ratio is incapable of being divided into two equal ratios, is one among the things that are demonstrated. Thus much, however, must be added, for the sake of elegant erudition, that as the Pythagoreans neither admit that there is a semitone from which together with two sesquioctaves a sesquitertian ratio is produced, nor the symphony diapason and diatessaron, as the followers of Aristoxenus admit; - this being the case, the musicians posterior to him, the disciples of Ptolemy, + grant with the \( C \) Pythagoreans, that what is called a semitone, is not truly so, but reject the opinion, that the diapason and diatessaron are not symphonies. We, however, necessarily demonstrate the former, on account of the opinion of Plato; but not being compelled to demonstrate the latter, because Plato says nothing about it, we shall at present omit it.

Since then we have shown in what numbers the ratio of the leimma, and the ratio of the apotome are first found, we must likewise show, in 2,184 what numbers the ratio of the comma, by which the apotome exceeds the leimma, is first discovered. This ratio therefore is in perfect [i.e. in
undivided] unities, as the ancients say, that of 531441 to 524288.* But if to divide unity makes no difference, let the ratio of the leimma be taken in that of the numbers 256 to 243. But the sesquioctave of 243 is 273 3/8, and of 256 288.+ Another leimma is that of 269 to 243 1/13. For this is the ratio of the leimma. For 269 contains 256 and thirteen units, and 256 also contains 243 and thirteen units. Because therefore 256 D consists of 243, and besides this of thirteen units, which are the numerator of 243; hence the 13 by which 256 exceeds 243, contains in itself 13/243 parts of 243. Each likewise of the thirteen units by which 256 exceeds 243 contains in itself 1/243 of 243. Hence 269+ 13/243 will have the same ratio to 256, as 256 to 243,+ being in a superpartient ratio to it, and having 13/243 parts of it, and 243 units. Hence that which remains, viz. 273 3/8, has the ratio of the comma to 269 and 13/243. So that it is shown in

 t Leonicus Thomaeus has in his version 524298.
 § 288 is omitted in the Greek, and also in the version of Thomaeus.
 13 65380 And as 65380 256 256 15925248 37908
 269 + 243- 243 243 : 1 :: 1 : 65380 - 243 65380

2.185 what numbers of the monad when divided, and in what two leimmas taken from the sesquioctave, the ratio of the comma is found. It is evident therefore, from what has been said, that we have effected what we promised to do. The terms likewise, and all the intervals, are E condensed with harmonic and arithmetic middles, and the divisions of the sesquialter and sesquitertian ratios, into sesquioctaves and leimmas, have been effected. For as there is a duple interval between 384 and 768, the term 432 which is sesquioctave to 384, and 486 which is sesquioctave to 432, fall between them, and also 512 which makes a leimma with 486. And thus far the sesquitertian ratio consists of two tones and the leimma.

Again 576 is sesquioctave to 512, 648 to 576, 729 to 648, and 768 has the ratio of the leimma to 729. And from these the sesquialter is filled, having three sesquioctaves, and one leimma.t But the whole is duple, consisting of five sesquioctaves, and two leimmas. Again, according to the above described terms 384, and 768, the term 512 produces an harmonic, but 576 an arithmetical medium. Farther still, 864 is placed as sesquioctave to 768, but 972 is sesquioctave to 864, and 1024 has the ratio of the leimma to 972. To 1024 also 1152 is sesquioctave. And now after the duple the sesquialter ratio is produced, which makes a F triple ratio, viz. the ratio of 1152 to 384. But between this triple interval, 576 is the harmonic middle to the extremes, but 768 the arithmetic middle. For a theorem of the following kind is universally demonstrated, that if of the same term, one number is double, but another triple, and a certain mean of the double is assumed according to arithmetical
proportion, this mean will be to the triple number an harmonic middle.  
But the greater term in the duple ratio, will become the arithmetical mean in the triple. Thus for instance, in the above terms, 768 is the double of 2,186 384, but 1152 is the triple. Between also the duple terms of 768 and 384, an arithmetical mean 576 is assumed; and the same mean between the triple terms 384 and 1152 is seen to be an harmonic mean. And 768 which was duple, becomes between the triple terms an arithmetical mean. Afterwards, 1296 is sesquioctave to 1152, and of this 1458 is the sesquioctave, to which 1536 has the ratio of the leimma. And as far as to this, the second duple is filled, being composed of the sesquiarter and sesquiterian ratios, the extremes of which are 768 and 1536, and are

f For 768 is sesquiarter to 512, and between these two terms, there are the above three sesquioctaves, and one leimma.

divided into five sesquioctaves and two leimmas. It likewise has for the harmonic mean 1024, and for the arithmetical mean 1152. Again, 1728 is sesquioctave to 1536, of this 1944 is sesquioctave, of this 2187 is sesquioctave, and to this 2304 has the ratio of the leimma. But the sesquioctave of 2304, is 2592; of this 2916 is the sesquioctave, and to this 3072 has the ratio of the leimma, which is octuple of the first part, filling the third double. And farther still, the sesquioctave of 3072 is 3456. And as far as to this the second triple extends, having for its extremes 1152 and 3456, and for its harmonic mean 1728, but for its arithmetical mean 2304. In addition to this also, the sesquioctave of 3456 is 3888, but of this the sesquioctave is 4374, to which 4608 has the ratio of the leimma. The sesquioctave also of 4608 is 5184, and of this 2,187 again, the sesquioctave is 5832, to which 6144 has the ratio of the leimma, the sesquioctave of which is 6912. And this again is another duple* [viz. 3456 and 6912] after the before-mentioned three duples [and afterwards another sesquioctave: for 7776 is sesquioctave to 6912]:* for in the third triple, there is also a certain duple. And again, the sesquioctave of 7776 is 8748, to which 9216 has the ratio of the leimma, and of 9216 the sesquioctave is 10368. And as far as to this, the third triple is extended, being comprehended in the terms 3456 and 10368, and having two means, the harmonic and the arithmetical, the former of which is 5184, but the latter 6912.

C The double and triple intervals therefore are filled with middles, and with sesquioctaves and leimmas. The whole likewise of this diagram has nine leimmas, and twenty-four sesquioctaves. For the intervals are less in number than the terms by one. It also proceeds as far as to a quadruple diapason, and a diapente and tone. Adrastus however, who was a lover of the arts, makes the figure, as we have said, in the form of the letter X; and places the terms in certain triangles. And in the interior triangle, indeed, he places the ratios that are in monadic
numbers \([i.e.\) that consist in the numbers within ten]\); but in the triangle next to this, the sextuple of these numbers, which have two middles according to each duple or triple interval. And in the outermost triangle he places the terms which make the whole of the before-mentioned diagram. What we have said, however, will become manifest from the delineation. But between the double and triple intervals, he inscribes all the above-mentioned numbers, which we have not thought fit to add,

† For \textit{duxTraouv} here, it is necessary to read \textit{dnrXaoiov}.

§ The words within the brackets are supplied from the version of Thomaeus, where rever it is necessary to read \textit{sesquioctavum} instead of \textit{sesquialterum}.

being unwilling to introduce a [needless] multitude of terms. For such a disposition of terms, and the insertion of the same numbers twice, is immmethodical. For many of the same media are found between the duple and triple intervals; since the triple intervals themselves consist of \textbf{D} duple terms and sesquialters. What is said by Plato, therefore, has been \textbf{2.188} elucidated by us. For two media have been discovered between all the duple and triple intervals. And from these media sesquialter and sesquitertian ratios having been produced, these are divided by the sesquioctave; a portion being left in both, which has the ratio of the leimma. From these likewise, assumed in an orderly manner, the terms which comprehend the whole diagram will be found to be thirty four only.1

Since, however, the Pythagoric Timaeus says* that the terms of the diagram are thirty-six, and yet assumes the same extremes as Plato, \textit{viz.} 384 and 10368, in order that these philosophers may not appear to be in any respect discordant with each other, let us show how the other two terms are inserted. These men therefore \([i.e.\) the Pythagoreans] were willing that there should not only be the ratio of the leimma in the diagram, but also that of the apotome, which they twice discovered, both in radical numbers, and in those alone which are the triple of \textbf{E} these. Adding likewise one term to each, they introduced this into the diagram. But Plato makes no mention of the apotome; whence also we being satisfied with the leimma, have alone employed the aboveenumerated terms. For how, since he assumes the diatonic genus, could he make use of the apotome, the sesquioctave not being divided in this genus; the apotome being produced when the sesquioctave is divided? For the part of the sesquioctave which remains after the leimma, is the apotome. Hence, since Plato does not mention the apotome, and it is not possible for it to occur in the diatonic genus, it would be ridiculous in us to endeavour to insert other terms, in order that we may have the apotome, the thirty-four terms being sufficient to the completion of the sesquioctaves and lemmas. It seems also, that the number 34 is adapted to the diatonic genus, in which alone the sesquioctave ratio is found.
2.189 For it consists of the terms 18 and 16, which are to each other in a sesquioctave ratio. For the sesquisalter and sesquitertian ratios, and leimmas, are also in the other genera; but the sesquioctaves are found in this alone of the three genera. Hence this ratio of the sesquioctave, very properly produces by composition the number of the parts; and this

being the second, is adapted to the second progression of the soul from the first intelligible principles.

If therefore we assume the less term of the third double, viz. 1536, and again the sesquioctave of this 1728, and afterwards the sesquioctave of this 1944, and again the tritone of this 2187, there will be one interval of the extremes. Because however 2048 has a sesquitertian ratio to 1536, but 1944 has to it the ratio of the leimma, it is necessary that 2187 should make an apotome to 2048. For an apotome is, as we have before said, that which remains to a tone, after the leimma. In a similar manner also, by assuming in the third triple, 4608, which contains the tritone* 6561,* and also assuming 6144, which makes a sesquitertian ratio to 4608, but to 5832 has the ratio of the leimma, we shall necessarily have the apotome in the ratio of 6561 to 6144, which are triple of the radical terms that were before discovered by us in the third double. For it is evident that the ratio of the apotome is radically in those terms. For 2187, and 2048, are demonstrated to be first terms to each other by the theorem of subtraction; first terms being necessarily such as are least. The multitude indeed of the terms described by Timaeus, is demonstrated by Philolaus; but the diagram of Plato proceeds without the ratio of the apotome. And thus much concerning these particulars.

Since however we have before observed, that if of one term two numbers are assumed, one is which is the double, but the other the triple of it, the mean which between the duple terms is arithmetical, is between the triple terms harmonic, but the duple term is between the triple terms, an arithmetical mean, we will now concisely elucidate and at the same time demonstrate this theorem. Let the be the double of , but the triple of it, and between and , let the arithmetical mean be . I say that will happen which is enunciated in the proposition. For since is the double, but the triple of , of such numbers as is two,

\[ t \text{ For } \text{rpvrov here, it is necessary to read } \text{ipnovov.} \]

\[ t \text{ According to the moderns, a tritone is a dissonant interval, otherwise called a superfluous fourth. It is also a kind of redundant third, consisting of two tones, and two semitones, one greater and one less. And the ratio of the tritone is as 45 to 32. This however does not accord with the ratio of the tritone given by Proclus, both in this place, and above. For 4608 is not to 6561 as 32 to 45, but as 32 to } \]
45 \(2592/4608\). Nor in the other instance above, is 1944 to 2187 as 32 to 45.
§ cf. Fr. A26d.
• 196F, supra.

\(b\) will be four, and \(c\) will be six. Hence of such as \(b\) is four, \(c\) will be six. By so much, therefore, does \(c\) exceed \(b\) as \(b\) exceeds \(a\). Hence \(b\) is an arithmetical mean between \(a\) and \(c\). Again, because of such as \(a\) is two, of such \(b\) is four, but the arithmetical mean between them is \(d\); hence \(d\) will be three of such numbers, as \(a\) is two, and \(b\) is four.* But of such as \(b\) is four, of such \(c\) is six. Of such therefore, as \(a\) is two, of such \(d\) is three, and \(c\) is six. Hence \(d\) compared to \(a\) and to \(c\), will produce an harmonic middle.* For by the same part of the greater it is exceeded by the greater, and by the same part of the less exceeds the less. And thus much concerning this particular.

2,191 Severus, however, think s that this diagram should not end in a one, \(C\) but in the leimma, because Plato terminates in this all the discussion concerning the division of the soul. In order, therefore, that it may terminate in the leimma, Severus transfers some of the terms, and makes all of them to be thirty-four. But as in the thirty-fourth term, the half of un it y occurs, he doubles the terms, and makes the first part to be 768, which is the double of 384. Of this, therefore, he places the sesquioctave 864, and of this again the sesquioctave 972. To this also he adapts according to the leimma, 1024. But of this he takes the sesquioctave 1152; of this the sesquioctave 1296; and of this again the sesquioctave 1458. But to this he adapts according to the leimma 1536, and places the sesquioctave of this, 1728, and of this again the sesquioctave 1944. To this likewise he adapts according to the ratio of the leimma, 2187. And of this he assumes the sesquioctave 2304; of this the sesquioctave 2602; and of this again the sesquioctave 2916. To this also he assumes 3762, which has the ratio of the leimma to it; to this the sesquioctave 3456; and to this in a similar manner 3888. To this likewise he adapts as the \(D\) leimma 4374; of this he assumes the sesquioctave 4608; of this the sesquioctave 5184; and of this again the sesquioctave 5832. To this also he adapts according to the ratio of the leimma, 6144; and of this he assumes the sesquioctave 6912; of this the sesquioctave 7776; and of this again the sesquioctave 8748. To this likewise he adapts as a leimma 9216. But of this he makes the sesquioctave 10368; of this also 11664; and of this, again, he makes the sesquioctave 13122. To this he adapts as a leimma 13824; of this also he assumes the sesquioctave 15552; of this

\(f\) Hence as 2, 3, 4 are in arithmetical proportion, so likewise will their equimultiples, 2x, 3x, 4x.

\(X-\) For 2, 3, and 6 are in harmonic proportion, and therefore their equimultiples also are in the same proportion. For 6 exceeds 3 by the half of 6, and 3 exceeds 2 by the half of 2.
the sesquioctave 17496; and of this, again, the sesquioctave 19783. And 2,192 to this he adapts 20636, having the ratio of the leimma. As far as to this, therefore, he gives completion to the diagram, making the leimma to be the end; except that in these terms, there is first the sesquitertian, afterwards the sesquialter, then the sesquitertian, and afterwards the sesquialter ratio. And again the sesquitertian, afterwards the sesquialter, and then three sesquialters in a following order, as in evident from the above description.

E It happens, therefore, in the diagram, that there is a quadruple diapason, that the diapente occurs once, and that the tone is redundant. For three sesquialters, make one diapason and tone. The diagram, however, does not end in a tone, but in the leimma. But this was the thing proposed to be effected. Severus, therefore, does not take away the tone, but does not end in it. So that the whole diagram according to all the terms, consists of a quadruple diapason, and the diapentes, and one tone. If also we wish in monadic numbers to assume these intervals, we must survey the progression extended as far as to twenty-seven. For 2 is double of unity, 4 is the double of 2, 8 of 4, and 16 of 8. And as far as to this the quadruple diapason extends. But of 16, 24 is the sesquialter, and this is the diapente, and to this 27 has a sesquioctave ratio. So that the before mentioned symphonies are perfected from one part, as far as to twenty-seven. This, therefore, as I have said, is common to all the diagrams. But they differ from each other in this, that some are in the form of the letter X, but others are in a right line.

F For of the ancients, Adrastus employs figures in the form of X, but Severus right lines, which in my opinion is better.* For in the figures which are in the form of the letter X, the same numbers are found twice in different places. But this is discordant with the things themselves. For there are not two parts of the soul which are the same. But all these numbers are parts of the soul. They differ also in this, that some of the diagrams end in a tone, but others in the leimma. Some also are more 2,193 perspicuous, though the same numbers are assumed twice, as is the case with those diagrams which distribute the duple and triple* ratios in the sides of triangles. But others place each number once in all the 199A intervals, though this causes a more difficult division of the duple terms, into super-particular and super-partient ratios. We have therefore

t cf. also Syrianus, Metaph. ed. Kroll, p. 88, 1. 23.

$ Both the sense of what is here said, and the version of Thomaeus, require the insertion in this place of KCU TονρXοτοivοv;.
words of Plato, we think it requisite to speak in the first place, concerning the division itself according to which the soul is divided in these ratios, and to take away by arguments such things as are an impediment to our apprehending the truth respecting it. Let no one, therefore, think that this division is corporeal. For it has been before demonstrated, that the middle nature of the soul is exempt from bodies, and at the same time from every partible essence which is distributed about them. Nor must it be supposed that the soul is better indeed than bodies, but that it is divided after the same manner as the terms or boundaries, and intervals by which bodies are measured. For things that have interval, are not wholly and through the whole present with themselves, and when divided, are not able to preserve an unconfused union. But the soul participating of an impartible allotment, is united to itself, and exhibits all the same elements subsisting the same in all its parts. Nor again must this section of the soul, be considered as a division of number. For the soul is indeed number, yet not that which is according to quantity, but that which is essential, self-begotten, having the form of unity, and converted to itself. Nor let the presence of these ratios in all the parts be compared to spermatic reasons. For these are imperfect, corporeal-formed, and material, and entirely fall short of the immaterial and pure essence of the psychical reasons. Nor let any one assimilate the before-mentioned parts to the theorems of science, because each theorem possesses the whole [science of which it is a theorem]. For we do not now consider the knowledge, but the essence of the soul.

2,194 Nor is it proper to think that the differences of essences, are similar to the distinctions of habits. For the latter are entirely varied in the natures that possess them, but the former are established with invariable sameness in demiurgic boundaries. Hence it is necessary to suspend the primordial principle of the psychogonic division from the demiurgic cause, and from perfect measures, which eternally pre-exist in real beings; to which also the Demiurgus looking, divides the soul. For as he divided this universe by intelligible paradigms, thus also he separates the essence of the soul by the most beautiful boundaries, assimilating it to the more ancient and primordial causes. The mode therefore of division, is immaterial, intellectual, undefiled, perfective of the essence of the soul, generative of the multitude in it, collective through harmony into one order.

f For OCUTT) V here, it is necessary to read avra.

and connective of divided parts; at one and the same time being the cause of the unmingled purity of the multitude in the soul, and producing a communion of reasons converging to the same essence.

And the Demiurgus, indeed, appears to consume the whole by dividing it into parts. For thus also in a certain respect Timaeus says, *"that he consumed the whole from which he cut off these parts." This, however, is not the case, but it is necessary to preserve both impartible,* and that
the wholeness remaining impartible, the division into multitude should be effected. For if we assume one of these only, I mean the section into parts, we shall make the soul to be partible alone. *The whole therefore is distributed into parts, and at the same time the whole remains.* Again, the *D* impartible of the soul equally participates of the impartible and the partible. For it is well said, as we have before observed, by the daemoniacal Aristotle, that there is something impartible in partible natures, which is connective of them; so that it is much more necessary, that something impartible should remain, in things which have not only a partible, but also an impartible nature. For if this did not remain, that which consists of both would be alone partible. It is evident however, that it is necessary the whole should remain in the generation of the parts, if the Demiurgus is an eternally producing cause. But he constituted the soul one whole, prior to the division of it. For he did not obliterate it in producing something else. But he always produces every thing, and eternally, and causes that which is produced to remain what it is. Hence the wholeness is not destroyed, when the parts are constituted, but it remains, and precedes the parts. For he did not produce the parts prior to the whole, and afterwards generate the whole from these, but vice versa. The essence therefore of the soul is at one and the same time a whole, and has parts, and is one and multitude. And such is the division of the soul which Timaeus assumes.

The mode, however, of unfolding it, should accord with the essence of the soul, being liberated from visible, but elevating itself to essential and immaterial harmony, and transferring from images to paradigms. For the symphony which flows into the ears, and which consists in sounds and pulsations, is very different from that which is vital and intellectual. No one, therefore, should stop at the mathematical theory, but should excite himself to a mode of survey adapted to the essence of the soul; nor should he think that we ought to direct our attention to interval, or the differences of motions. For these are assumed remotely, and are by no means adapted to the proposed subjects of investigation. But he should survey the assertions by themselves, and consider how they afford an indication of the psychical middle, and look to the demiurgic providence as their end. In the first place therefore, if you are willing thus to survey, since wholeness is triple, one being prior to parts, another consisting of parts, and another being in each of the parts, as we have frequently elsewhere demonstrated; - this being the case, Plato has already delivered the wholeness of the soul which is prior to parts. For he made it to be one whole prior 5 to all division into parts, and which

\[ t \text{ Tim. 36b.} \]

\[ t \text{ For } \alpha \kappa \alpha \ \delta i a f i p i O T o v \text{ here, it is necessary to read } \alpha \chi \chi ' \ \alpha n e p i a r o v. \]

\[ \S \text{ cf 187A, supra, (re. Aristotle On Indivisible Lines, 968a).} \]
as we have said, remains what it is, without being consumed in the production of the parts. For to be willing to dissolve that which is well harmonized is the province of an evil nature. But the dissolution is effected by consuming the whole into the parts. In what is now delivered however, he constitutes it a whole from parts, consuming the whole mixture into the division of its essence, and through the harmony of the parts, rendering it a whole de novo, and causing it to be complete from all appropriate parts. But he shortly after teaches us the wholeness which is in each of the parts, dividing the whole soul into certain circles, and in each of the circles inserting all the reasons, which he had already made manifest to us in what he had before said. For he had said, in each of the parts there are three [i.e. same, different, and essence] in the same manner as in the whole. Every part therefore, as well as the whole, is in a certain respect a triadic whole. Hence it is necessary that the soul should have three wholenesses, because it animates the universe, which is a whole of wholes, each of which is a whole according to the wholeness which is in a part. So that the soul animating the universe in a twofold respect, both as it is a whole, and as consisting of total parts, it requires two wholenesses, and transcends the things that are animated, having something external to them, so as

t For TOICOV here, read rpoTOP.
§ Instead of 7rpoc TUP pepup in this place, it is necessary to read wpo TUP pepup.
§ And for irpoc itaPToq pepiopov here, also, read irpo K. X.
• Tim. 41b.
o Tim. 36d.
ff Tim. 35b.

circularly to cover the universe, as Timaeus says, as with a veil.* By the wholeness, therefore, which is prior to parts, the soul entirely runs above the universe, but by the remaining two connects the universe and the parts it contains, these also being wholes.

In the next place, it must be observed, that Plato proceeding from the beginning to the end, preserves the monadic and at the same time dyadic nature of the soul. For he reduces the hyparxis of it to essence, same, and different, and distributes the number of it according to a twofold division, beginning from one part, into duple and triple numbers. He also surveys the media or middles, in one of them comprehends the other two,* and according to each of these unfolds twofold sesquialter and sesquitertian ratios, and again cuts these into sesquioctaves and leimmas. In what follows likewise, he divides the one length into two, and the one figure of the soul into two periods.5 And, in short, he nowhere omits the monadic and at the same time dyadic, and this with the greatest propriety. For the monadic alone pertains to intellect, on which account also intellect is impartible. But the dyadic pertains to
body, whence in the generation of the corporeal-formed nature, Plato began from the duad, fire and earth, and arranged two other genera of elements between these. The soul, however, being a medium between intellect and body, is a monad and at the same time a duad. But the cause of this is, that in a certain respect it equally participates of bound and infinity; just as intellect indeed, is allied to bound, but body rather pertains to infinity, on account of its subject matter, and divisibility ad infinitum. And if after this manner, some refer the impartible and the partible to the monad and indefinite duad, they speak conformably to things themselves; but if as making the soul to be number, in no respect differing from monadic numbers, they are very far from asserting that which happens to the essence of the soul. The

Tim. 34b.

$ue. In the geometric middle or proportion, which comprehends arithmetical and harmonical proportion. For if to any three numbers in arithmetical proportion, a fourth number is added, so as to produce geometrical proportion, then this proportion will comprehend both that which is arithmetical, and that which is harmonical. Thus if to the terms 1. 2. 3 a fourth term is added viz. 6, so that it may be 1:2::3:6, then 1, 2 and 3 are in arithmetical, and 2, 3 and 6 in harmonical, proportion.

Tim. 36b - c.

• Tim. 31b.

° For cudiop 5e here, it is obviously necessary to read CUTVOP be.

soul, therefore, is a monad and at the same time a duad, adumbrating by the monadic, intellectual bound, but by the dyadic, infinity; or by the former, being the image, indeed, of the impartible, but by the latter being the paradigm of partible natures.

In addition to these things also, it is requisite to survey, how a twofold work of the Demiurgus is here delivered. For he divides the soul into parts, harmonizes the divided parts, and renders them concordant with each other. But in effecting these things, he energizes at one and the same time Dionysiacally [i.e. Bacchically] and Apolloniacally. For to divide, and produce wholes into parts, and to preside over the distribution of forms, is Dionysiacal; but to perfect all things harmonically, is Apolloniacal. As the Demiurgus, therefore, comprehends in himself the cause of both these Gods, he both divides and harmonizes the soul. For the hebdomad is a number common to both these divinities, since theologists* also say that Bacchus was divided into seven parts:

Into seven parts the Titans cut the boy.

And they refer the heptad to Apollo, as containing all symphonies. For the duple diapason first subsists in the monad, duad, and tetrad, of
D which numbers the hebdomad consists.* Hence they call the God Hebdomagetes, or born on the seventh day, and assert that this day is sacred to him:

2,198 For on this day Latona bore5 the God
Who wears a golden sword.

      Works and Days, 771

Just as the sixth day is sacred to Diana.D This number, indeed, in the same manner as the triad, is imparted to the soul from superior causes; the latter from intelligible, but the former from intellectual natures. And it is also imparted from these very divinities [Apollo and Bacchus], in order that by a division into seven parts, the soul may have a signature of the Dionysiaca16 series, and of the fabulous laceration0 of

† Orphic fr. 198, 199.
† Lobeck, Aglaophemus 434, also Aesch. Sept. 783.
§ For xp\textsuperscript{f}fociopa yeiparo here, read xp\textsuperscript{f}voaiopa yeivaro.
o For airapocyij\textsuperscript{U}vovv in this place, read oirupayfiov.

Bacchus. For it is necessary that it should participate of the Dionysiaca16 intellect; and as Orpheus says,* that bearing the God on its head, it should be divided conformably to him. But it possesses harmony in these parts, as a symbol of the Apolloniaca16 order. For in the lacerations of Bacchus, it is Apollo who collects and unites the distributed parts of Bacchus, according to the will of the father [Jupiter].* In these numbers also, the three middles are comprehended.5 These therefore being three, adumbrate not only in the soul but every where, the three daughters of Themis. And the geometric middle, indeed, is the image of Eunomia.D Hence Plato in the Laws says,0 that she adorns polities, and disposes them in an orderly manner, and he likewise celebrates her as the judgement of Jupiter, adorning the universe, and comprehending the true political science. But the harmonic middle is an image of Dice or Justice, distributing a greater ratio to greater, but a less to lesser terms. This however is the work of justice. And the arithmetical middle is an image of Peace. For it is this, as it is also said in the Laws,+ which imparts to all things the equal according to quantity, and makes people at peace with people. For the solid analogy [\textit{i.e.} the triplicate proportion] prior to these, is sacred to their mother Themis, who comprehends the powers of all of them.** And thus much universally concerning these three middles.

These three middles55 however, may be said in a way adapted to what has been before observed, to be the sources of union and connexion to the soul, or in other words, to be unions, analogies, and bonds. Hence
t fr. 207, 203.
% cf. 237F, infra, p. 723.
§ Viz. in the numbers 1. 2. 3. 4. 6. the hebdomad, as Proclus observes, consisting
of 1. 2. and 4. For 1. 2. and 3. are in arithmetical proportion. The numbers 2. 3. and 6.
and also 3. 4. and 6. are in harmonical proportion. And the numbers 1. 2. 3. and 6. are
in geometrical proportion.
• Instead of evvoiuq here, it is necessary to read EvvofuaQ.
° cf. Laws VI, 757b - c.
tt cf. Laws VI, 757d - e.
t$ For triplicate, consists of geometrical proportion, and geometrical contains in
itself, as we have before shown, the arithmetical, and the harmonical proportion; and
therefore triplicate, or solid analogy, comprehends in itself the three middles.
§§ Me<JOT7)Te<; is omitted in the original.

2,199 also Timaeus denominates them bonds. For prior to this, he had said,*
that the geometric middle is the most beautiful of bonds, and that the
other two middles are contained in this.* But every bond is a certain
union. If therefore the middles are bonds, and bonds are the unions of
F the things that are bound, that which follows is evident. Hence these
pervade through all the essence of the soul,5 and render it one from
many wholes, as they are allotted a power of binding together things of
a various nature. As however they are three, the geometric middle binds
every thing that is essential in souls. For essence is one reason,
proceeding through all things, and connecting first, middle, and last
natures, just as in the geometric middle, one and the same ratio, pervades
perfectly through the three terms [of which the proportion consists].
But the harmonic middle connects all the divided samenesses of souls,
201A imparting to the extremes a communion of reasons, and a kindred
conjunction. And sameness, indeed, is seen in a greater degree in more
total, but in a less degree in more partial natures. And the arithmetical
middle binds the all-various diversity of the progression of the soul, and
is less inherent in things which are greater, but more in such as are less,
according to order. For difference has dominion in more partial, just as
sameness has in more total and more excellent natures. And these two
middles have something by which they communicate with each other,
in the same manner as sameness and difference. As essence also is the
monad of the latter, so the geometrical middle is the monad of the
former. The geometric middle, therefore, is the union of the essences in
all the 34 terms; the harmonic of the equally numerous samenesses; and
the arithmetical, of the differences.0 Hence all these extend through
all the terms, or how could a certain whole be produced from them,
unless they were as much as possible united to each other? Essentially
indeed, by the geometric middle, but in another and another way by the
remaining two. On this account also the arithmetical and harmonic
middles become the consummation of the geometric middle, in the same manner as sameness and difference, contribute to the perfection of essence. For because the arithmetical and harmonic middles subsist oppositely with reference to each other, the geometric middle connects

f Tim. 31c.

§ For ev rovroiq here, it is obviously necessary to read ev rovru.
§ The words ^i/X1C ovouxq ue. omitted in the original, but evidently ought to be inserted.
• It is here necessary to supply the words ug Tj apiBuririKTj ruv erporrjruv.

and, as it were, weaves* together their dissension. For the harmonic middle indeed, distributes as we have said,* greater ratios to greater 2,200 terms, and less ratios to less terms; since it evinces that things which are essentially greater and more total, are also more comprehensive in power than such as are of an inferior nature. But vice versa, the arithmetical middle, distributes less ratios to greater terms, but greater ratios to less terms. For difference prevails more in inferior natures, just as sameness on the contrary, has greater authority in superior than in inferior natures. And the geometric middle extends the same ratio to all the terms; imparting by illumination union to first, middle, and last natures, through the presence of essence to all things.

The Demiurgus therefore imparts three connective unions to the soul, which Plato denominates middles, as binding together the middle order of wholes. And of these, the geometric middle collects the multitude of essences, and causes essential progressions to be one; for one ratio is the image of union. But the harmonic middle, binds total samenesses, and C the hyparxes of them into one communion. And the arithmetical middle, conjoins first, middle, and last differences. For, in short, difference is the mother of numbers, as we learn in the Parmenides.*

These three, however, viz. essence, sameness, and difference, are in each part of the soul, and it is requisite to conjoin all of them to each other through a medium and colligative reasons.

In the next place, we say that the soul is a plenitude of reasons, she being more simple than sensibles, but more composite than intelligibles. Hence Timaeus assumes seven ratios in the soul, viz. the ratios of equality, multiplicity, submultiplicity, the superparticular and superpartient ratios, and the opposites of these, the subsuperparticular, and subsuperpartient, but not the ratios which are compounded from these. For these are adapted to corporeal reasons, since they are composite and partible. The reasons in the soul, however, proceed indeed into multitude and partibility, yet together with multitude, they exhibit simplicity, and the uniform in conjunction with a distribution into parts. Hence they are not allotted an hypostasis in the monad, and the impartible, in the same manner as intellect. For intellect is alone
monadic and impartible. Nor does the multitude of them proceed into composite reasons. And multiple ratio indeed is in one way partible,

For ovpxpaivei here, it is necessary to read ovvv<pcuvei. 200E, supra.

cf. Parmenides 143a ff.

viz. according to the prologos or greater term: for the hypologos, or less term, is without division, and is not prevented from being unity. But the superparticular, is divisible in a twofold respect, viz. according to the prologos and hypologos; but is impartible according to difference.* And the superpartient is partible, both according to the prologos and hypologos, and according to difference.5 So that the first of these, is divisible in one way only, the second bifariously, and the third trifariously. But equality is impartible. The soul therefore constitutes the universe by these ratios; the corporeal-formed nature indeed, by that which is trifariously partible; the nature of superficies by that which is bifariously partible; every linear nature, by that which is partible in one way only; and by the impartible the impartibility which comprehends all things. For there is something impartible in partible natures.13 These things, therefore, are truly asserted.

It is necessary however, to survey these after another manner; premising, that numbers which are more simple, and nearer to the monad, ought to be conceived as more primary than those which are more composite. For Plato also, having arranged one part prior to all the rest, refers all of them to this, and ends in terms which are especially composite and solid. Having therefore premised this, I say that equality and the ratio of equality, has the relation of a monad to all ratios. And what the monad is in quantity per se, that the equal is in relative quantity. Hence conformably to this, the soul introduces a common measure to all things which subsist according to the same reasons; which measure likewise, brings with it one idea the image of sameness. But according to the submultiple, and multiple ratio, it governs all the whole series of things, connectedly comprehending them, and exhibiting each total form of mundane natures frequently produced by itself in all mundane beings. Thus, for instance, it produces the solar, and also the

Thus for instance, 32 to 4 is a multiple ratio, which in its lowest terms, is that of 8 to 1. But 8 is divisible, and 1 accurately speaking is not. Proclus, therefore, in what he now says, speaks of multiple ratio when reduced to its lowest terms.

Thus the superpartient ratio of 6 to 4, is in its lowest terms the ratio of 3 to 2, and both 3 and 2 are divisible. But this ratio according to the difference of the terms, is indivisible; for this difference is 1.

Thus for instance, the superpartient ratio 3 to 5, which is superbipartient, being in its lowest terms, for this is the case with all superpartient ratios, is evidently
partible, both according to the prologos and hypologos; and it is also partible according to the difference of the terms. For this difference is 2.
• cf. Aristotle On Indivisible Lines 968al ff.

lunar form, in divine souls, in dasmoniacal and human souls, in irrational animals, in plants, and in stones themselves, and adorns the most 2,202 universal genera by the more partial series. And according to the superparticular and subsuperparticular ratios, it adorns such things as are wholes in the participants, and which are participated according to one certain thing contained in them. But according to the superpartient and subsuperpartient* ratios, it adorns such things as are wholly participated by secondary natures, in conjunction with a division into multitude. For of animal indeed, man participates, and the whole of this form is in him, yet not alone, but the whole is in him according to one thing, viz. the human form; so that it is present to its participant with the whole, and one certain thing which is a part of it.* But what are called 202A common genera, participate of one genus, yet not of this alone, but together with this of many other genera also, which are parts, and not a part of that one genus. Thus, for instance, a mule participates of the species from which it has a co-mingled generation. Each species, therefore, either participates of one genus according to one, and thus imitates the superparticular ratio which contains the whole, and one part of the whole; or it participates that which is common and many things besides, and thus imitates the superpartient ratio, which together with the whole possesses also many parts of the whole. And besides these there is no other participation of species or forms. Looking also to these things, we may be able to assign the specific causes of those natures which subsist according to one form, as, for instance, of the sun, the moon, and man; as likewise of those that subsist according to many forms, together with that which is common. For there are many things of this kind in the earth, and in the sea; such as animals with a human face and the extremities resembling those of a fish, and animals in the forms of dragons, but with a leonine face; these having an essence mingled from many things. All these ratios therefore, are very properly antecedently comprehended in the soul, as they define all the participations of forms in the universe. Nor can there be any other B ratios of communion besides these, since all things receive a specific distinction according to these.

2.203 Again, therefore, the hebdomad of ratios corresponds to the hebdomad of parts. And the soul is wholly through the whole of itself hebdomatic,

Yireneprj is omitted in the original.
* cf. Politicus 265d - e.

in its parts, in its ratios, and in its circles.1 For if the demiurgic intellect
is a monad,* but the soul primarily proceeds from intellect, it will have
the ratio of the hebdomad to it. For the hebdomad is paternal and
motherless. And perhaps equality imparts to all the psychical ratios, a
communion of the equal, in order that all may communicate with all.
But the multiple ratio affords an indication of the manner in which the
ratios that are more single, measure those that are multitudinous, the
former wholly proceeding through the whole of the latter; those that are
impartible measuring those that are more distributed into parts. The
superparticular however, and subsuperparticular ratios, indicate the
difference according to which ratios do not communicate with whole,
but have indeed a partial habitude, yet are conjoined according to one
certain most principal part of themselves. And the superpartient and
subsuperpartient ratios afford an indication of the last nature, according*
to which there is a certain partible and multiplied communion of the
C psychical ratios, on account of diminution and inferiority. For the more
elevated of these reasons are united wholly to the whole of each other.
But those of the middle rank are conjoined, not through the whole of
themselves, but according to the highest part. And those of the third
rank, partibly coalesce according to multitudes. I say, for instance,
esSENCE communicates with all the ratios, measuring all their
progressions: for nothing in them is unessential. But5 sameness, being
itself a genus, especially collects the summits of them into one
communion. And difference particularly measures their divisions and
progressions. The communion, therefore, of the psychical ratios, is
every where 0 exhibited. For it is either all­perfect, or alone subsists
according to the summits, or according to extensions into multitude.

Farther still, in the next place let us survey, h ow the seven parts0 are
allotted their hypostasis. The first part then, is most intellectual and the
2,204 summit of the soul, conjoining it to The One itself, and to the hyparxis
of the first essence. Hence also it is called one, as having the form of

 t cf. 204B infra.
 X cf. Tim. 36d.
§ For ov8e here, it is necessary to read 7/ He.
• Instead of TXIJP in this place, it is requisite to read icavTaxov.
 o These seven parts are the numbers 1. 2. 3. 4. 9. 8. 27.

unity, and the number of it proceeding1 into multitude, is detained by
D union. It is likewise analogous to the cause and centre of the soul. For
the soul abides according to this, and does not depart from wholes. And
the tetrad indeed, is in the first monads, on account of its stability, and
rejoicing in equality and sameness.* But the ogdoad is in the monads of
the second order, on account of diminution, and the providence of the
soul which extends as far as to the last of things, and that which is most
material.5 And the triad is in the monads of the third order, on account
of the circumduction to the all-perfect of the multitude which it contains. And at the same time, it is evident from these things as from images, that the summit of the soul, though it has the form of unity, yet is not purely one, but this also is an united multitude. Just as the monad, is not indeed without multitude, yet at the same time is unity. But The One of the Gods is one alone. And the one of intellect is more one than multitude, though this also is multiplied. But the one of the soul is similarly one and multitude; just as the unity of the natures posterior to it, which are divisible about body, is more multitude than one. And the one of bodies, is not simply one, but the phantasm and image of unity. Hence the Elean guest, or stranger, says° that every thing corporeal is broken in pieces, as having an adventitious unity, and never ceasing to be divided. But the second part multiplies the part prior to it, by generative progressions, which the duad indicates, and 

E unfolds all the progressions of essence. Hence it is said to be double of the first, as imitating the indefinite duad, and the intelligible infinity, And the third part again converts all the soul to its principle; and it is the third of it which is convolved to the principles. This, therefore, is measured by the first part, as being filled with union from it; but is conjoined more partially to the second part. And on this account it is said to be triple of the first, but sesquialter of the second; being half 2,205 contained indeed by the second, as not having an equal power with it, but perfectly by the first. But again, the fourth part, and besides this the fifth, evince that the soul peculiarly presides over secondary natures, For these parts are the intellectual causes of the incorporeals which are divided about bodies, as they are planes and squares; the former being

° Ttoptpxoiovoq is omitted in the original

\( \text{t cf. 211D, infra, p. 649; Procl. Comm. Rep. IL 67, 9; Syrianus Metaph. p. 149, 23; aproctov here, I read evyXoraTOV.} \)

\( \text{S For aproctov here, I read evyXoraTOV.} \)

\( \text{* cf. Sophista 246b - c.} \)

the square of the second, and the latter of the third part. And the fourth part, indeed, is the cause of progression and generation, but the fifth, of conversion and perfection. For both are planes; but one is from the second part, subsisting twice from it, and the other from the third part, thrice proceeding from it.* And it seems, that the former of these planes, is imitative* of the generative natures which are divisible about bodies; but that the latter is imitative of intellectual conversions.5 For all knowledge converts that which knows to the thing known; just as every nature wishes to generate, and to make a progression to that which is inferior. And the sixth and seventh parts, contain in themselves, the primordial causes of bodies and solid masses: for these 203A numbers are solids. And the former of them, indeed, is from the second,
but the latter from the third parts. But Plato in what he says converting the last to the first parts, and the terminations of the soul to its summit, places one part as octuple, but the other as twenty seven times the first. And thus the essence of the soul consists of seven parts as abiding, proceeding, and returning, and as the cause of the progression and regression of the essences divisible about bodies, and of bodies themselves. If, also, you are willing so to speak, because the soul is allotted an hypostasis between impartibles and partibles, she imitates the former through the triad of the terms, but antecedently assumes the latter from the tetrad. But the whole of her consists of all the terms, because the whole of her is the centre of wholes. It is possible also to divide these parts according to the duple order, if you assume the 2,206 summit of the soul, and consider the permanency, progression, and regression of it, and also the conversion to it of things proximately posterior to it, and the last subjection of solids, or rather the diminution of the cause of them, according to the duple ratio. For you will find that the whole of this co-ordination pertains to the prolific duad. But again the regression of itself to itself, and of the natures proximately posterior to it, and of those that rank in the third degree from it, to the uniform and collective essence of wholes, subsist according to the triple order. The arithmetical therefore and harmonic middles, give completion to these intervals, which are essential, and surveyed according to existence itself; some of them as we have said, binding their samenesses, but others their differences.

Farther still you may also say, in a way more proximate to the things themselves, that the soul according to one part is united to the natures prior to it, and this part is the summit of the soul; but according to the duple and triple part, it proceeds from intellect, and returns to it; and according to the double of the double, and the triple of the triple, it proceeds from itself, and again returns to itself, and through itself as a medium, to the principles of itself. For through being filled from these principles it is prolific5 of secondary natures. And as indeed, the progression from itself, is suspended from the natures prior to itself, thus C also the conversion or regression to itself+ is suspended from the regression of the beings that are prior to it. But the last parts, according to which it constitutes the natures posterior to itself, are referred to the

\[ \text{The third part is } 3, \text{ and } 9 \text{ is equal to } 3+3+3. \]

\[ \text{§ For } \text{yevvTiTuct) here, it is necessary to read piperita).} \]
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• There is an omission here in the original, of \[6\text{e eiriorpwpriv.} \]
first part; in order that a circle without a beginning, may be unfolded to
the view, the end being conjoined to the beginning, and that the
universe may become animated, and at the same time endued with
intellect, the solid numbers being co-arranged with the first part.

Moreover, he says that from these middles, sesquialter and sesquitertian
ratios, and also sesquioctaves, become apparent. What else, therefore,
does he intend to indicate by these things, than the more partial
difference of the psychical ratios? And the sesquialter ratios indeed
present us with an image of partible communion, but according to the
first of the parts. The sesquitertian ratios, of partible communion
according to the middle terms. And the sesquioctaves of this
communion, according to the last terms. Hence also, the middles or
proportions are conjoined to each other, according to the sesquioctave
ratio. For as being surveyed according to opposite genera, they have
the smallest communion; but they are appropriately conjoined to both
extremes.

t 201 A, supra.

According to the version of Thomaeus, there is an omission here in the original,
he words Kara 8e ryy SnrXaotav Kai rpr\aaiaiv, avo rov vov vpoeioi, Kai Trpoe
ov enoTpe<pei. Indeed the sense requires this addition.

For povvpog in this place, it is necessary to read yovipoq.

The words ovruc, y eig eavryv e-Kiorpotpr), which are omitted in the original,
to be inserted, conformably to the version of Thomaeus.

Timaeus also adds, that all the sesquitertian ratios are filled by the
interval of the sesquioctave, in conjunction with the leimma; indicating
that the terminations of all these ratios, end in more partial hypostases,
in consequence of the soul comprehending the causes of the last and
perfectly partible essences in the world, and pre-establishing in itself, the
principles of the order and harmony of them, according to the demiurgic
will. The soul therefore, possesses the principles of harmonious
progression and regression, and of the division into things first, middle
and last; and is one intellectual reason or ratio, receiving its completion
from all ratios. And again, that all the harmony of the soul, consists of
a quadruple diapason, diapente and tone, is consonant to these things.
For since there is harmony in the world, and also in intellect and in
soul, on which account Timaeus says,1 that the soul participates of
harmony, and is harmony, - hence the world participates of harmony
decadically, but the soul tetradically, and harmony pre-exists in intellect
monadically. And as the monad is the cause of the tetrads, but the tetrads
of the decad, thus also, the intellectual harmony, is the supplier of the
psychical, and the psychical of sensible harmony. Hence Timaeus
conceived that the quadruple diapason, is adapted to the harmony of the
soul. For the soul is the proximate paradigm of the harmony in the
sensible world. Since however, five* figures and five centres in the universe, give completion to the whole, the harmony diapente also, imparts to the world the symphony which is in its parts. Since, likewise, the universe is divided into nine parts, the sesquioctave produces the communion of the soul with the world. And here you may see that the soul comprehends the world, and makes it to be a whole, according to cause,5 as one, as consisting of four, and also of five parts, and as divided into nine parts, harmonizing and causally comprehending the whole of it. For the monad, the tetrad, the pentad, and the ennead,D procure for us the whole number, according to which

t Tim. 36e f.

\(X\) For \(-K\Omega\tau\) here read \(T\acute{e}v\)re. These five figures are the five regular bodies, \(v\ i\ z\ . the\ dodecahedron,\ the\ pyramid,\ the\ octahedron,\ the\ icosahedron,\ and\ the\ cube.\ But\ the\ five\ centres\ are\ the\ northern,\ southern,\ eastern,\ and\ western\ centres,\ and\ the\ centre\ of\ the\ universe.\n
§ From the version of Thomaeus, it is necessary to insert in this place the words, \(T\) \(\\\) \(\acute{\nu}VXV\ TOV\ \kappa\omicron\omicron\omicron\jxov\ irepiex\). \(\omicron\omicron\ m\ r\ \acute{a}LTUXV\ to\acute{\i}\acute{\i},\ which\ are\ wanting\ in\ the\ original.\n
* For \(tvac\), here, read \(evveac;\).

all the parts of the world are divided. Hence the ancients assert that the Muses and Apollo Musagetes, preside over the universe; the latter supplying the one union of all its harmony; but the former connecting the divided progression of this harmony, and rendering their number concordant with the eight Syrens mentioned in the \(Republic.\n
Thus therefore, in the middle of the monad and the ennead,* the universe is adorned tetradically and pentadically; tetradically indeed, according to the four ideas of animals, which the paradigm comprehends; but pentadically, according to the five figures, through which the Demiurgus distributed all things, himself, as Timaeus says, introducing the fifth idea, and arranging this harmonically in the universe.5

Again therefore from the beginning, we may say, that the Demiurgus having twofold powers, the one being effective of sameness, as we learn in the \(Parmenides,\) D but the other, of difference; he both divides and binds the soul. He is also the final cause of these, in order that the soul may become the middle of wholes, being similarly united and divided, two things existing prior to it, divine natures as unities, and beings as things united; and two also being posterior to it, \(v\acute{\i}\acute{\j}\) those which are divided in conjunction with others,0 and those which are in every respect partible, or if you are willing prior to the former, \(The\ One\ Itself,\) but posterior to the latter, matter itself. [But the efficient causes of these divisions and bonds, are \(same\) and \(different,\) which are the peculiarities of the demiurgic order. And the paradigmatic causes are the sections and bonds of the father.** For he** first cuts, and binds with ineffable
2,209 bonds. These things also, are obscurely indicated by theologists when they speak of the Saturnian sections and bonds with which the maker of the


• Parmenides 143a, ff.

<r w° W°rffs m' a X X u v "e o m i n e d "> the original, but ought to be inserted contormably to the version of Thomaeus.

tt Orph. fr. 121, 122.

tt For enewuv here, read eKtivoq. The Chaldean Oracles also say that the 

^ernmrgus glitters with intellectual sections [fr. 1].

§§ Ibid. fr. 14, & Lobeck, Aglaophemus, 516.

universe is said to surround himself, and which are mentioned by Socrates in the Cratylus. * But the formal causes of the divisions indeed, are the numbers. For according to these the parts are distinguished. But of the bonds, the middles, and the ratios which give completion to these, are the formal causes. For it is impossible to survey concauses which have the relation of matter, in souls which are incorporeal.]* These things

B being premised, it is evident that the Demiurgus energizing with twofold powers, viz. with such as are of a dividing, and such as are of a binding nature, he divides the triformed essence of the soul, and the threefold mixture, the whole remaining that which it is, by the primordial causes of all division, and makes the whole of it to consist of seven parts, and seven members, comprehended in intellectual boundaries. For since the Demiurgus constituted the soul as the medium between an impartible essence, and that essence which is divisible about bodies; but the impartible essence is triple, abiding, proceeding, and returning; - he pre-established the similitude of this in three parts. And he adumbrated indeed, the permanency5 of this essence by the first part; but the progression of it by the second; on which account, perhaps, it is said to be double of the first part. For every thing which proceeds, has permanency pre-existent to its progression. And he adumbrated its regression by the third part. Hence this part is triple of the first. For every thing which returns, has proceeded and been permanent.

Since, however, the soul produces the essence posterior to itself, it contains the total+ essences of it in itself; the whole of the incorporeal essence indeed, but which is inseparable from bodies, according to the fourth and fifth part; but the whole of the corporeal essence, according C to the solid numbers, viz. the sixth and seventh part. Or [it may be said] that the soul being self-subsistent, and self-energetic, produces itself and converts itself to its principle, according to the square numbers; but all the partible essence posterior to itself according to the cubes. These
seven parts therefore, being divided as we have said, into three and four, the one ratio of geometric analogy, binds them essentially; but the harmonic middle, binds them according to sameness; and the arithmetical according to difference. These parts however are inserted between the

t cf. Crat. 404a.
§ All this part within the brackets, is omitted in the version of Thomaeus, with whom such omissions are not unfrequent.
§ For yovi/xov here, it is necessary to read yWVifMV.
• Instead of oXije here, read oXac.

geometric middle, and are said to give completion to the double and triple intervals;* because all sameness and all difference, are uniformly comprehended by essence, and the harmony which subsists according to it. But from these middles, the multitude of sesquialter and sesquitertian ratios, and sesquioctaves, becomes apparent; this multitude indeed, being of a binding and connecting nature, in the same manner as the middles, but more partially. For these indeed, are certain ratios; but each of the middles consists of many ratios, which are either the same or different. As analogy therefore, or proportion, is more comprehensive than ratio, thus also the above-mentioned middles, afford a greater cause to the soul, D of connectedly containing the multitude which is in it, since they intellectually pervade* through the whole of it. Hence the sesquialter, and sesquitertian ratios, are certain more partial bonds, and are comprehended in the middles; not according to different habitudes of them with reference to the extremes; for this is mathematical; but according to causal comprehension, and a more total hypostasis.

Again, these bonds, contain the second and third progressions of the ratios; the sesquialter indeed, constringing the harmony of the ratios, through the five centres; but the sesquitertian exhibiting their power, through the four elements which are every where; and rendering all tilings intelligible and allied to each other;5 and the sesquioctaves coharmonizing the division into 9 and 8. Hence, as the world consists of eight parts, and also of nine, the ancients, at one time establish eight Syrens, and at another nine Muses, as presiding over the universe, since the harmony of the whole of things proceeds from these. The sesquitertian therefore, and sesquialter ratios, are more total than the sesquioctaves, because they are the suppliers of a more perfect symmetry, and antecedently comprehend in less numbers, the E harmonious section of the world. Here therefore, the divisions are separated from each other in their participants; but in the incorporeal reasons of the soul, the more total contains the more partial. Since, however, the sesquioctaves are the causes of the most partial symphony, that which is posterior to them is not undeservedly said to be impelled into the last order of the universe. Not that even this is dissonant to the
The seven terms 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8, 27, are said by Proclus to be inserted between the metric middle, because 1, 2, 4, 8, and also 3, 9, 27, are in geometric proportion.

§ For SLOKOVOOIV here, read b\(\nu\)\(\nu\)Kovaav.

§ cf. Rep. Vm, 546c.

whole itself, since it compels the partial effluxions from each of the elements, into the place under the earth.* For as the elements exist in many places, in the heavens, and in the sublunary region, this lemma collects the last dregs of them there, and conjoins them to wholes; so that both together may give completion to the whole harmony of the universe. In short, therefore, the soul is the cause* of all the harmony in the centres, and in the elements of the universe. Hence also we say, that the harmony of it is entirely intellectual and essential, causally preceding sensible harmony. And Timaeus wishing to indicate this through images,5 employs harmonic ratios, and pre-supposes in the soul F some causes more comprehensive than others, and which subsist prior to every form of the soul and to all its knowledge. Hence I think it is not proper to discuss any thing of this kind, so as to explain [in a merely mathematical way] either the parts, or the ratios, or the analogies; but it is requisite to survey all these essentially, according to the first division itself, and harmony of the soul. It is also necessary to refer all things to the demiurgic and intellectual cause; but to comprehend the sesquioctaves and lemmas in the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios; these in the middles; and these in one of them which is the most 205A principal of all; and likewise to reduce the more partial to the more total causes, and survey them divided from them. And thus much concerning the harmonic ratios. But again adducing the text from the beginning, let us endeavour to discuss it more clearly.

35b "He first took one part from the whole. In the next place he took 2,212 away the double of this. And after this, a third part, which was sesquialter indeed of the second, but triple of the first."

We have before observed,0 that it is not proper to understand what is here said by Plato, mathematically, but physically, or philosophically. For the essence of the soul, does not consist of mathematical numbers and ratios, but all these numbers and ratios, adumbrate its truly0 existing essence, and the demiurgic and vivific divisions in it. But of

t cf. Phxdo 109b - c.
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what things the mathematical ratios are images,* and how they develop
the essence of the soul of the universe, it is not easy for those to assign,
B who do not look to the conceptions of Plato. But this is manifest from
the discord of the interpreters; and the opposition of the modern to the
more ancient expositors, evinces the difficulty of this theory. For some
of them think fit to refer to the seven spheres, the first seven terms, to
which we have assumed as analogous the numbers that exhibit the whole
diagram. But others refer them to the distances of the spheres from the
centre of the earth, in which place they arrange the monad. Others
again, refer them to the motions of the spheres. [Others, to the
magnitudes of the stars. And others adapt them to the velocities of the
celestial orbs.]* But others, refer them to other such like explanations.
Their interpretations however, are attended with many difficulties, and
among the rest with this, that they are discordant with the observations
of recent astronomers, and to the demonstrations given by them. To
which also may be added, that Plato no where defines, either the
magnitude, or the distance, or the swiftness, or the motion of the stars;
but admitting that one star is greater than another,5 he does not add
how much, and after what manner, it is greater. And that the thing
proposed by him to be discussed in this part, is psychogony, and not
cosmogony. For though it is requisite to effect the same things, in a
certain respect, in the soul, and in the world; yet it is proper first0 to
C survey the powers in the soul itself, and the reasons of the things which
2.213 are effected external to it. But their explanation of the terms or
numbers given by Plato, is especially contrary to them. For in the
terms, that which has the fifth order, is greater than the sixth, as for
instance, 9 than 8.° In what they say, however, the fifth magnitude,
or interval, or whatever they wish to call it, is entirely less than the
sixth. Their explanations, therefore, do not accord with the Platonic
terms.

After these, there is another tribe of interpreters, who give a more
important explanation of these particulars. For Amelius not adopting

* For eucoTcoc, here, it is necessary to read eucoveg.
X The words within the brackets are wanting in the original, and are inserted from the
version of Leonicus Thomaeus.
§ cf. Tim. 39a.
• For iropov here, read j-porepov.
 o For eKTa&og here, it is necessary to read OKTCtSog.

the opinion, - which he says was that of Plotinus, was delivered by him,
in his unwritten or oral conferences, and has been sufficiently confuted
by those posterior to him,+ - endeavours to explain these terms after
another manner. For since the soul is comprehensive of all mundane
natures, as for instance of Gods, daemons, and men; he says, that in one way it comprehends according to the monad, every mundane genus of Gods; nor must we wonder, if the soul should be said to be comprehensive of Gods. This opinion, therefore, some one of those posterior to Amelius refer to him. For God is multifariously predicated, since not only the super-essential and intellect are called Gods, but likewise divine souls, and divine bodies. He is therefore of opinion, that the soul of the universe comprehends according to its unity the divine number; but according to its duad and triad, the daemonical genus. For since daemons are suspended from the Gods, and preside over us, this soul, according to the duad, excites the providence of them; but perfects, according to the triad, the conversion of them to the Gods. For, as we have said, the habitude of them is twofold, because they are between the Gods and us. But according to the tetrad and ennead, it providentially attends to all human life. For this also is twofold, being divided into the better and the worse. And by the ennead indeed, it adorns the more excellent, but by the tetrad arranges the subordinate life. Lastly, by the octad and the number twenty-seven, it proceeds to every thing, and as far as to the last of things, and perfects tame animals by the odd, but savage animals by the even number. For it adorns each thing by appropriate powers; subordinate natures, every where by even numbers, but more venerable and powerful natures, and which in a greater degree are allied to the Gods, by odd numbers.

Porphyry, however, after a certain admirable manner, (though these things have been before related) evinces by many arguments, that the soul is harmonized, and that it fills the whole world with harmony.* But he infers this from the soul being a multitude. Being however a multitude, it is either without arrangement, or is harmonized. But it is true to assert the latter of it, and not the former. For being the fabrication of intellect, how can it be inordinate, and unharmonized? He also infers it from this, that the soul conducts every thing in the world by harmonic reasons, and refers the generation of animals, and the one co-ordination of them, to the universe. What, however, these

f The beginning of this sentence is wanting in the original, but is supplied from the version of Thomaeus.
$ cf. also Macrobius, Somn. II, 3, 15.

reasons are, which are seen to subsist in the very hypostasis of the soul, he neither teaches, nor thinks them deserving of attention; but says that the essence of the soul possesses in itself harmonic reasons, not as the images of some things, and the principles of others, but as binding together the multitude of powers it contains. For if it is in reality not only impartible, but also partible, it is not only necessary that its essence should be one, but likewise that it should be multitudinous. But if
multitudinous it must either be innumerable, or numerable. It is impossible, however, that it should be innumerable. For an innumerable multitude is inordinate. It is therefore numerable. But if numerable, it either consists of unharmonized or of harmonized parts. It is however impossible that it should consist of unharmonized parts: for it has not any thing of this kind naturally. It therefore entirely consists of harmonized parts; but if of harmonized parts it must necessarily subsist according to the most excellent harmony, since it is the first of things harmonized. The most excellent harmony however, is that which is according to the diatonic genus: for this is venerable, abundant, and grand.* Hence, the soul is entirely harmonized conformably to this; so that its essence will consist of parts harmonized according to the diatonic genus. These things, however, being true, nothing prevents the harmonic ratios from being at the same time images of certain divine things; just as the body of this soul is indeed spherical, yet through its sphericity, is said to be an imitation of intellect, and these things accord with each other. And thus far Porphyry, who, in what he here says, affords us an occasion of collecting something true concerning the soul. But the divine Iamblichus celebrates these numbers with all his power, as exhibiting certain admirable peculiarities. And he calls indeed the monad, the cause of sameness and union; the duad, the supplier of progression and separation; and the triad, the leader of the regression of the things that have proceeded. He also says, that the tetrad is truly all-harmonic, containing all ratios in itself, and unfolding in itself the second orderly distribution of things; and that the ennead is effective of true perfection and similitude, being perfect from perfect numbers, and participating of the nature of sameness. But he calls the ogdoad, the cause of universal progression, and of pervading through all things. Lastly, he says, that the number twenty-seven is effective of the regression of the last of things to the first, in order that on each side of the tetrad, there may be permanency, progression, and regression, there

primarily, but here secondarily. For the ennead has an alliance to the monad, being a new one (ev veov ovaav); but the ogdoad to the duad, being the cube of it; and the number twenty-seven, to the triad, through a similar cause. Through the former numbers therefore, the soul imparts to more simple natures, permanencies, progressions, and regressions, but through the latter it imparts these to more composite natures. But the tetrad being the middle, because indeed, it is a square, has permanency; but because it is evenly-even, has progression; and because it is filled with all ratios from the monad, has regression. These, however, are symbols of divine and arcane things.

After this explanation, which is thus admirable, the philosopher Theodorus, proceeding in a certain path peculiar to himself, says, that
the soul is the third principle after the one principle of all things, one soul being fontal, another universal, and another the soul of this universe. He also says, that the first of these is indivisible, the second divisible, and the third possesses all-various divisions. Since therefore, there is a triple difference of soul, that which is soul itself and is fontal, subsists between the impartible and partible essence; of which the former is universal intellect, but the latter is divisible into atoms. Hence the first soul is the medium between these, as subsisting from both which are prior to it, and becoming one whole from the three middle genera. But the second, and which is universal soul, is divided into parts, and is harmonized. For the first soul, abiding wholly in itself, a division is produced, which is a progression from the soul that is a whole prior to parts, into the soul that consists of parts. And the third soul is that which is fabricated through right lines and circles. For in this the division manifests a diminution from that soul which is a whole prior to parts. Hence he divides the whole of this discussion concerning the psychogony into three parts, conformably to the three souls that have been mentioned; one subsisting according to the mingling, another according to the harmonizing, and another according to the forming D energy of intellect. Having therefore, made this division of the psychogony and souls, he considers the distribution into parts, and the seven terms, as alone pertaining to the universal soul. Referring likewise these terms to the division of the universal soul, he thinks it necessary that celestial natures should be produced by this soul from the duple, but sublunary natures from the triple order. For he distributes appropriate numbers to each of the elements, to earth indeed 7, to fire 11, to water 9, and to air 13. For the geometrical proportion, which is 1, 2, 4 [and


the sum of the terms of which is 7] pertains to earth; perhaps indeed on account of the name; and perhaps also, because as earth contains the remaining elements, so the geometric comprehends the other middles. But the arithmetical proportions which pertains to water, is 2. 3. 4; through 2 communicating with earth, and because likewise, it is especially friendly to multitude, and consists of an element which is the most multitudinous of all others, viz. the icosaedron. And the E harmonical proportion, which pertains to air, is 3. 4. 6; because this communicates with the arithmetical, according to two of its terms 3 and 4, which are the greater in the former, but the less terms in the latter, proportion. Since, however, the harmonic middle is twofold, consisting either in the duple ratio of the extremes, or in the triple ratio; for Plato assumes it as the middle of either duple or triple terms; - hence, making the extremes to be 3 and 6, according to the double of the extremes, [i.e. according to a duple ratio] he obtains the peculiar element of the air, viz. the octaedron, which has 6 according to the angles, but 4 according to
the base of the two pyramids, and 3 according to the supericies of the octaedron, which is trigonic. But according to the other harmonic middle, which is 2·3·6, he obtains the element of fire; because these according to the two terms 3 and 6 communicate with the terms p r i or to them [3·4·6], which are there the extremes, but are here the greater terms; and moreover, because the element of fire has 6 sides, but twice the tetrad, in its angles and supericies, and a triangular base. Very F properly, therefore, does 7 pertain to earth, 9 to water, 13 to air, but 11 to fire; the ratios being assumed in the above-mentioned numbers, from which they are produced. For 7 consists of 1·2·and 4; 9, of 2·3·and 4; 13, of 3·4 and 6; and 11, of 2·3·and 6; each having two terms in common with the number next to it, just as the elements have two sides in common.* From the composition however of these, a triple order is effected. And of the middle terms of the proportions proximate to 2·218 each other, the one is greater than the other, which is also the case with 207A the extremes, as is evident in earth and water, and in fire and air,* as is evident in the given terms. Again, he attributes the number 15 to celestial natures; the monad indeed, to the circle of same, but the double t cf. 148C supra, p. 447. $ Thus in the numbers 1·2·4., which pertain to earth, and in 2·3·4., which pertain water, the middle term 3 is greater than the middle term 2, and this is also the case the numbers 3·4·6, and 2·3·6, the former of which pertain to air, and the latter to *. In the extremes also, the extreme 2 is greater than 1, and the extreme 3, than 2.

hebdomad to the circle of different, on account of the twofold circulation of each, viz. of the spheres themselves, and the stars contained in them, which are seven, the spheres being also seven. These things, however, which are mathematically asserted, bring with them a certain not inelegant theory. But how they are assimilated to the things which are now discussed, and how they may be Pythagorically interpreted, is not at all noticed by Theodorus, in such a way as to be able to satisfy him who does not negligently attend to what Plato says. All these particulars are indeed elegantly invented, but he refers the analysis of the Platonic diagram to monadic numbers, not looking to the ratios resulting from them, so as to assume every thing, viz. the middles, the sesquialter and sesquitertian ratios, the sesquioctaves and leimmas; it being by no means B possible to discover these in the first numbers, which he employs in the above-mentioned distributions, into the elements and the heavens. After these, therefore, let us survey another mode of discussion, which is adopted by our preceptor, is generative not of one only, but of many and admirable conceptions, and which we also made use of before. He says then, that each of these things may be considered in a twofold respect, in the whole soul of the universe as one, according to union, and in the many ratios, and in the multitude contained in it, according...
to division. For the soul is both one and multitude, one reason, and the
number of all-various forms, and imitates the demiurgic wholeness, and
the separation of the powers of the father. In the first place, therefore,
we must understand what it is according to the whole of itself, abiding,
and proceeding in itself, and returning to itself, and also providentially
attending in one way to the immaterial and pure forms of mundane
natures, but in another to all bodies, and the partible essence.
Understanding this likewise, we must say, that it abides according to the
one or first part; but proceeds according to the second, the progression
being conceived to be divine, and not according to passion or imbecility;
and that it returns according to the third part. For the perfective
accedes to beings from this. But being all-perfect, and established in
intelligibles, and abiding eternally in intellect, it also providentially
attends to secondary natures. And in one way indeed, it providentially
inspects the natures that are proximately suspended from it, but in
another, solid masses themselves. It likewise attends to each of these in
a twofold respect. For the natures which proximately participate of it
proceed from, and return to it; proceeding indeed, according to the
prolific power of the fourth part, but returning to their one cause,
according to the re-elevating power of the fifth part. We may also
survey these solid numbers in the corporeal masses; which proceed
indeed, according to the octuple of the first part, this number being
dyadic and solid, and at one and the same time prolific, and capable of
proceeding to all things; but they return according to the number
twenty-seven, this being a solid conversion, as triadic, and as pertaining
to the nature of sameness. For such is the odd number. Hence, there
are three progressions, and three regressions, about the one and united
permanency of the soul. Hence too, there are three even and three odd
numbers, proceeding from the monad, and complicated with each other;
because the soul itself also proceeds, and returns. And proceeding
indeed, it produces the first receptacles of itself, and that which is
primarily invested with figure. Producing it also, it imparts interval to
it and bulk. But in its regression to itself, it causes it to be spherical,
and on this account causing it to be a thing of this kind, it produces the
world in it; effecting the progression of it according to the even number,
but the regression according to the odd number, and both these
cubically, because it is the generation and regression of solids. The
progression therefore, and regression are triple; the first being unfigured,
the second accompanied with figure primarily, and the third
secondarily; but all these as in numbers.
In the next place, we must pursue the theory, conformably to the
multitude which is in the soul, and say that the ratios in it are
comprehensive of ratios. And some of them indeed, are divided in it,

For evv'pr\pev\w here, read evifipvpev-qv.
after the manner of wholes, but others after the manner of parts. And some are total, others generic, others specific, and others partial. The total indeed, are such as the ratios of the middles; but the generic, are those which are found in the duple, or triple terms; and the specific, are those which are under these. For each of them has a multifarious subsistence. But the partial ratios are those of the sesquioctaves and leimmas, into which, as parts, all the sesquialter and sesquitertian ratios are divided. We must also say, that the soul contains the one union of the ratios, through the essential monad; but the division of the ratios,

For *apriKuq* in this place, read *apnaKuc.*

§ It is necessary here to supply the words *trpwruc, ij de.*

§ For *pept* here, it is obviously necessary to read *pepuv.*

D i-e. They are the hypologi, which have been before explained [p. 620].

through the progression of the duad; and the comprehension of them,* through the multiple terms. For these are comprehensive of the superparticular ratios, and have an essence more total than these ratios; just as the super-particulars comprehend the sesquioctaves and leimmas; the former having the relation of species, but the latter being arranged in the order of parts. For to make the geometrical proportion alone comprehensive of the other two middles, in the first place, causes the whole essence of the soul to be as it were demiurgic geometry. For elsewhere, Plato calls this analogy the judgement of Jupiter.* In the next place, it shows that these two middles, when surveyed with the geometric middle, and comprehended in it, dispose wholes in a orderly manner according to justice; but that when separated from it, they are the causes of confusion and injustice. For a distribution of the equal to things unequal, is entirely unjust; as is also, the conjunction of contraries to each other, without a certain geometrical equality. Hence the harmonic middle is in want of the geometric analogy, in order that it may bring together contraries elegantly, just as Plato did, in harmonizing fire and earth, through the two elements [of air and water].

2,221 The arithmetical middle likewise, energizing together with this, possesses rectitude in its operations. For thus the unequal in unequal things is equal. Distributing therefore equals to unequals, it preserves the peculiarity of itself, and exhibits distribution according to desert, which is the prerogative of the geometric middle.

Farther still, we must say, that the soul imitates the first principles of things. Through the first part indeed, the one cause of wholes; through the duple progression, the biformed principles after The One; through the even and odd numbers, the male and female of the Gods; through the triadic division of each, the intelligible triads; and through the hebdomad of terms, the unical and intellectual hebdomad. Through the
Between OWL and iroXXaxXaffuoí here in the original, it is necessary to insert, conformably to the version of Thomaeus, the words Ti)C dvctdoQ upoobov, 7) be TUV " oyuv

*KeplOXV 5ia, K. X.

§ cf. Laws VI, 757b.

§ cf. Tim. 31b - c.

• Thus in the terms 1. 2. 3. 6, which are in geometric proportion, the terms 1. 2.
3 also being in arithmetic proportion, the difference is unequal between the terms 2 and 3, and the terms 3 and 6, and also between the terms 1 and 2, and 3 and 6, but the ratio is equal; and therefore, by the union of the arithmetic with the geometric middle, the unequal in unequal numbers is equalized.

first part also the soul makes* the world to be a self-perfect God;* through the dyadic it exhibits the multitude and variety in it; through the division of even and odd numbers, it divides the whole of the male and female, from the Gods themselves as far as to plants; according to the duad and triad indeed, the male and female Gods, but according to the tetrad and ennead, those which are in the genera superior to us; and according to the two cubes, [8 and 27] the male and female which

B proceed as far as to the terrestrial and ultimate5 species of life. But through the heptad of terms, it connects and guards all things, provides for them intellectually, and orderly disposes wholes in a becoming manner, stably and invariably. It likewise through this, adorns the parts of these, and the parts of the parts, and whatever there may be among the last of things, which is of itself irrational, and as it were the leimma of the fabrication of the world. Hence conformably to these conceptions, we may be able to interpret the several words of Plato, and looking to these we may dissolve many doubts. Let us therefore from the beginning refer the words of Plato severally to these, according to the explications of our preceptor.

In the first place therefore, not to say that the Demiurgus inserted the parts in the soul, but that he took them away from it as being already0 in it, and that having taken them away, he again gave completion to the essence of the soul from them, indicates to us, that this mixture is not 2.222 as it were the subject of the soul, nor as the matter of it, or that it is similar to that which is invested with figure, and receives this figure from the artist; but that being a form, it is the plenitude of forms; so that the indefiniteness and the matter, which are said by the more recent C interpreters to be in intelligibles, have no place in the present theory. Secondly, to co-arrange all the other parts, víz. the terms, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8 and 27 with reference to the first part, ascribes the principal dignity to the monad, and does not permit us to conceive it to be such a thing, as the multitude fancy the monad to be, víz. that which is the least in quantity, and having the relation of matter to number, but leads us to
consider it as the ruling principle of all the essence of the soul, as the
root of the powers contained in it, and the Vesta of the number which

\( t \) For \( KU\H \) here, it is necessary to read \( xoiei \).

§ Tim. 34b.

\( \$ \) Instead of \( xOovtuv \) in this place, as \( xepocujuv \) is just before it, I conceive it to be
obviously necessary to read \( eoxaruv \).

\* Instead of \( rjdti \) here, it is necessary to read \( IJSTJ \).

gives completion to it. In the next place, does not the expression \textit{the
double of the first part}, accord with what has been said by us? For the
double is entirely formed by the duad, and is inferior to the hyparxis
which is characterized by unity. It also proceeds into multitude, being
increased in quantity, but diminished in power. Such also is the mode
of the psychical progression. For the soul abiding according to the most
divine part of itself, and as Orpheus says,\(^+\) establishing its head in
\( D \) intellect, it proceeds from thence, according to the duad in itself,
proceeding into itself, and generating the multitude of reasons, and all-various
forms which it contains. Having proceeded however, it again
returns to its principle, thus producing a certain essential circle.
Through this regression likewise, it is conjoined to the prolific power in
itself, according to which it produced itself, and to the monad which
establishes it, and causes it to be one. For the perfective and convertive
power, is conjoined to both, \textit{viz.} to the prolific and to the one-making
cause. And if it be requisite to speak concisely, as life proceeds from
\( 2,223 \) being, but intellect is conjoined to life, and to being, thus also the
progression of the soul, is from the prolific cause, but its regression is to
both causes; in a sesquialter manner indeed to the cause which is
[immediately] above it; but triply to the cause which is beyond this. For
it is fit that the convertive or regressive form should pursue the whole
[of that to which it returns] and diminish division, which the sesquialter
imparts. For the double being vanquished through the whole of itself
\( E \) by the duad, the sesquialter is indeed analogous to it, but diminishes the
ratio of subjection.\(^*\)

Farther still, it is evident that the triple exhibits the third interval in
that which returns from the abiding principle. To which may be added,
that the triad being the first number, and primarily a whole, having a
beginning, middle and end, is assimilated to the monad, which
comprehends all multitude unically. Through this therefore, Plato
shows, that the subject of the soul consisting of three wholes, is again
triple. For he divides it into the abiding, proceeding, and returning,
according to the division of the divine genera. For in them also there
is a triple genera, one of which abides, another proceeds, and another is

\( t \) Fr. 207. cf. also 200D supra, p. 616; 171F supra, p. 534; & Proc. Comm. Rep. \( U \),
Thus 2 to 1 is a duple, and 3 to 2 is a sesquialter ratio. But the latter is analogous to the former: for 2:1::3: *. The sesquialter however diminishes the ratio of subjection. For 2 contains 1 twice, but 3 contains 2 only once and one half of 2 besides.

converted, or returns to its principle. And one indeed is the cause of sameness, stable power, and essence; another, is the primary leader of generations, progressions, and multiplications; and another, is perfective, and the cause of the elevation of secondary to primary natures. But through the words that follow, he shows how the soul adorns secondary natures, according to the very essence of itself. For prior to the soul imparting powers or energies, he demonstrates that it contains these ratios in itself, from which, and through which it governs, the first participants of itself, and such things as are adorned by it, according to a second separation from it; itself indeed, having wholly the relation* of a monad, but they imitating its* progressions and regressions. For the soul prior to them, proceeds indeed dyadically, but is converted triadically. And the whole of it indeed that proceeds, is separated from that which abides: for it is separated doubly. But that which is converted, or returns, is separated by half. For separation is the peculiarity of progression, but sameness and similitude of conversion.

For that which returns, is made as it were that which abides, becoming all instead of one, and instead of a whole prior to parts, a whole consisting of parts. And it appears indeed to be the triple of that which abides; but is less than it in power, and comprehensive of the parts contained in it.

"Then a fourth part, double of the second, a fifth, triple of the third, a sixth, octuple of the first, and a seventh twenty-seven times the first." The all-perfect essence itself of the soul, is comprehended through the above-mentioned numbers; of which one abides in the soul, another, proceeds from, and another, is converted to it. Since, however, it is necessary to survey the parts of it, and the causes of those things that are in it, these also Plato copiously explains, delivering to us, the comprehending and comprehended ideas in it of all things. Through the fourth therefore, and the fifth parts, the soul comprehends all the reasons of all its first participants. And it contains indeed, the

It is necessary here, to supply the word X070U.

For CWTCKC in this place, it is requisite to read aunjc.

§ That which proceeds is separated doubly from that which abides: for the duple io 2 to 1, or 1 is doubly separated from 1. But that which is converted, or returns, is separated from the abiding principle by half. For | differs from 1 by i. So that what proceeds, and also that which returns, are here to be considered according to habitude, i.e. according to their proximity and alliance, the former to unity immediately, but the
latter to unity through 2 as a medium.

progression of them through the fourth part, but their regression through the fifth.* [Hence Plato refers the fourth part to the second, but the fifth to the third, because parts imitate wholes, and subsist analogously to them.*] But through the sixth and seventh parts, it constitutes, as we have before observed, solid masses themselves; generating them indeed according to the sixth part, but converting them according to the seventh part. For the total form of it, is terminated by the progression of these. And you may see how the numbers, and the order of the progression, are adapted to the soul. For the beginning from the monad, gives to the soul a progression from intellect; but the termination of these cubes, evinces the harmony of all the celestial orbs, for they produce by their composition the celestial harmony. Each of them likewise is a harmony. For the Pythagoreans are accustomed to call a cube harmony, because it is the only figure that has equal angles, analogous to the sides and the superficies. And the second the second of the terms indeed, have a progression from, and a regression to the monad. But again, these remaining as wholes, the third of the terms are divided into that which proceeds, and that which returns, and are referred to the terms proximately placed above them. And again, the fourth of the terms, are referred to the monad; because of the seven terms, the monad imitates that which abides; but the middle terms having the form of the duad, imitate

\[ TTV 8e \text{eiriOTpocp} \text{Tiv} 8KX TTJC ire/iXTTjc, \text{are omitted in the original.} \]

§ cf. 207C supra, p. 636.

• For apuoviuv here, it is necessary to read ovpavunv.

0 cf. Nicomachus' Arithmetic II, 29, 1.

tt Instead of peaac, in this place, it is requisite to read waq.

XX The Pythagoreans called a cube harmony, because it has 8 angles, 12 sides, or bounding lines, and 6 superficies; and 6, 8, 12 are in harmonic proportion.

§§ ue. 2 and 3.

• • ue. 4 and 9.

oo For VKOKdiieovvq here, read VKtpK€ti€Vovvq.

fft i-e. 8 and 27, and these being cubes, are images of stability.

XXX 9 as well as 4 may be said to have the form of the duad, in consequence of being a square number or the second power.

that which proceeds; and the last terms, that which returns. For both the last terms are triadic. For the octuple itself, is in a certain respect triadic, as proceeding into the third order. We have therefore the one wholeness of the soul in the mixture, the triple* of it in the third, and
the quadruple of it in the fourth terms; conformably to which also it fabricates wholes according to each form of providence. And in the wholeness indeed, we shall find it comprehending the triple form, but in the triple the tetradic form, and always collecting parts into union through wholes.

36a "But after these things, he filled the double and triple intervals, still cutting off parts from thence [i.e. from the whole], and placed them between the intervals."

Theologians say, that in the Demiurgus there are dividing and connecting* powers, and that through the former, he separates his kingdom from that of his father, but through the latter, suspends the whole of his fabrication from the paternal monad. They likewise call energies of this kind, sections and bonds. According to these powers therefore, the Demiurgus now separating the essence of the soul in demiurgic bonds, is said to cut off parts from its wholeness, and again to bind the parts with certain bonds through the middles, through which also, he makes that which is divided, to be connected, just as through the sections he causes that which is united to be divided. Hence, that these things are conformable to theological principles, the words of Plato manifest. Let us however see how they are so, by considering more minutely what he says. That the whole soul then, is with reference to itself, of the same essence, and consists of similar parts, and as it were of the same colour, being wholly intellectual and intellectual reason, Plato manifests, by making both the wholes and the parts in it, from the same mixture. For the parts which are cut from it, are certain divided essences in it. That there is also a certain dignity in it of first, middle, and last forms, he evinces by adding the word still. For in those things, in which we see the same form more obscure, in these we employ the word still; as we do in the celestial essence, in consequence of perceiving a certain mutation about it, and also a similitude to divine bodies, preserved in it. In order therefore that we may not suppose there is the

E same dignity of all the reasons in the soul, Plato adds the word still, indicating by it that which we have mentioned. For by how much the more inwardly we proceed, and investigate the media of media, by so much the more shall we meet with more partial forms. For comprehended are more partial than comprehending natures; and the latter are more divine than the former. The world likewise imitating

---

*t For $\text{tmirXovv}$ here, it is necessary to read $\text{rpiirXovv}$.  
X Instead of $\text{ovvTainKac}$; in this place, it is necessary to read $\text{avveKruac;}$.

§ cf 204F supra, p. 630.
this, has indeed about generation a divine body, but about body the whole soul. All these before-mentioned sections therefore of the soul, both the generative (for these are the double intervals), and the perfective (for these are the triple intervals), are comprehensive of more partial reasons, through which the parts of the universe are adorned, as far as to the last of things.

36a "So that in each interval* there are two middles, one of which, exceeds and is exceeded by the same part of the extremes; but the other, by an equal number surpasses one extreme, and by an equal number is surpassed by the other."*

In these words it must be observed in the first place, that the two middles are said by Plato to be comprehended in the geometric middle; and afterwards, that he places the harmonic prior to the arithmetical middle, as being superior to it. For though the arithmetical middle has the spontaneous, and the simple, and an alliance to sameness; for equality is a certain sameness; and hence Plato shows that in polities the arithmetical middle is effective of friendship, since it embraces the equal according to number, just as the harmonic is effective of justice, since it regards distribution according to desert; and still farther, because the arithmetical middle is allotted quantity per se, but the harmonic, relative quantity; and the former is surveyed about the absolute quantity of the parts, but the latter, about the relative quantity;0 for the third, or the fourth part, is the peculiarity of relative quantity;—though all this be the case, yet the harmonic, as being nearer to the geometric, is very properly arranged before the arithmetical middle: For it affords sameness

---

1 The word Siaorrippan is omitted in the text of Proclus.
% In the text of Proclus also the following words are wanting, TTV 8' tau pev Kar' aptB pov vTtpexovaav, tau 8e virepexoptw riv.
§ cf. Laws VI, 757a ff.
• cf. Gorgias 508a f.
o In the original 7rT)XtKOTTjC, which denotes relative, just as TOOOTTJC, denotes absolute, quantity.

in the extremes, and distributes greater ratios to greater, but less to less terms; and through this, is more adapted to distribution according to desert. It must be said therefore, that the harmonic middle binds together all the psychical sameness, and imparts to celestial natures an indissoluble communion; distributing to the greater circles indeed, greater powers and motions, but to the less, less powers. For the comprehending are moved swifter than the comprehended spheres. For the arithmetical middle connects all the difference in the soul, and imparts to sublunary natures, a communion with each other, according
to an equal permutation. For among these, one thing is not at all more acted upon by, than it acts upon, others. And this property of being changed into each other, is equally inherent in all the elements in generation, according to arithmetical equality; which also imparts to more attenuated natures, greater and swifter motions, but slower and less motions to such as consist of larger parts.

36a-b "But as sesquialter, sesquitertian, and sesquioctave intervals were produced from those bonds in the former intervals, he filled with the interval of the sesquioctave, all the sesquitertian parts."

That from the above-mentioned two middles, the harmonical and the arithmetical bonds being produced in the intervals of the double and triple terms, the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios appearing in those middles, are cut by the interval of the sesquioctave, is evident from what has been said, and will also be manifest, if you direct your attention to the terms 6, 8, 12, and 18.* For in these, the double and triple consist of sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios. But how will these things accord with what has been before said? We reply they must be assumed consequently to them. For as the two middles divide the universe into two parts, so the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios constitute a more partial order of things. For these ratios adorn things which exist as wholes, and yet are parts of parts. Each of them therefore is a whole according to the prologos, but a part according to the hypologos, and a part of a part, according to the transcendency of the one with reference to the other. And since in each of the spheres there are divine and daemoniacal, and also partial genera of souls, such as the genera of ours, and the secondary divine genera wholly participate of the whole of those prior to them; but the daemoniacal genera, though they participate of the whole of divine natures, yet it is according to one certain thing, on

* For 8 to 12, which is diapente, or sesquialter, is compounded of 8 to 9, which is a tone; and 6 to 8, which is sesquitertian, or diatessaron.

which account they are said to be more partial, not being able to receive all the peculiarities of them; but the more partial of daemoniacal natures, at different times participate of a different peculiarity, and not always of the same characteristics; - hence, the soul partibly contains the ratios of these. And it contains the multiple indeed according to the participation of the whole; but the superparticular, according to one part only, and that the most principal; and the superpartient according to a communion which is both multitudinous and partible of the participants with the things participated. Hence, through these, the elements and the celestial spheres are adorned; participating indeed of the third wholeness, but at the same time being parts of the two sections of the universe; since
D every wholeness has also parts in conjunction with itself. Different peculiarities therefore pertain to a different sphere, and a different number proceeds with a different element. The sesquioctave ratio also giving completion to the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios, generates these plenitudes of the total parts, and coharmonizes them with their proper wholenesses. You see therefore, that as in the mathematics, the geometric middle comprehends the remaining two middles, but they comprehend the sesquitertian and sesquialter ratios, and these the sesquioctaves, - after the same manner also, the soul according to its essential duad, divides the universe into two parts, and produces the first parts of the universe, which are secondarily wholes. According likewise to the causes of the third wholeness, it disposes in an orderly manner, and adorns the spheres; but according to numbers adapted to these parts, it fills them with appropriate forms and parts.

We may also speak as follows: This universe has indeed whole spheres; and has likewise divine, daemoniacal and psychical animals in each sphere. For there are distributions of partial souls about each of the spheres. But the harmonic ratios of the whole soul, harmonize the essences which are divisible about bodies, and bodies themselves. For by its very essence [it contains all these, and the ratios which comprehend them;*] just as fire, being calefactive by its very existence, is primarily hot. It contains therefore, the diatessaron harmony, through which it harmonizes the essences divisible about bodies of each of the spheres, and of the divine, daemoniacal, and psychical animals in each, and also bodies to each other. Nor is one thing casually comprehensive of another, nor do some things casually follow others; but daemoniacal

f For aXX?; o<paipu here, it is necessary to read aXXT/c acjxxipac:.
% The words within the brackets are wanting in the original, but are supplied from the version of Thomaeus.

follow divine animals, and psychical, such as are daemoniacal; and conformably to nature, secondary are always co-adapted to primary essences. Hence the diatessaron harmony is in each of the spheres. And the ratios indeed of each sphere to the divine animals contained in it, and of these to daemoniacal animals, will be truly sesquioctaves, possessing a perfect interval; being at one and the same time primarily harmonious, and adapted to bodies. For the ogdoad having a triple interval is corporeal-formed, just as the ennead is a plane. But each is allied to equality. And always secondary corporeal essences are suspended from such as are primary, participating of them, and of the corporeal reason which they contain.* But this the part manifests which is said to be the eighth of the thing participated. That however which remains, is the ratio of psychical to daemoniacal animals, which has the relation of the leimma, is superpartient, and is adapted to thirteen parts.
For these have not one life, since they ascend and descend, and partibly
and anomalously enjoy the natures prior to them. And since the
number twelve is ascribed to the [mundane] Gods, and to the natures
superior to us,* thirteen is adapted to those that do not rank in the
211A number of the Gods. If also of psychical animals themselves, some pertain
to undefiled souls, which Plato is accustomed to call the souls of heroes;+ but
others to gregarious souls, such as ours: if this be the case, the
diapente0 likewise will be in each of the spheres. And heroic souls
indeed will preserve towards the daemoniacal, the sesquioctave ratio,
through the undefiled form of life; but the souls of the multitude will
have towards them the ratio of the leimma. So that in each of the
spheres, there will be sesquitertian, sesquialter, and sesquioctave ratios.

Or rather, it may be said, that the universe is divided quadruply,
according to the four ideas of its paradigm, but that in each of the four
parts, there are all animals, the divine, the daemoniacal, the heroical, and
those of human souls, all which are harmonically co-arranged with each
other, and with reference to their proper wholeness, whether it be the
heavens, the air, the water, or the earth, the wholeness producing the
diapente; but without this it may be said there is the diatessaron, in the

\[ \text{t} \text{Instead of } TOV \text{ ev } CCVT-Q \text{ in this place, it is obviously necessary to read, } TOV \text{ tv } OCUT0IC.\]
\[ t \text{ cf. Phaedrus 247a.}\]
\[ \text{§ cf. Cratylus 397d f; & Rep. IV 427b f.}\]
\[ \text{• For in each of the spheres there will be divine, daemoniacal, heroical, and}
gregarious souls, and appropriate bodies.}\]

four species of animals, as Plato himself divides - viz. into the universe,
\[ \text{B} \] and the all-various forms of animals. Hence, through these things Plato
delivers to us ratios comprehensive of ratios, and perfect according to
one harmony; with which ratios being replete, the soul fills this visible
world, rendering all things effable and familiar with each other.*

36b "Leaving a part of each of them. And then again, the interval of this
part being assumed, a comparison is from thence obtained of number to
2,231 number, viz. of 256 to 243."

What this leimma is, what ratio it possesses, and how, being adapted
to concord, it becomes harmonious when co-arranged with the other
ratios, is evident through the mathematics. But there is a thing of this
kind in the universe, as in a whole; the ratio of the leimma being in the
last of the animal comprehended in it, independently of the beforementioned
demonstration, according to the quadruple section of the
whole. For from each of the spheres certain effluxions,* and mingled
dregs of the elements proceed into the subterranean regions; possessing
indeed, much of the tumultuous, dark and material, but at the same time contributing to the whole constitution and harmony of the world. Plato, therefore, placing the cause of these in the whole soul, calls it a C leimma, which is significant of ultimate diminution. For since theologists arrange the powers of the highest Gods about that place, Jupiter adorning those parts, so as to render them adapted to the participation of such mighty divinities, what ought we to think about the soul of the universe? Is it not that it must in a much greater degree adorn every thing which appears to be disordered, and that it must possess the cause of the hypostasis of an inordinate nature, and arrange it in a becoming manner, according to this cause? How, likewise, could it govern the universe, or conduct all things conformably to intellect, unless it arranges that which is disorderly, and co-harmonizes the last of things, with the one life of the world? But if also in the Demiurgus, the causes of these pre-exist, as Orpheus says,

The distant realms of Tartarus obscure,
Earth's utmost ends, his holy feet secure.

Fr. 123, 31

X cf. Phcedo 109b, ff.

why should it be wonderful, that the whole soul possessing all such things appropriately in itself, as a divine intellect possesses demiurgically, 2.232 should antecedently contain the cause of the last parts of the world, and D of that which is as it were, the sediment of wholes? For the soul comprehends the invisible prior to the visible and sensible world. What the leimma is therefore, is through these things evident. Hence also the leimma, is both quadruple and single. And it is necessary that the soul should comprehend the reason of both, according to which the leimma subsists quadruply, and singly; since it is requisite that this should contribute to the universe, and to each of its parts.

If also you direct your attention to the numbers of the terms, you will perceive that these preserve a certain admirable analogy. The progression, therefore, into a hundred binaries, manifests an all-perfect diminution and separation from cause. For in the soul, it comprehends that which is most partial, and in the universe, that which is last, and most material. But the four and the five in the tens, suspend that which is last, and most material, from first natures, and co-arrange them with their principles. For the tetrad is allotted a demiurgic, and worldproducing quality. But the pentad recalls every thing which has proceeded, to powers which have more of the nature of The One. Again the triad and hexad in the units, impart perfection to these, through E conversion. But if also the ratio of 243 to 13 is superpartient,* neither
will this number be dissonant to the universe. For after the all-perfect progression of sensibles, and a diminution as far as to the earth, which is said to be the twelfth part of the world, all that is under it, will be the thirteenth part of the whole. And the representations of the elements, which proceed into the subterranean place, will be adapted to this number. That which is most material in the universe therefore, proceeds to the utmost extent, is adorned as it proceeds, and returns when adorned. In each part likewise, of the universe, there are the last diminished genera of perpetual natures, to which the number twelve is ascribed; and with great propriety, they have habitude, and communion with each other, according to the thirteenth ratio, since the number twelve was dedicated by the ancients to the [mundane] Gods, and to the 2.233 genera that are always suspended from them. All these therefore, the soul unically comprehends in the ratio of the leimma. In addition to these things likewise, the ennead of the units, which three and six procure for us, indicates the end of the psychical ratios. For beginning from the monad, they proceed to the ennead, and from monads to

\[ 243 \text{ contains 13, eighteen times, with a remainder of 9.} \]

The whole psychogonic diagram however, has 34, or 36 terms. And on this account, the number 36 is adapted to the soul, as being generated from the hexad proceeding into itself; the hexad being ascribed by the 212A ancients* to the soul, because it is the first evenly-odd number, just as the soul is the medium between impartible and partible natures,5 to the former of which the odd number is allied, but to the latter, the even; and also, because it is circular, in the same manner as the pentad.D The pentad however, is the image of the intellectual circle, as being masculine, but the hexad of the psychical circle, as being feminine. If also you direct your attention to 34, this number too, will be adapted to the soul; since intellect is a monad, as being impartible, but the world is a decad, and the soul a tetrads. Hence, all number is said to proceed from the penetralia of the monad, as far as to the divine tetrads, which brought forth the mother of all things, immutable and unwearied, and which is called0 the sacred decad. But the tetrads has for its side the duad, and the double of the square of it added to 2, produces the above-mentioned number;** being an imitation of the soul, which is multiplied by itself, and together with its own prolific power. If likewise 34 is composed 2.234 from the second sesquioctave, viz. from 16 and 18, it will happen, that B as the sesquioctave is especially adapted to the soul, so also is this second
sesquioctave. For being a medium between consonant and dissonant intervals, it is adapted to the middle nature of the soul. And in short, the sesquioctave characterizes the diatonic genus, according to which the whole soul is harmonized. But being assumed as the second, it will accord with the order of the soul, in which the genera of being, have entirely a secondary subsistence.

t cf. 209A ff, supra, p. 641.
% cf. Theol. Arith. 34 ff.
§ For the evenly-odd number is a medium between the odd and the even number.
• For eirrac here, it is obviously necessary to read TevrcτQ.
o Instead of KXVOVOI here, it is necessary to read KXαωοτ.
ft i.e. 2x42+2«34.

Farther still, in addition to these things, since the whole diagram contains a quadruple diapason, which is the most full of all symphonies, but the diapente once, and ends in one tone, it will possess the quadruple cause of the division of the world into four parts, proceeding as we have said supernally, from animal itself, and the four ideas in it, through soul into the universe, and of the perfect harmony in each of the parts of the world; through which also, heaven is one world, concordant with itself celestially, and the earth has all things terrestrially, and in a similar manner each of the elements between these. Since, however, the world is not only quadripartite, but has five figures, possessing a fifth idea together with the four, the soul very properly C contains in itself, after the quadruple diapason, the symphony diapente; the remaining section being that of the heavens into eight spheres, and of the whole world into nine, over the former of which the Syrens preside, mentioned in the Republic,* and over the latter the whole of the Muses, under who m the Syrens subsist.* Again therefore, a tone consentaneously closes the whole diagram; and it is not possible to devise any other divisions than these which are delivered to us by Plato, I mean, the division into four, into five, into eight, and into nine parts, some of which are mentioned in this Dialogue, and some in the Republic. Very properly therefore, is the whole psychogonic diagram composed of all the above-mentioned particulars, I mean, a tone, the diapente, and the 2,235 quadruple diapason, in order that you may see these throughout the whole world, as having the power of the whole diagram. All likewise are assumed according to all the divisions made by Plato of mundane natures, which are triple, viz. according to ideas, according to figures, and according to the spheres.

All the other sesquialter and sesquioctave ratios therefore, were the D bonds of more partial orders, comprehended either in the five parts of the universe, or in the divisions of it into eight and nine; as, for instance, in the division of it into Gods, daemons, souls, natures, and
bodies. And of Gods, into those that preside over different parts of the
world. For in each part of it, there are different orders of Gods; those
of the second rank being analogous to those that are prior to them. And
in a similar manner with respect to daemons, some are of this, but others
of that series. The like also takes place, in souls, and natures, and bodies.
But the diapente symphony, and the sesquioctave ratio, are not in vain

\textit{t} Rep. X, 617b f.
\textit{t cf.} 204D supra, p. 629.

assumed after the quadruple diapason, but because they are
comprehensive and connective in common, of wholes. I say, for
instance, that the ratio of the ninth to the eighth sphere, comprehends
and connects as one ratio, all the parts at once that are arranged
according to a quintuple division, and all that are divided into eight and
nine. But the lemmas of all the sesquiterm ratios are either the
ultimate, and very partible diminutions, according to each portion of the
quadripartite distribution, or they are the common gifts of all these
ratios, into the last place of the universe; through which Gods, daemons,
partial souls and natures, proceed into that region, and accord with each
E other, conformably to the ultimate and perfectly partible symphony,
such as we say superpartient ratios possess. Hence Plato descending to
this adds,* that the Demiurgus dividing the mixture, had now consumed
the whole of it. For neither God, nor nature, does any thing in vain.*

2,236 The Demiurgus therefore did not constitute a mixture of parts either
exceeding or deficient, but produced it such as was sufficient to the
wholeness itself of the soul. For the whole which is from parts, is
neither more nor less than its proper parts, but entirely derives its
completion from appropriate parts. Hence the whole of that which is
mingled, consists of harmonic ratios, and all this harmony is, in short,
the essential paradigm of the harmony of the universe, according to all
the divisions in the world. Moreover, the whole number of the essential
monads of the soul is 105947,+ proceeding according to all the orders of
numbers. Decadically, indeed, in order that the soul may become
mundane: for the decad is the number of the world. But pentadically,
F in order that it may be converted to itself: for the pentad is self-convertive.
Enneadically, in order that it may not aloneD contain the
universe monadically, but also a proceeding to the last of things from the
monad. But tetradically, as collecting the quadripartite division into one.
And hebdomadically, as converting all things to the monad, to which the
hebdomad is alone referred, being motherless and virile.0 And in the
soul of the world indeed, the above number subsists totally; in divine

\textit{t} Tim. 36b.
\textit{t cf.} Aristode \textit{On the Heavens} I, IV, 271a33 f.
§ Instead of tKarovrabeq reaaaptc, in this place, it is requisite to read, evveaKovraSet; TeoaapcxKovTic;

- It is necessary here to supply iiοονv.

ο cf. 46E supra, p. 144; also Theol. Arith. 42, 54.

souls, as having their energies directed to that* soul, it subsists
213A both totally and partially; in daemons, as energizing still more partially, it exists vice versa, partially and totally; and in human souls, alone partially, and alone gnostically. For thus all forms subsist in these souls, such for instance as the form of man, of daemon and of God; in order that through these they may know, that all things subsist in more excellent natures productively, and at the same time gnostically. This mixture therefore, is alone the mixture of the whole soul, and it subsists after the same manner in each divine soul, and similarly in daemoniacal 2,237 souls, each of which has intellect placed above its proper essence, a peculiar vehicle, and a life distributed about this. If, however, in partial souls, it be requisite to assume the peculiarity of each, it is a medium between the impartible which is above, and the partible which is posterior to them,* or it is partly the one, and partly the other of these. And though we have elsewhere discussed this largely, yet we shall particularly investigate it, when we come to explain what is said by Plato concerning the generation of partial souls.

36b "Having, therefore, cut all this double composition according to length,5 so as to produce two from one, he adapted middle to middle, B each to the other, as it were in the form of the letter X."

In the first place, it is requisite to show mathematically of what kind the figure of the soul is, and thus, afterwards, introduce the theory of the things; in order that being led in a becoming manner by the phantasy, we may render ourselves adapted to the scientific apprehension of what is said. All the numbers therefore, must be conceived to be described in one rule, as those who are skilled in music are accustomed to do. And let the rule have the numbers according to the whole of its depth, and be divided according to its length. All the ratios therefore, will be in each of the sections. For if the division was made according to breadth, it would be entirely necessary that some of the numbers should be taken here, but others there. Since however, the section is according to length, but all the numbers are in all the length, there will be the same numbers in each of the parts. For it is evident, that it is not

t For irpoq eneivov in this place, read -npoq, tKeivriv.

t It appears to me that after eKarērɛc, idiov ][$ Xotfipaveiv in the original in this place, the words pioov tan are wanting; and that immediately after, instead of TO re vrtp aurac aneptOTOV, KCU TO fier' caiTaq ntpiørOV, we should read TOV re vitep
the same thing, to divide the length, and to divide according to the length; since the latter signifies, that the section proceeds through the whole length, but the former, that the length is divided.* Let the rule, therefore, be thus divided according to length,* and let the two lengths be applied to each other in the points which bisect the lengths, yet not so as to be at right angles: for neither will the circles be at right angles. Let the two lengths likewise be so incurvated, that they may again be conjoined at the extremities. Two circles therefore, will be formed, of which one will be the interior, but the other exterior, and they will be 2,238 oblique to each other. One of these likewise, is called the circle of the same, but the other, the circle of the different. And the one indeed, subsists according to the equinoctial circle, but the other, according to the zodiac. For the whole circle of the different revolves about the zodiac, but that of the same about the equinoctial. Hence, we conceive that the right lines ought not to be applied to each other at right angles, but like the letter X as Plato says, so as to cause the angles to be equal only at the summit, but those on each side, and the successive angles, to be unequal. For the equinoctial circle does not cut the zodiac at right angles. Such therefore, in short, is the mathematical discussion of the figure of the soul.

Again however, surveying the things themselves from the beginning, let us refer what is said by Plato, to the psychical essence. And, in the first place, we must observe, that continued and discrete quantity are divided from each other, according to the mathematical sciences, and are in a certain way opposed to each other, so that it is not possible for the discrete to be continued, or the continued to be discrete quantity. In the soul however, both these concur, viz. union, and separation. For it is a monad and number, one reason, one multitude, and many things. And

In the original of this place there is nothing more than eiceivo yap SrjXov, on ov ravrov TO pr\Koq. The rest of the sentence in the translation is added from the version of Thomaeus.

Thus for instance, let the numbers be disposed according to depth as follows:
1. 2. 3. 4. 9. 8. 27 &c.
1. 2. 3. 4. 9. 8. 27 &c.
1. 2. 3. 4. 9. 8. 27 &c.
1. 2. 3. 4. 9. 8. 27 &c.
1. 2. 3. 4. 9. 8. 27 &c.
Then the lines drawn longitudinally, will represent the division of the rule according to length.

as being a whole indeed, it is continued; but as number, it is divided,
according to the reasons which it contains. Through its continuity likewise, it is assimilated to the union of intelligibles, but through its multitude, to the separation of them. And by ascending still higher than these, we shall find that according to its union, it possesses an image and representation of The One, but according to its division, of the multitude of the divine numbers. Hence, it neither has an arithmetical essence alone; for it would not be continuous; nor alone a geometrical essence; for it would not be divided. But it must be said, that it is at one and the same time both the arithmetical, and the geometrical essence. So far however, as it is the arithmetical essence, it has also, at the same time, the harmonical essentially. For the multitude in it is harmonized, and it comprehends in sameness, both absolute and relative quantity. But so far as it is the geometrical, it contains the spherical essence. For the 2,239 circles in it are both immovable and moved; immovable indeed essentially, but moved according to a vital energy. Or rather, it possesses both these at once; for they are self-motive. But the selfmotive, is at one and the same time moved and immovable. For it moves itself. But to move, or be the cause of motion, pertains to immovable power. The soul therefore, comprehends essentially all sciences; geometry indeed, according to its wholeness, its figure, and its lines; but the arithmetical science, according to its multitude, and the essential monads in it, as we have before shown. But it comprehends the harmonic science, according to the ratios of numbers; and the spheric science, according to its twofold circulations. In reality also, it is the essential, self-motive, intellectual, and united bond of the mathematics, comprehending all things unaccompanied with figure, and with undefiled purity. Hence it comprehends figures unfiguredly, things separated, unitedly, and without interval things accompanied with interval. For these pertain to the essence of the soul. And it is necessary to survey all things in it after this manner.

Moreover, this likewise ought to be assumed from what has been said, that all secondary natures, are analogous to those that are prior to them, and that everywhere, The One precedes multitude. For as the theory of the hyparxis of the soul commenced from its essence, and that of its harmony from the one part, thus also the doctrine concerning its figure, places the one length prior to the two. And as sameness and difference are from essence, so the triple and duple ratio are from the monad, but from one length, the circle of the same, and the circle of the different. As likewise, the antecedents are to the antecedents, so are the consequents to the consequents, and all things are homologous to each other, viz. essence, harmony, and form. And all things are indeed every where, on account of the psychical life, being as it were of one colour, and of similar parts. The same however, and the triple, subsist in a greater degree in the circle of the same, but the different, and the duple, in the circle of the different. All the ratios likewise, are every where, but after a different manner in first and secondary natures; in the former indeed,
intellectually, totally, and unitedly; but in the latter, doxastically, distributively, and partially. And thus much concerning these particulars.

Concerning this section however, and the two lengths and circles, it is worth while to consider, what they must be said to be. For the divine Iamblichus soars on high, and solicitously investigates invisible natures, viz. the one soul, and the two souls that proceed from it. For of every order an imparticiable monad is the leader, prior to the things participated, and there is a number approriate to and connascent with imparticables. The duad also is from unity, in the same manner as in the Gods themselves. Timaeus therefore, he says, having through psychogony fabricated in words the one and supermundane soul, from B which the soul of the universe and other souls are derived, now produces the duad from this. For the section manifests the demiurgic division, which proceeds in sameness and perfection, generating the same things according to second numbers. But the division according to length, exhibits to us the progression supernally proceeding from the Demiurgus. Through these however, two souls are generated, after the one soul, each of which has the same ratios, are conjoined to, and are in each other, and are divided from each other. And they likewise preserve an unmingled purity, together with union with each other. For they are united to their own centres, and this is the adaptation of middle to middle. But since also, these souls are intellectual, and participate of a divine intellect, the Demiurgus prior to the generation of the universe, bent them into a circle, and comprehended them in a motion according to the same, and in the same, making them to be intellectual, imparting to them a divine intellect, and inserting the duad of souls, in the intellectual duad, which transcends them essentially. [And thus far the divine Iamblichus.]

We therefore admit, that all this is well said so far as pertains to the C theory of things:* for these particulars are prior to the world. Hence also in mundane natures, there is the monad, afterwards the duad, and afterwards the heptad. For in the universe there is one soul, which is

t cf. Tim. 36c; & 216D infra, p. 663.

that of the universe. But after this, there are two souls, which divide the 2.241 heaven into the circulation of the same* and the circulation of the different. And after these, there are seven souls, which distribute in an orderly manner the planetary spheres. We conceive it however, to be more concordant with the words of Plato neither to understand what is now said, as pertaining to those super-mundane souls, nor to the multitude of mundane souls, but as asserted of the soul itself of the universe. Plato therefore himself shortly after, having spoken concerning all the divisions of the soul,* says, "But when all the
composition of the soul was produced conformably to the intention of its composing artificer, after this he fashioned within it the whole of a corporeal-formed nature." In which words he denominates the soul one, and this as no other than the soul of the universe. For it is this soul which comprehends the whole of a corporeal-formed nature. Hence the demiurgic divisions, and the twofold lines and circles, must be assumed in this soul; for in so doing we shall not be in want of arguments. Since therefore, it is the collector of all immoveable and alter-motive D natures, of impartibles and partibles, of paradigms, and the last images, and of truly-existing beings, and such as are not truly beings, D the nature of it is very properly twofold, partly pertaining to more excellent, and partly to subordinate beings. Because however, these are entirely separated from each other, they require after a certain manner two° media. And in corporeal natures indeed, the two conjoining media are separated from each other; but in incorporeal natures it is one biformed essence, which binds together the extremes; one part of which being conjoined to intelligibles, is intellectual, scientific, shining with divine wisdom, anagogic, and comprehending the causes of things; but the other part being proximate to partible natures, is effective of difference, comes into contact with sensibles, recurs to the providential inspection of secondary natures, is artificial, and comprehends such other things as are allied to these. All the ratios however, are in each of these. For in this, the essence of the soul differs from the intellectual essence. For the 2.242 latter indeed, is uniform, and antecedently comprehends all forms

\* For avrov here, it is necessary to read ravrov.
\* Tim. 36d; and 226E infra, p. 690.
§ Instead of eir' avrovq in this place, it is requisite to read ev' avriQ.
* cf. 71D - E supra, p. 216.
O For $eeiv$ here, read $dvoiv$.

E monadically; but the former is dyadic, and contains the same reasons, dianoetically and doxastically; in one way indeed, in the circle of the same, but in another in the circle of the different. [And thus the soul imitates its cause.] For she is both a monad and a duad, as with reference to the monad [Saturn], the father of the intellectual Gods. And the soul is a monad as with reference to the universe, but a duad, with reference to intellect. For in short division itself and multiplication derive their subsistence from this Goddess [Rhea]. The vivific principle therefore, is the cause of progression, multitude, and multiplication. Hence some philosophers, assimilating to the Gods things which are derived from them, think fit to arrange intellects according to the masculine, but souls according to the feminine genus of the Gods. For intellect is indivisible, and of the form of the odd number; but soul is divisible and biformed. And the former is analogous to paternal, but the
latter to prolific causes. And the one is allied to bound, but the other to infinity. If likewise, I should be asked how the soul is one, and how it is biformed, I should say, that it is one indeed, as self-motive; for this is common to all psychical life, and to the parts it contains; but that it is biformed according to twofold lives, viz. the life which is converted to first natures, and the life which providentially attends to secondary natures. I should also say, that according to the essential it has one life: for self-motion is the essence of the soul. But according to same and different, I should distinguish its twofold lives.

Why however, did the Demiurgus first constitute the soul rectilinearly, but afterwards circularly, and after what manner is a right line adapted to the essence of the soul? To this we reply, that it is requisite to conceive the soul as analogous to a right line. For as a right line proceeds without curvature,* and definitely from this to that point; for there is only one right line between two points; and as it is infinite in its own nature, so likewise the soul is generated an infinite power. Intellect also, like an indivisible point, is the leader of the soul, comprehending it indivisibly, and antecedently containing in an impartible manner the whole of its essence. For the impartible is allied to intellect; but that which is primarily partible to soul. But a point and

The words within the brackets are wanting in the original; but it appears to me that they ought to be inserted, though they were likewise wanting in the MS. of Thomasus. In the original therefore after the words aXXwc 8e ev r<) Oarepov, I conceive there is an omission of KCU OVTUQ t) \p\v\x\v /ii^etrai rt\w eaurrjc anvuv. But the fontal cause of the soul is Rhea.

$ cf. 168B - C supra, p. 504.

a line are things of this kind. Hence, a right line is very properly ascribed to the soul, and afterwards a circle, which we say, are simple lines. But a point is ascribed to intellect.* For from thence as from a certain adytum, the reason of the soul presents itself to the view, unfolding the impartibility of intellect, and announcing its occult and ineffable union. Intellect itself however, is a firmly established in itself, understanding all things with a tranquil energy; being a point and a centre as with reference to the soul. For if the soul is a circle, intellect is the centre, or* the power of the circle. But if the soul is a right line, intellect is a point, comprehending without interval that which has interval, impartibly that which is partible, and centrically5 the circular form. Intellect itself however, is a circle as with reference to the nature B of The Good, about which it on all sides converges, through a desire of The One, and of contact with it.

Farther still, after another manner also we may say, that a line is adapted to the soul. For intellect indeed, though some one should give to it motion, yet it has this energy intransitive. For it surveys at once
the whole of the intelligible, having an eternal life, and energizing about
the same things, in the same nature, and according to the same. But soul
possesses a transitive energy. For at different times, it applies itself to
different forms. And this is true even of the soul of the universe. For,
as Plato says in the _Phaedrus_, it is the peculiarity of soul to energize
through time. But every transitive motion is a line. For it has _whence_
_and _whither_, and the rectilinear, and one thing for the beginning, and
another for the end. So that in this respect we refer a line to the
psychical life. Again, the immovable cause is motive of self-motive
natures; for these proximately participate of it; but the self-moving cause
2,244 is motive of alter-motive natures. Since therefore, the soul provides for
alter-motive natures, being essentially prior to them, and as living from
itself, transcends all things that have an adventitious life,
C conformably to this, it also has the linear form in its providential
energies; being motive, and constitutive of alter-motive natures; just as

\[ \frac{t}{\text{cf. Proc. Comm. Rep. I, 86, 2.}} \]
\[ \frac{$}{\text{For ii here, it is necessary to read f).}} \]
\[ \frac{§}{\text{Instead of KVXXUCUC. in this place, it is obviously necessary to read KevrpiKUQ.}} \]
\[ \frac{•}{\text{O X070C here appears to be superfluous, as is also tijc TOV evoq in the next line.}} \]
\[ \text{For the original is, vepi ἰν 0 X070C TocvraxoBev ovvevei irodq TOV evoq, KCXI rqg}
\]
\[ \text{TOV evoq, KCU TT\'Q iptoc; TO ev avva.<pr\q}. \]
\[ \text{o Phaedrus 247d.} \]

\[ a \text{ line is the distance of one thing from another, and an egression or}
\]
\[ \text{departure from itself. In what is said therefore, about the mixture of the}
\]
\[ \text{soul, and also in what is said concerning numbers and middles, Plato}
\]
\[ \text{unfolds the being itself of the soul, and shows how it is one and many,}
\]
\[ \text{what progressions it has, and what regressions both to superior natures,}
\]
\[ \text{and to itself; how it produces and converts things posterior to itself; and}
\]
\[ \text{how it fills with ratios, and binds together the whole world. But in}
\]
\[ \text{what he says concerning the right lines and circles, he delivers to us the}
\]
\[ \text{vital and intellectual peculiarity of the soul, and indicates how it}
\]
\[ \text{participates of the life in intellect, and how it is converted to itself, so}
\]
\[ \text{far as it is self-vital and self-moved. For the right line manifests the}
\]
\[ \text{progression of the psychical life from more excellent natures; but the}
\]
\[ \text{inflexion into a circle indicates intellectual circulation. For the soul is}
\]
\[ \text{allotted this power, and also that which is productive of the life in itself,}
\]
\[ \text{from its father. Since however, the psychical life is twofold, the one}
\]
\[ \text{being dianoetic, but the other doxastic, two lines present themselves, and}
\]
\[ \text{are bent into two circles.}
\]
\[ D \text{In short therefore, the essence of the soul, being a whole and consisting}
\]
\[ \text{of parts, is harmonized number. But its life is rectilinear, and is uniform}
\]
\[ \text{and biformed. And its intellect is dianoetic and doxastic. For there are}
\]
\[ \text{in it being, life, and intellect. Or rather prior to the gnostic, perceiving} \]
that the vital powers are in themselves at one and the same time
transitive, and self-motive, we must say, that the right line adumbrates
the transitive, but the circle, the self-motive natures of these powers.
For they are moved from themselves to themselves. Hence Timaeus
delivering to us in what is here said, the vital motion by itself alone,
assumes the rectilinear, and the circular motion, but in what follows
2,245 unfolds the gnostic motions of the circles; the soul now becoming self-motive,
in consequence of the whole of it moving itself.1 If therefore,
we now admit that the right lines are lives, and these essential; on which
account also, the Demiurgus made the composition of the soul itself to
be rectilinear, as possessing life by its very existence; - if we admit this,
then we must say, that the circle manifests what the quality is of the
form of this life, viz. that it is self-moved, beginning from, and returning
to itself; and that it is not like the life of irrational natures, tending to
externals as it were in a right line, as never being able to converge to
itself, and as having an appetite directed to other things placed externally
to itself. For the self-motive nature is moved from itself to itself, sees
itself, and is present with itself. Hence also, such a form of life as this

t Tim. 37a.

is circular. For in a circle, the same thing is the end and the beginning,
in the same manner as in that which is converted to, begins from, and
ends in itself. The right line therefore and the circle of the soul, are
without interval; the former being the image of life [simply], but the
latter of life convertive to itself, and not absolutely of all life. For both
these may be surveyed in souls; the right line indeed, according to the
transitions of appetites; but the circle according to a circumduction from
the same things to the same. And this Socrates knowing, says in the
Phaedrus,+ that souls are carried round in a circle,* revolving under
intelligibles as objects of desire, being at different times happily affected
by different things, and returning from the same objects to the same.
Why therefore, should we any longer fear those skilful Peripatetics, who
ask us, what kind of line Plato here assumes? Is it a physical line? But
this would be absurd: for this is the end of bodies. Is it then a
mathematical line? But this is not self-motive, and is not essence. Plato
however says,5 that the soul is an essence, and is separate from bodies.
We say therefore, that they in vain make these inquiries. For long
before this, we have not ceased asserting that this line is essential. And
2,246 prior to us Xenocrates calls a line of this kind indivisible. For it would
be ridiculous in any one to think that there is an indivisible magnitude.
It is evident however, that Xenocrates thought it requisite to call the
216A essential reason of a line an indivisible line. But Plato, for the sake of
concealment, employed mathematical names,0 as veils of the truth of
things, in the same manner as theologists employed fables, and the
Pythagoreans symbols. For it is possible in images to survey paradigms, and through the former to pass to the latter. Against such men however, as these Peripatetics, who are contentious, no arguments are

\textit{t Phxdrus 247d.}

\% This is well explained by Hermeas in his Scholia on the \textit{Phxdrus}, as follows: "Heaven \textit{i.e. the middle of that order of Gods which is called intelligible and at the same time intellectual} and the celestial intelligence, convolves all these souls, who are at rest according to their proper energies. It also causes them to apply themselves to the intelligibles which are above Heaven, and to energize intellectually according to celestial intelligence. But the natures beyond Heaven are the Nights, which Plato calls \textit{the supercelestial place.}"

§ For \textit{cjxxoiv} here, I read <\textit{pT)}Oiv.

• The word \textit{arofiov} is omitted in the original.

\textit{o Protagoras 316e.}

sufficient. But let us return to the words of Plato, and direct our attention to each of them.

Since therefore, the soul is one, is divided according to its parts, and is both one and many, Plato denominates it \textit{this}, as being one, but \textit{all} as being multitude, and \textit{composition}, as both; which also shows that the essence of it differs both from things discrete, and things continuous. For these are without communion\* with each other. But the soul is one, and at the same time multitude, and is discrete, and continued. Since however the psychical reasons are biformed; for the soul is of an ambiguous nature, \textit{(afixnoTOfioq) and has two faces,}+ conformably to its \textit{paradigm}, so that it intellectually perceives the impartible essence through the circle of \textit{the same}, but contains and connects the partible essence, through the circle of \textit{the different}; - hence Plato calls it \textit{double}. But because it has the same reasons or ratios, above and beneath, and not as some fancy, the duple ratios here, but the triple there, on this account, he delivers it to us divided according to \textit{length}. For this division alone, preserves every where the same ratios. But the scission itself exhibits demiurgic section, which is appropriate to the Demiurgus. For the duad is seated by him, and is refulgent with intellectual sections, as some one of the Gods says.5 Moreover, the words "\textit{middle to middle}" indicate perhaps, that the division and contact of things intangible, are adapted to the psychical middle: for they subsist in a middle way. For in intellect also there is division, because there is difference,0 but it subsists primarily, and as it were occultly, and indivisibly. In sensibles likewise there is division, but according to an ultimate distribution into parts. Hence also the union in these is obscure and evanescent. But in the soul, both have a middle subsistence, in a way adapted to it. And

\textit{C} if indeed Plato had spoken concerning intellect and soul, he would have said, that the Demiurgus applied \textit{the first} to the middle, and if about
body and soul, that he applied the middle to the last. But since he teaches us concerning the psychical duad, he says that the Demiurgus applied middle to middle. Perhaps too, he says this, because the contact of the soul is properly of a middle nature, For the last part of the dianoetic, and the summit of the doxastic power, form the media of all the psychical composition. But these are conjoined to each other, and confomalably to these, one union is produced of these two lives. For in every order of beings, the bases of first are united to the summits of secondary natures. The figure X however, produced by this application, has an affinity to the universe, and also to the soul. And as Porphyry relates, a character of this kind, viz. X, surrounded by a circle, is with the Egyptians a symbol of the mundane soul. For perhaps it signifies, through the right lines indeed, the biformed progression of the soul, but through the circle its uniform life, and regression according to an intellectual circle. We must not however conceive, that Plato thought a divine essence could be discovered through these things. For the truth of real beings cannot, as some fancy, be known from characters, positions, and vocal emissions. But these are after another manner symbols of divine natures. For as a certain motion, so likewise a certain figure and colour, are symbols of this kind, as the initiators into mysteries say. For different characters and also different signatures are adapted to different Gods; just as the present character is adapted to the soul. For the complication of the right lines indicates the union of a biformed life. For a right line itself, also, is a symbol of a life which flows from on high. In order however, that we may not, omitting the things themselves, be too busily employed about the theory of the character, Plato adds "as it were," indicating that this is assumed as a veil, and for the sake of concealment, thus endeavouring to invest with figure the unfigured nature of the soul.

Afterwards he bent them into a circle, connecting them both with themselves, and with each other, in such a manner that their extremities might be combined in one, directly opposite to the point of their mutual intersection."

That what is said by Plato manifests through right lines the progression of the soul, and its providential attention to alter-motive natures, is I think evident from what has been already observed. And I also think it is proper to deliver the inflection into a circle analogous to these things. For since regressions are in continuity with progressions,
recalling [to the principle] things which have proceeded from it, hence Plato says, that the right lines were bent into circles. And since also, the vital nature of the soul is intellectual, and apocatastatic, and evolves intelligible multitude, hence it is restored to the same thing again. Because likewise, it moves alter-motive natures, the soul being converted to, and moving itself, according to all these particulars, circulation pertains to it. For the progression of it is in continuity with its regression; since it is not imperfect. And the motion of alter-motive natures is suspended from the self-motive life. As the one of these also, is not subverted, but perfected by the other, after the same manner the composition of the right lines is not destroyed through the inflection into circles, but the former remaining, the circles are generated. For all things subsist at once in the soul, so that as the continuous is simultaneous with the discrete, thus also the circular with the rectilinear.

Instead of ΚΒΧΧΟΥ in this place, it is requisite to read ΚΒΚ\Ο.

For it is necessary that the right and the circular should remain, just as the impartible and the partible subsist together in the soul. For the Demiurgus makes eternally, so that the things which are generated by him, are entirely perpetual. Hence the right and the circular line are simultaneous in the soul, whatever each of them may be.

What therefore are the twofold circles, and how are they in the highest degree adapted to the soul? If the essence of the soul proceeding from intellect, was such as to be entirely different from the intellectual peculiarity, the circular form would not be adapted to it. But since it is intellectual according to participation, and an evolved and biformed intellect, on account of its intellectual nature, it is a circle unfigured, without magnitude, and self-motive; but on account of its dyadic* nature, it is a twofold circle. For its progression also, in the same manner as its regression, is twofold, and its reason is twofold; so that its intellectual participation is twofold according to its lives. Since however, these lives are conjoined according to their first progression, but in proceeding are divided from each other, but after the progression are again converted to their principles, hence they are again conjoined according to the peculiarity itself of regression; the first adaptation of the lines manifesting permanency; but their separation from each other by division, their progression; and their inflection,* their regression again to the same thing. For the more divine life which subsists according to regression, conjoins the end of itself with the beginning; and the more subordinate life converts the progression of itself to that which abides. Hence it converts this progression to the one intellect both of itself, and of the more excellent life. The conjunction, therefore, of the two lives is the contact of the one, being in an opposite direction to that of the other; because the union of the one is according to progression, but
B of the other, according to regression, and regression is contrary to progression; for the latter pertains to the nature of sameness, but the

For fiovabì Kov here, it is obviously necessary to read bvabixov.

% After TTJC 6e air' CKXXTJXUJ' oxieuc in the original, the words rr\w wpooodov, TTJC &€ KaroiKau^fUC are evidently wanting.

former to that of difference. The latter also imparts a collective similitude [but the former, division in the progressions.*] For their opinion must not be admitted, who contend that the figure of the soul truly consists of two circles. For if the circles are without breadth, how 2.250 is it possible to cut one of them, since it has no latitude? But if they are certain rings, how can the soul if it consists of these, be every way extended from the middle to the extreme heaven?* For after what manner can rings be extended through the whole of a spherical body? To which may be added, that these circles being corporeal, will exhibit to us a certain body external to the universe, and will also produce a certain vacuum in the superficialies of the sphere, in consequence of surrounding it, as is evident in the rings of spheres. And if they are circles, they must have profundity together with the body of the universe, on account of their station from the middle as far as to the extremities of the world. It is necessary therefore to conceive this vivific figure of the soul to be unfigured, and without interval, unless we intend to fill ourselves and also the theory of Plato with much absurdity, such as that which is noticed by Aristotle,5 who on the supposition that the C soul is a magnitude, demonstrates that as such it is alone partible, but by no means impartible, though its essence, together with partibility, has also impartibility. But whether it is a circle, or a ring, it will alone have a partible, and by no means an impartible nature.

36c "He likewise comprehended them on all sides in that motion which is convolved according to the same and in the same."

The mode of conception of the divine Iambichus in what is here said, i struly divine, and firmly adheres to the meaning of Plato; since he does not, like the interpreters prior to him, a think that the motion which is convolved according to the same, and in the same, should be understood as pertaining to the soul. For the motion of the soul is now in it, and not about it. He conceives, therefore, that the motion now spoken of pertains to intellect and the intellectual life. For in no part of the remainder of this Dialogue does Plato appear to conjoin the soul

The words within the brackets are wanting in the original, but are supplied from the version of Thomaeus. Hence after the words TJ 5e avvoryuyov opovoTyra evdiBuiov, it is necessary to insert 7) 5e Siaiptatv rati; irpooSoic.
2.251 to intellect. It is necessary, however, that he should, in order that by this addition he may demonstrate the universe to be an animal endued with soul and intellect. We must therefore conceive the motion which is convolved according to the same, and in the same, to be intellectual. For this comprehends the soul in the same manner as the soul circularly D covers the heaven* as with a veil. Intellect, however, is indeed an immoveable motion; for it subsists wholly and unically at once. But soul is a self-moved motion. And the former is uniform, but the latter biformed. The former also is one and indivisible, but the latter divides and multiplies itself. The soul, however, participates of intellect so far as it is intellectual; and through it is conjoined to divine intellect. For the soul of the universe participating of intellect, ascends to the intelligible. It is necessary, therefore, that the motion which is circumvolved in the same and about the same should be intellectual, being different from the motion of the two circles, since it comprehends them. We must say, therefore, either that this motion pertains to a participated intellect, which is proximately seated above the soul, or that it should be the motion of the Demiurgus of the soul. The latter however is impossible. Hence it must be admitted that this is the motion of a participated intellect. But that the motion is convolved according to the same, and in the same, being intellectual, and above the soul, is not the motion of the Demiurgus, may be learnt by considering, that he made the universe to be endued with intellect, not giving himself to the universe, in the same manner as the soul, but imparting to it another participated intellect, which we have before demonstrated* to be seated above the soul. For placing intellect in soul,5 but soul in E body, he fashioned the universe. 0 And it is evident that he did not effect this by placing himself in soul. For it would be ridiculous that he should co-arrange himself with soul, being separate from it. Plato therefore says, in what follows,0 of all [true] being, that neither does any other thing proceed into it, nor does it proceed into any other thing. But this being true, the Demiurgus will not place himself in soul; and before he constitutes soul, subsisting by himself, he will generate

\[\text{t Tim. 36e.}\]
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2.252 another being, which* when he had generated soul, he placed in the
soul. If, however, this be true, the motion of that intellect, which is circumvolved according to the same, and in the same, will comprehend these psychical circles, and not the motion of him who constituted both this intellect and soul, and who shortly after is said to abide in his accustomed manner,* exempt and separate from the universe. The mundane intellect therefore, is the intellect of which we are speaking, the life of which comprehends the psychical lives, viz. the uniform life comprehends the biformed lives, and the eternal life the lives which are not eternally moved. Hence the whole soul proceeds after this manner, being a monad and a duad, and as is evident from what has been said, without difference with respect to itself. That which remains therefore, Plato delivers in what follows, viz. how from the demiurgic divisions, one of the circles contains in itself that which is more divine, but the other, that which is more subordinate. For we have assumed these things for the sake of perspicuity. But let us hear what is next said by Plato.

36c "And he made one of the circles to be external, but the other internal. He denominated therefore, the lation of the external circle, the motion of the nature of same; but the lation of the internal, the motion of the nature of different."

The divine Iamblichus refers these divine circles to the intellect which is separate, and to the intellect which is inseparable from soul, and to the motion which is convolved in the same, and on all sides comprehends them; so that one of the circles comprehends the two souls, but the other is in them; and the one is unmingled with the other life and the powers of the soul, but the other is mingled with and governs them; from which cause likewise, the whole soul, stably energizes, and is united to the Demiurgus himself. We however interpret the two circles to be the twofold lives of the souls, viz. the providentially energizing and convertive or regressive lives; and also to be the twofold powers, the dianoetic and doxastic. For the soul of the

t It is necessary here to supply 5.

§ For νοθομεν. in this place, it is necessary to read ἄποστρωφος. For the soul of the universe always energizes both providentially and convertively, and the latter energy is intellective. Hence, there would be a tautology in saying, the intellective (ποιηθετική) and convertive lives.

2.253 universe has both these; since Plato likewise in the Phaedrus says,+ that of the horses, one pertains to the nature of same, but the other to the nature of different, though he also attributes horses to the Gods,* but such as are good, and consisting of things that are good. Here therefore
the external circle is dianoetic, but the internal doxastic. For the
Demiurgus imparted to the dianoetic circle a power, according to which
it is more divine than the doxastic circle. For it is more united, and is
B intellectual. For you must not suppose that to denominate, is the mere
position of a name, but in the dianoetic circle is a participation of
power, effective of sameness; and in the doxastic circle, of difference.
Prior to this, therefore, Plato taught us the similitude of the soul itself
to itself; but now he adds the transcendency and diminution of it with
reference to itself, which it possesses, and received from the Demiurgus;
who made one of the circles to be external, so far as he rendered it more
similar to intellect and the intelligible; for they are properly external, as
being exempt from all secondary natures; but the other internal, as being
contained by the excellent circle, as being that which ought to be
governed by it, and as being of a subordinate nature. It was very far
therefore from the intention of Plato, to adumbrate these circles
mathematically, who, though they are equal, makes them to be unequal,
and though they subsist similarly, renders them dissimilar, attributing to
them for their essence, the demiurgic will.

Some, however, here doubt, how, since the soul consists of similar
parts, one of the circles pertains to sameness, but the other to difference,
C and the one is denominated internal, but the other external; for these
things subvert similitude of parts. Porphyry, therefore, directing his
attention to sensibles, and material mixtures, adduces as instances, water
mingled with honey, and honey mingled with wine; the whole
consisting indeed of similar parts, but in different persons producing a
different passion. For some are more affected by the vinous flavour, but
others by the sweetness. Our father [i.e. preceptor] however, thinks we
should survey the mixture of the genera in a manner adapted to
2.254 immaterial and incorporeal natures. But this is, not according to a
confusion of forms, nor according to a corruption of powers, but they
being preserved, the mixture is according to a union and penetration of
them through each other. For corruptions and the diminutions of
powers, are in material natures, matter not being able to preserve in

\textit{t Phaedrus 246a - b; see also Hermias Comm. Phajd. 126.}
\textit{X For roue deovt; here, it is necessary to read rote 0eoic.}

herself the different peculiarities unconfused and genuine. For the
peculiarity of immaterial mixture is for the same things to remain united
and separated, and to be co-mingled and unmingled [but in material
mixture, the things which are mingled, are said to be confused, and
without separation from each other, because this mixture is through
computrefaction, and corruption].* It is easy likewise to call to our
remembrance such-like immaterial mixtures as we speak of, from the
D sciences, from physical reasons, and from a multitude of lamps. For the
many lights which produce one light, at the same time remain unconfused. And the multitude of physical reasons subsisting all of them at once, are at the same time separated from each other, according to physical difference. The many sciences also are in each other, and are unmingled with each other. But this is evident from their energies. For it is impossible for things that are confused to employ their proper energies with purity. But the sciences energize appropriately each with purity in itself. If therefore the genera of the soul are immaterially mingled, they are in each other, and are established in themselves. By their subsisting likewise in each other, they cause the whole soul to be as it were of a similar colour. Hence every part of it consists of these genera. But through the genera being established in themselves, and preserving their proper purity, different properties shine forth, according to the different powers of the soul, and some things prevail more than others. For in things which are mingled through the whole of themselves, and are corrupted together, there is entirely a similitude of parts, and there is also a similar form. But where there is the unmingle in the mixture, the unconfused in the complication, and purity in the separation, then it is possible for wholes to pervade through wholes, in order that each part may consist of all; and for each part to remain in itself in order that one thing may have dominion in another. Hence, it is not at all wonderful, since all the genera pervade through each other in the soul, and preserve at the same time the idea of themselves, that in one place sameness should predominate, but in another, the nature of difference, and that the genus of essence should be common, defining the one middle of the soul, according to which it is a medium between the impartible essence, and that which is divisible about bodies. Hence too, the soul is one life, as being one essence, but the life is biformed, in the same manner as the essence is twofold, on account of the two genera. And thus much in answer to the doubt.

But it is evident that the words "he made" are most properly assumed by Plato, in order that again the form of the middle nature may be preserved in the same manner as before when he said, the Demiurgus "completely filled" and "co-mingled."1 The expression too, "he denominated," * is introduced appropriately to the things proposed to be discussed. For since names are given to the circles, according to that which predominate, the expression "he denominated" manifests that the appellation is given to them, not from the whole hyparxis, but from that which predenominates in them. To assign names likewise after the production of the circles, manifests that names properly so called regard...
the nature of things. For the Demiurgus does not thus denominate that
which is not the circle of the same, but that which was constituted such
by him. Or rather, his productive energy possesses the most principal
cause of the name. And the position of the name is an effective energy,
since intellection there is not separated from fabrication, but the Gods
produce by the very energy of intellectual perception [i.e. their
intellectual perception is effective]. For thus also by giving names to,
219A they constitute things themselves. And if it be requisite for me to give
my own opinion, we may through these things perceive the arcana of
the theory of Plato. For he not only delivers the Demiurgus as a
nomenclator, who first gives names to the two circulations of the soul;
but prior to these unfolds the essential character of it, viz. two separate
right lines, and the \(x\) produced from them, and also the two circles
formed from these lines; which things theurgy likewise unfolded after
2,256 him,5 giving completion to the character of the soul from chiasmi\(D\)
and semicircles.0 Psychical names therefore and characters were first
delivered to us by Plato, which he intellectually saw, and which the wise
men posterior to him embraced. For it is necessary to think, that there
are psychical characters, and not only such as are common, like these,
but such as are peculiar, and which are different in different souls; such

f Tim. 35c.
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for instance as those of Hercules, Pentheus, Atreus, and of Plato himself,
delivered to us by the Gods themselves. These however, it belongs to
B the Gods alone both to know and to unfold; but the character which is
common to every soul, beginning from the soul of the universe, Plato
first beheld, and committed to writing. He also shows that the
Demiurgus is the maker of this, who inscribes in the essence of the soul
its* vivific character; gives names as we have said to its two intellectual
circulations, and assumes these from his own essence. For it is the
Demiurgus himself, who is especially characterized according to these
genera of name, I mean \(\text{the same}\) and \(\text{the different}\); since one of these
eminently pertains to him, as giving form to matter, according to the
terminations of forms; but the other, as collecting multitude to the one
idea of the fabric of the universe as one production. Hence also with
Orpheus, the Demiurgus particularly interrogates Night* concerning
these things, and says,

Tell me how all things will as one subsist,
Yet each its nature separate preserve?

Orph. fr. 121, 122

For the Demiurgus causes each thing to preserve its nature, separate from others through difference, but he makes all things to be one through sameness. The Oracles likewise, 5 by asserting, that the Demiurgus is refultgent with intellectual sections, manifest that power of C him who is effective of difference. But he fills all things with love through the power which is effective of sameness. Hence he very properly gives these names which are demiurgic signatures, to the circles of the soul of the universe from his own essence. This name therefore, "the circle of the same," is a divine name, as bearing the signature of the intelligible cause of sameness, as is likewise, "the circle of the different," 2,257 as possessing the symbol of the nature of difference. For with reference to the genera of being, one of these circles is allied to sameness, but the other to difference; but with reference to the intellectual Gods, one of them is suspended from the paternal, connectedly-containing, and immutable causes, but the other from the prolific and vivific causes. And as with reference to intelligibles, the one in a greater degree participates of bound, but the other of infinity. These signatures therefore from all the orders, cause one of these circles to obtain such a name, but the other, a contrary name.

Some one however may say, what, then, is the one essence of the soul destroyed in the division of these twofold circles? We reply, by no means. For in divine natures, division is second to union, and progression is the medium between stable power, and the perfection D subsisting in conversion or regression. But since the soul is a monad essentially and a duad, one and multitude, abiding, and at the same time proceeding and returning, and is also united prior to division; - hence, the mixture of the soul subsists one whole, prior to the many parts, and being divided according to progression, is again united according to regression. The less therefore, is comprehended in the greater circle. For as intellect comprehends the soul, illuminating it with its own light, thus also the circle of the same* imparts union and perfection to the circle of the different, rendering it undefiled in its providential energies, united in its progressions, and in a certain respect intellectual in its knowledge of sensibles. Hence likewise, in an admirable manner, one of the circles subsists, and is denominated according to the same, but the other according to the different. But the essential as being common to

t It is necessary here in the words rov faoyovucov ait' au77jc xotponrripa, to expunge air'.
§ cf. 96A supra, p. 291.
both, is omitted, and is attributed to no one of the parts. Hence the soul according to this is one, but according to the two circles is biformed, these being after a certain manner opposed to each other.

36c "He likewise convolved the circle of the same, laterally towards the right hand, but the circle of the different, diametrically towards the left hand."

2,258 What is here said, as that which remains to be discussed, is concerning the psychical powers, and the demiurgic separation of them from each other. For power is after essence; but energy has the third order, as we have before observed.* This also Plato himself manifests to us, denominating the motion of these circles, the lation of the same and the lation of the different, but not the essence of these. From these two circles also, he generates different powers, and afterwards unfolds to us what kind of energies they possess. Such things as these likewise, he asserts in the Phaedrus,* concerning the better and the worse of the two powers of the soul. What therefore does he here say concerning the psychical powers of the soul of the universe? In the first place, as I have said, he divides the whole powers into two, I mean into the power of the same, and the power of the different; the former being analogous to bound, but the latter to infinity. Afterwards, he divides the power of the different, according to other peculiarities, and again collects them into less numbers, and through sameness unites the multitude. In the next place, he attributes things more excellent and divine to the better, but things less excellent to the subordinate powers. Thus, for instance, he attributes a convolution towards the right hand, to the lation of the circle of the same, but to the left hand, to the lation of the circle of the different. And to the former he attributes the lateral, but to the latter the diametrical. For in the two co-ordinations of things, in the more excellent series there are [the same, the right hand, the equilateral and the rational; but in the less excellent series]* the contraries to these, the different, the left hand, the longer in the other part, and the irrational. Such therefore, is the whole meaning of the words before us.

Let us however see what the truth is of the things; and in the first place, if you are willing, let us show how the right and the left hand subsist in the universe. For I know that the daemonical Aristotle calls indeed the eastern part of the world the right hand, but the western the left hand;* since the first motion is from the eastern, but the motion posterior to this, from the western parts. In all animals, however, the

\[cf. 178B, ff, supra, p. 552.\]

\[§ cf. Phaedrus 253d.\]
principle of motion is on the right hand. And in this thing Aristotle
accords with the doctrine of Plato, and also in what he asserts
concerning the same and different. He says therefore that the inerratic
sphere is the cause to all things of sameness of subsistence, but the
planetary spheres of a subsistence different at different times. This
however appears to me to be the illustrious peculiarity of the Platonic
doctrine, that is does not define these things according to our habitude,
but delivers these properties as proceeding from the fabrication itself of
things. For if the Demiurgus himself inserts in divine souls the right
hand and the left, each of these did not proceed into the world, either
according to our position, or as a mere habitude, but they are essential
peculiarities; just as the paternal and maternal in the Gods, are the
f The words within the brackets are omitted in the original, but are supplied from
the version of Thomaeus. Hence after the words eiri pev njc KPELTTOVOC eanv
oeipac, in the original, it is necessary to add, TO TCCVTOV, TO 8e%iov, TO iaoir\evpov,
TO Χογκov eiri & TT)t; xtpovog, K.X.

peculiarities of divine essences. For even in partial animals nature does
not constitute some of the parts on the right, and others on the left
hand, according to mere habitude, but according to physical powers.
And this is evident from her fashioning some of the parts on one side,
but others [different from these] on the other side; and making this
to be the principle of motion, but that not. This being the case, what
ought we to think concerning the fabrication itself of things? Is it that
it exhibits one thing on the right hand, but another on the left,
according to habitude alone? But how is this possible, if we admit that
it produces by its very existence that which it produces, or that a divine
soul is an essence exempt from every thing which introduces accidents?
Or must we not assert, if this is granted, that the nature of the
fabrication of things is in a greater degree generative of essence than a
divine soul is? But as it appears to me, we must say that this soul
physically inserts in bodies the right hand and the left, and suspends
from itself in a greater degree the right hand as the principle of motion.
Hence, by a much greater priority, it is fit that the maker of soul should
produce both these demiurgically in himself, and the right hand an
image as it were of himself; and thus in the world, that the inerratic
C sphere should be circumvolved to the right, but the planetary sphere to
the left? the former having a primordial life, acme of power, and
efficacious energy; but the latter being prolific and various, and from
another source than itself receiving the principles of motion. Hence also
in the universe the inerratic sphere has dominion over all things,
2,260 convolving all things according to one circle; but the planetary sphere
is multiform, and as we have said, is the cause of difference to generated
natures. And the one is the image of intellect, but the other of soul; for the circle of *the same* is intellectual. In the soul of the universe however, the right hand is that which is converted to intelligibles, to truly existing beings, and the Gods: for it is a power which fills the soul with divine life. But the left hand is that which is converted to the care, and orderly distribution of sensibles: for it is a power, motive of all secondary natures, and subvertive of inordination. It also produces separation and variety in demiurgic works.

Farther still, the being convolved *diametrically according to the left hand,* may be said to comprehend the motion from the west to the east, \(D\) and the motion to the oblique parts, through the obliquity [of the zodiac]. But you may say that in the soul itself, the circle of difference, being gnostic of all sensible natures, at once comprehends the quadruple order of things, through the four centres, according to which the visible motion of the bodies revolve to the left hand and diametrically is effected; just as the circle of *the same,* knows intelligibles as primordial causes, as supernally unfolding all secondary natures, and convolving according to one union the various order of sensibles. Again also, these things accede to the soul according to its similitude to the *whole vivification.\(1\) For as the soul is a monad and duad according to this, so likewise it is allotted through it the right hand and the left. For in the *whole vivification,* these things first present themselves to the view, and are derived from it; one multitude being produced from the right hand, but another from the left hand parts, *whether you call them heads, or hands, or intestines.* For according to all these, theologists deliver to us the prolific powers of the Goddess.* These things however being appropriately asserted, it is evident that it is not the same thing to say \(E\) that a certain thing is moved on the right, or on the left hand, and that it is moved towards the right or the left hand parts. For the latter of these assertions is attributed to things that are moved in a circle, \(2.261\) manifesting that to be moved to the right hand parts is to be moved to that part to which the right hand moves, and also that to be moved to the left hand parts, it to be moved to that part to which the left hand moves. Since therefore, the right hand and the left are called the east and the west through the before-mentioned causes, so that the former is the beginning of motion, but the latter follows, and in a similar manner, the one being a power in the circle of *the same,* but the other in the circle of *the different,* from which the motion of each is derived, the words "*towards the right and the left hand,*" are very properly introduced by Plato. But to be moved on the right hand or on the left, pertains to things that are moved in a right line, these being the boundaries5 of the motions according to breadth. Hence Timaeus, having before separated the six motions in a right line, \(D\) from the motion in a circle, and beginning in what is now said, from the soul, deservedly gives to it the difference of the motions towards the right and the left hand. And thus much concerning these motions.
Let us, however, consider the remaining opposition. For Timaeus, as F in the world, convolves the inerratic sphere according to the side, but the planetary sphere according to the diameter, just as in the soul he

f Le. To Ceres, or Rhea, who contains in her right hand parts Juno the fountain of souls, and in her left Vesta the fountain of virtue, [cf. Ch. Orac. fr. 51 & 52.]

§ Chald. Orac. fr. 56.

§ For Teapot ra ovra here, it is necessary to read wepara ovra.

• Tim. 43b.

convolves the circle of the same laterally, but the circle of the different diametrically. In the first place, therefore, this must be considered mathematically, by drawing in a quadrilateral figure a diameter, and conceiving that the circle of the same,+ is convolved according to the side, but the circle of the different, according to the diameter of the figure. The quadrilateral figure, also, must be adapted to the two circles, i.e. to the summer and winter tropics; and we must conceive, that they are moved with the motion towards the right hand parts, according to the two sides which are similarly posited in both the circles; and also that the middle [or the circle of the same] is moved according to the greatest of the two circles, but that the circle of the different, which is oblique with reference to both, is moved according to the diameter of this quadrilateral figure. For the oblique circle [i.e. the zodiac] is described about this, according to which all the period of the circle of the different is convolved.

Leaving however the mathematics, let us consider what the peculiarities are of the diameter and the side. For we shall find those of the latter to be, the unoblique, the effable, the comprehensive, and that which is connective of angles; but on the contrary those of the former to be, obliquity, the irrational, the comprehended, and that which divides angles. For according to all these peculiarities, the side differs from the diameter. And these also are inherent in the circles of the soul. For one of these circles is allied to simplicity, bound, and end; but the other to variety, multitude, and the nature which possesses infinite power. The one likewise is connective, but the other is the cause of division. And the one is allotted the dignity of comprehending, but the other that of being comprehended. Hence the one is very properly said to be B convolved according to the side, as immutable,* as united, and as uniform; but the other according to the diameter, as rejoicing in progression, and multiplications, and as effective of difference. For the diameter is greater in power than the side, divides the angles, makes many spaces from one, and is situated obliquely. Hence in what follows, Plato says,5 that the lation of the circle of the different is oblique. But all these particulars are indications of the nature of the infinite.
The circle of the same, is in the universe the equinoctial circle; and the circle of the different, is the zodiac.

For onrapehiKToq in this place, read airapaWaKTog.

§ Tim. 39a.

"But he gave dominion to the circulation of the same and similar. For he suffered it alone to remain undivided."

This is the demiurgic sacred law, intelligibly proceeding from on high from intelligibles; viz. that more simple should predominate over more various natures, the more uniform over the multiplied, finites over infinites, and the more over the less intellectual. As therefore in intelligibles, bound has dominion over the infinite, in intellectuals the male over the female, in supermundane natures sameness over difference, and similitude over dissimilitude, thus also in the soul, the period of the same predominates over the circulation of the different. Hence also in C sensibles, the planetary is under the dominion of the inerratic sphere, and every multiform genus of life is contained by the uniform genera. Hence from these things likewise it may be assumed, that sameness is better than difference; that again similitude appears to be more excellent than dissimilitude; and that the opinion of the generality of Platonists is not true, that difference is better than sameness and dissimilitude than similitude. For on account of the form itself of sameness, the circle of the same is more divine. For the undivided, signifies divine union, an indivisible life, and uniformity in powers. Why therefore, some one may say, if this is better, did not the Demiurgus suffer the whole soul to be undivided? We reply, because it is requisite that the soul should possess all forms, and all the reasons and causes of mundane natures. And that which is comprehensive of twofold circles, is more perfect than that which is defined according to one power. For that which is after such a manner the same, as in sameness to comprehend difference occultly, is more excellent than that which subsists according to the D psychical middle. But it pertains to the essence of the soul to have dominion over difference, in conjunction with sameness. For the intelligible and intellect, are as it were the circle of sameness alone. But the sensible essence, is as it were the circle of difference alone. For in the former, difference subsists occultly; but in the latter, sameness has an obscure and superficial subsistence. And the soul is a medium between both, being a duad, and having twofold circles, one of which pertains to intellect, but the other to the sensible essence. It likewise possesses twofold reasons, the one intellectual, but the other effective of the world; and the one proceeding to truly existing beings, but the other coming into contact with sensibles.

t For eSrj here, read tdei.
"But as to the interior circle, when he had divided it six times, and had produced seven unequal circles, each according to the interval of the double and triple; each of the intervals being three; he ordered the circles [i.e. orbs] to proceed in a course contrary to each other; three of them indeed revolving with a similar celerity, but the other four dissimilarly to each other, and to the three, yet in a due proportion."

In the first place, if you are willing, let us survey what is said by Plato, astronomically. For this mode of doctrine is appropriate, and let us conceive the depth of the planetary spheres, as one thing, and throughout similar to itself; because, as those who are skilful in things of this kind say, it consists of one matter; but is divided into seven orbs, which revolve in a certain respect contrary to each other. Or as some say, because the sun and the moon are similarly moved in their epicycles, revolving in their orbs with a motion contrary to that of the inerratic sphere. But others make one lation of the equable and the anomalous. Or [there is one depth of the planetary spheres,] because as others say, Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, make the first eastern phases,* after their conjunction with the sun, in consequence of the sun being moved with greater celerity than these planets in consequentia? But the moon makes western phases, because being moved more swiftly than the sun, she is perceived more easterly. Mercury and Venus however sometimes appear to us in this way, and sometimes in that. Or there is one depth because the planets make apparent stations, advancing motions, and retrogressions, are diametrically opposed to each other, and revolve in contrary directions, some being moved to the north, but others to the south. Or in whatever way you are willing to consider this affair; for there are different opinions on this subject. Or, which may be moretruly asserted, because Plato says, the Demiurgus ordered the orbs to proceed in a course contrary to each other, he does not mean that the seven are moved in contrary directions, but the one orb and the seven, on account of their contrary lation. For thus, in what follows, he says, that the planets and the inerratic sphere, are at one and the same time moved with their proper motions, in contrary directions. Plato, however, neither here nor elsewhere makes mention of epicycles, or eccentrics; but describes the seven circles about one centre. Hence, he does not add other circles to these; nor does he make a mechanical difference of the motions. For independently of his omitting to mention these, the hypothesis of epicycles, and of phases, is by no means adapted to the circles in the soul. The circle of the different, therefore, is divided into the seven circles, three of which he says revolve with a
similar, but the other four, with a dissimilar celerity. For three them, viz. the Sun, Mercury and Venus, as it is said in the Republic, * are equal in their course; but the other four, viz. the Moon, Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter, are unequal. At the same time, however, all of them revolve in a due proportion, both with reference to each other, and the universe; because the motion of them is evolved according to numbers. [And the periodic circulations of all of them, are terminated in a becoming manner.*] It seems also, as is manifest from what is here said, that Plato places the difference of the equality and inequality of the motions in the visible orbs of the planets, in the unequally moved circles [i.e. spheres] in which they are carried, prior to the planets themselves. Hence, placing the circles alone in the soul, without the stars, (for these he had not yet constituted,) he says that some of these are moved with an equal celerity, but others with an unequal celerity, both with reference to the former, and to themselves. And these things indeed are manifest.

The assertion, however, that each of the seven circles was divided according to the interval of the double and triple, each of the intervals being three, is literally considered difficult to be understood. At the same time it signifies, that according to each interval of the double and triple intervals, each being three, (for in four terms there are three intervals) the section was made, which is the same thing as a division according to length; in order that in each of the seven circles, there might be all the intervals, and all the ratios. For if the section had been made according to one interval, some of the intervals would have been distributed into some of the circles, and others into others. But because the division proceeds according to each, each part is a part of each, and all the circles participate of all the ratios. Unless indeed it may be more truly said, that the circles are divided six times, conformably to the number of the double and triple intervals, these being six. For the intervals being placed successively, and not divided according to depth; (but I mean by successively, so as to be extended through the whole circle, just as they were arranged through the whole right line, from which being bent the circle was generated,) - this being the case, it would

\[t\]$ The words within the brackets are wanting in the original, but are inserted from the version of Thomaeus.

be ridiculous to make such a section according to depth, as to divide each of the circles in one part.

2.266 These things therefore being premised, we shall further observe, beginning from the phaenomena, that since the soul of the universe possesses the reasons of all mundane natures, and powers which give subsistence to them, it is necessary that it should not only contain the intellectual causes of man, and horse, and of other animals, but likewise
prior to these, of the whole parts of the world; I mean of the inerratic and planetary spheres. It is likewise necessary, that from the duad which is in this soul, the heavens should sustain a division into two parts; that prior to the seven planets, there should pre-exits in it the true hebdomad; and that it should contain the causes of the dissimilitude and similitude of the circles. For as our nature generates according to the reasons [or productive forms] in it, two eyes, five fingers, and seven viscera; for it antecedently comprehends the numbers of these parts, on which account it always produces after the same manner, and generates the same form, when the impediments arising from matter do not prevent the generation according to nature from taking place; and as the one sense in us, possessing the causes of these five senses,* generates secondarily from itself, the powers which are distributed about the body; after the same manner also, the circle of the different, comprehends in itself the primordial causes of the seven circles [or spheres,] according to which they are adorned, and distributed in an orderly manner. For all heaven participates of both the circles; but the inerratic sphere participates more of the circle of the same, and the planetary sphere, more of the circle of the different. Hence the former is indeed undivided, but the latter is divided. The former also is moved from the east, but the latter from the west. For the one indeed imitates the uniform [and intellectual power of the soul, but the other its multiform powers,*] in consequence of rejoicing in motion and variety, though the inerratic sphere also is comprehensive of many divine animals. The circle of the same, likewise, comprehends the causes of all things, but it is without section; because all the multitude in it is connascent with itself through union, and it is vanquished by the bond of sameness. Hence also the inerratic sphere is moved with one lation. But each of the seven spheres, comprehends a multitude of powers, some of which are more total, but

f Tim. 42a.

X Here also the words within the brackets are wanting in the original, and are supplied from the version of Thomaeus; so that in the original after novotifiri, the words Km voepav rr/c ^uxfC SuHxsfur, TO 8e voXveis, Swcstiyetc must be supplied.

E others are more partial. Now, however, Timaeus delivers the unities, and the first comprehensions of them; but omits the inexplicable decrements of the divine reasons. For the circle [or sphere] of each, is a plenitude of appropriate life, which is either of a connectedly containing, or dividing, or binding, or anagogic, or of some other such-like peculiarity. Many powers likewise contribute to its perfection, some of which are generative of primary and secondary Gods, but others of demons, and others of partial souls.

Why however, some one may say, did not the Demiurgus produce a peculiar circle of essence, as well as of sameness and difference? We
reply, because these are opposed to each other, but essence is common
to the whole soul. Hence according to this the whole soul is one, but
is biformed according to those; just as of the right lines, one precedes the
two. Here likewise the monad precedes* the hebdomad, just as the
impartible of the soul, is the leader of the division into seven parts. But
the division of the hebdomad into four and three, has a sesquitarian
ratio, being the first of the symphonies, and has also the first numbers
F of the even and the odd. Of the three [circles] however, one [that of the
Sun] is analogous to truth ; another [that of Venus] to beauty; and the
third, [that of Mercury] to symmetry: these three monads, as we learn
from the Philebus,* being situated in the vestibules of The Good. But of
the four circles, one [that of Saturn] which is most stable, is analogous
to permanency; another, [that of the Moon] which is moved with the
greatest facility, is analogous to motion; another, [that of Jupiter,] which
is of the most excellent temperature, to sameness; and another [that of
Mars.] which is of a most dividing nature, to difference. Why also, it
may be said, did not the Demiurgus place partial forms in the soul of the
universe, but only the genera of all- various forms? We reply, because it
pertains to total fabrication, to effect the latter. For a
223A distribution of reasons into numerous parts, is the province of partible
production. For this receiving each soul divided into the common
genera of all beings, gives a distinct subsistence to the variety in them,
according to the divine dividing art, and produces the division of each,
as far as to individual forms. Hence also, this fabrication is said to be
2,268 partible, and to be secondary to the total fabrication. A division,
therefore, adapted to the total genera of souls is delivered, and likewise

For TT)V T7)c ephopaboc; eanv in this place, it is necessary to read irpo rqq
0bOlXxoOQ tonv. X Philebus(Ac{.

a mixture of wholes adapted to the fabrication which is the subject of
discussion, and is* total. These things, however, are manifest.

But why, it may be said, do we make the division into the inerratic
and planetary spheres alone, or rather into the paradigmatic causes of
these, and not into the four elements? For the soul of the universe,
contains these also by its powers, and leads them by its motions. In
answer to this, therefore, it is said by some, that all the quadruple order
of the elements, is comprehended in the circle [or sphere] of the moon.
For that which is material is but small as with reference to the universe,
and is as it were a certain bottom of the world. For thus in the
Republic.* Plato divides the whole world, into eight whirls, (a<j>ovbv\oi)
comprehending the whole of a material nature in the ogdoad. These
things therefore are said, and are well said. Again, however, it may be
more perfectly said, that through this monad and heptad of circles, he
comprehends all the parts of the world. For as in the heavens there are
a monad and a heptad, thus also analogously in the sphere of aether, some thing are co-ordinate to the inerratic circle, but others to the planetary spheres. And the whole etherial order which is there, imitates the heavens. This is likewise the case in the profundity of the air, in the masses of water, and in the bosoms of the earth. For not only the earth is divided analogous to the heavens, but also the other elements, and in each there are monads and heptads, comprehensive of the orders that are in them, and of empyrean, aerial, and aquatic plenitudes. The circles therefore of the soul, antecedently comprehend all these monads and hebdomads; the circle of the same, containing some of them, but the C circle of the different others. This likewise appeared to be the case, to the most scientific theologists that ever existed.

Plato also will grant, that series extend from the inerratic and planetary spheres, as far as to terrestrial natures, whether they are divine, or 2,269 daemonic, or those of partial souls; since he is of opinion that series of the twelve liberated leaders extend from on high as far as to the last of things.0 For it is necessary that the less should follow the more principal periods, and that the several subcelestial should imitate the celestial series. Hence the psychical circles will comprehend the causes of these, as being arranged analogously to them. If these things,

t For VTcepexovouv here, it is necessary to read virctpxovoav.
§ Proclus, I have no doubt, means by these the Chaldean theologists.
* cf. Phxdrus 247a.

however,1 are admitted, it is evident we must again say that the planets which revolve with an equal celerity are arranged in the middle of the wholes of the universe,* not only as being analogous to the monads in the vestibules of The Good, viz. to truth, beauty, and symmetry;+ but likewise after another manner, which we before mentioned, as possessing the bond of wholes; so that they are established according to that which elevates secondary to first natures, according to that which unfolds into light first to secondary natures, and according to that which similarly binds both of these together. Of the rest, however, we must say that earth andD the inerratic sphere are analogous to the Synoches Heaven and Earth0 [of the intelligible and at the same time intellectual order of Gods]; but that water and [the planet] Saturn are analogous to Rhea and Saturn [of the intellectual order]; and air and Jupiter, to the Jupiter and Juno [of that order]. After these, it will not be unappropriate to say, that the Moon and Mars** have the next order; the latter possessing the power of separating first and masculine from middle natures; but the former of defining and distinguishing third and as it were feminine natures from those of a middle order. But in the media, the extremes are, that which possesses an anagogic power [i.e. Mercury], and that
which has the power of unfolding into light \[i.e.\] the Sun. And the 
medium between these, is that which connectedly contains all things in 
amatory bonds \[i.e.\] Venus. This also theologians manifest. For they call 
the first of these, the messenger of the Gods; the second, the gate of 
ascent; and the power which is in the middle of both, Venus being the 
friendship or love, which is the connective medium of the universe; 
whether the Sun is prior, and Mercury posterior to her, or vice versa. 
Perhaps too, they will revolve with equal celerity, so far as all of them 
look to one thing, the bond of wholes; and their energies will have this 
for their end, to establish all things in one union, so that the universe 
may be filled with its proper causes. All things therefore, are in the

t For \textit{dei} here, read 5TJ.
§ cf. Tim. 38d.
§ cf. \textit{Philebus} 64c.
• For \textit{Kara} in this place, it is necessary to read \textit{KUI}.
O cf. 128B ff. supra, p. 386; and Chald. Oracl. fr. 82.
ft Instead of \textit{apea} here, it is obviously necessary to read \textit{apea}.

\textit{E} soul, according to unical comprehension. \textit{For the eight circles are powers, 
unitedly comprehending things which subsist in a divided manner in 
sensibles, both in the heavens, and in each of the elements.} And thus much 
\textit{2.270} may in short be said concerning all the circles.

Again however, considering the circle of \textit{the different} by itself, we say 
that its division into six parts, is most eminently adapted to the soul. 
\textit{For according to the doctrine of the Pythagoreans the soul is a hexad.}+ And 
they arrange the monad as analogous to a point, but the hexad, to \textit{that 
which is animated}, and the heptad, to \textit{that which is intellectual}. But how 
is it possible we should not say, that the number of seven circles is 
adapted to the soul, which is produced by the vivific Goddess [Rhea], 
who is a monad, duad, and heptad, comprehending in herself all the 
Titannidae? Farther still, this may be considered after another manner; 
for the heptad is a number productive of opportunity \(\text{Kaipotpr}^qw \text{eany} 
\text{apid}^qw)\), and is perfective and apocatastatic of periods.* In this respect 
therefore, it subsists appropriately with reference to the soul, which 
produces and directs all things by its motions. If, however, this be the 
case, it is evident that these circles of the soul are gnostic, and by a 
\textit{F} much greater priority, vital powers of it, both tetradic and triadic. For 
through both, they are comprehensive of all sensibles, and through the 
triad know all the similitude in them, but through the tetrad, all the 
dissimilitude, and all the variety and genera which they contain. They 
know likewise, through these, whether sensibles in their existence, 
whatever it may be, participate of a certain truth, or symmetry, or
beauty, from truly-existing beings.
Moreover, the subsistence of these seven geometrical terms in each of
the circles, gives a septuple increase to the ratios. But this is an
224A indication of the self-motive nature of the soul. For it generates and
multiplies itself, and is at one and the same time a heptad, and a number
proceeding from the heptad. Again, the psychical circles proceeding in
2.271 a direction contrary to each other manifests that these powers proceed
every where, are prolific of all things, and are the causes of the
difference which is distributed every where, and of the contrarieties
which subsist about generation. For contraries exist in the soul, in the
heavens, and in matter. But of material contraries indeed, generation
consists. These contraries, however, derive their subsistence from the
psychical through the celestial reasons. For some things have the

t cf. 340A infra, p. 1022.

relation of from which, others that of through which, and others that of
by which, in the things which are generated by them. Moreover the
similitude of the three and the dissimilitude of the four circles, are
assumed appropriately to the numbers. For the triad indeed is
perfective, and convertible to the same form. But the tetrad is prolific,
B and the cause of all multitude. All the numbers therefore, viz. the
monad, duad, triad, tetrad, pentad, hexad, and heptad, are entirely in the
essence of the soul; and after all these, the square from the heptad.* All
these likewise terminate in the heptad. Hence, the essence of the soul,
is on all sides hebdomadic. And the circle of the same indeed, is a
monad; but the circle of the different is, as we have said, a heptad. For
the former is intellect in motion, but the latter is a light according to
intelect; in the same manner as the heptad, according to the Pythagoreans.
The one also is impartible, analogous to intellect, but the other is
partible; though it also consists of the impartible essence, and of the
essence which is divisible about bodies. [The partible nature however is
redundant]5 in it: for difference has dominion in it. Hence, the one
is monadic, but the other hebdomadic; not only because the heptad
pertsains to the essence of the soul through its similitude to the vivific
Goddess;0 (for she is a monad comprehensive of two triads, which she
contains in herself) but also because the primary distribution of the soul
into parts is hebdomadic as has been before shown. For things which
are distributed into parts from one impartible power, have the first
2,272 number hebdomadic. The number also which is derived from the
C heptad, is adapted to dividing powers, in the same manner as the heptad.

X The double and triple intervals that are filled with the arithmetical and harmonical
middles, are the numbers 6. 8. 9. 12. 16. 18. 24. 27. 32. 36. 48. 54. 81. 108. 162. And the double and triple intervals that are filled both with the above-mentioned middles, and with sesquioctaves and lemmas, are the numbers, 384. 432. 4608. 5184. 5832. 6144. 6912. 7776. 8748. 9216. 10368. And the sum of the number of the terms of both these series, is 49, which is the square of 7.

§ It appears to me that the words irXeovafri TO iiepiorov, ought to be inserted in the original, after the words aXX' ev CWTQ.

* viz. to Rhea.

The latter, however, pertains to supermundane, [but the former to mundane powers.]*

If however, it be requisite to refer all the composition of the soul, to the divine orders, for it has the images of all of them, the beginning of the reference, must be assumed from the former part of this dialogue, in which it is said, that the soul was fabricated, not as we say junior to the body, but both in generation and virtue prior to and more ancient, as the mistress and ruler of it.* For Timaeus thence beginning to speak concerning it, gives to it a superior dignity with respect to the generation of the whole corporeal composition. It must be said, therefore, that its progression, so far as it rules, and is the mistress of the body, must be referred to the principle of all things. But so far as it is allotted a triple and united hypostasis, we must refer it to the summit of intelligibles; and as generated from essence, same and different, to the whole of the truly intelligible breadth; of which essence and being possess the summit; but eternity which is the cause to all things of permanency in the same, the middle; and intelligible animal, which causes itself to be different in its progressions to intelligible animals, the end. For the whole there, as the Parmenides teaches us, consists of dissimilar parts.0 This triple whole therefore [the soul], which is a mixture of dissimilar elements, is a thing of this kind. But so far as the soul is a self-begotten and intelligible number, we must refer it to the summit of the intelligible and at the same time intellectual orders. For there the first number subsists in conjunction with difference. For as theologists say, we must survey that first order, as being** the cause of the series of things, [and of other co-ordinations]** which are divided

The words within the brackets, are wanting in the original, but are supplied from the version of Thomaeus. Hence it is requisite to add in the original after VKtpKOQpuxiQ, the words ovroc, 5e rait; eyKogpicuc..

§ Tim. 34b - c.

§ cf. Gorgias 524a.

* For ravrorr\Tot here, I read aKporrira: for the summit of intelligibles, which consists of bound, infinity, and that which is mixed, is the first triple and at the same
time united hypostasis.
O cf. Parmenides 129a ff.

ft For ovoctv here, it is requisite to read ovoav.
# The words within the brackets are supplied from the version of Thomaeus; so that after oaruxv in the original, the words (cat aXkuv ovoroixutv, must be added.

according to number. But there also, Parmenides gives subsistence to the whole of number, and from thence unfolds all things into light. And so far as the soul is a whole consisting of three elements, we must refer it to the intellectual wholeness, which connectedly contains wholes and parts. For the three middles are derived from those connectedly containing Gods. One [i.e. the geometric middle] proceeding from the first of these Gods, who comprehends the rest, and collects all things according to one reason, into one world, and one union. But another [i.e. the harmonic middle] proceeding from the second of these Gods, who imparts a different bond to different things, a greater bond to such as are greater, but a less to such as are less.* And another [i.e. the arithmetical middle] being derived from the third of these Gods, who E imparts by illumination from himself, communion to natures of a third rank; through whom things are less in bulk, are more united, but such as are greater, are united in a less degree.* This however, is the distinguishing property of the arithmetical middle. So far also, as the soul has an idea and configuration of such a kind, and employs a rectilinear progression, and circular conversion, for the reason we have before-mentioned, we must refer it to the triad of intellectual figure. For the right, and the circular line, first subsist in that triad. Hence in the idea of the soul, lines were assumed, and circles in conjunction with, and separate from each other. Again, so far as the soul receives monadic and hebdomadic powers, we must refer it to the intellectual hebdomad. But as the medium5 between intelligibles and sensibles, and as assimilating sensibles to intelligibles, we must refer it to the ruling [supermundane] series. For this series assimilates secondary natures to unical summits. And as energizing according to twofold energies, some of which providentially attend to sensibles, but others adhere to intelligibles, we must refer it to the liberated Gods, who touch and do not touch the universe. These observations therefore, which we have briefly made, F will afford assistance to those who wish to peruse the writings of our

* For in the harmonic middle, the greater terms have a greater ratio to each other than the less. Thus in 2. 3. 6. the ratio of 6 to 3 is greater than that of 3 to 2.

* Of this union the arithmetical middle is an image; for in this, there is a greater ratio in the less, and a less ratio in the greater terms. Thus in 5. 6. 7. 8. the ratio of 6 to 5, is greater than that of 8 to 7.

§ For peouv here, read pearv.
preceptor, in which the truly arcane conceptions of Plato concerning these things, are unfolded.  

I am astonished however at those Platonists, who think that the soul should be divided according to parts into the celestial souls, *viz.* into the one and the seven of these. For where is it possible in incorporeal natures, that there should be a division of this kind, which abolishes the whole? For such a distribution into parts as this, is the peculiarity of partible masses. And I also wonder at those, who think that these souls are entirely supercelestial, since Plato in what immediately follows,  

2,274 shows that in all he has said, he speaks concerning one soul, and this  

225A mundane. Hence, I think it is better to assume this as a principle, that it is here necessary, the whole should remain in the divisions, and that the discussion is concerning mundane animations; and having assumed this, to say that the one soul of the world is indivisible, and at the same time is divided according to these powers; first into the duad, secondly into the triad and tetrad, and thirdly into the hebdomad. For the division of it is made according to these numbers. And such is our opinion on this subject.  

Theodorus the philosopher however, of Asine, being full of the doctrines of Numenius, speculates the generation of the soul in a more  

226B novel manner, from letters, and characters, and numbers.* But the divine Iamblichus blames every theory of this kind, in his treatise in confutation of the followers of Amelius, and also of Numenius, whether he includes Numenius among those who adopted this method, or whether he any where met with writings of the disciples of Amelius,  

2,278 containing similar opinions: for I cannot say. The divine Iamblichus therefore says in the first place that it is not proper to make the soul every number, or the geometrical number, on account of the multitude of letters. For the words body (άο/να) and non-being itself (*μι/ν) consist of an equal number of letters. Non-being therefore, will also be every number. You may also find many other things, consisting of an equal number of letters, which are of a vile nature, and most contrary to each other; all which it is not right to confound and mingle together. In the second place, he observes, that it is not safe to argue from

---

The English reader will find these arcane conceptions of Plato concerning all these orders of Gods, beautifully unfolded in my translation of Proclus *On the Theology of Plato* [TTS vol. VET].

% Proclus gives an epitome of this theory, but as it would be very difficult to render it intelligible to the English reader, and as in the opinion of Iamblichus, the whole of it is artificial, and contains nothing sane, I have omitted to translate it. [225A - 226B]

C characters. For these subsist by position, and the ancient was different from the present mode of forming them. Thus for instance the letter Z, which he makes the subject of discussion, had not the opposite lines
entirely parallel, nor the middle line oblique, but at right angles, as is evident from the ancient letters. In the third place, he adds, that to analyze into the primary ratios of numbers, and to dwell on these, transfers the theory from some numbers to others. For the heptad is not the same which is in units, and tens, and hundreds. This however, existing in the name of the soul, why is it requisite to introduce the disquisition of primary ratios? For thus he may transfer all things to all numbers, by dividing, or compounding, or multiplying. In short, he accuses the whole of this theory as artificial, and containing nothing D sane. I am also not ignorant of the argument of Aristotle against the psychogony of Plato, and the solutions of those arguments, by certain Platonists; but I have not deemed it requisite to mention them any farther here, as I have elsewhere made them the subject of discussion.

2,279 For the soul is not a circle as magnitude, nor is it requisite to think that to confute this hypothesis, is to embrace the Platonic theory. Hence I have thought fit to omit the farther consideration of these particulars, as I know that I have published a treatise in answer to the oppositions of Aristotle to the Timaeus, in which there is no small discussion of these particulars, and where it is shown that magnitude cannot rightly be ascribed to the soul, according to Timaeus, and demonstrating from thence, that the soul cannot by magnitude which is partible, intellectually perceive intelligibles which are impartible; as neither is it possible for the impartible to be adapted to the partible. Nor must it be said that the motions of the heavens [are the motions of the soul of the universe];* but that according to the doctrine of the Timaeus, the former subsist from the latter. Nor must it be admitted that it is impossible E frequently to understand the same thing by the same power, but this must necessarily be the case in more transitive intellections, since intelligibles are bounded, and intellection subsists in a circle. Omitting therefore, the farther consideration of these things, which are more amply discussed in the above-mentioned Treatise, let us direct our attention to the words of the philosopher, which appear to me to exhibit the doctrine5 of things themselves.

cf. 123C supra, p. 371.
The words within the brackets are supplied from the version of Thomaeus. Instead of iroipaBuoHV here, read ircxoLoomv.

36d "After, therefore, the whole composition of the soul was generated, according to the intellect [or intention] of its composer, in the next place, he fabricated within the soul, the whole of a corporeal-formed nature."

The first head, as we have before observed,* of the discussions concerning the soul, was about its hyparxis, the second, about its
harmony, the third, about its figure, the fourth, about its powers, and the fifth, about its energies. In all the other heads therefore, the philosopher has most perfectly instructed us. But the last, was that concerning the energies of the soul, which he adds in what is now said. Since however, there is a twofold form of the energy of the soul, I mean the gnostic and the motive, he separately discusses each of these; and shows how the soul by moving itself, moves other things, and how by knowing itself, it knows the natures prior, and also those that are posterior to itself. Such therefore is the scope of the words before us. But that he did not teach us, in what has been already said, concerning the multitude of souls as those assert, who say, that his discussion about the essence of the soul, pertained to that soul which is without habitue [to body]; but about its harmony, to the soul which is called by them in habitude; and about its figure, to the soul which ranks in a certain order; and farther still, that he did not teach us about supermundane souls, according to the opinion of others, who assert that he produces one, and seven supermundane souls, is I think through these things sufficiently manifest. For he conjoins to the universe, the soul which was fabricated according to the intention of the father, and constructs within it the whole of a corporeal-formed nature. And this is indeed evident from the whole design of the dialogue. For the whole discussion was concerning the world, and not concerning supermundane progeny. You may also see with what accuracy Timaeus adds each of the words. For the words, according to the intellect, manifest that intellect is the paradigm of the universe. For all-perfect animal is intelligible intellect, according to which this universe, and the soul of the universe were constituted. They likewise signify that nothing was constituted in vain, nor more nor less [than was fit]; but that all things requisite to the completion of the psychical essence, were fashioned in a becoming* manner, and that the essence of the soul received all the demiurgic will.

\[t\] cf. 178B ff. supra, p. 552.
\[% Upto\text{rovTUC,} is wanting here in the original; but according to the version of Thoma\text{eus, ought to be added.}\]

For the material natures, on account of matter, distribute into parts, impartible form, and that which is a whole is received by them as partial, and that which is without interval, as possessing interval. But the soul receives all the demiurgic fabrication, conformably to the will of the Demiurgus. The words also its composer manifest universal energy. For the words "according to intellect," are indicative of completion; but its composer of an energy, the whole of which is at once always present.* The words likewise, the whole composition of the soul, manifest that nothing escapes the demiurgic art, but that the whole progression of the soul, is governed by the form and power of the
Demiurgus. But the words, "in the next place" or "after this" must not be apprehended as having a temporal meaning, but as significant of order. For the separate life of the soul is one thing, and the secondary life posterior to this, and which communicates with the body, is another. And in a divine essence, things more perfect precede such as are more imperfect. The words likewise, "within the soul" evince that the world* is connascent with the soul, and the offspring of it. For if the world proceeds in the soul, she is the mistress of its subsistence, comprehends the whole of its essence, and co-operates with the Demiurgus in the orderly distribution of body. For the soul of the universe is not like partial souls, which receive bodies fashioned by other things, and on this account, at one time rule over them, but at another, are incapable of governing their proper organs. But proceeding from, she produces together with her father, her habitation, or rather C her vehicle. Hence also, she governs the universe, and energizes eternally, and without solicitude and labour. For every thing which makes according to essence, makes with facility that which it makes. Moreover, the words he fabricated manifest the production of the Demiurgus proceeding through solid and resisting substances; and also the eternally adventitious formation of sensibles; and does all but D represent him, employing Vulcanian organs, by which he fashions the

\[\text{t} \quad \text{The word in the original is } \text{ovvioravn, in which word, an energy wholly ever present is indicated by the preposition } \text{ovv.}\]

\[\text{t} \quad \text{It is requisite here, to add } \text{TOV KOQpov, omitted in the original.}\]

\[\text{§} \quad \text{Instead of } \text{TO yap in this place, it is necessary to read } \text{ov yap.}\]

\[\quad \text{• For } \text{povov} \text{ here, read } \text{povovovxi-}\]

\[\quad \text{O Instead of } \text{v}<\text{piOTeioc; in this place, it is requisite to read } \text{H}<\text{paiOTeiou;}.\]

whole heaven from brass,+ depicting all things with forms, giving rotundity to corporeal masses, and figuring each thing with an appropriate form. Since the fabrication however of the universe is triple; the first being that according to which the Demiurgus produced it from the elements bound together by analogy,* a whole of wholes; but the second being that according to which he adorned it from the whole spheres, since it is impossible, as it consists of the elements, that it should not be divided into the spheres; and the third being that which gives completion to the universe from celestial, aerial, aquatic and terrestrial animals; - this being the case, Plato in what is now said, unfolds to us the middle fabrication. For he who fabricates the whole of a corporeal-formed nature within the soul which is divided into 2,282 circles, evidently fabricated it by dividing it into spheres. For the D spheres are images of the circles [in the soul] which the Demiurgus forming, is said to have fabricated the whole of a corporeal-formed nature, within the circles of the soul: by which also, it is evident, that
the eight circles comprehend in themselves the sublunary region, since the Demiurgus placed in them the whole of a corporeal nature. For if it were not so, Plato would have said, that the Demiurgus fabricated every thing celestial, and not every thing corporeal within them. Every thing subcelestial therefore as being co-divided with the heavens, is in these circles, or as being contained in the circle of the moon; theologians also calling the moon earth, through the alliance of the earth to it. Hence it is common to both of them to conceal the light.

36d "And collecting middle to middle, he co-harmonized them to each other."

Porphyry, understanding by the middle the physical part of the soul, endeavours to co-adapt it to the middle of the universe, though Plato does not here even in words, assume that which is physical. If, however, we wish to interpret what is now said more agreeably to the meaning of Plato, we must say that the Demiurgus placed in the soul, which has a middle order between intellect and body, the middle of the world; and not simply in the soul, but in its most middle part. For this is to collect middle to middle. But that this is his meaning is evident from what follows, in which he says that the soul was every way extended from the middle to the extremities of the universe. From these things therefore,

t cf. Tim. 55c.
| Tim. 33a.

we may assume, that the whole of a corporeal nature is every way similarly animated, and that the whole of the mundane soul is on all sides exempt from the body, in order that it may imitate the whole Demiurgus, who is present to all things, and separate from all. We may also assume, that the corporeal nature being the middle of the soul, makes the animation of it to proceed every way similarly. For if the extremes of the universe were conjoined to the middles themselves, some things would be more remote from, but other nearer to the soul. It is necessary however, that all things should remain as it were rooted in, 2.283 and filled with life from it. But the adaptation of middle to middle, shows that the soul is similarly exempt from all things, and is equally distant from all. For if it was distant from some things more, but from others less, we must ascribe to it a habitude to secondary natures. Each of the assertions therefore is true, that body is the middle, and that it is adapted to soul, which is also a middle. Moreover, "to collect," exhibits the demiurgic union, and the bond according to which the universe is perpetual. But to co-harmonize, indicates the harmonious association of the body with the soul; the latter performing what pertains to itself, and the former preserving its proper order, and neither divulging, nor
drawing downward the intellection of a divine essence. For this is the harmonious form of communion. If however, in the association of the less and the more excellent nature, either the former or the latter falls off from its perfection, and causes perturbation in the energies of the more excellent nature; - in this case, such a communion is unharmonious, disorderly, and confused. Hence the soul subsists according to harmonic ratios, and the whole of a corporeal-formed nature, is seen to be in friendship with it through analogy, and is harmoniously composed. What bonds therefore, can be more indissoluble, more perpetual, or more divine than these? None, except it should be said the will itself of him, by whom the soul is bound, and which is exempt from the things that are bound.

36e "But the soul being every way interwoven from the middle to the very extremities of the universe, and circularly covering it as with a veil, at the same time herself revolving in herself, gave rise to the divine commencement of an unceasing and wise life, through the whole of time."

\t\text{t For evap}^\text{oqroc}; \text{ here, it is necessary to read arap/iooroc.}

The mode of animation according to conversion or regression, beginning, as we have before said, from beneath, proceeds to things on high, and from the last, ends in the summits of things; and such is the mode now assumed by Plato. For the soul proceeding from on high, as far as to the last recesses of the earth, and illuminating all things with the light of life, the world being converted to it, beginning from the last of things, is animated both according to its middle, and the whole of its interval. Besides this also, it externally enjoys the intellectual illumination of soul. Hence, the soul is said to occupy the middle of the universe, as placing in it the powers of itself, and a symbol of its proper presence. It is likewise said to extend itself to the extremities of the universe, as vivifying it on all sides; and to circularly cover it as with a veil, in consequence of having powers exempt from partible masses; in so doing, all but projecting the aegis of Minerva, from which

A hundred golden ornaments depend.*

Through this likewise, it externally surrounds the whole world. And if it be requisite to speak the truth , Plato through these words closes the mouths of those who fancy that the figure of the soul is truly circular, and thus possesses interval. For how is it possible for a circle to be interwoven with a body, and being extended equally to cover it with itself as with a veil, and thus be adapted to it, according to all the interval of the world? This therefore immediately manifests, that the
imagination is false of those who apprehend the soul thus to subsist.

C In addition to this also, it is necessary to survey that which we before asserted, that the being interwoven with, and circularly covering the universe as with a veil, assimilates the soul to the intellectual life, which prior to this Plato said,5 surrounds the two circles of the soul. For as this life comprehends the soul, so the soul comprehends the universe. And farther still, it must be considered how the soul is assimilated to those Gods, to whom Parmenides attributes the similar and dissimilar. For the interweaving exhibits the presence of the soul in the world, through similitude. For all communion of essences, powers, and energies, subsists from this. But the circularly covering the universe as

t cf. 215C ff, supra, p. 660.

§ This verse is from the Iliad, but it has suffered much from the transcribers. For in the Commentary of Proclus it is $TTC\kappa\kappa\kappa\kappa\kappa\kappa\kappa \tau\tau\theta\beta\varepsilon\nu\rho\alpha\alpha\omega\nu\alpha\iota\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varphi\alpha\nu\omega\iota\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\nu\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigma\upsilon\varepsilon\eta\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\upsilon\nu\alpha\iota\omicron\upsilon\rho\alpha\iota\varsigma\upsilon\iota\omicron\nu\kappa\alpha\iota\tau\omicron\nu\iota\omicron\upsilon\nu\tau\iota\omicron\upsilon\varsigm
the corporeal masses; but the latter being established in itself, and
impartibly present everywhere, and containing partible lives, by its own
impartible powers. But if it be requisite to speak in a manner becoming
the dignity of the whole soul of the universe, the *interweaving* is an
unmingled union of the body with the soul, and a communion,
*2,286* connected comprehension, and vivification of the soul, proceeding from
the Demiurgus, and being again converted to him. For as we must not

t *For yevopevrfv here, it is obviously necessary to read yevopevov.*

$ OVK$ is omitted here, in the original.

§ The cause by which animal is *vitaly moved*, is the rational soul, but the cause by
which the animal thus moved, is defined or bounded, is called by Aristotle *entelecheia.*

*See my translation of his treatise On the Soul.*

understand the "*circularly covering as with a veil, "* either accompanied
with interval, or locally, but as signifying that the soul is on all sides
similarly exempt from the body, and by being thus exempt uniformly
comprehends it; thus also, we must not understand the "*being
interwoven, "* as accompanied with contact, but as manifesting the
animation which pervades through all things, and the union of all things
with it. For the soul filling all things with itself, and connectedly
containing all things, contains, prior* to other things, itself in purity,
and converts the world to itself. Hence, by a much greater priority, it
is itself converted to itself. On this account, Timasus adds, that it is
itself convolved in itself in order that he may indicate the difference
between the soul, and the body of the universe, which is indeed
convolved, yet not in itself, but in the whole of place which it occupies.

F *For this is convolved locally, but the soul vitally and intellectually,
understanding itself, and finding itself to be all things. For it is the
plenitude of wholes, and contains the images of all things, which
intellectually perceiving, it is said to revolve in itself; the revolution
indicating the intellectual and at the same time apocatastatic; but its
revolving in itself, the peculiarity of self motion. For the universe also
revolves, but is moved by another [i.e. by soul].

Here, therefore, we have a solution of that which was investigated by
us. For we inquired, looking to the whole of the psychogony, where
Plato has delivered to us the gnostic peculiarity of the soul, in the same
*229A* manner as he has the essential and the vital peculiarities; the former
indeed through the triple mixture; but the latter through the motion in
the same. Through the circular conversion therefore, of the soul to itself,
the Demiurgus effected its gnostic peculiarity, and which Plato in what
is now said, more clearly manifests. For in order to show how the soul
knows all things, he says, that it revolves in itself, and thus revolving,
began to live a wise and intellectual life. Hence, it is immediately
evident, that the conversion to itself, is the knowledge of itself, and of
2,287 every thing in, prior to and proceeding from itself. *For all knowledge is a conversion to the object of knowledge, and an alliance and adaptation to it. And on this account also, truth is an agreement of that which knows with the thing known.* Since however, conversion or regression is twofold, the one returning as to The Good, but the other as to being, hence the vital conversion of all things is directed to The Good, but the gnostic to being. Hence too, the former when converted, is said to have B The Good, but the latter to have being. The apprehension of truth also, is  

the comprehension of being, whether existing in that by which it is apprehended, or prior to, or posterior to it. This therefore, as I have said, becomes evident to us from these things. Since however, in the souls of partial animals, reason at one time energizes intellectually, and is converted to itself, but not immediately from the first generation [of the animal]; for in animals, the progression is from the imperfect to the perfect, and reminiscence is after oblivion; on this account Plato says, that the soul gave rise to the divine commencement of a wise life, beginning from on high, and from the first of its energies. For it has some energies, which are divine and separate, but others, which are motive of the universe. It likewise always has the more perfect, prior to those that are secondary. For proceeding from the Demiurgus, and beginning to energize, it commences from those energies that are more divine; and through these moves the secondary, viz. the intellectual and the doxastic energies. This beginning however is entirely divine. But that which commences from things imperfect, is evidently material. [For in the Gods, the more perfect energies precede those that are subordinate;*] but vice versa in material natures. For generation begins C from things imperfect, and proceeds to the perfect. The human soul therefore, though it sometimes energizes divinely, yet it ends in this energy, being satisfied at first to energize conformably to right opinion, after this scientifically, and then divinely, exciting* the one of itself, which is more excellent than its intellect. But a divine soul, has this for its energy, and 2,288 on account of this, moves all the secondary gnostic powers of itself, and always the subordinate through the superior powers. By a much greater priority therefore, did the soul of the universe give rise to the divine commencement of a wise life, energizing first according to its divine part [or The One of its essence], but afterwards supernally according to its dianoetic part, moving this, and causing it to be deiform. Unceasing energy however is the consequence of this. For that which is generated, and that which exerts a divine energy in time, is naturally adapted to proceed from the imperfect to the perfect. But that which begins from the most perfect and divine energies, neither at any time ceases from this energy, nor ranks among things which have a temporal subsistence. If therefore the soul of the universe gave rise to a divine commencement
of energy, it energizes incessantly, and always, and with invariable
sameness. For that which receives the perfection of itself in time, begins
from the imperfect, and not from a divine commencement. From this
also, again it follows, that the life of a divine soul is wise. For if the life
of this soul is unceasing, it is defined by intellect and wisdom. For we
must admit one of three things, either that the life of it is always wise,
or always destitute of wisdom, which it is not lawful to say, or that it
is at one time wise, but at another time unwise. It remains therefore,
that a wise life in a divine soul, in consequence of being incessant,
ever fails.5

In another respect also, wisdom is adapted to this soul, because it
participates of divine wisdom; but life, because it evolves the
impartibility of the intellectual life, and has an extension in its energies,
and transition in its motions. For life (8io?) is most adapted to the
soul.0 For if at any time, this word is used in speaking of intellect, as
in the Philebus0 there is said to be a certain (Bios) life of intellect, it
signifies the peculiarity of the life. For the word Bios manifests these two
things, viz. the peculiar form of each life, and the evolution of the choice
from which it has its progression. It is properly therefore asserted of souls;
for in these there is an evolution [of choice]. Sometimes also it is
asserted of intellect, and then it indicates to us the peculiarity of the life
2,289 of intellect. It may be said however, that all these particulars, are
inherent in all divine souls, viz. to commence a divine beginning, to
ergize incessantly, and to possess a wise life. In what respect
therefore, does the soul of the universe transcend other divine souls?
E Plato the n foreseeing this, adds, "through the whole of time." For all souls
indeed, energize transitively, and have different periods, greater or less.
But the soul which ranks as a whole, alone receives the first and the one
interval of time, and the whole and first measure, which comprehends
the periods of other souls. For as of different divine bodies, there are
different periods,** but the period of a divine generated** nature

f Instead of i roi i uy here, it is requisite to read rpu cv.
X MTJ is omitted in the original.
§ cf. 203E infra, p. 626.
• cf. Aristotle DeAnima I, 2, 404a22; & 405b6.
o cf. Philebus, 21d - e.
contains in itself all of them, comprehending apocatastatically, many Saturnian, many Solar, and many Lunar periods;* and all time exists in the one period of the universe; after the same manner also other divine souls, have their apocatastatic periods in more partial times. Since however, the intelligible breadth if bounded, but the apocatastasis is different to different souls, to some being shorter, and to others longer, because the object of intellection to them, is more or less excellent; and since the apocatastasis of the universe, has for its measure, the whole extension of time, and the whole evolution of it, than which there is no greater, except by the again and again; for thus time is infinite; and of those beings that intellectually perceive according to one form, the soul of the universe is the first participant of time; this being the case, it is necessary that this soul, should receive the whole form and measure* of time. Hence it is necessary, that the soul of the universe alone should energize through the whole of time, but other souls according to a part of this whole, conformably to which their apocatastasis is defined; [in the same manner as may be seen to be the case in other forms. For whatever participates of a certain form, primarily5 is seen to receive the whole of it.] Supermundane souls therefore, if there are such, though they perceive intellectually with transition (for every soul understands after this manner, according to which also, intellect and soul differ) yet they apprehend more than one object of intellection For as they are nearer to intellect, which intellectually perceives all things at once, it is necessary that they should at once understand more than one thing. But the soul of the universe, is the first which intellectually perceives one object only at once, which makes it to be mundane. In this respect therefore, all mundane 230A differ from supermundane souls. Hence, the soul of the universe, understanding one thing at once, has its apocatastasis according to the whole of time, which comprehends the period of the divinely generated nature. And according to the former indeed, it is inferior to

...continued

XX i.e. Of the body of the whole world. For the epithet a divine generated nature, is primarily applicable to this; though it also signifies every body, which is moved perpetually and circularly, whether in the heavens, or under the moon.


X The words KCU OKOV TOVTOV TOV iierpov, are omitted in the original, but are supplied from the version of Thomaeus.

S The words within the brackets, are also omitted in the original, and are added from the version of Thomaeus, except the word primarily, xpaiTUC., which is not in his version, but ought to be inserted.

supermundane; but according to the latter, it transcends all mundane souls. For all these have their apocatastatic periods in some part of the
whole of time;* but the soul of the universe, intellectually perceiving the one intelligible world,* and running as it were round it, completes its period in the whole of time. For it is necessary, being the soul of the world, that its mundane [intellect] should evolve the whole intelligible world, and that on this account it should make the intellective apocatastasis of its mundane period, according to the perfect number, conformably to which it makes the whole corporeal period. For this universe imitates the invisible period of the mundane soul, through its own proper circulation, and makes its apocatastasis locally in conjunction with the apocatastasis of the soul, which is accomplished intellectively. And this is the illustrious peculiarity of the mundane soul, which Plato unfolds in what he now says, to those who are able to apprehend his meaning. After this manner therefore, his words are to be understood.

Again however, it must be investigated, what it is which produces in the soul a transitive motion, and an intelligence not fixed like that of intellect, and also time instead of eternity? In answer to which, it must be said, that as the soul has a partible essence, so likewise it has a life not one, but co-divided with its essence, and this is also the case with its intelligence. For the soul instead of being essence, is essentialized, instead of life, is vitalized, and instead of intellect, is intellectualized; participating of these primarily, in consequence of their being prior to the soul. In intellect therefore, the essence is one, and the life is one, and the intelligence of essence is impartible, in the same manner as the essence, and being adapted to it, like a point to a point, has no 2,291 transition. The intelligence of the soul however, is not impartible alone, but as we have said, is also partible, and not having sufficient strength to be adapted to the impartible, but distributing itself about the impartibility of intellect, it always applies another and another part of itself to intellect which is fixed, in order that it may wholly apprehend that which is established prior to the whole of itself. After this manner therefore, it produces a transition of energy, that which is partible in it, evolving itself about the impartible, and together with the transition, it

\[\text{In the original ev pepie TOV evoq, ev TU TCXVTL XPOVU, which is evidently erroneous; but ought to be conformably to the version of Thomaeus, and the above translation, ev nvi TOV o'ov xpopov pepei.}\]

\[\text{I have here also followed the version of Thomaeus. For the original is, r; be voepa, TOV evot; Koopov voovoa.}\]
coming into contact with it, it introduces transition to its intellection, in order that the whole of it may intellectually perceive that which is prior to it. But in another way, its transition is effected, by each part of it energizing about all things. For every part of it has these three, \textit{viz.} essence, the same, and the different. Not being adapted therefore to the whole of each, it wholly applies itself to each, so far as it participates of each; to essence indeed, through that which is partially a thing of this kind, and to other things after a similar manner. Thus therefore we solve the doubt.

In addition to this also, it may be inquired how Plato not having yet delivered to us the generation of time, now says that the soul lives through the whole of time? To this inquiry likewise it must be said, that he delivers the generation of that time, of which the animal nature \textit{D} of the world participates. For he says, \textit{*} that the father on beholding the universe moving and living, constituted time, for the purpose of measuring the motion in it. Since therefore, this life, and this motion to the universe which has a body, is adventitious, so likewise, time is imparted by its generator, from who it has life and motion through soul. But the soul also has these from the father, I mean life, and the motion which is according to time. Since however, it has something self-subsistent, it co-introduces something to the progression of itself into existence from its generator. As the Demiurgus therefore, moves the soul, and it is also self-motive, after the same manner, the soul likewise is the cause to itself of being moved according to time. Hence the Demiurgus gave to this universe time, the soul is said to be moved through the whole of time. For thus it gives subsistence in conjunction with the Demiurgus to animal time, just as in conjunction with him, it constitutes life, according to which motion subsists. It also governs according to nature, that which lives and is moved through it, and has not as it were, a casual inspection of it, imparting nothing to that which it governs. Concerning time however, we shall again speak.

\textit{Tim. 38b.} \\
\textit{Tim. 37c.}

For \textit{Kad' ev} here, it is necessary to read \textit{Kad' r\~v}.

But from these things, thus much may be summarily collected, that the soul; of the universe, moves indeed the universe, establishing in the \textit{E} middle of it guardian powers, filling the whole of it with vivification, and intellectually containing it externally; imitating in this respect its cause which generates three principalities of Gods, \textit{viz.} the guardian, the vivific, and the demiurgic. The soul, however, by a much greater priority moves itself divinely, beginning from its first energies; and on this account moves both itself and the universe incessantly. Hence likewise it conducts itself, and all heaven wisely. Again, the soul making
the one extension of time the measure of its proper period, convolves
the universe with invariable sameness. For the universe accomplishes its
apocatastasis in conjunction with the apocatastasis of the soul. For it
does not accomplish this prior to the apocatastasis of the soul; since the
same things take place again and again in the world,) and generated
natures are produced according to the intellections of the soul; nor
posterior to it, in order that this restitution to its pristine state may not
be without a cause. For what else but the period of the soul will
comprehend the whole of it. If, however, we assert these things rightly,
again the soul will have that which is divine from the one being, the
unceasing from eternity, wisdom from intellect, and all things from the
one cause of all.*

37a "And the body of the universe indeed, was generated visible; but the
F soul is invisible, participating of the rational energy and harmony, and
2,293 pertaining to intelligibles and perpetual beings, being generates by the
best of causes, the best of generated natures."

Since Plato gives to the soul afterwards, all such things as he before
gave to the body, viz. essence, harmony, figure, powers, and motion, and
conjoins both to the completion of one animal; in order that you may
not ignorantly suppose that body and soul are of a similar dignity, being
deceived by homonymous appellations, he concisely reminds us of the
231A difference between the two, and does not superfluously say, that body
is visible, but the soul invisible; and shows that body is the object of
opinion, because it is sensible and generated, but that the soul is
unbegotten, as with reference to the body, but generated, as with
reference to intellect. For it belongs at one and the same time to eternal
beings, and generated natures, but is the last of the former; since time

\text{t} \text{Instead of e%e\&\&x} \text{\ irakiv ev TU KOOHIU, in this place in the original, it is necessary}
\text{to read, eitei(Sr) itotKiv KCU TOXLV ev TU KOC.HU.}
\text{X The version of Leonicus Thomaeus ends here.}

has now a place in it. And that indeed, which is primarily eternal being,
is in both respects eternal, \text{viz.} both according to essence, and according
to energy. For it has not an energy different from its essence. But that
which is generated, is in both respects generated, always becoming to be,
and always energizing, as being in generation according to time. The
soul, however, in a certain respect participates of eternity, and in a
certain respect of generation; but it energizes temporally. And the
extremes indeed, [\text{i.e.} eternal beings and generated natures.] are in one
way only perpetual, the one eternally, but the other temporally. But the
medium between the two, is perpetual in a twofold respect, as being
biformed, and on this account, of an ambiguous nature; not only
according to the partible and impartible, and according to its two circles, but also according to perpetual being, and that which is generated. Hence it belongs to eternal beings, and is the best of generated natures, being produced by the best of causes. And again you see, the difference of the soul with reference to body. For Plato had before called body the most beautiful of generated natures; but now he calls the soul the best of things generated. But it is common to both to have been generated by the most excellent cause. The soul however, as being nearer to its maker, is the best; but body, as being more remote from him, is indeed most beautiful, yet not the best. For the most beautiful, is secondary to the best, in the same manner as beauty to The Good.

In what is here said, however, Plato may seem to call the Demiurgus the best of intelligible and eternal beings, in the same manner as he calls the soul the best of generated natures; and thus to bear witness to those who make one God prior to the world.* But if some one should thus understand the words, by inverting them, yet at the same time it is evident from analogy, that we must not place intelligible and eternal beings, as forms* in the Demiurgus, but other essences posterior to him, if soul has the same ratio to all generated natures, that the Demiurgus has to eternal beings. And we must either make him look to things posterior to him, though in his speech to the junior Gods, when he commits to them the fabrication of mortal natures, he orders them to imitate his power about their generation. He does not, therefore, fabricate immortal animals, by imitating things posterior to him, but things entirely prior to him, in the same manner as he wishes the junior

f Proclus in what he here says, alludes to the Christians, t For etSei here, it is necessary to read ei8r).
§ Tim. 41c.

Gods to fabricate mortal natures by imitating him. Or if we avoid this inconvenience, we must admit that there are many intelligible Gods, though they are posterior to the Demiurgus, which those above alluded to, will not grant. Will it not therefore be better to assert, either that the soul is said by Plato, to belong to intelligibles and eternal beings, as being the best of generated natures, and astruly both impartible and partible, in consequence of its middle subsistence between the two; or that because he says it participates of rational energy and harmony, it belongs to [or primarily participates of] intelligibles and perpetual beings? For the harmony which is in it is generated, not being harmony itself, but harmonized. And its rational energy is not eternal being, but has generation, as subsisting according to time, and being transitive. How therefore does the soul participate of the rational energy and harmony? And how does it happen, that harmony and the rational energy, are not primarily in the soul, but according to participation? I
answer, because these have a prior subsistence in the Demiurgus. For he produces the Muses, and Mousagetes [or the leader of the Muses, Apollo], and also the Mercurial series. Hence the rational demiurgic energy and harmony, subsist in him primarily; the former being Mercurial, but the latter Apolloniacal. And the soul being filled from these, participates of the rational energy, and of harmony. And if it be requisite to speak

d clearly, what appears to me to be the case, harmony must be conceived to have a threefold subsistence: so as to be, either harmony itself, or that which is first harmonized; being a thing of this kind according to the whole of itself; or that which is secondarily harmonized, and in a certain respect participates of harmony. And the first of these must be assigned to intellect; the second to soul; and the third to body. The rational likewise, or reasoning energy, has a threefold subsistence; the first being primordial; the second according to participation; and the third according to representation or resemblance. For there is also a certain vestige of the rational energy, in some irrational animals. We likewise understand essence, figure, and power, in a threefold respect. For essence, according to its primary subsistence, and the first figure, and the first power, are in intelligibles. But that which participates in a certain respect of all these is the corporeal nature. For there is also something [i.e. matter] which is unfigured, unessential, and powerless. The soul, however, has each of these according to participation; but wholly participates of them according to the whole of itself. For it is wholly corroborated, is wholly invested with figure, and wholly* essentiallized. For the

For /xovoc in this place it is necessary to read oXuc.

unfigured in it, does not precede the figured; nor the powerless, power; nor the unessential, essence: since if they did, it would not at all differ from material bodies. The soul therefore, participates of the reasoning energy, of harmony, figure and power, and wholly participates of each of these; but body participates of them partially. Again also, from these things, the middle nature of the soul presents itself to the view, and it is also evident that Plato very properly says, that it was generated by the best of causes, the first and best of generated natures, and that it is invisible, but the first participant of intelligible harmony.

37a "Since therefore the soul was mingled from these three, viz. from the nature of same and different, and from essence, and was distributed into parts, and bound according to analogy, itself at the same time returning by a circular energy to itself; hence, when it touches on a certain thing possessing a dissipated essence, and when on that which is impartible, it then speaks concerning it, being moved through the whole of itself."

2.296 We divide the energies of the soul in a twofold way, the first of which is into the motive and gnostic energies; for both these are adapted to the
soul, as the daemoniacal Aristotle also says. Of the motive energies however, we find some inherent in the soul itself; others, proceeding into the universe; and others, subsisting between both these. For those indeed which extend through the whole world, from the middle to the extremity of the universe, are mundane alone. But those which convolve the soul, are alone separate. And those that circularly cover the universe as with a veil, are separate and at the same time inseparable, abiding and proceeding about the universe. But of the gnostic energies, some pertain to the first of things; others, to those of a middle nature; and others, to the last of things. For the soul knows itself, and the natures prior to, and posterior to itself; since it is the image of things prior, but the paradigm of things posterior to itself. Hence perceiving itself, and evolving itself, it knows all things, not at all departing from its own proper power.* For it is not proper that it should recur to any other place, in order to perceive beings, but that it should intellectually see itself. Enough therefore, has been said concerning the motive energies of the soul. But here, and in what follows, he speaks concerning its gnostic energies. And that the soul indeed knows beings, and especially the soul of the universe, is evident; since we see that they

% cf. Tim. 50b.

232A are also apprehended by our soul. If however it knows, it remains to be considered how it knows, and after what manner it knows intelligibles, and after what manner sensibles, whether by the same, or by different powers, and whether by looking to itself, and the reasons it contains, or by being extended to the objects of knowledge themselves, just as the sight to that which is visible, and which is external to it.

In short therefore, Plato denominates these gnostic motions of the soul, contacts with the objects of knowledge; indicating by this, the immediate nature of their apprehension, and their impartible communion with the things known. If, however, each knowledge is a contact, the soul will come into contact with both intelligibles and sensibles, according to an appropriate application of itself to them, yet not so as to apprehend both by the same projecting energy. For it does not come into contact with sensibles, through its application of itself to intelligibles, nor with intelligibles through its application to sensibles. Both these however, viz. to touch and not to touch, are the peculiarities of the liberated Gods, as we learn from the Parmenides.) Hence, we before rightly asserted,* that the soul according to the gnostic energies which it possesses essentially, and through which it knows things prior and posterior to itself, is assimilated to those Gods. As Plato therefore, in B what he now says, speaks concerning these energies, he first wishes to remind us of what has been before said, the mention of which is not
superfluous, but contributes to what follows. For from these and those, the discussion will have an appropriate explication. The particulars however, of which he had before spoken were, concerning the essence, concerning the harmony, concerning the form, and concerning the powers of the soul. Hence Plato recapitulating says, that the soul is entirely mingled from three parts, essence, same, and different. And it has been shown what the mixture is, and that it is vivific. For the uniform cause of souls, constitutes the soul in conjunction with the Demiurgus. It has likewise been shown how the triad pertains to the soul, and from what genera, and that it is from the middle genera. The soul also, was divided by the duple intervals according to the geometric middle, and was again bound through the remaining middles. For he called them bonds. A circular motion likewise, was given to it, through the circles, which comprehend its harmony, and its form. For in the harmony, the distribution into parts preceded the analogy, and in the

t cf. Parmenides 149d.
% cf. 23 IF, f, immediately above.

form, the division preceded the contact. That which remains however, is in each. For the colligation has a representation of the solution; since binding pertains to things which are loosened. The distribution also of C the colligation is analogous. For analogy, as we have before observed, is the most beautiful of bonds.* And the soul is divided Titanically, but is adapted harmonically, and is mingled vivifically. Farther still therefore, in the third place, it is divided into those powers in it,

2.298 according to which it returns by a circular energy to itself. For the twofold circles are the powers of it. Hence these things being premised, that which follows must be demonstrated.

Since therefore the soul consists of three parts, essence, same and different, and has these genera, as media between impartible and partible natures, it knows both through them. For it is the image of the former, but the paradigm of the latter. Hence as Empedocles says,

Water by water, earth by earthly sight,
Ether divine we see by ether’s light;
Fire ever splendid we discern by fire;
View love by love, by strife contention dire.

Fr. 109d

After the same manner, we also say, that the soul by its essence, knows all the essences from which it is derived, and all those which it essentially precedes. But by its sameness, ‘it knows the sameness subsisting in all intelligible, intellectual, and sensible natures. And by its difference, the difference which proceeds through all things. Since likewise it is essentially harmonized, it knows through its own proper
harmony, both intelligible and sensible harmony. Since too, it has intellectual powers, through these it knows power wherever it exists.

From what has been before said therefore, the discussion of the gnostic energies of the soul is rendered manifest. For the soul, from the things which it possesses essentially, knows both the paradigms, and the images of them. And through the reasons which the Demiurgus imparted to it, it intellectually perceives both the natures that are prior, and those that are posterior to itself. For returning by a circular energy to itself, it comes into contact, as Timasus says, with both impartible and partible essences; and entering into itself, finds itself to be the reason of all things. For all knowledge derives its completion through a similitude of that which knows to the thing known. And similitude is completed by

t Tim. 31c.

the communion of one form. Hence, there is one reason in that which knows and the thing known, and being the same, it conjoins these to each other. Since however, the reasons in gnostic essences are different,* according to the measures and diminutions of the essences, on this account knowledge receives an all-various difference. For intellectual knowledge is impartible and eternal, because the reasons in it of things are of this kind. But psychical knowledge is evolved, and subsists in discursive energies; because the reasons of the soul, through which it knows things, have an evolved nature.

Farther still, intellectual knowledge is uniform, because the reasons in it subsist monadically, for they are primordial. But the psychical knowledge is bi-formed; because the reasons also have a twofold subsistence, the dianoetic subsisting in one way but the doxastic in another. Knowledge therefore is both one and twofold, according to the essential division of reasons. For if one of the circles knows the intelligible, but the other the sensible essence, what is it which says that these are different from each other, and that the former is a paradigm, but the latter an image? For it is not possible for that which has not a knowledge of both, to speak concerning the difference of them, as we may learn in the Theaetetus.* Hence, as it is there said, that the nature which knows visibles and audibles, the former through the sight, and the latter through the hearing, and says that these are different from each other, ought to know both; so this reason which is different from the two circles, speaking through all the soul, some things concerning intelligibles, but others concerning sensibles, and being common to both the circles, is, as I should say, the energy of the essential part of the soul. For so far as the soul is one essence, according to this, it has this one gnostic energy, which Plato calls reason. Hence also, we simply call the whole soul rational. This reason therefore is the one knowledge of the soul, which through the circle of the same knows the impartible, but
through the circle of the different the dissipated essence. For though both the circles have a subsistence between the impartible and the partible essence, yet the circle of the same participates in a greater degree of the impartible, but the circle of the different of the partible essence. And this is the one essential reason, as the essence is one, prior to the same and the different. The life of it likewise, is the self-motion, which exists in the two circles; but the knowledge of it is transitive, which also

For Sicw/wpwc here, read Statpopoi- and for yvoioriKtit; shortly after, read yvuorucoi.

being common to both the circles. And on this account, the soul is not only biformed, but also uniform. Thus much therefore, has been said, for the sake of the comprehension of the whole dogma. Descending however to particulars, it must be observed, that Plato says 2.300 the soul consists of three parts, and that it is mingled from these; through the mixture indeed, indicating the union of the congregated parts; but through the number, their unmingled purity. For they would 233A not remain three, unless they preserved their proper essence unconfused. It must also be observed, that speaking of partible natures, he says, "when the soul touches on a certain thing having a dissipated essence." For the word to have (to re yap exetv) pertains to things which possess the essential and being, adventitiously, and the subject of which is unessential and non-being. And the word (to nvoc,) a certain thing, is most adapted to things which in some way or other are partible, and endued with interval. Farther still, to touch is appropriately asserted, because the soul proximately presides over sensibles, and is suspended from intelligibles; the contact manifesting a knowledge which is clear, immediate, and established according to a definite projection towards the object of knowledge. "As a contact," says some one of the Gods.* But concerning impartible essence, Plato was satisfied with alone saying, "and when on that which is impartible." For the simple and the uniform are the peculiarities of the impartible essence alone. Moreover, to speak, appropriately signifies the psychical intelligence. For the soul is reason, but to speak is the energy (erepyrjia)* of reason, in the same manner as to perceive intellectually, is the energy of intellect, and to germinate, of nature. For the energies of essences, are paronymously denominated with the essences themselves.

We ought not however to be ignorant of what Porphyry relates B concerning the words it speaks, and it ends (itept TOV\eyei, mi \ijy\gi); and that he met with one interpreter, Amelius,5 who instead of "it speaks being moved," reads, "it ends being moved;" though it is difficult to adapt this reading to the soul, which is moved incessantly, as we have

Chald. Oracl. fr. 41.
As Kivrfpa, as we learn from Simplicius, is the boundary of motion, just as ro vov the now is the boundary of time, so tveyppypu is the boundary of energy. Thus too voripa is the boundary of voyoiQ, or intellectual perception, and moBripa of awBr\oic; , or sensible perception. And as atodr\pOi being the termination of sensible perception, is an impression of it in the sensorium, that which is analogous to this must be conceived to take place in uvypot, evepyripa, and voripa. § ApεXiov is omitted in the original.

before observed. Porphyry adds, that he said to Amelius, it speaks should be adopted, and not it ends, and that Amelius was very much hurt [at this emendation], but that he afterwards found one Socrates who 2.301 reads qyei as well as Amelius. It must therefore, be written by us, "it speaks being moved through the whole of itself," and not "it ends being moved," as that Socrates and Amelius wrote, according to the narration of Porphyry. For to speak, is the essential energy of reason. The soul therefore, being reason, and a rational intellect, speaks and sees intellectually through the whole of itself, (when it comes into contact with a partible, or an impartible essence,) what that is which is the object of its perception, because it is itself both impartible and partible. And if indeed, the genera in it, were alone divided from each other, the whole soul would not from essence possessing knowledge, have a know-C ledge of essence. But if the genera, were entirely corrupted, there would not be a definite knowledge of beings, nor would it be possible to say, that essence is one thing, but sameness another. Since however, the middle genera are mingled with each other, yet not so as to be confounded, the soul understands each thing definitely, and as Plato says, through the whole of itself. But if it speaks, being moved through the whole of itself, it is evident that it is one and not one; that is has a knowledge common to the extremes, and yet differing from them; and that as one, it wholly speaks about all things, and not wholly, as not being [entirely] one. The circle of the same likewise, in the knowledge of intelligibles, knows sensibles as from paradigms; and the circle of the different knows intelligibles, as from images. For each having perfectly the object of its knowledge, necessarily sees that one is the paradigm of the other, but the other the image; or not knowing that the one is a paradigm, or that the other is an image, it will not know in a self-perfect manner. Knowing however, that the one is a paradigm, it knows that of which it is the paradigm, and knowing that the other is an image, it knows that of which it is the image. Very properly therefore, is it said that the soul speaks of all things, through the whole of itself. And thus much concerning the things themselves.

Since however, some erroneously read it ends, and not it speaks through the whole of itself, as we have said Porphyry relates, and that Amelius D thus reading, was not able to unfold the meaning of the words of Plato, 2.302 thus much must be added, that to read it speaks being moved, is attended
with less difficulty, but that we may also read *it ends*; the word *yyei*
signifying one apprehension from many conceptions, of things

For **OvOLOVC**; here, *it is necessary to read* *ovoiudTjc*.,

knowable, arriving at the peculiar and definite intuition of each; in order
that the meaning of the whole may be, *the soul being moved, ends at the*
*knowledge of each thing* [with which it comes into contact]. For the end
of being moved is to cease to be moved, the soul never ceasing to be
moved, and always arriving at a certain intelligence. Aristotle also,
perceiving this to be the case in the heavens, says that they are always
moved in *the end*.

37a-b *"It also asserts what that is with which any thing is the same, from
what it is different, to what it is especially related, and in what respect,
and how it subsists; and when any thing of this kind happens either to
be, or to suffer, both in things which are generated, with reference to
each, and also with reference to such as possess an eternal sameness of
being."*

There are three interpretations of the proposed words, all which are
reasonable, and it is requisite to exhibit the power of each. For the first
interpretation makes the whole to be one sentence; but the second
makes it to be two sentences, dividing the words as we do; and the third
makes it to be three, forming the division according to each of the
*E* colon. The first interpretation also, is as follows: *"When the soul touches
on a certain thing which has a dissipated essence, and when on that which
is impartible, "here the interpretation making a small stop, [i.e. a comma]
it adduces the rest of the words, viz. "it says being moved through the
whole of itself, what that is with which any thing is the same, &c."* For
Plato asserts, that the soul says all these things, being moved through the
whole of itself, both of the impartible and the partible essence, coming
2,303 into contact in both, with sameness and difference, habitudes and
qualities, actions and passions. For all these are analogously in
intelligibles and sensibles. But the second interpretation makes one
sentence to be that which we have before mentioned, viz. *"When the soul
touches on a certain thing which has a dissipated essence, and when on that
which is impartible."* And the second sentence to be, *"It also asserts being
moved, what that is with which any thing is the same, from what it is
different, to what it is related, in what respect, and how it subsists, &c."*
*F* This interpretation however, differs from the former, because it separates
what is said about essence from what is said about things pertaining to
essence. And the third interpretation makes a rapid division of the
colons. For it makes one division to be that which we have before
mentioned; the second, *"It also asserts what that is with which any thing*
is the same, and from what it is different;" and the third, all that follows. 
As we have said therefore, the words have a threefold interpretation. 
We should direct our attention however, especially to the things 
themselves.

That sameness, then, and difference are in intelligibles, is evident. But 
how are relation, situation, quality, when, and passion there? For these 
are well known to exist in sensibles, but how do they subsist in 
intelligibles? May it not be said, that the genera of being manifestly 
subsist in intelligibles, because they are properly beings? You may also 
assume that relation, situation, &c. may be surveyed analogously in 
intelligibles; relation indeed, if you are willing, according to the paternal 
and maternal, and also the similar and dissimilar, the equal and unequal, 
only you must not assume unessential habitudes, but such as are adapted

234A to intelligible essences. For the most principal habitude is there, where 
there is a more abundant communion, and all things subsist primarily. 
Hence Plato says, "and to what it is especially related." But the in a 
certain respect (οΤττρτ) subsists in intelligibles, so far as each of them is not 
wholly The One, but after a certain manner (ιργ): for The One is simply 
one. And again, the same which is there, is also different, but is not 
simply different; since if it were, difference* would be no other than 
sameness. The like also takes place in the rest. All things therefore, says 
he, are all, and each is one according to essence, but all things according 
to participation. And this is what the in a certain respect is in 
intelligibles.

2,304 Again, the how it subsists, is there according to the differences of 
participations. For many things participate differently of the same 
peculiarity. Thus for instance, permanency participates of sameness, and 
motion also participates of it, yet not after the same manner, but the 
former more, and the latter less. In the orders of forms likewise, 
intelligibles participate in one way of The One, or of essence, but 
intellectuals in another way, and of these some differently from others, 
according to the measures of the essence of each. Hence the how it 
subsists is there. But the when is there, either according to the operations 
B of intelligibles on sublunar natures; for these sometimes participate of 
them, and they become sometimes participable by certain things; or it 
is there, according to the intellections themselves of the soul. For the 
soul applying itself at different times to different forms, at one time, 
intellectually perceives these, but at another those. And eternal being 
sometimes accedes to it, in the same manner as sometimes the

For ereporrfroc; here, it is obviously necessary to read ereporric;.

intelligible. Each thing likewise is there, with reference to each, so far as
all things are in each other, and proceed through each other, and all things are allied and adapted to all; or so far as they are suspended from a certain one, or so far as one is cause, but another the thing caused; or so far as in some way or other they subsist differently. And to suffer is there, so far as they are filled from each other, and all things impart to all their own peculiarities. For Plato frequently manifests participation by the word suffering, as we may learn in the Sophista. For he there says, that whole is the suffering one [or that which is passive to The One], but is not The One Itself, because it participates of The One. These things therefore, are in intelligibles and in sensibles, because both in the latter and in the former, it happens that each exists and suffers with reference to each. Plato therefore, [as I have said,] is accustomed to indicate participation by suffering, and as we have said, to call every thing which participates, that which suffers the thing* of which it participates. 

In short, the soul of the universe speaks through the whole of itself according to one knowledge, both of generated natures, and of those which possess an eternal sameness of being, and asserts of each what that is with which it is the same, and from which it is different, and how each subsists according to existence, or action, or passion. For both among real beings, and generated natures, one thing in a greater degree suffers from another, and one thing in a greater degree acts on another; all which the soul intellectually perceiving, asserts some indeed through the circle of the same, but others through the circle of the different. For it antecedently comprehends all sensibles, and their actions and passions. For since the universe is one animal, it is copassive with itself, so that all generated natures are parts of the life of the universe, as of one drama. Just as if a tragic poet should compose a drama, in which the gods and heroes, and other persons, are introduced, and in which also he assigns to such of the players as are willing the utterance of heroic or certain other speeches; the poet himself in the mean time comprehending the one cause of all that is said. It is requisite therefore, to conceive a thing of this kind in the whole soul of the universe. For giving subsistence to all the life of the world, which is one and various, like a many-headed animal speaking with all its heads, and uttering partly Grecian and partly Barbaric language, their soul comprehends the causes of all generated natures;* and knows particulars by universals, accidents by essences, and parts by wholes. But it knows all things simply according to its divine part. For a God so far as a God knows things partial, and preternatural, and in short all things, even though you should adduce matter itself. For every thing, whatever it may be is one, so far as it is from The One. the knowledge therefore of all things simply
and immediately, is divine.

37b "But reason becoming true according to same, and also being conversant with different, and revolving about same without speech and sound, in that which is moved by it."

Atticus by reason here, understands the attentive power of the soul; but Porphyry, the charioteer, moving the twofold horses;* and Iamblichus the whole soul. For the soul moves the whole of itself, and through the whole of itself is the reason of beings. And all the interpretations indeed, appear to exhibit the meaning of Plato, but that of Porphyry is more concordant, both with what is here and elsewhere said. For this reason which is now assumed, is neither that which is essential, nor that which subsists in energy, but that which is as the one power of the essence of souls, according to which also the soul is one, just as it is biformed according to sameness and difference. Or why were there not three circles, one according to each of the elements which are three, but two only, unless there is one essence in both? The power therefore of this one essence, is this reason, which is neither essence itself, nor the energy from essence having the third order. Hence this reason being one, knows according to the same. For it does not sometimes know the intelligible, and sometimes the sensible, like our reason, which is not able to apprehend both according to the same. This reason therefore, knows at once both same and different about the intelligible, and about the sensible essence, not being true, like intellect, but becoming true about both, on account of the transitive nature of its knowledge of both. So that the words according to same, signify the difference between the knowledge of a divine soul, and our knowledge; but the word becoming signifies the difference between psychical and intellectual knowledge. This reason therefore, knows intelligibles and sensibles, by coming into contact with intelligible and sensible sameness and difference; but it passes through the whole soul, here indeed, moving the circle of the

f cf. DOB supra, p. 392.

same, but there, the circle of the different; and by the one surveying intelligibles, but by the other sensibles. In this respect likewise, it adumbrates the whole Demiurgus, concerning whom it is said, [by the Chaldean Oracles*] "by intellect he possesses intelligibles, but he introduces sense into the worlds." For thus also the psychical reason, being borne along in the soul so as to move both itself and the whole soul, about intelligible and sensible sameness and difference, at one time produces opinions and persuasions, but at another, intellect and science, becoming indeed, and not being true, in the same manner as intellect
itself. For intellect is really true, and is true according to same; either as 235A at once knowing both beings and generated natures, or as always being such, and not sometimes, like the reason of partial souls. For this is not always invariably true, being filled with error and ignorance through generation.* Or this reason is becoming to be true, as being transitive in its twofold knowledge; but is true according to same, as always comprehending the whole form of each object of knowledge, and not conformably to our reason, evolving each of the forms which it beholds, but surveying at once the whole of every thing which it sees. For we meeting with a different part of the same thing, do not see according to same, but we perceive each thing partially. Or it may be said, that this reason is according to same, when conversant with sameness and difference, becoming simply after the same manner true, both about the intelligible and sensible, as knowing both at once, so far as same, and so far as different, that it may see and tell that the one has its progression from the other.

To be therefore, according to same, manifests that this reason is gnostic, according to one projecting energy, both of that which is truly different, and that which is truly same. For possessing at once a transitive B knowledge of these, this reason is becoming to be true, and of which the energy is to speak of that which is truly same, and of that which is truly different, in the intelligible,5 and in the sensible nature. For the work of this reason is to see in what intelligibles differ from sensibles. For it is necessary that there should be a certain thing which is gnostic of both, in order that it may say intelligibles are one thing, but sensibles another. But "it is borne along in that which is moved by it," as

t cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 8; also Proc. in Crat. 51, 26-30.
X cf. PhcedoSUH.
§ There is an omission here in the original of TOV ev TU VOT)TU.
• For avor\TCt in this place, it is necessary to read vorjTa.

proceeding into the twofold circles, and moving both itself and them. 2,308 For the lation manifests the progression from one knowledge, divided into a twofold knowledge. This reason itself however, is a uniform knowledge [or a knowledge having the form of The One], both of intelligibles and sensibles. Or it may be said, that it speaks in the soul, because the intelligible is one thing and the sensible another; or that it knows* both, being prior to both the circles, which know intelligibles and sensibles in a divided manner. For since the soul is both a monad and a duad, according to one knowledge, it unitedly comprehends intelligibles and sensibles; and again, it comprehends some things according to the circle of the same, but others, according to the circle of the different. As therefore, in essence, the monadic precedes the biformed, and this is also the case in harmony, in form, and in powers,
thus also in gnostic energies, the one reason is the primary leader of
distributed knowledge. These things however, have been frequently
repeated by me, through the ambiguity in which the interpreters are
involved in explaining them.

Plato therefore, indicating these particulars, says that reason itself
becoming true is borne along [i.e. revolves] about both the intelligible
and the sensible, in that which is moved by it, i.e. in each of the circles.
But it is borne along without speech and sound. For inward reason is
not at all in want of either of these; but they are requisite to that reason
which proceeds through the mouth. So that it is just as if he had said,
that this reason has a motion more perfect than every* energy which
proceeds externally. For sound and voice are assumed as symbols of
sensible motions. Inward reason therefore, as being the charioteer, and
moving in its course each of the circles, produces in us a twofold
knowledge, which Plato delivers in what follows. But if we read, as we
find it written in the most accurate manuscripts, in that which is moved
by itself, and not, in that which is moved by it, viz. by reason, this will
manifest the whole soul, signifying it from its definition. For the thing
defined, is in a certain respect the same with the definition of it. Reason

D therefore, being borne along in the soul; for it is the soul which is
moved by itself; at one time knows the same and different of sensibles,
but at another, of intelligibles. And it seems that same and different
especially characterize knowledge, in the same manner as motion and

\[{}^{t}\text{ For eiSoc here, read €iSwe.}\]

\[{}^{X}\text{ For iraaav in this place, it is obviously necessary to read pases.}\]

permanency characterize life. Hence also, Plato particularly makes
mention of these, because all knowledge has an alliance to them.

\[{}^{37b}\text{ "When it is conversant with a sensible nature, and the circle of the}
\text{different proceeding with rectitude, enunciates what it perceives to the}
\text{whole soul; then stable and true opinions and belief are produced."}\]

In what is here said, Plato speaks about the knowledge of sensibles, and
how the reason in the soul of the universe generates this knowledge, viz.
by moving the circle of the different, and the reasons in it which preside
over the orderly distribution of wholes, and by preserving this circle in
a state of undeviating rectitude. For rectitude manifests right opinion, as
Porphyry interprets, and Iamblichus admits. It likewise manifests the
untamed and the non-verging in providential energies. For unwearied,
and rapidly-moving power, are adapted to intelligence; but the inflexible,
and the uninclined, to providence and prolific energies. And to the
E impartible essence indeed, purity* of intelligence, is adapted; but to the
partible essence, undefiled energy. Porphyry therefore, considers the
circle which is moved with rectitude to be impartible; but that which is not accurately a circle, but in a certain respect participates of a right line, to be partible. For the knowledge of sensibles tends to externals, and is again reflected to the soul itself. Hence, that which is not accurately a circle in the soul, is neither a right line alone, such as is the knowledge of sense, nor a circle, such as is the knowledge of dianoia. Iamblichus however, rejects all this, as pertaining to human, and not to divine knowledge. When therefore, the charioteer moves the circle of the different, but this remaining undeviating and converted to itself, excites the reasons of sensibles, and announces to the whole soul the quality of each sensible object; (since the whole soul knows according to this, every thing sensible; for the circle of the same when it beholds intelligibles, knows also sensibles as from cause, but the circle of the different knows them immediately, and as it were in a co-ordinate manner) - when this is the case, then stable and true opinions and belief, are generated in it. For the more divine soul judiciously approving, or rather, imparting by illumination, a more intellectual energy to the doxastic circle, this circle possesses with purity its own proper life, and the knowledge in it is rendered stable, antecedently comprehending in itself a stable manner things that are locally moved, but such as are flowing and contingent, faithfully and stably. For opinion indeed, is the energy and knowledge of the doxastic soul; but faith is the stable and undeviating judgement of opinion. And thus much concerning this particular.

It deserves to be investigated however, how the circle of the different is, as has been said, gnostic of every thing sensible, and the circle of the same, is gnostic of intelligibles, as will be said. Forthough by dividing the motive powers from each other, one of the circles is the cause of motion to the right hand,* but the other of motion to the left, yet the gnostic powers must not be separated after the same manner, but it must be admitted that they have a knowledge of sensibles or intelligibles. May it not therefore be said, that the vital motions pertain to progressions, but the gnostic to regressions? And the circle of the same, indeed, as being proximate to intelligibles, proceeding from thence, is by proceeding moved vitally, forms by its progression the first period, and through it moves the whole world. For the less principal follow the more principal periods. The assertion of Aristotle* also is true, that generation is moved according to both; possessing the invariable from the motion to the right hand, but the variable from the circulation to the left hand. The circle of the same therefore, is converted to the intelligible; and on this account is gnostic of intelligibles. Hence it is necessary that every where conversion or regression should follow permanency. But the circle of the different, abiding in the circle of the

1 For Καδαπονίγ here, it is necessary to read Kadaponig.
same; for it is proximately comprehended in this, just as this is by
B intellect; proceeds through vital motion, to the second thing, which is
2,311 moved by it, I mean to the second circulation;5 and through this also
moves generation, just as the circle of the same, through the inerratic
sphere, moves the universe. Being converted however, or returning
through knowledge, it is converted to the vital motion of the circle of
the same which is proximately above it. But returning to it through
knowledge, it is gnostically converted to that which the vital motion of
the circle of the same administers vitally. And thus it obtains a
knowledge of the whole world, conjoining the regression of itself to this
circle of sameness, which abides prior to it. Thus too, the one circle
becomes gnostic of intelligibles, but the other of sensibles. For if the
latter moves the period of the different, it is necessary that it should
know this period and also the things of which it is the leader, and what
being a medium it follows; just as it is necessary that the circle of the

% cf. Aristotle, Concerning the Generation of Animals IV, 10, 778al.
§ viz. The circulation of the planetary spheres.

same, if it moves the universe, should know to what being assimilated,
it lives this life. So that to the one of these circles the regression is
through a part to the whole; but to the other, through a whole to
another whole.* And thus much has been said by us in answer to this
inquiry, which demands profound consideration.

It is not proper therefore, to think that the soul of the universe
receives the knowledge of sensibles externally, or that it is in want of
organs to the apprehension of them. For these things pertain to partial
C souls. But we ought to conceive, that being converted to itself, it has
the reasons of sensibles, produced in energy from itself. Hence also,
Plato accurately says, that the circle of the different energizes about
that which is sensible, but not towards the sensible essence, in order that he
might indicate the causal comprehension of sensibles in the reasons of
the soul, but not a knowledge co-ordinate with sensibles, and firmly
established in them. And thus much concerning the things themselves.
The words however, "enunciates to the whole soul," are concordant with
the words, "it speaks, being moved through the whole of itself." But they
indicate, that the circle of the different, proximately comes into contact
with sensibles; and that through this the whole soul obtains a knowledge
of them. The word autou however [i.e. of it.] may, as Porphyry also has
observed, be multifariously interpreted, but ought rather to be attributed
to reason. For opinions, and the belief of the circle proceeding with
rectitude, and enunciating sensibles, are the progeny of reason. For
opinions and belief are in the doxastic part of the soul indeed, but
pertain to reason, so far as they are moved, excited, and contained by it.
And thus much concerning the co-arrangement of reason with the circle
D of the different. But in the next place, Plato speaks of its co-arrangement
with the circle of the same, adding as follows:

37c "But when again, it is conversant with the logistic* power, and the
circle of the same revolving with facility indicates its perceptions, then
intellect and science are necessarily produced."

Plato entirely opposes the rational to the sensible, the revolving with
facility to the straight or right, the is to the generated, indication to
enunciation, intellect to opinion, and science to faith. The logistic however,

i.e. The regression of the circle of the same, is through the world to its paradigm:
each of these being a whole, but the former a sensible, and the latter an intelligible
whole.

% For Χοιηδες here, it is necessary to read Χοιηρος;
§ Instead of ουεδρον, in this place, read ατρον.

is not that which reasons, as some one may suppose, but the intelligible
itself. For this he opposes to the sensible, because reasoning there is
more divine than in the soul, as we have frequently observed, and in
intelligibles always subsists in energy. And it seems that he thus
denominates the rational the logistic, just as he afterwards calls the
sensible the sensitive.' For the sensible is motive of sense, and the
intelligible of the reasoning of the soul. Hence the logistic* will be that
which is comprehended by the reasoning of the soul; and this
antecedently comprehending cause, is homonymously to reasoning called
logistic. But he calls the intellectual voluble, as having the unimpeded in
transition, and also the circular, and the flourishing, likewise perfection
E in intellections, the energizing about divinity, the boniform, and the
revolving about the intelligible as a centre, "hastening to conjoin
yourself to the centre of resounding light," says some one of the Gods.s
The word being likewise signifies that which is filled withtruly existing
beings, and is united to them. But the word indicates signifies, to unfold
as it were into light, to teach, and to produce from that which is arcane.

2,313 Farther still, by intellect here, must be understood the intellect which is
according to habit. For intellect has a threefold subsistence; the first indeed,
being divine, such as is the demiurgic intellect; but the second, being that
which is participated by soul, and is essential and self-perfect; and the third,
that which subsists according to habit, and on account of which the soul
is intellectual. And science is the first knowledge which is filled from
intelligibles, and exists with an uninclining, non-verging, and immutable
energy. But it differs from intellect,0 so far as the latter is surveyed in
the simple projections alone of the soul. For through it the soul at once
intellectually perceives the whole of each object of intellection; since the
at-once-collected in energies, is the peculiarity of intellect. But science is surveyed in the knowledge from cause. For this is the peculiarity of science as is also the composition and division of forms. For it is evident, that having a knowledge of beings, it also knows which among them have the order of causes, and which of effects. But all knowledge of this kind is called science, just as the simple apprehension of each object of intellection is called intelligence. And such is our explanation.

t e.g. Tim. 61c - d; 65a; 67a - c; & 70b.
§ Here also for Xoyucov, read \oyumicov.
* Nou is omitted here in the original.

Iamblichus however, conceives this intellect to be more ancient than soul, supernally containing, and giving perfection to it. He also contends against those, who either immediately conjoin the soul to allperfect intellect, (for it is necessary that the transition should not be immediate from exempt natures to participants, but that there should be middle essences co-arranged with the things that participate) or who suppose intellect to be a habit of the soul. For it is necessary that prior to that which is in another, that should exist which is in itself. And this indeed, is rightly asserted with reference to things; but it is more consonant to the words of Plato, to survey this intellect as a habit in the soul itself. For Timaeus says it is produced from the energy of the circle of the same. But that intellect which the Demiurgus constituted, must be said to be above soul, when he placed analogously soul in body, and intellect in soul.* For it is evident that this intellect is more ancient than soul, just as soul, according to Timaeus, is more ancient than body. The intellect however, which is now mentioned, being the effect of the motion of reason about the intelligible, through the circle of the same; for he says it is produced in consequence of that circle revolving with facility about that which is apprehended by the reasoning power; will not be more ancient than the soul, but a certain habit of it, in the same manner as science. Hence also, he says, that it is ingenerated in the soul, in the same manner as science, opinion, and faith. From all that has been said therefore, this one thing may be summarily collected, that when reason is conversant with the intelligible, and the circle of the same unfolds through its intellectual energy, the nature of beings to reason, then intellect and science are produced in the soul. And this indeed, must necessarily be the case. For a perfection adapted to such energies, is consubsistent with them. What then, some one may say, is reason at one time conversant with intelligibles, but at another with sensibles? By no means is this the case with the total soul [or soul of the universe], but it is always on high, and is always directed to intelligibles. It likewise abides and is established there, and providentially attends to sensibles,
with an untamed energy; and through the facility of the motion of the
circle of the same, the rectitude of the circle of the different is permanent.
But the words when, is generated, and the like, manifest differences of
power. For the energy is not everywhere similarly according to all the
powers: for this is the peculiarity of divine intelligibles, on account of
the simplicity of the essence. But according to the energy of the circle
of the same, reason is more conversant with intelligibles than with
sensibles; and from the energy of the circle of the different, is more
conversant with sensibles than with intelligibles. It is requisite also not
to overlook this, that Timaeus says, "the circle of the different proceeding
with rectitude," looking in so saying to the circles of a partial soul, of
which, when in a fallen condition he asserts, that the circle of the same
is fettered, and the circle of the different distorted. For in saying this he
opposes rectitude to distortion, and to the being fettered facility of
motion,* which signifies the unincumbered; just as rectitude there,
indicates a relation undistorted by inferior objects, and an irreprehensible
judgement; so that he celebrates appropriately each of the circles.

37c "Whoever therefore asserts, that this is ever engenerated in any other
being than soul, asserts everything rather than the truth."

2,315 What does he intend to signify by the word this? Is it intellect and
science? If so, he does not mean the circle of the different. Or rather
does he not speak of the twofold conjunctions, [intellect and science,] opinion
and faith? For intellect and science are one of the conjunctions,
and opinion and faith are the second. But through these he
comprehends every soul. Everything therefore, which is the recipient
of intellect and science, opinion and faith, is soul. For all these
knowledges are rational and transitive. And because indeed, they are
rational, they are exempt from the irrational powers; but because they
are transitive, they are subordinate to intellectual knowledge. For if
science and intellect are in intelligibles, yet they are not engenerated in
them, as he says they are in the soul. For sciences in the soul subsist
according to participation; since they participate of science itself, the soul
being essentialized according to participation. For the middle proceed
from the first genera, and are similarly harmonized; since the harmony
in the soul is from harmony itself. The soul likewise possesses figure,
similarly to the first genera. For intellectual figure is comprehensive of
all-various figures. The soul also possesses powers after the same
manner. For intellectual and intelligible powers are prior to it. It
likewise receives motion from the genera of being, and knowledge from
the demiurgic intelligence, where also permanency is unfolded into light.
For *arpoxov* in this place, it is obviously necessary to read *evrpoxov*.

§ The words *vow Km emorrippriv* are omitted in this place in the original.

* For irtffe«c here, read *wioreuc*;.

For all knowledge is a certain permanency and comprehension of the thing known, and an apt conjunction with it. The motion therefore of the soul participates of the whole psychical knowledge, so far as it knows itself,* and looking to itself moves; and knowledge participates of motion so far as it is transitive. Peculiarly however, the motive energy is defined according* to motion; but the gnostic, according to permanency. And the circle of the different is rather motive than gnostic, but the circle of the same is rather gnostic than motive; because permanency pertains to sameness, but motion to difference. In the circle of the different however, there is knowledge, and in the circle of the same, motion; just as in the latter there is sameness, and in the former difference. But the whole soul participates through the whole of itself of the genera of 2.316 being. As far therefore, as to these particulars, the psychogony obtains its completion, being divided into the before-mentioned heads. For the hypostasis, harmony, figure, powers and energies of the soul, have been discussed.* * * **

Since however the soul is a multitude, and the first of composite natures; but it is composed, not of infinites, but of things numbered, and these not without co-arrangement, but harmonized; this being the case, numbers and harmony were very properly assumed in the generation of it. Since too, it comprehends the principles of all analogy, and all harmony, in consequence of being the soul of the world, no analogy is omitted [in the composition of it ] . Because however, it was constituted by divinity, the more divine of the genera was assumed, viz. the diatonic: for it is entheastic. And at first indeed, because essence, same, and different were assumed, that whole of the soul which is prior to parts, was constituted; but now, through the psychogony, the whole which is in the parts. For the Demiurgus divides, and unites the parts through analogies. But through the circles, the wholeness in each of the parts, is delivered. It must likewise be assumed, that the Demiurgus in the Timaeus, energizes in conjunction with all the demiurgic Gods.D For he cuts into seven parts Titannically; unites Apolloniacally; produces body, and invests it with figure, as containing in himself Vulcan; and F bounds the measures of ascents and descents, and inscribes the laws of Fate, as possessing Necessity. In the psychogony also, it is necessary to

* For *eavrrj* here, it is obviously necessary to read *tauryv*.

X Instead of *pera rr\w KIVJOLOV* in this place, it is requisite to read *Kara rrp> Kivqoiv*.

§ There is unfortunately an hiatus here in the original.

* cf. 200D - E ff, supra, p. 616.
refer what has been said, to the essence of the soul, or to the things
which are administered by it, or rather to both. For the natures
contained in the world, are under the dominion of the powers which are
essentially inherent in the soul. It is likewise requisite to investigate
what the middles are, what the multiple, superparticular and
superpartient ratios are, what the leimma is, and what the seven parts
are; and why the diagram proceeds to a quadruple diapason, and the
diapente, and tone.

238A Of the three middles also, the geometrical, arithmetical, and musical,
the solid analogy which is composed from the three is the equality of
Themis, from whom every order is derived. But the three middles
proceed from the three daughters of Themis, viz. Eunomia, Dice, and
Irene; the arithmetical from Irene, which surpasses and is surpassed by
the equal; which also we employ in the time of peace in contracts, and
through which the elements are quiescent; but the geometrical from
2,317 Eunomia which likewise Plato denominates the judgement of Jupiter,
and through which the world is adorned with geometrical analogies; and
the harmonic from Dice, through which greater things have a greater,
but less a less ratio. Since therefore, the geometrical middle
comprehends the other two, as has been demonstrated, the essence of the
soul is adorned by the geometric middle, the soul being the same
through the whole of itself, and every where both partible and
impartible. But it is adorned according to the arithmetical middle,
because the common powers in it, which recur from the impartible to
the partible, or from things partible to the impartible, equally surpass
B and are surpassed by things entirely partible and impartible. And by the
harmonic middle,} because of the powers that are in it, some are in a
greater degree separated from their producing causes, and have a greater
transcendency, but others a less. And again, the sameness of forms
subsists every where appropriately through the whole world, corporeally
and vitally, in a plant, in an animal, and in a stone; because the whole
world is adorned with geometrical proportion. But the arithmetical
middle presents itself to the view in the sublunary elements, which it
equalizes according to powers. And the harmonic middle is seen in the
world, according to the [celestial] spheres, their motions, and their
intervals. For Ptolemy demonstrates,* that their intervals are in
harmonic proportion.

t Instead of TJ be apfioviK] iiεaon\q in this place, it is requisite to read rq be
% cf. 196B - C, ff. supra, p. 604.
PROCLUS ON THE TIMAEUS OF PLATO

BOOK IV

37c-d "But when the generating father understood that this generated statue or resemblance of the perpetual Gods, moved and lived,1 he was delighted and exhilarated, and in consequence of this delight, considered how he might fabricate it still more similar to its paradigm. Hence, as that is an eternal animal* he endeavoured also to render this universe such,5 to the utmost of his ability."

The one Demiurgus, who also fabricates wholes, generated collectively and at once, according to sameness, and converts, perfects, and assimilates his fabrications to their paradigms; whether one and the same essence effects this, and one and the same generative, recalling, perfective and assimilative power, as is asserted by someD of the ancients, or different powers, as appeared to be the case to certain others. For there is no small dissension, and as it were opposition, between these men. There are likewise some, who uniting, are at the same time unwilling to admit that the one is without the efficacy of multitude; and there are others who, though they divide, yet cannot endure to say, that the numbers of powers is unco-ordinated and mutilated, but they willingly admit and demonstrate that these powers are comprehended in their proper monad, and are united and preserved by it. Hence it happens, that some assert that these powers are a tetradic monad, but others D again, that they are an united tetrad, or as they love to call it, a 3,2 monadized tetrad. It is evident however, that the Demiurgus here mentioned being one, inserts in the junior Demiurgi posterior to him,° at one and the same time an assimilative power when he orders them to imitate his power about their generation; a generative power, when he orders them to produce and generate animals in common; and an analysing power, when he commands them to receive back again the parts that were borrowed from the whole elements, the substances composed from them being dissolved, and to recall them to their wholes. And after all these, he inserts in them a guardian power, in consequence of which, he immediately constitutes the governors of the world,

t The words re avro K.CU fv, are omitted in the text of Proclus.
% For $ui)v here, read t;uov.
§ The word TOIOVTOV is also omitted in the text of Proclus.
• Instead of KCtxoiaiv in this place, it is necessary to read KCxdcnetep TOIOIV.
° cf. Tim. 42d ff.
The Demiurgus therefore, as I began to say, by whom all things were produced, generated them consubsistent with himself, and assimilated, and perfected, and converted them to himself; their order not being confounded by the at-once-collected evolution, as it were, of all things into light, but being in a much greater degree guarded and connected. For he neither deprives inferior natures of the providential care of more excellent beings; nor more perfect natures of the dominion pertaining to them over such as are more imperfect. For he does not comprehend one of these prior in time to the other; nor do either secondary natures remain destitute of the inspection of providence, nor such as are more ancient, sluggish and unpromising; as if the former did not yet receive the providential energies of the latter. We however, not being able to understand, and much less to explain the beneficent energy of the father of wholes from eternity, about the world, must be satisfied with perceiving and speaking of him, as at one time generating, at another adorning, at another perfecting, and at another assimilating, which also the words of the philosopher now previously suffering, are prepared to operate upon us. For the world now participates of motion and life, according to the doctrine of the father.* For soul that dwells together with it, preserves to itself the different kinds of its own peculiar knowledge, according to which it knows both intelligibles and mundane natures. But motion and life, which do not flourish in itself alone, it also imparts to all the bulk of the body of the universe. And on this very account either alone or especially, the fabric of the world being completely fashioned a resemblance of the intelligible Gods, the Demiurgus was in a still greater degree *delighted and exhilarated, and in consequence of this delight and exhilaration, caused it to possess a greater and more perfect similitude to intelligibles. Hence also, he considered how he might make it as it were perpetual. For the intelligible is properly, and primarily perpetual, but that is secondarily perpetual which is co-extensive with the progression and evolution of time. For the ever is twofold, the one being eternal, but the other temporal. Why therefore, after all the before-mentioned benefits, does Plato introduce this eighth gift of the Demiurgus?5 Because it is the

---

t cf. Tim. 38c; 40b - c.
% For Tajrof in this place, it is necessary to read iraTpoq.
§ cf. 140E ff, supra, p. 424.

---

greatest and most perfect, and transfers the image to the highest similitude to its paradigm. But it is necessary that he who once exhibits
the generation of wholes in words, should pass from things more
imperfect to such as are more perfect. For conformably to this very
thing, things which subsist per se or essentially, and those which are
ingenerated in others, are, as it were, opposed to each other; because in
things which are established in themselves, and which in no respect
whatever pertain to others, it is necessary to say that the more venerable
of these rank as leaders, through which the final, the demiurgic, and the
other causes consequent to these, present themselves to the view. But
in things which are participated by others, such as are more imperfect
occur, which become as it were subjects to more perfect natures, and
show themselves to be of posterior origin. Such therefore, is the whole
design of the words before us.

It follows in the next place, that we should show through what causes,
and from the possession of what nature, the Demiurgus of wholes
constituted time in conjunction with the soul and the universe; and also
what the good is imparted by it, and on account of which it was
produced. It is likewise especially requisite that we should show this,
because many, even of the friends of Plato, apprehend time to be a
certain obscure form, and nothing more than that which is numbered of
motions;* not considering, that of the ten gifts which the father imparts to
the world? each of the following is entirely greater than each of the gifts
that precedes it. If therefore, having now animated the world, and
rendered it a blessed God,D he afterwards imparts time to it, it is
evident that time will be° superior to soul, and to the possession of a
blessed life on account of soul, and that a life which is defined according
to time will live periodically. Hence time will not be a thing of such a
kind as the multitude say it is, but will have an essence more divine than

f For Tcaov here, read -KClaa.
§ cf. 241A f, infra, p. 733; and Aristotle, Physics IV, 11, 219bl ff & 223a24 ff; and
On the Heavens I, 9, 279a25 ff.
• Tim. 34b.
0 Instead of vveprepov ati til) o xpovoq, it is necessary to read wireprepov av eit) o
XPOVOQ.

that of souls, and psychical good. This therefore, we shall again more
fully enforce.*

We must say however, directing our attention to the words of Plato,
that the Demiurgus intellectually perceives the life, and motion, and
order of the universe, and its possession of form, not in so doing looking
to the world itself. For neither in short, is the world intelligible
according to the whole of itself; but is rather according to its bulk, the
object of opinion in conjunction with irrational sense.* Nor does the Demiurgus in his intellecions tend to external objects; but every intellect is converted to itself. Hence, because he intellectually perceives himself, and contains in himself the generative, and providential cause of wholes; by beholding himself, he surveys both the essence and the perfection of his own progeny. But Plato says, that the world was generated the statue or resemblance of the perpetual Gods; not that it is the image of the mundane Gods; for he does not alone speak about the corporeal-formed nature of the universe, but also about the animated and intellectual animal, which comprehends in itself the mundane Gods; but he says this, because it is the resemblance of the intelligible Gods. For it is filled with deity from them, and the progressions of the mundane Gods into it, are, as it were, certain rivers and illuminations of the intelligible Gods.

D The world also, receives these progressions, not only according to its celestial part, but according to the whole of itself. For in the air, in the earth, and in the sea, there are advents of the terrestrial, aquatic, and aerial Gods. The world therefore, is filled with deity according to the whole of itself, and on this account is wholly a resemblance of the intelligible Gods; not indeed, receiving the intelligible Gods themselves; 3,5 for neither do statues receive the exempt essence of the total Gods; but being fitly adorned, it receives the illuminations derived from thence to secondary orders, to which it has a commensurate subsistence.

That by the perpetual however, he means all the intelligible Gods, and not the Gods that are in the world, he renders evident by immediately adding, "Hence as that is an eternal animal," viz. the intelligible [or animal itself]. But who the intelligible Gods are, may be assumed from division. For it must either be admitted that they are prior to animal itself; or in animal itself, being the monads as it were of the four ideas which are there; or posterior to animal itself. It would be ridiculous therefore, to arrange them prior to animal itself; for they would then

t cf. 247A ff infra, p. 750.
$ Tim. 28a.
§ Novc is omitted in the original in this place.

comprehend eternity, to which he has not yet said the universe is assimilated. But it is impossible to arrange them in animal itself. For how could Plato call the universe, the statue or resemblance of those Gods, to which he had not yet according to the order of the discourse,* assimilated the plenitudes of the universe? For he does this afterwards, when he produces the partial plenitudes of the universe. So that he would not have said, that the universe was now generated the resemblance of these Gods, but since it will be. It remains therefore, that the perpetual Gods, are all those posterior to animal itself, which subsist
between the intelligible paradigm and the Demiurgus. For the Demiurgus rendered the universe similar to all these, so far as each of them comprehends the form of the wholeness of the world. This then is demonstrated.

Hence the world is the statue of the intelligible Gods; when it is assumed in conjunction with soul and intellect, and the deity which accedes to it. But it is a statue in motion, and full of life,* and deity; fashioned from all things within itself; preserving all things, and filled with an at-once-collected abundance of all good from the father. It likewise peculiarly receives from nature motion, more than any thing else; but from soul, motion and life; and from intellect, intelligence and life, and the receptacle of the mundane Gods. From the mundane Gods however, it receives that which remains, viz. the being fashioned in perfection, the most true statue, or resemblance, of the intelligible Gods. And again, from this it is evident, that Plato establishes the Demiurgus conformably to the most consummate of the initiators into the mysteries.0 For he exhibits him as the statuary of the world, just as before he represented him the maker of divine names ° and the enunciator of divine characters, through which he gave perfection to the soul. For these things are effected by those that are telestae** in reality, who give completion to statues, through characters and vital names, and render them living and moving. With great propriety therefore, was the father of wholes delighted with his fabrication, and being exhilarated with it, endeavoured to render it still more similar to its paradigm. He was delighted with, and admired however, not that which proceeded from, and through him was completely effected a thing of this kind, but with his own power, which caused the universe, from being moved in a confused and disorderly manner, to become orderly, animated, endued with intellect, and divine. And as by knowing himself, he knows the world, so by admiring his own demiurgic power, he makes his fabrication to be admirable, and the true statue or resemblance of the perpetual Gods. For
in a certain respect, the universe is said to be a statue (agalma) from divinity being delighted with it.

He was delighted however, and exulted, not rejoicing in a thing situated externally; for how being intellect can he look outwardly; but his delight was produced from being filled with his own boniform will, and from his beneficent power proceeding to the unenvying and exuberant communication and supply of more perfect goods. This also Plato sufficiently indicates, by saying that the Demiurgus in consequence of being delighted, endeavoured to render the universe still more similar to 3,7 its paradigm. For he was primarily delighted indeed, through the inward intellection of himself, comprehending and benevolently receiving the intelligible universe, with a simple, unimpeded, and collected embrace, through permanency in, and a perfect union with it. But he was delighted secondarily, if it be lawful so to speak, on account of the aptitude of the natures which receive the supply of good, externally proceeding from him.

And here you may see, how Plato delivers the three causes of the participation of good; proceeding into this world from the father. One indeed, and the first, is that which proceeds from the power of the Demiurgus who now generates time; through his own unenvying and prolific abundance, desiring to fill all things with first, middle, and last goods. But the second cause, is that which arises from the aptitude of the receiving thing. For the communicator of good is then delighted, when that which receives it, is aptly disposed to its reception. And the third cause, is that which proceeds from the symmetry, and as it were conspiration and symphony of both power and aptitude. For on account of this, though the Gods always extend to all things good co-ordinate* to their essences, yet it is

Instead of aroixeux in this place, it is necessary to read OVOTOIXCL.

not always received by all of us; because we are not adapted to its reception, and have not always a subsistence commensurate to its power. If however, we wish that divinity should rejoice in us, as he is naturally disposed to rejoice, and be delighted on our account, though he always possesses an invariable sameness of subsistence, we must render ourselves adapted to the reception of the good which is extended by him; in order that the gift of divinity, may not with respect to us be inefficacious, though he is not impeded by any thing. These things therefore it is the business of another discussion to survey more fully. Now, however, let us see how the universe becomes more similar to its paradigm, through the generation of time. Because the paradigm therefore is primarily eternal, if the sensible world did not receive a secondary perpetuity, it is evident to every one, that it would be in a
less degree assimilated to the intelligible. And it likewise is not difficult to perceive, that the nature which has its generation in mutation, if it were separated from time, would be so far from being perpetual, that it would not be possible for it to remain for a moment.* Hence, a certain perpetuity is necessary to that which is to be in a still greater degree assimilated to the intelligible. But to that which is perpetual indeed, yet has not the perpetuity at once present with it, in the same manner as the intelligible, the whole extension of time is necessary. Moreover, he who considers the nature of time, will more clearly know, how time not only contributes to the perpetuity of the whole world, and to the great parts of the world, but also to the perfection and felicity of each of them, and comprehends all these at once; which in the course of the interpretation we shall endeavour to manifest, by investigating the plenitudes of time.

37d "The nature indeed of animal itself was eternal, and this it is impossible to adapt perfectly to that which is generated. Hence he

t i.e. If we wish to receive his beneficent illuminations. For these are always extended, after the same manner, because, as Proclus observes, divinity possesses an invariable sameness of subsistence. Hence when we receive the good, which he perpetually extends to us, he is said to be delighted, his delight indicating our proper reception of this good.

% cf. 105D supra, p. 319.
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• cf. 85D supra; and 243B infra.

formed the design of producing a certain moveable image of eternity;5 .and in consequence of this, while he was adorning the universe, he made this eternal image proceeding according to number, of eternity abiding in one, and which we denominate time."

That animal itself is the plenitude of the multitude of intelligible animals, and that it possesses an invariable sameness of subsistence, is a thing frequently and fully asserted, and is not considered as at all dubious by the Platonic philosophers. But what eternity is, and the moveable time which imitates it, are things perfectly difficult to understand, and to explain sufficiently to others. At the same time however, it is requisite to narrate the more elegant opinions of the ancients about it, and to add, if we are able, any thing which may contribute to the elucidation, and distinct consideration of the things to be discussed.

The multitude therefore, have a conception and co-sensation of time, in consequence of looking to the sublunary and celestial motions, and
are of opinion that time is something pertaining to motion, such for
instance as the number, or extension of motion, or something else of the
like kind. But the more excellent of these, proceeding to the
consideration of eternity, and perceiving that there is not simply
motion, but a perpetual and orderly motion in the universe, and which
circulates with invariable sameness, - conceived from hence, that this
invariable sameness, was inherent in moveable natures, from a certain
other cause, and not from themselves. This cause therefore, will either
be immoveable, or moved. And if indeed, it is moved at a certain time
only, how will it be the cause of that which always is invariably the
same? But if it is moved always, this perpetuity of its motion must
again be derived from something else, and either this will be the case
ad infinitum, or there will be something immoveable, which is the cause
of perpetual motion, to things which are always moved. And the energy
of this being immoveable, is no longer according to time, but is eternal.
For the peculiarity of things which subsist according to time, is to be
always in generation, or becoming to be; but of eternal natures, to exist

For KivrjTOV here, read KIVTITTIV.
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always. For common conception opines, that eternity is denominated
from existing always, just as it thinks that time derives its appellation
from dancing being a measured motion, and which
has its existence in generation. On this account, it appears to me that
the multitude assumed the first conception of time, but the wise of
eternity, by the former directing their attention to the nature which is
always moved, and the latter to the nature which is always stable. It
must now however be shown what each of these is, and in a manner
most conformable to the doctrine of Plato.

Aristotle indeed,* admitting time to be the number of motion, asserts
that it is so, not according to that which numbers, but according to that
which is numbered. Hence, he very properly inquires what that is
which numbers it, if time is that which is numbered. For these are
relatives, and the one existing, the other also exists. He solves the
inquiry however weakly, by saying that it is a certain soul which
numbers time.* For it is necessary, that prior to perpetual number,
time be a perpetual numerator, in order that he may always
produce, that which is generated always existing. Admitting therefore
time to be the number of motion, he also says that eternity is
intelligible, deriving its appellation from existing always, and possessing
and comprehending the whole of time. Hence also he says, the existence and life of all things are suspended from this, of some things more obscurely, but of others more clearly. It is necessary however at present, that we should particularly see what eternity and time are according to Plato, and that we should not admit the image if time to be time alone, nor eternity to be simply a certain intelligible God, but in the first place show, in what order of the intelligibles it subsists. For this is especially the peculiarity of the science of Plato.

It is manifest then to every one, that eternity is more venerable, primordial, and as it were more stable than animal itself, though animal itself is the most beautiful, and most perfect of intelligible animals, as Plato has before said. For if the eternal is said to be, and is eternal as participating [of eternity,] but eternity is not said to participate of animal itself, nor to receive its appellation from it, it is evident that the former participates of animal itself, because it is not an animal; for neither is time a visible animal; nor is it any other animal. For it has been demonstrated that animal itself is only-begotten and eternal, because eternity is more excellent. For the eternal is neither that which eternity is, nor is more excellent than eternity. But as we all say that the participant of intellect, and the animated, are posterior to intellect and soul, so likewise the eternal is secondary to eternity. What then some one may say, will eternity be, if it is more venerable than animal itself, which is said to be the most beautiful of intelligibles,* and in every respect perfect? May it not be said, that it is especially most beautiful, in consequence of receiving the summit of beauty, on account of excessive participation, but that it does not receive the summit of *The Good;* for it is not said to be *most excellent.* So that it may be subordinate to that which is the best. To which may be added, that it is not simply the most beautiful of all intelligibles, but of intelligible animals. Hence eternity* is no animal, but if it is life, it is infinite life.

In the next place, it is not necessary that what is in every respect perfect should be the first. For the perfect has all things, so that it has things first, middle, and last. But that which is above this division will be super-perfect. Hence nothing prevents eternity from being superior to the animal which is the most beautiful of all intelligible animals, and is

---


X In defence of Aristode however, it may be said, that when he asserts that it is a certain soul which numbers time, he does not speak of time according to its first subsistence, but the time which is participated by material natures, and of which, the multitude, as Proclus observes, have a conception, and co-sensation. § Tim. 30d.
in every respect perfect, if eternity is most excellent and super-perfect. Farther still, animal itself has not an arrangement prior to the multitude of intelligible animals. On this account therefore, Plato says, "For to that which is the most beautiful of intelligibles and in every respect perfect." But eternity is prior to the multitude of intelligible animals. For these are eternal; but eternal natures participate of eternity, which is not co-arranged with the multitude of them, and has rather an arrangement contrary to them. For it unites multitude, and is said to abide in one, as being void of multitude. Animal itself however, comprehends all such animals as are intelligible; on which account also, it is in want of eternity, in order that it may participate through it, of union, containing power, and a firm and immutable life. Hence too, he says that it is eternal, yet does not add, that it has multitude in itself, but speaks of it in the singular number; signifying that union is especially
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E present with it from eternity, so that the whole essence of intelligible animals shines forth as one nature, on account of eternity. If therefore, these things are rightly asserted, eternity will not be one certain genus of being, as some think it is, such for instance as essence, or permanency, or sameness. For all these are parts of animal itself; and each of them has that to which it is as it were opposed. Thus for instance, essence is opposed to non-being, to permanency, motion, and to sameness, difference. But to eternity nothing is opposed. All these therefore, are similarly eternal, viz. sameness, difference, permanency and motion. This however, would not be the case, if eternity was one of these. For motion and permanency are not similarly eternal with eternity. But all intelligibles are similarly perpetual and eternal beings. Eternity therefore is not opposed to any one, either of these or of the things posterior to it. For time, which may seem to subsist dissimilarly with reference to it, in the first place is not convolved about the same things as eternity, but about things which do not receive connexion from eternity. In the next place, it is an image, and not the opposition of it, as we have already observed, and shall demonstrate.* Neither therefore, will eternity be one genus of being, nor the whole collection of the genera of it. For again multitude being in it, it would be in want of the union of that which abides in one. But eternity is that which abides in one. So that it would both abide, and not abide in one. It would abide indeed, as eternity, and as the cause of union to beings. But it would not abide, as consisting of multitude. In addition to all that has been said likewise, it is intellect which consists of these genera, and perceives their consummation. The conception however, of intellect, is
different from that of eternity, just as the conception of soul, is different from that of time. For *the energy of intellect, is intransitive intelligence, but of eternity, impartible perpetuity.* And after this manner indeed, the 242A things are distinguished from each other. But those who mingle all things into the same, and assert that there is only one intellect between soul and *The Good,* are compelled to acknowledge that intellect and eternity are the same.

What then will eternity be, if it is neither one of the genera of being, nor consists of all the five, since all these are eternal, and eternity0 is
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above these? We reply, what else can it be than the comprehension* of the intelligible unities? But I mean by the unities, the ideas of intelligible animals, and the genera of all these intelligible ideas. The one comprehension therefore of these, and of the summit of their multitude, and the cause of the immutable permanency of all of them is eternity, not existing in the multitude of intelligibles, nor collected from them; but being present with them exemptly, disposing and as it were forming them by itself, and making this very thing to be at the same time a whole. For the all-various idea of intelligibles is not produced immediately after *The Good,* which is entirely without any representation of multitude, but there are certain intermediate natures, which are indeed more united than all-perfect multitude, but exhibit the B parturiency and representation of the progeny of wholes, and of connectedly-containing power in themselves. The number however and nature of these, the Gods know divinely, but the mystic tradition of the *Parmenides* teaches us in a human manner, and philosophically, to which we refer the reader for the accurate discussion of these particulars. But now we shall demonstrate through the words themselves of the 3,13 philosopher, that eternity is above all-perfect animal, and that it is proximately above it. For because animal itself is said to be eternal, it will be secondary to eternity. But because there is no eternal nature prior to it, it will be proximately posterior to eternity. Whence therefore, is this evident? We reply, because neither is there any thing temporal prior to [time] the image of eternity, but the world primarily participates of time, and animal itself, of eternity. For if as eternity is to time, so is animal itself to the world, then alternately, as geometers would say, as eternity is to animal itself, so is time to the world. But time is first participated by the world; for it had no existence whatever, prior to the orderly distribution of the universe.
C Eternity therefore, is participated by animal itself. If likewise, time is not the sensible animal which comprehends in itself all other sensible animals [i.e. if it is not the universe]; for it is generated together with it; but that which is generated with it, is not that with which it is generated; - if this be the case, neither will eternity be the intelligible animal. Hence neither will it be an animal, lest there should be two [all-comprehending] intelligible animals. For it has been before demonstrated by Plato, that animal itself is only begotten. So that in short, eternity will not be an animal. For if it were, it would either be

The word *wepioxy* is omitted here in the original, but from what follows, either this word, or *airia* or *novaq* or *evuoic*, ought evidently to be inserted.

an animal different from, or the same with animal itself. It is not however, possible to assert either of these, as we have shown; partly indeed, because animal itself is only begotten, and partly because time, and that which is temporal, are not the same. But if it is participated, and does not participate of intelligible animal, it will be a God prior to animal itself, intelligible indeed, but not yet an animal; since animal itself also is a God. And this because the world likewise is a God. For that which is participated there, but does not participate of a participated nature, is entirely more total.

It is evident however, that the participation is not equal in both. *For the communion and union of intelligibles, which now employing we call participation, is different from that of sensible natures.* It appears therefore, that the order of eternity, is superior to that of animal itself, and is proximately superior, and that it is the cause of intelligibles of an invariable sameness of subsistence. Hence some one may consider it as the same with *permanency*. This however, is a co-ordinated cause, and rather imparts a sameness of subsistence about energy. But *eternity* is an exempt cause. It also appears, that eternity is the comprehension and union of many intelligible unities. Hence it is said by the [Chaldean] Oracles to be *father-begotten light*, because it illuminates all thing with unifying light. "For this alone, [says the Oracle] by plucking abundantly from the strength of the father, the flower of intellect is enabled by intellection* to impart a paternal intellect to all the fountains and principles; together with intellectual energy, and a perpetual permanency, according to an unsluggish revolution." For being full of paternal deity, which the oracle calls the flower of intellect, it illuminates all things with intellect, and with intellectual perception invariably the same, and also with the ability of revolving and energizing in an amatory manner, about the principle of all things. These things however, I evolve in the inaccessible recesses of the reasoning power. Again however, on all sides investigating the conceptions of the
philosopher about eternity, let us consider what is meant by *eternity abiding in one*. For we ask in what one? Is it in *The Good*, as appeared E to be the case, to the most theological of the interpreters? But *The Good*, does not even abide in itself, on account of its simplicity, as we
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may learn in the first hypothesis of the *Parmenides*, and as he admits. Much less therefore, can any thing else abide in it.* For in short, nothing is in it.5 nothing subsists together with it, on account of its being exempt from a co-ordination with any thing whatever. To which may be added, that it is not usual to call it either good, or one, but *The Good*, and *The One*, in order that we may form a conception of its monadic transcendency, which is beyond every known nature. Now however, eternity is not said to abide in *The One*, but in *one*; so that it does not abide in *The Good*. Does therefore, the abiding of eternity in one, signify the united nature as it were of it, and the abiding of it in its *own* one; and manifest that it is one multitude? Or, in short, does it indicate the number of that which does not proceed, in order that it may be the cause of union to the multitude of intelligibles? This indeed, we also say is true, in order that it may impart to itself the stable, and the whole, prior to eternal natures. For this is to *abide* in one; *viz.* to have the whole at once present, and the same immutable hyparxis. Every divine nature therefore, begins its energy from itself; so that *F* eternity will establish itself in one, and connectedly contain itself after the same manner, prior to eternal beings. Hence it is not being, as Strato the physiologist says, which is the cause of permanency, but eternity. And it is the cause of a permanency, not always in generation, or becoming to be, but which immutably exists in one, as Timaeus says.

If however, eternity exhibits a duad, though we frequently endeavour to conceal it; for *the always* is conjoined to *being* according to the same, and eternity (*aion*) is, *that which always is* (*o aei on*); it appears that it will have the monad of being prior to itself, and the one being; and that it will abide in this one, as our preceptor also thought concerning it; in *243A* order that it may be one prior to the duad, as not departing from unity. And the duad indeed, antecedently exhibiting multitude in itself, is united to the one being, in which eternity abides; but the multitude of intelligibles is united to eternity itself, which comprehends exemptly and
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unically, all the summits of them. For that the conception of the one being and of eternity differ, is evident. For to be always, and to be simply, are entirely different. If therefore, a certain thing always is, this thing also is; but not vice versa, if a certain thing is, it likewise always is. Hence to exist is more total and generic, than to exist always. And on this account likewise, it is nearer to the cause of all beings, of the unities in beings, and of generation and matter. These three things therefore, are successive; viz. the one being, as the monad of beings; eternity as a duad, having the always in conjunction with existence; and the eternal, which participates both of existence, and the always, and is not primarily perpetual being like eternity. And the one being indeed, is alone the cause of existence to all things of whatever kind they may be, whether they exist truly, or not truly. But eternity is the cause of permanency in existence. Strato therefore, ought rather to have asserted this, and not to have defined being to be the permanency of beings; as he writes in his treatise Concerning Being, thus transferring the peculiarity of eternity to being. For neither in generated natures, is it the same thing to be generated, and to remain generated. But the peculiarity of generation is for that which has it to exhibit another and another [condition of subsistence]; and the peculiarity of generation remaining, or being permanent, is time in which generation exists. And what time is in generation, that eternity is in essence. Concerning the development however, of that mighty divinity eternity abiding in one, let thus much suffice.

But why does Plato say, "the nature of animal itself was eternal," and not is, though to eternity the now is more adapted than the past time? He employs therefore, elsewhere this form of diction, as when he says of the Demiurgus who is always good, "he was good," signifying that he is not this from time, but that he always was so; and that in divine natures, the ends are antecedently assumed and co-assumed with the beginnings, prior to all extension. At present however, the word was is more opportunely used. For since Plato adorns the universe according to hypothesis, but prior to the adorning, intelligibles existed, though not in time, yet in dignity, and also such things as subsist together with intelligibles; - on this account he says, "it was." But again by employing
the word *being1* (ousa), he assists the imbecility of the *imperfect* verb. For he also makes it to be essential, and no less so than the *present*. He likewise, adapts to eternity what he says concerning it; to its perfection indeed, through the word was; and to its essential being, by cointroducing the word *being*. And thus much concerning the little words [which Plato employs.]

Why however, was it not possible perfectly to adapt the eternal to the generated? Is it not because every thing generated, may be said to have its existence in mutation; but that which is perfectly eternal, is immutable and unbegotten? These natures therefore being opposed to each other, if some one should violently endeavour to connect the perfectly eternal with that which is generated, he would not make it 3,17 immutable, and would destroy its nature. Is then eternity present with that which is sensible, after a certain manner, and not entirely? But how is it possible we should not acknowledge this? For that which participates of the image of eternity, participates also in a certain respect of eternity; though not in such a way as that which participates of it immediately. And in short superior causes always adorn the dominion of such as are subordinate, so that eternity likewise, is in a certain respect present with the natures that are adorned by time. For according to one all-perfect boundary indeed, it is present with intelligibles alone; but it is likewise capable of being present with mundane things multitudinously, according to divided perfections and definite measures of life, and especially according to the essences of the celestial souls. The world itself also receives eternity, not as it is; and on this account neither is it said to be eternal; but as far as it is able, it receives its impartible presence and illumination. This therefore, is the transcendent good in eternity of a divine cause and comprehension. Hence it comprehends partible essences, and such as are as it were contrary to its own nature, according to the concatenation of cause. And thus much for this particular.

But how is time said to be the image of eternity? Is it because eternity indeed *abides in one*, but time *proceeds according to number*? This however, rather shows the dissimilitude than the similitude of them. For Plato nearly opposes all things [pertaining to eternity and time] to E all, viz. *proceeding*, to *abiding*; according to number, to *one*; the *image*, to the *thing itself*. It is better therefore to say, that divinity produced these
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two, I mean eternity and time, as the measures of beings, the former of intelligible but the latter of mundane beings. As therefore, the world is said to be the image of the intelligible, thus also the mundane measure is denominated the image of the intelligible measure. Eternity however, is indeed a measure as unity, but time as number. For each measures, the former things which become one, but the latter such as are numbered. And the former measures the permanency of beings, but the latter the extension of generated natures. The apparent oppositions however, of the two, do not exhibit dissimilitude of measures, but indicate that secondary are produced by more venerable and ancient natures. For progression is from permanency, and number from unity. But is not time on this account the image of eternity, because it is effective of the perfection of mundane natures, just as eternity is the container and guardian of beings? For as things which are unable to live according to intellect, are brought under the order of Fate, lest by flying from divinity, they should become perfectly disorderly, thus also things which proceed from eternity, and are not able to participate of a stable perfection, which is at once whole, and always the same end indeed under the dominion of time, but are excited by it to their own appropriate energies, by which they are enabled to receive the end adapted to them, through certain apocatastatic periods.

It is also well that Plato calls the production of time, the conception or contrivance, (epinoia,) of the Demiurgus. For to impart to beings which are not naturally eternal, an adventitious and temporal perpetuity, and also to confer perfection on things imperfect, and a circular apocatastasis, on things which proceed in a right line, does not appear to fall far short of invention and contrivance. Hence, in what follows, he says that divinity contrived the generation of the parts of time. But how is the image of eternity said to be moveable? Is it** because all of it is moved and the whole is in motion? Or is not this possible? For nothing is moved according to the whole of itself, nor is this the case, even with such things as are essentially changed: for the subject of these
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remains. Much more therefore, will things which are moved according to the other motions, remain according to essence, whether they are increased, or changed in quality, or locally moved. For if they did not remain according to something, their motion likewise would vanish, together with them: for all motion is in a certain thing. Nothing therefore, as we have said, is wholly moved, and this is especially the case with perpetual natures, which ought to be established in their proper principles, and to remain in themselves, if they are to be continually preserved. But it is particularly requisite, that the image of eternity should have a perpetual sameness of subsistence, and stability; so that it is impossible that time should be moveable according to the whole of itself, since it is not possible for this to be the case with any thing else. It is necessarily requisite therefore, that something of it should remain; since every thing which is moved, is moved in consequence of having something of itself which remains. Hence the monad of time remains suspended from the Demiurgus. But being full of measuring power, and wishing to measure the motions of the psychical* essence, and the existence, energies and passions of the physical and corporeal essence, it proceeds according to number. Time therefore abiding by its impartible and inward energy, proceeds according to number by its external energy and which is participated by the natures which it measures; viz. it proceeds according to a certain intellectual number, or rather according to the first number, which Parmenides would say, being analogous to the one being, presides over the intellectual, in the same manner as that does over the intelligible orders. It proceeds therefore, according to that number. Hence also, it distributes an appropriate measure to each* of the mundane forms. You may likewise say still more proximately, that true time proceeds according to true number,5 participating0 of the numbers of it, and being itself intellectual number, which Socrates speaks of, and obscurely signifies, when he says, that swiftness itself and slowness itself are in true number, by which the things measured by time, differ, being moved more swiftly, or more slowly. Hence also Timaeus does not° speak...
sensibles, proceeds according to that which numbers, being itself that which is numbered, and still possessing the image of essential time, through which all things are numbered by greater or less numbers of their life. So that an ox lives for this, but man for that length of time, but the sun is restored to its pristine state in one, and the moon in another period of time, and other things accomplish their periods according to other measures. Time therefore, is the measure of motions, not as that by which we measure; for this the conception about time effects, and not time itself, but as productive, and definitive of the existence of the life, and every other motion of things in time, and as measuring them and assimilating them according to paradigms. For as it refers itself to the similitude of eternity, which comprehends paradigmatic causes, thus also it refers the things which are perfected by itself, and which are convolved in a circle, to the more venerable imitation of eternal principles. How therefore, being such and so great a God, will it be the measure of motion, or in short of generation,* as it appeared to some that it is, who neither perceived the power of it, nor its demiurgic* presence with all things? When also, they say that it is rather the cause of corruption, than of generation, and of oblivion than preservation, and of these according to accident, and not essentially, they very much resemble those that are asleep, and who are unable to collect by a reasoning process what the benefits are conferred by and through time on the soul and the body, on all heaven through the whole of itself, and on all generation. Theurgists likewise confirm what we have asserted? when they say, that time is a God, and deliver to us the discipline of it, by which we are enabled to excite it to become visible; and when also, they celebrate it as older and younger, and as a circularly revolving and eternal God, not only as the image of eternity, but as eternally receiving it. They likewise add, that it intellectually perceives the whole number of all the natures that are moved in the world, according to which it convolves and restores to their pristine state all moving substances, by swifter or slower


3.21 periods. And besides this they assert, that it is infinite in power. For to circulate again and again, [without end] is the province of infinite power. Together with these things likewise, they say that it is of a spiral form, as measuring according to one power, both things that are moved in a right line, and those that are moved in a circle; just as a spiral line uniformly [or according to one form] comprehends the right and the circular line.

We must not therefore, accede to the opinion of those, who consider time as subsisting in mere conceptions, or who make it to be a certain accident. Nor must we assent to those who are more venerable than
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these, and who approaching nearer to the peculiarity of the things themselves, say that time is generated from the total soul energizing transitively, or from it energizing collectively and without transition, and measuring by time, the celestial circulations, and the periods of other souls; - not even to these must we assent, though they are not very remote from the truth. For in the first place Plato, with whom we all desire to accord about divine concerns, says of the Demiurgus, that he constituted time, the world being now arranged both according to soul, and according to body, and did not produce it within the soul, as he did the harmonic ratios; nor does he represent divinity fashioning time in the soul,* in the same manner as he says that he fabricated the corporeal-formed nature within it; but having spoken concerning the essence, harmony, power, motions, and the all-various knowledge of the soul after all these, in order to give perfection both to soul and body, he generated the essence of time, as guarding, measuring, and assimilating all these to their paradigmatic principles. For what advantages would mundane natures derive from possessing all things beautifully, if they did not perpetually remain? Or from imitating after a certain manner, the idea of the paradigm, but not as much as possible evolving the whole of it, and partibly receiving impartible intellection? On these accounts therefore, the philosopher places over the progression of time, a demiurgic, and not a psychical cause.

B In the next place, looking to things themselves, you may say that if soul generated time, it would not so participate of it, as to be perfected by it. For that the soul is perfected by time, and measured according to its energies, is not immanifest; since every thing which does not receive collectively, now, and at once, the whole of energy, requires time, in order to its perfection and apocatastasis, through which every thing collects the appropriate good, which it is incapable of receiving impartibly, and without time. Hence, as we have before observed,* eternity and time, are the measures of the permanency and perfection of beings; the former being the one and unmultiplied comprehension of the intelligible unities, but the latter being the boundary and demiurgic measure of the perpetuity, or of the more or less permanency of the things which proceed from intelligibles. If, therefore, the soul, after the same manner as intellect and the Gods, apprehended every object of its knowledge by one projecting energy, and by an energy always the same, understanding intransitively, it might, perhaps, have generated time, but it would not have been in want of time to its perfection. But since it understands, or perceives intellectually, with transition, and apocatastatically, and one soul requires the whole of time, but another
a certain part of it, in order to the possession of intellectual and
genesiurgic lives; and if, in short, no cause is in want of its offspring to
the perfection of itself; if this be the case, the soul would thus be both
perfect and imperfect, prior to constituting that which is secondary to
itself. It would be perfect indeed, in order that it might generate; since
nothing imperfect is generative of another thing. And it would also be
imperfect, because it would never participate of that which causes it to
be perfect. And it is altogether absurd to say, that causes are in want of
the things which proceed from them. Let this, therefore, be considered
by you as the greatest argument, that time is not the progeny of soul,
but that it is first participated by soul.

After this, however, it is requisite to understand, that inanimate natures
also participate of time, and that they do not then alone participate of
it when they rise into existence, in the same manner as they do, of form
and habit; but even when they appear to be deprived of all life, they
then participate of time, and not in such a way as they are said to live,
3,23 because they are co-arranged with wholes, and are co-passive with the
universe. For they peculiarly and essentially participate of a certain
time, and this so far as they are inanimate, and are always in a perishing
D condition till their perfect corruption. For time is every where present.
And the architect indeed, is able to say for how long a time a wall will
endure, and the weaver can tell the extent of the duration of a shirt, or
in short of a garment.5 In a similar manner also, every artist can say
what will be the duration of his own work; though he cannot speak so
t 243E supra, p. 740.
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definitely as concerning the productions of nature. But the prophet
speaks about the duration of all things, as being able to survey the
temporal interval distributed to things from the universe. In addition to
these things also, since the psychical and corporeal mutations, motions
and rests, and in short all such mundane natures, as are opposed to each
other, are measured by time, it is necessary that time should be exempt
from all these. For that which being one and the same, is participated
by many things, and these dissimilars, and always pre-subsists by itself,
must be in an exempt manner participated by them. And still more
being in all things, it is every where impartible, so that it is every where
one being, impartible according to number, and peculiar to no one of
the things which are said to subsist according to it; which Aristotle also*
perceiving he shows that in partible* natures, there is something
E incorporeal and impartible, which is every where the same; assuming5
this to be the now or an instant.

Farther still, if time were not an essence but an accident, it would not thus exhibit a demiurgic power, so as to make some things to be perpetually generated, but others of a longer or shorter duration, according as their nature is stronger, or weaker; and to distribute to all things an appropriate measure of duration among beings. If however, it is a demiurgic essence, it will neither be the whole soul [of the universe] nor a part of soul. For the conception of soul is different from that of time, and each is the cause of different, and not of the same things. For soul imparts life, and moves all things. Hence the world also, as it approaches to soul, is filled with life, and participates of motion. But the time which excites demiurgic effects to their perfection, and to the measure of them by wholes, and which is the supplier of a certain perpetuity, will not be subordinate to soul, since soul likewise participates of it; and though not essentially, yet according to its
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F transitive energies. For the soul of the universe is said to energize incessantly, and to live wisely through the whole of time. It remains therefore that time is an essence, and is not secondary to soul. After all however, it must be considered, that if eternity was the offspring of intellect, or a certain intellectual power, it would be requisite to say that time is something of this kind pertaining to soul. But if eternity is the exempt measure of the multitude of intelligibles, and the comprehension of the perpetuity and perfection of all things, how is it possible that time also should not have this ratio to soul, and the psychical order; differing from them in the same way, as all proceeding differ from abiding causes? For eternity exhibits a greater transcendency than time, with respect to the things that are measured by it. For the former comprehends exemptly, both the essences and the unities of intelligibles; but the latter does not measure the essence of the first souls, as rather subsisting coordinately with them, and being generated together with them. As some Platonists likewise say, time does not measure the intellectual energies of the first souls; though Plato clearly says, that the soul of the universe leads a divine and wise life through the whole of time. Intelligibles also, are more united to eternity than mundane natures to time; and the
union of them is so great, that some of the more contemplative philosophers have apprehended eternity to be nothing else than the one and total intellect [which comprehends all other intellects]. But no one of the more wise is willing to admit that time is the same with the things that are in time, on account of the great separation and difference between them.

What then will time be, if it is neither something belonging to motion, nor a concomitant of the psychical energy, nor in short, the progeny of soul, nor as some innovating in divine concerns say, who conceive time to be the psychical circle of the different, but eternity the psychical circle of the same? For I have heard that Theodorus philosophized things of this kind. He however, who endeavours to correct this opinion, will never admit that these parts of the soul are the same as eternity and time; but he will grant that the circle of the different verges to temporal, but the circle of the same, to eternal natures. Since therefore, we do not approve any one of these opinions, what will time be? For it is not perhaps sufficient to say, that it is the measure of mundane natures, nor to enumerate the benefits of which it is the cause, but the peculiarity of
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it is to be apprehended to the utmost of our power. Shall we therefore say, that the essence of it being most excellent, perfective of soul and present with all things, is an intellect not alone abiding, but also moving; abiding indeed, according to the inward energy, by which it is truly eternal; but moved, according to the externally proceeding energy, according to which it bounds all transition. For eternity possessing permanency, both according to its inward energy, and according to that which it exerts towards eternal natures, time adumbrates it, according to one of these, but becomes separated from it according to the other, in consequence of abiding and being moved. Hence it will be something at once intelligible and generated, and something at once partible and impartible. At the same time, however, we admit all these things in the psychical essence, and we are no otherwise able perfectly to apprehend this middle nature, than by employing after a certain manner opposites in surveying it. Why therefore is it wonderful, if we perceiving the nature of time, to be partly immovable and partly moved, or rather not we, but prior to us the philosopher, he should exhibit the intellectual monad of it abiding in sameness, through its being eternal, but should indicate that energy of it which has an external tendency, and is participated by soul, and the whole world, through its being moved. For we must not imagine that this eternal [of time] merely signifies that it is the image of eternity. For what should have hindered him from
directly saying, that time is the image of eternity, and not that it is the eternal image of it? But he wished to manifest this very thing, that time has an eternal nature, yet that it is not eternal in such a way as animal itself. For animal itself is eternal both in essence and in energy. But time by its inward energy indeed, is eternal, but by its externally proceeding gift, is moveable. Hence theurgists also call it eternal,* and Plato very properly denominates it not eternal only* For one thing indeed is alone and essentially moveable, and is alone the cause of motion, according to the participants of it, and such a thing as this is soul. It alone therefore, moves itself, and other things. But another thing is alone immovable, preserving itself immutable, and being the cause to other things of an invariable sameness of subsistence, and to things that are moved on account of soul. [And this thing is intellect.] Hence it is necessary that the medium between these two which are extremes, viz. between that which is immovable both in essence and energy, and that which is moveable both according to its own nature and according to what it imparts to other things, should be that which is at once immovable and moved; immovable indeed essentially, but moved in its participants. And a thing of this kind is time. For if there is that which is in its participants as number in that which is numbered,* what will that be which subsists according to numbering it? It is absurd, therefore, to say that it is a partial soul which thus subsists. For that which in this soul numbers time is of posterior origin, as is that which in us numbers the fingers. Hence this is not effected by him who makes the five fingers, but by him who numbers so many* that are produced by nature. We however, investigate the cause of time being that which is numbered. Time therefore is that which remaining immovable, by itself evolves that which is numbered.

In short, if visible time is moveable, but every thing which is moveable is moveable, being a certain other thing; for not motion, but that which is moved, is moveable; it is necessary that there should be time which subsists by itself, in order that there may be moveable time. So far therefore, as it is truly time, and so far as it is in itself, it is immovable;5 but so far as it is in its participants, it is moveable, and together with them, unfolds itself into them. Hence time is eternal indeed, and a monad, and a centre essentially, and according to the energy which abides in it. At the same time however, it is continued, and number, and a circle, according to its proceeding and participated energy. It is, therefore, a certain proceeding intellect,0 established indeed in eternity, and on this account also is said to be eternal. For it would not
otherwise contribute to the more perfect assimilation of mundane natures to their paradigms, unless it was itself previously exempt from them. But it proceeds, and flows abundantly into the things, which are guarded by it. F Whence also I think, the most consummate of theurgists celebrate it as a God, as Julian in the seventh book of his treatise On the Zones, and venerate it by those names through which it is unfolded into light in its participants; causing some things to be more ancient, but others to be more recent, and convolving all things in a circle. For it would be ridiculous since it is the image of eternity, that it should alone be this temporal image which subsists in things that are numbered. For how is it possible that a thing of this kind which is in a subject, should be the image of so great a deity as eternity? Especially since it rather appears to be in a subject [than is so in reality], and is itself an accident of that which is an accident.

If, however, intellect is secondary to eternity, but soul is the resemblance of intellect, how is it possible that time which is the image of eternity, should not be something more excellent, and more essential than soul? For as intellect is to soul, so will eternity be to time. And alternately, as time is to soul, so is eternity to intellect.* And time does not participate of soul, as neither does eternity of intellect; but vice versa. Time therefore having a certain intellectual nature, convolves its participants, both other things and souls, according to number. For time indeed is eternal, not only in essence, but also in its inward energy, in which it is always the same. But by the energy according to which alone it is participated by external natures, it is moveable, co-extending together with, and adapting to them, its gift. Every soul, however, is moved transitively, both according to its inward energies, and also its external energies, through which it moves bodies. And it appears to me, that it was thus denominated time, by those0 who perceived that this was its nature; and who wished by this appellation to say, that it is a certain dance, and as it were a dancing intellect. But by a co-division, they named it for the sake of concealment time. Perhaps, likewise, they gave it this appellation because it at once abides, and proceeds with a measured motion; and by one part of itself abides, but by the other proceeds; as if it were half intellect, and half
saltant. Hence by a composition of both the parts, they signified the admirable and demiurgic nature of this God. It appears likewise, that as the Demiurgus being intellectual, began from intellect to adorn the universe, so time being supermundane, began from soul to perfect it.
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For that time is not only mundane, but by a much greater priority supermundane, is evident; since as eternity is to animal itself, so is time to this world, which is animated and endued with intellect, and is wholly the image of animal itself, in the same manner as time is of eternity.

If therefore time is, it both abides and proceeds in measured motion. And through its abiding, the harmonious dances are infinite, and apocatastatic. For being the first intellect that dances about the whole fabrication of things, so far indeed as it subsists invariably the same, and is essentially intellect, it is said to be eternal; but so far as it dances, it convolves souls, and natures, and bodies in a circle; and in short, is periodically restored to its pristine state. For the world is moved C indeed, as participating of soul; but it is moved in an orderly manner, because it participates of intellect. For thus also Plato says in the Laws,1 "that the soul receiving a divine intellect, governs with rectitude and wisdom." And the world is moved periodically, by the motion of it from the same to the same; in consequence of which, it may be said to imitate the permanency of intellect in sameness, through the imitation of eternity by time. And this it is, to make the world more similar to its paradigm which abides in one; viz. to be convolved periodically to one and the same thing, through the circulation according to time. From all these particulars likewise, you have all the causes of time according to Plato. For the Demiurgus indeed, is the effective cause of time; eternity is the paradigm of it; and the end [or final cause] of it, is the circumduction to one thing of the natures that are moved, according 3,29 to periods. For that which does not abide in one, aspires after the circumduction to one; desiring through this to obtain The One, which is the same with The Good. For that there should not be one certain progression of things in a right line, so as to form a line as it were, infinite both ways, but that the progression should be definite and circumscribed, dancing about the father of wholes, and the monad of D time, evolving all the strength of fabrication, and again returning to its
pristine condition, and effecting this frequently, or rather infinitely, that which is consentaneous to reason requires, if it is fit to call what is necessary reasonable. For whence do the participants of time derive the power of being restored to their pristine condition, unless that which they participate had this power and peculiarity of motion? In addition also, to the reasonableness of this, the explanation of the name alone bears witness to its truth, with which likewise, the demonstrations of the
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most sagacious legislators accord, and the words of Plato himself who says, that time in these things imitating eternity, and circulating according to number, was now generated. *For time circulating the first of moveable natures, according to an energy proceeding to externals, and returning to its pristine state, after all the evolution of its power, thus also restores the periods of other natures to their pristine condition.* And it convolves indeed, through the whole of itself which proceeds, the soul which is the first participant of it; but through certain parts of itself, it convolves other souls and natures, the celestial circulations, and in the last place, all generation. For in consequence of time circulating, all things are convolved in a circle. Of the circulations however, some are shorter, but others longer.*

For again, if the Demiurgus himself, made time to be the moveable image of eternity, and gave subsistence to it, according to his intellection about eternity, it is necessary that the moveable nature of time be circular, and proceed with a dancing [or measured] motion; in order that it may neither depart from eternity, and may evolve the intellection of 3,30 the father about it. For, in short, the moveable nature of time being comprehensive of all motions, ought to be bounded much prior to the things which are measured by it. For not the privation of measure, but the first measure, measures beings; as neither does infinity give bound to things, but this is the province of the first bound. But time is moved, neither according to soul, nor according to nature, nor according to the corporeal-formed and visible essence; for thus the motions of it would be partible, and not comprehensive of wholes. Besides this also, they would participate of the anomalous, either more or less, and would be themselves in want of time. For the motions according to soul, nature and body, are all of them surveyed in time, and not in progression like those which measure wholes, but in a certain quality of life, or lation, or passion. The motion of time however, is a pure progression, without difference, imperceptible, unbroken,5 orderly,D equal, similar and the same. For it is exempt both from equable and unequable motions, and is similarly present with both, not being changed in quality, by the alliation in their motions, but remaining the same separate from all
inequability; being efficacious of whole motions according to nature, and
t Tim. 38a.
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measuring them, and restoring them to their pristine state. It likewise
subsists unmingled with the natures that are measured by it,
248A conformably to the peculiariry of intellectual energy; but proceeds
transitively and self-motively. And in this respect, it pertains to the
psychical order, but is inherent in the things which are defined and
perfected by it in a way conformable to the nature of primordial cause.
It is not however, allied in all respects to any one being. For it is
necessary that the measure of wholes should be in a certain respect similar
and allied to all things, but should not be the same with any one of the
nature which it measures.

The motion therefore of time proceeds, evolving and dividing
impartible and abiding power, and partibly unfolding it into light. For
just as a certain number* receives divisibly all the forms of the monad,
and converts, and circularly leads them to itself; thus also, the motion
of time, proceeding according to the measures in the temporal monad,
3,31 conjoins the end to the beginning, and this infinitely; having indeed
itself a divine order, yet not an arranged, as the philosopher Iamblichus
B also says, but an arranging order, nor an order which follows
precedaneous natures, but which is the primary leader of things which
are perfectly effected. At the same time however, it is measured by
nothing that has interval. For it would be ridiculous to say, that things
which have a more ancient nature and dignity, are measured by such as
are of posterior origin. But the motion of time is alone measured by the
temporal monad, which the progression of time is said to evolve, and by
a much greater priority, by the Demiurgus, and eternity itself, of which
it is said to be the image, and with reference to which it is made to be
moveable. With reference to eternity therefore, which is perfectly
immoveable, time is said to be moveable; just as if some one should say,
that soul, as with relation to intellect, is partible about bodies. Not that
it is this alone, but that when compared with intellect, it may appear to
be a thing of this kind; though it is impartible, with reference to partible
essence. Thus also time, though it is naturally eternal, yet is said to be
moveable, as with reference to eternity itself. On account of the order
likewise of it, and the continuity in its progression, it is by no means
proper to think that the prior and posterior in it are such as some
apprehend them to be. For it must not be definitely surveyed, either
alone according to the mutations of motions, as in the celestial motions;
C nor in the evolutions of lives, as in the soul; nor according to the
gradual progressions of corporeal generations, as in nature; nor according
t i.e. The decad.
to any thing else of the like kind: (for these are the peculiarities of the
orders posterior* to it) but it must be surveyed according to a
precedency of causes, and connexion in the continuity of its progeny,
and according to a primordial energy, and a power efficacious of all-various
motions.

Time therefore is moveable, not by itself, [or essentially], but according to
the participation of it which is apparent in motions, and by which motions
are measured and defined.* Just as if some one should say, that the soul is
divisible about bodies, so far as there is a certain divisible participation of
it about bodies, of which the soul comprehends the cause. For thus also time
is moveable, as possessing the cause of the energy proceeding from it, and
which is partibly seen in motions, and is co-divided together with them
3,32 Hence, as motions become temporal through participation, so likewise
time is moveable, through being participated by motions; to which
physiologists only looking, think that time is that which is numbered of
motion,5 not being able to perceive the cause of this.

In the first place therefore, it must be said, that neither does the
universe alone subsist in motion, but it is necessary that something of it
should entirely remain, in order that this being permanent, it may be
moved. It is demonstrated therefore, in the Theaetetus*, that it is
impossible for any thing to be entirely moved in all respects. Hence it
is necessary that something should remain prior to the time which is in
participation, and subsists in motion, in consequence of being co-extended
with motion. And that this indeed, should be inefficacious is
impossible. But if it is efficacious, and is moved, it will again be in want
of another thing, which may measure its motion. If however, it energizes
immovably, this will be the true peculiarity of time. In the second place,
we are persuaded from common conceptions, that the Seasons are
Goddesses,0 and that Month is a God, both which we worship in
temples. We likewise say, that Day and Night are divinities, of whom
also we possess invocations, imparted by the Gods themselves. Much
more therefore, is it necessary that time itself should be a God, since it
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is comprehensive of Month, and the Seasons, of Day and Night. In the third place, if time is something numbered; but it is necessary that prior to that which is numbered, that which numbers should exist, so that prior to that which is numbered in capacity, there should be that which numbers in capacity, and that which numbers in energy, prior to that which is numbered in energy; if this be the case, that is time in reality, which is the number itself,* of all periods, and which numbers each of them. In the fourth place, whatever participates of soul, participates also of time, but not vice versa: for inanimate natures participate of time. It must be admitted therefore, that time is beyond soul. But soul is prior to its participants, itself by itself. Much more therefore is time itself by itself beyond the participants of time.

3,33 How then will a thing of this kind be the image of eternity? For again it must be discussed, on account of the difficulty with which the knowledge of the things is attended. Because, says the divine Iamblichus, it exhibits the infinity of eternity, (which is now being, is at once all, abides in the now, and is the unmeasured measure of intelligibles,) in a circular evolution, in continuity, and in that which is successive; and also in separating beginnings, middles, and ends, and not deserting any one of the things comprehended by it. And as it is not simply moveable, but is moveable as with reference to eternity, so neither is it simply an image, but the whole of this may be justly be said to be the image of eternity. For being a true essence, and in short, measuring, comprehending, and restoring motions to their pristine state, it is at the same time said to be an eternal image. It appears also, that it is the first of images. For all perfect intellect is not properly said to be the image of the first cause. For what can be assimilated to that which is entirely without form? But time will be the first participant of intellect and an impartible nature between all perfect intellect, and sensibles. And in short, if it is necessary that image should belong to things which participate; for it wishes to preserve the form of another more ancient and venerable nature, from which it receives the peculiarity of its idea; it is requisite, that image should neither be in the first essences; (for they being first, do not participate, but rather, they are participated by other things, not being ingenerated in their participants, but after another manner, being converted to themselves;) nor in sensibles alone. For middle also participate of first natures, and

not sensibles alone, which1 are assimilated to first, through the representations of middle natures. Time therefore, is said to be the
image of eternity, and the whole world, of animal itself, according to soul, and according to body. Hence, if as Porphyry, and some other Platonists thought, sensibles alone participate of truly-existing beings, we must investigate images in them alone. But if, as Amelius writes, and prior to Amelius, Numenius,* there is also participation in intelligibles, there will likewise be images in them. If however according to the divine Plato, images are neither in the first of beings, nor in sensibles alone, Iamblichus, who nearly surpasses all philosophers in all things, will in these also be victorious, by exhorting us to survey participations, in the middle, and in the last of beings. And thus much may suffice at present concerning eternity, and the image of eternity, which is at once moveable, and always subsists with invariable sameness, and which proceeding according to intellectual forms, the father of wholes established in his fabrications; as they were not able to sustain the allperfect measure of eternity. Let us therefore, now turn to the investigation of the following words.

37d-e "He likewise contrived the generation of days and nights, and months and years, which had no subsistence prior to the universe, but which were constituted together with it. But all these are parts of time, and was and will be, were generated species of time."

That prior to the generation of the universe (but I now speak of the universe, as surveyed in conjunction with soul, and the whole life of the world) there was an impartible essence abiding in eternity, in the same manner as eternity abides in one, and that it was no part of proceeding and participated time, is perfectly manifest. But what day and night, and month and year are, and how these indeed, are parts of time, but was and will be are said to be species, and not parts of time, will require a more abundant discussion, and a more profound consideration. If therefore, we should say that day is air illuminated by the sun, in the first place, we shall speak of something which takes place in the day, and not that which day is. For when we say a long, and a short day, we do not predicate an increase or diminution of the air. In the next place, it is difficult to devise how this will be a part of time. But if we should say that day is the temporal interval, according to which the sun proceeds from east to west, we shall perhaps avoid indeed
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the former objections, but we shall fall into more impervious difficulties. For if we survey the interval itself without habitue to the sun, and say that it is day, it will appear to be dubious, how the same interval being every where according to the same, day is not every where. But if we survey it in connexion with the solar motion, and this merely so, day will always be in the heavens, and there will not be night. And how is it possible that a part of time should not be every where. For it is here clearly said, that night, day, and month, are parts of time. If however, we do not merely connect the interval with the circulation of the sun, but say that day is the motion of the sun from east to west, and night the motion of it from west to east, the universe will neither have days nor nights, which are said to be parts of time. And it is also evident that neither will they have months, nor years. We conceive however that time both according to the whole of itself which abides, and according to every part of its progression, is present to the whole world. For one and the same now is every where the same. It is necessary therefore, that day, and such other things as we say are parts of time, should be every where the same, though they are participated partibly and with dispersion by sensible fabrications; to which also some looking, adopt the more usual rather than the more accurate signification of names.

Hence, as our father [Syrianus] philosophizes, these things are not asserted for the purpose of subverting the phenomena: for Timaeus says what is usually said by the multitude. But our father referring these, as he is accustomed to do, to more principal hypostases says, that day and night are demiurgic measures of time, exciting and convolving all the visible and invisible life and motion, and orderly distribution of the inerratic sphere. For these are the true parts of time, are essentially present with all things, and comprehend the primordial cause of apparent day and night, each of which are different in visible time. And Timaeus also looking to this, reminds us how time was generated together with the universe. Hence he says in the plural number days and nights, as likewise months and years. These therefore, are obvious to all men. Fore the invisible causes of these, have a uniform subsistence prior to things multiplied, and circulating to infinity. The immovable causes of these likewise subsist prior to things that are moved, and the intellectual causes of them prior to sensibles. Such, therefore, must day and night be conceived to be according to their first subsistence. But it must be said, that month is that which convolves the lunar sphere, and every termination of the circulation about the zodiac, being truly a divine temporal measure. And year is that which perfects and contains the whole middle fabrication, according to which the sun is seen possessing the greatest power, and measuring all things together with time. For neither is day, nor night, nor
month, nor much less year without the sun, nor any thing else pertaining to
the world. And I do not say this, with reference to the visible fabrication
alone, for of these measures the visible sun is the cause; but in the invisible
and superior fabrication, the more true sun measures all things together with
time, being in reality time of time, according to the oracle of the Gods
concerning it. For that Plato not only knew these visible parts of time,
but also the divine pans homonymous to these, is evident from what he
says in the tenth book of the Laws. For he there shows, that the
seasons and months are divine in conjunction with all the other
[mundane] Gods, in consequence of having divine lives and divine
intellects presiding over them in the same manner as the universe. But
it is not wonderful, if he now rather speaks about the visible parts of
time, because his design at present is to physiologize. Let these therefore
be the parts of time, of which some are adapted to the fixed stars, but
others to the stars that revolve about the poles of the zodiac, and others
to other Gods, or the attendants of the Gods, or to mortal animals, or
to the more elevated or more low parts of the universe.

3,37 Plato however, says that was and will be are species, and not parts of
time, in the same manner as days and nights, and months and years. For
divine orders which give completion to the whole series of time,
B preside over the latter. Hence, he calls them parts of time. But was and
will be, are entirely surveyed according to each of these. And hence,
they are certain species, as not having a peculiar matter; I mean, a
diurnal, or nocturnal, or some other such-like matter. If however, these
are species of time, which was generated together with the universe, was
had no existence prior to the generation of the universe. But if was had
no existence prior to it, neither had motion; for in all motion, there are
was and will be, because there are prior and posterior. If however,
motion was not prior to the universe, neither was disorderly motion.
Hence Atticus and his followers speak in vain, when they say, that time
was prior to the generation of the world, but not an arranged time. For
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where there is time, there are also the past and the future. And where
these are, there the was, and the will be entirely subsist. Moreover, the
was and the will be, are species of time generated by the Demiurgus.
Hence also Plato calls them generated. Neither therefore was there a
certain time prior to the fabrication of things. It is necessary therefore,
that the much-celebrated disorderly motion of Atticus and his followers,
either, if it existed, should not be in time, or that there should not be in
short, a certain time when it was produced. It is necessary however,
motion existing, that there should be a time in which it was generated:
one part of it having the past, + another the present, and another the
future. Hence, it is not possible that there should have been motion
prior to the generation of time; since neither could there have been
disorderly time. For disorderly time would have the was and the will be;
the former of which would be the past, but the latter the future. Or, if
it alone had the is, without these, it would have been eternity, and not
time, and disorderly motion would be eternal which is impossible. For
Aristotle has sufficiently demonstrated,* that all motion is in time, both
that which is disorderly, and that which is orderly, each entirely having
the was and the will be, the former of which would be the past, but the latter the future. Or, if
it alone had the is, without these, it would have been eternity, and not
time, and disorderly motion would be eternal which is impossible. For
Aristotle has sufficiently demonstrated,* that all motion is in time, both
that which is disorderly, and that which is orderly, each entirely having
the was and the will be; in order that the motion may be that which
it is said to be, and may not be permanency instead of motion. But that
the was and the will be, were not prior to the fabrication of things, Plato
clearly teaches us, as I have before observed by saying that as days and
nights were generated as parts, so the was and the will be, were generated
as species of time. They however say, that the disorderly motion was
unbegotten. Hence, if there was then a certain time, it was unbegotten;
so that the was and the will be, were unbegotten. The was and the will be
therefore, were not prior to the generation of the world, but were
simultaneous with the world; time being one and the same, and being
the number both of disorderly and of orderly motions, and existing
D without difference. This therefore, is demonstrated through these
methods as a corollary.

If however, you wish to survey these as species of time, in the way in
which they appeared to be so to our preceptor, assume for me a perfect
period, and an entire progression of time, one part having now become
the past, but another the future, and behold the was, and the will be as
species of time. For if we do not thus, but partibly understand the
words of Plato, the venerable and entire idea of time, will not be
manifested to us, according to each of these species, but that which
happens to some of the things that are in generation, and mutation.

Unless indeed, the was indicates the perfective order of time, but the will be,
that order of it which unfolds into light, just as the is, indicates its
connectedly containing order. For time unfolds things which as yet are not,
connectedly contains such as are present, and perfects such as are past, and
introduces an appropriate end to their periods. And thus much concerning
the parts and the species of time.

With respect however, to the word contrived, though we have before
observed* that time is in reality the work of divine and demiurgic
contrivance, by which natures that are changed remain through the
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whole, and partake of perfection, perpetuity, defence, measure and comprehension; yet it may be said, do not divine natures measure themselves,* and especially do not those that revolve in the heavens, define their own motions? This indeed, we must most readily admit. For material and corruptible natures have their existence, and the extent of their duration from other things; but divine natures have these, both from primordial causes and themselves. Hence Plato, when he begins to speak about the times that are unfolded into light in the heavens, says 5 "that the stars were generated for the sake of co-operating in the production of time;" and again, "that they were generated as instruments of time;" and in the third place, "that they were produced for the purpose of distinguishing and guarding the numbers of time." In what is here said however, the term co-operating shows that time indeed existed prior to the stars, but that it is unfolded into light about the world through these. For time being in them, is unfolded through their motion. But the term instruments again after another manner, in a certain respect, indicates the same thing; viz. that the whole of time was produced, both that which abides, and that which proceeds, by the father and maker of all things, for the purpose of measuring mundane natures; but that the bodies which revolve in the heavens, are partial measures, and are comprehended in the one time; each in an especial manner, more organically producing in conjunction with time, such things as are appropriate in it. For in short, all the second fabrication has this relation to the one and imparthible production of things. For each of the bodies that revolve in the heavens, is said especially to contribute to the

measure of itself. Thus for instance, the sun though it contributes to all things, on account of its ruling dignity, yet it particularly contributes to the year, which it constitutes in conjunction with the Demiurgus, and the whole of time, as the peculiar measure of itself. But the moon contributes to month; and the inerratic sphere, to day and night. The mode also of operation in the rest of the heavenly bodies, is evident; though neither night, nor much less day, is without the sun, nor year without the inerratic sphere, and the zodiac. At the same time however, some measures are more adapted to some of these, than to others.

The stars also may be said to be the instruments of time, in consequence of time possessing an effective dignity, with reference to and through them, and adorning generation as it were through instruments. By which also it is evident, that time is not only that which is participated, and is the number of motion, since the governors
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of the world have the order of instruments with reference to it; but likewise, that it is an invisible God, energizing eternally about all motions, and the whole period of the world, but using for instruments these divinities, as more partial measures of itself. But the assertion, that the stars were generated, for the purpose of distinguishing and guarding the numbers of time, clearly shows that the one time proceeds from the B Demiurgus, and his will; and that remaining one, and a whole, and without difference, it becomes through the motion of these stars, multititudinous according to number, and that each of the measures adapted to it, is as it were cut and divided from the whole of time, which is always the guardian of each, through its equable and orderly motion. In reality however, the celestial Gods, are rather guarded by the numbers of time, and obtain through these, the distinction of the periods which they make, and of their restitutions to their pristine state; but at the same time, since we endeavour to collect the truth pertaining to invisible from visible natures, we infer that the numbers of time are guarded, through the circulation of the stars.

With these things however, not only Plato as we have before observed,* but theurgists likewise accord.* For they celebrate time as a mundane God, eternal, boundless, young and old, and of a spiral form. And besides this also, as having essence in eternity, as abiding always the same, and as possessing infinite power. For how could it otherwise comprehend the infinity of apparent time, and circularly lead all things

f 244E supra.

...C which become old through it, to their proper measure, as being at once comprehensive both of things that are moved in a circle, and according to a right line. For a spiral is a thing of this kind; and hence, as I have before observed,* time is celebrated by theurgists, as having a spiral form. For they not only celebrate time as a God, but likewise day and 3,41 night, and month and year, are considered by them as Gods. For of things which circulate perpetually, it is entirely necessary, that there should be an immovable cause; and a different cause of things specifically different. On this account therefore, they have delivered to us, congresses, invocations, and telestic sacred laws. It is necessary likewise, not to survey all these particulars superficially,* but to venerated them as divine, invisible, and immovable causes, prior to these moveable natures which are apparent to all men; Plato himself in the Laws,* bearing testimony, as we have said, to the truth of this, by speaking of these causes as Gods. For from the Greeks we receive the sacred rites of Month, and we learn that by the Phrygians Month is
celebrated as Sabazius, and also in the middle mysteries of Sabazius. For that which they first beheld to be the measurer of a perpetual circulation, they apprehended to be a God, and this they honoured, through the mysteries, and all-sacred worship; in the same manner as they also honoured the seasons. For they were able to perceive [the divinity of] these, from their effects; though not similarly the divinity of the year. For men indeed, who were divinely wise, have likewise celebrated this; but it was not easy for all men to know and worship it, on account of the difficulty of understanding the period which is measured by it. This also is the case with the whole of time, on account of the ignorance of the one period of all things; so that the investigation of this whole, as existing, and as a God, is attended with extreme difficulty; though if an immoveable cause precedes perpetual motion, it is necessary that prior to perpetuity itself, there should exist that which unitedly defines the whole of it, and which numbers it; perpetuity itself being that which is numbered.

t 244E supra.
§ cf. Laws X, 899b.

37e- "These things however, through oblivion, are not rightly transferred by us to an eternal essence. For we say that it was, and will be, though in reality, to this the term it is, alone pertains."

In the first place, it deserves to be remarked, that Plato again considers the eternal as the same with the intelligible essence; in order that we may more clearly be persuaded, that when he asserted the world was generated the statue of the eternal Gods, he meant by the eternal, the intelligible Gods. In the next place, it must be observed, that in consequence of perceiving that men conceive and assert nothing sane about these particulars, he himself recurs to true conceptions of the things, at the same time purifying the use of words, through which the teacher* necessarily produces recollection in the minds of the well-disposed. What is now said therefore, in consequence of the mildness* of Plato’s manners, does not seem to accuse severely the assertions of mankind. For the expression not rightly, since it is common both to the accuser and the accused, is not accustomed to bring with it great disgrace. The words of the text however, have a sharp5 and percussive power. For with respect to those things which the Demiurgus imparted to the last of beings,D in consequence of their incapacity of receiving a more venerable comprehension, if men endeavour to adapt these to the essences which abide in eternity, they engage in a certain gigantic war, defaming the will and power0 of the Demiurgus, and in reality, hastening to hurl rocks and oaks against the heavens. Why therefore,
are not *the was* and *the will be*, adapted to intelligibles? Because the measure of intelligibles is firm and immoveable, and causes the things which are measured by it to be exempt from all mutation. But why does the *it is*, in reality alone pertain to them? Because that which they are, they always are, not losing, nor receiving any thing, neither according to essence, nor according to life, nor according to intelligence, nor much more according to union. *Shall we say therefore, that of these three, the was, the is, and the will be, the extremes do not pertain to intelligibles, but the middle alone? Or is this by no means the case? For neither does the is, which is co-arranged with the was, and the will be,*

\[\text{t For } 8i\delta\alpha\nu\gamma\kappa\omicron\nu\omicron\upsilon\nu\nu\upsilon \text{ here, it is necessary to read } 8i5a<JK\alpha\omicron\upsilon.\]

\[\text{t Instead of } en\nu\kappa\iota\tau\iota\iota\iota\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon \text{ in this place, read } exi\epsilon\iota\kappa\epsilon\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon.\]

\[\text{§ For } 5\pi\nu\iota\epsilon\upsilon\upsilon\upsilon \text{ here, read } 5\pi\iota\epsilon\upsilon\epsilon\upsilon\upsilon.\]


\[\Omega \text{ It appears to me that the word } bwafji \text{ is wanting here in the original.}\]

*pertain to intelligibles; but that which is exempt from all these, has no representation whatever of time, and is defined according to the eternal measure itself, must be attributed to the Gods, and to intelligibles. For as with respect to the always, one was eternal, but the other temporal, so likewise, the is, is twofold, the one being adapted to truly existing beings, but the other to mundane things. When therefore, he says, that to this in reality, 3,43 the term, it is, alone pertains, by transferring the word alone, we shall find what is said to be more scientific. For it will then be, to this, the alone is pertains; viz. the is, which is by itself exempt from a co-arrangement with the species of time.\]

How came men therefore, to err in so great a degree in this respect, and to attribute to the intelligible Gods things which do not at all pertain to them? The whole cause indeed, is the oblivion of divine natures, on account of the defluxion of our wings,* our lapse, and our communion with mortal bodies. Hence Plato also says, "*that these things through oblivion, are not rightly transferred by us to an eternal essence."* Theurgists however, are not thus affected; for it is not lawful for them B to be so.* But they celebrate time itself as a God, and as we have said, they denominate one time zonic, but another azonic, which measures the period of the third of the ethereal worlds. They likewise celebrate a certain archangelic time, in the middle of the ethereal worlds; and another ruling time, which presides over the first of those worlds. And after all these, they speak of another fONTAL time, which is the leader of the empyrean world, and conducts, and defines its period, proceeding from the fONTAL Goddess [Rhea] herself, who generates all life, and all motion. For she produces fONTAL time, and causes it to preside over all
moveable natures, and to measure the periods of all things, as far as to
the last of beings. For these also are measured according to periods. In
things likewise, which are perfectly corruptible, Plato teaches us, that
everything which lives is generated from that which is dead, and
everything which is dead, from that which is living; and that there is a
period of all things, and an apocatastasis of generated natures, and not
alone of such as are incorruptible. For the individual which was
generated from non-being according to a certain period, departs into
C non-being [again], since motion from the same to the same, is a period.

t cf. Phaedrus 248c.
§ For Tap. opuv here, it is necessary to read irapflapTUV.
• cf. Phaedo 77c ff.

Time therefore, measures all things, and defines the periods of all
things, as far as to the last of beings. And the Demiurgus added this to
moveable natures, in order that they might imitate the continued
permanency of intellect in eternity, through the periodical
progression from the same to the same, which time imparts to all
moveable beings. The multitude however, frequently confound the
nature of things, not distinguishing between what is adapted to truly-existing
beings, and to such as are generated. But in a particular manner,
the ignorance concerning eternity and time, produces this dire confusion,
and illegality. The similitude of the things likewise, operates something.
For last are not separated from first natures, but are suspended from, and
proceed according to them, and become invested with the form of
images. It is also a dire thing, for those who have not a scientific
knowledge of similitudes, to reason falsely, and transfer some things to
others, to be persuaded to associate with images as if they were
paradigms, and to think that a primordial essence is nothing else than its
visible image. Perceiving therefore, among sensibles, the mixture of
being with non-being, and the domination of being in a certain respect,
when we say that a thing is, but of non-being in a certain respect, when
we assert concerning it, that it was, or that it will be, we transfer these
to the eternal order of real beings, where nothing is past, nor any thing
will be future, nor in short, will be changed, and where there is no
progression of time, nor representation of being according to privation;
but where there is true essence, and truly-existing being, an invariable
sameness of subsistence, the all in the now, and the ends subsisting at
once, not as different in different things, but as the same with their
subjects. For in things in which as I may say, the whole of the hyparxis
consists of beauty and goodness, well-being does not differ from
existence.
"But the was, and the will be, are adapted to be asserted of generation proceeding in time. For these are motions. It is not however, fit, that the nature which always subsists with invariable sameness, immovably, should become through time, either older, or younger, or should formerly have been generated, or be now generated, or altogether will be hereafter; or should receive any such things as generation adapts to the natures that are borne along in the sensible region. But these are generated species of time imitating eternity, and circulating according to number."

Instead of atuv in this place, it is obviously necessary to read atuvi.

These three things, says Plato, pertain, on account of time, to generation; one, the was and the will be; the second, to become younger and older; and the third, to have been generated formerly, or to be now generated, or to be hereafter. Of these, the divine Iamblichus says that time produces the first in the realms of generation, as proceeding from real being; but the second, as being impelled from life; and the third, as being suspended from the intellectual order. But these things being asserted with great wisdom, in the first place he inquires, if it is more proper to survey them as three, and not as two, understanding by the expression to have been generated formerly, the younger or older, and also by the expressions, to be now generated, and to be hereafter; in order that it may not only be erroneous to adapt any thing of this kind to the Gods according to the being generated, but also according to all the parts of time, and generation. In the next place, recurring to the beginning of the whole of what Plato now says, it must be considered, whether we can rightly assert the two alone of generation, I mean the was, and the will be, or that also, which is as it were the middle of them, the is; which is not now named, because the eternal is pertains to intelligibles, lest the homonymy should again produce disturbance in what is said. Moreover, it is evident to every one, that each image participates in a certain respect of its paradigm, but that the whole world, in an especial manner participates of the intelligible. So that if truly-existing being is in the intelligible, being will also after a certain manner, exist in the sensible world. The is however, is not con-numerated with the was, and the will be, because that which is properly is, is not among sensibles, and because it has a secondary subsistence from the intelligible, so that it is more adapted to it [than to sensibles], and because the design was to show what the peculiarities are of each of the natures, and not if the one participates of a certain thing from the other, though the was, and the will be are rather characterized by non-being [than by being:] the former, by the no longer, but the latter, by the not yet. Do sensibles therefore, after a certain manner entirely participate of being? Or may we not say that they are not denominated according to a deflection from it, but
through the domination in them of non-being they are only adapted to
generation, but by no means pertain to truly-existing beings? Besides,
the monad, or the is, is more allied to eternity, and intelligibles, but the
duad of the was and the will be, to generation and time. This power
however, and strength of temporal energy is great, that it co-arranges that
which no longer is with beings, and that which is not yet with things that
are present For all these become continued according to time, and the
present through time is dismissed to the was, so as not even then to be
hurried away to that which in no respect whatever exists, but on account of
time, is after a certain manner co-arranged with beings.

How therefore, in generated natures, can the was, and the will be, be
fitly said to be species of time? May we not say, that the species of time
are one thing; for temporal progressions alone, and the intervals which
measure wholes, are more simple; but the things which are arranged in
B the natures generated in time, another? For time was, and the war was,
are not the same thing; as neither is the downward of place, the same as
the downward of earth. But the former is simple and one, but the latter
composite and twofold. And the one comprehends, but the other is
comprehended. Thus also in the was, the temporal indeed, comprehends
and measures, and is simple, but that which is assumed in the generation
which is in time, is comprehended, and measured, and participates of
time, but is not time. That all generation however, is comprehended by
time, just as time itself is by intelligibles, is evident. And time is said to
proceed from intelligibles according to number, as making its progression
according to the forms and measures that are in them. But generation
is said to proceed in time, as being measured and perfected by time.
Again, time, on account of its imitation of eternity, is said to circulate
(just as the heaven on account of its imitation of intellect, is said to be
of a spherical form) and to have as species the was, and the will be, and
such things as are allied to these; and it is evident that these are simple,
3,47 and the primary leaders of the natures that are borne along in
generation. For that which has the measures of all generation in itself,
inserts the images and impressions of them, in the things which proceed
according to it. Generation therefore, loses its vigour, and on this
account requires the renovating aid of time. It also is imperfect at first,
and is in want of time, to make it more perfect, and older. But the
intelligible is always perfect, and always flourishing, and always has an
invariable sameness of subsistence; whence also something which is older
subsists there,

But Jove was born the first,
Iliad XII, 35*

And likewise that which is younger,
Hebe august, for them the nectar pours.

_Iliad_ IV, 2

t cf. also 175A supra, p. 543.

Yet these are not present with them through time. This also is very accurately added by Plato, that it is not fit the intelligible should become either older or younger through time, nor in short, that the unbegotten should _be_ generated, or _have been_ generated, or _will be_ generated. And in one word, generation indeed, though it is not essence, yet participates of essence; but it is by no means lawful that essence should be filled with generation. Hence, neither is it right to introduce to truly-existing beings, things which are adapted to generation through time.

38a "And in addition to these things also, we assert that a thing which _was_ generated, _is_ generated; that what subsists _in becoming to be, is_ generated; that what _will be, is_ to be; and that _non-being is_ non-being; no one of which assertions is accurate. Perhaps however, a perfect discussion of these things, is not adapted to the present discourse."

D Previously to this, Plato blamed the custom of the Greeks, for introducing to truly-existing beings, words adapted to things in generation; but now he accuses the multitude of co-arranging with 3,48 generation, that which is adapted to intelligibles. For their illegality, is either twofold, or is entirely one and great. For when they say that a thing which _was_ generated, _is_ generated, and that _will be, is_ to be, they erroneously adapt the peculiarity of eternal essences, to generated natures. For this _is_, pertains to superior divine beings; just as to be generated, or subsist in becoming to be, pertains to sensibles. They likewise erroneously confound the parts of time, and subvert the order which is in it, by making _the now_, or the present time, the same as the past. But when they say, that what subsists _in becoming to be, is_, they fall into the former error alone. Though this however, is an error of the greatest consequence, yet, if it be lawful so to speak, it is a still greater error to say that non-being is. For if generation is a medium between non-being and being, it is a less error, to introduce the peculiarities of being to generation, than to non-being. One apology however, for these things, may be made conformably to nature. For in consequence of non-being participating in generation of being, in the same manner as _E_ every thing temporal appears to participate of eternity, it is usual to refer these to eternity and truly-existing being, which are exempt from all interval and distribution into parts. And again, it is usual to preserve and detain generation, which is borne along in motion, and exists in time. It is not at all wonderful therefore, if men wishing to detain among beings, that which has already been generated, should say that it
is generated; and also being willing to co-arrange with things in existence, that which is not yet generated, they should say, it is to be generated. For through these two things, non-being is in a certain respect able to accede to, and be co-arranged with beings; viz. through the participation of being, and through the present temporal interval, both which may appear to introduce existence. And hence indeed, the frequent use of these words in this sense was assumed. Nevertheless the transposition of this perturbation has not anything [as Plato says] accurate and scientific, by which he signifies, as far as is adapted to the present speculation, which is more physical, that a more abundant in-vestigation of these things, pertains to another discussion, which, as most of the interpreters think, is logical. For in logical discussions, is it usual to inquire whether non-being is the object of opinion. As Iamblichus says however, and I am persuaded, it is theological. For in the Sophista, much is said about all-various non-being, and likewise in the Parmenides, the speculation of which, Timaeus also evinces to be appropriate. Now however, as he separates and distinguishes things from each other, viz., into that which is always being, and that which is generated and perishes, into image and paradigm, the eternal and the temporal, thus also, he wishes to give appellations adapted to each of these, so as neither to transfer things which pertain to generation through time, to more simple and divine essences, nor to mingle the transcendent goods of more excellent natures, with things which are borne along in motion and mutation. But he refers to more appropriate opportunities, the more profound investigation of these particulars. For this was usual both with Plato himself, and prior to Plato, with the Pythagoreans. Aristotle also, especially emulating this custom, discusses philosophical problems in a way adapted to the design of his treatise.

38b-c "Time therefore, was generated together with the universe, in order that being generated together with it, it may also be dissolved together with it, if ever a certain dissolution of it should take place. It was also generated according to the paradigm of an eternal nature, in order that it might, as much as possible, be similar to it. For the paradigm of it indeed, is through all eternity [real] being. But the universe forever through the whole of time, was generated, is, and will be."

Plato says that time was generated together with the universe, now animated, and endued with intellect; because the world first participates of time, according to soul, and the corporeal-formed nature. But the B words, "that being generated together with it, it may also be dissolved together with it, if ever a certain dissolution of it should take place," clearly 3,50 show that the universe is unbegotten and incorruptible. For if it was generated, it was generated in time. But if it was generated together with time, it was not generated in time. For neither was time generated
in time, lest there should be time prior to time. If therefore, the universe was generated together with time, it was not generated, [according to the usual acceptation of the word.] For it is necessary that every thing which was generated, should be posterior to time. The universe however is by no means posterior to time. Again, if every thing which is dissolved, is dissolved at a certain time, but time cannot be dissolved in a part of itself, time cannot ever be dissolved; so that neither can the universe. For it is indissoluble, as long as time is indissoluble. Besides, time is indissoluble through a simplicity of nature; unless some one is willing to denominate the progression of it, and its return to the Demiurgus, which are motions contrary to each other, the generation and dissolution of it. Thus also the universe, has dissolution and generation according to cause. Just therefore, as if some one being willing that the revolutions of the circle of the different, should be odd in number, should say that the heptad is co-existent with them, in order that if ever the heptad should become an even number, they also may become even, signifying by this, that the circulations will not fall into the even number; thus likewise, we must now conceive respecting the all-various indissolubility of the world and time, in consequence of time having an indissoluble nature.

One cause therefore, of time having been generated together with the universe, is that the universe may be indissoluble and perpetual. But a second cause is, that it may be most similar to its paradigm. For Plato says that the universe itself, is most similar to its paradigm. How therefore, does the universe become more similar to animal itself through time? Because, says he, as intelligibles receive all the power of eternity, which now unites, and connectedly contains them at once, collectively, and unically, - thus also the world, sustains all the measured motion of time partibly, and in a divided manner, through which also it was, and is, and will be, not having the three in the whole of time, but each in a portion of time. It receives however, each of the three in the whole of time, on account of the past and the future period, and because being of the nature of things generated, it has the perfect in generation according to every part of time. And it exists indeed, or is, because in the whole of the present circulation of time, it participates of being. But it will be, because the measured motions of the whole of time, will never cease, and the circulations conjoin, and assimilate time to intelligible causes. If however, the universe exists for ever through the whole of time, and is, and was, and will be, it is, and will be in the time to come, in consequence of being incorruptible. Hence it was generated in all the past time, as being unbegotten. For it is similarly present with all time according to each of these.* Or if this is not admitted it no longer will be hereafter infinitely, or was generated from infinity. And those are ridiculous* who say that the world was once
generated, and that it will at a certain time cease to be, since Plato ascribes to it the whole of time, on account of both [the past and the future.] And you see, that he now attributes the three parts of time to it, and does not refuse to ascribe being to it. Hence it is evident, that when before he attributes the is to an eternal nature, and not to generation, the is there, is exempt from all temporal extension, and being established according to the eternal itself, pertains to intelligibles; since he grants that the whole of the was and the will be, are for ever present with sensibles, according to the participation of truly-existing being.

How therefore, if the nature of time, as the divine Iamblichus says, and as I am persuaded, is a medium between eternity and the universe, of the latter of which it is the leader, and is assimilated to the former, - how, if this be the case, was time constituted for the sake of the universe? For how was that which is comprehensive and perfective, and which in a greater degree assimilates the image to its paradigm, - how was this generated for the sake of that which is comprehended and assimilated? For thus things which subsist for the sake of something else, will be more venerable than ends, and more excellent natures will make a progression to beings, for the sake of things subordinate. Nothing of this kind however, is to be found in the arrangements of Plato. For neither was time generated, for the sake of the universe alone, nor was the universe constituted for the sake of time alone, but each was constituted for the sake of itself, and of the other, and for the sake of both. For in order that all the fabrication of things might have perfection, such was the universe, and such was time consummately produced. Moreover, it happens that each greatly contributes to the assimilation of each to its proper paradigm. For time would not imitate eternity without the existence of the universe; for after what manner would it proceed, or what is there among beings, that it would ever measure, or connect, or perfect? nor would the universe, without existence of time, imitate as much as possible, the all-perfect and eternal nature of animal itself. Each therefore was generated, not for the sake

t i-e. According to the was, the is, and the will he.

% Proclus here alludes to such as the ancient Christians, as endeavoured to prove, from the authority of Plato, that the world was produced at a certain time, and will at a certain time be destroyed.

F of itself alone, nor for the sake of the other alone, but for the sake of all the fabrication of things, in order that each might become most perfect, and most similar to its paradigm, or rather, each was generated for the sake of goodness, and the father of wholes, on account of which also the production of things possesses perfection. But each being generated that which it is with reference to the other, each contributes greatly to the
permanency, order and good condition of all mundane natures. And thus much Plato philosophizes concerning time, which is the one and whole measure of all things, and which is moved and proceeds from the Demiurgus alone, and its proper monad. But in what follows, he discusses the time which is unfolded in the heavens, and is as it were codivided with the various lations of the stars, which would not have subsisted without the revolution of the circle of the same, and the circle of the different, about the invisible and one time, which cuts off from itself, unfolds into light, and always preserves a measure adapted to each of these circles. In what follows also, in order that this secondary time might proceed into the visible world, and be universally known through the partial measures of itself, which it imparts, and that it might be more distributed, he constitutes the planets, among which the sun and moon are enumerated. From all which we may infer, what great dignity is allotted by the philosopher, or rather by the Demiurgus himself of wholes, to the time which is first and one.

38c "From this reason therefore, and from such a discursive energy of divinity about the generation of time, in order that time might be generated, he produced the sun and moon, and the other five stars, which have the appellation of planets, for the purpose of distinguishing and guarding the numbers of time."

B The fabrication of things, as we have frequently observed, being twofold; the one invisible, one and simple, super-mundane and total; but the other visible, multitudinous and multiform, distributed into parts* in the world; and having twofold energies, the one primordial, immoveable, and intellectual; but the other secondary, proceeding with motion, and revolving about intellect; and the one being exempt from effects, but the other being co-arranged with them; this being the case, a twofold time also proceeds to beings. And the one indeed is supermundane, but the other mundane. The one also both abides, and at the same time proceeds; but the other is borne along in motion. That also which is participated is twofold, the one subsisting according to simple participation, but the other in the periods of the celestial stars, which produce months and days, and nights and years. Such therefore being the difference of times, Plato having delivered the conceptions, about the one and simple essence of time, is now about to discuss the variety of the time, which is participated partibly, and to which the theory of the planets contributes. For through the motion of these dancing around the sun, the time which is known to us is completely effected;*

C introducing this as a ninth gift to the world. In order however, that

---

*t For  ιτεπί^ονευρικ here, read  ιτπι^ονευρικ.
from the introduction itself, you may have an indication of the
inferiority of this time to that which is super-mundane, he says that it
was constituted by the discursive energy divinity; and further still, that it
distinguishes and guards the numbers of time, through the motion of the
stars. To both likewise, we must direct our attention, viz. to the
distinction of the many temporal measures after the one [supermundane]
3,54 time; and to the defence and preservation of the same
measures perpetually, for the sake of which he says, the stars were
generated. And the Demiurgus indeed, produced the former time,
looking to eternity, and energizing according to one simple intelligence;
but he produced the second time, as Plato says, from reason, and a
discursive energy; [kai dianoias] indicating by this, the divisible nature
of dianoia,* and its distribution into multitude from one intelligence.
For a divine intellect is one thing, and divine reason another; the former
being united, but the latter multiplied; and the former comprehending
wholes, but the latter dividing union into multitude; the former also,
abiding in itself, but the latter unfolding itself into light. Hence, the
secondary time, if it is universally apparent, is very properly said to
proceed from the demiurgic reason, which receives as it were its
D progression from intellect; reason indeed, manifesting the cause, but
dianoia, the knowledge in the Demiurgus, which is of a biformed nature.
Truly-existing time also, [or the first time] which is the number of all
the periods in the universe, is one thing; but the time which flows from
this, and proceeds according to number, is another.

Farther still, truly-existing time comprehends all measures uniformly,
according to which also the periods both of souls and bodies are
accomplished, and the one measure of the whole apocatastasis. For there
is a period of that which is divinely generated, which a perfect number

t cf 140E ff, supra.
$ Dianoia, as has been before observed, when ascribed to the Demiurgus, indicates
a distributive cause of things, or a cause, as Proclus expresses it, which divides union
into multitude.

comprehends, as Socrates says in the Republic.1 But secondary time
distinguishes and guards the measures in souls and corporeal natures.
For it distributes measures adapted to each of these. And by this indeed,
it divides the unical power of the first time, but guards the measure
pertaining to each soul, and each corporeal nature. Conformably to this
likewise it makes apocatastases. For there is one measure of the solar
period, another of the lunar, and another of the period of the meteors.
For in these also, there is a certain circle, adumbrating the celestial circle.
Of different animals likewise, there is a different period. For of these
3,55 there are periods, and measures of life, as also the daemoniacal
Aristotle says. Such therefore are the conclusions which may be now assumed from these things, concerning the difference of these times. It appears likewise, that Plato does not in vain say, "in order that time might be generated," but for the purpose of manifesting, that invisible time was antecedent, being a whole, and one, and an intellectual number, prior to the time which is participated, and which proceeds according to number. Every thing therefore, which is generated, is prior to its generation, invisibly established in its cause. Hence generation signifies a progression into participants, according to which time unfolds into light different forms,* primarily and secondarily. It likewise signifies that time proceeds from more total to more partial natures, as far as to the last of things, as for instance, animals and plants. To us however, the whole of time becomes known from partial but orderly measures. For the whole is difficult to be known, and that which is disorderly cannot become the measure of other things. But since, as we have said, the period of the planets, and particularly the solar circle, contributes to the generation of secondary time, or rather, to the comprehension of the many measures contained in it, through which being different, as for instance months and years, we are accustomed to measure the whole of time, - hence, Plato says, that the sun and moon, and the five planets, were first generated by the Demiurgus, though each of the fixed stars likewise, being spherical, performs its period about its own centre, according to a certain temporal measure. To us however, these measures are not known, as those of the planets are, according to which they make their periods about the zodiac. For in the fixed stars, we do not know the periods of them about their proper centres. Plato therefore, speaks concerning the planets, and says they were generated,


in order that they might co-operate in the production of visible time; unfolding a different measure of different things, the sun being allotted a primordial and ruling dignity, and particularly according to the generation of time. Hence, he is called time of time by theologists,* as unfolding into light the first time; and the period of the seasons is accomplished according to him. But the moon has the second order, as proximately moving, increasing, and diminishing, every thing in generation, by her powers. Hence, as the sun is said to change his forms every hour, and in each sign of the zodiac, the moon changes her form every day; so that as the theologist says, she undergoes as many changes in a month as the sun in a year.* But the other planets by their various motions, connect in a regular series, the diversity of generation. For different effects follow from the apocatastasis of different planets, which according to different measures, bring their own lives to a period.
Since however, the planets revolve with one continued, equable, and unceasing motion, but the order of them, and the equability and sameness of their motions, are latent, on account of their apparently advancing, receding, and becoming stationary, on this account, Plato says, they have the appellation of planets. Hence, you may assume, that it is the stars, and not the spheres in which the stars advance and recede, that suffer such things as these, and which are moved upward and downward, antecedently containing as orderly paradigms, the all-various disorderly motions of the sublunary region, viz. the motions there that are upward and downward, behind and before. For as Plato says in the Laws,* those sin against divinity, who dare to ascribe wandering to the celestial Gods, in consequence of not knowing their order, their harmonious dance, and the equability of their motion. For inequability is alone apparent in them, through the lation and contrary circulation of their evolving circles, whether on account of epicycles, and eccentrics, or from other causes. For all the hypotheses have not the same probability. But some of them indeed, are remote from the simplicity of divine natures, and others are as it were mechanical contrivances, devised by the moderns, to account for the motion of the celestial orbs. And it seems that Plato in the Republic, by making the whirls concentric, and in these the seven circles, and mentioning these alone, and not epicycles, ascribes to the stars themselves inequability, and this possessing arrangement and order. For this inequability returns to its pristine state, in orderly periods of time, in consequence of the planets being media between things that are moved with a motion perfectly equable, and those that are moved anomalously in every respect. For they are allotted a motion which is equably anomalous, or anomalously equable.

Time therefore, is unfolded into light, and makes its progression into the universe, through all the celestial orbs, and not only through the planets, but likewise through the fixed stars. Plato however, especially makes mention of the planets, in the generation of time, because they differ from the fixed stars in the variety of their periods, and from sublunary natures, in their motions being always invariably the same; the former of which, the distinction of many temporal measures manifests, and the latter, the perpetual preservation of the same periods, and apocatastases. For it is necessary to survey the same things, the

* Orphic fr. 82.
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multitude of measures always remaining. These therefore, have an orderly arrangement, after the one measure of the whole period. And the one monad indeed itself of time, is a perfect and entire number. But D from this, and in each circulation, there is an appropriate measure, Saturnian, or Jovian, or Lunar, receiving its peculiarity from the soul, and motive deity, which is in each of the spheres. For one number pertains to the sun, another to a horse, and another to a plant. But the mundane number is common to all of them. On this account also we say, that there is the same time every where. For the world has one life, in the same manner as it has one nature, and one intellect. If however it has one zoe, it will also have one bios. But if this be the case, it will likewise have one temporal measure. And as each of the parts in it lives according to total nature, so likewise, it is measured according to total time. And this is the common measure of all things. But after this monad there is a triad, the summit of which is the measure of the first circulation; but the middle, of all the circle of the different. For of all the planets, as of one animal, there is one life, (bios eis) one period, and one apocatastatic time. And the third, or the extremity, is the measure of the circulation which takes place in generation. For on account of this, the mutations of the elements, the transmutations of moveable 3,58 natures, and regeneration, are again allotted an hypostasis. After this


E triad however, time proceeds, according to other and other numbers, measuring wholes, and distinguishing all things by appropriate measures. These things therefore, we shall again consider.

It ought not however to be unnoticed, that Plato having given subsistence to wholes, and not yet mentioned partial animals, constitutes the planets, but afterwards the fixed stars, in the generation of partial animals. For what are called the planets, are cosmocrators, or governors of the world, and are allotted a total power. And as the inerratic sphere has a number of starry animals, so likewise each of the planets is the leader of a multitude of animals, or of certain other things of this kind. Hence also from this the doubt may be solved, how the one sphere [of the fixed stars] comprehends a multitude of stars; but with respect to the many spheres of the planets, each convolves one star. For it must be said that there [i.e. in the fixed stars] the sphere is a monad, being one, comprehending in itself an appropriate multitude, and is sufficient to the comprehension of the multitude, this being the first multitude. But in the planets, that which is the leader is twofold, the one being the sphere, [in which the planet is carried] but the other, each of the cosmocrators, being a monad® co-arranged with multitude. For subordinate natures require a greater number of leaders, and the multitude in each is
F invisible, on account of the subordination. And in the sublunary region, there is a still greater number of orders, which are the leaders of the genera in each of the elements, as we may learn from the Theogony which has been transmitted to us. Let these things therefore, be admitted as evident.

But thus much deserves to be considered in what is said about the generation of time, that if time is posterior to soul, how is soul moved according to time? And if it is prior to soul, how is it said to be generated? For Plato has said that soul is the best of generated natures. But if time is co-ordinate with soul, how is it that eternity is not coordinate with, but prior to, intellect? and it must be said in answer to this, that time is indeed prior to soul, as eternity is prior to intellect; but that soul is the best of generated natures, which are essentially generated, and not only according to their being present with secondary natures, but also have a generation according to their inward energy, and an essence divisible into a multitude of parts, such as Plato himself has delivered to us. But time being, as we have demonstrated, essentially an eternal intellect, is participated in a generated manner, not at once wholly, nor immovably, like the intellects prior to it, but movably. Whence also as intellect, it perfects the soul, and is generated according to participations; flowing abundantly into its participants, and making generations to be as things numbered. Thus therefore, in consequence of entirely running together with the numbers of generations,1 it may be shown to be generated. Hence too, proceeding according to number, it is said to be moveable; but not to be number, as the time is, which is prior to things numbered. For these reasons therefore, Plato here calls time eternal, because it is eternal according to its inward energy, the whole of which it possesses at once present. But in the Laws he says,* B that the soul is indeed indestructible, yet not eternal, because it is not allotted an immutable inward energy.

38c-d "But the divinity having made the bodies of these stars, placed them, being seven in number, in the seven circulations, formed by the periodic motion of the circle of the different."

That Plato denominates the sun and moon, and the other five stars, as animals endued with soul and intellect,5 is manifest from his adding in what is now said, that the divinity made the bodies of each of them; in consequence of the stars themselves being intellectual and vital. For he does not say, that he made the bodies themselves,0 but the bodies of them
It must be said therefore, that the circulations of them are epicycles, or evolving circles, or the whole spheres, in which each of the stars is placed. Or it must be said, that they are no one of these, but as the divine Iamblichus apprehends, the circulations signify the intellectual souls of the planets. For as before, the divinity fashioned the whole bulk of the world within the soul, so now likewise, he places the seven bodies in the seven intellectual souls, at the same time causing souls and intellects to preside over these bodies. Since however, much prior to this, Plato represented the period of the circle of the different in the whole soul, as presiding over these seven divine bodies, he very properly C adds, (reminding us of what had been before said,) "in the seven circulations formed by the periodic motion of the circle of the different in the whole soul." And again he manifests this, by speaking in the singular
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3,60 number. For this circle is undivided, though it is said to have been cut. And it does not lose its unity by the division of it into seven circles. Perhaps however, it will be better to say, that the Demiurgus established the bodies of the cosmocrators, in the powers of the whole soul, but not yet in their proper souls, nor in their spheres. For the words, "formed by the periodic motion of the circle of the different," manifest that this circle does not by its motion circumvolve these bodies. For this circle being one, and divided into seven parts, proceeds round the lives of these divine bodies. For farther on Plato says,* that the fixed stars are placed in the wisdom of intellect, which is the soul of the circle of the same. For that is most powerful and excellent to which the Demiurgus imparted power. But the wisdom of this is an intellectual life. Thus therefore, he now places the seven bodies in the seven circles of the whole soul. And again, it will through these things be evident, how the simplicity of the soul is preserved, as with reference to the corporeal periods. For the one circle of the same animates according to one union, both the inerratic sphere, and the stars it contains. And in a similar manner each of the seven planets, according to one common power, animates both the spheres,* and the stars they contain. Now therefore, Plato speaks of the soul which is common to them; but shortly after he also delivers the soul peculiar to each, when he says,5 "that being bound with animated bonds they became animals." For then they are no longer animated as parts, but as animals, through their proper souls.
38d "And the moon indeed, he placed in the first circulation about the earth; but the sun, in the second above the earth; and the star called Lucifer,0 and that which is sacred to Mercury, in circulations proceeding with a swiftness equal to that of the sun, to which at the same time they are allotted a contrary power. Hence the Sun, Lucifer, and Mercury, mutually comprehend, and are comprehended by each other."

† Tim. 40a.
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§ Tim. 38e.
• i.e. Venus.

Not only from what is here said, it is evident what order Spherics give 3.61 to the planets, according to Plato, but also from what is written in the

Republic.1 For he arranges the Moon after the Sun;* since there is a certain most abundant communion of these divinities in the visible production of things. For the one has the order of father, but the other of mother. Both the intelligible and intellectual causes of them likewise E are united to each other, and are unfolded into light from one cause. For the same Goddess produced

. . . . the mighty Sun, and splendid Moon

Theogony, 19

[as Orpheus says]. Perhaps likewise the [Chaldaean] Oracles teach us this, since they every where arrange the Moon after the Sun, and the air after the Moon,5 both when they deliver the order of them from above, and when from beneath. For they say, "The aetherial course, the immense impulse of the Moon, and the aerial streams." And again, "O aether, Sun, spirit of the Moon, and ye leaders of the air." And elsewhere, "Of the solar circles,0 the lunar rattlings, and the aerial bosoms." And afterwards, "The portion of aether, of the Sun, of the rivers of the Moon, and of the air." In another place likewise they say, "The broad air, the lunar course, and the perpetual pole of the Sun." Perhaps therefore, as I have said, it is possible to be persuaded from the Oracles, that the Sun is immediately prior to the Moon, as the Moon is prior to the air, all heaven having the order of fire; which also was the opinion of Plato,0 who after the celestial arranges the aetherial idea, in what he shortly after says about the four ideas [in animal itself].** Unless therefore, it is not necessary that the Sun should be immediately 3.62 above the Moon, on account of the analogy to aether: for neither is F aether immediately above the Sun. So that again, this analogy will not
suffer the Sun to be arranged immediately above the Moon. Nevertheless ancient rumour gives this order to the Sun. For Aristotle was of this opinion,* and likewise Eudoxus and his followers. If however, some adopting the hypotheses of mathematicians,* should think fit to arrange the Sun in the middle of the seven planets, who collects and binds the triads on each side of him, it must be observed that there is not any stability in what they say from the mathematics. For to say, that Venus and Mercury would be obscured, if they were after the Sun, in the same manner as the Moon is sometimes by the Sun, is confuted by showing that when they are in conjunction with the Sun according to longitude, they entirely differ according to latitude. And this is the cause of their not being obscured. As it does not, however, necessarily follow that the Sun has a middle position among the planets, mathematicians cannot procure that credibility through demonstrations that it has, which they are accustomed to obtain about most things.

Ptolemy therefore says, in his Syntaxis, that it is fit in conformity to good and probable reasoning, to place the Sun in the middle of the seven planets, in order that of the five planets prior to him, there may be those that are perfectly separated from him; and after him, those that are in conjunction with him, and precede, or attend him like satellites. But in his Hypotheses, he does not very much contend for the truth of this, nor infer it from the intervals of the planets, neither in that work, nor in his Syntaxis. Much attention therefore, is not to be paid to mathematicians, when they reason from probability. But the theurgist clearly says, "that the Demiurgus suspended six
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zones, and for the seventh hurled into the middle the fire of the Sun;" and it is not lawful to disbelieve in what he says. Plato however, looking to the abundant communion, and connascent progression of the Sun and Moon from the same cause, and also their ingress into the world, delivers them to us as conjoined. Nor was he the author of this hypothesis of the Moon subsisting immediately after the Sun, but Anaxagoras,* as Eudemus relates, was the first that was of this opinion. Again, this also is a subject of inquiry, on what account the Sun, Venus and Mercury, revolve with equal celerity. And some indeed, say 3,64 from the mathematics, that the epicycles of these three stars are conjoined, and that their centres are in one right line. As therefore, there is one apocatastasis of the motion of one right line, thus also the D epicycles of these planets make the same apocatastasis; and of the epicycles themselves, the extremes are less, but the middle epicycle is greater; so that both the equable and anomalous motions of them, are in the same ratio. But the interpreters of Plato, Porphyry and Theodorus, who investigate the cause of this, refer the principle of the equality and inequality of the course of these planets to their lives. For according to them, the inequality or equality of their swiftness, is either from their intellects tending directly through many media to essence, and ending in the same thing, though through different media; or from the tendency of them to another and another thing. For the sun being essence, proceeds to intellect through life; Venus, being intellect, proceeds through life to an intellect [different from itself]; and Mercury being life, proceeds also to intellect; though the intellect in which the three terminate, is in the first essential, but in the second intellectual, and in the third vital. Hence also they are moved with equal celerity, and though they appear to leave, and precede each other, yet they end in the same thing. Saturn, however, Jupiter, and Mars, may be considered as differing in dignity, and on this account, not of equal celerity; though their not moving with the same celerity may also arise from not revolving through equal media. Thus for instance, if Saturn being E essence, should immediately proceed to essence, but Jupiter should proceed to it through intellect alone, and Mars through both intellect and life; and first indeed will proceed without a medium to essence, but the second through one equality, and the third through two. And thus, they will not move with equal celerity. For of the planets, the first triad
is elevated to essence; but the second, to intellect; and the Moon, to life,

\[t 1, 75, p. 320d.\]

\[365\] which comprehends in itself all generation, and proceeds as far as to the last recesses of the earth. These things therefore, are said by Porphyry and Theodorus, in conformity to their own hypotheses; asserting that all these are everywhere, \textit{viz.} essence, life, and intellect, and that each of the Gods participate of these three, but that a different peculiarity predominates in different divinities, and also that the energy is different of different Gods, and that the elevation is through different media.*

The divine Iamblichus however, neither admits the introduction of epicycles, as being mechanical, and foreign from the meaning of Plato; nor the conception arising from life [essence and intellect] as vainly employing such like disjunctions, ingressions, egressions, and complications, as in a dream, and in no respect conformable to Plato. F For where does Plato assert, that the elevation to essence is through life, intellect, and essence? Where also, does he arrange Saturn according to essence, but Jupiter according to intellect, and Mars according to life? Rejecting therefore these assertions, he delivers a more simple theory, and says that the Moon first is arranged in the place* about the earth, as having the relation of nature and a mother to generation. For all things are convolved by her, are co-increased when she increases, and are diminished when she is diminished. But that the Sun is [the next] above the Moon, because it evidently fills the Moon with powers, and has the relation of a father to generation. But above the Sun are Venus and Mercury, these planets being solar, and fabricating in conjunction with the Sun, and also contributing together with him to the perfection of wholes. Hence their course is equally swift with that of the Sun, and they revolve about him, as communicating with him in the production of things. They are however, contrary to him; not only according to the relation in their epicycles, as we have before observed, and as mathematicians say; nor so far as the one is the cause of the evolution into light of things concealed, but the other is the cause of concealment, as astrologers strenuously assert. For they are so on these accounts, and also on account of the divine power itself,5 which we have before mentioned. For there is a certain admirable and transcendent power of the Sun; and on this account it is of itself incommensurate. But the powers of Venus and Mercury impart by illumination symmetry, and
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good temperament, and in consequence of always revolving in conjunction with the Sun render the solar motion harmonious. For both are the causes of communion; Mercury being common in diurnal B and nocturnal productions, and possessing both a masculine and feminine power,* and Venus possessing a binding power, and which co-adapts things that are separated from each other.

You may also say, that because the Sun neither uses ablations, nor additions of motions, nor becomes stationary, but Mercury and Venus, employ advancing and receding motions, and are at times stationary, they are allotted according to appearance, powers contrary to the Sun, and not so far as they proceed analogous to the first three monads, which are in the vestibules of The Good* as we have before observed.5

For the Sun, as we learn in the Republic,0 gives subsistence to light, which is the image of truth. But Venus is the cause of beauty to generated natures, which is the imitation of intelligible beauty. And Mercury is the cause of symmetry to all things, subsisting as reason to things in generation.0 For all symmetry proceeds according to one ratio, and according to number, of which this God is the giver. Those monads therefore, subsisting analogously to, and in conjunction with each other, these planets very properly desire to be with each other, and revolve together. On this account also, they comprehend and are comprehended, through producing and co-operating with each other in demiurgic works. But if at one time they are moved swifter, and at another slower, and when one** is moved swifter the others are not, nor when one is moved slower, the rest are also slower in their motions; if this be the case, those that are moved swifter, are very properly said to comprehend those that are moved slower, and vice versa, the latter are said to be comprehended by the former. And there is one period indeed, of all things; but the parts of the periods differing in swiftness and slowness, cause some of these at one time and some at another, to comprehend and be comprehended by each other, according to different 3,67 parts of their periods. Hence, through these things, and from what has been before said, we may collect, that according to Plato, the motion of the inerratic sphere is one and equable,* but that the motions of the seven planets are in themselves equable, but with reference to each other
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anomalous; except that three of them are equally swift in their course. For before he produced the seven planets, he said that their circles were equally swift. But that the motion of each of them is equable, Socrates in the Republic manifests,* when he says, that a Syren presides over the eight circles, uttering one voice in one tone; so that an equable motion is common to them. The seven stars however are moved about their own centres, and also through the depth of their spheres. And both the D other four planets, and the three, comprehend, and are comprehended by each other, on account of the inequality of their peculiar motions. For if as spheres they were equably moved, they would never at any time suffer this, but they would always be similarly separated from each other. This therefore, Plato also says, that they proceed through the heavens, having mutations in their motions.5

Hence, above this triad, which is thus harmonious, in consequence of Venus uniting, and leading to communion the Mercurial production, which is of a remitted nature, and the solar fabrication which possesses intensity of power, there is another triad, consisting of Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars. And Saturn and Mars indeed, are the extremes, and are contrary to each other, so far as the one is the cause of connexion, but the other of division; and the one of cold, but the other of heat.D But Jupiter is arranged in the middle, and leads the demiurgic productions of Saturn and Mars into an excellent temperament. If however, you wish to survey the middle arrangement of the Sun, after another manner, conceive two pentads on each side of him, beneath the Moon, and the tetractys of the elements; in order that you may understand the etherial 3,68 nature to have something different from what is properly called air, or that you may also comprehend with it the nature of sublunary E fire, which co-administers the natures of all the elements, moves all things, and excites their productions. For whatever is destitute of fire is dead, refrigeration being contrary to life. But above the Sun are the
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governors of the whole of generation, having all of them in common, what neither the Sun, nor the Moon have, viz. advancing and receding motions; through which the nature of sublunary substances is all-variously changed, by additions and ablations, accessions and remissions of productive powers, of life, and of the whole of their essence. But the
Sun is entirely extended from the middle. And of the Gods indeed prior to him, he perfects the productions; but excites, resuscitates, and variously changes the powers that are posterior to him. **Hence the theologist calls him the guardian of the universe, and leaves about him, demiurgic, undefiled, elevating, perfective, and many other cathartic and separating powers, according to which, revolving perpetually, he adorns the universe.**

38d-e "But with respect to the other stars, if any one should think fit to investigate the causes, through which the Demiurgus established all of them, the labour would be greater than that of the discourse itself, for the sake of which they were introduced. These things therefore, may perhaps hereafter be discussed by us at our leisure, in such a way as they deserve."

F By the other stars it is evident that Plato means Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. But the word established, exhibits to us their perpetual and incorruptible fabrication. If however, as we find in some copies, you read they established, this reading will afford you an indication, that the universe was generated and adorned by the Demiurgus, and by other causes. For a little before, Plato said that the divinity distributed in an orderly manner the seven bodies, and the period of the circle of the different; and in addition to this the peculiar souls of the stars, which he denominatedcirculations. But these are said [according to this reading] 3,69 to have been established by all the causes, in conjunction with which the Demiurgus fabricated them severally, making the whole world a statue, and establishing in it the statues of the partial Gods. It is here however necessary to call to mind, what we are accustomed to say concerning the order of all mundane natures; viz. that the inerratic sphere is the cause to all things of an invariable sameness of subsistence; but that of the triad under it, Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars, the first is the cause of connexion, the second of symmetry, and the third of separation. And again, the Moon indeed is a monad, the cause of all generation and corruption; but the elements in generation, form a triad under this monad. The media between this triad of planets and the Moon, are the planets that revolve with equal celerity. And the Sun indeed unfolds truth into light, as we have frequently said. But Venus unfolds beauty; and Mercury, the symmetry of reasons, according to the analogy* of the monads in the vestibules of The Good. If you are willing also, you may say,* that of the beneficent planets, the Moon is the cause to mortals of nature, being herself the visible statue of fontal nature. But the Sun is the Demiurgus of every thing sensible,5 in consequence of
B being the cause of sight and visibility. Mercury is the cause of the motions of the phantasy: for of the phantastic essence itself, so far as sense and phantasy are one, the Sun is the producing cause. But Venus is the cause of epithymetic appetites; and Mars of the irascible motions which are according to nature. Of all vital powers however, Jupiter is the common cause; but of all gnostic powers Saturn. For all the irrational forms are divided into these. The causes therefore of these, are antecedently comprehended in celestial natures.

Some one however, may reasonably doubt from what has been said, where Plato constitutes the soul of the inerratic sphere, being afraid lest he should make the soul of the world to be the same with the soul of that sphere; as Aristotle did afterwards.0 For we have the peculiar souls of the stars, through the before mentioned circulations, and a little farther on, Plato speaks concerning them.0 For he says, that being bound with animated bonds, they became animals. May we not say therefore, that as he places in the whole soul of the universe, twofold C circles, and twofold circulations, he gives subsistence together with them to twofold souls, that of the inerratic sphere, and that of the whole planetary sphere, as one circulation? And again, assuming in the circle of the different, seven circles, he had together with them seven souls, carried as in vehicles in the seven spheres. For the animation just now delivered was not of the spheres themselves. Hence in what he said of the inerratic sphere, he made mention of the animation of the stars, omitting the animation of the whole spheres, as being comprehended in the circles of the whole soul. For on account of the form of discussion usual with the ancients, he omits the subtile elaboration of various
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animation. For universal animation is one thing; that which is posterior to this, and is universal partial animation, is another; partial universal animation is another; and the last of all, is partial animation. According to all the forms of animation likewise, the whole world and the parts of it are animated. May it not be said also, that Timaeus having on the preceding day heard Socrates subtly discussing these animations,* conceived that the peculiar elaboration of them would be superfluous. D Socrates therefore placed souls which he called Syrens, over the eight whirls [or spheres]. And again, he places one soul over the inerratic portion of the world; one, over the whole planetary region; and one over the whole heaven; unfolding the peculiar souls of all these, and
animating the inerratic sphere in a twofold respect, both as one circle, having a division opposed to that of the seven circles, and as comprehending the multitude of the fixed stars, and being itself a world universal and at the same time partial. And thus much in answer to this doubt. But the reason why Plato makes the discussion of the stars to be superfluous, is evident. For the thing proposed by him was to show what secondary time is, and how, and whence it is consummately effected.

38e "When therefore, each of the natures necessary to a joint fabrication of time, had arrived at a local motion adapted to its condition, and they became animals through the connecting power of vital bonds, they then learned their prescribed order."

What the animation is of the bodies of the seven cosmocrators, and what the order, has been shown through what has been already said. But how each of them is an animal, and is suspended from a more divine soul, and what each contributes to the perfection of the universe, Plato delivers in these words, to those who are able to perceive his meaning. For each of them is allotted an appropriate life and motion. For since the demiurgic sacred law distributes to each of the mortal natures that which is adapted to it, what will you say concerning the leaders and rulers of the universe? Must it not be this, that they receive from the father that which is adapted to them and is their good, and that being resplendent with beauty they not only co-operate with the father in the generation of time, but also lead and govern the whole world? And how is it possible that thus speaking concerning them, we should not speak rightly? In addition to these things also, they not only receive from the demiurgic monad the beautiful and the good, but being self-


motive, impart these to themselves, and begin from themselves the donation of good; which Plato indicating, says "that each of them arrived at a local motion adapted to its condition," as defining to itself the measure of the life and order and motion which it is allotted in the universe. Since however, each of them, I mean each of the seven bodies, has a twofold life, the one inseparable, but the other separable; and the one intellectual and established in itself in a leading and ruling manner, but the other distributed about body, which it connectedly contains, and moves; and since according to the latter, each is an animal, but according to the former a God; - this being the case, Plato separating both these, and considering the divine and intellectual soul, and which does not depart from intelligibles, as one thing, but the animal which is suspended from this, has its life from, and is the image of it, as another, he says
"that being bound with vital bonds, they became animals, and learned their prescribed order." For a divine soul learns the demiurgic will, and 261A understands the works of the father.* It also co-operates with him in the production of mundane natures, by intellectually perceiving him, and being filled by him with divine powers. For it is not possible for either intellect or soul, to provide for wholes in an exempt* manner, in any other way than by the participation of deity, and through a divinely-inspired life.

Their co-operating therefore, in the production of time, manifests that they are allotted a secondary power, in the fabrication of it; the father of them possessing a primordial power. For he indeed generates the wholeness of time; but they produce, together with him, the parts of which time consists. For the periods of these are the parts of the whole of time; just as they were generated the parts of the world. But the animal bound with vital bonds, is the animated body, which has life from the soul allotted to it, according to the demiurgic allotments. For is with us, the animal is different from the man, and the visible Socrates is one thing, but the true Socrates another, much more are the Sun and Jupiter [different from the visible orbs of them] which consist of body B and soul. Hence Socrates in the Phaedrus blames those, who assert that a divine animal consists of body and soul.5 "For ignorantly, and without sufficiently understanding, says he, we feign a God to be an immortal animal, having a soul, and having a body, and these connascent

§ cf. Phaedrus 246c - d.

with each other through the whole of time." And if it be requisite to speak what appears to me to be the truth, the unity which is in each and which is the ineffable participation of the fountain of whole unical numbers, is primarily a God. But secondarily intellect, which contains 3,73 every thing stably,* uniformly, and inflexibly. And in the third place soul, being filled from intellect, and unfolding the one comprehension of it. The first of these also, is truly a God; the second is most divine; and the third, is likewise divine, but illuminates the animal with the peculiar of deity. According to this also, the animal is divine, being bound with vital bonds, which you may say are vivific, demiurgic, and indissoluble bonds, as Timaeus says farther on.* For the divine bodies, are wholly bound in souls, and are comprehended by, and established in them. The binding likewise, indicates the stable and immutable comprehension of the bodies in the souls, and the undisjoined communion of them with souls. Divine bodies however, being such, co-
and invisible power of time, and afford to it a progression into the world, which unfolds into light many temporal measures. Hence through this the whole of time derives its completion, imitating the time which consists in **numbering**, since it consists itself in being numbered, and in short becomes what it is from many numbers, in order that it may be similar to that which is truly total time, and is comprehensive of all apocatastatic numbers. The **joint fabrication** therefore, indicates production proceeding to the end, and a perfect energy.

39a "That according to the oblique lation of the circle of **the different**, which moves in subjection to the circle of **the same**, these orbs should by their revolution, partly form a greater, and partly a less circle; and that the orb which formed a less circle should revolve swifter, but that which produced a greater, more slow."

You may say that the oblique lation of the circle of the different, 3,74 signifies a lation according to the obliquity of the zodiac. For the motion of the planets is according to the poles of the zodiac, that we may speak mathematically. For such an explanation is not to be despised by those who discourse about the celestial bodies. Or, according to a more intimate perception of the thing, you may say, that this obliquity manifests the cause of generation, and the mutation which

* For **opuvypuc**, here, it is requisite to read **fiuvipax**;

$ Tim. 43a.$

pre-exists in the celestial orbs. For generation indeed, participates of difference and variety from the revolution of the circle of **the different** [i.e. from the circulation of the planets]; but it participates of sameness, and a subsistence which is always the same, from the circle of **the same** [or the inerratic sphere], as Aristotle also says.* For if the circle of **the same** alone existed, there would not be mutation and generation, but all things would be uniform, and being always generated, would remain invariably the same. And if the circle of **the different** alone existed, all things would be without stability, and would be in continual motion. In order therefore, that there may be both permanency and motion, and that this whole may be, as it is said, an immutable mutation, and an immoveable motion, the universe has both these circulations. And the variety indeed of generation, becomes apparent through the circulation of the circle of **the different**; but communion and immutability, through the circle of **the same**. But of these again, the one is effected through the circle of sameness of the soul, and the other through the soul's circle of difference. And of these also, the one is through intellectual sameness, but the other through demiurgic difference. And of these last, the one is through intelligible bound, but the other through intelligible infinity.
After this manner therefore, the *obliquity* must be understood.

And here you may see what the difference is, as delivered by Plato, between the psychical lation of the circle of difference, and the corporeal. For he calls the former *straight*, but the latter *oblique*. For the former is undefiled and inflexible, but the latter proximately governs the variety of generated natures, and has a visible inequality, and a certain position and habitude with respect to the universe. But the revolution of the circle of *the different* being such, it proceeds* through the circle of *the same*, and is governed by it. For it is moved by invisible causes, and by the inerratic sphere itself. Or rather, it receives through it motive powers; and is governed by it, because it is convolved, according to the one, and inerratic motion of it. And this indeed, is said mathematically. But after another manner, you may say that the nature of the same and similar has dominion, in order that the world may be one; that all things may as much as possible be perpetual; and that the world may imitate animal itself, in which all things have an eternal subsistence. For if the circle of *the different* had dominion over the circle of *the same*, there would be less of the immutable than of the mutable, in the universe, and the world would not receive all the perpetuity which it is capable of receiving. But in this case, it would be less similar to animal itself. The lation therefore, of the circle of *the different* being governed by the lation of the circle of *the same*, proceeds* within it, circulates through its concavity, and revolves together with it.

Plato says this, looking to the apocatastases of the planets. Hence, he says, that they revolve swifter or slower, and not that they simply proceed swifter, but revolve slower. For when, as circle is to circle, so is time to time, then the bodies which are moved are equally swift. For let one circle be double of another, and one time of another, then the greater circle which is moved in the double time, will be moved [over the same space] in half the time of the less, but the less will be moved in half the time, over the same space. Hence, they are equally swift. For things are equally swift, which are moved over the same space in the same time. But when one circle is to another, in a greater ratio than one time to another, the motion of the greater circle is the swifter. For let
this be so, and let it be as circle is to circle, so is time to a certain time, which will therefore be less than the time from the first. For the same thing will have a greater ratio to the less. The greater circle therefore, in this less time, which is less than the time from the first, will pass over the same space as the less circle. For it has been demonstrated, that if circle is to circle, as time to time, the motion of the less is equally swift with that of the greater circle. Moreover, the motion of the less circle from the first was performed in a less time than the time from the first. Hence the same interval, is passed over by the

B Here likewise for twi, read irpoeim.

X Taylor omits the words 'such as the moon' which are to be found in the text of Diehl. PT.

§ This portion of the text is omitted in all the printed editions of the *Timæus*. The original is as follows: Kiveirai ra. eura aupara, ra ptv fipadurepa ovrc, ra 8e Barru. ra ptv tketTTU -repiiovra KVK\OV, Barepov (lege Barrov) Tipuoio o 5e icpovq irepiuc ppaSvTtpov. This portion of text, appears also to have been wanting in the Medicean manuscript from which Ficinus made his translation of Plato, for he has not translated it.

• *ie.* Let what has been before demonstrated be admitted.

one circle in a greater, but by the other in a less time. The motion therefore of the less circle, is slower than that of the greater. Again, if the ratio of one circle to another, is less than that of one time to another, the motion of the greater circle will be slower than that of the less. For if you make as circle is to circle, so is time to another time, you will make it to be to a greater time. For the same thing has to the greater a less ratio. So that the greater circle will in a greater time pass over the same space, than the less circle. It is therefore slower. Hence, these things thus subsisting, Plato does not now investigate what the condition is of the planets with respect to swiftness and slowness; for this requires a more ample consideration; but he adds, that there is a different apocatastasis of different planets, and of some slower, but of others more swift; the swiftness and slowness, being produced, either from the anomalous nature of the motions, or, which is more true, from the stars* being all of them moved with equal celerity, but one circle having to another a greater ratio, than one time to another.

In short, thus much ought to be known concerning the motion of the stars, that they have not a rolling motion alone on their spheres. For this motion is foreign to spherical bodies. Nor do they alone remain fixed. For how would they be any longer of a circulating nature? But they circulate about their centres, imitating the universe, according to the opinion of Plato; without being at all in want of the hypotheses employed by astronomers, as I have before observed. For if Plato thinks
that the fixed stars are thus moved, through an imitation of the universe, much more will he grant that those stars which are allotted the government of the universe, and a leading dignity, imitate the whole world. These therefore, are moved about their centres; but the spheres in which they are contained, and which are as it were moving rulers, convolve them either swifter, or slower. Except that Plato gives to them a more various motion, because they are media between things that proceed in a right line, and things that by themselves are alone moved in a circle, and moves each of them about its centre, and through its proper sphere, so as to become elevated, and near the earth, and to revolve about the northern and southern parts; by which motions they are inferior to the fixed stars, though they are otherwise allotted a liberated dignity and power.

39a-b "But from the lation of the circle of the same, the orbs which comprehend, appear through the circulation of those that move more slowly, to be comprehended. For all the circles of them revolve with a spiral motion, because at one and the same time they are moved in two contrary directions; and in consequence of this, the sphere which has the slowest revolution, is nearest to that to which its course is retrograde, and which is the swiftest of all the spheres."

Circulation, as we have frequently observed, being twofold, one from the east to the west, but the other from the west to the east, he who understands both these circulations, will know what is the common, and what the peculiar motion of the stars, and which of them are moved swifter, and which more slow. For he will look to their peculiar motions, and will know that those are swifter which are in consequentia; and thus, he will not admit that Saturn is swifter than the Moon, but he will see that the Moon is more eastern, and that Saturn is comprehended, but the Moon comprehends. But he who fancies, that there is only one simple motion of all the stars, which is from east to west, when he sees that Saturn and the Moon, are at one time together, but that at another time Saturn is more western, as having moved to a greater extent, will say that the Moon is comprehended by Saturn, viz. the swifter by the slower. The cause however of this error, arises from alone looking to the period of the circle of the same, which possesses much power and strength, and not considering the peculiar motions of the planets, nor perceiving that they do not make their transition in antecedentia, but in consequentia. For asserting this also, the Athenian guest or stranger blames the multitude and those who are ignorant of astronomy.* "For it is disgraceful," says he, "if we survey a stadium,
and do not know which of the racers runs swifter, and which slower; and he must be considered as absurd, who fancies that the swifter is the slower course. But it is much more disgraceful for those who perceive truly Olympic races, not to know the swifter and slower period, through ignorance of astronomy.” For the bodies that revolve with the greatest celerity, appear to be comprehended by those that revolve more slowly, though they in reality will be seen to comprehend, by those who are able to look to their proper motion. But the lation of the circle of the same, vanquishing the body which is nearest to it, causes it to appear most rapid in its motion. That however, is nearest to it, which is the least distant from it. For let, if it should so happen, the Moon and Saturn be near the Cor Leonis, or heart of the Lion; then the Moon being moved with its peculiar motion, will depart from this fixed star;

t cf. Laws VII, 822b.

but Saturn for many nights will be seen about the same place. The astronomer therefore, knows that the Moon departs from this star more rapidly, on account of the motion of the Cor Leonis in consequentia. But he who is ignorant of astronomy, will fancy that the Moon and Saturn being moved with the universe towards the same parts, do not make their apocatastases after the same manner; but that the one, as swifter, arrives at the west before the other; but that the other as slower, arrives at a more western part. This therefore, would be the conclusion according to the opinion of the multitude. This may however, happen to be true, I mean that Saturn is the swifter; if, as we have before observed, the ratio of the circle of Saturn, to the circle of the Moon, is greater than the ratio of the apocatastasis of one time to that of the other. For the body which is nearer to the sphere of the fixed stars, will be swifter, for the before-mentioned reasons.

But what is the meaning of the assertion, that the planets "revolve with a spiral motion, because at one and the same time they are moved in two contrary directions?" And how are we to admit of contrariety in a circular motion? For each of the planets being moved with two local motions, is not the cause of the spiral motion; but this arises from their being moved in the oblique circle [i.e. in the zodiac] towards the equinoctial. Thus, if some one supposes that the Sun is moved with the universe towards the equinoctial, the cause of this will not be a spiral motion, though there is an anti-circulation. Nor must it be simply admitted that the motion which is contrary to a circular motion, is another motion [i.e. is a motion of a different kind]. For many beautiful arguments have been urged against this opinion. May not therefore the words, moved at the same time in two contrary directions mean, that they are not only moved at one and the same time to the east and west, but
also that they become both according to breadth, and according to depth, nearer to, or more remote from the earth, and more northern, or more southern? For these two motions, make a spiral, in conjunction with the lation of the universe. The spiral likewise, is adapted to the planets, which are media between the fixed stars, and sublunary bodies; the former being moved according to a circle alone, and the latter, in right lines. Just again, as it is natural to the planets being media, to be moved both anomalously and equably, according to length, breadth, and depth; in order that they may have the paradigms of the natures that are ail-variously moved posterior to themselves, and may imitate through circulation the uniform subsistence of the natures prior to them. These things therefore, are manifest to every one.

C It is however, not at all wonderful, that contrariety should exist in the heavens prior to the contrarieties in the revolution of the circle of the different; since in the genera of being there is said to be a contrariety of sameness and difference, motion and permanency, and in the principles themselves of these, bound and infinity. For these are contraries, because in the terminations of them, there is a certain contest and dissention, though they always possess the power of acting in conjunction with each other. It is by no means wonderful therefore, that there should also be in the heavens, a contrariety of these motions. For those contraries are not now assumed, which are hostile to, and corruptive of each other; for these are material and partible natures; but simply those, which are effective of contraries, and those which are most distant from each other. For this also is a certain mode of contrariety in nature; since, that the apparent motion of the heavenly bodies is one thing, and their true motion another, indicates the pre-subsistence there of non-being, and its complication with being. The figure of the spiral likewise, is no vain, fortuitous thing, but gives completion to the media between bodies that move in right lines, and those that are moved in a circle. For the circle alone, as we have said, is in the inerratic sphere, but the right line in generation. And the spiral is in the planetary region, as having a co-mixture of the periphery and the right line. The motions also according to breadth and according to depth, are the proximate causes and paradigms of the motions in the sublunary region, viz. of the upward and downward,* and the oblique motions. Perhaps likewise, the theurgist [Julian] in celebrating time as of a spiral form,* and as both young and old, directed his attention to this, conceiving that the temporal periods, were especially to be known through the motion of the planets. And thus much concerning these particulars. But Plato adds in the next place as follows:

39b "And that these circles might possess a certain conspicuous measure of slowness and swiftness with reference to each other, and that the motion
of the eight circulations might be manifest, the divinity enkindled a light, which we now denominate the Sun in the second revolution from the earth, in order that the heaven [i.e. the world] might in the most eminent degree become universally apparent, and that such animals might participate of number as are adapted to its participation, receiving numerical information from the circulation of the same and the similar.

f cf. 244E supra.
% cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 36 (Kroll)

E Plato here delivers the one ruling cause of the generation of visible time. For as the Demiurgus constituted invisible time, so the Sun produces the time which is visible, and which measures the motion of bodies. For through light, it leads into visibility every temporal interval, bounds all periods, and exhibits the measures of the restitutions of things to their pristine state. Deservedly therefore is the Sun a conspicuous measure, as especially unfolding the progression* of time according to number, into the universe. For it has a more accurate period than that of the five planets, its motions being less anomalous than theirs; and also than that of the Moon, by always terminating at the same point its progressions to the north and the south. But if it has a more accurate period, it is deservedly a measure of measures, and from itself bounds* the periodic measures of the other planets, and the swiftness of their motions with reference to each other. It also in a greater degree imitates the perpetual permanency of eternity, by always revolving after the same manner. In this way therefore, it differs from the planets.

After another manner likewise, the Sun is a more manifest measure than the measure of the inerratic sphere. For though this sphere has a certain appropriate measure, a proper interval, and one immutable number of its peculiar motion, yet the solar light causes this measure and all the evolution of apparent time to be manifest and known. Hence Plato says, "In order that there might be a certain conspicuous measure." For though there is a certain measure in the other planets, yet it is not clear and manifest. But the sun unfolds into light both other intelligibles and time. You must not however on this account say that the solar light was generated for the sake of measurement. For how is it possible that wholes should subsist for the sake of parts; governing natures for the sake of the governed; and perpetual for the sake of corruptible natures? But we should rather say that light possessing an evolving power unfolds total time, and calls forth its supermundane monad, and one measure into the measurement of the periods of bodies. And this makes time to be, as it were, sensible. Hence it is the light of the Sun which causes every thing that is moved to have a clear and manifest measure. And this indeed is its whole good. After wholes, however, it
likewise benefits parts in a secondary degree. For it imparts the 3,82 generation of number and measure to the natures which are adapted to participate of these. For irrational beings indeed are destitute of these;

\[ t \text{ For \textit{irepiodov} here, it is necessary to read \textit{nrpoobov}.} \]
\[ t \text{ For \textit{yvupifav} here, it is necessary to read \textit{opifei}.} \]

but the genera of daemons, who follow the periods of the Gods and men, become partakers of them. The supply of good therefore through the solar light, beginning supernally from wholes descends as far as to parts. And if beginning from visible natures, you are willing to speak of such as are invisible, the light of the Sun gives splendour to the whole world, causes a corporeal-formed nature to be divine, and wholly filled through B the whole of itself with life. But it leads souls through undefiled light, imparts to them a pure and elevating power, and governs the world by its rays.* And it likewise fills souls with empyrean fruits. For the order of the Sun is supernally derived from supermundane natures. Hence Plato does not here fabricate the solar light, but says that the Demiurgus enkindled it, as giving subsistence from his own essence to this sphere, and emitting from the solar fountain a life extended into interval, and continually renewed. \textit{And this also is asserted by theologists concerning the supermundane firmaments.} 

On this account, it appears to me that Plato delivers a twofold generation of the Sun; one indeed, in conjunction with the seven governors of the world, when he fashions the bodies of them, and inserts them in circulations; but the other according to the enkindling of light, through which he imparts to the Sun supermundane power. For it is one thing to generate the bulk of the Sun itself by itself, and another in conjunction with a ruling characteristic, through which the Sun is called the king of every visible nature, and is established analogous to the one C fountain of good. For as this fountain, being better than the intelligible essence, illuminates both intellect and the intelligible, thus also the sun being better than a visible nature, illuminate both that which is visible and sight. But if the Sun is beyond a visible essence,* it will have a supermundane nature. For the world is visible and tangible, and has a body. Hence, we must survey the Sun in a twofold respect;\textit{ viz.} as one 3,83 of the seven planets, and as the leader of wholes; and as mundane and supermundane, according to the latter of which he splendidly emits a divine light. For in the same manner as \textit{The Good} luminously emits truth which deifies the intelligible and intellectual order; as Phanes in Orpheus sends forth intelligible light\textit{0} which fills with intelligence all the intellectual Gods; and as Jupiter enkindles an intellectual and

\[ t \text{ cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 130.} \]
demiurgic light in all the supermundane Gods; thus also the Sun
illuminates every thing visible through this undefiled light. The
illuminating cause too is always in an order superior to the illuminated
natures. For neither is The Good intelligible, nor Phanes intellectual, nor
Jupiter supermundane. In consequence of this reasoning therefore, the
Sun being supermundane emits the fountains of light. And according to
the most mystic doctrines, the wholeness of the Sun is in the
supermundane orders; for in them there is a solar world, and a total
D light, as the Chaldean oracles* assert, and which I am persuaded is true.
And thus much concerning these things.

It is requisite however to return to the words of the text, and to
explain them as follows: The words then, "in order that there might be
a measure," do not signify a devised measure, but that which itself
measures and defines corporeal motions, and generates visible time. The
words also, "that the motion of the eight circulations might be manifest,"
refer to this measure, which passes through, and measures the measures
pertaining to the paths of the eight circulations. For we say that the
common apocatastasis of the eight revolutions consists of so many years.
But we obtain a knowledge of the solar year through light. For through
this we know what portion of the zodiac the Sun occupies, what portion
he leaves, and to what part of it he proceeds. Hence also, we know by
the transition of light, the quantity of the time, in which the sun passes
through his proper circle, and performs his revolution, and in how many
years all the periods of the eight circles are completed. By this likewise,
we are able to measure the solar period, and the common period of the
3,84 other circulations, which is the same thing as to measure their joint
apocatastasis. But the words, "the divinity enkindled a light," exhibits to
us the non-temporal hypostasis of light, proceeding from an invisible
cause, and from the demiurgic essence. Again, the words, "in order that
the heaven, or world might in the most eminent degree become universally
apparent," have a cause of the following kind. It is necessary that the
whole world should as much as possible be filled with the solar light.
But the mass of the earth is naturally dark. Hence, it is requisite that
the Sun should be nearer to the earth, in order that it may relieve its
darkness. For that which is nearer illuminates more abundantly. And

* According to the Chaldaic dogmas as explained by Psellus, there are seven
corporeal worlds, one empyrean and the first; after this three ethereal; and then three
material worlds, viz. the inerratic sphere, the seven planetary spheres, and the
sublunary region. They also assert that there are two solar worlds; one which is
subservient to the ethereal profundity; the other zonaic, being one of the seven spheres. [Fr. 205 & 57]

when that which illuminates is greater than the thing illuminated, it is able more largely to impart its light. But the words, "in the most eminent degree," signify that the Sun illuminates all the world as much as possible. For he is not able at once to illuminate the whole earth; but partially, by his circular motion. In the least time however, he at once illuminates the whole earth, according to the equinoctial circle. For when he rises and sets, giving light to more than half the earth, he in this one circulation illuminates the whole earth. But if by the word heaven, we understand that which is moved in a circle, neither does the Sun at once illuminate the whole of this. For there are also shadows there, on account of the obumbrations* of the stars and the Moon. Nothing however, except the Sun, is free from shadow in the world, as neither is any thing mundane without matter. But supermundane natures alone, are without shadow, and immaterial. Hence the Sun is truly shadowless, and unreceptive of generation, all other bodies receiving at different times, different illuminative additions.

Why therefore, it may be said, did not the divinity enkindle a light in the first of the circulations from the earth? We reply, because the fulgid splendour of the Sun is of itself incommensurable to generation. But the Moon being a medium between the two, and first receiving the light of the Sun, makes it to be commensurate to the realms of generation. For the Moon, as Aristotle says, is as it were a less Sun.* It is necessary however, that being proximately above generation, it should not be the most splendid and the most luminous of bodies. For it is not lawful that a thing of this kind should approximate to that which is obscure and dark, but that which is secondarily fulgid; and which has always indeed, its own proper light, but in the participation of a superior light, exhibits mutation, and this in an orderly manner. For that which has arrangement and order, is more excellent than that which is without order; that through this mutation, it may be the paradigm of the very mutable nature, which matter introduces to generated things; just as the opposition of the earth introduces the privation of light. These things however, admit of a more ample discussion.

But that the stars, and all heaven, receive light from the Sun, may be easily perceived. For that which is common in many things, exists from one cause, and exists from it in one way as exempt, but in another as co-arranged; but this latter mode of the subsistence of the cause, is that in

f ie. to overshadow, shade, darken, obscure. OED.

$ cf. Concerning the Generation of Animals IV, 10, 777b25 f.
which it primarily participates of that one form. But that primarily participates, in which this form subsists primarily, or especially. If therefore, light especially subsists in the Sun, this will be the first light; and from this, the light which is in other things will be derived. And thus much for this particular. We have however shown the meaning of the words, "that the heaven in the most eminent degree become universally apparent." For if by heaven you understand that which revolves in a circle, the Sun does not always illuminate the whole of the Moon, but only during the time from the conjunction to the full. But if you understand by it the whole world, then, as we have said, the Sun only accurately illuminates the whole earth, in one day, when he is in the equinoctial circle, and in rising and setting, is diametrically opposite to the earth. It remains therefore, to see what the number is which is produced by the lation of the same and the similar, through the inspective guardianship of day and night. This number then, is neither intellectual nor dianoetic, but doxastic, affording a document of the numbers which pre-exist in forms. For there are many differences in many things of generated numbers. And as we know the number of invisible time, by the dianoetic number, so by that which is doxastic, we apprehend the number of visible time.

"Night therefore, and Day were thus generated, and on account of these the period of one most wise circulation was effected. And Month was produced, when the Moon having completed her circle, became in conjunction with the Sun. But Year when the Sun in revolving had completed his circle. A few only of mankind however, understand the periods of the other stars, give names to them, and measure them with relation to each other, regarding the numbers adapted to this purpose; so that, as I may say, they do not know that time is the wanderings of these bodies, which employ lations infinite in multitude, and admirably diversified."

Through the generation of light nights and days had their progression, and the smallest measure of time is divided by these intervals. For the period, says he, of one most wise circulation, is effected by night and day; the intellection of the inerratic sphere, or the circle of the same, being the one most wise circulation; but the period of this circle, being the circulation of that sphere. For circulation is an energy and a period.

t For esti here, it is obviously necessary to read e. What is in this place demonstrated by Proclus, viz. that all mundane light is derived from the Sun, completely subverts the rambling opinion of the moderns, that the fixed stars are so many suns.
The intellection however, is of a more principal nature; but the period of intellection is the effect of intellection, imitating circulation. The space therefore of day and night is this. By this however, years and months are measured. For we measure greater by less intervals; just as by years, the whole apocatastastic time of the universe is measured. It is likewise requisite to observe, how the peculiarity of these is a medium between monadic forms, and the forms which subsist in the multitude of individuals. For some forms are indeed in one thing, yet not always in the same thing according to number, but in many things. Year however, and Month, are always in one thing according to number, on account of the mutual vicissitude of individuals \(\text{i.e.} \) of the sun and moon] in a circle. For one 3,87 month succeeds another; and one year another; but each is always one. These things therefore do not require much discussion.

Perhaps however some one may doubt how Plato says, that Night and Day formed the period of one most wise circulation. For this is the very thing for which Aristotle accuses Plato, \textit{viz.} to call circulation time;+ though now Plato adds time to the universe when in motion, as being something different from motion. But if the motion of the universe is different from the time of the universe, the motion also of each of the bodies that are moved in a circle, is different from the periodic time of the motion. This therefore may be the occasion of doubt in the words before us. How likewise is the period of the inerratic sphere the swiftest, but the bodies which are nearer to it are slower according to their apocatastasis than those that are farther from it? May it not therefore, be proper to say, in answer to the former doubt, that period signifies two things, at one time motion itself, but at another, the measure and condition of motion; just as a \textit{medimnus} and a \textit{cotyle}, and each of such like measures, are denominated in a twofold respect. Hence the period of the inerratic sphere must not now be said to be the motion of it, but the temporal interval of the motion. May it not also be said, that when Plato calls time the wanderings of the heavenly bodies, he means nothing else than that the periods of these are numbered. But time, as they also say, is that which is numbered of motion. It is just therefore as if it should be said, those oxen are a number of such a magnitude. For thus also periods are time, as being a number of a certain magnitude.

But in answer to the second doubt it may be said, that Plato assumes the apparent apocatastasis of the inerratic sphere, and which makes the space of a day and night; since there is another true apocatastasis. For

\[\text{t cf. Aristotle Physics IV, 10, 218b ff.}\]

the point which now rises, does not rise according to the same hour
with that which follows it, nor do the other points subsist similarly, all which however contribute to the apocatastasis of the inerratic sphere.

3,88 For neither do all the points in that sphere, and all the fixed stars, make their apocatastases according to the same period. It is necessary however, that they should, if we assume an accurate apocatastasis, which takes place in a great length of time. For it is evident, that all the stars which are in the inerratic sphere, and are moved by it, and which have habitudes to each other, and to it, subsist differently at different times, and together with these things, have at a different time, a different lation towards the centres; and also, that their apocatastasis to the same things in every respect, is effected in a very great length of time.

Moreover, some one may also doubt, how Plato calls the measure of the apocatastasis of the lation of the inerratic sphere, Night and Day. For this measure is every where supernally derived, from the one intelligible cause of the universe, and from the first paradigm. But Night and Day are in the sublunary region. In answer to this doubt, it may be said, that the temporal interval which is primarily in the circulation of the inerratic sphere, and the solar light, are effective of Day and Night. From things last therefore, and which are known to us, the whole measure is defined. For this space of night and day is one thing, and that which is in invisible time, another. The former also is the image, and ultimate termination of the latter. For there are many orders of Night and Day, intelligible, intellectual, supermundane, celestial, and sublunary, as likewise the Orphic theology teaches.* And some of these B indeed, are prior to the fabrication of things; but others are comprehended in it; and others proceed from it. Some likewise are invisible, but others are visible: since with respect to Month and Year also, those that are invisible are of one kind, and which are mensurative, connective, and perfective of the intellectual and corporeal periods of the Sun and Moon; but those that are visible are of another kind, which are the termination and measure of the solar revolution. The like also takes place in other Gods. For there is one invisible Saturnian number, and another visible; and in a similar manner, an invisible and visible Martial, Jovian, and Mercurial number. For the Month itself, and also the Year, which exist according to each period, being each of them one, and always the same, are Gods immovably defining the measure of motion. For whence have the periods a subsistence always invariably the same, except from a certain immoveable cause? Whence also, is the difference

\* Fr. 60.

of apocatastases derived, except from different immoveable causes? And whence proceeds the unceasing, and the again and again to infinity, except from the infinite powers which Month and Year contain?
It must likewise be admitted, that all this temporal series subsist under one first time, which defines the period of a divinely generated [or perpetually circulating] nature,* and which is itself true number, as we C have before observed.* From these invisible periods however, we must conceive the visible to be derived; and which proceed according to the being numbered, from the invisible, which are able both to number and generate them; all which, astronomy beautifully teaches, doxastically apprehending the number of the periodical apocatastases of each. It also makes comparisons of the ratio of the periods to each other; such for instance as that the Saturnian period is double and one half besides of the Jovian period; and in a similar manner in the other planets. For if there are different apocatastases of them, they have a different ratio to each other. Sacred rumour also venerates those invisible periods, and which are the causes of the visible; delivering the divine names of Night and Day, and also the causes that constitute, and the invocations, and self-manifestations of Month and Year. Hence, they are not to be surveyed superficially, but in divine essences which the laws of sacred institutions,5 and the oracles of Apollo order us to worship and honour, by statues and sacrifices, as histories inform us. When these also are reverenced, mankind are supplied with the benefits arising from the periods of the Seasons, and of the other divinities in a similar manner; but a preternatural disposition of every thing about the earth, is the consequence of the worship of these being neglected.0 Plato likewise in the Laws proclaims that all these are Gods, vïz. the Seasons, Years and Months,0 in the same manner as the Stars and the Sun; and we do not

X cf. 244B ff supra.
• "But we will certainly do whatever thing goeth forth out of our own mouth, to burn incense to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink-offerings unto her, as we have done, we, and our fathers, our kings, and our princes, in the cities of Judah, and in the streets of Jerusalem: for then had we plenty of victuals, and were well, and saw no evil. But since we left off to burn incense to the queen of heaven, and to pour out drink-offerings unto her, we have wanted all things, and have been consumed by the sword and by famine." Jeremiah, Chap. xlv. 17, 18.
o cf. Laws X, 899b.

introduce any thing new, by thinking it proper to direct our attention to the invisible powers of these prior to those that are visible. And thus much concerning these particulars.

3,90 Let us however return to the text. Plato then, mentions Night before Day, as conveying an image of invisible and intellectual measures. For common rumour arranges the former prior to the latter. Hence we are
accustomed to say the nycthemeron [or the space of night and day];
because in the intelligible causes of these, Night subsists prior to Day.*

270B But with respect to the words thus, and on account of these, the word thus manifests the producing cause of Night and Day, and indicates that it is light in conjunction with the inerratic sphere. And the words, on account of these, manifest the final cause; in order that the nycthemeron may be the conspicuous measure of all the circulations. But he denominates the one most wise circulation, the revolution of the circle of the same, as being uniform and intellectual, and most allied to the permanency and sameness of intellect, and as possessing uniformity from the one principle of things; the wisdom of it being derived from intellect, but its circulation from the psychical peculiarity. He likewise asserts time to be the wanderings of the stars, not as making the motion of these to be time, but as conceiving the temporal intervals to be the measures of motions. For the number of the visible life of each of these, is secondary time. But he calls both the peculiar, and the common time of the motions of each, infinite in multitude. For he co-assumes the allvarious circulations and configurations of them. And he says that they C are admirably diversified, on account of their dances, their oppositions and conjunctions, their harmonious motion, and the order of their apocatastases. For such are the wanderings of the celestial bodies, the whole of them being inerratically erratic, existing always in the end, and hastening to one end.

39d "At the same time however, it is no less possible to conceive, that the 3,91 perfect number of time will then accomplish a perfect year,* when the celerities of all the eight periods being terminated with reference to each

t [cf. Hermias, Scholium on Phaedrus, 89.] In the original the part which should immediately follow the words irpo Ti)q ij/iepac at WKTtq vvtarr\aciv, p. 266, is by a strange confusion, connected with the latter part of the commentary on the following text, and begins at the words TO 6e OVTOIQ mi 5ux ravra 1. xi. p. 270. The order of the text likewise, in p. 266, is perverted, the commentary on which beginning at the words noa Tj rpiTTj 1. xxxv, is imperfect.

other, shall have a summit, as they are measured by the circle of that which subsists according to the same and the similar."

After the demiurgic generation of the spheres, the period of the seven bodies, the animation of them, and the order which the father inserted in them, and also after the various motions of them, the temporal measures of their several periods, and the differences of their apocatastases; the discussion proceeds to the monad of the temporal
multitude, and to the one number according to which all motion is measured, under which all other measures are comprehended, and according to which all the life of the world, the all-various evolution of bodies, and the whole of the psychical life, are defined, conformably to an all-perfect period. This period however, ought not to be surveyed doxastically, by adding myriads to myriads of years. For thus some are accustomed to speak of it, assuming the accurate apocatastasis of the Moon, and in a similar manner of the Sun, and then adding the one to the other, and afterwards adding to these, the apocatastases of Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn; and in the last place, the apocatastasis of the innerratic sphere, to the one common apocatastasis of the planets.

After this manner therefore they speak, if the apocatastatic times compared with each other are primary. But if they are not primary, then assuming a common measure, they see according to what numbers this measures each of the given apocatastatic times, and by the number according to which it measures the less of these times they multiply the greater, but by the number according to which it measures the greater, they multiply the less; and thus they have from both multiplications the common time of the apocatastasis of both, and which also is measured by both.

It is not proper however, to survey merely and alone after this manner, the whole mundane time, but to survey scientifically by intellect, and the discursive energies of reason, one number, one evolved power, and one perfective progression, extending to all the life of the world; and this proceeding to the end, returning to the beginning, and converging to itself; and on this account making the measured motion to be circular. For as the monad bounds the infinity of number, and antecedently comprehends the indefiniteness of the duad, thus also time measures the whole motion, and converts the end of it to the beginning. Hence also it is called a number, and perfect. For a month is a number, and likewise a year, but not a perfect number: for they are parts of other numbers. But the time of the period of the universe is perfect, because it is not a part of any period, but is a whole, in order that it may imitate eternity. For eternity is primarily a wholeness. It introduces however, to beings at once all its wholeness; but time with extension. For the temporal wholeness is an evolution of the wholeness which abides conglomerated in eternity. The whole mundane time therefore, measures the one life of the universe, according to which all the celerities are terminated of the celestial and sublunary circles. For in these also, there are periods, which have for the summit of their apocatastasis the lation of the circle of the same. For they are referred to this as to their principle, because it is the most simple of all. For the apocatastases are surveyed with reference to the points of it. Thus for instance, all of them make their apocatastasis about the equinoctial point,* or about the summer tropic; or though the joint apocatastasis should not be
considered to be according to the same point, but with reference to the same, when for instance, rising, or culminating, yet all of them will have a figure of such a kind. For now the present order is entirely a certain apocatastasis of all the heavenly bodies, yet the configuration is not seen about the same, but with reference to the same point. Once however, it was about the same, and according to one certain point; at which if it should again take place, the whole of time will have an end.* One certain apocatastasis likewise, seems to have been mentioned. Hence it is said, that Cancer is the horoscope of the world, and this year is called Cynic, or pertaining to the dog, because among the constellations, the splendid star of the Dog rises together with Cancer. If therefore the planets should again meet in the same point of Cancer, this concurrence will be one period of the universe. If however, the apocatastasis takes place in Cancer about the equinoctial point, that also which is from the summer tropic, will be directed towards the summer tropic, and the number of the one will be equal to the number of the other, and the time of the one, to the time of the other. For each of them is one period, and is defined by quantity, on account of the order of the bodies that are moved. And thus much concerning the one time of the universe, which measures all corporeal motions; in the same manner as the world measures psychical, and eternity intellectual lives. It is likewise evident from what has been said, what this one time is, whence it derives its subsistence, and what benefit it affords to the universe. In addition however, to what has been said, it must be observed, that this perfect number differs from that mentioned in the Republic, I which comprehends the period of every divinely generated nature; since it is of a more partial nature, and is apocatastatic of the eight periods alone. For the other perfect number comprehends the peculiar motions of the fixed stars, and in short, of all the divine genera that are moved in the heavens, whether visibly or invisibly, and also of the celestial genera posterior to the Gods, and of the longer or shorter periods of sublunary natures, together with the periods of fertility and sterility. Hence likewise, it is the lord of the period of the human race.

For loopepucov here, it is obviously necessary to read larjptpivov. It must also be observed, that there are two equinoctial points, or signs, and these are Aries and Libra. $ cf. Procl. Comm. Rep. II, 386 - 7.

39d-e "Conformably therefore to, and for the sake of these things, such of the stars as proceeding through the heavens have revolutions, were generated, in order that this universe might be most similar to perfect and intelligible animal, through the imitation of an eternal nature. And other forms indeed, were fabricated, as far as to the generation of time,
according to the similitude of that to which they were assimilated."

C That the world became more perfect through the generation of time, imitating all-perfect animal according to the eternal, and that generation derived its subsistence through the lation of the seven cosmocrators; for from this lation, the variety according to generation, was unfolded into light; it is evident from what has been before said. That which remains therefore of Plato's speculations concerning time, deserves to be assumed, viz. that time proceeds analogous to soul, being at once eternal and generated. Hence as soul belongs to eternal beings, and is the best of generated natures; so likewise time is both eternal and generated; so far as it is co-mingled with souls and bodies, and so far as it proceeds and extends through all secondary beings. For it is number proceeding and a circle; but itself by itself, is both a monad and a centre. For the Demiurgus produced a medium of this kind, between things immovable, and things that are moved, according to a similitude to himself. For he also is a medium between the abiding and proceeding Gods,* according to an assimilation to the paradigm; because this also is a medium between the intelligible and intellectual Gods,5 between 


X viz. The Demiurgus is a medium between the intelligible Gods, who are characterized by permanency, and the supermundane Gods, who are characterized by proceeding; just as the mundane Gods are characterized by regression. See my translation of Proclus of the Theology of Plato.

§ ie. Between the intelligible triads of being itself and life itself, and the intellectual order.

D eternity and number,* and the eternal and perpetual Gods.) For it participates of eternity, but it primarily participates, and is the monad of intelligible animals. Hence also, the world being generated perpetual through the whole of time, was perfectly assimilated to its paradigm. For as its paradigm received the whole gift of eternity; since every thing 3,95 which primarily participates of a certain thing receives the whole of its gift; thus also the world lives through the whole of time, and lives according to the whole perfect number of it. Hence likewise, it is perpetual. For every thing which is able to receive the whole evolution of time, is indestructible. But the whole of time is the perfect number of the apocatastasis of the universe, as we have frequently observed. Farther still, this also is to be assumed from what has been before said, that Plato was very far from conceiving time to be a thing of such a kind as the Stoics,5 and also many of the Peripatetics apprehended it to be. For the former supposed it to be a mere conception of the mind, evanescent, and most proximate to non-entity. For time with them, was one of the clearly significant things which they despised, as inefficacious, as having no real being, and existing in mere conceptions
alone. But the latter assert that it is an accident of motion. We may ask however, of what motion? Is it an accident of continued motion? But time is everywhere. And motion is in things which are moved. Is it then an accident of all motion? There are therefore many times. And what is the monad of them, and how is time that which is numbered of motion? For it will truly subsist in habit, and time will be something relative, and that which numbers not existing, neither will time exist. Plato therefore perceiving that all these assertions are unworthy the theory concerning time, gives to time a subsistence supernally from the intelligible and intellectual Gods, it being a supermundane intellect, connectedly containing all psychical life, measuring the psychical and corporeal periods, and perfecting the motion of them which proceeds into extension. From this monad likewise, he constitutes different times, according to the triad and heptad.0 and

\[\text{viz. Between the middle triad of the intelligible order; for in this eternity first subsists, and the summit of the intelligible and at the same time intellectual order.} \]

\[X i-e. \text{Between the Gods prior to animal itself, and all the Gods that subsist between it and the Demiurgus.}\]


• For \(tvou)y.(XTUV in this place, I read eoTirnxaruv.

O i.e. Triad: According to the past, the present, and the future. Heptad: According to the seven planets.

produces all these about the one time, which measures the one life of the universe. He also gives to time so great a power, as to make the world through it more similar to its paradigm. And for the sake* of the generation of these times, he produces the Sun, and the other F cosmocrators, as calling forth invisible time, unfolding it into light, distributing it into parts, and dividing it, and perpetually convolving it with invariable sameness.

3,96 Since however, he says that the planets proceeding through the heavens have revolutions, let us see whether he does not conceive the motion of these to be various: since they move about their own centres, and revolve through the heavens, according to length, breadth, and depth, \[\text{viz. through their own spheres, which are parts of the heavens, and give completion to the universe.} \]

For he does not say that they are moved in the heavens, as if they occupied the same place, but through the heavens, as being moved through arches,* and wholly transferred according to place; and in addition to this, that they always revolve about their own centres, in order that they may have a certain mixed motion; just as they are media between the fixed stars, which always occupy the same place, and sublunary natures, which are not moved about a certain middle. It is now therefore evident, that according to
Plato, all the spheres are concentric, and have the same centre with the universe. But the apparent inequability of the motions of the seven planets, arises from their revolutions, as they all-variably change their motion, through increasing and diminishing, advancing, being elevated, and approximating to the earth; and this without the contrivance of epicycles. For Plato makes no mention of these, and nature every where requires a medium. The medium however, between all equable and orderly natures, and those that are anomalous and disorderly, is that which is anomalous and orderly; such as is the form of the motion of the planets, which alternately exhibits an inequability according to a certain order perpetually the same, of swiftness and slowness, and of a revolution to the same things, or to contraries. But if some have employed certain epicycles, or equable eccentrics, hypothetically introducing motions, in order that they might be able to discover by the

\[ \text{Instead of} \ \text{\ie} \ \text{Kai in this place, it is necessary to read} \ \text{\ie} \ \text{tvtxa.} \]

\[ \text{\ie} \ \text{cf.} \ \text{Phaedrus 247b.} \]

\[ \text{\ie} \ \text{§ cf. Procl. Comm. Rep. II, 381.} \]

\[ \text{\ie} \ \text{• cf. 258C, supra ; & 107C supra; and Procl. Comm. Rep. II, 227 ff.} \]

composition of these, the numbers of the motions of the epicycles, eccentrics, and of the stars which are moved in them, the conception is beautiful, and adapted to rational souls, but is foreign from the scope of the nature of wholes, to which alone Plato directed his attention.

\[ \text{39e } \text{"But as the universe did not yet comprehend all animals generated within itself, in this respect it still subsisted dissimilarly. Its artificer therefore supplied this defect, by impressing it with forms, according to the nature of its paradigm."} \]

That always assimilating the world to animal itself, Plato makes mention of it thrice, causing the universe to be only begotten, rendering it perfectly perpetual, and fabricating it all-perfect, is evident, and is so very properly. For animal itself is characterized by these three things, the only-begotten, the eternal, and the all-perfect. For being allotted the third order in intelligibles, it has the only-begotten from the first [or the summit of this order] according to which the one being subsists; but the eternal from the second, according to which eternity subsists; and it has the all-perfect from itself. It is necessary however to survey not negligently what this all-perfectness is. Wholeness therefore, as we have frequently observed being triple, and originating supernally from intelligibles, it is necessary that this world being the image of the most beautiful of intelligibles, should subsist according to each of these wholenesses; according to the first indeed, which is prior to parts, according to the second also, which is from parts; and through this
according to the remaining wholeness [which is in a part]. The Demiurgus therefore, had prior to this adorned the world, according to the first form of wholeness; for he made it to be an animal possessing soul and intellect, adorning that which was moved in a confused and disorderly manner, and causing it to receive order, in consequence of the accession of soul, intellect, and divine union. But the discussion proceeding, he likewise gave to it the second wholeness which consists of parts, constituting the twofold circulations, binding the elements through analogy,* and arranging the circles of the soul, according to the D monad, triad, tetrad, and heptad. For of all these the universe consists as of parts; because these give completion to the universe as the universe [or the all]. And in the words before us, he gives to it the third form of wholeness. For it is necessary that each part of it should become a whole, and that it should have all things appropriately in itself; viz, the

Instead of 5i αξοιας, in this place, it is obviously necessary to read 5i αυξοιας.

3,98 heavens celestially, the air aerially, and the earth terrestrially. For this is the whole in a part, and through this, it is in a greater degree assimilated to its paradigm, which is comprehensive of all animals. For that is both a monad and number. And it is necessary that the world should contain all animals in itself, in order that it may become perfectly similar to the allness of its paradigm; by not only receiving the whole plenitudes of the world, and subsisting* a whole of wholes, but also comprehending in itself, the partial animals, through which every part of the world derives its completion, and all the divine, demoniacal, and mortal orders. For thus the most perfect similitude of the world to animal itself will be effected. And this is the tenth gift imparted by the Demiurgus to the world, and is the greatest of all.* We do not however say, that the Demiurgus brought the world to a similitude of the intelligible, from dissimilitude; for thus the imperfect would precede the perfect, in the demiurgic generation of things; but the order of the discussion delivers the precedency in forms, and a dominion causally antecedent to the second and third goods which are imparted,5 in order that the world may as much as possible be impressed as by a seal with all the evolved forms of intelligibles. Since therefore, the paradigm was monadic, and comprehensive of all intelligible animals, it is necessary that the world should not be alone only-begotten, and a whole of wholes, but likewise that it should be comprehensive of all sensible animals. Here therefore, the discussion of vivification proceeds, filling all the parts of the universe with appropriate genera of animals; adorning all the genera with proper numbers; and generating all numbers according to a similitude to the paradigm.

39e "Whatever ideas therefore, intellect perceived in that which is animal
itself, such and so many it dianoetically conceived it to be necessary for this universe to contain."

\textit{t For atpiorapevoq here, it is necessary to read vtpiorapevoc.}

\$ cf. 140E, ff, supra p. 424.

\$\textit{ie. The order of the discussion, delivers the whole prior to parts, before the whole which consists of parts, and this latter, before the whole which is in a part.}

3,99 And the third wholeness is imparted to the world through fabrication, weaving together parts with wholes, and numbers* with monads, and making each part of the universe a world, and that which is in a part, a whole and all. For the world is allotted this through a similitude to animal itself; because that also is an entire monad and number. It is likewise an all-perfect intelligible intellect, and a plenitude of intelligible causes, which it generates so that they may abide eternally in itself. For the multitude which abides in its cause is of one kind, and that which proceeds and is distributed into parts, of another. For the Demiurgus himself indeed, constitutes some genera of Gods in himself, but produces others from himself, into second and third orders. And the father of the Demiurgus [i.e. Saturn] generates some paradigmatic causes of fabrication to abide in himself, but he produces others, as demiurgic causes themselves, that have an arrangement prior to wholes. His grandfather also Heaven, retains some causes in himself, but leads others forth into a separation from himself. And theologists manifest these things by mystic appellations, denominating them either concealment, or absorption, or nurture in Fate. Much prior therefore to these, does intelligible intellect the father of wholes, generate some causes in himself, and unfold them into light, but produce others from himself, and constitute the orders of the Gods posterior to him; containing indeed, uniform, whole, and all-perfect causes within the comprehension of himself; but producing into other orders, those which are multiplied, and distributed into parts through difference. Hence, since every paternal order constitutes after this manner, this world also, being an imitation of the intelligible orders, and suspended from them, possesses one \textit{allness} prior to partial animals; but another, deriving its completion from them, and together with the former receives the latter, in order that it may be most similar to its demiurgic and paradigmatic cause. Such therefore, is the mode in which this takes place.

\textit{t The beginning of this commentary is wanting in the original; and by an unaccountable error this part of it that is extant, instead of immediately following the text in p. 272, is inserted in p. 266, as if it belonged to the Commentary on the words, "Night therefore and Day were thus generated," \&c.}

\$ For rot? aptfl/ioic here, " necessary to read rove, apiBpovq.

\$ Instead of rote 5e, rt)v cup' eavrov bianpioiv in this place, it is requisite to read
But the words, "in that which is animal itself," we have before explained, and shown what animal itself is, according to our opinion. And now also we say, that of the intelligible breadth, one part is the summit, is united, and occult; but another part, is the power of the summit, and proceeds, and at the same time abides; and another part, unfolds itself into light through energy, and exhibits in itself intelligible multitude. Of these likewise, the first indeed, is intelligible being, the second, is intelligible life, and the third, is intelligible intellect. The first being itself however, cannot be animal itself: for multitude is not there, nor the tetrad of ideas; but through its oneness, and ineffable union, it is denominated one by Plato. And in short, animal itself is said to participate of eternity, but the first being itself, does not participate of any thing, except some one should say that it participates of the one, which in every respect is worthy of consideration. For may not that which is above it, be superior even to this appellation [The One]. But being itself is primarily that which it is, and not according to participation. Hence, being itself cannot be animal itself for the abovementioned causes. Nor can intelligible life be animal itself. For animal is secondary to life; and is said to be animal through the participation of life. In short, if animal itself was the second, eternity would be being itself. This however, is impossible. For the one being is one thing, and eternal being another; the former being the monad of being, but the latter a duad, having the always complicated with being. And the former is the cause of existence to all things, but the latter of permanency according to existence. If therefore, neither the one being itself is animal itself, nor that which is immediately posterior to the one being; for this is eternity, which is intelligible power, infinite life, and wholeness itself, according to which each of the divinities is at once a whole; it is necessary that the third, [or intelligible intellect], should be animal itself. For it is necessary that animal itself should be after a certain manner intellect; since the image of it subsists entirely in conjunction with sense. But sense is the image of intellect; so that in that which is primarily animal, intellect primarily subsists. Hence, if animal itself is secondary to life, it necessarily exists according to intelligible intellect. For being intelligible, and as Plato says, an animal, the most beautiful of 3,101 intelligibles, and only-begotten, it will have this order. For all things after this form are produced in conjunction with other things, and fall short of intelligible illness.

t cf. 98E - 99B, supra.
Animal itself therefore, is intelligible intellect, comprehending in itself the intellectual orders of the Gods, collecting, uniting, and perfecting them,* and being the most beautiful boundary of intelligibles. It also unfolds into light to intellectual natures, the united and unknown cause C of intelligibles, exciting itself to ideas and all-various powers, but producing all the second orders of the Gods. Hence likewise, Orpheus calls it the God *Phanes,* as unfolding into light the intelligible unities; and gives to it various forms, as exhibiting in itself the first cause of intelligible animals. He also inserts in it multiform ideas, as primarily comprehending intelligible ideas, and calls it the key of intellect, because it bounds every intelligible essence, and connectedly-contains intellectual life. From this so great a God therefore, the Demiurgus of the universe is suspended, being himself, as we have before said, intellect, but intellectual intellect, and in a particular manner the cause of intellect. Hence also, he is said to see animal itself: for sight is the peculiarity of the intellectual Gods.5 For the theologist calls intelligible intellect eyeless. P He says therefore, concerning it:

In his breast feeding eyeless, rapid Love.

For the boundary of its energy is the intelligible. But the Demiurgus being intellect, does not rank among participated intellects; in order that he may be the Demiurgus of wholes, and that he may be able to look to animal itself. Being however imparticipable, he is truly intellectual D intellect. And through simple intelligence indeed, he is united to the intelligible; but through various intellection, he hastens to the generation of secondary natures. Hence his intelligence is denominated vision, as being non-multitudinous, and as shining with intelligible light. But his second energy is called dianoetic, as proceeding through simple intelligence, and advancing to the generation of demiurgic works. And 3,102 Plato indeed says, that he looks to animal itself; but Orpheus,0 that he leaps to, and absorbs it, through the indication of Night. For through Night, who is intelligible and at the same time intellectual, intellectual intellect is conjoined to the intelligible. You must not, however, on this account say, that the Demiurgus looks to that which is external to himself; for this is not lawful for him to do; but that being converted to himself, and to the fountain of ideas which is in himself, he is also

\* For _avrui_ here, read _avruv_.
\* Fr. 119.
\§ cf. 165C ff, supra p. 496.
\* Fr. 68.
\0 Fr. 120, cf. also 99A supra, p. 300.
conjoined to the monad of the all-various orders of forms. For intellect is not without the intelligible,* and does not subsist separate from it, according to the Oracle.* For if we say, that our soul looking to itself knows all things, and things prior to itself, are not external to it, how is it possible that the demiurges intellect should not in a much greater degree, by intellectually perceiving himself, survey the intelligible world? For animal itself is also in him, yet not monadically, but according to a certain divine number. Hence likewise, being himself intellectual, he is said by theologists, as we have observed, to absorb that intelligible God, in consequence of every intelligible, the divisions of forms, and the intelligible number, being perceive by him. Plato, also, indicating this, denominates the ideas of the Demiurgus, such and so many; by the former, manifesting the peculiarities of the causes, but by the latter, the separation of them according to number.

If however these things subsist after this manner, it is not proper to admit, as some do, that there is an infinity of forms in intelligibles. For the definite is more allied to principles than the indefinite, as Plato also indicates. And first natures are always contracted in quantity, but transcend in power, those that are posterior to and proceed from them. Nor must it be said, that those who separate animal itself from the Demiurgus, make the intelligible to be external to intellect. For we do not make that which is seen to be posterior to that which sees, in order that it may be external to it, but we assert that the former is prior to the latter. But more divine intelligibles are intellectually perceived by more various natures, as existing in them; since the soul also entering into itself, is said to discover all beings, and as Socrates says, God and wisdom. Animal itself therefore, is prior to the Demiurgus, and is not external to him. And there indeed, all things, subsist totally, and intelligibly; but in the Demiurgus, intellectually, and with division. For in him the separate causes of the sun and moon pre-exist, and not only the one idea of the celestial Gods, which give subsistence to all the celestial genera. Hence, the [Chaldean] Oracles say, that the demiurgic


\[ax por\rov \text{ in this place, it is necessary to read } \text{vor\rov alone.}\]
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* This is asserted by Socrates in the First Alcibiades [133c]

energies are borne along like swarms of bees, bursting about the bodies of the world.* For a divine intellect evolves the total separation of them in the intelligible,* into all the demiurges multitude. And these observations indeed, are to be assumed as corollaries.
In the next place however, it is worth while to relate such opinions of the more ancient interpreters, as introduce a more novel meaning of the words of the text. Amelius therefore from these words, especially constitutes a triad of demiurgic intellects; calling the first that which is, from5 "that which is animal;" but the second that which has, from the words "in that," for the second is not [ideas,] but they enter into it; and the third that which sees, from the word "perceived;" though Plato says, that ideas are in that which is animal, and does not assert, that animal itself is one thing, and that in which the ideas of animals are contained, another. Hence that which is, is not different from that which has; if the one is that which is animal, but the other that in which ideas subsist. Again, NumeniusD arranges the first [God] according to that which is animal, and says that it intellectually sees for the use of the second; but B he arranges the second after intellect, and says that it fabricates for the use of the third; and the third is arranged by him, according to that which energizes dianoetically. But it is evident that these have certain essential differences. Such a division, however, is not now made by 3,104 Plato, in which one thing is an intellect perceiving intellectually, but another an intellect energizing dianoetically. For Plato does not divide energies contrarily to the energizers; since energies proceed from those that energize. Or rather, in divine essences, energies concur with essences. But to conceive dianoetically, and to perceive, are at present assumed as the boundaries of the energies (energēmata) of the demiurgic intellect. By no means therefore, ought these to be contrarily divided in the Demiurgus, since they concur with his hypostasis. These therefore, the divine Iamblichus has sufficiently confuted, adding, that Plato does not make such distinctions of divine natures, in the Sophista, Philebus, and Parmenides, as they speak of, but separately discusses each of the divine orders which are there mentioned, and divides the hypotheses from each other; separately indeed discussing The One, C separately whole, and successively in a similar manner, circumscribing each hypothesis, by appropriate definitions. We however, for our design is not to confute the opinions of others, remind ourselves, that the things proposed to be considered are, what the one intelligible paradigm is, who the whole Demiurgus is, and what the union is of both. Let us therefore see, how, in what follows, the multitude of paradigms, and the many fabrications of things, are delivered.
40a "But these ideas are four; one indeed, being the genus of the celestial Gods; another of winged, and air-wandering animals; the third, being the aquatic species; and the fourth, the pedestrious, and terrene."

As in the demiurgic intelligence itself, a monad is the leader of the intellectual multitude, and as in the paradigm, unical form has a subsistence prior to number, thus also discourse, which is the interpreter of divine concerns, adumbrating the nature of the things of which it is the messenger, first assumes the whole object of knowledge collectively, and according to an enthusiastic conception; but afterwards unfolds that which was conglomerated, and develops the one intellection, through words. It also divides that which is united, according to this nature of the things, at one time, explaining their union, but at another, their separation. For it is not naturally adapted, nor is it possible for it, to comprehend both of these at once. The discourse of Plato also, being thus affected, first in a divinely inspired manner, unfolds into light the whole number of intelligible ideas, and afterwards, distributes into parts, the progressions which this number contains. For there the intelligible multitude shines forth, where there are the first monads of ideas. And that this indeed is the custom of Plato, we have before shown in many instances, as in, "it was generated," "he was good," "one," and in all the before-mentioned examples.

Betaking ourselves however, from words to things, let us consider in the first place, what the tetrad itself of ideas is, and whence this number is derived; and in the next place, what the four ideas are, and how they subsist in animal itself, whether the all-perfectness of it derives its completion through them, or whether they subsist in some other way. For by proceeding in an orderly manner through these speculations, we shall discover the divinely-inspired conception of Plato. It is necessary therefore, again to recur to the before-mentioned demonstrations, in which we said, that the first, united, and most simple intelligible essence of the Gods, proceeding supernally from the unity of unities, but according to a certain mode, ineffable, and incomprehensible by all things; one thing is first, occult, and paternal; another is second,* and is the one power of wholes, and an uncircumscribed measure; and a third thing proceeds into energy, and all-various powers, and is at once both paternal and effective. The first of these also, is a monad, because it is the summit of all the intelligible breadth, and the fountain and cause of divine numbers. But the second is a duad: for it abides and proceeds, as in the intelligible genera, and has the ever complicated with being. That however, which is now investigated [is the third], and is the tetrad,
which receives all the occult cause of the monad, and unfolds into light

3,106 in itself, its unproceeding power. For such things as are in the monad, primarily, unically, and with an unproceeding subsistence, these the tetrads exhibits distributed, and now separated according to number, and a production into secondary natures. Since however, the third has F indeed an order adapted to, but also entirely participates of the causes prior to itself, it is not only a tetrads, but as a monad it is greater than this, and is allotted a paternal transcendency; and as a duad, it is effective and prolific. So far therefore, as it is called animal itself, it is the monad of the nature of all animals, vital, intellectual, and corporeal. But so far as it is comprehensive at once of the male and female, it is a duad. For these are appropriately in all the orders of animals, in one way in the 269A Gods, in another in daemons, and in another in mortals. And it is necessary that the first unities of these, should have a primordial subsistence, in the one comprehension of animal itself. But so far as it constitutes from this duad, the four ideas of animals in itself, it is a tetrads. For conformably to these ideas, the fourfold fabrication proceeds, and the first effective cause of wholes, is a tetrads. Plato therefore, teaching this tetradsic power of the paradigm, says that the most unical ideas of mundane natures are four, and are comprehended in one idea animal itself. For there, animal itself is one idea; but the male and the female are a duad.

If you are willing also, you will have genera and species, in the division of Plato. For he calls the two ideas, the intellectual, and the air-wandering, genera, but the remaining two, species, as being subordinate to the former two. But animal itself is also a tetrads. And as far as to this, intelligible forms extend. After this however, ideas proceed according to different numbers. For there is an appropriate number of
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\$ ie. Intelligible life, in which eternity subsists.
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§ ie. Animal itself, or intelligible intellect, the end of the intelligible order.
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them in each order; and the less number, is comprehensive of more total B ideas; but the more multitudinous number, of such as are more partial. 3,107 For diviner natures are more contracted in quantity, but have a transcendent power. The forms also of secondary natures are more multiplied than those that are prior to them; intellectuals than intelligibles, supermundane than intellectual natures, and mundane than supermundane natures. Mundane forms therefore, are those which have proceeded to an ultimate distribution; just as intelligible forms receive the highest union. For all progression diminishes power, but increases multitude. Hence, if Timaeus had discussed a certain intellectual order, he would have mentioned another number, such as the hebdomadic or
decadic. But since he is speaking of the intelligible cause of ideas, which comprehends all intelligible animals, he says that the first ideas are four. For the tetrad is there, which proceeds from the intelligible monad, and fills the demiurgic decad. For as the Pythagoric hymn says,* "Divine number proceeds from the occult profundities of the undecaying monad, till it arrives at the divine tetrad, which produced the mother of all things, the universal recipient, ancient, and venerable, placing a C boundary about all things, immutable, and unwearied, [and which both the immortal Gods, and earth-born men, denominate the sacred decad.]"* And the hymn indeed, calls the uniform and occult cause of the one being, the undecaying monad, and the occult profundities of the monad; but the evolution into light of intelligible multitude, which the duad, the medium between the monad and the tetrad, unfolds, the divine tetrad. And the world itself, which receives the images of all the divine numbers, supernally imparted to it, is denominates the decad. For the above words may be thus understood, by directing our attention to the fabrication of the world. And thus much concerning the tetrad itself. In the next place, let us show what the four ideas are, and to what kind of things they give subsistence. For some of the interpreters differ from others in their opinion on this subject; some indeed asserting, that the progression of these ideas, is into Gods, and the mortal genera, especially directing their attention to the [literal meaning of the] words of Plato; but others looking to things, say that the progression is into the Gods, and the genera superior to us; because these genera subsist prior to mortals, and it is necessary that the Demiurgus should not produce mortal, immediately from divine natures. Others again, conjoining both these opinions, and following what is written in the

*t cf. 96D ff supra p. 293.
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D Epinomis,1 assert that Gods subsist in the heavens, daemons in the air, demigods in water, and men, and other mortals, in earth. Such however being the difference of opinion among the interpreters, we admire indeed, the lovers of things, but shall endeavour to follow our leader [Syrianus]. We say therefore, that the celestial genus of Gods, is comprehensive of all the celestial genera, whether they are divine, or angelic, or daemoniacal. The air-wandering genus comprehends all the natures that are arranged in the air, whether they be Gods that are allotted the air, or daemons that follow these, or mortal animals that live in the air. The aquatic is comprehensive of all the genera that are allotted the water, and of all that are nourished in water. And the pedestrian comprehends all the genera that preside over the parts of the
earth, and all the animals that are constituted and generated in the earth. For the Demiurgus is entirely the cause of all mundane natures, and the common father of all of them; generating indeed, divine, and daemoniacal natures, by and through himself alone; but delivering mortal natures to the junior Gods, as they are able to generate these by a proximate energy. And the paradigm is not the cause of some, and not of other E animals, but it possesses the most total causes of animals. For again, if it was the cause of the divine and daemoniacal genera, but by no means, of the mortal genera, - in this case, mortals not being generated, the universe would be imperfect, as not containing all the genera of animals. For it is similar to its paradigm, and all-perfect, through imitating the four ideas of animal itself.

If, on the contrary, some one should say, that these genera comprehend Gods and mortals, how shall we accord with Plato, who after the fabrication of the celestial animals says,\textit{But to speak concerning the other daemons, and to know the generation of them, exceeds our ability;} having also mentioned the Gods that proceed into the sublunary world.

3,109 For here indeed after the aerial, he arranges the aquatic, and after this, the pedestrious genus. In the generation however, of mortal animals, he no longer preserves this order, but generating all of them through the human soul, he leads it into the pedestrious genus, after the polity of it in the heavens, in order that he may consummately produce man; and

\textit{t cf. Epinomis 984 ff.}
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822 after the human soul has acted erroneously, he again conducts it to the winged, pedestrious, and savage genus, and afterwards to the aquatic F tribe. Hence it seems, that the three genera are not only the causes* of mortal natures, but that they are the causes of these prior to other things, in which the same order of the three ideas are preserved, secondary natures proceeding from those prior to them through diminution. It is necessary therefore, that all things should be generated through these ideas, \textit{v}i\textit{z.} both the divine and mortal genera; and that the intelligible ideas, as being most total, should give subsistence to all genera. It is likewise necessary to survey the words before us appropriately according to each other; as for instance, the genus of Gods 270A in one way, in those that are properly called Gods, and in another way, in the genera superior to us, and which are arranged in the heavens. For we say that there are celestial angels, daemons, and heroes, and that all
these are called Gods, because the divine peculiarity predominates over their own peculiarity. Again, the winged and the air-wandering genus, subsists in one way in the aerial Gods, in another, in aerial daemons, and in another in aerial mortal animals. For the intellectual peculiarity of these Gods, is denominated winged; but the providential peculiarity is called air-wandering, as extending through all the sphere of the air, and connectedly containing the whole of it. But in daemons the winged is significant* of rapidity of energy; and the air-wandering, manifests the being every where present without impediment, and proceeding through all things. And in mortal natures, the winged manifests motion through one organ, which alone employs things that surround; but the air-wandering, the all-various motion through bodies. For nothing hinders but that partial souls, which live in the air, may wander through the air. Farther still, the aquatic in divine natures, indicates a providential inspection and government, inseparable from water. Hence also the Oracle calls these Gods water-walkers.) But in the genera that follow the Gods, it signifies that which connectedly contains the moist nature.* Moreover, the pedestrious, in one place signifies that which contains the last seat, and proceeds through it, as the terrestrial, and which stably governs it, and gives perfection to it, through all-various powers and lives. But in another place, it indicates that which governs and regulates at different times, different parts of the earth through its own proper motion. And thus much concerning the names.

From these things however, it may be assumed, that intelligible animal itself, is entirely different from that which is in the Demiurgus. For the former does not contain the separate ideas of mortal animals. For the Demiurgus made mortal animals, being willing to assimilate mundane natures to all the forms contained in himself, in order that he might make the world all-perfect. But he contains the distinct ideas of these, producing mortal from immortal natures.* He knew therefore, mortal natures. And it is evident that he knew them by his inherent forms; and that he thought it fit the junior Gods should fabricate them, looking to him,5 and not to animal itself, as having in himself separately the ideas of mortal, and those of immortal natures. In animal itself therefore,
there was the aerial, or the aquatic, or the pedestrian, there being one idea of each, viz. of all-aerial, or aquatic, or pedestrian animals whatever; but in the Demiurgus they are divided. And some indeed, are the formal [or specific] comprehensions of immortal, but others of mortal, aerial animals, and in a similar manner of such as are aquatic and terrestrial. Hence the formal multitude in animal itself, is not the same as the demiurgetic, as may be inferred from these arguments. The manner also, in which the division of these genera is made, must be considered. For it is into a monad and triad; opposing the summit of the celestial genus, to the total genera; and also, into two duads. For he calls the celestial, and also the winged, genus; but the aquatic, and also the pedestrian, species, as having an order inferior to the former, just as species is subordinate to genus.

Moreover, it is likewise necessary to survey this, that he omits the idea of fire in what he now says, because the divine genus comprehends the summit of fire, according to its own nature. For of the sublunary bodies

fire alone, has not an appropriate place, but alone subsists in mutation, and is always in want of nourishment from air, and water. For the upper region is the place adapted to fire. But it is not there. For it would be seen if it was there, since it is naturally visible. Nor does it arrive thither, since it is extinguished by the surrounding air, which is dissimilar to it. If therefore, it is necessary, that there should be a wholeness of fire, and that fire having a form should exist somewhere, and should not alone subsist in becoming to be; but sublunary fire is not a thing of this kind; if this be the case, fire will alone exist in the heavens, and will there remain such as it is, and always possess its proper place. For the motion to the upper region, is not the natural motion of fire, but of fire having a preternatural subsistence. Thus also the Sacred Discourse of the Chaldaeans,* conjoins the aerial bosoms with the lunar rattlings, and attributes to fire the celestial region, according to the distribution of the elements into the world. For the fire which is in generation, is a certain effluxion of the celestial fire, and is in the cavities of the other elements; there not being a sphere of fire by itself; but the summits of air imitate the purity of the upper fire. We say therefore, that these summits are sublunary fire, and that the place of fire is under the heavens. For this place is most similar to the celestial profundity, just as the lowest extremity of air is most similar to water, in
consequence of being thick and nebulous. This also, as it would seem, appears to have been the conception of Aristotle; for he thought fit thus to denominate the fire which is here.* But he calls the fire which is immediately under the heavens, and which he says, revolves in conjunction with the heavens, fiery-formed. If however, this be the case, it is perfectly requisite to ask him, where that which is truly fire, and ranks as a whole, exists? For it cannot be the fire which is here, since it is not a whole, nor truly-existing fire; since the fire which is truly so, is not fiery-formed. He must therefore be compelled to admit, that fire which is truly so, and which is pure light, exists in the heavens. You must not however wonder, if most attenuated, and most pure fire, is in the summits of the air, just as the most gross and turbid fire, is in the bosom of the earth; not as making this fire to be another wholeness different from that of air, but as admitting, from its being the most attenuated, that it is carried in the pores of the air, which are most narrow. Hence it is not visible, through two causes; one, from not

being distinctly formed, and the other, from not resisting our sight, in consequence of consisting of the smallest parts. And this also is the case with the light of the eyes. Truly-existing fire therefore, is in the heavens. But the purest of sublunary fire, is in the air proximate to the heavenly bodies, which Plato farther on, calls aether.+ And fire of the grossest nature is contained in the bosom of the earth. Since therefore Plato has spoken concerning the four genera in common, let us survey how he constitutes each of them, in what follows.

40a "The idea therefore, of that which is divine, he for the most part produced from fire, in order that it might be most splendid and beautiful to the view. [But assimilating it to the universe, he made it to be round."

E The sphere of the fixed stars is the first of partial animals, which also the Demiurgus first constituted, producing it for the most part from the idea of fire. For it is necessary in the first place, that we should discuss the essence of it, in the next place, the figure, in the third place, the position, and in the fourth place, the motion of it. The discussion therefore, of its essence, is the occasion of much discord among the interpreters. For how does it possess for the most part the idea of fire? is it as some say, because it is mingled from all the elements, but participates mostly of fire? Or is it because every celestial genus consists of all the elements, but the greatest part of it is fiery? For it is possible to assert either of these; just as if we should say, that all things consist

---

of all the genera of being, but that intelligibles have most of sameness. Or is it not as he would interpret, who truly surveys things themselves, that a subsistence for the most part from the idea of fire, signifies that fire possesses most abundantly the idea of the fifth body.5 as being the recipient of many productive powers, of which each of the divine bodies 274A is full? Or shall we say, that it is not according to any one of these modes, but as others assert, that divine animals consist of fire, but of fire which has an essence possessing interval, and is multitudinous? For the

t cf. Tim. 58d.

Intelligible has the form of unity, but the corporeal is multitudinous, as being partible, and possesses interval, in consequence of having bulk. Or may we not say, as the most true of all the assertions, that we should look to all these conceptions, and survey one truth as the result of all of them? For we place all the elements in the heavens, but immaterially, so far as the immaterial can subsist in material natures. We also say, that the elements subsist in the heavens, but according to the summits of them only. For if the forms of fire, air, water and earth, are in intelligibles, it is necessary that the heavens should be the first participants of this tetrad. But fabrication proceeding, constitutes also the last nature of the elements, and which is truly material. We likewise assert, that the idea of the stars, for the most part, consists of fire. For though all the elements are in them, yet fire predominates; because in the elements of generation, fire has the relation of form to the other elements. It is necessary therefore, in the [celestial] Gods, that the fiery B characteristic should be most abundant, in order that form may have dominion over the subject essence; but that there should be the least of the other elements, because this least portion has the order of a subject. Hence, the terrestrial nature is there, as being a certain solid essence, and tangible bulk. On this account also, it resists our sight.1 The fiery nature likewise is there, as illuminating and giving form to bulk and interval. But the elements which are between these, subsist there, as 3,114 connecting the extremes, and causing them to be one. Fire however, predominates over all the other elements, because the form which is there, vanquishes the subject, connectedly contains, and preserves it on all sides, and is itself full of life and self-motive power. Hence also it is full of divine and demiurgic productive powers, and proceeds into
multitude and interval, every way defining that which possesses dimensions, and comprehending the bulk of body.

Nor must we fear the skilful in dialectic, who looking to a certain small part of nature, revile Plato for saying, that fire tends upward, but that the stars have a circular motion. For a tendency upward has no place in the fire of the heavens; just as neither does self-motion pertain to intelligible fire, nor to that which is of a corporeal-formed nature. For the reason [i.e. form, or productive principle of fire] in intellect, is intellectual fire. For motions are consubsistent with things according to the order of essences. But if divine fire is that which has the power of constituting the stars, it is not such as this most material and gross [sublunary fire]. And if it is most splendid and beautiful, it is different

f Tim. 45c.

from this obscure fire, which is mingled with the deformity of matter. For the last matter is darkness and deformity. But this divine fire is most splendid and beautiful, both which are indubitable signs of truth. For the super-luminous transparent splendour of light, is the image of divine goodness, and its being decorated with beauty, is an indication of intelligible symmetry. Divine fire therefore, is very different from that which is not divine. Hence, it appears that truly existing fire is there in the highest place; and that on this account, the stars are fiery, and are allotted the place of fire. The summit likewise of earth is there. On the contrary, the whole of earth* is here, which participates as much as being earth, it is possible of the last fire, which is most terrestrial and gross; just as the fire which is in the heavens possesses the summit of earth, the earth which is there being superior to the obscurity and grossness of this sublunary earth. This also is conformable to the doctrine of Ptolemy and Plotinus,* that every body, when it is in its proper place, is either fixed, or revolves in a circle; but that a tendency upward or a tendency downward are the motions of bodies, which not being in their proper place, strive to obtain their proper place. So that each of the other elements, when in its proper place, will either remain fixed in it, or will be moved in a circle. And if it should be of a fiery nature and tend upward, it will entirely be in a foreign place.

We must not therefore, disbelieve in theologists, who place in the heavens an empyreal essence: for there are many species of fire. Simply to assert likewise, that the celestial body is a fifth body, is not to assert any thing clear concerning it, except that it is different from the four elements. Plato however, unfolds all the nature of it, leaving in the heavens the summits of the elements. The syllogism therefore, of those who fancy they can confute the doctrine of Plato concerning the stars, as having an essence consisting for the most part of fire, is itself
confuted, by not admitting one of the propositions which says, that fire tends upward. For it is not proper to characterize the nature of fire, from that fire which has a preternatural subsistence, and which proceeds to a subsistence according to nature; but it must be characterized from that which is in a condition conformable to nature. But a thing of this kind is either fixed or revolves in a circle. The Demiurgus however

For TTJ in this place it is obviously necessary to read 717.
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assimilating each of the stars* to the universe, made each of them to be round,* and to have a twofold similitude, one to its proper wholeness, but the other, to the paradigm from which it is suspended. The parts of them also have a twofold similitude, one to the whole, but the other to the idea of their wholeness. Thus likewise, a partial soul is assimilated to the soul which ranks as a whole, and to intellect. But the soul which ranks as a whole and is one, is assimilated to the one and total intellect. Total nature also is assimilated to soul; but a partial nature to its own wholeness, and to soul. Conformably to this likewise, each of the stars is assimilated to the whole world, and to its proper paradigm. And the similitude is different. For each is assimilated to the latter according to its whole essence; but to the former, according to figure, and according to motion. For each is fabricated round, just as 3,116 the world is spherical. For the universe is primarily a sphere, as in sensibles. Hence through this it imitates both the Demiurgus and the intelligible paradigm. For each of them through converging to itself, constitutes this visible animal [the world]. The convergency which is there however, connects here, excellence of condition with the circle, F because the universe expresses as much as possible, all the peculiarity of the paradigm. And thus much concerning these particulars.

If however, we wish to investigate the cause through which a part of the universe was generated similar to the whole, we shall not be in want of arguments to show why it was so generated. For it is not possible that this should happen in all things. For neither would it have been best for the eye to have been generated with a figure similar to that of the whole body, nor is the assertion true, of the heart, or of the head.5 But where the wholeness is prior to the parts, it is possible for the parts to be assimilated to the whole, and for good to be present with them, 275A through this similitude. On the contrary, where the wholeness is from the parts, here the part does not possess excellence of condition, through an assimilation to the whole. The universe however, is a thing of this kind. For it is a whole prior to parts,0 and is complete through containing the partial genera of animals, according to the third species
Instead of pepuv here, it is necessary to read aarpuv, and immediately after it, to supply mi.
% Tim. 40a.
§ Instead of eirt TJ <pa\ri<; in this place, it is necessary to read, eiri K£</>O:XTJC.
• The universe is a whole prior to parts, because it is the cause of all the partial natures contained in it.

of wholeness,* as we have before observed; since animal itself also is a whole, and all-perfect, as a monad, but comprehends all intelligible animals, through the before-mentioned tetrad.

40a "He placed it also in the wisdom of the most excellent and powerful nature,* so that it might follow that which is best, and distributed it in a circle about all heaven: causing it to be a true world, diversified through the whole of itself."

In what is here said, Plato speaks concerning the position of the stars, that they are on all sides circularly placed in the revolution of the circle of the same, and that, as the poets say, they revolve in an orb round the heavens; some of them being arranged in an order different from that of others, and exhibiting an admirable variety. If however, you are willing to speak more magnificently than this, you may say, that the Demiurgus placed the stars in the divine soul of the inerratic sphere, thus animating them, and imparting to them a proper life and intellect. In like manner, he inserted the planets in the circulations, caused by the period of the circle of the different.) For being divine animals, it is necessary that they should have an intellectual soul, and a divine intellect. For that they are not alone animated by the soul of the universe, but that each has also a peculiar soul presiding over it, we may learn by considering, that of the animals which are here, those are more excellent, that together with being animated by the whole soul of the world, have also a peculiar soul, and are illuminated by it with life. Thus for instance, man is superior to such animals as are alone animated by the whole soul, and are the last of the fabrication of things. Hence, some animals are preserved in a twofold respect, but others are scarcely preserved by the whole soul of the universe. If however, this is true, and the celestial are more excellent than our bodies, they will in a greater degree be animated both by the mundane and their own peculiar souls; since they are similar to the whole of the heavens in which they revolve. But if this be the case, all of them are moved in a circle about their own centres. And if this be admitted, and every perpetual motion, has also a perpetually moving cause, and as numerous as are the bodies which are perpetually moved,

The third species of wholeness is that in which whole subsists in a part. The partial genera of animals therefore are wholes, but the partial in them predominates
so many likewise are, as Aristotle says, the moving causes;* if this be the case, it is necessary that each of the stars should have a peculiar soul by which it is moved. If also they are moved in an orderly manner, it is necessary that their souls should be intellectual; for if they were moved in a disorderly manner, which it is not lawful to assert of divine bodies, their souls would be irrational. Hence, it is necessary that each of the stars should have a divine presiding soul; and through intellect be united to the intellect which ranks as a whole. For since mortal bodies [such as ours] participate of reason and intellect, what ought we to think of divine bodies themselves?

Each therefore, through its own soul, is inserted in the lation of the circle of the same, which Plato very properly calls most excellent and powerful as vanquishing all the circulations, and convolving all of them intellectually. For as the genus of the stars is convolved by the lation of the inerratic sphere,* thus also the souls of them are contained by the soul of the circulation of the same, and their intellects by the intellect of it. For again, it is necessary that the monad which is co­arranged with multitude, should subsist conformably to the monad which is exempt from multitude. The first of the four ideas therefore, being the exempt monad, the multitude of the stars proceeding from it is comprehended by the inerratic sphere, as a co­arranged monad. In a similar manner likewise, in each of the celestial spheres, the whole sphere has the relation of a monad, but the cosmocrators are the leaders of the multitude in each. For in each a number analogous to the choir of the fixed stars, subsists with appropriate circulations. If, however, in the fixed stars, there is one monad, the wholeness of them, but in the planets, there is both a wholeness, and each of the planets, is also a leader, it is not wonderful. For as the motion of the revolutions of the circle of the different is more various, thus also there are more leaders than one. For the multitude proceeds to a greater extent. But in the sublunary region, there is a still greater number of leaders. For the monads in the heavens generate numbers analogous to them. As we have said therefore, the animation of the stars, inserts them in their proper souls; but it also connects them with the whole soul of the lation of the circle of the same; elevates them to the mundane soul; and establishes them in the intelligible paradigm itself. The divine Iamblichus also, in an eminent degree perceiving this to be the case,

\*

For viro TTJC aXXi;c (popac, in this place, it appears to me to be necessary to read,
places the wisdom of that which is most excellent and powerful, in the paradigm. But the inerratic sphere was generated a true world, because it is more properly a world than the sublunary region, which is always in want of foreign arrangement, and is continually changing. The sphere of the fixed stars likewise, is a world so diversified, as to express intellectual variety, which it receives uniformly about, and in the whole of itself; imitating the beauty of the celestial paradigms. To distribute also, and to distribute in a circle, are adapted to the fixed stars: for the latter signifies intellectual distribution, but the former the demiurgic order. On this account likewise, theologists establish Eunomia in the inerratic sphere,* who separates the multitude in it, and always preserves each of the stars in its proper order. Hence too, celebrating Vulcan as the maker of the heavens, they conjoin him with Aglaïa, as adorning and giving splendour and hilarity to all heaven, through the variety of the stars. And again, of the Seasons, they place Dice over the planetary region, because it is just that irregularity should be reduced to regularity according to reason; but of the Graces, Thalia, as always causing their lives to be consummately flourishing. They also give the superintendence of the sublunary region to Irene, as pacifying the war of the elements; but to Euphrosyne of the Graces, as imparting to each of them facility of energy according to nature.

40a-b "But he adapted to each of them two motions, one being in the same, according to the same things, through which they always dianoetically perceive in themselves, the same* about the same things; but the other, being an advancing motion, through the domination of the same and similar circulation. He likewise rendered them immoveable and stable, as to the other five motions, in order that each of them might become as much as possible most excellent."

The discussion of motion is consequent to that of animation. For because each of the stars is animated, on this account also, each is allotted a peculiar motion. For soul is the principle of motion.5 The discussion of motion also, is connected with the theory of figure. For that which has an appropriate circular figure, and receives this from the demiurgic cause, must necessarily have an energy and a circular lation,

---

* Instead of ravrov here, as in the text of Produs, all the printed editions of Plato have ra avra, but erroneously, according to the commentary of Proclus on these words. § cf. Aristotle De Anima II, 1, 412bl6 f.
adapted to the figure. For every natural body is moved essentially, and not according to accident; since nature is the principle of motion and mutation, in that in which it is primarily per se, and not accidentally.*

The body of the stars however, is immoveable according to all other motions, as being perpetual through the whole of time; but is alone capable of receiving local motion, and this circular, as being moved in its own place. Farther still, how, as I have before said, can that which does not circulate according to a certain peculiar motion, be of the same essence with the whole heaven? And how can it otherwise imitate the universe, than by being moved about the centre of itself? It is necessary therefore, that the stars should be moved with twofold motions; one, which is essential to them, about their own centres; but the other, in conjunction with their wholeness.

B What then are these two motions? For there are different opinions concerning them. And some indeed say, that both these motions are corporeal; but others assert, that the one is psychical, and the other corporeal. It is better however, to make both the psychical and the corporeal motion twofold. For the soul of these divine animals [the stars] has an appropriate life, and through an appropriate energy is conjoined with intelligibles. And besides this, it is convolved together with the whole soul of the universe. For in divine natures, things which are as it were parts, energize according to their own energies, and in conjunction with wholes. The soul of the stars therefore, is moved in a twofold respect. The body of each also, is convolved about its own centre, imitating the proper energy of its soul and its intellect, and is likewise moved with an advancing motion, imitating the co-operating energy of the soul of the inerratic sphere, with its wholeness, and the establishment of the intellect of this soul, in the intellect which ranks as a whole. A twofold motion therefore, must be assumed in both, viz. in the starry soul, and the starry body. For the starry soul is especially wise in the same, and about the same things, always perceives intellectually after the same manner, and is moved with an advancing C motion, through following its wholeness. For in consequence of participating a more divine power, it recurs to the summit itself of intelligibles, which may be said to have the order of leaders, and to be before the soul, as being intellectually apprehended, and perceived by it.+ And the starry body indeed, is moved towards the leading parts, in conjunction with the whole circulation, but it has also a perpetual motion, originating from itself, and bearing a resemblance of dianoetic energy, and of intellectual and eternal motion. Through a motion also in the same, it has the same motion with the universe, but through
always discursively proceeding about the same things, it has always an arrangement referring to the same end, participates of the same soul, and is converted to the same intellect.

It is necessary therefore, to make a division of the words of Plato conformably to these dogmas, after the following manner: He gave to each of the stars two motions, one, in the same, and about the same things, by the same, understanding the motion about the proper centre D of the star. Afterwards, making a stop, it will be necessary to add, always dianoetically, perceiving in itself the same thing about the same things. For it is evident that the psychical motion which is here signified, has always a dianoetic perception of real beings. For this is manifested by the words, "about the same things, and the same thing." For the starry soul does not at different times, dianoetically perceive differently about the same things, as is the case with our souls. Again, we must say that by the advancing motion, is meant the corporeal motion of the star, according to which it wholly passes from one place to another. And afterwards by making a stop, we must add, Through the domination of the same and similar circulation, calling this circulation, the motion of the circle of the same of the whole soul of the universe, by which also, the soul of each of the stars is vanquished, and through the imitation of which it is moved to that which is before itself. And this is truly to be led by its intellectual energies, and to co-assimilate* itself to the divine periods of it. It is evident however, that this advancing motion alone pertains to things that are wholly transferred from one place to another. For the stars indeed, have an advancing motion, but not the inerratic sphere, since this is alone moved in a circle. Thus also E the planets are moved with an advancing motion, but not the spheres of the planets.5

Again therefore, we may perceive the order of the things, from the number of the motions. For the motion of the universe is uniform; that of the fixed stars, is biformed; and that of sublunary bodies, is multiform and indefinite. For though each of the planets is moved with a uniform motion, yet the comnixture of many periods, both of the period appropriate to each, and of that which is in conjunction with the inerratic sphere, causes the lation to be various. For it is requisite that the causes of variety, and the principles of contrariety, should be antecedently comprehended in the heavens. Or how could the heavens
contain* generation, how could they govern the mutation of the sublunary elements, unless they comprehended in themselves the cause of contrariety? Since however, they are immaterial, so far as this is possible in sensibles, the contraries in them are not hostile to, nor in sedition with each other, but they are consubsistent with each other, and the same thing is moved with twofold circulations, one of which is not essential, and the other according to accident, if I may speak what appears to me to be the case; but both the circulations are essential. For what is there in the heavens which is an accident, since all things there are immaterial, and all things derive their subsistence from the whole fabrication? Hence figure and motion are there essential. Since therefore the heavens are immaterial; by which I mean, that they are exempt from this sublunary matter, which is inefficacious, possesses a spurious beauty, and is deformity itself; this being the case, they comprehend in themselves at once, contrary motions. For being external to this sublunary matter, which sustains nothing, contraries concur in them, and are united to each other. But in this sublunary matter there are hostile oppositions, from not being able through its imbecility, to receive the presence of both the forms. And thus much concerning the motions of the stars.

277A It is evident however, that the five motions which Plato takes away from the fixed stars are, the upwards and downwards, the backward motion, and the motion to the right hand, and the left. For he had before taken the six motions from the inerratic sphere.* To the fixed stars however, he gave an advancing motion, in order that they might be moved with the motion of the universe; but to the planets he gives, not only an advancing, or direct motion, but also a retrograde motion;5 for according to the latter alone, they are said to wander. Nor ought we to wonder, if what he before called to the right hand, he now hangs as opposite to the anterior part. For as with reference to the whole circulation it is to the right hand; but as with reference to the stars, to the anterior part. And it seems, that so far as the world is one, it has one motion which is especially about intellect and wisdom;* but so far as it is divided into the inerratic sphere and planetary region, it has through a twofold circulation, a motion to the right hand, and to the left; and so far as it contains partial animals, fixed and wandering, it has a direct and retrograde motion; the former being the motion of the fixed stars, but the latter of the planets. It seems also, so far as it is possible to predict from these things, that each of the fixed stars moves similarly

* For ittputei here, it is requisite to read Tepiexei.
† Tim. 34a.
§ Tim. 36c.
to the inerratic sphere, about its own centre, but as circulating towards the west. For thus likewise each being moved by the whole sphere, is moved to that which is before itself. For that to which the motion of a thing is directed according to nature, is anterior to the thing.* Hence that to which the circulation of each of the stars is directed, is towards the west, that thus the motion of it, may be similar to that of its wholeness; just as the east is anterior to the planets to which they are moved according to nature. An advancing motion therefore, is the motion of the fixed stars, and not of the planets. For there is something external to the former; since one thing in them is the leader, but the other follows.5 The whole sphere however, of the fixed stars transcends all rectilinear motion, and is alone moved circularly. You may also say, that the planets have a peculiar motion, and that this is towards the east; but that at the same time, they circulate wholly through the depth of their spheres; and likewise, that the east is anterior to them, but that through the inerratic sphere, they have a retrograde motion, which is contrary to their own proper motion.

C Of the six motions therefore, Plato ascribes to the fixed stars, that which is to the anterior parts; and hence you may infer, that this motion is more honourable than the rest. For as Aristotle says, the motion of that which is most excellent, is most excellent. Hence, of the other motions, the local is the best; but of local motions, the first, is the circular, but the second, the advancing or direct motion. For the latter motion pertains to the fixed stars; but each of them is immoveable and stable, with respect to the five motions. For Plato mentions both these,

\[\text{c Tim. 34a.}\]
\[\text{t cf. Aristotle On the Heavens II, 2, 248b21 ff.}\]
\[\text{§ ie. In the fixed stars, the whole sphere is the leader but each of the stars in this sphere follows the sphere itself.}\]

lest you should think that this immobility is a remission, sluggishness, and privation, and in order that you may conceive it to pertain to the fixed stars, through a transcendency of nature. But this is evident from what follows: for he says, that it is "\textit{in order that each of them, might become as much as possible most excellent.}" For if an immobility with respect to the five motions, has for its ultimate end, the beauty and good of the order of the celestial bodies, it is not the non-possession of vitality, and privation, but a power which predominates over variety. For the circle of the inerratic sphere, comprehends all motion, in whatever way it may be effected; but the advancing motion of the stars contained in it, evidently unfolds into light, the principle of a rectilinear \textbf{D} progression; and the variety of the planets conducts and governs all the indefiniteness of generation, as proximately moving it in an all-various
manner by their evolutions. Plato therefore, ascribes a motion of this kind to the fixed stars.

Let such however, as move them in consequentia, or with a retrograde motion, about the poles of the zodiac, through a portion of a hundred years, as Ptolemy and Hipparchus prior to him did, confiding in observations, know in the first place, that the Egyptians prior to these, employing observations, and still prior to the Egyptians, the Chaldeans, being taught by the Gods, prior to observations, were of a similar opinion with Plato, concerning the motion of the fixed stars. For the Oracles not once only but frequently speak of the advancing procession of the fixed stars. For they say,* "The menstrual course, and the starry advancing procession." And again, "The advancing starry procession was not generated for your sake." The theurgist [Julian] likewise, in his doctrinal treatises, when speaking about the third father* says, "He 3,125 established the numerous multitude of fixed stars, compelling fire to fire. But he fixed them with a stability5 void of a wandering motion."0 In E which words, he clearly testifies, that the fixed stars move in the same place, and about the same things; so that the opinion of Plato derives credibility from both. To which may be added, that the phenomena are sufficient to persuade those that have eyes. For it is evident, that if the fixed stars were moved about the poles of the zodiac with a retrograde motion, the Bear which sets in these places, and which from the times

For the following three quotes, see Chald. Orad. fr. 64, 107 and 200.

§ Le. About Jupiter the Demiurgus.
§ For 7TIJFF vaXiv in this place, it is necessary to read irr/fg -KXavrYv.
• cf. 280B ff infra, p. 844.

of Homer,* has been so often celebrated as always splendid in the same manner as it is now, ought to have been moved more than fifteen degrees, and not about the pole of the equinocital. The star Canobus* also, ought no longer to appear making a short period, above the horizon, to those in the third climate;5 but as Posidonius says, ought to be seen by those in Rhodes passing by the horizon. The Bear however is always resplendent, and Canobus preserves the same position. The motion of the fixed stars therefore in consequentia, which is so celebrated by these men, is not true. But if adducing0 the baneful motions of the planets, and the calculations of nativities, in proof of this retrograde motion of the fixed stars, they fancy they shall speak conformably to the phaenomena, it must be said to them, that those also who are not of this opinion respecting the motion of the fixed stars, F accord in a remarkable degree with the phaenomena. And also that in forming canons respecting the motions of the planets, and in studying the doctrine of nativities, they are not at all in want of this hypothesis
of the motion of the fixed stars in consequentia. But the men I particularly allude to, are the Chaldeans, who had observations of whole mundane periods. Why therefore, should we adduce as a testimony, the records of a few observations, and views of a juvenile nature, which are not accompanied with such great accuracy, when the very extended observation of the Chaldeans bear witness to the dogma of the ancients, concerning the motion of the fixed stars? For those who do this, are ignorant that it is possible to collect something true from false hypotheses, and that it is not proper to think, that a conclusion which accords with the phaenomena, is a sufficient proof of the truth of the hypotheses.

cf. ILIAD XVIII, 487 f.

§ Canobus or Canopus, is a most bright fixed star of the first magnitude, in the helm of the ship Argo.

§ VIZ. In Alexandria. For according to the ancients there are seven climates, the first of which was called Meroe; the second, Syene; the third, Alexandria; the fourth, Rhodes; the fifth, Rome, or the Hellespont; the sixth, the Euxine sea; and the seventh, the mouth of the Boristhenes. Vid. Plin. Hist. Nat. L. 6. c. 8.

• In the origind, ti 8e Km TCLQ txi\tipoioc. rr\q ruiv irXavupevuv Kivriatuq, which is very corrupt, there being no such word as ^rxupopuxc,. I read therefore, €15f Km r a c ^X<xpdopa<; ruv TtXavupevuv KICTJATIC.

40b "And from this cause, such of the stars as are inerratic were generated, being divine animals; and on this account they always remain1" revolving in same. But the stars which both revolve and have such a wandering, as we have before mentioned, were produced conformably to these."

The cause of the generation of the stars comprehends all the most proper principles of them, viz. the paradigmatic, the demiurgic, and the final. For from all these, the stars were generated such as they are, and with the motions which they possess. The inerratic sphere however, exhibits a uniform motion, and which always proceeds after the same manner. But their being called divine animals, indicates that intellect and a divine soul are present with them, and prior to these, the one unity, according to which each is a God. For because each is an animal, it has a soul by which it is moved; but because also, each is a divine animal, it is suspended from a divine intellect. For it is not intellect which makes it to be divine, since there are likewise angelical and demoniacal intellects; but the divine intellect of the whole of this, differs from that which is not divine in this, that it is suspended from deity, which causes it to be a divine intellect. But revolution always remaining in same, exhibits a perpetuity in the heavens, according to which the stars always occupy the same place of the heavens, being moved about their own centres, and also the possession of an evolved energy, and an
unceasing life. Such therefore as make the stars to be inanimate, or fancy that the souls of the celestial bodies are mutable like ours, or that the generation of them is in time, wander from the meaning of Plato. For if a certain animal is divine, it has a divine soul, and is not alone animated by the soul of the universe.* For there is also in the Earth a divine animal, since Earth is the oldest and most venerable of the Gods; and there are likewise certain living things in it, which have entelecheias from the soul of the universe alone; but these are not animals. And farther still, because the stars always remain in motion, they neither possessed a soul from a certain time, nor will at a certain time, lose it. For the term always, manifests temporal immutability, both according to the past and the future time. And thus much concerning the fixed stars.

The text of Proclus has erroneously in this place Swotiei, instead of which, it appears from the Commentary of Proclus, we should read buxiievei: though all the printed editions of the Timaeus have instead of this /xeva.

cf. 275B f, supra, p. 829.

With respect to the planets however, Plato again reminds us, that they have various motions, but orderly, and according to measures and boundaries. For the simplicity of them comprehends multitude, order connects their variety, and measure defines their wandering. What then does Plato now mean by reminding us of this, and what indication does it afford us? Some therefore say that it manifests this, that though the planets in a certain respect transcend the fixed stars, so far as they are allotted a ruling and cosmocratoric dignity1 in the universe, and as theologists say an azonic authority; for in each of the cosmocrators there is an azonic* order of Gods: yet at the same time, they are inferior to them, through their wandering and the all- Various diversity of their motions. And we also say that there is no absurdity in admitting, that the same thing may surpass and be surpassed by the same things, according to different conceptions. But we should consider, whether Plato by speaking of the planets prior to the fixed stars, and delivering the order, motion, and powers of them, and also their periods, and apocatastases, and again, resuming the mention of them after the fixed stars, does not do this, because the discussion of them is secondary to that of the fixed stars, through the variety of their motion.5 It is common therefore, both to the fixed stars and the planets, that all of them are divine animals. For this is clearly asserted of both. And of the fixed stars indeed it is peculiarly asserted, that they are moved with a proper motion in the same, and about the same things; but of the planets, that proceeding through the heavens, they have revolutions; just as he now says, that they have a revolving motion. Hence he is evidently of opinion, that the planets become through themselves, more
remote from, and nearer to the earth, and that their revolutions
according to breadth, are made by their own progressions, and not
through being carried by other things, such as evolvents, or epicycles.
That this likewise arises from the one nature of them, possessing both
one, and a various motion, through which they advance and recede,
being transformed in their revolutions, in a spiral and all-various
manner. Hence the lation of them is triple; one being that by which
together with being moved about their centres, they are also moved

f For aiTLUV here, it is requisite to read al-wtv.

X The azonic Gods are those that form that order of divinities which is immediately
situated above the mundane Gods. These Gods who are called azonic by the Chaldean,
are denominated liberated by the Greek theologists. According to the former likewise,
Serapis, Bacchus, and the series of Osiris, and of Apollo, are azonic Gods.
§ For icoivrioeuq here, read Kivqaeuq.
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according to breadth and depth; another through which they are
convolved in a circle by their proper spheres,* to the left hand; and
another, by which they are moved, through the lation of the circle of
the same vanquishing that of all the circle of the different. And thus
much concerning these particulars, which are speculations peculiar to the
philosophy of Plato.

If however you should inquire what the nature is of the planets, both
of the stars themselves, and the whole spheres, and whether that of the
former is the same as the nature of the latter, or different, we reply by
recurring to the Platonic principles, that all heaven consists of all the
elements; but that in one place, fire in conjunction with earth has
dominion, but in another, fire in conjunction with the summit of water,
and in another, fire with the summit of air; and that through each of
these, the variety is most abundant. Hence, some things in the heavens
are more visible than others; and these are such as have fire in
conjunction with solidity. But others are less visible,* and these are
such as have fire in conjunction with transparent splendour, and the
F diaphanous. And on this account indeed it is possible to see the bodies
which are in the higher region in the same manner as bodies can be seen
through the air. But the bodies which have fire in conjunction with
transparency, darken our sight [through excess of splendour]. If
however, these things are rightly asserted by us, the spheres indeed of
the stars have very properly a more attenuated and diaphanous, but the
stars, a more solid essence. But fire every where predominates, and all
heaven is characterized by its power. The fire however, which is there,
is neither caustic, (since this is not even the case with the first of the
3,129 sublunar elements, which Aristotle is accustomed to call fiery-
formed,) 0 nor corruptive of any thing, nor contrary to earth, but is resplendent with vivific heat and illuminative power, with purity and transparent splendour. For the vehement is one thing, and the pure another, as Socrates shows in the Philebus. 0 Hence, the fire which is there is light; and it is not proper to disturb the discussion of it, by directing our attention to the gross and dark fire of the sublunar region. After this manner therefore, the speculation of the planets will be adapted to what has been before said.

There are however, other divine animals* following the circulations of the planets, the leaders of which are the seven planets; all which Plato comprehends in what is here said. For these also revolve, and have a wandering of such a kind as that which he a little before, mentioned of the seven planets. For they revolve in conjunction with, and make their apocatastases together with their principles, just as the fixed stars are governed by the whole circulation [of the inerratic sphere]. These planetary bodies therefore, which were produced conformably to the fixed stars, he says were made for the sake of the generation of time,* in order that they might co-operate in its production, leading forth into the world different temporal measures, through their anomalous and perpetual motion; of which the one time is comprehensive, possessing one periodic number, which contains all-various periodic numbers in itself. But when he asserts that the fixed stars are moved about their centres, in conjunction with an advancing motion, he does not also say that they co-operate in the production of time, though they have a periodic number of their proper apocatastasis, according to which the whole of time is measured; but speaking about the planets in a way adapted to physiology, he particularly mentions those things in which he had sense as a witness of the different motion of the planets. For we cannot assume any thing from sense, respecting the different numbers of the motion of the fixed stars, and of the periods which they make in their revolutions. He particularly therefore, makes mention of this, viz. that the planets were generated for the sake of time, through the evidence, which we derive from sense, as he himself reminds us. But we C have already answered those, who deny that the heavens consist of fire, because fire naturally tends upward. Again therefore, it is necessary to remind them, as they are lovers of contention, that they speak absurdly.
For they look to the fire which is here, and which has a preternatural subsistence. For though you should assume the fire which is immediately under the moon, yet to be moved upward is not natural to it, but to abide in its own place. But to be moved upward, leads indeed to a subsistence according to nature, yet is not itself according to nature. For a tendency to health is not according to nature to a body, but to be well; but to be convalescent, is alone natural to a diseased body; just as

t And these, as we have before observed, are what the moderns call satellites. X Tim. 38b.

to fire, which is not perfectly fire, to tend upward is according to nature, but to fire which is in energy, it is natural to abide on high, in which place abiding, if it should be moved, it would alone have a circular motion. But if it is true, that the summit of fire in the sublunary region, is moved in a circle in conjunction with aether, as Aristotle says, this in a greater degree demonstrates that fire is of a circulating nature. For if this fire also, is always moved in a circle, as far as it is able, it is so moved according to nature. For that which is preternatural is not perpetual. But every thing violent is preternatural. D If therefore the fire which is immediately under the moon, is a thing of this kind, why do they doubt respecting the heavenly bodies, and so frequently adduce the motion of fire towards the upper regions.

As Aristotle however, inquires why the sphere of the fixed stars, being one, comprehends many stars, but in each of the planetary spheres, which are many, there is only one star, the solution of this conformably to his opinion, may be obtained from his writings. But we have already said something concerning this,* and now agreeably to what has been before asserted, we say, that each of the planets is a whole world, comprehending in itself many divine genera invisible to us. Of all these however, the visible star has the government. And in this, the fixed stars differ from those in the planetary spheres, that the former have one monad, which is the wholeness of them; but that in each of the latter there are invisible stars, which revolve together with their spheres; so that in each, there is both the wholeness, and a leader which is allotted an exempt transcendency. For the planets being secondary to the fixed stars, require a twofold prefecture, the one more total, but the other more partial. But that in each of these, there is a multitude co-ordinate with each, you may infer from the extremes. For is the inerratic sphere has a multitude co-ordinate with itself, and earth is the wholeness of terrestrial, in the same manner as the inerratic sphere is of celestial animals, it is necessary that each [intermediate] wholeness, should entirely possess certain partial animals co-ordinate with itself; through which also, they are said to be wholenesses. The intermediate natures
however, are concealed from our sense, the extremes being manifest; one of them through its transcendentally luminous essence, and the other through its alliance to us. If likewise, partial souls are disseminated

t cf. 277A ff, supra, p. 835.
§ And this one monad is the sphere of the fixed stars.

about them,* some about the sun, others about the moon, and others about each of the rest, and prior to souls, daemons give completion to the herds of which they are the leaders,* it is evidently well said, that each of the spheres of a world; theologists also teaching us these things when they say that there are Gods in each prior to daemons, some of which are under the government of others. Thus for instance, they F assert concerning our mistress the Moon,5 that the Goddess Hecate, is contained in her,D and also Diana.0 Thus too, in speaking of the sovereign Sun, and the Gods that are there, they celebrate Bacchus as being there

The Sun's assessor, who with watchful eye surveys
The sacred pole.

*Chaldaean Oracle, fr. 9 (Kr)

3,132 They likewise celebrate the Jupiter who is there, Osiris, the solar Pan, and others of which the books of theologists and theurgists are full; from all which it is evident, that each of the planets is truly said to be the leader of many Gods, who give completion to its peculiar circulation.4 After this manner therefore, we dissolve the doubt.

It is requisite however, from what has been said, to collect this one 280A thing, that the fixed stars, according to Plato, are superior to the planets, not only in place, but also in dignity. For of the former he says,** "that the Demiurgus placed them in the wisdom of the circle of the same;" but of the latter,** "that the Demiurgus placed them in the circulations, made by the period of the circle of the different;" so that the former alone live in conjunction with the intellectual life of the circle of the same, but the latter with the revolution of the circle of the different. For this is entirely the case with the latter, because they are convolved in conjunction with the inerratic sphere in the same manner as the fixed

t Tim. 42d.
§ cf. 47F ff, supra, p. 147.
§ Orph. fr. 138, 309.
• Instead of TJ EKCKTT) Bear nwc «uw ev own/ in this place, which is evidently erroneous, I read r\ Euan/ 8ea eariv ev avrr).
stars, but they are also convolved together with the period* of the circle of *the different. If therefore, the former immediately participate of a more divine life, but the latter through the medium of an inferior life, it necessarily follows, that the former are of a superior, but the latter of a subordinate dignity. Hence it seems, if it be requisite to infer any thing from these things, that the souls of the fixed stars, though they have both the circles; but they have both, because our souls also, as Plato says, have the circle of *the same, and the circle of *the different; yet they live more according to the former circle, and on this account, live in a greater degree in conjunction with the circle which resembles that B of the whole soul of the universe. But the souls of the planets, live in a greater degree according to the latter circle. Hence, also their bodies are moved with various motions, and are inserted in the revolutions of the circle of *the different. These inferences likewise, may be reasonably made by those, who look to the motions of them alone, which is the peculiarity of the physical theory. Thus too, the [Chaldean] theurgist (Julian) teaching us concerning the wisdom of the fixed stars and the planets, says of the fabrication of the fixed stars: "The father established the numerous multitude of inerratic stars, not by a laborious and evil tension, but so as that they might be moved* with a stability void of a wandering motion." But by the word *established, the theurgist manifests a motion in the same, and according to the same things. And concerning the planets he says, "The father made the planets six in number, and for the seventh, he hurled into the midst the fire of the 3,133 sun; suspending their disorderly motion in orderly disposed zones." Calling the anomalous nature of their motions, *disorderly; but the motion which predominates over the zones in which they are arranged, *orderly disposed; representing to us the circumduction of disorder into C order. For they are not moved anomalously through imbecility, like inanimate natures, but through the will of the powers that preside over them. He also exhibits to us their different intellections which he calls zones, through the order in which they are arranged. And he says that the apparent irregularity5 of their bodies, is circularly led by them to an

---

*t For *pera 5e *rrj *rov *darepov *npwδυu in this place, it is necessary to read, *pera *He *rrή/c *rov *Bctrepov *ntptobov.

% Instead of xi)εί 6ε *iavr\ν OVK {Xvor/ xpupeuvu in this place, it is requisite to read, conformably to the collection of the Chaldean Oracles by Patricius, 7T7jεg 8e *rXavriv OVK exvorj (peptodeu.

appropriate order, in consequence of preserving each of them by their
powers.

40b-c "But he machinated Earth our nurse; who being conglobed about the pole, which is extended through the universe, is the guardian and Demiurgus of night and day, and is the first and most ancient of the Gods* that were generated within the heavens."

The physiology concerning the earth is proximately connected with the discussion of the motion of the stars; not that Timasus now first produces it through these, for he had already constituted it, when he represented the world as consisting of the whole elements, both the extreme and the middle;* but because the consideration of the earth contributes to the discussion of the progression of the planets and fixed stars, of time, and the temporal periods, as it was generated the guardian of night and day. For all heaven dances round, and circularly revolves about it, and as ranking among physical bodies, it is the centre of the universe. For the impartible centre is one thing, as in the most true sphere, which comprehends on all sides that which is physical, which also is the power of the sphere, having an arrangement analogous to the poles; and the physical centre is another, which nature established in the middle, about which all the stars are moved in a circle, and to which they transmit their energies, and which also we say is the earth. Hence, Plato having spoken concerning the circulation of the heavenly bodies, very properly conjoins with what has been said, the discussion of the earth. Farther still, according to another mode, the nature of the earth has the relation of a mother, to the celestial order. For such things as Heaven produces paternally, Earth produces maternally. For all the meteors, through which the circle of generation is effected, derive their subsistence from Heaven, as from a father, who governs supernally every material and flowing essence, but from Earth as from a mother. For she affords matter for exhalations, from the substances which flow together into her, just as Heaven imparts to them form and morphe. Through

\textit{t The Bipont, and therefore I suppose all the editions of Plato, have here erroneously} \textit{ouparuv instead of} \textit{deuv. The manuscript however, from which Ficinus made his translation of the \textit{Timeus} had the right reading in this place. For his version of this part is, "Terrain autem altricem nostram, circa polum per universum extensum alligatam, diei noctisque effectricem et custodem esse voluit, necnon primam anuquis simamque deorum omnium quae intra coelum sunt geniti."} \textit{X cf. Tim. 31b ff.} § \textit{For} \textit{e}vra£iav \textit{here, it is necessary to read ara£uxv.} § \textit{For} eTriiroXeiTca \textit{here, it is necessary to read} enrekevrui.

this cause therefore, Plato very properly co-arranges the discussion of the earth with that of the heavens, looking to the nature itself of things, the
concord and communion of the two, and surveying their kindred
conjunction in their principles. Moreover, through the order of his
discussion, he makes the power of analogy to be manifest in reality; by
assuming the discourse about the planets in the first place, and in the
middle, and delivering the discussion of Earth, prior to that of other
sublunary daemons. For thus the extremes become the first and the
middle, and again, the media are transferred into the order of the
extremes: but analogy is especially adapted to accomplish this.*
According to all modes therefore, the physiology of the Earth is
connascent with the theory of the Heavens. And thus much concerning
the order of the discussion.

What however is Earth, whence does she proceed, how is she said to
be our nurse, and how is she the most ancient and first of the Gods?
For if we shall be able to understand these things, we shall obtain the
theory concerning her sufficiently for the present purpose. Earth then
proceeds primarily from the intelligible earth which unically
comprehends all the intelligible orders of the Gods, and is eternally
established in the father.* It also proceeds from the intellectual Earth
which is co-arranged with Heaven, and all the productions of which it
receives. For being analogous to these, it also abides perpetually as in
the centre of the heavens, and being contained on all sides by them, is
full of generative power, and demiurgic perfection. The true earth
therefore, is neither this corporeal-formed and gross bulk; for it will not
be the most ancient of the Gods from its bulk, nor the first of the Gods
that are arranged within the heavens; nor is it the soul of this body; for
it would not be, as Plato says it is, extended about the pole of the
universe, since not the soul, but the body of the earth is a thing of this
kind; but if it be necessary to speak what is most true concerning it, it
is an animal consisting of a divine soul, and a living body. Hence the
whole is, as Plato says, an animal. For there are in it an immaterial and
separate intellect; a divine soul dancing round this intellect; an ethereal
body proximately suspended from its informing soul; and in the last
place this visible bulk, which is on all sides inspired with life by the
vehicle of this soul, with which also being filled, it generates and
nourishes all-various animals. For some animals* are rooted in it, but
others are moved about it. And this likewise, Aristotle perceiving, was
ashamed not to give to the earth a natural life. For whence is it that
plants while they remain in the earth live, but when divulsed from it
die, unless this earthly mass was full of life? It is necessary also to
B assume universally, that wholes are animated prior to parts. For it would be ridiculous that man indeed should participate of a rational soul and of intellect, but that no soul should be assigned to the earth and the air, supernally riding in [as it were] and governing the elements, and preserving them in their proper boundaries. For wholes, as Theophrastus says, would have less authority than parts, and perpetual than corruptible natures, if they were destitute of soul. Hence, it is necessary to grant that a soul and an intellect are in the earth; the former causing it to be prolific, but the latter connectedly containing it in the middle of the universe.

Earth herself therefore, being a divine animal, is also a plenitude of intellectual and psychical essences, and of immaterial powers. For if a partial soul has besides a material body an immaterial vehicle as we have elsewhere shown, what ought we to think of a soul so divine as that of the earth? Is it not, that by a much greater priority visible bodies are suspended from this soul through other vehicles as media, and that through these the visible bodies are able to receive the illuminations of soul? Such then being the nature of Earth herself, she is said to be our nurse; in the first place indeed, as possessing a power in a certain respect equivalent to Heaven. For as that comprehends in itself divine animals, thus also Earth is seen to contain terrestrial animals. But in the second place, she is our nurse, as inspiring our lives from her own proper life. For she not only produces fruits, and nourishes our bodies through these, but she also fills our souls with the illuminations of herself. For being a divine animal, and generating us who are partial animals, through her own body indeed, she nourishes and connectedly contains our bulk; but from her own soul perfects ours. By her own intellect likewise, she excites the intellect which is in us; and thus according to the whole of herself becomes the nurse of our whole composition. On this account it appears to me that Plato calls her our nurse, indicating by this her intellectual nutritive energy. For if she is our nurse, but we are truly souls and intellects, according to these especially, she will be the perfector of our essence, moving and exciting our intellectual part. But being a divine animal and comprehending in herself many partial

For according to Plato, plants also, as having life, are animals.

animals, she is said by Plato to be conglobed about the pole which is extended through the universe; but she is contained and compressed about its axis. For the axis also is the pole. And the pole is thus now denominated, because the universe revolves about it. Because however the pole [properly so called] is impartible, but the axis is a pole with interval,* just as if some one should say that a line is a flowing point, - on this account, the pole is said by Plato to be extended through the
universe,* as entirely pervading through the centre of the Earth.

But the word illomenēn,* which he here uses, manifests the conglobed, and the connectedly contained. For it does not signify, as Aristotle supposed it did,D that which is moved. For Plato, in a particular manner preserves the Earth immovable; and in the Phaedo° adds the cause, through which it is immovably established. "For he says that a thing which is equally inclined, when placed in the middle of a certain similar nature, cannot tend more or less to one part than another, but subsisting on all sides similarly affected, will remain free from all inclination." The Grecian use of words also testifies, that to illomenēn signifies to synagomenēn, that which is collected or congregated, and not that which is moved. For it calls bonds illadas. Timaeus likewise E himself in what follows says, "that the hairs which are rooted and conglomerated in the head, within the skin, are conglobed (illesthai)."** From these things therefore, it is evident how he applies the word illesthai in what he now says, to the Earth. But if as some say, the assertion that "Vesta alone abides in the dwelling of the Gods,"*** is spoken of this earth, Plato will be very far from giving motion to the Earth. If however we do not admit that the Vesta there mentioned is the Earth, yet it must be granted, that there is a guardian power in the 3,138 Earth of the nature of Vesta. For as we say, that in the Heavens, the

t cf. Aristode De Anima I, 4, 409a4, f.
% Plato says buz iruvroc, and not bia rov Totvroc.: for Proclus observes, that he could not have employed the latter mode of expression, without pronunciation through a soft breathing.
§ See what is said by Simplicius concerning this word in the notes to my translation of Aristode's treatise On the Heavens, p. 236.
o cf. Phaedo 109a.
f t cf. Tim. 76b - c.
£fc This is asserted in the Phcedrus of Plato [274a].

poles* are connectedly contained by Vesta, thus also among the elements, the Earth. And as* the supermundane Vesta, is to the great leader of the twelve Gods, so in mundane natures is the Earth to the Heavens. If likewise, we direct our attention to the Pythagoric Timaeus, we shall in a still greater degree refuse to admit, that the Earth is moved. For he says5 "that the Earth is established in the middle." And how is it reasonable, that understanding illomenēn as signifying eiloumenēn, we should make the Earth to revolve, as conformable to the doctrine of Plato? Let Heraclides Ponticus therefore, who was an auditor of0

F Plato, be of this opinion; for he ascribed a circular motion to the Earth;
but let it be admitted that Plato established it immoveable. For if he
had made the perfect year to consist not only of the eight periods [of the
stars] but had enumerated the earth as the ninth, giving to it an
apocatastasis with the others, and making one apocatastasis from all of
them with that of the circle of the same [then we might apprehend that
the Earth is moved according to Plato.0] After this manner therefore,
we should interpret the pole and the axis, and the Earth which is
contained about these.

It is necessary however from these assertions to betake ourselves to the
nature** of the Earth, and survey the poles as powers that give stability
to the universe, exciting indeed the whole bulk of it to intelligible love,
282A and impartibly connecting that which is partible, and unitedly and
without interval that which is extended by interval. Hence also, Plato
in the Republic, makes the spindle of Lachesis of adamant,** indicating,
as we have said, their inflexible and untamed power. And we must
consider the axis, as that one divinity which collects the centres of the
universe, which is connective of the whole world, and motive of the
divine circulations; as that also about which wholes dance and are
convolved, and as sustaining all Heaven, being on this account

t For *ioXXot/c here, it is obviously necessary to read *fioXovc.
§ In the original, u)C is omitted.
§ cf. Tim. 97d.
• For ov Ylkctruvoc, here, read rov UXaruvoi;
O The words within the brackets are omitted in the origind, but ought evidently
to be inserted. Hence it is necessary to supply in this place the words, rore vvoXaPoinev
KimoBeti ri\v yr)v Kara UXaruva.

\t t For em TTJV <pvaei perieivai in this place, I read, £7rt TTJC yr)C (fwaiv peruvat.

denominated Atlas, as possessing an immutable and unwearied energy.
The word reranevov also, or extended, used here by Plato, indicates that
3,139 this one power is Titannic, guarding the circulation of wholes. But if,
as the divine Iamblichus says, we understand by the pole extended
through the universe, the Heavens, neither thus shall we wander from
the conception of Plato. For as Plato says in the Cratylus,* those who
are skilled in astronomy call the Heavens the pole, as harmoniously
B revolving. According to this conception therefore, you may call Heaven
the pole extended through the universe, as being incurvated through the
whole of itself in consequence of being without an angle. For after this
manner the superficies of a circle is extended. About this however Earth
is conglobed, not locally, but through a desire of becoming assimilated
to it converging to the middle, in order that as Heaven is moved about
the centre, so she by tending to the centre, may become similar to that
which is essentially spherical, being herself as much as possible conglobed. Hence she is compressed about Heaven in such a way as to be wholly extended about \textit{i.e. towards} it.

According to each of these conceptions therefore, Plato delivers the cause through which Earth is contained in the middle. For the axis is a power connective of Earth; and Earth is on all sides compressed by the circulation of Heaven, and is collected together into the centre of the universe. Earth therefore being such, Timaeus afterwards clearly shows what utility she affords to the universe; for he calls her the guardian and artificer of day and night. And indeed, that she is the maker of night, is evident. For she produces a conical shadow; and her magnitude and \textit{C} figure are the causes of the dimension and quality of the figure of this shadow. But after what manner is she likewise the fabricator of day? Or does she not produce this day which is conjoined with night? For about her the risings and settings of the Sun are surveyed. And that Plato assumes this day which is convolved with night, is evident from his arranging the former under the latter; as also prior to this when he says, night therefore and day were thus generated.* Earth therefore, is \textit{3,140} the fabricator of both these, producing both in conjunction with the Sun; the Sun indeed, being in a greater degree the cause of day, but the earth of night.

Being however, the fabricator, she is also the guardian of them, preserving their boundaries and contrariety with reference to each other,

\begin{quote}
\textit{t cf. Cratylus 405c - d.}
\textit{\% Tim. 39b.}
\end{quote}

and also their augmentations and diminutions, according to a certain analogy. Hence, some denominate her Isis, as equalizing the inequality, and bringing to an analogy the increase and decrease of both day and night. But others looking to her prolific power call her Ceres, as Plotinus,* who denominates the intellect of the Earth, Vesta, but the soul of it, Ceres. We however say, that the first causes of these \textit{D} divinities are intellectual, ruling* and liberated; but that from these causes illuminations and powers extend to the Earth. Hence there is a terrestrial Ceres and Vesta, and a terrestrial Isis, in the same manner as there is a terrestrial Jupiter, and a terrestrial Hermes; these terrene deities being arranged about the one divinity of the earth; just as a multitude of celestial Gods proceeds about the one divinity of the heavens. For there are progressions and terminations of all the celestial Gods into Earth; and all things are in her terrestrially, which are contained in the heavens celestially. For the intellectual Earth receives the paternal powers of Heaven, and contains all things after a generative manner.
Thus therefore, we say that there is a terrestrial Bacchus, and a terrestrial Apollo, who is the source of prophetic5 waters in many parts of the earth, and of openings which predict future events. But the Paonian* and judicial powers which proceed into it, render other places of it of a purifying or medicinal nature. All the other powers of Earth however, it is impossible to enumerate. For divine powers are indeed inexplicable. But the orders of angels and daemons that follow these powers are still E more numerous, and are circularly allotted the whole earth, and dance round its one divinity, its one intellect, and one soul.

3,141 It remains in the next place, that we should survey how Earth is said to be the most ancient, and the first of the Gods within the heavens. For this will be taken literally by those who are accustomed to look only to its material, gross, and dark bulk. But we indeed, grant them that there is something of such a kind in the bulk of the Earth as they say there is; but we think it proper that they should likewise look to the other goods of the Earth through which it surpasses the prerogatives of the other elements, viz. its stability, its generative power, its concord with the heavens, and its position in the centre of the universe. For the centre has great power in the universe, as being connective of every
t Ennead IV, 4, 27.
% For dainovucac, here, it is necessary to read rryenovucac.,
§ Uavrauc is erroneously printed in the original for uavraca.
D For atuvLOi, it is evidendy necessary to read in this place vcauvtoi.
circulation. Hence also, the Pythagoreans call the centre the tower of Jupiter,* in consequence of containing in itself a demiurgic guard. We shall likewise remind our opponents of the Platonic hypotheses concerning the earth, mentioned by Socrates in the Phaedo,* where he says that the place of our abode is hollow and dark, and bound by the F sea; but that there is another true earth, containing the receptacles of the Gods, and possessing a beauty resembling that of the heavens. We ought not therefore to wonder, if now the Earth is said to be the most ancient and the first of the Gods within the heavens, since she possesses so great an altitude, and such a surpassing beauty, and as Socrates afterwards says was fashioned by the Demiurgus resembling a sphere covered with twelve skins,5 just as the heaven according to Timaeus was painted by the Demiurgus similar to a dodecahedron.0 We must likewise understand that the Demiurgus gave to Earth alone among the elements, to have all the elements separately, causing her to be wholly a world,
283A variegated analogous to the heavens. For she contains a river of fire, of air, and of water, and of another earth, which has the same relation to her, which she has to the universe, as Socrates says in the Phaedo. ° But if this be the case, she very much transcends the other elements as
imitating the heavens, and possessing every thing in herself terrestrially, which is celestially contained in the heavens.

To this also we may add, that the Demiurgus produced these two elements the first, earth and fire; but the others for the sake of these, in order that they might have the ratio of bonds with respect to them.** And that the four elements are both in the heavens, and in the sublunary region; but in the former indeed, according to a fiery characteristic, since fire there predominates; as Plato says,** but in the latter according to a terrestrial peculiarity. For the profundity of air, and the bulk of water are spread round the earth, and possess much of an earthly property, on which account they are in their own nature
dark. In the heavens therefore, there is a predominance of fire, but in the sublunary region of earth. Since however, generation is connascently conjoined with the heavens, the end of the latter is earth [i.e. is the moon], so far as earth is in the heavens, but the beginning of generation is fire, considered as subsisting in generation. For it is usual to call the moon Earth, as having the same ratio to the Sun,* which Earth has to fire. "But [the Demiurgus] says Orpheus fabricated another infinite earth, which the immortals call Selene, but terrestrials Mene."* And it is usual to denominate the summit of generation fire, which Aristotle also does,5 when he calls ether fire. In another place however, he does not think it proper to call ether fire, but fiery-formed, as we have frequently observed.0 Hence, the end of the heavens is not entirely destitute of mutation, in consequence of its propinquity to generation; but the beginning of generation is moved in a circle, imitating the heavens.

Farther still, this likewise must be considered, that we ought not to judge of the dignity of things from places, but from powers and essence, as we have elsewhere demonstrated. By what peculiarities therefore, are we to form a judgement of transcendencies? By what others than those which the divine orders exhibit? For transcendency truly so called is with the Gods. From the divine orders therefore, we must assume the monadic, the stable, the all-perfect, the prolific, the connective, the perfective, the every-way extended, the vivific, the adorning, the assimilative, and the
C comprehending power. For these are the peculiarities of all the divine orders. According to all these however, Earth surpasses the other elements, so that she may justly be called the most ancient, and the first of the Gods.

Again, a twofold nature of things may be surveyed, the one indeed, according to progression, which always makes things that have a secondary arrangement subordinate to those that are prior to them; but the other according to conversion, which conjoins extremes to primary natures through similitude, and produces one circle of the whole generation. Since also the world is spherical, but a figure of this kind is the peculiarity of things that subsist according to conversion, Earth likewise must be conjoined in it to the heavens, through one circle, and one similitude. For thus also the centre is most similar to the poles. For the heavens indeed, entirely comprehend wholes, being moved about the poles; but the earth is allotted permanency in the centre. For it is appropriate to generation that the immoveable should be more ancient than that which is moved. Hence, according to all these conceptions it may be said, that Earth, as co-ordinate with Heaven, is the most ancient D of the Gods within the heavens. For she is within them, as being on all sides comprehended by them. For as the Demiurgus fashioned the whole of a corporeal nature within the soul of the world, thus also he fabricated Earth within the heavens, as compressed and contained by them, and in conjunction with them fabricating wholes.

She has however, so far as she is the first of the Gods, an indication of transcendency according to essence; but so far as she is the most ancient, she exhibits to our view the dignity which she is allotted. For how is it possible not to admit that she is allotted a great portion in the world, and is very honourable, in whom there are the tower of Jupiter, and the progression of Saturn? For not only Tartarus, which is the extremity of the earth, is on all sides comprehended by Saturn, and the Saturnian power, but also whatever else may be conceived subordinate to this. For Homer says that this is conneadly-contained through the sub-tartarean Gods.* Not that he arranges Gods beyond Tartarus, as the words indicate; but that Tartarus itself is on all sides comprehended by them.

Farther still, we may survey the analogy which Earth has to the intellectual Earth. For as the latter comprehends and gives subsistence to perfective, guardian, and Titannic orders of Gods, of which the
Orphic theologians are full, so likewise the former possesses various powers. And as a nurse indeed, she imitates the perfective order, according to which the Athenians also are accustomed to call her *kourotrophos*, or *the nourisher of youth*, and *anēsidōra*, or *scattering gifts*, as producing and nourishing plants and animals. But as a guard she imitates the guardian, and as conglobed about the pole which is *extended* (*tetamenē*) through the universe, the *Titannic* order. Since however, the intellectual Earth, prior to other divinities generated Aigle and the Hesperian Erithya, thus also our Earth is the fabricator of day and night.

*t cf. Iliad XIV, 278 f.*

And the analogy of the latter to the former is evident.* And thus much concerning these particulars. If also you are willing after another manner to understand that she is the first and most ancient of the Gods, as deriving her subsistence from the first and most ancient causes, this reason also will be attended with probability, since first causes proceed by their energies to the utmost extent of things; and besides this, the last of things frequently preserve the analogy of such as are first, as possessing their order from them alone. Hence, every way the assertion of Plato is true, whether you are willing to look to the bulk of Earth, or to the powers which she contains. But it is requisite to think, that the word *machinated*, bears witness to the great intellectual power, employed in the fabrication of the Earth. For we shall find, that as neither the Sun by itself, is able to make night and day, nor the Earth alone; (for the privation of light is one thing, and night another) the production of both, through the Sun and the Earth, is the work of demiurgic machination. For the order of the earth in the middle, the dance of the sun, and the circulation of the sphere of the fixed stars about it, produce about the Earth, nights and 284A days. Farther still, the position of the Earth in the centre, makes the mutation of nights and days to be analogous, which would not be the case, if some one depriving the Earth of its situation in the middle, should establish it elsewhere. These things therefore, and many more than these, may be collected through the word machination.

40c-d "But with respect to the measured motions of these divinities, their concursions with each other, the revolutions and advancing motions of their circles, how they are situated with relation to each other, in their conjunctions and oppositions, on account of which they obumbrate each other, and at what times, and in what manner they become concealed, and again emerging to our view, cause terror, and exhibit tokens of future events, to such as are able to discover their signification, - of all this to attempt an explanation, without inspecting the imitations of these
divinities, would be a vain labour."

40d ["But of this enough, and let what has been said be the end of our discourse, concerning the visible and generated Gods."*]

t For Aigle signifies splendour, which is andogous to day, and Hesperus is the evening.
% The words within the brackets are omitted in the text of Proclus, but ought to be inserted in it.

The thing now proposed by Plato, is not to introduce a theory derived from astronomy, nor the arguments which are badly employed by some concerning hypotheses, and astrological observations, in which they do not speak conformably to Plato; because the philosopher at present avoids the discussion of these particulars. For a great work still remains to be accomplished, and it is not proper to dwell on these things. For astronomy is one thing, and physiology another, as Aristotle also determines in the second book of his Physics. To which may be added, that much leisure is requisite, first to survey these things in images, and thus afterwards to assign the reasons of them. For it is necessary to behold these divine bodies with the abacus,* the armillary sphere,5 the paradigm,0 and the astrolabe,0 and thus betake ourselves to the theory of wholes. Observation likewise is necessary, which instruments afford to those who are conversant with these things. For these reasons therefore, the philosopher avoids the discussion of these particulars.

What he now says however, must be considered in a twofold respect, mathematically and philosophically; for it pertains both to the corporeal, and psychical motions of the stars. And if you are willing, let us in the first place, mathematically and then philosophically consider the measured motions or dances of these divine bodies. By these therefore, we must understand their orderly and harmonious circulations; for the sake of which Plato inserted the discussion of the Earth. For he does not say that the Earth being conglobed dances, but that the stars dance about the earth. For they dance being moved with one concordant motion about the same thing. But by their concursions we must understand their co-arrangements according to length, when they differ according to breadth or depth, I mean their joint risings and settings. And "the revolutions and advancing motions of their circles," signify their direct and retrograde motions. For in their direct motions, they proceed

t cf. Aristotle Physics II, 2, 193b26, ff.
% A mathematical table, in which the ancients described lines and figures [afiaiaov].
§ In the original, £iri rrjc KpiKurtiQ ocfxtipac;, Le. in a sphere surrounded with rings, which therefore is evidently what the moderns call the armillary sphere.

· By the paradigm, I suppose Proclus means an astronomical globe, or as it is now called, the celestial globe \(\text{\textbackslash rapabtiyparo}\).

\(\text{o}\) The astrolabe is a mathematical instrument, representing nearly the whole of the celestial doctrine in a plane, whence also it is called a planisphere \(\text{\textbackslash aorpoXaffov}\).

to their apocatastases; but in their retrograde motions, they circulate among themselves. But he now calls the spheres circles, according to which the stars are moved, and not the epicycles. For he no where makes mention of these, as neither does he mention the eccentrics of the circles. For it would be ridiculous to make certain little orbs, moved in each sphere with a motion contrary to it, or to admit that they are parts of a sphere comprehending indeed the centre, but not moved about it.

\(\text{D}\) For this would subvert the common axiom of physics, that every simple motion is either about the middle of the universe, or from the middle, or to the middle. But this hypothesis of eccentrics, either divides the spheres into arches, moved in contrary directions, and destroys the continuity of each, or introduces circles to the celestial bodies, of a nature different from them, and connects motions from things dissimilar, and without sympathy with each other, through the dissimilitude of their compositions.

It is necessary however to consider whether these things thus subsist. For again, we must give our opinion on this subject, which requires much discussion. For Plato moves the stars in different ways, not at all requiring contrivances of this kind, as unworthy of a divine essence. Hence [according to him] it is necessary to suspend this variety from the motion of their informing souls, their bodies being moved swifter of slower conformably to the will of these, and not as the multitude think through imbecility. This inequality and diversity of motion also, is effected in orderly periods of time, the stars themselves being moved about their centres, and proceeding variously through their proper spheres; in order that being media between bodies that are inerratic, and those that are moved in a right line, they may have a mixed motion, being borne along according to altitude and depth, and with a direct and retrograde motion, and this in orderly periods of time. For he says that, \(\text{f} \ "\text{the stars proceeding with an advancing motion through the heavens, have revolutions.}"\) But if they proceed through the heavens, it is evident that all of them are moved through their spheres according to the depth of them. For bodies which proceed through a certain thing, do not abide in the same place, but pass from one part of that through which they proceed, to another. If also, they have rotations, their all-various mutations are the revolutions of them in their spheres, according to breadth and depth. The spheres however, are alone moved to the east,
and not about the same poles as the sphere of the fixed stars. For in the

\textit{t Tim. 39d.}

\textit{Republic,*} he makes the one axis of them to be the distaff, but the poles
of the eight spheres to be the spindles, and he says, that about these
there is one simple motion, just as there is of the sphere of the fixed
stars. Afterwards, in that dialogue, he says that the Fates preside over
these circles, and that a different Fate moves them differently. Here
\textit{F} however, he convolues one of the spheres laterally, but the other
diametrically, in the same manner as the circles of the soul, in which he
established the causes of the whole spheres themselves, and the planets.
On this account, he moved them obliquely, according to a diameter.
Hence he says, that some of the planets are moved similarly, but others,
dissimilarly, in the same manner as the spheres. The difference therefore
of the planetary spheres, and the sphere of the fixed stars, is
conformably to these things, and also according to a motion to the right
hand, or to the left.

\textbf{3,148} Such therefore, is the fabrication of the sphere according to Plato, the
seven spheres having a conjoint revolution, and possessing that difference
which we have mentioned, with reference to the one circulation [of the
inerratic sphere.] Conformably to this also, the fixed stars are alone
moved about their centres; but the planets are both moved about their
\textbf{285A} centres, and proceed through the depth of the spheres in which each is
placed, variously revolving upward and downward, and with a
retrograde motion. Each of these likewise, and the poles of these, are
moved in another circle about the zodiac;* but the spheres in which
they exist, are all of them moved similarly to the innerratic sphere; \textit{viz.}
they are moved about one pole which is common to all of them. The
sphere of the fixed stars also, is by itself moved with one motion; but
the planetary sphere, with a twofold motion, one being the motion of
itself, and which is oblique, but the other being a revolution in
conjunction with the innerratic sphere. With respect to the stars
however, those that are fixed, revolve about their own centres, and have
likewise an advancing motion, in conjunction with their sphere. But the
planets revolve in conjunction with the innerratic sphere, and each is
moved together with its sphere to the east, and revolves by itself
according to breadth and depth, and about its proper centre? For it is
necessary that each being spherical, should be moved with this motion,
\textbf{B} imitating its proper wholeness; just as the fixed stars are co-arranged
with the innerratic sphere. To which may be added, that proceeding

\textit{t cf. Rep. X, 616c ff; \& 617c.}

\textit{X} For \textit{\textit{Kt}i} \textit{\textit{\omicron}v} here, it is necessary to read \textit{xepi Xo}\textit{\omicron}ou.
through the heavens, they have also as Plato says, all-various revolutions.*

These things therefore, being true, as we have before demonstrated,* the hypotheses of epicycles, or eccentrics are not vain, but they analyze various into simple motions, in order that we may easily apprehend the apocatastases of various motions, which are not of themselves easily understood, but are only to be comprehended from the fixed stars. Hence it is an excellent contrivance to discover what simple, produce various motions, and through them to investigate the measures of such as are various. Just as if some one, not being able to measure a spiral motion about a cylinder, but afterwards assuming a right line moved $3,149$ about it, and a point in the right line measuring its motions, should find what the quantity is of the motion about the spiral in a given time. To this therefore, the attention of those is directed, who employ evolvents, epicycles, and eccentrics, through simple motions, from which they discover a various motion. These things however, deserve to be [more C fully] considered, and on this account the lovers of speculation should excite themselves to the more accurate apprehension of them.

But by their conjunctions, their synods must be understood, and the configurations which they make with each other; whether trigonically, or tetragonically, or hexagonically, or diametrically. For Plato alone assuming their conjunction and station in a direct line, comprehends in these as in the extremes, all the remaining figures. But their obumbrations are situations according to which they darken us and other things. For the body which is arranged after another body, becomes situated in the front of that which is posterior to it. And the stars are the causes of darkness to us when they run under each other. By "their becoming concealed also, and again emerging to our view, at stated times," we must understand their occultations under the sun, and their evolutions into light, both which are said by those who are skilful in these things, to be effective and significant of certain great events. To speak therefore of all these particulars, without imitations through the sight, i.e. without organic assistance, would be a vain labour.

After the mathematical theory however, let us survey what is said by Plato, philosophically. The dances therefore of souls, are their being

t cf. Tim 39d.
X cf. 258C - D, supra; & 272B ff, supra.
S Instead of $xPVP^nP$-Op$^\theta$ m this place, it is requisite to read oxripOLTiopove.
D For KaroiKri^uq here, it is requisite to read KaraKakv^ei.;
inspired with Bacchic mania, and their periods about the intelligible; and also their intellectual apocatastases. For as Socrates says in the *Phaedrus,* following their more divine leader, they also are harmoniously moved. But their **concursions** are their intellectual perceptions of each other. For all things there are splendid, they see each other, and one soul is not ignorant of the concerns of another. Farther still, they adapt the forms of themselves, as vestiges and types, to intelligibles which are their paradigms. But **the revolution and advancing motions of their circles,** are 3,150 the conversions from themselves to intellect, and from intellect again to themselves. For both these are effected by them perpetually, and from themselves they know intellect, and from intellect themselves. Their **conjunctions** also, and **diametrical stations,** are the unions of each other with the intelligible, according to which they are mutually conjoined; and also their progressions. For when they conjoin the **one** of themselves to the **one** of intellect, there is a **synod or conjunction** of both. For in these conjunctions it is necessary that the centres of the things conjoined should be in one right line. But proceeding from thence to **E** the providential inspection of secondary natures, they become situated **oppositely** to this union. Since however, they subsist always after the same manner, and abide and at the same time proceed, they are connected, and diametrically opposed. But **the obumbrations of each other, and of us,** are the media which are between divine souls and us. For all of them are not immediately united to all, but some are united to others through more or fewer media. And their **concealments and evolutions into light, at stated times,** are their apocatastases, and the beginnings of periods. For according to these especially, they cause revolutions and mutations in the world, introducing copious corruptions, and mighty changes, as Plato says in the *Politicus.* To assert therefore, all these particulars, without viewing the imitations of these things which are surveyed about the heavens, would be a vain labour. For it is necessary to recur from the phenomena to the reminiscence of invisible natures. For as from these instruments and shadows, we are enabled to commence the contemplation of the celestial bodies; thus also from the latter, we recall to our recollection invisible circulations. For **F** the heavens are a medium between generated and intelligible natures.

---

t cf. *Phaedrus* 25b; & 252d.

*X Taylor's origin translation read Republic here, but this seems to be an error, as the text has Politicus: cf. the latter 269a ff & 270b ff.*

Since however, Plato says, that the figures and motions of the heavenly bodies **cause terror, and exhibit tokens of future events, to such as are able to discover their signification,** it is requisite to observe, that they not only signify future events, but also are tokens of past events. Hence also he
makes mention of energies which are in themselves precedaneously significant. But Theophrastus says, that in his time, the theory of the Chaldeans, about these things, was most admirable, as it predicted both other particulars, and the life and death of each individual, and not common events only, such as stormy and fair weather. For he adds, that according to them, the planet Mercury, when it is seen in winter, signifies cold,* but when in summer, excessive heat. In his treatise On Signs therefore, he says that they predicted all things, both such as are particular, and such as are common, from the celestial bodies. Let us however here finish the discussion of the nature of the visible and generated Gods, as what we have said concerning it is sufficient. For the work of science consists in this, to adapt an appropriate measure to words, and to give them as much extent as may contribute to the proposed theory. This also, Plato does, in what is here said. For in the words before us, he finishes his discussion of the celestial bodies, and starry animals, for the sake of which he likewise assumed what he says about the earth; because it also produces time, in conjunction with the celestial circulations. Here therefore, the above mentioned particulars are terminated. For here, the consideration of the visible and generated Gods, whom we call starry, and in short celestial, is brought by him to an end. He calls them however visible, because they are mundane, and have something of sensibles suspended from their intellectual essences; but generated, as having soul, which he calls the first of generated natures. For they are not visible, according to every thing which they are; but there is something which is generated indeed, yet is at the same time invisible. But that the discussion of the earth was assumed for the sake of the measured motion of the stars about it, he manifests by directly adding, after what he had said about it, "And the natures successive to these," through which I think, he clearly shows, that his
t For x povov here, read x povoit;.
X For ^ux1) here, it is necessary to read t v x p u. § Instead of ev Km rovrov, it is requisite to read ev Km TOVTQ.
• In the original Km ra rewrote efchQ. These words however, are not to be found in the text of Plato, but form a remarkable addition to it. For the natures successive to the stars, are evidently their satellites, which have more than once been mentioned by Proclus.

design was to speak about the celestial Gods, and the genera attendant on them, which sometimes are concealed by the splendours of their leading Gods, and sometimes when they become visible, produce terror, and tokens of future events.1 For what is said, is adapted to these, according to an appropriate definition.

40d "To speak however, concerning the other daemons, and to know their
Plato now intending to speak about the sublunary Gods, says that the

discourse about them is admirable, and exceeds our ability, as
transcending all that has been transmitted to us by tradition, if we
intend to discover the generation of them, and promulgate it to others.
For what he before said of the Demiurgus,* that it is difficult to
discover him, and impossible to speak of him to all men, this he now
says of the sublunary Gods, that to know and to speak of the generation
of them, surpasses our ability. What therefore, does Plato mean by this
mode of indication? For as he delivered so many and such admirable
things concerning all heaven, and the intelligible paradigm, how is it that
he says, that to speak of the Gods who are the fabricators of generation,
is a task beyond our ability to perform? Perhaps it is because many
physiologists considered these sublunary elements to be inanimate
natures, casually borne along, and destitute of providential care. For
they acknowledged that the celestial bodies, on account of their orderly
motions, participate of intellect and the Gods; but they left generation,
as being very mutable and indefinite, deprived of providential inspection.

For thus Aristotle afterwards, alone placed immoveable causes over the
celestial circulations,5 whether eight in number, or more; but left these
elements inanimate.

In order therefore, that we might not be affected in the same manner
as they were, he antecedently celebrates and proclaims the generation of
the sublunary Gods to be divine and intellectual, requiring no such
mode of indication in speaking of the celestial Gods. Perhaps also it
may be said, that souls more swiftly forget things nearer to themselves,
but have a greater remembrance of superior principles. For they in a

---

*t From what is here said by Proclus, it appears that the fixed stars, as well as the
planets, have satellites, and that the stars which sometimes are visible, and at other
times disappear, are of this description.

§ cf. Tim. 28c.
§ cf. Aristotle Physics VIII, 9, 265al2 - 10, 267b26, and, in general, On the Heavens
II, 3 & 6.

3,153 greater degree operate upon them through transcendency of power, and
appear through energy to be present with them. The same thing also
happens with respect to our sight. For though we do not see many
things that are situated on the earth, yet at the same time we appear to
see the inerratic sphere, and the stars themselves, because they illuminate
our sight with their light. The eye of the soul therefore, becomes in a
greater degree oblivious of and blind to more proximate than to higher
and more divine principles. Thus, all religions and sects acknowledge
that there is a first principle of things, and all men invoke God as their helper; but all do not believe that there are Gods posterior to this principle, and that a providential energy proceeds from them into the universe. For The One is seen by them in a clearer manner than multitude. Others again, believe indeed that there are Gods, but after the Gods, admitting the daemoniacal genus, they are ignorant of the heroic order. And in short, this is the greatest work of science, subtilly to distinguish the media and the progressions of beings. If therefore, we rightly assert these things, Plato, when speaking of the celestial Gods, very properly indicates nothing of the difficulty of the subject; but intending to speak of the sublunary Gods, says that it surpasses our ability. For the discussion of these is more difficult, because we cannot collect any thing about them from apparent objects, but it alone requires a divinely-inspired energy, and intellectual projection. And thus much concerning this doubt.

Again however, some one may doubt, on what account Plato calls the sublunary Gods daemons. For some have been impelled by this, to place Gods in the heavens, but to assign the superintendency of the sublunary region to daemons. That he conceived however, that these also are Gods, may be easily assumed from what he adds, “Let the generation therefore, of these Gods, he admitted to he as follows.” For in short he does not appear to have spoken particularly about those powers that are properly denominated daemons, as not having the physical principles of them from sense, from which it is necessary that physical discussions should originate. Hence also, he mentions the name of daemons; in one place, where he calls our rational soul the daemon of the animal;* but in another, as here, where he calls the Gods who produce generation, daemons. Why therefore, you may say, for this doubt must be first dissolved; does he not make mention of daemons, who are such essentially? Is it because this was exhibited on the preceding day by Socrates, to his auditors [in the Republic]^ in which he spoke concerning the souls that preside over the lives of men, and those that punish offenders in Hades? Hence, he omits to mention these things, as being evident. From what he had there said however, he was led to the recollection of the daemons celebrated by him. Thus also, having given a peculiar soul to each of the eight spheres, he omits the animation of the whole of the inerratic circle, as one, and of the stars comprehended by it, and likewise, of the whole planetary sphere, as one, and of the planets contained in it, in consequence of these having been previously delivered by Socrates. This however, is attended with a probable reason.
Returning therefore, to the before-mentioned enquiry, let us assign the reason why, in what is here said, Plato denominates these generation-producing Gods, daemons. Theodoras then, considering these things after another manner, says that they are called daemons as subsisting in habitue, but Gods, as being without habitue; arranging them in the sublunary parts of the whole world, and asserting that some of them animate the universe differently from others. But our preceptor Syrianus, in the first place thinks it proper, that they should be considered as daemons, with reference to the celestial Gods. For they are suspended from these, and together with these, providentially attend to their proper allotments. And this arrangement is peculiarly Platonic. For in the Banquet,* Plato denominates Love a daemon, as the attendant of Venus, and as proceeding from the truly-existing God Poras; though in the Phaedrus,* he admits Love to be a God, as with reference to the life which is elevated by him.

In the next place, according to another conception, we may say, that in the celestial regions there are daemons, but in the sublunary region Gods. In the former however the genus is indeed divine,0 though daemons also are generated according to it;° but in the latter the whole multitude are daemons. For there indeed, the divine peculiarity, but here the daemonic predominates; to which some alone looking, have divided the divine and the daemonic, according to the heavens and

t cf. Rep. X, 615e; & 617e.
% cf. Banquet 202e - 203c.
§ cf. Phaedrus 242d.
• It is necessary here to supply the word Βτυον.
 o [cf. Tim. 39e.] It is requisite to read (car' eneivov, instead of mr' ekeivrjv.

generation. They ought however, to have arranged both in both; but in the former indeed the divine nature, and in the latter the daemonic predominates; though* in the latter there is also the divine peculiarity. C For if the whole world is a blessed God,* no one of the parts which give completion to it is destitute of divinity and providential inspection. But if all things participate of deity and providence, the world is allotted a divine nature. And if this be the case, appropriate orders of Gods preside over its different parts. For if the heavens5 through souls and intellects as media, participate of one soul, and one intellect, what ought we to think of these sublunary elements? How is it possible, that these should not in a much greater degree participate through certain middle divine orders, of the one deity of the world?

Farther still, it would also be absurd that the telestic art (or the art pertaining to mystic ceremonies) should establish on the earth places
fitted for oracles, and statues of the Gods, and through certain symbols should cause things generated from a partial and corruptible matter, to become adapted to the participation of deity; to be moved by him, and to predict future events; but that the Demiurgus of wholes should not place over the whole elements which are the incorruptible plenitudes of the world, divine souls, intellects, and Gods. For whether was he unwilling? But how could he be unwilling, since he wished to make all things similar to himself?0 Was he then unable? But what could hinder him? For we see that this is possible from telestic works. But if he was both willing and able, it is evident that he gave subsistence to D Gods, who have allotments in, and are the inspective guardians of, generation. Since however the genus of daemons is every where an attendant on the Gods, there are also daemons who are the fabricators of generation;0 some of whom indeed rule over the whole elements, but 3,156 others are the guardians of climates, others are the rulers of nations, others of cities, others of certain families, and others are the guardians of individuals. For the guardianship of daemons extends as far as to the most extreme division.

*Koiroi is erroneously omitted in the original.

X Tim. 34b.

§ If the heavens require media in order to the participation of one soul and one intellect, the sublunary elements require these in a much greater degree, on account of their inferiority to the heavens.

* Tim. 29e.

° cf. 33A, supra.,

Having therefore solved the problem pertaining to the essence, let us in the next place consider the order of the sublunary Gods. For let them be Gods, and let them be called daemons through the above-mentioned cause, but where must we arrange them? Must it be as we have before said, under the moon, or prior to the celestial Gods? For this may appear to be proper for these two reasons; one indeed, because Plato indicates that he ascends to a greater order, by saying that it exceeds our ability to speak concerning them, having already spoken concerning the celestial Gods; but the other, because he follows in what he says, those who have delivered to us Theogonies. For they prior to the world and the Demiurgus, delivered these generations of Gods proceeding from Heaven and Earth. In answer to this query however, E we must say, that he produces them after the celestial Gods, and through this from Heaven and Earth. For on this account he said that Earth was the most ancient of the Gods within the Heaven,* because from this and Heaven, he was about to produce the other Gods which the heavens contain. This we demonstrate from the Demiurgus addressing his speech to these Gods, and to all the rest, as being produced by him within the
universe. Why however, Plato says that he follows the theogony, and why he shall omit to speak concerning the sublunary deities, we must refer to his having no clear indications of the subsistence of these from the phaenomena, as he had of the celestial divinities, from the order of their periods, which is adapted to the government of Gods. It exceeds the province therefore of physiology to speak of beings, concerning whom natural effects afford us no stable belief. Hence Plato says, as a physiologist, that it surpasses his ability to speak of these.

If however, he says that he follows those who are divinely inspired, but they speaking concerning the supercelestial Gods, he adopts a similar theogony, though discoursing of the sub-celestial divinities, we must not consider this as wonderful. For he knew that all the orders of the Gods proceed as far as to the last of things, from the arrangement which is the principle of their progression, every where generating series from themselves analogous to the superior deities from which they proceed. Hence, though the orders of these Gods which are celebrated by theologists, are above the world, yet they subsist also in the sensible universe. And as this visible heaven is allied to that which is

---

The word \( \text{ovpavwv} \) is omitted in the original.

---

supermundane, so likewise our earth is allied to the earth which is there, and the orders subsisting from the one to the orders proceeding from the other. From these things too, this also may be assumed, that according to Plato as well as according to other theologists, first natures as they proceed, produce things subordinate in conjunction with the causes of themselves. For these sublunary Gods proceeding from the Demiurgus, are also said to be generated from Heaven and Earth that first proceed from him.* The Demiurgus therefore says to all of them that they ought to fabricate mortal natures, imitating his* power about their generation. Hence all of them proceed from one producing cause, though those of a secondary order proceed likewise from the gods that are prior to them. It follows therefore from this, that not every thing which is produced by the junior Gods is mortal,5 since some of these proceed from other junior Gods; but the contrary alone is true, that every thing mortal is generated by these divinities. And again it follows from this, that the junior Gods produce some things according to the immoveable, but others according to the moveable hyparxes of themselves. For they would not be the causes of immortals, if they produced all things according to moveable hyparxes; if it be true that every thing which subsists from a moveable cause, is essentially mutable.

---

From this conception also, we may solve the doubt if there are
irrational daemons, as theurgists say there are, whence they subsist? For if from the junior Gods, it may be asked, how they are immortal; since these Gods are the fathers of mortal natures? But if from the Demiurgus, how are they irrational? For he is father in conjunction with intellect. The solution therefore of the inquiry is this, that they derive their subsistence from the junior Gods, and yet are not on this account mortal, since some of the junior Gods generate others. And perhaps these Gods are on this account called daemons, in order that we may know that daemons truly so denominated, are constituted by them. But irrational daemons also proceed from the one Demiurgus. For he, as Timaeus says, is the cause of all immortal natures.0 If however the one Demiurgus imparts intellect to all things, there is likewise in these daemons, a certain ultimate vestige of the intellectual peculiarity, so far as they energize with facility according to imagination: for this is the last

t cf. Tim. 41c.

§ cf. Tim. 42d.

• cf. Tim. 41c.

resounding echo,* as it were, of intellect.* Hence, the phantasy is said [by Aristotle] to be a passive intellect,5 and others not badly, assert the same thing of it. So that among daemons, properly so called, those that are irrational are half mortal. Plato however, has previously disseminated for us the principles by which we may solve the enquiry concerning the last genera of daemons. For if there is a certain daemoniacal genus, which employs reason, it is evident that we must refer this to the one Demiurgus, whether as produced [immediately] by him, or through certain intermediate Gods, who were generated by him; the celestial Gods being the sources of celestial, but the subcelestial, of subcelestial daemons. For of the subcelestial gods, some are the fathers of others, as Plato teaches us, conformably to the theogonies. Hence, it is not at all wonderful that these Gods should generate daemons coordinate with themselves, and not only irrational, but also rational daemons, since they are the generators of Gods; just as the celestial Gods are the generators of celestial daemons. Hence, it is necessary that the speculation concerning daemons, should possess the whole of its arrangement1-1 from these considerations, conformably to Platonic doctrines. For from what Plato has said concerning the genesiurgic Gods, it becomes evident what his answer would be, if he were asked concerning the generation of daemons truly so called. For in short, he who knows the genus of daemons which subsist according to habitude, will by a much greater priority know daemons that subsist according to hyparxis, and which give completion to this universe. How also, is it possible that he should not grant, there is a genus of daemons according
D to habitude, who says that our soul is allotted the order of a daemon,0

with reference to the mortal animal, by the powers that fabricated mortal natures? It is necessary therefore, that there should be the essential daemoniacal life prior to that which subsists according to habitude, and that those who grant the latter, should also admit the existence of the former. Plato however, who [verbally] constitutes the


rulers of the universe, is also of opinion, that the perpetual attendants of these, received their hypostasis together with, and from these.

"It is therefore necessary to believe in ancient men, who being the progeny of the Gods as they themselves assert, must have a clear knowledge of their parents; for it is impossible not to believe in the children of the Gods, though they should speak without probable arguments and necessary demonstrations."

We may collect from this, that he who simply believes in things which seem difficult to be known, and which are of a dubious nature, runs in the paths of abundance, recurring to divine knowledge and deific intelligence, through which all things become apparent and known. For all things are contained in the Gods. But that which antecedently comprehends all things, is likewise able to fill other things with the knowledge of itself. Hence, Timaeus here sends us to theologists, and to the generation of the Gods celebrated by them. Who therefore are they, and what is their knowledge? They indeed are the progeny of the Gods, and clearly know their progenitors; being the progeny and children of the Gods, as preserving the form of their presiding deity according to the present life.* For Apolloniacaal souls, in consequence of choosing a prophetic or telestic life, are called the children and progeny of Apollo; children indeed, so far as they are souls pertaining to this God, and adapted to this series; but progeny because they demonstrate their present life to be conformable to these characteristics of the God. All souls therefore, are the children of the Gods; but all do not know their presiding God. Such however, as have this knowledge and choose a similar life, are called the children and progeny* of the Gods. Hence Plato adds, "as they say;" for they unfold the order from which they came. Thus the Sybil as soon as she was born, uttered oracles; and Hercules appeared at his birth with demiurgic symbols. But souls of this kind convert
themselves to their progenitors, and are filled from them with deific knowledge. Their knowledge however is enthusiastic, being conjoined to deity through divine light, and exempt from all other knowledge, both that which is probable, and that which is demonstrative. For the former is conversant with nature, and the universal in particulars; but the latter with an incorporeal essence, and the objects of science. Divinely inspired knowledge however, alone, is conjoined with the Gods themselves.

40e "But as they declare that their narrations are about affairs, to which they are naturally allied, it is proper that complying with the law we should assent to their tradition. Let therefore, the generation of these Gods according to them, be admitted, and said by us to be this."

289A From these words, he who considers them accurately may assume many things, such as that divinely-inspire knowledge is perfected through familiarity with and alliance to the Gods. For the sun is seen through solar-form light, and divinity becomes apparent through divine illumination. It may likewise be inferred that the divine law defines the orders of the Gods which the divinely-inspired conceptions of the ancients unfold, according to which also souls energizing, though not enthusiastically, are persuaded by those that enthusiastically energize. Complying with this law, Timaeus in the beginning of this dialogue says, that he shall invoke the Gods and Goddesses.* From these words also we may infer, that all the kingdoms both in the heavens and the sublunary region, are adorned and distributed in order, according to the first and intellectual principles; and that all of them are everywhere according to the analogous. Likewise that the order of things precedes our conceptions. And such like dogmas indeed may be assumed from the words before us. But it is Pythagoric to follow the Orphic genealogies. For the science concerning the Gods proceeded from the Orphic tradition through Pythagoras, to the Greeks, as Pythagoras himself says in The Sacred Discourse.

* Tim. 27c.
BOOK FIVE

3,162 The theory of the sublunary is immediately connected with that of the celestial Gods; and in consequence of being suspended from it, possesses the perfect and scientific. For the generation-producing choir of Gods, follows the Gods in the heavens, and in imitation of the celestial circle, convolves also the circle in generation. For secondary follow the natures prior to them, according to an indivisible and united progression. Because however, the divinities that govern generation, subsist immediately from the celestial Gods, on this account also they are converted to them according to one undisjoined union; just as the celestial are converted to the supercelestial deities, from whom they were proximately generated; but the supercelestial to the intellectual, by whom they were adorned and distributed; and again the intellectual to the intelligible Gods, from whom they were ineffably unfolded into light, and who indescribably and occultly comprehend all things.

Of the whole of this truly golden chain therefore,* the summit is indeed the genus of the intelligible Gods, but the end is that of the sublunary deities, who govern* generation in an unbegotten, and nature in a supernatural manner, to which the demiurgic intellect now gives subsistence; the dominion of the Gods being extending supernally from the heavens as far as to the last of things. Of these sublunary deities however, of whom it is proposed by us to speak, it is necessary to observe in the first place, that all of them preserve the generative and perfective energy of their generating cause, and also his demiurgic and stable productive power. They likewise receive measures, boundaries, and order from their father. And such things as he governs exemptly and totally, they being divided according to allotments, fabricate, generate and perfect. Some of them also are proximate to the celestial Gods; but others proceed to a greater distance from them. Hence, some Gods preserve the idea of these Gods, so far as it can be preserved in the sublunary order; but others are established according to their appropriate power. For of every order, the summit is analogous to the order prior to it. Thus the summit of intelligibles is unity; of intellectuals is intelligible; of the supermundane order, is intellectual; and of the mundane order, supermundane. And some of the sublunary Gods indeed, are in a greater degree united to the demiurgic monad; but others

t cf. Iliad VIII, 19; and also 96A, f, supra.
$ For eiroupevovTuv, it is necessary to read eiriTpoirevovTuv.

are more distant from it. Hence, some being analogous to it, are the
leaders of the whole series; but others have a more partial similitude to it. For the father established in every order powers analogous to him in their arrangement; since in all the divine orders a certain cause presubsists analogous to *The Good.*

3,164 Conformably to these causes which are thus analogous to the ineffable *E* principle of things, and which with reference to it are called monads, the sublunary Gods proceed and adorn and distribute generation in a becoming manner. And some indeed give completion to this, but others to some other will of their father. For some complete his connective, others his prolific, others his motive, and others his guardian will, and others, some other will of the Demiurgus pertaining to the wholes in the sublunary region. And some of them have dominion over souls, others over daemons, and others over Gods. All of them however are intellectual according to essence, but mundane according to allotment. They are also perfective and powerful, governing generation in an unbegotten manner, beings deprived of intellect, intellectually, and inanimate natures, vitally. For they adorn all things according to their own essence, and not according to the imbecility of the recipients. But Plato is evidently of opinion that these Gods use certain other bodies more simple and perpetual than these elements by saying,* that they appear when they please, and become visible to us. That he likewise gives them souls is manifest, from his saying that every mundane God is conjoined to bodies through soul. For he then first called the world *F* itself a God,* when he had established a soul in it. And again, that he suspends intellects from them, through which their souls are intellectual and are immediately converted to the Demiurgus, is evident from the speech of the Demiurgus to them.D

3,165 If likewise it is requisite that the whole world should be perfect, it is necessary that together with the divine genera we should conceive that the daemoniacal order was generated prior to our souls, (which Plato shortly after constitutes,) and which receives a triple division, viz. into angels, daemons properly so called, and heroes. For the whole of this

---

* In what immediately follows here, the text is so corrupt as to be unintelligible [III, 163, 17 - 23. omitted].
% Tim. 41a.
§ Tim. 31b.
• Here also in the two lines that immediately follow, the text is so corrupt as to be incapable of emendation. [III, 164, 21 - 165, 1 omitted].

order fills up the middle space between Gods and men; because there is an all-perfect separation or interval between our concerns, and those of the Gods. For the latter are eternal, but the former are frail and mortal.
And the former indeed are satisfied with the enjoyment of intellect in energy partially; but the latter ascend into total intellects themselves. On this account, there is a triad which conjoins our concerns with the Gods, and which proceeds analogous to the three principle causes of things; though Plato is accustomed to call the whole of this triad daemonical. For the angelic is analogous to being, or the intelligible, which is first unfolded into light from the ineffable and occult fountain of beings. Hence also it unfolds the Gods themselves, and announces that which is occult in their essence. But the daemonical is analogous to infinite life. On which account it proceeds every where, according to many orders, and is of a multiform nature. And the heroic is analogous to intellect and conversion. Hence also, it is the inspective guardian of purification, and is the supplier of a magnificent and elevated life. Father still, the angelic indeed proceeds according to the intellectual life of the Demiurgus. Hence it also is essentially intellectual, and interprets and transmits a divine intellect to secondary natures. But the daemonical proceeds according to the demiurgic providence of wholes, governs nature, and rightly gives completion to the order of the whole world. And the heroic again, proceeds according to the convertive providence of these. Hence, this genus likewise, is elevated, raises souls on high, and is the cause of a grand and vigorous energy.

3,166 Such therefore, being the nature of these triple genera, they are suspended from the Gods; some indeed from the celestial Gods, but others from the divinities who are the inspective guardians of generation. And about every God there is an appropriate number of angels, heroes, and daemons. For every God is the leader of a multitude which receives his characteristic form. Hence of the celestial Gods, the angels, daemons, and heroes are celestial; but of the fabricators of generation, they have a generation-producing characteristic. Of the elevating Gods, they have an elevating property; but of the demiurgic, a demiurgic; of the vivific, a vivific property; and so of the rest. And again, among the elevating Gods, of those that are of a Saturnian characteristic, the angels, daemons, and heroes are Saturnian; but of those that are Solar, they are Solar. Among the vivific Gods likewise, of those that are Lunar, the ministrant powers are Lunar; but of the Aphrodisiacal or those that have the characteristic of Venus, they are Aphrodisiacal. For they bear the names of the Gods from whom they are suspended, as being in connected continuity with them, and receiving one and the same idea with an appropriate subjection. Nor is this wonderful, since partial souls, when they know their patron and leading Gods, call themselves by their
names. Or whence were the Esculapiuses, the Bachusses, and the
Dioscuri denominated [who being men of an heroic character, took the
names of the deities from whom they descended?1]. As therefore of the
celestial, so likewise of the Gods who are the fabricators of generation,
it is necessary to survey about each of them, a co-ordinate angelical,
daemoniacal, and heroical multitude; and to admit that the number
suspended from them retains the appellation of its producing monad.
Hence there is a celestial God, angel, and hero; and the like is also true
D of the earth.* In a similar manner we must say that Ocean and Tethys
proceed into all the orders; and conformably to this the other Gods.
For there is likewise a Jovian, a Junonian, and a Saturnian multitude,
which is called by the same appellation of life. Nor is there any
absurdity, in giving the name of man, both to the intelligible and to the
sensible man; though in these, there is a much greater separation and
interval.5 And thus much in common concerning the Gods and
daemons who are the fabricators of generation, in order that we may
survey the discussion about daemons conjoined at the same time with
3,167 that of the Gods. For Plato comprehends both these genera through the
same names; and it seems that through this cause, he calls the same
powers daemons and Gods, in order that we may understand that the
daemoniacal genus is at the same time co-suspended from these Gods, and
may adapt names to them as Gods. He likewise does the same thing
elsewhere,0 indicating the every-where extended nature of the theory,
and the eye of science contemplating all things at once, and in
uninterrupted connection.

Again however, it is evident that we should preserve the specific
separation of these genera; surveying indeed, every genesiurgic God,

t Some of the moderns, from being profoundly ignorant of this circumstance, have
stupidly supposed that the Gods of the ancients were nothing more than dead men
deified; taking for their guides on this important subject, mere historians, philologists,
and rhetoricians, instead of philosophers.
§ For 6m rr/c, it is necessary to read fxi 71)C.
§ For WKOKaraaTaaeuc;, it is requisite to read airooTaatuq.

E according to goodness itself, and this surrounded with intellect, soul, and
a divine body; a certain portion of each of which is imparted by these
Gods to sublunary natures. And in this the sublunary are more
redundant that the celestial Gods. We must also survey every [rational]
daemon, as more excellent than our souls, and as having an intellectual
soul, and an ethereal vehicle; since a certain thing of this kind, is, as
Plato says, suspended from the human soul. "The Demiurgus therefore,"
says he, * "caused the soul to ascend into its vehicle." For it is necessary
that every soul prior to mortal bodies, should use certain perpetual
easily-moved, and orbicular bodies, as possessing essentially a motive
power. But we have before spoken concerning irrational daemons,* and
shown what Gods ought to be conceived to be the makers of them; since
with respect to daemons that use rational souls, it is evident that the
Demiurgus must be considered as the cause of these. Nor does Plato at
one time call the genesiurgic divinities Gods, but at another daemons; as
if the celestial powers, though they should happen to be daemons, ought
to be called Gods, but the sublunary, though they should be Gods,
ought to be denominated daemons; but he does say this, in order that he
may make the discussion common, both to the genesiurgic Gods, and to
the daemons that are proximately suspended from them. Of this
however, we have assigned other not improbable causes.

It now remains to show what conceptions we ought to have of the
3,168 Gods now mentioned by Plato. For of the ancients, some referred what
is said about them to fables, other to the fathers of cities, others to
guardian powers, others to ethical explanations, and others to souls.
These however, are sufficiently confuted by the divine Iamblichus,5 who
demonstrates that they wander from the meaning of Plato, and from the
291A truth of things. After this manner therefore, we must say, that Timaeus
being a Pythagorean, follows the Pythagorean principles.0 But these
are the Orphic traditions. For what Orpheus delivered mystically
through arcane narrations, this Pythagoras learned, being initiated by
Aglaophemus0 in the mystic wisdom which Orpheus derived from his
mother Calliope. For these things Pythagoras says in The Sacred Discourse.

What then are the Orphic traditions, since we are of opinion that the
doctrine of Timaeus about the Gods should be referred to these? They
are as follow:* Orpheus delivered the kingdoms of the Gods who
preside over wholes, according to a perfect number, viz. Phanes, Night,
Heaven, Saturn, Jupiter, Bacchus. For Phanes is the first that bears a
sceptre, and the first king is the celebrated Ericapaeus.* But the second
is Night, who receives the sceptre from her father [Phanes]. The third
B is Heaven, who receives it from Night. The fourth is Saturn, who, as
they say offered violence to his father. The fifth is Jupiter, who subdued
his father. And after him, the sixth is Bacchus. All these kings
therefore, beginning supernally from the intelligible and intellectual
Gods, proceed through the middle orders, and into the world, that they
may adorn mundane affairs. For Phanes is not only in intelligibles, but also in intellectuals, in the demiurgic, and in the supermundane order; and in a similar manner, Heaven and Night. For the peculiarities of them proceed through all the middle orders. And with respect to the mighty Saturn, is he not arranged prior to Jupiter, and does he not after the Jovian kingdom, divide the Bacchic fabrication in conjunction with the other Titans? And this indeed, he effects in one way in the heavens, and in another in the sublunary region; in one way in the inerratic sphere, and in another among the planets. And in a similar manner Jupiter and Bacchus. These things are therefore clearly asserted by the ancients.

If however, we are right in these assertions, these divinities have every where an analogous subsistence; and he who wishes to survey the progressions of them into the heavens or the sublunary region, should look to the first and principle causes of their kingdoms. For from thence, and according to them, their generation is derived. It is requisite therefore, that we also should look to these. Some therefore say that Plato omits to investigate the Gods who are analogous to the two kings in the heavens, I mean Phanes and Night. For it is necessary to place them in a superior order, and not among the mundane Gods; because prior to the world, they are the leaders of the intellectual Gods, being eternally established in the adytum, as Orpheus says of Phanes, who by

t Orphic fr. 85.
X cf. 96B supra.
§ cf. Orphic fr. 197.

the word adytum signifies their occult and immanifest order.* Whether therefore we refer the circulation of same and different [mentioned by Plato in this dialogue] to the analogy of these, as male and female, or paternal and generative, we shall not wander from the truth. Or whether we refer the sun and the moon, as opposed to each other among the planets, to the same analogy, we shall not err. [For the sun indeed through his light preserves a similitude to Phanes, but the moon to Night. Jupiter, or the Demiurgus, in the intellectual, is analogous to Phanes in the intelligible order. And the vivific crater Juno is analogous to Night,* who produces all life in conjunction with Phanes from unapparent causes; just as Juno is parturient with, and omits into light, all the soul contained in the world.5] For it is better to conceive both these as prior to the world, and to arrange the Demiurgus himself as analogous to Phanes; since he is said to be assimilated to him according to the production of wholes; but to arrange the power conjoined with Jupiter (i.e. Juno) and which is generative of wholes, analogous to Night, who produces all things invisibly from the father Phanes. After these
however, we must consider the remaining as analogous to the intellectual kingdoms.

If likewise, it should be asked why Plato does not mention the kingdoms of Phanes and Night, to whom we have said Jupiter and Juno are analogous? It may be readily answered, that the tradition of Orpheus contains these; on which account Plato celebrates the kingdom of Heaven and Earth as the first, the Greeks being more accustomed to this than to the Orphic traditions; as he himself says in the *Cratylus*, where he particularly mentions the Theogony of Hesiod, and recurs as far as to this kingdom, according to that poet. Beginning therefore, from this theogony as more known, and assuming Heaven and Earth as the first kingdoms above the world, he produces the visible Heaven and Earth analogous to those in the intellectual order, and celebrates the latter as the most ancient of the Gods within the former. From these also, he produces the theogony of the sublunar Gods. These things

† Orphic fr. 72.
* cf. 137B ff supra; and Orph. fr. 73.
§ The greater part of what is here contained within the brackets is in so mutilated a state in the original, as to be illegible. The sense however, I have endeavoured as much as possible to restore in the translation.
• cf. *Cratylus* 396c; and Proclus' *Scholia on the Cratylus* 72 [TTS vol. XIII, p. 542].
0 Tim. 40c.

however, if divinity pleases, will be manifest from what follows. At present we shall only add, that it is requisite to survey all these names divinely or daemoniacally, and according to the allotments of these divinities in the four elements. For this ennead is in ether and water, in earth and in air, all-variously, according to the divine, and also according to the daemoniacal peculiarity. And again, these names are to be surveyed aquatically and aerially, and likewise in the earth terrestrially, in order that all these powers may be everywhere, according to an all-various mode of subsistence. For there are many modes of providence divine and daemoniacal, and many allotments according to the division of the elements; lest all things not* being everywhere, the number of the same and the similar should be destroyed. And thus much concerning these particulars. But let us now return to the text of Plato, and explore its meaning to the utmost of our ability.

40e "That Ocean and Tethys were the progeny of Heaven and Earth."

F As this whole world is ample and various, as adumbrating the intellectual order of forms, it contains these two extremities in itself, Earth and Heaven; the latter having the relation of a father, but the
former of a mother. On this account Plato calls Earth the most ancient of the Gods within the heavens,* in order that conformably to this he might say, that Earth is the mother of all that Heaven is the father; at the same time evincing that partial causes are not only subordinate to their progeny, as Poverty5 [in the Banquet of Plato] to Love, but are likewise superior to them, as alone receiving the offspring proceeding from the fathers. These two extremities therefore, must be conceived in the world, Heaven as the father, and Earth as the mother of her common progeny. For all the rest terminate in these, some giving completion to the celestial number, but others to the wholeness of Earth. After the same manner likewise, in each of the elements of the world, these two principles, Heaven and Earth, must be admitted, subsisting aerially indeed in air, but aquatically in water, and terrestrially in earth; and according to all the above-mentioned modes; in order that each may be a perfect world, adorned and distributed from analogous

\*MTJ is omitted in the original.

X Tim. 40c.

§ For T\(\textit{tovux}\) here, it is necessary to read Ilevia. [cf. Symposium 203c, ff.]

\*In the original, aXoyuv is erroneously printed for avdkoyuv.

principles. For if a man is said to be a microcosm,* is it not necessary that each of the elements by a much greater priority should contain in itself appropriately all that the world contains totally? Hence, it appears to me that Plato immediately after, speaking about Heaven and Earth, delivers the theory of these Gods, beginning from those two divinities; B for the other divinities proceed analogous to Heaven and Earth. These two divinities however, are totally the causes of all the Gods that are now produced. And these divinities that are the progeny of Heaven and Earth, are analogous to the whole of each. These two likewise, as we have before observed, are in each of the elements aerially, or aquatically, or terrestrially. For Heaven is in Earth, and Earth is in Heaven.5 And here indeed, Heaven subsists terrestrially, but there Earth celestially. For Orpheus calls the moon celestial earth.* Nor is it proper to wonder that this should be the case.5 for we may survey the same things everywhere according to the analogous in intelligibles, in intellectuals, in the supermundane order, in the heavens, and in generation, conformably to the proper order of each.

With respect however, to each of these divinities, some of the interpreters of Plato understand by Earth, this solid bulk which is the object of sensible inspection; others, as that which has an arrangement analogous to matter, and is supposed to exist prior to generated natures; others, as intelligible matter; others, as the power of intellect; others, as life; others, as an incorporeal form inseparable from earth; others
conceive it to be soul; and others intellect. In a similar manner with respect to Heaven, some suppose it to be the visible heavens; others, the motion about the middle of the universe; others, power aptly proceeding in conjunction with motion; others, that which possesses intellect; others, a pure and separate intellect; others, the nature of circulation; others, soul; and others, intellect. I know likewise, that the divine Iamblichus understands by Earth, every thing stable and firm, according to the essence of the mundane Gods, and which according to energy and a perpetual circulation, comprehends more excellent powers and total lives. But by Heaven, he understands the total and perfect energy proceeding from the Demiurgus, which is full of appropriate power, and

t cf. Philebus 29e.

§ Instead of Km yap ovpavuxv mi ri)V aeXTjvTjy Opfavq -Kpooriyopevoe, the sense requires that we should read Kai yap ovpavuxv yyy rqv oe\VT\v, K.X. [Orph. fr. 81.]

§ The two immediately following lines in this place in the original, are in so mutilated a state as to be perfectly unintelligible. [III, 172, 22 - 173, 2 omitted].

subsists about the Demiurgus, as being the boundary of itself and of wholes. I know likewise that the admirable Theodorus establishes both these powers in the first life which subsists according to habitude. For D in the life according to habitude of the soul of the world, through which descending into itself, it again ends in the fontal soul, with difference, three first habitudes, are immediately to be surveyed, together with the 3,174 wholeness. And the first of these consists of the wholeness which is on each side, has the wholeness prior to parts, and terminates in the whole fontal soul. But the second preserves the whole fontal soul, yet divides itself into parts, and has the wholeness which consists of parts. And the third distributes the fontal soul, but preserves itself a whole. In the first likewise of these three, Earth and Heaven are contained. For the material nature which is in the first, is called Earth, matter being thus denominated by the ancient theologists. But Heaven is an intellect of this kind, as separating the last from the first in habitude, and as constituting this visible heaven through its own habitude. In us therefore, the habitude likewise of the soul to the body preserves the body.* Knowing these things however, I think it requisite to adhere, as by a firm cable, to the doctrine of our preceptor [Syrianus]. For through this, we shall avoid confused and erroneous opinions, and shall E conjoin ourselves to the most pure conceptions of Iamblichus.

In the first place therefore, we should recollect that Plato is now speaking of the sublunary Gods, that all of them are everywhere, and that they proceed according to the analogy of the intelligible and intellectual kings. And in the second place we must say, that as the first Heaven is the boundary* of and connectedly contains the intellectual
Gods, containing the measure which proceeds from *The Good,* and the intelligible Gods, into the intellectual orders, after the same manner the Heaven which is now mentioned by Plato, is the boundary and container of the Gods that are the fabricators of generation, comprehending in one bound the demiurgic measure, and also that which proceeds from the celestial Gods to those divinities that are allotted the realms of generation, and connecting them with the celestial government of the Gods. For as the Demiurgus is to *The Good Itself,* so is the one divinity of this Heaven, to the intellectual Heaven. Hence as there, measure and bound proceed from *The Good* through Heaven to

§ cf. Aristotle, *De Mundo* V, 400a5, f.
§ For *tK T' avrov,* it is necessary to read *eK T' ayadov.*

all the intellectual Gods, so likewise here a bound arrives to the Gods the fabricators of generation, and to the more excellent genera, [*viz.* to *F* angels, daemons and heroes] from the Demiurgus, and the summit of the mundane Gods; *viz.* through the connectedly-containing medium of this Heaven. For the everywhere proceeding Heaven is allotted this order; in one procession of things indeed, unitedly and occultly; but in another manifestly and separately. For in one order it introduces bound to souls; in another to the works of nature, and in another in a different manner to other things. And in air indeed, it effects this primarily; but in the aquatic orders secondarily; and in earth, and terrestrial works in a ultimate degree. But there are also complications of these. For the divine mode of subsistence, and also the daemoniacal are different in the *293A* air and in the earth. For in one place, the mode is the same in different orders; but in another the mode is different in one allotment. And thus much concerning the power of Heaven.

In the next place, directing our attention to Earth, and invoking her aid, we shall derive the whole of the theory concerning her from her first evolution into light. She first becomes manifest therefore, in the middle triads* of the intellectual Gods, together with Heaven, who connectedly-contains the whole intellectual order. She likewise proceeds analogous to the intelligible earth, which we find to be the first of the intelligible*0 triads.0 And as ranking in the vivific orders, she is assimilated to the first infinity. But she is the receiving bosom of the generative deity of Heaven, and the middle centre of his paternal goodness. She also reigns together with him, and is the power of him who ranks as a father. The Earth however, which is analogous to her, and presides in the sublunary regions, is as it were, the prolific power of the Heaven pertaining to the realms of generation, unfolding into
B light his paternal, definitive, measuring and containing providence, which prolifically** extends to all things. She likewise generates all the

t Instead of \(\text{e}yu\ 5T\) TOIC \(TOV\ \text{Ovpavov rovde ovvoxwyc, p}^{\text{£}}\text{Oon\text{TOC}}\), it is requisite read, \(\text{e}yu\ \text{oia ri}c\ \text{TOV Ovpavov, K.X.}\).

t For \(\text{X}^{\text{£}}\text{euc here, read XT})\£\text{UC.}
§ For \(\text{Tptadrfy}\) it is necessary to read \(\text{TpiaSmc.}\)
• For \(\text{votpuv read vor})\text{TUV.}\)

sublunary infinity;* just as Heaven who belongs to the co-ordination of

3,176 bound, introduces termination and end to secondary natures. Bound therefore and end define the hyparxis of every thing according to which Gods and daemons, souls and bodies are connected and made to be one, imitating the one unity of wholes, or in other words, the ineffable principle of things; but infinity multiplies the powers of every being. For there is much bound in all sublunary natures, and likewise much infinity, which through divinity, and after the Gods, extends to all things. We have therefore, these two orders, which are generative of the divine or daemoniacal progressions, in all the sublunary genera and elements; and one kingdom of them in the same manner as in the intellectual orders.

From these however, a second duad proceeds, Ocean and Tethys, this generation not being effected by copulation, nor by any conjunction of C things separated, nor by division, nor according to a certain abscission, for all these are foreign from the Gods; but it is accomplished according to one union and indivisible conjunction of powers. And this union theologists are accustomed to call marriage. For marriage, as the theologist Orpheus says,* is appropriate to this order. For he calls Earth the first Nymph, and the union of her with Heaven the first marriage; since there is no marriage in the divinities that are in the most eminent degree united. Hence there is no marriage between Phanes and Night, who are intelligibly united to each other; but there is marriage among the Gods, who exhibit division of powers and energies, in conjunction with union. And marriage appears on this account to be adapted to the Heaven and Earth, which we are at present considering, so far as they adumbrate the intellectual Heaven and Earth; which the sacred laws of the Athenians likewise knowing, ordered that the marriages of Heaven and Earth should be celebrated, as preparatory to initiation into the mysteries. Directing their attention to these also, in the Eleusinian mysteries, looking upwards to the heavens, they exclaimed, "O son!" but

3,177 looking downwards to the earth, "O parent!"5 According to this union D therefore, in conjunction with separation, Heaven and Earth produce
through their goodness Ocean and Tethys. Or rather, they do not

Instead of *aitopuxv here, it is necessary to read *areipuxv.

% Orph. fr. 90 & 32.

§ Perhaps by the former of these exclamations in the mysteries, the divine and celestial origin of the human soul was signified; but by the latter its terrestrial origin, through its union with a terrene body. [cf. Lobeck Aglaophemus, 728.]

immediately produce these, but prior to these two monads, two triads, and duple hebdomads, among which are Ocean and Tethys. And the monads indeed together with the triads remain with the father. But of the hebdomads, Ocean together with Tethys, abide and at the same time proceed. All the rest however, proceed into another order of Gods. And this indeed, is the mode of their subsistence in the intellectual order. But here, Plato entirely omits the causes that abide in the father, but delivers to us those that proceed and at the same time abide, because his intention is to speak of the Gods that are the fabricators of generation. To these however, progression, motion, and difference are adapted, and a co-arrangement of the male with the female; in order that there may be generation, that matter may be adorned* with forms, and that difference may be combined with sameness. Hence Plato commences from the duad, proceeds through it, and again returns to it. 

E For the duad is adapted to material natures, as well as difference, on account of the division of forms about matter. Having mentioned a duad likewise, he begins from earth; for this is more adapted to things pertaining to generation.

With respect to these two divinities however, Ocean and Tethys, who abide in their causes, and at the same time proceed from them,* some say that Ocean is a corporeal essence; others, that it is a swiftly pervading nature; others, that it is the motion of a humid essence; others, that it is ether through the velocity of its motion; and others, that it is the intelligible profundity itself of life. The divine Iamblichus however, defines it to be the middle motive divine cause, which middle souls, lives and intellections, efficacious natures, and those elements that are pneumatic, such as air and fire, first participate. And with respect to Tethys, some say, that it is a humid essence; others, that it is a very mutable nature; and others, that it is the hilarity of the universe. But the divine Iamblichus asserts it to be a productive power, possessing in energising an efficacious establishment, the stable intellections of which, souls, natures, and powers participate, and which is likewise participated by certain solid receptacles, either of earth or water, which prepare a seat for the elements. Theodoras5 however, places Earth and Heaven in the first part of the before-mentioned first triad according to animation in habitude, I mean, in the first of the wholes prior to parts, and considers
For KoairovxnevoLQ here, it is necessary to read Koonovp£vr)C.
§ For air' COJT^Q here, read a x ' CCUTMV.
§ cf. 292C - D supra.

Heaven as analogous to the intellectual, but Earth to the material nature: and of the rest, that which subsists according to the whole from parts, 294A he calls Ocean; but the third, which subsists according to the wholeness of a part, he denominates Tethys.

We however, again assuming our principles say, that the causes of these are indeed in the intellectual Gods, and that they are likewise in the sensible universe. For Ocean every where distinguishes first from second orders, in consequence of which poets do not improperly call it the boundary of the earth.* But the Ocean which is now the subject of discussion, is the cause of motion, progression and power; inserting in intellectual lives indeed, acme, and prolific abundance; but in souls celerity and vigour in their energies, and purity in their generations; and in bodies, facility of motion. And in the Gods indeed, it imparts a motive and providential cause; but in angels an unfolding and intellectual celerity and vigour. Again, in daemons it is the supplier of efficacious power; but in heroes of a magnificent and flourishing life. It likewise subsists in each of the elements, according to its characteristic peculiarity. Hence, the aerial Ocean is the cause of all the mutation of B aerial natures, and of the circle of the meteors, as also Aristotle says.* But the aquatic Ocean gives subsistence to fertility, facility of motion, and all-various powers. For according to the poets,

3,179 From all this seas, and every river flow.

_Iliad_, 196.

And the terrestrial Ocean is the producing cause of generative perfection, of the separation of forms, and of generation and corruption. Whether also there are certain terrestrial orders, vivific and demiurgic, it is the source of their distinction; or whether there are powers connective of the productive principles of the earth, and the inspective guardians of generation, these also it excites and multiplies, and calls into motion.

With respect to Tethys, as the name indeed evinces, she is the most ancient and the progenitor of the Gods, in the same manner as it is fit to acknowledge of the mother Rhea. For theologists* denominate another Goddess prior to her, Maia. Thus Orpheus,

t Orphic Hymn 83 (TTS vol. V).
t cf. Meteorics I, 9, 346a6 ff.
Maia, of the Gods supreme, immortal Night,
What mean you say.

Orph. fr. 106+

But according to the etymology of Plato,* she is a certain fontal deity, For the undefiled and pure, and that which percolates are signified through her name. For since Ocean produces all things, and is the C source of all motions, whence also it is called the generation of the Gods,* Tethys separates the unical cause of his motions, into primary and secondary motions. Hence Plato says that she derives her appellation from leaping and percolating. For these are separative names, in the same manner as he says in the Sophista,D of the words (to xainein kai kerkizein) to card, and to separate threads in weaving, with a shuttle. Ocean therefore, generating all motion collectively, whether divine, or intellectual, or psychical, or physical, Tethys separating both internal and external motions, is so called from causing material motions to leap and be percolated from such as are immaterial. Hence, the separating characteristic is adapted to the female, and the unical0 to the male. Plato therefore would assert such peculiarities as these of Ocean and Tethys, and does assert them in the Cratylus.11 But according to the divine Iamblichus, Tethys must be defined to be the supplier of position and firm establishment. From all that has been said however, it may be 3,180 summarily asserted that Tethys is the cause of permanency and a firm establishment of things in herself, separating them from the motions that proceed externally. In short, Ocean is the cause of all motion, D intellectual, psychical and physical to all secondary natures; but Tethys is the cause of all the separation of the streams proceeding from Ocean, imparting to each a proper purity in the motion adapted to it by nature; through which each though it may move itself, or though it may move other things, yet moves in a transcendent manner. But theologists manifest that Ocean is the supplier of all motion, when they say that he sends forth ten streams, nine of which proceed into the sea; because it is

t cf. 63E supra.
% cf. Cratylus 402C, f.
S cf. Iliad 201.
• cf. Sophista 226b - c.
0 For tvuxvrov here, it is necessary to read tvwtrov.
tt cf. Cratylus loc. cit.

necessary, that of motions nine should be corporeal, but that there should be one alone of the essence which is separate from bodies, as we are informed by Plato in the Laws.1 Such divine natures therefore as
the mighty Ocean generates, these he excites to motion and renders them efficacious. But Tethys distinguishes these, preserving generative causes pure from their progeny, and establishing them in energies more ancient than those that proceed into the external world. And thus much concerning each of these divinities Ocean and Tethys.

Since however as we have said, the generation of these, is from the prior divinities Heaven and Earth, but is not effected either by a copulation such as that which is in sensibles, nor according to such a union as that of Night and Phanes in intelligibles, it very properly follows that their progeny are separated from each other, analogously to their parents, and that each receives a similitude to both. For Ocean indeed, as being the male, is assimilated to the paternal cause Heaven; but as the supplier of motion, to the maternal cause Earth, who is the cause of progressions. And Tethys indeed, as the female, is assimilated to the prolific cause; but as producing a firm establishment* of her progeny in their proper lives, she is assimilated to the fabricating cause. For the male is analogous to the monadic; but the female to the dyadic. And the stable is adapted to the former; but the motive to the latter. A duad therefore, proceeding from a duad, and being assimilated according to the whole of itself to the duad which is generative of it, defines and distinguishes the causes of itself, and all the number posterior to it; in order that we may every where ascribe that which defines and separates, to the order of Ocean and Tethys. For on this account also, many Oceans are delivered to us by theologists.5

Here however, it may be doubted, why the generation of these Gods, is from Heaven and Earth, and not from the soul of the universe. For Plato nowhere gives a peculiar soul to the heavens. The solution of these doubts is this. It must be said that the soul which subsists from Plato in the 10th book of the LAWS [894c - d] distinguishes the genus of motions into ten species, VIZ. circulation about an immovable centre, local transition, condensation, rarefaction, increase, decrease, generation, corruption, mutation or alteration produced in another by another, and a mutation produced from a thing itself, both in itself, and in another. This last is the motion of an essence separate from bodies, and is the motion of soul.

§ Here also unfortunately the part that immediately follows in the original, is in so mutilated a state, as to be perfectly unintelligible. [HI, 181, 5 - 16 omitted.]

the psychogony, is the mundane soul of all the parts of the universe. For Plato says, that the divinity fabricated the whole of a corporeal nature within this soul,* and not only the heavens. Being however, the soul of the universe, it illumines the heavens primarily, and vivifies the
sublunary region, as suspended from the heavens. Hence this soul is primarily celestial. And of this, you may assume a sufficient example from the human soul. For Plato says, that this which governs the whole animal of us,* is at the same time allotted the head for its place of abode, as from thence ruling over the whole body, and deducing as through a channel, sense to every part of the corporeal frame. As

B Socrates therefore, had on the preceding day established the Fates over the inerratic and planetary spheres5, Plato does not now introduce a peculiar animation to each of them, but as having already employed them, constitutes these circulations of the whole soul. But to the stars themselves contained in the spheres, he distributes peculiar souls, because Socrates had said nothing about them in the Republic, and the peculiar animation of them was not known to his auditors. For it was proper to extend such particulars as were unknown to them, but not to discuss with prolixity, such as are apparent.0

40e "But from Ocean and Tethys, Phorcys, Saturn and Rhea, and such as subsist together with these were produced."

In the former progeny, a duad, generative, and motive, was produced from a terminating and definitive duad; viz. Ocean and Tethys, from Heaven and Earth; but in the second progeny, a multitude converted to its causes through the triad, is generated from the duad; indicating likewise an all-perfect progression. For this multitude also is divided, into the analogous to bound, and the co-ordinate to infinity. For the triad is the bound in this multitude; but the nameless number is the infinity in it. And of the triad itself likewise, one thing is analogous to the monad and the bound, but another to the duad and infinity. And in the former progression indeed, the progeny alone proceeded according to bound and the intellectual; but in this there is also a mixture of the indefinite. But after the boundary from the triad, Plato adds, "And such

t cf. Tim 36d.
X cf. Tim. 44d ff.
§ cf. 284E f, supra; and Rep. X, 617a - 618.
• Five lines in the original of the above paragraph are likewise illegible, in consequence of being in such a mutilated state, [III, 182, 9 - 16 omitted.]

as subsist together with these," indicating the entire progression and separation of these triple orders; so that the progeny of this progression is triadic through the peculiarity of conversion, and dyadic through the intervention of the infinite and the indefinite.

Since however, these differ according to their intellectual causes, in the same manner as the before-mentioned orders; but in them Ocean and
Tethys were said to be the brethren, and not the fathers* of Saturn and Rhea; for the progression to these was from Heaven and Earth, and all the Titannic order is thence derived; let us see on what account Plato here gives subsistence to Phorcys, Saturn and Rhea, from Ocean and Tethys. For he may appear to say this not conformably to the Orphic principles. For, "Earth latently bore from Heaven," as the theologian says, "seven pure beautiful virgins with rolling eyes, and seven sons that were kings with fine long hair. And the daughters, indeed, were Themis, and the joyful Tethys, Mnemosyne with thick-curled hair, and the blessed Thea. She likewise bore Dione, having a very graceful form, and Phoebe, and Rhea, the mother of king Jupiter. But the venerable Earth brought forth those celestial youths, who are called by the appellation of Titans, because they revenged the mighty starry Heaven. And she also bore Coeus, the great Croeus, and the strong Phorcys, and likewise Saturn, and Ocean, Hyperion and Iapetus." * These things then having been written by the theologian prior to Plato, how is it that Timaeus produces Saturn and Rhea from Ocean and Tethys? In answer to this;5 as we have before arranged Ocean and Tethys above Saturn and Rhea, as being the media between these and the fathers, and the guardians of the boundaries of both, as it is usual to celebrate them; we must say in the first place, indeed, that it is not wonderful that the same divinities should be brothers, and yet through transcendency of dignity should be called the fathers of certain Gods. For such things as are first, E when they proceed from their causes, produce in conjunction with those causes, the natures posterior to themselves. Thus all souls indeed, are sisters, according to one demiurgic cause, and according to the vivific principle and fountain from which they proceed; at the same time divine souls produce partial souls, together with the Demiurgus and vivific causes, in consequence of first proceeding into light, and abiding in their

f IVarpoq is erroneously printed instead of Ttarepeq.

$ cf. Hesiod Theog. 133 ff; Lobeck Aglaoph. 505; Orph. fr. 137; also 137B, supra and 297A infra.

wholeness; receiving the power of fabricating natures similar to 3,185 themselves. Besides, in the Gods themselves, all the offspring of Saturn are brethren, according to the one generative monad by which they were oroduced; yet at the same time Jupiter is called father, in the divine poet Homer, both Juno and Neptune:

One word permit me thund'ring father Jove;

Iliad XIX, 121

And,
What mortal now in all the boundless earth,
O father Jove, will council to th'immortals give.*

For in the former verse Juno, and in the latter Neptune, calls Jupiter father.

So that it is not at all wonderful if Ocean and Tethys are called both brethren and fathers of Saturn and Rhea; in consequence of preserving as among brethren the paternal peculiarity. In the first place, therefore, the doubt may after this manner be solved.

In the next place, it may be said, that of the divine Titannic hebdomads, Ocean, indeed, both abides and proceeds, uniting himself to his father, and not departing from his kingdom. But all the rest rejoicing in progression, are said to have given completion to the will of Earth, but to have assaulted their father, dividing themselves from his kingdom, and proceeding into another order. Or rather, of all the celestial genera, some alone abide in their principles, as the two first triads. "For, as soon as Heaven understood that they had an implacable heart, and a lawless nature, he hurled them into Tartarus, the profundity of Earth" [says Orpheus].* He concealed them therefore in the unapparent, through transcendency of power. But others both abide in, 296A and proceed from their principles, as Ocean and Tethys. For when the other Titans proceeded to assault their father Heaven, Ocean prohibited them from obeying the mandates of their mother, being dubious of their rectitude.

"But Ocean [says Orpheus]5 remained within his place of abode, considering to what he should direct his attention, and whether he 3,186 should deprive his father of strength, and unjustly mutilate him in conjunction with Saturn, and the other brethren, who were obedient to their dear mother; or leaving these, stay quietly at home. After much fluctuation of thought however, he remained peaceably at home, being angry with his mother, but still more so with his brethren."

He therefore abides, and at the same time proceeds together with Tethys; for she is conjoined with him according to the first progeny. But the other Titans are induced to separation and progression. And the leader of these is the mighty Saturn, as the theologian says;+ though he evinces that Saturn is superior to Ocean by saying, that Saturn himself
received the celestial Olympus, and that there being throned he reigns

\textit{B} over the Titans; but that Ocean obtained all the middle allotment. For
he says, that he dwells in the divine streams which are posterior to
Olympus, and that he environs the Heaven which is there, and not the
highest Heaven, but as the fable says, that which fell from Olympus, and
was there arranged.*

Ocean and Tethys therefore, so far as they abide, and are united to
Heaven, produce in conjunction with him the kingdom of Saturn and
Rhea; and so far as they are established in the first power of their
mother, so far they produce Phorcys in conjunction with her.5 For she
produces him together with Nereus and Thaumas, from being
mingled through love with the sea. For Phorcys is not celestial but
Ocean, as is evident from the \textit{Theogony}.0 And so far as Tethys is full
of Earth, so far being as it were a certain Earth, she may be said to
produce this Phorcys in conjunction with Ocean; so far as Ocean also
comprehends the intangible in himself. Hence Tethys, so far as she is
Earth according to participation, and Ocean so far as he is causally the

\textit{f Orph. fr. 104, & Lobeck, Aglaoph. 509.}

\textit{X} As this is a remarkably curious Orphic fragment, and is not to be found in
Gesner's collection of Orphic remains, I shall give the original for the sake of the
learned reader: \( \textit{Ke roi ye on o KQVOQ vnepnpot; tare TOV UKeavov, SeSrjAoKf} \)
§ For \( \textit{pjtr' avrov}, \) it is necessary to read \( \textit{pjtr' cnm/c}. \)
• For \( \textit{Oavfiavra} \) here, it is requisite to read \( \textit{Qavnavroq}; \) and for \( \textit{irovrov, TTOVT^}. \)
\( \textit{o The original here is evidently erroneous; for it is, ov yap eoTiv o $>opKVQ}
ovpaviSeQ aWa o Qopicvt;: UQ ton brfKov tK TT/C Beoyovutt:. For a\Aa o iopKvq}
therefore, I read a\Aa o Qiceavos; Ocean according to the \textit{Theogony} of Hesiod [233 &
237], being the progeny of Heaven and Earth.

\( \text{3,187 sea, give subsistence in conjunction with Saturn and Rhea to this God.} \)
\( \text{C If however, any arguments should demonstrate that in the intellectual}
order Saturn is above Ocean, or Rhea above Tethys, it must be said that}
this arrangement is indeed there; for in that order the causes of
intellection are superior to those of motion; but that here on the
contrary, all things are in mutation and a flowing condition; so that here
Ocean is very properly prior to Saturn, since it is the fountain of
motion, and Tethys is prior to Rhea. Hence, after another manner the
doubt may be thus solved.

That we may speak however, about each of these Gods, Theodorus
refers souls that subsist in habitude to these divinities, and arranges them
as presiding over the three divisions of the world.1 And Phorcys
indeed, he arranges in the starless sphere, as moving the lation of the
\( \text{D universe. He ought however to persuade us that Plato was acquainted} \)
with a certain starless sphere, and afterwards, that he thus arranged Phorcys in this sphere. But he places Saturn over the motions of the stars, because time* is from these, and the generations and corruptions of things. And he places Rhea over the material part of the world, because by materiality, she has a redundancy with respect to the divinities prior to herself. But the divine Iamblichus arranges them in the three spheres between the heavens and the earth. For some of the sublunary deities give a twofold division to the sublunary region, but these divide it in a threefold manner. And Phorcys indeed, according to him, presides over the whole of a humid essence, containing all of it impartibly. But Rhea is a divinity connective of flowing and aerial-formed spirits. And Saturn governs the highest and most attenuated sphere of ether, having a middle arrangement according to Plato; because the middle and the centre in incorporeal essences, have a greater authority than the powers situated above the middle. We indeed, admire this intellectual explanation of Iamblichus; but we think it proper to survey these Gods every where, both in all the elements, and in all orders. For thus we shall behold that which is common in them, and which extends to all things. And we say indeed, that Phorcys is the inspective guardian of every spermatic essence, and of physical, and as E it were, spermatic productive principles, as being pregnant with, and the cause of generation. For there are spermatic productive principles in

t cf. 287A supra. 
X KpovoQ is here erroneously printed for xpovog. 
§ For rijn vypr\Q uAac ouaiae, I read TTJC vypaq OXTJC OVOWLQ

each of the elements; and different orders of Gods and daemons preside over them, all which Plato comprehends through Phorcys. But king Saturn divides forms and productive principles, and produces more total into more partial powers. Hence he is not only an animal but pedestrian, aquatic, and a bird. And he is not only pedestrian but likewise man and horse. For the productive principles in him are more partial than in the celestial deities. Among the intellectual Gods therefore, he is allotted this power, viz. to multiply and divide intelligibles. Hence, he is the leader of the Titans, as being especially characterised by the dividing peculiarity.

Again, we say that Rhea receives the unapparent powers of king Saturn, leads them forth to secondary natures, and excites the paternal F powers to the fabrication of visible objects. For thus also, her first order is moved, is filled with power and life, and produces into that which is apparent, the causes that abide in Saturn. Hence Saturn is every where the supplier of intellectual forms; Rhea is the cause of all souls, and of every kind of life; and Phorcys is prolific with physical productive
principles. Since however another number of Gods pertains to the kingdom of these, and which Saturn and Rhea comprehend, on this account Plato adds, "and such as subsist together with these." For he not only through this comprehends daemons, as some say, but both the angelical and the daemoniacal Saturn have with themselves a multitude, the one angelic, but the other daemoniacal. And the multitude which is in the Gods is divine; that which is in the air is aerial; and in a similar manner in the other elements, and in the other more excellent genera arranged under these Gods.

By the words also "such as subsist together with these," Plato appears to signify the remaining Titans viz. Coeus and Hyperion, Croeus, Iapetus, and likewise the remaining Titanidae, viz. Phoebe, Theia, Mnemosyne, Themis, and Dione, with whom Saturn and Rhea proceeded into light. Also, those that proceeded together with Phorcys, viz. Nereus and Thaumas, the most motive Eurybia, and those who especially contain and connect the whole of generation. Moreover, it is worth while to observe that it is not proper to discuss accurately the arrangement in these divinities, and whether Saturn or Phorcys is the superior deity; for they are united and similar to each other. But if it be requisite to make a division, it is better to adopt the arrangement of the divine Iamblichus, viz. that Saturn is a monad; but Rhea a certain duad, calling forth the

t cf. 295D supra.

B powers that are in Saturn; and that Phorcys gives perfection to their regression. It now remains therefore that we direct our attention to the other kings who produce the apparent the sublunary order of things; for such is the arrangement which they are allotted.

40e- "But from Saturn and Rhea, Jupiter, Juno, and all such as we know are called the brethren of these descended, and also the other progeny of these."

This is the third progression of the Gods who are the fabricators of generation, but the fourth order, closing as a tetrad the nomination of the leading Gods. For the tetrad is comprehensive of the divine orders. But as a duad this progression is assimilated to the first kingdom; because that as well as this is dyadic. There are however, present with it, the all-perfect according to progression, and the uncircumscribed according to number. But Plato here, not only adds the words "such as," as in the progression prior to it, but likewise the word "all," that he may indicate the progression of them to every thing. For we use the term to oson, such as, in speaking of things united, but the term to pantas, all, in speaking of things now divided and multiplied. The total (to olikon)
likewise pertains to this progression. For the Gods which are denominated in it, and those that proceed every where together with them, are characterised according to this form of fabrication. **For all Demiurgi are total.** Who therefore are they, and what kind of order do they possess?

The divine Iamblichus then asserts that Jupiter is the perfecter of all generation; but that Juno is the cause of power, connection, plenitude, and life to all things; and that the brethren of them are those that communicate with them in the fabrication of generation, being also themselves intellects, and receiving a completion according to a perfection and power similar to them. But Theodorus, again dividing the life which animates the total in habitude, and forming it as he is accustomed to do into triads, calls Jupiter the power that governs the upper region as far as to the air; but Juno the power who is allotted the aerial part of the world; and the brethren of them those that give completion to the remaining parts. For Jupiter is the essential of the soul that subsists in a material habit, because there is nothing more vital than essence. But Juno is the intellectual part of such a soul, because the natures on the earth are governed by the productive principles proceeding from the air. And the other number is the psychical distributed into particulars.

**D** We however consequently* to what has been before asserted say, that according to Plato there are many orders of Jupiter.* For one is the Demiurgus, as it is written in the **Cratylus;** another, is the first of the Saturnian triad, as it is asserted in the **Gorgias;** another is the liberated, as it is delivered in the **Phaedrus;** and another is the celestial, whether in the inerratic sphere, or among the planets. Moreover, as the first Jupiter produced into the visible fabrication the power of his father, which was concealed in the unapparent, being excited** to this by his mother Rhea; after the same manner the Jupiter delivered here, who is the fabricator of generation, causes the unapparent divisions and separations of forms made by Saturn to become apparent; but Rhea calls them forth into motion and generation; and Phorcys inserts them in matter, produces sensible natures, and adorns the visible essence, in order that there may not only be divisions of productive principles in natures and in souls, and in intellectual essences prior to these, but likewise in sensibles. **For this is the peculiarity of fabrication.** And if it be requisite to speak what appears to me to be the truth, Saturn indeed produces intellectual sections, but Rhea such as are psychical, and Phorcys such as are physical. For all spermatic productive principles are under nature. **E** But Jupiter adorning sensible and visible sections, gives a specific distinction to such beings in the sublunar region as are totally vital, and causes them to be moved. Since however, these sensible forms which are generated and perfected, are multiformly evolved, being moved and
changed according to all-various evolutions, on this account the queen
Juno is conjoined with Jupiter, giving perfection to this motion of
visible natures, and to the evolution of forms. Hence fables represent
her as at one time sending mania to certain persons, but ordering others
to undergo severe labours, in order that through intellect being present
with all things, and partial souls energising divinely both theoretically
and practically, every progression and all the generation of the sublunary
region may obtain complete perfection.

f The words ῥηπευ; 8ε τιροπευυφ. are omitted in the original.
§ cf. Cratylus 396a.
• cf. Gorgias 523a.
ο cf. Phaedrus 246e.
ft For δυξωρυ0έία, it is necessary to read ΣυξΚιβρjBttc;.

Such therefore being the nature of this duad, there are also other
demiurgic powers which triply divide the apparent* world of generation;
one of these being allotted the government of air; another that of water;
and another that of earth, conformably to demiurgic allotments. Hence
they are said to be the brothers of these, because they also preside over
the visible fabrication. And further still, there are others the progeny
F of these;* which is the last progression of the divinities mentioned in
this place by Plato. Hence, they are delivered anonymously; Plato by
this indicating the diminution of it as far as to the last division. For as
in the Gods that are above the world, the partible proceeds from the
total fabrication, and the series of kings terminates in this; after the same
manner also among the sublunary Gods, the progeny of Jupiter proceed
3,192 from the Jovian order; among which progeny likewise, is the choir of
partible fabrication. For the before-mentioned Demiurgi producing
sensibles totally, it is necessary that those deities should have a
subsistence who distribute different powers and peculiarities to different
298A natures, and divide the sublunary generation into multitude. Hence
Plato alone denominates them others, and does not employ the
expressions such as, and all, because they associate with all-various
diversity. In what has been said therefore by Plato, we have the whole
analogous kingdoms, Heaven and Earth having the first arrangement, but
afterwards the sublunary kingdoms, the celestial, the Saturnian, and the
Dionysiacal. But between these two kingdoms, the order of Ocean is
first assumed, as defining and distinguishing all the progressions from the
fathers, as causes, and as itself abiding and at the same time proceeding,
analogously to the intellectual hypostases of them. What occasion
therefore, is there, to proceed any farther, since all the governments are
here delivered, and each is conjoined with its proper multitude. For
Heaven terminates, Earth corroborates, and Ocean moves all generation.
But Tethys establishes every thing in its proper motion; intellectual 
B essences in intellectual, middle essences in psychical, and such as are 
corporeal in physical, motion; Ocean at the same time collectively 
moving* all things. Saturn alone divides intellectually, Rhea vivifies; 
and Phorcys distributes spermatic productive principles; Jupiter perfects 
things apparent from such as are unapparent; and Juno evolves according 

t For cupuvri here, it is necessary to read tpfpotvr\.
S Instead of rov UKtavov javra KLVOVVTUV aBpoax; in this place, it is obviously 
necessary to read rov UKeavov Ttavrcc nvovvroc, ctBpouc,.

to the all-various mutations of visible natures. And thus through this 
ennead all the sublunary world derives its completion, and is fitly 
arranged; divinely indeed from the Gods, but angelically, as we say, from 
angels, and daemoniacally from daemons; the Gods indeed subsisting 
about bodies, souls, and intellects; but angels exhibiting their providence 
about souls and bodies; and daemons being distributed about the 
3,193 fabrication of nature, and the providential care of bodies. But again, the 
number of the ennead is adapted to generation. For it proceeds from the 
monad as far as to the extremities without retrogression; which is the 
peculiarity of generation. For reasons (i.e. productive principles) fall into 
matter, and are unable to convert themselves to the principles of their 
C existence.* Moreover, the duad being triadic, for three dyadic orders 
were assumed,* manifests the complication here of the perfect and the 
imperfect, and of bound with infinity. For the celestial natures are 
definite, and as Aristotle says,5 are always in the end. But things in 
generation proceed0 from the imperfect to the perfect, and receive the 
same boundary indefinitely. Besides this, the tetrad arising from the 
generation of these divinities is adapted to the orders of the fabricators 
of the sublunary region; in order that they may contain multitude 
unitedly, and the partible impartibly; and also to the natures that exist 
in generation. For the sublunary elements are four; the seasons 
according to which generation is evolved are four; and the centres are 
four. And in short, there is an abundant dominion of the tetrad in 
generation.

Why however, it may be said, does Plato comprehend all the multitude 
of the Gods that fabricate generation, in this ennead? I answer, because 
this ennead gives completion to all the fabrication of generation. For in 
the sublunary realms there are bodies and natures, souls and intellects, 
and this both totally and partially. And all these are in both respects in 
D each of the elements,0 because wholes and parts are consubsistent with 

t cf. Phaedrus 248c.
t Viz. Heaven and Earth; Ocean and Tethys; Jupiter and Juno. And this last duad ranks as the fourth progression, because prior to it, is the triad Phorcys, Saturn and Rhea.


• For eim here, it is requisite to read Tpoeiai.

O This ennead in each of the elements is as follows, viz. total and partial bodies, total and partial natures, total and partial souls, total and partid intellects, and the monad which contains these, viz. the elementary sphere itself.

each other. Heaven and Earth however generate the unapparent essences of these, i.e. of wholes and parts, the former indeed according to union, but the latter according to multiplication; and the former according to bound, and the latter according to infinity, being the leaders of essence to all things. But Ocean and Tethys give perfection to both the common and divided motion of them. There is however a different motion of different things, viz. of total intellect, of total soul, and of total nature, and in a similar manner in such of these as are partial. The sublunary wholes therefore, being thus adorned and distributed, Saturn indeed, divides partial from total natures, but intellectually; Rhea calls 3,194 forth this division from intellectuals into all-various progressions,* as far as to the last forms of life, being a vivific deity; but Phorcys produces the Titannic separation, to physical productive principles. After these three are the fathers of composite natures. And Jupiter indeed, adorns sensibles totally, according to an imitation of Heaven. For the Jupiter in the intellectual order, proceeds analogous to the intellectual Heaven, in the royal series. But Juno moves wholes, fills them with powers, and E evolves according to every progression. And the Gods posterior to these fabricate the partial works of sensibles, some according to one, but others according to another peculiarity, either demiurgic, or vivific, or perfective, or connective, being evolved and dividing themselves, as far as to the last of things, analogously to the Saturnian order. For the dividing peculiarity originates from the Saturnian dominion.

41a "When therefore, all such Gods as visible revolve, and such as become visible when they please, were generated, he who produced this universe thus addressed them."

Plato having comprehended in what he has said, all the mundane Gods, both those in the heavens, and those that preside over generation, and having produced them from the demiurgic monad, some monadically, but others hebdomadically, and others according the number of the ennead, again converts them to the demiurgic cause, collects them about one father,† through whom they are all allied to each other, and fills them with demiurgic intellections; in order that they may imitate the F providence of the father. And this indeed, will be hereafter manifest.
Now however, it is evident that he calls the celestial Gods those that

t Tipoobovq is omitted in the original.
* cf. Laws X, 881d.

visibly revolve. For their vehicles are solar-form, and imitate intellectual splendour.

3,195 But why does Plato denominate the sublunary deities "such as become apparent when they please." Shall we say it is because these material elements are hurled forth before them as veils* of the splendour of the ethereal vehicles* which are proximately suspended from them? For it is evident that being mundane they must also necessarily have a mundane starry vehicle. The light of them however, shines forth to the 299A view, when they are about to benefit the places that receive their illumination. But if Plato says that they become visible when they please, it is necessary that this appearance of them should either be an evolution into light of the incorporeal powers which they contain, or of the bodies which are entirely spread under them. But if it is an evolution of their incorporeal powers, this is also common to the visible Gods. For they are not always apparent by their incorporeal powers, but only sometimes, and when they please. It is not proper therefore to divide the sublunary oppositely to the visible Gods, according to that which is common to both, but so far as they have entirely something peculiar. But if they produce a luminous evolution of certain bodies when the please, they must necessarily use other bodies prior to these material elements; and which then become visible to us, when it seems fit to the powers that use them. Hence, other bodies more divine than such as are apparent, are spread under the invisible Gods; and according to these, they are said to be, and are mundane. Through these also as media, they ride in and govern these elements. For they impart to them B as much of themselves as they are able to receive,5 and contain the forms and natures of them in their powers. For since no one of these is an object of sense, and it is necessary that the vehicles of rational souls should be things of this kind, it is evident that they must use other vehicles prior to these visible bodies. Farther still, if in short, no body is suspended from them, it would be wonderful, since the celestial souls use bodies, that these divine sublunary souls should be exempt from all bodies, and this though they are mundane. But if they also have something corporeal, they either have these visible bodies, or other bodies prior to these. And if the former, how is it possible they can ascend into [or be immediately connected with] bodies which are

t In the original it is Tcpcnrera instead of TapaTeraapara.
generated and corruptible? For if these bodies have a sensible perception of the preternatural disposition in them, in consequence of receiving the life of the powers that use them, they will not suffer them to remain unemployed. But if they have not,* they will not be animals. For every animal is sensitive, according to Plato. Hence also, he imparts to plants a sense of the last kind,* and calls them animals. But that every thing which is suspended from soul, is animated and an animal, is also again asserted by Plato. If therefore, such bodies as are the objects of sense, are [immediately] suspended from the divine sublunary souls, it is dubious how this is possible. They have therefore other bodies prior to these. And this is what Plato manifests when he says, "that they become apparent when they please," at other times being invisible to us. And thus much concerning the words of the text.

With respect however, to all the Gods that govern generation, we must not say, that they have an essence mingled with matter,5 as the Stoics assert they have. For nothing which verges to matter is able to govern with intellect and wisdom, nor is properly a producing cause, but an organ of something else. Nor must we say that they have an essence unmingleed with matter, but powers and energies mingled with it, as NumeniusD and his followers assert. For the energies of the Gods concur with their essences, and their inward, subsist prior to their externally proceeding energies; since a partial soul also prior to the life which is inserted in the animal suspended from it,° contains a more principle life in itself; and prior to the externally proceeding motion, through which it moves other things, it is moved with a motion converted to itself. The sublunary Gods therefore, are entirely unmingleed with matter; adorning indeed things mingled in an unmingleed, and things generated in an unbegotten manner. They likewise contain partibles impartibly, are the causes of life, the suppliers of intellect, the replenishers of power, the givers of soul, the primary leaders of all good, and the sources of order, providence, and the best administration. They also give subsistence to more excellent animals about themselves, are the leaders of angels, the rulers of daemons, and

\[\text{t For } pev \text{ here, it is necessary to read } pt).\]

\[\text{t Tim. 77b.}\]

\[\text{S cf. 81F supra.}\]

\[\text{* fr. 37 Thed.}\]

\[\text{° cf. 304E infra.}\]

\[3,197\] the prefects of heroes; governing through this triple army the whole of generation. If therefore, we assert that the appropriate order of these
divinities about generation, is the basis and seat of the total Gods, we shall speak rightly. And we shall likewise not err in asserting that they convolve the end of the divine decrement to the beginning. Such then being the nature of these divinities, Plato indeed looking to the Gods that are both intelligible and intellectual, and to those that are properly called intellectual, surveyed four progressions of them in common. But they also contain powers derived from the supermundane Gods; whether they proceed from the twelve leaders, or from certain other deities.

From the celestial choir of Gods likewise, a certain order proceeds into generation, which, as the divine Iamblichus says, is doubled in its progression. For from the twenty-one leaders,* forty-two governments of Gods who are the fabricators of generation, are derived according to each elementary allotment.* But from the thirty-six decadarchs,5 seventy-two sublunary rulers proceed; and in a similar manner other Gods; being the double of the celestial Gods in multitude, but falling short of them in power. It is likewise necessary to survey their triple progressions, their quintuple divisions, and their divine generation according to the hebdomad. For they receive an orderly distribution in a threefold, fivefold, and sevenfold manner, analogous to the whole world; in order that each of the elements may be a world, and may be truly an imitation of the universe. Such therefore is the concise doctrine concerning the sublunary Gods, according to twofold essences, lives, and allotments; just as Plato also makes the ruling progeny of them to be dyadic.

In the next place, let us consider the words of the father, and what that is, for the sake of which they proceed. The words therefore, are neither those which proceed through the mouth: for this is foreign from an immaterial and separate essence; nor physical, for these are not primarily imparted to mundane natures by the Demiurgus, but by the one nature of the universe; nor psychical, for the one soul of the world, and all such other souls as have a generation, antecedently comprehend these;

t cf. Phaedrus 247a.
% cf. Zeller III, 2, 752 ff.
§ These thirty-six decadarchs are the divinities alluded to by the Emperor Julian in his Oration to The Sun (148c), when he says, "that the Sun divides the zodiac into twelve powers of Gods, and each of these into three others, so that thirty-six are produced in the whole."

nor intellectual; for in short* the intellect of the universe, and all the intellects that constitute it, comprehend these in themselves. But it must be said, as that which is worthy of the speaker, that they are demiurgic and divine, causing all the generated Gods to be demiurgi, and to be
characterised by the power of the speaking God. For words are communications of powers from first to secondary natures, and of the divine providence and admirable life, which the Demiurgus of wholes, antecedently comprehends in himself. Such therefore are, as we have said, the words.

The end of them however, is to render the Gods by whom they are received, demiurgic. For as the reasons [or productive powers] which proceed from art into matter, make artificial forms; those that proceed from nature, physical; from soul animated; and from intellect, intellectual; after the same manner the reasons [or words], that proceed from the Gods, make all the genera that are obedient to them divine. But since of the Gods themselves, some are of the demiurgic, and others, of the vivific order, some are characterised by an immutable and pure life, but others have some other characteristic property, - hence the form of the words, is defined according to the peculiarities of the speakers. For it is either demiurgic, or the cause of a divine life, or the supplier of immutability and purity. Hence, since he who now delivers the words is the Demiurgus, the words proceed characterized by demiurgic power conformably to the peculiarity of the speaker, and render the recipients of them Demiurgi. For though there are different orders of the mundane Gods, viz. demiurgic, vivific, connectedly-containing, perfective, guardian, judicial, and cathartic orders, in the same manner as there are of the Gods established above the heavens; since the former proceed according to the latter: yet at the same time, all of them participate of all powers. Different Gods however, are defined more or less by a different peculiarity. Hence, each participates of demiurgic power, so far as all of them are co-arranged with the demiurgic monad; of vivific power, so far as they are illuminated by the vivific fountain; and in a similar manner, in the other powers. If, however, the speaker was a vivific God, we should say, that he filled his auditors through his words, with divine life. But since he who delivers the speech is the Demiurgus, he imparts to the Gods the demiurgic peculiarity, disseminates his one fabrication into the multitude of mundane Gods, and renders them fabricators of other mortal genera, he himself being eternally established in his own place of survey, according to divinely-

For oXouc here, it is necessary to read oXwc o vovg.

inspired poetry, on the summit of Olympus.+ Such therefore are the words, and this is the end of this demiurgic speech. It now remains that we should proceed to the development of the words themselves.

41a "Gods of Gods."*
C The scope of this speech is to insert demiurgic power and providence in the mundane genera of Gods, to lead them forth to the generation of the remaining kinds of animals, and to place them over mortals, analogously to the father of wholes over the one orderly distribution of the universe. For it is necessary that some things should be primarily generated by the demiurgic monad, and others through other media; the Demiurgus indeed, producing all things from himself at once and eternally, but the things produced in order, and first proceeding from him, producing together with him the natures posterior to themselves. Thus, for instance, the celestial produce sublunary Gods, and these generate mortal animals; the Demiurgus at the same time fabricating these in conjunction with the celestial and sublunary divinities. For in speaking he understands all things, and by understanding all things he also makes the mortal genera of animals; these requiring another proximate generating cause, so far as they are mortal, and through this receiving a progression into being. But the character of the words is enthusiastic, shining with intellectual intuitions, pure and venerable as being perfected by the father of the Gods, differing from and transcending human conceptions, delicate and at the same time astonishing, full of grace and beauty, at once concise and perfectly accurate. Plato, therefore, particularly studies these things in the imitations of divine speeches; as he also evinces in the Republic, when he represents the Muses speaking sublimely, and the prophet ascending to a lofty seat. He also adorns both these speeches with conciseness and venerableness, employing the accurate powers of colons, directly shadowing forth divine intellections through such a form of words. But in the words before us he omits no transcendency either of the grand and robust in the sentences and the names adapted to these devices, or of magnitude in the conceptions and the figures which give completion to this idea. Besides this, also, much distinction and purity, the

3,200 unfolding of truth, and the illustrious prerogatives of beauty, are mingled with the idea of magnitude, this being especially adapted to the

E subject things, to the speaker and to the hearers. For the objects of this speech are, the perfection of the universe, an assimilation to all-perfect animal [i.e. to its paradigm], and the generation of all mortal animals; the maker of all things, at the same time, presubsisting and adorning all things, through exempt transcendency; but the secondary fabricators adding what was wanting to the formation of the universe. All, therefore, being great and divine, as well the persons as the things, and

\[\text{t cf. Iliad I, 498 ff.}\]
\[\text{t cf. Proclus' Theology of Plato V, 21, TTS vol. VIII} \]
\[\text{§ For icctVTUV here, it is necessary to read TOVTUV.}\]
\[\text{• cf. Rep. VIII, 545e; and X, 617d.}\]
shining with beauty and a distinction from each other, Plato has employed words adapted to the form of the speech.

Homer, also, when energizing enthusiastically, represents Jupiter speaking, converting to himself the twofold co-ordinations of Gods; becoming himself, as it were, the centre of all the divine genera in the world, and making all things obedient to his intellect. But at one time he joins the multitude of Gods with himself without a medium, and at another through Themis as the medium:

But Jove to Themis gives command to call
The Gods to council.

_Iliad_ X X , 4

For this Goddess pervading everywhere collects the divine number, and converts it to the demiurgic monad. For the Gods are both separate from mundane affairs, and eternally provide for all things, being at the same time exempt from them through the highest transcendency, and extending their providence everywhere. For their unmingled nature is not without providential energy, nor is their providence mingled with matter. Through transcendency of power they are not filled with the subjects of their government, and through beneficent will, they make all things similar to themselves; in permanently abiding, proceeding, and in being separated from all things, being similarly present to all things. Since, therefore, the Gods that govern the world, and the daemons the attendants of these, receive after this manner unmingled purity, and providential administration from their father; at one time he converts them to himself without a medium, and illuminates them with a separate, unmingled, and pure form of life. Whence also I think he orders them to be separated from all things, to remain exempt in Olympus, and neither convert themselves to Greeks nor Barbarians; which is just the same as to say, that they must transcend the twofold

_Iliad_ VIII , 5.

orders of mundane natures, and abide immutably in undefiled intellect. But at another time he converts them to a providential attention to secondary natures, through Themis, and calls upon them to direct the mundane battle, and excites different Gods to different works. These divinities, therefore, especially require the assistance of Themis, who contains in herself the divine laws, according to which providence is intimately connected with wholes. Homer, therefore, divinely delivers twofold speeches, accompanying the twofold energies of Jupiter, but Plato, through this one speech, comprehends these twofold modes of discourse. For the Demiurgus renders the Gods unmingled with
secondary natures, and causes them to provide for, and give existence to mortals. But he orders them to fabricate in imitation of himself:* and in an injunction of this kind, both these are comprehended; viz. the unmingled through the imitation of the father, for he is separate, being exempt from mundane wholes but providential energy, through the command to fabricate, nourish, and increase mortal natures.* Or rather, we may survey both in each; for in imitating the Demiurgus, they provide for secondary natures, as he does for the immortals; and in fabricating they are separate from the things fabricated. For every demiurgic cause is exempt from the things generated by it; but that which is mingled with and filled from them is imbecile and inefficacious, and is unable to adorn and fabricate them. And thus much in common respecting the whole of the speech.

Let us then, in the first place, consider what we are to understand by "Gods of Gods," and what power it possesses; for that this invocation is collective and convective of multitude to its monad, that it calls upwards the natures which have proceeded to the one fabrication of them, and inserts a boundary and divine measure in them, is clear to those who are not entirely unacquainted with such-like discourses. But how those that are allotted the world by their father are called Gods of Gods, and according to what conception, cannot easily be indicated to the many; for there is an unfolding of one divine intelligence in these names. Hence through this cause, some conjoin the words "of Gods" with what follows, erroneously making the whole to be, "of the Gods of whom I am the Demiurgus." For it is not proper to represent the

t cf. Tim. 41c.
§ cf. Tim. 41d.
§ cf. 96D, f, supra.
• cf. 302B ff

Demiurgus as the fabricator of some things but the father of others, and these latter less honourable natures. For they say, that Plato by calling the Demiurgus the fabricator of Gods, but the father of works, separates the latter from the former, as different, and less honourable. [They do not however speak rightly;} for the paternal is more venerable than the demiurgic characteristic. Neither is it right to introduce these repetitions where the diction is continued. For when the intermediate words are many, then there is occasion for this parenthesis, but otherwise, the thing is superfluous. Others say, that the mundane Gods are of the intelligible Gods, as being the images of them, just as the whole world is the statue of the eternal Gods, according to Timaeus.* Neither however do these speak rightly; because they do not assert any thing peculiarly illustrious of the Gods. For in a similar manner what Plato says would
be adapted to every mortal nature. For all these, are *of the Gods*, as
images of intelligibles. And if it were requisite to refer to them the
words "*of Gods,"* I should think it would be rather proper to call them
*Gods of the God*, as being alone produced by the one Demiurgus, mortal
natures not being produced by him; since he who speaks is the
Demiurgus himself. Hence it would be more proper to speak in the
singular, than in the plural number. But others say that the most total
unities of the mundane Gods, are called by the father. "*Gods of Gods,*"
leaders of leaders, and kings of kings, as being analogous to the father
himself;* because he also, according to the poets, is the father of fathers,
and supreme of rulers.5 To these however, it is easy to reply, that Plato
delivers the Demiurgus speaking to all the mundane Gods, or attendants
E of the Gods, and not to some of them alone. For if both such Gods as
visibly revolve, and such as become visible when they please, collect
themselves about the one Demiurgus, and the Demiurgus says these
things, to all these Gods themselves it is not proper to understand the
words "*Gods of Gods*" partially, as applicable to the leaders alone.
If therefore, none of the above mentioned assertions are conformable
3,204 to the conception of Plato, we must show what his conception is. It
will here however be better to recur to the explanation of these words
by our preceptor. He says therefore, that all the mundane Gods are not
simply Gods, but that they are wholly Gods which participate. For
there is in them that which is separate, invisible, and supermundane,

* Tim. 37c.
* *98B ff, supra.*
§ *Odyssey I, 45.*

also that which is the visible statue of them, and which has an orderly
establishment in the world. And the invisible nature of them indeed, is
primarily a God; for this must now be understood, as that which is
indivisible and one. But this vehicle which is suspended from their
invisible essence, is secondarily a God. For if with respect to us, man
is twofold, one inward, according to the soul, the other apparent, which
we see, much more must both these be asserted of the mundane Gods;
divinity in them being twofold, one unapparent, and the other apparent.
F This being the case, we must say, that "Gods of Gods" is addressed to
all the mundane divinities, in whom there is a connection of unapparent
with apparent Gods; for they are Gods that participate. In short, since
twofold orders are produced by the Demiurgus, some being
supermundane, and others mundane, and some being without, and others
with participation [of body], if the Demiurgus now addressed the
supermundane orders, he would have alone said to them "Gods:" for
they are without participation [i.e. without the participation of body,]
are separate and unapparent; - but since the speech is to the mundane
Gods, he calls them Gods of Gods, as being participated by other apparent divinities. In these also daemons are comprehended; for they also are Gods, as to their order with respect to the Gods, whose peculiarity they indivisibly participate. Thus also Plato, in the Phaedrus, when he calls the twelve Gods the leaders of daemons, at the same time denominates all the attendants of the divinities Gods, adding, *"and this is the life of the Gods." All these, therefore, are Gods of Gods, as possessing the apparent connected with the unapparent, and the mundane with the supermundane. And thus much concerning the whole meaning of the words.

It is necessary however, since we have said the words are demiurgic or fabricative, that they should be received in a manner adapted to demiurgic providence. But if these words are intellectual conceptions, and the intellectual conceptions themselves are productions, what shall we say the Demiurgus effects in the multitude of mundane Gods by the first words of his speech? Is it not evident we must say that this energy of his is deific? For this one divine intellectual conception which is the first and most simple proceeding from the Demiurgus, deifies all the recipients of it, and makes them demiurgic Gods, participated Gods, and invisible and at the same time visible. For this, as has been said, is the meaning of "Gods of Gods." For the term Gods is not alone adapted to them; since they are not alone invisible; nor the word Gods twice enunciated, as if some one should say Gods and Gods; for every bond of this kind is artificial, and foreign from divine union. These things therefore, have been sufficiently discussed.

It is also necessary to observe in order to make the interpretations concordant, that every mundane God has an animal suspended from him according to which he is denominated mundane. He has likewise a divine soul, which rules over its depending vehicle; and an immaterial and separate intellect, according to which he is united to the intelligible, in order that he may imitate the world in which all these are contained. And by the animal suspended from him, he is indeed a part of the sensible universe; but by intellect he belongs to an intelligible essence; and by soul he conjoins the impartible life which is in him, with the life that is divisible about body. Such a composition however being triple in each mundane God, neither does Plato here deliver the Demiurgus speaking to intellects; for intellects subsist in unproceeding union with the divine intellect, and are entirely unbegotten; but soul is the first of
generated natures; and shortly after the Demiurgus addresses these when he says, "since ye are generated." Nor does he represent the Demiurgus as speaking only to the animals which are suspended from the souls of these Gods; for they pertain to corporeal natures, and are not adapted to enjoy the one demiurgic intelligence, without a medium. Nor yet does he represent him as speaking to souls by themselves; for they are entirely immortal; but the Gods whom he now addresses are said by him not to be in every respect immortal. If therefore it be requisite for me to say what appears to me to be the truth, the words of the Demiurgus are addressed to the composite from soul and animal, viz. to the animal which is divine, and partakes of a soul. For intellect does not know the demiurgic will through reason, but through intelligence, or in other words, through intellectual vision; nor through conversion, but through a union with that intellect which ranks as a whole, as being itself intellect, and as it were of the same colour with it. But soul as being reason, and not intellect itself, requires appropriately to its essence the energy of reason, and a rational conversion to the intelligible.* To these therefore, as being essentially rational, and as being essentialized in

reasons, the demiurgic speech proceeds. And it is adapted to them in a twofold respect, first, as being participated by bodies; for they are Gods of those Gods: and secondly, as participating of intellects; for they are Gods of [viz. derived from] intellects which are also Gods. And they participate of intellects, and are participable by bodies. Hence the assertions that they are generated, and that they are not entirely immortal, and every thing else in the speech, are appropriately adapted to them, so far as they have a certain co-ordination and connexion with mundane natures, and so far as they are participated by them. But the mandates1 "learn and generate," and every thing else of this kind which is more divine than generated natures, are adapted to them as intellectual essences.

Plato as I may summarily say, appears to give a triple division to the energy of the one Demiurgus in his total production of the junior Gods, viz. a division into the deific, into that which imparts connexion, and into that which supplies a similitude to animal itself. For the address of the Demiurgus evinces those to be Gods that proceed from him. But the assertions respecting the indissoluble and dissoluble, by defining the
measure of a medium between these, impart a distribution and connexion commensurate to the order of the mundane Gods. And the words calling on them to the fabrication of mortal natures, cause them to be the sources of perfection to the universe, and the fabricators of secondary animals, conformably to the imitation of the paradigm. But through these three energies the Demiurgus elevates his offspring to all E the intelligible Gods, and establishes them in the intelligible triads. In the one being indeed, [or the summit of these triads] through the first of these energies; for that is primarily deiced, in which The One is deity, but being is the first participant of it. For The One Itself is alone deity, without habitude to any thing, and is not participable; but the one being in which there is the first participation is God of God. And being is deity as the summit of all beings; but The One of it is deity as proceeding from The One itself, which is primarily God. But through the second of these energies the Demiurgus establishes his offspring in the second of the intelligible triads, i.e. in eternity itself. For eternity is the cause of this indissoluble permanency to every thing which continues perpetually undisolved. Hence all mundane natures are bound according to the demiurgic will, and have something of the indissoluble through the participation of him; the natures which are primarily indissoluble being different from these, and those that are truly immortal subsisting for his sake. And he establishes them in all-perfect animal [or the third of the intelligible triads] through the third of these energies. For to this the vivific assimilates the mundane Gods, and inserts in them the paradigms of animals which they generate. And this indeed, will be one scope of fabrication, the converting and perfecting the proceeding F multitude of the Gods. But after the one there will be a triple design, which establishes them in the three intelligible orders.

This second demiurgic intelligence therefore, after the first which is deific, illuminates the mundane Gods with a firm establishment, an immutable power, and an eternal essence, through which the whole world, and all the divine allotments subsist always the same, participating through the father of an immutable nature and undecaying power. For every thing which is generated from an immovable cause, is indissoluble and immutable; but all the progeny of a movable cause are mutable. Hence among mundane natures, such as proceed from the demiurgic cause alone, in consequence of being generated according to an invariable sameness, are permanent, and are exempt from every mutable and variable essence. But such as proceed both from this cause, and from other movable principles, are indeed immutable so far as they
proceed from the Demiurgus, but mutable so far as they proceed from
the latter. For those natures which the Demiurgus alone generates, these
he fabricates immutable and indissoluble, both according to their own
nature, and according to his power and will. For he imparts to them a
guardian and preserving, power, and he connects their essence in a
manner transcendent and exempt. For all things are preserved in a
twofold respect, from the power which he contains, and from his
providential goodness, which is truly able and willing to preserve every
thing which may be lawfully perpetually saved. The most divine of
visible natures therefore, are as we have said from their own nature
indissoluble; but they are likewise so from the demiurgic power which
B pervades through all things, and eternally connects them.* For this
power is the guard and the divine law which connectedly contains all
things. But a still greater and more principle cause than these is the
demiurgic will which employs this power in its productions. For what
t cf. 77F f, supra.

is superior to goodness, or what bond is more perfect than this, which
imparts by illumination union, connects an eternal essence, and is the
bond and measure of all things; to which also the Demiurgus now refers
the cause of immutable power, saying, "such being my will in its
fabrication." For he established his own will as a guard over his own
proper works, as that which gives union, connexion and measure to the
whole of things.

Who the Demiurgus however is, and who the father is, has been
unfolded by us before,1 and will be now also concisely shown. There
are then these four;* father alone; maker alone; father and maker; maker
and father. And father indeed, is aether [or bound] being the first
procession from The One. Father and maker is the divinity who subsists
according to the intelligible paradigm [at the extremity of the intelligible
3,209 order,] and whom Orpheus says the blessed Gods call Phanes
Protogonus.5 But maker and father is Jupiter, who is now called by
himself the Demiurgus, but whom the Orphic writers would call the
father of works. And maker alone, is the cause of partible
C fabrication,0 as the same writers would say. To father alone therefore,
all intelligible, intellectual, supermundane, and mundane natures are in
subjection.0 To father and maker, all intellectual, supermundane, and
mundane natures are subordinate. To maker and father who is an
intellectual deity, supermundane and mundane natures are subservient.
But to maker alone, mundane natures alone are in subjection. And all
these particulars we learn from the narration of Orpheus; for according
to each peculiarity of the four there is a subject multitude of Gods. But
what are the works of the Demiurgus and father? Is it not evident, that
they are all bodies, the composition of animals, and the number of participated souls. All these therefore, are indissoluble, through the will of the father. For this imparts to them the power of immutable permanency, and connects and guards them with exempt transcendency. The intellects hoverer, which supernally ascend into souls, cannot be said to be the works of the father. For they had not a generation, but were unfolded into light in an unbegotten manner; being as it were

f cf. 91E ff, supra.
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fashioned within, and not proceeding out of the adyta.* For neither are there paradigms of intellect, but of middle natures, and such as are last. D For soul is the first of images; but wholes, such as animals, animated natures, such as participate of intellect, and such as are generated, derive their subsistence from the intelligible paradigms, of which animal itself is comprehensive.

41b "Every thing therefore, which is bound is dissoluble, but to be willing to dissolve that which is beautifully harmonised and well composed, is the province of an evil nature."

It is requisite to consider how the dissoluble and indissoluble are asserted of the Gods,* and to conjoin proper modes of solution with appropriate bonds. For every thing is not bound after a similar manner, nor is that which is bound in one way, dissolved in different ways. But that which is in a certain respect bound, has also its dissolution according to this mode. That which is in every respect bound, is likewise in every respect dissolved. And that which is bound by itself is also by itself dissolved. But that which is bound by something different from itself, has also on that its dissolution depending. That likewise which is bound in time, is also dissolved according to time. But that which is allotted a perpetual bond, must also be said to be perpetually dissolved. For in short, dissolution is conjoined with every bond. For a bond is not union without multitude; since The One does not require a bond. Nor is it an assemblage of many and different things, no longer preserving their characteristic peculiarities. For a thing of this kind is confusion; and that which results from them is one thing consisting of things corrupted together, but does not become bound. E For it is necessary that things that are bound should remain as they are; but not be bound when corrupted. Hence a bond then alone takes place, when there are many things, and which are preserved, having one
power connective and collective of them, whether this power be corporeal or incorporeal. If this however be the case, things that are bound are united through the bond, and separated, because each preserves its own proper nature.

Every where therefore, as we have said, a bond has also dissolution connected with it. Bonds however and their dissolutions differ in subsisting in a certain respect, and simply, from themselves, and from others, according to time, and perpetually. For in these their differences consist. We must not therefore wonder if the same thing is both dissoluble and indissoluble; and if it is in a certain respect indissoluble, and in a certain respect dissoluble. So that the works of the father, if they are indeed indissoluble, are so, as not to be dissolved according to time. But they are dissoluble as having together with a bond, a separation of the simple things of which they consist, according to the definite causes of things, that are bound, existing in him that binds. For as that which is self-subsistent is said to be so in a twofold respect, one, as supplying all things from itself alone, but another, as subsisting indeed from itself, and also from another, which is the cause of it, thus also the indissoluble is so, from another, and from itself; just as that which is moved is twofold, and subsists in a similar manner.

To these two modes however, two modes of dissolution are also opposed; viz. that which is dissoluble from another and from itself is opposed to that which is indissoluble from another and from itself. And the former indeed, is dissoluble in itself, as consisting of things that are separate. But in consequence of having in something else prior to itself the causes of its subsistence, by this cause, and according to this mode alone, it becomes dissoluble. Again, that which is simply dissoluble in a twofold respect, and which contains in itself the cause of its dissolution, and also receives it from another, is opposed to that which is simply indissoluble in a twofold respect, from itself and from another. These therefore are four in number, viz. that which is simply indissoluble from another and from itself. And again, that which is indissoluble after a certain manner in a twofold respect; that which is dissoluble after a certain manner in a twofold respect; and that which is dissoluble simply from itself, and from another.* Of these four however, the first pertains to intelligibles; for they are indissoluble, as being entirely simple, and receiving no composition or dissolution whatever. But the fourth belongs to mortal natures, which are dissoluble from themselves and from others, as consisting of many

things, and being composed by their causes in such a way, as to be at a certain time dissolved. And the middles pertain to the mundane Gods; for the second and the third of these four concur with them. For after a certain manner, these as being the works of the father are indissoluble; and they are saved from themselves, and through his will. And again,

f Hap' erepov is omitted in the original.
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they are in a certain respect dissoluble, because they are bound by him; and he contains the productive principle of those simple natures from which they are composed. Every thing therefore which is bound is dissoluble; and this is also the case with the works of the father. For bodies indeed, are bound through analogy; for this is the most B beautiful bond of them. But animals are bound with animated bonds, as we have before observed.* And souls which contain something of a partible nature are bound by media, [viz. by geometrical, arithmetical 3,212 and harmonical ratios;] for Plato calls these and all the productive principles of which the soul consists, bonds. For impartible natures alone are unindigent of bonds; but those that are bound, consist of things that have a separate subsistence; these not being separated according to time, but according to the causal comprehension of simple natures in the Demiurgus. After this manner therefore, the dissoluble of the mundane Gods as from another, or rather as in another, subsists. Hence they are in a certain respect, but by no means simply dissoluble. For if they were dissoluble from themselves, but indissoluble according to the will of the father, as Severus, Atticus, and Plutarch are accustomed to say, against whom many arguments are adduced by many:* if this were the case, whence did they derive the being dissoluble from themselves? For if dissolution is natural to them, who imparted to them this natural power? For it was not any other than the Demiurgus. If however, he is the supplier of nature to them, he also is the cause of their dissolution. But if the being dissoluble is preternatural to them, the contrary, the indissoluble, is natural to them. And if it is natural to them, they will possess the indissoluble from themselves; and the very C existence of them will be a thing of this kind; in the same manner as self-motion is natural to soul, levity, to fire, and to every thing, that which necessarily exists in it essentially; so that the mundane Gods will possess this from themselves. But I say from themselves, because they will possess it from their proper composition, which they are essentially allotted; for they will not possess it as self-subsistent. It is ridiculous therefore to say, that being dissoluble of themselves, they are alone indissoluble through the will of the father, which these men assert to be the case, in consequence of wishing to preserve the axiom, that every
thing generated has corruption, and who also contend that the world

t cf. Tim. 31c & 38e.
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was generated, lest Timaeus should appear to contradict Socrates, whom
he had heard on the preceding day admitting that the unbegotten,1 is
incorruptible.* Hence, if the genus of the mundane Gods is of itself
indissoluble, it is also of itself unbegotten, and not alone through the
will of the father. For unless we admit this, how can we accord with

3,213 Plato, who makes a twofold indissoluble, one according to nature, but
another according to the demiurgic will? And, if we deny this, must we
not also speak impiously of the Demiurgus himself? For if being willing
to make his fabrications indissoluble, he does not possess the power of
effecting this, we must separate his will from his power, which would
be absurd, since this does not take place with worthy men. But if he is
D both willing and able to make these indissoluble, being able, he will
make them to be indissoluble; so that the indissoluble in them is
according to nature. For each of them was generated indissoluble, but
was not generated dissoluble, and afterwards was made indissoluble; since
the works of the father are indissoluble through the power which he
contains. They are likewise indissoluble from the demiurgic will since
they are of a composite nature, and possess the indissoluble with a bond.
But there is likewise in a certain respect a dissolution of them, so far as
they consist of things of a simple nature, of which the father contains in
himself the definite causes. At one and the same time therefore, they are
indissoluble and dissoluble. They are not however, so indissoluble as the
intelligible; for that is indissoluble through transcendency of simplicity.
But these are at the same time indissoluble and dissoluble, as consisting
of simple natures, and as being perpetually bound. For all the natures
that are bound being dissoluble, such as are perpetual, possessing through
the whole of time beauty from the intelligible, divine union and
demiurgic harmony, are indissoluble. But mortal natures are dissoluble
alone, because they are connected with the deformity and inaptitude of
matter. And the former indeed, are beautifully harmonized through the
union inserted in them by their harmonizing cause; but this is not the
E case with the latter, on account of the multitude of causes which no
longer insert in them a similar union;5 for their union is dissipated

1 Instead of yeyvyrov here, it is obviously necessary to read cxyeyvr\rov.
For evbooiv it is necessary to read evuoiv.

through the multitude which is mingled in their composition; so that
they are very properly allotted a remitted* harmony.

Hence, every thing which is bound is dissoluble. But one thing is thus dissoluble and indissoluble, and another is dissoluble only, just as the intelligible is alone indissoluble. Why therefore, is that which is primarily bound, at one and the same time dissoluble and indissoluble? Because it is beautifully harmonized, and is well composed. For from being well composed it obtains union; since goodness is unific. But from the intelligible it obtains the beautifully; for from thence beauty is derived. And from fabricating power it obtains harmony; for this is the cause of the Muses, and is the source of harmonical arrangement to mundane natures. Hence we again have the three causes, the final through the well, the paradigmatic through the beautifully, and the demiurgic through the harmonised.* But it is necessary that a composition of this kind, harmonized by the one fabricating power, filled with divine beauty, and obtaining a boniform union, should be indissoluble; for the Demiurgus says that to dissolve it is the province of an evil nature.

Moreover, prior to this Plato had said, that the universe is indissoluble except by him by whom it was bound.5 If however it is entirely impossible for the universe to be dissolved by any other, but the father alone is able to dissolve it, and it is impossible for him to effect this, for it is the province of an evil nature, - it is impossible for the universe to be dissolved. For either0 he must dissolve it, or some other. But if some other, who is it that is able to offer violence to the Demiurgus? For it is impossible that a dissolution of it should be effected except by him that bound it. But if he dissolves it, how being good, can he dissolve that which is beautifully harmonized and well composed? For that which is subvertive of these, is productive of evil; just as that which is subvertive of evil is allotted a beneficent nature. Hence, there is an equal necessity that the Demiurgus should be depraved, if it be lawful so to speak, or that this world should be dissolved [viz. each of these is equally impossible]. Such therefore is the necessity which Plato assigns to the incorruptibility of the universe. Hence, that Plato gives the
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305A indissoluble to the composition of the mundane Gods, he clearly manifests, when he orders them to bind mortal natures, not with those indissoluble bonds with which they are connected. For if the connective
bonds of these Gods are indissoluble, they themselves must be essentially indissoluble. Here however he says that they are not in every respect indissoluble. It is evident therefore from both these assertions, that they are indissoluble, and at the same time dissoluble,* and that they are not in every respect indissoluble in consequence of their being appropriately bound. But if these things are true, there is every necessity that the dissolution of them should be very different from that which we call corruption. For that which is dissoluble after such a manner as the corruptible, in consequence of not being indissoluble, is so far from being not in every respect indissoluble, that it is in every respect dissoluble. Hence it is not proper to say that the mundane Gods are of themselves corruptible, but remain incorruptible through the will of the father; but we ought to say that they are in their own nature* incorruptible.

41b "Hence so far as you are generated, you are not immortal, nor in every respect indissoluble; yet you shall never be dissolved, nor become subject to the fatality of death; being allotted my will, which is a much greater and more excellent bond than the vital connectives with which you were bound at the commencement of your generation."

B Since all the mundane Gods to whom these words are addressed consist of divine souls, and animals suspended from them, or in other words, since they are participated souls, and since the Demiurgus denominates them indissoluble and at the same time dissoluble, because the indissoluble of them is not intelligible, and their dissolubility is not mortal, but the former is through a composition5 from simple natures, of which the Demiurgus comprehends the separate causes, and the latter is through the immutable connexion of the bond, which the father inserts in them; - this being the case, he now wishes to collect into one point of view, and into one truth, all that he had said separately about them. For at one and the same time he takes away from them the immortal and the indissoluble, and again confers these on them through
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a subversion of their opposites. For media are allotted this nature, not receiving the nature of the extremes, and appearing to comprehend the whole of both. Just as if some one should call the soul impartible and at the same time partible, as consisting of both, and neither impartible, nor partible, as being different from the extremes. For see how a middle of this kind may be surveyed in the mundane Gods. That is principally
C and primarily called immortal, which supplies itself with immortality; since that also is primarily being which is being from itself; intellect which is intellect from itself; and one which is from itself one. For every where that which primarily possesses any thing is such from itself; since if it were not so from itself but from another, that other would be primarily, either intellect, or life, or The One, or something else; and either this would be primarily so, or if there is nothing primarily, the ascent will be to infinity. Thus therefore, that is truly immortal which is immortal from itself, and which imparts to itself immortality. But that which is neither vital according to the whole of itself, nor self-subsistent, nor possesses immortality from itself, is not primarily immortal. Hence as that which is secondarily being is not being, so that which is secondarily immortal is not immortal, yet it is not mortal; for this is entirely a defection or departure from the immortal,* neither possessing a connascent life, nor infinite power. For these three are in a successive order. That which possesses from itself infinite life; that which receives infinite life from another; and that which neither from itself nor another exhibits the infinity of life. And the first indeed, is D immortal; the second is not immortal; the third is mortal; and the middle is adapted to the mundane Gods. For they neither have the immortal from themselves, so far as they derive it from that which is truly and primarily immortal, and so far as bodies are suspended from them; nor have they a finite life; but they are filled indeed from the eternal Gods, and produce mortal natures. For the second fabrication is connected with the first, proceeds about it, is governed by it, and refers to it the production of the mortal genera.

Again, with respect to the indissoluble, that which is principally and primarily so is simple and free from all composition. For where there is no composition what representation can there be of dissolution? But that is secondarily indissoluble which is indissoluble with a bond; which is at the same time dissoluble in consequence of proceeding from divided causes. For it is not simply dissoluble, but dissoluble by its cause. For that which is bound prior to all time is alone bound according to cause; but that which is alone causally bound, is alone causally dissolved. For every thing is adapted to be dissolved, by that by which and after the manner in which it is bound. And the third from that which is properly indissoluble, is that which was indissoluble for a certain time, because the first indeed, is properly indissoluble in conjunction with E simplicity; but the second is subordinately so, together with 3,217 composition; and the third, falling off from both, is in its own nature

* For TOV davarov here, it is obviously necessary to read TOV ctBavenov.
dissoluble.

Neither therefore, are the mundane Gods entirely indissoluble; for this pertains to the most simple natures. Nor are they dissoluble according to time; for the composition of them proceeds from the demiurgic union. As therefore in the cause, union precedes things of a simple nature, after the same manner here also, a bond precedes dissolution; for it is more excellent, and the resemblance of a more divine power. And this is seen in souls; for there were bonds and media in them, as has been before observed in the generation of the soul.* It is also seen in bodies; for analogy is a bond.* And likewise in animals; for being bound with animated bonds, they became animals.5 Hence, the immortal and the indissoluble do not entirely pertain to the mundane Gods; yet at the same time they do pertain to them. And because they are not in every respect present with them, nor in such a manner as in intelligibles, immortality must be taken from them. For in the Banquet also, Plato does not think fit to call Love immortal, yet he does not denominate it mortal;D but asserts it to be something between both these. For there is a great extent of the mortal and immortal, and they are bound together by many media. It appears likewise, with respect to the immortal, that one kind of it is common to all the beings that differ from a mortal nature,0 and which consists in not being deprived of the life which it possesses. According to this sense of the word, Plato says that the Demiurgus is the cause of immortal natures;** but the junior Gods, of such as are mortal. But another kind of the immortal is the peculiarity of intelligibles, being eternally so. And another belongs to
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the mundane Gods, which is an immortality perpetually rising into existence, and having its subsistence in always becoming to be. Hence, it may be said that the immortal and mortal are oppositely divided without a medium, if the common signification of the immortal is assumed”; and that they are not opposed to each other without a medium, if that which is primarily immortal is considered; and this is that which is always immortal. For the medium between this and the mortal is that which is always becoming to be immortal. But that which 306A is properly immortal possesses the whole of its life in eternity. That 3,218 however which has its life evolved through the whole of time, and has not* always one and the same indivisible life, this possesses an
immortality co-extended with the flux of generation, but is not immortal according to the stability of being. And again, the medium between the immortality of the mundane Gods and that of partial souls, is that which has a life always rising into existence, and which ascends and descends in intellectual energy, so as to be nearer to mortal natures, leaving indeed a more excellent intellection, but transferring itself into one that is subordinate, and again recurring to its pristine condition without oblivion. And of these, the former indeed, is the peculiarity of the mundane Gods; but the latter of daemons, the attendants on these Gods. But if the nature which remains is filled with oblivion in descending, becomes most proximate to mortals, entirely destroys the true life which it contains, and alone possesses the essential life, - such an immortality as this belongs to partial souls. Hence, the Demiurgus in his speech calls the immortality in these homonymous to that of the immortals.* If however there is any nature after these which casts aside its essential life, this is alone5 mortal. Hence, the primarily immortal and the mortal are the extremes. But the immortality of the mundane Gods, and that of partial souls, are the sub-extremes. And the immortality which is truly the medium between these, is that of daemons. Hence too, daemons are B in reality entirely of a middle nature. And thus much concerning the whole design of the words.

Let us however, if you are willing, concisely recur to particulars. After what manner therefore, generation is adapted to the mundane Gods, I have frequently shown, and have observed, that it manifests composition, a life in conjunction with time, and a progression from
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another cause, and which is co-extended with the whole of time, but is not always [or has not an eternal subsistence]. But the words, "\textit{ye are not immortal, nor indissoluble,}" manifest that they are \textit{generated} immortal and indissoluble. For to \textit{be} each of these, is present with eternal natures alone; but to be \textit{generated} each of them, is adapted to those generated natures, whose life is extended with the whole of time. And \textit{not to be entirely immortal, nor entirely indissoluble}, delivers to us many species of immortality. Plato therefore, shortly after calls divine souls immortal, 3,219 and partial souls homonymously immortal.* But the words, "\textit{you shall never be dissolved, nor become subject to the fatality of death,}" take away from the Gods all the mortal-formed nature, and a perpetually convertible and mutable life. For morality is an allotment of life, which is now mingled with non-being. And "\textit{the fatality of death}" again C occultly exhibits to us many differences of deaths. For the death
pertaining to those who are called daemons according to habitue is of
one kind; that of partial souls is of another kind; that of animals, of
another; and that of animated bodies, is different from all these. For the
first of these imitates as it were, the casting off a garment; the second is
accompanied with sympathy towards the mortal nature, being the lapse
of the soul into it; the third is the dissolution of the body and soul from
each other; and the fourth, is the privation of the life which is in the
subject body. But from these the mundane Gods, and essential daemons,
the attendants of the Gods, are perfectly exempt. For even the first kind
of death is not adapted to these, as the divine Iamblichus also asserts,
who preserves the daemoniacal genus, truly so called, immutable. Why
therefore, is there a bond of these.* Is it not because goodness,
according to which the demiurigic will is defined, unites, and measures
all things, and leads them to one conspiration? And it seems that
according to this especially, the mundane Gods are consummately
produced. For it is a bond of bonds, being superior5 to the things that
are bound. But the word allotted exhibits the allotment of beneficent
providence by the many Gods,D from the one Demiurgus. For being D
D divided according to the allotments of Justice, they distribute the one
and total providence of the father, and the one bond which proceeds
from the demiurigic monad. The celestial therefore; and in short, all the
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mundane Gods are neither indissoluble nor dissoluble, but are simply
3,220 both. It is inferred however, that they are neither immortal nor
indissoluble, from their being generated. For this is manifested by the
words, "because you are generated." For every thing generated has a
renovated immortality,* and a bond imparted to it by something
different from itself, in consequence of not being able to connect or
vivify itself. But again, it is inferred, that they are neither dissoluble nor
mortal, from the bonds which they essentially participate, and which
they receive from the demiurigic will. The latter however is manifested
through union, but the former through multitude; since the paternal
union is a bond of bonds, and is the monad of the union of the
participated Gods.

41b "Learn now therefore, what I say to you* indicating my desire."

The first address to the mundane Gods was deific of, or deified the
auditors; for it evinced all of them to be Gods, and to be participated by
the bodies in which they ride. For these very bodies also are Gods, as E being the statues of Gods; since Plato likewise calls the earth the first and most ancient of the Gods within the heavens. But these deified bodies are participants of the Gods truly so called, from which they are suspended, and which are prior to generation. For these bodies have, as he says, generation. But the second address to the mundane Gods, inserted in them an eternal power, through the participation of an indissoluble connexion. And the present words fill them with divine and demiurgic conceptions, proceeding supernally from intelligible animal [the paradigm of the universe.] For the being instructed in the fabrication of animals, so far as it is mathesis or learning, is adapted to soul. But these words fill the multitude of Gods with the demiurgic intelligence of all the forms that are contained in intelligible animal. And through the word now indeed, the eternal is after a manner indicated; through the word what the united and convolved; through I say, that which proceeds into multitude, and is disseminated about the many Gods; and through indication a plenitude derived from intelligible and unapparent causes is signified. For we only indicate in things unapparent to the multitude. But through all the words together, it is evident that the Demiurgus establishes himself analogous to intelligible
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intellect, and fills the mundane number of Gods with intellectual

3,221 conceptions. Farther still, these words convert this multitude to the one demiurgic intelligence, and prior to a providential attention to secondary F natures, illuminate it with unmingled purity and stable intellection. For as the Demiurgus makes by energizing intellectually, and generates from inward, externally proceeding energy, thus also he wishes the mundane Gods first to learn and understand the will of their father,* and thus afterwards to imitate his power.

41b-c "Three genera of mortals yet remain to be produced. Without the generation of these therefore, the universe will be imperfect; for it will not contain in itself all the genera of animals. But it ought to contain them, that it may be sufficiently perfect. Yet if these are generated and participate of life through me, they will become equalized to the Gods."

307A The most total, first, and most divine of ideas, not only give subsistence to such mundane natures as are perpetual, in an exempt manner, but likewise to all mortal natures, according to one united cause. For the idea of winged natures which is there, is the paradigm of all winged animals whatever, the idea of the aquatic, of all aquatic; and
the idea of the pedestrial, of all pedestrial animals. But the progressions of intelligibles into the intellectual orders, become the sources of the division of united ideas, produce into multitude total causes, and unfold the definite principles of multiform natures. For there is not in intelligibles one intellectual cause of all aerial animals; since there is not a separate intellection of perpetual animals of this kind; nor one intellectual cause of aquatic, nor in a similar manner of terrestrial animals; but the power of difference [in the intellectual order] minutely distributes the whole into parts, and monads into numbers. Hence the causes of divine animals, according to which the Demiurgus gives subsistence to the orders of Gods and daemons that produce generation, B exist in him separate from the causes of mortal natures, according to 3,222 which he calls on the junior Gods to generate mortal animals. For the Demiurgus precedes the generative energy of these Gods, and makes by merely saying that a thing is to be made. For the order of effective and generative causes is unfolded into light. For the choir of mundane Gods produces indeed mortal animals, but in conjunction with motion and mutation.* And the Demiurgus also produces them but by speaking, viz. by intellection. For he speaks indeed, intellectually perceiving, and immovably and intellectually. Animal itself also produces them; for it contains the one cause of all winged, of all aquatic, and of all terrestrial animals. But it produces them with silence by its very essence, and intelligibly. For the demiurgic speech receives indeed the paternal silence,* but the intellectual production, the intelligible cause, and the generation which subsists according to energizing, the providence according to existence. Motion also receives the demiurgic words, but the orderly distribution which is mingled with a sensible nature, receives the intellectual energy. For the fabrications which exist at the extremity of things require a C producing cause of this kind. Every thing therefore which is mutable, which is changed in quality, which is generated and corruptible, is generated from a cause, immoveable indeed according to essence, but moved according to energy. For the motion which is there separated from essence, here produces an essence which is moved. Hence, because that which makes, makes both according to essence and according to energy, both which are as it were woven together, mutation of essence thence derives its progression. Mortal natures therefore require moveable causes, and those that are very mutable, many such causes. For it is impossible that these causes should remain only-begotten; since the mortal genera would not have an existence.
It is necessary however, that the mortal nature should exist, in the first place, in order that every thing may have a subsistence which is capable of being generated, \textit{viz.} both perpetual beings, and those which at a certain time cease to exist. For beyond these is that which in no respect whatever is. In the next place, this is necessary in order that divine natures and being may not be the last of things; since that which is generative of any thing is more excellent and more divine than the thing which it generates. And in the third place it is necessary, in order that the world may not be imperfect, not comprehending every thing, the \textbf{3,223} causes of which are contained in animal itself. For the winged which is there, is the cause of all winged natures, the aquatic of all aquatic, and the terrestrial of all terrestrial natures, whether divine or mortal. Hence

For \textit{perea} I read \textit{nemBoXrit;}. For the mundane Gods are in no part of the \textit{Timams} represented as consulting about the fabrication of things. Nor is consultation adapted to a divine nature, because it implies imperfection.

$\textit{cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 16.}$

Orpheus* says that the vivific cause* of partible natures, while she remained on high, weaving the order of celestials, was a nymph, as being undefiled; and in consequence of this connected with Jupiter, and abiding in her appropriate manners; but that proceeding from her proper habitation, she left her webs unfinished, was ravished, having been ravished was married, and being married generated, in order that she might animate things which have an adventitious life. For the unfinished state of her webs\textsuperscript{5} indicates I think, that the universe is imperfect or unfinished as far as to perpetual animals. Hence Plato says,D that the one Demiurgus calls on the many Demiurgi to weave together the mortal and immortal natures, after a manner reminding us that the addition of the mortal genera is the perfection of the textorial life of the universe, and also exciting our recollection of the divine Orphic fable, and affording us interpretative causes of the unfinished webs [of Proserpine].

The divine number therefore,0 has its proper boundary and end, and is perfect. But it is also necessary that the mortal nature should exist, and have an appropriate limit; and this triply, aerially, aquatically and terrestrially. For celestially, is impossible, because the summit and the first genus of every order is undefiled and perpetual, in consequence of being assimilated to the cause which is prior to it. As therefore, the first \textbf{E} of intellectualis is intelligible, and the first of angels is a God, thus also the first of sensibles is perpetual and divine. But in generation the mortal is connected with the divine nature. Hence Plato denominates the mortal genera \textbf{the remainder},** being as it were the refuse of the
fabrication of the Gods, and dregs generated from the Gods themselves. But how are these said to be *not generated?* Is it as not being yet generated? For because there is order in the things which give completion to the universe, and the Demiurgus has definitely made such
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  • Tim. 41d.
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of them as are secondary in order, to differ from those that are prior to them, on this account he says, that the former are not yet generated, the latter preexisting. Perhaps too, after another manner, they may be said to be *not generated,* so far as they are produced by the demiurgic monad, and by ahimmoveable and eternal effective energy? but that they are *mortal,* so far as they are produced by the junior Gods. These however, participate of a certain perpetuity; because they are incorruptible indeed, according to form or species, but are individually corruptible. For in these, form is distinct from the individual, and the whole form is not contained in them, as it is in divine animals, and which are alone perpetual; in consequence of their inability to receive the whole progression of their paradigms. The perpetuity therefore, of mortal natures is derived from the one fabrication, through which the form is immutable and one, and is the same in many participants. But the mutability arising from the partible motion of the causes, changes the nature of the things produced. It is necessary however, that the mortal nature should exist, in order that the world may be perfect, not divisibly indeed, on account of the intelligible cause of it, but that it may at the same time, be all-variably impressed with forms. For such things as the one cause of all winged natures comprehends, these the sensible nature is allotted partibly, and the monad which is there, generates the number that is here. But if these things be admitted, the Demiurgus (intellectually perceiving each of the mortal natures, so far as each is unbegotten, or without generation, because he comprehends that which is mortal in an unbegotten manner,) not only possesses the four ideas [contained in animal itself,] but the sub-divisions also of these, into the unbegotten causes of immortal and of mortal natures. Intelligible animal therefore, is one thing, and the intellectual animal in the Demiurgus another; the latter employing more partial animals, which are more
numerous, but less in power, than intelligible animal.

Since however, there are many perfections of the world, for it is perfect, and a whole of wholes,* is perfect also from receiving time,* and is perfect from comprehending all animals,5 - hence Plato indicating what the form of this perfection is, adds, "that it may be sufficiently perfect." For it thus will be all-perfect, through containing in itself all animals, embosoming all intelligible and intellectual powers, and

\[ t \text{ Tim. 33a.} \]
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\[ § \text{ Tim. 41b - c.} \]

receiving the distributed images of all-united paradigms. Why therefore, 3,225 some one may say, if it is necessary that the world should contain within itself all animals, and likewise mortal natures, through an assimilation to its paradigm, - why, if this be the case, does not the Demiurgus himself constitute these? Plato therefore, immediately sub-

B joins the cause of this, by adding, "but these participating of life through me will become equal to the Gods." By which words he directly confirms what has been before observed, that every thing which is produced by an immovable cause, is unbegotten and immutable; but that a thing which is produced by an immovable cause, through a cause that is moved as the medium, is partly unbegotten and partly mutable. For it receives from the immovable cause unity, but from the moveable cause multitude; and from the former indeed existence, and form; but from the latter individuality, and the being generated, or becoming to be; through which it is preserved according to form, but perishes according to the individual. Since therefore, some one may say, the Demiurgus himself constitutes rational souls, according to which they become equalised to the gods, how does Plato shortly after call these souls homonymous to divine souls, according to the immortal?* Must it not therefore be said that the word isazoito, equalised, is added with great caution; the Demiurgus not saying that they will be entirely equal to the Gods, but that they will be similar to them? For that which is equalised, passes into a similitude to the equal. But the equal is a symbol of the mundane Gods, as we may learn from the Parmenides.* To which we may add, that the rational form of life when it is purified, and becomes perfect, is divine; so that some persons do not refuse to call it a God, through a C divine nature being exerted in it, according to which also it is conjoined with the truly-existing Gods. And thus much concerning this particular.

It is likewise accurately said, "through me." For the mortal genera are generated by the Demiurgus, but eternal natures through him. For he possesses according to one united cause, both the by which, and through
which. And as father indeed, he produces all things by himself; but as the Demiurgus he produces eternal natures through himself. And mortal natures are generated in a divided manner by him, but through the junior 3,226 Gods. The junior fabrication however must not be despised, because it has the relation of through which to the supermundane cause. For more

f Tim. 41c.
$ cf. Parmenides 150d.$

proximate causes have always the order of through which, with reference to exempt productions. For nature is the organ of the junior fabrication, and of nature again, innate heat. Hence, such Platonists, as for instance the great Theodorus, as adapt to the first cause of all, the from which, and to which; but to intellect, the on account of which, and with relation to which; and to soul, the by which, and according to which, introduce indeed, a certain division of names, which is not inelegant, but wander from the decision of Plato. For he adapts to the demiurgic intellect, the D by which, and through which, and it is not at all necessary to divide names according to the divine orders; except that on account of which, denotes the final, but with relation to which, the paradigmatic cause.

Nothing however hinders us from surveying all these in the Demiurgus; as a God indeed, the on account of which; for goodness is the end [of all things]; but as intellective, the through which, for he produces through intellective energy, the knowledge not being precedaneous, but contributing through itself to fabrication, energizing previously according to intellect. Moreover, the words participating of life, are very divinely added. For what if the whole elements should have been generated, by the Demiurgus, viz. fire, and air, earth and water, but at the same time without animation; would they in this case have been equalised to the Gods, in the same manner as we call the earth a God, and fire a God? By no means. For it is soul which primarily deifies total bodies, as it is said in the Laws.* But if they were generated through him and participate of life through him, they will have life and soul. For (bios) life is in souls. And if they have also animation in conjunction with wholeness, they will be equalised to the Gods. For when he first gave a soul to the world, he then first celebrated it as a blessed God,* in consequence of soul possessing a deifying power, with reference to every thing corporeal, and being essentially divine.

4le "That mortal natures therefore may subsist, and that the universe may be truly all, convert yourselves according to nature to the fabrication of 3,227 animals, imitating the power which I employed in your generation."

A twofold scope of fabrication is here delivered, one indeed
providential, but the other assimilative; the one being more proximate, but the other more total. For to fabricate for the sake of giving

t cf. Laws X, 899b.
* Tim. 34b.

subsistence to mortal natures, indicates providence and the perfection* of power. For all super-plenitude of power is prolific of other things subordinate to itself. But to fabricate for the sake of giving completion to the universe, indicates an energy according to assimilative power, in order that this universe may be rendered similar to all-perfect animal, in consequence of being adorned with all the numbers of divine and mortal animals. For if all things were immortal, the most divine* of sensible natures would be unprolific. And if the universe was not filled with all the forms of life, it would not be perfect, nor sufficiently similar to all-perfect animal. That neither of these defects therefore might happen, the first Demiurgus excites the second fabrication supernally from his own exalted place of survey. He also pours on the mundane Gods vivific and demiurgic power, through which they generate from themselves secondary essences, fill them with life, and give them a
specific distinction. For the peculiarity of vivific deity is to vivify, but of demiurgic deity to be productive of form. The expression therefore "convert yourselves" is of an exciting nature, and is similar to the mandate of Jupiter to the Gods in Homer.

Haste, to the Greek and Trojan hosts descend.
Iliad XX, 24

For as that calls them to the war of generation, so this in Plato excites them to the fabrication of mortals, which they effect through motion. And this indeed is accomplished by all the mundane Gods, but especially by the governors of the world [or the planets], for they are those who are converted or turned, and in the most eminent degree by the sovereign Sun. For the Demiurgus gave him dominion over wholes, fabricated him as a guardian, and ordered him, as Orpheus says,

. . . O'er all to rule.
Orphic fr. 79

3,228 The words likewise, "according to nature," bound their fabrication according to measure and the good; and besides this, spread under them all physical production as an instrument to their energies. This therefore, which is subservient to their will, they move and govern. And in the third place, these words define their subsistence as media; for it pertains to the middle to fabricate the extremes according to nature.
For things which sometimes have an existence are suspended from those that are perpetual according to time; and the latter are suspended from eternal entities. And primary natures indeed are generative of media; but media are productive of such beings as are last in the series of things. The word "yourselves" also, which denotes manual operation, excites the divine lives themselves to fabrication. Nor ought we to wonder whence demiurgic power is derived to divine souls, this being the peculiarity of the superessential Gods. For as Orpheus placing an intellectual essence in Jupiter, renders it demiurgic, thus also Plato producing words from the father, evinces that the souls which rank as wholes are divine and demiurgic. Nor must we doubt why of mundane natures* some are immortal but others mortal, since all of them are generated according to intelligible causes; for some of them proceed from one, but others from another proximate producing cause. And it is necessary to look to these, and not to paradigms alone. Nor must we investigate ideas of Socrates, Plato, or of any thing that ranks as a particular. For the Demiurgus divides mortal animals according to genera, and stops at total intellections; and through these comprehends every thing of a partial nature. For as the Demiurgus makes that which is material immaterially, and that which is generated ingenerably, thus also he produces mortal natures immortally.* For he makes these indeed, but through the junior Gods; since prior to their making, he made by intellection alone. Nor must we deny that mortal natures subsist also divinely, and not mortally only. For the things which the Demiurgus now extends in his speech are hypostases or subsisting natures, about the junior or mundane Gods, which the heavens primarily receive; and according to which the Gods fabricate the mortal genera. For the monads of every mortal-formed life proceed into the heavens from the 3,229 intelligible forms. But from these monads which are divine, all the multitude of material animals is generated. For if we adopt these conceptions we shall accord with Plato, and shall not wander from the nature of things.

C Again, when the Demiurgus says,5 "Imitating the power which I employed in your generation," we must understand by this, that an assimilation to the one exempt fabrication of things, and a conversion to it, is the highest end of the second fabrication. For it is necessary
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that self-motive* should follow immovable natures, and such as are very mutable such as are always moved, and that there should be perpetually a series of secondary beings assimilated to those that are prior to them. Since however there was a divine will, and a divine power in the Demiurgus, he unfolds his will to the mundane Gods through learning; and through this perfects their demiurgic will. But he unfolds his power to them through this imitation, according to which he orders them to imitate the power of the one Demiurgus, conformably to which they were generated by him. For by saying that which he wills, he imparts to them will; and by saying that which he is able to effect, he supplies them with power. And in the last place, be demonstrates them to be secondary fabricators, imitators of their father. Whether therefore there is a mundane power, or an efficacious energy of daemons, or a fortitude and supernatural strength of heroes, to all this the Demiurgus gives subsistence, and imparts it to those that give completion to the whole of the second fabrication. For the first power is in him, and the monad of demiurgic powers. Since however, he is also intellect and father, all things will be in him, viz. father, the power of the father, and the paternal intellect. Hence Plato was not ignorant of this division; and on this account the Demiurgus as being father, calls power his power. This also he manifests by adding, "which I employed in your generation." For the father is the cause of this in conjunction with power; just as father here, in conjunction with the female, is the cause of the propagation of the human species. [For power is of a feminine characteristic]

41c "And so far indeed, as among such of these as are always willing to follow justice and you, it is fit there should be that which is homonymous to the immortals,* which is called divine, and which has dominion in these, - of this I will deliver the seed and beginning."

The fabrication of all animals, is divided into the generation of divine and mortal animals; and again, the generation of the latter is complicated from the immortal, and a certain mortal nature, yet not the whole of the latter, but that part of it which possesses a rational form of life, whether there be something of this kind in aerial, or pedestal animals, or in those that have an intermediate subsistence. For plants being animals

$t$ For $ctKivr)Tu$ here, it is necessary to read $ccvrouviwTa$.

$\$ In the text of Proclus, $udavtroc$, is erroneously printed for $adavaroic$.

according to Plato,* are mortal, not having a rational animating soul, as he clearly says.* The father of wholes also, constitutes by himself all the fabrication of divine animals, and the rational form of the life of mortals, which is surveyed in each of the three genera. That which
remains likewise, the Demiurgus constitutes indeed, but he delivers the
generation of it to the junior Gods, and evinces them to be the lords of
all the mortal nature. He also receiving every thing visible which was
moved in a disorderly manner,5 and which had a prior existence from
another cause, brought it into order from disorder. Thus therefore, he
delivers the ends of the production of the universe to other powers, viz.
to the junior Gods. Hence, in consequence of receiving and delivering,
he is a medium between the intelligible God, who subsists according to
animal itself, and the many Demiurghi. What then, does he not deliver
to the mundane Gods the generation of that in us, which is
homonymous to the immortals, if they also are certain fathers of the
F immortals themselves, as we may learn from the Theogony? Or is he not
represented by Plato thus speaking, in order that we may know, that the
one Demiurgus is the cause of all things, since he produced the first of
immortals, and those beings that are homonymous to the immortals?
For if he had committed the generation of the latter to the junior Gods,
his might appear to be the [immediate] cause of the celestials alone,
producing sublunary natures from these, but souls from all these. He
has however contrived, through the production of the extremes, to
3,231 exhibit the generation of all the natures that are immortal, whatsoever
they may be, from the one Demiurgus. This also he afterwards shows
310A when he says, that the Demiurgus is the father of immortals, but that he
committed to other Gods the generation of mortals. And thus much
concerning the whole design of these words.

From these things however, we are impelled to speak freely against
those Platonists, who assert that our soul is of equal dignity with the
Gods,D and is of the same essence with divine souls; and also against
those who say that it becomes intellect itself, the intelligible itself, and
The One itself, leaving every soul behind it, and being established
according to union. For Plato is very far from asserting a thing of this
kind concerning it, since he calls it homonymously immortal with divine
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souls. Nor does it, according to him, sustain this from generation but
is allotted this order from the Demiurgus, and is \textit{called} divine, but is not
\textit{simply} divine. For the \textit{divine} pertains to undefiled souls, and which are
always intellective; and the \textit{immortal}, to those souls that are established
remote from mortal natures. But that which falls into generation,* has
an essence of this kind, and is capable of being mingled with mortal
B natures; is neither simply divine, nor immortal. And again, you see
other media and an order of other things. For some beings are primarily immortal; others, are immortal indeed, but secondarily; others are homonymously immortal; and others are mortal. For the nature of beings extends as far as to these; and beyond these, is that which in no respect whatever is. It must neither therefore be said, that our soul is simply divine, nor that it is simply imm mortal, though it is frequently demonstrated to be immortal. But it neither has immortality primarily, nor the immortality which has a secondary subsistence, yet exists genuinely, but it has that which is mingled with the mortal nature; to which some directing their attention, have apprehended that it is mortal. Moreover, neither must we admit that it is the same with forms separate from matter, or with irrational lives. For it is allotted, as Plato here says, a ruling nature by the father by whom it was generated.* Hence it is natural to it to have dominion over the irrational life. It likewise 3,232 follows Justice and the Gods, as being converted to, filled from, and attending on them. Every such form of life therefore, as the rational, derives its subsistence from the one fabrication. For it is necessary that it should be produced by intellect, and by total intellect. For there are C these three things, that which is of the same order, but is total; that which is of a more excellent order, but is partial; and that which is of a more excellent order, and is total. For the fourth is not attended with any ambiguity with respect to generating; since it does not differ from the thing generated. For this is partial, and the one is of the same order with the other. It is impossible however, that the nature which is arranged in the more excellent order, but is partial, should have the same dominion over the generation of things as wholes. For it is entirely necessary that what is truly a cause, should predominate. And that which is total indeed, but exists of the same order, has not the true power of generating, as being of one series [with the thing generated].

\[\textit{t cf. Phaedrus 248c.}\]
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Hence, that alone is the most principle cause, which is a whole in the more excellent order; in consequence of surpassing its progeny in both respects. The Demiurgus therefore produces and fabricates other things in conjunction with this. And on this account, the [partial] soul proceeds indeed, primarily from the Demiurgus, secondarily from the total soul of the universe, and proximately from a partial intellect. But by a partial intellect, I mean that intellect which is in the order of intelligibles, what a partial soul is, in the series of souls. This intellect therefore, makes the soul to be partial; but the total soul makes it to be rational. And the Demiurgus makes it to be both. Hence he is primarily cause. On this account we here say, that the Demiurgus
presides over the generation of the soul. But in the *Philebus*, Plato gives to the partial soul an essence, from the total soul. For as the fire which is in us, is from the mundane fire, and the earth, water, and air, which are in us, are from the wholes [of these elements], thus also he says, that the partial soul which is there mentioned, is generated from the soul of the universe. And thus much concerning this particular. Plato likewise, very properly co-arranges Justice with the mundane Gods. For Justice is, as Orpheus says, the companion of Jupiter; since, according to him,

Laborious Justice follows Jove . . .

Orph. fr. 125*

And the Athenian guest also asserts, that Justice always follows Jupiter. But Justice is co-established with the mundane Gods, and governs in conjunction with them, the universe according to desert. For from the middle of the solar sphere, it entirely extends its providential inspection, and disseminates the distribution of good.

What however, are we to understand by the *semination*? Is it that which many of the Platonists so much speak of, the distribution of souls about the stars? For Plato says, that the Demiurgus disseminated some of them into the earth, others into the sun, and others into the moon. And we admit that there is a twofold semination, one about the Gods, but the other about generation, which is delivered in the *Politicus*. Now, however, Plato refers the cause of the essence of souls to the Demiurgus. For it is necessary, that they should first be generated, and thus afterwards, that different souls should be distributed about different leaders. It is better therefore, according to the decision of our preceptor, to understand by this semination, generation; since it pertains to father to disseminate, and to generate reasons [or productive powers]. For soul is a reason of reasons, and proceeds from the father who is the Demiurgus of wholes. For this indeed, is the first semination. The second is that which is about the junior Gods. And the third, is about the realms of generation. And of the first indeed, divine souls participate; but of the second, daemons. For the orders of these, are distributed about the Gods. But the third alone pertains to the souls that are distributed about generation. Very properly also does the
Demiurgus say that he will deliver the **beginning**, or that he will **begin** the production of the rational soul; because other causes also, generate it in conjunction with the Demiurgus; I mean for instance, such causes as the vivific. He likewise very properly says this, because he generates the vehicle of the soul, and all the life contained in it, which the junior Gods weave together with the mortal form of life. Hence it appears to me that the immortal is assumed in both [the rational soul and its vehicle], this being common, and not the rational; and that it is indicated that this proceeds from the one fabrication, by the words, "**and so far as among these, it is fit there should be that which is homonymous to the immortals.**" For every vehicle together with its appropriate life, and the rational soul from which it is suspended, is essentially perpetual. Both therefore, are generated by the Demiurgus, according to a similitude of the stars, the souls, and the vehicles of which the Demiurgus produces. He disseminates the soul therefore, generating as the father of reasons; but producing the vehicle, he delivers the **beginning**. For this is now the beginning of the mortal-formed life.

41c "It is your* business to accomplish the rest, and to weave together the immortal5 and mortal nature."

311A What this immortal, and also what this mortal nature is, is unfolded by the interpreters of Plato. And some indeed, leaving the rational soul alone immortal, destroy all the irrational life, and the pneumatic vehicle of the soul, giving a subsistence to both these, through the tendency of the soul to generation.* But they alone preserve intellect immortal, as alone remaining, and being assimilated to the Gods, and not suffering corruption. Such is the explanation of the more ancient interpreters, who follow the words of Plato, and decide through what cause he destroys the irrational part, which they call the mortal nature, I mean the Atticuses and Albinuses, and such like. But others more moderate and mild than these, such as Porphyry and his followers, refuse indeed to admit this corruption, as it is called, which dissipates the vehicle and the irrational soul; but they say that these are renovated and analysed after a certain manner into the spheres from which they were allotted their composition. They add, that these are mixtures derived from the celestial spheres, and collected by the soul as she descends; so that these B exist, and yet do not exist. For they have no individuality, nor does the peculiarity of them remain. And the authors of these assertions appear to follow the [Chaldean] Oracles, which in speaking of the descent of

---
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the soul say, that it collects as it descends, a portion of ether, of the sun and the moon, and such things as are contained in the air.* Against these however, the words of Plato must be adduced, in which he evidently does not destroy the whole of the irrational nature. And again, in the third place, there are others, who taking away all corruption from the irrational nature, do not simply give an hypostasis to it, from divine bodies, lest being generated from moveable causes, it should be essentially mutable, but from the Gods themselves who govern the world, and produce all things eternally.

Such therefore, and so many being the opinions on this subject, there is an explanation of it, which immediately preserves the mortal nature, and accords with things themselves, and all the Platonic dogmas. For that Plato is of opinion, that the irrational life is preserved, after the corruption of the material body, he renders evident by delivering to us C the soul punished in Hades, through anger and desire, though it does not require any punishment, so far as it is liberated from all passion.5 For it was pure reason, and prior to body, in its elections of lives, chose through voracity such as are tyrannical, and through the desire of glory,
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sophistical and popular lives.* And these things happen to the soul in its first descent from the heavens, and to the soul that has been recently perfected. But that he preserves the vehicle of the soul perpetual, is evident from his representing souls using their vehicles in Hades. For ascending into their vehicles, as Socrates says in the Phaedo,* they pass over the river. Now also, he generates the vehicle from the Demiurgus. For it is he who causes the soul to ascend into its vehicle, according to the similitude of divine souls. For how could it be possible for the soul to be mundane, except by having a vehicle in the universe? For everything mundane has a seat and order in the world, and gives completion to a part of it. Whether therefore, will a partial soul be better prior to the suspension of a vehicle from it, or worse? For if better, it will be more divine than total souls, to which the Demiurgus gave vehicles. But if worse, how is it, that the Demiurgus immediately after it was generated, caused it to ascend into a vehicle? For things that are perpetual, do not begin from a preternatural, but from a natural condition of being. It is evident therefore, that these things are conformable to the opinion of Plato.

Since however, he here clearly calls that which is woven together by the mundane Gods, mortal, is therefore that which is asserted by some
true, that he says the life which is in the vehicle is woven by the junior Gods; that he denominates it mortal, because it is corporeal-formed, and is conversant with the mortal nature; and that in a certain place, he calls that which is woven by the junior Gods immortal, in order that we may apprehend the mortal nature which is here mentioned to be a thing of this kind? But how does he deliver to us universally, that the Demiurgus is the cause of immortal natures, and that the generation of mortals is committed to the junior Gods? Hence, after the delivery of fabrication, the junior Gods are alone the Demiurgi of mortal natures. Is therefore that true, which is asserted by some, that the vehicle and the irrational soul both remain and are dissolved, through being analysed into the spheres from which they were derived; and that on this account they are mortal, and yet not mortal? This however, is of itself absurd.

For when the union is dissolved, how can we any longer say that the same thing remains? For the irrational soul is not a coacervatio of animals, but one multiform life. In addition also to these things, it must be admitted, that at one time something is taken away from, and at another, something is added to the celestial bodies, which is entirely foreign from their nature. Is the irrational soul therefore corruptible, and shall we admit that this life is dissipated together with the body? But if this be the case, how will there be punishments, how will there be purifications, how will there be elections of lives, some according to the phantasy, others according to anger, and others according to desire, and also the digressions into irrational animals? For the contact with the analogous is through analogy, just as the contact with intellect, is through intellect.

Will it not therefore be better to say with our preceptor, that the spirit, [or pneumatic part of the soul,] comprehends the summits of the irrational life, and that these exist perpetually, together with the vehicle, as being produced by the Demiuragus? And that these being extended and distributed into parts, make this life which is woven by the junior Gods, and which is mortal, because it is necessary that the soul should lay aside this distribution, when having obtained purification it is restored to its pristine state of felicity? This life however, is of longer duration than the life of the present body; and hence the soul when in Hades, and choosing different lives, has a life of this kind. For through its propensity, or inclination [to body], it receives this mortal life from the junior Gods. If therefore, this be admitted, the Demiuragus constitutes the summit of the irrational life, but does not constitute the life itself. For in producing daemons, he evidently produces likewise the irrational life which is in them, but not this life, which the junior Gods...
weave in us. For this is alone adapted to souls that fall into generation.5

312A The mundane Gods therefore, having themselves intellectual souls, illuminate their vehicles with rational-formed lives. But daemons, who are peculiarly defined according to reason, employ irrational powers, over which they have dominion. And our souls have much more a life in the vehicle which is irrational, as with reference to them. But in this, they exceed daemons, that they receive another irrational life, which is a departure from the life in the spirit, and which is woven by the junior Gods. Hence, all that is immortal, which it possesses according to an imitation of wholes; but the addition pertains to a second, or mortal-formed life. If therefore, in the [ethereal] vehicle, there is one impassive

f For bvatiq here, it is necessary to read tiaSvaeig.
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life, this will generate in the pneumatic vehicle, one passive sense; and this latter will generate in the testaceous [or this outward] body, many and passive senses. The orectic power likewise, in the ethereal vehicle will produce many orectic powers in the pneumatic vehicle, which will B possess something separate from the testaceous body, and capable of being disciplined. And these will produce in this outward body, ultimate and material orectic powers. Since however, parts energize in conjunction with wholes, the Gods by a much greater priority, the causes of these secondarily operative powers and the powers of souls, 3,238 produce together with them things analogous to themselves. Hence also they inspire and corroborate that which they produce. And that Plato indeed, gives here to the soul a certain vehicle, is evident. For shortly after, he represents the soul ascending as into a vehicle,* and thus makes it to be mundane, and a citizen of the world.

It is likewise necessary to understand, that he gives a subsistence to the irrational soul, prior to this outward body. For if this be not admitted, one of two things must follow, either that producing the irrational soul in that vehicle, he does not establish it in another vehicle, or that he constitutes it in this outward body alone.* But if the latter be the case, this soul may very properly be called mortal; and we shall no longer be able to preserve what is said of it elsewhere, I mean, the elections of lives, and the punishments in Hades, in which there is entirely the irrational nature. And if we say that this soul is in the [ethereal] vehicle, it will be necessarily immortal, and the assertion which immortalizes it will predominate, and it will be no longer true, that the one Demiurgus C is the cause of immortals, but the many Demiurgi, of mortal natures. By showing therefore, as we have said, that the junior Gods produce the
irrational soul prior to this outward body, and that another pneumatic
vehicle, such as Aristotle also admitted, exists together, and is co-introduced
with our immortal vehicle, but is at the same time mortal, all
that produces our doubts on this subject will be dissolved. These things
however, will, as we proceed, become more apparent. But whence the
junior Gods commence their fabrication, what media they possess, and
what ends they employ, the philosopher through these things sufficiently
teaches.

41d "Elaborate and generate animals, cause them to increase by giving them
nutriment, and receive them back again, when dissolved by corruption."

f Tim. 41d - e.
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The generation of the irrational life, of which the vehicle of the soul
comprehends the summits, is therefore the beginning of the fabrication.
3,239 But since the complete production and generation of animals, proceeds
together with this, hence the Demiurgus orders the junior Gods to
elaborate and generate animals, weaving together the mortal with the
immortal nature. And this he says indefinitely, and not all animals;
because Plato further on, calls plants also animals,* and shows that it is
D requisite thus to denominate them. Through the immortal soul
therefore, the junior Gods produce animals, viz. such as not only possess
the last form of life, the epithymetic, and are on this account called
animals, but likewise every mortal animal. If however, the Demiurgus
calls on the junior Gods not only to fabricate man, weaving together the
mortal with the immortal nature, but likewise animals, they evidently
fabricate all other animals. Hence Timaeus very properly, towards the
end of this dialogue, represents other animals as generated, through the
transformation of the human soul into them, and this conformably to
the demiurgic mandate, the junior Gods alone producing plants, without
the assistance of this soul. For in these, there is not a rational soul.
And because this soul is the principle of motion, it is necessary that it
should be the principle of the first motion to animals. But the first
motion to these, is that which is according to place, as Aristotle also has
shown.* So that every animal which is moved according to place, has
a self-motive soul present with it. On this account, a plant rooted in the
earth, has not this soul; so that the junior Gods very properly generate
E and elaborate other animals except plants, by weaving together the
mortal with the immortal nature. But they afford other animals
nutriment, by contriving the generation of plants, through which men
and other animals are nourished. For nothing hinders certain animals
from being nourished by such things as afford nutriment to men, and
also by other things, to which their nature is allied, in the same manner
as the nature of the animals, by which we are nourished, is allied to us. Through this elaboration therefore, the junior Gods give completion to the production of the one Demiurgus. For he imparts the beginning [or 3,240 summit] only, but they elaborate, and through generation constitute the whole animal. And through elaboration indeed, they imitate the demiurgic power, but through generation, the paternal power.

Tim. 77a.
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Through elaboration also, they produce the mortal-formed parts of rational animals; but through generation, irrational animals, so far as they are irrational. For they constitute the whole of such like animals. But if they receive the immortal nature which the Demiurgus produces, and which he orders them to weave with the mortal nature, and thus to fabricate animals, it is evident that according to the demiurgic will, every F soul has an immortal prior to the mortal life; and that the junior Gods elaborate the latter, but the one Demiurgus the former. And if indeed, the Demiurgus constituted both irrational and rational souls, nothing would hinder that which is immortal in them from being irrational; but since here, he alone generates rational souls, to whom also he speaks, inserting in them the laws of Fate, it is evident that every animal which is properly an animal, by participating of local motion, has necessarily a rational and immortal soul. Plato therefore, when he transfers the soul into irrational habitations, does not assent to those who say that these 313A are human souls, according to the irrational animal belonging to men, but that they are truly the souls of irrational animals. For it is not only evident that he asserts this through these arguments, but likewise from what he says of other animals, in the generation of mortal natures, viz. that the generation of all of them is effected through the human soul, from which transferring* it into different animals, he fashions the ideas of bodies, according to the transition of this, and according to the form of life, through the exertion of which it receives a habitude to these animals. The father therefore, orders the junior Gods to elaborate and generate all animals, by weaving together the mortal with the immortal nature. And we have shown that the immortal nature is twofold, viz. the soul and its vehicle, and in a similar manner, that the mortal nature is twofold, and that the one is analogous to the other, viz. mortal to immortal natures.

3,241 In the next place, the gift of nutriment is perfective of mortals. Hence the junior Gods produced all plants, for the sake of more honourable natures. The Demiurgus therefore, is very far from admitting the eating B of animals, since after the generation of all animals, he orders the junior...
Gods to produce for them nutriment. The fabrication also of these
Gods beautifully ends, according to the will of the father, in
regeneration. For to receive back again things which are corrupted, is
nothing else than a renewal of generation, and a revocation of
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corruption to generation. For through this, nothing departs into that
which has no existence whatever; because the Gods who preside over
generation, conjoin the periods of it with their own periods, and make
generation to be in continuity with corruption, giving form to the non-being
of the latter, and circularly leading privation into morphe. The
Demiurgus therefore, inserted in the junior Gods the fabrication of
mortal natures from the beginning, and the cause of regeneration; just
as he inserted the fabrication of all mundane natures in the monad of the
junior Gods, [i.e. in Bacchus,] which also Orpheus denominates the
Juvenile God.* You see therefore, how the Demiurgus imparts to them
unifying and deifying powers, by calling them Gods of Gods; connective
and stable powers, through the medium of the dissoluble and
indissoluble; gnostic powers through discipline; perfective powers,
C through giving perfection to the world by the addition of mortals;
demiurgic powers, through fabrication; and motive and assimilative
powers, through the imitation of the father. And again, you may say
that he imparted to them Vulcanian powers, through the energy
according to nature; Minerval powers, through the command to weave
together the mortal with the immortal nature; Cerealian and Coric
powers, through the command to generate and nourish; Titanic powers,
through ordering them to produce mortal and perishable natures; and
Dionysiacal powers, through regeneration. For the things which they
generate they receive back again, when they are corrupted, returning
them to the wholes from which they were derived, and distributing each
to its proper source; from these wholes again receiving other parts, and
compounding them into the generation of other things. For all the
3,242 elements are spread under them, in order to the generation of mortal
animals, and they perpetually and without ceasing, give completion to
the circle of generations and corruptions. Hence, they receive such
things as they imparted to generated natures, when they are corrupted,
and deliver to wholes that which they took from them. This likewise
has an infinite permutation, through the immobility [i.e. immutability]
of all the Gods that fabricate mortal natures.

41d †These things spake the father to those to whom he committed the
fabrication [of mortal natures]."
Plato divides the whole of the fabrication of things into the generation of divine, and the generation of mortal natures. The generation of divine natures likewise, he divides into that of the whole world prior to its parts, and into that of the great and perpetual parts which it contains. And again, he divides the latter into the generation of celestial and sublunary natures. But again, he divides the generation of mortal natures into the production of that which is divine, and immortal in them, and the plastic generation of all that is mortal. The latter likewise he divides into the production of souls and bodies. And the production of bodies, into that of wholes, and parts, such as the head, the heart, and the liver. And the Demiurgus of wholes indeed, binds to himself all the first fabrication; but of the second, he again, producing that which is immortal in it, places over the remainder the many Demiurgi. For these being the plastic framers of mortal animals,* and being always themselves filled with life, impart to that which is mortal in the second fabrication, their own providential energy, so far as it is able to receive it, and fill it with genesiurgic life and material fabrication. For everywhere the last of things are constituted by those that rank as media; and the media between the first immortals, and mortal natures, are those that are always filled with perpetually-generated life. The natures therefore, that are immortal from themselves, resemble the fountains of water: but those that are filled from these, may be assimilated to perpetually flowing rivers;* and those that are sometimes vivified, and sometimes lose their life, to rivers that cease to flow. But everywhere, that which is more full, desires to fill, and hastens to generate. Hence, it is necessary that media should impart from themselves a progression to the last of things, and those that are always filled with life, a progression to those that are sometimes able to live. And thus much concerning the order of the things with reference to each other.

But the words "These things spake," bring with them an admirable indication. And in the first place, indeed, they indicate the perfect, and that which is filled with appropriate boundaries. For not being able to comprehend in one word the uncial perfection, eternal energy, and infinite power of divine natures, we apprehend these in a divisible manner through temporal names; signifying indeed, perfection through the past, but the never-failing through the present. The word spake therefore, is a symbol of the perfection of demiurgic intellects. For as they are all-perfect, so likewise are the demiurgic words, which are the energies of them, and which proceed to the multitude of the Gods.
Thus too, in the [Chaldaean] Oracles, the energies of the Gods, and of the father himself, are manifested through the word *spake*, as when they say; "The intellect of the eternal father, governing all things by intellect, *spake* and *said*, into three."* For *to speak* is neither the energy of existence, nor of life, but of intellection. This then is the first thing which the words indicate. But farther still, this word *spake* manifests that *words* are adapted to souls; for to speak, is an energy familiar and allied to these. For from *to epos, a word, to epein, to speak*, is derived. But reason (*logos*) or speech, pertains to souls, and to the order of souls, 314A as Plato observed before,* when he spake of reason energizing about the intelligible, and the sensible nature, and when he called *to perceive intellectually, to speak*. Again, the addition of the words *these things*, unites the multitude of intellections, about the one intelligence of the Demiurgus, and collects the divided powers of speech to the monad of 3,244 the paternal intellection. It is necessary likewise to understand this concerning divine speeches in Plato, that all of them are either addressed to souls, or are on account of souls. Thus the speech of the Muses, and that of the prophet, in the *Republic,** are addressed to souls. But the speech in the *Banquet* by Aristophanes,0 and also that which is delivered in the *Politicus,0* are on account of souls; the former, pertaining to souls that are about to descend; but the latter, to those that are conversant with generation. And the reason of this is, as we have said, because speech especially pertains to souls.

41d "And again, into the former *Crater*, in which mingling he had tempered the soul of the universe, he poured mingling, the remainder of the former things."

That the demiurgic intelligence is production, and that these do not differ from each other in the Gods, but that with them to perceive intellectually, and to make are the same thing, and that no other motion B is necessary to the generation of things, but that they constitute all things by their very being or existence is manifested by these words.
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For the Demiurgus having spoke, immediately turns to the Crater, and
to the mixture\* of the genera. Nor is there any thing between these,
but the delivery of the works separate from the words arises from o ur
imbecility, not being able to perceive in one, the exempt intelligence of
the father, and his production which constitutes partial souls. That the
genus also of partial souls proceeds according to each order, and entirely
differs from divine souls, is indicated by these words to those that are
not perfectly blind; since they are constituted separately, and in a
different time. And this not only arises from the imbecility of language,
but is assumed conformably to the nature of things. For in reality, if
you assume participated time, there is not the same time in total and in
partial souls; since neither is there the same intellection, nor the same
form of motion; but the time of divine souls is one thing, and that of
partial souls another. Farther still, Plato produces partial souls from the
same father indeed, yet not entirely so. For the word again indicates,
that the progression of these is according to a more partial power of the
Demiurgus, and is in a certain respect the same, and yet not the same,
with that which is prior to it. For because the again is not temporal
(since it is not lawful in eternal natures, that there should be a certain
difference of energies according to time) it alone manifests an order of
fabrications causally different; so that in a certain respect there is the
same, and not the same, father.

Farther still, partial are from the same Crater as total souls, yet at the
same time with diminution. For divine souls indeed, abide and proceed
in the Crater, and do not depart from thence. But our souls are entirely
separated from it, and the separation of them is manifest. To which we
may also add, that the genera are the same and different. For all souls
are from the middle genera, but some are from the first of these, and
others from the remains and last of the mixture, from which those prior
to them were constituted. Again, the mode likewise, is at once the
same, and not the same: for in partial souls, difference is more abundant
[than sameness.] Hence also in speaking of these, there is a more
frequent mention of mixture. We must not therefore admit the opinion
of those more recent interpreters, who endeavour to show that our soul
is of an equal dignity, or of the same essence, or I know not how they
wish to speak, with a divine soul; though Plato asserts that partial souls
are deficient in a second and third degree, separates them from the
Crater, and produces them from the Demiurgus, according to a
secondary, which is the same thing as according to a more partial
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intelligence. For he who says these things introduces essential
differences of souls, and not differences according to energies alone, as
the divine Plotinus shows. For let it be admitted that some of them look to total, but others to partial intellects; that some employ undefiled intellections, but others sometimes abandon real beings; that some always fabricate and adorn wholes, but others sometimes revolve in conjunction with the Gods; that some always move and govern Fate, but others sometimes become situated under Fate, and fatal laws; that some are leaders to the intelligible, but others sometimes are allotted the order of followers; that some are alone divine, but others are at different times transferred to a different order, either daemoniacal, or heroical, or human; that some employ horses, all of which are good, and consist of things that are good, but others, such as are mingled from good and evil; that some have that life alone, which they received from the one fabrication, but others have also the mortal form, which was woven by E the junior Gods; and that some energize according to all their powers, but others exert different lives at different times. Let these therefore, be the differences of souls, yet essential commutation and demiurgic division, precede all these. For through these, they are separated by time, by cause, by progression, by the mode of subsistence, and by diminution of genera. As they differ therefore, by all these particulars, how is it possible that they should be of the same essence? For,

Ne'er can the tribe of men that live on earth,
Be like th' immortal Gods.

Iliad, V, 441

The rational nature itself likewise, is different. For in the Gods it is intellectual, but in our souls it is mingled with the irrational nature. And in the middle genera, it is defined according to its own medium. This is also the case with each of the rest, viz. with the reasons, the form of life, intelligence, and time. For these subsist divinely in divine souls, but after a human manner in ours. And thus much against those who fancy that our soul is of the same essence with the soul of the universe, and with other divine souls, and that we are all things unaccompanied with habitude, viz. the planets, and the fixed stars, and other things in the same manner as the stars, as Theodorus Asinasus also, somewhere says. For such magnificent language on this subject, is very remote from the theory of Plato.

With respect to the Crater however, let us see what it is, what order it possesses with reference to the Demiurgus, and what are the particulars of which it is the cause to souls. For there is much discussion concerning this, and it deserves the most ample consideration.

The above-mentioned Theodorus therefore, makes a twofold Crater, and asserts that the mixture is one of these. For the second Crater, according to him, is the mixture; but the other Crater consists of the
portions of the mixture, viz. the soul of the universe, the souls of the
celestial Gods, and our souls. For he calls soul itself the first Crater, this
being the universal soul; but he denominates the Crater and at the same
time the mixture, the second Crater; though Plato speaks of one Crater,
and in it mingles all souls, some primarily, and others secondarily, but
makes no mention whatever of a second Crater, nor of a mixture in it.
For if there was a second Crater, what occasion would there be for the
use of the first, in the generation of our souls? I wonder therefore, that
the most laborious Atticus, should say that he found in the Timaeus a
twofold Crater, since it is usual with him to follow strictly the words of
Plato. At the same time however, in interpreting the Phaedrus, he makes
mention of the twofold Crater. But according to the divine Iamblichus,
the Crater is the one vivific cause, comprehensive of the whole of life,
and collective of it; itself sustaining itself, by certain demiurgic reasons,
which pervade through all life, and through the whole psychical orders,
but allotting to each soul in its proper order, appropriate measures of
connexion; allotting to some from the beginning first measures, through
the first mixture, but secondary measures, to those that have been again
mingled. For such as is the order which they have with reference to
each other, such also is the progression which they are allotted from the
Crater, receiving from thence the boundaries of life. Such therefore, are
the dogmas which we have received from these men.

Our preceptor however, surveying real beings from on high, as from
a watchtower,+ and following the narration of theologists, places in the
father himself and Demiurgus of wholes, a prolific power, according to
whichimitating the intelligible God, he possesses both a maternal and
paternal cause with reference to the mundane Gods, being himself the
source of essence, of life, and of form. Since however, it is necessary*
there should be a definite and separate cause of the psychical life,
fabricating in conjunction with the Demiurgus the whole world, and
generating all the psychical essence, this cause, he says, is delivered to us
through the Crater. He adds, that theologists arcanealy asserting that
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which they assert, have devised marriages and offspring of the Gods,+ through which they obscurely signify the kindred communion of
progeny in the Gods; but that Plato mythologically introduced mixtures
and com-mixtures, assuming the genera of being instead of seeds, but
mixture instead of marriage. For souls indeed, according to the being
which is in them, were produced by the Demiurgus; but according to
the life which is in them, from the Crater. For this is the vivific cause
of essential life. Since however, they are in a greater degree lives than
beings, and are allied to the vivific order; on this account, the mixture originated from the Demiurgus, but is perfected in the Crater. For this on all sides comprehends in itself the genera of souls, and generates them in conjunction with the Demiurgus. These therefore are four, viz. he who mingles, the Crater, the things mingled, and the mixture. And the first indeed, has the order of father; the second is generative, and definitive of the form of souls; the third, proceeds from both, but in a greater degree from the father; and the fourth is formalized, according to the generative cause, so as to become one thing, through the Crater. But if it be requisite to develop the conceptions of our preceptor on this subject, it must be observed that as the vivific deity,* comprehends in itself all the fountains of life, viz. such as are generative of souls, and of the daemoniacal order, such as bring forth the angelic series, and such D as produce nature in the last of things, - one certain vivific deity5 proceeds from it, which is the fountain of all the progression and generation of souls, and which being co-arranged with the Demiurgus, produces together with him, the whole psychical order, every super-
3,249 mundane and mundane soul, and proceeds to all things, and vivifies the whole world. Orpheus celebrates this vivific deity as equal to the Demiurgus,D and connecting and conjoining it with him, makes it to be the one mother of all the things of which Jupiter is the father. But Plato calls it the Crater, as being the fountain of the psychical life. For this Crater receives the generative energy of the father of souls, and according to this the form of souls receives its specific distinction; whence also this form is called a mixture. Jupiter indeed contains in
t cf. 293C f, supra.
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himself a royal soul, as Socrates says in the Philebus;* but he likewise contains this fountain, which co-operates with him in the production of the psychical order. And the Barbarians call this vivific cause the fontal soul,* which is unfolded into light, together with fontal virtue,5 from E the intestines of the whole vivific Goddess, in which the fountains of all life, the divine, the angelic, the daemoniacal, and the psychical, are contained. But the theologist of the Greeks0 denominates this vivific cause Juno, who presents herself to the view together with Vesta, from the mighty Rhea, who comprehends in herself all the vivific powers, and who at last brings forth Nature herself; though he conjoins Juno with the Demiurgus, as mother with father, and represents her as the source of all the Titannic division, which is surveyed in souls, according to portions, and the cause of separation. Plato however assumes the Crater, the mixture and the portions; for the Crater is the cause of the division
of the portions. Hence, he does not divide, till he has disseminated the
genera in the Crater.

In short therefore, being impelled by these observations, we say, it is
evident that the Crater is different from the Demiurgus. For every
where, he who mingles, the Crater, and the things that are mingled, are
distinguished from each other. For it is also evident, that the Crater is
different from the Demiurgus, because it is psychogonic, or generative
of soul. For neither in the production of intellect, nor in the fabrication
3,250 of bodies, is the Crater assumed, but alone in giving subsistence to souls;
because mixture is adapted to these, as being of a middle nature. But if
F the Crater is psychogonic, it is doubtless peculiarly0 the cause of souls.
And if it is co-ordinate with the Demiurgus, lest it should be in want of
things posterior to itself, or should have something more total than
itself; and thus should not be entirely the cause of all the things, of
which the Demiurgus is the cause, but he is an intellectual God, and the
best of causes; - if this be the case, the Crater likewise is intellectual; and
if the former is fontal, the latter also is fontal. And why is it necessary
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to observe, that the Barbarians likewise, call the partial causes* [of soul]
fontal Craters? This Crater therefore, is a fontal Crater; since it is the
cause of souls so far as they are souls, and not of all life. For it is
neither the cause of intellectual, nor of physical life. Plato likewise
316A elsewhere calls soul itself the fountain of prudence;* and in the
Phaedrus,* he denominates it the fountain and principle of motion.
Much more therefore, should we call according to him, the first soul
fontal, and the Crater fontal, if there is a Crater established with the
Demiurgus of wholes; since other Craters also are delivered both by
Orpheus and Plato. For Plato in the Philebus mentions two Craters,D
the one Vulcanian, but the other Dionysiacal. And Orpheus knew indeed
of the Crater of Bacchus, but he also establishes many others about the solar
table, ° And with respect to Homer,** does he not represent Hebe as
pouring out wine, and Vulcan drinking from a bowl, and distributing
nectar to all the Gods? These things however, require a more abundant
discussion. But what has been said will be sufficient for the present
purpose, since in another work, we shall investigate a more perfect
development of each particular, if it pleases the Gods.
Some one however, may doubt, through what cause Plato, when generating the soul of the universe,** makes no mention of the Crater, but only of the mixture and commixture; but in the generation of partial souls, he at the same time mentions it, and reminds us of the mixture of the soul of the universe? In answer to this, it must be said, that in the first place divine souls in proceeding, abide in the Crater, and do not depart from their fountain; but partial souls are separated from, and frequently proceed out of it, through verging to generation.55 In the former therefore, as being vehemently united, he does not separate the Crater from the mixture. Hence some apprehend that the soul of the universe is the first soul; and others denominate it Juno, not being able to divide it from its proper fountain. But in these [i.e. in partial souls], as being separated from the Crater, Plato disjoins the cause [i.e. the Crater] from the things posterior to it. In the second place, it must be said, that the whole of the psychical order is constituted by both, viz. by the mingler and the Crater; but since one part of this order abides, but the other proceeds, and one rejoices in union, but the other is a friend to division, - hence, the Demiurgus in a greater degree constitutes the former, than the Crater; but the latter as being more material, is more allied to the prolific cause [i.e. to the Crater]. On this account, in the former, the whole is attributed to the Demiurgus; but in the generation of partial souls, the Crater is assumed. The fables of the C Greeks also assert things of this kind. For they say that Juno is the cause of insanity, but Jupiter of temperance; and the former, of labours about generation; but the latter, of an elevation from it. For Juno excites all things to progression, multiplies them, and causes them by her illuminations, to be prolific. And thus much in answer to the doubt.

But I think it fit that the divine Iamblichus should look to these words of Plato, and assume from them, that Plato constitutes the soul of the world, and not the supercelestial soul, from the mixture of the middle genera. For how, as his design was to constitute the universe, could he opportunely make mention of the supermundane soul, since when he mentions time, which is allotted a supermundane order, he at the same
time co-arranges it with the universe? For he says that time was
generated together with the heaven.* And thus much for this
admonition. But whether Plato knew, or did not know that there are
supermundane souls, is to be investigated. For it is worthy of inquiry,
since he nowhere clearly says that there is a soul of this kind. And to
those who do not admit that there are supermundane souls, it must be
said, that it is requisite there should be souls of this kind, which are
imparticipable, but understand transitively, and in this differ from

3,252 intellect; and which likewise intellectually perceive more than one thing
at a time, and in this transcend mundane souls. For the progression is

D not collectively, from understanding all things at once, to the intellectual
perception of one thing at a time; but is through the perception of more
things than one, yet not of all things at once. It follows therefore, that
those who through these reasons admit, that there are souls prior to the
world, should show how these souls are media between the impartible
and partible essence, and if they are partible, what this partibility is, and
if they are distributed into parts, and similarly fashioned with mundane

T Tim. 38b.

souls, by what contrivance they are prior to these, when they do not at
all differ from them according to hypostasis?

If also it be requisite that I should pay some attention to my own
oracle,* I should say, that each of these supermundane souls has the
intellectual nature, which it participates for the impartible which is
above it. For that supermundane intellect is primarily participable.
Each likewise, has the partible nature not simply, but so far as the
multitude of mundane natures is suspended from them. Hence, they are
more impartible than partible, just as on the contrary, the last of souls
are more partible than impartible, because the partible and not the
impartible, is the peculiarity of their essence. Hence too, each of these
is the peculiarity of the souls that subsist between the supermundane and
the last of souls. For the impartible is peculiar to them, because a
peculiar intellect is established above each of them; and also the partible,
because a peculiar body is suspended from each. And as in the latitude
of souls there are so many differences, these differences cause the soul
either not* always to abide on high, or to abide and be supermundane,
E or to abide and be mundane. By conceiving therefore, the soul which
ranks as a medium between these, to be a thing of this kind, we shall
not wonder if souls were generated equal according to section, but that
some of them have their boundaries as far as to superficies and others,
as far as to solids; which also makes the latter to be mundane, and to
proceed into bodies; but preserves the former prior to the world, and
without any contact with body. Perhaps too, some of them proceed as
far as to linear boundaries, but others as far as to superficies. Hence,
some of them are alone supermundane, but others are media between supermundane and mundane souls, just as superficies are media between linear boundaries and solids.

Moreover, it is not at all wonderful that the harmony should be 3,253 different from the three genera of modulations in sensibles. For it is not necessary that there should be only three harmonies, but that this number of them should be apprehended in sounds commensurate with sense. It is not however impossible that there may be certain harmonies more excellent than these, since these three genera are not assumed from division, but from experiment and sense. These also may be admitted to exist in supermundane souls, by the insertion of two media as far as to linear boundaries, and as far as to superficies in the first duple and

\[ \text{t cf. First Alcibiades 127e.} \]
\[ \$ \text{Ov is omitted here in the original.} \]

 triple alone, or in the intervals that follow, and in these producing two circles. Here likewise, cutting the internal circles only in half; for there are two intervals; but there, into three parts. For so many are the intervals of the five boundaries. Hence here, one and three are generated, but there one and five, just as Plato in the mundane souls, makes one and seven. According to all things therefore, it is possible for those supermundane to differ from mundane souls, and according to the medium and the multitude of circles. The ratios of Plato also, have that 317A which is common, and which extends to every psychical essence, elevating us from the psychogony which proceeds into solid numbers, to that which is more simple than this, and proceeds as far as to superficies, and from this to that which proceeds only as far as to lines. they also produce three psychogonies, which accord with the three genera of souls. For the progression from an essence perfectly impartible, into that which is distributed according to all numbers, is not without a medium; but here likewise, as in all other things, the progression is through media. If however, this be the case, it is not at all wonderful, that partial souls, in which the partible nature immediately exists, but the impartible through other media, which are elevated prior to them to intellects, should cause the divisions to become more numerous with the partible nature,* and these to be more than with the impartible. I mean, for instance, that the sesquioctaves should be divided with the apotomae and the leimmas, and that this same 3,254 diatonic genus should be in them, with two intervals, but which as it were define the diatessaron and diapente, the same ratios being preserved in the extremes; so that in these also, the psychogonic ratios take place, but with a more abundant difference. For of the middle genera, essence predominating, makes a divine soul, sameness a daemonical, and
difference, a partial soul.* These likewise predominating according to
different modes, many divine, many daemoniacal, and many partial souls,
are constituted; as Plato also indicates, when he says, that the Demiurgus
assuming the second and third gradations of the mixture, gave
subsistence to partial souls. For by assuming in these that which is
similar to this, we shall be able to assign the differences of them with
reference to all the middle and the first souls, and likewise to give the
following common definition of all of them. Soul is an essence, which
is a medium between truly-existing essence and generation, being

\[ \text{cf. 321F f, infra.} \]
\[ \text{cf. 188C - D, supra.} \]

mingled from the middle genera, divided into essential number, bound
together by all the middles, diatonically harmonized, living one and a
twofold life, and being gnostic in one, and also a twofold manner. For
by adding to this definition the peculiarities, we shall have the proper
numbers of divine or daemoniacal, or partial souls, from the essential
C hypostasis of each. We shall likewise be very far from saying, that soul
is the \textit{entelecheia} of the body, or of the physical organ having life in
capacity.* For this definition, neither in asserting that soul pertains to
a certain thing, says what it is, nor does it comprehend every soul. For
divine souls are not the souls of organic bodies; nor does this definition
avoid comprehending in itself the thing defined. For that which lives
in capacity, has soul in capacity; all which inconveniences are avoided
by the definition given by us above, which is truly a definition, possesses
that which is common, and which extends to all the genera of souls,
explains its middle essence, and by no means makes the object of
investigation a part of the definition. We have however, been thus
\[ 3,255 \] prolix, for the purpose of giving completion to the parturitions of our
soul, though Plato should not speak of the supermundane soul.

But if some one should doubt, why Plato does not mention other
souls, the divine, and the daemoniacal, it most be said to him in reply,
that Plato assumes the same mixture in these. For though daemoniacal
differ from divine souls, yet he surveys as one, all the undefiled genus of
souls, when compared with the genesiurgic soul. At the same time also,
through making mention of the souls that exists as extremes, and
D asserting that they derive their subsistence from the Crater, he manifests
that the form of all the middle souls is from thence. But I mean by the
extremes, the soul of the universe, and partial souls. For that he gives
peculiar souls to the stars, and to the sublunary Gods, is evident from
what is said in the \textit{Laws}.* For he there says, that we do not see the
soul, but we see the body of them; and he inquires, how the soul itself
moves the body? It is likewise evident from what has been before said
by him in this dialogue. For he calls the stars divine animals. Whence therefore, do they possess the divine nature, and whence their peculiar motion? For if some one should say, that a divine animal does not at all differ according to the partible life, from the vilest animals on the earth, it would alone receive an *entelecheia* from the universe. Shall we not however, give souls to the sublunar Gods, who are the progeny of

t cf. Aristotle, *De Anima* II, 1, 412a27 f.
t Laws X, 898d - e.

Heaven and Earth, and of Ocean and Tethys? But in this case, how will they any longer be Gods? For they will either be more excellent than souls, or they will have souls. But if they are mundane Gods, divine souls will be suspended from them. And the same reasoning applies to daemons. If however, as we have said, Plato does not now mention these, it is not wonderful. For the mode of subsistence in them, is not similar to that of partial souls. For to all their souls, the immutable, the inclining, and the not proceeding out of intelligibles, are common/ but propensity to the realms of generation, audacity and a defluxion of the E wings, originate from the souls that are now produced.

If also, we should again inquire, in what divine, daemoniacal, and partial souls, differ from the mundane soul, according to the psycho-3,256 gonic diagram; for it is not possible that secondary souls* should entirely consist of the same things as those that are prior to them? We must say, in answer to this inquiry, that the same ratios are in all of them. For Plato makes mention of the same as existing likewise in partial souls, such for instance, as sesquioctaves, sesquitertian, and sesquialter ratios. But the terms or boundaries, in which the ratios are contained, are different. For the terms which are assumed, in all the psychogonic diagram of the mundane soul, are primary ratios. Nothing therefore hinders there being duple ratios in divine souls, and that there should be an increase of these, if it should so happen in daemoniacal souls, after another manner. For progression increases multitude. There will either therefore be a difference in the terms, or in the ratios. But this is impossible in the latter. For, as we have already observed, he mentions these, as also existing in partial souls. Hence, a difference must be assumed in the terms; just as there is a difference in partial souls with reference to these, not only in the terms, but also in the divisions of certain ratios; so that the ratios are common, but the terms different. F Impartibility therefore, or an exemption from the distribution into parts of partial souls, will be common to all daemoniacal souls. But an increase of the number of the ratios in partial souls, causes them to be in a greater degree partible than daemons, and to descend, instead of abiding on high. And such as are the decisions of my oracle concerning
these particulars.

What however, is the meaning of the words, "mingling he tempered?"
Shall we say, that the union in those lives has an arrangement more

t cf. Phaedrus 246c; 247b - c; 248c.
X Instead of rmq Sevrepmc. in this place, it is necessary to read, rac devrepac.

ancient and venerable than division? And how is it possible we should
not assert this to be the case? For mixture is in things which are
318A divided, and separation is consequent to mixture.* In partial souls, on
the contrary, Plato gives a precedaneous order to mingling. For he says,
"mingling he poured out;" because in these, division is more abundant.
And Socrates in the Phaedrus says, that the horses and charioteers of
other souls are mingled.* The expression likewise, he poured out, is
3,257 significant of a downward progression and an indefinite5 effusion. But
if you understand the pouring out in such a way, as if spoken of liquid
substances, perhaps you will see that this also is adapted to the soul. For
moisture is a symbol of life.0 Hence both Plato,0 and prior to Plato
the Gods, call the soul at one time a drop of the total vivification, but
at another a certain fountain. Moreover, in the words "the remainder of
the former things" we must suppose by the former the middle genera are
meant. For Plato cannot speak of the mixture which is there, because
the whole of this was consumed, in the generation, distribution into
parts, and harmony of the soul of the universe, as he there says.** Of
the middle genera however, it is evident that some of the natures are
supreme, and intellectual, but others media, and others last. But analogy
makes some to be first, others media, and others to subsist at the
B extremity. For the extremes being different, between which there are
media, it is necessary that the media likewise should analogously differ.
Hence, we before observed** that the impartible in each soul is one
thing, and that which is divisible about bodies another; just as a different
body is suspended from a different soul. The extremes therefore being
different, the media also will be necessarily different. And through
things indeed, which rank as the first, the Demiurgus constitutes divine
souls, but through media, daemoniacal souls, and through such as rank

t Instead of TTJC pav ju£ewc, Km tv dL-qprmevoic OVOTJC 7TJC duxKpioeuc, Km
£Tro/ityjc TTJC. ju£ewc, in this place, I read, T7jc fiev /ux£"c. » Sitiprmevoa; ovariQ,
Km T|Q SietKpioeuq e7ro/iecijc TT|Q /ux£uc. [cf. Aristotle, On Generation and
Corruption, I, 10, 327b20 f.]
§ Phaedrus 246b.
§ For apiiorov here, it is necessary to read aopiorov.
in the last place, partial souls. These last therefore, are now called, "the remainder of the former;" because in a certain respect they are similar, and subordinate to them. For the remainder is entirely assimilated to the whole of which it is a part, and is inferior to that which is more perfect, and has a precedaneous order. Hence, we must admit both those who say that these partial souls are the remains of the middle genera, and the divine Iamblichus, who attributes an exempt transcendency to the genera which give completion to divine souls, and at the same time preserves the similitude and variety of all the middle genera.

41d "And these after a certain manner indeed were the same, yet were no longer pure and incorruptible similarly, and according to the same, but were of the second and third order."

C Through what is here said, Timaeus indicates the similitude of partial souls to those that are total, and their diminution, and different progression. For he not only describes the differences of them together with their alliance, according to the first and second demiurgic energy, nor alone according to their union with, and separation from the Crater of life, nor according to the transcendency or deficiency of genera, but also according to the mode of mixture, which is the same, and yet not the same. For neither the mixture of the genera, nor the non-mixture of difference is similar. For difference is more abundant in partial souls. Hence in these, one of the horses is good, but the other bad; and consists of contraries, as it is said in the *Phaedrus,* through the predominance of diversity. He shows therefore, that after a certain manner they are the same, and also according to the peculiarity of the whole composition. For the whole mixtures become no longer pure and incorruptible, according to the same, and similarly, but are of the second and third ranks; since in these there is diminution and arrangement. What therefore, are the natures which he calls pure and incorruptible; for they are not such as are impassive only? For it would be a small thing, if the divine differed from the partial genus of souls, in this alone.

D For this affection of passivity accedes as the last thing, after the flight from real being, after the downward propensity and inclination, and after the defluxion of the wings; as Socrates also says in the *Phaedrus.* It is better therefore to say, that the pure and incorruptible signify, the
immutable, the uninclining, the inflexible, and the entire and undefiled
form of essence, which is neither converted to secondary natures, nor
receives any mutilation, nor diminution of life, and which is established
remote from all mortality, and is exempt from the laws of Fate. For
these things are common to every genus of souls, which always
transcend generation. But the contraries of these, are adapted to souls
which are able to descend into generation, to change their life from
intellection to action, to become at a certain time subject to the
dominion of Fate, and to be mingled with mortal concerns. Neither
therefore is the immovable present with these according to the same
things, since they sometimes proceed into generation; nor when it is
present with them, is it present after the same manner. For that which
is always intellective, is more excellent than that which sometimes
departs from its proper intellectual energy.

Since however, in these souls also there is an arrangement, or order,
and some of them are undefiled, being conversant with generation, and
departing* from their own order, but for a short time, but others are
involved in all-various flowers, and wander for very extended periods,
Plato also indicates the difference of these by saying, "that they were of
the second and third order." For souls that descend, and are defiled with
vice, are very much separated from those that always abide on high, and
are without sin. But the media between these, are those souls that
descend indeed, yet are not defiled with vice. For the contrary of this
is not lawful, vīz. to be defiled with vice, and yet abide on high. For
evil is not in the Gods, but in the mortal place, and in material things.
Again therefore, from what has been said, it appears that the first genus
of souls is divine. For every where that which is receptive of deity, has
a ruling and leading order, in essences, in intellects, in souls, and in
bodies. But the second genus of souls is that which is always conjoined
to the Gods, in order that through this genus the souls which sometimes
depart from, may be recalled to the Gods. The third genus is that which
descends indeed into generation, but descends with purity, and exchanges
a more divine for a subordinate life, but is exempt from vice and
passions.* For this is in continuity with the genus of souls, which
always abides on high, and is always undefiled. And the fourth and last

For wfnaranevai here, it is necessary to read afcoTevui.

$ This is the heroic genus of souls, which descends into mortality, partly for the
benevolent purpose of leading back to the intelligible world, the fourth and last genus
of souls, and partly in compliance with the law of Fate, which obliges souls of this third
class to descend at stated periods into the realms of generation.

genius is that which abundantly wanders, which descends as far as to
Tartarus, and is again excited from thence. It likewise evolves all-various forms of life, uses various manners, and at different times different passions, and assumes the various forms of animals, the daemoniacal, the human, and the irrational, but at the same time is governed by Justice, recurs from earth to heaven, and is circularly led from matter to intellect, but according to certain orderly periods of wholes. The words therefore, "no longer pure and incorruptible, similarly, and according to the same," signify that partial souls are in a certain respect incorruptible, vīz. according to essence alone; and that in a certain respect they are not incorruptible: vīz. that according to energies, they are filled with all-various fatalities, are born along* with flowing and mortal beings, and that they do not possess these energies always after the same manner, and with undefiled purity, but sometimes in a greater, and at others in a less degree, there being an all-various inequality in souls, according to their habitude to the mortal nature, through which they are deprived of purity and incorruptibility according to life.

41d "But having constituted the universe, he divided souls equal in number to the stars, and distributed each into each."

Every order of souls is suspended from these two fountains, the demiurgic, and the vivific. And the first, the middle, and the last parts of this order, proceed from these, and are defined through these Gods. Since however, in this order, some souls are more total, but others more partial, and some do not depart from their proper principles, but others proceed as far as to matter, and some are leaders, but others have the relation of followers, the Demiurgus placed the former over the latter, subjected the more partial to the more total, distributed the multitude of souls according to genera, under their presiding Gods, and subjected according to herds, different souls to the government of different leaders. And now indeed, having constituted divine souls, he makes partial souls the attendants of them; and shortly after,* he also arranges their vehicles when he produces them, under the divine circulations, and parts under wholes. For as soul is to soul, so is vehicle to vehicle, and both to both, according to geometrical composition. But of this hereafter. For now, not having yet made them to be mundane, he distributes them about the starry Gods. For the word stars manifests the souls of the starry bodies.

f For effupaipoixevat; here, read en<j>epofievcc<;.
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He divides therefore, the multitude of souls, equal in number to divine souls, and distributes each into each star, having, says Plato, constituted the universe. Plato however, does not say that he made one mixture, as he did in the soul of the universe, causing it to be one from three
wholes, essence, same, and different,* and dividing souls from this by ablation. For he does not immediately from the mixture introduce the distribution of these souls about divine souls, passing by the division into numbers and harmonic ratios, and the doctrine of the vehicle, but he comprehend at once all things, \textit{viz.} the mixture, the section into parts, and the possession of figure, in the words, having constituted the universe; from which likewise, all partial souls were distributed and adorned. But he constituted the multitude of all these souls. For the generation of each may be said to be a constitution; just as he asserted of the soul of the universe,* through its completion from many things. For he then said, "\textit{Since all the constitution of the soul was effected conformably to the intention of its composing artificer.}\" Having constituted therefore, all the multitude of souls, he divided them equal in number to the stars, separating the former from each other, according to the peculiarities of the latter.

Will you therefore say that he distributed them equal in number, so that one partial soul is arranged under one of the stars, and that there are as many souls in quantity, as there are starry Gods? For this may appear to be evident by his adding, that each soul was distributed into each star. But how shall we say that this is a Platonic dogma, since Plato shortly after says,\(^5\) that the Demiurgus disseminated some souls into the earth, others into the sun, and others into the moon? For from these words, he leaves a multitude of souls in each star. May we not say therefore, that the equal in number must not be surveyed monadically, but according to analogy? For in numbers, the decad is analogous to the monad, thirty to the triad, fifty to the pentad, and in short, all the numbers after the decad, to all within it, and the second are equal in D number to the first. Nor is the pentad on this account equal in quantity to fifty, or the triad to thirty; but they have the equal according to analogy alone. For what the triad is in monads, that thirty is in decads. Perhaps therefore, the equal in number is thus to be assumed in partial souls. For since in each of divine souls, there is a certain appropriate
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number, which it antecedently and unically comprehends, this number when expanded, defines the multitude of partial souls which are arranged under it. And the number indeed of the souls which are primarily suspended from it is less, but the power is greater; but of those that are secondarily suspended from it, the power is less, but the number is greater. Each however, proceeds analogous to it. For thus in numbers, the tetrad in tens, and in hundreds, and in thousands, is analogous to the
first tetrad. These things therefore, may be said, in answer to the present inquiry.

It may likewise be added, that the form and the character accede to the attendants, from the leading Gods. But this form is number, defining the peculiarity of life. As many therefore, as are the leaders, so many are the forms of life which follow these, as for instance, Saturnian, Jovian, Solar, Lunar, and in a similar manner in the other Gods.* For the form originating from on high, pervades as far as to the last attendants, and establishes all of them in a similitude with the leading God. For about every God there are more partial Gods;* angelic orders unfolding divine light; daemons, proceeding together with, or being the guards, or attendants of the God; and the elevated and magnificent army of heroes, previously repressing all the disorder arising from matter, connecting the divine vehicles, and purifying the partial vehicles which revolve about these, and assimilating the latter to the former. About every God likewise, there is a choir of undefiled souls, resplendent with purity, and a multitude of other souls, at one time elevating the head of the charioteer to the intelligible, and at another, co-arranging themselves with the mundane powers of the Gods. And of these, some are distributed5 about one, but others about another power of their leading God. On this account also, in solar souls, some are suspended from the Paeonian, others from the prophetic, others from the demiurgic, and others from the elevating power of the God. In other Gods likewise, all souls which are the attendants of the same divinity, have not the same order, but some are distributed0 about different powers of the God, and others participate more nearly, or more remotely, of the same power. All of them therefore, equally* partake of the common form of their God. For in the Gods themselves, union precedes multitude, and one sameness, the difference according to separate powers. Hence, through these things it is evident, how souls are equal in number to the stars.

It is necessary however, to make mention on this subject of the conception of Acyllus,* viz. that partial souls are said to be equal in number to the souls of the stars, not according to a division about them, but according to a similar generation with reference to them, so as to consist of the same equal quantity of numbers, of which each of the
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starry souls consists. For thus this man interprets the equality in number of partial to total souls, as signifying that each partial is divided into the same number of parts as the starry soul under which it is arranged, and distributed by the father. Hence also, the former is similar to the latter; so that all souls do not possess all-variant numbers, but some less and others more, the ratios in all of them being the same. For Plato does not define the numbers, but the ratios of the parts. We however, have before observed, that nothing prevents partial souls from differing from those prior to them, in the multitude of the terms; and what the mode is of their difference, we have demonstrated. And thus much for this particular.

But now the first distribution of partial about divine souls is effected, before they become mundane. For both according to a supermundane and mundane co-arrangement, parts are woven together with wholes. B So that if in the temples which are here, there is a certain establishment of those that are initiated, it will convey to us an image of this demiurgic co-arrangement of partial with total souls, and of their distribution about their leaders. For divine souls themselves are distributed about powers of the total soul of the universe: for they proceed according to the multiform powers contained in it, and are established, some of them in the circulation of the same of this soul, but others in the periods of the circulation of the different. But again, about these divine souls, partial souls are arranged, distributing their total

t For eireai here, it is necessary to read ttuniq.

% This Acyllus is not mentioned by any writer besides Proclus, nor by him elsewhere.

§ Proclus here alludes to that part of initiation into the mysteries which was called thronismos, or collocation on a throne. But this consisted in placing him who was to be initiated on a throne, clothed in a sacred and mystic dress, and accompanied with solemn rites; the other mystics in the mean time dancing about the throne.

3,264 powers, being co-elevated with them to the intelligible, filled from them which immutable intelligence, and arranged by the numbers of their proper leaders. As therefore, these mundane divine souls ascend through the twelve Gods,* to the supercelestial place, thus also partial ascend to it, through divine souls. For they are united to them, according to the supermundane co-arrangement, which Timaeus calls distribution, as being effected according to the divine law, which is seated together with Jupiter, as it is written in the Gorgias,* and in conjunction with him C adorns the more total and more partial orders in the world. Hence there is one similitude of all partial souls, and a distribution according to the empires of the Gods. And the Demiurgus is the cause of both. These things likewise pertain to souls in a supermundane manner. So that the
differences of souls are not, as some say, from habitudes of a certain kind, but from their peculiar essence. For the co-arrangement of them is with different leaders, and the distribution of them is essential. For what they possess from the one fabrication, they possess according to essence.

Since however, partial souls are said to be distributed about the stars, it is evident that they have the fourth order from the soul of the universe. For with this soul, the souls of the celestial spheres, and also those of the sublunar spheres, which comprehend the whole elements, subsist. But under these are the stars, and such more partial genera of Gods as are comprehended in the wholenesses of all the before-mentioned circulations. And lastly, under these are partial souls. Hence the soul of the universe is alone universal. The souls that are allotted the government of the circulations, are universal partial. Those that are comprehended in these circulations, are vice versa, partial universal. And in last place, partial souls have alone a partial subsistence. Plato therefore calls all the divine souls that are comprehended in their wholenesses stars, whether in heaven, or in the sublunar region, giving 3,265 to all of them a common name, from things known to all men. For all of them have entirely certain starry-formed vehicles; since Socrates also

\[ t \textit{i.e.} \] Through the twelve Gods that belong to the liberated order, and which are divided into four triads. Of these triads also the first, which consists of Jupiter, Neptune and Vulcan, is demiurgic or fabricative; the second, consisting of Vesta, Minerva, and Mars, is of a guardian characteristic; the third, which is composed of Ceres, Juno, and Diana, is vivific; and the fourth, which consists of Mercury, Venus, and Apollo, is of an harmonic and elevating characteristic, [cf. \textit{Phaedrus 247a}.] § Gorgias 523 f.

§ And these are the satellites of the stars.

assimilates partial souls leaping into generation, to the stars,* according to their vehicles. For he says, that some of them were disseminated by the Demiurgus about the earth, and the moon;* as it would be absurd if partial souls were alone distributed about what are properly called the stars, but the other Gods should not be leaders of the herds of souls,5 which exist in each element analogous to them; \textit{viz.} the aerial, aquatic, and terrestrial Gods, concerning whom he says, that they become visible when they please.0 But as we have said, he gives to them a common name from things obvious to all men, and in consequence of not neglecting to survey that which is sensible.0

41e "And causing them to ascend as into a vehicle, he pointed out to them the nature of the universe."
Such therefore as say, as the great Theodorus, that the vehicle of the soul is the nature of the universe, neither speak conformably to things themselves, nor to the words of Plato. For neither is the nature of the universe the vehicle of a partial soul; for it is sufficient to such a soul to conduct a partial nature rightly; nor can we co-arrange with what follows, the expression, he pointed out. Nor will they speak conformably to the nature of the thing, who look, not to the following, but to the former colon, and say that by the vehicle, a star is signified. For where is the vehicle of a partial soul, which falls into generation, said to be a star, even though you should speak of the corporeal star, since a star always abides on high? But it seems that both these were persuaded to adopt this opinion, from the Demiurgus not first constituting the vehicle, and afterwards causing the soul to ascend into it, though they ought to have seen, that in consequence of the vehicle being formed at the same time with the soul, it would be superfluous to represent the Demiurgus constituting the body first. To which may be added, that it
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\[ \bullet \text{ Hence it follows that in each of the spheres of the elements, there is one leading God having a starry-formed vehicle, and numerous satellites about this divinity, in the same manner as in the spheres of the planets, and the sphere of the fixed stars, [cf. Tim. 41a.]} \]
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has been before shown, that the Demiurgus produced bodies in conjunction with souls. If therefore, it be requisite both to follow things themselves, and the doctrine of Plato, it must be said, that the nature which is pointed out by the Demiurgus is one thing; the star under which the soul is arranged another, and this incorporeal; and this vehicle which is subservient to souls, another. It is also requisite to say, that souls ascending into their vehicles, became citizens of the universe, proceeded into, and were arranged in subjection to the whole world; that souls likewise were divided together with the stars; and that they surveyed Nature and the whole mundane order, being themselves arranged above the nature of the world, but receiving their own proper mundane allotment. For in the first place, they were constituted; afterwards, they were distributed about the divine governments; and thus, in the third place, they ascended into vehicles, surveyed Nature, and were auditors of the laws of Fate; from all which, it is easy to perceive, that according to Plato, souls are superior to Fate, according to their highest life. For that which the father of wholes gave to them; is according to nature. Hence, as the [Chaldean] Oracle says,* "By
understanding the works of the father, they fly from the shameless*
wing of Fate. But they lie in God, drawing vigorous torches, descending
from the father; from which descending, the soul plucks of empyrean
fruits, the soul-nourishing flower."

What therefore is the vehicle of the soul, and how does the Demiurgus
cause souls to ascend into it? It is requisite then to understand, that the
great Iamblichus and his followers, are accustomed to say, that from all
ether, which has a prolific power, the composition of the psychical
vehicles is generated, divine bodies neither being diminished, nor
constituting these vehicles by co-acervation, but proceeding according to
divine lives, and giving morphe to partial pneumatic substances. It is
necessary, however, to conceive in addition to this, what is more true,
3,267 that the elaboration of these vehicles proceeds from demiurgic causes.
B For the maker5 of every corporeal hypostasis constitutes these, who also
prepares seats for the Gods in the world. For he receives souls that are
sent from the intelligible into the world, and gives different abodes to
different souls. The Demiurgus of the universe likewise, constitutes
them, and he the first of all. Hence also, he now causes them to ascend

\[ t \text{ Chald. Oracl. fr. 130.} \]
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\$ \text{i.e. Vulcan.} \]

into vehicles, evidently producing the vehicle. For this was not
fashioned in what has been before said, but the Demiurgus himself,
having constituted this together with wholes, causes souls to ascend into
it and imparts to them the principle of their proper organs. For he is
the Demiurgus of animals, and of the plenitudes of the universe. Hence,
he not only produces souls, but he produces them together with
appropriate vehicles. And on a survey of the conception of Plato, we
shall find that it is truly admirable and arcane,* since he does not
represent the Demiurgus as fashioning these vehicles from wholenesses
which previously had an existence, as neither does he the vehicles of the
planets and the fixed* stars; but he says that the Demiurgus produced
these, the junior Gods lending parts, and from these causing the bodies
C to coalesce.5 This therefore, is an evident argument that each of these
vehicles is in a certain respect self-constituted, and not fabricated by an
ablation of other things, lest it should be requisite that they should be
again refunded into another thing. For every thing which subsists by an
abscission of other things, since the abscission is accompanied with a
diminution of the whole, must necessarily be entirely restored to the
whole. For it its necessary that each of the wholes of the universe
should always remain a whole; on which account also every vehicle of
the soul of this kind is perpetual, and always the same vehicle is
suspended from the same soul. For each is thus naturally adapted to subsist, as it was generated by the Demiurgus. For how can we any longer preserve the soul mundane, if we corrupt the vehicle? And how can that be any longer said to be mundane, of which there is nothing in the universe? For if partial souls were superior to a life in conjunction with vehicles, they would also be superior to divine souls themselves. And if they were inferior to such a life, how does the Demiurgus immediately on their being generated, introduce them into these vehicles, as he is now said to do? How likewise, do souls use vehicles, both in Hades, and in the heavens, if these bodies are not perpetually suspended from them? But it is evident that they do use them, both D from what is asserted by Socrates in the Phaedo, and in the

\[3,268\]

**Phaedrus.** For in the former, he says, *that souls ascending into vehicles, proceed* to Acheron; and in the latter, *that the vehicles of the Gods being easily managed, proceed in equilibrium, but the vehicles of other souls that follow the Gods, proceed with difficulty, and scarcely [obtain the vision of the supercelestial place].* This therefore, may also be demonstrated through other arguments; and these things have been before clearly asserted by us, and are now recalled to our recollection.*

From this likewise, we may survey the difference of partial and divine souls. For in the latter, the Demiurgus placed the bodies in the souls, as being on all sides comprehended in them; the souls not being converted to the subjects of their government, but employing one immutable intellection. But in the former, he causes the souls to ascend into vehicles; because they are adapted to be frequently vanquished by bodies, and to be converted to the natures over which they preside, when they become parts of the universe; in the same manner as their vehicles are subservient to the laws of Fate; and no longer purely live under the divine light of Providence. And thus much concerning the vehicle of the soul.

It is worthwhile however, again to recall to our remembrance, but with a certain accurate consideration of what has been frequently said, that since the whole of our soul is a medium between an impartible essence, and that essence which is divisible about bodies, we clearly obtain this latter essence from its vehicle. For a connascent vehicle is suspended from our soul, having an appropriate life, in the same manner as the vehicles of divine and daemoniacal souls. And this life is the
partial essence, of which the soul antecedently comprehends the paradigm; so that opinion is established in the soul as the paradigm of sense; but the power of deliberate choice, as the paradigm of the orexis in its proper vehicle, according to which it is moved to this, or to that place, and is impelled to do this thing or that. For these are proximately the partial natures in the soul, and prior to these, the difference in the soul of the all-various divisions of its essence, according to which it is distributed into parts, and possesses something which is impartible, and a whole. Since therefore, we assert these things concerning the separation into parts in the soul, it is worth while to inquire, what we
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should admit the impartible essence above our soul to be, since each of the souls superior to ours has an intellect* prior to it. For each of these partial souls has not an essential intellect above it. For if it had, it would always abide on high, in the same manner as the souls superior to it, in consequence of intellect always detaining it in the intelligible, through always imparting to it its light. We have therefore already said something concerning this, and more than once, and we shall now assert more clearly what we conceive to be the truth on this subject, and what F divinity imparts to our intellect. Hence, we have frequently spoken concerning what the impartible is in each partial soul, it being a thing truly dubious, by extending our intellect to deity. For to leave an intellect to each, and this partial, is a thing by no means to be admitted. May we not say therefore, that each of these partial souls is essentially suspended from a certain daemon, every daemon having a certain daemoniacal intellect above itself? A partial soul therefore, has the same intellect as the daemon from which it is suspended, arranged as an impartible essence prior to it. Hence, the daemoniacal soul primarily participates of this intellect, but the partial souls that are under it, 322A secondarily, which also makes them to be partial. For each has a peculiar partible nature, but possesses the impartible, in common with the daemons that are above these souls, and to whom the impartible is peculiar. Hence daemons abide on high, but partial souls sometimes descend, dividing themselves about bodies, as being more adapted to these. For if in partial souls, the genus of difference is redundant, which makes them unable always to energise according to all their powers, it necessarily follows, that they must be more familiarised with the life, which is divisible about body, and be more remote from an impartible essence, and thus preserve the analogous to each of the extremes; just as the most divine of souls, through a similitude to intellect, are more
exempt\* from partible natures, and are more united to the impartible essences above them, from which they are connascently suspended; and also establish an intellectual order in souls. It appears likewise, that the intellect of each daemon, as being a whole and one, is the intellect of the daemon that proximately participates it, but comprehends also, the number of the souls that are under it; and the intellectual paradigms of them. Each partial soul therefore, will have, as an impartible essence, the proper paradigm of itself contained in this intellect, and not simply

Instead of \(ovv\) here, it is necessary to read \(vow\).
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the whole intellect, in the same manner as the daemon who is essentially the leader of these souls. We say therefore, that the impartible of each partial soul which is above it, may be more accurately defined to be, the form of it, which is comprehended in the one intellect that is allotted the government of the daemonic series, under which each partial soul is arranged. And thus both the assertions are true, that the intellect alone of each is established in the natures which always exist on high, and that each is a medium, between the impartible above, and the partible nature posterior to it. And thus much concerning these particulars.

But after what manner does the Demiurgus point out to these souls, the nature of the universe? Is it by converting them to the world, and preparing them to survey the reasons contained in nature? This however, is to make them less excellent, and to convert them from separate reasons to such as are inseparable from sensibles. But the Demiurgus, on the contrary, elevates souls to the intelligible, converts them to himself, separates them from matter, and fills them with divine powers and demiurgic intellections. May it not be said therefore, that \(C\) having the cause of nature in himself, he converts souls to himself? For every one who points out, entirely looks to that which he indicates. But the Demiurgus alone looks to things prior to himself, and to himself. He beholds therefore the nature, which he indicates to souls, in himself. For he contains the unical principles of all things, and pre-established in himself powers effective of the generation both of other things, and of nature. And as he antecedently contains bodies incorporeally, thus also, he comprehends nature supernaturally. These things therefore are rightly asserted. It is necessary however to speak after another manner, not only placing idea in the Demiurgus philosophically, but likewise, as theologists teach, surveying Nature primarily, pre-existing intellectually in the vivific deity. For being suspended from thence, she governs this visible world, assimilates material to immaterial reasons, and refers
corporeal to primordial motions. But it is necessary, to survey Nature secondarily, according* to the mundane order of the vivific Goddess, conformably to what the Oracles say, *that immense Nature is suspended from the back of the Goddess.* From her primary subsistence however, in vivific deity, she proceeds into the demiurgic intellect. It is likewise

f The words bevrtpuq 8é Kara, are omitted in this place in the original, but ought to be inserted.

§ cf. Chald. Oracl. fr. 54; also 4C, f, supra; and Procl. Comm. Rep. II, 150,21

requisite that souls should survey the fountains and roots of Nature in order that they may behold their own dignity and the total series from D whence they are suspended, and that adhering to this, they should contemplate the universe. For by directing their view to Nature herself, they co-arrange themselves* with Fate.* As therefore, the Demiurgus himself, by antecedently comprehending the paradigm of Nature, governs the universe, thus also he is desirous that souls looking to the first and intellectual cause of Nature, should revolve on high, and conduct the whole world.5 For this is the highest allotment of souls. The Demiurgus therefore, points out to souls, that fontal Nature, which pre-exists in the whole vivific Goddess, conformably to that oracle itself of the Gods, which they delivered to their genuine mystics. But since souls have second and third lives,D the Demiurgus also gives to them the reasons, or productive principles of these.

41e "He also announced to them the Laws of Fate."

That this is the second speech of the Demiurgus, again proceeding to souls through words adapted to souls, is evident. The former speech however, of the Demiurgus, is immediately addressed to the junior 3,272 Gods, as Gods of Gods. But the second speech0 indicates that the Demiurgus fills also these souls with words or reasons, but not immediately as he does the junior Gods. And the scope indeed, in the former speech, comprehends a representation** of providential reasons, E but in the latter, of the laws of Fate. Having therefore premised thus much, we say, betaking ourselves to the things which are the subject of consideration, that Fate must not be said to be a partial nature, as some of the Peripatetics, such as Alexander [Aphrodisiensis] assert it to be,** For this nature is imbecile, and not perpetual. But we antecedently assume from common conceptions, that the power and empire of Fate are very great and stable. Nor is it the order of the mundane periods,

t For cαvΤΟBC here, read eavraq.


as Aristotle says, who calls the increase which deviates from order, preter-fatal, as if this order was constituted by Fate. And the cause of order indeed, is one thing, but order itself another. Nor must it be said, that Fate is soul in habitude, as Theodorus asserts it to be. For such a form of life is not a principle in wholes. Nor is it simply Nature, as Porphyry says it is. For many things which are supernatural, and out of the dominion of Nature, are produced by Fate, such as nobility, renown, and wealth. For where do physical motions bring with them the cause of these? Nor is it the intellect of the universe, as Aristotle again says in a certain work, if the treatise Concerning the World was written by him. For intellect produces at once, all things which it produces, and is not at all in want of a government which proceeds according to a certain period, and a continued and well-ordered series.

This however is the peculiarity of Fate, viz. a series of many causes, order, and a periodical production. But if it be requisite to comprehend concisely the whole form of it, we must say, that it is Nature according to its subject, but is deified, and filled with divine, intellectual, and psychical illuminations. For the order of the Gods who are called 3,273 Moiregetae and the more excellent genera, terminate in Fate. For these impart powers from themselves to the one life of it; and the Demiurgus of wholes, collects and unites all these gifts, 323A and all these plenitudes, and demonstrates them to be one power. For if the visible bodies are filled with divine powers, by a much greater prior it y is Nature deified. And if the whole visible world is one, much more is the whole essence of Fate one, and has its composition completely filled from many causes. For being suspended from the providence of the Gods, and the demiurgic goodness, it is rendered one, and governed according to rectitude by these; since it is a reason consisting of reasons, one multiform power, a divine life, and the order of things that have an arrangement prior to it.5 Hence also the ancients, looking to this variety, and multiform nature of Fate, were led to different opinions concerning it. For some called it a God, on account of its participation of deity; others, a daemon, on account of the efficacious and at the same time multiform nature of its production;

t De Mundo VII, 409b9.
§ The word deuv is omitted in this place in the original, but obviously ought to be inserted.
§ Fate therefore is Nature deified, or Nature considered according to her summit.
others, intellect, because a certain participation of intellect proceeds into it; and others, order, because every thing which is arranged, is invisibly comprehended by it. But Plato alone [truly] surveyed the essence of it; B for he calls it indeed Nature, but suspended from the Demiurgus. For how otherwise could the Demiurgus point out Nature, unless he contained the principle of it in himself? How likewise could he announce the laws of Fate, after pointing out the nature of the universe, except by constituting Nature, as the one connected receptacle of these laws?* But in the Politicus,* he in a still clearer manner, suspends the secondary life of the universe from Fate, after the separation from the universe of the one daemon that governs it, and the many daemons that are the attendants of that one. Hence, he removes from the world, their providential inspection of it, and only leaves it the government of Fate, though the world always possesses both these, but the fable separates the latter from the former. For he says, that Fate and connascent desire convolve the world;5 just as the Chaldean oracles say, "that Nature rules over the worlds and works, and draws downward, in order that heaven may run an eternal course; and that the other periods of the sun, the moon, the seasons, night, and day, may be accomplished."* Thus therefore, Plato also says, that the second period of the world is convolved by Fate, but not the first and intellectual period; all but clearly asserting,0 that he conceives this Fate which proximately moves the sensible world, to be suspended from the invisible providence of the Gods. For establishing prior to this Necessity, the mother of the Fates, he convolves** the world on her knees; as he says, in the Republic.**

And if it be requisite to declare my opinion, Plato places these three causes of order, successive to each other, viz. Adrastia, Necessity, and Fate; the first being intellectual, the second supermundane, and the third mundane. For the Demiurgus, as Orpheus says,* was nurtured indeed by
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Adrastia,6 but associates with Necessity, and generates Fate. And as Adrastia was comprehensive of the divine institutions (thesmōn*) and collective of all-various laws, thus also Fate is comprehensive of all the mundane laws, which the Demiurgus now inscribes in souls, in order
that he may lead them together with wholes, and may definitely assign that which is adapted to them, according to the different elections of D lives. *For on this account, an erroneous choice leads the soul to a dark and atheistical life, but a pious choice conducts it to heaven, under the guidance of wholes;* because each choice is full of the laws of Fate, and souls, as Plotinus says, betake themselves to the place announced to them by the law which they contain.5 For this is the peculiarity of the providence of the Gods, to lead inwardly the subjects of their providential care.

3,275 And why should this be wonderful, since Nature inserting material and corporeal-formed powers in corporeal masses, moves them through these powers; earth indeed through gravity, but fire through levity? In a much greater degree therefore, do the Gods move souls through the powers which they disseminated in them. Hence, if they lead souls according to the laws of Fate, these laws are in souls, pre-existing indeed, intellectually in the Demiurgus; for with him the divine law is established;0 but existing in divine souls; for according to these, they are the leaders of the universe, and participated by partial souls; for through these, as they move themselves, they lead themselves to an appropriate place. And through deliberate choice indeed, they err, and act with rectitude; but through law, they distribute to themselves an order adapted to their former conduct. When therefore, souls become mundane, then also they survey the power and dominion of Fate, supernally suspended from providence, and receive the laws of Destiny. For the Demiurgus pointed out Nature to them, as something different from them, but he announced to them the laws of Fate, as inscribing them in their essence. For the demiurgic words proceed through the essence itself of souls. As therefore, he inserted the words prior to these, in the junior Gods, thus also, he inserts these laws in partial souls.

f In the original beouy/sv, but it is obviously necessary to read deouyv.
§ cf. *First Alcibiades* 134e.
§ Enn. IV, 3, 383.
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41e "And showed them, that the first generation, distributed in an orderly manner to all of the m, would be one; lest any particular soul should be allotted a less portion of generation than another."  

Souls are essentially supernatural, supermundane, and beyond Fate, because they have their first subsistence separate from this world; but according to their vehicles, and the allotments which they were destined to govern, they were generated mundane by the Demiurgus, and received this order. Hence, after the suspension from them of their vehicles, the Demiurgus announces to them the laws of Fate, by which they were allotted the government of bodies. Just as if some one being desirous*
3,276 of political tumults and senatorial offices,* should impart his wealth
appropriately, but not yet perfectly,5 such also is the condition of souls
under Fate. For not only the vehicles of these, but likewise of the Gods
themselves, are led by Fate. In order therefore, that these souls, together
with their vehicles, may become situated under the dominion of Fate, it
is necessary that they should descend, and associate with generation,
which is the second thing after their semination. For that is the leader;
but this is a certain secondary distribution of the vehicles, under the
divine circulation;0 just as there was a distribution of souls themselves,
324A into the souls of the stars,0 and which was effected by the one
demiurgic cause. Hence this distribution is perpetual, and it is
impossible that there should be a mutation of such-like leaders. It is
therefore also effected by Fate. For this power has dominion over
periods, is connective both of total and partial periods, and is collective
of similars to similars in divine and partial souls. For through the uni
of these with each other, their vehicles also are connascent with each
other. Hence, when a partial co-arranges itself with a total soul, the
vehicle of it also follows the vehicle of the divine soul. And as the
former imitates the intellelction of the latter, so likewise the body of the
former adumbrates the motion of the latter.

† For atjxntvnoQ in this place, it appears to me to be necessary to read ecpttifievoQ.
§ cf. Laws XII, 949c.
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The first semination therefore, is that of vehicles, which not only
clearly shows the soul to be mundane, but also co-arranges the whole
composition of it under its proper leader. For it is one thing to be
mundane, and another to be lunar, or Mercurial; since the latter is a
B more partial form of life. And as the soul having ascended into its
vehicle becomes a citizen of the universe, so when it is disseminated in
conjunction with its vehicle, it becomes a citizen of the lunar, or solar,
or some other circulation. And the appendage indeed, of the vehicle of
the soul to the universe, causes it to be more multitudinous than the
3,277 supermundane life; and it is as it were, as some say, bisected.* But the
semination proceeding, causes the soul to obtain a more partial
dominion. After the semination however, every soul has one definite
generation; but souls make second and third descents, according to their
own elections. There is therefore, one generation common to all of
them. For it is necessary that every [partial] soul should descend into
generation. For such a form of partial souls, not being able to abide on
high immutably, becomes at certain times subject to the sceptres of Necessity. But these souls receive also from the universe, the mortal form of life, and this outward body, and in addition to these things, a physical habitude. By leading a good life however, they are also able while on the earth to be purified from the things introduced by Fate; so far as they have no communication with body, except what an abundant necessity requires. For what effect can the works of Fate have on the Coryphaean philosopher mentioned in the *Theaetetus,* who astronomizes above the heavens, and who does not even know in what part of the earth he dwells? But when they are converted to the body, it is necessary that they should have communication with the gifts of Fate. And when they are vanquished by the mortal form of life, they become the slaves of Fate. *For the universe uses them as irrational animals.* And this again befalls them from themselves. For their choice was made after this manner, and having chosen, they lead a life conformable to their choice. It likewise happens to them from wholes. For every thing is conducted conformably to its natural aptitude; every form of life is of some utility to the universe; and nothing is left disorderly or indefinite in wholes; but all things are led to symmetry of life. Thus therefore, souls according to progression, proceed from a life which is always well-arranged, and the first, to the last and fated life, through lives of a
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middle condition. From an order likewise, which is above Fate, they are distributed under the laws of Fate, and travel through the Fates, under the throne of Necessity.*

What however, must the first generation be said to be, which the philosopher now delivers, and which the Demiurgus proclaiming the laws of Fate, announces to souls? For there is not one opinion only concerning it. But the divine Iamblichus indeed, calls the semination of the vehicles the first generation; and what follows favours his assertion. For Plato adds, as continuous with this, *"But it was necessary that having disseminated them, etc."* A certain other person however, interprets the first generation of souls to be, the one descent of them. For it is requisite that each of these souls should be entirely conversant with generation; since this is the peculiarity of them. He therefore, simply determines that there is one certain descent of each soul. But the solution delivered by our preceptor, is more accurate. For he says, that to every partial soul one descent is defined, not simply, but according to each period of the divinely generated nature.* For it is not probable that any one partial soul, either of those that are called undefiled, or of those that are capable of being contaminated with vice, and of wandering,
should for every period abide on high. For the soul which is able to abide on high for one whole period, immutably and without inclining to generation, cannot descend into generation, in another period. For it has preserved itself free from guilt, during the evolution of all the figures of the universe. But there are always the same figures again and again. Farther still, the life of a partial soul, is less extended than the period of the universe. Hence, if it is sufficiently able to remain on high, through the whole of this period, it is allotted an immutable intellectual power. For it will live with invariable sameness through the whole of time. So that if the whole of time in its evolution, effects nothing new in this soul, it is one of the beings that always abide in a condition conformable to nature. Hence, it is necessary that every partial soul should make one descent in each period; but some souls a greater number of descents than others, in consequence of employing an abundant freedom of will. But Plato calls this descent the first generation. And this is evident from his adding, when speaking of the allotments after the first generation, "that the depraved soul should, in the second generation, be changed into the nature of a woman." Hence he calls the first generation, the descent from the intelligible.* But since the first takes place, after the semination of the vehicles, according to which souls first become subject to Fate, on this account he adds:

§ For Staco\textsuperscript{r/c} here, it is necessary to read \textit{b-WLp.ovr\textsuperscript{w}}.

second generation, be changed into the nature of a woman."* Hence he calls the first generation, the descent from the intelligible.* But since the first takes place, after the semination of the vehicles, according to which souls first become subject to Fate, on this account he adds:

41e "But it was necessary, having disseminated them severally into the instruments [of time] adapted to each, that the most pious of animals should be born."

F For this was necessary, after the semination into appropriate stars; and this is the first law of Fate, that every partial soul in each mundane period, should associate with generation. For it is necessary that the period of this soul should be less extended than the period of the universe, and that this should be common to all partial souls. But these souls differ from each other, according to the empire of the Gods; for different herds of souls are arranged under the dominion of different Gods;\textsuperscript{5} and also, according to the reasons which they exert. For of the souls which are under the government of the same divinity, some choose a life adapted to them, but others do not. And some partake of the same divinity, according to a different power, but others also according to a different order. For what, if some of the souls which are suspended from the prophetic power of the Sun, should exert a medical, or telestic* life, but others a Mercurial, and others a Lunar life? For there
is not the same mode of variation in both. Farther still, souls likewise
differ according to their deliberate choice. For though two souls should
choose a telestic0 life, it is possible for one to be conversant with it
with rectitude, but the other in a distorted manner. For each life
receives the well and the ill. So that if it be requisite to speak summarily,
they are either under the dominion of the same power, choose the same
life, and live after the same manner; or being under the same power,
they do not choose the same life, and live similarly; or they are neither
under the same power, nor choose the same life, nor live after the same
manner. For this is the last difference of all of them. So many there-
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B fore, are the modes of differences. For as there are three, we must either
3,280 deny all, or affirm all; or deny two, but affirm one; or vice versa, and
this in a threefold respect: viz. the extremes, of the middle; or the first
and second, of the last; or the remaining two, of the first. Hence it is
necessary that there should be so many differences* at first, of the choice
and life of the soul.

As we have said however, one descent in each period is common to all
these souls, lest, as he says, a certain soul should be allotted by the
Demiurgus, a less portion of generation than another, being alone
besides others, frequently compelled to descend. That which is in our
power therefore, is in these souls mingled with necessity. For by how
much the more partial free-will becomes, by so much the more is it
diminished according to power. But in divine and daemoniacal souls, the
life is liberated, unrestrained, and easy, and exempt from all necessity.
Hence souls make from themselves their first descent, and are led by
Fate. And in these, the freedom of the will is more abundant, because
destiny also is essential to souls. For if the law of Fate in them, leads
C them to the first generation, much more will this be effected by the law
which is in the universe, and by the power of Fate. But they make their
first descent, or are disseminated about the visible Gods, in order that
they may have these as their saviours, in their wandering about
generation, and that they may invoke them as their proper curators.
Since however, not only animals are constituted on the earth through
souls of this kind, but likewise in the other elements; nor man alone, for
this is known to us, but other animals more divine indeed, yet at the
same time generated; for that which lives for the shortest time, does not
immediately subsist after eternal animals, but that which lives for a more
extended period; and it is necessary that those rational animals which live for the longest time should exist prior to those that are most obnoxious to death; - since this is the case, Plato comprehends all these in common, by saying, "it was necessary that the most pious of animals should be born." For this is adapted, as I may say, to all the participants of intellect, and to those animals that are capable of being converted to the Gods. But in what follows, he speaks concerning the human nature.

42a "Since however, the human nature is twofold, he showed them that the more excellent genus was that which would afterwards be called man."

The human species indeed, has been already constituted, and every mortal nature, according to the demiurgic intellections; but the discourse dividing what has been constituted, first gives subsistence to that which is more excellent, and afterwards to that which is subordinate in this species. For Plato knew that the male is more adapted than the female to the demiurgic intellect and the most divine of principles, and is more allied to immutable and undefiled souls. Hence he leads souls in their first descent into men. Thus also in the *Phaedrus,* he leads the soul that knows most, into the generation of a man, and there likewise the second and third, and as far as to the soul of the ninth rank. What then, shall we say, it is impossible for souls that have recently arrived at perfection, to pass into women? Or is it necessary that the soul that lives apocatastatically, should pass into the life of a man; or shall we say, that it may also lead a life of this kind, when it comes into the nature of a woman? But if we admit the former, and not the latter, how can we any longer say, that the virtues of men and women are common? For if the latter never live cathartically, but the former frequently make apocatastatic lives, the virtues will be no longer common to them. To which may be added, the absurdity that Socrates having learned the mysteries of love from Diotima, should be elevated through her* to the beautiful itself; but that Diotima herself, who elevated him, and who surpassed in wisdom, should not obtain the same form of life, because she was invested with the body of a woman. But if we admit that women may live apocatastatically, it is absurd that souls should ascend from this nature, but by no means descend into it from the intelligible. For when they suffer a defluxion of their wings, they are nearer to a less excellent nature, than when they are winged, and the ascent is through the same things as the descent. This therefore, is also evident from history. For the Sibyl, when she proceeded into light, knew her own order, and manifested that she came from the Gods, by saying,
Between the Gods and men, a mean am I.

Such therefore, are the necessary consequences from the things themselves.

But Plato delivering the progression and diminution of life according to nature, first leads the soul into the generation of man, afterwards, into the generation of woman, and in the third place, into the brutal nature. For the soul descends from the undefiled and pure form of life, into that form which is robust, and retains intellect, but is material. From this it descends into that form of life which is material, and at the same time imbecile, but is receptive of an intellectual life. And from this form into that which is perfectly destitute of intellect. Thus also in the Republic, delivering the diminutions of life,* he produces the timocratic from the aristocratic form of life; from this, the oligarchic; from the oligarchic, the democratic; but from this the tyrannic. And it may be said that it is possible for the tyrannic to be generated from the timocratic, and a democracy from an aristocracy;* but Plato describes, a gradually subsiding mutation of political concerns, and conformably to this he here leads souls descending from the intelligible, into men. For he makes from them an animal, which would afterwards be called aner man, receiving its appellation from grandeur and vigour of nature; according to which also, it is more adapted to souls that are now descending. And thus much may suffice, in answer to the before-mentioned doubt concerning the first descent of souls.

From these things therefore, we may collect as a corollary, that fabrication and this universe had not a temporal beginning. For if the universe was generated from a certain beginning, it is also necessary that the descent of souls should have taken place from a certain beginning, and that there should have been a first soul that descended. But the Demiurgus leads the first descent of each soul into the generation of man. Hence it is necessary that the descent which makes man, should not have been effected through woman, nor proceed into generation through this, the female not yet existing. Neither likewise, does the descent which makes man, impart a generation to women, since in this case it would be possible for the female to be generated, not from the male and female, but from a certain male alone. If therefore, these things are impossible, it is impossible that the male and the female [should have had a temporal beginning.] But souls always descend into the male
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genera, prior to the female, the former not* being generated from the latter. And the speech of the Demiurgus is addressed to beings which are always generated in the universe, and not to such as once received
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B a temporal beginning. What then, it may be said, shall we assert of the male and the female? Are they not also in souls themselves, so that of these some are of a virile, but others of an effeminate nature? And how can it be said, that this is not necessary? For if these are in the Gods primarily, and in sensibles ultimately, it is also necessary that they should exist in the media. For whence is the progression of them as far as to a sensible nature derived, except through the middle essence? Farther still, if the Demiurgus by connecting each soul with a vehicle, produces a certain animal,* it is entirely necessary that the difference of male and female in the soul should at the same time be apparent. For this is the division of animal. Must we not therefore admit that these are in souls? And how is it possible we should not, since they are assimilated to their leading Gods? For as they derive every other form from them, so likewise, they receive from them the peculiarity of the male and the female. In their generation also, virile and effeminate souls are divided according to the genera of the animals which are here. But as they change the species* of life, so likewise they change these C powers, some of them being rendered more effeminate, but others descending into a more robust and vigorous form of life. For that which has the form of bound in this sensible region, is more infinite than the infinite which is there [i.e. in souls prior to their descent]; so that the lapse will be entirely into that which is less excellent. The lapse, however, to that which is less excellent, is at one time, to that which is nearer to the more excellent, and at another, to that which is more 3,284 remote from it, but is analogous to what is there arranged. Thus also it is said, that a Lunar soul descended into the nature of man, in becoming the soul of Musaeus,5 and that an Apolloniacal soul became the soul of the Sibyl. The fable of Aristophanes likewise, in the Banquet,0 manifests that souls are divided according to the male and female, and that which is common from these [or that which is of the common gender]. It is also evident, that masculine souls do not entirely proceed into the generation of men, nor feminine into the generation of women, by Timaeus saying, that every soul makes its first descent into men; and that this is natural to it, because in females, the cause is comprehended,
as we have before observed, of the male in animals.
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42a "And as souls are from necessity implanted in bodies, and one thing accedes to, but another departs from, these bodies."

Souls while they abide on high with the father, and are filled with intelligence, from intellectual natures, are not at all in want of the mortal-formed life. For they use immaterial, pure, and starry-form organs, revolve together with the Gods, and govern in conjunction with them the whole world. But when they descend into generation, become connected with a material body, and are allotted an influxive and effluxive nature, the colligation of the mortal life, which derives its subsistence from souls themselves, becomes necessary, because souls antecedently comprehend the summits of this life in the spirit. For this which is the principle of sense, derives its subsistence both from souls themselves* and from the junior Gods. From souls indeed, because they have dominion over the whole of the irrational life, which they likewise adorn; but they would neither govern nor adorn it, unless they were causally the leaders of its essence. But it also derives its subsistence from the Gods, because parts energise together with wholes, and fecundity is present with partial souls, through a co-arrangement with wholes. If therefore, when souls were implanted in bodies, then the junior Gods produced the mortal life, and made another mortal animal, it follows, that the animation of the material body is one thing, whether it subsists in simple vestments, or in such as are composite and testaceous,5 and the animation in the vehicle of the soul another. And the latter indeed, E being immortal, the Demiurgus constitutes, but the former, which is mortal from the beginning, derives its subsistence from the junior Gods, because it is inseparable from material bodies. The peculiar life also of the vehicle differs from the rest, in the same manner as the immortal from the mortal-formed life. But the life which subsists in simple vestments, differs from the life in the composite body, because the latter follows the temperament of the body, but the former may be disciplined, and is able to predominate over the corporeal temperaments. The vehicles therefore are triple:0 for they are either simple0 and
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immaterial; or simple and material; or composite and material. Of these also the lives are three; the first, immortal; the second, more lasting than the body; and the third, perishing with the body. And thus much for this particular. But the word implanted, manifests genesiurgic semination, together with at the same time signifying that the form of life is self-perfect; just as a plant is ingrafted into another nature. The addition also of the words from necessity, manifest that the semination is material, but not divine and celestial.

42a-b "He declared to them that in the first place, one connascent sense, produced by violent passions, was necessary to all; in the second place, love mingled with pleasure and pain; and in addition to this, fear and anger, and such other things as are either consequent to these, or naturally discordant from being of a contrary nature."

The Demiurgus comprehended all the material and mortal-formed life in three boundaries, and inserted the causes of this in souls, in order that they might rule over and subdue it. For dominion is not derived from any other source than essential precedency. The irrational life therefore, subsists intellectually in the Demiurgus, but rationally in souls. Nor is this at all wonderful, since body subsists incorporeally in the intelligible causes of all things. What else however, can we say that each of these powers is, than a corporeal-formed and material* life, which is gnostic of things that fall on it externally, produces this knowledge through organs, is not dependant on itself, but on the things which it uses, is mingled with material masses, and knows that which it knows accompanied with passion? For not every passion which is produced in the animal, imparts to us a sensation of itself, but that which effects much agitation, as Socrates says in the Philebus. For it is necessary that a certain agitation should be produced about the sensoria. For neither are all the motions in the soul distributed as far as to the body, but there are some, such as the intellectual, which pertain to the soul itself by itself. Nor do all the motions about the body extend as far as to the soul, but there are some which through their obscurity, are unable to move the soul. Sense therefore is produced, not from all passions, but from those that are violent, which cause much agitation. And the mortal-formed sense indeed is partible, is mingled with passions in its
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decisions, and is material. But there is another sense prior to this, in the
vehicle of the soul, which is, as with reference to this, immaterial and
pure, and an impassive knowledge itself subsisting by itself, yet not
liberated from morphe; because it also is corporeal-formed, as being
allotted its hypostasis in body. And this sense indeed, has the same
nature with the phantasy. For one essence is common to both; yet
eexternally proceeding, it is called sense; but remaining within, and
beholding morphae and figures in the spirit, it is denominated the
phantasy. So far likewise, as it is divided about the spirit, it is sense.
Farther still, opinion indeed, is the basis of the rational life, but the
phantasy is the summit of the second [or irrational] life. And opinion
and the phantasy are conjoined to each other, and the irrational is filled
with powers from the more excellent life. But the middle of the
irrational life is unreceptive of supernal forms, but is alone receptive of
such as are externally situated. And at the same time, it is common, and
knows that which is sensible passively. But the material sense is alone
perceptive of things which fall on it externally, and move it, not being
able to retain the spectacles in itself, in consequence of being partible,
and not one. For it is divided about the sensoria. The impassive
therefore and common sense is one thing; the sense which is common
but passive another; and that which is distributed and passive another.
And the first of these indeed, pertains to the first vehicle; the second,
pertains to the irrational life; and the third, to the animation of the
body.

After sense, however, Plato arranges desire.* But this is life indeed,
and corporeal-formed, always reweaving the body, and alleviating its
wants; about which also, pleasure and pain are surveyed. For these
passions are likewise present with the other parts of the soul. For both
in reason, and in anger, you may assume pleasures and pains. Corporeal
pain and pleasure, however, are generated according to desire. For of
the body the path to that which is preternatural, and the privation of
life, produce pain; but the return to that which is conformable to nature,
and the adaptation to life, produce pleasure. And that which in these

Desires is admirably defined by the Pythagoreans to be a certain tendency, impulse
and appetite of the soul, in order to be filled with something, or to enjoy something
present, or to be disposed according to some sensitive energy; or of the evacuation and
absence, and non-perception of certain things. See my translation of Iamblicus’ Life of
Pythagoras, p. 146.

passions is assuaged, or exhilarated,* is the epithymetic part. Since
however, these two passions are primordial, and the fountains of the
other passions, as Plato says in the Philebus,* and in the Laws,* hence
D through the mixture of these, he gives a generation to the other passions,
and denominates love a mixture of pleasure and pain. For love pertains to all things. And so far indeed as the object of love is in its view, love is accompanied with pleasure; but so far as it is not yet present with it in energy, love is mingled with pain. Plato also characterizes the whole life of desire through love, because this passion is most vehement about it.

In the third place therefore, he enumerates anger. But anger is a life, removing every thing which pains and disturbs the body; on which account also the fear of the corruption of the body disturbs it. Excess however, and deficiency are surveyed about it, such as audacity and timidity, and the attendants on these, ambition, contention, and all such effects as are produced from astonishment about mortal concerns; the superior soul employing this life, in order to the motion of the body. And these three genesiurgic powers indeed, have the following order. The body, as soon as it is born, according to the progression of generation, participates of sense. For it would not be an animal, nor would it possess appetite, unless it were generated sensitive. For appetites indeed, are accompanied with sense, but senses are not entirely accompanied with appetites. Hence, the animal is in a greater degree characterized by the sensitive, than by the orectic. But after the participation of sense, the body appears to be pleased and pained. And it is contracted indeed, by the external cold, but refreshed by the swaddling bands, and led to a condition conformable to nature. But after desire, as an increase of years accedes, it exerts the passion of anger. For anger is now the power of a more robust and vigorous nature. Hence also of irrational animals, such as are more material, live
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according to desire alone, and participate of pleasure and pain; but such as are more perfect, are allotted a more irascible life. Prior however to these appetites, as we have said respecting sense, there is a certain summit of them in the pneuma or spirit of the soul. And this summit is a certain impulsive power, which is motive indeed of the spirit, but guards and connectedly contains the essence of it; at one time being extended, and distributing itself into parts; but at another, being led to bound and order, and regulated by reason.
42b "And that such souls as subdue these would live justly, but such as are vanquished by them, unjustly."

3,289 How therefore can souls subdue these corporeal lives, except by possessing the causes of them? For through these they render them more concordant [with reason]. For every thing which naturally has dominion over the passions, contains in itself the reason [or productive F principle] of them; in order that by looking to this, it may define the measures of their motions. Thus the anger in the breast was suppressed by Ulysses,* for it had been already disciplined by him. But the soul also adorns external anger, in order that its motion may be just. If however, this inward anger in him had committed itself to passion and material motion, it would have entirely corrupted the other well-ordered disposition of his soul. Hence when souls subdue material passions, and adorn their inward lives, they live justly; but when they are subdued by 328A them they imperceptibly fall into injustice. For following the immoderate appetites of the body, their powers become inordinate, and unadorned, and are extended about generation, in a greater degree than is fit. But how do they at one time follow justice, and at another not? For it was before said of them, "Of those that are always willing to follow justice and you."* May it not be said, that they are always indeed willing to follow justice and the Gods, but that they do not always follow them, for the reasons assigned in the Gorgias, which distinguish true will from the opinion which is governed by appearances?5 Or may it not be said, that souls follow justice and the Gods, in consequence of a divine nature presiding in them? For he who wishes that which is good, wishes to follow justice. For this is what was said in the before cited passage, viz. "that a divine nature has dominion in those that are always willing to
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*follow justice and the Gods." For the divine part of us naturally follows justice; but the irrational forms of life follow the divine nature which is in us.

42b "That he also who lived well during the proper time [of his abode on the earth] again proceeding to the habitation of his kindred star, should enjoy a happy life."

Again, these things are likewise effected by souls themselves. For B being self-motive, they arrange themselves in an appropriate place. But they are also effected by Fate. For this power defines the appropriate
allotments of each soul, and co-adapts them to the proper forms of life. And in the third place, they are effected by the Gods, who dispose in an orderly manner the parts of the universe. For they distribute to all things that which is according to desert; and on this account it is said, that Justice proceeding to the universe from the middle sphere of the Sun governs all things according to rectitude. As in wholes, however, Justice following Jupiter, is the avenger of those that desert the divine law,* thus also, the energy of Justice about souls, adorns those that forget the laws of Fate, and exchange for a more excellent, a subordinate life. And thus much in common as to these particulars.

But what is the proper time, what the kindred star, and what the happy life] The proper time therefore,7 is such as that which Plato defines in the Phaedrus,* to the souls which are circularly led from hence, after the first generation, viz. a thousand years, or some other period of this kind. For as this time pertains to those that choose a philosophic life, so another period more or less extended, is adapted to those that make a different choice, this time not subsisting monadically, but being defined according to the form of life. But the kindred star, is that about which the distribution of souls and their vehicles is made. So that if there are some souls, which from the first, have their allotment about the earth, these after the first life, following Justice, and the Gods, will return to the ethereal vehicle of the whole earth, relinquishing the terrestrial bulk. And in this establishing themselves, and the organ connascent with them, [i.e. their ethereal vehicle.] they will themselves be filled with intellectual life, but will fill their vehicles with divine light, and demiurgic power. If also, there are certain souls that proceed about the Sun, these returning, to their wholeness, will together with it dispose wholes in an orderly manner, being allotted through a coordination with it, a power of such a kind, as not to depart from the intellection of themselves, in their providential attention to the universe. And the happy life,8 is that life which is defined according to the peculiarity of the leading powers. For these are in the order of daemons, having partial souls in their possession, and elevating them to the intelligible, in the same manner as the leaders of the liberated Gods. Hence also, Plato elsewhere,* calls these souls happy, as being suspended from these leaders who are happy (eudaimonōn ontōn), i.e. who are beneficent daemons. For every where, that which is proximately established above the nature which is thought deserving of its providential care, has the order of a beneficent daemon with respect to
It is requisite also to survey the uninterrupted connexion of the theorems. For Plato constituted souls from the demiurgic and vivific cause, and after their generation, arranged different partial, under different divine souls, making the progression and distribution of them to be supermundane. After these divine souls also, he introduces partial souls into the universe, gives them vehicles, and distributes them about the stars. In the next place, he leads them into generation, and imparts to them the mortal form of life; and after these things, divides the lives of them, and distributes allotments adapted to their lives. For the progression to them, is from supermundane natures into the world; but their descent from total life, is into generation. Now therefore, since he speaks of souls that are restored to their kindred star, after their first generation, and says, that leaving the body they obtain a happy life, how can we show that these things accord with what is asserted in the Phaedrus? For there he who chooses a philosophic life, is restored to his pristine perfection, through three lives. Or may we not say that the allotment which is here delivered, is not into that from whence each soul originally came; for that is effected through three periods, each of which consists of a thousand years; but is a return to the star, under which it was essentially arranged, and in conjunction with which, it possesses a common life? For it is possible for souls that have not led a philosophic life, to be elevated by Justice to a certain place in the heavens, and there to receive the reward of the life which they passed in the human form. For this is asserted in the Phaedrus of the souls of those that are not philosophers. For the apocatastasis into the same situation again, is one thing, but the ascent to the kindred star another.

For the former requires three periods; but the latter may be effected through one period. And the former elevates the soul to the intelligible, from whence it descended; but the latter leads it to a subordinate form of life. For there are different measures of felicity, and the return is twofold, one of ascending souls, but the other, of those that have ascended. So that it is possible for the soul that arrives at its kindred star, either to be co-arranged with the mundane powers of its God, or to proceed still higher. Its recurrency however, to the intelligible itself, requires a period of three thousand years. For through this, the highest winged condition is effected.

42b "But that he whose conduct was depraved, should in the second generation, be changed into the nature of a woman."
We have before observed, that Plato does not call the semination of souls the first generation, but the one descent from the intelligible, common to all partial souls. He calls therefore, the second descent, the second generation, and makes the second descent to be, into the nature of a woman; just as the third is into the brutal nature, indicating by this, the well-ordered diminution of life. Thus also in the *Phaedrus,* he denominates all the lives successively after the first generation, conformably to the second lives.

42b "That both these, at the expiration of a thousand years, should return to the allotment and choice of a second life; each soul receiving a life conformable to its choice. And that in this election, the human soul should pass into the life of a brute."

Plato here exhibits another order of life, and leads the soul from a more powerful to a more imbecile nature, and from an intellectual life, to one deprived of intellect. For why is it necessary that the soul should not descend from the first generation into the nature of a woman? For if the female genus subsisted through an aberration from the male, it would be necessary that souls recently perfected, should begin from that which is according to nature [i.e. should begin from the male only]; since that which is preternatural is everywhere posterior and adventitious. But since the female nature is also in the Gods, what should prevent souls, in this respect imitating their proper leaders, from not only choosing lives adapted to them,* but also the nature of animals allied to them? It is not however wonderful, that alternations should take place, as we before observed.* For that the male and the female not only subsist in mortal natures, but also in the impartible lives of souls, may be inferred by again recollecting what was before asserted, viz. that these sexual differences are both in the natures prior, and posterior to partial souls. It is not proper however, to be incredulous, if in total souls, the vehicles are connascently conjoined to them, but in partial souls, they are sometimes conjoined, and sometimes not. For in the former the colligation is essential, but in the latter, is the effect of deliberate choice. Hence in the former, the division of the vehicles is annexed to the essence of the souls, but in the latter, to the differences of their choice. And this may be inferred from what is
asserted in the *Banquet*, in the fable of Aristophanes. For there, as we have before observed, the divisions of souls according to these vehicles, and the alternations of choice in these, about the mortal life, are clearly delivered. If therefore, you understand in what is said, that the nature of woman is immediately implied, I should thus interpret the words. But if every form of life, which is imbecile, effeminate, and verging to generation, is symbolically signified through woman, as some prior to us, and these no casual persons, have thought, the words will not at all require such a solution as the above. But you may adopt either of these C explications; though at the same time, it must be observed, that Plato studiously conceals many things through symbols. Whichever of these 3,294 solutions therefore is adopted, it is evident that the soul in its first descent, is not implanted in the female nature.

From this also, I assume that according to Timaeus, the soul, man, and in short the universe, are unbegotten. For if the soul was generated, and descended at a certain time into the first generation, it would impart the
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life of a man. But this man being entirely generated, would be generated from a female; and this female would have a soul, which is either the first that has descended; and if this be the case, the assertion of Timaeus is false, who leads the soul in its first descent into the male; or it is not the first, and prior to this female, it is necessary that the soul of a male should have generated the soul which is in it. But again this male must have been generated a male from a female; or if this is not admitted, its existence must be from chance. If however this be the case, it will be in vain, a female not existing, from which and in which, the male may generate. This female likewise, in the same manner as the male, must either be from chance, and have a soul which is the first that descended, and was generated with it; or must be generated from the male. But this is impossible. Hence, neither of these was once generated, nor does the soul, and much less does the universe, pertain to generated natures.

42c "And that in case vice should not even then cease in these, but should D remain according to a similitude of the mode of generation, then the soul should always be changed into a brutal nature correspondent to its disposition."

It is usual to investigate what the descent of souls into irrational animals, must be said to be.* And some indeed think, that what are
called brutal lives, are assimilations of men to brutes. For it is not possible that a rational essence should become the soul of a brute. But others admit, that it may be immediately introduced into irrational animals. For they say that all souls are of a similar form, so that they may become wolves and leopards, and the marine fishes called pneumones.* The true answer however to the inquiry is this, that the human soul may enter into brutes, but so as to possess its proper life, the inserted soul riding as it were on, and being bound by sympathy, to the brutal nature. And this indeed, is demonstrated by us through many arguments, in our Commentaries on the Phaedrus; in which we have also shown that this is the only mode of insertion. If therefore it be requisite to remind the reader that this doctrine is Platonic, it may also be observed that in the Republic, the soul of Thersites is said to have been invested with the nature, and not the body, of an ape;5 and in the

§ cf. Philebus 21c.

E Phaedrus,) the soul is said to descend into a brutal life, but not into a brutal body. For the life is in conjunction with the proper soul. And here, Timaeus says, that the soul is changed into a brutal nature. For the brutal nature is not the brutal body, but the life of the brute. And this, as we have said, may be assumed from our Commentaries on the Phaedrus. But that it is impossible for a recently perfected soul to become the soul of a brute, we may recollect from this, that brutality is something beyond all human vice, as Aristotle also says.* Hence, it is necessary first to have human vice, and thus afterwards the vice adapted to brutes. For it is not possible from the most contrary forms of life to have their perfect contraries. Hence Timaeus says, "And in case vice should not even then cease in these," by then signifying in the descent into women; according to which mode of descent, becoming depraved, they are changed into a brutal nature of this kind. For from the first and more intellectual forms of life, the more irrational are produced through diminution; from the forms that are more remote from habitude, those that subsist in habitude; and the more imbecile, from the more robust. Since however, vice is multiform, the brutal nature may be surveyed in each; and on account of this, the soul may be connected with similar animals, as Plato shows in the Phaedo. P For the brutal0 nature in injustice, renders men wolves; in timidity stags; and in gluttony asses. For each of these entirely possesses a certain transcendency, which departs from human depravity.

42c "And that it should not be freed from the allotment of labours, till following the revolution of that same and similar nature contained in its
essence, it vanquishes those abundantly turbulent passions, tumultuous and irrational, adhering to it externally** afterwards from fire, water, air, and earth, and returns to the form of its first, and most excellent habit."

*t Phaedrus 249b.

X cf. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics VII, 1, 1145a24 ff.

§ For νευρρέπων here, it is necessary to read voepurepov.

• Phcedo 81c; 82a.

ο Instead of deoipia here, it is necessary to read dριπιοια.

ft In all the printed editions of the Timceus, the word εξωδευ is wanting in this place. For it is evident from the Commentary of Proclus, that it ought to be inserted. Hence, instead of ΤΟΠ ΤΟΩVV (lege ιροXυν) οξ\ν\ν, ΚΚU υρατποι vπωαττυννα, K. X. we must read, TOV ΤΧΟΨXΥV OΧΧΟ, ε%G)8εv Km υρατποι ιρπνσνTv, K. X. 330A The one salvation of the soul herself, which is extended by the Demiurgus,* and which liberates her from the circle of generation, from abundant wandering, and an inefficacious life, is her return to the intellectual form, and a flight from every thing which naturally adheres to us from generation. For it is necessary that the soul which is hurled like seed into the realms of generation, should lay aside the stubble and bark, as it were, which she obtained from being disseminated into these fluctuating realms; and that purifying herself from every thing circumjacent, she should become an intellectual flower and fruit, delighting in an intellectual life, instead of doxastic nutriment, and pursuing the uniform and simple energy of the period of sameness, instead of the abundantly wandering motion of the period which is characterized by difference. For she contains each of these circles, and twofold powers. And of her horses one is good, but the other the contrary.* And one of these leads her to generation, but the other from generation to true being. The one also leads her round the genesiurgic, but the other round the intellectual circle. For the period of the same and the similar, elevates to intellect, and an intelligible nature, and to the first and most excellent habit. But this habit is that according to which the soul being winged, governs the whole world, becoming assimilated to the Gods themselves. And this is the universal form of life in the soul, just as that is the partial form, when she falls into the last body, 3,297 and becomes something belonging to an individual, instead of belonging to the universe. The middle of these also, is the partial universal, when she lives in conjunction with her middle vehicle, as a citizen of generation. Dismissing therefore, her first habit which subsists according to an alliance to the whole of generation, and, laying aside the irrational nature which connects her with generation, likewise governing her irrational part by reason, and extending opinion to intellect, she will be circularly led to a happy life, from the wanderings about the regions of
sense; which life those that are initiated by Orpheus in the mysteries of Bacchus and Proserpine, pray that they may obtain, together with the allotments of the sphere, and a cessation of evil. But if our soul necessarily lives well, when living according to the circle of sameness, C much more must this be the case with divine souls. It is, however,

\[\text{t cf. Orph. fr. 226.}\]

\[\text{$cf.$ Phaedrus 247b.}\]

\[\text{§ For avaietevam here, it is necessary to read avonravoou. [cf. Orph. fr. 226; and Simplicius On the Heavens 337, 18.]}\]

possible for our soul to live according to the circle of sameness, when purified, as Plato says. Cathartic virtue, therefore, alone must be called the salvation of souls;* since this cuts off, and vehemently obliterates material natures, and the passions which adhere to us from generation; separates the soul and leads it to intellect; and causes it to leave on earth the vehicles with which it is invested. For souls in descending, receive from the elements different vehicles, aerial, aquatic, and terrestrial; and thus at last enter into this gross bulk. For how, without a medium,* could they proceed into this body from immaterial spirits? Hence before they come into this body, they possess the irrational life, and its vehicle, which is prepared from the simple elements, and from these they become invested with \text{tumult,} [or the genesiurgic body,] which is so called as \text{3,298} being foreign to the connate vehicle of souls, and as composed of all various vestments, and causing souls to become heavy.

\[\text{D The word adhering likewise, manifests the external circumposition of a vehicle of such a kind as that of which he is speaking, and the colligation to the one nature contained in it; after which this last body, consisting of things dissimilar and multiform, is suspended from souls. For how is it possible, that the descent should be [immediately] from a life which governs the whole world,5 to the most partial form of life? For this particular and indivisible outward man cannot be connected with the universe, but a prior descent into a medium between the two, is entirely necessary; which medium is not a certain animal, but the supplier of many lives. For the descent does not directly produce the life of a certain man, but prior to this and prior to the generation of an individual, it produces the life of universal* man. And as the lapse is from that which is incorporeal into body, and a life with body, according to which the soul lives in conjunction with its celestial vehicle; so from this, the descent is into a genesiurgic body, according to which the soul is in generation; and from this, into a terrestrial body, according to which, it lives with the testaceous body. Hence, before it is surrounded with this last body, it is invested with a body which connects it with all generation. And on this account, it then leaves this} \]
body, when it leaves generation. But if this be the case, it then received
E it, when it came into generation. It came however, into generation,

$t$ cf. 68C, supra; and Chald. Oracl. fr. 196.
$t$ cf. 35A, f, supra; and Chald. Oracl. fr. 94 & 95.
§ cf. Euthydemus 298c.
• It appears to me, that the word nadoXiKOV is here wanting.

prior to its lapse into this last body. Hence prior to this last body it
received that vehicle, and retains the latter after the dissolution of the
former. It lives therefore, in this vehicle through the whole of the
genesiurgic period. On this account, Plato calls the adhering tumult, the
irrational* form of life in this vehicle; and not that which adheres to
the soul in each of its incarnations, as being that which circularly invests it
from the first. The connascent vehicle therefore, makes the soul to be
mundane; the second vehicle, causes it to be a citizen of generation; and
the testaceous vehicle makes it to be terrestrial. And as the life of souls
is to the whole of generation,* and the whole of generation to the
world, so are vehicles to each other. With respect to the circumposition
3,299 also of the vehicles, one is perpetual, and always mundane; another is
prior to this outward body, and posterior to it; for it is both prior to,
and subsists posterior to it, in generation; and a third is then only, when
it lives a certain partial life on the earth. Plato therefore, by using the
term adhering, and by suspending the irrational nature from the soul,
according to all its lives, distinguishes this irrational nature from this
outward body, and the peculiar life of it. But by adding the words
F externally, and afterwards, he distinguishes it from the connascent vehicle
in which the Demiurgus made it to descend. Hence, this vehicle which
causes the soul to be a citizen of generation, is a medium between both.
Timaeus therefore, knew the vehicle of the irrational life, which
adheres to us prior to this outward body. For that this irrational and
tumultuous crowd, which adheres to us, from fire, earth, air, and water,
does not pertain to the first vehicle, is evident. For again, this must be
urged, in consequence of some of the interpreters not fathoming the
depth of the theory of Plato concerning the psychical vehicles. Hence,
331A some of them destroying the [first] vehicle are compelled to make the
soul to be sometimes out of all body. But others preserving it, are
forced to immortalize the vehicle of the irrational life; neither of them
separating the connate from the adherent vehicle, the prior from the
posterior, and that which was fashioned by the one Demiurgus, from
that which was woven to the soul by the many Demiurgi, though these
are clearly distinguished by Plato. It is evident therefore, that this
irrational crowd is not in the connate vehicle of the soul, into which the
Demiurgus caused the soul to ascend, for Plato clearly says, that "it
For \(\alpha\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\) here, it is necessary to read \(\alpha\kappa\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\omicron\). If the original, which is evidently corrupt and defective in this place, is, \(\mathit{Km} \alpha\geq c \mathit{fXH}\)
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\textit{adhered to the soul afterwards.}" It is likewise manifest, that neither is it the life in the testaceous body. For if it were, how is it that he says, that the soul in changing its bodies, will not be freed from the allotment of labours, till it subdues the tumultuous and irrational crowd, which afterwards adhered to it? He says therefore, that the soul exchanges one life for another, and that the irrational crowd adhered to, but is not connate with it. For this would be to change that which is appropriate and allied to it. Hence, in each of the lives of the soul, there is not a mutation of the irrational life, as there is of bodies. This life therefore, is different from the \textit{entelecheia}, which is one in each body, and inseparable from it. For the one is inherent, descending with us into the \textit{B} realms of generation; but the other is changed together with bodies, from which it is inseparable. Hence, Timaeus knew, that the irrational life is different from the life of the first vehicle, and from the life of the last body. It is different from the former, because he calls it \textit{posterior}, and from the latter, because it is not changed in conjunction with the outward body. For it is necessary that the soul should subdue it, when it is present with it. For the soul is separated from the \textit{entelecheia} of the body, and changing its bodies between the life of the ethereal vehicle, and the life of the testaceous body, it accomplishes the \textit{genesiurgic} period. It is however, disturbed by the irrational life. But to the rejection of such vehicles as these, which are mentioned by Plato, who particularly names each of the elements, the philosophic life indeed, as he says, contributes; but in my opinion, the telestic art is most efficacious for this purpose; through divine fire obliterating all the stains arising from generation, as the Oracles* teach us, and likewise every thing foreign, which the spirit and the irrational nature of the soul have attracted to themselves.

42d "But having legislatively promulgated all these things to souls, in order that he might not be the cause of the future depravity of each."

C In what is here said, Plato gives completion to the doctrine of the first fabrication, but is established at the beginning of the second; preserving indeed the former, liberated, monadic, exempt, undefiled, and unmingled with subordinate natures; but suspending the latter from it, and delivering all the measures, the arrangement, and the boundaries of production, as the consequence of the latter, being perfected and governed by, and receiving all these, from the former. Such therefore,
is the scope of the proposed words. Directing our attention however, to the demiur
gic sacred law, we must not say, that it resembles the law of a city, which a human legislator establishes, as energizing only according to existence. For the demiurgic will precedes the energy which is alone established in existence, [or in a subsistence according to being;] and in short, it is not lawful to consider human as the same with divine concerns. For the former, though they are sometimes assimilated to a divine nature, yet are partly assimilated, so as in one respect to imitate the stability, in another the efficacy, and in another the perfective power, of divine natures. Nor must we admit, that a sacred law of this kind is ambiguous; as for instance, that if some one should make these things, those will follow, but if not, the opposites to these, will be the result, according to a dissimilar* intellection. For the father of wholes causally comprehends in himself, all effects; not apprehending them by indefinite, but by stable genera uniformly, and perceiving generated natures in an unbegotten manner, things contingent necessarily, and partibles impartibly. For time and place,* were generated together with the universe. The Demiurgus therefore, of the universe, established in himself the principles of all things, without time, and without interval. Hence, it is necessary to admit, that the demiurgic thesmos is the intellectual order, contained in the divine thesmos, which pervades through all things, is present with all things without impediment, and guards all things with purity. For I think that thesmos possesses something more than law, so far as deity also is more excellent than intellect. For we say that law is the distribution of intellect,5 but thesmos, divine order, and a uniform boundary. And thus much as to these particulars.

Proceeding however, to the words of the text, in the first place we shall demonstrate that Plato comprehends all the laws of Fate through the decad; because the decad also is connate with the demiurgic cause. For such goods as the Demiurgus imparts to the world, end in this number, all of them being ten. For the decad is mundane,0 as the Pythagoric hymn says; which calls it the universal recipient, ancient and venerable, placing bound about all things, and which is denominated the immutable and unwearied decad. All the above-mentioned laws of Fate
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therefore pertaining to souls are ten. For it is necessary that souls should be disseminated; that there should be one common descent to all of them in each period; that the soul descending in the first generation, should descend into a pious animal; that the soul descending into the human nature, should first pass into the seed of man; that the soul which is in body, should produce partible and material lives; that the soul which vanquishes the material life, should be just, but the soul which is vanquished by it, unjust; that the just soul should return to its kindred star; that the offending soul, should again descend in the second generation, into the nature of woman; that the soul which was in the second generation, should in the third descent, pass into the nature of a brute; and in the last place, the tenth is the demiurgic law, which is the one saviour of the soul, being the life which elevates it to the period of the same and the similar, and causes the circle of its wandering in generation, to cease. All the above-mentioned laws therefore, are comprehended in the decad, because the Pythagoreans consider the decad as adapted to the Demiurgus, and to Fate. And these laws are disseminated in souls, in order that they may lead themselves; since the Gods wish to rule over self-motive natures, as self-motive; and likewise in order, that they may be to themselves the causes of the evils which may afterwards befall them, and not the Demiurgus. For unless they antecedently comprehended the laws of Fate, if indeed, they were always superior to Fate, they would not descend into generation; but if they are sometimes to be under its dominion, how could they be accused of deviations from rectitude, when they had not previously learned the punishment ordained for such deviations? In order therefore, that the Demiurgus might not be accused as the author of the guilt of souls, he established in their essences the laws of Fate.

Hence, the nature of evils must not be referred to divinity: for it is here said, that the maker of the whole world, is not the cause of them. And not only is this asserted of the Demiurgus in this place, but in the Republic also,* the prophet who proclaims the decree of Lachesis says, "that the electing soul is the cause [of the evil which may befall it] but God is blameless." So that divinity is neither the antecedent cause, nor at all the cause, of evils, but is blameless.* For as it was said prior to this, divinity was willing that depravity should, as much as possible, have no existence. Evil therefore, must not be referred to a divine nature, nor must it be said, that it is without a principle. For if it is without a principle, it will be unadorned and indefinite, and will injure the whole fabrication of things. For what will be able to adorn it, if it has no
principle in beings? Nor must a principle be given to it, but this total. For nothing that ranks as a whole, is receptive of evil. But all wholes perpetually preserve the same nature, undefiled, and free from evil. Hence, it is evident that evil subsists from a partial principle. And after what manner does it subsist from this? Shall we say, according to a preceding hypostasis? By no means. For things which thus subsist are bounded, and have an end, and are according to nature to their generator. Evil therefore, is implanted in souls according to parypostasis, or a deviation from subsistence, either through a privation of symmetry, or through commixture, or in some other way. And Plato knowing this says, "in order that the Demiurgus might not be the cause of the future depravity of each." For the term future, manifests the hypostasis of depravity to be adventitious, foreign, and externally implanted. But what is the legislative promulgation? For evils have prior to this been discussed.* May we not say, that it signifies the one comprehension in the Demiurgus of all the laws of Fate?* For the thesmos is comprehensive of all laws. And the thesmos indeed in Adrastia comprehends the Saturnian and Jovian laws, and also the laws of Fate; but the thesmos in the Demiurgus, both comprehends, and gives subsistence to, mundane natures. The promulgation however with the addition5 [of the words, "all these things to souls,"'] signifies that the C dominion of this thesmos is extended with all things, and that its providential inspection pervades to the last of things.

42d "He disseminated some of them into the earth, others into the moon, 3,304 and others into the other instruments of time."

It must not be supposed that this seimation of souls was effected casually.0 For where in things which subsist perpetually with invariable sameness is it possible that the indefinite should intervene? Nor must it be thought to be a mere distribution of the generator. For the things which are disseminated, are neither altermotive, nor such as
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act without deliberate choice. But this seimation is supernally accomplished, conformably to the demiurgic intellect, and with which the will of souls themselves concurs. For each of them both knows and chooses its proper order, and establishes its vehicle in appropriate parts of the universe; each not being the same with the Gods about whom it is disseminated, as some say it is; thus making a part to be the same as
the whole. For if this were admitted, the arrangement of leaders and followers would be confounded, and the order of undefiled souls, and of those that are not such, would be subverted. Nor does each of these souls connect itself with foreign parts, one with these, but another with those parts of the universe. For essential similitude precedes a semination D of this kind. For what may some one assign as the cause of this division? Is it that partial ought to be with out co-arrangement with total souls, and that their vehicles ought to be separated from total circulations? This, however, is impossible, for parts everywhere follow wholes. Is it, therefore, because souls differ from each other? And how, in short, do they differ from each other, since they subsist in immaterial forms? Shall we say then, that they differ from each other, but were not distinguished conformably to the precedaneous measures of divine souls? And how in this case, is ascent and perfection inserted* in them, through divine souls? We must say therefore, that this semination is entirely* defined, conformably to a divine and perfect intellect. And thus much as to this particular.

But let us in the next place, connect with this, a survey of the words 3,305 severally. The semination of souls therefore, with their vehicles about the junior Gods, precedes every other fabrication of these Gods. For it is necessary that they should have leaders not only as souls, but as mundane natures; and that as being allotted the government of animals, they should be arranged under some of the divine circulations. The semination however, exhibits through the very name of it, the partible allotment of the vehicles; the power which is comprehensive in the E invisible of all partial in total souls; and the prolific energy of divine bodies, according to which they fill from their own life, partial vehicles, with the peculiarity of themselves. For every thing that is sown receives something from its subject earth. Hence, from all that has been said, this is in the first place evident, that there is no dissemination about the soul of the universe. For it is not proper to oppose the semination
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about this soul, to that about other souls, nor the whole world to its parts. For if it were possible for a partial soul to remain on high, during the whole period of the universe, it would be possible* for a semination of souls to take place, about the soul of the universe. But this soul indeed, is arranged in the world as a monad. For it is the co-arranged monad of the mundane souls, that distribute* the powers of it. For with each of the divine bodies, a power of the soul of the universe is present. About this number however, the genera, that are superior to us and partial souls, are divided, these having the order of attendants. And in
the second place, there is a semination of souls in each of the sublunary elements, and in the celestial spheres, and the stars. We have however before shown what the natures are about which the distribution of souls takes place; so that the semination also, is about the vehicles of them. For all of them contribute to the generation of time, some by themselves, but others together with wholes, in the same manner as the stars. And all of them are the instruments of time. For all the fixed stars, and every mundane God, being circularly moved, have entirely periods of time, according to which, the whole time of the mundane life is measured; and they have likewise apocatastases, in common with this life, and with each other. But Plato only makes mention of those instruments of time, the apocatastatic periods of which may be obtained from sense. Dividing the whole world however, into heaven and generation, he assumes the moon, and the earth, as the extremes of these according to position, and is satisfied with these, because he is speaking of the division of the last souls, and the semination of the most partial vehicles, which are naturally adapted to mutation, and to approximate, and enter into the most gross corporeal masses.

After these particulars also, it is worth while to know in the third place, that vehicles are likewise disseminated about the fixed stars. For every part of the world is full of partial souls, who are spread under their saviour Gods, and follow the daemons that are suspended from them. But whether any one of these partial bodies, is elevated above
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the Saturnian sphere; or whether all of them are arranged in the planetary spheres according to an alliance with the fixed stars, deserves to be considered. For of the planets themselves, it is said by those who are skilled in these affairs, that different planets are allied to different signs of the zodiac. It is not therefore at all wonderful, if the vehicles of souls being in the planetary spheres, different vehicles should revolve in conjunction with different fixed stars. For some one may conceive this to be more rational, than to make them situated above the Saturnian sphere; since this place [i.e. the planetary sphere] is more adapted to variety of life,* to a tendency to generation, and to a nature mingled from bodies that have a circular, and bodies that have a rectilinear, motion. It is better however to say, that there is a semination about the fixed stars, and that the vehicles which are purified, starry-form, and unencumbered, having a simple life, and a motion about intellect, and
wisdom, and following the period of the same, ascend as far as to the inerratic sphere. For it would be ridiculous, that souls should be distributed about the fixed stars, and that there should be a semination of their vehicles about another thing. For as soul is to soul, so is vehicle to kindred vehicle. It is better therefore to admit this, than to assert that souls are disseminated there, but that their vehicles do not ascend as far as to the vehicles of the fixed stars; since everywhere parts hasten to wholes, when they subsist according to nature, unless they happen to be dissolved by things foreign to the natures to which they tend; the psychical vehicles being indissoluble, and immortal, through their generation from the one Demiurgus. These assertions therefore, are rather to be admitted than the former, respecting the semination and distribution of souls and their vehicles, both of them being effected by the Demiurgus.

Since also, the semination is of souls with their vehicles, and not of souls only, as was the case with the former distribution, Plato very properly says, that the Demiurgus disseminated some of them into the earth, but others into the moon, indicating that each of these souls is now man, and the first man; the definition here likewise prevailing, that man is a soul using a body, and the immortal man an immortal body.* It is also necessary to separate this immortal from every mortal body, in order that man may become that which he was prior to his lapse into generation:* for the semination is now of men, but not of souls. Very properly therefore is it said, that some of them were disseminated into the earth, but others into the moon. Hence these things must be observed together with what has been before said, and likewise that souls will never have a supermundane situation, not even according to those who admit, that there are other spheres beyond the fixed stars; though the highest and most simple of the vehicles participate of ethereal splendour. But the distribution is different from the semination. For the former, is of souls alone; but the latter, in conjunction with vehicles. Hence in speaking of the former, Plato says,5 the Demiurgus distributed each soul into each star; but here, that he disseminated, some into the earth, but others into the moon, because now they exert the human characteristic property. For there, [i.e. in the stars,] man is a soul using an immortal 0 body, and the man there is perpetual. The distribution therefore, is different from the semination, and the former is said to be,
into the stars, but the latter, into the instruments of time. Hence it may seem, that each of these is into different places. For the earth is not a star, so that there will not be a *distribution* of souls about it; nor are the fixed stars said to be instruments of time, so there will not be a *semination* about them. But the planets alone, are both stars, and instruments of time; so that about these, there will be both a distribution and a semination. It is manifestly absurd however, that both these should not take place about the earth and the fixed stars. For if it is the Demiurgus who both distributes and disseminates, both these are essentially inherent in souls; and if this be the case, it is necessary that both should be about the same thing; in order that the apocatastasis of every soul may be into one thing, and that it may not through the *E* distribution make its apocatastasis into its kindred star, but be compelled to make it into something else, through a semination into something different from its kindred star. For that which is sown, is allied and adapted to that in which it is essentially disseminated. If therefore, these things are true, the earth also, must be said to be a star, not according
t cf. 334A, infra.
t cf. *Phaedrus*, 248c.
§ Tim. 41d.
• The word *aBavaru* is omitted in the original.

to its visible bulk, but according to its ethereal and starry-form vehicle; since our vehicle likewise is a thing of this kind. It must also be admitted, that the fixed stars co-operate in the production of time.* Hence these, so far as they have periods, though unknown to us, entirely measure the whole of time, some in one, and others in a different way. For there is not the same apocatastasis of all the fixed stars; but we have no certain indication from sense of their circulation, as we have of the revolutions of the planets.

All the parts of the world therefore, receive disseminated partial souls, and every mundane God is the prefect of partial Gods and souls,* distributed and disseminated about him,5 conformably to the demiurgic intellect. But Plato says, that the one peculiarly takes place about the starts, and the other, about the last of wholes, the moon and the earth; indicating by this, the proper dignity of each, *viz.* that the one is more *F* divine, for it is incorporeal; but the other subordinate, for the *semination* is with bodies. This however, is evident from the precedaneous causes of the distribution and the semination, being 3,309 mentioned by him separately at different times, each being into the same things; by which he manifests the difference of them with reference to each other. Hence, though there is a distribution of the soul about the earth, yet it is so far as the earth possesses something starry-form and
incorporeal. And though there is a dissemination of it about a star, yet it is so far as it has something allied to earth; but this is corporeal. The earth and the moon likewise, were assumed in the semination, through their alliance to each other: for it is common to them, to produce a shadow. And what the earth is in wholes, that the moon is among the celestial bodies; so that there will be an apocatastasis into the earth of the souls that were originally disseminated into it, and allotments of them in it. But it is not wonderful, if Plato says in the Phaedrus,* that the better allotments are celestial, but the last, subterranean. For there, it was solely his intention to speak of the extremes, neither mentioning the aerial, nor the terrestrial fortunate allotments. Hence, when he mentions those that are last, he does not simply say that they are terrestrial, but manifests what they are from the tribunals under the

*Phaedrus, 249a.

earth: the divine allotments in the earth, so far as the earth is a divinity, being different from those of a punishing characteristic. As we have said however, the distribution must be distinguished from the semination. For semination especially pertains to certain corporeal natures; but distribution, being a separation according to form, (and not like semination, the placing* of some things in others,) transcendently pertains to incorporeal natures. But since the assertion that the Demiurgus disseminated some souls into the earth, but others into the moon, has a reference, as we have said, to men, it may be assumed from the Politicus,* that Plato knew man that is an immortal soul, using an immortal vehicle. For he there says, that souls were men in the Saturnian period, according to which the immortal part alone of us lives. That he also knew another man, viz. the soul, which uses the middle vehicle, is evident from the Phaedo,* where he says, that men dwell on the summit of the earth, who live for a much longer time than the men that are here. Moreover, he likewise knew the last man, who lives in conjunction with this outward body. And every where man according to him is soul using a body; but either an immortal, or the second, or a composite body. Hence, by adding the difference of body, and of that which uses it, we shall be able to define man.

"But then after this semination, he delivered to the junior Gods."

What the semination is, whence it accedes to souls, that it is different from the distribution, and that it is the peculiarity of partible fabrication, has been frequently mentioned by us, in what has been
before said. But it must now be shown who the junior Gods are. For it is evident that the mundane are called junior Gods. They appear however, to be thus denominated by Plato, either through comparing them with the ancient and venerable nature of the invisible fabrication, and the transcendency of power, and perfection of intelligence contained in it. For that which is more intellectual in the Gods is more ancient:

But Jove was born the first, and more he knows,

Iliad XIII, 335

says Homer. Or they are thus denominated, because they always make generation to be new; and when it becomes old and imbecile through its

subject nature, again recall it to a subsistence according to nature by their motions, sending into it effluxions of all-various productive principles and powers, and thus render it perpetually new. Or, they are thus called, because having intellectual essences suspended from them, they eternally energise with the acme of intellectual vigour. For, as the poets say, Hebe pours out their wine, and they drink nectar,* and survey the whole sensible world. Employing therefore immutable and undeviating intellections, they fill all things with their demiurgic providence. Or they have this appellation, because Curetic deity is present with them,* [or deity belonging to the order of the Curetes,] illuminating their intellectual conceptions with purity, their motion with inflexibility, and supplying the whole of them with rigid power, through which they govern all things without departing from the characteristics of their nature. Or, which is the truest reason of all the preceding, they are thus denominated, because the monad of them is called the recent God. For theologists give this appellation to Bacchus,5 who is the D monad of all the second fabrication. For Jupiter established him the 3,311 king of all the mundane Gods, and distributed to him the first honours,

Tho' young the God, and but an infant guest.D

On this account also, theologists are accustomed to call the sun a recent God, and Heraclitus says that the sun is a diurnal youth, as participating of Dionysiacal power. Or, for a reason most appropriate to Platonic principles, they are thus denominated, because bodies which have generation are suspended from them; and the essence of these is not allotted a subsistence in eternity, but in the whole of time. They are junior therefore, not as once beginning to exist, but as being always
generated, and, as we have before observed, subsisting in becoming to be, or perpetually rising into existence. For every thing which is generated has not the whole of what it possesses present at once, nor a simultaneous infinity, but an infinity which is perpetually supplying. Thus therefore they are called junior, as having a subsistence co-extended

t cf. *Iliad*, IV, 2 ff.
§ cf.fr. 6.
• In the original, and doubtless from Orpheus,
*Kaïirep tovn veu, Km egiriu eikanvaartJ*.
Orph. fr. 191, see also 313B supra; and Procl. *Comm. Parmen. 687*.

with time, and always advancing into existence,* and as possessing a renovated immortality.

42d-e "The province of fashioning mortal bodies, and besides this to rule over whatever else remained necessary to the human soul, and over every thing consequent to their fabrications."

The delivery of the first fabrication is a communication and generation of demiurgic powers, exempt from every thing which the second fabrication produces proximately, a progression of production from the unapparent into the apparent, and a division of universal power into the multiplied government of the world. But the formation of bodies assimilates the junior Gods to the unapparent fabrication. For that was the cause of bodies that rank as wholes, just as they are the causes of partial bodies, at the same time exhibiting a diminution of power. For of the body, of which they are the makers and formers, the Demiurgus also is the cause; but they are the formers of partial bodies, which are bodies endued with certain qualities. Hence body indeed is simply

3,312 unbegotten as from time, and incorruptible, as was also the opinion of Aristotle.* For, says he, there would be a vacuum if body could be generated external to the body of the universe. But this *particular* body is corruptible, as being of a partial nature; for the *wholes* of the elements derived their subsistence from total fabrication. The accession however of the human soul which remained* to be generated, assimilates the mundane Gods to the paternal power. For it is the province of a father to generate life; since the first father, and every *F* father is the cause of life; the intelligible father indeed, of intelligible, but the intellectual of intellectual, and the supermundane of supermundane life. And hence, the mundane Gods who generate corporeal life are fathers. The fabrication however, adapted to these Gods, produces the nature of partial animals. For this partial animal, which is suspended from the immortal soul, consists of soul and body. The fabrication also
of other things regards this: for parts are generated for the sake of the whole. But the dominion which the Demiurgus gave the junior Gods, excites their providential inspection, their connective power, and their guardian comprehensions. For without these, the bodies that are
t cf. Politicus 270a.
% cf. Posterior Analytics, I, 24, 85b18; & Generation & Corruption, I, 5, 320b22 ff.
§ For el-ov auiiaraq, it is necessary to read 6ξw oajiarog.
• For XU7T7JC, it is requisite to read Xonrj;?.
fashioned, and the mortal-form of life, would rapidly vanish into non-entity. Prior therefore, to the generation of these, the Demiurgus made their ruling Gods to be the guardians and saviours of them. In the junior Gods therefore, there are demiurgic powers, according to which they invest generated natures with forms; vivific powers, according to which they give subsistence to a secondary life; and perfective powers, through which they give completion to what is deficient in generation. There are also many other powers in them besides these, which are inexplicable by our conceptions.

42e "He likewise commanded them to govern as much as possible in the best and most beautiful manner the mortal animal, that it might not become the cause of evil to itself."

Of all that the one Demiurgus delivers to the junior Gods, it must be admitted that there are three most beautiful boundaries, the boniform will of him that delivers, the perfect power of the recipients, and the symmetry of both these with each other. Of the demiurgic production however, of the junior Gods themselves, three elements, and these the greatest, must be again surveyed, viz. a reduction to The Good, a conversion to intelligible beauty, and a liberated power sufficient to rule over all the subjects of its government. For as Phanes* himself, the Demiurgus of wholes, rendered the whole world as much as possible the most beautiful and the best, thus also he was willing that the second fabricators should govern the mortal animal in a way the most beautiful and the best; pouring on them indeed from intelligibles, beauty, but filling them with that boniform power and will, which he himself possessing fabricated the whole world. For thus generation also will participate of beauty and goodness, as far as it is naturally adapted to such participation, if the Gods, by whom it is connected and contained, adorn it, since they are themselves transcendentally decorated with beauty and good.

If however, the second Demiurgi have such a nature as this, nothing evil or preternatural is generated from the celestial Gods; nor is it proper
to divide the Gods in the heavens after this manner, as many do, viz.
into the beneficent and malignant; for being Gods this is impossible.
But the mortal animal is the cause of evil to itself. For neither disease,
C nor poverty,* nor any thing else of this kind is evil; but the depravity

_\text{t ie. Jupiter, who is so called in this place by Proclus, because he contains in}
\text{himself by participation the Phanes or Protagonus, who is the paradigm of the}
\text{universe.}
%
\text{For iroj'Tjpia, it is necessary to read Ttevia.}

of the soul, intemperance, timidity, and every vice. Of these things
however, we are the causes to ourselves. For though being impelled by
others to these vices we are badly affected, yet again it is through
ourselves; since we have the power of associating with the good, and
separating ourselves from the bad. According to Plato therefore, we
must not think that of the Gods some are malignant and others
beneficent, but we must admit that all of them, are the sources to
mortals of all the good which they are able to receive; and that things
which are truly evils are not produced, but are only signified by them,
as we have before observed.* For they extend terrific appearances and
signs to those who are able to see and read the letters in the universe,
which the framers of mortal natures during their revolutions write by
3,314 their configurations. And though some one should derive a certain evil
from the motions of the celestial Gods, so as to become timid or
intemperate, yet they operate in one way, and their influences are
participated by souls in another. For the efflux of intellect, says
Plotinus,* becomes craft in him who receives the efflux badly; the gift
\text{D of an elegant life becomes intemperance through a similar cause; and in}
short, while they produce beneficently, their gifts are participated by
terrestrial natures, after a contrary manner. Hence the givers who
bestow beneficently are not to be accused as the authors of evil, but the
recipients who pervert their gifts by their own inaptitudes. Thus also
Jupiter in Homer5 blames souls as in vain accusing the Gods, while they
themselves are the causes of evils. For the Gods are the sources of good,
and the suppliers of intellect and life, but are not the causes of any evil;
since even a partial nature is not the cause of evil to its offspring. What
therefore ought we to think concerning the Gods themselves? Is it not,
that they are much more the causes of good to their productions, since
with them there is power, with them there is a self-perfect nature, with
them there is universal goodness, to all which evil is contrary. For in
its own nature it is powerless, imperfect and without measure.

42e "At the same time he who orderly disposed all these particulars,
remained in his own accustomed manner."
Plato everywhere, after having employed many words, summarily comprehends the multitude of them in the conclusion. For he knew

\[ cf. \text{284A - 288D, supra.} \]
\[ \$ \text{Enn. I, 7 & 8.} \]
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that in the Demiurgus, one intellectual perception comprehends the multitude of intellectual conceptions, that one power connects many powers, and that a uniform cause collects into one union divided causes.

3,315 Hence the words [prior to these] "Having therefore instructed souls in all these particulars," and the words before us, "He who orderly disposed all these particulars,"* lead the distinct energy of the Demiurgus to an united cause. Farther still, the word all, manifests that which is consummated from all its appropriate boundaries. But the words orderly disposed, indicate the order pervading through all beings, which the Demiurgus introduced to the mundane Gods, and to partial souls; demonstrating the former to be Demiurgi, but inscribing in the latter the laws of Fate.

Moreover, the word remained, does not manifest station, and inflexible intellection, but an establishment* in The One. For according to this the Demiurgus is exempt from wholes, and is separated from the beings that intellectually perceive him. But this establishment itself is eternal, and always invariably permanent. These things therefore, are also indicated by the words accustomed and manner; the one exhibiting sameness of permanency; but the other the peculiarity of the demiurgic stability.

42e "But in consequence of his abiding, as soon as his children understood the order of their father, they became obedient to it."

When the Demiurgus speaks, then the junior Gods have the order of hearers. When he intellectually perceives, then they learn; for learning is dianoetic. When he abides according to union itself, then his children intellectually perceive. For they always receive from him an inferior order. And as filled indeed from him, they preserve the analogy of hearers with reference to him; but as evolving his one power, they are analogous to learners. For he who learns evolves the intellect of his preceptor. As being deified however by him, they have the analogy of those that perceive intellectually. For intellect becomes deific, by its contact5 with The One. The father therefore abiding, his children very properly intellectually perceive. For they are intellects participated by divine souls, that ride in the vehicles of undefiled bodies. But they

Tim. 42d.
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intellectually perceive the order of the farther presubsisting in him prior to the arranged effects, according to which order he became all things. For what Orpheus says of the monad of the junior Gods,

> Though all things by the father Jove were form'd,
> Yet their completion they to Bacchus owe;

Fr. 192

this also must be said of the junior Gods, *viz.* that they give perfection to the fabrication, which the father constituted by intellection itself; just as the [Chaldean] Oracle likewise says,* "These things the father understood, and the mortal nature became animated for him." Mortal natures therefore, were fashioned and animated by the demiurgic intellection alone. But the junior Gods unfold his total production, through their own manifest fabrication, being filled from the demiurgic monad.

42e- "And receiving the immortal principle of mortal animal, in imitation of their artificer, they borrowed from the world the parts of fire and earth, water and air, as things which they should restore back again; and conglutinated the received parts together, but not with the same indissoluble bonds as those by which they were connected."

Plato indicates to us, the separation of the second from the first fabrication, through many words and steps.* For if the Demiurgus orderly disposes, but the junior Gods are obedient to his mandates, the former by merely commanding is the cause of generated natures, but the latter being excited by the Demiurgus, receive from thence the boundary of the whole of their fabrication. And if indeed he abides in himself, but they are moved about him, it is evident that he is eternally the cause of things which subsist in time, but that they, being filled from him, energise according to the whole of time. And if he perfectly establishes himself in his own accustomed manner, but they proceeding from him, unfold into light this united and ineffable disposition of himself, they derive from him secondary measures of fabrication.

Moreover, he is said to have a paternal dignity, but they are denominated his children, as expressing his prolific power, and his single goodness. And he indeed, is celebrated as delivering from his exalted

*% For *Km ffexcdeuv*, it is necessary to read *Km (iadjxuv.*/
abode the principles of fabrication;* but they are celebrated as receiving
the immortal principle contributing to the orderly distribution of
mortals. He is said to have the fountain of the vivification of perpetual
natures; but they are the causes of the subsistence of mortal-formed
animals. And he indeed, extends himself as a paradigm to the many
Gods; but they are said to imitate the demiurgic intellect. He is said to
produce the whole world, and the plenitudes of it; but they are said to
borrow parts from the fabrications of their father, in order to the
completion of their proper works. And he indeed, employs all
incorporeal powers; but they also employ such as are corporeal. He
gives subsistence to indissoluble bonds; but they to such as are
dissoluble. And he indeed, is said to insert a union more ancient than
the natures which it unites; but they are said to introduce an
adventitious union, and which is of an origin posterior to this, to the
beings that consist of many contrary natures. And he is said to produce
all things impartibly; but they with division, minutely distributing the
subsistence of mortal natures into small and invisible nails. From these
things therefore, the separation of the two fabrications may be assumed;
but the union and contact of them may be surveyed from the words before
us. For here a contact is effected of the second with the first fabrication;
of apparent with unapparent, and of divided with monadic production.

Hence it is necessary that the lowest part of the first and unapparent
fabrication, should coalesce with the summit of the second. For thus
also the heavens are conjoined with generation [or the sublunary region,]
the lowest of the celestial bodies exhibiting the principle of mutation;
but the summit of the essence of sublunary natures, being moved in con-
junction with the heavens. Hence too, here also the rational soul is
conjoined with the mortal form of life; viz. the lowest and most partial
of the productions of the father with the highest of the natures generated
by the junior Gods. For they indeed, as being certain fathers produce
lives; but as fabricators, bodies. And they imitate indeed Vulcan by the
fabrication of bodies, but Juno by vivification.* But through both these
they imitate the whole Demiurgus. For he is maker and father; but they
fashion bodies by borrowing parts from wholes. For every where parts
derive their composition from wholes. When, however, the wholes are
incorporeal, they remain undiminished by the subsistence of the parts;
but when they are corporeal; the parts that are generated from them
t

% cf. 25A, f, supra.

diminish the wholes. Hence an ablation always taking place, but the
parts always remaining, the wholes perish. And thus generation will no
longer exist, and the works of the first fabrication will all vanish through the second, which it is not lawful to assert. That nothing of this kind therefore may take place in the universe, the composite parts are again dissolved, in order to fill up their wholes. And the generation of one thing is the corruption of another; but the corruption of one thing is the generation of other; in order that generation and corruption may always remain. For if generation existed at a certain time only, it would at a certain time stop, in consequence of consisting of finite things, and these being consumed. But these perishing, corruption also would stop, all things being destroyed. Hence if it is necessary that one of these should exist, the other also will exist. Every thing therefore which is generated from the second fabrication, is a composite and dissoluble, and deriving its composition from time, will also in time be again dissolved. The junior Gods therefore, are very properly said to borrow parts, which are again to be restored to their wholes. But they borrow them from the universe.* For that which they borrow is fire, 337A earth, water, and air; and they again restore them to the universe.* The father therefore wishes the wholes to remain which he generated and arranged. And thus much concerning all the fabrication of the junior Gods.

3,319 Let us however, direct our attention to each of the words of Timaeus. The word receiving therefore, indicates how the junior Gods receive the immortal soul descending in its first vehicle: for he calls the whole "the immortal principle." It also indicates, that every where, our concerns are providentially attended to by the Gods, above indeed, by the father, but beneath, by his children, if it be requisite to speak in a divided manner. For our soul, at one time lives according to the characteristic of Jupiter, and at another according to that of Bacchus; but in its arrangement [on the earth.] it lives Titanically.9 The word principle however, does not simply manifest, that which is first in the composition of man, but that which is the leader and ruler of secondary natures. For this is that which is according to nature, and for this purpose it was produced by the Gods. As therefore, the Demiurgus constituted the soul of the universe to rule over the body of it, so likewise, the many Demiurgi

f For TCUTpoQ, it is necessary to read navroc.
§ Here also for irarpi, it is necessary to read icavn.
§ cf. 313C ff, supra.

established our soul as the principle in the mortal animal. If however, we do not rule over the mortal nature, the power which gave this arrangement to our soul is not the cause of this, but the indolence of that which is arranged. But the word immortal comprehends every nature which the Demiurgus constituted, both that which is in the
vehicle, and the rational soul itself, which was perfectly produced by the father, who disseminated the whole of it, and from whom it originated. Again, however, Timaeus shows, that the junior Gods are the vivific causes and fabricators of the mortal animal, but that they are each of these, in conjunction with motion, in order that their fabrications may be mortal.

Moreover, the words, "in imitation of their artificer," are appropriate. For the junior Gods fabricate bodies, imitating the demiurgic characteristic of the father. And as he constituted the universe a whole from the wholes of the elements, so likewise they fashion partial bodies from partial bodies, in order that together with the imitation, diminution may be preserved, and that they may remain Demiurgi, but the Demiurgi of a partial fabrication. The expression also, they borrowed, manifests, that the parts in us are more the property of wholes, and of things above, than they are our property. But if this be the case why should men grieve when they die? And why is dissolution dreadful? But how is it possible it should not be good, if the universe receives what is its own? For it is easy to perceive, that the parts in us belong in a greater degree to the universe than to the us. For the places of all these are in wholes, and not in us. But "the conglutination of the received parts together," evinces that the union in mortal natures is of posterior origin, and adventitious. For in the universe the whole precedes the parts, and The One, multitude. But in us, many things, and which are naturally separated from each other, are conglutinated, receiving a violent and renovated union. Hence the bonds of them are dissoluble; but the bonds of wholes are indissoluble, union there subduing multitude.

43a "But they gave them a tenacious adherence from thick set nails, invisible through their smallness; fabricating the body of each, one from the composition of all [the elements]; and binding the periods of the immortal soul in influxive and effluxive body."

Because in what is here said, in the same manner as before, Plato constitutes the first vehicle of the soul that is a body,* from the elements, it is evident that neither is this body indivisible, as being generated from things which are to be returned. But it is not immanifest, that as that vehicle is one, this testaceous body likewise is D in a similar manner generated one. The former however, has indeed a more simple union of simple vestments; but the latter a more various union, as being of a more composite nature. Hence there indeed; that which was composed of fire and water, air and earth,* being analogous to a crowd, manifested we said, the second vehicle, and the life contained in it. But in what is now said, the testaceous body5 is signified. For
Plato in speaking of it, is not satisfied with things of a simple nature, but adds such as are adapted to an organic body. For it is not possible that this should alone consist of simple elements.0 Beginning therefore, from things more imperfect and material, and producing things consisting of similar parts, and from these the organic body, he gives it to participate of soul. For the junior Gods borrowing parts from wholes, assumed such parts as are simple, and made the vehicles of irrational souls, which he before denominated, a tumultuous and irrational crowd, composed of fire and earth, air and water. But conglutinating these, they generated things of similar parts, the composition of which is from the four elements. And causing the things generated to adhere through thick set nails, they gave completion to the organic body. For this it is, which, as he says, is in want of all small and invisible nails, through its composition from dissimilar natures; and of thick set nails, through the facility with which the composition may be dissolved.

f i.e. The aerial vehicle; for this is the first vehicle of the soul that is a body, the ethereal or perpetual vehicle, not having three dimensions, but being a superficies, in consequence of its attenuated and immaterial nature. Hence also the Chaldaean Oracle exhorts, not to give depth to a superficies, and cause it to be terrestrial and humid, through an impure life. [cf. Chald. Oracl. 104 & 134.]

§ In the original in this place, there is an omission of TO ooTpewSec; but I have no doubt this word ought to be inserted.
• There is an hiatus here in the original, which renders the two lines that immediately follow it unintelligible, and which I have not therefore attempted to translate, [ie. from III, 320, 24 - 30.].

We say therefore, that the thick set and invisible nails, are the insertions of small and invisible elements, in the solid parts of the body. But the colliquefaction* is adapted to Vulcanian works; fire producing through rarefaction in the colliquefaction, a procession of all things through each other; just as in things which are melted together, the smaller enter into the larger parts, in the melting; and thus the mixture is effected. Hence it follows, that by conglutinating the things received, the junior Gods produce a body, not consisting of indissoluble bonds, but of parts which tenaciously adhere to each other, through thick set, small, and invisible nails. For liquefaction,0 and conglutination0 are necessary to the generation of things of similar parts, the latter of which, moisture imparts,** and the former, heat. For every thing is liquefied by fire, but conglutinated by water. Soul therefore accedes, after the union of many things of a dissimilar nature. And in the first place, the soul which is entirely mortal accedes. For through this, the effluxive body
subsists, viz. through the physical, sensitive, and orective life. But in the second place, the immortal soul accedes. For this does not enter simply into body, but into an influxive and effluxive body. And the former indeed, is generated with the body; but the latter, enters into the body. This therefore, is the order of fabrication, and is attended with a reason consentaneous to truth. For all generation begins from the imperfect, and regularly proceeds to the perfect. And in the universe indeed, fabrication proceeds from intellect and soul, as far as to bodies: for the generation is without time. [But in mortal natures, fabrication is in conjunction with body,**] for it is temporal. Every thing however, which is generated in time, commences the generation from the imperfect. So that if there is any thing which does not begin from the
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imperfect, that thing is not generated in time.* Hence the universe was not generated in time. For the Demiurgus did not first constitute body but soul, as we have before observed; which manifests, that what is called generation, is when applied to the universe, an unbegotten and simultaneous composition. And in the universe indeed, the whole subsists prior to the parts, and the one, to multitude; but in mortal natures the many are generated prior to the one; and these being liquefied through thick set nails, give completion to one thing. For simple bodies are liquefied, but the liquefied bodies are nailed, the nailed bodies are vivified, and the vivified bodies are co-adapted to the immortal soul.

From these things also, it is evident, that it must be said, the insertion of the soul according to Plato takes place at the time that the infant proceeds out of the womb: for then the foetus is perfect, but not before. For nature would not in vain detain it in the womb, if it was perfect. When therefore the foetus becomes one and whole, then the immortal soul enters profoundly into it. But the foetus becomes one when it is perfect, and is perfect when it has proceeded into light. For while it remains within,* it is a part of another thing. The soul therefore, is not bound to the seed by the Gods, nor is it, as some think, emitted

\[\text{The words within the brackets an omitted in the original; but I have no doubt ought to be inserted. So that there is wanting in the original, em 5e TUV dvifruv, p.era TOV OUHOITOCS.}\]
together with the seed, but when the body is now generated, the periods of the soul are connected with it. For where in the seed is there a body generated from many and thick set nails? Hence, when the instrument is rendered perfect, then the Gods bind to it the soul that is to use it. And thus much as to this particular.

3,323 But Plato calls the periods of the soul, the energies of it, which proceed into the animal and the twofold powers of the same and the different. All the

C soul therefore descends according to Plato. For he alone gives to it two circles and two periods, and leads downward both of them. So that what Plotinus says,0 who contends that the whole soul does not descend, is a more novel assertion. With respect however, to the thick set nails, some suppose them to signify the conjunction of the triangular

\textit{t} For \textit{OVK axpopov} in this place, it is necessary to read \textit{ov Kara $\text{	extbackslash p}$ovov.} 

\textit{\% In the original there is an hiatus here. For the original is, re$\text{	extbackslash X}$e$\text{	extbackslash e}$io$\text{	extbackslash v}$ 8e, or$\text{	extbackslash r}$av $\text{	extbackslash e}$i$\text{	extbackslash T}$6$\text{	extbackslash o}$T/***/ $p$.\textit{evov yap a$\text{	extbackslash K}$ov fip$\text{	extbackslash p}$oq $\text{	extbackslash T}$<\textit{JTIP}. This deficiency however, may be supplied by reading, conformably to the above translation, T$\text{	extbackslash e}$eio$\text{	extbackslash v}$ 8e, or$\text{	extbackslash r}$av eirtXftj etc. (puq. $p$.\textit{evov yap tvb$\text{	extbackslash v}$, a$\text{	extbackslash K}$ov (lege a$\text{	extbackslash K}$ov) p-tpoq eanv.}

\textit{§} For \textit{avroiQ} here, it is necessary to read \textit{avru.}

\textit{- Enn. IV, 8, 8.}

elements; but according to Iamblichus, they indicate the communion of physical productive powers, just as the colliquefaction* signifies the demiurgetic connection and union of them. But we have shown what the nails, the conglutinations, and the colliquefactions are, and what the theory is, which is adapted to the nature of all these.

43b "These however, being bound in a vast river, neither vanquish, nor are vanquished."

Plato conjoining the soul to the body immediately, omits all the problems pertaining to the descent of the soul, the prophet, the allotments, the lives, the elections, the daemon, the erection of tents in the plain of Lethe, the thunder and lightning, and all such particulars as D the fable in the \textit{Republic}* discusses. Neither does he here deliver those things which take place after the exit of the soul from the present life, \textit{viz.} the terrors, the rivers, Tartarus, those savage and fiery daemons, the thorns, the bellowing mouth, the triple path, and the judges, in which we are instructed, by the fable in the \textit{Republic,}* in the \textit{Gorgias,0} and in the \textit{Phaedo.0} What then, some one may say, is the cause of this omission? I reply, because Plato preserves that which is adapted to the design of the dialogue, and because he here assumes so much of the the o $\text{	extbackslash r}$ y of the soul as is physical, delivering the association of the soul
with the body. And Aristotle also, emulating Plato, in his treatise *On
the Soul*, in consequence of discussing it physically, neither mentions the
ascent of the soul, nor its allotments, but in his *Dialogues* he separately
speaks of these,** and makes them the leading subjects of consideration.
And thus much as to these particulars.

This however, is to be investigated from the beginning, why the soul
descends into bodies?** And the answer is, because it wishes to imitate
the providential energy of the Gods, and on this account, dismissing
contemplation, descends into generation. For since divine perfection is

** t Instead of *ovvrα^iv* in this place, read *awryl-iv*.
** t Rep. X, 617d - e; & 621a - b.
§ Rep. X, 615e; 616a; 621c.
• *Gorgias* 523e; 524a.
 o *Phaedo* 111d; 112a.
 f t For -*Kεπι avrov* here, it is necessary to read *tepi avrruv*. These *Dialogues of
Aristode* are unfortunately lost [cf. fr. 40].
% % See my translation of Plotinus, *On the Descent of the Soul* [En. IV, 8].

E twofold, the one being intellectual, but the other providential, and the
one subsisting in permanency, but the other in motion; the soul
adumbrates, the stable,* intellectual, and unalterable energy of the Gods,
through contemplation, but their providential and motive energy,
through a genesiurgic life. And as the intelligence of the soul is partial,
so likewise is its providential energy; but being partial, it is conversant
with a partial body. Farther still, its descent contributes to the
perfection of the world. For it is necessary, that there should not only
be immortal and intellectual animals, such as are with the Gods, nor
alone mortal and irrational animals, such as are the last of the fabrication
of things, but likewise, such as subsist between these, *viz.* which are by
no means immortal indeed,* but are able to participate of reason and
intellect. There are however, many such animals as these, in many parts
of the world. For man is not the only rational mortal animal; but there
are many other such like genera, some of which are of a more
daemoniacal nature, but others are more proximate to our essence. The
descent likewise of a partial soul, contributes to the composition of all
animals that are at one and the same time mortal and rational. Why
therefore, are partial souls when they descend into generation, filled
F with such great material perturbation and so many evils? It is through
the propensity arising from their free will; through their vehement
familiarity with body; through their sympathy with the image of soul,
which is called animation; through their total mutation from the
intelligible to the sensible world, and from a quiet energy to one entirely
conversant with motion; and through a disordered condition of being
3,325 innately produced from the composition of dissimilar natures; *viz.* of the immortal and the mortal, of the intellectual, and that which is deprived of intellect, of the impartible, and that which is endued with interval.

339A For all these become the cause to the soul, of this mighty tumult and labour in the realms of generation; since we are disturbed by the abundant mutations, and sympathies which take place about the essence that is in continual motion. For we pursue a perpetually flying mockery. And the soul, by verging [to a material life,] kindles indeed, a light in the body, but becomes herself situated in darkness; and by giving life to the body, destroys both herself, and her own intellect [in as great a degree as these are capable of receiving destruction]. For thus the mortal nature partakes of intellect, but the intellectual part of death, and the whole, as Plato observes in the *Laws,* becomes a prodigy, composed of the mortal, and the immortal, of the intellectual, and that which is deprived of intellect. For this physical law [which binds the soul to the body,] is the death of the immortal life, but vivifies the mortal body. Plato therefore, delivers in the *Phaedrus,* the causes of descent arising from the soul, *viz.* oblivion, the defluxion of the wings, and such things as are consequent to these. But here he delivers to us the causes derived from the Gods. For these are they who conjoin the soul to the body. But he does not add at present, the manner in which the soul apostatises [from the orb of light], and through what forms of life, she proceeds [into the realms of generation]. And in the *Republic* he delivers the causes arising both from the soul herself and the Gods. For there the prophet and the Fates, the daemon, and the lots, the paradigms and the elections of lives, are assumed. These particulars therefore, must be explored in those dialogues.

What however is here asserted, must be considered, *viz.* what *the river, the binding,* and *the vast* are; for this river is said to be vast: and also what it is for souls, neither to vanquish, nor be vanquished. The river therefore signifies, not the human body alone, but the whole of generation, with which we are externally surrounded, through its rapid, impetuous, and unstable flux.** Thus also, in the *Republic,* Plato calls, the whole genesiurgic nature, the river of Lethe; in which are contained, as Empedocles says,55 Oblivion, and the meadow of Ate; the voracity of matter, and the light-hating world, as the Gods say; and the winding streams, under which many are drawn down, as the [Chaldean] Oracles assert. But the *binding* signifies, a co-impeded life, and a life which has arrived at the extremity. For then, being bound, it is...
prevented from proceeding, and being no longer able to proceed, it

*Laws* I, 644d.
*X Phaedrus* 248c.
§ For *OVTUQ* here, it is necessary to read *oiruc*.

• Rep. X, 617b, ff.


§§ Fr. 121d.

• • Chald. Oracl. fr. 172.

becomes situated at the end of its motion. But the soul, by communicating its powers to the body, obtains the end of its descent.

C Again, the *vast* indicates the multiplied, and in every respect divisible flux of generation. But the *neither vanishing, nor being vanquished*, signify, that each of the essences that come together, preserves its own nature. For the congress of the soul and body is not effected by a mutual corruption, as in things that are mingled. For the body is not transferred to the essence of the soul, nor the soul to the peculiarity of the body; since in this case, neither would assimilate the other to itself. Hence neither is the soul vanquished by the body; for it does not become inanimate, nor does it vanquish the body, for it does not make it incorporeal. In another respect however, the soul subdues the body, as connectedly containing it; but is subdued by it, as being impeded by it in its intellection. Plato however, rather denies than affirms each of these, in order that we may conceive the peculiarity of each in the communion, and the unmingled union of them in the mixture.

43b "But they carry and are carried with violence, so that the who l e animal is moved indeed, yet in a disorderly manner. For it proceeds casually

D and irrationally, having all the six motions. Hence it is moved backward and forward, and again, to the right hand and the left, upward and downward, and wanders every where, according to the six differences of place."

That the geneisiurgic river, according to the whole of it disturbs the soul, but is especially ample in youth, in consequence of the influx and efflux being copious, has i think become evident through what has been 3,327 said. Since however, the body being heavy, terrestrial, and cadent, is corrected by the soul, and the soul, which has an intellectual nature, is rendered destitute of intellect, through its communion with the body, hence he says, that souls *carry and are carried with violence; the violence* indicating the foreign and renovated nature of the vivification of the mortal* animal; but *the carrying and being carried*, the action of the body
and soul on each other. For the soul carries the body, inspiring it with the power of motion; but is carried by it through sympathy, to a genesiurgic nature. Hence he very properly says, that the whole animal is moved. For the body is moved through the soul, and the soul losing its own life, lives the life of the composite [of body and soul].

t cf. Phaedrus 246c; 247b; 248c.

X For TO dvirov here, it is necessary to read rov 8VT\TOV.

The whole animal therefore is moved. And after another manner also you may say that Plato asserts the whole is moved, in order to distinguish it from the universe. For this, as we have before observed, is not moved according to the whole of itself, but only in its parts. Since however the stars are moved with an advancing motion [or in antecedentia], each is moved according to the whole, and not according to the parts only; yet they are moved in an orderly manner, and not as we are: for they follow the universe. But Plato adds, disorderly; indicating by this, that the motion is material, and all-variously anomalous, and that it begins from the subordinate nature, the order being inverted. It is necessary however, in the same manner as in divine natures that the motion should originate from the more excellent nature. The expression likewise casually, signifies the rash and unstable nature of the motion; and the word proceeds, indicates the departure of souls from themselves; all which particulars are posterior to divine animals, in whom intellect is the cause* of energy, and each proceeds and at the same time abides. The word irrationally follows also in a becoming manner. For where order fails there the irrational secretly enters. For reason is the cause of order and measure, and of the participation of good.

F Moreover, the multitude of motions becomes apparent in these, and the number of all the motions of the mortal animal. For as bodies have three dimensions, and are mingled from contraries, contrariety being a 3,328 duad,* and assuming the triad, produces this number of motions. For it is necessary that there should be only a triple interval, or dimension, because interval is reason [or a productive principle], proceeding from the impartible into matter, and investing it with morphe. And the impartible indeed is monadic; but progression is dyadic; and morphe triadic. For that which has proceeded, returning, or being converted to its principle, has bound and morphe. But it is necessary that there 340A should be contrariety in the motions, according to position. For the extremities of every right line are opposed to each other. Hence of the three dimensions, the opposition according to the extremities will be the upward and downward, the right hand and the left, before and behind. The complication therefore of contrariety, with the triad of dimensions, produces the six motions; and this number is adapted to the animated
body. For according to the Pythagoreans, the monad is analogous to a point; the duad, to a line; the triad, to a superficies; the tetrad, to a

The word airtoc is omitted here in the original, but evidently ought to be inserted.

X For fitac here, read Suae.

body; the pentad, to a body endued with a certain quality;1 and the hexad, to an animated body. This number of motions therefore, is appropriately attributed to mortal animals, whose generation proceeds from the even* number, and a formless nature. It is not proper however, to wonder, that animals should have so many motions, but inanimate natures only one motion; as that a clod of earth should only have a motion downward, but flame, a contrary motion. For we shall find by inspection, that frequently the extremes are more simple than the media, but the media more various than the extremes.5 Thus for instance, we see, that nature and matter are more simple than body, and the irrational life and intellect, than the rational soul. But intellect indeed, is more simple, according to that which is more, and irrationality according to that which is less, excellent. It lives however, without deliberate choice, and conformably to nature. If therefore, in motions, we see that divine animals and inanimate bodies have a more simple motion, but the media abundantly wander, and are multiformly borne along, what occasion is there to wonder? For the simplicity indeed of divine motion; is more excellent than the variety in mortal natures; but the simplicity of inanimate beings is less excellent; just as divine bodies are essentially simple, according to that which is better than composite natures, but the inanimate parts of the elements are more simple than concrete masses, according to that which is less excellent,0 as not having the proper life of living beings.

43b-c "For though the inundating and effluxive waves, which afford nutrition to the animal, pour along with impetuous abundance, yet a still greater tumult and perturbation is produced, through the passions arising from external impulsions; either when the body is disturbed by the sudden incursion of external fire, or by the solid mass of earth, or is agitated by the whirling blasts of the air. For from all these, through the medium of the body, various motions are hurried along, and fall with molestation on the soul."

t Instead of rairoi/ J'u in this place, it is requisite to read, TetojynevQ.

X For appiov here, it is necessary to read apriov.

§ The original is defective here; for there is nothing more than rot Se p.eoa vouct**. This deficiency however, may be supplied by reading, conformably to the above translation, ret St p.eaa •KoinikuTepa TUV anpuv.
In what is here said, the philosopher refers to two causes all this tumult, viz. to the nutritive and sensitive life. But these causes are that which is orectic, and that which is gnostic, in the whole of the irrational nature; into which also, we are accustomed to divide all the powers of the soul, asserting that some of them are vital, but others gnostic. For the nutritive life, verging to bodies, produces an abundant flux in them; through their moisture indeed, emitting an abundant material efflux, but through vivific heat, receiving an influx of other things. But the sensitive life suffers by the bodies of fire, earth, air, and water, falling on it. Conceiving likewise all these passions to be great through the vileness of its life, it occasions tumult and perturbation in the soul. And to those indeed, who have arrived at maturity, all these have become habitual; but to such as have been recently born, the smallest things, through being unusual, become the causes of astonishment. For what a great fire is to the former, that the snuff of a candle is to the latter. What the magnitude likewise of very lofty mountains is to the former, that the smallest of stones is to the latter. For this is sufficient to give them pain, and by impeding their energies, to call forth their tears. And what stormy winds, and streams of water from the heavens, are to adults, that a small motion of the air, or a slip through a little moisture, is to infants. For sense being agitated through the percussion of all these, astonishes the soul of those that are recently born, and leads it into difficulty and tumult. These therefore, are in short, the causes of the perturbation of souls, viz. the motion of the nutritive power, and the percussions of sense. We must not however, fancy that the soul suffers any thing through these. For as if some one standing on the margin of a river, should behold the image and form of himself in the floating stream, he indeed will preserve his face unchanged; but the stream being ail-variously moved, will change the image, so that at different times it will appear to him different, oblique, and erect, and perhaps divulged and continuous. Let us suppose too, that such a one, through being unaccustomed to the spectacle, should think that it was himself that suffered this distortion,* in consequence of surveying his shadow in the water, and thus thinking, should be afflicted and disturbed, astonished and impeded. After the same manner, the soul, beholding the image of herself in body, borne along in the river of generation, and variously disposed at different times through inward passions and external impulses, is indeed herself impassive, but thinks that she suffers; and

* There is an hiatus here in the original, which may be filled up by adding after "TOV retaxov TU the words SuxorpcxpTiv TOO)TAV.

being ignorant of, and mistaking her image for, herself, is disturbed,
astonished, and perplexed.* This passion however particularly exists in
closest, and perplexed.* This passion however particularly exists in
children recently born; but it also exhibits itself in dreams in adults.
Thus when some one, in consequence of nature being fatigued in the
concoction of the food, fancies in a dream that he is weary, that he is
journeying through a difficult road, that he is carrying burdens, or
suffers something else of like kind, then this passion becomes apparent.

And it is possible from these things to survey the nature of the passions
F of children.* And thus much may suffice at present as to these
particulars.

It is requisite however, to proceed to the words of Plato and to say,
that the waves manifest not the externally blowing wind, as some assert,
but the congregated folly existing in youth, and the abundant influx
and efflux. But the inundation signifies in the first place, that the
pneumatic vehicle is agitated and made heavier; for it is this, which
exhibits in itself stains and vapours; and in the second place, the soul, for
it is disturbed by congregated impulses.

43c "And on this account all these were then, and are still now
341A denominated senses."

According to Plato, the senses receive their appellation from passion.
If therefore, we should say, that the senses are motions placed inwardly,
the assertion would be attended with much accusation, from
grammatical observation. But if we should say, that the senses are
mingled from inward motions and passion, perhaps ancient usage would
testify in favour of the assertion. For sense (aisthēsis) with four
syllables, is a certain aisthēsis,

O δ' εβραχεν θυμον αισω (lege αισθών)XX

t For ev airoppu here, read it airopu.
X Instead of iréduv in this place, it is necessary to read iraiduv.
§ For a<poprioioiv here, it is requisite to read cuppovoiv.
• Chald. Orac. fr. 114.
0 For xoXXouc here, it is necessary to read t o X u c.
ft For ypapntKtic here, read ypafipxeTUCTfc.
XX i-e. "He groan'd, and breathed his last." Iliad XVI, 468.

says Homer. But the word aisthēsis,, will be from aisein,* and thesis;*
sensible objects indeed being moved externally, but the motions tending
through the body to the soul, and producing as Plato says, sensations.
Very properly therefore, did those who first perceived the nature of the
passion, and those in the present period, who did not entirely perceive it, thus denominate the senses. And those who now still give this appellation to the senses, do it because there is similarly a complication in them of passion and judgement, or of motion and position. For the motion of the soul itself alone, is impassive; but that which pervades from the body to the soul, is accompanied with passion.

43c-d "And these indeed, both then and at present, receiving the most abundant and greatest motion, and being moved together with that incessantly flowing stream, and vehemently agitating the circulations of the soul, they entirely fetter the circulation of the same, flowing in a direction contrary to it, and restrain its energies, as it rules and proceeds; but agitate the circulation of the different."

Sense is of the present, in the same manner as memory is of the past, but hope of the future. Hence both then, and at present, sense moves the soul, in conjunction with the nutritive power, which through influxions, affords a remedy to the effluxions of the body, and again combines what it has analysed, conformably to the web of Penelope.0 For this is "the incessantly flowing stream," which is very properly called a stream, because it is a part of the whole river of generation, which, as was before observed, is abundant.0 Together with this therefore, sense disturbs, and causes a tumult in the periods or circulations of the immortal soul; and fetters indeed the period of the circle of the same, but agitates the period of the circle of the different. For as there are twofold circles in it, in imitation of divine souls, the circle which surveys intelligibles, and which is the dianoetic circle, is only restrained in its energy, but sustains no distortion. But the doxastic circle is distorted, and this follows very properly. For it is possible to opine not rightly,

t The verb aiauv, is from a'iu, which not only signifies to hear, and to blow away, but also to understand and know.

X i.e. Position.

§ In the printed editions of the Timatus we find vapexonevou in this place; but it evidently ought to be, as in the text of Proclus, Tapa8exop.evui.

• cf. Phaedo 84a.

but it is not possible to know scientifically, falsely. If however some one should say, that the dianoetic part of the soul may be ignorant in a twofold respect, and that the thing which suffers this will be distorted, let such a one learn from us, that twofold ignorance does not simply pertain to dianoia, but begins indeed from thence, and is implanted in the doxastic part. For twofold ignorance, so far as it is ignorance, and a privation of science, so far, in consequence of being an immobility of
the scientific power, it originates from dianoia. For ignorance subsists about that, about which science subsists. But so far as this ignorance also adds a false suspicion of knowledge, it subsists in the doxastic part. For that which is nothing more than a false suspicion of knowledge, is this. And ignorance indeed, is only the privation of intellect in dianoia fettered,* and concealing its productive powers; but oïēsis, or a false suspicion of knowledge, is the privation of intellect in opinion, being a certain distortion of it. For being false, it injures its possessor. *For what evil is in action, that false is in knowledge.*

The period of the circle of the same therefore, is alone fettered, and resembles those that are in captivity, and on this account, are prevented from energising. This circulation however, remains in the souls that are bound without being distorted.* But the period of the circle of the different is agitated, being filled with false dogmas. For the proximity of this circle to irrationality, causes it to receive a certain passion from externals. From these things however, we are impelled to speak freely in opposition to Plotinus and the great Theodorus, who preserve in us something impassive, and which always perceives intellectually. For Plato assumes only two circles in the essence of the soul, one of which is according to him fettered, but the other is agitated; and it is not possible for either that which is fettered, or that which is agitated, to energise intellectually. Rightly therefore, does the divine Iamblichus contend against those who adopt this opinion. For what is it, that is faulty in us, when we recur to an intemperate imagination, through the excitation of the irrational nature? Is it not our deliberate choice? And how is it possible it should not be this; since according to this, we differ from those who imagine precipitately? But if the deliberate choice is faulty, how can the soul be guiltless? What also is it which makes the

*t Twofold ignorance is, when a man is not only ignorant, but is ignorant that he is ignorant. And this is the disease of the multitude.

% Instead of ireirai BevievriQ here, it is necessary to read ir6ve5T)ii€VTjg.

§ For aduxoTpwmft; here, read aduxoTpmcpum;.

whole of our life to be happy? Is it not because reason possesses its proper virtue? We say entirely so. But if when that which is most excellent in us is perfect we are wholly happy, what hinders all of us from being now happy, if the summit of our nature always perceives intellectually, and is always with the Gods? For if this summit is [wholly] intellect, it is nothing to the soul; but if it is a part of the soul, the rest of the soul also will be happy. Who likewise is the charioteer of the soul? Is it not that which is most delightful to us, and as some one may say most capital? And how is it possible not to admit this, if it is the charioteer who governs the whole of our essence,l who raises


his head to, and surveys the supercelestial place, and is assimilated to the great leader [Jupiter], who drives a winged chariot, and is the first charioteer that proceeds into the heavens? But if that which is the summit in us is the charioteer, and he, as it is said in the *Phaedrus,* at one time sublimely tends to the place beyond the heavens, at another time enters into the heavens, and at another becomes lame, and suffers a defluxion of his wings, it evidently follows, that the summit of our nature subsists differently at different times. This therefore, the reader will find elsewhere more copiously discussed.

If however, these things are true, it is very properly said, that the period of the circle of the same, as it governs and proceeds, is fettered. For having a twofold perfection, practic and theoretic, it is deprived of each. For it is neither able to rule over the natures subject to its command, through their unstable motion, nor to proceed, *i.e.* to perceive intellectually. For to proceed is the energy of a circulation, and to proceed dianoetically, is the energy of dianoetic natures. The senses therefore, strike against this circulation, and flowing in a direction contrary to it, as tending inwardly from outward objects, they impede the intellectual energy. Hence the period of the circle of the same is deprived both of action and contemplation. What then, some one may say, is it immovable? And how can the soul be immovable? May we not say in answer to this, that it is moved indeed by itself, but neither with a corporeal motion, for it is incorporeal; nor with a phantastic motion, for it is unfigured; nor with a gnostic motion, for it is ignorant of itself; but with an essentially vital motion. For as to perceive intellectually, is the energy of intellect, and to exist is the energy of being; thus also to live, is the energy of life. For it does not possess an adventitious energy of life, but derives it from itself. For it is life generating itself, and producing itself. But all life is motion. So that if every thing which lives is moved, that which lives from itself will be moved, and that which always lives will always be moved, vitally, but not intellectually. Hence the soul is always moved, and yet not always. *For it is intellect in capacity, but life in energy.* And another third thing [i.e. matter] is in capacity only, but is not in energy. Since therefore, there is a triple order in us, *viz.* according to essence, according to power, and according to energy, our essence indeed, remains entirely the same, as being essence, as living, and as intellectual. For being the [first] image of intellect, it is intellectual; just as the first image of soul is animated. But the powers indeed, of dianoia are fettered; and those of

\[ \text{t cf. Phaedrus 246e, f.} \]
\[ \% \text{ cf. Phaedrus 248a, ff.} \]
\[ \text{§ cf. 347B, infra.} \]
opinion are agitated. And since the powers are analogous to the lives, the power of one of the lives [viz. of the intellectual life] is restrained, but another is shaken. For the essential life is always in motion. With respect to the energies however, those of dianoia are taken away, but those of opinion are distorted. And as these are analogous to that which is intellectual, it is evident that the soul is prevented from perceiving intellectually. The essence of the soul therefore, is perpetually vital and perpetually moved; but the powers and energies, pertaining to its life and intellect, are naturally adapted to err.

43d "So that they turn with every kind of revolution, each of the three intervals of the double and triple, together with the media and conjoining bonds of the sesquitertian, sesquialter, and sesquioctave ratios which cannot be dissolved by any one, except by him by whom they were bound. And besides this they introduce all the fractures and diversities of circles, which it is possible to effect."

All things are in all souls, but appropriately in each, in some divinely, in others daemoniacally, and in others partially. For the media, the sesquialter, the sesquitertian, and the sesquioctave ratios, together with the leimma, are in all souls. For how could the soul otherwise know total harmony, and procreate ratios so beautiful, except she contained in herself the causes of them, being herself, according to her own order, a certain harmony of harmonies; not consisting of things harmonised, since a h a r m o n y of this kind is in another thing, is alter-motive, and is suspended from another motive cause; but of that which harmonises itself, and is harmonised by wholes? Hence, it has all harmonised ratios,

\[\text{f For } eotyro \text{ here, it is necessary to read eaury.}\]

and besides these, the divisions into seven of the circle of the different. For the demiurgic section* begins supernally from divine souls, and proceeds as far as to the most partial souls; and besides this, such other things as we have surveyed about the soul of the universe. The mode of interpretation likewise is the same, except that we must add the peculiarity in each, adjoining, in some souls the divine, in others the daemoniacal, and in others, the partial peculiarity. We have however before observed,* that though all the ratios are in all souls, viz. the divine, the daemoniacal, and the partial, after the mundane soul, it is not at all wonderful that the bounding terms should differ, by each being more multiplied in the subordinate souls, than in those prior to them. For those of the soul of the universe were primary, or radical terms, \((pythmenes,)\) yet nothing hinders their being afterwards, the duple, or triple, or in short, multiples of these, which through diminution are multiplied in orderly ratios as far as to partial souls. And in some of
these, they are more multiplied than in others. For neither are all divine souls of equal dignity, nor all daemonical after those, nor all partial souls. And thus they have some things common to all of them, but others differing according to essence itself. It is also necessary to remember these things, not carelessly, in order that we may be able to assign the all-various differences in the generation of souls; of the mundane indeed with respect to the supermundane, according to the multitude, or diminution of parts; and also in the generation of the mundane, divine, daemonical, and partial souls, according to the terms themselves, which are either radical, or more remote from those that are radical, the same ratios remaining.

All harmonic ratios therefore, exist in a partial soul, and exist essentially, and are not a coacervation of posterior origin. For those things which the first Demiurgus produces, these are essentially inherent in beings, viz. the seven terms, the three media, the sesquialter, sesquitertian, and sesquioctave ratios, and the leimmas which are now called colligations. It is evident therefore, that all these are essences. For things which always subsist after the same manner, and those which give completion to essence, are themselves essences. And it is necessary to view these particulars not mathematically, but physically. For the mathematical ratios and habits, which souls generate, through possessing the above mentioned ratios, are of a different kind. But if all the harmonic ratios are essences, it is evident that they have powers.

For the one power, and the one form of the soul, are not generated from things deprived of power, and without quality. How likewise could the harmonic ratios operate, and produce other ratios, unless they had a power of generating? And how could they know, and excite other ratios, if they did not antecedently contain gnostic powers, or if these powers were unenergetic? It is necessary therefore that the ratios should be essences, and possess powers gnostic of all harmony; those indeed in the period of the same, of intelligible; but those in the period of the different, of sensible harmony. It is likewise necessary that they should energise when they are able; some indeed, about intelligibles; but others about sensibles. When however, being badly affected through oblivion, they become impeded, sense drawing down the soul to material natures, then, they remain indeed essentially; for they are perpetual, indissoluble, and immutable: but according to energy, they are turned with every possible kind of revolution. And again, according to power, they suffer all possible fractures and distortions. For this is common to both,* but not through the period of the same; since that is alone sluggish. But the

\* Instead of TO y.ev in this place, it is necessary to read TO\XT\. cf. 212E ff, supra.
circles in the period of the different, being seven, and all of them having all the harmonic ratios; for thus it was said of the soul of the universe that they are turned and fractured. For what is here said by Plato, is concerning these media and the colligation in the circle* of the different, as sustaining all-variably injuries, by the senses and physical motions; but is not concerning those in the circle of the same. For this is alone fettered; but the circle of the different is agitated, and being agitated, suffers such things as he mentions.

Socrates therefore, in the Phaedrus,* assimilates the powers of the soul to a charioteer and horses, and asserts that one of the horses is better than the other. He also says, that sometimes the horses fight with each other, and the better of the two is victorious; but that at other times they hurry along irrationally, the better being vanquished and following the intemperate horse. But Timaeus binding the soul through two media one of which is effective of sameness, but the other of difference, and one being allied to intelligibles, but the other to sensibles, says that these media are at one time discordant, fighting with each other, but at

f Viz. to both power and energy in the circle of the different.
% For KVXUV here, it is necessary to read KVK\U.
§ cf. Tim. 43d.
• cf. Phaedrus 253d, ff

another time are fractured,* the better of the two being vanquished, and are transferred into an oblique situation; and at another, are all-variably turned, through the better being in subjection to the worse. For since the one pertains to sameness but the other to difference, when the soul regulates each of the media, she then performs that which is her proper duty, one of these making one from many, and knowing the one of the many; but the other dividing one into many, and possessing a knowledge of things specifically distinguished. But when the soul vacillates, in the first place, there is a hostile contention in her, respecting what is the same with a certain thing, and what is different from it; in the next place, the worse medium is victorious, through tending to an all-variably partibility, instead of surveying itself; and in the third place, there is a perfect debility of the better medium, in consequence of the soul delivering the supreme dominion and ruling authority to a less excellent medium. For of the two media, as we have before observed,* through which the double and triple intervals collect5 that which is divided into sesquialter, sesquitertian, and sesquioctave ratios, one medium was collective of the samenesses in all the parts, but the other of the differences connascent with it; just as the geometric medium was collective of essences. The medium therefore pertaining to sameness, leads the soul to a divine, but that pertaining to difference, to a mortal
nature. Hence, the soul becomes irrational after this manner, the media
in the circle of difference being fractured and turned, and prior to this,
dissenting from each other; the turning perfectly drawing down this
circle to the passions. For as the circle of the different was erect in the
whole soul of the universe, being perfectly free from any inclination to
the subjects of its government, so in a partial soul it is turned, being
wholly inclined to matter, falling into body, and entering profoundly
into it; the fracture imparting a lation into multitude and variety, and
producing a distribution into parts, through impotence and debility. For
things that are fractured, fall off from their power, and become not one,
instead of one. But the dissension produces nothing but contrariety and
3,340 hostility. The turning therefore, entirely injures the erectness; the
fracture makes the one to be many; and the dissention alone introduces
hostility. And the effect indeed, produced by the dissension resembles
that which happens to one who runs, but does not stand firmly, but the

f Instead of KoKaadai in this place, it is requisite to read Kkaodai.
% cf. 203B, f, supra.
§ For ovve&ei here, it is requisite to read ovvayei.

fracture resembles one who has now fallen, through having broken his
limbs, and on this account becomes in an oblique position. And the
turning is similar to one in a supine position, and who fixes his head in
D the earth, but raises his feet as much as possible on high. For an oblique
position is a medium between that which stands erect, and that which
is contrary to the erect; in consequence of the head in this situation
being downward but the feet upward. The doxastic part therefore,
becomes through the senses distorted, opines falsely, and is disorderly*
and erroneous. For this is the circle of the different, as we have before
observed,* in which opinions and beliefs are produced, as was said of the
whole soul of the universe. Hence this part becomes full of false
opinion, being co-divided with the senses, and in sedition with itself.
All these passions likewise pertain to the powers and energies of the
soul; but the essence of the soul is indissoluble, except, as Timaeus says,5
by its colligator. For he antecedently comprehends in himself, the
definite causes of its ratios, and its circles. But that which is alone
dissoluble, by the cause that perpetually connects it, is indissoluble; just
as that which is produced by the good alone, is without evil; but that
which is produced by evil alone, is depraved; and that which is produced
E by cold alone, is without heat. For it is not the province of the cold to
impart heat, nor of good to vitiate, nor of that which connects to
dissolve. So that the assertion that the soul is alone dissoluble by the
Demiuragus, delivers the incorruptibility of it, though occultly.

43e "So that they are scarcely connected with each other, but are borne
along indeed, yet irrationally, at one time in a contrary, at another in an oblique, and at another in a supine position."

The dissentions of the circles indeed, cause the composition of the ratios to be moved in contrary directions; but the fractures cause them to be moved obliquely; and the turnings, supinely. And these triple passions are surveyed about the rational soul; but they are also consentaneously seen about the irrational part. For when the rational soul accords, and also when it is discordant with itself, it in a much greater degree hostilely opposes the irrational soul. For the virtues follow each other; the dianoetical, the ethical; and the ethical, the dianoetical. How therefore are these three to be surveyed in the rational

\footnote{For \textit{toXvutXeq} here, it is necessary to read \textit{itXriiifieXec};.}

\$\textit{cf. 341C, ff, supra, p. 1025.}$

\$\text{§ Tim. 32c.}\$

part? May we not say, that contrariety is to be surveyed, when opinion hostilely opposes opinion, and when the better is not subverted by the worse opinion? But in those that opine falsely there is entirely a certain true dogma, from which he who entertains a false opinion may be \textbf{F} confuted. For how could Socrates have confuted Thrasymachus, Callicleas, and others who like these were unblushingly impudent, unless in them also there was a certain true dogma, from which being acknowledged by them in common, the conclusions that follow were deduced? When therefore, the same person says, that divinity is good, but that he does not providentially attend to all things, these dogmas* are contrary to each other, though he does not at the same time see, that the contrary to what he asserts follows from the position that God is \textbf{344A} good. But the oblique position takes place, when two dogmas are distorted, and are not able to preserve that which is consequent to them; for then they are said to be inconsequent.* And this position is oblique. For at the same time, the whole opinion falls to the ground, and becomes apparent to sense. Hence not one part of it is true, and the other false, but the whole is false. And such are the assertions, that justice is folly, and injustice wisdom. For he who fancies [that justice is folly, and at the same time says] that injustice is depravity, speaks contrary to himself: for at the same time he says, that justice is not folly. But he who says that justice is folly, and injustice wisdom, accords indeed with himself, but at the same time asserts both distortedly. Hence he is confuted with greater difficulty, and is more incurable than the other. And the supine position takes place, when the worse opinions entirely vanquish the better, and the informations of sense \textbf{3,342} subdue the conceptions which are drawn forth from within. For in a passion of this kind, things more excellent are enslaved, and become subject to things subordinate.
Again, about the irrational part, contrariety may be surveyed, as for instance, in those that are continent. For in these the better fights with the worse, the imagination of beauty with the appetite of deformity. But obliquity is seen in the equal symphony of judgement with appetite, when both are moved similarly and passively. And supineness takes place in intemperate lives, in which the rational is entirely spread under the irrational part. And here, you may see how the oblique disposition proceeds in a well-ordered manner from the contrary. For when after a great contest, the rational yields to the irrational part, then it is moved obliquely, and from this supinely. For in consequence of the worse continually vanquishing the better part, at last there is no need of contest, but the better part is enslaved and led wherever the worse part pleases. And this is the last form of life, just as the most perfect is that which accords with itself, is without obliquity, and is conformable to nature, and in which the more excellent part possesses its own order without hostile opposition. The concord likewise, is produced from temperance, the non-obliquity from fortitude, and the arrangement according to nature, from justice. But the contraries of these, are produced as follows: Dissension indeed produces contrariety, but the fracture, obliquity; for things that are fractured become oblique; and the turning, supineness. For it entirely inverts the order of leaders and followers. And the contrariety indeed appears to divulse the one life of the soul, and to make the rational life discordant with itself. But the obliquity produces irrationality itself: for this wholly tends to body, and to matter. And the supine position causes the rational life to rank with plants. For in these the head is rooted in the earth. Such therefore, being the division, and such the passions, about the powers of the soul, Plato very properly says, that they are scarcely connected with each other. For the existence of their essence, which is incorruptible as in mortal natures, connects them together. Hence, dissension, fracture, and a turning are produced, matter vanquishing form, the former of which is analogous to the feet, in the same manner as the latter is to the head.

43e- "Just as if some one in a supine position, should fix his head on the earth, and raise his feet on high; for in such a situation, both the inverted person and the spectators, would mutually imagine the right hand parts to be on the left, and the left to be on the right. So with respect to the circulations of the soul, the very same affections, and others of a similar kind, vehemently take place; and hence, when any thing external occurs, characterised by the nature of same, or different,
they denominate things the same with, or different from others, in a manner contrary to truth, and become false, and destitute of intelligence."

Instead of 

\textit{vyporrig} here, it is obviously necessary to read \textit{virnotTtg}.

$\textit{For jiovrq}$ in this place, read \textit{fix>yi<;}, this being the word used by Plato.

In what is here said, Plato tragically describes the last passion of the soul, in which the better part is deceived and enslaved, but the worse part tyrannises; ignoble rule over Olympian, and material over divine natures. He also assimilates the head to our divine part, but our inferior part to the feet. For the former governs, but the latter has the order of the governed. For as he says further on, the slavery of that which is divine, and which rules in us, is similar to fixing the head on the earth, but the tyranny of the irrational part to the elevation of the feet; and that which happens from a figure of this kind, is analogous to what takes place about the soul. But it happens with respect to the body, that \textbf{3,344} the right and left hand parts are seen in a changed position. Hence also, it happens about the soul, that things different, and things that are the same, are changed to the spectators. For \textit{the same} is analogous to the right hand, but \textit{the different} to the left, according to the Pythagorean \textbf{E} custom. And such is the nature of the whole text.

But let us direct our attention to the particulars. In the first place, therefore, the order is to be surveyed, how Plato makes the body from a standing to be in an oblique position, but from an oblique, in a supine, and from a supine position, to have the feet raised on high. But fixing the head in the earth makes a figure of this kind. And in the soul, there is first a departure \textbf{[from good]}; secondly, an obliquity of life; thirdly, an extension to matter,* a position towards generation, and a conjunction of that which is divine with that which is without God; and in the last place, the intolerable tyranny of stupid natures. Of polities likewise, that which is a lover of contention is constituted according to a contrariety of this kind;* that which is a lover of riches subsists according to obliquity; that which is a lover of pleasure illegally exists according to a supineness of life; and that which is tyrannical according to the elevation of the feet. And this figure is described in what Plato now says.

In the second, place, it is requisite to survey, how a figure of this kind exhibits the right hand parts on the left, and the left on the right, both to him who is in this position, and to the spectators. Let one person therefore, be supposed to look to the north, but another to the south. \textbf{F} Of these, the former indeed, will have the right hand to the east, but the left hand to the west. But the other will have these vice versa. Let him however, who looks to the north be supine, not as Timaeus \textbf{[may seem}
to say, having his head fixed in the earth, but his feet elevated, as we are accustomed to assert of him who lies in a prone position [but let his face be upward]. And again, he will have the east to the right hand, but the west to the left. In order however, that in the way mentioned by Timaeus he may be supine, let his feet be raised, but his head be fixed on the ground, so that his face may be turned from the north. Looking therefore to the south, he will similarly have the right hand parts to the east, but the left hand to the west. The contrary however, ought to take place, as pertaining to those that stand, and look towards the south. Hence, he will fancy, since he looks to the south, that things situated to the east, are on the left hand, but those situated to the west, on the right hand. And the spectators likewise, will fancy this to the case. He will therefore fancy things on the left to be on the right hand; and things on the right to be on the left hand; and this in consequence of his supine position. It is likewise evident, that he will apprehend things pertaining to the erect spectator, to subsist vice versa, though the right and left hand parts will be referred to the same things in both. For each looking to the south will fancy that the left hand parts are to the east, but the right hand parts to the west, and will say that if the one thus subsist, the rest also subsist after the same manner. This however will not be true with respect to him who has his face downward, though he should look to the south. It is well said therefore, that each will fancy things pertaining to both and not to one of them only, will have a vice versa position.

B In the third place, is requisite to show, how these things may be analogously surveyed in the soul. For the soul burying her reason, but exciting the phantasy and the irrational powers, becomes rather a plant [than a rational nature], and imitates the life of plants. For in these, the head is rooted downward, but all the rest tends upward, vanquishing the better part. Hence the soul forms a judgement of things contrary to the truth, and not only the soul that is in this condition, but that also which does not yet suffer this, but looks to her. It is evident therefore, that he who fixes his head downward, resembles those that are perfectly distorted; but that he who stands indeed, in a natural position, but by looking at the former, is similarly affected with him, resembles those that are distorted by others; just as the former are similar to those that are distorted by themselves. Hence, the soul imitating a physical life, thinks different things to be the same, and again, the same things to be different. For it thinks that pleasure is the same with good, though it is different from it; but it separates the divine from the good, and virtue
from the beautiful, though they are the same. In consequence therefore, 

3,346 of thus thinking, the soul possesses the last life, departs from herself, and

C follows this life. Hence, her opinions are false, and are not only thus
affected about same and different, but also about motion and
permanency. For they think that the nature which is perpetually in
motion has stood still, as the multitude [i.e. the Christians of that time]
do the sun, and also that what is permanent is moved, as some do the
earth. And in many other particulars they survey things changed from
what they are. These passions however happen about the energies of the
circles in the period of the different. Hence also he says, that the seven
circulations in the circle of the different, suffer these, and other such like
affections. For one of the circles, viz. the circle of the same, is fettered,
as was before observed. He therefore alone is endued with intellect,
who uses the circle of the different rightly, but liberates the circle of the
same; and he will entirely be one, who loosens the Prometheus of
himself, who was bound by Epimetheus.* For through this* [i.e.
through possessing the last life], the soul becomes bound to the irrational
order, which Epimetheus himself is said to adorn.5

44a "And in this situation, there is not any one of the circulations which
possesses a ruling and leading authority."

For as there are many periods in the circle of the different, in imitation
D of the soul of the universe, they are all of them injured, become
distorted and imbecile, and are in servile subjection to the irrational
motions, which it is not proper to call periods, because they hasten in a
right line to generation. For a period is a motion from the same to the
same. But every irrational knowledge and appetite, hastens from one
thing to another different thing, being extended to that which is external
to itself. For both the object of appetite, and the object of knowledge
are external, the former to the irrational appetite, and the latter to
irrational knowledge. Neither therefore does the period of the same*
l Instead of Sta yap rTv Tpo$ TO a$yo$ SeHeodai ra*viv, in this place, which is
evidently erroneous, I read 8ia yap ravTlv, K.T.X. But a great part of the above
commentary is very obscure from its defective state. I have however endeavoured to
render the translation of it as much as possible perspicuous.
§ The Prometheus in man is the rational, and Epimetheus is the irrational part. But
considered as divine powers, Prometheus is the inspective guardian of the descent of the
rational soul, and Epimetheus is the guardian of the irrational soul.
* For ravra here, it is necessary to read ravrov.

govern; for it is fettered, and resembles a king in chains, in consequence
of being in the power of his enemies; nor the period of the different; for
it is distorted, and resembles a general who favours the concerns of his
enemies. Hence, this is truly a gigantic war, making the earth-born genera that are in us, to be more honourable than the Olympic,* and not as in wholes, subjecting inferior to more excellent natures.

44a "But when certain senses, borne along externally, fall on the soul, and co-attract the whole cavity of it, then the circulations which are governed, appear to govern."

It has been already asserted, that no one of the periods governs, or is a leader; and that our head is buried in matter, and our feet become elevated. But through the present words, it is added, that the mortal rule over the immortal natures. For the senses are externally borne along, because they announce externals; and they fall on the soul, because their enunciations are accompanied with passion. If therefore, they co-attract the cavity of the soul, viz. the whole of its essence; for the word kytos, cavity, is asserted as of certain things that are convolved; and prepare this to adopt whatever they assert, they become the leaders of the whole life of the soul, cause it to speak and think such things as they announce; and to fancy that which is apprehended by sense, and which a man touches, or eats, or drinks, has a true existence, but the intelligible, and that which is chosen by philosophy, to be a non-entity. These therefore, being the leaders, the appetites govern, and the multitude possess the sovereign power. But deliberate choice and reason having an arrangement in the part of things subservient, at length administer to the passions. Does therefore sense in reality lead and govern? And how is it possible, since it is mortal and material, that it should govern? But it appears indeed to govern reason, yet it is itself, and deservedly, governed by other things. For it is itself different [or characterised by difference]; and on this account, it is suspended from externals, is vanquished by them, and is differently disposed at different times. But the irrational life is the cause to itself of slavery. Hence, it does not in reality govern, not having a ruling power which is incapable of being vanquished; but being subservient to other things it rules over natures better than itself, in consequence of their being deceived.

X Instead of ravra here, it seems requisite to read TOVTO.

44b "On account of these passions therefore, the soul becomes stupid at present and was so originally when she was first bound in a mortal body."

346A This is the conclusion of all that has been said concerning the incarnation of souls, from which Plato discovers the causes of their perturbation and tumult arising from generation; and finally, of the
insanity in those that are recently born. And hence again, it is evident
that he conceived the rational soul to exist also in children; but that it
is fettered and sluggish,* being vanquished by other powers, and does
not accede in a certain posterior time, as some fancy it does. For he
delivers the causes through which though reason is present, yet it is not
[effectively] present, and concluding the enumeration of these he says,
that the soul through these, became stupid originally, when she was first
bound in a mortal body, and is so at present. For what difference is
there between being juvenile according to age, and juvenile according to
life? As therefore, in those that are stupid when they have arrived at
maturity, reason being present, is quiescent, in the same manner in those
that are just born,* reason indeed is present, but being vanquished by
stupidity, is sluggish.

44b "When however, the stream of increase and nutrition flows along with
a less abundant course, the circulations being again restored to
tranquillity, proceed in their proper path; in process of time become
more regular and steady, and pass into a figure accommodated to their
nature. Hence in this case, the revolutions of each of the circles, being
according to rectitude, and calling both same and different, by their
proper appellations, they render him by whom they are possessed,
prudent and wise."

Plato in the Phaedrus, teaches us the felicitous life of the soul,
according to which it revolves together with the Gods, recurs to the
supercelestial place, and surveys Justice herself, Temperance herself, and
each of the divine virtues; and again, he gradually leads it, from supreme
felicity, and this blessedness, to at one time raising the head of the
charioteer above the heaven, and at another entering within it; and from
this through diminution, to surveying none of these blessed spectacles,
t For apxυv in this place, it is necessary to read apyeiv.
X Instead of veoiQ in this place, it is requisite to read peoyvou;
§ Phaedrus 247c, ff.

yet still following from custom. For the lapse to souls is not directly
from an abundant vision of the intelligible into generation, but proceeds
through many media. In what is here said however, tragically describing
the passions of the soul falling into generation, its turnings, fractures and
streams, he wishes to lead it gradually back to an intellectual life, and to
a life conformable to its nature. But there indeed, a cessation taking
place of things more excellent, and of the goods imparted by intellect
and the Gods, things of a worse nature succeed, viz. lameness, a
defluxion of the wings of the soul, oblivion, the meeting with [evil
daemons] and a gravitating tendency downward. Here however things
of a worse nature ceasing, and also the impediments arising from matter,
immediately the circulations proceed according to nature, and things more excellent present themselves to the view, viz. order, and reason, and a prudent and wise condition of being. For advancing to maturity of age, we become more prudent and considerate, and make the progression of an equable and orderly life, nature being the leader. Why therefore, should Galen say, that the powers of the soul follow the temperaments of the body, and that when the body is moist, unstable, and in an all-various flux, then the soul is stupid and unstable; but when the parts of the body are properly adapted to each other, so that the whole is in symmetry, the soul acts with rectitude, and becomes prudent and wise? And how is it possible we should admit this? For as the immortal soul exists prior to the body, it is not lawful to make it intellectual through the body; but we ought rather to say, that the body becomes at one time an impediment to the soul, in its attainment of a well-ordered life; and at another, disturbs it in a less degree. As there-fore, if we should dwell near a trifling and garrulous neighbour, we should not become more puerile through him, but it is possible for him to hinder us more or less from the enjoyment of a quiet life; after the same manner also, the connection of the body at one time disturbs the soul, and at another, remits the tumult. The soul however, does not even then become tranquil, till erudition accedes. The body therefore, is an impediment indeed, to the attainment of a prudent life, but is by no means effective of it. And thus much as to these particulars.

With respect however to the words of the text severally, it must be said, that "the stream of increase and nutrition" manifest the physical river. For it is necessary, that a greater increase taking place, there should be a greater quantity of nutriment. But the increase is greater, because nature which affords the increase, is then more powerful. For nature in those that are young, flourishes, and is very robust, but in those that are advanced in age, with whom, the soul is more considerate, nature is imbecile. And you may not only see, that the soul is contrarily affected by ages, but also by times. For the soul, in those that are awake, is more vigorous, but in sleep is indeed sluggish, but then nature especially operates, and performs her proper work. Hence it very reasonably follows, that when the physical stream is diminished, tranquillity and order take place about the soul. But it must be said, that "the path of the circulations" is a progression into prudence, equability, and order. For those that are advanced in years, are for the most part more prudent, more equable, and more steady than those that are young. And the several circles, according to which the periods of the
circle of difference are divided, revolving with rectitude, must be said to be a renovation from fracture, and a perfect restoration to the circular form. For an unbroken line is a medium between a fractured right line and a circumference, imitating the simplicity, the equability, and the similitude of a periphery. But the circulations themselves, and same, and different, are called by their proper appellations, both in dianoetic and sensible essences. For all things are no longer moved in a puerile manner; but there is an endeavour to connect and divide each things appropriately. It must likewise be observed, that every where science and ignorance are defined about this same and different, either according to a right line, or according to alternation. For we affirm some things, which we ought to deny; and this is to conceive that which is different as if it were same. And vice versa, we deny some things, which we ought to affirm, in consequence of being ignorant of one of the things which we deny. Hence when the gnostic power is properly evolved we denominate all things conformably to their nature; asserting, that some things are the same with, but others different from, each other. Thus therefore, our circulations proceeding according to nature, render him who possesses them prudent and wise. Plato also, very properly here uses the word gignomenon, because he who becomes prudent from these circulations, is physically moved. It also sometimes happens in addition to these things, that there is a right education; of which he says as follows:

44c "He therefore, who receives erudition, in conjunction with proper nutriment, will be perfectly entire and same, and will avoid the greatest disease."

The natural path of souls to wisdom, is described through the above-mentioned words. But Plato connects with this political education, which is perfective of physical aptitude, and which through proper nutriment, imparts to the irrational nature, the habit of good conduct, and a life conformable to right opinion; but through erudition nourishes the rational essence, by disciplines and dialectic. For it is necessary that the irrational part should be instructed by morals, but reason by disciplines, in order that the former may be obedient to the rational life, but the latter recurring to intellect, may survey the nature of beings. For these things taking place, the soul is rendered entire and same; entire indeed, as having all its powers unencumbered, and the circle of the same liberated from its fetters; but same, as having applied a remedy to the distorted period of the circle of the different, and restored it to an unfractured, and unoblique condition. Or it may be said, that the soul is entire, as pursuing wholes instead of parts, as raising herself from the astonishment produced by things below, exciting herself to intellect, and surveying from on high,* and shaking off from herself, the briny waters
of the sea of generation; but *same*, as returning to her own natural order, and running back to science. For ignorance is the greatest disease of the soul, burying and blinding its [intellectual] eye.*

44c "But he who neglects this, will, through proceeding along the path of life in a lame condition, again pass into Hades imperfect and destitute of intelligence."

The philosopher manifests through these things, that something is effected by the motion of nature and political erudition. For he calls him imperfect, who does not obtain right nutriment and erudition. For like one whose feet are injured, he walks indeed, yet not well; and is neither entirely deprived of motive parts, nor uses such as are entire and perfect. After the same manner therefore, he who neglects himself; and he is one who looks downward, dismissing the knowledge of himself; will proceed through the path of life in a lame condition, as alone having made a proficiency so far as he has been moved by nature. Hence Plato says, that he will again pass into Hades imperfect and destitute of intelligence, not being able to give perfection to his intellect; because the living are from the dead. And the passing into Hades, manifests the proceeding into that which is dark, and without splendour.

cf. Phaedrus 248c.
% cf. Tim. 88b; Rep. VII, 533d; & Phaedo 99e.

For the departure to these, is not according to the good and wise God [Pluto], through the downward-leading mouth into the subterranean place.* For he who has not purified himself, cannot know that which is wholly pure and incorruptible.* Hence, he is sent to that place, in which he will be purified; and he who has alone lived according to Fate, will be directed into the right path by Fate in orderly periods of time.

44c "These are particulars however, which take place afterwards; but it requisite to discuss more accurately the things which are now proposed to be considered."

The discussion of the composition of the body, both of the whole and the parts of it, and also of the irrational life, but not of the allotments of the soul, is consequent to the consideration of the incarnation of the soul. For the accurate discussion of the allotments is to be found in the speculations in the Republic; converting souls through it to a prudent and wise life. But it pertains to the physiologist to give perfection to the discussion of the animal. The philosopher therefore, very properly dismisses ethical speculations, but is transferred to the physical doctrine. Hence, he says, that these particulars, *viz.* the allotments of souls, take
place posterior to those things which are now proposed to be more accurately discussed. And the sentence indeed, appears to be somewhat difficult; but at the same time, he says, that all that has now been asserted, will take place hereafter; and that it is requisite to speak of those particulars, which are now proposed by us to be discussed, and these are such as pertain to the life of the body. Others however, transposing the words, for the sake of perspicuity, write, *It is necessary to discuss more accurately the things now proposed to considered.* But what follows is adverse to this transposition.

44c "Prior to these therefore, it is requisite to speak about bodies, according to the parts<sup>5</sup> of their generation, and about the soul; and to show by especially adhering to probable reasons, through what causes and providence of the Gods they were generated. For thus, and to those that proceed conformably to these things, it is requisite to discuss the particulars that remain."

<sup>f</sup> cf. Rep. X, 615e.

<sup>%</sup> For *ctKudapTOV* in this place, it appears to me to be necessary to read *UKTipotTOV.*

§ i.e. *To speak of the generation of the parts of bodies.*

In what is here said, Plato defines the scope of what is about to be delivered, *viz.* that it is about the generation of bodies and about the soul. For it was plainly said, that it was his intention to speak concerning both, and to show from what particulars the second Demiurgi constituted the soul and the body. But conformably to this, he had before asserted,* that in constituting soul, and body it was requisite to introduce the Gods, and to effect things consequent to these, *viz.* the divisions of the soul,* and a more minute discussion of the parts of the body. For thus in the universe, after a common discussion of the whole, he spoke about the parts which it contains. That also which is the peculiarity of the Platonic philosophy, to suspend all generation from the Gods, he now does, by placing in the Gods the primordial causes of mortal bodies, and of the inseparable forms of life. Not that there are definite reasons [or productive powers] of partial natures, and of particulars, and things corruptible in the Gods; for a divine nature is very remote from partial fabrication; but that they preside over generated natures in an unbegotten manner, and over material natures immaterially, congregating from many partial and proximate causes, that which is partial in effects through perpetual motions, and through well-

<sup>F</sup> arranged and multiform causes. For as the first Demiurgus delivers [the production of mortal natures] to the junior Gods, so likewise the providence of these, proceeds through daemons, as far as to material and individual principles, using as adjutors, definite natures, and the several peculiar motions of these which differ in their powers, and likewise
employing all the proximate causes of generated beings; from which, that
which is generated, derives its completion, is fabricated a partial nature
instead of being the whole, and receives an hypostasis, circumscribed
differently, and by different peculiarities. Here therefore, it is requisite
348A to speak about the body according to parts; as for instance; about the
head, the thorax, and the legs, and in each of these, about the parts
contained in them: for these are organic. It is also requisite to speak
about the mortal soul, which together with the body makes the mortal
animal, this being the fabrication of the junior Gods; and likewise about
the parts of it both the gnostic and the orectic. For if we properly
apprehend these by a reasoning process, we shall have well discussed
what pertains to man.

t Tim. 42d.
X Tim. 42e.

It is necessary however, that man in the same manner as the whole
world should be considered perfectly, because man is a microcosm.*
For he has intellect and reason, a divine and a mortal body, in the same
manner as the universe, and he is divided analogously to the universe.
Hence also, some are accustomed to say, that his intellectual part is
arranged analogous to the sphere of the fixed stars; but that of reason,
that which is theoretic, is analogous to Saturn, and that which is
political, to Jupiter. Of the irrational part likewise, the irascible nature
is analogous to Mars; that which is endowed with the faculty of speech,
B to Mercury; that which is epithymetic, to Venus; that which is sensitive,
to the Sun; and that which is vegetative, to the Moon. The luciform
vehicle likewise, is analogous to the heavens; but this mortal body, to
the sublunary region.* In order therefore, that you may perceive the
universe partially, the discourse about man is co-arranged with all
physiology. And thus much as to this particular.

But how are the causes and providential energies of the Gods to be
divided? Is it not, that the former are hypostatic, or the sources of
subsistence, but the latter are of a guardian nature; the former are the
suppliers of essence, but the latter of good; and the former are effective
of mortal natures, but the latter are the saviours of immortal souls? For
the Gods providentially attend to these, receive them when they descend
[into the realms of generation], and again, when they are willing to
ascend, extend their hands, and impart the pity which dwells with them.
Since however both the cause and the providence of the junior Gods, are
multiplied and united; for whence could union be imparted from them
to generated natures, unless those that produce them were by a much
greater priority united to each other? On this account, Plato calls their
demiurgic powers, the providence and causes of them. For there are
C many Demiurgi, and the production of each is multiform. And again he
unites the multitude of the Gods. For union and uniform power accede
to all beings, and by a much greater priority in the Gods themselves,
from the divine peculiarity; just as intelligence is present with wholes,
and in a much greater degree with the intellectual orders themselves,
from intellect. But when, in short, he refers the cause of generated
natures to the providence of the Gods, he gives to them a first
progression into existence, ineffable, and better than knowledge. Hence,
Iamblichus rightly says, that it is not possible to collect syllogistically,

t cf. Philebus 29a ff; also 2C - D supra; 11C supra; & 25A, supra.

how the Gods produce body, and the life which is in it, and how they
connect both with each other. For these things are unknown to us.
And indeed, we strenuously assert, that all things are constituted by the
Gods, in consequence of looking to their goodness; but we are not able
to know how they proceed from thence. The cause however, of this is,
that to energise providentially, and to generate, are the prerogatives of
a divine hyparxis, and possess an unknown transcendency. It has been
shown therefore, what the subject is of the present discussion; but he
D again reminds us what the mode of it is, that it is mingled with
probability. For so far as it is connected with nature, and the
fabrication of mortals, so far it is accompanied with probability; but so
far as it recurs to a divine intellect itself, so far again, it participates of
truth . And finally , he connects the mode and the end of the discussion.
For he says, "Thus, and to those that proceed conformably to these things,
it is requisite to discuss the particulars that remain." But the word thus,
pertains to the mode; and the words, conformably to these things, belong
to the end. The end however, is to speak about the parts of the body,
and to discuss minutely, what pertains to the mortal soul.

Additional Notes to the second volume of Proclus on the Timaeus of Plato

1 (See line 197D) This will be evident from the following diagram,
which also will be found to contain a quadruple diapason, together with the
diapente and tone.

384. 432. 486. 512. 576. 648. 729. 768.
The first duple interval.
-------------------------------------
864. 972. 1024. 1152. 1296. 1458. 1536.
The second duple interval.

1728. 1944. 2187.* 2304. 2592. 2916. 3072.
The third duple interval.
*2187 is the octuple of 273%.

3456. 3888. 4374. 4608. 5184. 5832. 6144.
The fourth duple interval.

Sesq. Sesq. Leimma.
6912. 7776. 8748. 9216. 10368.
The third triple interval.

In this diagram it must be observed, that the last term of each interval forms a sesquioctave with the first term of the interval that is next in order. The first triple interval likewise begins with the term 384, and ends at the term 1152. The second triple interval begins at 1152 and ends at 3456. And the third triple interval begins at 3456, and ends at 10368.

2 (See line 256A) This is well explained by Iamblichus De Mysteriis, VII, 3, 253 - 4, as follows: "Since every part of the heavens, and every sign of the zodiac, every celestial motion likewise, every time according to which the world is moved, and every thing contained in the wholes of the universe, receive powers descending from the sun, some of which are complicated with these things themselves, but others transcend commixture, the symbolical mode of signification indicates this, by asserting that the sun is diversified according to the signs of the zodiac, and that every hour he changes his form. At the same time however, it indicates his immutable, stable, never-failing, and at-once-collected communication of good to the whole world. But since the recipients of the impartible gift of the God are variously affected towards it, and receive multiform powers from the sun, according to their peculiar motions, - hence the symbolical doctrine evinces through the multitude of the gifts that the God is one, and exhibits his one power, through multiform powers. Hence also it says, that he is one and the same, but that the vicissitudes of his form, and his configurations, must be admitted to exist in the recipients. On this account, it asserts, that he is changed every hour, according to the sign of the zodiac, in consequence of these being variously changed about the God, according to the many modes by which they receive him."
3 (See line 278A) The precession of the equinoxes is however admitted by Simplicius, who in the 2nd book of his Commentary on Aristotle's Treatise on the Heavens, observes respecting the motion of the inerratic sphere as follows:

"If the inerratic sphere is really inerratic, and the observation of Hipparchus and Ptolemy concerning it, is not admitted, that it is moved one degree in a hundred years in a contrary direction, - if this be the case, it will be moved with one simple motion, but the stars contained in it with two motions, viz. with their own circumrotatory motion, and the motion of the universe. But the planets will be moved with three motions, viz. with their own proper motion, with that of the spheres which contain them, and with the motion of the universe. Since however, he adds, my preceptor Ammonius [viz. the celebrated Ammonius Hermaeas, who was the disciple of Proclus,] observing the stars through an astrolabe while I was present, in Alexandria, found that the star Arcturus, according to the epoch of Ptolemy, had been moved so much, as it was necessary it should have been moved at the rate of one degree in a hundred years; it will be more true to say, that the starless sphere which comprehends all the spheres, and which was unknown in the time of Aristotle, being moved with one simple motion from the east, convolves at the same time all the other spheres. But that which is called by us the inerratic sphere, is moved with two motions, viz. with the motion of the universe from the east, and with its own motion from the west; and all the stars in it are moved with these two motions, and with their own circumrotatory motion. In like manner also, with respect to the successive spheres, and the stars in them, the former are moved with two, but the latter with three of the same motions."

I am however decidedly of the opinion of Proclus, that the records of a few observations, and views of a juvenile nature, are not to be adduced in opposition to the very extended observations of the Chaldeans, which embraced a whole mundane period, i.e. a period of 300,000 years. And what Proclus here asserts of the Chaldeans, is also confirmed by Cicero in his first book On Divination, who says that they had records of the stars for the space of 370,000 years; and by Diodorus Siculus Bibl. lib. II. p. 118. who says that their observations comprehended the space of 473,000 years.

4 (See line 279F) From this extraordinary passage, we may perceive at one view why the sun in the Orphic hymns is called Jupiter, why Apollo is called Pan, and Bacchus the Sun; why the Moon seems to be the same with Rhea, Ceres, Proserpine, Juno, Venus, &c. and in short why any one divinity is celebrated with the names and epithets of so many of the rest. For from this sublime theory it follows that every sphere contains a Jupiter, Neptune, Vulcan, Vesta, Minerva, Mars, Ceres, Juno, Diana, Mercury, Venus, Apollo, and in short every deity, each sphere at the same time conferring on these Gods the peculiar characteristic of its nature; so that for instance in the Sun they all possess a solar property, in the Moon a lunar one, and so of the rest. From this theory too we may perceive the truth of that divine saying of the ancients, that all
things are full of Gods; for more particular orders proceed from such as are more general, the mundane from the supermundane, and the sublunary from the celestial; while earth becomes the general receptacle of the illuminations of all the Gods. Hence as Proclus shortly after [at 282D] observes, "there is a terrestrial Ceres, Vesta, and Isis, as likewise a terrestrial Jupiter and a terrestrial Hermes, established about the one divinity of the earth: just as a multitude of celestial Gods proceeds about the one divinity of the heavens. For there are progressions of all the celestial Gods into the Earth; and Earth contains all things, in an earthly manner, which Heaven comprehends celestially. Hence we speak of a terrestrial Bacchus and a terrestrial Apollo, who bestows the all various streams of water with which the earth abounds, and openings prophetic of futurity." And if to all this we only add, that all the other mundane Gods subsist in the twelve above-mentioned, and that the first triad of these is demiurgic or fabricative, viz. Jupiter, Neptune, Vulcan; the second, Vesta, Minerva, Mars, defensive; the third, Ceres, Juno, Diana, vivific; and the fourth, Mercury, Venus, Apollo, elevating and harmonic; - I say, if we unite this with the preceding theory, there is nothing in the ancient theology that will not appear admirably sublime and beautifully connected, accurate in all its parts, scientific, and divine.

5 (See line 292B) This is a very ancient Egyptian doctrine. And hence Kircher in his OEdipus Egyptianus says that he read the following words engraved in a stone near Memphis: Coelum sursum, coelum deorsum, quod sursum id omne deorsum, haec cape et beaberis, i.e. Heaven is above, and Heaven is beneath. Every thing which is above is also beneath. Understand this, and you will be blessed. Conformably to this also the celebrated Smaragdine Table, which is of such great authority with the Alchemists, and which whether originally written or not by Hermes Trismegistus, is doubtless of great antiquity, says that all that is beneath resembles all that is above. But the table itself is as follows: "Verum sine mendacio, certum et verissimum: quod est inferius, est sicut id quod est superius, et quod est superius, est sicut id quod est inferius, ad perpetrandum miraculum unius rei. Et sicut res omnes fuerunt ab uno mediatione unius, sic omnes res natae ab hac re adoptatione. Pater ejus est sol, mater ejus luna. Portavit illud ventus in ventre suo. Nutrix ejus terra, pater omnis telesmi totius mundi est hie. Virtus ejus integra est, si versa fuerit in terram. Separabis terram ab igne, subtile a spisso suaviter cum magno ingenio. Ascendit a terra in ccelum, iterumque descendit in terram, et recipit vim superiorum et inferiorum. Sic habebis gloriam totius mundi, et fugiet a te omnis obscuritas. Haec est totius fortitudinis fortitudo fortis, quia vinct omnem rem subtilem, omniaque solida penetrabit. Sic mundus creatus est. Hinc erunt adoptiones nurabiles, quarum modus hie est. Itaque vocatus sum Hermes Trismegistus habens tres partes philosophise totius mundi. Completum est quod dixi de opere solis," i.e. "It is true without a lie, certain, and most true, that what is beneath is like that which is above, and what is above is like that which is beneath, for the purpose of accomplishing the miracle of one thing. And as all
things were from one through the mediation of one, so all things were
generated from this thing by adoption [i.e. by participation]. The sun is its
father, and the moon is its mother. The wind carried it in its belly. The earth
is its nurse. This is the father of all the perfection of the whole world. Its
power is entire when it is converted into earth. You must separate the earth
from the fire, the subtle from the thick sweetly with great genius. It ascends
from earth to heaven, and again descends to the earth, and receives the power
of things superior and inferior. Thus you will have the glory of the whole
world, and thus all obscurity will flie from you. This is the strong fortitude of
all fortitude, because it vanquishes every subtile thing, and penetrates all solid
substances. Thus the world was fabricated. Hence admirable adoptions will
take place, of which this is the mode. I am therefore called Hermes
Trismegistus, possessing three parts of the philosophy of the whole world.
That which I have said concerning the work of the sun is complete."

6 (See line 323C) The Demiurgus was nurtured by Adrastea.
"Adrastea (says Hermeas in his Scholia on the Phaedrus,) is a divinity seated in
the vestibules of Night, and is the offspring of Melissus and Amalthea. Melissus
therefore, is to be assumed as a power providentially attending to secondary
natures; but Amalthea must be considered according to the uninclining, and the
uneffeminate. Hence Adrastea was generated from uninclining Providence, and
she is the sister of Ida.

The beauteous Ida, and Adrastea sprung
From the same sire.

This Goddess therefore, unically comprehends and contains in herself at once,
the centres of all laws, viz. of the mundane, and the supermundane, of those of
Fate, and those of Jupiter; for there are Jovian and Saturnian, divine,
supermundane, and mundane laws. On this account she is called Adrastea,
because her legislative decrees are inevitable. Hence, she is said to be seated
with brazen drumsticks in her hands, before the cave of Night, and through the
sound produced by her cymbals, to render all things obedient to her laws. For
Phanes indeed is seated within the cave, in the adytum of Night; but Night sits
in the middle of the cave, prophesying to the Gods; and Adrastea sits in the
vestibules, legislatively promulgating the divine laws. She differs however, from
the justice which is there, after the same manner as the legislative differs from
the judicial characteristic. And the justice which is there, is said to be the
daughter of the Law and Piety which are there. But Adrastea herself, who is
the offspring of Melissus and Amalthea, is likewise comprehensive of Law.
These therefore, are said to have nurtured Jupiter in the cavern of Night; the
theologian directly asserting that which Plato says about Jupiter. For Plato
represents him fabricating, and promulgating laws. But divine law is imparted
by Adrastea to the Gods also: for the order which is in them is derived from
this Goddess. It is however, likewise imparted to the attendants of the Gods,
and in common to all, and peculiarly to each."
The thousand years, which Plato defines in the Phaedrus.

For the sake of more fully understanding what Proclus refers to in this place, and also for the sake of the Platonic reader, the following translation of an extract from the Scholia of Hermeas on the Phaedrus is given. The text of Plato, respecting the first descent of the soul from the intelligible world into the realms of generation, on which the extract is a comment, is as follows:

"This is the law of Adrastea, that whatever soul attending on divinity, has beheld something of reality, shall be free from damage till another period takes place: and if she is always able to accomplish this, she shall be perpetually free from the incursions of evil. But when through an impotency of accomplishing this, she has not perceived reality, and from some fortuitous occurrence and being filled with oblivion, and depravity, she becomes heavy and drowsy, breaks her wings, and falls again on the earth, then this law prevents her in her first generation, from being implanted in some brutal nature, but commands the soul, which has seen the most, to inform the body of a philosopher, or of one desirous of beauty; or of a musician, or of one devoted to love. But it orders the soul whose perceptions rank in the second class, to descend into a legitimate king, or of a man studious of empire and war. But it distributes a soul of the third order, into a certain political character, or the ruler of a family, or the master of a trade. And again, it distributes a soul of the fourth rank, into one engaged in gymnastic exercise, or in procuring remedies, and taking care of the body. But souls of the fifth order, it distributes into a prophetic, or certain telestic life. In the sixth, it makes a distribution into a poetical or imitative life. In the seventh, into a husbandman, or an artificer. In the eighth, into a sophist, or popular character. And in the ninth, into a tyrannic life. But in all these, he who passes his life justly, will afterwards obtain a better condition of being; but he who acts unjustly, will pass into a worse state of existence. For no soul will return to its pristine condition till the expiration of ten thousand years; since it will not recover the use of its wings before this period; except it is the soul of one who has philosophised sincerely, or together with philosophy has been a lover of youth. These indeed, in the third period of a thousand years, if they have thrice chosen this mode of life in succession, and have thus restored their wings to their natural vigour, shall in the three thousandth year, return to their pristine abode."

The Scholia of Hermeas on this passage, are as follow:

"Whatever soul, says Plato, following its proper God, is able to perceive something of intelligibles, will remain without injury during the whole of that period, i.e. will not fall into generation. For to fall into generation, is to be injured. And you may see how accurately here, in the same manner as before, he exhibits to us the difference between divine, and human souls. For he does not merely say, if it has seen* [reality] but, if it has seen something [of reality]; i.e. if it has seen what is partially and individually real. If therefore, in the
beginning of the period, it has seen something of real being, it will remain uninjured till another period. For the sacred law of Adrastea antecedently comprehends the progressions of all the Gods, and of all souls, and imparts that which is adapted to each. Hence, as the reward of having seen something of reality, in the beginning of the period, it will, during the whole of that period, remain on high, and revolve in conjunction with the Gods. For its adaptation to the period will sustain it; just as here, some things live for one solar period, others for two, and others only for a day, through being adapted to a certain position of the stars. Certain daemons also by their sustaining aid, keep souls from falling into generation, just as we see here, bodies that are well born, though they should be badly nourished, yet at the same time, remain healthy, through their natural condition from the beginning; and though they endeavour to perform certain defiled actions, yet are prevented by certain good daemons from accomplishing them. After the same manner therefore, the soul that has once beheld something of intelligibles, is assisted and supported by good daemons and heroes, so as not to fall into generation in that period. But when the soul being unable to follow the Gods, no longer perceives something of reality, Plato enumerates many causes of its lapse into generation. The first cause therefore, which he assigns of this is, its inability of following the [perpetual] attendants of the Gods. The second is, its being unable to perceive something of intelligibles. The third is, a fortuitous occurrence; and this is probably the occurrence of certain malefic daemons. For the soul departing from the Gods, meets with evil daemons, who enkindle its desires of associating with generation. Hence a similar thing takes place, as when some one follows his preceptor, Socrates for instance, or some other worthy teacher; for then he becomes modest and worthy, and participates of a certain good. But if he abandons his preceptor, he meets with intemperate and impudent men, who excite him to desires contrary to modesty and worth. The fourth cause, is the entire oblivion of intelligibles, and the power of the soul which is effective of difference, and of a life conversant with generation. For from these causes, the soul becomes heavy, is filled with the potion of oblivion, and fettered with the bonds of generation, and departs from and becomes entirely forgetful of intelligibles. For this is the depravity of the soul, which causes the defluxion of her wings, and her descent to earth.

But when Plato says, "the soul falls again on the earth," by earth, he may mean, all generation; he may also intend to signify this earth properly so called; and he may also mean this human body, into which the soul enters, through its most abundant participation of earth. The law of Adrastea therefore grants this to the soul in her first falling from the intelligible into generation, that she shall not enter into the body of a brute, but into that of a man. For Plato calls the first generation, the descent of the soul into the realms of generation, and her giving completion to this animal frame, after her vision of the intelligible. In the next place, it must be observed, that the nine lives which are here
delivered, differ from those mentioned in the [10t h book of the] Republic. For
the lives which are here delivered are nine, but those in the Republic, are
infinite. The latter also, are allotted conformably to the elections of the soul;
but the former are distributed, according to the reward and honour merited by
the vision of the intelligibles. And in the latter indeed, the transition of the
soul, is from a man into a brute, and from a brute into a man; but in the
former, the transition is only into man, and this into the male, and not into the
female. That likewise, which is the greatest thing of all, is this, that here, the
soul first proceeds from the intelligible into generation; but in the Republic, it
proceeds from one life to another. And in short, by accurately surveying, you
will find many differences between the former and the latter lives. Farther still,
this also must be mentioned by us as necessary, that here the species or forms
themselves of lives, are enumerated, but not entirely the fortunes of them, and
external circumstances, such for instance as a military, or royal life; nor entirely
a life which is conversant with arms, and employs a fortune of a particular
kind.

It remains therefore to be investigated, whether the whole extent of life is to
be divided into these nine lives, or whether a certain other division besides
these, is left, which will make for us, ten or more lives. For it is possible to
divide the same thing, according to different conceptions, into a greater or less
number of parts. Thus in the Philebus, the division is into three, but in the
Republic, into five, lives. It must be demonstrated by us however, that now the
whole extent of life may be distributed into these nine lives. These four things
therefore, being surveyed about man, viz. reason, anger, desire, and nature, the
soul descending into generation, lives either according to reason alone, yielding
in nothing to the passions, nor suffering any thing from them, and in this case,
she produces the first life which is the philosophic. Or she lives according to
anger, reason at the same time having dominion, and she produces the second
life, which is royal and military. Or she lives according to desire, again reason
possessing the empire of the soul, and she makes the third life, which is
political, and also pertains to the acquisition of wealth. For this life is
employed in procuring necessary food for the animal and the city. Or again,
the soul is conversant with nature, reason still presiding, and she produces the
gymnastic and medicinal life. For this life, is converted to nature and bodies,
providentially attending to, and procuring remedies for them. Since therefore,
we have proceeded, as far as to the end of the progression of life according to
nature, the fifth life remains, which is the telestic, and which does not possess
a peculiar power. For this life is converted to the Gods, and from thence
affords a certain assistance to the lives that precede it. But Plato assumes here
the prophetic and telestic life, not the enthusiastic; for this is philosophic in the
extreme, and scientific, and the whole of it is inspired by divinity; but he
assumes this artificial and medicinal life, which through sacrifices and prayers,
affords a certain aid to the human race. And these indeed, are the five lives,
which are effected according to right reason, and are assimilated to the energies
which subsist about divinity. For each of the Gods abides, proceeds, and
returns to the principle of his progression. Here therefore, the soul either abides in reason, and produces the philosophic life; or she proceeds as far as to nature, and produces the other three lives; or she is converted to the Gods, and produces the fifth life.

Of the remaining four lives however, which are imitative, and the images of those that are prior to them, two of them, viz. the sixth and the seventh, truly imitate those that precede them, the one through words, but the other through deeds. So that the remaining four, are imitative of the prior lives; but two of them imitate truly, and the other two dissimilarly. The sixth and seventh lives also, which are truly imitative, differ in this, that the one imitates through words, the philosopher, the king, and the remaining characters, and thus disciplines men; but the seventh imitates through deeds; for such is the artificer. And the eight and ninth dissimilarly imitate; the one again through words, but the other through deeds. But in the poetic, consider every imitative character included, to which also the painter belongs; these characters, as Plato says in the Republic, being the third from the truth. For the demiurgic character, he is to be assumed who leads a thing from non-being to essence, such as the carpenter, the potter, and the shoe-maker. Among these likewise, the husbandman is included, so far as he pays attention to nature, in order that her germinations may be healthy and most excellent. The sophistical however, and popular characters, differ in this, that the sophist is a teacher of the laws and virtue; but the popular character exercises rhetoric among the vulgar. But we must not now assume the distorted sophistical and tyrannical lives, but those that use these powers to a good purpose, the former by deception, but the latter by force. For it is possible to use these both well and ill, as Plato also infers. And thus much concerning the nine lives.

It now remains, that we should collect by human scientific reasoning, what the nature is of the intelligibles, by the contemplation of which the soul descends into the first, second, and following lives. The soul therefore, which has surveyed the beautiful, the wise, and the good, since these beginning from the first principles, proceed as far as to the last of things, descends into the first life. Hence also it is reasonable to suppose, that the soul which has surveyed wisdom itself, will choose the philosophic life; but that the soul which has surveyed the beautiful itself, will choose a life which is studious of elegance; and this Plato divides into the musical and amatory life. For receiving beauty either through the eyes, or the ears, we obtain a reminiscence of intelligible beauty. But the reascent to all the lives is to the good. Again, the soul which has surveyed the genera of being, will choose the second life. For a king establishes all things, and is therefore analogous to permanency,* from which also, he is denominated basileus, i.e. from a basis and stability, and giving firmness to things. He likewise moves or excites all things, by arranging and adorning every thing, through which he is analogous to motion. He is also the cause of friendship and union to all things through common laws, which it is the
province of \textit{sameness} to effect. And he divides every thing, and represses whatever is hostile and injurious; and this is the employment of \textit{difference}. He likewise rules over all things; and on this account he is said to be warlike, and a prince. But as causing all things [in the city] to \textit{exist}, may he not be said to subsist analogous to \textit{essence}, in consequence of leading each thing from non-being to existence.

Again, when the soul has surveyed the genera of being more partially, and no longer totally, or has [principally] surveyed justice itself, she produces the third life: for those who are assumed in the third life, are in a greater degree conversant with justice. The soul which has surveyed health itself, and body itself, makes the fourth life. And the soul which has beheld the everlasting Gods produces the prophetic or telestic life. The remaining four lives however, have surveyed similitude itself; but the two first have surveyed in a greater degree similitude, and the two last dissimilitude.

Plato therefore, having spoken concerning the lives, and the genera distributed to souls descending into generation, from the intelligible prior to generation, briefly discusses in what remains, the conduct of the soul during its fallen condition, conformably to what is said in the \textit{Republic}; viz. that the soul which has passed through this life in a just and holy manner, shall obtain a more excellent, but the soul that has acted unjustly, a worse, condition of being. Having likewise, led the soul into the realms of generation, he again elevates it to the intelligible, and says, that every soul such as the souls of the multitude, is restored to the intelligible, through ten thousand years; but that the soul of a philosopher is restores through three thousand years. Since however, he makes mention of a period of a myriad, and of three thousand years, and farther still of the period of a thousand years, from a progression from generation into generation, let us first explain the mathematical meaning of what is said, and afterwards investigate what he wishes to indicate.

He defines then, in the \textit{Republic}, the measure of the life of man to be a hundred years, this number being the square of ten, which comprehends in itself all the forms of numbers. Afterwards, if you multiply a hundred by ten, you will produce the cube a thousand. This, as being terrestrial, and adapted to earth, Plato attributes to it, and says, that the progression of the soul under the earth, i.e. its progression from generation to generation, consists of a thousand years, in order that the punishment of its offences, or the reward of its good deeds, may take place in a tenfold degree. Farther still, this also must be pre-assumed, that the soul which is about to be restored to its pristine felicity, must have chosen a philosophic life. Let there be therefore, a soul that has lived the nine lives; but it remains after these, that one life which is
apocatastatic, must, as we have said, be investigated; and this we shall have ten lives. Hence since the progression of each life under the earth, consists of a thousand years, ten times one thousand will produce a myriad of years. Since also it is necessary that the soul which is returning to its pristine felicity, should have philosophized thrice, as Plato says, again three thousand years will be produced. Perhaps too, Plato assumed this from history. For thus Hermes Trismegistus received the appellation of Trismegistus, because he had thrice philosophized on the earth, and the third time knew himself. And Pindar* says,

But they who in true virtue strong
The third purgation can endure;
And keep their minds from fraudulent wrong,
And guilt's contagion pure;
They thro' the starry paths of Jove
To Saturn's blissful tower remove.

Such therefore, as I have said, is the mathematical meaning of the words. And in short, three and ten multiply the journey of a thousand years under the earth, that is, the progression from generation into generation, and make three thousand and a myriad.

What then does Plato obscurely signify through these numbers? It must be said, that three thousand and a myriad, are symbols of perfection. For Plato does not mean what the mathematical signification of the words seem to indicate. For if this were the case, there would be an apocatastasis of every soul in a myriad of years, and thus this world would become destitute of souls. But this is impossible, as is also evident from what is related of Aridaeus in [the tenth book of] the Republic, who was many thousand years under the earth, and yet was not able to ascend from the mouth, though other souls ascended from it. Plato therefore, does not intend to signify a mathematical and arithmetical multitude of years, but measures of perfections, and gradations of first, middle, and last souls. For some souls make their apocatastasis more swiftly, but others more slowly, and some require but a little, but others an abundant, purification. And three is a perfect number, containing the beginning, middle, and end. Ten also is a perfect number, subsisting according to another form [i.e. according to a form different from that of three], and comprehending in itself all numbers.

* Olymp. ii. v. 123, &c.

Three likewise, is analogous to three thousand, and ten to a myriad: for each of them is a monad, and is comprehensive of all numbers. On all these accounts therefore, Plato uses three thousand and a myriad, manifesting by these numbers, that those who philosophize perfectly, make their apocatastasis to the intelligible in a shorter time, as requiring but little or no purification; but that the souls of the multitude make their apocatastasis in a longer time, as
being in want of much punishment and purification. A thousand also manifests a certain measure of the perfection of the soul that is purified under the earth; which having obtained, it again comes into generation, and having lived well or ill on the earth, again acquires its requisite perfection under the earth.

Hence, these periods do not entirely manifest so great a multitude of years, so as that souls make their apocatastases in such a great length of time, but they symbolically signify, a certain proper measure of perfection; through which the soul receiving what is adapted to it, and obtaining its perfection, is restored to its pristine felicity.

8 (See line 328C) The happy life, &c. The supreme felicity of the soul in another life, consists in the vision of intelligibles in a much more perfect manner than can be effected by it in the present life. This vision, Plato in the Phaedrus, calls initiation into the most blessed of mysteries. But his all-beautiful words are translated by me as follows: "We were then however, permitted to see splendid beauty, when together with that happy choir, we obtained that blessed spectacle and vision, we indeed following with Jupiter, but others with some other God, seeing and being initiated in those mysteries, which may be lawfully called most blessed. And these divine orgies were performed by us, who were then entire, and free from the evils which awaited us in a posterior time. We also beheld with closed eyes, and were epoptic spectators in a pure light, of simple, stable and happy luminous appearances, being ourselves pure, and free from the impression of that with which we are now surrounded, which we denominate body, and to which we are bound, like an oyster to its shell."

All this is thus admirably explained by Hermeas, "Plato every where says, that the sovereign Sun is analogous to the first principle of things. For as here the sun is the sovereign of the whole sensible world, so is the first principle in the intelligible world. And as from the sovereign Sun light descends, which conjoins, connects, and unites that which is visive with that which is visible; after the same manner also, the light proceeding from the first God, and which Plato calls truth, conjoins intellect with the intelligible. You see therefore that beauty imitates this light. For it is, as it were, a light, emitted from the fountain of intelligibles to this visible world, alluring and calling upward all things to itself, and uniting the lover with the object of love. Hence also, elevation [to the intelligible] is effected through it. Plato therefore, summarily says, that intelligibles are the objects to which Love elevates. For the beauty, which is here, is obscure and sensible, (just as the light which is here, is mingled with air,) and leads us to the reminiscence of beauty itself.

But when he says, "We were then permitted to see splendid beauty;" he means beauty itself coruscating, without any mixture of its contrary. And the happy choir, in conjunction with which we then revolved, consists of divine souls, which on account of their united subsistence, are called a choir. But he now denominates a choir, that which he before called the army of Gods and daemons. It is likewise properly called by him happy. For in reality, he who surveys
those forms is happy and blessed.

Again, when he says, "We indeed following with Jupiter," it must be observed, that in the Timaeus, he represents the Demiurgus when he is making the world, disseminating souls equal in number to the stars, i.e. equal according to forms. Hence, making some of them to be Solar, others Lunar, and other Jovian, & c, he disseminated some of them into the Earth, but others into the other instruments of time. Plato therefore now says, "We indeed following with Jupiter," as knowing his proper God [i.e. the God to whose series he belonged]. For this is the felicity of the human soul, to revolve in conjunction with appropriate Gods; since it is not possible to pass beyond the Gods.

When also he says, "Being initiated," he denominates initiation (teletē) from the soul being rendered by it perfect.
You see therefore, that the soul was once perfect. Hence, when it is on the earth, it becomes divided, and the whole of it is not able to energize by itself. He likewise says, "Which may be lawfully called." For the vision of them is not simply most blessed; since the perceiver sees, as being different from that which is seen. It is necessary however, that union should take place. The establishment therefore in these objects of vision, is most blessed. But it is necessary to know that telete is one thing, muesis another, and epopteia another. Telete therefore, is analogous to that which is preparatory to purifications, and the like. But muesis, which is denominated from closing the eyes, is more divine. For to close the eyes, is no longer to receive those divine mysteries by sense, but to behold them with the soul itself. And epopteia is to be established in, and become a spectator of them. He likewise says, "These divine orgies were performed by us," because to perform orgies, and the mysteries, is called orgiazein.

Again, when Plato says, "Being ourselves then entire," he speaks of those divine mysteries, as a spectator; and uses the word entire for perfect. When also, he says, "The evils which awaited us in a posterior time," he signifies that the communion of the body becomes the cause of the lapse of the soul. But by the word stable, he indicates the firm and constant nature of intelligibles. The expressions closed eyes, and epoptic spectators, are derived from the Eleusinian mysteries. He also says, we were spectators "in a pure light, being ourselves pure," because the splendor in the sublunary region is not pure; for it is mingled with air. But we ourselves were then pure, because it is not lawful for that which is impure to be conjoined with that which is pure. And lastly, as oysters are bound to their shell, so are we to the body.

9 (See line 337A) This is admirably explained by Olympiodorus, in his MS. commentary on that part of the Phaedo* where Plato speaks of the prohibition of suicide in the aporrēta: "The argument," says he, "which Plato employs in this place against suicide is derived from the Orphic mythology,* in which four kingdoms are celebrated: the first of Heaven, whom Saturn
assaulted, cutting off the genitals of his father. But after Saturn, Jupiter succeeded to the government of the world, having hurled his father into Tartarus. And after Jupiter, Bacchus rose to light, who, according to report, was, through the stratagems of Juno, torn in pieces by the Titans, by whom he was surrounded, and who afterwards tasted his flesh: but Jupiter, enraged at the deed, hurled his thunder at the guilty offenders, and consumed them to ashes. Hence a certain matter being formed from the vapour of the smoke ascending from their burning bodies, out of this mankind were produced. It is unlawful therefore to destroy ourselves, not as the words of Plato seem to import, because we are in body, as in a prison, secured by a guard; (for this is evident, and Plato would not have called such an assertion arcane) but because our body is Dionysiacal, or the property of Bacchus: for we are a part of this God, since we are composed from the vapours of the Titans who tasted his flesh. Socrates, therefore, fearful of disclosing the arcane part of this narration, adds nothing more of the fable but that we are placed as in a certain prison, secured by guard:5 but the interpreters relate the fable openly."

(Greek text omitted, ed.)

After this he beautifully observes, "That these four governments obscurely signify the different gradations of virtues, according to which our soul contains the symbols of all the virtues, both theoretical and cathartical, political and ethical. For it either energises according to the
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theoretic virtues, the paradigm of which is the government of Heaven, that we may begin from on high; and on this account Heaven receives its denomination para ton ta anō oran, from beholding the things above:— or it lives cathartically, the exemplar of which is the Saturnian kingdom; and on this account Saturn is denounced, from being a pure intellect, through a survey of himself; and hence he is said to devour his own offspring, as signifying the conversion of himself to himself:— or it energises according to the political virtues, the symbol of which is the government of Jupiter; and hence Jupiter is the Demiurgus, so called from operating about secondary natures:— or the soul energises according to both the ethical and physical virtues, the symbol of which is the kingdom of Bacchus; and on this account he is fabled to be torn in pieces by the Titans, because the virtues do not follow but are separated from each other." (Greek text omitted, ed.) And thus far Olympiodorus; in which passages it is necessary to observe, that as the Titans are the ultimate artificers of things, and the most proximate to their fabrications, men are said to be composed from their fragments, because the human soul has a partial life, capable of proceeding to the most extreme division, united with its proper nature. And while the soul is in a state of
servitude to the body, she lives confined, as it were, in bonds, through the
dominion of this Titannical life.

10 (See line 343A) Socrates in the Phaedrus says, that the horses of the
soul sometimes fight with each other, &c.

For the sake of the Platonic reader, I shall give the whole of the passage in the
Phaedrus, to which Proclus here alludes, together with the Scholia of Hermeas
on it. The passage then, is as follows:
"But with respect to other souls, such as follow divinity in the best manner,
and become similar to its nature, raise the head of the charioteer into the
supercelestial place; where he is born along with the circumference: but is
disturbed by the course of the horses, and scarcely obtains the vision of perfect
realities. Other souls however, at one time raise, and at another depress, the
head of the charioteer: and through the violence of the horses, they partly see
indeed, and are partly destitute of vision. And again, other souls follow, all of
them affecting the vision of this superior place; but from being unable to
accomplish this design, they are carried round in a merged condition, trampling
on, and attacking each other, through a contention of preceidency in their
course. Hence the tumult, contest, and perspiration are extreme. And here
indeed, many become lame through the fault of the charioteers, many break
many of their wings, and all of them involved in mighty labour, depart destitute
of the perception of reality; but after their departure they use a doxastic
nutriment; through which there is a great endeavour to behold where the plain
of Truth is situated. For from a meadow of this kind, that which is best in the
soul receives convenient nutriment; and from this, the nature of the wing is
nourished, by which the soul is enabled to ascend."

The following are the elucidations of Hermeas on this passage: "Plato having
spoken concerning divine souls, and those that always subsist invariably the
same, now passes to our partial and human souls, which are sometimes able to
follow divinity, and sometimes abandon a divine nature. Hence, he manifests
them by the indefinite word others, as possessing much depravity and
wandering. He also divides these triply, into first, middle, and last. For he had
likewise, given a triadic division to the natures of a superior order. Hence, of
the spectacles, he says, that some are within the Heaven, others, in the subcelestial
arch, and others, beyond the Heaven. And again, of the spectacles
beyond the Heaven he says, that the truly-existing essence which is in the supercelestial
place, is without colour, without figure, and without contact. Prior to
this likewise, he made a division into Jupiter and Vesta, and the ten leaders: and
again into Jupiter, Gods, and daemons: or again, into Jupiter, and those that
always follow him, when they are willing and able.* For universally, every
thing which has once proceeded from the first principle, ought to be triadic.
For being perfect it will have a first, middle, and last, conformably to what the
[Chaldean] Oracle says, "The triad measuring all things." Thus therefore,
respecting our souls, he says that some of them raise the head of the charioteer,
i.e. the summit of our intellect, to the super-celestial place; but that others,
sometimes raise the head, and sometimes do not; and that others, are not able
to raise it, but are borne downward to generation. It must also be accurately
observed, how he indicates the difference between our souls and those that are
divine. For in speaking of our highest felicity, and assuming the soul which is
most excellently assimilated to divinity, he says, that it is scarcely able, through
being disturbed by the horses, to raise the head of the charioteer to the place
beyond the Heaven; to perceive something of real beings; and thus to stand on
the back of the Heaven, as in a watch-tower,* surveying different objects at
different times. And divine souls indeed, are said to be carried round by the
circulation of the Heaven; but our souls, to be carried round in conjunction
[with those that are divine].

f And these, as they are sometimes willing and able to follow Jupiter, and
sometimes not, make with Jupiter, a triadic division.

$ For εΤι ΟΧΟΧΙJC in this place, I read eirt OKOITL^Q.

But by the head of the charioteer, we must understand, the highest and most
intellectual part of the soul, which unically possesses all the intellectual power
of it. Since therefore, the soul is multipotent, and the other powers of it also
wish to energize, hence souls of the first rank, are very properly said to be
disturbed by the horses. But souls of the middle rank, which have not perfectly
disciplined their other powers, are not merely said to be disturbed, but to be
forced by the horses; and hence, at one time, they energize according to their
summit, and at another again, according to their more subordinate part. And
souls of the third rank, are entirely vanquished by the horses; on which
account, being unable to raise the head of the charioteer, they become in a
merged condition. Take also examples of these from characters on the earth.
And let an example of a soul of the first rank be a philosopher who is at
leisure* with himself, and for contemplation, but who imparts good alone to
the other lives of himself, and to every thing in his vicinity. But let the
political character be the image of souls of the middle rank; at one time being
extended to contemplation, and at another again, being converted to, and
arranging things of a subordinate nature. And let souls of the third rank, be
analogous to the vulgar and impassioned man. Moreover, there is a great extent
in souls of the middle rank, in consequence of their perceiving some things, but
not perceiving others. For some indeed, have seen many things, but have not
seen a few; but others vice versa, have seen a few, but have not seen many
things; and others, have equally seen some things, and have not seen others.
This therefore, must be attended to; for it will contribute to our knowledge of
the lives that are in a following order. Hence the souls that are the last of
those that follow the Gods, as they naturally aspire after the supercelestial place,
are convolved together with the Gods, but through their want of power to
survey it, they tend downward. And at last, will and desire leave them: for will
begins the first, and ends the last. As therefore, here on the earth, the vulgar
and impassioned man, naturally indeed aspires after good, but is unable to
distinguish and discover truly existing good, there also souls are affected after the same manner.

You may likewise assume other examples of the three orders of souls. Of the first order indeed, the temperate man; but of the second, the continent man, where, though there is a sedition between the subordinate and more excellent pans of the soul, yet at the same time, reason endeavours to preserve its authority. And of the last order, you may assume the incontinent, or the intemperate man as an example. And again, you may take, as an example of the first order, the worthy man, who neither accuses himself, nor another. For

f Conformably to this Plato elsewhere says, that the genuine philosopher is nourished in truth and leisure. But at present, as true philosophy is not studied, and there are consequently, no genuine philosophers, every man is busily employed about external concerns, and no one is at leisure for speculations of the highest importance. "I am too busy, I have not a moment to spare for such things," is the common language of the high and the low, the rich and the poor.

the first of souls are not disturbed through their own depravity, but through the nature of the subject thing, it being such as to cause perturbation. Hence also, we may dissolve the doubt which enquires, how it is said, that the soul when perfect and winged, revolves on high, and governs the whole world? For so far as the soul follows the Gods, and gives itself to them, it is happy. But souls of the middle class must be arranged conformably to one who makes a proficiency, and who accuses himself alone.

Again, when Plato adds, that souls of the third rank are carried round in a merged condition, he does not say that they fall, but that they are merged, as being enslaved by the violence and sedition of other powers, but at the same time, are convolved together with the attendants of the Gods, through aspiring after the supercelestial place. And of divine souls indeed, it is said, that the circulation of the Heaven convolves them, in consequence of their being adapted to this, and giving themselves to the circulation. But of souls of the third class it is said, that they are jointly convolved, as being born along by violence; they indeed tending in a right-lined progression to generation, but at the same time being circularly convolved, through their being still carried by the Heaven, and the attendants of the Gods, just as the inflammable matter at the summit of the air, is said to be circularly borne along. These souls therefore, become in a merged condition, in consequence of their genesiurgic power gravitating, and wishing to energize: for with this power the irrational form of life is connected. When also it is said, that they trample on each other, it must not be supposed that they use feet there, but that one soul endeavours to be before another. The superior therefore, may be said to trample on the subordinate soul, and the subordinate to attack the superior. Souls of this kind however, are not extended to the intelligible, but look to each other, and
contending with, endeavour to surpass each other.

Hence, a perturbation is produced in them of the dianoetic part, but a contest of anger; for it is anger which aspires after honour and precedency; and an extreme perspiration of the epithymetic and genesiurgic part, which afterwards proceeds into generation. But it is said to be extreme, in contradistinction to the divine perspiration of ascending souls, which Plato mentions in what follows. Here however alone, in souls of the third rank, he blames the charioteer, because it is the cause to them of a confusion of this kind; just as he says in the Republic, that it is impossible for the decorous condition of the city to be dissolved, without the depravity of the rulers. You may also assume from hence, that the whole soul descends according to Plato, if the charioteer which is the summit of it, becomes depraved, and that one part of the soul does not, as Plotinus says, descend, but another part abide on high.

Again, with respect to the lameness of these souls, this becomes known from the motion of those persons that are lame. For these proceed slowly, and inelegantly, and are in danger of falling. Thus therefore, these souls also, are more dull and inelegant in their intellectual conceptions, and are always in danger of being drawn down into generation. Hence, Plato assimilates their intellections to the walking of those that are lame; since walking is adapted [as an image] to their transitive intelligence. It is likewise beautifully observed by him, that many of these souls break their wings; for he does not say they destroy them, because the soul never loses its anagogic power; but its energies indeed become sluggish, and in this respect, may be said to perish, but the power remains broken. Farther still, we may derive an explanation of what is here said, from winged animals. For if any one of these breaks its wings, it is for a short time raised on high, through the winged nature which it possesses, but is again drawn downward. They depart therefore, he says, destitute of the perception of reality, i.e. they fly to that which is without God, and dark.

Heaven's exiles straying from the orb of light,

[as Empedocles says]. But they depart destitute, or imperfect i.e. uninitiated. For the vision of intelligibles is truly initiation. They likewise use doxastic nutriment, i.e. they exert the reasons or forms of sensibles, and live according to these, no longer surveying intelligibles, but sensibles.

Farther still, in the words, through which there is a great endeavour, &c. he delivers that which is common to the three orders of souls, as well of those that obtain the vision of intelligibles, as of those that do not. So that the answer to those who enquire, why therefore, do all souls thus endeavour and weary themselves to obtain this vision is, that all of them desire to perceive real beings. But by the nutriment adapted to that which is best in the soul, he means that which is adapted to the intellectual part of the soul; for this is alone
appropriately nourished by the intelligible. But the wing of the soul, which is the anagogic power of it, is not appropriately, but alone nourished by the intelligible, and by nothing else. And the meadow is the prolific power of forms. The meadow also may be said to be the Nights: for there the fountains of life are contained. That however, is another meadow which is mentioned in the 10th Book of the Republic, in which souls about to proceed into generation dwell for a time. And this meadow is the luminous appearance (phasma) which is under the moon. The meadow in the Republic however, is analogous to that which is here mentioned. For in the former, the principles of nature, and of the life in generation, are comprehended."

f For otiodrjou here, it is obviously necessary to read vorjaei.
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appellations of
as Virtue
energies of
numbers adapted to
places adapted to
veil of
Minerval solemnity
Mixed, Bound and Infinity
Moisture (air and water)
Monad and duad
Month and Year
Month is a God
Mortal and immortal
Mortal nature
Motion
and the planets
and the stars
of the stars
Mundane Gods
Mundane natures, theory of
Myths
Names
Nature
Nemesis
Neptune and Minerva
Night
Night (Maia)
Night and Day
Night, a divinity
Numbers
adapted to Minerva
Demiurgic
masses and powers
& lives
ratios of soul
Older and younger
Olympiodorus on myth
Olympus
Only-begotten
Only-begotten, was, is, will be
Opinion
Opinion and reason
Order
Paradigm of universe
Paradigms
Partial soul
Phaeton
Phaeton, myth of
Physiology, 3-fold division of
Platonic causes
Poetry
Power
Prayer
causes of
modes of
Principal causes
Progression of all things
Providence
Providence, divine
Providence, will & goodness
Prudence
Purifications
Reason
Reason (logos)
Reason and opinion
Royal series
Sais
Seasons are Goddesses
Seasons, the
Sense
Seven circles, analogies
Sirens
Sophists
Soul
abiding, proceeding,
returning
and brutal lives
and causes
and Fate
and the Demiurgus
and the elements
& genera of being
& 1,000 year period.
as last of eternal
natures
ascent & descent
through divine spheres
charioteer and horses
composition & divine orders
descent of
dissemination of
dissemination about
Mundane Gods
distribution
elements of
generation & descent of
generation of
gnostic energies of
human
intellect, dianoia & opinion
its essence, power
and energy
its harmonic ratios
its middle position
its vehicle
middle nature of
partial
salvation of
seven parts of
three parts of
triple life of
twofold oblivion in
Sublunary Gods
Supercelestial place
Symbols, impressions of the Gods
Tetrad, the
Themis, three daughters of
Trojan war, analogies of
Truth
Universe
division of powers in
generation of
Immutable and mutable in
most beautiful
Universe
motion of
nature of
nothing external to
one or many?
order of allotments in
Order of the
paradigm of
sense of
subsistences of
visible and tangible
Veil of Minerva
Virtue
Virtues, Hestia the cause of
Vulcan (see also next index)
fabrication of
Wealth, the desire for
Will, and goodness and
providence
Wonder (thaumas)
Words
World and heaven
Xanthus
Year and Month
Younger and older
Zeus (see also next index)

---

Major deities:

Apollo
Bacchus
Ceres
Crater
Demiurgi
Diana
Hercules
Juno
Jupiter
Mercury
Man
Minerva
Metis
Muses
Neptune
Ocean
Phanes
Phorcys
Proserpine
Protogonus
Rhea
Saturn
Venus
Vesta
Vulcan